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lELE MOLDING H'WOOD FUTURE?
ffwood Scripters Finding
Getting

Back to

Tough

S[[

Writing for Stage

^f'lDCk'of Hollywood scripters, on-f
th* beach because of production
cittbacks, are currently entering
Ihp depleted ranks of legit play«r|dghts.

It

HoDywood

'Depression Talk as Snipe at B.O.

US'

But while Broadway is
by the prospect of

Pittsburgh, Feb.

,

Jack Carson, who

did. hi.;
Friday (28)

1.

net-

from

"The End" has now been

TV: Therapy Video

Television may be the saviour
of the film induistry, leading it out
of its current financial difficulties.
That's the growing conviction of
many video-picture braintrusters
who, with eyes. and ears^-dttuned to
the constantly expanding TV patterns, are more convinced than
ever that, rather than kill: of?
the film biz, TV will be the instrument to mold the whole future of

cially stamped on
of last year that

Michigan City. Ind., Feb. 1.
Indiana State Prison, which sev-

months ago became the

eral

is

icy,

Hope^far iir^p^

New York

play
agent, observes that many Hollywood writers "are out of touch
with the theatre and must become
part of it again" before they can
Show Insults. More extreme opinion holds that the. refugees from
the film studios are out of touch

j

\

,

I
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patrons are

.
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As Comic

I

0nl)oin|P

With reality also and must undergo
complete reorientation in a difMiss Salisterent atmosphere.
bury, however, expressed confi(Continued on page 53)
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to go on television
says "no can do."

his terrific

Hollywood, Feb.

1.

As Tele Beckons

and that it would redound to
Par's benefit as well.
In signaturing a deal to return
Hope, it's vmderstood, is so anx- to the air next fall, Edgar Bergen
ious to embrace video now tliat he has nixed a two-year contract profwould be willing to spend his be fered by his new bankroUer. Cocapianist Walter Gieseking, who was tweenTpictures time in New York ICola, with Bergen agreeing only
hurriedly routed back to Europe by for a continuing live--series>, (It's to a~ one-year pact.
State Department last week be- recalled that when Hope, sprae
Bergen's move is considered Sig«J»
wHS'Jhfe could undertake a planned months back, did a "surprise" guest nificant it the trade, for it reflects
concfert tour.
shot on the Ed Sullivan "Toast of the new thinking on the part of
Gap 4l$o will discard sides made the Town" on CBS-TV he was top radio artists who, in the transi«nce 1933 by WUhelm Furtwang- Widely acclaimed as a "video nat- tional AM-to-TV era, no longer are
«r, whose appointment as Chicago ural,")
(Continued on page 55
oymphony conductor created a fuFact; that Balaban is determined
.

.

Of Daily Papers'
already accused of
Cutting into tlie grosses -of everything from sports events to taxis,
is now named responsible for the

New

policy arises from eonvic-.

tion by indastiy execs that the
constant depression publicity is
(Continued on page 55)
•
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.Met Opera Facing
I
;

circulation suffered by
several New York daily newspapers
during the last yeary

500G

2-Yr. Deficit;

in

|
'

Tour Can Save 50G

Metropolitan Opera Assn, execs
Mqgt-seyl<>nsly.Jiit'%thexircu!a- { are concerned abou^.tihe deficit ol
tion dip are the evening news- $233,357 for the 194^-48 season bepapers, such as the World-Tele- cause, contrary to published regram and Sun, according to the ports, this deficit hasn't been made
most recent Audit Bureau of Ciiv good and isn't being takr i care of
culation figures. W-T exec editor imminently. Deficit was a sock beLee Wood admitted there had been cause the Met, for the season presome discussion about tele's re- vious (1946-47), showed an .$11,000
sponsibility for the dip but de- profit.. Management also estimates
clared he would tend to doubt it it will have a sUnUar deficit of
If TV has any effect on ncws- about $250,000 this season.
Both
papers,-he"Baid,-it can only berthalf deflcitsTVlU have-tcrbe taktfn cai'e"
(Continued on page 53>
(Continued on page S3)
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Hollywood;

ma jor companies.
I

I

1

Getting Brushoff

,

; Capitol
Records is cai'efuUy
screening the vast Telefunken catalog it acquired
to eliminate any
.
.
«ides etched by "known" Nazis.
Already tossed out are those by

In Circulation Cut

overheads. It is to television, they
say, that the film industry can
look for the formats that will strip
pix of the highly-critici26d "Holly-;
(Continued on page S5)

slump

Hope might .ieopardize
b.o. draw if he does a

in

and Washington are

beatmg the drums to get the
idea across, and a s^ate of
statements to similar effect may,
be expected from the top bras* of

same

Long Radio Pacts

video show on a regular weekly
basis at this stage of the game.
Hope leeis differently, He thinks
the time is ripe to get: his TV feet

German Disk Takeover

,

now and Par

publicists

New York

avidly

Television,

determined to have it
Barney Balaban, prez.

out with
Latter feels

Weeding Out
Artists for UjS: In

.

is

MPAA

IBlame Television

It is television,

Bob HoP IS ieuding ^Vith Paramount Pictures because he \yants

Hope
Oapitol

Insists

I

still flocking to the
theatres in tremendous numbers,

'

for examplei say
the keener minds on the film scene,
that will .show the way to the production of lower-cost pictures and
the elimination of coin-consuming
.

is mighty fine, only being
topped by the phenomenal grosses
of 1946 and 1947.
Eric A; Johnston, prexy of the
Motion Picture ,Assn. of America,
has signalized th^' hew policy with
two statements during the past two
weeks. Both times Ife pointed out
that business is down only about
10% from the peak years and that

business
j

j

Leah Salisbury,

has become industry pol-.

—

I

I

the pic industry.

It

as far as any; such pten can
official, to promote'- public-

become

ly the idea that things arto't so bad
at all in Fllmlandia
in fact that;

'
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!

I

I

I
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down only when the
reversed itself and canMMed the maestro. In the case of
*wtwangler. Cap is still trying to
MCtde What to do, with faces he
wajttid before Hitler
came to power.
Waxery acquired the Telefunken
"brary through the offices
af the
™l>tary Government in Berthat died
J™**
outat

.

to

keep Hope

perplexes

ofl'

many

video at this time
in the trade in

view of Par's insistence on establishing a bigtime franchise in the
medium on stations and facilities.

TEXACO RUSHES

IN SUBS

AS MILTON BERLE AILS
I

Jack Carter and Budy Vallee
have been rushed in to substitute
tlie ailing Milton Berlft in the
video and radio editions; re'spectively, of "Texaco Star ;Theatee."
On both video and radio, emcee
changes will be made weekly until
Berle's return, which is expected
for his Feb. 22 tele session. Pljil
Baker emcees the Feb. 15 tele
show.
Berle was originally slated to
take a two-week vacation starting
after tonight's (Wed.) radio' program, but he was downed by a
virus attack late last week,, and doctors have warned him to curtail his
(Continued on page S5>
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w». The German platters will be
released next month
to blaze the

'

.Washihglon.Feb. 1.
Radio, live arici recorded, news*S c ?^ ^*P's ^"^'"y into the classicameras
^'''"^ its own artists.
Tele- reels, television and still
f.,i.i
lunKen
were ordered
arrangement calls for „„
an yesterday CVlon.
^„ .
|*??ange of masters, the German barred from future public hearings
pressing and marketing Cap of the House Un-American ActivimsKs on the Continent.
ties Committee.
artists whose works
Committee, seMng to live down
win
"aekbone the releases are its past reputation for hoopla oppi,
p.rna back, the
La Scala Symphony eratlon in a circus atmosphere,
and the Amsterdam ruled that hereafter only newsJi'ian
S*
by WiUem ' paper reporters may cover its proi
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Barred From Red Probe

offi-

the popular yarn
the film- industry

suffering a catastrophic depres-

sion.

first

such institution in the U. S. to
present television to prisoners, reports that video has had a calming
effect on the 352 mental patients
there. Carter Manny, cjialrman of
the board- of tvu^teeSj sfild fewer
.sedatives are being used now than
Hollywood and establish a new at any other time in prison history.
modus operandi that will pay off.
Television shows are presented
As Hollywood struggles to evolve two nights a week in the hospital,
operational techniques that will land on other nights to a limited
keep it a going Enterprise in the number of: prisoners in the. chapel.
face of the public's reevaluation of
ex-Hollywood writers are touchy on the subject of Pitts- films and boxoft'ice prices, the The television set was assembled
CiSSes,
burgh's smoke, smog, diit, etc.
by an inmate,
producing unsuitable fluff because
amazing aspect is that the "formthey've lost the touch in being abula for the future" is coming digent too many years from Broadrectly from television rather than
.

By HERB OOLDEN

.

Oh, Beautiful Pittsburgh

work broadcast
gdinfng additional creative talent,
stage of Stanley theatre, where he's
jbtamediate reaction to the HoUy^
playing a week's engagement, had
.Woodite's initial eflforts is temperMayor David Lawrenee written in'ed with a wait-and-hope attitude,
to the show;. But His Honor took
t Some Broadway play agents feel
one look at the script and said no.
that Hollywood has been a poor
He .objected to some of the refertraining ground for work in the
The once-over- ences to Pittsburgh and said he'd
living theatre.
exchange banter with Carson only
lightly technique of chraftsmanif the objectionable (to him) lines
ghlP) which these agents say is
were eliminated;
promoted in Hollywood, is being
P. Si: Mayor Lawrence wasn't on
carrjled over into the legit field
the program, His Honoi; is vei-y
In many
with .disastrous results.

way,

Stumps to End

Officially

i

By GEORGE ROSEN

l^iicouraged

.

VEO

1

=:|

I"

for All Business Concerning

The Horn*
Of Charm
All Girl Orchestra

and Choir

under the direction of

PHIL SFITAMMlt

Wet1nesilay« Februaif^ 2,

MISCEIXANY
Indie Producers

Laugh Off Idea

Industry

familiar with the workings of the
Breen office also .err in thinWng
that the production code is an inflexible instrument. Technically it
is, but there is great variance posinterpretation. The libersible
ality of this interpretation flexes

;

lesitimate theatre.

MPPA, which

Up

...

f 11
the fallacy
Insiders pointed out iv,
of
i''L''?°Jf„i'l?;,!f^"r.cLw^^^^
tion
by critics of the industry that
the- majors like: the production code
and subscribed to it wholly because
they wanted to.
Actually, the
majors are no fonder of it than
the indies or any other filmmakers. They follow its tenets for
the same reason that SIMPP members' will undoubtedly continue to
ir^becatise. it Is a matter of economic necessity to do so.
,

i.

:

,

;

excj usi vely for television transmission by the American BroadCo.
was get yesterday
casting
(Tues.) in a four-way deal among
ABC, 20th-Fox, Doubleday & Co,
and the March of Time. Book currently topping the nonfiction bestseller lists, is to be depicted in a
series of 26 two-reel documentaries, which will be produced by
MOT in con.i unction with 20th.
ABC is paying a reported $400,
000 for the series, for which it
21
for
rights
exclusive
gains
rf^us, the network can
,^o„ijig
them as many times as it desires on either its own or nonstations and can sell
affiliated
them for sjionsorship tinder the
best deal obtainable.: Films are

Ken MurrayV

-

;A«ademy Award Film;

Filmization of Gen. Dwight D.
Eisenhower's "Crusade In Europe"

ministratij6n setup.
,

.

.

Joe Breen's Production- Code -Ad-

.

AND C00«

"BILL

operates

'Fallacy' Pointed

KEN MURRAY'S

OF 1949"
El Capitatt Theatra, HollywQpdi Cal.
Ana HOW in world- Wide v

By20th,ABC.MOT

.

affiliate,

In.

•

WMGM To Acquire

Cohn Wants hemiiim From

Catholic Church to get the heat
off the industry when the Legion
of Decency was campaigning to
keep Catholics out of theatres.
Results threatened then to be
financially disastrous to producers,
and there's no desire by either
majors or indies to have a repeti-

'Born Yesterday' Star

24 yeatsi

'

;

Mose Drachman meant westvn hospitality now it's
Hoy Drachman, and where Harold Bell Wright was thO literary light
when I was the chaise lounge sports edit<>r of the Arizona Daily Star^
Rosemary
Taylor-^whose maiden haine, incidehtaUy> Vvas R^^^
now it's
mary Drachman.
I lived the four happiest years of my life in Tucson and have a
weakness for confusing happiness with blessed events, Long before
doctors told Pegler that Tucson had rattlesnakes which could feed Hirii
a venom in case he felt his supply being dried up by tax collectors, I
already had discovered that the town'is sunshine could cure everything,
including snakebite. And among the many beautiful people in that
beautiful oasis none was more beautjiful ilisiide imo^^^o^^^
:'y'-

The family originally came west before the Civil War: Their soB,Mose, was said to have been the first white child borri in Tucsonv but
actually it was hi§ older brother Harry. Harry; now 80, confirmed this
priority -to

me

recently.

T

.A Man Of Color;. Anyway
word "white" is used loosely in this case because
the Drachmans, and particularly Mose, w^re as brdwn as a well-fed
Indian squaw chief. Mose's wif^,; however,: was a blonde, /smallv frail
and rosy-cheeked gal from Danville, Va, Her name was E^^
She had come west originally as a healthseeker, but She oiitliyed old
Mose- by 11 yearSi Theirs was the first Abie's Irish: Rose merger I had
ever seen, and a happier married couple never lived.
In "Chicken Every Sunday" Mose Drachman is portrayed as frequently involvendo and temperamentally unfitted to plod along in the
harness of a good provider. For one investment he made in a lauiidry
that paid off, a seemingly endless stream of gold mines, olhvells,
ranches, hotels, theatres and even banks went broke under his ma gic
touch. This never shocked him half as much as seeing his wife turning
their hacienda into a hash-house in order to tide things over during his
many one-man depressions. His wife's open confession of their plight
seemed to leave him speechless with fury.
I realize that this follows the well-set "Life With Father" pattern of
American literature. Fathers are forever choleric and Incompetent;
mothers calm, sweet and efficient. But at the time I knew Mose Drachman he was a bank director, with ample real estate holdings, and a
member of the board of regents of the U. of Arizona,'' with one daughter
at a high-priced college in California and two boys at the state uni*
,

Mutual-Aid Pact

Incidentally, the

all

,

1

!

|

WMGM, Loew's-owned N.Y. indie,
has just put the finishing touches
with Metroto a mutual-aid pact
,

^

'

Goldwyn-Mayer, implementing announcements made when the station changed its call letters from

WHN

last year.
According to the
plan, .the station will air six hours
of Hollywood: features every week,
using Metro's players and proper-"

WMGM

|

first Visit in

Drachmans;'

to
get theati?ical release,, ties.
The deal will give
wlilch automatically rules but the
sonalities and programs that
(Continued on page 20)

1

Editoi'

recently rnade by

a generation ago

Coast Stars In M-6

never

There are, of course, moral
issues involved in the industry's]
atlherence to the principles of the
PC A, but when everything else is
stripped- awayi .it eventually gets
down to a matter of dollars and
cents for the producers. Were'they
not to insist on adherence to the
code, some film-makers would undoubtedly quickly step beyond the
bounds of propriety and immediately there'd be a tremendous hue
and cry across the land that would
reflect on all the producers in a
boycott on Hollywood pictures or
in local censorship legislation.
It was, as a matter of fact, to
escape such a boycott that the code
was originally drawn up. It was
formulated with the advice of tlie

is

What's more, they remembered me;
but it's
the coming from a tinsel town where you dp :well; to be .rememberea 24
Beyond growiisg.-'hours, 24 years represents a lot of remembering.
not changed much since 1924. Where
Tucson
has
140,000
to
from 20,000

"BLACKOUTS

For Tele Pix

Set

stated that Samuel Goldwyn and
Ellis Arnall (prez of SIMPP) are
going to draw up a new code.
Other writers Immediately picked
the item and expanded on it
with loud hurrahs. Seldes' idea
grew out of the previous week's
battle between Goldwyn and Eric
JohnstoHj prez of the Motion PictUre Assn. of America and its

-

Performanc««
AU-tirae long run reoQi'd

:

up

-

'

The Chaise Lounge Sports

Tucson

•3,549

would be naive and inconsistent
with the knowledge of the backvground and inner ramifications of
the workings of the code.
Idea was originally advanced by
Gilbert S'eldes on his "Lively Arts"
show on WNEW, N. Y., Sunday,
Jam 23. The following Wednesday
<26) Danton Walker, in the New
York. News and syndicated papers,

V"'''-.^-

I

my home town. I
still my home town.

347th Week!

Book

;

menage

iContinued on page 53)

Eisenhower

i

m » 4^

Scully

better part of valOr, ,as valor is appraised thesp*
confessed that I've known various members of the tirachinan
for 30 years, and if I have kept it a secret all this time It's
disloyal tor Xiolmijists to sttf^^^
was
know
it
because r didn't
,and-Usten'for.a;'Change,
.::.'-'V.
^'i-^iV:'-'-.
days, if

m

•

By Frank

Mose -Drachman.,..;
Maybe it Would be the

,

Ihought about by SIMPP members
or officials. SIMPP laughed off the
idea, and insiders were quick to
point out that any such -scheme as
separate from that formua. code
lated and administered by the
Motion Picture Producers Assn.

-

wholly

not

critics

MM t»»*»»

Since almost anything marked I'confldehtial"'
per se, of a subversive mind, perhaps it -wqttld bir sinft^^^
novelty) to release a signed confession admiring that tHe t^aSon 1 went
to Tucsott was te check if the Jim Hefteraii in 20th-Pox's Version of
Rosemary taylbr'S "Chicken Every Sunday" wasn't r^iaUy an alias fpr

would be required to accede if
to reach
tator last week that the Society of they wanted their product
Independent Motion Picture Pro- a reasonable number of theatres.

—

t

Hollywood, Feb. 1,
has now become proof,

Suggestion by a radio commen-

<iucers adopt a liberalized production code of its own which a few
days later was transformed by a
Broadway columnist into a statement that the Society was already
planning to formulate a new set of
moral standards— hasn't even been

SCRAPBOOK

SCULLY'S
M

Of 'New Code' in Picture-Making

1949

per-

would

be almost impossible for an indie
to get on its own, and in return
the studioi will receive valuable
local promotion.
One Of the stanzas will be the
(Continued on page 53)

Hollywood, Feb. 1.
versity.
In brief, a solid citizen.
That he was chumped in deals many times I have no doubt, but some
femme stars are
of
of these reversals took on a different hue when dowered with the patina
pitching to Harry Cohn, Columbia
of time. For instance, when Arizona became a state In 1912 some barprexy, for lead in "Born Yestertenders in Tucson figured they could yOut in oh the gravy. They passed
day," but he's holding out for an
the hat around for funds to send Mose: to. ;tte^
Hollywood, Feb. 1.
arrangement that will guarantee
After 18 years with the valley Prescott. They ordered him to bring back the state capitolv or the
the studio return of the $1,000,000 it paid for the Garson Kanin studio, Bette Davis went off War state penitentiary, or the state insane asylum.
By the time Mose reached the trading post all the pork had been cut
legiter.
It is understood he'll only ners' exclusive contract list over
make a deal with a star who is the weekend. Old contract was re- and passed to other towns all except the state university. Nobody
willing to make at least two other written to allow her to make one wanted it,, and Mose and Tucson got stuck with it;
pix for the studio.
outside picture annually in addi"What'Il You Have, Professor?"
When he returned with this bauble, his bartending. backers screamed
Cohn feels he is in a strong bar- tion to one annually for Warners.
is for four years that they had been robbed.
Pact with
gaining position, since such out"Whoever heard of a professor buying a drink?" they bellowed as
standing roles are {bWrand^ femmes at $150,000 per film, or $600,000
and their agents know they can total on new non-exclusive basis. one man.
insure boxoffice standing by doing Neither her fir-st pic for studio unIt took Mose years to live down this one, but today if Tucson has one
der new termer, nor the first out- asset to be prized above ^all others, it's that same state university.
the part.
j
side pic has been set. During her
On another occasion I recall that Mrs. Drachman had invited three of
tenure at Warners she copped two us waifs to dinner one night. A guy named Al Kieson, who bad known
Oscars, "Dangerous" (1935) and Mrs. Drachman's family back- east, got us the "in," but it was .Jack
Schary Uses Special
"Jezebel" (1938).
Keevan's charm that got us invited more than once. Rosemary was

BEHE NOT

Number

EXCLUSIVE

ANY MORE FOR WB

]

—

WB

Cruiser to Ease Injury

sweet on him, too.
Keevan was a huge, handsome hunk of man who was getting through
the U. of Arizona school of mines on a wink, a prayer and my tutoring,
I was invited to dinner, too, because I knew»Emlly's Book of Etiquette
from pillow to Post, and these jerks didn't dare pick' up a fork without
a nod from me.
During the dinner Keevan was regaling the table with details of a
mining coup
he had pulled
off that afternoon. Seems, unknown to me,
.
we had bought in on an asbestos mine near Globe and. before the year
tieos
for censorship legislation^
was over we would all be millionaires.
Only seven states and a handful of
Mose listened and his eyes glistened, until he heard Who were the
cities
now exercise, censorship
burglars back of the bluesky stoek-seiUhg ettterpi?ise.
powers over films. If restrictions
"You'd better stop payment on that check," he advised,
'They'r*
by the PCA are thought tough,:-it "worse than Pqnzi!"
Incidentally, his aide, Armand- industry. -_.
c«n be imagined what would hap"We can't do that," .said Keevan. ''I gave theiinTt cashier's certified^
Report,
put
out
last Thursday
Deutsch,
just
got
back
the
studio
to
pen with every state and thousands
,>;;'
(27)
was
a watered-down version check."
of municipalities each having a after being bedded for two weeks
Mose looked grim. "I guess you've lost your money then, boys," h«
of a highly controversial report
tlifferent code to which film-makers
with virus infection
covering all fields in which the said.,
How to Chump: a Gluiton
committee had investigated during
1947-48.
"Are you in this, Albert?'' Mrs. Drachman wanted to know. Kiesojit
-said no, he wasn't.
Kieson was the Sort of guy you'd expect to be
chumped first. If you said to him; ^'Hey; what tittie is iti Stupe
Y; Assemblyman's Bill tell
you the time and five minutes later he'd 'say, "Afld lurthermore,
Ease Pain in Neck my name's not stupe^" Smart arrmudpacl^
Enclosed find check for $
"Mr. Drachman," I said* "do you thiiifothese guys would give up the:
Albany, Feb. 1.
Assemblyman
Please Send VARIETY for One Year
Francis X cashier's check if we tempted them with a bigger take?"
-j
He thought a moment and guessed they might. "You mean," he said,
McGowan, Manhattan Democrat,
"if you went to them and said that the deal looked so go6d that your
has
introduced
a
bill
requiring
To
that tickets for theatres, sports friend Kieson wanted to get in on it too, would they bite?"
(Pita-se Print Name)
"Yes," I said, "and then we could get bacte'our $li00O cashier'.s cheCK,
arenas, etc. be marked "partial or
obstructed view" in case they are give them a $2,000 personal check of Kieson's and get to the bank In
Street
for seats behind posts, in corners the morning early and stop payment."
"It's daring," said Mose, "but it's worth trying."
and the like. Assemblyman said
City.
Zone
State.
"Not with my money it's not worth trying!*' cried Kiesoh.
that people often pay high prices
v
But we soon convinOed Kieson by breaking his left arm fwliich m
for tickets only to find themselves
in seats where they can see little that wonderful climate healed overnight) that he was taking no risk,
without a great straining of the whereas if Keevan lost our dough Kieson would have to support the
Rtgular Subscription Rates for Ont Ytor—$10.00
neck.
three of us for the rest of the winter.
McGowan, a lawyer,, also put in
Mose rehearsed the plot with us till we got one we could printCanada and Foreign $1 Additional
a measure which would compel all Then we rushediteff with Kieson's check to outchump the cheaters.
referees at boxing, spairring or Mose called the president of the bank and told him to stop paymeni
Inc.
wrestling matches to undergo a on the eheck.
physical examination,
Our switch went through perfectly. Thanks to Mose we had got our
including
154. Watt 46th Street
York 19. N. Y.
eyesight and hearing, within an dough back and were thus able to buy our own chicken every Sunojy
hour before the contest
instead of mooching f urthej;
biggei^^ Jjgjj^ In Arizona.
•

;

now.
Eliminates Pressure
Equally important,
presence of
.
the PCA seal on every print goes
far toward eliminating pressure of
local civic, church or social groups
on their municipal and state poll-

..tion

Hollywood, Feb. 1.
Metro production head Dore House Report Cleanses
Schary will have a wheelchair putof Red Taint
put contraption tp take him down,
the long corridors at Culver City
Washington, Feb. 1.
for the next two or three months
House Un>American Activities
because of his recent mishap and Committee, reporting on its work
back injury, whieh necessitates in the last Congress, found some
wearing a metal brace. In order to signs of Communism in Hollywood,
avoid surgerVi the film executive blamed it on the "Unfriendly 10"
must stay off his feet for a number and pretty well gave a clean bill
of weeks.
of health to the remainder of the
.
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NO TAKERS ON UA SHUFFLE

SEE

Yanb Stall on Joint Film Meet To

IF

Sex

Pressure Brit. Into Wider Del^ation
Feeling that nothing could be-f
gained by the meeting of the
Anglo-American Joint Film CounRogell to Rule
Lot
scheduled for March, unless
cil
Hollywood, Feb. I.
groups
the nature of participating
Sid Rogell, member of a triumwas broadened was a principal rea- virate which currently rules the
comson for decision of the major
BKO lot, is expected to take over
nany prexies to push off the ses- the top production job on a solo
British delesion. They want the
basis.
Rogell
formerly
served
gation to include reps of the under Dore Schary, as operational
and
tihions, Circuits, indie theatres
chief of the lot. When Schary
industry.
all other facets of the
stepped
0
u
t
Howard
Hughes
Word is now being awaited from named him, along with C, J. TevEngland on whether this plan is lin and Bicknell Lockhart, to SU'acceptable. If so, the meeting may pervise production.
be held later In the spring.
Both Tevlin and Lockhart are
There are also several other rea- basically accountants and will prob^
sons the decision was reached by ably again plunge into financial
the prexies at their recent session

German Local-Made Pix

in Jap,

Too Much Competish for U.S. Product
+ Hollywood

'

RKO

,

in Miami Beach and communicated
to J. Arthur Rank by Eric Johnston via trans-Atlantic phone; One
is a desire to wait until the pres-

negotiations on decrees to
the anti-trust suit have fur-

ent

•

settle

ther crystallized^
Still

another factor is the reby the Society of IndeMotion Picture Producers

cent stand
pendieiit

that reps of the Motion Picture
Assn. of America are in no way
authorized to speak for the entire
SIMPP has let it be
industry.

(Continued on page

6)

'Johnston Stays/

work.

General trade opinion this week
was that United Artists, owners
Mary Pickford and Charles Chaplin
would find no buyers for their interests in the company and that, the
exchange of stock options between
them last .week will serve merely
as » delaying action. Opinion was
shared not only by Wall streeters
and bankers handling film biz^ but
by UA's own directors and manage-

wants $2,700,000 for his
of the company..

Metro producer Clarence Brown^
currently in Gotham
stopover, is on the

on a short
hunt for a
Broadway legit name to supplement the cast for his filmization of
.

chunk

Escrow

Seeking Major
'Jennie Release

Deal

U.S.

David O. Selznick is reported,
endeavoring to make; a deal with

H'wood AFL's

:

Presidents of the member com- who is acting as arbitrator in the
ipanies of the Motion Picture Assn. matter,
America yesterday , (Tues.)
of
Lineup of the distribs finds
jiopped to the support of
Metro, Columbia,
and Uniprexy Eric Johnston to blast a re- versal on one side and Paramount,
port that he was on the way out, Warner Bros., United Artists and
Vfith Lewis W. Douglas, U. S. Am- 20th-rox on the other. Bitter divialready sion arises
England,
to
bassador
from a French govern
{D&med as successor. Aiming to ment provision that no company
scotch recurrent rumors of Johns* can remit to the U. S., out of the
ton's departure, statement flatly installments
under the BlumHeclared that "rumors of this char- Byrnes agreement, more dollars
acter are unfair to two distin- than the equivalent number of
guished Americans and do a great frozen francs it had on hand in
disservice to the industry."
France, when the new pact became
"The facts are," declaration con- eft'ective last June.
,
tinuedi "Mr. Johnston came to the
hadn't
and
Metro, Col,
association in 1945 under a five- as many franca on hand as they
year contract. Sometime later, at required to get their full share of
our insistence, his contract was ex(Continued on page 20)
expect
tended to eight years.

Exit

MPIC Over De

MPAA

Reagan Post

To Schwaiberg

From

,

Mille Tiff

RKO

U

RKO

he will continue with us for many,
many, years beyond that period."
Johnston, the company toppers
declared, "is giving outstanding
leadership.'"
They added: "We
need a man of his ability as never
before to help in the solution of
difficult problems conf I'ontlng the
industry at home and abroad."
Presidential blast stems

from

a

-fadio broadcast by a Hollywood
columnist over the past weekend,

the field

Hollywood. Feb. 1
Another attempt at promoting
into HoUywopd's face. The latest
is the, withdrawal of the!
Hqiily wood A:FL Film. Cbuhcit irotti
the Motioij- Picttire Industry
cit;

j

|

I

SKOURAS, RANK HUDDLE

ON CIRCUIT BOOKINGS
tondon, Feb. 1.
Spyros SkOuras, 20th-Fox president, is due here this week on
a flying trip from Turkey for
.

iilace.

Gerry Taylor Reported

following the naming of pro-

UA's

ducer Cecil B.'De Mille' as chairman, succeeding Dore Schary.
MPIC was formed by Eric JohnMotion Picture Assn. of
.ston.
America's president, late in 1947,
to bring about a united front of all
elements of the industry.
The fracas caused by the De
Mille designation-^he was tapped
by the Screen Directors Guild as
their choice— has already garnered
plenty of unfavorable space in
daily newspapers and trade publications. It again plays up the war(Continued on page 13)

I

taking

:

,

shafU.

|

is

|

unity in the industry and better
public relations has snapped back

I

We

:

,

1

|

|

vicujr
Gerry

New

Taylor,
xa^±yji.,

British Chief
United
un.it-u

xtlihoi,;
Artists

jnanager in Johannesburg, has re'
portedly been tapped by exec
yeepee Arthur W. Kelly to head
the company's^ setup in England.
It is understood that Kelly, during
his current stay in London, will
install Taylor in the post; where
he will succeed David Goplan.
Coplan handed in his resignation
several months ago, effective Jan.

Former Canadian manager for
UA, he is planning to go Into indie
31.

j

i

production in England.

general sales jnanager.
its
He
.originally hales from Warner Bros.,
where he first broke into the film
business «nd then rose to chief of

the

believed
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Pix Slow
Which marked Ambassador Dougtlie Gaumont-British circuit, which
las as the next MPAA prez.
Best Showing
'Juan,' 'Accused,' 'Shoes'
20th partners with Rank. Understood he Will plug for a greater
Highly unfavorable; weather in disappointing aside from "Letter
number of bookings of his comRank, Korda
Visit
many sections of country plus the to Three Wives" (20th), strong on
pany's pix on the circuit.
Lately, scheduling of Yank pix fact- that many holdovers have second N. Y. Music Hall week,
U.S. Despite Delay In
on both Gaumont - British and stayed too long is crippling film and "Command Decision" (M-G).
Odeon chains have been held to a theatre grosses this stanza. Added Former apparently is overcoming
factor is that the public is not"^- handicap "of"its titl^ amd-is" stronger
Anglo-Yank Session minimum.
for some of new product, on first holdover round than open^
It is reported here that Skouras ing
London. Feb. 1.
"My Own True Love",
Will also seek to draw up the Worst cold waves of year had: ex- ing week.
^ Strong possibility exists that agenda of the Anglo-American hibitors moaning in numerous sec (Par), dim in Washington, looks
both J. Arthur Rank and Sir Alex"Lucky
be
husky in San Francisco,
slated to
tors of the middlewest.
ander Korda will go ahead with Film council meeting
(UAi
is no soap on N. Y.
Stiff
April
in
either
"Joan of Arc" (RKOi. out
their plans for visiting the U. S. held in the U. S,
nine key cities covered by Variety preeni.
»n March, despite postponement of or May.
Godfathers"
(M-G)
Will
'Three
to
this week, is roaring ahead
Jjie
Anglo-American Joint Film
snatch top money and make the show mild results in most keys
Jl'OUftcil session.
Meeting Was to
"Sun Comes Up"
biggest all-round showing in the this frame.
nave been held in New York March Bank Clampdown Stalls
better,
with
averaging
(M-G)
is
swecpstalces.
week's boxoffice
Film's widely recognized strength, very strong returns in St. Louis
Both Rank and Korda have other
33 Indie Productions shown on prelim dates, piislicd and nice biz in Pittsburgh. "Dark
Business and personal reasons for
Hollywood, Feb. 1.
"Snake Pit" (20th) back to second Past" (Coll looks good in St. Loo
visiUng America and have been
productions,
place, although latter is playing in but only fair in L, A. "Flaxy MarAt least 33 indie
counting on the trip to take care
tin" (WB) is hitting a new high in
M these matters. Both producers With budgets ranging from $150,000 14 cities.
stymied
"Wake of Red Witch" (Rep), .still Pitt with a terrific boost from Jack
;,^v^„oeen in the habit of going to to $1,000,000. have been
to
producers
showing great drive, is winning Carson's stageshow.
by the inability of
"Criss Cross" (U), which opened
Jyan"
"Don
requirewliile
money
third
Kank, among other reasons, is nieet the new bank loan
down to fotirth. last week in L. A., shapes fine in
*"'',\°"s to see his grandchild, re- menls. Latest demand by the bank-i (WB) is dropping
"Walked
Wat,
by Night" (EL)
defet- Fifth position is being copped by Toronto,
to his daughter, Mrs. ers is that indie producers
is dmng nitxa,^^ in K. C. and Philly.
twi^ born
Shoes"
"Red
(Pan.
original
"Accused"
the
Packard,
In
Hollywood. Ui'eir usual fee until
"Whiplash (W B) wiU be trim in
slot
^01 da expects that by mid-March loan is liquidated, meaning that (ED will climb up into .sixth
this round
roi
and smart in
Philly
i20thi
sevsevin
iri
(20lh>
. I..
Tj."
..: ^„M,i.,,r fnv
thPh
"VpllnuSkv'"Yellow
Sky"
thenwith
rep, Morris Helprin, they would. draw nothing for
"Enchantment'' (RKO) conr
wni u
past enth. "Wonderful Urge" (20th.i is Gincy.
'"king a num- work for about a year. In the
tinues its smooth pace in Boston,
up into eighth.
outright purchase the producer lived on his produc- nosing
and
Y.
Washington.
"Kissing
N.
nf V ^I^^^
Dear
"So
pix
are
runner-up
in.
Best
fi,„*-o»"aa product by American tion fee until the profits rolled
"Hamlet" (Ui, Bandit" (M-G) is not showing much
so*"* further joint
Bankers now require a 100% to Heart" (RKO),
nwJJh.
Married" (RKO) and currently.
production ventures,
guarantee on loans, and the himt "Eivery Girt
(Complete
Boxoifice
Reports
on
(UA).
ttelpnn Is presently
River"
^'
working out on loans is'%09o of the production "Red
'
New crop of pictures is a bit PaSes'S-S)
itontinued

W

exchange

company's

tions.
It is

National Boxoffice Survey

liuddles with, British film-maker J.
Skouras, it is reArthur Rank.
ported, will take up a question of

May

.

:

|

Bookers of the company.
He succeeds
and clerks in all of SRC's 27 Reagan, who will step out Monday
branch offices are finished as -of (7> both as an officer and director
this Friday (4), the offices will be of the company.
closed and the duties taken over
Schwaiberg has been with Par
.(Continued on page 6)
for the past year following an 18month tenure with Eagle Lion as

Again Snafus Film Unity

.

•

.

occupied countries.
Word of the developing bitterness has been coming from Germany and Japan for the past
month. .Officials of the Motion
(Continued on page 12)

;

,

.

,

Army's Civil Aflfairs Divisioii;:
which controls pictures going into

a major company for distribution
of "Portrait of Jennie."
If he is
successful, it is understood, he will
shut down completely his Selznick
Releasing Organization. If not, he
will continue with his present force
of 11 sales execs in the field initiating important deals for the pic,
while Eagle Lion will stait simulAlfred W. Schwaiberg, head of
taneously selling the minor ac- exchange operation.s and general
counts.
aide to Charles M. Reagan, disMeantime, a complete merger of tribution veepee for. Paramount,
EL and SRO physical facilities in has been named: new sales chief

first

der
the
revised
Blum-Byrnes
agreement. Companies have just
completed filing: of briefs with
Will Hays, former prexy of the
Motion Picture Assn.. of America,

.

Army

|

By French Govt.
Under

industry's own production code,
are finding it increasingly difficult
to compete in Japan and Germany
with locally-made pictures. Japanese studios, which before the
war didn't even permit kissing on
the screen, are now going all out
in the opposite direction, and audiences apparently, love it. German
films have always been noted for
an "adult" point of viewi
American pix. are likewise com*
peting in Germany with British,
French and Italian films, for which
native audiences are said to be
starting to show a preference over
the super-sapolioed version of

Hollywood product on which the
is insisting. Result is a firstrate, battle in the making between
the American film industry and the

Report Selznick

Pickford

holds a SO^day
option, starting yesterday (Tuesday), to initiate a buy of Chaplin's
4,U00 shares of stock, and a lO^day
overage period to close the deal.
If she hasn't acquired Chaplin's
share within those time limits, he
gets similar periods in which he
may arrange for sale of her 4,000
shares. While most observers are
bearish on the possibility of anything coming of it, this is the first
Inability of the. major American time that it has been possible for
distribs to agree among themselves any potential buyer of all or part
on divvy of the coin has led the of the company to dose a deal by
French government to put in sitting down with just one party,
escrow $800^000 due as payment
(Continued on page 20)
the
six-month period unr
for

Say Co. Prexies

Name

-

Miss

in

Legit

William Faulkner's novel, "Intruder in the Dust."
Brown heads south for Memphis
and
a stopoif in Mississippi en route
ment execs.
Only possibility seen of a change to the Coast towards the «nd of the
week.
While in New Ynrk, he is
in ownership is that Miiss Pickford
also
catching some Broadway
herself might buy oujt Chaplin's
50% share. This is despite tlie fact shows.
that she is known to have several
potential buyers interested. Chaplin

films,
with Army
superimposed on the

censorship

Brown Seeks
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Jan. Golden Dozen
The 12 boxoffice champs for

I^oduction-Dbtrib Unit to Snare

Most of RKO's $25,000,000 Cash Split

key

representative

In

•

'are:

Hop^'Paleface Tops B.O. for Jan.,

order of showing

„ January, in

cities,

'.

'Words' 2d, 'Snake Pit' Cops 3d

•

"Paleface" (Par).'

& Music" (M-l?).
"Snake- Pit" (20th).
"Every Girl Married" (RKO).
"Yellow Sky" (20th).
/
"Joan of Arc" (RKO).
"Words

Greater part of BKO's, current-f
cash holdings of approximately
$25,000,000 will land with the pro-

Taplinger Into Publicity

vductioh-dlstribution outfit when the
Robert S. Taplinger has formed
connpi^hy splits into two separate
units under present plans of its a national public relations, otttfit
management; Included in the hard With offices in New York, Ghicagb
cash which will find its way to the and Los Angelas.. To be knowri ;as
film-making unit will be a consid- Robert S. Taplinger & Associates,
erable part of the $3,000,000 which firm is representing national industhe company borrowed last month trial and entertainment accounts.
from the Equitable Life Assurance
Taplinger plans to divide his
Co. on debentures floated by the time between the three offices. He
theatre chain.
had his own public relations offices
With Paramount apparently head- in these cities until 1937, when he
ed for a similar settlement of the was brought to Hollywood by

Government

and Warner's

anti-trust action,

for-

inula Of cash division hit on by
will likely set the pattern
lor the rest of the industry. Production unit, it is noted, needs a
far greater slice of ready coin to
meet its current operating expenses
than a theatre chain. Hence, other
companies will undoubtedly bracket the lion's share of liquid assets
to that end, of the outfits in the
throes of separation.
In RKO's case, production outfit haS a $7,500,000 loan outstanding which was borrowed for the
company's production chores. Loan
is on a short-term basis requiring
plenty of liquid assets to meet it
«s it falls due. Theatre unit, on the
other hand, owes some $23,600,000
«n long-term debentures which are
amortized annually over a period
ef 20 years. Hence, the latter does
not require a substantial amount of
liquid assets for its loan structure.
Division of cash and other assets
lay RKO is viewed as comparatively
Simple because the parent org is
a holding company and the production-distribution unit is already
distinctly separated from the theatre groui). So far as Par is concerned, problem is complicated by
the fact that the company is broken' up into a flock of theatre companies, with Paramount Pictures,
,the parent outfit, directly owning
some of these outfits besides the
production-distribution wing.
RKO's proxies to stockiiolders,
jjhich will seek an okay for the
Government settlement,: will probably be mailed between Feb. 15 and
combined
Understood
the
.SO.
proxy-prospectus, will break down
earnings of both units separately
so. that stockholders will have an
potential
idea of the
of each comr

BKO

.

.

Split

Hollywood, Feb. 2.
Five-year association of Mickey

Stief el, who have
in the RooneyStiefel Corp,, is understood ended.
will . probably
mean that
Rooney will not make the film for
United Artists release for which
R-S made a deal last week.

Lures Goldwyn

8 Indies Sign

Agnew-Casanave

Understood Rooney, on returning
Samuel Goldwyn reportedly may
have a stake in the Ingrid Berg- from esatern personals, was dissatman film which Roberto Rossellini isfied with financial results he'd
will produce and direct in Rome ^een getting from Rooney-Stiefel
Goldwyn and decided to disassociate himself
starting about April 1.
has for more than a year evinced from Stiefel and the latter's part-

I

]

|

ner, Mort Briskin,
of the corporation.

considerable interest in Ro$sellini's
^ork, and the Italian produceraiid his partner in the
film, llya Lopert, were
guests at Goldwyn's Palm Springs
home over the past weekend,
Rosggllini and Lopert, New York
foreign pic importer and theatre
operator, have been in Hollywood
for the past 10 days evolving the
Hgal with Miss Bergman and her
^^^^^ Lawyers have been at work
on the contracts for several days
and it is hoped to have them signed
so that Rossellini and Lopert will
be able to train for New York today (Wednesday).
Miss Bergman is understood to
have an interest of about 40%^
the largest single share— in the
company which will produce the
director

Rooney was

Bergman

j

|

i

'

i

,

|

1

;

,

.

,

.

Italy,

,

Thk
jms

i< si^^^^^^^^^
similar
is

RKO

Rome

"Hamlet" (U) was nosed out of
sixth position by the upcoming
"Joan of Arc" (RKO). "Joan," only
out on a sizable number of playdates near the end, of the month,
was big to sock in all opening
weeks,
and showing sustained
strength. "Hamlet," third in Deon which Agnew and Casanave will cember, managed to gross close to
rep the producer. Their initial job $500,000 during the month to make
for William and Edward Nassour.. it a solid seventli-place occupant.
"Wake of Red Witch" (Rep), a
will be "Africa Screams," Abbott &
Costello starrer being released by heavyweight right from teeoft' playdate in N. Y., roared ahead to land':
United Artists.
Miss Drlontez and Aumont, her eighth money. "Don Juan" (WB),
husband, are producing "Street of getting under way just as month
Fallen .Angels" in Prance, with ended, pushed up to ninth.
"Enchantment" (RKO) wound
Miss Montez and Lilli Palmer: in
the cast. Going in heavily for Eng- up 10th while "Accused" (Par) was
lish-language pix made abroad, nth. "Red Shoes" (EL) rounded
which Agnew and Casanave see as out the Golden Dozen boxoffice
winners
for January;
an importantly developing field,
.Best runneru'p -films were
they will also rep the Franchot
Tone-Irving Allen unit on the "Walked by Night" (EL), "Rogues'
Regiment"
(U), "Wonderful Urge"
Paris-made "Man on the Eiffel
Tower." They had been previously (20th), "Man from Colorado" (Col),
signed to handle "Jig-Saw," star- "Blood on Moon" (RKO), "Gotta
ring Tone and produced by the Stay Happy" (U), "Mexican H.iyDanziger' brothers In New York for ride" (U) and "Three Musketeers"
.
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^
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'Negligible/

Admits

Disney in Detroit Suit

Detroit, Feb. 1;
Walt Disney led a group of bigtime Hollywood producers to Detroit yesterday (31) to testify in
connection with their $8,750,000
release.
anti-trust suit against two Detroit
Another deal concluded by
theatre chains.
gives the firm a 50% inDisney and members of the Soterest
with Roland Brown in
ciety of Independent Motion PiC'
"White Shadows;" which will be
ture Producers, in addition to dam'
made by Brown In Tahiti.
(ages, are seeking to break up what
straight romance, it will be a comthey charge are the monopolies
panion picture to "Tabu," Robert
maintained by the United Detroit
Flaherty's South Seas documentary
Theatres and Cooperative Theatres
released by Paramount years ago;
of Michigan. In addition to the two
Brown owns the Tights to "Tabu"'
chains the suit names as defendand
will reissue it. Distribuants Earl J; Hudson and James
tion
of "White Shadows"
and
Sharkey, managers of United and
"Tabu" will be by Agnew and
Co-op, respectively.
Casanave themselves, rather than
Although the suit has not yet by
turning It over to a distributing
been set for

see
several times

UA

make an agreement.
come over,
however, and then- Goldwyn sound

MPSC

refused to

I

'

lie

A

1

MPSC

(M-G), in that order.
Large array of newcomers was
being launched: as the month
ended. "Command Decision" (M-G)
shapes as one of the best, of these.
"So Dear to My Heart" (RKO),
given a four-state preem in some
150 theatres late in January, also
shapes up as a potentially big
grosser.
"My Own True Love"
:

(Par)

opened okay in one spot,
Cross" (U) did well on
(Continued on page 6)
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L. A. to N. Y.

i

company.

Still another deal is with Frank
Seltzer, who has recovered from

(Continued on page

6)

Lex Barker
Clarence

Brown

David Butler
Michael Carr

John Claar

i

Sam Dembow

!
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McCormick

'

!

'

I

RKO

RKO

!

'

Herbert Crooker
Alfred Crown

fionita Granville

Howard Dietz

Irving

Ted Gould
Lew Grady
Irving Helfont:

John Huston
Michael Kanin

'

/

"
:

llya Lopert

Rudolph Mate
Somerset Maugham

Nugent
William Omstein
Robert Paige
Margaret Phillips
Eugene Picker

j;

Hobert Mochrie

Moore
Abe Olman
Phil

Elliott

Ezio Pinza

Robert Presnell, Jr.
Harry M. Popkin
.

Manning Post
Roberto Rossellini

Cole Porter
H. M. Ritchey
William F. Rodgers
Silas F. Seadler

.

Zachary Scott
George Seaton'
Joshua Shelley

Edward M. Saunders
Mike Simons
Morton Spring

Europe to N. Y.
Hans Busch
John B. Nathan
Robert Taylor

-

'

Barret McCormick
Jimmy McHugh, Jr.
S.

Gar Moore

Percy Grainger

-

.

Howard Le Sieur

Moe Kerman
Arthur Krim
Arthur M. Loew
Ernest Martin
Glenn McCarthy
John Murphy
Edwin Claude Mills

I

-

Fromer

Abel Green
Mitchell Hamilburg
Maxwell Hamilton
Henry Henigson
Marsha Hunt
Donald Hyde
Kay Kyser

-

Ernest Emerling
William R. Ferguson

;

•

E. Depinet

Charles Einfeld
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
Melchior Ferrer

-

;

i

Ned

Burtis Bishop, Jr.
Eddie Carrier
Monty Collins

\

;

•

.

;

.

J

HtS UlStriD KnOWleOge

Alfred .Grown,

chief,

for release.

|

ested in bringing Rossellini to Hol-

Rossellini in
efforts to

-

.

Rooney reportedly had expected

lywood to direct and had his foreign

representation by Motion Picture
also a member Sales Corp., new Neil AgnewCh^rles Casanave setup. Flock of
other indies are close to the signin the deal by
ing point and will be announced
Artists to make
later in the week, it is understood.

to make considerably more from
R»S, than he did. It is understood
he received $800,000 in four years
and claims he has little to show
for it.
William Morris will continue to agent Rooney.

gf^^^^^^^
her
deal on "Joan of Arc,'; m
which Walter Wanger and the late
Victor Fleming shared the remaining 60%.
Goldwyn was at one time inter-

i?
Rossellini

set

Williiim Dieterle, Nassour brothers and the Maria Montez-Jean
Pierre Aumont units are* among
eight indie producers inked for

•

United
"Quicksand." However, he's now
^Dieterle will send "Rachel"
negotiating with King Brothers to
make a picture, with Lou Rantz, before the cameras in France April
repping the Kings, putting together 1. .It will be released by Eagle
the package and dickering with Lion and is the. first Dieterle pic
Stiefel with

— 'II*

i

Up

•

o" * ^^^^ for producinfluence the overall valThis fell through
of what the stockholder gets tion in Italy,
since he takes shares from both when Goldwyn, as did Miss Bergman, objected to RosSellini's inr
units when the split is completed.
sistence that he couldn't agree to
stick to a script prepared in adIt is now believed that
Mull Moving Oscar Derby vance.
Rossellini has given limited assurances of his willingness to
To Palladium Terpery follow the approved screenplay.
Hollywood. Feb. 1.
If Goldwyn fits into the new
trial, Disney was sumAcademy of Motion Picture Arts deal. It will probably mean proAnd Sciences Board of Governors duction financing will be with his moned to Detroit by defense counmeets tomorrow night (2) to con- lira in Italy and that his office ^^1 to testify on a deposition the
sider a possible hew Site for the will handle distribution via RKO, defendants need to prepare their
pre-trial answers to the plaintiffs'
annual Oscar Derby the huge Pal- which releases his pix.
ladium terpery on Sunset BoulePutting up part of the dollar ^^^^j^^es At a private hearing in
/'"•"'neys in Navard, Special meeting has been financing for the Bergman film,
called to discuss members' protests incidentally, are two of New York's
P?""^ W^?- here, Disney said
ever decision to hold the affair biggest real estate holders, Robert that although he is chairman of
In the Academy Awards theatre. Dowling's City Investing Co., and Walt Disney Productions, Inc., his
which can seat only 950 people, less Robert GOelet, Sr. They are in knowledge of distribution is "neglith.-in hara the Acad membership.
vestors in Lopert's firm, and Goe- gible." He added that his brother
Palladium normally seats 850 let has an additional personal in- Roy, who has been president Of the
company for the past three years,
pcople but if chairs and tables are vestment in this film.
may be the one who can supply the
placed on the big dancefloor, it can!
/
information the defense wants. Roy
accommodate about 2,500. This
figure would just about cover Acad
Disney may he subpoenaed.
Spjjt
Marvin Fads, executive-secretary
membership and the press corps UJgf gj,
of t>iMFF,
SIMPP, appeared before Federal
which will cover the event on
01.
Federal
>,
I
March 24.
ilieatreS With rar,
S Judge Arthur a? Kosciskl today
i'Tuesday) to give his 'deposition;;
William Dozier was appointed
iTAiiv..,«x,i
1
Feb.
Hollywood,
1.
Defendants have until Feb. 28 t#
gcini-al director of the Oscar
United Artists Theatres circuit file their formal ahswerS to charges
Derby,' replacing Don Hartman,
has fixed March 25 as tlie date that they are maintaining a mowho resigned
chain will end its part- nopoly in violation of the Sherman
Hartman pulled out because he "^'^^^
©bjected to the switch of the cere- nership interests with Paramount Anti-Trust Act,
Disney arrived from New York
mony from the Warners stludio. and Loew's, according to Joseph
M. Schenck, UA's principal stock- Monday morning (31). He'll be folholder.
Understood the dissolu- lowed by producers Sam Goldwyn,
to N.Y.
tion of joint holdings will pave the Walter Wanger and
William Cag^'^henck's departure from ney. Disney left for Chicago ImHollywood, Feb. 1.
•Ku?.^"'"
IS.
Barret McCormick, RKO's r-^9''h-l''ox production post, although mediately after the hearing,
pub-ad director, is leaving for New his resignation has not been ac
York Friday (4> after a two-week cepted to date,
More Years for Freedom Train?
gander -at 14 upcoming
films
Schenck personally engineered
Washington, Feb. 1.
In Hollywood for: same purpose the dissolutions when he was in
House PostoHice and Civil Serv
Ned E. Depinet,
Committee is considering legisprez, andiNew York several weeks ago Thev'
io«w*
ii/r„„w,„.„
„u:„f
u.,..
Kobert-Mochrie, sales chief, have became a must in vieW of the Gov- i?!'?",^*' continue the Freedom
already planed back to N. Y.
ernment anti-trust case. Para- Train for two additional years. The
train,
which has completed its
Terry Turner, exploitation di mount and UA are partners in
a transcontinental
tours with historic
rector, trained to Dallas to set up number of theatres located in
Demachinery for preem of Glenn Mc- troit, Chicago and N. Y. Loew's-UA documents, was largely isupported
Carthy's production, "The Green partnership houses are in Balti- by the picture industry.
The Government would provide
j>roiiiise.";.»i»,<.^ (
Imoi'e, Pittsburgh and Columjbunj
n; f
the mone^ uqder the iWij-

however

the other execs Friday (4). In the
contingent are Jules Levey, production chief; Robert Savini, whose
states rights exchange setup will
be used for distribution; Paul
White and Charles Casanave.

NipsUADeat

Rooney and Sam
been partnered

Italo Pic

This

i

(EL).

Rooney-Stiefei

•

.

pany;
Disposition of cash holdings can
conceivably affect the price of the
Btock on the N, Y. exchange when
the figures are aired. It will not,

:

to

Bergman

1.

Hal Home, who has been here
from New York for the past three
weeks with execs of Lion Television Corp., has made. definite arrangements during his stay to buy
into and tecome an active partner
in the setup. LTC group has been
viewing possible video product and
making deals for production.
Horne is slated to head east with
.

partment.

1

Hollywood, Feb.

(U).

"Enchantment" (RKO).
"Accused" (Par).

"Red Shoes"

Bob Hope's "Paleface" (Par)
the boxoffice champion in
January, according to reports re*
ceived from Variety correspondents in 22 representative key cities
during the past month. After finishlng first the final week in December and hinting strong future
boxoffice draw, the Hope comedy
copped first place in Variety's
compilations for three successive
weeks, landed fifth later in the
month and? still was racking up
coin as January ended, "Paleface''
not only was more than $ioo,O00
ahead of its nearest rival but was
uniformly hig to smash in virtually every key, winning extendedruns and moveover dates In nearly
every situation.
"Words and Music" (M-G) was
second-place winner last month,
being helped of course, by its sijt
big weeks at the Radio City
Music Hall. Third spot was captured by "Snake Pit" (20th), based
on its smash showings in the rather
limited number of spots where
launched.
"Every Girl Should Be Married"
(RKO), actually grossing more
money than "Pit" during January,
was a strong fourth-place winner.
"Yellow Sky" (20th) copped fifth
although never rising above second
in the weekly showings,
was

"Wake of Witch" (Rep).
"Don Juan" (WB).

head its publicity dePreviously, he had been
publicity manager for CBS.

.

ether majors likely to follow,

"Hamlet"

f

Home's Tele Buy-in

^

Lee Sholem
Rudy Solmsch
Lionel Stander
Paul Stewart
Franchot Tone
Terry Turner
Charles Vidor
John Wlldberg

:

Howard Young

'

:

'

• .

'
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SIMPP MULLS DEC REE PROTEST
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I

Par Eyes Theatre Auction Sales

of Independent MpPicture jPrpducers Is muliing
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compdiiy

RKO

defendantsi.

has.

already come td terms with the
Dept. of Justice pfn such a vdecree,
paramount, is neai" one, and: 20thFox and -Warrier Bros, have been
consulting with D. 'ojE: Ji 'officials
with that fiossibility in mind,
SIMPP mcmbcis. execs and
legallte.s have not fully determified
whether they want to ehter a protest and; if they do, exactly what
form it should take. Uncertainty
is based partially on the fact that
the legal grounds are not quite

RKO

.

danger

Up

j

'

i,

i

i

.

,

,

,

ever,
I

1

I

I

I

1

;

I

EL

of

would

exist

^
I

^

Los Angeles was selected as the
There was
city.

j

i

TOA

stimulate

|

attendance that the

Government would receive enough
revenue from increased corporate
income taxes to make up for the

i

j

jogs of the

20%

xed Gamble
calling

excise,

offered a resolution

upon Eric Johnston

schedule

1

cancelled

the

to reall-indusr

meeting in Hollywood, so that
matter of the bad press caused
by some few: Stars could be con-

try

i

tlie

1

i

paratively

1

sidered,

1

bettering
the plying service camp theatres with
overhead figure by $5, 000-$ 10,000 commercial motion picture films
- ,
weekly, :•,.,.
prior to their showings in the
Pacing the climb to a solid mar- competitive theatres of the United
gin of profit were J. Arthur: Rank's
(Continued on page 13)
"The Red Shoes," handled here by
thin,

:

own Hollywood-made

its

"He Walked by Night." Showing
"Shoes," currently distributed
on a roadshow basis at a $2.40 top,

of
f

other: liiies

1949 convention

;

the

in

most

A resolution calling upon MP AA
had heretofore been com- and the producers "to cease sup-

EL. and

Disney's Blitz

.

'

injustice"

talk of a four-day affair, probably
early in October.
ih a resolution calling upon Congress to repeal the admissions bite.
board claimed this would
the

!

past 12
months has showed up in. the fact
that the outfit for the past halfyear has been garnering renlals
sufficient to get It past its operating nut.
Profit margin, how-

I

Board has its regular monthly few weeks on whether an okay will
forthcoming on the offer of
meeting tomorrow (Thurs.) when be
Charles P: Skouras, National The(Continued on page 2Q)
atres head, to kick back to 20thFox some $1,300,000 under a proposed N Y, supreme court stock-

Pic Dividends

is particularly strong, with the pic
displaying potent staying power.
holder settlement. Action charged
Film, which has opened in some
exorbitant salaries and bonuses to
10" spots in the past few months,
NT officials. Hearings before the
Walt Disney's "So Dear to My has yet to close in any of the sltreferee, which started Oct. Ij; have Heart," currently at the Palace, nations.
Washington, Feb. 1, /
now been completed. Testimony N. Y., will be exhibited on a unique;
Film industry dividends for 1948
Increased bulk of shipping and
on the proposed compromise .filled policy- in: the .metropolitan N,
playdate availabilities on other ran over $9,500,000 behind the
819 pages in addition to a large area. It wilt preem in 113 bfher pro^uct'heiped'push 'the 'tolal last 1947 stockholders' melon, U. S.
number of exhibits.
houses on Washington's birthday. week.
Washington, Feb. 1.
At the same time, while Department of Commerce figures
Attorney General Tom C. Clark
Demov was named by N.Y. Feb. 22, and then in 'two waves of current releases are now turning disclosed past week. Dive was due
indicated over the weekend that supreme court Justice Ferdinand additional houses with seven days up with a sizeable profit, writeoff principally to the fact that four
the new Paramount antitrust con- Pecora
after a
splinter
group clearance in between.
of weak product released during companies—-RKO, 20th, Universal
Scheme, worked out by William its first year still presents a prob- and Warners
sent decree is ready for the final protested the settlement arranged
aggregated divi-.
•wrap-up.
At the same time, he by minority stockholder plaintiffs. B. Levy, Disney distribution exec, 1cm. Part of the thin take of that dcnds of about 30% less than durhinted that these decrees with the Besides repayment by Skouras, with: RKO, the distribj is a modi- semester must still be absorbed by ling the preceding year,
majors may be amended reason- deal called for rebates of $198,000 fication of the plan used by David the net now being consistently
Total pix dividends-reported to
ably early.
the
Government amounted to
apiece by his aides Frank (Rick) O; Selzniek for his "Duel in the turned in by the newer films.
In that case "Duel"
compared with the
Clark, who had declared a day Ricketson and Elmer: Bhoden plus Sun."
$44,905,000,
or two earlier that the Par item a smaller sum -by Harold Fitz* preemed in .54 metropolitan houses
sock, record-breaking $54,641,000
day-and-date with the opening at
would be history within a couple gerald.
of 1947. Decline was about 18%
of weeks, came into a session of
but still it was one of the most
ceiling of $300,000 yearly was the Capitol on Broadway.
Disney had hoped for a nabe
record for the
Theatre Owners of America board placed
on percentage
bonuses
$1,317,000 SUIT!aSl^,„ffi^^^^
preem with the
of directors to state: "We have which could be paid to Skouras day-and-date
Hollywood, Feb. 1.
In December, the pix -companies
have had a consent decree with under his contract. Milton Pollack Palace, but it couldn't be worked
one producer, and another is about is fronting for minority stock- out. Same purpose will In part be
Major distributors, affiliated the- disbursed $7,593,000 to stockholdto be wprked_Ottt, .1 hope whatever holders seeking an okay _pn the served, however, since advertising atres and one Independent circuit ers, not far behind the $7,959,000
Is worked out
Sria'^prpmotiDti "f or the ^Palace run were hit Monday (31) with an anti^ for December, 1947.
benefits the exhibi- compromise.
Con- trust suit seeking a total of $1,tors."
is being held to a minimum.
Commerce Department estimates
centration of the campaign will be '317,000 in damages. Complainant that these publicly reported diviIn response to questions from
its Griffith-Coleman, Inc., on behalf dends are about 60% to 65% Of all
the theatremen, Clark said the
on the nabe openings.
This -is in line with a grow.' !of its new La Tijera theatre. Suit dividends issued.
door would be open on the comsecond to be filed -by a new
Ihg opinion, shared with Disney, bjf is the
<Co]titinued on page 12)
exhibitor in recent months on the:
ANN!. Selznick and other indie ;piroOFF

Preem for 'Heart'

New Par Decree

I

Oif $9,500,000

1
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I

SetforWrap-Up
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tion:

Profits Rise

]

Rally

.

I

1.

pictures
because
business
already are "a mediuin Of communication."
Other highlights of the conven-

rentals.

Skouras

Due In Few Wks.

iarid

;bf

I

defendants, and so the right of the
indies^or any other outslder-*-to
protest is hazy.
Difficulty with a howl to the Attorney General is that, aside from
the case of RKO, where a settlement was announced, SIMPP has
(Continued on page, 48)
Word is expected from Referee
Jacob S. Demov witliin the next

the contention that it would serve
the best interests of stockholders.

w n.,.

the films inade for theatres we
sold to video. The. theatreCoy. chairnlan
of the FCC admit that their industry Will face a tpugher job getting

For the first time since it started
releasing pix two years ago. Eagle
Lion last week went solidly ahead
of operating costs in film rentals,
Company took in over $300,000 for
the seven days, scoring a substantial net oyer its break-even point
of $250,000 for current weekly exHigh point was reached
ponses.
after EL had upped its take for
the week before to $270,000 in

;

C. P.

mm .^i m„ m

tele licenses than

:

On

i

men heard Wayne

For Week Points

Kickback Verdict

was learned,

iiiMiii.

also

and that SIMPP. merhbei'S

clear

.

it

w im

if

EL s300G Rental

|

negotiations,

m ihi. n

.

Bennett Perfume.

:

The

i

gress over the wcsekend to TFjepeal,.
the 20% admissions tax, .arid'
pointed up the shatp- awareness
that exhibitors^Jiave of the potential competition of video.
The tvvo-day board session here
(28-29) urged exhibitors to look
oyer their local situations with a
view toward: getting into teleyision;
if feasible; even if onli^ a small interest in a station. Meeting; also
warned the stu<lios that' "a 'grave

I

have caused a sharp split of opinion
among the board of directors. One
group is opposed to accepting the
harsh terms- laid out by the Dept.
of Justice. Majority faction, however, is backing a compromise with

yn

. n-.

The directors of the Theatre
Owners of America called on. Con'

Feb. 1.
•Popcorn and candy, old r,esidents of film house lobbies,
have a new neighbor—i-per«
turnery.
Six downtown theatres here have installed slot
machines to dispense vials of
sweet odors.
By dropping two bits in the
slot the film fan can carry
home a tiny bottle of Joan
IjOS Angeles,

are more or less sure that their
Hollywood; Feb. 1.
Editing, dubbing and scoring of squawk would have no effect befirst pic completely made
under yond the moral one in publicizing
a given town or city. Continuing Howard Hughes' regime at RKO lltheir objection.
negotiations have set up the prinProtest might be made directly
was completed ovef the weekend
ciple that Par will sell at least one
"It's Only Moneyj" Frank .Sinatra- to Attorney General Tom "Clark or
theatre in every closed situation:
Jane Russell starrer, came in on to the court when the decrees are
But the sparring around has failed
presented, for approval.
At the
nose of $850,000 budget.
to clear up the question of what
Two other pix .wound up re- time of the 1940 consent decree,
makes a situation closed.
the Federal court allowed a full
The difficulty over drive-ins cenlly, "Clay Pigeon" and "Set- day for interested parties to sound
were started when Dore
illustrates, the' reason why negotia- up,"
objections.
The
judge
off their
tions have now stretched out to a Schary headed the studio.
then went ahead and signed the
five-week serial. Both parties are
decree as written, which is one
in agreement on the fundamental
reason why SIMPP execs are not
that closed spots must be opened,
too optimistic about getting re/However, the chores of applying
sults.
Decrees are technically a
the principle in detail to specific
deal
between the Government,
situations is proving the stumbling
which brought the action, and the
block.

ni

Exhib Fear of Video

Are Pix That Bad?

for protest; (igainst the Govemmeiit's apparjbnt wiUinghess to
settle the industry khtl-triist Siiit
via a serlev 6f ;^cWnsent i dec^^
which wilt- keep intact large p6rr
tibnsi of the theatre circuits presently affiliated with the major
plaiis

Par Consent Decree
Hughes' 1st for

i

Washington, Feb.
tibri

What Constitutes a Closed

Situation Stalls

^

Points
The Society

sequent dissident stockholder charges against private deals.
On other theatres; being privately dickered, company has hit on
another formula, it has been learned. It is asking for eight times
the net earnings or five times the gross take. Either net or gross
is figured on an average of the past five years.

One of the disputes which must*
be ironed out between Paramount
and the Government before a
settlement can be finally Inked in
the anti-trust action is whether a
drive-in constitutes competition, in

l

TOA Directorate Asks 20% Tax Repeal

Paramount may dispose of a number of Us theatres, ordered sold
under either ft consent decree or court directive, by public auction
rather than private negotiations with prospective purchasers. At
least one inquiry of Leonard Goldenson, Par's theatre head, by a
party interested In buying a group of theatres has elicited the
*
response from the company veepee that Par intends to liquidate
via the auction method.
If this system is employed, it would mean that the company
Would advise the trade that specified theatres are available for bids.
By stacking "one prospective purchaser against the other, management probably feels it: can obtain the best price without any sub--

Stickler of

M

,

I

I

I

\
1

METRO COAST CONFAB
25TH
TO TEE

l

j

;

ducers, that';,;|or some typesirun product because: of alleged
Los AngeleSy Feb. 1;
product there is a great waste of
Metro's Silver Anniversary Fes- coin on a big pre-Broadway cam'"La' Tijera suit charges that the'
tival. marking 1949 as the com- pajgn
so much is spent on ad- new de luxe showcase IS being
pany's 25th year of operations, will vertising that It cannot be hoped jeopardized in Its efforts to conget its sendoff during the series of that the engagement will turn out tinue as a firstrun because of the
confabs slated to start here Sunday financially profitable. All the pro- maiors refusal to supply product,
(6).
William J. Kupper, Jr., general
With top execs of the three ducer can get is prestige^if his
manager for Griffith - Coleman,
branches of the company converged picture is well received.
for the huddles, plans will be
New thinking Is: "Why spend all declares that; although the theatre
drafted for s p e c i a 1 promotion that money in the newspapers and [was built and advertised as a firstthrough Metro's regular ad-pub on the radio when, at best, you run house, it is in danger of closing
because of the lack of produnit and its musie^ record and i:adio can expect to till nothing more (down
Theatre opened with "My
iuct.
subsids;
than a 1,500-seat house? For the
Dear Secretary" from United
Scheduled to arrive here from same expenditure, or a little more, ;.Artists-.
wo^k
N Y today (Tues.) and tomorrow you can make the advertising
Defendants in the action are
toward filling thousands and thou- 20th-FOx, National Theatres; Fox"are Arthur M Loew, Howard Dietz,
John Murphy Eugene Picker, Wil- sands Of seats in scores of houses. West Coast theatres, Warnens, CoDisney spent $68,000 on pre- lumbia, Loew's, Universal, Para*
Ham F. Rodgers, Edward M. Saunfirst-week advertising mount, RKO and Prin-Cor United
ders, Ted Gould, Silas F. Seadler, opening and
Herbert of his last pic in New York, Co., operator of the four music
Ferguson,
R.
William
the Astor. halls from which UA sold away
Crooker, Ernest Emerling, H. M. "Melody Time," at
on "Secretary" boolcing for the La
Ritchey,'Mike Simons and William Total expended for a" ^«af :,
f »»,H
f 6
i {
*t'ti I
Tijfel'i.'
(CoHtmu»(l an "page'ja*i'-.^
i
of
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linfeld Stresses He'll

[

;

Make No
.,?^harles

|

Staff

Einfeld,

Changes

new

publicltyof 20th-Fox,
f2y*^"*'"g
emphasized this week that he con^""Pjates no changes in the staff

veepee

?f

department.

New York

tZ the
trom
Coast.
in_^the east

»
a

1
month.

Einfeld

Friday

ar<28)

I

I

j

j

]

i

;

!

i

!

He'll headquarter

but said that he would
the studio in about

:

whom Einfeld
at 20th last
* month's vacaUcl
h«
returns
y'"^"
to New
Vn^u
''^^'^^
to set up the
Schlaifer company, adverUs^^i^'
P"''''*^ relations, which
wni l?"^

«n?i**^i^!
succeeded,

Schlaifer,

wound up

Ott
Jm,e^S^*'
"«junei5,

7tli

Stockholder Suit

.

moth's ad, agency
t,
Ornsteiu.

:

'

'

'

'

i

,

>'

Sctlltt
Qll WB"USP »*~»-|»
Seventh minority stockholder action

attacking a

1946 production

between Warner Bros, and
United States Pictures has been
deal

N, Y. Federal district court.
Named as defendants besides the
two companies are Harry M., Jack
L. and Major. Albert Warner, Samuel Carlisle, Samuel Schneider,
John E- Bierworthi Joseph BernAchardt and Milton Sperling.
counting of all profits from the
production unit is demanded, simiterly .to the other pending suits.
Action was filed by Abraham
Fistel, Who claims a production
pact whereby the unit would make
six pix on the Burbank lot with
Warners paying 50% of the nut
was illegal and improper.
filed in

:

'

'

Wedn^'silay, February 2,'

PICmTRES

aE8l2 Red for Universal in '48

Yanks

I
It

$3^017

After
failed

to
cost at the boxoffice shoved

""'f.
li'i'oio'''during
of $3,162,812

fiscal

j

Houses In Music Snarl
Amsterdamt Feb.
.

since the loss hit $4,424,625 before
a tax credit of $1,240,000 was effected. With its production budgets ;
,

adjusted to

new market demands

costly celluloid
sees more
amortized, however,
profitable, days ahead.
Loss compared with a $3,230,017
ttet profit for the year before.
GrbssfeS shciwed a decline to $57,-

and most of the

U

989,307, off 86,969,098 from '47,
the total take included $3,875,000 received in partial payment
for a reissue deal with Realart

When

j
'

1.

Aftermath oif a court decision to
^ ^^jj brought by BUMA,
the Dutch equivalent of the American Society of Authors, Composers
and Publishers, against the Bioscoop Bond, has resulted iti-Ffench,
pictures being pulled from southHolland theatres.
ern
Exhibitors' refusal to play Gallic
product stems from their unwillingto collect a
ness to permit
percentage of a film's gross for
musical royalties due the French
Soeiete des Auteurs, Compositeurs
et Editeurs de Musique.
.
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Pictures.

1948 Estimated

At

Yanks, 3 Britishers

Original conception of the Joint
as
Council,
Anglo-American
formulated by Johnston and British toppers when the ;7S% tax- dispute was jsettled last March, Was
that it was to include three American and three English reps. Yanks
were Johnston, Barney Balaban,
paramount prexy, and Nicholas M.
BritighSchneck, Loew's prexy.
ers were Rank, Sir Alexander Korda and Sir Henry French, head of
the; British Film Producers Assn.
Reason for desiring a bi'oadening

,

of U's

do a bout $2,200,000.

Natl Allied's Demands To Remove

lust'

of the participants in the conclave

I

—goes

I— if and when it is
recent economies
back to., the thinking that caused
in the company's evaluthe Americans to delay so long in
ation of film backlogs. From a high
agreeing originally to a joint meetof $20,835,127 at the clftse of '47,
ling. They don't see anything to be
amount has retreated to $16,835,-!
gained on their side. They know
127. Sharpest drop was In films beithat all Rank and Korda want is
fore the cameras; which, came to
increased playing time in America
only $3,997,655 against $6,438,659
and they maintain that they are
While productioiis com-|
in "47,
in no position to guarantee that.
pleted but unreleased climbed to
v annual
statement,
from $1,761,032. re-' Vniversal's
This factor is also tied in with
$3,841,363
released this week, airs, a number
the desire for the postponement
leased pix dipped to $9,057,761
of interesting figures blanketing
because of the impending courl
from $12,635,436.
the industry for the" year just enddecrees.' When these have been
ed. In a survey which curtain-raises
agreed upon with the Dept. of Jusithe report,
estimates total boxtice, the Americans can go into
Increased cost of films released officeduring
receipts in ,the U;
during the year showed up in the 1948 at $1,245,600,000, or a decline the Joint Council session and truly
say they can do nothing regarding
amortization total of $44,009,043, a
of less than 10% froin the preBritish playing time in U. S. theahealthy boost over the $38,834,336 viou*! vear
tres because they no longer have
U's cost-cutUng
figure in 1947
.
j„ .^^ a^^ording to the report.
nwves which had not been fu"y domestic grosses hit $1,380,000,000
effected when the fiscal year ended ^^^jj^ ^^^^ ^
The move by the U. S. majors in
reached an alltime
company close to $2,000,-1
originally
agreeing to the March
'46.
"This
$1,427,000,000 in
000. Sales and administrative ex- ^g^^^g ^^^^j^ probably be regard- meeting, after pushing a session
penses _are_ .figured__at $18,063,357
^^^^^
^ ^^^^^ but off for a long time, was dictated
for 1948 .while 1947's comparative rather as a leveling off from the by several factors. First was the
Chief savtotal was $20,048,828.
abnormal peaks of 1946-47," it con- force of .public and Governmental
""
"
ing was in the foreign wing of the tinues.
opinion. They wanted to avoid
company, where •$4,812,247 was
Spotting the trend foreign-wise, making it look like they were perladled out last year against $6,056,-^ U -sees an estimated total of $100,- petuating
difficulties
with the
470 in the previous semester.
000,000 in actual remittances ac- British by refusing to accept the
Decline in the foreign take is cumulated by the industry during Rank-Korda offer to settle matters
fixed by thj report. Earnings over- 1948.
Peak, it said, was in 1946, face-to-face,
seas in realizable dollars slipped to when the foreign take came to
Upped
Quota Threat
yy
$19,408,147 last year compared to $138,000,000, and then declined to
Secondly, was the threat of the
$22,648,677 in '47. Dollar revenues $124,000,000 in '47.
The British
from Britain dropped 15%, amount market was down to $35,000,000 British government pushing up its
ing to $4,164,000 against 1947's $4,- jg^t year, report {Tdded, against present 45% quota to 60% or 75%
on urging of the producers and the
880,000. Contribution of foreign .,556,000,000 in 1947 and
$70,000,000
unioas. Latter see this as a means
markets to overall company gross
t946
the present production
declined to 33%, report noted,
current foreign dilemma "arises of easing
""""y ^'udios are
while in '47 it was 35% and in '46, Lolely f rom a sUriag^^^^^^^ doliar T^>s i"
shut down.
exchanges,"
noted,
"actually
-.4
^^Zt'
1.*
t ^
^
Number of economy readjust- American films are doing a wry
Yanks hoped that the meeting
ments are touched on. Most "senior go^d bu.siness in foreign markets." might alleviate this threat of a
executives" took substantially less Tremendous
earning
power is quota tilt, but feel that this can
pay last year and have agreed to '"damned up temporarily," and best be accomplished with reps of
do the same during all of 1949. while the im.mediate outlook in the British exhib organizations and
Shooting time on films are now 1949 is for a further detline in unions on hand. Exhibs, of course,
down 30% on the average from dollar remittances, "there is some are strong allies pf the U. S. firms
last year.
reason to believe that we may be in holding the quota down, since
nearing the bottom of the trend."! they prefer, for the sake of the
Indie Product Now 25
European Recovery Plan as well as b.o., to be permitted to play a
Realignment of U's plans with bettering international conditions maximum quantity of Hollywood
reference to indies that have deals generally are viewed as pointing product. Unions, on the other
to produce "on the company's lot to an upswing.
hand, which have been hot foiv the
jointly IS also spotted. While last
Making a pitch for greater exhib quota upping could be impressed
year's product was 50% produced cooperation. U'S prelim statement With the idea that lack of playing
on this basis, ratio this year has declares, "there is doubt that any time for British product in the
been sliced to 25%. "Although this producing-distributing
company, U. S. is not the fault of the majors
pohcy requires a greater invest- exclusive of its theatre operations, or of Yank exhibs, but that it is
ment by the company," it is ex- is making money today. It is gen- just the quality of the pictures.
plained, "it makes possible tighter erally believed that most if not
control over costs and, we believe, j all are conducting producing and
improvement in their quality and distributing operations at a subboxoffice appeal."
stantial loss.
On the other hand,
Effect

showed uD

held

money

U

doubtedly be invited to attend.

^^j.^^^

% Gets Brushoff from Majors
Sweeping demands by a National
committee on major disremoval of "must" per-

Allied

I

$l,245m000

In

centage selling of films have apparently met an equally sweeping,
Exec Bd. Meet rejection by the companies, After
At
huddling with sales toppers of all
New Orleans, Feb. 1.
majors except RKO, the four-man
Organization of the television
delegation, headed by Col. H. A,
and 16m fields is topping the Cole, is reportedly taking back to
agenda of' the vsemi-annual execu- Allied a report that the companies:
tive board meeting of the Interna- are insisting on percentage terms
Several distional Alliance of Theatrical Stage for all top product.
Employees being held here this tribs, however, evinced a readiness
Regional chiefs of the lA to sell flats providing the figure
week.
are also discussing current con- was set on formulas which consider
tract negotiations of various locals, the earnings of big pix previously
including the Hollywood crafts.
sold on percentage.
Richard F. Walsh, lATSE prez.
While blanketing their demands
is presiding.
in an aura of secrecy, it has been
learned that Cole's committee
asked for a lifting of percentage
product so far as all indie exhibs
were concerned in smaller situaSelznick
tions.
A return to flats was deContinued from paKe 3
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Seeking

manded,

by EL's

,

in the field

i
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11 sales execs

regardless of
it's said,
the theatre operator falls
a first-run or subsequent
bracket,

wh ether

have been allotted of- into

The big gripe voiced by the

:

terms on the higher-bracketed
product. Because homeoffice sales
toppers now set mandatory percentage requirements on tiie A's,.
Cole's group argued, the local
sales staffers can no longer make
exceptions for exhibs whose particular problems warrant that sort
of treatment.

Cole maintained that only local
personnel knew personally

sales

Only other oldie to be booked of these problems. Allied wants to
singly will be "Spellbound." Film, reverse the current swing towards^
however, will not be released until
Waiter Wanger's "Joan of Arc,"
another Ingrid Bergman starrer,
has played off. Other six Selznick
reissues will be packaged by EL
and sold as dualers.
4 Regional Meets
Ileineman will launch a series
of four regional .meetings within
the next few weeks to set the
policy on the Selznick offerings.

i

f
|

%

I

.

j

centralizattoh in distribution and
bring discretion back to the ex'^
changes, sales toppers were informed.
Distrib execs chilled the Allied
plea with the assertion that expensive product cannot be sold
profitably on flat rentals at present
inflated production costS' Number
of them paraded their books and
records to show that the distribution end of the business is now
operating in the red.
Cole committee will report lo
the Allied board meet now set for
Washington, Feb. 14-15. Members,
-

Sales of "Jennie," which had
been halted temporarily, have now
Initial
eastern date,
resumed.
Washington,
Translux
theatre,
D. C, Feb. 19, which was called including Charles Niles, Sidney E.
off a couple weeks ago, has been Samuelson and Martin G. Smith,
Engagements
April
17.
re^et for
were named following a resolution

'

I

I

are alsb being set up in Boston,
Chicago, Miami, San Francisco and

8 Indies Sign

of Allied at its November convention in New Orleans.

,a theatres throughout the -country
ConMnned from page 4
oilier majorcities Off the basis~of
both large and small, with few if
small tilt in regular admission
bles, which has speeded up the any exceptions have been operat- 20th-Fox the European distribu<^ a
'scales.;
bookkeeping tempo considerably. ing profitably."
tion rights on three films he made
Leonard: Cas^y compaiiy treasRevamping has been caused by the
independ(>ntly for woridwide re.
,
Spi^nipk financial
uncertainty of the foreign market
will handle "F*^
" I-....!!, l^V..?"
lease by 20th.
aide, is understood taking over
and has resulted in a lowering of
the European sales.
general supervision of the SRO disthe company's inventory bv SI,Two other pix from abroad in tribution operation,, with Sidney
750,000. In effect, first 26 weeks
the Agnew-Casanave stable will be Deneau continuing in charge of
Continued from page 3 ss
after release now.': must absorb
co-produced by Nat Wachsberger.
73.75% of the negative cost while the sale to U. S. dlstribs for frozen One, in which Wachsberger is sales. Case is currently confabbing
while
previously it took up only 63,50%. pounds of "Winslow Boy" and partnered with Monte Shaff, is with Selznick on the Coast,
Deneau returned last week from
Narrow-gauge business handled "The Small Back Room." "Wins- tentatively titled "Thief of Venice," huddles.
low" has been highly successful
by U's wholly-owned subsidy United
and will .start shooting in color in
Continuing to pare his organizahere, and, "Room" has recently
„

revision

i«.ature played

of

U's

up

is

amortization

ta-

B. 0.

i

MPSC

,

Hall.

J

the year, report discloses.' Reissue
business, handled by Realart, has
also proven satisfactory, and the

company

believes if present sales
trends continue, it -wiU: garner: another cut from the oldies' earnings
in another year.
Winding up with a declaration
of its attitude towards the current
conspiracy suits brought by the 10
in
the
witnesses"
"unfriendly

House
probe, U

un-American Activities
states flatly: "It is the
settled policy of this company not
known Communists^ and
to employ
.
.
It will remain-so unless- beld illegal
lay the proper courts."

J

;

!

Venice about March 1. The other tion, Selznick this week gave nobeen completed by Michael Powell
one, in which Wachsberger is tice to Peggy De Grau, head of the
and Emeric Pressburger.
These
partnered with Giuseppe Baratolo, contract department, and William
deals will be similar to that by
being produced in Rome with Kaufman, budget clerk. Miss De
which David O. Selznick recently is
Roberto Rosselhni directing and crau, who came to SRO after
acquired "Fallen Idol."
Anna
Magnani starred.
«^«7«"^ Tentatively ^^g^y y^ars at Paramount, is being
Korda also hopes to sew up dur- f
labeled
Beggar ^f Rome,' it halt- succeeded by Sam Sigman, Who in
ing his U. S. visit a deal with an
"
American indie for joint produc- ed production recently to allow adding contract supervision to his
Hossellihi
tb/make
his ciirreht trip other duties.
tion in England. Yank would put
up frozen coin for production and to the U.S
Selznick is planning to re-edit
Casanave, who has been on the "The Fallen Idol," Sir Alexander
possibly provide stars and .story,
for which he'd get western hemi- Coast for the past three weeks Korda's prize.winning British film,
sphere rights. This is the plan oh working out details of some of the while waiting for Jennifer Jones to
which Korda is currently making deals, leaves for New York Friday wind up in Metro's "Madame Bo"The Elusive Pimpernel" with (4). Agnew, who went out with vary." That is expected to be in
Samuel Goldwyn
and "Third Man Casanave, returned east last week April, when they will be married
.
and 'fGone to Earth'-' with' 'Sel?,-'| to continue rounding out the home- and go to Europe. Selznick owns
nick.
office setup.
U. S. distribution rights on "Idol."

"Unknown

"Walked by
was playing some of

:

nm

initial dales

comer,
late in January, looks like- a

do"Act of Murder" (U) has been
ing no better than when releasee
Tomoras "They Live Today for
row."
..';i.A'
"Red River" (UA) contmuM
registering smart money.
Godfathers" (M-G) did not do^^o

|

some

pljiyj

a^!*

on
«as
'One Sunday Afternoon" (WI3)
doing spotty trade last tf onif"-^.
- bne,
"Last Gays of Pompen
wd=
nivv-r o
reissue combo, still
..^^cc^^
RKO's

well

of Its first

,.

,

i

I

I

l

.

.

i

Island" (FC) dia
remarkably strong trade on
batch of dates.
^
w
Night" (EL), which

:

i

4:

A. "Letter to
preem week in L. ...
Three Wives" (20th) was very gooo
on first week at Radio City MiKic

'

World Films, expanded 21% during

Champs

Continued from page

'

Rank, Korda

.

.

dele-

gation'is that branch managers and
salesmen, .no longer have discretionary powers to award flat

houses.

'

Another

The

space in EL's branches and the
SiRD name is going on doors under
EL's Insignia.
All Selznick pix will be released
by EL in 1949, William J. Heineman, distribution veepee, disclosed
Startoff film will be
this week.
"Since You Went Away," which
will have its test rim at ^the Paramount theatre. Sari Francisco,
Feb. 16. JPic wil be. labeled a playTest
back rather than reissue.
determine
to
is
eiigagement
whether the pic is strong enough
to pull first^run admissions in ;big

'

,

staff.

1

;

tribs for

Tde,16iii Top Agenda

I

j

U Loser

loser in the group of films which Universal wrote
*
before airing its annual statement of proAt-and^loss 1$
understood to be "Secret Beyond the Door," production of Diana
Pictures, co-owned by Walker Wanger, Fritz Lang and Joan Bennett. "Secret" carried a negative cost of about $1,800,000 and was
only good for a domestic take of some $700,000.
Another on the big red 'team was "Another Part of the Forest,'?
reportedly paid $500,000 to Lillian Hellman, author'
for which
Pic's production nut came to some $1,300,000, of
of the play.
which it will pick up $700,000-$800,000 domestically. "Lost Moment," with a nut of $1,400,000, was also a b.o. missout.
"Letter From An Unknown Woman" and "Ivy" also were included in the writeoff bracket. "All My Sons," another prestige
picture of U, cost over $2,000,000 but lost only a comparatively,
smdil sum.
Against these prestige films, U is now showing an upturn on
entertainment pictures aimed for the bread-and-butter market.
Current top moneymakers, significantly, are "Rogue's Regiment"
and the Abbott & Costello "Mexican Hayride." Each pic looks to

Biggest

off at a loss

tiated without the presence of its
MPAA has no desirC; to
reps.
spoil the atmosphere surrounding
the Anglo-American mept by a lOMd
public howl from the indies. If the
British agree to broaden the scope
of the session, SIMPP will un-

„i
p:„ p,,llpJ J- l)„l^^
p
Uni-|rrentn FIX FUilCU III I/UltU

1948,

^

known repeatedly that It would by
no means consider .binding on its
members any agreement nego-

'47

'

"

'

ended Oct. 30, company's report
this week disclosed. Actually, the
crimson tinge was even deeper,

.

Net Profit in

oi expensive pix which
pay off their negative

Number

IKana Pic Top

Stall

Continued from PAge 3
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1949

!

i

measuring up to its initial pronii*
and smash showing '""'i"^,, {nooi
ik«h
Palace. "Angel on Amazon
com
mana_ged to collect healthy
on scattered playdatcs,

—

!
1

W^neBday* Febrmiiy

-

;
;

;

2, 1949-

VICflJItES

BRITISH CRISIS ON PIC PROD.
Canadian Production Plans Go Boom;

No U.

Fdms Quota Seen

S.

CONFERS |Ban on Pix Producers in TV Field On

VUILSQII

Works

in

Trust Issue Seen in Recent FCC Moves
I

Montreal, Feb.

1.

majors

up

Blanned to set

John

,

.

.

[George Weltner, company's foreign

A^yTlm

;
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.

to

execs of
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the "unit plan," which requires
that films iOf major American companics Cannot be twinned with any
but Yank pix, becomes effective
April 1.
U. S. majors made the new rule
for two reasons.
First is to im-

.

regulations,

companies,

felt

it

Would be advantageous to use it to
Bolster the take of the top-rung

.

j

|

i

i

I

;

,

j

,

i

1

1

I

.

i

1
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Rank

;

For Canada Odeon Suit

In tossing out the action, .Judge

j

secondly,
since these
lesserpix wouldn't get dates
otnerwise, the majors thought they
might as well be getting the coin
exhib pays for the lower-rung
*'^ther than allow it to go
tn
tv,
''t
10 tlie
U. S. indies and minor companics. Practice is
to deduct from
?'"?. rental of the top pic the cost
secondary one,
»ni TT ^^^^^
fii''.^-^ majors saw no reason to
»et that com
get away.
Original purpose of the "unit
plan" was to

Conger noted that the SEC statute

Proposed U.

applied only to officers of a cor-

i

poration

i

W

or

stockholders

its

iield more than lOC'r of a firm's
stock. As a production manager,
the court held, Klune's post was
not that of an officer, nor did he
hold in excess of 10% of 20th's

I

S.

who Woodham-Smith,

trip

of

general

G.

;

.

forAe?roL&

!

!

—

U.S. High Court Ruling
five pix
all
in the U. S.
to Trust Actions
the two-year period
had!
played to solid attendance were
the films picked up for distribution ]
Involving $60,000,000
bv EL. Fred Stein, formerly with!
Top legal puzzler critically af*
the Skouras theatre chain, has
fecting some $60,000,000 in pendexhib anti-trust acHo^^^^^
the majors will be passed on by
films.
Rank officials concede that ex- the U. S. circuit court for the first
time u.ider an appeal filed in the
hibs were "dead scared of; these
N, Y. Federal district court last
films" three years ago. While the
week. Question posed is whether
<^''hib may parade before a court
[t\(n;pn^"°\hPv
they ^rn''''IiPfinUpiv
treatment,
are
definitely
„
.„„,, .i^,
.^^^
„ of the
and jury
the ruling
U. S.
art-house circulation
slated
for
Supreme Court in the Governthroughout the country,
ment's main antitrust suit as eviSecond of .the next two releases dence of
monopoly; violations by
is the .lames MasonrMargaret Lockthe distribs.
wood starrer, "A Place of One's
Point i.s first raised on appeal
Own," which goes into the Art the- by Fifth
& Walnut, Inc., operator
atre, N. Y. Leadofi-two were "Don't
of "the "National theatreT Louisville,
Take It tij HeartV and "Waterloo in a .suit tor
$2,100,000 treble damRoad," which played as a package
asainst all niaiors evcent Uniat the Beacon theatre. N. Y. They .1!!f,fS^l"pf,l*\V?l^,?°^f„f
versal. Exhib claims tliiit N. Y. r euwere followed by 'A r'antorhiirv
eral Court Judge Vincent Leibell
fu^ Hall
Trlii "
iTale" and "Woman in the
muffed the law when he refused
"Mr. Perrin and Mr. Traill,'
to permit the plaintiff to read perplaying it the Little Carnegie
tinent parts of the lilgh court, rith
N. Y., is the other release.
ing to a jury. These parts cotidemned certain distrilJ practice*
and held they violated the SherDismiss StockHiilder
Only after the first
of which have been

j

—

for

Key

1

!

1

;

i

1^^^^^

I

I
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j

'

I
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counsel

to J. Arthur Rank, in mid-March
Action Vs. Bluiiil^rg
will be mainly to prepare for trial
stockholder
action
Minority
the pending damage action;'
in
brought against Universal and brought against Nate J. Blumberg
Rank by Paul Nathanson, former prez of Universal, by Stephen
head ol Odeon Theatres of Can- Truncate has been dismissed by
confab
will
Siinon
H. RifN. Y. Federal Judge
ada. Woodham-Smith
with Charles Prutzman, general kind. Court's hixinfe 'iS: Sim
counsel and veepee of U; and pos- a previous ruling' of Jud^e Harold
Mediha, which tossed put
Sibly trek to Canada to line up the R;
.i
Cheever
against
case.
Cowdini
charges
defendants'
Nathanson brought his suit in U's board chairman, and Charles
Canada, claiming that he had ex- Prutznran, _^el>ee and general
ofXJj
elusive distribution rights in the 'counsel
Action had. ^ssertjd that; gift of
Dominion to United World Pic:,
Warrants by Blumberg, part
lures' moduct Latter outfit, joint- stock
P'°^""u and Rank was dis- of which were later sold by the rei

>

.

stock.

i

;

POEMS COAST AGCY.
Lillie

;

Messinger, formerly with

"prevent x'^Arthiir Un'iversai-international as an ad-

.

!

«ank from using big
American pix viser on story properties and talfeatures on his circuit to ent, has formed an independent
hnit?
"u9'*^" Prodtlet, yrhlch he agency in Hollywood to handle ac^intl V
position on the bill. tors, writers, directors and proVanv
been well satisfied with ducers
l3f "'"'"^uiarly.,
^1
o„fio,.
loffift taltaier, leg
inasmuch as
She andJ Gloria Saf
thl ip''
...r-"^^ '*°t called forth un- ent ageni m j-ncw
fav«,. 'ui™°
'^^^^^^ when
«".tAS5"4"?.^^L";^.;r;;' hp?w^^
two solved
Uh I^u^u repercussions from Brit- sent each other's clients on the
•

1

,

"

'

'

co^^t*.

*

I

'

;

.

;

natiQnjil Pi<5turfi».

:

;

_

violated the securities

.

.

;

•§» exhib associations.

until

the moneylender^!, rigid requirements are eased "I'll put up ffiy
own financing 100%." Previously
Minority Stockholder
the Texas oilman utilized partial
t"
<iAi.i. r<
c
»Ull
Loses ZUtn-rOX
backing frohi
institutions
and
N, :Y. Federai Court Judge Ed- handled' second-money himself;
A film-maker for the past three
ward A. Conger last week dismissed a suit brought by minority years, Wrather ascribed the banks'
stockholder Uavid Colby against toughness to the fact that some
Raymond Klune and 20th^Fox were hooked by a wave of "irrePlaintiff Claimed that Klune, de^ spohsible" producers who flocked
scribed as a production manager ^ to Hollywood in tlie lush times a
under Darryl Zanuck, violated sec-i few years ago. As a result, banktion 16B of the Securities & Ex- ers are now drawing their pursechanges Commission law of 1934 strings at the expense of the
by buying and selling 20th stock "legitimate" producers,
within a period of six months, and
any profits, he mav have made
Counsel Preps
should have gone to 20th.

P'*;

quality^

and

:

!

.

prove the b.o. return on the top
picture on the bill. Exhibs were
tending to throw a_cheaply-bought
w?aHe in the "bottom slot. Inasmuch as -some fairly good major
Product would get no other playmg time, because of the quota

(31),

Over two years because both Rank's
8? ' 4, .j
On Friday, wlien renewal; apS. distribs. Universal and E.igle
that th«
filmc plications camtf up for threft Par
Lion, were rtAnvinforf
convinced that
the films
experimentals in the Los
had no b o; appeal here.
V"*
V „ i «-^i'"""^""">
area,
the
Commission
PaniiHariir onniiirh
*^e<!"'»ariy
enough. tiant
Rank othce Angelesi~„,,„H
nnu, fomnft...>«, n
used unorthodox tactics to demonmonth^*
strate that the oldies could draw fi^l'l.^d^^^.?!"?'' "tl'IV^^^^
pending further examination of
American- audiences. On their own
(Continued on page 13)
volition, Rank execs screened the
fihns to exhibs recently and then'
obtained first-run bookings in N. Y.
'

•

New' York Monday

prk

*^

i

:

I

i

'

1

On

-r.

i

,

gressively.

o

tt

tu:.

'

|

However, Lucas pointed out that Banks 'Unreasonable'
the industry was unable to satisfy
Security Demands,
In Slough of U. S. Films the present quota and production
is
being carried on at a loss.
Availability to, British exhibs of Turning to the Film Finance Bill,
Indie Producer Avers
much minor and 'independent U. S. he said an amendment is being inCurrent
product for the lower half of dual troduced to limit loans to producbanks are "unreasonable," indie
bills is responsible for the new
tions which would not exceed the
producer Jack Wrather charged
action of major Yank companies in
amount of their anticipated budg-

•_

Execs in the U. S. Rank office^ ^^^'^V*? -^^'^^i^ ^^^'^^^
will continue hauling British films renewal can be denied.
Commission
action
on
off the shelves in a comeback move ™ J'^! .
Thursday also affected two experto, make up for several years' loss
of ground, it's now indicated. The |*"*="J»ls'^?^'9"s "Pirated by BalaChicago and 10 in
seven pix recently grooved into re^few
area Ucensed td
lease had been gathering dust for

;

''

Clamp on British Duals

A

i

1

•

both ends of a double
feature be the product of the same
distrib. New rule, an extension of

Commission crackdown on the

.

.

m

insisting that

to a

big producers. Only last Thursday
(27) when licenses of Paramount's
tele outlet in Chicago (WBKB) and
New York video station
(WABD)" came up for annual renewal,
the Commtssion placed theSudden deluge of British pix re
on temporary license
leased in the U. S. crept higher stations
"pending
ti,ig ^^.ggk when it was learned that
examination
the
of
t,,e j
Arthur Rank organization qualifications of the licensee in the
of
the
decision
of
the
^as pulled two more films from its light
shelves for early screening in met- Supreme Court in U. S. vs. ParaDuMont's stapop^jita^ theatres. One of the two. mount Pictures."
was included because the
.-n Always Rains on Sunday," was tion
British grosser in the Commission considers Par's 30%
tjjg
United Kingdom last year but had interest in DuMont a controlling
final ruling on this deter,,een kept out of the American one.
market for fear its appeal was mination will be made following
strictly' British. Unheralded slot- oral arguments Feb. 21.
Usually when a station is placed
^j^^
^^ credited to a
complete reversal in the American on temporary license, a hearing
follows. The statute ',rec(uires that
^^^-^^^^
itude towards British imports,
imports.

,

'

U.S. Distrib

"DuMont's

With U.S. Pixers

'

;

Communications Act, under which
the Federal Communications Commission operates, gives FCC power
to
deny licenses to violators.
Supreme Court has upheld convictions of the Big Five; which
raises the
question of whether
they should be disqualified from
having broadcast station licenses:
There are sevei»l clues pointing

Deluge Grows

To Be Pals Again

.

"^'1,^'°

The basis for such action would
be their violation of the Sherman
anti-trust law. A' provision in -the

I

other films.

On

rl^t^unT^^^L
"""''^s too.

IZTr
^^^'^

'

i

with

RKO, which

liandles the
Goldwyn product, on release plans
for "Enchantment', and on sale of

Peer Wants

m

confab with Goldwyn.
conferred abroad

Crown

!

1

,

.

i

tomorrow (Wed.) for talks on the
s"
dept. head, prior to the latter shovsame problem.
U.'
oft for his semi-annual trek
Main discussion at both conreadv however, to turn out pix in i>ng
abroad. Trip was tagged as rouclaves, it's understood, will be cenwith Canadian back- tine
ranada
h.o. execs
by
Original
personnel.
tered around costs, with Independgrounds and
will
wife,
Nathan
be
joined
by
his
was
producers
ent
Frame, a revolutionary new
American
move by
made as a cooperative gesture; to who is. currently in Buenos Aires. production technique which elimireturns to the Continent with- nates expensive backgrounds, also
the Canadian government, which He
visiting
the
Coast.
out
flow
Prosnect of
for analysis,
the
one-way
slated'
up
wanted to even
Canada's
will be
nationalization' too,
of dollars to the U. S.
weighed.
annual deficit resulting from exMeanwhile,
it's
reported
that top
amounts
pix
Hollywood
of
hibition
are
ready
to
plough
back part
stars
annually.
.000,000
t'd $l'7
Brit.
of their earnings into the industry
In the future, U. S, companies
aid
British
production.
in
move
to
scheduling,
a
by
through
follow
Will
Aspects of this proposal will be
several pix for shooting on
explored by the BFPA at a meetCanadian location. Elagle Lion has
ing with the Personal Management
pi e te d ''Northwest
already c o
Assn. in which a plan may be
Stampede" in this country, while
worked
out.
planning to shoot
is
20th-Fox
..
,„.,
As Wilson s crisis meetings were
"Canadian Pacific,'' a Randolph
underway, news came
scarcely
Scott-Jane Wyatt starrer, up here.
through that Metro s British organMarch of Time has also slated the.
London, Feb. 1.
ization was laying off workers at
production of sqtae shorts in
An appeal to the government to Its Elstree Studio following comCanada.
Large-scale financing from the come to terms with Hollywood, to pletion of the Robert Taylor
there has been "unreason- starrer, Conspirator, wrapped up
U. S;, Of Canadian studios, how- which
able hostility," was made by Lord over the weekend by director Vicever, has become dimmer with the
recent
collapse "of Renaissance Strabolgi at a second reading 'of tor Saville^ Closedown has affectin the House ed some 200 employees fad no furFilms, outfit set up last year of the Film Finance Bill
Joseph Than and Leonard Fields, of Lords, In the .early part of the ther shooting is contemplated imBritain had few friends, mediately at the lot.
indie Hollywood producers. Renais- war \vhen
proved
Depression in British studios,
sance was supposed to have started he said, Hollywood leaders
the latter part
ch,.r.tin» Tn„ 1"^ rin thp first nf 10 good supporters of the British.
which developed
Strabolgi thought the govern< of 1948, took another knock durpictures to be released worldwide
ment, with the best of intentions, mg the past week with the final
by Monogram and Allied Artists.
Nothing materialized due to inade- had forced the pace to bring about closing of Islington Studios, axing
artificial stimulation of the in- of 250 workers from Denham and
quate studio facilities, and Than an
dustry with rather bad results. "If Pinewood, and the news of the
and Fields have returned to Hollywe forced production," he added, closing of British National at
wood,
"we're bound to suffer in quality." Elstree, which will put another
Renaissance Reortranized
Many peers, including Lord
'Unemployed ranlcs.
Reorganized with a new board of Brantley, appealed for the" govern 230 into
Although Bank headquarters is
directors. Renaissance is now blue- _„_^
Entertain- iiiHiniiiiniiit! M tiiKui-eei .siieiice on
ment to '_„ur*»
rebate tu»
the tu™
the r._r»,.t-j_
printing a French language film, ments Tax as a subsidy to produciduebi
atestTvelopmen^^^^^
uevtjiopuiems,, ndiiR iiiniseii
Rebudgeted at about $140,000.
tion.
Further light on the situa- has been compelled to put his case
turns from Quebec, only area the tion was provided by Lord Lucas,
franklv to the leaders of the three
film can hope for full distribution the government''s spokesman,i J.
J I,
I- 1
J
A studio
unions and
has enlisted
due to the language barrier, will $28,000,000 revolving credit capital,
their aid in the new approach to
(Continued on page 20)
he noted, is being made available Wilson, and British Treasury chief
and also explained that the gov(Continued on page 20)
ernment's objective is to increase'
American Companies Put
the 45% playing time quota pro-

mm

Crown

|

.

.

.

\ ]

British ;lilm 4n^
Huddles Goldwyn
scheduled to .be taken; up tonight
Alfred Crown, foreign
sales(Tues. ) by .Presidto of the Board
of Trade Harold Wilsdn in a three^ manager and; v.p. of Samuel Goldwyn
Productions,
returned to New
hoiir huddle with heads of vai'ipus
York
last,
week
from
four^week
a
picture employees unions. In ad-J
dition, Wilson is due to meet with visit to London and Paris and
^^e British Film Producers Assn headed immediately for the Coast

B. Nathan, Paramount's
who originally European. sales manager, planed inCanadian com- to .New.York from- Paris Monday
(31) 'for a three-week stay at the
south\yard
the

-

:

•

panies, have begun
Paramounter
pushed
grounds .after run- homeotfice.
..
.
,
home tj»
..,
lu iiu""'
frek to
obstacles as lack of his visit ahead to huddle with
ning into -such '

1.

.

.

;

Nathan At H.O.

J. B.

Feb.

ILiOhdon,

;

whisper.
has thinned down to a
including
Several U. S. producers,
sorne o( the

Washington, Feb. 1.
Will the big motion picture cbrii'
panics be ruled oiit of tlie teler
vision broadcasting field? Tliere's
a good chance they will. Not ohly
that^ but those firms which already;
have station s may be compelled to
'"divest"
or divorce themselves
'

The Canadian production boom,
year;
which started with a bang last

'

Exclwngep.Act,

&

man

Act.

Jury

took place in June,
in a verdict fadefendants. Prior to
court dismissed th?:
case against U and' Republic.
Major company attorneys belieVe
the circuit court's ruling oh; the
question will play an impbrtant factor in future strategy of the 50 or
so exhio actions scattered through
the country. While a finding which
[nixes the use of the Supreme C<»urt
opinion will do a good, deal towards
ending the bugaboo of dostly repercussions from the Governmeht action, reversal of Judge Leibelr*
holding would smooth the way for
an upBed, ypUuvie j)fj,fi;^wbi4ctions;
1948.

trial

and resulted

voring

the

the. verdict,

.

'

—

.

pictviue;

grosses

W

Holdovers Hamper LA.; 'Past' Dark

Montreal, Feb.

.

Virile 36G, 2d; 'Words'
Los Angeles, Feb, 1.
Firstrun takes are on the
spotty here side this frame with
only two lightweight entries as
"Sealed Verdict" is
newcomers.
staying only one week at the t\yo
Paramounts, with lean $23,000
Past" looks fair
"Dark
respect.
f23 ,500 in four theatres, mostly

m

•small-seaters.
session, of

Second

Strong

3!)G,

frame after record in
ajt Loews.

3d

Estimates for This

,

Sun Comes Up" than it bargained for after crix pans:
Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 44-76)—
"Wake of Red Witch" (Rep) ofl
Pix usually, fall to pieces
wk).
here at this stage of run but
"Witch" is proving an exception
and may hold again. Shooting for
$8,500, big. Last week, socko $10,.
''The

.

'

Last week, "Life
Father" (WB) (2d wk), $10,000.
Vrincess (C.T.) (2,131; 34-60)
wk).
"Johnny Belinda" (WB)
secSolid $12,500 following s

'Wftch'DX.Ace.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (FWC) (743; $1-$1.801—

ond session

-

'Juan'

500.

(1,839; 26-45)—
"Loves of Carmen" (Col) and
Okay
"Blondie's Secret" (Col),

Torrid

Orpheum

Warner shines
60-$l)— Witch," at the
with smash
•'Dark Past'' (Col) and "Big Som- brightly in such setup
brero" (Col). Mild $3,000. Last staiiza on tap/ In holdover class,
week, "Unknown Island" (FC) and ''Joan of Arc" continues to show
"Feathered Serpent" (Mono), $3,- strength. "Red Shoes" at Dupont

Kansas

City, Feb.

1.

Strongest entry of the week is
(1,040; 34-60)—:
"Don Juan" at the Paramount with
(5th wk). Down
and holdover.
$17,000,
smart
near after fast fourth "Three Godfathers'' at the Midland
shapes mild. Others are moderate
in face of miserable weather which
continues as it has since first of
the year. Coldest temperatures of
UeasOn over weekend followed

(C.T.)

—"Sun Comes Up"

"Red River" (UA)
to $5;000 or
at $g,300.

—

1

.

(1,532;

Harris (Harris) (2,200; 44-75)"Snak? Pit" (20th) (3d wk). No
slackening off here'. Great $11,000
and may go a fourth. Last weeli,
rousing $16,500.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3.300; 44-78)

Despite K.C. Cold

$8,000. Last week, "Berlin Express"
(RKO), dull $4,500.

Washington, Feb. 1.
With only two newcomers along

$6,500. the main stem, it's another dull sesset for sion her« this week. "Wake of Red

Hot $17,000

at $16,800.

Imperial (C.T.)

continuous advanced-price run.

Belmont (FWC)

cluding W; y.)^
Total Gross Same Week
.. $2,930,000
Last Year
(Based on 20 cities, 211
theatres )

$35,000.

two

"Joan of Arc" (RKO). Good
This Hollywood nabe house

tlieatrei, chiefly nrst runs, in-

Good
"Tatlock's Millions" (Par).
$15,000. Last week, "One Sunday
(WB), fair $12,000.
Paramount (F&M) (3.398; 60-$l) Afternoon"
Palace (C.T.) 2,625; 34-$1.20)—
—"Sealed Verdict" (Par) and
Terrific
"Joan of Arc" (RKO).
(Continued on page 13)
With

situations, being in sixth
week at Palace and just starting
extended-run at nabe Apollo.

5100 in

City Grosses

Estimated Total Grosa
$2,774,000
This Week
(Based on 22 cities, 223

$15,000.

in three houses, is excellent $36,r
"Words and Music" shapes
CCD.

pleasing $30,000 on third frame,
three spots. "Red Shoes" continues
to build, sighting nearly $11,000 in
fifth week at the small Fine Arts,
"Joan of Arc" shapes sturdy $16,-

Key

|

Beverly (FWC) (1,352; $1-$1.80)
^Closed out five-week run "Joan
Arc" (RKO) with $4j700 on final

oiiP

'Joan' Colossal

sleet,

snow and

rain.

I

inM

<

'

—

.

i

I

—

,

—

.

|

—

We Love" (U) arid
Love Again" fU) (riLot of marquee pull in

"Next Time

My

"Met

Issues).
Last week,
this pair, fine $3,500.
"Johnny Apollo" (20th) and "Show

Them No

—

.

I

;

I

Snow

I

i

|

I

Raging

—

$11,000. Last- week, $18,800.
Hollywood Music Hall (Prin-Col)
(55-85)
"Don't Trust Husband"
(UA) (2d Wk). Fair $3,000. Last
"week, $4,500.
Iris (FWC) (828; 60-85)— "Criss
Cross" (U) and "Jiggs, Maggie in
Court" (Mono) (2d wk). Slow $2,500. Last week, $4,200.
La Tijera (Grimth-Coleman) (1,-1
520; 60-$l>— "Dear Secretary" (UA)
<3d wk). Mild $2,500. Last week,
$5,600.

'Joan' Lights

•

Laurel

(Rosener) (890; $1.20)—
"Symphonic Pastorale" (Indie) (6th
wk). Good $4,000, Last week, $4,-

$12,500.

Last week,

1.

businesses suspended for a
or two while streets were

drifts.ir"Man From ColComes Up Slow 31G [cleared
orado" did comparatively well
of

.Brandeis.

faithfully Yours" (20th) snd "Belle
Starr's
Daughter"
(20th),
thin
$16,300.
Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 44-

Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)—
''Man from Colorado" (Col) and

85)-— "Don Juan"
WB). Opened "Manhattan Angel" (Col). Doing
strong Saturday (29). Last week, comparatively well at $7,500. Last
ton, also shapes big. "The Sun "The Accused" (Par) and "Who week, "Gallant Blade" (Col) and
Gomes Up" at Orpheum and State Killed 'Doc' Robbin" (UA), oke "Untamed Breed" (Col), $7,000.
looks about average.
$2,'i.500 for 9 days.
Paramount (Tristates)
16Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 44-85)— 65)—"Gotta Stay Happy"(2,800;
Estimates for This Week
(U). Nice
(

.

(RKO)
days.

(2d wk), neat $15,000 in

"Sun

Comes Up" (M-G) and $9,000. Last week, "Fighter Squad"Blackie's
Chinese
Adventure" ron" (WB), $9,800.
(Col).
Fair $19,000. Last week,
State (Goldberg) (865; 16-65)—
"Kissing Bandit" (M-G) and "Dear
"Wake Up Screaming" (20th) and
Secretary" (UA), about same.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 44-85) "Merrily We Live" (Indie) (reissues) split with "Three Godfathers"
-—"One Sunday

Afternoon" (WB)
and "S.O.S. Submarine" (SG). Unexciting
$12,000.
Last week,
"Snake Pit" (20th) and "Trouble
6 Mak»r" (Mono)
(4th wk), nea

Loyola (FWC) (1,248; 60-$l)—
Exeter (Indie) (1.200; 44-75)—
"Yellow Sky" (20th) and "Alaska "Paisan" (Indie) (6th wk). Okay
Patrol" (FC) (3d wk-4 days). Pleas- $6,000 after about $7,000 last.
ing $4,000 or over. Last week, nifty
Majestic (Shubert) (l,.500; $2.40)
$7,700.
—"Red Shoes" (EL) (11th wk).
Orpheum (D'town-WC) (2,210; Great $8,500 or over. Last week,
(Col)
l50.$l)_"Dark Past"
and about $9,000.
"Big Sombrero" (Col). Medium $12,Memorial (RKO) (3.000; 76-$1.50)
500; Last week, "Unknown Island"
"Joan of Arc" (RKO). Got mixed
and "Feathered Serpent" reviews by press but okayed by
(FC)
public with terrif $48,000 in view.
(Mono), pleasant $15,600.
Palace (D'toy^n^ ^,181; ,$1-1.80) Holds naturally. Last week, "Un.

bitter

at

Boston. Feb.

"Joan of Arc," at Memorial following heavy build-up and playing
at increased prices, is. burning up
the b.o. with a mighty session
looming. "Yellow Sky" at the Bos-

—

"

many
day

—

Good

and

I

25, 'Sun'

AStor' (Jaycox) (1,200; 44-85)—
"Enchantment" (RKO) (6th wk).
Loew's State (Loew's-WC) (2,404; Holding to about $8,000. Last week,
"Yellow Sky" (20th) and $9,800.
"AlSska Patrol" (FC) (3d wk-4
Bostoii (RKO) (3,000; 44-85)—
days). Oke $9,000. Last week, $17,- "Yellow Sky" (20th) and "Trouble.
700.
Preferred" (20th). Big $25;000 or
Los Antreles (D'town-WC) (2,097; near. Will hold. Last week, "Blood
60-$l)-^"Words and Music" (M-G) on Moon" (RKO) and "The Pearl"
(3d wk).
$17,900.

snowstorms

cold (8 below zero) sloughed weekend opening dates, and dented biz
badly.
Schools were closed and

I

'Sky'

300.

60-$a)

!

'

^

-

Up Hub, Mighty

(M-G) and "About Face" (Indie).
.$4,000.
Last Week, "Chriistopher Blake" (WB) and "Main

Oke

Street Kid" (Rep), $2,800.

Orpheum. (Tristates)

$13,000.
Pllgrrim

{20th), 'same in

Mercy'!

Stanley (WB) ,(3.800; 55-$l)—
"Flaxy Martin" (WB) and Jack
Carson on stage. Town's hungry
for flesh and this is its first in
nearly four years. Looks like new
First two Aflgys
house record.
topped $16,000, biggest weekend
house ever had and about $41,000
Last week,
or ovfer looked for.
Hair" (RKO),
Green
"Boy With

ordinary $14,500.

Warner (WB) (2,000; 44-76)"BOy With Green Hair" (HKO)
In for only six days

(m.o.).

since

"Joan of Arc" .opens Thursday (3)
for a run- at advanced price.s. In
abbreviated; session, "Boy" looks
Last week, "Pale*
thin $5,000.
•

face" (Par), moved here after fortnight at l^tanley. Helped by BobHope's p.a, locally to .sock $9,500.
'

Prov. Steady; 'Boy' Loud

17iG, 'Squadron' 18G,

Not Up High 19G

'Sun'

:

Hawaii (G&S-Prin-Cor) (1,106;
"Don't Trust Husband"
55-$l)
(UA) (2d wk). Medium $4,000. Last
week, $5,700.
.Hollywood (WB) (2,756;' 60-$l)—
"Don Juan" (WB) (2d Wk). Nifty

(3,000;

16^

Providence, Feb.- 1.
Grosses aren't hitting the high
peaks they once did but this week
.

shows a

fairly steady trend to give
healthy takes. Ma jes"Fighter
Squadron," and
RKO Albee's "Boy With Green
"The Sun
Hair" look standout.

ho.uses

all

tic's

Comes

Up."

is

passable

'

at

the

State.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-651-"Boy With Green Hair" (RKO) and
"Behind
Locked Doors" lEW*
Eight-day week looks sturdy $17r
500.
Last week, "Kiss Blood Off
Hands" (U) and "Sons of Adventure" (Rep) (2d wk),

$9,.500.

Carlton (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)-I'Gotta Stay Happy" (U) and 'Po-^
lice Reporter" (SG) (2d runi. Oke
$4,500.
(20th)
(20th),

Last week, "Yellow Sky
and "Trouble Preferred
good $4,000.

Fay's

(Fay)

44-65)—;
(1;400;
reissued anfl

"Good News" (M-G)

(

Dick Foran heading stage show.
Neat $8,000 or near. Last week,
"Far Frontier" (Rep) and vaude onr
stage, $7,000.
44-85)--;
Majestic (Fay) (2,200
<WB)
"Fighter Squadron"
"Christopher Blake" (WB). LlvW
Last week, "Gotta
$18,000.
:

Happy"

(U)
(SG), same.

and "Police

Reporter

.

Metropolitan (Snider) 'P'^' UK
65)—"Kidnappe-d" (Mono) and
Fathoms Deep" (Mono) ireisr'(Who
Last week
Fair $8,500.

"It Ain't Hay"
(ATC) (1,800; 44-85)— 65)^"Countess Monte CristoV (U) Done It" (U) and
and "Another Part of Forest" (U). (U) (reissues), $7,500,
"The Scar" (Indie) and "Parole, ^
44-65)-;
,
(3,200;
Inc." (EL).
State (Loew)
Fine $16,000. Last Good $10,000, Last, week, "Pitfall'
and
(M-G)
week, "Walked by Night" (EL) and (UA) and "Texas, Brooklyn" (UA). "Sun Comes Up"
.

I

"Old

Fashioned

wk). $5,500.
State (Loew)

Girl"

(EL)

(3d

$10,300.

Omaha (Tristates (2,100; 16-65)—
44-85)— "Fighter Squadron" (WB) (mo.)
(M-G)
and and"The Golden Eye" (Mono) (1st
Chine.se
Adventure" run).
Light $7,000.
Last week,
(Col). Average $12,000. La.st week, "Red
River"
(UA) (m.o.) and
'Kissing Bandit" (M-G) and "Dear "Money
Madness"
(FC),
good
"Sun

Comes

(3.500;

Up"

"Blackie's

Secretaiy" (UA), $11,000.

;

'

,

.

six days.

—

:

.

Last week, "The Accused" (Par),
$3,000 on m.o. from Penn.
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 44-76)-

—

1

—

Crix

Riti (Loew's) (800; 44-76)-^ ,'Kissing Bandit" (M-G) and "Dear Secretary" (UA) (m.o ). Weak $2,000..

"He walked

is

lOth

(M-G).

gave this one .the boot but big
at Stanley are helping
everyone, and Penn's getting itj
Nice $14,000. Last week,
share.
"Kissing Bandit" (MvG) and "Dear
Secretary" (UA), mild $11,000'.

crowds

.

going .great with hefty take
by Night" in holdover at Roxy is
week in town.
surprisingly big,
Estimates for This Week
Estimates for This Week
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 45Capitol (Loew's) (2,434; 44-80)^
65)-^"AU Baba" (Indie) Realart and
ttamik.
"Own True Love" (Par) plus vaude.
"Phantom of Opera" (Indie) (reBuitalo, Feb. 1.
Beverly Hills Music Hall (G&S- Very dim $16,000, new low for this!
week,
"Don't house.
PriniGor) (834; 65-$l)
Big magnet here this session is issues). Nifty $4,000. Last
Last week, "WonderfulTrust Husband" (UA) (2d wk). Urge" (20th) plus vaude, so-so $23,- "Joan of Arc;" heading for a giant "Crazy House" (Indie) and "Pardon
My Sarong" (Indie) (reissuesli
Okay $5,000. Last week, $6,700.
000 for Inaugural week. /
$32,000 at the Century with $1.25 strong $6,000 in 8 days.
CartHay Circle (FWC) (1,518; 85doing
newcomer
44-74)
Only
other
top.
Columbia (Loew's) 11,263;
Kimo (Dickinson) (550; 35-45-65)
$1.25)— "Portrait Jennie" (SRO)
—"Wonderful Urge" (20th) (mo ). much is "Three Godfathers," okay —"The Mikado" (U) (reissue).
(eth wk). Big $6,000. Last week,
Okay $4,000 in 5 days. Last week, at Buffalo.
Changes house to English language
:$7,500.
"Who Done It"
Estimates for This Week
Fancy $2,000. Last
film policy.
Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,048; "In Navy" (U) and
(U)
(reissues),
fine
$7,500.
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)— week, "Confessions of. -a Rogue"
60-$l)—"Yellow Sky" (20th) and
Dupont (Lopert) (376; $1.20- "Godfathers" (M-G) and "Picca- (Indie), slow $1,000.
"Alaska Patrol" (FC) (3d wk-4
Midland (Loew's) (3,.500; 45-65)—
Nice $5,500. Last week; $2.40)— "Red Shoes" (EL) -(4th wk). dilly Incident" (M-G). Good $16.days).
Very steady $5,500 after strong $6,- 000. Last week, "The Accused" "Three Godfather.s" (M-G) and »'No
$10,400.
Culver (FWC) (1,145; 60-$l)— 000 last week.
(Par), Minor Vices" (M-G). Mild $14,000.
"Dynamite"
(Par)
and
"Dark Past" (Col) and ''Big SomLast week, "Kissing Bandit" (M-G)
Keith's (RKO) (1,939; 76-$1.50)-^ $14,000.
(UA),
"Dear Secretary"
brero" (Col). Near $5,000. Last "Joan of Art" (RKO) (2d wk).
Great Lakes (Shea) (3.400; 40-70) and
week, "Criss Cross" (U) and "Jiggs, Great $25,000 on normal S-a-day —"Whiplash" (WB) and "High $13,000.
Maggie in Court'' (Mono), neat schedule, after a bit disappointingi Fury" (UA). Opened today (Tues ).
Orpheum (RKO) (1,900. 45-65)—
$6,000.
but still strong $30,000 opener with Last week, "Snake Pit" (20th) (2d "Boy With Green Hair" (RKO) and
Downtown (WB) (1;757; 60-$l)— seven shows daily.
nice
after
sock "Close Up" (Rep). Average $10,000.
wk),
$15,000
Last week, "One Sunday After"Don .luan" (WB) (2d wk). Nifty
Little (Lopert) (287; $1.20-$2.40) $25,000 for first 9 days;
noon" (WB) and "The Trespasser"
$15,000. Last week, $20,400.
-^"Hamlet" (U) (15th wk). Okay
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)
Downtown Music Hall (Prin-Cor) $3,500. Last week, $4,000.
(Rep), $11,000.
Atlantis" (UA) and "Girl
"Siren
of
HusTrust
"Don't
55-$l)
Paramount (Par) (1,900; 45-65)
(902;
Fine "Don Juan" (WB). Lively $17,000,
(UA).
Metropolitan (WB) (1,163; 44-74) From
Manhattan"
band" (UA) (2d wk). Average $9,—"Don Juan" (WB) (2d rurt). Satis- $10,000. Last week, "Dear Secre- big considering and will hold. Last
000. Last week, $11,700.
Egyptian (FWC) (1,538; 60-$l)— factory $7,000. Last week. "Ser- tary" (UA) and "Out of Storm" week, "Own Trw Love" (Par),
"Words and. Music" (M-G) (3d wk). geant York" (WB) (reissue), stout (Rep), $11,000.
$10,000.
$9,000 in 8 days.
Teck (Shea) (1.400; 40-70)
Roxy (Durwood) (900; 45-65)
Good $9,000. Last week, $10,800.
Palace (Loew's) (2,370; 44-74)— "Snake Pit" (20th) (m;o.). Opens "Walked By Night" (EL) and "ParEl Key IFWC) (861; 60-$l)—
"Snake Pit" -(20th) (m o.) (Sd^final "Snake Pit" (20th) (2d wk). Sturdy today (Tues.). In ahead, "Accused" ole, Inc." (EL) (2d wk). Ooe of
wk). Mild $2,500 in 5 days. Last $18,000 after better than expected (Par) and "Dynamite" (Par) (m.o), first holdovers in long spell, and
!$21,000; great, first full week.
$3,000 in 3 days. Last week, "Sun- nice $3,000. Last week, surprisweek, okay $5,000.
Esquire (Rosener) (685; .85-$1.20)
Playhouse (Lopert) (432; 50-85)—- day Afternoon" (WB) and "Ex- ingly big $5,500. and great in view
''Baker's Wife" (Indie) (rei.ssue) "Mr. Perrin, Mr. Traill" (Indie). posed" (Rep) (mo), $4,500.
of conditions.
Tower - Uptown - Fairway (Fox
(2d wk). Oke $2,000. Last week, Mild $3,000 for this Britisher after
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
$2,500.
$3,500 last week.
"Shockproof" (Col) and "Thunder- Midwe.st) (2,100, 2,043, 700; 45-65)
Fine Arts (FWC) (679; $1.20-2.40)
'"Countess Monte Cristo" (Ut.
hoof" (Col). Just okay $13,000. Last
Warner (WB) (2,154; 44-74)
^"Red Shoes" (EL) 5th wk). Great
Bare
$11,000. Last week. "Snake
Wake of Red Witch" (Rep). Torrid week, "Rogues' Regiment" (U) and
$11,000 or close. Last week, $10,- $20,000 to top town. Last week, "Ladies of Chorus" (Col) (2d wk) Pit" (20th) (2d wk), fine $12,000 in
300.
6 days.
"John Loves Mary" (WB), disap- (4 days), $7,500.
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; $1.20- pointing $17,000.
Century (20th Gent) (3,000; 76"Hamlet" (U) (14th wk).
$2,40)
Trans-Lux (T-L) (650; 44-80)— $1.25)— "Joan of
Arc"
(RKO).
Clip
Steady $6,5Q0. Last week, $6,800.
"Enchantment" (RKO) (6th wli). Colo.ssal $32,000 or over. Last Below Zero,
Guild (FWC) (968; 60-$l)— "Criss
Very hot $9,500 thanks to hypo of a week, "Last Days Pompeii" (RKO)
Gross" (U) and "Jiggs, Maggie in giveaway contest.
Omaha; 'Colorado' $7,500
week, $8,r and "She" (RKO) (reissues) (8
Last
Court": (Mono) (2d wk). Light $2,- 500.days), solid $13,500 at 40-70c scale.
'"
Omaha, Feb. 1.
500. Last week, $4,400.
stiH

700.

^

Pittsburgh, Feb i
Jack Carson show, first staKebni
Stanley has had in nearly fo,,,
with
years,
"Flaxy MarUn'shapes for all-time record at "WR
deluxer following biggest weekend
Third weeks of.
in its history.
"Snake Pit" at Harris and "Wakt
of Red Witch" at Fulton are both
big and Penn getting more with

session

Week

I949

Upcoming

$41,000; 'Snn'

Record

2,

Cars^ Show-Flaxy,'

'

Loew's (C.T.) (2,855; 40-65)
"Three Musketeers" (M-G) (2d
Big $19,000 after recordwk).
smashing week at $27,500.
Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 34-60)—

-:"Joan Arc" (HKO) (6th wk).
Neat $10,000. Last week, $10,600.
Pantaees (Pan) (2,812; 60-$l)—
and
(Col)
October"
"Return
"Blondie's SecreW (Col) (2d wk-5
Last week,
days). Mild $10,000,

„
"Don J"?"'

first

Goes for

Pitt

1.

Big news here this week is terbusiness being done by "Joan
"Three
of Arc" at the Palace.
Musketeers" also is big on second

:

:

Wednesday, February

Wow f35,000Jot1

rific

$2^500. 'Verdict' Drab 23G, 'Juan'

—

.

$9,000,

.

(R^P .•ev,„,Sof'
Legion"
lant
"Shockproo
$19,000. Last week,
(t-o"(Coi) and "Slightly French
$19,000.
gt\
44-©
<2,200;

Strand (Silverman)

—"Accused"

(Par)

too heavy $8,50P.
nice $15,000.

i2d

wk'-

Last week

J;",
vefJ

—

.

W^nesday, February

2,

$18,000, 'Fury'

PICVmiB GBOSSRS

•'Blanche
at
pivpr"

Fury"

and

is

BrQadvay Grosses

head-

Garrick shape okay
Roosevelt with "Shockand ''Slightly French"
moderate $15,000
0£ the holdovers In second week,
"Wonderful
with
Chicago
the
Duchm band
Urae" and Eddy

s'
Sd

do nice $45,000. Grand is
for tidy $13,000 with
are
"Rogues' Regiment" but others
Godfathers"
on weak sides, "Three
Artists appears light
St United
round.
second
tlOOOO in
is
third-weekers
the
Pacing
"Yellow Sky" at Oriental with
Paige onstage at staunch
Jariis
S40 000. In the longer hanger-on
division, "Red Shoes" at the Selwyn has been growing fast under
impetus of terrif folly and shapes
week.
to do big $14,000 in sixth
Estimates for This Week
Jiiould

tory $6,500.

King

Apollo

(B&K)

;

(3,900;

Baltimore, Feb.

1.

off.:

Shapes as huge

50-98)—

—

Oarrick (B&K) (900; 50-98)
."Blanche Fury" (EL) and "End of
River" (U). Fine $9,000. Last week,

"Jungle Patrol" (20th) and "Belle
Starr's Daughter" (20lh) (2d wk),
okay $6,000.

—

Estimates for This
Century (Loew'.s-UAl

60)—"Sun Comes Up"

(3,000; 20-

(M-G). Fair-

Last week, "Kissing
Bandit" (M-G), $12,400.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
"Slightly French" (Ccl)
20-70)
'some trade
Drawing
plus vaude.
Last week, "Shockat $14,000.
proof?" (Col) and vaude, $13,800.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20"Gotta Stay Happy" (U).
60)
Nicely received by crix and nice
$13^000 looms. Last week, "Mexican Hayride''(U), $11,900 in 10
ish $12,000.

—

—

.weeks.

Terrif $42,000,

'My Love' Hot

Starting with the. Roxy's new
lineup
yesterday
(Tues.)
five
new bills open this week. "YelPhiladelphia, Feb. 1.
low Sky," with Danny Kaye and
A week of almost continuous Georgia Gibbs topping stageshoW;rain is holding grosses down here, teed off in smash style yesterday
Paramount launches
"Tatlock's Millions" shapes sturdy at Roxy.
on break-in at the Boyd. "Whip- "Own True Love" with Three
lash" also is snappy at the Earle. Suns, Monica Lewis, Boyd Raebuni
."Accused" will land ia winning ver- band today (Wed), after three nice:
"Snake
weeks with "Accused" plus Mills
dict on first Goldman week
Pit," at Fox, still is sma^h in sec- Bros., Ray McKinley band onstage.:
Capitol opens "The Bribe" With
ond week.
Arthur Godfrey and Talent Scouts
Estimates for Tliis Week

Mayf air (Hicks) (980; 20-65) -"Wake Red Witch?" (Rep) (2d wk)
Holding strongly at $7,000 after

;

'

$11,000 after sock $16,300 opener.
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75)
Don Juan" (WB) (2d wk). Going
well to $10,000 after rousing preem
at $17,200.
Aldine (WB) (1,303; $1.20-$2.40)
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 50"Joan of Arc" (RKO) —"Hamlet" (U) (10th wk). Sus$1.25)
Upped scale and highly enthusi- taining well at $11,000. Last week,
astic trade reaching out for top $11,800.
Arcadia (S&S) (700; 50-94)
figure, huge $30,000 or near. Last

—

Own

:

True
"My
colossal session.
Love*' also shapes husky at the
Paramount. "Shockproof " is only
mild at the Orpheum. "Wake of
Red Witch" is doing sturdy trade to

"Sunday

With You"

$4,000.

1

.

Afternoon" (WB). Dull
week, "Unfaithfully

Last

Yours"

(20th), $4,200.
Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)— "Tatlock's Millions" (Par). Sturdy S23,500. Last week, "Gotta Stay Hap-

'

Detroit Slips on Ice;

(Thurs.).

Strand brings in "John Loves
Mary" with Jack Carson and his
stageshow Friday (4) after six big
weeks with "Don Juan" and Tommy Dorsey band. "He Walked by
Night" starts Saturday (5) at Criterion after two mild weeks of
"Act of Violence."
Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1.300; 70-$1.50)

—

it

boost here this session, with (Col) (reissue), $5,400.
"Joan of Arc" way out in front at
Golden Gate. With scale boosted
to $1.40 top, it is racking up a
atres a

:

show tomorrow

•

San Franeisco, Feb. 1.
weather is giving most the- week, "Can't Take

,

$22,000 in Philly

days.'

'Command'

:

'Accused' Lively

—

20G, 'Bandit' Only 14G
Fair

siYn-

doing turnaway

|

Week

(RKO) (1,500; 50-98)
record-making opener with $9,800.
Regiment" (U) (2d wk).
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)
(Continued on page 13)
Snake Pit" (20th) (2d wk). Fine

Frisco;

'Still

•

is landing strong .$137,000 in ini36-66)
(FP)
(1,431;
TivoH
"Snake Pit" (20th) (4th wk). Still J^'^l holdover stanza v^^
holding at good $4,500 after last Th ree Wives'? .and' stageshow, virtu
ally the same as the first week.
week's $5,500.
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 36-66)— State's "Command. Decision" conFine $12,000. tinues big with $44,000 albeit down
"Criss-Cross" (U).
Last week, "Kissing Bandit" (M-G), sharply from initial frame.
Both "Joan of Arc" and "Snake
good $8,500.
Pit" are holding up remarkably
well for extended runs. Former at
Victoria still is great at $21,500 or
over in 12th round, while "Pit,"
at Rivoli looks smash $26,000 for
13th session, both near previous

"Rogues'

W

figure.

wk), $7,500.

at relatively

pix.

"Wonderful Urfe" (20th) plus Eddy
Onchin orch (2d wk). Trim $45,000
Ust week, $55,200.

Grand

$22,000 after last Week's

:

small-capacity house. "Gotta Stay
Happy" looks best of other new

,^"Hamlet" (U) (10th wk). ExcelLast week, $10,700.

CMcaeo (B&K)

Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 35-$1.20)—
"Red Shoes" (EL) (2d wk). Capacity
ilar
biz.

L^ea's (FP) (2,386; 36-66)-^"WonThe big news here currently is
the preem of "Joan of Arc" at the derfUl Urge'" (20th). Hefty $12,000.
Town with capacity biz from tee- Last week, "Accused" (Par) (2d

(1,400; $1.20-$2.40)

lent $9,000.

'

keteers" (M-G) (5th wk), satisfac-

News, Huge

$10,000,

Neat 44G, lives' Strong 137G, 2d

Loew's (Loew) (2,096; 36-66)—
"Words and Music" (M-G). Big
$15,000. Last week, "Three Mus-

'Joan Big Balto

Unlucky

With only two new pictures $2.40)— "Hamlet" (U) (I9th wk).
opening during the past week, Eighteenth week ended last (Tues.)
Broadway first-runs are currently night climbed up to $16,000 or
the near; 17th was $15,300. Stays inon the spotty
side.
Many of
. .
holdovers are failing to hold up def.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockewell. Unusually favorable weather
over the weekend helped some but fellers) (5,945; 80^2.40).— "Letter
failed to overcome sluggish busi- To Three Wives" (20th) and stageshow (2d wk). Picture is showing
ness earlier in the week.
with initial
strength
sustained
Strongest newcomer is Walt Disholdover week being surprisingly
ney's "So Dear to My Heart,"
strong $137,000; first was very good
which looks very good $27,000 at
$137,500. Stays a third and pos-.
Palace;
"Lucky Stiff" is going sibly longer if current gait keeps
no place, with slim $10,000 likely up.
at Globe despite plugs that Jack
Rlalto (Mage) (694; 44-$1.20) —y.
Benny is producer of film. Business "Dead of Night" (U) and "Beauty
is so disappointing film holds only and Beast" (Indie) (reissues).- First
one week.
week ending tomorrow (Thurs.)
Top holdovers in second weeks will reach big $11,000.' Holds.
are State and Music Hall. Ijatter
RlvoH (UAT-Par) (2,092; 60-

,

hit

6^ 27G Paces Spotty B'way,

M

"Walk Crooked Mile" (Col) Okay
Last week, "Paleface
$12,000.
(Par) (5th wk), fancy $8,000.

on 24 theatres)

.(Based,

:

of

Snno

Heart'

2d
1.

Estimates for TliisllVeek
Hyiand (Rank) (1,354; 36-60)—
"Blanche Fury" (EL). Light $4,000.
Last week, "Hamlet" (0) (10th wk),
near-capacity $8,500.
llttiperial
(FP) (3,373; 36-66)—

Estimated Total Grost
,This Week
$587,000
(Based on 18 theatres)
Last Year
$740,000

Pala'^^;

"End

Toronto, Feb.

"Red Shoes" is still garnering
top coin on turnaway business,
with "'That Wonderful Urge" and
"Words and Music" standout among
newcomers.

newcomer seems to be "Boy

'"'piMt

'

'Shoes' Capacity 22G,

9G/Regimenn3G. 2d

Chicago, Feb. 1.
the lash of rain which
JaJSLa the city from the first of
followed by
£2?k uptil Friday (28)None of new
Ttwo-day cold wave.especially strong and
Product looks
mild in most
holdovers continue

which
With Green Hair"
for trim $18,000

.

'Music' $15,000, Toronto;

felt

chl

:

1949

Rain Lashes Chi Biz; 'Boy' Blustery

.

"

—

"Snake Pit" (20th) (13th
$1.25)
wk). Present session ending today
(Wed.) is continuing very strong at
$26,000 or near after big $27,000
for 12th week. Long run continues.
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.80)
"Yellow. Sky" (20th) with Danny

~

Kaye,
Georgia Gibbs, topping
stageshow. Opened in great fashion
yesterday (Tues.). Iceshow dropped
for this engagement. Second week
(6 days) of "Chicken Every Sun-

day"

Tony Martin.
Kraft
Beatrice
iceshow, held UP

plus

(20th),

Dean
dancers

Murphy,
plus

nicely at $82,000 after fairish $105,000 for first eight days.
State (Loew's) (3,450; 80-$1.50).
—"Command Decision". (M-G) (3d
Wk), First holdover stanza ending
yesterday (Tues.) held up nicely at
big $44,000 or close after smash

$61,500

for.

opening week. Holds.

Strand (WB) (2.756; 76-$1.50)—
"Don Juan" (WB) with Tommy

Dorsey

orch

heading

stageshow

(6th-final wk). Falling to mild $35,000 or less in final round aftet'

okay $40,000 for

fifth,

making

it

a highly successful- six weeks.:
"John Loves Mary'! (WB) with Jack
Carson, one of film's stars, Bob
Alda. and Carson stage unit opens
next Friday (4).
Victoria

(City

Inv.)

95-

(1.060;

$2.40)^"Joan of Arc"" (RKO) (12th
wk). Current session ending today
(Wed.) holding up remarkably at
fancy $22,000 or .near after solid
$24,000 for nth week. Continues,

m

—"Enchantment" (RKO) (6th wk).
py" (U) (3d wk), okay $12,900.
Present round ending next Friday
$18,000,
Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-99)
(4) holding extreme)y well at $21."Whiplash" (WB). Nice $22,000 or
OOO after nice $22,000 for fifth
20G, HIGH IN ST.
week. Stavs on,
pace holdovers in. second round
(City Inv.) (589; $1.20-2,40)
Biiou
St. Louis. Feb. 1.
Detroit, Feb. 1.
at Fox.
—"Red Shoes" (EL) (15th Wk).
City is slowly emerging from a
Business is slow here, holdovers
Estimates for This Week
Current session ending toihorrow solid week of atrocious weather
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 70- and icy weather hurting. ''Snake
(Thurs.) looks to hit great $16,- which saw the mercury dip down
Pit" it doing well in its third week sock $42l500 opener.
$1.40) _i "Joan of Arc" (RKO).
40O as against $16,000 for 14th nearly: to zero. Biz at most big
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50- week. Tickets going on sale soon mainstemmers, with one exception,
Last at the Fox. Two new bills. "Return
Terrific
$42,000 or near.
week, "Boy With- Green Hair" of October" at United Artists and 99)— "Accused" (Par). Wham $22^- for 40th week, with theatre due to is not too robust. "Sun Comes Up,"
(RKO) and "Close-Up" (EL) (2d "Blood on Moon'' at Madison shape 000. Last week, "Paleface" (Par) get air-conditioning for summer despite some frowns from crix,
Eyes"
Thou-sand
"Night
Has
fine.
(4th wk), great $15,000.
Wk), fair $10,300,
months if "Shoes" continues to looks top coin grabber with "Blood
looks stturdy in second frame at
Karlton (Goldman) (1.000; 90- hold up.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60 - 95)
on Moon'" also fairly good.
$1.80)-^"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (6th
"Wake Of Red Witch" (Rep) and Palms.
Capitol (Loew's^ (4.820; 80^$] .50)
Estimates for This Week
wki. Sock $15,000. Last week, $18,- —"Man From Colorado" (Col) with
Estimates for This Week
"Incident" (Mono) (2d wk). Sturdy
Ambassador (F&M) (3.000; 50-75)
000.
Ink Spots. Blue Barron orch, Alan
$16,000. Last week, big $29,500.
Fox {20tli^Fox) (5,000; 70-95)
—"Blood on Moon"' (RKO) and
Keith's (Goldman) (1,300; 50-99) Carney (2d-final wk).
Warfleld (FWC) (2,656; 60-85)^ "Snake Pit" (20th) (3d wk). Holding
Down to "Mystery
in Mexico" (RKO). Big
(RKO)
'She"
and
"Last
Days
"Kissing
$50,000
or
less
after,
mild
$99,000
Bandit"
(M-G) and
page
13)
on
(Continued
Pompeii" (RKO) (reissufs) (2d ooener. VThe Bribe" (M-G) with $18,000. Last week, "Snake Pit"
"Grand Canyon Trail" (Rep). Fair
(20th) (2d wk) (4 days). $9,000.
wk,l. Fine $8,000. Last week, great Arthur Godfrey and His Talent
$14,900
or
close.
Last week;
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)— "AcScouts opens tomorrow (Thurs.).
'Wonderful Urge"
$12,000.
and
(20th)
70- cused"" (Par) and "Disaster"' (Par).
TROUBLE'
Criterion (Loew's)
(1,700;
"Christopher Blake" (WB) (2d wk), BUSSE
Mastbaum (WB) (4.360; 50-99)—
Last week, "Wake
5 days, mediocre $7,500.
"Every Girl Married" (RKO) (3d $1.85)^" Act of Violence" (M-G) Good $19,000.
and "Parole,
(2d-final wk). Looks to dip to dim of Red Witch"' (Rep)
.^Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)—
$21,000, INDPLS. wk). Nice $18,000, Last week, solid $12,500
or less after mild $18,000 Inc."" (EL) (2d wk) (4 days), $10,500.
Own True Love" (Par) and "In
$23,000.
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
Indianapolis, Feb. 1.
"Walked by Night" (EL)
This Corner" (EL). Husky $20,000
Princess (WB) (450; 35 " 80)— opener.
and "Four
"Sun
Gomes
Up""
(M-G)
hit
or near. Last week, "One Sunday
Zero wave, worst of winter,
"Paisan" (Indie) (5th wk). Oke opens Saturday (5).
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 90-$1.50) Faces: West" (UA). Very strong
Afternoon" (WB) and "Dynamite" town over weekend and held cur- $3,500. Last week, $4,000.(Par), $17,000.
Far from $20,000. Last week, "Return of Ocrent grosses to modest level. Henry
Stanley (WB) (2,950; 5()-99)— —"Lucky Stiff" (UA).
tober"" (Col) and "Piccadilly Incivery
slim
lucky
with
and
$10.000,.
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)— Busse band with Vivian Blaine is
"yij^^^
Red Witch'" (Rep) (3d
dent'" (M-G), $18,500.
Don Juan" (WB) (3d wk). Big helping "Trouble Makers"' to a
goiid $16,000. Last week, being yanked after single week.
Missouri (F&M). (S.OOO; 50-75)—
"Tarzan Magic Fountain" (RKO)
$14,000. Last week, fancy $17,000.
smash figure at Circle. .3 Ood- socko $21,500. '
replacing "Stiff"' Saturday (5). "Snake Pit" (20th) (m.o.). Great
Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; 55- fathers," at Loew's, is okay to lead
Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-99)— is
Third week of "Belle Starr's $10,000. Last week, "Man From
85)—"Shoekproof" (Col) and "Val- straight filmers.
"Walked by Night" (EL) (4th wk). Daughter" (20th) was dim $9,000. Colorado" (Col) and "Gotta Stay
>ant Hombre" (UA). Thin
Estimates for This Week
$11,000.
week,
great
$12,Trim
$9,000:
Last
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 60-$1.2S) Happy" (U) (m.o.) (2d wk), $9,500.
Last week, "Gotta Stay Happy"
Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2,800; 60Oi-pheum (Loew) (2,000; 50-75)—
|U) and "Blackie's
(Mono) R""
Makers"'
,n^ T^
/cAA
„n '—"Wake of Red Witch" (Rep) (4th
Chinese Ven- 90)wj."Xrouble
"Return of October" (Col) and
^
ture
(Col), $12,500.
*o?m"*:.o"^
cl^'^ (EL)
,^?*'w«^^
I; wic). Still a coin-getter with $22,- "Piccadilly
with Henry Busse orch, Vivian $2.40)—
(6th wk).
"Red Shoes'*
Incident" (M-G) (m.o.).
after solid $27,000 for third.
..'in ted Artists (No. Coast) (1,207; Blaine, others onstage. Sock $21,- Holding up
big
style at $10,000. stays a fifth session, with "Dear Okay $7,500. Last week, "Franken(Par),
"Pon't Trust Husband" 000. Last week, "Accused
about
Pmr'/nT
same.
Last
week,
stein
Meets Wolf Man" (SG) and
Feb.
Secretary'"
(UA)
set
to
open
(UA) (2d wk). Good
$8,000. Last and "Dynamite" (Par);" Fair $10,000
:
"Dracula's Daughter" (SG) (reis12.:.'
week, sturdy
$9,500,
at 44-65C scale.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 50-$1.40)— sues), $7,000.
Harry Zeitels has resigned as
(Ackerman)
Indiana (G-D) (3,300; 44-65)-(350;
ti on In*?*'
St. Louis (F&M) (1,500; 50-60)—
My Heart"' (RKO).
||'2°-W.40-"Hamlet" (12th wk). "So Dear to Heart" (RKO) \2A wk). sales manager for Mayer-Burstyn, "So Dear to
Started very strongly Saturday "Dark Past" (Col) and "Racing
*»ne $10,000. Last
week, $10,500. Ok* $10,000 after smash $20,000 foreign film distribs, to become
Good $6,500. Last
(29) and will wind with very good Luck" (Col).
of
group
''^o. Coast) (955; 55-85)
for
a
national sales rep
opener.
$27,000 on first week ending Fri- week, "Canyon Passage"/ (U) and
r^,„Ypt,ta Stay Happy" (U) and
Keith's (G-D) (1,300; 44-65)-- foreign pix: outfits. He was with
and RKO for 17 years before joining day (4). Hou.se installed special 50c "Frontier Gal" (U) (reissues), $7,{20th)
(m^ '^^ Chinese Venture" (Col) "Blood and Sand"
price for youngsters for first time 000.
<20th) (re- Mayor-Burstyn two years ago.
Screaming
'f'^'OOO.
"Wake
Up
Last
week,
Shubert (Ind) (1,500; 40-60)—
M.mii
on preem of Walt Disney picture
Jungle 9?°?.
J,rn" (Col) and "Road To issues). Good $5,500.
Last week.
on Broadway. Holds. Last 10 days "Wake of Red Witch" (Rep) and
and
(U)
Happy'
about same.
Stay
"Gotta
ri,°"?J;
of second week for "Boy With "Parole, Inc." (EL) (m.o.). Great
..o!;'*''. 'Roesner)
"Strange Mrs. Crane'; (EL) (m,o.).
(400; 65-85)
Estimates Are Net
Green Hair"" (RKO) was only $6,000. Last week, "Paleface'" (Par)
hymphome Pastorale" (Indie) (6th
rcfr
and
"Dynamite"" (Par) (m.o.) (4th
as
estimates
S21,000
Film gross
"™
week, ^*Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 44-65)—
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 55-$1.50) wk), $3,500.
$2 700,
ported herewith from the variNo
"3 Godfathers" <M-G) and
—"My Own True Love" (Par) with
ous key cities, are net, i.e.,
Tall $14,000
Monica
Lewis,. Boyd
Three
Suns;
DistribueoS^!'*"c^?"»"* <^WC) (1,149; Minor Vices" (M-G).
tax.
20%
the
without
Mason in •Wall'
Francisco (M-G)
Raeburn orch topping stageshow^
Srah «nr5?¥ P"" <20th) (m.o.) Last week, "San
tors share on net take, when
Hollywood, Feb. 1.
(M-G) (reOpens today (Wed.). Last week,
town *t ;1?° ^"'L^lJ^*' week down- and "Night at Opera''
playing percentage, hence the.
Walter Wanger signed Jamps
issues), sturdy $12,000.
Accused" ii-ai,
(Par) plus
pius Mills
iviiiis
"The
me ^uuuseu
estimated figures are net inMason to co-star with Joan Ben(1.600: ,44-65)—
(G-D)
Lyric
McKinley
Bros, Jean Carroll. Ray
SUndiv ^a"/*' *2,133; 60-85)-"One
come.
*'rrha
. ...
;a
.
« r
ntt^t.
iM
.nionlr Wall,"
Wall". under
1in(i<»^
(20th)
.<WB) and "Belle Starr's Daughter"
orch. heading stage bill (3d wk), nett in "The Blank
*D?ntmit^%"r,""
.iThe parenthetic admission
Aver(20th).
'^^'^ <">-o >. Hefty $6,- and "Jungle tatrol"
okay $56,000 after good $62,000 for a one-picture deal at Columbia.
500 T ,I*
prices, however, as Indicated,
"Whiplash
Filming starts in three weeks,
second.
aiid '^nf*^ T^)^< "Paleface" (Par) age $6,000. Laist week,
include the U. S. amusement
Blake
<Par)
"Christopiier
(m.o.);
director.
big (WB) and
Park Avenue (U) (583; $1.20- with Max Opuls as
$9,600
tax. .
(WB), same.

—

'October' Brisk 17,000,

near. Last week, "Words and Music" (M-G) (5th wk), $13,000, fine.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)^
"Snake Pit" (20th) (2d wk). Best
thing iiutown with $33,000 after

'Moon' Not High at 14G
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"^Ca^orriia here

V^M

we c.?me"^

iWETRO -

GOLPmN -M AYEB

MG-M's PREVIEW-OF-PRODUC
SOME OF THE ROARING HONS ABOARD!
(Listed alphabetically just lik^ the Stars!)

A, Adami
Washington

/I.

H. Bennin
'St.

LoMic

A. L. Adler
JK^ansas City

Gardner

1^.

Allerhand

B. BUhopt Jr^

t)allaa

Chicago

S,I>avi*
Seattle

W. J. Devaney

F.

B. Gauker

Indianajwlia,

T.Gould
Canada

f. C. Hcnalcff^

Uttrolt

R.

W.

Maw

Chicago

E.

DOroit

Q. A. Hickey
Los Angeles

J. B.

Mundstuk

H.

Rosenbtattj

New Haveti)

T. J. AspelUJrv
Los Angeles

M. BootH

L. Fprmatov''^
Philadcl|>hjtf

"

Mcmf>hi9

G. E.

McGIynn

Des Moines

Rosenwald)

E Banford
Chicago

J.

Briam

Netv OrUaxA

'H. A. Frledel

Denver

W.

D. GaddonI

Omaha

Goldberg

S. Gottlieb

Albany

Pittsburgh

MiltvauKce,

C. E. Kessnlch;
Atlanta

Phitadelphitf

'C. P, NedleV'
Salt tafc* Ciii;

A. B. Padgett.i
Atlanta

J.

t. C. Ingrani;

W.

C.

Cincinnati-

Downey

F.).

Amaehci,

Portland,

H. R. Gaus
Pfclahoma City

Buffalo

}1. L. Ripptf

L.

New Jersey

L. Bickel

vSan Francisco

J. Jf. Maloney
Pittsbwrgh

Allen

Dallas

R. Bergcr
Washington-

J.P.feyrn«
N««> Yorfc

S. J.

), 8.

},

O. Kcmotgci^

IL'C.

Wingham;

^an.lVancisco

R. Lynch

R. Pielow

•New

Yorhr

W. H. Workm«0
Mi»<««'»l«'''*

WHAT THIS MEANS TO
YOU MR. EXHIBITOR!
SECURITY

IS

SPELLED: "M-G-MI'
We

SEEING

IS

BEUEVINGI

be able to tell you
about these BIG ONES!

They'll

all

"THE STRATTON STORY"
James Stewart

June Allyson

•

Frank Morgan

•

"NEPTUNE'S DAUGHTER"

are taking a traitiload of top sales

personnel to the Studio for one reason
only, so that they

may come back

to

you

with the greatest new$ your eager cars

have ever heard. These are the times
that

demand Big

Pictures

and M-G-M's

(Technicolor)

Esther Williams • Red Skelton
Ricardo Montalban • Betty Garrett

got them. Never in the history of
industry has

"THE GREAT SINNER"
"Gregory^Peek • Ava Gardner • Melvyn Douglas
Walter Huston • Ethel Barrymore
Frank Morgan • Agnes Moorehead

M-G-M

pany had so many

truly

Margaret O'Brien 'Herbert Marshall. Dean Stockwell

"LITTLE

:

WOMEN"

JXechnicolor)
Peter Lawford • Margaret O'Brien
Elizabeth Taylor • Janet Leigh

June Allyson

:

•

"THE BARKLEYS OF

BROADWAY"

Giant Attractions

ready for the nation's theatres.

"THE SECRET GARDEN"
terrific hits

the

way

ready to

to celebrate

this

or any other com-

Eight

see— and more oa

M-G-M's 25th Year

of Motion Picture Leadership. M-G-M's
sales representatives

will

soon be back

{Technicolor)

Fred Astaire

•

Ginger Rogers

spencer Tracy

"TAKE
i

•

Oscar Levant

BALL

at their

Branch

Offices.

message for you:

Deborah Kerr

ME OUT TO THE
.

•

MY SON"

"EDWARD,

GAME"

{Technicolor)

aqk Sinatra . Esther Williams • Gene Kelly • Betty Garrett

AND NiOREBlG ONES COMING!

They 11 have a

"WE CAME, WE

SAW, YOU'LL CONQUER!"

Red

Wednesday, Febniary 2, 1949

REVIEWS

FII3I

12

Cajiyon

(COLOR)

part in keeping things interesting
for the market.
Frank McDonald's direction is
aCtionful in presenting this belowthe-border tale of the fictional
west, and Armand Schaefer's production equips it with necessary
sight values to point up' the yarn.
Good lensing in Cinecolor by William Bradford also helps. Brog.

Miniature Reviews
"Red Canyon"

,

Universal release o{ Leonai^d Goldstein
Stars 'Ann. Blyth. Howard
SKQdUctlon,
pirccted by George
lUlI, George Event,
Stierman, Screenplay, Maurice GeraKhty;
'

based on Zane Grey novel; camera (TechIrving Glassbersi editor. Otto
TradeI-udwig; music; AValter §ctiaif.
shown, N. Y., Jan. 31, '49. Running time,

"iiicoior),

H'J '.MIXS..

Xucy
Iain
'

;

Bostel.

Slone

Mathcw
Jonali

.

.

.

.

.

,

.....

.

Ocofge Brent;
.

.

.

.i

.

.

.

.

.Edgar Buolianan
.Joiin: Mclntire
.

.

.'

.

.

.

.

Chill .Wilis

...

.

.

.^

.

Jane Darweli

..Lloyd Bridges
Joel Creech................. James Scay
Farlane. ...
......... Edmond McDonald
David Clarke
Scars. .
.
Virgil Cordt.........
.

.

.

,

.

.

good b.o^
"The Big Sombrero" (Songs)

1

.

.

.

Butch

Van

WUliard

Denver I'yle
Willingham

."Red Canyon" is a wellrpaced,
neatly-dressed saga of the western
plains. Turned out on a modest
production nut, film will pay off

Good

large

by Samuel Fuller. Written by FuUeri
suggested by American Weekly article by
Homer Croy; camera, Ernest Miller;
music, Albert, Glasser; editor, Paul Landrc's.' Previcwcdi in Hollywood Jan, 29,
'49:
Running time. Al MIMS.
Preston Foster
i.
John Kelley:
.Barbara Brjltton
Cynthy Waters. .. .
..... .John Ireland
;
Bob Fol'd: ... .'.
.Refed Hadley
Jesse' James.
.

influx

whom hope

(GFD).

Stockade"

drama

.

of foreigners all of
to find their fortune.

In an endeavor to save the nation's

.

-

.

the police. The gold seekers, in a
handsomely in lesser first-run and
mood to be easily inflamed, seek
nabe situations. Although lacking Kane.
J. Edward Bromberg
Victor Kilian to impose their will by mob law,
top marquee values, it boasts a Soapy
.... ..
but from within the mob a leader
competent cast, good script spiced Mrs. Zee James. ...... .Barbara Woodell
.Torn Tyler
Frank James
heavily with action and eye-filling Charles Ford...i.i.
Tom Noonan arises who eventually wins them
.Byron Foulgcr freedom after, a devastating battle
vistas expertly tinted in Techni- Room Clerk. .... ......
•
color.
It should earn word-or- Bartender .................. Eddie Dunn with police and troops.
Jeni Le Gon
.

.

.

.

.

.

. ,

;

.

.

;

.

i

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

i

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

mouth commendation.

Maid.

standout sequences showing herds
of maverick horses racing over the

open range.
Story opens with Howard Duff, a
cowboy drifter, setting out to corral a famed wild stallion, leader of
one of the wild herds. Enroute, he
crosses paths with Ann Blyth,
daughter of the territory's top
horse-breeder, George Brent, who
is set to win the annual big race.
After Duff captures the horse.
Brent is irked at finding out that
his daughter is planning to jockey
the wild nag in the race. He is
doubly irked to discover that Duff
is also a member of a notorious
family of horsethieves. But Duff is
in the clear and proves it by shooting up his father and brothers in
.

the

slambang

finale.
Duff,
both the -gal and

, ,

:

Robin Short

Troubadour

<

Yarn is a parlay of wild stallions,
harcUridin'
cowboys,
ranchers,
horse-thieves -.'and romance, all cU-:
maxed in a. rousing, old-fashioned
shooting match. While formula in
general design, plot benefits from
several original twists in the human conflict and, particularly, from

:

of

course, cops
the
race in the interim.
In his first role in chaps, Duff
registers as a credibly tough cowboy hero, handling his lines crisply
and his reins steadily; Miss Blyth
does nicely as a headstrong tomboy, with the color lensing highlighting her pert looks. Brent delivers a good performance while
Edgar Buchanan scores as Duff's

make

could

alone

action

If

.

.

.

ing.

sidekick.

Competent supporting

sympathy.

Myro.

Solilat. Horn
(Bom. the Soldier)

(SWEDISH)

.

cast, tight
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red "I think that the pians they are

Iteorieniatlon

Eureka Stoekade

'.

compared with the

meat

I

,-

CAD

U

Sombrero

.

now

films, on the other engaged in widespread competitive
first handpicked by the selling, not to help new theatres
are culled by but solely to get more money. They
in New York and V^ash- have seized upon that device. We
ington. Finally, they must get ap- may be back in your office one (rf
proval of local occupation authori^' these days to talk about that"
•ties.-.'
Russell Hard wick. New Mexico
The second horn of the CAD's exhibitor, pointed out that clothing
dilemma hinges around product manufacturers frequently give exselection, since the Army controls clusive
representation
of their
$185,500 of its own funds in Japan' brands in a community to a single
and about $460,000 of Economic retail outlet. He wanted to know
Cooperation Administration funds why distributors no longer could
in Germany, which are paid out to give exclusive rights to their film
S. producers to compensate products to certain theatres, and
them for prints and out-of-pocket wondered whether the system
expenses incidental to servicing the could not be restored.
occupied countries.
Army and
"It
was .stopped because of
civilian officials who must stamp abuses in
the past." cxpliuned
their okay on the pix for which Clark. "However, in time we might
this coin is spent live in holy terror return
to it, although I doubt it
of being called before Congres- would go as far as you say. If you
sional investigators to explain their people
want to work up a plan,
decisions. As a result, they are so my
aides and I would be glad to
circumspect in their selections that listen to it"
they can't even find enough films
Clark also said a. good word tor
to send to the areas, and those that
the arbitration system being readthey do send are pallid b.o. fare
ied for submission by the majors.

the

editing and a pleasant musical
score contribute to the pic's paiat-

The

is

MPEA. They then

'

Miss Britton fits well
Fribergs Filmbureau production and
into the role of his beloved, who release. Stars Nils Poppe, Inga Landgre;
turns to Foster in the end. Foster features Douglas Hage,' Gunnel Wadner,
Ake Jensen, Luddc Juberg, Julia Caeser,
iS'good as the prospector who turns Gunnar Bjornstrand, Gosta Cederlund.
marshal and guns down Ireland in Directed by Lar.s-Erifc Kjellgren. Screen«bility.
Herm.
the suspensefiil finale. Reed Had- play, Per Schytte, Poppe; camera, Gunnar Fischer; music, Kai Gullmar,
ley does exceptionally well in short Waldimir. At Spegelni Stockholm. Sune
Runfootage as Jesse James. This char- ning time, 84 MINS.
Big
Nils Poppe
acter, too, is sympathetically pro- Bom
(SONGS—COLOR)
Agnes. .............
Tnga Landgre
jected. There's one expertly staged Mayor Killman.. ........ Douglas Hage
.Hollywood, Jan. 29.
barroom scene wherein Robin Gabriella.
......
Gunnel Wadner
r„i..;,KVo'unibia
release of Armoiid Schiiefer
Ake Jensen
short, as a wandering minstrel, Lieut. Forsberg. ...........
5 °''""«>n- Stars Gene Autry with Cham' sings of Ford's cowardly deed to Zakarii-is
Ludde Juberg
y^-luKo. Stephen
Carolina Hard... ... ...
Julia Caeser
£u?n,.*^r."„??
ijeorge J. Lewis, Vera Marshe. Ireland's face.
Barbara Woodell, Sgt. .Berglund
fir",^"^'
.Gunnar B.1ornstrand
William
Edmunds, Martin GarraUga, Gene
Colonel
.
.
i
Gosta Cederlund
as Mrs. James, and others are caStutenroth, Neyle Morrow. Directed
bv
Corporal
.Karl Erik Flons
Frank
McDonald.
pable.'
Screenplay,
Olive
Corporal .. ...... .....
.Birger Asander
»•='"*"'£''' William Brad
Fuller directed from his own Jokcr-Kalle
Nils Hallberg
fo.?f^'"'prtr*"
*5"^'^>
Batista.
At the script, and Carl K. Hittleman, un- Liliebror: ... ........
v„o.'.»
Rune Andreessen
Sun
der executive supervision of Rob"Soldat Bom" is a fine comedy
; A
ert L. Lippert, did a nifty production job. Ernest Miller's photog- whose plot is set against a military
.^;r-v«-"V/////.'step^
raphy and. the music by Albert background. Film will do strong
Glasser are neat assists.
business in Sweden and appears to
Brog.
have excellent chances abroad.
Ben McBrlde
Gene Stutenroth
Written by its star. Nils Poppe,
who's cast in the title role, the
StaJv
'^^^J® Morrow
^awn
(AUSTRALIAN)
Farmer
picture is also aided by the first••
Pierce Lvdert
*?k2SS'
London, Jan. 26.
Rian Valente
KSJ""
GFD release^ .of Ealing-Michael Balcon rate camerawork of
^...Antonio Fllaurl
Poppe impresses as the
and.
production.. Features
Rafterty, Fi.scher.
Gbil>s
Champion,? the Horse
.Tane Barrett, Gordon .Jackson, Jack Lamv soldier and
the beauteous Inga
bcrt. Directed by Harry Watt; Screenplay by Watt and Walter Greenwood: Landgre is also a decided asset.
camera, George Heath; music, John
Winq.
9^"^ Autry takes up his guitar Greenwood.
At
Gaumont,
London,
Jan.
^Sa'n in "The Big Som- 23, '49. Running tiniej
M1XS.
biero for the solid pleasure
......Chips Rafferty
of his Peter Lalor ...
-tans. Its a quality- oatuner
Alicia Dunne
Jane Barrett
that Commissioner Rede
(Swedish)
Jack
Lambert
will satisfy
the film cowpoke's Raffaello
Stockholm, Jan. 20.
, ....
Peter Illing
market. Outdo6r locale is dressed Tom Kennedy.
Sven.sk Filmindustri production and reGordon Jackson
tip in color, the action
Governor Hotham.
Ralph Truman lease. Stars Birger Malmsten, Eva Stilmoves
Vern.
...
............. .Sydney Loder berg; features Eva Dahlbeck, Stlg Olin,
and the plot -IS all that's neededfast
to Sly Grog Seller.
.;
John Ffernside Ake Claesson, Wanda Bothgardt, Hilda
Borgstrom, Olof Sandborg, Ina Landrte,
Sgt.-Major
MUne
.......
Grant
Tayldr
^^^'^^^
^'""^
^^'^
^
Humffray.
buyer
Peter Finch Directed by Gustaf Molander. Screenplay,
Black. .................. .Kevin Brennan Ingm.ir Bergman; camera, Aka Dahlquist:
Autry uarbles five numbers as Hayes
.................. John Fegan mu.sic. Eric Nordgren. At Roda Kvarn;
well as a medley of three, in
Scobie, ......
Al Thomas Stockholm. Running time, 10'^ MINS.
be- Bentlcy
...
tween moments when he's not
Birger Malmsten
Bon Whelan; Bo
Mrs. Bentlcy....>.....,... ., Perk Allison Eva
Eva Stlberg
straightening out a lovely Mexican Doctor Moore .......
Susanne
... Reg Wykeham
Eva Dahlbeck
senorita's affairs, and those of
goran,
Stig Olin
the
Fredriksson
Ake Claesson
rancheros who dwell on her vast
"Eureka Stockade" is poten- Mrs. Fredriksson..
W.inda Bothgardt
ranchp.
Olive Coopei''s oriRinal tially
Mari.1
Hilda Borgstrom
a big picture. It has been Berglund
script follows the accepted, and acOlof Sandborg
filmed against a wide canvas with Frida
Inga Landgre
ceptable, pattern for the regulation
vast crowd scenes. It has action .rohan.sson
Carl Stroni
oater.
Jo'st
Sture Eriksson
and virilityj yet despite these OI.lc.
Story tells how Autry foils a bad
Hans Dahlin
on the credit side is a Mi'iW'fe
Hanny Schedln
man trying to gain control of the qualities
disappointing production. In en- Marthe:
.Anne Karlsson
senonta's rancho throuch marriage tertainment
value it is a long way
so he can sell it. The proper behind
"Eva," a romanlir drama, is one
"The Overlanders," which
amounts of chases, gunplay, fisti- was Ealing's
first Australian enter- of the better Swedish films and
cuffs and comedy are ladled out
prise. Action fans, who are not looms as a likely entry for the inplus a colorful fiesta and dance separticularly discerning in their ternational market in addition to'
quence, to hold the attention of the choice
of entertainment, will find its strong domestic grosses. As
Kiddies and adult western fans.
this adequate enough but it cannot screertplayed by Ingmar Bergman,
Elena Verdugo \vas an exception- be
reckoned big for the U. S. the film's story has been told with
ally apt choice for the senorita.
market.
exceptional skill.
She looks the part and gives it a
It' is staged in the middle
Yarn traces the early life of
of the
comeliness that pleases.
Stephen 19th century when the first gold Birger Malmsten, 'a youth
with a
Dunne does well by his heavy as- strike in Australia
leads to eco- railroading background. An elopesignment. Vera Marshe, Miss'Ver- nomic chaos in the
colony. There ment with a blind daughter of an
dugo's companion; Neyle Morrow, ate no men to till the land
or sail
young Latin; George J. tewis, Wil- the ships as they have all gone in 1 Austrian musician results in tragedy when a locomotive he's comliam Edmunds and others do their search of gold. And there
Is also a mandered
for their
flight
Is

comedy

One major company

hand, are

I

.

tors.

American

.

Ireland's performance is clearly
drawn and even manages a. trace of

s

.

,

study motivation but the
players carry off these angles with
considerable ability.

:

.

"I Shot Jesse James" is a char- take full marks, for the entire emacter study of the man who felled phasis is on movement, and the
the west's most famous outlaw with pitched battle comes as a climax
a coward's bullet. It's an interest- to a series of big-scale scenes, such
ing treatment that doesn't overlook as the burning of a hotel and the
necessary plot and action to give it many ruthless hunts carried out
good grossing possibilities. Physi- by the police.
cal values are about usual level of
The main weakness of the proScreen Guild releases, giving it the duction, which contributes in large
dressing for top playing time in measure to its failure to grip, is
houses buying sturdy action prod- the low standard of acting. Direcuct.
tor Harry Watt, who made Chips
Cast members are particularly Rafferty a star overnight in "The
good. Film fits more in the adult Ov^i'landers," hasn't achieved the
bracket than for kiddie audiences, same succe.ss with his' ca.st on this
but: title and exploitable angles occasion and there isn't a performwill give it enough push to attract ance which earns special commen-;
dation. Rafferty himself, complete:
younger ticket;buyers.
While Preston Foster and Bar- with black beard; displays a surimmaturity, and
never
bara Britton carry star roles, it's prising
John Ireland, as the notorious Boh brings conviction to the role^.bf the^
Ford, who dominates the story. diggers' leader. Jane Barrett,, cast
Plot deals with the motives that as a schoolteacher who moves into
the
goldrush
look
area
to
after.the
lead up to cowardly gunning of
James, the deed!s reaction in. the kids, provides the slight suggesearly west and^Ford's own death tion of romance.
It took almost two years to make
in a street gun Battle aftei: he had
this picture in Au-stralia and it is
lost the girl for whom he killed,
difficult to understand why a unit
Spiced in the plot footage are had to be
sent so many thousands
any number of forthright physical of miles from home when
adequate
clashes, capably staged by Samuel
locations could have been found
Fuller's, direction. Latter is not
with .100 miles of the studio.
quite as adept in handling the char^.

acter

.

Par Decree

a

one would very nearly

picture; this

•

,:

.

,

•

,

taxes are

vicious

finances,

imposed on the diggers, and the
men themselves are hounded by

.

; ;

•

b.o.

"Kureka

in
So-so gold rush
Australia, made Down Under.

man (Lippert Productions) production;
Stars Preston Foster, Barbara Britton;
features John Ireland, Reed Hadley, J.
Edward Broniberg, Victor Kilian. Directed

. .

to, but that CAD cannot approve
appropriations for recouping of
costs on' such pix. American in.
dustry's stance is that that's just
equivocating because no producer
be> expected to spend as high
can
were essentially correct.
"The Army would like to have as $35,000 sencling his picture to
an occupied country when he
52 'Snow Whites' a lyear," one of:
that the entire cost is
knows
the execs stated, "and since there
we're coming out of his own pocket. Exaren't that many made,
having trouble keeping our offices change restrictions in these areas
prevent
remittance of dollars, so
provided with the 52 films yearly
they need in Germany and 100 in U. S. producers receive none of
Japan. We are suffering in the the normal proceeds, of their films
the
boxoffiee.
at
quantity of films being shipped
Showdown on a top, policy level
and'in the general quality."
is now being aimed foi-'by the U.
Double Dilemma
S.
industry and the Issue may be "reCivil Affairs Division, as a matsolved ;in Washington within the
ter of fact, ..is impaled on the horns
few months.
double next
of
a very unenviable
dilmnta. First is in regard to the
lack pf morals restrictions in German and Japanese production. The
Americans are supposed to be
selling democracy, and one of their
SS Continued from iiagre S
big points is that democracy means
freedom. They therefore hesitate petitive bidding situation and also
to impose regulations that might on the barriers to- "exclusive
be construed as abridging -freedom rights" within a territory.
of information.
Likewise, they
He was asked whether the Govhave no desire to be responsible; ernment. ..had an alternative to
for the morals of the German or competitive bidding.
Japanese people. Thus^ the local
"It is going to be pretty hard; to
film industries are subject only to
control competitive bidding," the
a review of scripts and finished
Attorney General admitted. "We
pictures to see that militaristic and
don't want a dog-eat-dog system.
fascistic ideas are; not being perWe want to bettep the system. We
petuatcdi and that the occupation
and Allied powers are not being might modify competitive bidding
later on." He invited views of the
criticized or defamed. Occupation
authorities have nothing to say exhibitors.
Ted R. Gamble, TOA board
about moral or ethical values, nor
do they control the way pix are chairman, told him:
exploited or advertised. And since
"It is apparent, even at this
there- are no local equivalents of early d^ite, that the thing we feared
the Johnston office to exercise con- when we intervened, has develtrol, the producers are said to be oped. This device is being used,
getting away with murder, par- not to. open competition but to
ticularly in Japan. What's not in extract more money from exhibitheir pictures; is in. their advertis- tors for the benefit of the distribu^

occupied countries for the
U. S. industry, refused to comment
in New York last week on the reportSj beyond stating; that they
ices the

,

Hollywood, Jan. 29.
Screen Guild release o£ Cari K. Hittle-

.

Continued from page 3

Gene

Nitty

iCol).

(Color)

German, Jap Pix

Picture Export Assn.; which serv-

Autry western for the Saturday trade.
"I Shot Jesse James" (SG).
Ambitious character study .of
outlaws.
western
early-day

James

I Shot Jesse
(SONG)

In

stallions;

Haward DuB

.

.

.

Bostel

.Ioiin.son:

Flovd Cordt. ..... .....
Brackton
Aunt Jane ............
.

.Ann BLvth

Sex

(U).

(Color)

-

Actionful westerner about wild

I

Regulations embodied in the appropriation of these funds provide
that the films for which they are
used must contribute positively to
the reorientation of the people, in
keeping with the broad purposeis of
the occupation.
Therefore, the
GAD okays only films with this
"positive" approach.
The MPEA, on the other hand,
maintains that any film that shows
the American way of life and, thuis,
democracy in action, cuntributes to
reorientation. They declare that it
doesn't take a "message film," as
CAD believes, but that a pure entertainment picture also inay accomplish the purpose. That does
not include, of course, such pictures as "The Senator Was Indiscreet," which are never even
submitted for CAD consideration,
since they might be construed as
reflecting on democratic processes.
Army's standpoint is that the
MPEA can send over the pure en*
tertainment films itself, if it wants

working out," said Clark, ."will be
very helpful and will give the exhibitors protection in the selection
availability of films. You have
a right to be heard in the matter.

and

Set up any group you want and I
will be glad to talk with you. I

want the view of people

familiar

-

with the case."

Disney Pushes
S..ConUntie.4 from: jiage

5

ss

menls in the metropolitan area
was about $100,000. This can be
better spent, he feels, in more concentrated form for -the day-and•

date waves,

i

Lined up for Fob. 22. three and
weeks after the Palace
opening, are a combo of 113 RKO
and indie houses. They'll charge
their regular admission price, biit
each will give the film extended
and preferred playing time. Each
theatre will play ''Heart" a day
One-week
longer than normally.
days, five
wrecked. The girl is killed and the houses will give it eight
days>
lad enters the navy in an attempt days houses will give it six
to forget.

Later he weds Eva

one-half'

etc.

Sti-

run wiU

Whether the
berg, one of his formei' flames.
Birth of their child starts both off continue through the nabe engagements depends on the business the
on a new life.
In the
In portraying the erratic youth, Broadway hoUi3e is doing.
Malmsten racks up one of his best case of Selznick, "Duel" did below
performances. On par with his expectations at the Capitol, and _ it
work is the acting of Miss Stiberg. is expected that "Heart" in the
Ake Claesson, as Malmsten's nabes wilt siphon off Palace
father, and other players lend solid patrons.
Likewise, the lack of a
support. Direction of Gustaf Mo- large campaign fdr the Broadway
lander helps sustain the film's dra- engagement will undoubtedly keep
matic qualities while Ake Dahl- opening week.s' receipts below
quist's

camera work

is

Palace

competent what might be normally
Winq.

pated.

antici-

•

'

tr^wBday, February

—

'

.
.
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Picture Grosses
Record Cold Hits
'Accused'

(Continued from page 9)
Last week, $23,-

nicely at $22,000.
000.

"Sons of Adventure" (Rep) (2d wk).
Minneapolis, Feb. 1.
Healthy $17,000. Last week, solid
Coldest weather, of winter which
readings is $21,000.
has brought 17 below
Palms (UDT) (2,900; 70-95)
some
denting many grosses butin solid style. "Night Has Thousand Eyes" (Par)
films are rebounding
pix (2d wk). Holding up well at $12,There's an array of strpng
500.
Last week, strong $15,000.
havare
but even the topnoteliBrs
United Artists (UDT) (2,000; 70preina their troubles. Holdovers
95)— "Return of October" (Col).
dominate, the only major pewStaunch
$17,000. Last week, "Gotta $10,000.;
and
Accused"
"The
romerrbeing
Stay Happy" (TO, $15,000:
"Don Juan." "Hamlet" is betterMadison (UDT) (1,800; 70-95)— „ .
.
Century.
, „
pAA
ing its first week at
"Blood on Moon (RKO) and "Rehn|ir UUIUUIU
SmOOth ^Ji
S17I 30U.
Estimates for This Week
turn of Wildfire" (RKO). Oke $14,Centurv (Par) (1,600; $1.20-$2.40) 000. Last week, "Whiplash" (WB)
Great
wk).
(2d
Denver; 'Squadron' 19G
i-l"Hamlet" (U)
and "Christopher Blake" (WB)
ahead of first week's baroly okay $11,000.
$16,000
Denver, Feb. i.
Adams (UDT) (1,700; 70-95)
Coldest weather of winter is
*GoShcr (Par) (1.000; 40-50)— "Words and Music" (M-G) (5th wk). denting biz here somewhat "Fight"Sofia" (FCi. Pleasant ?3, 500. Last Down $5,000 or near. Last week,, er-Squadron" is getting a solid
week- "Harboon" (SG) and "Black fine $7,000.

—

«n

|

"

:

—

total

F.T'le" (SG), $3,200.

Lyceum (Nederlander)
70)

_ "Paisan"

(2d wk). wk). Good $9,000. Last week, light
after fair $11,000.

days

$2,500 in 4
se.OOO initialer-

Dim

„

„

Pix (Coiwin) (300; 50-70)— "Gotta
Thira
Stav Happy" (U) (m.o.).
week downtown. Okay $1,700 in
.

.

(20th) (4th

two

"Luxury

theatres.

Wows

'Witch'

wk), $1,800.

Seattle,

16G; 'Married' lustjr

Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)—
"The Accused" (Par). This well regarded picture coming through well
"Wonderful
at $16,000. Last week,
Urge" (20th), $13,000.

Estimates for TliSs Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 3,5-74)—
"Don't Trust Husband" (UA) ,ahd
(UA) (m.o).
"Texas, Brooklyn"
Fair $3,500. La.st week. "Man frofti
Colorado" (Col) and "Here Comes
Trouble" (UA) (m.o.), fair $3,200.
Bi-oadway (Cinema) (1.500; 35'

,

Last week, "Yellow Sky"

6 days.

in

Downtown (UDT) (3,700; 70-95) Liner" shapes very big at Or—"Three Musketeers" (M-G) (5th pheum. "Sealed Verdict" is holaing at Denham but on slo\* side.

(1,869; 50-

(Indie)

SezTOAsPrexy

—

Michigan (UDT) (4,000; 70-95)—
"Every Girl Married" (RKO) and

UG, Both Below Hopes

Pay-As-You-View

Ban on Producers

TV Menaces B.O.,

DETROIT

Mpk;

16G, 'Juan'

13

gie in Court" (Mono) (2d wk). Slow
Last week, $5,000.
$3,000.
United Artists (UA) (2,100; 60$1)
"Criss Cross!" (U) and "Jiggs,
Maggie in Court" (Mono) (2d wk).
SS Continued trow page T
Good $11,000. Last week, smooth violations of the Sherman anti$17,800.
trust act."
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 60-$l)—
A third clue is in the failure, to
"Yellow Sky" (20th) and "Alaska date, of the FCC to okay the sale
Patrol" (FC) (3d wk-4 days). Near of Mrs. Dorothy Thackrey's CaliLast week, nice $7,600.
$3,500.
fornia radio and television properVoeue (FWC) (885; 60-85)
ties to Warner Bros.
While the
"Dark Past" (Col) and "Big Som60-day
period for receiving
Charlotte, N, C, Feb. 1.
brero" (Col). Fair $4,000. Last
matching bids has expired, and Ed
Arthur Lockwood, pre?, of Ui«
week, -'Unknown Island" (FC) and
Pauley's
separately
attempt
to
bid
"Feathered Serpent" (Mono), nifty
view*
for the video part of the package Theatre Owjiers of America,
$5,100.
phonevision— a variation of televiWilshire (FWC) (2,296; 60-$l)— was ruled out, there has been no
"Words and Music" (M-G) (3d wk). action despite the fact the sales sion which employs the telephone
contract between buyer and seller wires for sending programs to priNice $9,000. Last week, $12,100.
vate
subscribers-^as a serious
Wiltern (WB) (2.300; 60-$l)— has less than two months to go.
On . tills case; too. Variety threat to film houses, Lockwood,
"Don Juan" (WB) (2d wk), Smooth
learned, the Commission has no sharing the podium as principal
Last week, $17,600.

;

AVCO

,

intention of handing down a deci- speaker with Andy W, Smith, Jr.,
sion until it has looked into the 20th-rox's sales chief, "told conqualifications of Warners in view ventioneers of the Theatre Owners
of its violation of the anti-trust of North and South Carolina that'
There is a good chance the tele generally is a menace to films
act.
transfer application 'ivill be desig- but admitted it could provide an
nated for hearing, possibly to- effective advertising medium.
gether with the Paramount-DuAttendance, cut by cold weather,
Mont renewal applications.
was down to a bare 300 at the exr
ruling barring either Para- hib group's 37th annual convention.
mount or Warner's may have its Two-day meet started yesterday
effects on other picture producers, (31) with George Carpenter, proz.
notably 20th-Fox, which has five chairmanning and Mayor Herbert
video
applications
pending.
It
H. Baxter of Charlotte giving a
might also mean tl\at Metro would welcome a d d r ess. Convention
have to give up its standard sta- closed tonight (Tues.) with a dance
,

A

in New York (WMGM).
If and banquet.
Paramount were barredr DuMont
Smith declared that not one law
would likely have to get out, of the suit has been l)rought in. areas
station business unless Par sold where his conciliation plan has
out its controlling interest.
been in effect since adoption oi
The question of picture company this method'for settling exhib-dis-

tion

14G, 'Juan' Solid llG 74)_ "Song Is Born" (RKO) (5th
wk). Very slim $4,000. Last vveek, entrance^ into the station field.
trib disputes. He told exhibs the
Seattle,: Feb, l, / good $7,000.
Chairman Wayne Coy told Variety
to 14 exBad weather and power shortage
Denham (Cockrill) (1.750; 35-70) last week, is a matter for deter- plan now has spread
RKO-Orphcum (KKO) (2,800; 50- still are slowing: up biisiiness at 'til e-: —"Sealed
change centers.- These locales, so
Verdict" (Par). Mild
701
"Don Juan" (WB). Hitting atres here but more new fare at $12,000. Last week. "Paleface" mination on the merits of each far as aggregate business: done by
case. No overall polioy is being the industry, represent more than
Last week, "Man big-seaters than usual is helping
good $11,000.
oke
(Par)
(6th
Wk),
S8.500,
considered, he -indicated, and the 48% in total dollars.
From Colorado" (Col), modest $9,- some. "Every Girl Should Be MarDenver (Fox) (2.525; 35-74)—
"flOO.
ried," at Liberty, "Don Juan,^' at "Fighter
Squadron" (WB) and subject is merely being examined.
Gael Sullivan, exec director of
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)— Orpheum, and "Red Witch" at Par-; '•EmbraceabJc
You" (WB). day-date
TOA, also spoke on industry prob"Untamed Breed" (GoH. Opened amount, look, like Isest 'bets..;
Webber.
Bi? $16,000. Last
with
lems, He expressed similar con?
days
of
Sunday (30) after three
Ei^timates ior ThlsM^iek
week. "Mexican Hayride" (U); and
eern
over the threatfenjng inroads
(Col)
(m.o.)
Colorado''
"Man From
Blue Mouse (H-'E)'(M6; 50-84)-t "Racing Luck" (Col). $13,000.
of video.
Last week, "Let's
hit oke $3,500.
Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)— "Re"Yellow Sky" (20th) and "Jungle
Live Little" (EL), okay $7,000.
Ba Continued from pa^e 3 ss
(Col)
and
October"
of.
turn
State (Pan (2,300; 50-701— "Red Patrol" (20th) (m:0.): Good $3,500.
filmland
to
the
ring
factions
in
(Col) and "Blackie's Chinese Venture" (Col),
Sock
$12 000 Last week, "October"
,|>if,,v»uv
So
River" (UA) (2d wk). ou>,n.
industry. MPAA
:„ti„,„i„i/|i
fA^ rrKvii"'
(Rep) (3d day-date with Paramount. Nice at detriment of the
Homicide for
Three
after $16,000 first round
Directorate
$3,000. Last week. "Don't Trust strategy recently has been to play
Uptown (Par) (1,000; 44-60)— wk). $2,600, in 6 days.
Husband" (UA) and "TeHas, Brook- down the dimmer side ol filmColiseum (H-E) (1,877; 50-84)s: Continued from pace 5
"Sunday Afternoon" (WB), One of
making
and
trumpet
the upbeat
nice
Ivn"
(UA).
$3,000.
'The
Good $4,000. "Unknown Island" (FC) and
first nabc showings.
States." Meetings are to-be held
Orpheum
,(2.600; 35-74)— factors.
(RKO)
Last
(FC).
Modest
$8,000.
JudRe'^
Last week, "Innocent Affair" (UA),
Luxury Liner" (M-C) and "No
we6k,"Walked by NiRht" (EL) and
De Mille is regarded by the AFL with MPAA officials on this. The
mild $3,000.
Rousing
Minor Vices"
(M-O).
World (Mann) (350; 50-85)— "Strawberry Hoan" (Col), fine $8,- $17,500. Last week. "ICverv Girl and other unions with a jaundieed exhibitors want to restore the preeye because of his battle with the; war clearances, which provided the
"Jenny Laitiour" (Indie). Sex 300.
CUKO)
"Indian
and
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349: 50-84) Married"
fairpaying
off
.\merican
Federation of Radio theatres near service posts wi th:
and
ads
in
Stres.sed
—"Snake Pit" (20th) and "Manhal- Aponl" (RKO). (2d wk), good Actors' over a $1 "political as.sess- first crack at the films.
ly well at $2,500. Last week, "Every
tan Angel" (Col) (3d wk). Good $13 500.
A strong .slap, at National Screen
Girl Married" (RKO) (4th wk), fair
'
Paramount (Fox) (2.200; 3.5-74)— ment" which he refused to pay. It Service which, however, was not
strong $10,$6,500 in 6" days after
$2,200.
resulted
in his giving up the lielm"Return oC October'' ((Z-ol) and
800 last stanj'.a:
directly named in a report attackLiberty (Ind) (1.650: 50-84)— "Blackie's Chinese Venture" (Col), ing of the Lux Radio Theatre seving quality, service and co,s( oferal
years
ago.
"Every Girl Mai ricd
(RKO) ;md [also Esquire, Fine $11,000. Last
Big $.14,000. week, "Don't Trust Busband" (UA)
"Incident" (Mono).
Thp AFL group, repping -some trailers and other material, and
Ice, Snow Slough Port.
Last week. "Paleface" (Par) (5th and "Te^as. BrooKiyh" (UA), fine 20,000 members, issued the follow calling for huddles to correct' the
*
$ii.OoO.-'.^:
Wk). good $4;80O in 3 davs.
ing
resolution:
the situation. Report further demanded
"Whereas,
But 'Pit' Perky $18,000
Music Box (H-F.) (850: 50-84)—
ItiaUo (Fox) (878: 3.'5-74)—"Mexi- Hollywood
AFL Film Council 0 probe of the studio policy of givand "Indian can Hayride" (U) and "Racing- favors a real all-industi-y council ing one company exclusivcs on
"Slav Happy" (U
Portland. Ore,. Feb. 1.
Abundance of snow, ice and cold Agent" (RKO) (mo) Trim $4 500. Luck" (Col) (it):o.i Fair ,*2.,500. to plan and carry out an intelligent trailers and accessories, to: dotei'weather will keep biz down at La.st week, "Dear Spcrotarv" (UA) Last week. "Kiss Blood O/f Hands'- public relations program lor the mine if this policy might: be- "the
(FC) (2d wk). (U) and "OAvmpie Games '48" (EL) motion
firstrun bouses thi.s week. "Snalce land "Inner Sanctum
picture industry as a whole, root of. the evil."
V
(m.o.), $2,000.
Pit" is doing socko trade and may okay $3,000 in 8 days:
New B. O. Service "
.
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pick up with a break in the
weather. "Three Godfathers" also
faring well but "The Kissing Ban"Paleface"
dit" is disappointing.
and "Best Years'* are ace holdovers.

Masic Hall (H-E)

50-84)—

I

r:

Orplieum

Fine, $3. .'iOO.

'

HUA)

I

'

i

'

—

Secret" (Col) (2d runs). Okay $3."Musketeers"
week.
500.
Last
(M-G) and "Miraculous Journey"

I

week. "Last Days Pompeii" (RKOi
and "She" (RKO) (reissues), oka>

!

(FC), $3,700.
'

..a'^TJ*'"'"'"

Gallant

and

'H-E) (1.750; 50-85)—

Blade"

(Col) and
(Col) (6 days).

"Un
Fail

Last week, "Paleface" (Pan
'Manhattan Angel" (Col) (3d

wk). fancy $8,000.

Var

(Gol).

Jilsn
also

rtrion<.^1
Oriental,

Qr>j.l.
Sock

*1A000 or better. Last week, "Last
fT?^5^^^,°"^.P^"" <RKOi and "She"
IHKO) (reissues). Good
,$7,700.

"p,i y"*"?** 'H-E) (1,200; 50-85)—
and "Manhattan
Ano.Ti"'^?^
Angel
(Col) (m.o.).
Fine $2,500.
(rnii

!'''lf'?.'.

(Wr\^11^
851

"5-^

^Man From CaJorado"
Clirls Won't Talk"
52,000.

"VVo.ri..!iT„.'f^:OpO-

(Continued from page

,

i
'

,

I

(895; 50-

I-ast

week,

8)

Slim
"La.st of Wild Horses" iSG)
"Paleface"
week.
La.st
$13,500.

„

fa'-

I

and

Frontier"

"Fai'

'4th wk), $10,000.

(Repi

;

(WB)

and

Picture Industry Council
presently constituted."
tion

.

Formation of a new service to
feed TOA members reports on tlie
boxoffice performance of films.
hundred key theatres in all parts
of the country are to be chosen to
provide the sampling information.
They will be non-affiliated theatres
in towns of under 25.000 population, which play pre-release and
national release schedules. These
theatres are to airmail their ,fi,gures to New York, where thev will
be correlated and then distributed
to all TOA theatres.
The report on television com-

A

as

De Mille was

SDG

named by the
under a rotational system,

which gives each organization a
chance to tap the ehairman. His
term is for six months. Following
AFL's withdrawal, De Mille deV^niV^rt^jW
clared he had no intention ot re,^
signing, sLiting' "1 was elected by
(Continued from page 9)
Bright $13 000. Last week $19 000. the Motion Picture Industry Council
and any. change will have to .)e
Oriental (Essancss) (3,400: 50-98)
—"Yellow Sky" (20th) with Janis made by the Motion Picture Indus- mented:
Paige p.a (3d wki. Holding strong try Council."
"We recommend that this as.soDispute
deals a strong blow to
at $40,000. Last week. $51,000.
ciation go on' record as commandthe MPIC which has hot been
Palace (RKOv (2,500: 50-98)
ing heartily those industry leaders
"Bov With Green Hair" (RKO). finally ratified by all groups. Since in production and distribution who,
Sturdy $18,000. Last week, ."Mex; its purpose is to unite management
the protection of their own
in
(U) (2d wkn big .and labor, ankling by _the ATlj
iraii Mavndc"
business and the -business ol their
$14,000.
'leaves "a' gaping hole "in its niernexiiibitor customers, have declined
Rialto (Indie) (1.700; .fiO-9!ii--- ber.s,hipi
to- make
available to television
"Johnny: Apollo" (20tlvi and "Show
those films which were created for
Them No Mercy" (20tl-|) (reissues).
and, paid for by the motion picture
Crisp $1LOOO last week. "BlOod on
theatres.
Moon" (RKOi iin.o.i i4tli wk) bis
"We further recommend that all
$6,000,
Roosevelt (B^tKi '1 ,.i00 .i()-98'—
C'oiitiiliiud- from p.-iKe 3
producing and distributing com"Shockproof (CoD and "Sliglitlv act VP first in liglrteiii g tlie ad-, panies be coun.solUvd b\' this assor
French" (CoL. Modciale Sl.'j.OOO nuniktl-alive, fuhetions of the- -.com- elation in the strongest terms that
iVVB'
(2d
"Whiplash"
Last week.
pany. His appointment was made a grave danger and injustice would
wk). $9,000.
known b.y' Barney Balahan. Par's be presented should television be
.000: $1,20Selwyii (Shubert
in a wire to the field lauding provided with; motion picture film
$2.40)— 'Red Slioes" lELi (Cth wk). pi'cz.
week about the new sales topper's "broad and designed and created for exhibil.n^\
Nifty $14,000,
mature experionce" and "lull un^ tion in motion picture -theatres
same,
We feel that the 'giving away' of
State-Lake (B&K^ (2.700: 50-98) dt'i'slanding of the many problems
the industry product on television
—"Dark Past" (Cob and Jungle pf distrifaulioW."
Reagan's
employment
ticket is economically indelensible from
Jim'-' (Col) (2d wki. Droppv $9,000
would ordinarily have ,ruri to May the point of view of the theatres,
Last week, $13,000.
Surf (Indie) ifiSO-H.-i'— "Day of of this .year. While he has nOLah- and believe it would be equally unWrath" Undid i2d wki NSG S3.- nounced his future plans, it is un- sound from the point oi view of
800. Last week. $4,400.
derstood thai he will continue in the
producers and distributors
Dhiied Artists (B&Ki (1.700: 50- the film business. Reportedly, he who would soon find thai they have
98)— "Three Godfathers" ii\I-Gi will go into the exhibition field, jeopardized thnir own market as
Lukewacm $10,000 La.st vUicre the Par's ex-chief already would be evidenced by the dimin-(2d wk)
week, $14,000.
i.shlng returns at the bo.TOffico."
holds .certain theatre interests.
Woods (Essanessi (1.073; 98i
Terms ol Schwalbeig's employBoard went on to recommend
"Red River" (UAi (6th wk). Hand- ment pact were not disclosed. His that TOA notily its members pe„„„
Last week. $22,000.
;sonie $18,000
prcdeces.s'or drew down $75,000 an- riodically what producers and dis"'"'^ (1 n d l e) (587; 80)
World
Lush nually in his Job as company tributors are dealing with the
(Indiei (3d wki.
"P.-ii.ian"
veepce,'
video outlets.
Last we6k, 510,000.

"Mexican Hayride" (U) and"Racing Luck" (Col), $2,000.

i

I

CHirACO

;

'

:

!

|

I

'

—

''

;

Schwaiberg

'

60-Sn— "Sealed

(F&M)
Verdict"

Horses"
Last week,
Light $9,500
"Paleface" (Pan and "Far Fron(Par)
(SG).

and

"Last

Wild

tier" (Rep) (4th wki, neat $9,500.
Hillstrcet (RKO) (2,890; 5080)—"-Return -October (Col) and

KKO

'

"Blondie's Secret" (CoH (2d .wk-5
days). Down to $9 500, Last week,

moderate $15,400.

(FWCi

"Criss Cross"
Bie in Court"
$4,000.- Last
Studio City
"Criss Cross"

(1,370:

60-$l)

(U) and "Jiggs, Mag(Mono) (2d wki. Mud
week, $7,300.

(FWC
lU;

:

and

(880; 60-$l)—'Jiggs, Mag-

,

,

-

1

1

1

.

.

.

Hollywood

Paramount
(1.451;

JRitz

A'Wsts (Parker)

(

-

therefore, be it resolved that
the Hollywood AFL Film Council
will not join in the projected Mo-

1

LOS ANGELES

I

Paramount (H-E) (3,400; 50-85)—
bnake Pit" (20th) and "Surrender

.

;

(WB). also
$3,000. Last week,

now

'

$3,700.

fe^
*b,ooo

60-

-(reissue).,

You"

i

-

1

,(

Squadron''

50-84)— "Embraceable

i

(600;

lU)

week. "Henry V"

(2d wk).. good .S2..500,
Fox)-\ 750: f: ^5^'74):--^

-.Webber

"Fif^Htfjr

I

(2.600:

(tl-K)

-.Last

"Don Juan" (WB) flnd""Chnstopher Denver, Sturdy

i

Blake" (WB). Solid $11,000. Last
"Piccadillv Incident" (M-G). Excel- week, "Slay Happy" (U) and "Inlent $12,000. Last week, "Touch of dian Agent" (RKO) (2d wk), good
Venus" (U) and "Out Of Storm" $7,300.
Palomar (Sterling) (800 34-59)—
(Rep), $ll,000.
(WB) and
Sf.uadi-on"
Guild (Parker) (427; $1.80-$2.40) "Fightci—"Hamlet" (U) (5th wk). Oka.v "Let's Live a Little" iKL) (2d run.s).
Oke $4,000. La,st week, "Best
$8,000. Last week, $8,500.
Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 50-85)— Years" (RKO) and "Kiss Blood OfC
"Best Years" (RKO) Snd "Blon- Hands" (U) (2d runs), fair .$4,000.
die's Secret" (Col) (3d wk)
Paramount (H-E) (3.039: 50-84)—
Fine
$6,000 or near.
Last week, big "Red Witch" (Rep) and ".\ngel on
$10,000.
Amazon" (Rep) Sock $16,000 or
Yellow Sky"
Last weelc,
Music
over.
50-85)—
Box (H-E) (1,000:
„
"Wonderful . Urge" .-(20th)
and, (2()th) and 'Mun'rlc Patrol" (20lh)
Belle Starr's
Daughter" (20th) (2d wk). okay $7,700.
(3d wk) (m.o,). Okay $1,800). last
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800: 50-84)
week. $3,000.
—"Red River" (UA) and"Blon»lie's
Oriental (H-E) (2,000; 50-85
•Snake Pit" (20th and "Surrender
Dear" (Col), day-ldate with Paramount. Big $6,000 or close. Last

Cineira)

(Art

(M-G) and "No Minor Vices" (M-G),
Soft $5,800.

I

Voiviie

:

;-$1..20)--''— -."Mikado"

i

!

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,832; 50-85)
—"Three Godfathers'' (M-G) and

(2.200,

Pic"Kissin.R B;'ridif 'M-G) and
Dim $4,cadilly Incident" (M-Gi
000. Last Week. "Hiils of Home''
'

!

—

1

$8,000.

'

,.

.

.

,
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WeJneaday, February 2, I949

with

GEORGE MACREADY

ENDRE BONEM

•

FRED CLARK

Directed by

Produced by
•

JOHN FARROW

Screenp^ay by Jonathan Latimer
Original story by Mindret Lord

IS

the word too for the peak-era business

of current

hits like

"My Own True Love"

-"The Accused"-'The

Paleface" in

Paramount's

S

.

THE COMPANY IS
PARAMOUNT-CITED NOW
BY CRITIC AFTER CRITIC FOR
THE HIT THAT

highly imaginative yarn.

Patrons will love the film, will
loudly acclaim it and liberally
patronize
film

. . .

is

going to

To

repeat,

that

a lot of tickets.

it."

— Boxojffice

.

sell
it*s

unusual and you don't come
by one that has that quality often
—Film Daily

packed with suspense.
good movie,"
-^Jimmie Fidlery

picture,

Don't miss

this very

Mutual Broadcasting System
''ORIGINAL, provocative, intriguing.

imaginative

.

.

.

gives the spectator a

thrilling ride for hts

money."

-^Hollyweod Reporter

"ROUSING GROSSES

.

. .

for

.

. .

absorbing

.

.

that
suspense-filled entertainment
exploitation."
itself admirably to
.

. .

lends

—Daily

Variety

"STRONG EXPLOITATION ANGLES...
and Farrow gives

it

strong

direction. Milland's portrayal
is

-Variety

exacting work."

should please a large
. .
audience. Milland, Totter and Mitchell
should help inflate boxoffice grosses."

"IDEA-VALUE

.

Showmen. s
"DEVILISHLY DIFFERENT . . a picture
you'll give your undivided attention.
^Photoplay Magazine

Trade Review

.

l£ SUR£

TO BOOK "THE MOVIES AND YOU"
OF INDUSTRY SHORTS.

SERIES

:.

^kmxm'v londoh Qmoa

INTBRNATIONAL

16

British

Fib

•Edward,' 'Lambs' Due For
Swedish Production

Production Co-op

Opens Venture to Other Producers
London, Jan.

Swiss Govt.

!

On Metro-Owned Houses
Geneva, Feb.

1,

Swiss governitneht's decision on ing"), Stig Dagerman's
Its financial adviser, is open to
op- into English.
other producers who want to share whether Metro Can continue tothe anticipated benefits 6f" this erate its two firstrlin' theatres ftM^^
and in L&usanne is expected by
new venture.
exhibSwiss
next
Tuesday.
(8).
Contract negotiations have been
on between Davenport, Marcel itors association is attempting to
Hellman, Maurice Elvey and Nat force divorcement ;of, the two
Bronsten, with formation of a prii houses, under the government's
film
distributor canthat
a
vate limited company with a nomi- ruling
not operate theatres.
nal capital only, expected.
Besides the -possibility o£ diBefore resigning his directorship
,

new

I

'Marriage Breach' Hits

Loadon Fanc^ lemons' DK

•going full swing.
since 1940 a large

London, Feb. 1.
Debatable subject of artificial
insemmination was aired for the
first time before first-nighters here
last week when "Breach of Mar,

play,

i

'

Pascal Tries End

End of the year festivities which
mark the climax of the midwinter

"Marriage" is likely to attract
profitable attention particularly on
th? basis of its critical reception
in the local press. Reviewers felt
that not only is it the "most provocative' play ever performed on
the London stage," but also found
it charged with "taut dramatic ex-

mas and the Epiphany.
The Savoy hotel boa.sts a very
good orchestra with the Dutch
Boys. There are three important
cabarets The Flamengo, with the
Carvalho dos Santos band and
crooner Jeanny Seabra; the^ Rivoli

I

!

.

:

Increasing Use Of

with the Verissimo orchestra and
vocalist Terese Marie, and the
Tivoli, with concertina player Selvaggio, who is going to open a new
touring circus and variety pavilion
shortly, called Bagdag.
The touring circus Ferrony
(which, like the theatre, is controlled hy « Portuguese company
with English capital) presents firstclass programs, with turns arrivifkg
every fortnight from; Europe. Ho-*
tels and cabarets are thinking of
oiferlng between-boats contracts to

citement."

"Oranges and Lemons," unveiled
(26) at the Globe theatre, proved a bright, sophisticated
intimate revue which was highlighted especially by its wit and
originality. Diana Ghurchill made
a polished debut in the show,
whose large cast also features Max
Adrian and Elisabeth Welch.

Wednesday

cooperativev

it's

anticipated

.

'

BFPA

-

,

|

— —

May

m

'

Under

ish production interests to resume
his film activities.
If he succeeds

in

Aiistralla.

Ranlt was

Tokvo Jan 22

producer and labor ap-

anticipated his first
film will go before the cameras xtt
the early spring.

•

it

is

'

Ealing has just wrapped up "Eureka Stockade," also produced in

New Radio Setup

vtrinning

proval

.

tralia..,,

1st on Air in Japan

:

'

..

Be

for assistance/

Although at the time the ACT
ban was scoffed at within the In'^
dustry it has played an eflectiva
part in keeping Pascal off the British studio floor, and many of his
much-heralded
production
ventures have gone by the board.
Plans to film in Italy; Eire and
other countries have fiopped and
eventually Pascal has had to. re^
turn and seek cooperation of Brit-

.

U. S. Film

Rafferty's last film for
re-

"The Overlanders,"

Distrib

^'^

Reps Explain
Methods

To

First private radio station to go
t^^J^, !"lh^/n««ini'„*n^Dominion,
on the air fn Japan following the
Brit. Govt. Committee
expected passage of the BroadcastLondon, Feb. It
ing Bill this spring may be a
Current methods and practice in
Christian station operated by the Edinburgh Festival Sets
distribution were explained to the
Catholie Society of St. Paul in
Tokyo.
Orchs; Big Legit Plans Government Inquiry Committee,
The organization anunder the chairmanship of Lord
nounced this week it..had formed
Glasgow Jan 17
Portal, by British and American
the St. Paul's Broadcasting Assn.
seven leading orchestras are set distributors during the past week.
^^?'''°°'''°° to
P'^y ^t the 1949 Festlval of
2.nn''«nm'^^°'l"^
yen i,?700,000)
and hopes to go on Music and Drama, slated for Edin- On Thursday (27) Sam Eckman,
Jr., M-G local chief, and E. T.
tho air next Aug. 15, the fourth burgh Aug.
21 to Sept. 11.
(Teddy) Carr and John Woolf; joint
fonlenary of the arrival in Japan
Rnv^i Philharmonic
Philharmnnii- Orchestra,
rirn
Royal
managing directors of General
ot Ftancis Xavier, first Christian under
Sir
Thomas
Beecham, Film Distributors, appeared before
emi.ssary in Nippon,
launches festival at opening con- jf,g committee
The
broadcasting
company, cert Aug. 21 and will also play
Today (1) three American reps
backed by such luminaries as Set- for
the
Glyndebourne
operas,
appearing at the inquiry.
suzo Sawada, former Japanese amOther orchestras engaged include They are Robert S. Woolf. RKO,
bassador to Brazil, and .Ken Inukai,
Ian managing director;
the -BBG Scottish,- under
David Coplan,
president of the Japanese DemoWhyte; Philharmonic Orchestra; of from United Artists,
and Ken Harcratic Party, said it would start
London, under Rafael Kufaelik, and greaves of
20th-F<jix.
fa"oni" Tokyo and orchestre de la Suisse Romande.
r-ir/v.!*"Hl
A memorandum "is also being
""fler Ernest Ansermet.
'^^.Jtff^it'^
."^nf
^l""^''
prepared for the inquiry on behalf
Stations will carry com^
work.
Glyridehourne Opera Co, is to of exhibitors and will
be followed
mereial advertising and twill broadpresent 11 performances of Verdi's
by persona) evidence from theatre
cast "religious and secular pro- i
"Un; Ballo! in Maschera" and seven
ownets'in due course.
grams for the edification of Cathoof Mozart's "Gosi fan Tutte,'^ hit
lic believers as well as the general
of last year's lohghair Jiiiikefc
public," the announcement said.
On legit side, Gustaf Grundgens Tamburella Breaks With
"""^
Dusseldorf Theatre, Co. Rabinovitch
1
ltd
1.x
nr- ifn
to
on
wiU give eight performances of
Douglas South
Rome, Jan. 24.
Viln^t-n^
Jw, /~i„„^ Goethe's "Faust." This is in honor
*0r l^llmmg In Capnjof bi centenary of the author's Paolo Tamburella, Oscar-winning
producer of the Italian film ''Shoe
Rome, Jan. 25.
birth.
"South Wind," Norman Douglas
Following on 1948 success of old Shine," has terminated his producnovel, will be made into a scenario Scots morality play, "The Three ing contract with th^Gregor Rabinthis summer by the author and ilstates," negotiations are under ovich-William Szekely combination
Graham Greene, who will direct way to present another Scottish known as "Cine-Opera," and is now
When the film is made, l^ovel was play. Talks are going oh for season readying his next picture produ6<
written 30 years ago and published of plays by Britain's Old Vic Co. tion which he will do -entirely on[Leading European ballet company his own.
In 1!)17, ^
The script will concern a politiThe film will be made entirely in may also be engaged.
On pix side; the International cal satire on present-day Italian
Capri where the author has spent
most of his life since 1888. Douglas Film Festival of Documentaries politics, with an eye to the American market. Starting date has not
A, new Anglor will again be staged.
is 80 years old.
To keep native side of festival. been announced.
Italian company called, "Luxor
Pictures" will produce the picture. despite its International aspect,
Greene has just completed the Scottish pipers and dancers will
Other Poreiffn New«
"Third Man," made in again present
direction
on
:

^
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|
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Vienna, starring Alida Valli, Joseph esplanade
CasUe.
Cotteh and- Orson Welles.
!

of

displays
the old

historic

Edinburgh

on Page 18

Own

;

Aires, Jan. 20.

Changes made in Argentina's
economic setup in the last week,
with the former economic czar,
Miguel Miranda, out, and management of the Central Bank and the
Import-Export Board being trans- construction.
ferred to
two newly created
Finance and Economic Svcretariats,'
have created a, more rosy outlook
.

for foreign picture distributors.

Removal 6f Miranda from coinplete domination of the country's
economy is believed to presage a
relaxation of government control
of imports and exports, and in
view of the acute dollar shortage
and devaluation of the Argentine
peso, it's hoped that the hew secretaries will be able to swing a dollar loan from the U. S. which might
relieve the situation.
Grosses in Buenos Aires have
reached new lows as the torrid,
sticky summer heat continues without any reliet. The more important releases are skedded for the

Mar

del Plata i(Atlantic- coast resort) flrstrun theatres.
Apart from these, most theatres
are showing reissues and secondruns, while others are showing Ibcally-made material.
"The Iron

Curtain" has been banned by the
Entertainment Board, and all efforts to secure its release have so
far met with a- stymie,
The
authorities are evidently anxious
to avoid riots which accompanied

release of the picture in

and other

countries',

Current London Shows^
(Figures show, weefcs of run)
.

London, >Feb. .1.
"Annie Get Gun," Col's'm (87).
•'Bless the Bride," Adelphi (93).
"Bob's Your Uncle," Sav.

(39).

"Breach Marriage," York's tl).
"Browning," Phoenix (21).
"Gage Peacock," Cambridge (43).
"Carissima," Palace (47).
"Charley's Aunt," Maj. (7V
"Chiltern Hundreds," Vaude (75).
"Don't Listen," St. Jas. (22).
"Edward, My Son." Lyric (88).
"Father." Duchess (2),
"Gioconda Smile," Wynd (34).
"Happiest Days," Apollo (45).

"Harvey," Wales (5).
"High Button Shoes," Hipp. (7).
."Kid From Strat." Wint. (18).
"Little

Lambs," Ambass.

(43).

"Miss Mabel," Strand (10).
"Off Record," Piccadilly (83).
f Oklahoma!" Drury Lane (42).
"One Wild Oat," Garrick (9).

"Oranges
'perfect

&

Lemons," Globe

Woman," Playhouse

"September Tide," Aid,

'

Tele Delay in Canada Seen

Coming Probe of Govt;

In

Ties With All

Show

Biz

'
Ottawa, Feb. 1.
Vincent Massey, former Cana-

dian High Commissioner to the
United Kingdom, is expected to
head B'. Royal Commission to probe
radio, films,- television,
hlbittons
and similar

arts,,

ex-

(8).

(1).

(21),

.

:

Already tabbed an"oranibus

in-

the
probe will deal
with everything connected with
Directly
Canada's cultural life.
concerned will be the National
Film Board and Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
quiry,"

announcement

Official

of

the

examination is exto delay any definite moves
towards okaying video in Canada
that might have been planned by
CBG which has already indefinitely held up permission to independent -broadcasters to beginTV airings. Excuse has been lack
of funds available for experimentation.
New Parliament was expected to be asked to approve *
sizeable loan to CBC for two television stations in Canada, but this,
too; may be temporarily shelved.
House of Commons Radio Coramittee operations may also be delayed by the announcement.:

forthcoming

-

'

Berlin Sister Dance Team
On British Zone Tour
Munich, Jan. 25.
Margot and Heidi Hoepfn^r, Bel"-

dance team, are touring the
British zone of Germany prior to
departure for appearances in Spam
and Switzerland, The sisters have
a two-hour program of 14 dances,
lin

with a tworpiano team of Julius
Karr-Bertolz and Willy Hahn accompanying them. Current dates
include Dusseldorf, Goettinger ana

Hamburg.

& Arrows," Comedy (11). The sisters were starred in "
"Together Again," Vic. Pal. (95). dance film, "Bunter Reigen," heaa"Wild Duck," St. Mart (12).
ed for stateside release. Tl«y**
"Worm's View," Whitehall (83). under management of Hans Fntscn.

"Slings

.

activitiei

with government connections. Appointment of the commission at an
early date was announced in: the
speech from the Throne delivered
by the Governor General at last
week's (26) opening of the new
session of Parliament.

Uurguay pected

-

i

t

In Funchal there are three cinemaSi and a modern one is under
All are exhibiting
construction.
quite recent American pix. There
are touring cinemas for the rest of
the island, but permanent houses
will be built in various villages as
soon as they have completed the;
hydro-electric plant now under ^

Govt. Changes

i

—

.

.':

..

lantic.

The deluxe Reeds hotel and the
gambling Casino Favao are still in
Ihe hands of decorators, but will
reopen next faU.

Improved Via

down

'
London, Feb. 1.
British film-makers are goli^g to
that use DoiTiinipn locations increase'

'

leading American and European
bands and turns crossing the At-

Arg. Pix Setup

For Action Films

once the undertaking gets under ingly in the doming year, for pror
way others may seriously consider ductlon of action pix, iSir Michael
Balcon, prez of the British Film
participation.
Arthur
Board of directors meeting of Academy and head of J.
the"newly-Wmed"cooperaUvt, is Rank's paling studios, declared
being held in London today (1), I'jere. Fust step to prove that the
when titles of their first two pix An^er'can west ig not the only fronRegistration 'i^'', in the world will be upped
will be announced.
lAustraha, Balcon
details of the new company have production
already been completed and are said-'
EaUnig'^is planning two pix for
awaiting approval by the Registrar
of Companies of the proposed Down Under^ "The Pepper Tree"
name of the new organization, and ''Robbery Under Arms.'' ''Tree*'stars Chlpis Rafferty, native AuSsle,
United Films.
and Britain's Tommy Trinder.
"Robbery", follows "Tree.'' It Is a
fllmizatipH of Ralph Boldrewood's
Catholic Station
bushranke^r; iipyel, a classic in Aus-

'

:

—

,

offers of juicy contracts, and
unable to'^get the necessary technical staff to carry out his plans
Pascal has had to turn to the

lor-

eigners;- among them- many Ameri.
cans, in the score -of ships which,
touched Funchal between Christ-

.

!

"

Americaiis.

period brought thousands of

Labor Boycott'

Although it's known that a number of: Independent, producers. flatly
turned down invitations to join the

of toiir-

Duke

fine,
of the Film Finance^ Co., Daven- vorcement, Metro is liable to a
London, Sin. 25.'
activr
port discussed his cooperative en- plus suspension of its selling
Gabriel Pa.scal, inactive in Britr
terprise with Board of Trade prez ities for a period of three months.
fine ish production since 1946 when he
accept
small
w'oulda
Company
Harold Wilson, who had a month
bitterly attacked in public by
was
temporariIf
divorcement;
but.
and
earlier intimated In the House of
the Assn. of Cine Technicians
Commons that he would welcome ly suspended, -would ask other
outfits to exit for his costly filming of "Caesar
American distrib
such ventures.
^
.,
,
,
.r^^,
.
and Cleopatra,'' is enlisting aid
Cooperative has a lineup of six Switzerland jointly. Other Amenof the British Film Producers
promhave
already
can
companies
pix to be filmed over a period of
Assn. to stage a comeback. BFPA
15 months. These are budgeted to lised M-G they would continue sellleaders have been, pressing claim
houses
ing
product
the
two
to
cost around $3,000,000 and finance
litigation, of Pascal to be permitted to use
the
pending
outcome
of
is being sought from the normal
British studios and technicians to
they
doubtful
believed
but
It's
commercial banking sources with
resume his production activities.
of
pull
out
would
80
far
as
to
go*
the State Film Banlc being asked
Publicly, Pascal has proclaimed
to put up the extra money needed Switzerland for Metro.:
his plans for 1949 to include the
for completion.
production of another Bernard
Production is skedded to start in
pic; a film starring Deborah
Shaw
April and negotiations are now beKerr, and a third with Jean Siming finalized for the lease of an
mons. :
empty studio. With a central exSince the imposition of the ACT
ecutive personnel, the trio hope
ban in 1946 Pascal has been faced
to slash normal production overwith reluctance on the part of
heads and with their plans for
British technicians to work for
continuity filming hope they will
Directors, cameramen and
him.
•be able to absorb the majority of
others who have been approached
unemployed technicians with a
have always sought guidance from
guarantee of work lasting well over
ACT headquarters before iurning:
a year.
;

number

are here for the season, which
runs from November to May. The
permanent foreign colony is mostly English, with a sprinkle of
ists

riage" bowed Tuesday (25) at the
of York's theatre. A discreet
bit of drama by Dan Sutherland,
the= play was splendidly acted and
enthusiastically received.

|

.

I
i

Funchal, Madeira Island,- Jan. 18,
The first postwar season in this"
island health and winter resort is
For first time
'

•f

tre.
He also revealed that his
"Little Lambs Eat. Ivy," a current
London success, will be translated
into Swedish.
Dramatist may in addition translate "Sorgear" ("Year of Morn-

To Act Soon
'

Again as Postwar Crowds Return

disclosed that his play, "EdWard,
Son," will be presented here
soon by the Royal Dramatic Thea-

My

25.

WitU a nucleus of three British
producers, the prodttction cooperative, formed with the blessing
o£ the governmentj with Nicholas
Davenport, original inember of the
Board of thd State Film Bank, as

N^ht Life Perking on Madeira Island

Stockholm, Jan. 25.
Scouting the local legit scene,
British playwright Noel Langley

Darryl

F.

Zanuck pmtnu

OLIVIA deHAYiLLAND
die

Snake Pit
'«liQ Storrlng

MARK STEVENS
wuh CEIESTI

HOLM

•

<.nd

"..

LEO GENN

CIENN IAN6AH

Oirtdedby

Produced by

ANATOLE UTVAK

ANATOLB LITYAK ond ROBERT BASSLER.

6cre«n Ploy by frank Partot

and Mill«n Brand

8ostd on th« Novel by Mary Jahi Vford

,

HAmmrpv xondon
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MEX FILM BANK PLANS

^A'48LegitGrossesTop'47by700G;

New Scale of Actors' Wages Awaits OK
"f
Aires, Jan. 19.
legit grosses for
1948 topped those of 1947 by London's $4,000,000 Nat'l
Grosses for the year
$700,000.
Theatrp Idea Faces Delaytotaled $3,031,094 (U. S.) as against
London, Feb, 1.
$2,333,736 for 1947, With four of
Although a bill was recently inthe principal theatres topping the
$200,000 (U. S.) mark in the year, troduced in the House. of Comand setting up an all-time record. mons calling for a national theatre
This despite the fact that legit encost of $4,000,000,
tertainment had nothing especial to be built at a
On the contrary/most it's expected that construction of
to offer.
shows were ef much poorer, quality the building will be delayed for at
,

i

year, said
Serra Rojas.

this

its

prez,

first

Ball
flop.

had
[
'

.staged Jan.

for Box 13, as also is General ElecColgate-Palmolive-Peet manufacture locally several of the
products hitherto imported from
the states. Slack has been taken
up by bookings from other firms.
Bookings taken by Lourenco during the paffe few months include
the .following: Coca-Cola, Sunday,
6:45 to 7 p.m., with "Pleasure Parade," an American transcription;
Royal Baking Powder, Tuesday, 9
to 9:30 p.m., "Hollywood Open
House;" Alka-Seltzer, series of
daily spot announcements; Eversharp Schick Razor, Saturday, 5:45
to 6 p.m.
Also, Bourjois, "Wednesday, 8 to
8:30 p.m., "Evening in Paris," a
Towers of London production; city at Moczydlo, near Warsaw.
Ford Dealert, of South Africa, FriThe nation' is currently negotiatday, 8 to 8:30 p.m., with the"Ford ing the exchange of pix with
i.Wishing Well," a locally produced Britain, France, •Hungary, Nethershow; Vacuum Oil, Sunday, '9:30 lands, Sweden and; Norway. Poto 10 p.n-.., with "Take Another land currently has 546 film theGuess," a locally produced quiz atres and 170 mobile units.
show;. Max Factor; Monday, 6 :45
to 7 p;m., with "The Melody Man,''
a locally produced show; Lever
Bros., Tuesday, 8 to 8:30 p.m., with
"Old Time Music Hall," an-Austratric.

.

between a Hollywood tourist trap
and the annual dance -of the Lower
Hesse Kraut Club.
Instead of bevies of glittering
one recognized German film
luminary, Victor De Kowa, attendSince he was scheduled to
speak he couldn't very well slay
away. The only other visitor who
attracted the more than 50 cameramen attending was Dora Paulson,
Danish opera singer,
French film stars stayed away in
droves. The British Zone's contribution to Frankfurt's bid for the
honor of. being Germany's film
center appeared to be announcestars,

ed.

,

"

j

.
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agreement is
doubly advantageous due to operational savings and reduced taxes
along with the fact that Modi's or-

'Due to Blocked Funds, Sez
'4Q
Nanrafd*
inn
Fnr '49
Pix *UI
For
jrete; 100
llCgieie,
lUV Piir
1

the

•

|

.'

ganization operates a number of
first run houses which will give UA
product preferred, playing time. In
addition. Modi has modern studio
facilities which will permit dub'''"S in local dialects thus affording U A films easier access to some lian transcription; Hind's, partici2,000 Indian houses which princi- pation in Julie Glen's program;
PaHy book native pix.
"For Women Only;" Pilot Radio,
Arrangements with Modi some- Sunday, 9:30 to 9:45 a.m., with
'

PORTUGAL EASES BAR

:

!

1

'

I

I

ON FOREIGN ACTS

i

|

!

I

j

-
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Lisbon, Jan. 18.

;

Proportipn
national
between
and foreign artists in variety
shows and circuses in Portugal has
UA
been established at one natioiial
In addition to the above, Colgateturn for four foreign Ones, by a
ciatl.
UA product is handled Palmolive-Peet has booked 1,248 decree
published receiitly by the
there on a percentage basis. Idea 100-word spot announcements for
Government.
behind using local release outlets various of its products.
The number of per.sons in each
is that it Is believed the native disturn
is unlimited.
The national
tribs can release imports on a more P
J
M*
J/' II C n* I
in t«rn must receive from the maneconomical basis than an American jWeden INlXed O
ager the same fee given to a forcompany could through an office
eign
artist
of the same category
of its own.
In the Italian area,
'48; Bombay Bars 'Carmen'
The
decree
is
particularly
useful
however, UA has its 'own rep, Bud
Stockholm, Jan. 18.
to impresarios of the Colisseus of
Ornstein, to oversee operations.
Nine fiims; Were banned lies 1948 Lisbon and Oporto, who found
j

;

|

|

what parallels a similar

distributional se,tup
has in Italy with
Ferrucio Garamelli's Artisti Asso-

|

"Send Me a Letter," a
duced show,

locally prO'

UA nX

l

'

Negrete estimated that 1949 will
^jn^^'cah pix and three British
see at Jeast 10 films made in Spain
in attempt
to free their blocked pesetas. Alf^Kov w^ST"';.
1
street With No Name" (20th), 'I
though Mex film-makers, he said,
have been paying 350.000 pesetas
Author royalties in PortugueselfAA,,.
for import permits to bring about
"Shake Pit'' (20th); 'They
Spanish distribution, the market
since January have been
jjade Me a Fugitive" (Br.), "Love
there means a profit of anywhere
.nvwnere P
a Stranger" (Br.) and "No
from 600,000 to l.SOOm Zeu!^''''^
''J^^^^^
takings. This can be augmented Orchids for Miss Blandish"
(Br.).
by private agreement between au-i Of the banned films, "Street with
thor and manager. Plays and mu- No Name," " Wialk Alpiie" and
Ban
I

i

by Mexican producers

SET AT

0%

M N MUM

^""^L^

i

.

I

I

j

|

i
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Sweet College Life
Bombay, Jan:

Arabic Pix Monopoly
Washington, Feb. 1.
The Egyptian effort to secure a
stranglehold on much of the film
mark6t'of "the Arabic world appears to have broken down badly,'
reports Nathan D. Golden, chief of
motion picture-photographic
the
branch of the U. S, Dept. of Commerce.
Egypt was trying to protect the
Arabic speaking market forits ovvn
pictures, but now there is word
from Turkey that European films
will ,he dubbed in Arabic there
and that outlets have been obtained in Lebanon and Iraq for
these pix. In addition, the Turks
recently cut the admissions tax on
Turkish pictures to 25%, as against
70% for all foreign film.s. This
weakens the competitive position
Turkish
of
Egyptian
pictures.
censors have recently nixed a number of Egyptian pictures after the
[films had received preliminary ap
proval and had been dubbed,
Egyptian producers are raising the
roof over these instances,
To make matters worse, Egyptian
production continues depre.s.sed.
Films are now being produced at
an annual rate of only 25, fai- below fhe goals which the Egyptians
were shooting for a year or two
back. There 'is some hope that
color may bail out the industry,
lirst feature film is to be started
shortly. It is felt that such a picture will be assured of succe.s.s,
I

great difficulty in organizing their
programs on the basis of the preceding decree, which established a
proportion of one national turn for
three foreign.
At the moment a
great number of artists from all
over Europe are working in Portugal and Spain.

I

I

Egyptian Attempts At

.

'

1

I

PORTUGUESE ROYALTIES
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Filmers Also Balked

ball,

15 in Frankfurt's big

Drive for Films

,

the operation.
Kelly said

Ger-

^^^\^^j^fJ^^i^^J^}^±l'^°^'^
""""
man films slated to attend, the

Poland's All-Out

to licensed' local distributors, has
arrangenient with
The Actors Union is -now await- completed an
ing approval by the Labor Secret Keki Modi, chairman and 'managtariat of its new scale of wages, ing director of Western Indian
drawn Up after many confabs Theatres, Ltd., whereby the .latter
Minimum
throughout last year.
assumes distribution for UA in
actors wages would he $110 (U.S.)
monthly with a $50 (U. S.) increase India, Burma, Ceylon and Pakiswhen on tour. Costumes to be tan...
supplied by managements to all
Deal was finalized by UA forplayers earning under $200 (U. S.)
eign chief Arthur W. Kelly before
Contracts may not be
monthly.
niade'fo'r term^ under"l6 months, he and Modi, sailed for Britain last
UA personnel, offices and
arid companies must include at week.
Tliis last equipment in that territory will be
least 14 players each.
bitterly
been
has
stipulation
taken over by Modi while the
fought by managers, and it's posAmerican
company will .maintain a
sible that a revision misy yet be
rep in Bombay to keep tabs on
made.

dy theatre.

postwar International Film
proved an almost complete
Althought advance publicity
from five nations as well

ment of a film, ball for Hamburg
To cap
(British Zone) next week.
the situation as far as British film
interests went someone on the committee apparently slipped, with the
result that the luminaries of the
film colony at Dusseldorf weren't
even invited. And if the foreign
film fplks spurned Frankfurt's bid
so did the Munich-Gasteil stag prodrive to step up that country's mo- ducers, the most important seqtion picture industry. A six-year ment of the industry in the U. S.
plan for Film Polski has been de- Zone. Some distributors from Bor-;
cided upon to run from 1950 lin and "Munich were on hand but
through 1955, reports Nathan D. none of the stars of German film.s;
Golderi,- .chief of the motion picIt waai't a monetary flop howture-photographic branch of- the ever, since the advance publicity
U. S. Dept. of Commerce. Plan pretty well sold out the accommocalls for:
dations atSO marks a head. Profits
1. Erection of 1,000 theatres.
of the affair, if any, were to be
mobile divided between a fund lor re2. Launching
of 3,000
film units.
habilitating Frankfurt's bombed3. Manufacture of 2,000 sound
out opera houses and a welfare
projectors, 10,000 silent projectors fund for the flhn union.
and 10,000 slide projectors for educational purposes.
4. Production of 25 films a year,
plus documentaries and newsreels. Turkey Cutting Into
5. Construction- of a Polish film

Sets Far

East Distrib

Ponte Alvear theaThe
tre after 214 performances.
lowest grosses fell to the two government-controlled theatres, Teatro Municipal and National Comelii'nning at the

20,

enthusiastic

Palmgarten, proved to be a cross

|

-

UA

an

stars

]

.

Highest grosses were marked up
by "El Otto Yb de Marcela" ("Marcella'S Other Self"), with a book
by Carlos Olivari, Sixto Pondal
Rios and Marianito- Mores, still

coin.

Frankfurt, Jan.

Despite

press
Newsreels Film Canada
campaign and valiant efforts of
Parliament for 1st Time Hessian film interests, Frankluri s
Andres

'

cast.

Mexico's film industry may turn
out 100 pictures this year, accordMexican actor - producer
irig to
Joree Negrete currently in "New
York' for a week's p a. stint at the
Puerto Rico theatre, the Bronx.
.The predicted output represents a
boost over the production of the
past few years
While Mexican product, Negrete
said, has had wide acceptance in
South America and Europe, southof-the-border film-makers In common with U. S. film companies
have been experiencing considerable difficulties in extracting rer
mittances. He pointed out that last
year he made a locationer in Spain
in order that his Diana Productions could utilize its frozen rental

Flop; Stars Stay Away in Droves

bank, the Banco Nacional GinemaBank Is prepared to
tografico.
finance the production of 30 pix

Ottawa, Feb. 1.
Felipe Mier and Oscar J. Brooks,
For the first time in Canadian
both ex-WB' chiefs here, will make
history, an opening of a new
16 .and counting the output of inwas filmed
dies, Mexican pic production this session of Parliarpent
year is seen as between 70 and 80. by newsreels here last week (26)
" was 82 last year,
Heretofore, only a single stills
camera, traditionally from National Film Board, has covered
least several years due to the
Marques Radio
the opening, and use of flash bulbs
shortage of materials and building Lourenco
was prohibited.
Meanwhile, however,
priorities.
Biz Good Despite Effect
architects have been assigned to
But this time 20,000 watts
draw up plans,
powered the floodlights to aiUow
Of S. Africa Import Ban NFB and Associated Screen News
As outlined by Glenvill Hall, fito pick up, in synccameras
nancial secretary to the Treasury
25.
Johannesburg, Jan.
and sponsor of the measure, the
into sound, the ceremonies attending
Hestrtptions on impprtis
in both the Combill -provides for two theatres to
South Africa have recently been the session teeoff
.
^
u „i
Footage was
Senate.
and
mons
banning
the
in
imposed, resulting
?u"„'.^e^^il°^i'i^'„?l^.^''^^
the
Thames. One house would be of certain products entirely and rushed to all New York newsreel
will be used as well on
of 1,200 seats while the other
firms
and
1947
of
the
a reduction to 50%
in U. S. and United
would hold about 500.
television
hard
from
imports
figure ot all
currency countries such as the Kingdom.
This import control has
U. S.
naturally affected advertising, but
its effect has been more severe
newspaper
budgets than on
on
Portuguese
Loutenco
Marques,
commercial radio station.
had
has
two or three canLatter
cellations, such as Camel cigarets
United Artists, continuing its and Camay soap, both of which
wer^e on the banned list, and GenWashington, Feb. 1.
move toward giving, up its owrt of- eral Motors is also dropping out
Poland is preparing an all-out
fices abroad and turning over films at the conclusion of its contract

Italian legit actress, in the forefront of a mixed Italian-Argentine

Mex

City, Jan, 25.

Pic trade got $3,878,593.16 (U.S.)
in the form of loans, credits and
discounts, In 1948, from Its own

Buenos
Buenos Aires

than in other years,
Musicals and the lighter types of
shows made up the bulk of legit
48,
numbering
entertainment,
against 38 dramatic productions.
Of these last 13 were translations
of foreign plays, of which one was
a U. S. opus, "Happy Birthday," by
Anita Loos, and another British,
"Low Tide,'",.-by Peter Blackmore,
The longest run was; enjoyed, by
"La Casa Sin Alma," by Eduardo
Pappo, at the Ateneo theatre,
AvHich had Emma Grammatica,

Frankfurt's First Postwar Intl Film

FINANCING 30 PIX IN '49
Mexico

ovfiob

18.

;

An interesting case illustrating
censorship vagaries is presented
running since 1948 and
London, Jan. 25;
by the Hindi film, "Jugnu." This
Pix Invade Jap Palace
agreements signed in 1948 to be
^^.'"'i^'^'*'"^
Licenses for playing disks in fulfilled in the 1948-49 season wlU "* objectionable footage.
Local picture was passed by censor in
Tokyoj Jan. 22.
Pit" was held recently Bombay July, 1947.
legit theatres are not being re-.| receive royalties on the basis Of T^^'^ J*^
The picture
Toho Motion Picture and Thewas allowed to run in Bombay for
newed. This decision: was taken the old agreement, which gave a at the Park cinema.
atrical Co. is planning both a stage
Friday (21) by Phonographic Per- fixed small daily amount to the
the whole of that year and part of
and screen version of the recent
'Carmen' Too Sexy
formance, Ltd., and will come into author, whatever the takings
1948.
(Em"Tenno"
popular
novel
effect as and when individual copyBombay, Jan. 18.Foreign authors will especially
On receipt of some complaints peror''), which deals with the late
Columbia's Rita Hayworth star- that the film
right licenses fall due for renewal. gain from the new arrangement,
was an offensive por- Emperor Taisho, .father of the
Carmen," is far trayal of college life, the CenPossiDility of ban extending to as they will be able, through the i™'"'
Theme
f "^^^ °* «'ty's
present Nipponese ruler.
filmgoers,
Portuguese
Society of Authors, to T""
sor Board viewed the picture again of the novel is considered a daring
picture theatres hasn't been dis-^
according to the Bombay Board of and
cussed and Brian Bramall,. director check b.Oi takings.
suggested certain changes. postwar innovation, since popular
Film Censors, which has banned After some
of Phonographic Performance, said
months, a minister in discussion of the Emperor has althe. picture. AlSb getting a similar
such A' /move would be impracUnder minimum basic contracst turndown is 20th'Fox* ^'That Lady the Bombay cabinet happened ways been taboo in Japan.
to see the picture.
ticable.
On his orders,
Apparently, h o w ever, Toho
of the Dramatists Guild, IJ, S. in Ermine,"^ co st ar i n
r
g Betty the picture had to be withdrawn hasn't quite thrown off the old inAgreement
on imposition of the standard royalties for a straight Grable and Douglas
,
.
,
Fairbanks. from the screen and put on again
hibitions.
ban has been reached with all the show are 5% for' the first $5 000Firm announced that
after serious cuts and reshooting while the Empress and the young
y^-i^, .for second JS^OOOT and' 10% Uone^Ld makTa sham
of '^^^^^
i^.'^
of certain portions.
This raises Prince Yamagata will be portrayed
believed that this will lead to wider for all over $10,000. For musicals tity of marriage.
Both imports ore- the point here as to how free
a on the stage and screen, "the
particularly It's a total of 6% to author. lyricist viously had been
screened
in
Cal film would be even though it has Tenno himsell will Mpt make his
Y^^u^
.Z^^f^H^r'
In
the West End of London.
and composer.
cUtta and Madras
been censored and okayed.
appearanqe."
Brit.

on Legit Disks
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"Sdlid B. O. smashi
Bubbles with good hu-^
mor and bristles with

laughs! Wonderful
lineS/ running gags
and sustained hilarity!"
HOtiYwooo KPOftm

"A punchy laugho hand-

getter! Rates

some run through

all

situations! Word-off-

mouth possibilities are

"Will send tickethuyets into gales of
laughter.

First

comedy

of the new year of important stature."

excellent.'!
VAWEIY

A
FEBRUARY

19 rom

WARNER BROS.

STARRINO

DIRECTED BV:

PROOUCEO BY

DAVID BUTLER -JERRY WALD
X McimPIn)

m PhoMw and Hwiry Ephran « from Ih* HM SMi* PMy by NORMAM KRASNA
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Wednesday, February 2, 1949

PICTURES

20

'

of Warners as exchange
chaiifmah for national Brotherhood

Wodds

Inside Stuff-Pictures

Week

Cfips

from Film

NEW YORK

also acquired
drive-in 'from Ochs.

bus
.

;

Alfred G, Parker, 21-year-old
theatre manager here, held for inby police, charged
vestlgalion

Row
Terre

with turning in .20 false alarms in
last two months.

Haute the

^r. c, Haymes,' formerly with UA
William C. Hames, special sales
assistant to Fred M. Jack, United
Atlanta, succeeds Elmer DonArtists' western general sales man- nelly as branch manager here. DonUA's Indianapolis nelly has gone to sales staff,
ager, named
branch head; replaces E. V, DonChew, ex-booker at UA,
j\l
:

800G

;

in

Escow

Cantinueil from page 3

i

-

j

RKO

i

Biggest smash Pittsburgh has had in yeats is a series of Sunday night
showings of old silent hits at GamegiB Music Hall under auspices of
Carnegie Institute. First three Sundays, ihore than 1,000 were ttirned
aWay each time, forcing sponsors to add Saturdays; ais. Well. Saturdays
however, tickets are being sold on a subs<jriptibn; basis While the Suhday
showings are free to the public.
Series, which started early in January,; Will close; end of Match but
reception here has been so big that arrarigemonts are now b^ing m^
to extend the season to six months next year, Prdgraiffls are ^b^^
handled by James Lindsay, formerly publicity man for Harris Amus,
co:, and now connected with the, Institute, and the oldtlme piano playing
for the silents is done by Jack Kahn, assistant advertising chief for WB
Pittsburgh zone and ex-UA road exploitation man.

the payments; .based on a pro rata
s replacing John Keller, resigned,
of French billings- by the eight
assistant general sales manager, to
james Flaherty, formerly with companies. UAcPar, WB and 20th
Denver, where, he begins tour of
Minneapolis, replaced Mor- had more than Inough.
company's western branchesr
.^on Kramer in Columbia sales orThe overage companies wanted
Producers on an indie lot were ordered to clear all advertising tieganization here. Kramer transfer- the underage companies to permit
^jji, the front office before publication. Squawks had been comred by Col to Chicago,
them. to. bring coin here in excess jng in from exchanges and exhibitors about film ads hooked up with
Fostcr Gawker, Metrd branch of their pro rata share on the
n11
1
„ local
i.,^.,! Film
TTiim Row
T^nM.
commercial products, such as soft drinks, breakfast foods, 'automobiles,
along
talk
Big
chairdistributor
^^^^^
^^^^g^^^
the cigarets'^and whatnot,
Otherwise,
basis.
billings
here is William Goldman's snaring
National Brotherhood
for
be lost completely;]
of "Command Decision''..for his '^f^^
Trueman Rembusch and money would
Keith's. Goldman's long Utigation Rien„CblUnS c6:Phairraa)n t^V exhibi to the American industry and be
"was responsible for throwing films iters.
left to the French government.
^^l^.-:''':here into competitive bidding
The underage companies didn't
Shuffle
Jack Dowd. formerly Selznick
market and he recently converted branch manager^' joiiied Eagle tipn ob.iect to that. However, it the
Continued from page 2
Continued from pace
from a .sales^ staft-. ,
Keith's
1,'300-seat
the
'•
coin was to be brought in by the
second-run into a first-run house..
CI jfde Neihamier acquired Star overage companies, they wanted to rather than chasing between the problem of competition* between
o£
Mike F^, ex-chief barker
theatre;. Geneva, froni Walter
share in it when it arrived to the owners.
exhibitors and TV.
chairlocal
Variety Club, named
extent that their billings in France
Possibility that an effort would
Deal has been in the works for
man in charge of preem for "Bad
would entitle thenj. Overage com- be made by Miss Piekford to float n^Qj-e than six months but was'held
Boy.'.'
panies nix that, pointing out that
out up for various undisclosed reasons.
The theatre chains here took up
w. H. (Bill) Hoffman, owner of the reason the others did not have a public stock issue to buy
provide working capi- Delay, it is believed, will prove
and
Chaplin
lobby collections .for the March of Lamar, 'Arthur, 111., subbed for
amount of frozen
sufficient
tal was denied Monday (31) by Sir beneficial to all concerned, since
Dimes.
About 150 indie houses prexy Henrv Holloway at meeting a
on hand was that they had William Wiseman, of Kuhn, Loeb
permitted the auditorium coUec- of. Mid Central Allied Independent francs
the shorts will now be able to take
used them up for production, for & Co., N. Y. Sir William told
tions this year.
ITheatre Owners at Springfield, 111.
advantage of the publicity given
Philadelphia city treasurer re- Holloway is recovering from P^^'"? '"^^""^ ^''^^5^^!
that "such an issue was the book during that time. With
ported last week that amusement wrenched back,
MOT producing the documentaries
companies had,
*
taxes for 1948 amounted to .H.31'7-'i
per through 20th for ABC, it marks
Heating plant at Elks theatre, that the underage
J;
i icRiora s neras Miss pickford's
*ias served
their
526 about $130,000 less than 1947. oiney. 111., faifed during recent in effect, already received
sonal financial adviser for some the first time.one of the major film
State Superior Court upheld a cold wave and jjbtise was shuttered share
time and is acting in that capacity companies has actually engaged in
Montgomery County court decision several days until repairs were
regard to^present negotiations producing films especially for tele.
CorHKO a^ncl U
outlawing the Borough of Potts-:made.
thought' that Miss Pie.kford
It is" "
UA
each
and
Series will cover World War II
Fred M. Joseph, general counsel same brief. Par,
town's amusement license fee.
will make a .tremendous effort to along' the. outlines of Gen. EisenTwenof St. Louis Amus. Co.i is seeking submitted a separate one.
Democratic nomination for mayor tieth submitted none, stating it was make the option she now holds hower's book, with footage showDVJO I VI"
:
here but may be disqualified be- not convinced of the merits of the from Chaplin mean something in ing such world figures as the
A motion to ban. all films In cause he lives in adjoining St. Casfe, but if the overage companies shifting ownership of the company. late President Roosevelt, Winston
which Rita Hayworth appears was Louis County,
won, it wanted to participate in the She would well be able to raise the Churchill, Joseph Stalin, " Charles
New twist to give-away gimmick winnings.
made at a city council meeting by
coin from her own assets to buy de Gaulle and others. Film will
of to hypo biz at seven of Fred WehShanley
Councilor Vincent
The $800;000 now in escrow out Chaplin herself, if she so de-r come from official Government
Brlgthon who requested Mayor renberg's indie theatres here and represents the first two of 16 quar- sires, it was said. Acquisition of
sources,, captured enemy film and
Curley to suspend the rules soiSt. Louis county was unearthed
ownership is only the first step in new footage to be shot especially
over
a
made
be
to
payments
terly
motion could be passed at once, when William Beckley, manager of
foUr-year period starting last June. solution of the company's probt^e series. Two of the shorts
Rieferred tO committee on public Savoy, Ferguson, made deal for
an have already been finished, with
seven TV sets to be given away in
safety
additional fund of $2 000,000 or
editing, scoring and synchronizaJoe Mathieu, Mathieu circuit, to !cuffo drawing. In return for telemore
must
be
raised
for
working
tion now being wound up on the
Vero Beach Florida for two weeks ^vision sets, theatres ran ad trailers
capital. This iSi required to finance
if or distributor of TV,
British Crisis
others in preparation for an e&rly
of golfing.
indie producers so that UA may
March teeoff over ABC-TV.
Louis Gordon, Lockwood & Gor>
Continued from page 7
have product to distribute.
don circuit, and his wife on a
Arthur B. Tourtellot is to super,
,
„
achieved
Rank
Board
members
Cripps.
are
of
the
opinmonth's cruise to Guatemala.
Stafford
Sir
have
Dickinson Operating Co. added a virtual promise of labor support ion that this fund could be raised ^j^e the productions and will
Seymour Huntington, former
a staff of MOT writers, editors and
manager at Olympia. Cambridge, two new houses to its^; string of after he had admitted hjs own fi- under present, ownership if Miss technicians assigned especially to
named manager of Norwood and about 30 in western Missouri and nancial difficulties. His current Piekford: and Chaplin would re- the project.
Guild, Norwood, operated by Giles eastern Kansas. Bought the Lyric, stake in production
stands at linquish their operating control
Anderson
Mo., .and
Mathis,
circuit, replacing Francis Cronin,
around .$50,000,000 and that's his and j>rerog!itives in the company
Granby, Mo.
resiened
limit. Finance generally has be- by setting up a voting trust. GenHarry Lavidor, former ^^ry^^^^\
econ- eral opinion is that that is what
^ifi^^l\^Xr'
'""^e^^^^ fn^^iuro'crash come much tighter and new
at Laffmovie, joined E. M. Loew ? f.^™l,
Theatres
omies must be effected if stability will eventually happen, and present
circuit as managing director of
moves are merely delaying that
is to be achieved.
^nelt B^^^^^^^
Safc,
Upshot of this development is eventuality. No one wants to put
iTnt
Pital
inTo
both in Charlestown. John Bulmer of ':an accident Christmas
budgets are being up coin without control. Among
eve. She that
studio
replaces him, doming from Bijou, was struck
by a passing car While slashed, as far as possible motion the sources that might develop is
Springfield.
walking on the highway.
pictures will be made with the the deal by the Nassour brothers
City manager of new Independent Frame technique with Huntington Hartford, A&P
at^'^*ThPfl?rM*'^ann'!.1nt^^^^
"L^lpurwood theatres Jefferson City, and aim is to keep costs of in- Stores heir, to establi.sh a $.-i,000,.
Hochberg as head booker, super- Mo., cnairmanned committee
on dividual pix around ,$400,000 so as 000 revolving production fund with
vising three bookers and handling
itorring
mrnso-^
decora"tioAV' ar'lnaugur^^^^
to give them a chance of recouping Nassour studios as security.
larger circuit accounts.
grnbr Forrest Smith
the initial outlay in the home
Annual meeting for election ot
UA's management and directors
World preera of "I Shot Jesse market.
officers for Independent Exhibiwere taken as much aback as the
James" set for Esquire, of Fox
A ViaOX FtiMIHG PRODUCTION
tors, Inc., of New England, set for
of
an
extension
likelihood
rest
of
thous^
Any
the
industry
cAir
of
in
the
ir
iKHHKOion
sudden
^coiof
Midwest circuit, here Feb. 24.
Feb. 8 at Athens Olympia cafe.
Robert Preston and Barbara Brit- in production by the Rank Organ- disclosure last week of' the exSHEPPtRO STBUDWICR MtldO HAIflflD -fiENE lOWHJRI JOHN IMIR»
ton, leads in the film, are sched- ization can now be discounted and change of options between the two
bj MMWttl ANDEHSOK
toan
upon Iht (111*
uled to come in for personal the chances are that the original owners. Subject was not men^
JOiirW VAKNIlHt, A
mCHMO OAT
The K. C.' preem total of 40 ih a year may be cut tioned at the huddle the managemm
friM by WALTER WANGER DliicUd VICTORlOtlClum
Y. and W. has taken over^uncie ?.??|^*f„*",^?f;
r«U«i«4 ffHc lAP
ment and a special directors' com^•iimid bT WMA flCIWIS.l"
will be followed with Openings in by three or four.
drive-in ft'om Herb Ochs, Clevethe
nearby
mittee
held
territory
with
on
Miss
successive
Piekford
Percentage
Froblem
and
Quota
land. Group headed by Marc Wolf
Chaplin in Hollywood two weeks 13th
!i
Ted Mendelssohn and Manny Mar- days.
..JBig question mark at the present
ago, nor at the snecial boa rd meettime is what effect this producing in New York last week. Their
tion' slump is having on Board of
only information to date, as a matBKR Theatre Corp., of Michigan, Trade planners who are now be- ter of. fact, is via informal reports.
acquired 20-year lease on Franklin, ginning to think of the quota perrLiberty and' Madison in Grand centage for' the second year of the
Rapids, Mich., from Wilier and Films Act. Admittedly, the 45%
rHVlllS
MIIVYN
;Boshoven, who operate the houses. quota has failed to stimulate studio
CALVERT-DOUGLAS
Prod.
Joseph Busic, who handled deal activity and has not brought easy
.iih WANDA HENDRIX
[for BKR, will resign as district finance into the industry. It will
s Continued from page 7 £
supervisor for United Detroit to be now be necessary, therefore, for
general manager of three spots
government 'experts "to make up bring back only $75;000. Inability
Saul Korman, circuit owner, is their minds whether a^ higher pf the Renaissance outfit to gauge
:r
working out a policy for operating quota is the way to salvation or its market potential is ascribed to
Anm B«i!l«r
Br«tory Ptck
RIehtril Wldmark
^'Ser houses catering to Negro whether to admit that even 45% is the inexperience of the church
Omie OeMM....M\KM\ KAC»
I
ortrade
exclusively.
He
is
turning
•.•
ZfindiMi Jwi
the
limit for some time to Come,
bRa nr. OK«:V/bMik umZ
ganizations now in control of the
;
over the Carver, Chic and Fix here
outfit.
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to his brother, Dave Korman, and
the Lenox in Highland Park to

I

Morris and Bessi«! :M6iriiclc;
Art: Leazenby resigned as: .manager of Cinema where he has been
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:
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years.
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Century-Fox Picture

lar sjippiy

have proved unfounded.
t5^ <l"estion comes up again. Inquiries by U. S. motion
ager
Lion here.
-,.
Service for
picture
„ for Eagle
negotiators
elected president Meanwhile,
wended reps from Canadian officials have
r^^/mo^^'^!^''"^.
DRIVE-IH theatres;
of lATSE, Local 735.
their way tO WashmgtOn Monday produced
assurances that no step
Earl Hudson of United Detroit (31) for a new session of dickerings of this type
is in the works. Canadi...
"
IRTSCRViCE, Inc. jtioi.'. iiRof
^
^
and .Toseph P. Uvick Of Allied the- with the „
Government which lasted an government, according
to auST BLDG
BUFFALO N Y
atres of Michigan, will serve as ex- Ihrough
yesterday
(Tues.).
A thoritative spokesmen, plan to conhibitor
co-chairmen
with
Don
JSreement had been tinue their amicable trade relations
iTi^u'Yxiast week, it was learned,
reached
with the U S
but new D of J jokers set back the
^.
-praHo '=™es
^ir^oL in Canada sut-mise
deal once more.
tv,
c„.v,„ cn
u 11
J ^,
I*"** the Canadian quota rumors
Some
50 wholly-owned theatres originated in the offices of J.
Ar"i.e thur Hank, British producer
^^^^^^^
who
„
f.fifonlil
Pid yoo reqd in last week's Variety the fantastic
»Penj air Canada. It's believed that Rank
fliTiiil
^1f.
expldnation of how Jan August achieves his
flicker
es are competitive
both
would stand to gain most from any
obtaining product and in bidding quota
since more playing tfme
piano magic?
Government, would be accorded to his BritSh
n„ thP
i.fbr

A

meantime,

that 'the Canadian government is
preparing to slap a quota oh Anier^
iCan filing in order to save its' dolr
.

;
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COLUMBIA PICTURES presents

WILLIAM

GLENN:

lORD HOLDEH
•

in

1

from Colomdo
ELLEN

DREW
../AME?

JEROME

EDGAR

RAY

,

COLLINS

•

BUCHANAN

•

COURTLANO

Ben
Screenplay by Robert D Andrews and

Directed by

HENRY

LEVIN

•

•

MILLICAN

Maddow

Produced by JULES

SCHERMEFh

.
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'Network' of 116 Stations Set
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the Victor Belongs the Spoils

Hollywood, Feb 1
Jules G. Stein, board chairman of Music Corp; of America
in
reviewing CBS board chairman William S. Paley's maneuvers
against NBC, stresses how the momentum of a situation can snow
ball an operation from but a few key. moves into gargantuan
orol
'

'

For Transcribed Open-End Shows
Formation of a new "network,"-f
the
Transcription
Broadcasting
System^ is being announced today
(2) by Ray Green, president
of
Kermit-Raymond Corp. Operations
Will start Feb. 15. TBS has already
signed up 116: member stations
•which will receive a complete netservice of transcribed openend shows. Basic features of the
net are:
(1) Five shows will be delivered
immediately to members^— "Hollywood's Open House," "Robbins'
Nestv" "lt!s,a Great Show," "Anything for Laughs" and "Radio
Theatre of Famous Classics."
(2) The shows provide 8% hours
weekly of balanced programming,
including six hours of disk jockey
shows, a half ^hour Hollywood show,
a half-hour of radio drama, five
quarter-hours of variety-comedy
and six Ave -minute comedy

.portions.

WLS

Grabs Off Atcher

Chicago, Feb. 1.
Bob Atcher's debut on National
Barn Dance last week <30) was the
second major acquisition of
in a week.
Folk singer joins Captain Stubby
and the Buccaneers, who' inked
.v
pact previous week.
:

WLS

wrk

,

NATIONAL SALES MANAGER
Fondren is continuing the bangup job for KLZ's national accounts that made him widely
known in agency-sponsor circles
for seven years as KLZ's promotion and merchandising manager.
Edgar
KLZ, Denver

When

;

Bergen

moveS
Sunday at 8 on CBS

CocaT^Gola
intO:

•

it

$40.
establishing offices in
York, Detroit; Chi, Los An-

mark the

months back) it
time Columbia

will
will

first

have capitalized on the dropping
of its automatic renewal clause.
While notice of cancellation of
ABC board chairman Edward Jthe clause was served on agencies
and clients a year ago, the latter Noble denied vehemently this

geles, Cleveland, Dallas and Atlanta. These offices will make direct solicitation to national advertisers on behalf of all TBS outlets.
(5) TBS will advertise ii) trade

.

_

TBS

,

with the statenient / that
"there "is absolutely nothihig- to it
whatsoever." Noble maintained that
riegotiations between him and, 20th
prez Spyros P. Skouras are definitely finished,; adding that the

contracts are

all

F,03C,".

officers are: president, Wil-

liam J. McCambridge, president of
Press Wireless; executive veepee, Green; vice-president, David
treasurer, Theodore Green;
secretary, Howard Epstein; general sales manager, Arthur Simon;
Fiel;

station relations director, Stephen
Girard; ad director, David Finn;
publicit.v director, William Ruder.

I

I

Detroit Tigers Switch

ToWJBtAftereYears

is not for sale."
Despite
a
statement
from
Skouras niore than a mohth ago:
he and Noi>l,e had
terminated negotiations wlieii thie^^
found they couWn*t agree ph the

ptirchase price for the .web, re-ports had persisted that the deal
'

had been
partially

1.

greatest change in the history of Detroit sportsjcasting was

-

set. They were
based
on the fact that ABC

pre? Mark'

!:?!???..i?.?^.^J?''<?:,^.:*:^
play
which Irene Selznick will pro
**'""""^ ^''^

i

i

FCC

AM

Hooper Top

in
license

15

I

|

I

1

]

|

i

and die Opposition

Johns-Manville

.

2_6

J

^_

.

.

.

.

.

.

Erwin D. Canham

Management
<Wed.>.

Club

tomorrow

.

.

1

12.8

8.0

Gabriel Heatter ;
Railroad Hour
Heij_ry J. Taylor.
Sherlock Holmes
Voice of Firestone.

.

.

.

4,8

i

7.4
2.4
6.6
5.7

.

.

21.5

Arthur Gaeth
Contented Profram
.

.

.

1.8

.

Mayor of the Town
Phil Harris-Alice Faye
20 0
19.1

-Lum -and- Abner will become a
CBS package if a deal now being
negotiated by James Seward, network veepee, is finalized. Under
15.6 the arrangement, the
rustics would
be anchored for radio and televi17.2 sion to CBS for seven yea rs with
chain giving them a guaranteed
I

Sealtest

Show

.

,

.

employment contract.
Should the team be: dropped by
its current sponsor,
CBS would
sustain
them until another is
found.
There is no tax angle to
the deal, being a straight takeover
to seal them to the net, which has

22.7

20.2

13.0

-

10.4
g1
5.7

31
2.8

io!4

shows the number of
likes" and
instant.

it

ambitious TV plans for the backwoods- characters.

17.0

Leaves

ABC To

"di.s-

any

(Continued on page 34)

TATUM TO DON LEE
IN

TOP EXEC POST
Hollywood, Feb.

1.

Don Tatum, attorney for radio
interests, joins the Don Lee network

Olara

"likes,"
''indifferents" at

In contrast to other audience reaction testers who use electronic,

•

11.6

10.7
11.2

4^6
2.8
. .

tliat

A

I

3,2

...

.

16.8

CBS Packaging

10.0

20.3

2.6
4.0
16.1

ILl
....

Harvest of Stars
Johns-Manville
Milton Berle
County Fair
....
Gabriel Heatter
Jo Stafford
Johns-Manville

means

which

doesn't require a special studio.
addition, the"Programetcr''
registers its results automatically
and instantaneously, eliminating
need for complex mathematical
figuring.
Program analyzer was conceived
by Wolfe a year and a half ago
and took a year to build. It can
handle_2.5. listeners at a time, each
person having a "like" and a "tlii!like"
button.
control panel
•

(No sponsored network compt'n)15;5

Groucho Marx

Program analysis has been cut
down, to indie, size by a new "Pro*
grameter" developed by Charles
Hull Wolfe, BBD&O reseiarcher
and audience reaction specialist.

tability,

compet'n) 10.1

17.7

17.6

Indie Station Size

-

Lum and Abner

6.1

20.1

17,3

.

5.8
1.7
2.8
5.9
7.9

8.2
7.8

23.8

17.7
.

17.7

-2.^8

Man.

American Forum
Dennis Day

Mr. District Attorney
Chicago, Feb. 1.
T. F. Flanagan, managing director of National Assn. of Radio
Station Representatives, will closet Duffy's Tavern
with Chi members Thurs, (10) to
brief them on NARSR activities.
Flanagan will guest at Chi jRadia Crime Photographer ..

S.6

2.2

.

.

26.8

22.1

Down To

In

sports

.

Whittled

.

Compe-

rk

in the field

.

.

WNEW, N. Y., will start using the
device on Feb. 7,: becoming the
Reser, agency prez; and Cornwall first independent station to have
a
regular audience reaction study
Jackson, Coast head of agency.
setup.
His will be a roving job, cover-Chief advantage of the Wolfe
ing the Chi and New' York setup
machine is its small size and_poras well as Hollywood.

Total Network

,

.

,

I

I

(Jan. 30)

broadcasting came as
somewhat of a surprise to Detroit Fibber & Molly
agency and advertising execs, since
the entire Tiger baseball series has Walter Winchell ..
been carried over another Detroit
station, WPLB, for the past six
Bob Hope ...........
years.
The major reshuffling places
WJBK as key station of the Goebel Godfrey's Talent Scouts
Baseball Network, over which the
Tiger games will be carried. Comprised of over 28 stations, this
largest of all baseball networks will My Friend Irma. ......
blanket the entire state of Michigan and parts of neighboring Amos 'n' Andy.
states and Canada.
Harry Heilman, former Detroit
Tiger outfield star and American Stop the Music (average)
League batting champ, will handle
the play-by-play description of the
Tiger games for the seventh People Are Funny
Big Town
straight year.

:

Program Analyzer

week

.

I

Failure to agree on subsidiary
rights has Ijeen the chief stymie
to Corwin pacting a new deal with
CBS. The desire to strike out in
films, stage,
and TV with unrestricted use of his vast backlog
of material, plus anything new he
does, has cued his decision to
freelance.

Co.'s Detroit operations.

JLAmOrAWS CHI HUDDLE

FOR JWT VIDEO POST

granting only
Major move was taken Monday
temporary
renewals to (30) by J. Walter Thompson agen^
Paramount aTd^DuMonrfortheir
cy to integrate its Hollywood optelevision
stations
because
of
eration
into the television picture.
Par's inclusion in the Government's anti-trust suit against the It also marks the departure of anmajor film companies in itself is other key 'production man from
expected to prohibit a sale to any
radio into TVi Earl Ebi, who for
of them. FCC indicated in last
week's ruling that it would hence- years produced the, Edgar Bergen
forth take violations of the anti- show for JWT, has been named
trust act into consideration before to head the Coast TV operation
appi'oving TV station grants.
for the agency. He leaves N. Y.
tonight (Wed.) for Hollywood, following huddles with John Rebcr,
JWT head of radio-tele; Stanley
last

Program
Hooperatinr
be carried by WJBK, Detroit. An- Jack Benny
28.9
nouncement was made by Richard
Gabriel Heatter
E. Jones, general manager of Lux Radio Theatre.... 28,6
Fish and Hunt Club
WJBK and all of the Fort Industry
of

EARL EBl OUT OF RADIO

I

consummated Thursday (27") with
the announcement that all home
and away games of the Tiger baseball team for the 1949 season will

Newest development

MCA

Woods and ekec veepee
R6bert E. Kintner had both sold a
considerable block of their personal
stock holdings in the network.
After huddling with both NBC
In addition to 20th, It has also
and CBS, Norman Corwin intends been rumored that Howard Hughes,
to nix all offers and remain free- now the principal stoekholder of
iii
buying
lance. Corwin has leased his Coast RKO, was interested
home to Paula Stone for a year to ABG, %ut aigain Noble made a
vehement denial. Action of the
,
,.

For 28 Station Outlet
The

:

"network

Chi and LA offices will be head- piciure.
n.vtnrt'"*
ed by Arthur Beckwith and Harold
J^ambert, respectively. Production
will be headed by Green, with Fiel
serving as associate producer. LilJian Shoen is chief script writer.

:

to the effect that

CORWIN
TO STAY FREELANCE

:

De#oit, Feb.

:

'

.

:

new agreement*

on a straight 52-week basis, with*(6)
on
out the automatic renewal at the
new shows to be added.
of each 13-week cycle.
(7) A New York office will serv- end
CBS figured on just such an
jice stations with press and promoemergency
as the "Sam Spade" intion material.
Paley & Co. take the posicident.
Goal is a net of 500 stations
carrying from 15 to 20 hours of tion that "Spade," despite its favorrating,
is blocking its new
able
TBS shows, Shows will be produced by Kermit-Baymond. Advan- Sunday night comedy sequencings
tage of TBS membership, accord- But Wildroot says "no dice" and
ing to Green; is its economy. Sta- points to its contract protecting it
the season.
tions will be able to buy the pack- for the balance of
age of five shows, he points out,
"at a rate so low that the sale of
any one of the five productions
NIXING OFFERS
covers practically their complete
,

ABC Talk

Spikes

.

were given protection until the week recurrent runlors. that the
Under the network has been sold tOi, SOthend of this season.

of

member

CDstS:".'

TAint So'

Noble

tried to accomplish unsuccessful-

ly a couple

minimum of
(4) TBS is

.

in

the fall and yanks Wildroot's "Sam
Spade" from the time (a maneuver

Total cost of shows and servvices is the one-time Class A national half-hour rate, or a weekly
(3)

listing
availabilities
stations.
Stations will be polled

—

Turns Out 'Spade!

jBtanzas.

papers,

LEE FONDREN

CBS Trump Card

.

New

.

.

:

.

The hullabaloo attendant to CBS buying certain assets of talent's
corporations pyramided almost beyond the true worth of the
in-!
vestments. The subsequent moves, such as Edgar Bergen,
Sed
Skelton, Ozzie and Harriet, and any others that may follow,' were
gratis.
The sponsors—-Bergen via a completely new Coca-Cola
underwriting—-merely decided to shift from one network to another, It is no secret' that Pabst's Eddie Cantor, given a good half'
hour, would make a like switch; sans any monetary Inducement
from Paley; and that includes others.
,
Stein and Paley both accent that the over-usage of the term
"capital gain" has an invidious connotation because of the manner
in which the lay press rephrases information, particularly as ciilled
from Variety. Its usage in the trade press is a colloquialism,' aiid
either makes mention of the fact this type of sale of assets is common with every other business-^and of course is so recognized by
the Treasury Dept. or, as in the case, of, say a $1,000,000 income
by Louis B. Mayer, the trade, knows that over $800,000 thereof
goes to Uncle Sam. Stock prpfits when the stock is held six months
likewise fall within that 23% capital gain category, etc.
CBS' purchase of Jack Benny's Amusement Enterprises, Inc.
includes the buy-out of over 100 specific assets. They do notvinelude Benny's personal services. Benny's $10,000 a week salary
from American Tobacco is now no different with CBS than when
his show was on NBC. His taxes will be the same. The Government's
unofficial challenge of the sale of Amusement- Enterprises, Inc.,
can only be tested when Benny makes his tax 'return, claims cer-^
tain deductions, etc., and as in all normal tax claims' he will be
assessed additionally, if the return is challenged, or he wiU appeal,
The Government regularly makes tax refunds for overpayments.
In buying out Benny's Amusement Enterprises, as an inducement to woo the comedian to its network, CBS acquired "Lucky
Stiff," a feature film costing $750,000 which United Artists has just
released. It acquired a series of LaScala television shortS; the
option contracts on all the Benny talent, except the star; properties like the Benny summer replacement, "Let's Talk Hollywood,"
the Dennis Day, Jack Paar -and kindred talent, apart from Mafy
Livingston, Phil Harris, Alice Faye, Don Wilson, et al.
The Freeman Gosden-Charles Correll (Amos 'n' Andy) investment ran to $2,000,000; Benny's acquisition entailed almost $2,300,>
DOO. And the Bing Crosby, deal entailed $1,000,000 for a 25% in-vestment in Crosby Enterprises which Includes his Paramount'
Pictures deal and other assets. (Incidentally, the crooner's television potential for CBS is limited to live videocasting; Ear chalenges kinescoped TV; on the theory this infringes on its film con^
tract This may become a fine legal point, when the issue Sarises).
For under $5,000,000 investment Paley thus built up a potent
talent roster for his network. The others automatically moved
over on the theory this enhances program "circulation," Stein
agency acts for Benny and A&A as agents, and for Paley in the
Crosby deal on a tee basis. In the latter instance,
has been
dickering Crosby for three years.
Stein recalls how "by the same token Guy Lombardo put us in
the band business." This was in the -pioneering period- of MCA,-:
and with the Lombardo, momentum the agency- -flourished.

as

general

counsel,

board,

member and assistant secretary.
He will also lassume some of the

executive operational duties as assistant to Lewis Allen Weiss, presi19.2
Hollywood, Feb. 1.
dent Of Don Lee, and Wille*
Jack O'Mara is leaving ABC Brown, executive veepee.
Feb. 15 to become Coast manager
He will resign his partnership
20.4
for C, E, Hooper. No successor to the law firm of Lillick, Geary »
his post as sales promotion man- McHose, for which he handled leager has been named.
gal matters for NBC, ABC, South17.5
Jane Ridley continues ,as man- ern California Broadcasters ASsn.
ager of the Hooper Hollywood of- and Academy of Television Aiu
fice.
i^d Sciences.

Head Hooper on Coast

'

NBC 'ECONOICAL RADIO' POUCY
'

NBC Stance

a CBS Reprise

NBC Runs

STAR LOSS CUES

NBC's new "Economical Radio" stance projected at last week'i
(Station Planning Advisory Gommittee) meeting is regarded
as more or less of » reprise of the three-year GBS programmihg

SPAC

operation that followed in the

wake

and

in talent

division.)

'

..

William

New York

characteristics of

making

it

a

move.
Boggs

radio,

difficult for outsiders to

there

succeed,'

comment as

station in Chi.

Atlass is prexy of WIND, Chicago, and also holds ownership inHe has just
terests in

WLOL.

divested himself of ownership of

WKTY, La

Atlass
Crosse, Wis.
will remain in the. Windy City but
come. into. N; Y. from time to time.
'He has helpedv .develop, two Chi

(Continued on page 34)

Gieseking

Ban

Bums Up Van
Growing trend of broadcasters
was seen again in
"News on the^umaii Side" over
WOH, N.'Y.,; last week wheii newsr
caster Lyle Van attacked barring
of Walter Gieseking
from Carnegie Hall concert. Van's allusion

•to editorialize

Ace, whose

ming

show was cancelled recently
by General Foods, was offered
the Tuesday night 10:30-11
time to return to the web as
a sustainer,' network program
execs used the salve tech-

visory

ings of a newspaper
columnist who
snouts his views over the radio
once a week, plus
the screams of

pressure groups which seem more
ana more out to influence
our way
hie, on such basis the
Giese«ng concert is called off."
«s significant that "News on

Seek

WNYC Budget Hike

TpfL^^^^^^'
rector
of radio,

York

City's di-

went before the
Budget Friday (28)

opera."

/

,,

Fibber

More Than Fihns,

soap,

It

,

•

radio listening more than
film attendance that- TV is biting
into, according to a study made by
Sindlinger & Co in Philly of
tuning habits in video homes. In
84 hours of prime Sunday night
time checked by Sindlinger over a
21-week period, it was found that
radios were in use only a total of
21/2 hours, while video sets were
on for '.521^ hours,
Sindlinger uses the Radox system of measurement by which a
gadget is attached to the receiver
and keeps a donstant record of
tuning changes in a central office.
Radox devices were on sets in 120
Pliilly homeSj of which 10 were
selected for the video comparison
since that is the proportion of
radio to TV in the area, according
to Sindlinger:
Survey was made for the 7 to
11 p.m. period Sunday nights from
Sept. 9 to Jan. 23.
Effort was
made to eliminate the novelty factor in TV by choosing families
who had their sets for a considerable period of time and by not
adding any new responders during
the period checked.
Out of the 2y2 hours that the
average family listened to the
radio during the 21 Sunday nights
surveyed, about one-third was on
Jan,
the
2,
day Jack Benny
switched to CBS.
Two of the 10
families that night listened to
Benny for 10 minutes and then
switched to video and another
heard him for 15 minutes before
going over to the TV.
Of the four hours each Sunday
night, the TV sets were tuned in
an average of 2Mt hours.
is

.

AM

was Damm's enthusiasm,

in fact, that inspired the calling of the Feb. 28 meet in Chi
for an all-affiliate presentation
"Economical Raof the
dio" doctrine.

& Molly s

NBC

.

For

mittee (SP4C) at

New York

in

last

two-day meet
week, and NBC

its

won such a decisive endorsement
its new strategy before the key

of

affiliate men that it will be officially projected before- the entire
affiliate station membership at a

'Literary Rights?'
Hollywood, Feb, 1.
New wrinkle in top talent acquisition has cropped up in the
case of Fibber McGee Sc. Molly
(.Tim and Marion Jordan), who are
on the Bill Paley still-in-negotiation agenda for CBS. The toprated
comedy team, it's reported, has
proffered the same deal to both
NBC and CBS--$2;500,00a for the
literary rights to the show, the

specially-called

;

cago on Feb. 28.

,

with the
Jordans having the right to go off
program if and when they
.the
choose.
The proposed deal is on a "personal, services", basis, rather than
"capital gains," but ismc, which
flatly rejected it at last week's
deadline time, took the position
characterizations,

went on a closed-curcuit
(31) for a preliminary
presentation of NBC policy to the

while,

Monday

Bob Hope with Bing
Wednesday nights.

I

affiliates,

In effect the new "economical
radio" concept which NBC is about
to embrace is predicated on the

etc.,

j

assumption that:
1. From here on in it is going to
be a. lot simpler to influence agencies
and sponsors with $5,000
rather than $20,000 packages;
2. It .would
be considerably
wiser, for NBC to spend $5,000,000
or $7,000,000 i»n developing new
programs and latch on to personalities who are on the way up
Instead of spending the coin to retain two or three oldtime favorites;
3. With radio at the crossroads,
that clients are eyeing TV's
potential, the "economical radio"

now

,

one that translates its;
programming into a cost-per-point
operation

is

payoff for the sponsor; instead of'
F&M
continuing to shoot for the; bigCrosby on time Hooper Top 13, NBC will
dedicate itself to achieving an enviable average - per - dollar rating
for its clients.

ILGWU's Star-Studded

Cost-per-dollar Philosophy
it's understood, made
the cost-per-dollar philosophy in the closed-doors meet
with SPAC,
He contrasted the
benefits Of a $10,000 weekly time-

Trammell,

Hoopla as Chattanooga

much

of
-

FM'er Goes Hollywood
Chattanooga, Feb.

Labor's
Tennessee,

first

radio

1.

station

International

with, its more
moderate rating to the new Paley
investiture of millions to wrap up

and-rtalent
in

Ladies

show

Garment Workers' WVUN, formally opened modern studios In

(Continued on page 34)

Chattanooga With a dinner at the
city's biggest ballroom Saturday

Getting the CMUs
Sherman, T^. Feb. l.

(29).

A broadcast for help was
aired over KTAN here last
Thursday night.
The door to the radio star
tion had frozen shut and mem-

'^""''=*P»1

tXj°'

from

its

transmitter.

•

j

staff
station
the
of
couldn't get out to go home.

bcrs

They just wanted somebody to
come by and chop away the
ice. Somebody did.

IntT Silver
'Ozzie'

is

budgeted personality.

Gardner wants a threeyear contract with the network at
$20,000 a week for his "Duffy's"
package. Trammell nixed it, but
was willing to talk counter terms

whereby Gardner would be inked
to an NBG pact under a salary arrangement
commensurate
with
his

Lucky Strike Eyes
'Sing' Vice

Ameche

American Tobacco

which

Co.,

moved into daytime radio pro-*
gramming recently with the Don
Ameche "Your Lucky Strike" talcross-the-board

ent-finding,

CBS

show, is apparently unhappy with
the rating (2.7) and is planning on
cancelling out.

,

Columbia, concerned over losing
billings on
a
five-times-aweek, half -hour show, which pours
an approximate $1,500,000 into tht
the

web

coffers, is pitching

up

Wounove

American Tobacco execs are

in-

terested.

Plan

is

to cut "Sing It

Again"

present 60-minute
install
Robert Q.
Lewis as emcee, replacing the current quizzer, Dan Seymour.
Meanwhile, another ciggie outfit,
Philip Morris, is still debating its
daytime CBS program splurge via
the newly-created, cross-the-board

Contingent on Coke, Jones

version

ex-CBS Sunday

night 6:30 time, but would like
to negotiate the switchover after
variety
the current 13-week NBC cycle ex-

its

and

show
Amsterdam.

headed

by Morey

pires.

However, that's contingent onCoca-Cola, and whether It is willing
Which One Has It?
to move its Spike Jones show Into
When Ray ve Shampoo asked CBS
a Saturday night or Wednesday
night period, which the web Is of- for an audition of its* "Winner
fering; The soft drink company has Take All" giveaway show which it
a contract protecting it until Sep- subsequently bought to plug its new
tember. And Jones, in turn; has « home permanent wave, it presented a ticklish problem for the
contract for the balance of the
show's emcee. Bill CuUen.
season.
Cullen happens to be identified
Coca-Cola doesn't pick up Edgar
with the Toni competing homeBergen until next fall, when it
being the
:

permanent product,
antakes over Sunday at 8 on CBS nouncer on all Toni air shows.
and relinquishes the 6:30 period,
That's why Bud Collyer is now
Until then, if the coke outfit wants down as Rayve's "Winner" quizzer.
to retain the time, CBS has no Latter also does the TV version at
alternative.

<

its long-^

time givew.ay: sustainer, 'ISing. Iti
Again,'' as a possible replacement

To CBS This Year;

into its

to the deal
with Jerry;-Lewis
Gardner wasn't

Hope, making a p.a. in Philadel^
phia last Friday (28), spent a eou(Continued on page 32)

International
Silver may
not
wait until next season to move its"Ozzie and Harriet" show back

NBC

web

the

and. Dean Martin:
interested.

down from

from

similar

talents,

made by

.

meeting in ChiTrammell, mean-

:

the first known instance of a network sharing
the tab with a client for. a topIt

elusive."

.

$2,500,000

'

differential is

.

Radox Discloses
It

invariably "the affiliates are
in," as ohe NBC exec put it.

,

The

being made by William S.
CBS board chairman,
with Paley thus assured of
grabbing off the show'for the
Sunday night at 8 period.
The Paley clause guaranteeing the '25G payoff for the
Bergen package has cued some
eyebrow-raising
in
agencyclient circles who take the
position that such a move only
tends to perpetuate high talent costs.
Paley,

-

:

in::

Edgar Bergen for

last season.

Tele Hurts Radio

all-important
the
Station Planning Ad-

bought the

has

Coca-Cola
services of

next season at a cost lower
than the $25,000 Standard
Brands paid for his package

to

accorded it by Walter
operates the web's
WTMJ affiliate in Milwaukee.
For years Damm has been
recognized as SPAG's stormy
petrel in weighing network affairs; an okay from him and

.

To which Ace chimed
"And in Siam we're a

(

Clause That Refreshes
'

tion

^^^-^00 hike in funds

th

Damm

inspired by the spirited recep-

Entertainment from Hollywood
included Charlie McCarthy and
and
Broadcasting Edgar Bergen, Gregory Peck
System
Gene Kelly. Speakers Inclijded
^^'""'"^
the 1949 - 50 AFL prexy William Green, Sen.
hi.rill''!
and
Murrow
Ed
Kefauver,
Estes
WNYC-FM
and
^u^i^C,
system to local civic and labor leaders.
Tto ir
Additional
The FM station has been on the
^oney\„o"ulrt'^''*'°**"operating
months,
engineers
nine
air for
*nd writers

to
for

istrative know-how that shares
equal if not more prominent
billing.
And these are the
things that contribute toward
projecting the air personalities into the Hooper bigtime.

policy before the

when Ed Gardner

night NBC show terminates this
season, flew In from the Coast
to huddle with Trammell on fu*
ture commitments as an NBC "ex-^

and admin-

Damm, who

nique thus:
"After all, that's only 9:30
Chicago and 8:30 in the
Rocky Mountain Zone."

M

(Continued on page 34)

tion of facilities

Gommittee) group last
week was in no small measure

in

.

of Moscow claim it is. It's
suddenly decided, without a hearinvestigation, that
Weseking is or was a Nazi or pro«azi. On the basis of the scream-

,

top

by

SPAC

-

ing or official

Possibly

CBS comedy

egotist"

men

the

Planning Ad.(and which

almost unanimous approval by the SPAC boys):
NBC doesn't intend to let
the talent run the network.
Talent isn't the sole determining factor in the success of a
network. There is a little quesr

'endorsement of the new Niles
Trammel! policy on program-:

That Bad?

Is

When Goodman
"Mr. Ace & Jane"

that no matter how you spell it,
as the it's still capital gains.
precipitator was generally interSince Don Quinn^ the show's
preted
at
referring to Walter 'scripter, owns a third of the ^packWinchell.
age, understanding is that the coin
"At the last moment," Van said would get a three - way equal
^on the air, "it's suddenly decided diwy.
iirthis democratic land of burs that
GBS has stiir to decide. Paley
music is political . .
and
just as the would like to bracket

to a "shrieking

over

Station

Committee

won

NBC's surprise
more than anyone .«lse, the

-

WGN, McCormick

new

Hot

was considerable
wisdom of such

the post vacated by
Charles Stark last June, He has
been president and general manager
of WLOL, Minneapolis, and
formerly general sales manager of

of the
visory

Planning Advisory Com-

Station

to the

fills

woo

to

set forth the

:

of the special

the

Paley'S' splurging with

S.

Prelude to Sale of Straus Indie?

And because

is

Hooperated personalities.
NBG web prexy Niles Trammell

WMCA Appointments of Boggs, Atlass

their eventual takeover of the in-

it

.

ran into more talent troubl*

weekend

("Duffy's Tavern") ahd Bob Hop*
laid it on the line to prexy Niles
Trammell. But: Trammell, .hewing
to the network's new "Economical
R|jdio" concept, practically told
them that NBC wasn't interested
in ^meeting their respective dei
mands and that if CBS' Bill Paley
wanted them on those terms they
could proceed accordingly.
Gardner,- .whose contract with
BristolrMyers for his Wednesday

Here, in essence, is NBC's
philosophy in answer to the
wholesale exodus of its starstudded roster to CBS, as out-'
lined at last week's meeting

"Economical radio" keynotes the
new NBC thinking as the answer
to CBS' 'ascendancy as the "network of the stars" in the wake, of
millions

die.

'facilities,

Talent Ain't All

most revolutionary turnabout in
policy that radio has witnessed in
years.

&

,

last

.

fact, cites the Columbia -accomplishments as proof that
the major client payoff lies not in the $30,0,00-bndgeted, highHooper star:'8hows but in the inexpensive vehicles. "Suspense,"
"Crime Photographer," "Godfrey's Talent Scouts," "My Friend
Irma," "My Favorite Husband," "Our Miss Brook.s;" are some of
Co. developed and in most
the moderate budgeters that Paley
instances parlayed into sock rating payoffs.

president
of
Nathan Straus,
WMCA, N: Y., which is said to be
Operating in the red, has brought in
two midwest radio execs in a bid to
hypo the indie's billings as competition grows more cutthroat in
New York. The new appointees are
Norman Hoggs, who will be general manager, and Ralph L:. Atlass,
who will serve as consultant.
Immediate conjecture in the
trade was whether or not the bringing in of the two execs may not be
the prelude to negotiations for

NBC

NBC is moving Into a new era
and ^operational V concept precipitated by the lo^s of its stars to
GBS. In terms of the -network that
for years held down the No^ 1 spot

with NBC now subscribing to the policy of developing
moderately-budgeted shows that'll pay off on a per-dollar cost basis,
and CBS with a star gleam In its eyes. (Paley, however, reiterates
the fact that there will be no slacking oft' in the CBS-built prosituations,

gramming
NBC, in

More Talent Trouble

With Hope, Gardner on Future Pacts

NEW GONGEPI

A

of William S. Paley's return

from the wars and before he took the capital-gains route to wrap
up the Hooper, stars.
Thus in effect -it's a case where, the two networks are reversing

Into

"Winner" on CBS.

.

—

,

,

.
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fiTOBY OF PHILLIS WHEATLlSTf COMEDY PLAYHOUSE
With Muriel Smith, John Marriott, With Don Gallaflier, Munel Monlell, Everett Cl^rlie, Butler ManAlice Yourman, Sybil Trent; AlAntonini,

fredo

Beclcerv

i

Sandy

music;

vil,

From

John Barclay. Carl Kroenke,

Norman

announcer

Gottschalk,

announcer

Writer: Shirley Graham
Director: Albert Ward
Producer) Werner Michel
SO Mins., Tues. (25). 10:30

Ed
.

Cooper,
:

.

HOLLYWOOD'S OPEN HOUSE

.

Ray

Bloch

Orch,

Buddy

It was rather unfortunate the
Moreno, Henny Youngman, VirPhillis Wheatley never came to
ginia Weidleri Basil Rathbone;
life in the script; she. spoke words,
Jim Ameche, emcee; Bert Wayne,
-and facts of her great capacities
announcer
were listed, yet a real person who Producer^director:
Ray Green
felt .-what the world was doing
30 Mins.; Sun., 1 p.m.

:

.

nev^r eame through.
Perhaps telescpping the entire
Phillis Wheatley saga Into a halfhour was a mistake. A fuller portrayal might have been captured
If one incident had been enlarged
upon. While it ably succeeded in
championing the cause of equality

:

ASH'S FURRIERS

WNEW,

N. Y.
With a format built around a top
comedian, a name vocalist and a
dramatic star "Hollywood's Open
House,, has a firm foundation for
listener appeal. Transcribed on the
Coast as a co-op package by the

.

of the races, as- a personttl. biog-

raphy

it fell short.

YORK CITY

TSEW

.

l

»f

> <

.

.

Record of Henry Morgan show cut at NBC Monday (31) .,. Garry
Moore tcfssed a buffet supper at Cafe Frajicais, Rockefeller Center
Sunday (30) by Martin Straus, his Eversharp boss, on occa.sion of
Gail^and Harry Ingram who co-write and direct
Moore's birthday
CBS' "Tales of Fatima," back "east from Hollywood where they waxed lo
Bernarr Maofadden, 80-year-old father of
stanzas in three weeks
physical culture, and his; 44-year-old bride, Jonnie. Lee, prepping air
The Tailored Woman
series tentatively labeled "December and May"
Davidson
to bankroll Jacques Fray's Monday eve session on WQXR
Taylor, CBS veepee and director of public affairs, to Virgin l.sles for
Hubbell Robinson, Jr., CBS program" v.p., in from
month vacation
Coast yesterday (1) ...ABC flack Marshall Rothen to resign Feb. 14

i

-

With

H

« > «

m

,

ity.

the Production Centres

,

Jack LaFrandre
.„«„v
p.m^ 30 Mins.: Wed.. 9 p.m. (CST)
WGN-Mutual, from Chicago
(EST)
"Idiot's Delight," former Broad.Sustainint:
way hit by Robert E. Sherwood,
CBS, from New York
the "Playhouse"
In connection with Negro His- was second in
tailored into a half-hour
series
tory Week, CBS paid a dramatic
Gold Coast Players, Chi
tribute to the Negro in America show.
provide cast
company,
stock
radio
time
that at one and the same
will run for 13'
praised his contribution and con- for Series, which
was "Three
demned the nation's bondage of a weeks. First airing
a Horse'' and future comepeflple. In dramatizing the story Men On
"The Philadelphia
of Phillis Wheatley, the Negro dies will include
Millions," "An
poetess who came to our shores as Story," "Brewster's
Indian Summjer," and "Two's a
i) slave when a child, CBS further
drove home their story by having Crowd."
"Idiot's Delight" showed neat
a fine Negro artist, Shirley Graham, write the script, and an job of scissoring and continuity.,
equally fine artist of her people, Director Jack LaFrandre did a
Muriel Smith, enact the title role. capable chore in condensing withhighlights,
The play was fashioned SI; a out missing play's
plausible, withlyric tale, with poignant tragedy Sound effects were
throughout. The personal life of out being overdone,
Theme of hoofer Harty Van
the poetess who died broken and
poverty stricken at the age of 31 stranded in Italy with troupe oE
effectively dramatized the huge showgirls at war's outbreak is still
"waste of a people's talent. Yet the modernly fresh. Don Gallagher as
played part with restraint
bitterness,
with
not
told
Harry
story was
but was effective for AM audience.
only sadness.
Irene, the phony
Phillis Wheatley had the benefits Muriel Monsell as
Russian countess who turns
.of the personal teaching of her White
old showgirl
benefactress and also her aid in out to be Harry's
sometimes
fighting for. her acknowledgment playmate from Kansas
Only sonjie of her achievements overacted in difficult part.
Rest of cast. With varying acwere noted, and the hardness of
her life after the death of Miss cents, lent confusion by overeinr
Mary, her white owner, were re- phasis on foreign speech- Net efr
feet, however, was well done packlated but sketchily. Yet the trage
dy of the life of a slave was. cap' age job of Sherwood's hit.
tured With all its appalling hopelessness, and overwhelming brutalDirector - Producer:

.

K&E

as assistant to director of motion picture dept.
ABC's
editor of "Best Years," national monthly formerly called "Tom Breneman's" ; .Bud Greenspan acting sports "direcsucceeding Marty Glickman, who has heavy sports covtor of

joining

.

,

Ted Malono appointed

.

.

WMGM,

BEN LUDLOW

WNEW's Dick Pack teaching "Radio and TV Publicity.
Promotion" and WNYC's George Wallack proffmg "Technique of Tape
Recording and Editing for Radio" at NYU. Sessions start Feb. 7
Flock of N. Y;
Jacqueline Billingsley added to cast of "Lora Lawton"
radio execs going to Radio Correspondents Assn. seventh annuiil (.lambake in Washington's Hotel Statler Saturday (5), feting Pres. Truman
Jack Grimes, featured played on CBS' "Let's Pretend," married on,
Saturday (29) to Joan Farrell, ex-CBS employee. Ceremony performed
.Gerald Brown, formerly of NBC preducin St. Patrick's Cathedral,
Louis Merlin, Radio
tion staff in N. Y., now in business in Houston
erage sked

MUSIC

.

.

Fred Allen's Kidding

On The Square On
State of Radio
What started out as

Humor

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

a Luxembourg prez, in from Paris for brief visit,
Andrew McCulIough, Compton radio producer, engaged to Loris
parochial study of the state of
Jack Bariy production, "Joe DiMaggio Show,"
American humor, on NBC's "Liv- Peterson, TV actresS:
.Bill CalmerSi account fxec on "Ford Theatre,"
by NBC.
ing— 1949" documentary series gettingin0.0.
N. Y. after month on Coast. Leonard Erikson, K&E radio
back
Sunday (30), turned into quite an veepee, due back in two weeks with Fletcher Markle, Vincent McConnor
indictment of present-day radio and others on "Ford Theatre" production staff ... "County Fair" readyhumor by that master of broadcast ing itinerary for possible series of remote shows in various parts of
.Michael Carr; casting director of Laurence Hammond Prowit, Fred Allen. Allen let go in a country.
kidding vein at gags, gag-writers, ductions, flying in from Coast to discuss TV plana with her brother^
giveaways and the industj? itself,, Sir William Gibson-Craig-Carmichael, who' is planing up from Chil^.
and though it was all in a banter- They haven't met for 10 years .... Franklin Pulaski pacted to narrate
ing format, it was kidding in earn- TV film "The Story of Abraham Lincoln'^
James
Knox, ex' agency exec, to develop radio programming for National 11,
est..'
Assn. of Real
Allen was guest narrator on the Estate Boards.' He's its new radio director
Bob SchuUz has resigned
documentary, bringing to it a from Music Corp. of America 'radio dept.. .. ."Juvenile Jury'! sees real
breeziness and verve that gave it jury in action tomorrow (4) as guests of Supreme Court Justice Anthony
quite a lift. The program^ first Di Giovanna.
rather

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

-

was rather pedagogical, tracing in drama-document forip the

half

fJV

history of humor from Washington's time to this. Program was in
a sort of question-answer format

HOLLYWOOD ...

Paul Warwick passing a few days here casing the television scene ai
incidental to his main objective^ ^to get Eddie Cantor's name on the
humor? What makes peo- dotted line for radio and television. Comedian's two-year firm contract
ple laugh?— and Allen answered
with
Pabst runs out in March.
.Having lost KFRE, Fresno, to CBS,
questions lightly to make a dry
affiliate.
Cosubject come alive. He also inter- ABC hooked on to KARM, which is currently the CBS
.Jerry Law*
polated quotes from. Abe Lin- lumbia's new affiliate goes to SO kilowatts next month.
coln, Mark Twain, Josh Billings rence takes his bow as a video producer by doing one of the Gcorie
and Will Rogers, with studio actors Abbott shows on NBC. His writing-producing partner, Robert E. Lte,

what

—

is

.

.

:

Kermit-Raymond, Corp., the series'
initial etching preemed auspiciously on WNEW, N: Y. Sunday (30)
bankrolled by Ash's Furriers.
Adroitly emceed by Jim Ameche, enacting these notables. It helped takes his first dip in TV in March with dual functioning in the sam<
Sandra Gould got a hurry-up call from Bob Hope to join hi>
show was launched by Ray Bloch's jazz up an academic subject, while series
airy interpretation of Chopin's also proving a swell trailer for junketing troupe and may forsake her other shows to do the road job
In the Allen's own radio program.
"Fantasie Impromptu."
...AftW weeks of indecision, ABC finally decided to give the Jack
comic slot, Henny Youngman had
But the best part of the docun Kirkwoods and Bill Grey five IS's. It's the type of comedy he hai
stature enough, but, his material mentary came at the close; just been longing to do for years, a running situation on family life
NBO
was dated and lacked the spark after Allen had amusingly illus- is still trying to figure out where to spot its new comedy team. Dean
and topical quality of live comedy trated the agonies of getting a Martin and Jerry Lewis. Bob Adams, NBC's New York production
airers. His stint is a pHme ex- comedy program together with a manager, came out to work it out with Homer Ganfleld and ordered
ample of what Jack Benny and neat dramatic bit. In answer to a another cutting, although NBC is said to be happy with the original
Fr^d Allen would be up against query on the state of present-day platter:
were they to tape record weeks in humor, Allen really went to town.
Pat Weaver barged into town for a few sessions with Young & Rubicam
advance.
Present-day humor-^ "humor
Buddy Moreno crooned an ac- really gone nuts"—^was mechanized, producers to see what can be done about Improving certain of the
.Ed Gardner called back Clifton Webb
ceptable "It Had to Be You,'" pav- urbanized, downright chaotic^ said firm's Hollywood originations
ing the way for a 10-minute con- Allen. In radio it had reached its for a third guest shot. He's as solid at Duffy's as the Colmans with.
KHJ landed lioth the Olympic aud fights and a beer spondensation of Ibsen's seldom done lowest ebb. It had lost all spon- J. Benny.
"Master: Builder." From Moreno to taneity. The comic was only a sor. .. .Frank Mullen hopped east on business for the G. A. Richards
Ibsen is a wide gap, but Bath- mouthpiece for his writers. When properties. .. .NBC's tape machines will be Installed this- week and
bone and Virginia Weidler bridged Jack Benny, on a recent program, the comics are racing to see who's the first to break the tape.
it neatly. Former convinced in the told Allen that the latter wouldn't

J?ose.

.

.

.

UNCLE BRVCE'S NURSERY
With Bruce MacDonald
'

60 Mins.; Saturday, 9 a.m.
Cleveland
WJW opens its studios Saturday
to mothers who have no
place to leave their children while
they do their downtown shopping.
And the station, with the cooperation of several local merchants,
entertain the children as first-class

WJW,

morning

:

,

baby-sitters.

Bruce MacBonald, himself the
father of two sons, handles the
overall job of announcing, direct-

Ing

.

activities,

enterviewing moth-

^he

.

.

.

.

.

station handles 50 youngsters

between the ages of four to seven. title iole while Miss Weidler exReservations must be made by uded the unspoiled, girlish aura
phone call one week in advance, that was Rathbone's inspiration.
this to give WJW an opportunity
Moderate plugs for Ash's were
to check lists so that the favor is inserted by WNEW staff announcer
extended to as many families as Bert Wayne. His unctuous delivery

po.ssible.

stressed a "get-acquainted" sale
Milk and graham crackers are and "Ash's is reliable," etc. On
.supplied by local merchants as
the whole the package is a pleasant
are toys and furniture. A regisSunday afternoon half-hour of
tered nurse is on duty; the Red radio fare.
Gilh,
Cross has set up a first aid unit
and six girl scouts are on hand.
Considering the multitude of prob- TO BE CONTINUED
lems, checking clothes, keeping With Duane Bogie, Gloria Gull- the-children entertained and dryj
foyle, ' Robert
Hammerstroen,
etc., the station has undertaken a
Jane Michael, Marabell Smith,
major headache, but it's doing
Barbara Smith, Sam Siegel, narnicely. Parents are most appreciaTator,
tive both since it gives them a Writer-Producer: Ruth Moore
chance to shop and provides a 15 Mins.; Sat., 3:15 p.m. (CST>
saving since most mothers con- Sustaining
cerned couldn't afford' the baby^ WBBM, Chicago
.

.

.

sitter's fee.

"To Be Continued" is a public
Mac- service— staged on behalf of the
with Chi
Council of Social Agencies and
mothers are. clear and timely; the the Community Fund, using true
children's
singing and reciting life cases of modem day troubles.
provide moments of sparkle, and Show replaces "That' Men May
comic relief. A nice job all aroimd. Live." Junior League Radio The..
Mark,
atre members take the parts.
Entertainment-wise, the
Donald-staged Interviews
;

:

,

This Is soap opera, once rcr
moved; Like any IS-minute serial,
Geoffrey Waddlngf- show is a teaser, and barely gets
ton orch; Frank Williams, Henry gt>ing before time is up. Some
weighty problems are tackled, such
Ramer, announcers
as budget troubles, a mentally
Producer: Stan Gatton diseased wife, a young girl's InfatuSupervKbr: Bob Hair
ution; with a married man.
30 Mins., Tues., 8 p.m.
Unlike soap opera, solutions are
Henry Morgan. Ltd.
suggested. This is accomplished by
CBM-Montreal
recordings of social agency
cutrin
(J. Walter Thompson)
workers
who give quickie remeWith a weekly budget around dies. Deft
narrating and musical
$2,000, "Morgantime" carries: one
inserts keep continuity going.
of the biggest shows for a single
Show is earnest attempt to help
outlet anywbet'e in Canada. Regu- city dwellers with their
problems.
lar star is GiseUe, singer who Howe"ve^,
....
less
jumping around
handles her lyrics in both French would aid continuity. Narrating
.,„..„„,.e
and English with much savvy and ^nd sound effects are above
aver(Gontlttoed on page 34)
age.

MORGANTIME

With

.

.

ers and getting children to sing.
Although the radio stint is one
hour long, the baby-sitting job extends from 8:45 a.m. to noon when
mothers caU for their children,

Giselle,

.

.

,

'

.

I

,

i

!

dare Insult him if his (Benny's)
gagwrlters were present—Benny
was saying a mouthful, according

IN

to Allen. Radio humor was a serious,
mass-production enterprise,
Allen said; it had lost its touch.

Morrison

Humor

.

.

WGN

.

tempo and

he

.

Riley hosting. : .Frank Sweeney back on:
announcing staff after
stretch with WJJD....Ade Hult, v.p. Of Mutual midwest operations,
named radio chairman of Chi Brotherhood week
Admiral Corp. has
okayed franchise of Great Lakes Industry,. Inc., for distribution in 18
Minnesota and Wisconsin counties .... Gene Autry at Palmer House
lunch (31) in Chi Heart Assn. campaign opener.
.WGN-MBS's "GoniNine: NBC'ers
edy Playhouse" to air "Philadelphia Story" tomorrow.
collected cash for efficiency contest: Henry Corsell. Frank GoldcTf
Lome Balsley. Dick Wehrheim, BUI Sohooley, Fred Rodney, Bob Rah'
nert. Roy Smith and Dick Maslan ... ABC airs third anni of "Junior
WIND'I
"Junction" from Chi Feb; 5:v~rJean Jones of MBS on vacash.
John Carey limping around on sprained ankle
ABC's Breakfast Club
on Texas tour March 14. ...Dorothy Di Ranna new Mutual trafficker
... .Jim Ameche dickering with WCFL for daily am. disk jockey stinf
..American Meat Institute, Cecil
Presbey, Sherman & Marquette
all signed with Neilson Radio Index.
.BiU Yonan to ABC central div.
in sales promotion.
.WBBM farm director Harry Campbell to Spring'
field. III., and Madison for farm shows this week.
.WIND promotion
dept. sent baseball kits to Midwest network members ... Ed STokey to
sales dept. of WENR, replacing Bruce Bryant who goes to Petry Co..
WIND to carry Victor Record's Perry Como contest.

should be disseminated

in a spirit of relaxation, Allen explained, and radio, by its very
strain, works against
the future looked dark,
saidi even if humor could liever

this.

CHICAGO

Andy Murphy, new fiack at NBe....WGN producer and columnist
Wood to demonstrate cookery at Chi Tribune's outdoor show
....WBBM teed off on "Your Almanac" this week (31) with Patrich.

And

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

die.

sorry commentary on
the state of radio today." As for^
television, he brushed that off' as
the vaudeville approach to everything."
Bron.

.

.

.

.

THE TEXAS RANGERS

.

.

.

.

&

.

.

With James Matthews, announcer

Writer: Gomer Cool
30 Mins., Sat., 4 p.m. (EST)
Sustaining

CBS, from Hollywood
The Texas Rangers sound
a group that respects cowboy

.

,

Allen also took a swipe at give-

aways—"a

.

.

.

.

like
folk-

IN

music too much for presentation
of these tunes in the manner that
is indigenous to the
majority of

WASHINGTON..,

WCFM,

town's

all

FM

station,

hypoing

MOD

drive with free com-

mercial time to local business firms in exchange for edntribulions t?
gollo fund....U, S. Navy Band under -direction of Lt. Ccm. Chariw

the

hillbilly units. The Rangers
have a literate style of singing and
arrangements which Stress melody
and good vocal craftsmanship.
Their tunes are generally standard In the cowboy catalog. Some
nave attained the status of classics
and the Rangers' renditions regard

randier preemed an ABC net show past Saturday (1;30 P.M. Ha*'
originating from Outfit's D. C. practice hall. . .Eugene S. Thomas, exsales manager of Bamberger Broadcasting Co. and currently station
topper at WOJC-TV, skedded to tell local Junior Board of Commerci
on video and its effect on local biz .... Lynette Wilson named progra")
director of WINX, replacing George Creamer, who recently resign^M
them as such. They are given re- ....First full program of National Symphony will be telecast ov«
i'e»
spectful treatments that should WMAL-NBC Thursday in kick off of orch's fund raising drive.
asswi
win a metropolitan audience.
eral shake up at local station
brings Roger Stlcht, former
Show's production Isn't up to ant program director, to station's commercial staff; Ed Stern,
the par
Doyle moves u'w
uity editor, takes
the
chores;
.

.

-

WWDC

of

over Sticht's former

singing, consisting

bunkhouse banter. Musical
is by a small instrumental
group which iuuitrtiea
indicates wholesome
wnoiesome
respect ior the powboy offerings.
of

backing

^

]

Jose.

Pat

Stern's place Bob Brand shifted from assistant music librarian
assistant traffic manager; Denis Sartain* ex of WINX, takes "Y^y^p
chief of news bureau replacing Fred Hoffman, who switches
radio here; Dar H. Shopoff, ex Of the Washington Post added to

I

tion's

commercial

staff.

,

.

]1

.

RAMO

Wedneaday, Febrmiiy 2, 1949

N. Y.

FM

Y.May Be Cue

For N.

Details of thie extensive plans tomusic to NeW^ork City's
bring
cities
bus riders (one of 20 U. S.
that will have transitcasting by the
end of the year) have bedh
brought to light.
Although the N. Y. Board of
Transportation has been conduct'
ing experiments for some time and
results will not be announced unli, *„..f=,«..o completed,
*.nniniBtPH indications
itiHirations
til tests 'are
are that a satisfactory transit radio

CLAIM SHORT END New Senate Group Backs Tougher

Planned

for Natl

Use

New

Home

Study

Chicago, Feb. 1.
Home study courses will be
linked with NBC. University of the
Air and Univ. of Chicago Round

Table program

Two

I

courses, "World Pohtics"
Economics in the: Modern
World," will base the' schedule,
providing materials, readings and
questions to home students work-

1

I

-

Chicago, Feb. 1.
139 inde
Representatives of
stations pledged a
brackets, show a disproportionate pendent
three-year nut of $144,000 to hypo
number of TV .sets
To counteract this one indie the anti-clear channel movement,
proposed that Hooper pro-rate his a"d formed a six-man committee
calls, making 10% to TV homes to push plans for a Washington

homes, representing upper income

1

and 90% to AM homes. Hooper
answers that the only way to learn
how many people have TV is con-

tinuous random sampling.
The indies say they don't want to
be misled into underestimating
TV's impact, but that the present
Hooper system isn't giving them a
fair shake of the dice.
Today (2) Hooper will meet with
the N. Y. net affiliates.

FM

Bidders

50k\v
a

Ask Pronto FCC Grants

TV

WHAS,

Its

affiliate

I

IN APRIL

:

resign their posts as of
April 1.
Press of personal and
outside business interests necessitated the move, Dr. Levy said.
The Levy Bros, plan to establish
their own offices in April, to
handle their various enterprises.
in
The Levys started with
1924, when radio was still in the
fledging stage and the station
grew under their direction from a
500-watt outfit to its present 50,000 watt, clear channel status.
was the first station to
join the Columbia" Broadcasting

RWG

construction permit.

!

|

'

'

I

WCAU

Washington, Feb. 1.
Four bidders for FM stations in
the New York metropolitan area
asked the FCC yesterday (31) for
immediate grants, now that number of channels available and ap-

Minnesota Gets
Aid

Bill

To

:

i

System, in 1927.

I

Newsmen on Sources

Minneapolis, Felj. 1.
A fifth bidder, Bill protecting newsmen, includMethodist Church, dropped out in ing those of radio, from divulging
late December.
sources-of information has been inV Joint petition was filed by Cros- troduced in Minnesota Legislature
ley Broadcasting Corp., Atlantic by :Rep. Lawrence Haeg.
Broadcasting Co., Debs Memorial
Haeg is farm sei'Vice director for
Fund, all of New York, and Ebbets- WCCO, and a regular farm comMcKeever Exhibition Co., of Brook- mentator at the station. Bill would
wn. Hearings were held in New provide thai; newsmen cannot be
York in December and are to be compelled to disclose source -of
resumed
in
Washington
next news, although material might be
month.
by district
survey
to
subject
judges.
Haeg ha.s been with WCCO since
He Was first president of
1940.
Merger?
National Assn. ot Badio Farm DiDes Moines, Feb. 1
rectors.
It IS rumored attempts are being

i

AM

;

WCAU

and

-

i

.

would

.

FM

I

Philadelphia, Feb. 1.
Dr. Leon Levy, president and
general manager of WGAUi and
Isaac D. Levy, vice president and
general counsel for the station,
announced Monday (31) that they

I

|

AM

'

'

^

i

LEVY BROS. PULL OUT OF

•

j

!

I

:

WCAU, PHILLY,

Sens. Charles W. Tobey of N. H.
and Ernest McFarland of Ariz.,
both Republicans) gave assurance,

in effect, to the FCC that the Committee wOuld back a Ann policy in
distributing radio and television
frequencies to promote competition
Und to provide equitable allocation.
on the hot issue of cleiir chanlobby.
nels and superjiower, the subcomAction was taken at a closed mittee needled the Commission for
meeting here last week (28) after being virtually hypnotized by enSen. Edwin e. Johnson (D-Col) gineers; into believing 500 kw or
blasted the super power advocates 750 kw power might be needed to
as monopolists and called for "no bring radio service to the unserved
compromise" in the fight to limit "while spaces" in the sparsely setstation power, to 50,000 watts. tied western areas of the nation.
Johnson, new chairman of the SenThe best way to bring ^service to
ate Interstate and Foreign Com the unserved areas, the report conmerce committee, has reintroduced tinued, is to revive a policy begun
his hill of last session^ which would years ago of duplicating the solimit^
power and allow clear called clear channels- "There is no
channel duplication
sound reason, either from an ^iir
Indie broadcasters with a total, gineeSng or pqlicy^^^
hourly rate figure of $12,000 the same chanhel now occupied' by
pledged four times their highest a New York or Chicago or Louis^
hourly rate annually for 1949-51. ville station could not also be :as»i
Ed Craney, .managing director of signed to a station located in Texas,
Pacific Northwest Broadcasters and or Arizona, or Utah, or Colorado,
or Idaho,, or eastern Washington to^
(Continued on page 34)
provide additional radio service to
those areas."
The ifubcQmmiittee therefore rec*
Chi Writers' Strike Vote ommended that because of its basic
importance to the national econChicago, Feb. 1.
Chicago chaptef of the Raiiio
(Continued on page 32)
Writers Giilld is set for a walkout
against ABC following a strike
vote today (Tues.).
contract
talks with the web collapsed after
the management refused to meet
AFT.
the $300 per week salary demand
for five newsroom writers.
The
Rayve, on behalf of its new
net's top offer was $275.
home-permanent wave product,
According to Shelby Gordon^ is now set to ride with the CBSregional vice-prexy, a strike "Winner Take All" giveaway show.
will take place if no early settle- It has been revamped into a 15ijiinute, five-times-a-week program
ment is reached.
and will be installed in the 4:304:45 afternoon segment.
It starts
Feb. 28.
Robert Q. Lewis now holds down
the full half-hour f4:30-5) period,
but with Lucky Strike interested in"
a pickup of "Sing It Again" with

AM

I

RAYVE BUYS ^NER'
AS
GIVEAWAY

RWG

Bilingual Operations Spurred in N.Y.;

plicants are equal.

World Advertisers

Indies Seek Old

Growing importance of bilingual producer. Mrs, Vera Fontanella
operations is shown in succession Cueto, arrived in the U. S. last

Lewis as emfie", a buy would automatically solve the problem of
what to do with the comic.
^'Winner"

i

'

of

and

WOV, N. Y., Tuesday
N. Y. Latter station project.

developments at

WHOM,

(25)

Goal

for huddles on the
is

production

.

.

.

'

roade to merge stations
and
J^lOA, Des Moines, as an outlet
tor Mutual,
although officials of
"Oth stations have refused to deny
or confirm the
reports. A spokesman for KIOA said, however, "no
application has been made to the

KCBC

' V};.io'' such a
ir'J?!,'?,*''?"
nll^i r
outlet
in

pa.st

year

has

,

According
™ the
w.c icpuu!,
o to
reports the
iiie two
iwo

Mauons would merge

mg

(

merger and no such

to give Mu,2" outlet of 10,000 watts durthe daytime and
5,000 watts at
-

:

I

I.

still

continue
siis-

plunked package shows on tape— for su.sdown $500,000 for a new transmit- taining or commercial airing. Al- Perl's 'Project X' Due
ter and new studio-headquarters,-, though method is more costly than
'convinced that, as far as the Italian doing them in New York, station
For F-C-B Audition
market is concerned; there'll, al- execs feel there is not enough
Foote, Cc.^e & Holding this week
ways be a place in the AM realm Italian-speaking dramatic talent in
for bilinguals. Meanwhile, the For- this country. According to the pro- is auditioning a new half-hour show
tune Pope indie is blueprinting a grammers, tight immigration laws packaged by Bernard Prockter
video pattern aimed for Italian res- keep out new dramatic blood so called "Project X.'' It's being writidents, but that will depend on the they've got to go abroad for the ten and directed by Arnold Perl.
Switcheroo
It's scripter Perl's initial direcswing into the upper high frequen- artists. Among top Italian thesps
who
affiliates
the
On NBC, it is
cies and opening of new channels, to be u.s.ed; are Gino Magazu and torial assignment, incidentally.)
Mantonl.
Show will be authentic dramatiare doing llie raiding.'
WOV, equally bullish, on radio's Ricardo
Rome Turning; Out Shows
zations of average persons .^who
Harold Burke, general manager future in the foreign-speaking field,
Rome
studios;
IWrs. Cueto says, have translated their "Project X"
its Rome studio fo big-:
of the NBC-affilintc WBAL in Bal- [has shifted
will also turn out shows for WOV, into humanitarian, community conhas installed new
timore, lias grabbed off Leslie ger quarters,
on
conditions
reporting
in
Italy,
tributions, etC; Prockter also packand is planning to
H, Peard from the CBS-affiUate [equipment,
covering economic developments ages
"Big
Story"
Pall
Mall's
['triple its budget for activities in
WCAO.
political questions such as the dramatizations of top newspaper
Weil-A,rnold Hart- and
Peard wa.t assistant general Italy. (The Ralph
t-eaiu
Marshall Plan. Tape recorder will yarns..
awaiting an
manager al the Columbia station ley operation is still
used
to get interviews with
be
F-C-B is picking up the tab for
acquisition of the sla^
and moves ovc>r as as.sistunt to the FCC okay for
woi'iers and. farmers fot documen- the audition on behalf of an unArde Bulova.)
m a n a g er «t WBAL effective jtion fromscript
(Contihued on page 34)
revealed client,/
editor and. dramatic
Rome
over the

I

A

is
being prepared."
operates as the Mutual

Des Moihes.

would

as a half-hour once-weekly
tainer on Saturday at 7 p.m.

of

;

KCBC-KIOA

Interstate

While slapping down the Commission on several fronts, the subcommittee report (prepared by

For D. C. Lobby

1

i

.

Four N.Y.

War Chest

.

;

,

Indies

on

peal to an independent broadcast*,
ers meeting in Chicago to get behind the :Committee in fighting the
clear channel interests and. to prevent big broadcasters from taking
over the television field.
Promotes Competition

parts pf radioi".

ferior if they: don't have TV. In
addition, they point out, Hooper's
calls are to a random sample, instead of a representative cross
section. They beef that telephone

Committee

and: Foreign Commerce. Sen. John-^
son followed through with an ap-

"In otherwords," he quipped,
"both the sound and unsound

the questions are not loaded to
favor one medium.
Indies say
questions make listeners feel inI

|

.

Senate

AM

In answer to some hot questions
from the indies. Hooper said that

i

,

•

Although based on a sub-committee study in the last Congress,
the recommendations were given
the blessing of Sen. Edwin C. Johnson of Colo., new chairman of the

radio. At the luncheon one station manager pointed out that
Hayes will be overseering CBS
and TV stations in S. F.

"Have you. stopped beating your
radio set yet?"

Flamm Award

In

Appellate Division of New York
Supreme Court on Monday (31) set
aside
the
1946
court
verdict
awarding Donald Flamm $490,000
from Edward Noble. Decision was
that technical errors in the original court necessitated a new trial,
solution being: tried for the prob- Case is expected to come up for relem of the city's noise—^which may trial. ..shortly.'
along seefrom
loud to quiet
vary
The case of Flamm vs. Noble
-•
„
X
i
c
°^
" ^^5'^'" °^ resulted from the sale of WMCA,
This, will rai.se and lower N. Y., back in 1941.
baffles.
The jury in
volume of receiver automatically, j,).,'g 1946 case found that Noble
on a principle similar to- that of had used duress in obtaining the
the thermostat/
station.
•
is
Another gadget being tested
a button which automatically boosts
the volume when, announcements
are l^roadcast. Button is pressed Bob Hope Asidng GO^Day
in tlie transmitting studio, sending
out a tone which cuts in an addiStay on L'ville Hearings;
tional amplifierth the bus, increasing, the volume 15 or 20 decibels.
Plans Thorough Study
After commercial is over^: ampli.Washington, Feb. li-.
fier Is cut out and volume for the
music drops to normal level.
Indication that Bob Hope intends
According to tentative plans, to play all his cards to beat put
each bus will be equipped with one
rival bidders for the Louisville
receiver and six, eight or 12 speakand tekr
ers, depending an vehicle's sizci Courier- Journal'^ radio
Speakers are placed overhead and vision properties was: given by
iregulated so that riders directly be- Hope yesterday (31 ) in asking for
neath are not subjected to blasting. 60-day postponement of hearings
on the tran.sferi now scheduled for
Ownership Cpmplication
Transitcasting in New York is Feb. 28. Hope also requested that
complicated by the fact that city the proceedings be shifted from
owns majority of buses, while pri- Washington to Louisville to make it
In year easier for the local gentry to sUpvate firms operate rest.
ending June 30, 1948, city-owned port his bid.
Hope told the FCC he needs
buses carried 344,000,000 passengers and private lines carried 1 13,- more time for .thorough preparar
500,000.
This brings annual total tion of his case which is to include
comprehensive engineering studies
of rides to almost 500,000,000.
If and when transit radio be- he is having made to show overlapping coverage by opposing bid(Continued on page 32)
ders. Hope matched the ^1,925,000
bids of Cros ley Broadcasting Cprp.
and the Fort Industry Co. for the

last week on the heels
of recommendations by the new
Democratically-controlled Senate.

peared likely

lauding his 15 years, in N. Y.

program,

What

station, please?
and (4) is someone else looking at
or listening to: a second set? Some
AM-ers feel this: is like asking,

New Trial

Order

What

(2)

Unsound

Arthur Hull Hayes, former
of WCBS, was feted
by industry execs last week to
eelebrate his upping to network veepee with headquarters in Frisco. Hayes was gifted with luggage and scroll

,

just
now?;
please?; (3)

&

Sound

TV Grants

Washington, Feb. 1.
Promise of bold, hard-hitting regulations of radio and television -by
the Federal Communications Commission in the coming years ap-

manager

WO

AM

ing for non-credit certificates.

Less Outside Influence in

.;

WQXH

and

system will be worked out.
E.xperiments using WNYC-FM,
owned outlet, are
municipally
being made under, the direction of
Col, Sidney H. Bingham, commissioner in charge of operations and
engineering. Tests are being made
with the equipment of several companies, including Transit Radio,
General Electric, Philco, Radio
Electronics Laboratories, Westinghouse and Stromberg-Carlson.
Transit radio receivers have
been installed in city buses and
tried in all the five boroughs. Problems resulting from the city's great
canyons of steel and concrete, have
been 'turned up, but engineers feel
the bugs can be worked out. One

FCC; Seeks Duplication on 'Clears/

York. Jndies are doing a
burn as a result ofl the Hooper
method of ratuig TVl WNEW- says
it is seriously cotisiderihg exiting.
Clash was brought to a head at
a luncheon meeting called by C: E.:
Hooper at the Biltmore yesterday
(1) to pacify the indies, WNEW,
and
V, but some station
execs are still squawking that
Hooper's TV ratings are giving
the short end of his yardstick.
Hooper is now asking four questions; (1) Were you looking at television or listening to your radio

:

.

\mim

OF TV

FM

U. of Chi

2$

HOOPER REVOLT

INDIES IN

Bus-6roadcastii% Via

.

I

JFeb. 14.

j

'

!

Wednesday, Febniary

TBUGVISIOKT

26

AT&T Claims

VaUee Sees Separate Coast TV Depts,

Hollywood studios

NX

May Buy

In addition to the

new

"Philco

was

Television

week

set this

NBC-TV web

Playhouse"

to continue

handles the

.

will

decide

HARRY SALTER
MUSICAL DIRECTOR

It

Stop the Mutic— ABC
Pays- to B» Ignorant— CBS

Authors League

High Budget Stalls

:

to big yocks.
He also has an off-screen announcer read aloud the credits as
they appear on the screen, so that
Plans for. the top-budgeted teleViewet'S who might be in another
room with their sets turned on vision variety show to be produced
can get to the set if they hear a by Mike Todd from the stage of
the Winter Garden, N. Y., have
name that interests them.
Despite the fact that he's ap- been temporarily abandoned \>6r
peared in several live studio shows cause of the; high budget involved.
since arriving in N.V. from the Todd is scheduled to meet with
Coast, Vallee believes that live NBC-TV program chief Norman
programs are good only for quiz Blackburn later this week, howPointing out the advan- ever, and the two may work out
shows.
tages of filming all other types of a suitable format that could be
programs, he referred to the produced at a cost within reach
"Atrow Shirt" show, on which he of a sponsor.
subbed for the ailing Phil Silvers
Projected hour-long show would
Show have been staged at the theatre
last Thursday night (27).

Over the opposition of the
Screen Writers Guild, the League
has gone ahead with the formation
of a Television Writers Guild. Admission of the TWG as a League
afiiliate is to be considered at the

Todd Video Show

ran without a hitch during rehearhe said, but as Soon as the cast
went on the air they tightened up,
with some forgetting their lines.
By that time, it was too late to
correct the mistakes, whereas any
mistake on film can always.be sent
back before the cameras for a re-

Among the

series Vallee
is "It Could

now has

Happen
In the works
to You," the first of which copped
fourth place in the Hollywood
Academy of Television Arts and
-

:

I

1

{

:

'

'

WU said '75%

Kraft Rating Cues

of the circuit mileage
of the planned, telephone company

VIAHARTMANTVSHOW

—

all jurisdictional- matters,

including

tele, are the province of the enr
been worked out.
Show would tire
League, including SWG as well
have been the "first to be staged
as the other Guilds.
on a regularly-scheduled basis from
a theatre housing a legit show,
which presented unique problems
Si. liouis
Joe Kramer, formerly
with the stagehands and otfaer with KIMO, Independence, Mo.,
unions.
has Joined gabbing staff at

—

KWK

Television Theatre,"
costly
ning TV web spread, starting Feb.
of the other hour-long legiters on
27. Network, however, hasn't been
the air. Neither of the latter two
chosen yet. Show will be in the
has yet made the top 10 in the
nature
of "The Hartmans at
east.
Home," with guests, etc.
.Only other answer to the susTextron pulled out of radio sevtained popularity of the Kraft eral years ago after sponsoring
show, it is pointed out, is the lack Helen Hayes in a Saturday night
of competition the program faces dramatic stanza on CBS.
on competing networks. "Kobbs

Komer"

test pattern transmissions. They
naturally must await the lifting of
the -American. Federation of Musicians' ban on, the use of soundtrack music -for video.

starts in the 9 to 9:30 slot
tonight (Wed.) on CBS-TV, while

ABC-TV runs only film .shorts. It Unused Titles Seen In
also noted, however, that Kraft
has no popular show iHimedTa'fely
Danger on 'Test' Verdict
preceding it which would keep
Precedent-making decision handf
viewers' dials tuned to NBC, Picked down in N. Y. supreme court
up from the Village Barn, N. Y. last
week, which virtually wipes
nitery, occupies the 8:30 to 9 slot
out rights
unused program tir
Wednesday nights and it has yet ties, will toappealed by plaintiffs
be
to make its mark as a lop-rated
Robert Monroe and Latham Ovens^
show.
losers in a copyright violation suit
"Kraft," incidentally, will in"Hollywood Screen
against the
troduce a new play next WednesTest" television show.
day (9) by John Cecil Holm, who
In tossing out the case. .Tiidgc
wrote the legitcr "Three Men on
Aron Steuer declared the Iradea Horse." New one. localed in
of the "Screen
Gramercy Park, N. Y is tilled mark protection
Test" name had been abandoned
"Gramercy Ghost" and the playby the plaintilfs' because of their
wright has invited a group of top
for four years.
Broadway producer.s to watch it non-use of the title
had filed action
on TV for its possible staging sub- Monroe and Ovens
against Lester Lewis, producer oi
sequently on Broadway. "Her Masthe "Screen Test" show; emcee
ter's Voice," starring Ernest Truex,
Neil Hamilton, and the ABC web,
will be presented on the Kraft
on complaint that the show inshow tonight (Wed.).
fringed on the copyright of a radio
show they Owned, which ran unaeir
EXPAITDS TV NEWS
the title of "Screen Test."
Chicago, Feb. 1.
According to the two plaintiffs,
WBKB announced an expanded the judge's decision might wen
newjs sked on TV built around news nullify the copyright protection o?
ano
ed Ulmer Turner.
a limitless number of radio
Turner starts 15-min. Sunday TV programs, which haven't been
stint next week (6)* besides 10- on the air in recent years,
AoJ'
minute spot on Wednesday and itself might be affected, they pointis:

'

,

..

Gets

ABC-TV Spread
Chicago, Feb.

1.

"The National Barn Dance," a

WLS

for 25 years, is
going video on ABC-TV net later
this month.
Initially it is scheduled for a hall hour, but later will
expand to full hour on the tele
web. It'll be carried on WENR-

TV

institution

Knight,

who

staged the
"Cuckoo Hour" for radio during
the '30s, preparing an intimate revue for ABC-TV featuring himself
land eight young performers. He's
also working on a video reprise of
"CuckoOj which was one of the first
airers to satirize broadcasting,
.Television department, of United
World T'ilms, wholly-downed subsidiary of Universal Pictures, producing a series of five-minute shorts
dealing with the major holidays of
'the year. Initial two films, high-

to
Head" and other top
songs, will appear in the first of a
new series of TV shows featuring

|

!

AM

Chi's

TV

Fashion Sponsor

cleff^rs, titled "Tin Pan Alley" and
packaged by Noel Wesley. Packager plans to use both the composer
of a tune and the star who made it
fainous to perform the song and its
success story.
"Theatre Arts" to feature some
of the top performers in show biz
and produced under the personal
supervision of Charles MacArthur,
playwright and editor of the mag
from which the show is adapted,
being prepared by World Video.
Ernest Anderson and Gilbert Selves slated to assist MacArthur, with
John DeVries handling sets, costumes and lighting. Tentatively set
for the first in the series is a skit
with one of the N Y. daily dramatic critics. Cole Porter doing his
score from "Ki.ss Me Kate," with
singers, a special spot with Paul
Gallico; Tom Ewell and his "Book
Review" skit from "Small Wonder," Burgess Meredith, Vinton
Freedley and other top actors, proJ

i
I

j

1

I

|

To keep acts from getting seen lighting Valentine's Day
and. Easter,
too often, WLS, which packages,
are nearing completion and will be
will revolve four different casts.
soon for release.
ABC-TV, Chi, Will produce in Civic ready
Jerry Rosen agency, talent repStudio.

resentatives, offering six different
TV packages to ad agencies. They

include *'Mr. Showbusiness'' and
"Check the Records," both starring
Telefashions Shopping Service, Benny Rubin; ''Come Out Fight
will ing," starring Maxie Rosenbloom;
publication,
fashion
Sponsor half-hour weekly video "Clay-m Your Reward," with Duke
Bhow on WBJCB, starting March 6. Art and Junior; "Everybody's Love
Jim Ameehe and Rose Dunn will Song," it^rring Harry Prime and
and
"Egyptian
handle commentary; Larry Kurtss Lilyann' Carol,
Will direct; Miss Dunn will pro- Nights," with Guili Guili.
J. Fred Coots, composer of "You ducers,
duce; Stanley Joel is writer.

Chicago, Feb.

1.

|

local

My

Go

I

locally.

;

TEXTRON BACK ON

NBC could not find a bankroller
to pick up such a heavy tab each
week. Todd suggested the idea of
charging admission to anyone wanting to see the show in the: theatre,
but NBG nixed that Idea.
NBC is anxious to do a show
with Todd, but the showman avers
he won't do one unless he "can
spend the money to get the peo^
pie he wants."
Preliminary trouble with the labor unions involved had already

Ray

;

:

:

up

'National Barn Dance'

,

SWG

Low-Budgeters

'

Sciences awards last week.
He
"Cartoon
also
has
lined' up
Comics," an across-the-board series
running 12 minutes each, in which
animation of standard comic strips
Is achi^ed through constant camera cuts. He can deliver those to
a station or sponsor for $4,500 per
week.
He's also working on :a
series Of "Song FilmSi" which are
dramatic skits based on pop tunes.
According to Vallee, they can be
the answer to the TV disk jockey
shows, or can be used to brighten

-

'

{Sunday nightSv when the current
llegit tenant, Todd's "As the Girls
Gq," doesn't give a performance.
Program, as Todd would like to
have produced it, would have cost
between $25,000 and $30,000, and

fake.

'

network will be provided by microwave relay.
AT&T, defending the regulations
as "just and reasonable," said it is
council will take official action at
meeting the requirements of the
a meeting Monday (7) in Hollytelevision
industry "as promptly
wood. It's figured the Coast
New audience ratings of "Kraft
opposition may jbe unsuccessful, Television Theatre,'* coupied with as practicable." Bell System plans
however, as representatives of the the fact that it is produced on a for 1949 and 1950, it revealed, inelude
both
radio relay and coaxial
Guild
Authors Guild, Dramatists
relatively small budget, is leading
and Radio Writers -Guild, are ex- many sponsors and broadcasters cable facilities for aadttional channels along existing routes and for
pected to favor the proposal;
to the opinion that top name acchannels
eonnect many citi es in
to
Although the TWG has actually tors aren't necessarily the answer
well as bebeen organizedi it will" have no to the best television legit shows. the east and midwest as
tween Los Angeles and Frisco on
elected governing body or any au- Now nearing the start of its third
About 4,600 circuit
the
Coast.
tonomy for some time. For the year on the NBC-TV web Wednesintercity channels
system
miles
of
present, it is being run by a tele- day nights, "Kraft" copped fifth
are assigned to video network servvision committee composed of rep- place in both the Hooper and
ice, company said.
resentatives from all the affiliate Pulse ratings for January in the
Guilds, with Rex Stout, former metropolitan N. Y. area, representAuthors Guild president, as chair- ing the only dramatic show to hit
man. Organizing and administra- the top TV 10 for the montli.
AIR
tive expenses are being paid from
By depending on capable feathe League treasury.
tured actors, rather than the top
Matter of admission of the TWG names available from Broadway
ex-^netAnother
instance
an
of
has a couple of technical angles. and HoUywodW, the J. Walter
the
Question of forming the organiza- Thompson ad agency, which pack- work radio user returning to
but this time via video— has
tion, admitting it to the League ages the shoWj has been able to air
are matters for League council de- keep the weekly budget to about cropped up in the case of Texcision, subject to approval by the $5,000. Figure is about one-third tron.
Textile company has bought a
AG, DG, and RWG. but excluding that spent each week on "Philco
SWG, which has more local auton- Television Playhouse" or "Ford half-hour show with Paul and
Grace Hartman for a Sunday eveomy than the other aMliates. But
most

League .council meeting.

TV

sal,

>

.

from small snickers

'

Ginld

row looms within
the Authors League of America
over the issue of autonomy in the
Matter may come
field.
television
to a head next Wednesday (9) at
the regular monthly meeting of
in N.Y.
council
League
the
Jurisdictional

Comedy show

,

Seen From

Vi^

I

laughter behind every comedy sequence, with the laughs ranging

the

'

Rift

said.
co" legiters in the current series
Vallee has introduced two new now average about $15,000-$20,000
Recog- weekly.
techniques into his pix.
nizing the difficulty of playing a

to a small audience,
such as is likely to be viewing video
at any one time, he has dubbed in

when

$17,000 to carry operations through July 1. Following

.

minimum, Vallee

approval

(27) to allocate

ment, which wouldn't be forced to whether to go off the air then until
absorb part of that overhead, Valfall or pact for another 13
lee also believes the majors wul next
have to sub-divide their big sound weeks, which would carry the show
It will definitely
stages'into smaller studios for tele- through June.
Each stage, he take a summer hiatus, however.
film production.
said, should be complete with its
Philco hasn't' decided yet
own carpentry shop, lights, make- whether to slot a lower-budgeted
up departments, etc., so that it show in the Sunday night 9 to 10
would be possible to shoot a group segment on the NBC-TV web for
of pictures at the same time. Then, the summer in order to maintain
by swapping sets, costumes and its hold on the time f ranchisei Com;even actors, from one stage to anr pany is reportedly looking for a
other, it will be possible to trim show that would cost about $6,500
Shooting on to run during the summer months,
costs considerably.
16m, rather than 35m stock, can when the TV audience is expected
also keep production costs to a to be considerably reduced. ''Phil-

'

official

Board of Estimate voted Thursday

at least

account,

(31), in the fight before the Fcc
to force the Bell System to interconnect with microwave relays for
television network transmission.

Hearings on FCC regulations,
under which AT&T has refused to
interconnect •vith' non-owned q^rcults were held last December.
The parties were given until the
day Mayor O'Dwyer confirmed Cliil end of January to file briefs,
Evans, former WHLI public affairs
Philco told the Commission inveepee, as TV supervisor, at $7,000 terconnection between coaxial and
per year.
microwave should be required in
Memo to the board from city ra- the interest of television developdio director Sy Siegel points out ment. "The need for networks" in
that the Municipal Broadcasting video is "so immediate and great,"
System is interested in getting a it said, ''that everyone desiring to
video channel, when the freeze enter this field should be given
thaws, possibly in the higher band. every possible encouragement." It
Siegel estimated costs at $282,000 added that present regulations give
to set up and $150,000 annually to AT&T a monopoly von video service
operate a TV outlet on a modest and hinder nationwide networks.
The firm declared its rown relay
scale.
The just-approved setup of a five- circuit between New (York and
man film staff, plus secretary, is Philadelphia can't be used to carry
programs
travelling over Bell Sysof
desirability
test
of
a
viewed as
the city going into telecasting, tem facilities and that it was preEvans has already started work vented from transmitting several
rounding up equipment and per- programs last fall because, of the
regulations.
Western
sonnel for the municipal film unit. existing
Group will produce five-minute Union, it added, has been likewise
shorts on education, civic problems, :unable:'to sell its microwave video
accident- and fire-prevention, water service to broadcasters.
WU charged AT&T with seeking
conservation, and similar topics.
,
Siegel's memo is a big boost^^fqr a monopoly position in TV interthe video, medium, citing surveys connection which would also' embrace
the manufacturing of micro/
to show popularity of TV;
wave relay facilities through its
subsidiary, Western Electric Co.
given

on

through
April. At that time, the sponsor
and Hutchins ad agency, which

depart-

fix Video Joh;

City

Cues O'DwyerTV Interest
New York City's vid-pix unit was

Sununer Low-Budgeter

the

Union and Philco Corp., got in
their
last
arguments yesterday

Evans Picked for $7,000

TV

I

1949

Washington, Feb. i.
American. Jel. & Tel., Western

now

toying with the idea of producing
Playhouse
films especially for television won't Philco
be able to carry the financial load
unless they establish a completely
Set Thru April;
new tele department, separate and
apart from the usual studio work.

According to Rudy Vallee, now
producing vidpix through his Vallee Video outfit, the majors otherwise won't be able to bring their
eosts down to the prices tele can
afford to pay because of their tremendous studio overhead charges.

2,

TV Needs

Tromptly/ Denying Monopoly Charges

Sub-Divided Studios as Aids to Biz
IVfajor

Meeting

It's

|
'

I

etc.

,

WBKB

two five-minute, flve-a-week

spots.

ed out.

.

Vthmuy

ITcdikeii^iir*

1949

2,

TELBVISIOX
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STUDIO SHOWS KAYO TV SPORTS
Look Out

4A s Draw Battle

IRE

RESULT OF

"People's Platform" (CBS) spent a half-hour Monday night
on "What Effect Will Television Have on the Home?" and
got exactly nowhere. It got nowhere for the same reason that
other programs of the type have failed to enlighten viewers on
matters pertaining to television.

Lines for Tele

(31)

Battle for television jurisdiction

How could any real information be obtained during a halfhour which included an opening and meaningless slcit of a young
couple trying to figure where to put the video set in the living
room, a swing around studio stage to demonstrate cameras,
lights, and mike boom, a peek through control windows to emphasize the number of men necessary to complete a simple production crew, and finally to a panel of four people gathered to
answer questions by Quincy Howe and also questions from sidewalk visitors to a receiving set dealer's store remote from the
AH this In 30 minutes. The personnel of the panel
studio?
consisted of—James Hanrahan, of WEWS, Cleveland; Mrs.
Leonard Lyons, wife of the newspaper columnist, Jack Gould,
radio critic of the N. Y. "Times," and Max Balcom, president of
the Radio Manufacturers' Association.

Cincinnati

Feb

slated to -Start at a meeting lo^
morrow (Thurs.)pf the Associated
Actors & Artistes of America.
Actors Equity, Screen Actors Guild
and the American Federation of
Radio Artists are forming a tele
vision committee for the purpose
of governing performers in th»

l

I

|

Opposition for Crosle'y's CincyDayton-Coluinbus video hookup,
linked with NBC, will be given by

1

1

;

CBS television affiliates WICRCTV here, sclieduled to open in
,

WHIO-TV, Dayton, which field. No
bowed Monday (ZV. and WBNT- unions is

i

programs in particular, this also including
radio. Mrs. Lyons; saw nothing in any current child's show in
the east to warrant transmission and went on to say she also
thfiught it ft mistake to telecast the Presidential inaugural ceremony at midday because she only knew of one man who saw it
Yia video, her husband. She further suggested elementary French
lessons as something television could do for the children but
neglected to mention the type of safety belt to be used to hold
children's:

'

TV, Colurtibus, carded to
i

June; according
port here.

,

start in
to- a -current re-

.

i

Going All Out On

I

.,

I

1

be made public.

Unification plan received another turndown last week when
representatives of SAG and AFRA
[appeared before -members of tlie
Cincinnati, Feb, 1.
AGVA national board and repreFiguring that television will
sentativcs of the N. Y. branch e.v
bolster radio's known gate-build- ecutive committee to urge reconing power, the Cincy baseball sideration, but were turned down.
club is going all out this year on Instead, tlie A'GVA boards pressed
video; including it; with AM- for for a*one-card setup with all unions
initial complete coverage of the represented in the tele jurisdiction,
Up to and will seek to have Barto's plan
77-game home schedule.
last season, when television bowed enacted by the 4A's
locally, the Reds' management ex
Meanwhile AGVA has started its
eluded airings of Sunday, holiday own policing of the vaudeo shows^
and some of the 14 night tilts It is sending organizers to the va^
here.
riety programs, checking on memWarren Giles, club president, her^hip cards. If perforiner has a
last week awarded a one-year joint card for any 4A union, he's okayed.
contract for television to Crosley's If .card is in arrears, act is Wai*ned

TV With Full Sked

|

But the warning is there. It is this. When an indivdual is of
such opinion as to see no redeeming quality in any video juvenile
program to the point where criticism ceases to be criticism, then
that opinion makes a negative and negligible contribution to prog;ram, station, and network and becomess a smear upon, if not an

•

.

;

to

j

1

tiie

cal .Artists -following AGVA's protests and the adoption of the Margaret Webster report condemning
the amalgamation.
Merger was
given the coup de grace when
AFRA executive secretary George
Heller was refused permission by
the Equity council to answer points
brought up in Miss Webster's report, contents of which are still

Cincy Ball Club

|

of

Simultaneously, the American
Guild of Variety Artists will in».troduce a resolution calling, for i
the 4A's to take over the jurisdiction with various component unions
policing individual shows. Both actions follo'.^ the defeat of the proposed merger of AFRA, Equity,
and the American Guild ol Musi-

-

in their seats.

consolidation
involved.

April;

i

WLWT

was not all a waste, however, because the program, despite
handicap, loudly rang a warning for the executives of the
It came ringing through a vitriolic and vehement
business.
broadside in which Mrs. Lyons condemned television ln general

them

I

'

j

The Katz agency is' said to be in
nature of: TV'' audience on the CBS Unkings.
preferences. Sports -grab off: the
Crosley's
here celebrates
top ratings when tele is new in a its first birthday next week,: and
city, since sponsors won't spend its video stations in Dayton and
money for ambitious shows, when Columbus are slated to open for
the audience circulation is limited. business within a month or so.
As the number of sets increase,
more advertising -money goes into
expensive studio shows which soon
replace sports events. Thus, the
next Pulse ratings for Chi are expected to follow closely those of
N. Y. and Pliilly, since sponsors are
now able to pay for that extended
coverage in the midwest.
With the exception of local- pro'
grams. Pulse showed the audiences
in N. Y. and Philly, which rank
first and second in the total set

It

all"

TDC rLrOSl6y TV
TU
iV InrCat
K/DO

is

1.

cyclical

its

and

Merger Plan Dies

Jurisdiction, as
way

sports events
lose their hold on television audiences who have access to the best
of current studio shows, new Pulse
TV- rating.s for January reveals
only NBC-TV's Friday night boxing
listed among the top 10 in both
N. Y. and Philadelphia. By comsports
four
different
parison,
events made the list in Chicago
(before the new cable link brought
N. Y. -originated shows to the midr
west), with four other Giii places
going to feature films.
Comparative ratings point up the

Indicating the

i

I

have virtuand
'Texaco

installation figures, to

ally the

same

preferences

I

taste for studio programs.

Star Theatre," "Arthur Godfrey's
and: ""We.
the
-Talent. Scouts"
People" placed first, second and
third i'n both cities. Following are
the January Pulse ratings in the
three cities, based on the highest
quarter-hour returns;

affront to, the "entire television industry.
The solution?

Screen your people."

I

I

;

New York
Texaco

Amer. Tobacco Mulls Big TV Spread;

Slai-

Tlioalre

^Goldbergs , *Big Story Get Riggio Eye

Godfrey's Talent Scouts
We, the People
Man.-Geb. Washington BB...
Kraft TV Theatre
Toast of the Town

American Tobacco

Winner Take All
Original Amateur Hour.

represented' in television with

new

film

series,

.

"Your

tlie

Show

Time," and a flock of spots,
mulling a bigtime TV. entry on. behalf of both LucJcy Strilce and Pall
Mall.
Vincent Riggio, American Tobacco prez, was all set to grab
GBS' "The Goldbergs" if the network would retain it in the Monday night at 8 (pre-Avthur Godfreyl time, but that segment had
previously
been committed to
Philip Morris "foir "its new Jinx
Palkenburg - Tex. McCrary video
show, which preems in a few
weeks.
Riggio meanwhile alerted his'
board of directors to view tlw
- show-ttals week and a decision may
be forthcoming in a few days on
bankrolling the program in a new
time period.
Meanwhile, Pall Mall, which
Procjcter
sponsors the Bernard
package, "The Big Story,"i on NBC,
is ordering an audition of "Story"
for a projected video series, whicli
would be filmed.
Company has
j

i

I

,

|
',

Phil Silvers

TV Mag Format

Tex-Jinx

i

j

.....

I

49
49
46
44

.

;

It's

night

scheduled for the
8 slot on CBS-TV.

Pai-ade

.

.

.

i3 stations)

Amateur Hour.
Show
Gay 90's Rdvue
Original

Monday

...

.

,

.

Thur. Night Wrestl'g

Agcy.

is

j

I

'Alerts Entire

,

39
36
36
36
35

.

.

.

....

WGN-TV)

Wed. Night Wrestl'g (WENR-TVi
Sunday Night Hockey (WBKB) 34
Mon. Night Wrestling (WBKB) 32

i

.

i

Staff

Philco Playh'se (kinescope rec.i 32
Feature Film (Tues., WENR-TV 30
Feature Film (Tuesday, WBKB) 30

To Video

i

|

i

'

i

Sale For

_naw--wliipped-into—flnaj- form - its orientated--to-(-hal mediunv Every
spot commercial
campaign and member of llie sales staff is being ]' TV Cues House-combing
wants to spread out program-wise. assigned to servicing of a show.
"Story'' in video form would fol- Theory is that television embraces
For Additional Packages
low approximately the sanic pat- every inediiini of entertainment
tern as the radio .series.
Films and a background of knowledge
CBS television, following the
woaid be made in New York,
from other -fields must be utili.!ed planting of "Su,spenso" this week
in TV.
for

new
March

as a

Too Much Work, Too
Coin

Now

in

.

Litfie

TV, Sez Kyser

Minneapolis, Feb. 1.
for conferences
advertising
executives
of

Kay Kyser, here
...witli

Pillsbury Mills, said television at
present offers "too much work,
too little money." Kyser holds his

KoUege

of Musical
Knowledge,
under nighttime format, is natural
television and said he has,

tor

Wked
;

several deals.
hasn't grown; however, lie
said, to the point where
it can
make arrangements worth « perloriner's
while.
Rapid strides,
nowever,
he believes, promise
^^ijy. shortcuts which
will lure in
additional talents.

TV

-ful^^*'.,""
the

5'^"

industry,"

sroup up. then

to

grow up with

he

said.

I'll

go

in.

"Let
'

it

I

I

I

Thus

legit dept.

agents

.will sery-,

tele series scheduled

now

culling

AW

hou.se

a

etc.

packages, both sustaincrs and commercial. to determine which others
might be applicable for video. Web
already has launched TV series on
Cioldbergs'' and "Morey Am-*
the
slerdam Show," both ol which first
made their mark on AM.
half-hour mystery
"Suspense.

dramatic

'

,

I

mu,sic

rehearsals

as

well

'

as

dry roii-i. lias been found to be
too nnicti to handle by the combined radio and video s'tafl's alone.
Despite the comparatively large
list ot iMorris packages now on the
air. it's been found tliat video is
a losing proposition so far as
(Continued on page 32)

is

of

sponsored on the CIJS-AM
vveb for the last .year-ahd-a-half
by Electric Auto-Lite, goes as a
regular TV feature in the Tuesday
night 9:30 to 10 slot on CBS-TV,
with the saute bahki'bller paying
and tele
The
the Ireight.
shows Will -be separate and distinct
productions, with the radio versioi)
continuing to emanate from HolJyr
wood under the production, feins
of Tony Lejider, and the video ver(Continued oh page 32)
series

all

still

1

entire- rosier

'

'

The problem ot meeting
time
wccklv cast changes, auditioning
of acts, procuiing scripts when
necessary, and sitting in on camera,

Clash Via Diskiiu;

tip
_

video

also
carries
deal
gratis rights for the two. stations
to work out their own arrangement
on programs a half^hour before
game starting time. Last season
Dodge Dealers, with "Dugout

i

j

;

Como's

Perry

new

AM

tack last

and

week

(28) to insure against one nrediu'i'rt
interfering with the pther: Before
he began doing the television
shows, Como did both his 7 p.m.,
and the 11 p.m. repeat for the
When he started the
Coast,, live.
video shows Xmas Day he did

video at

^^^^
i

,

evening

Friday

Chesterfield broadcasts on

video took a

«me

at 7 p.ih

L.iter

tire

same

lie svvitclied

simulcasts at the 11 p.m.
|

1

!

'

shows only, the video t)ortion covering only the New York area of
course.

Last Friday, however. Chesterfield made a recording ot the 7
quirer baseball editor, and "Fans p.m. show, done without video, and
in the Stands," by Dick Bray for put this on the network (NBC)
Rubel Baking Co,, divided the -30- for the 11 p.m. repeat. And the
minute periods. This season, for video show :was done unhampered
the first time. Giles is reversing by: worry over pleasing both an
the right to cancel the pre-ganie
and tele audience at the same
programs on 24-hour notice.
time. In a few weeks. Como may
do his video broadcast at the 7
p.m. show.
If that happens, the
regular
broadcast will be put
Camel Cigs 3G-A-Day
on a record in the afternoon and
used on the nework for- the first
Puts
show, while the
repeat is done

Dope" by Lou Smith. Cincv EnI

I

j

,

;

.

I
!

I

,

AM

j

1

AM

j

;

its
,

Realignment of (he staff, in the
case of the Morris office, temporarily solves a weighty servicing
problem. Morris office toppers
have found that handling of tele
show.s, unlike that of radio, makes
inroads on sales staff's
terrific

ConioBarsAil

I

preem,

programs, cafe and
vaude topper-s will handle vaudeo,

ice

off
_

of
the separate prices for radio" and
video, yet a grapevine report fixed
the amount for both concessions at
close to $100,000.

The

I

CBS 'Suspense'

them would

Neither

!

i

such
Television has assumed
proportions at the William Morris
agency^ that entire staff is being

to date.

I

i

i

I

all

voicing by Waite Hoyt for; his tagT
The
ger.
Burger Brewing Co.
Hoyt-beer combo previouslv closed
a three-year pact with the Reds
lor exclusive radio rights at Crosley Field.
Giles and .Jack Koons;
Burger exeCi inked the' tele deali
With James D. Shouse, Crosley
chi^, and Mortimer C. Walters,
general manager of Scripps-How.ard Radio, Inc.

'

j

.

their J

befits

up

|

47

......

WBKB)

.

Varieties
Feature Film (Mon.,

as

to get

|

I

I

42

(WGN-TV>

Super Circus
Feature Film (Friday,

Vaudeo

|

;

i

Chicago

;

telecasts

bankrolled programming, with

43

Silvers

Piiil

at

.single

.52

I

Mummers

WLWT, which did the job in 1948,
and the Scripps-Howard WCPOTV, carded to have its commercial
unveiling in May.
It's up to the
two stations to arrange double or

1

I

I

I

i

I

Philip

Air."

I

64
62
52

.

.

i

29.3
28.7
28,7

Show
.

I

33.3
30.7

Philadelphia
Tex -IMc-ri ary - ,Tinx Falkenburg
...
bought by Biow for Texaco Star Theatre
Moi-iis. will have depart- Godlrey's Talent Scouts .....
mentalized magazine lorniat, using We. the People
stills and tilni clips as well as live Break the Bank .... .......
Toast of the Town .... ...
intervievv.s.
It's to be called "Prev
view—The Living Magazine ol the Friday Night Boxing. ...

video show

1

35.3
34.7

Friday Night Boxing

i

is

I

3fi.7

.

:

Co., currentlyt

69.3
43.3

AM

'

AH

NBC-TV Show

i

'

Web
New

Facilities

CaiTK;!

on Tap

news show, which

sources and methods ot [iresentar
tion available to the web, including
mobile units for live piclcups, film
footage, charts and diagrams, -name

and commentators.
personalities
Show, as yet untitled, will cost the
cigaret .outfit, about $3,00,0 daily to
reach NBC's 14 stations in the east
jjnd

midwest, which makes

it

news program yet

the
at*

live,

,

,.

Como may

re-

places the Fox Movietone reel on
the NBC-TV web starting Feb. 16,
will combine all the news-gathering

mo.st costly

AM

I

;

,

also

do two nights of

video in the near future, performing for the cameras Monday and
Fridays.

Scott Buys Vz 'Dione'
Scott Paper Co. has bought the
second half of the "Dione Lucas
Cooking Show". Thursday nights on
the CBS-TV web, effective next
Thursday (Ifti, through the J. Walter Thompson ad agency.
lining up
is currently
its clients to take over
15 minutes of the weekly
which has run as
a sustainer on the web for .mor*
than a year.

Agency

another of

tempted.

the

Slotted in the T:ifi to 8 p.m. segment' across-the-board, the show
(Continued on page 32)

half-'hour stanza,

first

-

'

1

WedncBdny^ February 2,

TELEVISION REVIEWS
S9
ADMIRAL BROADWAY REVUE work of the men

(Reprinted from

in the pit, at ths!
and on sound.
Hid Caesar, Imosene Coca, Mary tripods
The production plan, it is said,
McCarty,, Marfe and Gower
is to use comedy sketches from
Champion
It's a
former Broadway revues.
^Produced and Directed by Max good trick for, besides royalty, this
''-.Xiebinlikn
also means permission which may
The
Writers: Ray Carter, Mel Tolkin, be even harder to obtain.
background people, or chorus, apLucille Kallen
peared to add up to some six boys
60 Mins., Friday (Weekly) 8 p.m.
and 12 girls including the four let
ADMIRAL CORP.
down from the flies in a huge
NBC-TV and DuMont, N. Y,
crystal chandelier during a bur(Kwdner)
finale. This initial
offered good lesque operatic
show m^^
Thiq
full-hour snow
ims tuii-nour
in the series is reported
people and spottv mater^^^^^
^o^ i^jgOOO
f g
debut and therefore h^^^^^^
^.
.^^ ^^j^j, „f ^.^urse, inand downs. But the sticKom angie ,
tnipnt
Onine out "live"
?'?
oler 24 slatns ^on two" networks
iL^.t '"^T^L^r""^^
live" and via
be telecast both
.^^^^
DuMont) and 17 more
IS tnai
"'«|;i -J-i,-if the WhbW bill is much
*''1?'rii?""",e/in'"i«
apt ^
version

KT,

Y.

Sm

of Jan. 27.)
::

ILL TEMPER niS
GODFREY POORLY

'

:

Arthur Godfrey was in bad

humor

At moments

Tele FoUow-up

"Studio One" again demonstrated last Sunday (30) in its presentation of "Blind Alley" that as
dramatic' showcases go, it is more
generic to the television mediumthat any stanza on the air. It h&s
breadth and scope and that added
dimension that frequently suggests to the viewer that he is acmultiplewitnessing
a
tually
scenery ftlm ratKSr than a stage

Comment

Phil Silvers on "The

Arrow Show »

on NBC Thursday night (27) but
he was working with inferior ma

Despite the combo of Vallee
and comics Joey Faye and Japk
apologetic, telling how much
Gilford, the show fell flat. Series
work went into his Wednesday
of vaudeville skits in which the
television program, he was
comics
appeared were overlona
frequently defiant, and stuck
and lacked adequate punch lines
out his tongue actually as well
to make them worthwhile. OpehinB
as figuratively at critics who
bit
with
Gilford imitating Valleehave found fault with the
The backgrounded with the latter standing by was
presentation.
show. Several of his remarks
settings for "Alley" and the stun- good, but nothing that followed
were aimed at Variety, the
integration of scenes and matched it. Mack Triplets renning
entertainment trade- journali
montages were lulus. While one. dered a couple of tunes in standretfd avidly in shovy business;
to play
could regret that a lot of superla- ard okay style.
is ;
celluloid
^j^^,
^^^^i^ surprise.
these must have bedn incomVallee showed up once again
tive talents were wasted in the
That's because that if a
best.
The William Morris, Agency is'
prehensible to most of the
re-creation of this ex-legiter (pre- however, as a surefire TV star. His
weakness crops up in .the first- assdciated with the Kudner group
audience.
viously done on "Kraft Television know-how before a cameri), the
half, smart film editing can scissor in splitting the Turns and while
The best part of the hour
Theatre") about a gangster who w.k. set of pipes and versatile
any item from the second-half to the first night was on the polite
the
of
was the appearance
meets his equal in a college prof thesping talent parlay .him into a
get more ginger into the first-half. side desperation will pave the way
guest" comedian, Guy Raywho .subjects him to the p.sycho natural bet for variety shows.
With the sketches taken from for slapstick to break through
mond, who was extremely
treatment; nonetheless Miner & Co.
two former legit revues in which: and a couple of prat falls won't
funny. The rest of it, includgave it a special excitement and
the principals appeared, "Make hurt.
Pick and Pat's; "Minstrel Show"
did
seem
ing
sniping,
not
camera translation that speaks on ABC-with Jack Carter
the
Mine Manhattan" and "Small
as enitiee
wonders for video's future.
keep
the
procalculated
to
Wonder," the comedy was conand Mary Small as singing star,
place
it
gram
in
the
second
Bramwell Fletcher as the prof, turned up several show-stopping
sistent without e}(pIoding into boffs RFD AMERICA
Hooper
in
the
last
TV
"sick"
auizmaster;
won
the
gangJerome Thor as
acts last Thursday eve (27). The
in the hands of Sid Caesar and With Bob Murphy,
Godannouncer
report,
or
to
retain
for
his
moll
a
Jean
Carson
as
Norman< Barry,
ster and
Three Winter Sisters socked over
Imbgene Coca. Miss Coca did
frey the admirers who like
were all outstanding.
a flashy acrobatic dance session;
lot for the show with her panto- Directors: Don Meier, John Lewellen
him for good humor.
The girls are shapely terps and
mimic travesty titled "Night" Life
William Archibald's 30 mins.. .Fri., 8 v.nii
of a Faun."
New daytime television news danced with plenty of bounce.
straight, as the faun, was valuable Sustaining
Hal Leroy, whose loose and easy
service launched Monday (31) by
HOTEL BROADWAY
and the number being placed next WNBQ, Chlcaffo
in conjunc- tapping has long been -.a vaude
Jerri Blanchard, Striders (4), WJZ-TV (ABC, N. Y.)
standard, did two ingratiating nuinto closing meant that producer and
"HFD America'' is goo'l video, With
Harry Ranch Sextet, Rose & tion with United Press doesn't bers. Another good act in the
Max Llebman rightly but if it accomplished nothing
director
offer much of a solution to the
Rana, Avon Long
dance division was
rated it as solidi Early in the show
Three
Gowan package Producer-director: Harvey Mar- problem of TV news presentation. Wiles, two men and The
a girl who
the comedy had been slow in else; the Lou
Service .consists of running news
lowe--.
Caesar Was well into a adapte'd from radio will dispel the
starting.
on cellophane, opened with a novelty tap includstories / printed
ing some magic tricks and-elosed
United Nations skit before he myth of today's farmer being a Writer: Bob Rocke
the
which
travel
upwards
across
30 Mins.; Thurs., 8:30 p.m.
really began to make it roll and slow-witted rube With a straw in
screen superimposed over a test with a slick wooden soldiers rouWHELAN DRUGS
in which Miss Coca was wasted for his mouth and hayseed in his hair.
pattern. Each of the stories are tine.
DuMont, from N. Y.
Good for a solid six minutes of
lack of something to do.
"BFD"
start,
complete, including headlines, and
slow
After
a
{Stanton B. Fisher)
Mary McCarty's first specialty, proved a fast-moving quizzer, with
ran at an average reading speed of laughs was Kenneth Whitmer.:
"Hotel Broadway" is one of the 175 words per minute, with one Dressed in a whacky professor's
a rummage through an attic trunk Bob Murphy and Norman Barry,
the
growing
five-minute show slotted each hour. gowni Whitmer played a musical
to revive flaming youth memories, garbed as film version farmergj and recent additions to
cigar, an umbrella whistle, a' minwasn't strong enough on lyric to four well-dressed real-life farmers list of vaudeo presentations. WithService may. break up the monstand -up or rate the position of from Colorado, Wisconsin, Illinois, in the framework of its- evidently otony of the t.p. transmis.sion, but iature fiddle and an exploding
limited budget, it makes out okay
,,,,
flute. He wound up playing Dinah
closing intermission, intermission and West Virginia.
{hat s about all. News would have
but
much
competition
doesn't
Sffer
on trombone, clarinet., sax, and
r
here being a 5V4-minute. commerr
_.
Opening dragged as the guests to such shows as ."Texaco Star
had much more impact it read by trumpet
a la T.D., B:G;, J.D. and
salesman
Roy Atwell' and a
cial.
assembled a, jigsaw puzzle plywood Theatre"
jh off-the-scireen announcer, since Harry James.
^aiii^'Toast of the Town,"
elabroate
Adan
comfortdemonstrated
cow. Then the farniers,
which ;£.eogt''"ifeveral times more. the mere printed words jailed to
Regulars oh the show, Pick and
miral console Set.. „Atwell was the ably seated 'around, a cocktail table,
Ho Wit will do against its competi- hold 'audience attentibni Stories Pat, Carter and Miss Small, were
usual, floundering tongued Atwell were quizzed on what farm prodtion- on otter- .webs, including the Wer fe probably as complete as, those all good. The blackface team was
and served his pappose but It was ucts came to mind when song titles "Swift Show" on NBC" and "Win- in any f ive*minute
liewsC^St,
particularly funny in a blackout
all rather talky and on the long were mentioned;' onions for "Danner Take AH" on CBS, has yet to but because they were not rea3;r sketch with Carter, making iibecal
side; In a show such as this there cing With Tears in My Eyes," etc
they seemed skimpy. IVIost imporbe determined.
use of 'pratfalls.
doesn't appear any reason why the Barry 'came oiit in western cosProducer-director Harvey Mar- Itant; it's doubtful, whether thii
producer and sponsor should not tume, and there was a good gagged- lowe has mounted the show with service will attract mariy viewers,
consider dropping an "Intermis- up discussion of its necessity and some
"Chevrolet On 'b r o a d w a y "
novel
techniques,
chief since any daytime audiehce; would
Murphy showed a newspasion" card, fade into a picture of cost.
tend to tuiie tO" stations providiiiig breezed through a neat comedy
among
which
is use of the Striders,
the product and let an off -screen per ad listing butter at a quarter a colored quartet, to introduce the full daytime programming, rather playlet on NBC Monday night (31).
voice do the selling." Texaco is of today's market, and correct date acts." The; idea didn't quite come than a news show with test pat- Titled "All's Fair" (TV adaptaall
guessed
by
conof
1933
was
''.A' !, "^'y-';.:
willing to be a side issue in the
tion by Lawrence Su Pont), halfoff the night caught (27)(, despite terns.-;
Sid Stone routine, letting sight testants except, youngster (who is the original lyrics. Quartet was
hour session was a tasty creampuff!
values do the main ad work, hiil: a bank director on the side).
Milton Berle on his last show of sharp lines snappily rendered
good but their constant appearBarry brought out table on which ance on; the screen dissipated the before taking off for a three-week by two: vet thespers, Mary Boland
if the boss insists that his baby
must be paramount then any ef- electric churn had been making Impact of their own routine. In rest, produced one of his top ef- and Roland Young. Overall profort at comedy, or any human fig- butter for past half hour; and one addition, they lacked the intimate fort on the "Texaco Star Theatre" duction was a model of economical
ure on the screen, merely reduces guest went into discussion of but quality that a personable emcee run. Smart* integration of produc-^ and efficient tailoring of one-acters
ter-making, buttermilk, and why might
the attention to the product.
tion and high calibre acts gave for video purposes.
have had.
Plot revolved around the efforts
But while Miss McCarty closed ^a""?'* find it cheaper to buy the
Singer Jerri Blanchard launched this program a showmanly touch
of Miss Boland to ween away her
the first-half she also opened the breadspread instead of churning it. the show with a couple of okay throughout.
daughter, a screen starlet, from a
second and that was too bad, again A lamb was brought on the stiage, tunes but overdid that business of
Berle got off to a fine start with
.did
because of material.
This was a and thtp yoiins farmer-banker
waving her hands in the air, ap- his opener. His initial monolog Hollywood heel back to her liomcgirls' baseball game. It just didn't
parently meant to be dramatic ges- hit its' mark immediately -to warm tovm flame, a doctor. Young played
mean anything. Miss McCarty i.s untures.
Rose and Rana terped up the stage for acts that followed. a dyspeptic agent who winds up
doubtedly a better performer than
through, a couple of lackadaisical The visual values of Lowe, Hite handincr Miss Boland a fihn contract. Two youngsters in the cast,
Reason for fast pace of show is impressionistic dances, made note- and Stanle.v, comprising a
this particular material allowed her
midget
to be. A switch between her "Flam- Miurphy's. adepthess in .quizzing; worthy only because of the over-- average and a king-sized gent, are Patricia Kirkland and Kevin Mc«nd^^
comp^^^^
ing Youth" and- Caesar's "Night gags by. Barry;
head camera .wgle Marlowe used considerable. However, the cam-- Carthy, blended nicely into the
Out" in the second-half a standard plete relsxatidn and articulate dis- to bring them into full range. eras had occasional difficulties in witty proceedings. Two settings of
th?
cussions'
by
farinerS.
bit with him, would have helped
Avon Long, colored- singer-dancer, followmg their comedy, but they a parlor, and bedroom were compotently aesignea.
"'^^^l"^'
While *'RFD*' would, Oii the sur- brightened' the show with a neat showed enough to plea.se.
the forepart and show as a whole.
of. two
standard
Caesar's main item was followed face, .seem of prime interest to interpretation
,
There were some off moments
immediately by Miss Coca's "Faun" rural viewers, it should attract and tunes'. Harry Ranch sextet at during the Unger Twinsf stint but
Ed Sullivan's "Toast of the
tempted the Spike Jones technique once they got into their mirror bit Town" Sunday night i27) on the
and this was what-made the show hold city dwellers.
top heavy as the curtain neared.
A variation of radio's "RFD." Of coming up "I Can't Get with Berle substituting for one of CBS-TV web featured an overdose
Caesar, incidentally, seemed to be set background was farm scene; at- Started'' but' they should have the hoyis, the adt got maximum re- of comedy and too little varietv.
fighting a bad throat' tfaroughout tractive, yet allowing good con been grouped more closely togeth sponse;.- '
but still managed to maintain Its
Lighting cr for better results.
the performance.
If he was, he trast with performers.
Rest of the show eOhtaihSd hiaintie recent entertainment upbeat. ProWhelan Drug commercials, spot- values w-ith Lou Costello heighten- gram marked the debut as director
was excellent;' camera work better
won.
items,
again ing the comedy effects. Costello, of Al Leftwlch, who replaced
^^loseups than long shots.
Di- lighting
various
Fundamentally the weakness ot
pointed up the show's limited working sans partner Bud Abbott Roland Gillett (now with Young &
'"^^ uniformly good.
this first in the Admiral series,
budget. Soun4- was not synched to for this ,show, resurrected some of Rubicam). Leftwlch was partially
Don.
however, was in the songs and the
the film and the dialog, especially the old standard gimmicks that stymied by a faulty transmitter,
dancing. Not that the terpsichore
in that shampoo /plug was excep- have pleased for hi^hy yeiirs
It wasn't
It was just
v?as bad.
in which lost the picture on both the
STOP ME IP YOU'VE HEARD tionally trite and Stilted. Sial.
virtually every form of Show busi-- opening and clo.sing numbers, but
-^all ballet and the Champions would
THIS ONE
ness. In conjunction with Bisrle, he his camera direction was okay.
be better off if some other "type With Benny Rubin, " Car^ffilwy;
reprised the-old addition bit which
Bill Graves Trio, new act comof stepping were included for conGeoree Givot, Mae Qv>^steU; ALICE PEARCE SHOW
proved
that
13
times
seven prising a colored dancer and his trast or not so much of their own.
Leon Janney, emcee
With Mark Lawrence, pianist
equalled 28. It'is surprising how two pint-sized youngsters; gqt the
Not to be snubbed,, though, was the Director: Larry Schwab
Writer: Lawrence
these bits hold up after all thes^ program off to a fast start. Act has
number "Night Has a Thousand 30 Mins., Fri., 9 p.m.
.
Director: John :Heaton
years,
Julie:
Wilson came out as a neat surprise element, whicn
Eyes" both because it came the BONAFIDE MILLS
15 Mins.; Fri.* 9:45 p.m.
one
of
the
most photogenic should make it sock for any vaude
nearest of four to being a melody NBC-TV, from New York
Suatainlne
femmes show has had, Her songs or nitery dates, as well as further
that counted and for the reason
Dropped
from, the video airlanes ABC-TV, from New York
and
banter
with
Berle added up to TV bookings. Femme comedienne
that the dancing girls were gowned
Alice
Pearce,
top
legit,
nitery
yaudeo.
and
prances
in
December,
Faye didn't Jean Carroll, doing a "Toast" re^'Stop
Me
If
You've
slipper
in wide
length d're^se'^
singing comedienne making her TV get a chancie to exhibit much dur- peat, was so-so with her .st.andarfl,
V'hich whirled prettily. Feminine Heard This One" has returned to
debut in a weekly; show on the NBC ing her song and pianO; tuta, and routines; featuring some old gaW
ballet dancersj for once, without NBC-TV with a sponsor and with
patThis served, its old format intact. Show is still network, has an oblique style of came off the sfcreen ibokirig like and some not so old. Gal has ot
legs.
It was nice.
humor that's likely to appeal Only Belle Baker.
terned her delivery after most
too, as the. Champions' entrance. an amusing session of gag-telling
a limited audience. She's an offThe entire talifiHt eollfectioh the male comics but on her »
The best camera for them was in by an accomplished group of racon- to
hand, deadpan performer with a reached its apex in the bifiei' garden didn't, look too bad. Carol Bruce,
the balcony on the right but the teurs who know their way around a trick set
of pipes that dialers will finale in which the Diamond Jim given a second-rate intro by auiiidirector made sparing use of it. dialect and a- punchline. Regular
either cotton to or leave strictly Brady era was bolted up. Co.stello, van, overcame the bad stan to
dancer spends weeks working participants on the panel are Benny alone. Her stuff will
prove either Berle. Miss Wilson, and Miss Fay^ wham across a couple of t"",**j
on a routine; practicing, and finally Rubin and Cal Tinney with two or irresistible or irritating,
too subtle contributed handily to the soHg doing a particularly good aenm
figures he's ready. Then a camera three other guests called in weekly
obvious,
too
or
depending upon the :ahd comedy work, whii^ additional iob on "My Bill" from "Show
o V e s up on him cutting his to try outguessing the gags which point of
bits by the Caites Bros, snd Jack: Boat," which she sang in the rcccni
view.
body off at the waist and turning are sent in by viewers. Leon JanOn
^^her opening
show. Miss Collins completed the sequence. revival of the show.
liim into a twisting torso, a pair ney, as emcee, does a fir.strate job Pearce
delivered several of her Topper came with the
Irwin Corey impressed as a lop
9f gesticulating arms and a per- of narrating the jokes, utilizing va- familiar nitery routines such as pair of beef trusters, briefie by a
the Kew?iie TV Der.sonality with hi.s zany panFour NBC cameras, rious styles of narration.,
spiring face.
"Wait For the Dial Tone, Nelly" Dolls, Which made for k punch;- tomime and speech. Dick Bncklevs
Program is allegedly ad-libbed and a new number "I'm In Love exit.
Worked the show which took place
' .
K.'"
with
fake
ventriloquism,
at the International theatre, for- completely, but the rehearsal of With a Coaxial Cable," in her typiAgain the show came out even Gavilan, Buddy Baer. Bonila Granthe routines in some eases is too.|^|fl-,..aiss0j,-afil
merly the Cosmopolitan.
AA..,»v«u.iv 'style;
.iij-.c. 'Aer
.ici '.props
,/vui^i>,aic
'arfe with the time clock. Bftrle was able vitle ^brought up from the studio
i,r.y^..,.^^ir>_
„w,„.ii„^ stanza
apparent.
On the opening
It would be unfair to remark
old
f""fur
pieces,
Pie'^es,
chapekux and to do his "Near You" theme and audience) and Sullivan hiinselt
"F?*»*'±.°!'i!!,?„."?,';:i!flf
."f
current
series,
Rubin,
the
for
exwas
Utrange musical instruments which Texaco got In its singing commer- sei-ving fis the "dummies,
on the work of Estelle Lonng and
casually tosses around. Mark cial.
Loren Welch, the singing ingenue ^tVilf 't o^vl,.^
notablo
only becau-se of
which was obviousl>.tLawrence, accomping at the
and juvenile, as the songs given Eddie Leonard
piano,
GranvUlf's pood work. "1'''^ ™5p
advance
Rubin, who ^id a nice job of backing
awate
them offered little or no oppor-;set"P jn the
up
Rudy Vallee, who's becoming a tin, windhig tli« show with viewers
panel. Is a funny j^na handled some
That no comment is necsolo vocals in staple video guest artist, did a neat of tunes, irn'.'iipd some
1 unity.
(Continued On page 32)
straight manner,
Herm,
essary is the best answer to the
job of pinehhltting for the ailing
(Continued on page 48)
last night.
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HAMMERMG AWAY
at

NATIONAL SPOT BIZ?

As a radio executive, you ore busy building sales
you hope will mean increased revenue.
But are you hammering

away

at

it?

Chipping

off,

facts that

reducing

the resistance that hurts?

Your Messages

In Variety Direct

Your Drive Right To Your Objective—

The Men Who Spend the Major Share
GIVE YOUR FACTS AND FIGURES THE FAST,

of

Hodio Dollars.

POWERFUL IMPACT NEEDED

TO CRACK THE MOST LUCRATIVE FIELD

IN

RADIO TODAY.

MAKE VARIEry WORK FOR YOU

NEW YORK
154

19

West 46th SL

CHICAGO

1

Z60 No. Michigan Ave.

HOLLYWOOD

28
6311 Yucca St.

.LONDON

WC

2

8 St. Martin's Place
Trafalgar Sq.

TELEVISION

$0

Ad

VeJnesday, Februnry

KTLA Cops

Agencies Find Going Rougher

Station

Award

Inside Television

As Acad Debuts 'Emmy'

Hollywood, Feb. 1.
Academy of Television Arts and.
in
Sciences presented the medium's
first video awards at its Hollywood
Ad agencies seeking to gain
The "EmAthletic Club dinner.
foothold in television piogianiming
my," a word derived from Image
Orthicon, was awarded in four
against the onrush of network
categories and accompanied by a
house packages are finding it. a
Five new series of spots were plaque given to the station that
considerably more expensive
listed by Chi station WBKB re- made the most outstanding overall,
proposition than in radio. In order
achievement in 1948. First awards
cently. Sponsors include Spiegel,
agencies
the
dinner was attended by some 50'/
to buck the webs,
Inc, through Schwimmer & Scott industryites, a mixed blaok-tie and
have found they can't project a
Reliable Slip and Drapery business-suit crowd.
agency;
show off a piece of paper or an Co.,
Station award went to KTLA.
through
Deuss,
Gordon
audition disk, as they could do in
Kraml Dairy, Dwlane Paramount station's plaque wa»
agency;
radio, but must give the client suf- Manufacturin|
and Selanes accepted by Klaus Landsbejrg, sta-

With Shows

Than in Radio Crashing

NBC has turned down Jerry Fairbanks Production's

to

video outlets.

Emerson Radio prexy Benjamin Abrams revealed to his board last
week that preliminary figures indicated the company's earnings fnp
1948 would be the largest in its history. Abrams attributed the in*

.

Co.,

visual dressing, including
a modicum of sets and costumes,
to punch the show across.
Networks go to somewhat the

game expense but

their

work

Technical Emmy was presented
When NBC radio and television performer Bob Smith heads
MarshalUField; through Foote, to Charles Mesak of Don Lee for two-week Caribbean vacation after the "Howdy Doody" TV siiowfor a
FriCone & Beldiitg, "using five-a^w'eek "outstanding advancement" in the day (4), he'll record th^ puppet's voice to fill in while he's away and
"Uncle Mistletoe'? on- Chi station video field. Mesak developed the Hank McCune, added to the cast of the moppet show, will handle
phasefinder.
Smith's other chores on the program.
WENR-TV.
Emmy for the local tele scene's
Dan Seymour, now emcee on "We, the People," will take over
WENH-TV starts newscaster Paul "outstanding personality of the Smith's
spot on the Thursday night "Gulf Road Show" on NBC-TV
Harvey twice-a-week for Stewart- year" was bestowed on Shirley
Ashby Coffee Co;, through Roche, Dinsdale; Miss Dlnsdale is the Regular NBC personalities will fill in for him on his AM stints for the
V..'
.web.;.'
Williams & Cleary agency.
voice behind the puppet "Judy
WTMJ-TV,
Milwaukee:
an- Splinters."
nouncements for Capital Sales;
Details on the two systems of theatre teievision were outlined to the
"The Necklac^' won an Emmy,
Zion Plumbing & Heating through toOi as "the best film made for American Institute of Electrical Engineers. Monday #31) ))y RCA
Loise Mark & Associates agency; teevee." I'ilm is one of the series engineer Ralph V. Little, Jr., who declared RCA is still studying both
Jolm Graf Go. through Al Herr titled "Your Show Time," being the direct projection and intermediate film methods. Speaking at
the
agency; and Milwaukee Brewery
produced
by Marshall Grant- Hotel Statler, N. Y^, Little said that the capabilities of the projection
through Allen Rieselbach agency;
Realm Productions for American system are equal to the best studio television equipment but, "til
station breaks for Spic and Span
course, any deterioration of ,the signal between the camera and the
Cleaners through Barnes agency; Tobacco.
final award of the eve- projector causes an inferior picture on the screen."
Fifth
and
Good Housekeeping -Shops through
Right now. Little declared, RCA is attempting to develop a viewing
Alvin Plotkin agency; and Boston ning went to Stokey-Ebert Enter"Pantomime QuiZi'' tube for the projection metliod which would be capable of handling
for
Store through Loise Mark agency; prises
renewals of announcements for which was named "the most pop- greater beam currents and operating at higher potentials so as to iticrease the light output, "while at the same time developing smaller
Poineer Scientific Corp. through ular tele program.''
less costly, reflective optical systems and directional screens with inCayton agency; Otto I. Kiehn Co;
creased light gain." Little averred that large-screen images produced
through
Keck-Franke'
agency;
by both methods "are entirely acceptable to critical audiences" at this
Soerens Motor Co. and P. J. Kaul»
World Films

is

I

considerably easier through
the availability of the necessary
facilities and the fact that they can
as a sustain^r, thereby
show
use a
actually putting it on the air for
the advertisers' onceover. Thus,
for example, CBS-TV ran through
a complete production of both the
"Goldbergs" and the "Morey Amsterdam Show" on closed circuits
before putting them on the air as
sustainers, at which point they
hoped to interest potential sponsors in picking tip the tab.

made

Networks

them

the

also

I

•

.

,

recording

process, for auditioning programs
for which there may not be a sustaining time slot. Through use of
the transcription process, the webs
can. stage a. show on a closed circuit, record It on film and then
show the film to clients for sale.
Agencies, of course, can follow the

same procedure, but

it

-

man

United

Co., Inc.

WBKB,

Chicago; announcements

Air

agency;
and Philco

!

renting of both a studio and a reCost of that to
cording system.
date has made the recording procedurc prohibitive for the agencies.
v,-.„
v»
i .^^
of the increased compeBecause
tition brought to the agency business by TV, the agencies are forced
to compete with each other for
accounts, as well as competing'

1

i

:

I

,.

,

Comfort Corp.;

Rental of TV Sports Clips
Spade Cooley television show ule lin,ed up by a major television
over Paramount station KTLA,
CBS has failed to return some
film distribution outfit was set this
Hollywood, will be sponsored by
week hy United World Films, 2,700 feet of sports clips originally
starting
„off^„an 'Radio
Corp.,
Univerwholly-owned
subsidiary
/of
rented to it in 1946. Advance Tele-^^^^^y CU). Cooley will retain his
First national release date sched^

Saturday night telecast^ over same
station on sustaining basis,
"Bozo the Clown" gels sponsorthe webs for programminR j,,;
Rancho Soups,. Show is
control.
Pointing up the expense beamed \\;eekly from CBS's KTTV
to which they are forced in order Hollywood. Program is an Al
to handle both forms of competi- Simon
package
starring
Pinto
tion, one top agency recently spent Colvig.
$10,000 of its own money on a
Several new advertisers have'
series of spot film commercials for signed foi- spot commercials over
a client.
Spots have been au- WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee. New acditioned by the client but the counts are Spic and Span Dry
a.goncy doesn't know yet whether Cleaners (Barnes ad agency); Capthey'll be acceptable.
itol Sales, for Lincoln Cars (no
agency Ziep i^lumbing
lleating
(Loise Mark if Associates); Good
Housekeeping Shops (Alvin PlotPrince to
kin agency); Boston Store (Loise
Ciiailfs Prince, talent attorney Marki; John. Gral Co, (Al Herr
and Independent Milwi.o uorked tonnerlv with Greg agencyi,
Bam/.er in Hoilvwood. has been waukee Brewery (Allen Rieselbach
a8^"cyt. Renewals tor a series of
wrMprt In iivp nrn^-im Kiiff nf NRP
S'^--^'"^
bVnVtlon^i pl-ol^Jatc^^^^^^^^
.Corp.; Otto L. Kiehn Co., Soerens
,

|

J

&

I

;

NBC-TV

'

I

TV

'

man

'

^'o'"""

1

the staff within the last week, with
trnte Bylield. Jr.. coming in as a
writer.

;

i

.
I

Up Release Sked

CBS Sued for 25G In
For Video Distribution

Dis-

tributors. Inc.

witli

\!^i'leo^ f™m%hi"rn.f.f^°
Hp^,
^^'^
.Ltf^i ft
t he .second
Hollywood^"fl;addition to

time.

Sets

for Botany Mills, Inc., through Sil

means the verstein-Goldsmith

Blackburn.
Prince was signed bv Blackijurn

.

.

have available to

kinescope

crease to the introduction of television models, but declared that no
more than 25% of the company's dollar volume last year represented
sales. Emerson has sinced jumped that figure to 50% of its total
sales and it Is expected to be increased still further this year.
During the board meeting, Abrams was presented with the 10,000 ',
000th radioHfeceiver to. come off the Emerson production lines. J

TV

'

tion director.':

Beauty Supply Co.

"Crusader Rabbit"

Pact between producer and net gives web first re,
fusai on all vldpix turned out by Fairbanks concern. As a result of the
NBC sniii), Fairbanks will peddle the pix hlmselif. -The films are' five,
minute animated sliorts, Finn '(vill make 130 reels and offer them'
television lertes.

'

ficient

2, I94gi

Pictures. c'Plan gives ^broadcasters the option of buying as
many films as they desire, with
rentals pro-rated on the set circulation and population in each TV
/
market area.
Releases have been scheduled for
the first half of the year by
tele sales chief Lewis Blumberg.
They include 13 children's features
of 20 to 60 nimutes each, produced
for .1. Arthur Rank's moppet film
program, tor the first half of -February, and two .serials, one of five
reels and one of six reels, for the
sal

UWF

Picture Service, Inc.. is
charging in a $25,000 damage suit
N. Y: siiprerae court.
filed
in
Operators of a film library, the
claim the -defendant
plaintiffs
wrongfully converted 1.000 feet of
the footage into 35m for its own
vision

'

"

'

use.,'

Deal was strictly on a rental
according to the "complaint,
CBS was obligated to return

basis,

and

the prints.

Action came to light

week when

last

Pecora

Ferdinand

Ju.stice

granted

defendant's

the

March are 13 motion for a further bill of parsubjects in the "Stranger Than ticulars.
Court added that if the
Fiction" series and for April, a plaintiff was lacking in knowledge
package of 11 to 13 sports reels of any of the items he may so
and a series on "Secrets of Life," state under oath.
second

half.

..

Set

for-

produced in England.
May will have the "Atomic Physics" film, broken down into four
episodes for tele, plus a Julius Huxley science series.
Set for June

G^ttelman Brewing, Milwaukee, are two series of travelogs, one
thi-ouglT Scott agency, sponsoring witb 10 reels on England and
five night,s of Gold6n Gloves box- France, and the other with 13 reels,
ing on WTMJ-TV. This is second titled "Going Places." For July,
year of Gettelman picking up UWF will have a series on football
glovos t:ib.
in advance of the: new season.
]
.

EISON'S SPORTS ttUIZ

DEBUT

Chicago, Feb.

1.

Bob Elson will debut a sports
show over ABC-TV Feb. 14,
titled "Identify.'' Program calls for
quiz

guests placing famous sport situations

A.

from

films

Stein

&

and
Co.

stills.

''Whefevtr tkere

music/'said William

is

sponsor,

will

through Louis A.. Smith agency^

i poet'j eve for tie

Gullen Bryant «ith
pnctic>1,"thert

»

is

throng of

ers." And wherever there

WANTED

4tA Airency seeks

man who has been
He

-up to one or two years ago.

Is

now knee-deep

thorough understanding
that television will sell

has been developed.

.He

as there is always

He
all

at less cost

a good idea how

Will be

medium once

man.

tising
_

More

listen-

good

musit,

WQXR

and

throng of

than half

lis-

millioa:

a

tunp constantly ta.thfS£_si.anpnl^

families

it

...so Constantly,

developed and when.

completely conversant with outstanding talent, sources and costs, anddetails involved in the use of toj) talent. He knows how
to put together

is a

is

teners to delight the heart of any adver-

a

and functions. ._He believes

than any other
it

He has

over

WQXR-FM. there

Is fully

reach

them so

no other

effectively,,

station

These

pa

fatni'

is

from spots

lies

love

music
to full length

mercials can be wo.ven into entertainment so that
they get
from the audience.

how commaximum atten-

.

..

good things

is

young

in spirit

a most inviting segment of this h'gg'?!

He

and mind, aggressive, and presents his thinkinir clear-

whether he

Is

thefli*

That's why advertisers find these famili*'

and richest of

He

as they love good

and can afford to buy

shows;

tion

ly aiid effectively

television

In television^

approach than does radio.

of. advertising's objectives

more goods

He has

effective television presentations

top agency

end of movies or theatre

qualified to lake over the reins of our Agency's lelevision activities which, i*e
believe, requires a completely different

1

in the creative

selling the agency's account executives

or

all

markets.

May

your sales-seeking song to

'*« P'f''

this

miiS!''

hungry throng?

good organteer and can work well with people, gaining their
respect for his sound judgment and clear thinking.
Above all, he looks for-

clients.

is a

ward

department

to the opportunity of joining an
aggressive advertising agency and
building a television department which will
be responsible for a vast amount

of its total billinir-

m

Candidates should write Box. No. V-ZT, Variety, 154
West 46th

York

director

post.

19, giving detailed Information

St.,

New

which they think qualifies them for the

Interview will be arranged quickly*
AND WQXR-rM
RADIO STATIONS OF THE

NEW VqHK

TIMES

y^j «>«JaY. February

2,

194»

THE mWEST MEDIUM

YOUNG &
N«w

Yorik

CWco»o

Oeh«»

RUBICANi, INC.

S<(nfrOTc»eo

Ho//ywo«l

Al«n»r.<rf

advertising
rcronl.

M»xi€oCity

^Tednesday, February 2, 1949

RADIO
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^Luncheon at SardiV

speciftcally

and radio and television

will be really in the general public

Television Reviews
Continued from page 28

however,

show.

Some

Hour

to Full

Wyllis Cooper to Script

vested interests."

;

toon idea was a deep Sea diver
necking with a mermaid with his

and carries the
of his narrations could

gent,

Expanded

and not for the benefit of

Teople' in Staff Shuffle
WOR's (N. Y,) "Luncheon at
Sardi's" will go to a full hour
In a production shuffle yester.
On a third front—a projected re- starting April 13, although it will day (Tues.) on "We, the
People,"
FCC remain as a 30-minute stanza on
the
within
organization
Gulf series Tuesday nights Dn
•
through the adoption of a panel Mutual.
also
"Sardi's" is the station's • Wibst CBS, Wyllis Cooper takes over the
the subcommittee
system
turned thumbs dbwn, expressing its successful ,cross-the-board after- writing assignment on a freelahce
opinion that "any attempt to make noon show, 'both commercially and basis, Lindsay MacHarrie
returns
decisions by less than the whole program-wise. The expansion fits
as supervisor and Phillips Lord
Commission would not be in accord in with the station's policy of
with the Communications Act." bringing big names to daytime originator and title owner, will
However, the report acknowledged shows and also answers listeners again have an advisory .status.
the need for speeding up work and requests for longer interviews with
James P. O'Neill and Aubrey
suggestfed a procedure similar to guests.
Williams have resigned as scrlpters
that of appellate courts in which
and Lenny Safir becomes idea mail
writing of decisions are assigned
and researcher.
Rod Erlckson
to a group or subcommittee within
gives up the producer assignment
the Commission.
to; join the Young
Rubieam radio
Continued from' page. 27
interest

.

—

be drastically trimmed for better boss going underwater to say,
effect. Tinney has an affable drawl- "Johnson, you're fired!" Bill Holling style of delivery that serves as man's impromptu sketch for the
same tagline showed a foreman
a neat contrast to Rubin's style
construction
skyscraper
a
Although predominantly verbal, on

to a riveter hurtling
iS being geared for sight shouting
values also. Some of the gags are down past him. Hollman won the
acted out by the panel with the use round.
makes
of props. Although this reduces becartooning
Lightning
lief that the sliow is: spontaneous, fascinating TV. Between rounds
it helps eliminate the dragging ef- several fun-provoking tricks were
fect of solid talk.
used. Jay Irving, a regular on the
Plugs for the building materials show, was blindlolded and refirm are rendered by a couple of quired to draw one of his charac"Wear" and ters, "Willie Doodle." Casson was
called
characters,
"Tear," who give a negative build- given a scribble and had to make
wp to the banfcroller's product. It's a cartoon out of it. Hollman and
a clever twist but it was used too Casson Yvere given blinders and
often on the opening show.
asked to caricature a maii they

show

.

I

'Suspense'

I

i

&

'

;

I

Bus B'casting

X

4Y'ru

T

MM

on the
full CBS eastern and midwestern
nets, comprising 10 stations that
Prowill get it simultaneously.
gram will also be kinescoped for
delayed transmission on kTTV,
CBS outlet in Hollywood. It will
follow the heavily-rated "We, the
People" on CBS, replacing "What's
It Worth," which is to be moved to
another time slot. Miner, who also
produces "Studio One" and ''Gold-

Continued from page 25
had never seen, from Irving's veiv
description. The man's reaction ^^^^^ pa,.^
tj^p i,us system, the
cartoons and the cartoonisls
j-g^iize additional revenue.
to their unseen model in '47-'48 fiscal year. City Transit
a bright moment.
System
which covers subways.
Show doesn't lack audio appeal, busses and trolleys—operated with
'
either. Folksinger Oscar Brand, a deficiency of $30,500,000.
accompanying himself on the gw
Question of captive FM was;
tar, creates clever ad lib: lyrics raised in .niid-194S when bus fare
the
and
cartoons;
describing the
hike was being debated. At that

With
m,„
Holman,

,

^'^"^
^ni *°
reaction
w^^^
Walter provided

r.,««„„

ft«.»r
Rr,^d.
Oscar Brand.
Hurley, emcee.
Producer: / lUion E. Krents
Director: Howard Gordery
30 Mins., Sat., 8:30 p.inv
Sustaining

'

ABC-TV, from New York
"Draw Me a Laugh"

-

,

,

:

giveaways: Thfere were, ..however, time bus operators felt it politic to
draws six prizes bh thei show and six shelve issue, feeling that passenplenty. Basic idea of the show is ballads by Brand latiding the mer- gers might put up a kick and ar^
good talent. gue that additional ad revenue.
chandise
was wasting
...
,
a kind of "Can You Top This?"
His folksong technique is a na- U,ould eliminate need for tHe
with cartoons. Viewers send in tural for commercials and some j,0os(.,
cartoon idea' and gag line, with sponsor should latch on to Brand
^.g" ^^^g^^^^
rg.
Mel Casson, who draws "Jeff in a hurry.
ceived a variety of proposals, rangSmooth out a lew production ing frdni cbntraets giving "the tranCrockett" strip, executing the carkinks, knock out a few unneces- sit system ctit in revenne to offers
toon in two minutes, SimultaneABC to install aU equipment free,
and
complications
sary
,
,.
^,
,
^,
,
ously the ga| line, but^ not the should have a lively show in
Among broadcasters considered
cai^toon idea,' is given to the guest "Draw Me a Laugh."
eager for trarisitcasting is Herb
who gets two minutes to whip off a
Petty of
Petty is said to
sketch. Then a panel of four from
be talkiiig to the privalely'bperated
the; studio audience judges which
Kftli'; A'venue
Bus Corp., with
is the funnier cartoon.
wliicih hi5 station has an existing
In one round the viewer's cartie-in.
Loew-owneid indie 'has iin
Continued from page
outlet currently duplicating Its
'

I

bergs" for CBS, plans to utilize as
many new scripts as possible, but
may also pick up Some ot the
''Suspense'* properties which are
Agency for
applicable to tela.
Auto-Lite is Newell-Emmett.
shows for
In lining up .its
tele, CBS is following the new
procedure of auditioning them via
dry-run transmissions. "Suspense"
is the iflrst one for which a sponsor
was lined up before the show went
on the air.

I

,

I

.

|

|

WMGM.

i

1

Senate-FCC

'

j

radio

qr.a;mi'''.

.

.

.

Pelt,

I

Constitution, Atlanta, (9a.

'

„

IHUTIIHKES^.fl'

I

1

I

i

i

j

for Ivory Flaket
CBS( Mon. thru Fri.

,

\HIJ_

'

j

j

With

JOHN

Written

K.

M,

McCAFFERY

Dirertcil

uiiid

1

by

!

ADDISON SMITH

FCC

P„™' f.^'^y

for being "overawed and too

fh^' ni,^„^^"
impressed" by engineers ^'^^/^--^P-^^^^
"who are the employees of major
contract calls for 16 hours of
commercial interests in the mdus- radio entertainment daily to be
try" and for not always balancing furnished by KCBC on an FM
its testimony "against the broad band, the broadcasts to include mupublic policy of what is best for sic, spot news, sports and commer
the general Interest."
clals
designed "for
shortride
The report recommended that listeners." However, the femme
the committee continue Investlga- fans of soap operas will have to
tlonsj begun last year, of influences stay at home to keep up with the
operating on the FCC. ''Only byi daily airings.
Contract; calls for commercials
such pitiless exposures," it said.
of 25 seconds' duration, with a
"can we hope to make certain that
maximum of 12 In any hour. The
yet-to-be-made decisions
of
the
programs, transcribed or recorded,
greatest and most paramount Im-j
will
emanat^
from
KCBC's
porlanco to the American people studios.
in the lioUl of electronics generall.V:
Contract calls for installations

much

EDDIE CANTOR! HELP!!

j

,

HO littppy, f Goiild weep.
.

!

I
Kot Hointftlilnfr for you, hut eiln't
reiK'h you.
Yuii want Jt, oiil.v I'm
imld
buck letiinj; you iiit \'« it.
Ans. m».,
Ida will be pleawetl wlien you slnfc-r^

,

.

'

t

.

"I'M

SO HAPPY,

I

I

;

COULD WEEP;"

of

Hoiiff

Kids
-

will

weep

b« fm haiipy, that

kiiowliiff

f/p.

profits'

ure for tlieni,

I wrote complete «onff.^wltH' hopef«-^
will siiiK it lu Col Jtrndley's
MliiNtrcIs, Didabnry's I'lieutre, IVHiden,
\., Fob. 1«.
1 really need yonr
hejp.
Tfo ifBg.
Coiitaet me.
Vmi

wnd
,N.

mu8t

fret

ftoiiif

(Brooklyn)'

NomelHiw.

VICTOU

S.\CH.\1B

VValdeii, K. Y.

.

i

I

Tlie Polio
tliey will

3

be five minutes longer than
"Camel Newsreel Theatre"
turned out now by Movietone. Entire operation will headquarter in
a special NBC studio reconverted
into a TV newsroom in Badio City,
N. Y. Plans are now in the works
to eventually stage live pickups
will

the

all 14 NBC stations linked by
the coaxial cable.
NBC has hired 14 additional men
to supplement its present news
staff and now has contracts with

from

.

t

'

Vm

Continued from page 27

'

—Rita Van

\

Camel

.

'

•

,

and Winger will directly handle
the administration of the station
while Bryan J. Bush, former local'
salesman, will be
charge of

-

m

sales.

Time Magazine
NOUyWOOD

the matter of clear channels ^^'^i, fH^'i'
t-"
j
Attitude of, stations
and
com„ , ,
,
be handled by Congress; that legis- mgrcial firms interested in transitlation be delayed until after the casting-is one of "let's wait and see
Canadian international conference what the city's experiments turn
up." Board of Transportation may
^
has been held; that the Commis- rgigase its findings in two or three
sion then be invited to suggest) weeks.- iFeeling- is that if buS'
legislative changes; that, if deemed broadcasting works in New York, it
P"y^^^'-«essential to give other countries
the U. S. position on clear channel
j^i^i^g^ Bj,j,j,gg g„ pj^,
superpower, this, nation- declare Its
Des Moines Feb 1
advocacy of 50kw power limitation
riders in Ties Moines are
for all signatories, with each coun- going to have music while they
try to use its own clear channels ride.
The D. M. Railway Co. has
signed a contract with KCBC to
as it sees fit.
On the question of television al- Sive that station the right to broadlocations, too, the report hit the Ji-'^-t Programs to bus riders from

omv

pro-

.

FM

\

I

unique

a

of

the resignation of Kalpli Patt as
general manager of WDOD, Chattanooga, .has been announced by
Earl Wiriger
coowners of the station, 'iliomas

Norman Thomas and

:

I

K

"Certainly

account.

Chattanooga— Announcement

AM

.

.

on the General Foods

staff

AM

I

;

'

directed

Stevens.,
Tele siiow will be carried

;

I'

and

duced

I

MI'
DRAW MP

and proby Robert

sion originating in N.Y.

1

'

REPORTER: "Deluge of
mail pouring into ABC. from women,
lauding th« ELEANOR AND ANNA
ROOSEVEIT show a* the first network
rocognilion of fomalo Intelligence in
daytimo programming,' (hbuld convine* tho n»t> that' tho ladit* aren't
at zany about loap eperai at network and agency moitormindt hove
:

figured."

NtWSmBK:

teverol advertitert were avidly

fflindi:

JOHN

WNBW, NBC's

Wash-

Agency for Camels

is

William

the

eyeing the thow , ^ , convinced that'
the American people are ttill a> in-

East, Africa and South America to
provide footage from those areas.
John Cameron Swayze is to be chief
commentator and members of the
staff of

moment,

the

it untponiorcd OH: ABC;.
Bui
looked like a temporary ttotui.
With the Truman uptet froth in their

thit

teretted

news

"For

(how

newsreel companies in Europe and
freelancers in the Far East, Near

ington outlet, will 'handle special
events emanating from D. C. Operation is to be supervised by William F. Brooks, NBC news veepee,
and news; and special events chief
Ad Schneider.

:

wore

in

in the
1944."

Rooteveitt

at

they

CftOSBV: "It't the mott elevated and ambitiout. womah't program to com* along in a coon't age
and mott women thould find It o
nourithing addition
to their morning
radio fare.
In fact, the men might
too ... Mrt. Rooievelt hot devoted
her time chiefly to 'interviewing her
guettt, an awe-intpiring litt,
Early
return* Indicate that . the guettt on
thit program will tie of an importance
not matched anywhere elte."
.

.

Esty.

I

•

New rOAK

NBC Runs
S

fOST: "Mrt. Eleanor
Rootevelt and. her daughter Anna are

Into

Continued from page 23

pie of hours on the: phone with
Trammell outlining his proposition. He wants a deal similar to
that worked out by Paley and

For Profiioble Selling -In vesfigale
Morris Agcy

bringing

new

and lubstance

dignity

to lhat'watleland

of ideal; daytime

radio."

*'

eventually in 150 vehicles.

Bing Crosby whereby NBC would
buy into Hope's corporate setup.
Continued: from page 27
In view of NBC's stance to date
commissions are concerned. In this
rejecting all previous deals bor^
respect, television is following a
dering on capital gains, it was
historic pattern established by the
considered a certainty that Trammajority of agencies which used mell
would toss it otft, although
vaudeville and cafe eaminBs to It
has been Indicated "that Tramstart in radio, later took variety
mell plans to huddle with Hope
and radio earnings to make head- later in the season in
the hopes of

RADIO DAILY:

".

charm

the fact that the hoi
characlerittict of the

liei

many of

in

the

.

daughter Anna't

.

FDR,"

late

:

WDEL

WCAL

WILMIN&TON

LANCASTER

DELA.

PENNA.

j

I

I

'

1

I

WKBO

WRAW

HARRISBURG

READING

PENNA.

WEST

YORK

EASTON

PENNA.

PENNA.

STEINMAN

in films, bands,

are

now

and

legit;

and effecting some sort of compromise

using radio earnings

'"'Sipi^^'if'"?
However, it is

tb'

(

d'^al

Although CBS is anxious to grab
Hope for a back-to-batk Wednight
bracketing
with
Crosby, Charles Liickniah, prexy
of Lever Bros., the ebmedian's
spphsor, would prefer that Hope

''"'^'"S^-

expected, that
a, year or so, tele departraents will be able to stand on its
.

off

within
I

!

PENNA.

WORK

way

nesday

own without

subsidy from other
fields. In a few years they believe
that tele will be the top money
department in the entire office.

remain on NBC. But if Hope; can't
peysiiade the network to talk a
deal on his, terms, he's willing to
Joiii the rest of the: Sties in hitching on to ''Paley's Comet."

Steel Sponsors Gailmor
Unusual set-up of a commentator'
sponsoring a corhmentator developed on WLIB,
when Johannes

STATIONS

fN, Y.)

Sunday

(30)
.-,

Monaging Oirector

'

"Report on World Aftairs.'
Sponsorship is definite for four
Sundays, but if response warrants,
Gailmor will be aired three or five
times Weekly, Gailmor is also heard
on a WLIB co-op at 2 p.m.
tion,

».p.e»„;.<>bK

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES

Chicago

San FroncUco

New

York

Los Angelei

I

'

I

radio, personality.

Her

won

first

I

largest listening audiences of anv
of the disk .iocRs. Specific daytime spots have not been inked
in yet.

Eigon, incidentally,
I

from Miami Friday

broadcast

ravet, in the

trade.'-'

"(MH.

VAKIETYt

Rootevelt)

ranks

the ttand-out commentatori on
she displays more
courage and it more positive than
most of the olhert put together."

with

the air today

.

.

.

.

VOGUE;
ditcuttion

yum

a program in which
above the yum'

it

serious,

cookies: levol

of

:

daytime

most

commenlalo'rtL"
the Rootevelts
DAILY VARItTY: ".
teem born to the microphone
Anna made her network debut,; and
.

.

.

,

her father (and) mother .
played the attributes that owgur
like

.

.

career

on

the

.

dis-

for

a

airlanes.

Her enunciation and measured

gab-,WlNS's Jack Eigen

I

Cloir R. McCollough,

.

gram and a new

successful

Strauss

Stores,- which; dropped
all-nighter, has
bor now off the airwaves, started bhilted its bankroll
to
daytime
bankrolling William S. Gallmor's show.s on the N. Y. indie.
Sponsor
4 p.m. talkfest.
lelt Eigcn's stint from the Copa
Steel picked up tab on Gailmor wa,sn't reaching its
kind of market
program on behalf of his publica though Eigen has one of
the
Steel, liberal

TIME; f. .
with the able attittonce
of daughter Anna, Mri. Roosevelt returned to the air with a new pro-

(4).

is

due back

ery

made

Created,

for relaxed listening

.

.

Packaged and Produced by

MASTERSON,
REDDY and NELSON
Radio
6331

and Talivition Producfioni
Hollywood Blvd.. Hollywood
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Acknowledgmeiit
Who

to Thoso

two years ^Iiich 'have been made rich by
their artistry,' sympathy and understanding, a

FOR

group of writers, producers, performers and
singers has been making radio history.
'

The program

in which these people take part

—

"THE GREATEST STORY EVER TOLD" is

one in which

little

opportunity 'exists for

Request None
individual acknowledgment and recognition.

As

the third season begins for this unique and

highly acclaimed program.

& Rubber

Company

to thank the following for the reverence, sincerity

and

skill

which have characterized their

1erry~Ro$s,'w'h0~is in charge of -sound effects-

JOSEPH CONWAY

CWEN ALDEN
VERA ALLEN
t>AVID ANDERSON
MICHAEL SINCLAIR ARTIST
HALFH S. DELL
ALLEN BRADLEY
fcDWIN BRUCE^
'

IPRANK BUTLIEH

hALPH CAMAHOO

and th« members

who have

,

EDWARD

ClILLEN

JOEOiSANTIS

JIMMY DONNELLY
ERIC DRE9SLER

:

BOB ORYDEN
ETHEL EVERETT
BETTY CAHDE
JAMES G0S8
LARRY HAINES

of the orchestra

i

jack hartley
rod hendrickson
alan hewitt
Edwin jerome
lamont johnson
owen jordan
william keene
joan lazer

>

bill lipton

CRAic McDonnell

GOOD/f'EAR
IM

KUBBCR

scripts

—

given splendid performances In leading roles

and chorus who havo provided

THE OREATEST HAMI

fine,

works

Waddill CatchingS/ who produces the program
Fulton Oursler^ who conceived the program and edits the
Henry Denkerr who writes and directs the program
William StoesSf who directs the orchestra and choir
Leonard Bldir# who is in charge of network production

These radio adors and actresses

The Goodyear Tire

takes this occasion publicly

ARNOLD MOSS
HENRY M. NEELY
SANTOS ORTEGA
TED OSBORN
I^ARREN PARKER
TED PEARSON
LARRY ROBINSON:
NORMAN ROSE

EVERETT SLOANE
SYDNEY SMITH
JIMSEY S0MER9
EOCAR STEBLI
KARL SWENSON
KARL WEBER.
ETHEL WILSON
ROLAND WINTERS
JOSEPH WISEMAN
'

'

ANNE SEYMOUR
ELEANOR SHERMAN

vital

musical backgrounds

.:.

We

and

interludes

think you'll like

^'The Greatest Story Ever

Every Sunday

— ABC

Told"

Neimrk

;

:

;

.

Wednesday, February

S4
Ice

Radio Reviews
Continued from page 24

Format-

"allowances."

of
is

with

sometimes a

easy, stressing the
Giselle doing three

The

.

evident.
Jaco.

In Television Field

I

I

AM

I

—

to adlib^^were

Now

it's

.

and

Advantages and drawbacks on nonscripted
three
feature
mikers

seemed

Authorized By FCC; 124

'

As such

personalities.

.

discussion,

bit slow, halting

Policy

Continued trom p«Ke 23

1.

NBC's thinking that the chances
Washington, Feb. i.
are considerably slimmer of a
Total number of radio broadcast
$30,000 to $40,000 a week timestations authorized in the U. s.
talent-package operation <such as
of Jan. 1, including AM, FM, and
Benny) translating itself into a
•air.''
TV, was 3,217, according to figures
cost - per > dollar payoff for the
Last Thursday five of the six
released last week by the Federal?
Similarly, NBC feels that
client.
local outlets were off the air due
Communications Commission. This'
such perpetuation, of high' talent
to ice condition. In Fort Worth
was
a net increase of 172 over thb
must inevitably reach a point
and other communities simiy>r costs agencies and sponsors will previous year.
where
cases were reported. Some cities
Television stations authorized at
revolti:,,:- V.
were without power, while still
the turn of 1949 totaled 124,^ an
Prior to the SPAC meeting,
others telephone lines were down
increase of 51 during the year. FM
there was considerable trade spec*
cutting off network programs.
authorizations totaled- 966, a de->
ulation as to how the key affiliate
crease of 44,
stations totaled
ihos-ses would respond to ^lie loss
2,127, a gain of 165. (Of those auIt's
of the network's top talent.
thorized, approximately 65 yideii
still considered within the 'realm

over-wordy, produced several valuable guidance points for parents,

Commercials are short,
pointed to sales and special attractions around the Morgan store.
Newt.

1949

hit the past weekend again, due
to the extremely cold wave in this
area. Ice-burdened antennae collapsed, forcing the stations off the

,j

numbers.

NBC

Several Stations Off Air
Dallas, Feb.

2,

Total Of 3,217 StaHons

Radio stations have been hard top

Miss Drooze, of staff acts as mo'derator. Educators and others with
experience and ideas, are guests.
Edward S. Deevey, principal of
School
Philip Livingston High
orch is under direction: of Geoffrey here, was the added participant on
Waddington with arrangements one shot heard. Dr. Donnelly and
throughout by Johnny Burt;
In- Prof, Deevey discussed with Miss
tros on all songs and music are Drooz a question raised by dialers
aired by Frank Williams with as to 'the child's responsibility in
Henry Ramer doing the commer* the family," and the collateral one
orch,

in

\

appeal. V Giselle is sparked every
other week by the French - Canadian quartet, the Alouettes, who
mix local folk songs with familiar
musicomedy vocals. The 29'piece

cial chores.

Waye

Texas Takes

Geiseking

:

'•

of probability that NBC may lose
a few choice affiliate plums to
CBS. (It's considered a cinch that,
once having established a firm

.

stations,

700

FM

outlets

and

2,000

,

AM's are believed to be. now' on
Continued from page 23
LET'S IPLAY GAMES
the air).
With Al Bemiei emcee; IVilliam POLICE REPORTS
the Human Side" has frequently
In addition, there were 182 exKeane
With Police Chief Eastman, others
station mouthpiece
Producers: Roger Bowet, Jane Writers: Maury Haguewood, Ro- been Used as
beachhead on top talent, Paley perimental video stations authoreditorializing.
for
Martin
ized as of Jan. 1, or double the
land Bradley
Last December the station took will move in another direction—
Writer: Jane Martin
Producer: Roland Bradley <'
to strengthen the web's facilities.) number a year previously. Educareprinting
column
Variety
ad
in
an
30 Mins.; Tues., 10 p.m.
15 Mins., Sat. 7:45 p.m.
tional PM outlets totaled 50, a
on the show by critic John Crosby. But there's no doubt that by and
Sustainingr
Sustaining
Trammell won over the gain: of 10, facsimile stations
In his N. Y. Herald Tribune review large
WOR, New York
KJR, Seattle
his new thinking.
numbered two, and international
This is a pleasant enough halfHere is a sharp, listenable pub- Crosby stated, "Van editorializes SPAC hoys to
hour which brings back some old lic service program that takes a- in open and so far unscathed deIt was disclosed that NBG is
(shortwave) stations totaled 37.
parlor pastimes. And if the success subject that needs explanation and fiance of a Federal Communica- practically ready to go with 52
of Mutual's "Twenty Questions" publicity and is too of ten. done in tions Commission ruling. Of course, moderately - budgeted shows, after
is any indication, "Games" should a routine way and turns out a editorializing by individuals such screening more than a 1,000 pos-^
catch on. Format brings five con- show that is meaty and news- as Walter Winchell or Fulton sibilities; that some of radio's top
Bilingual
testants before the mtke and has worthy.
Lewis, Jr., is not unknown and is spenders are interested in picking
them: compete in a variety, of conBy using different voices for the not frowned upon by the FCC. Van up the- tab on the Jerry Lewis-:
Continued from page 2!S
tests/ sucn as charades, tongue- various
departmental reports a is in a different category. 'News on
Dean Martin program developed taries on dams, irrigation projects
un- solid impact is achieved.
twisters,
whistle-spelling,
Also,
Human
Side' is a -WOR show
the
scrambling
mixed-up
proverbs, contrasting with the matter-of-fact
similar public topics.
and its editorials represent station by the web',.plus some others that and
,

.

^

:

:

.

i

.trade terms and answering whacky Iquestions. Unforquestions were a little
illy and too simple— one participant gettink 100 points-^tending
to reduce listener interest.
Cute gimmick on the show is use
of' a stooge^ Abercromble, -played
by William Keane, who demonstrates how each
game works.
Abercombie's
provide
blunders
good humor and make things

identifying
.tunately,

report by Police Chief
Eastman, is a dramatized report
from Missing Persons- and from
one other department eSch week.
This time it was from Traffic and
KJR chief announcer Cliff Hansen
punched over the woes of a drunk
who had chosen his drinking com-

personal

'

policy

,.

BOOK

.

gramming.

WABV. Albany

.

.

WMCA

.

Continued from page 23

-WBBM, which was later
sold to CBS, and WJJD, which was
picked up by .Marshall Field.
outfits,

WOV

hopes to use these in
aally 15-minute strip dealing with
special events. Another cross-theboard alrer will be a question and
answer stint, with Italian reporter
replying to queries from listeners
airmailed by the station to Rome.

.

.

WMCA

gt''

Also in preparation are a couple
of soapers. Actors, in the teav
jerkers -find it a novelty,, because^

—

—

History of
has been one RAI
Government network
The Crosby column also re- of slow commercial decline, accord- doesn't air that type' of program.;
ported the "funny coincidence" of ing to N. Y. radioites, since Straus Rome actors have to be coached
a sponsor dropping the show fol- bought it from Ed Noble. Insiders to drop stylized manner for more
lowing. Van's tangling with Grover say Straus's -liberal principles have natural acting approach, Mrs, CueWhalen on New, York's Golden reacted on his pocketbook, causing to says.
Jubilee.
conflict with his* sales
WOV is taking space in Italian
WOR has been interested in edi- frequent
force. Station has had succession mags, pointing out to Latin manu*
torializing in the past, having done of sales heads, including Stark and
documentaries on unsanitary con- Herman Bess, who left to purchase facturers that they can get a foothold In the Ui S, Italo-American
ditions in restaurants and on laxity IWOV and who
is now at WLIB.
market by advertising on the staof atomic materials control.
In- Sales chief is now Harry Solow.
tion. Knowing that many small exteresting point is that station
General managership was offered
mimeod portion of Van's script on to Mike Hanna, head of WHCU porters without U. S. distribution
setups are short of dollars, station

.

;

First regular program here on
psychology, this makes a good start
Jn suing a long-f elt need. New
feature is well worth tuning in;
Featured is Dr. Donnelly/ tabbed I

I

Bing Crosby's

I

M.G-M—

I

i

I'HK C.MIKT.

SHOW

LOU CLAYTON

TELEVISION

PRODUCER-EXECUTIVE
doing lop produclion, programmini), idea«, Mek* greenei' pnlurei;

Box V-16, Variety

New

Yorlc

19,

N. Y.

back,

'

show,

Peggy Lee,

.

:

gain?"

WMCA's lOlG

Biz Spurt
WMCA, N,Y., has signed contracts for new business and re-

Program Analyzer
Continued from page 22

last

Wednesday (26). It turned out to
be one of the season's highs.
Highspot of the show was a Burrows operetta, burlesquing the
"Oklahoma!"-type musical.
With
Crosby and Miss Lee giving an
assist, it was surefire, Yocks started with a "jolly bandit type" song,
increased with a ''love type" ditty
and reached a crescendo with the
grand finale, "California."
Burrows said he's "terrific on
television,
(Lot of guys in the
trade will go along with him on
that). He addended that he's, look^
ing for a bankroller: "If I stay out
of work another year is that a capital

Now

Philco

.

along with vocalist
I

Kvciry Frid«y Nlte, 9:30. X:.S.T.

I

I

j

*-"»---»--*-» * ** ****

Abe Burrows, who calls himself
"a singer who can't sing," guested
on

'On an Island with You"

Gieseking, indicating' that listeners (Cornell U.),
some months
had written in requests for copies. but he turned it down.

Followup Comment

*-»-f'4-.*-

"eminent Albany psychologist."

St.,

have been auditioned.

general outlines are

.

'

154 W. 46th

Its

.

easier for contestants.,
whom one drinks^
Emcee Al Bernie, cOmic curA report from the Mental Inrently headlined at the Diamond vestigation department, ft little
Horseshoe; does a nice job^ han- known activity of the police) also
dling the participants tactfully.
added to the pull of the show.
Roland Bradley does a nice job
of tying together the scripts from
PSCHQLOGIST'S NOTE
With Dr. Joseph Donnelty, Blaine reports written by Maury Haguewood.. and keeps show rolling for
Drooz, cuests
nice timing and pace. Altogether
Sustaining
a top job of public interest pro^
15 Mins.. Frl.. llrlS a.m.
'

Mgt.:

;

Even
non-controversial level
the station admits that 'News on
the Human Side' appears to be a
He did it in clear, though minor violatiAi :of
t>ani6ns unwisely.
fine style with a wryly humorous the FCC's rule against editorialbit that emphatically underlined ising. So far the commission, has
the wisdom of knowing those with made no protest."

.

as

.

,

determined by editorial conferMost
ences of WOR newsmen
of the crusades are on a human,

mechanical or paper - and - pencil
methods, Wolfe's system is. electrical.
Slight pressure on a. button
by the testee cuts in an electrical
resistor,

affecting the needles

the contror panel

on

dials.'

WNEW

Wolfe and
officials point
out that the system is still experimental. "The method and practical experience are more important
than
the
mechanical
gadget,"

newals totaling more than $104,000,
according to Harry Solow, sales
director.
Included is ja contract
for upwards of $40,000'by Krasdale
Foods, which is the distributor's
first venture in radio. The agency
is Green-Brodie.
Purity Bakeries have signed a
$30,000 renewal contract, via Y&R,
on the ''Mr. and. Mrs. Music'' show.
Procter & Gamble and American
Cigaret and Cigar Co. have skedded
spot campaigns. Other new con-

Wolfe says. "I am still using
tracts include BC Remedy, NU
paper and pencil methods of vot- Kurl, and
Nestle's Milk Products.
ing as well as the machine.
In
addition, I am testing listeners at
home, to find out how closely reactions in the studio follow reactions under relaxed home condi-

g

spearhead of the anti-clear movement, had estimated a minimum
annual tab of $10,000 to set Up a

WAKR's newsroom.

Broadcasters named to the committee are: S. A. Cisler, WKYW,

WSRS

goodbye

to

take

BBD&O

"Programeter"

sired

Continued from page Zi

'

over can be used to
determine continuous reactions or reactions at der
intervals.

Audiences

European recovery

NEW4IRLEANS

f

WOSD
.,

TV Chanaol ft-v
31,000 WaH*

Orleans' first
sod. •If/;)'. TrftosmitlioK from stop th«
Hibernia Bank Buildins the Kmpirc State
of the Deep South.

—

ABC

— NBC

DUMONT — WPIX

office.

C.

Affiliated

Bruce

WATZ,
WLAC,

AM

KXLY,

Spokane.

would

spell disaster to

lie

— SOOO waHt
—

15,000 W«H»
Channol 287
<G. P. 155,000 watts).
'

WDSU's dominant HooperatinK, pioneerioK service and high Intcacc loyaltr
THE buy in New Orleans!

NiW OMIANS

Chicago—Green

"No wonder he's beeit.watching: the clock lately.

... .

Wheatiest'v

Bay

Brewing

Corp., invading Chi area with Van
Beer, has signed with
for "You'll Like This," barber
shop quartet; five quarter hours
weekly, 13
weeks,
Walter L.
Rubens agency handles.

WIND

B apra i enled fcy 11*

-jeCSu:

independent

AL:

that music out of
issue

one pidno.

He

>P

AK AmUATi

operators."

DEAR

:

Louisiana and the .GuU Coast.

VM

Johnson said the 24 stations: advocating super power had dominated previous Senate committee
hearings, and if allowed to operate with proposed 750,000 watts
would knock out 2,000 small stations.
He said "super power plus
clear channels plus four networks

1280

(effective 20,000 watti in
Kreater.New Orleans)
Covering New Orleans, South

McConnell,

WHBU, Anderson, Ind,; Don Scarle,
KMMJ, Grand Island, Neb.; and
Craney,

with

New OilMns Item

Alpena, Mlch.'F. C. Sowell,
Nashville;

felerision AlliliaM

Stop worrying about how Jon August gets
Dyke

1

.

Washington

can Louisville; Les Biederman,

vote whenever they wish or they
can be asked to vote by flashing
a "vote now" legend on a screen.
Wolfe is one of the few program
analysis experts whd" have Creative
programming experience. He has
three years of program writing experience and for six years has
written commercials for top shows,
'including Jack Benny and' the Hit
Parade.
He is the author of
"Modern Radio Advertising," to be
published by Funk and Wagnalls.
In addition to his radio program
testing, Wolfe is working on audience reactions to TV.
Reactions
are being polled in three ways:
(1) live, before one or more video
sets; (2) using kinescoplc film; and
(3)
using film programs in a
dummy TV set with a special rearprojection unit.

:

New

War Chest

Indies

Cleveland— Ced Dunbar left his tions."
disk post with WSRS and
The
researcher has
for WNNR, Richard .Tohnston, Who been conducting tests with his maappeared on the "Ohio Story," chine before audiences of Y's, the
writes a new story with WCMW's American
Legion and WBRY,
announcing staff. Bob Roger bid Waterbury,
The

WERE

is accepting part payment in lira.
Indie feels in so doing it is imple-

menting the
program.

all

tells oil in this

page 43.
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RADIO
30 'World Premieres' On

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

WNYCs

Tap for

;

35

Test to Supreme Court on Crime News

lOlh

Reporting Seen in Balto Decision

American Music Fiesta
Parker, blind years has been active in March
for WLAW, of Dimes and Community Chest
Fact that more longhair, music is
radio commentatpr
drives and presently is board
Baltimore, Feb. 1.
000 watter in Lawrence, awarded
outstanding merit chairman of the Detroit Television being written in small towns by
A test case, which may deters certificate of
for Round Table. Dean Linger, assist- relatively unknowns than in the
mine the rights of radio stations
Iw the American Foundation
NCCJ's 'Empty Chair'
and newspapers everywhere to reihe Blind. The program honored ant promotion manager of the big cities is revealed in: the pro'
"The Empty Chair," a tran- port certain types of crime news
wag her weelcly "News Notes for ABC Central Division in Chicago, gram for the Tenth Annual Ameri- scribed
for has been named to ' take over
drama starring Margaret in advance of trials^ is on its way
over
the Blind," aired
can Music Festival to be aired by O'Brien,- and featuring Mrs. Elea-! to the U. S. Supreme Court on
Hendrick's old duties.
the past eight years,
WNYG, New York's municipal sta- nor Roosevelt as guest -.speakeril appeal. Appeal is to be taken folwill be cut today (Wed.) lor the
lowing the conviction last Friday
PittsbUrefa— Kay Balfe, v^t- Pitts- tion, between Feb. 12 and 22.
Salt Lake Ctty—A weekly panel
National Conference of Christians (28) of three Baltimore broadcast
discussion of and by state senators burgh announcer who resigned re^
More than 50 compositions never and Jews,
j
in- cently
stations and the commentator of
from
stafr,
ha.s
but for the people, has been
previously heard on the air,: include
Program, which wiU be released one for violating of a Baltimore
augurated by KDYL for a quarter- joined the sales department of
country,
Origi- WESA in Charleroi, Pa
supreme court rule.
Henry ing 30 works to receive their world to station-s throughout the
hour weekly presentation.
was written by Alvin Yudkoff and
Station WITH Was fined $500,
nating from a committee room at DeBecco, WJAS spieler, got his premiere, are skedded for broadwilV
directed
be
produced
and
by
and WFBR and WCBM. $300
the State Capitol, the moderator, marching orders from Uncle Sam ca.st during the 11-day celebration,
apiece; and James P. Connolly,
Newell Knight, has as guests two last week and has already left to Among the works to b^ premiered Jack Lloyd.
Democrats and two Republicans to serve his stretch in the Army
news, editor- and: commentator: of
"-Fit for a
one-act
opera,
are
a
Philson,
Roy
salesman for
bring first hand information on
WITH, was fined $100. They were
King," by Martin Kalmanoff and a
ON-THE-SPOT
both tsides of controversial issues. last two years, has left indie stacharged with being in violation of
tion to take a similar post with trio by Boris Koutzen. Other comthe Baltimore- supreme court for
posers whose works will be introKQV, the. Mutual outlet here:
airing details of a murder case in
IN
Greensboro, N. C.^ Earl McD. Phil Zinkand,
announcer- duced are Llysses Kay, New Rorem,
violation of the court rule proWestbrook, former Dunn mayor actor-disk jock, has taken over the Alan :Hovhaness, Karol Rathaus:
Boston, Feb. 1.
and business and civic leader, is operation of the: Ware Recording and George Garratt.
WCOP, Hub ABC outlet, scored hibiting pre-trial publication of
some facts. The rule bars publicaa tnetnber of a group that has just Studios downtown
Nancy Mura radio news beat last week in havfestivals
works
by
In
previous
purchased WGTC at Grenville. ray, secretary on KDKA staff for
ing its special events man. Ken tion of the fact that an accused
William
Schuman,
Gould,
Morton
has confessed, that he has a crimStation is one of the oldest in last seven years, is leaving the
Aaron Copland, Roy Harris, Vir-; Meyers, on the spot in the climax inal record, and any evidence the
Eastern Carolina; and has been in station.
gil Thomson, Elie Siegmeister and of a city-wide manhunt- that re- police may: have against him.
operation since 1939.
Samuel Barber were given their suited in the shooting of a cop by
fourth radio station, codea crazed gunman
and the at-j
New York-T-Announcement of first performances.
San Antonio—A new half-hour the appointment of Albert S.
tempted suicide of the doped pa- fendant WSID in suburban Es.sex,
City Radio Director Sy Siegel an'- rolee. First time in the city radio was absolved in the suit. A fifth
program made its debut Saturday Goustin to the New York staff of
morning, over: WOAI under the Blair-TV, Inc., exclusive television nounced that the festival will be ever got a first-hand account, of a defendant, powerful WBAL, trie
sponsorship of the Alamo National station, as an account exec, was opened of f ic i ally by Mayor criminal's capture at gun point.
Hearst station, obtained a severIt is heard from 6:30 to
Bank.
Acting on a tip Meyers, took his ance and is -yet to be tried..
made here by William H. Weldon, O'Dwyer with an address on Febi
t:30 a.m. and will be directed at president. -He took over his new 12 at. 'S p.m. A record number of tape recorder: to an uptown apartImmediately after the verdict;the farmers and ranchers pri- position this week.
public concerts— 18, of which 16 ment house where the: 22-year old counsel for
and WFBR anProgram will have Bill
marily.
will be free-T-will be sponsored by criminal,, who had terrorized the nounced they would take the case
Shomette^ WOAI Farm and Ranch
the city station during the celebra- city ever since his parole a month to the Court of Appeals and theni
director as m.c. and Lucian Jones,
Des Motaes-r-Two: radio„broad- tion.
ago, was thought to be cornered. if necessary, on up to the U. S*
V;p. in charge of agricultural and casting companies have filed artiPurpose of the festival is three- As police swarmed into the build-'- Supreme Court to test the author-,
livestock division of the bank as cles of incorporation with the fold: to, stress the contsibution of
ity of a Maryland state court to
the "roving banker."
Program secretary of state. One will be at young American artists and com- Ing Meyers recorded the events make such rulings. Station WITH
will be heard for 52 weeks.
Oelwein and the other at Boone, posers, to present their new and first-hand, later picking up an ac- was expected to join in the appeal.
la.,
and each is capitalized at seldom heard works, and to offer count of the chase that resulted
'In his final argument before the
in cornering the criminal in a room
Amarillo, Tex.^Lonriie J. Pres- at $100,000. Northeast Iowa Radio an overall tribute to Americans of
occupied by a couple of kids and- special court trying the contempt
ton, V. M. Preston and Alice How- Corp. will operate at Oelwein and all races .creeds and national ori'
the newspaper reporter's question- caise, William L; Marbury, counsel
enstine have filed application with the Boone Broadcasting Co. at gins.
Programs
are
varied,
rangfor
WFBR and the American Soing
of the principals.
the FCC for authority to sell a Boone.
ing from a:;New- York Philharmonic
Transcribed story was aired over ciety of Newspaper Editoi-s, der
56.4% interest in KVAI to Arthur
rehearsal to a session of barber- WCOP during local broadcast and clared that the Baltimore court
R. Hughes for $30,000. Hughes now
Minneapolis
^ Half -hour, drar
ballads.
.Tazz is included in fed into the net in the .'.'News of rule was. "so broad and, unclear
shop
owns a 41.63% interest in the ^out^ matic narrative encompassing 10
the schedule, with bookings ar- Tomorrow" slot.
that it exceeds the authority of
let.
years of news history was broads ranged for Woody Herman, Charlie
the court to punish for contempt.
cast over
Sunday (30) Ventura, Vic Damone, Danny Kaye
Wheeling:, W. Va.
William E. No one can tell whether he will be
Detroit Transfer of William J. marking Idth anni of sponsorship
and
Gracie
Fields,
Rine,
managing
director
of punished unless 'he goes to the
Hendricks from sales promotion of Cedric Adams night news
be
Folksingers.
will
s
o
tt e d
judge
who is administering the
p
WWVA,
was
elected
Illustrious
Show,
manager to sales department was show by Purity Baking Co.
announced by James G. Riddell; scripted by Charles Sarjeant, in- throughout the festival, including Potentate of Osiris Tern pie, law at the moment. It is censorgeneral manager of WXYZ. Hend* cluded transcriptions, of on-spot Josh White, Pete Seeger,| Woody AAONMS, at the annual election ship, the exact form of censoirship;
ricks,' as director of advertising coverage of taiany news events of Guthrie, Tom Scott and Andrew meeting held at the Scottish Rite the Bill of Rights w^s designed t«
Summers Rowan.
Cathedral in Wheeling.^
protect against."
and sales promotion, for four the period.
•
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WOR RESOLVES
... that,

1. Continue to reach

during the year 1949,

any station

of equal

night,

States.

2. Continue to reach theSe families

at the

second lowest cost per thousand

power in the United

States.

3. Continue to he listed daily and

to receive constant

papers with a total circulation of

1 1

4. Continue to increase

_

will:

more families, <luring the day and during the

than any other station in the United

of

It

has grown

22%

its

mention in 1 70 news-

,41 6,782.

daytime audience, which, in the past 5 years,

greater and shows every indication of continuing to

grow

greater,

S. Continue to reach the majority of 36,000,000 people in 430 counties in
18 states from Canada through Georgia.

6. Continue to have the majority of the highest rated local programs of

any major New York station^
7. Continue to pull

more than one million

47 of the 48 United

States.

^

letters a

year from listeners in

8. Continue to add to the impressive list of fourteen
WOR for no less than 12 successive years.

sponsors who have used

continue to be..
MUTUAL

"

— the

station

WOR

heard by the most p^opl^.yv^iere the most people «r«

'

I

I

By

'

Bernie

Max Dreyfus deferred a date scheduled for Monday (31) at which
Oscar Hammerstein II and Richard Rodgers were to demonstrate tunes
from their forthcoming musical, "South Faelflc," to recording execuDemonstration will be held later; reason given for the delay is
tives.
that Dreyfus/thinks the score so excellent that he does not wish to risk
giving it to recorders just yet, fearing one will ignore releasfe dates
thereby forcing rival companies to put out records, and thus possibly
reducing the value of .the tunes to the show. Latter isn't scheduled
to hit Broadway until April 4 at least and Dreyfus figures pre-dpeiiing
circulation o'f the tunes will take the shine off them in the public mind
That's their story, anyway.

"

Woods

Events of the past few weeks reed play backed by Machito's
have' newly awakened record men moving rhythms.
Art Ittooney "Beautiful Eyes"and music publishers. Just when
"Doo De Doo On An Old Kazoo"
they thought the disk ban-born (M-G-M). Two excellent novelties,
era of "com" had faded and the either of whicli can catch on
last of the coin reaped last year by heavily. Initial side totes a good
such tuneS was banked, back it tune done in the style that made
"Four Leaf Clover": such a big hit
bounces. And, it appears, in heavi* for Moon
It's briglvtly played
ey.
;

:

-

'

Coast tunc touts and writers turned out en masse Sunday night (30)
for a farewell party to Freddy Martin, at Cocoanut' Grove, Ambassador
hotel, 'A^ i^^result of i&growing coolness between batoneer and hotel
management, Martin probably won't be at the Gtove for some time—
and the song crew is sorry. Martin has always been extremely an-'
proachable during his years at- the Grove and has been known for his
willingness to introduce and airplug tunes. He has one 'of the largest

'

er quantity,

,

tickles the same rib that responds to such things as the cur"Cruising Down the River."
Vocal is by the entire outfit. Flipover is a tune that has already
gained favor. And Mooney's treat-

and

Down the River,'^
V Forever and Ever" "Doodly Do
Kazoo," "Beautiful
Eyes," "Don't Gamble With Romance," all waltz or so-called corn
tunes are either hitting sales marts
hard or figuring to do so. What's
more surprising, however, and
much more impressive than last
year's public attention to "You
•'Cruising

:

rent

On An Old

ment

entire

.

Everybody

Call
that

Darlin',"

is solid

business— some 1,800 arrangements-rand well over half
were made during Grove engagements. To signify appreciation, about
45 publishers and pluggers and 30 songwriters turned out to bid him

libraries in the

calling for the
toot kazoos and
handle the vocal choral-wise. Jocks
Most Beautiful Girl in Radio
and jukes figure to go solidly for
and
Lorry's been dubbed that
either or both.
her hit record, "Can't Sleep" .and

|

b.o.,

band

Orchestras-Mudc

Inside

Jocks, Jukes and Disks

LORRY RAINE
—

to

i

farewell.

Everybody and. his brother seem to, be. trying to write tunes with:
Stanley Rochinski, co-writer with Carmen Lombardo ofPowder Your

Cafe", proves her. vocal
the Lombardo Music firm, oper^
Love You So "Lonely Lorry guest stars on CBS' Face With Sunshine;" a best-seller for
Italent.
TIT
r
ated by Bregman-Vocco-Conn for- the Lombardo brothers (Guy^ Carmen,
new ones. For example. Perry Much It Hurts - Love Me, Love ^..^ake Way For Youth" from WJR, Lebert). "Powder" is Rochinski's initial try at tune-writing and it
Como's (Victor) waltz release of Me, Love Me"; "I Don't See Me Detroit, Saturday, February 5, with seems a good many more or less obscure writers feel that he's a
good"Forever and Ever," a tune started In Your-Eyes Anymore^'^"! Get Up Don Large's Chorus. She will pre- luck charm. At any rat|p, Rochinski has been literally .pouring
new
by Gracie Fields (London), Doris p'ery Morning" (Columbia). All miere a new song, "Just a Record tunes into BVC for cbnsideration, each time in collaboration with

name

artists are

etc.,

is

Buddy Clark

cutting the

Tr

i.

"I

..

..r

.

!

attention

to

ballads,

also

Potentials,
but Clark
seems to have gotten more for
jocks and jukes out of "I Love You
So Much It Hurts." He does an
excellent job on the melody, which
is
catching on. It's a smoothly
worked ballad, aided by Earl Hagen!s accomp. "LoveiMe" is nicely
done, too, but it doesn't carry the
same weights Second disk brings
up two fine new songs. "I Don't
See Me In Your Eyes" is a socko
melody and lyric and Clark does
well with it though he doesn't
equal Perry Como's waxing, Backing is a simple, catchy piece of
writing that can earn its own way
for jocks and jukes. It's cute, and
Clark does it well with Earl Hageh
backstopping.
Perry Como "I Don't See Me In

i""""

Day's (Columbia) issue of "Don't
Gamble With Romance," another
waltz item. Frankie Carle, who has
never been accused of being a jazz
band, but who has confined his

I

cut:

:

1

.

'

'

TIM CAYLE

(Publlcity-Managemenl)

:

Temporary Mail Address:

HOTEL SHERATON
Detroit

•

Michigan

2,

DESCHLER-WALLICK'S

NAME BAND

POLICY Marvin Lee, songplugger for M. M. Cole, who died of a heart attack
Tuesday (25) in Chicago, was given a^unique tribute via the airlanes.
Feb. 1.
Deschler-Wamck'^hotef here^ islThe WLS "Barn Dance" during its "Memory 'Time'' Segment, preIS"™*'*^'*^ salute to Lee entitled "He Dldn t Ask For This
abing in for a sti-ing of top band s^"**^^*^
"
namis as a result of the business P1"S telling the radio audience about Lee's effort In promoting ipik
ballad tunes, his friendship with many singers and his many M^d-.
lured into its 395-capacity dining
and dancing spot' in recent months nesses to singers and musicians. Special salute concluded' by pUylnSg;
.Deschler started the name band «>ne of Lee's own tunes, "When I Dream of Old Erin."
Your Eyes Anymore - "Forever
idea last year with Ray Anthony,
and Ever"; "With a Song In My
Murray Wizell for a while last week was on the verge of dropping
Fields, et al, and expanded it!
Heart" - "Blue Room" "(Victor") shep
sea- his new solo, publisliing venture to go into a partnership with Charlie
Como may have a hit in the "Eyes" to include Jimmy Dorsey this
son. Dorsey .did so well that the Ross. Two were set, to set Ross-Wizell, Inc., with a tune titled, '"Trust
side,
an excellent new ballad
Spot has bought a string of com- My Foolish Heart,'' but two days later had dropped the thought: Now
which he tools with perfectidh. He
a Wizell will continue with his original plans for Murray \Vizell Music
handles the lyric with deep ap- parable names and has instituted
per person cover charge; form- with tiie song "Ho Hum It's Spring.''
preciation. for the thought behind $1
,
erly it asked no cover or minimum.
it and makes of it
a waxing that
Chuck Foster's orchestra f oljocks and later jukes will spin
'often.
Mitch" Ayre77uppUes "his 1°^^.? ^ Dorsey Monday ( 31 ) evenusual smart backgrounding "For- '"^ tor two weeks and he 11 be folClinton for two,
'"'^^^'^
ever" is growing big as a result
of
Gracie Fields London recording
""^^^'
Harry Bernie joined
cago. May 8
.^"^^y?;
,
weeks;
Tex Beneke, 10
And Como also does the tune as a
Mills staff in N. Y. while Jack Hodk
"^""^ Pastor, two weeks; and
waltz. That alone assures
MUton Saunders band, now at hooked on with subsid Academy of
nlentv
Roy Brown, King Records
two weeks:
McKinley,
the, Tavem-On-Green, playing its Music.
of jock and juke spins. It's
^ fine
Lenny Hennan name, into Apollo Friday (4)
Harry Kilby, General Artists flrsli date in N. Y
(Continued on page 42)
Corp., books the room exclusively. returns to the Congress hotel, Cht- Decca has shipped over 1,100,000
of Evelyn 'Kniffht's "Little Bird
Me" Lew Dreyer, attorney
of Jan. 29 Told
son of J)ave Dreyer, joined Hart*
j

I

'

'

i

'

'

i

;

1

1

i

!

i

idea of the approach pf the

—

j

average

"musical-minded" bandleader toward stooping to make
money on commercial tunes, is

I

•

r-

.•,

;

l

:

evident in the current broadcasts
of one from a nitei-y. This guy
made a nice sock from corn recordr
fngs last year. He has continued
in that v«in. But, every time he
plays a. corn arrangement on the
air, he introduces it with some
crack such as "get a load of this!",
which, in effect, is apologizing for
what he's doing. Yet, he likes those
record royalties from the same
material,
Music, integrity
and
money-making are Jarely reconciled. It's one or the other. Perhaps
Perry Como and Doris Day doing
waltzes will have soiAe effect.

|

New York

I

I

J

.

'

^JS2;-10 Best

1.

LITTLE BIRD TOLD

ME

Week

on Coin-Machines

Sellers

i

(11) (Bourne).

2.

FAR AWAY PLACES

3.

MY

4,

PUSSY CAT SONG

DARLING.

j

(Laurel)

(7)

MY BARLING

5.

SLOW BOAT TO CHINA

7.

I'VE

1

8.

9.

YOU WERE ONLY FOOLING

\

'I
(5) (Beriiii)

.

(

:
|

10.

|

.

(7)

(Shapiro-B)

)
i

POWDER FACE WITH SUNSHINE

(Lombardo)

(1)

J

.

(

Bing Crosby

Copitol

.

'

Columbia
"
Decca

Andrei«s-Bob Crosby.
Perry Como

IKay Kyser
Goodman
1 Benny

(14) (Melrose),

Deccq

•

y Stafford-MacRae
.......

I Day-Clark
-

GALWAY BAY (4) (Leeds)
GOT MY LOVE TO KEEP ME WARM
BUTTONS AND BOWS (16) (Laurel)

|

i

.

.

„.„,

(2)

...

.

I Bing Crosby

(10) (Morris)

.

.

Victor

.

Columbia
Capitol

.

.

.

Dccco

.

Anne Shelton
Les Brown

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Decco

KnifirJit

London

Primo Scala

•

(Santlv-Joy)

(

.

1
^

(Peter Maurice)

DOWN AMONG SHELTERING PALMS
RED ROSES FOR
SWEET SlUE
SO TIRED

B1.UE

LADY

.... ....

.

.

...

;

.

.

-.-t

.

...

•

•

•

-

v.

• • •

.

^

Diria/i

Sanntiy

Shore

Columbia

Kaye

Victor

Decca

Evelyn Knight
Green.

jg(j.,.^j^

,

....

.

.

;

.

Rainbow

H".'"'"''...^?*^''

'.*
,

(Glenmore)

•

(Miller)

(Mills)
.,, .,

.

(

'

. .

.

"

/

;'

'

'

, . , , , , ,

<•..

\Jolson-MMs
Vaughn Monroe
i
John Laurem
... Johnny Long , »

*

,

,

,

I

(

"

•

I

GLORIA (Rene)
BELLA BELLA MARIE (Leeds)
SWEET GEORGIA BROWN (Remick)
FOOLS RUSH IN (BVC)
YOU, YOU, YOU ARE THE ONE (Campbell)

its

not bad.
the vocal.

it's

Joe Phillips - Charlie
(Two Sides)

(Mercury). Machito, who's gathering a reputation for bop, Phillips,:
Parker outstanding tenor, and alto
cut two bright bop things here
that jazz jocks will go for quickly.
Sides are .what might be: termed
"danceable bop." Be that as it
may, they're colorfully cut and
well played items,, spotlighting

q-W^eyt
.

WHAT DID
IS IT

DO (BVC)
TRUE ABOUT DIXIE

AGAIN
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Kay
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Victor
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Mercury

Stgnoitire

.

»..,.... Decca
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. .Capitol
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(Robbing)

Decca
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Music.

Hollywood
Frank De Vol inked renewal

of

Capitol Transcriptions musical director contract
Horace Henderson's six-piece comlio into the
2
f or
Cricket Club tomorrow
three
weeks
Five - man crew
.

.

.

(

)

.

headed by altoist Marvin Johnson
.Vocal
inked by Cap for wax.
the Skylarks, inked by
James, currently playing
weekend dates at Tommy
Happy
Dorsey's Casino Gardens
Johnson will backstop Nellie LutCher at the Melodee Club at scale

Billy

« t.

.

.

:.

.

.

Ecksting.

..

.
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. . . .

number

o)

Vero Lynn.

.

Coral

weeks sono hos been
.VV

;

\

I

1

11

.

disks

.

.

Stan

Kenton taking his family to South
America for a stay of "from six
weeks .to six months."
Sid Tepper and Roy Brodsky
inked to a new four-year writing
pact by Mills Music. Same publisher
also
signed polka king
Frank Yankovic to an exclusive

D ecc a Records
ticket
400 copies of Sigmund
Spaeth's "History of Popular Muwriter's

.

bought

Christmas

sic" as
jocks.

...

M-G-M

gifts

disk

for

.Columbia
Decco
.

.

Chicago

.

.

Jimmy Dorsey set for a weeker
at St. Louis theatre, St. Louis, FeB.
Gene Austin recorded nis
song "Dream On, Little Plowboy,

3

being featured in Allied pic Baa
Boy".
.Pee Wee Hunt into Dome,
Minneapolis, for indefinite st^.
Feb. 14
.Woody Herman stop*
in Milwaukee for week at Snow^
.

.

M-G-M

for

.M-G-M

^„igj gros,

Helen Forrest
Shore.
I Dinah
JolsonMlls
.

,

David Rose erew waxed four

faces

Tempo

Brother Bones

(Caesar)

v

[Figures in parentheses indicate
« « «
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Decca

Mills Bros

Anthony
Andrews Sisters

I

:

,

.

.

series ot

-

"No Noise"

PhilW /Fd

;

Me in Your Eyes Anymore" and ''Ah, You're. Adorable"
from Tommy Valando's Laurel
Don't See

Harry

i

.

:Machito

.

.

LAVENDER BLUE

BRUSH THOSE TEARS

In tango
of WIIDH.
the side doesn't clearly:
show it's age and it spins a.s a
highly listenable piece of wa.K.
There^s both jock and juke power
in the colorful arrangement and
moving latin beat. Vocal is okay,
too. considering the doctoring. Re-

Parker

Transcriptions
Ray Trotta, former trumpeter with
Tony Pastor and brother of Charles
Trotta, opened a dry-cleaning spot
in Philadelphia last week
Bcff
Connelly took English rights to "I

group,

Coming Gp

Clayton,

.

.

Associated

Columbia
.

I

by

dance tempo, shows

man, Sheridan & Tekulsky firm
Deek Watson and Brown Dots renewed for five years by Manor
Records. .George Towne cutting

for

.

inally carrying a solo vocal by AI
EowllJT'a trio was superimposed
upon that and the result is going
great guns in Boston, where it has
become the No. 1 retail seller
through the plugging efforts of Bob

verse,^ tn

.

London

.

.Colimbia
Di?io/t Shore ... .'i.
Decca
Evelyn Knight, ... .
M-G-M
Blue Barron
Decca
Ink Spots .. ........ ..
:

.

.

Decco

Knight
.

I

I

Evelyn

Supreme
PauU Watson .....
....... .Victor
Perry Como
.

I

•

.

i

tempo,

.

i

i

I

age' more so; yet,
Howard Barrie does

.

|

|

|

"Lady"' side was recently dug out
V^ictor men for reissue.
Orig-

.

.

.

;

,

lost.

-Recorded years ago, the

.

>

in

Kay NobIe"Lady of Spain^'-'Tve
Got My LOve to Keep Me Warm"

the Upbeat

'

i

|

Jimmy Duralite-Betty Garrett
"Pussy-Cat Song"-"Any State in
the Forty Eight Is Great" (M-G-M).
M-GrM applied imagination to the
disking of "Pussy-Gat," the novelty

— (Victorlr

>

On

1

•

tuning, it to. the. wiles of
the zany Durante and Miss Garret.
While the issue is late, it is a smart
in terpretation that will find wide
favor. The two give it a b.o. and
good jock show twist by reversing
the lyric and having Durante play
coy.
It's swell.
Flipover bnng.s
up a pleasant item, which will be

— —— —

.

-

hit,

a

.

partner.

Fred Robbins and Guy Lombardo fractured followers of the "Saturday JSfight Jamboree" television show on WNBT last week (22) with a
cute gag.
He launched it by going into a spiel about how great
was Dizzy Gillespie, the "bop king,", but how much greater was Dizzy's
brother ''Izzy." Into camera range came a character rigged out in bop
hatj tortoise shell glasses and goatee, the mark of the bop.
After a
brief discussion Lombardo, perhaps the most outstanding sweet band
name in the country, came out from under the bop paraphernalia to
the accompaniment of a convulsed studio.

'

band music.

An

a Phonograph."
Mark Warnow discovered Lorry; new
Rudy Vallee's "Gol^-

,

"Cruising" for Columbia. Buddy
Clark did "1 Love You So Much It
Hurts," which Has been done as
both a waltz and a ballad by various artists, ;
It all speaks of a more honest
approach to tunes by recording
men and artists. It seems they no
longer are looking at new melodies from one angle. And if some
bandleaders fall in line with that
sort of thinking maybe they'll be
better off We're- not thinking that
Tommy Dorsey, for example,
sliould go waltz-happy or corn^
crazy, but the thought can be applied to the involved and meaningless, to the public, arrangements
that have been written in recent
years under the guise of ''progress"
in

On

she's starred in
lege Days."

London

.

.

.

in the

Top 10

MMM

» .

MMM

I >

U4

(Continued on page 47)
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Uoemployment Tax Issue Heads

h Favor
uai
fisr « "rrr,

LABS BUILDS

Maestros

Prowl for 'Breakage' Deductions

I

»

—

i

j

^

D

\

.

:

Songwriters Protectiye Assii. ha»called a meeting of its council for
Friday (4) in New York to disCusii'
the situation surrounding the re-

^

I

j

,

.

'

Up 3G

I

"^^^"^
RCA victor toward
securing Wi'Vo -'breakage" deduc-

j

Remakes

I

|

'

from major music publishers'
royalty checljj, SPA'ites are dead
set against tl..i.idea of allowing the
quarterly sUces to make! up for
viHnr's losses
inssp* in various
varinnc Mfo.
Victor's
cafetions

'

i

.

'

K

S7

Songwriters to Mull Action Vs. RCA's

3-SPEED TURNTABLE

Chicago, Feb. 1.
Scott Laboratories here has decif
veloped a combination c(}nsole
capable of reproducing disks In all
the New Yorkf*
insistence by
three speeds from the same turn^
table. Machine is designed to han- D„„
n:.L. T„I
lo co<ighs
die the standard 73 rpm platters rre-Oail UlSKS IftKen
as well as Columbia Records" Mibandleader
b%eader and not the
at Gun-poirif crogroove Long-Playing 33% rpm
Off Shelf for
responsible for unemare
hhnself
and ,RCA-Victor's new, 45 rpm re
^«
Chicago, Feb. 1.
Record companies are in some
taxes on musicians
Chicago Musicians Union, Local leases. It's done with a threfr instances re-recording material
p oytnent
No. 10, of American Federation Qf
<he
"^"ginally waxed in 1946 prior to
rlmSonL™o""fntLn^^^^
I'^of
Commissioner oi inie^^^^^^
" cwse it's still nccessirv to
federal
^^.^^
^^^^^^ of $3,000 proyme
disk ban, but never released,
wiiiim...^j^^p^^p^^,.^^
resoiveu
'enJ
idDe
separate picKup aims lor
^j^^^^ masked
^^^^
th„ material still on
„„
Revenue, may
Wednesday 127).
Three
going over the
eaehT^^pelVskslnwea^h demands
HTnext few weeks. And the
shelves," but which must be gotten
the gunmjn locked a janitor in a,vault, uToWn ^n"^elle"" There"^^
Pro^^^* may benefit
smashed three sates at union's innovation in the Scott machine,
because they're from fllm
headquarters, grabbed the 3G's and too in that special spindle cap is scores, etc., record execs are, not
provided to handle the wide ceri- always satisfied with the results ob.
un- skedaddled.
MiiHdled situation is being
Coin consisted almost entirely ler-hole in the RCA 45 platter, tained in a hurry at the time.
the firm of (Phil)
!pu?d by
of dues paid by musicians, the day This fits over the standard spindle.
Several recordings of tunes from
Snstein & (Herbert) Chernin, before.
Bing Crosby's forthcoming "Con.
a date with Paul Mayer,
necticut Yankee" tecore ai-e being
UCA Interest Perks
V Y Director Friday (4). They
or
have been remade, for example,
RCA
has
the
new
heard
about
the
on it since
have "been workink
Scott inachine and is interested in and the same is and has* been done
Court decided over
Ti S Supreme
of
oc(;asional' recoi-dings
ithe threc-.spccd motor. RCA's own, with
the American
a vear ago that
worthwhile
pops and instrumental
engineers,
after
deep
experimentB
Form
FedVation of Musicians
ing. do not trust the accuracy of a due out soon.
that it
legal
Jon^act was not
two-speod
drive
let
alone
a
threepay
demanded that buyers of bands
ply hookup. That's tiie rea.son the
unemployment and Social security
new RCA machines, designed to
bandleaders themtaxes instead of
play standard 78 disks and the
the rightful emselves, who were
RCA 4.')'Si contain two turntables
Soon
nlovers of their musicians.
each driven by its own motor.
York
New
after this decision the
RCA incidentally, says that a
recognize
State bureau refused to
total of 14 set manufacturers are
statdecision,
the Supreme Court
Reaction of major New York busy reproducing a line of mahome
bands
ing that insofar as
s to the intention
t'^^'*
^"11 handle the 45
were
border
I?:"^J,^„„P"„^"^^!^:Ll^i*'ei^l5"A°^^
i,7sed within N. Y.'s
by Capitol Records of backing hit r dis^s They will begin to hit the
^'^h public domain music ^{™iet
f^^^^^^

For Rdling

'

.;

i

,

.

\

term "breakage."

1

{

iriiteoWrstafe.^'"-

against

'

I

publishei;

I

Pubs Gripe Over

,

I

I

I

Cap's

|

Dog Tunes

I

ASCAP, Webs To

I

j

i

ToBackDiskHits

!

Fix

,

ol'^a

j

d^^^^^

rV5°°^ thinl^mg^J-f
<u=^"?il'^^''l.~;
ways^of ApriL
slapping back at Capitol in the
event such a policy is put into efMo.st of them, however,
fect.
honestly admitted that the things
they could think of on short notice
came under the 'heading: of Vcutn
ting oR their nose to spite their

£ Sd%s

^^e 45 disks

In short, the unemployfiureau.
taxes on N. Y. bands were
once to the state by the
employer and once to the government by the leader. A spot owner
In
l)ays 2.7% of the total payroll.
paying the government, a bandleaders pays 3% of his overall pay-

ment

to

ar-l
all

tiie

50%

of

:

;

:

I

j

•

'

I

Amount Due

,

;

WB

i

Distrib

face."

paid twice,

full

i

KhG-M Expands

Government tax

A

'

,

,

On Co-op Shows

in

|

This posed the picture of buyers
paying taxes into N. Y. coffers and
bandleaders paying identical sums
OB the same figures at the end of

the

My; Vtoesometime

diatejy
i

/.

;

who agreed

incomes accruing to
publishers goes to the writers of
songs that make up his catalog.
Too, the SPA men foresee every
major disk manufacturer demanding the same priveleges in the
event Victor achieves its aim.
Victor has been endeavoring foir
four or five months to secure pubriisherVagreenients.to its-^i^^^
It
has gotten okays from dozen of
small firms which wouldn't diire
oppose the biggest disk manufacturer in existence.
But none of
the majors excepting the Warner
Bros, combine has gone along with
the plan. At first it was felt that
the
niove, sincje those fii:ms
]
American Society of Composers, are perhaps the most powerful in
Authors and Publishers represen- the biz, would whip the other matatives, and radio accountants, are jors into line. That has happened
busy endeavoring to arrive at the in the past on other controversial
amount ASCAP may be due from issues, such as Victor's request for
the sale of cooperative shows dur- a l^c per side royalty when it
ing the past eight years of the .iiimped retail pop prices from 50c
ASCAP-radio contract. This angle to 60c a few years back,
But, this time rival firms to WB:
remains to be cleared up despite
However, in the past
the automatic renewal Jan^ I last, Stood pat.
week there have been rumors that
f or. niiie years, of the agreement.
i^''win
H. "Buddy) Morris has
Tt i<! sail! that the checkine of
okayed or is about to agree to Vicn

'

I

m

,

rangemont.
mechanical

'

to

position'
pri-

,

I

Kve

the year

thS

campaign

Victor's

marily due to the fact that half of
Victbr would plip :f roiA
every dollar
t
stateriien would be th gi rs, not the

,

,

SfH?M;ion tmnfi^tre''Le^
ts emp£er^n^
S.'wou^dTJXer7^^^

,

take

Writers

'The

;

'

|

Points

Nevertheless, Capitol's idea of
saving com they might otherwise
pay ojit, by coupling hits with royalty-free music or tunes published
by Cap's own mu.sic firms, met with
iL able'to^rrh'e afiv°e™
And' M-G-M Records has concluded a an approximate figure of what is
a decided negative reaction.
loll.
many publishers still are of the pressing and distributing arrange- owed ASCAP. But, it's felt that
However, in most cases where opinion they can occasionally ment with Quality Records, Ltd. the amount will eventually turn up
rtate taxes are paid, the federal make life unpleasant for the man- of Canada, which
will put the as in the neighborhood of $500^000.
government okays a 90% allow- ufacturer.
product of the comparatively new
Discrepancy between
ance from federal returns. BraunIn the past, individual pubs have firm into Canadian circulation for aSCAP collected from radio and
stein & Chernin have had converof coin from the first time. Headed by a group ,vhat it feels it should have gotten
sums
nice
garnered
sations with both state and federal
to'-bave a. fair ,-of Canadian- ...fi!iaiKaers,-.;QuMlity -is i,is based on the practice, of neteno'ugh
lucky•being
tax men and the latter have agreed
or outright dog tune hooked to a con.structing a iie\y pre-ssing plant ^^ork key stations in originating
that if N, Y. state men will cerin Toronto. This will be serviced sustaining broadcasts, which are
hit.
And in many cases the money
tify that they have received the
u.
earned meant the difference be^ .^vith M-G-M matrices to produce sold to local sponsors by various
taxes paid by spot owners, band- so
tween a losing period. and a profit pressings and in turn, whatever is affiliates. ASCAP's collections in
leaders will be allowed to withrecorded by Quality above the such instances were always based
Occa.sionally, such in
able
one.
hold the payments Jrom federal
difference border will be available for U. S. on the lower network sustaiining
unemployment tax returns. This stances have meant the
irate, with no added paymenlt for
between re,maining alive and bank- circulation by MtG-M.I
is 'the, liasis of Friday's meeting.
Move considerably increases the individual ^pmmercial usage by
ruptcy for smairfirihs..; If that aim is achieved, a maesM-G-M's circulation. One of the affiliates. Both affiliate and nettro whose work within N. y,:'s borstymieing factors in the growth of work execs have
agreed that
ders callS' for a $50,000 total paythe' Loew's owned organization has ASCAP should be paid extra In
roll on the year, will pay only $150^
Boppers 'Rowdy/ Shrine
been more or less its confined dis- such instances,
But how much
The
or .3% to the governments
tribution in the U. S„ as well as coin was involved and who was to
employer will have paid the :state
Joins PhilharmoiHcAud. the complete lack of it in Canada, j pay the extra amount to cover pa.st
the 2.7%, It would settle a vexing
Quality is, controlled by All- years was a strumbling block. It's
problem for band accountants and
In Banning Concerts Canada Radio Facilitiesi Ltd., an understood the nets will make up
for bandleaders.
that operates and the coin when- a figure is arrived
organization
Los Angeles, F^^^
owns a number of radio stations, at.
Staid Shrine auditoriuri,^; where Its board of directors consists of.
the Metropolitan <)pera holds forth men in the newspaper, banking
when it visits Los Angeles, has and other fields. C. C. Moskowitz. Brenner a Disk Jockey
lowered the'boom on jazz concerts. and Leopold Friedman, execs of
The patrons are too "rowdy."'
With Soundie
Loew's, Inc., and Frank -Walker,

.

j

M^^.^'^o^

With Can. Deal

eiSsidf

i

Such a move by Morris

'

jy.""'^

I

exert increasing pressure on

'

i;*Jl*,^°^f'Li'"
group is
also strong. r?i,!l'"",,,w
This is what
has brought the writers on the run.
They have been content to say
nothing until the block showed

1

;

j

what

I

signs of cracking.
Incidentally, Lee Eastman, at^
torney for
x«i.«i«.»«
Morris, is
rumored •»
to
»->uu»»eu
have been retained by Victor to
talk publishers into the deduction
plan. This he flatly denies, assertjng Victor has never approached
him with sUcb a proposition;
H^
"
'
claims
bis, only participation in
the affair is as Morris' attorney
and adviser.
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Rule Out Pension

i

J

:

|

i

i

ForContactmen

!

i

I

•

All thoughts of a pension fund
,

-

for miisic publishjersV epfttaetmen

have been dropped from V negotiations over a new contract between
the Music Publishers Contact Em^^^^^^^'^

Foursome Hits

On TV

Board pf di^ect,ors^^was more head of M-G-M, 'take positioiis On
than somewhat upset by bop ad- ^jjg boai'd as a result of the deaL
,

I

ASCAP Jackpot
^
Sammy
Cahn, Jule

1

diets who attended a Dizzy Gillespie bash early in January. Squad
of cops had to quiet youngsters of
both sexes, who stampeded up on
stag* and began snakedancing in

I

I

Styne, Frank

Loesser and Sammy Fain all were
boosted into the American Society

,

'

.-

_
I

„,

,

;

.

r::-'.'.:.

niTmirip

Films Instead of

.Waxij!'"^'^"'
Ushers
Protective
Assn.
Two
groups, representing employee and
has started a
employer factions, have agreed
video "jockey" session on the sta- that a pensibn fund idea
Is dfisirtion's tele outlet, WATV. Aired for

j ^

Paul Brenner,

ri/in

myj) rlltHto fUK

i

HITS

.

I

WITH

N.

'ENGLISH'

J,,

WAAT, Newark,

'

disk jockey,

"b„ruratta'inabirirue"'mOTuV

j

Hollywood. Feb. 1. "30 minutes at 9 p m., the show to the refusal iof motion picttireAud manager Ernest Hurst, who
fkhpr'""°A^f"*'K^"*^°*"^,*"'*
^"V"^
bracket la.sl week.
policy, said.
Leeds Music seems to be putting consists cf a string of soundies owned firms.
g^^^jjia^g^j
a cornpitches for hit
^ ^g^is ,^,e,.c damaged by cus- "English" on its
plus
"^" vocal
nospp or
nr lyricist can achieve and it
P'"" live
poser
""""^ j
°'f
Film company executives look
down
and
tunes. Last year, the firm headed
t„„,ers who lumped up
pays in the neighborhood of
the {."/tou Levy' pus'heX."N^^^
upon employees of their music
$20,-;^J^;\;^,V Bnd' adde^^^
°" IJie baiiis of site rents for a flat $600, the man- Hour" into the top sales slot in this a girt and boy team (GinnlTBlue punishing branches as the same
ASPA^p.^"^
«oy.APs
*
current collections. All
property
...<»vany i..-*--^., country,
afford mi,
u.ks year it's
its mak- ana
And this
miu
Mardell) irou. vvftftx, as studio hirelings. And, it's point
gj^n't
i auuiu
country.
Rick jviaraeii;
gge^jent can
agemeni
and kick
had been "A-' writers.
writPrs
j e„pcts
ling strong bid for the same posidamage bills.
,
„
^
-r
v,
ed^ out,
if pension plans are subStyne and Cahn have been a'
.
:
Final concert in the vast aud tion with rising "Galway Bay,"
,
f
's saia lo nave maue a
istano"
team for years, but lately they have
scT\]3ei to for pub payroll men
was the Duke Ellington stand ggth tunes were no. 1 severs in
been doing tunes with other cola big producer ot the
with
decision
'deal
Director's
'27i.
England.
Thursday
too much of an opening is provided
laborators as well as continuing
available
house
song
in
aren't
used
neither
now
strangely enough,
films (which
not to make the
studio people to drive for the
Loesser is per- in the luture was made two days actually originated in England,
i^achines anymore) via which
{.9n.^*f*"^'^^?'P*
firmnbieetive
Since film nrm
objective,
bince
haps the most active of the four at before Ellington's appearance But ..jjour" came via Australia, from
pvHnsive in the
eastern
me ed.^^iein
nas an exciuMve
the moment. His
^^^^^^j pubhshing houses more or
"Slow Boat To Ellington was permitted to play— New Zealand, and became succe.s.s- "
"
Last
Product^
the
"
on
before
territory
J-nina,'' coupled with the^^
booked
Engbeen
Stewart's
^ue to Dorothy
j^^^ dominate the music industry
because he'd
Where's Chariey," including "My the board got around to making ^n^j, lyHc, written in the U. S. «^_eks^show "|ed^ ^Iwts^ by Dinthe plan couldn't be put into effect
Galway" is an Irish melody, a ning Sisters
I^Mling" and "Once its decision
InLo^' W^.^h Amy," has put him ^x«^u>
Gray, Jeri Sullivan, and Alan Dale, without them.
Both concerts were promoted by standard in that country.
n„ .
^^^;'^" j;-p„ey- Gene Normah
That night's guest was Dale.
heads conductand
top of the current heap. Fain
the
Whose last hit was "Dickey-Bird and Shrine officials expressed be- jj-^^y Kallen's Mercury Cutting
er has drawn an unusuai>d. their first meetingTof
Brenner
fong, has a long list of standards lief that if he'd been on hand to
the show. H^e starts, year on the problem; of writing a
fi
reaction from
Pittsburgh, Feb. 1.
Pittsburgh
It ended
have
week.:
would
new
contract,
last,
his
things
Jo
credit, including "I'll Be quiet the crowd,
Kitty Kallen, now each soundie by placing an ordiSong.stress
acconi-ccom
Normue
little
comparatively
previous
with
=g."7wun
^7'at
feeing You," "That Old Feeling," been as orderly
as
orderiy
~ith Mercury, will cut her nary wax recording on a turntable,
;
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Only EUington, Spivak Left on

39

Tops of the Tops

WM

Retail Disk Seller

"A

Little

Steeper Senres Notice on Maestros

Me"

Bird Told

Sheet Music Seller
"Far Away Places"
"Most Requested" Disk

Retail

AFM Backs HiornhOl

Band Roster;
impasse

between

the

W Uiam

Little Bird

Do^ AFM

Me"

Told

Seller on Coin Machines

"A

Little Bird

Taxes; Checks Records

Harry Steeper, new treasurer of for failure to observe rules, r».
American Federation of Musi- turning It only after the coin plus

Me"

Told

i

the

Best Britisli Seller
"Buttons and BoWs"

AFM

;

a fine was paid.
is
taking a firm stance
regulations state that travagainst bandleaders who fail to observe union regulations regarding eling bands must pay a tax equaltax payments. Since he took over ling 10^ of local spale to the ni.*
treasurer every time
the treasurer's spot from Tom tional
Gamble a couple months back, they play a date (except theatres
Steeper has been busy checking [Only) outside the jurisdiction of
books and' is now cracking down their home local. As a rule; deleon recalcitrant maestros. He re- gates of the local invaded by a
voked the membership card of traveling band show up at oneSonny Dunham a few weeks ago nighters, etc., to collect the tax.
(However, in many cases they do
l.not and the leader, not knowing
the local scale and being unable
to find out at night, isn't able to
pay before leaving town for his
next date. Often he forgets to do
so later. And leaders have excused
London, Jan. 25.
Import of name bands from' such dereliction on the excuse that
America, subject to agreement with no delegate was on liand to collect;
in the belief it wrjf their duty.
the
!

cians,

"

AFM

i

:

1

'

j

Brown

Phil

(ruits

.

RH Log Expands

Ttf orris

I

I

To N.

did

deal.--

was followed Monday (31)

'

•

•

I

:

I

i

Chi

sicians ruling,the compilation of Dr. John Peatof a registered lettv the dispatch
Brown will establish an office man, is again revising its set up.
executives by Joe
ter to Morris
in the near future. But at the Heretofore,
has operated only
Mooney, leader of a quartet, that
moment his plans are not solidified one listening post in Los Angeles.
was
agency
the
with
agreement
his
In New York the Accurate Reportdays. He, too, claims aside from managing Thornhill,
to end in 28
ing Service was used to compile a
with
its
contract
breached
Morris
national plug picture.
Now RH:
him by failiiig to provide bookings.
plans establishing listening posts
Moves by Thornhill and Basie
in N. y. and Chicago as well as
leaves only Duke Ellington and
L.A. and making available to pubCharlie Spivak as major names still
lishers: a daily log of plugs in all
three keys as well as a "weekly
tied to Morr.is. Ellington has been
Chicago, Feb. 1.
discussing a deal with GAC for
Lew Wasserman is due here this compilation and a television plugsome time, but has done nothing week for a Music Corp. of America :sheet.
about tt. Spivak has been booked band division meeting,: and the
RH also is installing recording
until April, but most of the dates
prexy thereafter may hop machines in all three offices.
were supplied by GAC's staff,
into New York to meet board Equipment will automatically wax
Mdrris is said to be appealing chairman J. G. Stein. Latter will all programs.
It is figured that
the AFM decision regarding.ThornT look over refurbishing details of such a system wiU eliminate the
hill, but the leader doesn't expect
almost constant squabbling over
the new
building in N. Y,
since the union
it to be reversed
errors and dift'erences of opinion
inciHills,,
Office,
Beverly
Cal.,
agreed with him on the breach of
over whether a performance was a
dentally, has had two n^w wings
contract angle. This was based on
Recordadded; much new antique furni- full plug, background, etc.
the AFM's own rules.
means of
ture which Stein bought on his re- ings are also aimed as a
Tussle between Morris and its
European
junket; providing air checks on tunes for
cent
four-month
bands was started several months
and
will include private din- publishers' use.both
ago when Morris decided to' get out
RH expects to have the entire
ing rooms for cabinet meeting and
of the band booking business. It
VIP powwowing with clients and system in operation by mid-March;
made a deal with GAC under customers.
Recording equipment has been orwhich the latter was to approach
dered. Los Angeles office will not
Morn's band properties and try to
issue a daily log for two or three
Dallas, Too
booking contracts with
secure
weeks while the machines are inthem. In return, Morris was to get
Dallas, Feb. 1.
stalled in a new site, but Coast
6% of commissions on dates seMusic Corp. of America will plugs will be lieard and incorpo-.
cured by GAC until the expiration mov^. its local ofl'ice from Tower rated in the weekly compilation.
of the contracts between Morris Petroleum building on Feb. 1, to
and the leaders so signed. Leaders new quarters on North Akard.
complained, however, that unless]
New offices will be decorated by
they agreed to sign with GAC Moi> Jules Stein,
founder. He has So. Cal/s Wintry Winter
,ris wouldn't release them. This is
imported furnishings from Europe,
what happened in the ca-iies of which will make the Dallas office
Dressing
sites.
Basie and Thornhill and still exists comparable to other;
:
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j
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I

j

U.S.NAME MUSICIANS

.

RH

I

I
'

Musicians

planned
by A. A. Shenburn, who has nego-

I

i

Union,

is

Steeper

a

:2 1-year

I

l

1

:

I

I

It's planned to open Feb. 28 with
as the house band
and Billy Cotton as guest for four:
« eeks. If Shenburn is barred fromimporting American bands he will
negotiate with big name British

Teddy Foster

,

i

.

orchs.'

MCA

to collect. In the future maestros
not contacted by a delegate are under obligation to forward taxes to
the treasurer's office in Boston.
At the same time, Steeper has
found- hundreds of dates on which:
taxes were not paid in recent years;
He is dunning leaders and in some
eases the sums owed by individual
maestros run into several thousands. At first a leader suspended

i

]

i

,

I

I

I

^:.'
i

I

I

l

Schwartz's French Disks

I

,

i

I

Ho'llywood, Feb,

I

I

I

i

I

I

i
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i
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i

I
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1.

Paris-made platters will be re- foi' failure to pay would have had
leased in the U. S. by Art Schwartz, !to pay the back taxes, plus a $50
longtime Coast music publisher, initiation fee to resume memberunder a new label. Blue Chip, shipi That's been reduced, it's said,
to the sums in arrears plus a fine.
Schwartz will do no waxing.
Label teeS off with two sides by
Agencies are cooperating by
Robert Clary and two by Linda sending reminders to leaders to
Stevens, onetime Kay Kyser band pay up, accompanied by a batch of
chirp now working in Paris, form letters on which the dates
Schwartz will continue to operate played, musicians involved and
Royal .Music, in which he's part- fcoin owed need only be: filled in
nered with Harry Owens.
and mailed with the coin.

;

!

them

straightening

is

lease from' Gau- out. He states that collection of
mont-British of the Wimbledon Pa- taxes is to be strictly enforced.
lais, one of London's biggest neigh- That it is the duty of the traveling
maestro to pay/ not for a delegate
borhood dance halls.
tiated

MCA

I

!

I

MCA BAND MEETING

I

I

MULLED FOR LONDON

—

TAGGED FOR CHICAGO

AFM

I

Phil Brown, one-night booker for
the William Morris agency, resigned his spot Monday (31) evening. He left Morris immediately
Y.,
and will become personal raatjager
of Claude Thornhill, who secured
RH Log; song plug measurement
a release from Morris Friday (28) system instituted by Richard Himvia an American Federation of Mu- ber son\e time ago in opposition to

hand
to the AFM's
WIS free. Just priqr
had premove, Count Basic, who
sign with GAC,
viously refused to
a three-year term
so. He inked
Tliis

"A

in the Ellington and Spivak instances.
Bandsmen took a dim
view of the proceedings, but the
didn't make a move until it
released Thornhill.

agency band department
who balked against
.«nd maestros
with General
ficmine contracts
partially broken
Ar sts Corp. was
Federation of
To, week. American
Claude ThornMusicians advised
and the Morris agency- that
{; 11
hold on the
thP latter's contractual
was broken and Thornhill
Mnrris

I

I

i

;
'

,

i

i

j

j

MCA

i

;

i

i

Room

Makes

MCA

I

i

Cold, Lutcher OuitS Club
'
Hollywood, Feb:

'RH' Logging System

•
'

i

i

CJub, southwest nitery. tonight (1),
following her. abrupt departure
Richard HiTriber's ?ieu) deuelopment in logging broadcast perform- from the Cricket Club.
In for
onces \xsts tunes in the survey, based on jour major network schedules. three "weeks at the latferj chirp
They are compiled on the basis of 1 point jor sustaining instrumental; stalked out after three nights,"^;om2 poijit,? for sustaining vocal; 3 for commercial instrumental; 4 for plaining that lighting was poor and
tommercial vocal, respectively, in each of the 3 r.mjor territories. New that she'd caught a cold because |"
York, Chicago, and Coost. For ca'ample, a Commercial Vocal in all the dressing room couldn't keep
three territories counts 12. AddeW io these totals is the listener ratings out
California's current wintry
of commercial shows, which uecount for the ittrge point tallies be!oiy. weather.
Operator Paul Rubin,
Week of Jan. 21 to Jan. 27
who had booked her at $1,250
.
Total weekly and a cut of the bar busiSong
Publisher
Pts. ne.ss, agreed to release her and!
A Little Bird Told
Bourne
208 paid ber a flat $500 for the three
i

i

|

•

I

:
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Me—

My

My

Darling,

Here

I'll

Darling

— *"Where's

Charley"—-Morris

Stay— *"Love Life"— Chappell

Far Away Places— Laurel
So in Love— "Kiss Me Kate"— T. B.

Harms

I've Got My Love to Keep Me Warm— Berlin
Galway Bay— Leeds
Brush Those Tears From Your Eyes—rPeter Maurice
Down Among the Sheltering Palms— Miller
Bouquet of Roses— Hill & Range
On a Slow Boat to China— Melrose
Too Much Love Harms. ... ... ..... .... .. .\ .
A Rosewood Spinet—Shapiro
Powder Your Face With Sunshine— Lombardo
You'Were Only Fooling— Shapiro

—

.

.

;

.

.;

iv.i

....

. .

.

.

..

.

That' Certain

.

Blue— r'So Dear

to

.

^

.

My Heart"— Santly

My Own True-Love^Paramount-

.

—

.

i.

........

Is

Yours-Witmark

pS

,

S

.

R^?"l'.

".

:

!

!

!

'.

!

!

*.

".

!

!

!
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!

i

Green Tin* ^a"e--f"Music Man"-Leeds
Once in\^,^™«-*''Love Life"_Chappell
With Amy— "Where's Charley"—Morris
^hat Dirt
'"When My Baby Smiles At Me"—Triangle
Roll*
Lady-Mills
City
w Cal!L^''^'»

W

.

called

Heavfen—Wftrren

.;

.

.

.

.

.

.

29
28
27

A
A

My

Bluebird Singing In
Little Bird Told Me

,

.

Heart
.

.

.

.;.

.

'i'^.

\<

Advanced
,;

.

.

.

;;vVBourne
Shapirb-B
Hill & Range
Leeds
...Famous

.

Rosewood Spinet

.

Bouquet, of Roses
.
Brush Those Tears From Your Eyes
Buttons and Bow.s—^-{-"Paleface". ...
By the Way— -(-"When My Baby Smiles at
Cuanto Le Gusta— t"Date With Judy"
:

..

.

.

;

.

.

,

.

.

.

... , , , . .

.

BVC

Me"

Southern

Down Among the Sheltering Palms
Down By the Station
Far Away Places
.

.

,

,

;

Miller

.American

,

.

.Laurel

:.:

,

For You
...v.. .Witmark
Galway Bay
Leeds
Here I'll Stay— *"Love Life"
Chappell
1 Got Lucky In the Bain^i""As the Girls Oo^,
Fox
.i
.*
I Love You So Much It Hurts
.;. ....
Melody Lane
I've Got My Love To Keep Me Warm.;...,,...... Berlin
Lavender Blue -r"So Dear To My Heart". ..... ...Santly-Jojf
Little Jack Frost Get Lost
Spitzer
Look Up
Patmar
My Darling, My Darling— *"Where's Charley". .. .Morris
.

.

.

!

.

,

.

,

.

.

—

;

i

.v;

.

\\:']-'rf.f ^/:'/r--y'
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My Dream Is YourSi
My Own True Love

Witmark':

.Paramount
... .................Melrose
On.a Slow Boat to China
Powder Your Pace With Sunshine ........ .
.Lombardo
,

-

.

,

.

.......
Me Kate"

Pretty Baby
So In Love— ''"Kiss

Sunflower
Tara Talara Tala
That Certain Party

.

.

.

.

v.

.

...

,

.

.

.

,

.

v,

. . .

. . . . . *

.

Remick
T. B: Harms

... .... . . ... Famotis
.... . ...... ., Oxford

. .

.

,

...Bourne

Too Much Love
You Were Only Fooling .........

;

Harms

,

.

.

.............. Shapiro-B

.

.

.

j

,

Ballin' the Jack.

F. D.

.

,

&

H.

—

Box & Cox
Galway Bay
Connelly
So Tired
...Reid
Anything I Dream

Mississippi Flyer

.

Money Song

Second 12
Bo There.-..
But It Happens
Cool Water .....
Rambling Rose

You'll

.

.

.

.

,

Victoria

.

Maurice

:

-...Dash

.

Connelly
Girl
Chappfeir
can't Be True.
Gay
Little Bird Told Me.
Little

,

.

.

.

I

.

..

.

.

.

Feldman
... Sun

Leeds
Faraway Places
Belong Someone Else. Connelly
.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

Crawford

,:

:.

.

,

Where's Charley"

Robbins

Tht'.se

.

...

.

..

.

.....

.

Who

.......

Hit

Me

You Was
"

^M

Legit Musical,

4»
.Mills
Berlin
Feist

;

,

.

Our Lives.

Best Years of

««

Until

.

.Leeds

.

.

.Senorita

.

,

iMorris

. .

.

.

.

Mellin

—
Amy-

.

Leeds

Sabre Dance.
Betty Blue
......
I oveland

.

.

.

Pussy Cat Song
Red Roses For a Blue: Lady
Say It Isn't .So

.

.

'

.

Once In Love With
Picnic In the Snow

Feldman

,

.

.

.

.

,

Cuckoo Waltz. .Keith Prowse
Heart of Loch Lomond : Unit
Dream of Olwen .... Wright

,

50;
59
48
40
40
39
36
36
36.
34
33
31
31

''''^^
me weeU based on the copyrighted AudiCouernge Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast' Over
Radio Networks.. Published by the X>M^^
fnc..;;Pr.

--:';./;
John G. Peatman, Director.
Survey Week of Jannary

-

,

,

.

!

!

!

!

There^lTriangie

.

;

aJ,^,)^,!^^

.

(

.

'

Academy

Wonderful World—BMI
Best Years of Our Lives— Robbins
f Ont V",* Snow-J. J. Robbins
To MaL^^U? Galveston— Republic:
Th«<.

.

When

55

"

i«

the remaining 21 songs of the week^ based on the copyrighted
Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast
Over Radio Networks^ Published by the Office of Research, Inc.,
Dr. John G. Peatman, Director.
City Called Heaven
..
................
Warren
Girls Were Made To Take Care Of Boys
Remick
Hold .Ve
Robbins
1 Got a Gal In Galveston
Republic
I Wish Somebody Cared Enough To Cry
London
:.,........;..,:.,.,...;....... .Beaconv
In My Dreams;
It's a Big Wide Wonderful World
Broadcast
Whatcha Do Whatcha Got t"So Dear To My Heart" Santly-Joy
Maybe You'll B^ There
Triangle

Wet'k ending Jan. 20)
London, Jan. 21.
Victoria
Button* and Bows
You're in Love.. Wood
Chappell
My Happiness
Morris
Slow Boat to China
Guanlo le Gusta
Southern

'79

T,^^.
until—

a

i*

'"P 32 shouis of

Best British Sheet Sellers

It
82

73
73

!!!!*!'.!!!..,

'

Trio come in Feb. 9 for a
fortnight, followed by Bullmoose
Jackson combo for three frames.
Billy Eckstine, currently getting

''6

Me—Robbins

Pussycat Song— Leeds
.Dorsey Bros
It Isn't So—
Berlin,.
uown by the Station—
American

:

Savannah Churchill and the King

$1,500 at: the; Hollywood-Empire,
Cricket for two weeks
96 then goes to
per stanza.
95 at $1,750
92
86
_ . , „,
« „
.

69
64
63
63
58
58

;

;

i

Odum

81

.

°ay

fllmer.

Cricket, which has been:,enjoying a boom recently,: is going in
heavily for eastern performers:

•

^*"2"ta— r"Kissing Bandit"— Feist
Hold

;

,

-.^^

Baby—Remick

Pretty

downtown vaud

130
130
125
119
118
115
113
112
108

'

,

w-;. Judy"Ti-Southern..,-i.
cLl°"T"7^r""r''
vuanto
v-.
Le Gusta -f"Date With
Lo-me Jack Frost Get Lost— Spitzer
Tara-Talara-Tala— Oxford
A Bluebird Singing in My Heart— Advanced
1 l>ot Lucky in the Rain— Sam Fox

By the Way— BVC
Look Up--Patmar
Sunflower— Famous

j

103

I

Lavender

'

Miss Lutcher has been working
with her ankle in a cast following
fracture sustained in a fall while
appearing at -the Million Dollar,

133

.

Party—Bourne
Love You So Much It Hurts—Melody Lane.
Wttons and Bows-— f "Pale Face'^-^Famous

nights.

ioi
145
136
134

;

n

.

boHgs With Largest Kadio Audiencc
ctice

1.

Melodee

Nellie Lutcher opens at

n

.

•

.

,

.

.

.

,

f Filmusical.

,

,

. , , ,

,

.

.Bobbins
Dorsey Bros.
.Southern

.

'.....<. Crystal

:

P^^%mS^
(Musical-Historical

Wednesday, Fcbwiary

Sutvey -of retail sheet music
based on reports obtained
from leading stores in 12 cities
and shoviing comparative sales
rating for this and last weelh

thm

;

Co.

:

Coast

Co.

X
neyer

usic

Hoi

icific

and took many
De Wolf Hopper recited "Casey
at the Bat" for the first time in

Carl

JAN. 29

lives.

s
m,

:ins

rson

rles

0

usic

Jidt

%

iV

Ml

flj

ft

Mi

i

MDS

Week Ending

National
Rating

.

L'Internationale. Original French
words, Eugene Pettier, m., Pierre
de Geyter. (Composed in 1888.)
Menuet (no. 1 in: Humor^sques
de Concert, op. 14, Book 1). Piano
solo, m., Ignace Paderewski. Berlin: Ed. Bote
C. Bock [,1888].

Music

M.
cher

Fis(

denly chilled by a 60-mile gale
1888
swept in a blizzard that
The Convict And the Bird, w., which
stalled traffic, closed the Stock Ext
m., Paul Dresser. Willis Woodward change^ filled hotels
to overflowing^
Co., cop. 1888.
Drill. Franic

Dumont

Musie

Supply

'se

(Continued fram lait Week)

Harding, co^. 1888.

Co.

Freeman

;

oilher wholly or in part.

&

Mas

Co.
:

sales,

and

Ye Tamers,

1945

.

All Right! Rnervtii)

oih*r baiic bactrgroutiif iaferm(iffpii> atttnianl lo th* cpmpirorion
and pranntafion, appsored in tli». Oct. '<> 1948, idu* when th* Variety Song
Inifallmtntt b*
Cavafcods •tarlttcf publication ••riolly, il it tuggtstfd tJiol
>.
clippid and filed for futurt rifcronn,
AitcHtion b horoby tolled to tho fact that thit material It copyright and may not
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Cha;

.

Grinnell'i

N.

VI

oi

Gapitol

'1
City,

,

'§.

H.

0

*i'

a
a

Philadelphia,

Detroit,
Chicago,

Wallack's Theatre, N. Y. Edward
H. Sothern launched his career as
a star under Daniel Frohman in a
play called "The Highest Bidder,"
Other playsj of the season included
"An American Beauty*" ''Our
&
"The Shadows of a Great
The Mottoes Framed Upon the Jennie,"
City": (in which Rose Tiffany made
l^all. Wi, William Devere. m., W. S.
her debut as Nellie), "Brass MonMullaly. Willis Woodward & Co.,
key," "Little Lord Fauntleroy,"

wk.

1

3
2

Boston,

<3'.'

New

and Publisher

Title

Schn

-:'ft:

York,

This Last

wk.

A

Jenli

I

Minneapolis,

"N

Kansas

•3

Iseattle,

m w a

T
S

.

cop. 1888.

and "A Poor Relation."

We Two Were Mayingr
8 in the collection: Sketch
1889
Book, op. Z). w., Charles Kingsley.
m., Ethelbert Nevin. Boston; Thie
Down Went McGintyi
Boston Music Co. cop. 1888 by G. Joseph Flynn. Spaulding
Oh! That

Schirraer, Jr.

der, cop. l88d.

Se Saran Rose. Italian words,

.

Oh

Promise

Me

.

4

5

5

4.:

6

8

"Galway Bay" (Leeds) .......

7

6.

"My

"A

1

.

.

.

m.
Korn-

w.,

(afterwards

Darling,

My Darling" (Morris)

8

"Powder Your PaceV (Lombard©)

9

Tired" (Glenmore) .....
"Cuanto Le Gusta" (Peer-Inter)
"You Were Fooling" (Siiapiro-B)

7
13
lOA 9
lOB 10
IOC 11
lOD 12

(no.

&

1
Little Bird Told Me" (Bourne)
"Buttons and Bows" (Famous)
"Lavender Blue" (Santly-Joy)
"Slow Boat to China" (Melrose)

2
3

^'So

4-

.

1

8

4

3

1

2
7

6

6

2
5
8
6
7
9

8
3
9

.

.

7
3

7

1

4::-

2

6

1

2
7

2

1

1

1

5
2

5

5

3

5

2

3

8
7

4

6

8
6

1

sT

5

3
2

9
6

7

4

3

3
2

3
6

8

7
8

9
6

3

5

1

2

85

6
8
10

72

2
5

8

9

Pietro Mazzini. m., Luigi Arditi, introduced in: Robin Hood>. w.,
"So in Love" (T. B. Harms)
lOE
Leipzig: Wilhelm Hansen [,1888]; Clement Scott, jn., Reginald: Der
10
"The Pussy-Cat Song" (Leeds)
llA
New York: G. Schirmerj cop. 1890: Koven, op. 50. G. Schirnjer, cop.
Semper Fidelis. March, m., John 1889.
"Among Sheltering Palms" (Miller):
IIB
Philip Sousa. Philadelphia: Harry
Playmates, w., m., Harry Dacre.
Coleman, cop. 1888.
George M. KlenkA Co., cop. 1889.
The Whlstlingr Coon. w;, m;, Sam
Salut d' Amour. Piece for orchesDevere. Wm. A. Pond
Co., Cop. tra, m., Edward Elgar, op. 12. (75 rounds).
Marie Wainwright appeared' In
1888.
Mainz: B. Scott's Soehne [1889].
Benjamin Harrison vras inaugu- New York for the first time in
With All Her Faults I Love Her
The Thunderer. March, m., John rated president.
"Twelfth Night." Richard MansStill w., m., Monroe H. Rosenfeld. Philip Sousa. Philadelphia: Harry
Montana, Washington, North and field gave a new rendition of "RichB. W. Hitchcock, cop. 1888.
Coleman, cop. 1889.
ard III." "A Ruling Passion,"
South Dakota joined the Union.
Th? first bona fide golf club in
The Washington Post. March, m-i
In May> steady rains burst the "Margery Daw," "She" and "Prince
the U. S. was started at Yonkers, John Philip Sousa. Philadelphia: reservoir above Johnstown, Pa., and Pauper" were among the seaN. Y. It was called St. Andrews, Harry Coleman, cop. J 889.
sending down a flood that wiped son's popular plays.
and boasted a six-hole course.
John L. Sullivan beat Jake Kil- out 2,000 lives.
Baldwin Bros, advertised "double
|n March, the Atlantic coast, rain in the last bare knuckle chamThe. Loyal Or4er of Moose was balloon ascensions' with, parachute
basking in warm. weather, was sud- pionship prizefight in the U. S. founded.
descents.*'
Eastman Kodak Co., in Scribner's, advertised the Kodak as a
simple, snapshooting device, thereby launching tlie great and profitable vogue: of amateur photography.

6

38

,

1890

-

I

I

9

10

9

2

9

10

9

9

4

9

..

t

54
SI

7

13

.

&

71

7
10

10

86

1

4

9

10

90

10

5

9

.

.

4
8
5

1

5

co'ild catch
inals.

4

8

3

8

up with speedy

crim*

The grand march, polka, lancers,
waltz, Portland fancy,
Caledonia, and Yirginia reel weit
popular dances.
The General Federation of WoiU'
quadrille,

Clubs was established.
Pugs and Newfoundlands Wen

en's

fashionable dogs for city people,
Feminine fashions, performing t
circle, came back to the hour-gla$s
figure, leg-of-^mutton
:

sleeves, and

the gored skirt.
"Wild Oats," "The
Coat," "Blue Jeans"

Tale

and

of

Two

plays.

comedians, Evans &
Hoey, ran "A Parlor Match" into
Tlie Birthday of a King. Sacred
its sixth straight year, mainly via
song, m., Wi H; Neidlinger. G.
road tours. Popular stage person'
Scliirmer, cop. 1690.
alities of this time included Edwin
I've Come Here To Stay, w.,
Booth, Lillian Russell (nee Helen
Edward
Harrigan.
m.,
David
Braham. Wm.- A. Pond & Co., cop. Louise Leonard), Georgia Cayvan,
Marie Jansen, Agnes Huntington,
1890.
Ada Rehan, and Clara (^ualitz, thi
Jolly. Commodore, w., Edward
Harrigan. m., David Braham. Wm. dancer.
(Continued next woek^s issue)
A. Pond & Co:, cop. 1890.
:

.

Love Will Find a Way. w., J.
Cheever Goodwin. m;, Woolson
^

Morse. T.

B Harms &

Co.,

RED ROSES
FOR A
BLUE LADY

cop.

1890.

Maggie Murphy's Home (Reilly
and the 400). w:, Edward Harrigan.
m., David Braham. Wm. A. Pond &
Co.. cop. 1890.

Taking in the Town, w., Edm., David Braham.

ward Harrigan.

Wm.

A.

Pond

&

BLUE SKIRT

Co., cop. 1890.

Tenderly Calling.
Hymn, w.,
Frances J ane Croteby (Mrs. Alexander 'Van Alstyne). m., Ira David
Sankey. Cop. 1890 by Ira D. San-

WALTZ

key.'

I

Throw Him Down, McCloskey.
w., m., J. W. Kelly. Frank Harding,
cop. 1890.

Thy Beaming Eyes

MILLS MUSIC. INC/
U1 9 roadway
Now Yoifc 19

(No. 4 In the

Six love songs; op. 40).
w., W. H. Gardner, m., Edward
MacDo.weU.
Boston: Arthur P.
Schmidt, cop. 1890.
True Hearted. Whole - Hearted
[also Itnown as:
Peal Out the
Watchword!) Hymn, w., Frances
Ridley HavergalA-m.,. George-Coles
Stebbins. Cop. 1890 by Ira D. Sancollection:

.

and

His

A tttngn* twister—But a song

I

key.

Currently

Ladles' silk stocking were anything but an everyday accessory,
and cost about $3 per pair.
For each million of population,
2,525 persons were engaged in
brick and stone masonry-^th* all-time heyday of this trade.
Wyoming and Idaiio joined the
•

CLOVER CLUB
MIAMI

Union.
William Kexnmlerv a convicted
murderer, was tha first to pay his
penalty via electrocution.
Tlie U, S; center of population
once moye moved— this time to 20
miles east of Columbus, Ind,
Nellie Bly,

who

left

New York

in

2032A

DANA RECORD NO

TOBIAS and LEWIS
U50

Eroadwar. N»« roik

DISC JOCKEYS

FOR
VALENTINE'S DAY

November of the year

PERSONAL DIRECTIONi

WILLIAM

H. MITTLER

1619 Broadway

New

York

19,

N. Y.

Ili|j||i)>litfirili;|tjy.4^

a

"The

Newsboy" (originally "Waifs of New
York") were amon^ the season'}

before, returned on Jan. 25, having circled
tlie globe in 72 days, 6 hrs., 10
mins., 38 sees.
The old high type of bicycle now
gave way to the "drop frame"

model, equipped with

pneumatic

Thereupon bicycling hit its
heyda,y. The new bicycles were
safe for women, and they, too, took
up the sport.
Somebody started an ill-starred
movement to equip metropolitan
tires.

police with roller skates so jjiey.

YOU'RE A

SWEETHEART
Music by •

•

•

.

JIMMY MeHVOU
ROniNS

*

1049

WfiJnegJay, Fjebnifry 2,

at Hotel B.O.'s

Bands

— „

n^d
fmil Coleman*.

.

Lombardo

.

.

. .

.

.

rranklc Carle

my

Jim

Shay,

13

5

Carroll;

New
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-WATCH 'm 60

Oft Date

2,750
925
1,875
1,700

8

Roosevelt (400; $1.50-$2)
Statler (450; $1-$1.50)

ToUl
Covers

Week

JPlayed

New

Dorothy

* Waldorf,

Covert
Past

Weeks
7

,

,

Hotel
Waldorf (400; $2)
Yorker (400; $1-$L50)

.

fiardner Benedict*
r,uv

ORdUSSTIIAS-lNraTSlC

13,875
10,150
31,300
8,600

BY

Yorker, ice revue.

THeTOPrECORD fAAN OF THE NATION

Chicago
Barclay Allen (Empire Room, Palmer House; 550, $3.50 min $1 cover).
Evelyn Knight charmed sweet 3,500.
Henry Brandon (Marine Room, Edgewater; 700, $1,20 cover). Icy
roads hurt northside room? 2,000.
Joe DeSalvo (Swiss Chalet, Bismarck; 200, $2.00 min., $1.05 cover)
steady 1,200.
"
Dick LaSalle (Mayfair Room, Blackstone; 350, $3.50 min., $1 cover).
Florence Desmond and La Salle nice 3,000.
Frankie Masters (Boulevard Room, Stevens; 650, $3.50 min., $1 cover).
Fine 3,000.
BUI Snyder (College Inn, Sherman; 500, $2.50'$3.50 min.). New
"SiflUte to Cole Porter" packing room, despite rain and ice. Boff 4,200.
,

•

,

Los Angeles
Carl Btisson, Freddy.

Martin (Ambassador, 900;

Top

$1.50-$2).

4,050

tabs.

Jan Garber (Biltmoree, 900; $1-$1.50).

steady 3,200.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
(Chicago)
Cee Davidson (Chez Paree, 500; $3.50 min.), Ted Lewis revue solid
8,000.

,

Eddy Howard (Aragon, |1-$1.15 adm.). Weather nicked, but

still

I

big

18,000.
:

/Art Kassel (Blackhawk, 500; $2.50 min ).
''•tawrence Welk (Trianon; $l-$lil5 adm.).

H

at 2,000.

Same

(Los Angeles)
Hollywood, 6th wk.).

Strong 11,000.

B.,

RH

Tele-Log

BACK

tabulation of song performances on Nexc Yprk teleuision
CBS, ABC and t>uMont. They are based on ratings of
seven top shows: Texaco (Milton Berle) 80; Chesterfield (Arthur God'
frey) S5f Emerson (."Toast of the Town") 50; Chevrolet, 30; Kraft, 30;
Che^terneld (Perry Como) 25; Arrow Shirt, 25.

Following

SMASH

RECORDINGS

as last week; nice

14,000.

Tex Beneke (Palladium

^

TO

BACK

i.'s

netioorlcsjlVBC,

Week

of Jan. 20 to Jan. 36
, . .

,

—

Lavender Blue Santiy
A Little Bird Told Me—Bourne
Buttons

Points
80
70
40
30
30
25

t

,

Pretty Baby— Remick
My Darling, My Darling—Morris

& Bows-^Famous

—Mellin
—

.

.

. .

,.

, . t .

......

.

........

Mississippi Flyer

.-^

...

.

.

t

v.

. . ^

;

.

. .

..... ..

. .-

.

.

.

. . i

^

..........

—Miller.,-

Down Among the Sheltering Palms
Far Away Places Laurel
Here I'll Stay— Chappell

On

a

Slow Boat To China

—

Bourne
What Did I Do—Triangle
By the Way— B.V.C
It's a Big Wide Wonderful World— B.M.I
Maybe You'll Be There Triangle
.Once In Love With Amy Morris
Until—Dorsey Bros
. .
You Were Only Fooling^^Shapiro
That Certain Party

20
20
20
20
20
20
10

.^

—^Melrose
,

10

—
—

.

.

.

.

.

10
10

,

.

.

;k

. .

.,

10
10

-

sey and Sammy Kaye late in the
spring.
String as it's now laidsout brings
In
Date Sked in Ray McKinley, Feb. 18-March 13;
Ray Eberle, March 15-24; Charlie
Tex Beneke's orchestra Is set for Spivak, March 2.5-April
16; .Timmy
a run at Frank Dailey's MeadowDorsey. April 17-May 1; Beneke,
brook, Cedar Grove, N. J., opening
,May 3-15; Frankie Carle, May 17May .3, J without his string section. 29. Kaye may loUow.
Beneke date changes Dailey's name
Ray Anthony, incidentally, follineup, which will bring in Frankie
lows the current Art Mooney for
Carle, Charlie Spivak, Jimmy Dor10 days, opening Feb, 8. Jimmy
Dorsey's date is unusual in that he
opens on a Sunday evening, closing
/S^/IM JONES'
the StaUer hotel, N. Y. the previr
I

Beneke to Meadowbrook

j

Revamped

!

•

I

I

J-

ous night.
Latest

and Greatest Ballad!

Tower Eyes Video-Audio

HOW MANY

V

Disks for Kiddie Field
Chicago, Feb. 1.
Tower Records may enter children's disk field, if'a'iiew recording and. action-screen machine,
called Television, Jr., being prepared by PhotO'Electronic Co., of
New
Chi, works out as planned.
.

TEARS

MUST

FALL

An

'mporlont

n»w

*>t

»i» wriitr of /•«

Ifow

iw

Hodt To

Mf

.

bolfad

Or«oin«;"

So
"(t

I* you" ond "Oj»

Tho Atomo."

MIUER MUSIC CORPORATION

development consists of an arrangement that throws images on
a screen in front of the recorder,
at the same time a disk is spinning.
Tbvver's deal wiU cover production of the special disks. Phonograph can also be used for regular
platters.

Tough on Tunes
Cleveland, Feb. 1.
code banning songs with ob.lectionable lyrics has been put
into operation at WGAR by Henry
Pildher. musical diiftctor.Alteady, three pops ditties are
btt the list: "One Has My Name,
the Othejp Has My Heart"; "Slap

i

A

.

Her ©own Again Pa'';
ways True to You in My

,

an(i

^

\

,

';|

'619

MUSIC

Broac)^^cv

:lVie"KBte,''

CO

N-^v.

York

.

,

,

,

ON AN OLD KAZOO

;

'Al-

Fashion.
Latter is from Cole Porter's "Kiss

LAUREL

mwm

vi;-.

Pildner says the ban applies to
both live programs and,.recWd

GO

.

'

,

..

...

..

I

.

'
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RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS
1 j1 1 j1
1 f.

Tussle Over Rigbts To
^Street';

Heads

for Court

and

This Last
wk. wk.

1

1

Q
Kresge

Q

K

i9

T

earson)

tn

a'

-

c

m

.o

..

'4:

T

fl

tt

e.

1::
a
Q
a-

9an

CO

-m

.

M.

"A

pj

1
.'o

.

y.

.

T

s-

09
tn

I
.

K
a

.

'5"

'

m

N

-'

T

.

.

I

S
I

.

2

4

6

1

1

.

1

3

5

2

3

3

5

1

89

j

3

9

4

5

S

4

!

"Buttons and Bows".
LES BROWN (Columbia)

8

4

3

••

7

.

2

"On

7

JO STAFFORD-G. MacRAE
"Mv narliinc. Mv narlinff"
BING CROSBY (Decca)

7

8

8

6

Slow Boat

1.

3

4

6

8

2

5

2

3

,

3
1

1

6

••

10
13

to China?'

UA

.

Meanwhile, RCA's Indianapolis
Cannonsburg, Pa., and Hollywood

3

••

••

.6

;

.

plants

11

.

3

9

9

5

10

2

4

8

7

4

9

•

6

^

Rich Hung Ifp for

34

'

8

5

8

7

5

9

••

2

••

4

10

2

10

3

.

-

34

2

30

with

..

8

23

Buddy Rich's orchestra

20

came

.

.

.

.

7

5

••

1

10

.

••

9

7

, .

'i

4

9

5

7

8

19

w

8
1

TOMMY DORSEY

(Victor)

GUY LOMBARDO

(Decca)

14 A

14

MIRANDA-ANDREWS

14C

..

15A 16
15B

"I've

Got

My

Love

9

"*ir

16B

1

1

Keep Me"

to

9

2

v

.

9

slatedilor

jazz spot.

Cap's

New Bop

Outfit

Capitol Records signed another
last weekj corraling
a new outfit being put together by
clarinetist Buddy DeFranco;
Consists
of 17 pieces, expanded
from the small group with which'
DeFranco, formerly witli Tommy
Dorsey, has been working at the
Clique Club, New York.

8
7,

8

(Victor)

"Buttons and Bows"

3

(M-G-M)

"Powder Face With Sunshine*^

KAY STARR
Beautiful Ballad

10

2

SIS (D)

7

BLUE BARRON
,

1

FREDDY GARDNER (Columbia)
'V'm in the Mood, for Love''
BROTHER BONES (Tempo)
BETTY RHODES

..

16A 17

10

(Decca)

..

15C

Hit Picturt

£

10

MILLS BROTHERS

WALT DISNEY

it

orcli,

bop orchestra

"The Pussy-Cat Song"
C.

opening at Showboat, will go into
Music Bowl, Chi. Herman closed
a week ago at the Blue Note, Chi

(Cap)

14B-1-5

.

1

i i

..

seized.

Woody Herman's

10
10

1

in Jan.

(30), collecting $50 out of tlie $4,000 due.
Spot was previously placed on
AGVA's unfair list because of fai)ure to honor a posted bond. GAG
filed claims with AFM Monday (31).

12

(Victor)

JO STAFFORD-G. MacRAE

federal

2

(Victor)

'l3A 16

distribs; although,
possessed mari^-

19
I

(Decca)

18

13D

Rich
19 and closed Sun.

.

(Victor)
for a Blue Lady".

PERRY COMO

for a 12-

day run at $2,330 per frame.

(M-G-M)
the River",

VLavender Bine"

4Ci

Milwaukee, Feb. 1.
General Artists Corp. cancelled
existing bookings Monday (31)
the
Showboat, local jazz
bistro, because spot failed to pay

29

(Victor)

MILLS BROTHERS

bers of a ring peddling narcotics to
musicians. Richard Harp, pianist;
Ferdinand' Juarez, drummer; and
Mick punlilf, trumpeter, were ac-

production

By Showboat, M'waukee

VAUGHN MONROE

13C 17

carry the

all

4
9

Down

"Red Roses

will

36

(Cap)
:

.

SAMMY KAYE

IIB 12

cessing floors, which require very
machinery and paraphenalia. At the same time, a chcclt
to be made on all other phases.

load.

(Decca)
Places" ......
(Decca)

BLUE .BARRON
"Cruising:

will last for three
to

four weeks to enable engineers to
check floor loads in the buildings,
used for record production. All of
them are among the older structures in the RCA Camden setup.
Sections to be gone over thor«
oughly are the pressing and pro-

41

BUSS MORGAN
9
10

.

4

.

7

(Capitol)

4

.

1

2

FIVE TOP

WORDS AND

ROSES IN

MUSIC

RHYTHM

ALBUMS

Varied Arlittt

Frankit Carlt

7
y.* .(*>':

3
r

CAN HEAR

IT

-:Now
Edward

,

R.

Murrow

'Columbia

Columbia
\

VAUGHN MONROE
SINGS

DUSTY
MANUSCRIPTS

Vaughn,Monro*

Sammy Kay*

Victor

Victor

Tears" (Decca). "Money? side Is
one that can become a solid jock
and juke hit, on the basis of the
title alone, a catch-phrase of no
mean value. Stubby (Capl. has
ssa Ccntinucd from page 36
been dropped) and his group ran
"Blue Room" and "With a life-;-just words. They're still good up a fine b.o. performance Of the
;,iob.
novelty, with a vocal by "Windy
Song In My Heart" are standards jock material, however.
Breeze." It's a strong potential.
Art Lund "Someone Like You"—
done by Como in his "Words and
Backing is also good, in a hillbilly
"I've Got My Love To Keep Me
vein with a vocal by Tiny Stokes.
Music." In fact, these are from Warm" (M-G-M),
Both^are beat It'll carry weight in locales,
that
the sound track.' They?il be widely tunes, which is right up Lund's
'Marbles" misses.
used.
vocal groove; Result: one good, one
Tommy Dorsey "So In Love"- fair side. "Someone," a widely
Platter Pointers
"While the Angelus Was Ringing" recorded new tune from the film
Mark Elton Britt's "Candy
(Victor). Two propective hits. "So "My Dream Is Yours," is a poten- Kisses" (Victor) as a hit beyond
the
In Love," from "Kiss "Me Kate" tial hit. Lund meets it solidly and groove of country tunes . . . Phil
score by Cole . Porter,- is a swell he figures to get jock play though Moore's - Discovery: recordings of
tune and it gets good handling he's bucking Doris Day (Columbia) "Misty Moon Blues" and "Fugue
from Dorsey with an arrangement and Peggy Lee (Capitol) on it. For Barroom Piano" are jprime
that's unusually interesting and Backing is aimed to draw some of sides for programming
that seeks
colorful, and well played. How-: the heat on the Irving Berlin tune. something
diflterent . . . Ralph
ever, Denny Dennis' vocal leaves But Lund and the beat don't get Wilson's quintette cuts
excellent
something to be desired. Same ap- together. Johnny Thompson's ac- jazz and blues things for the Lucky
plies to the singer's work on "An- companying arrangement doesn't label; his "Radar Blues"
"Lips"
Johnny Desmond "Careless are swell . . . Victor isand
gelus," a promising melody based
a month
on a French theme. There's no: Hands"— "These Will Be The Best behind with "Tarra-Ta-Larra-TaYears of Our Lives" (M-G-M). Lar," but Dennis Day does It
Desmond handles both these tunes and gets a lot out of "Streetswell
of
smartly.. He works over "Hands" Laredo," a
promising item . . .
in a light beat groove and gets a Georee Paxton's
"Prisonero Del
b.p. angle on the new melody, a Mar" (M-G-M)
is worth attention,
hit possibility.
He does better, too , , . Stabdout country, western,
however, with "Years," a ballad race, jazzj Arbee Stidham's
"Stidthat also .shows potentialities. Des- ham Jumps"
(Victor); Bill Boyd,
mond sings freer and with much "Too Blue To
Care"
more feeling with it and it adds Battle Noel, "High Jlvln'(Victor);
Papa"
up to a distinct hit possibility for and "Rockin* Jenny
Jones"
him.
Tony Mattola backs him M); Roosevelt Sykes, "Llvln"(M-GIn a
solidly on both sides.
Different World"
(Victor);
Bob
Stubby and Buccaneers "Money Atcher, "Foggy Foggy
Dew" (CoMarbles and -CJialk"
"Tennessee lumbia)j Jimmil. Uo.. i„

FRANKIE LAINE
itow at the

Ml RA'NCHO V£0A8

Jocks and Jukes

'.
.

'-Xa* Vcirai, Nev.'-
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Dilly!

A DREAM OF A

LULLAIY

.

I

i

LAVENDER

.

j

I

BLUE
(Dilly Dilly)

I

Santly-Joy.
T

M

inc.

EDDIE JOY. Prof. Mgr.
V BMadway, New York If
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BING CROSBY
Away

N'

institute

(Columbia)

6B

"Far

temporarilv

heavy

45

(Capitol)

6A

a

6

.

Face With Sunshine

KAY KYSER

2

will

main Camden,

and checkup plan that
has been waiting for some time
Shutdown started rumors la.st week
tliat the company was folding
its
i-epair

is

Got My Love to Keep Me"
EVELYN KNIGHT (Decca)

MARGARET WHITING

...'

5

^

,

"I've

"Powder

3

Victor
its

record plant March 1 to

a

Shutdown

O

.Q.-.i

.

u

«
Q

.

shutter

headquarters production for good
due to lagging record sales and it
hastened to explain the cause.

P

tn
'h,

(Decca)

Bird Told Me"
(Columbia)
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Artist, Label) Title
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RAY NOBLE

SO DEAR
TO MY
HEART

'%
'X.

Music
enel's

'ega

O",

Leary)

DINAH SHORE

13B 16

A

m

:K

week.

EVELYN KNIGHT

Distribs

From the Curcenf

(Sherman-Clay)

l

CWcago, Feb. 1.
Three musicians were seized Friday (28) by federal agents as mem-

second by
agents in recent months.

«

WGck Euding
jJlN. 29

"^'"^

3 Tooters Accused Of

.

I

,

National

,

Co.!

..W:

12

:

Radio)

CS

printed immediately and began
Porgie
contacting Coast artists.
claims, and has correspondence to
back it up, that Campbell knew he
(Porgie) had obtained a binder before the SPA pact with Koppich
was executed by Campbell.
Porgie has advised all disk companies that "Street" is legally his.
Latter
But so has Campbell.
claims that he had no knowledge
of Porgle's binder and that Koppich denied one existed. That his
SPA contract i$ the only agreement' recognized in the trade betiVeen a writer and publisher.

huana when
Raid was

last

.

•a,,

Co.)

Mus.

-

I

t)

Stores)

parative sales rating for this

for Koppich to sign. That was on
Jan. 17. On the early morning of
the 18th, Campbell, then ill Caliiornia, got Koppich's signature on
a regular SPA pact and claimed
He had professionals
the tune.

Weed

.

tamed from leading; stores' in
12 cities and showing com-

latter before tak-

ing his case to an attorney.
Two weeks back, Porgie was
tipped off to, "My Street" by the
Ho immediately adMills Bros;
vised his Hollywood rep to contact the writer, Al Koppich, to secure rights to the tune. This the
Coast roan did, by having Koppich
write a legal binder and accepting
the payment of $1 to close the deal.
Meanwhile, Porgie prepared regular "Songwriters Protective Assn.
contracts and sliipped them west

cused qf being,
none of them

Delayed Repair, Checkup

RCA

o

Shop)

'

Survey of retail disk best
sellers, based on reports ob-

Since both pubs are affiliated with
Broadcast Music, Inc., Porgie has

Being

Only Temporary, Due To

'

Al Porgie and his former partner, Nicky jCampbell, are currently
in a tussle over the rights to a
new song that may wind up in
Porgie accuses. Campbell
court.
of interfering with a commitment
secured from a Hollywood songwriter on the tune "My Street."
complained to the

Camden Shutdown

Victor

Porgie, Campbell In

—

TARRA
TA-LARRA
TA-LAR
OXFORD MUSIC CORP.
Ul» Iraadww

N*w

Yarfc

"Songs For All Occasions,
Rtquost Numbers Written"
ALLAIRI MUSIC COMPANY
129 STATt STREET
HackanMcki N> J<.
'

Hack, l-MSS

manager"" MUSIC DEPARTMENT
M«n«otr
Il8li«r.

Htimui

nrloui mujic dopartment ol ph*'
Muit li«v« BUbliiliIng iixp«"""«'
y«u tiwa had aiiiiwUMe a« •J'W:

ffr
If

muilelan.
Pnltlon talli In UK'S'''
luptrvlilan at: daDirtiiMirt, Iptludlng,
(aoturlna, aalti, rantal library, .l""'*'";!;;
and meijh«iil«al *^lBlrti. ato., and dealing

tlilni

(wmpauri.
experltnoa,
tint lattar.

w";

Wflta full datalli of tdueatiap.
aia and athor auaiifleat jni
Bax V-lt, Varlaty, 154 W.

«W,|I|<W.,^

I*.

H. V*

'
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'
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Tg*Jnegdav. Fehrnary 2,

Flock of Film

VAUDEVILLE

Names

house.

completed, subject to
transfer of the liftuor license, for
sale of Jbsephson's, -^ile Sw^

Downton

Holiday

San Francisco, Feb.

'

Hollywood, Feb. 1.
Cotton Club, new nitery with *
talent policy, opens next
(7) on the site of the
defunct Florentine Gardens. Operator is Hal Stanley, .husband of

sepia

'

New AGVA Pad
Chicago; Feb.

1.

s

Jack Katz. counsel for Artists
Representatives Assn., huddled in!
Chicago last week with the Chi
board of governors of agent group
on proposed changes in rule B in
standard contracts with American
Guild of Variety Artists members.
Katz clarifled ARA's stand regarding commissions and told of
the need of revision of section pertaining to duration of management

Bills

Kay

Starr,

songstress.

Gount»Basie toplines

initial

lay-

out at a $3,500 weekly guarantee
against an undisclosed cut of door
admissions which will be pegged at
$1. There will be ,no cover charge.
Supporting acts are Berry Bros.,
Stump & Stumpy, Enid Williams,
Teddy Hale Jr., Tondelayo and a
line of 12 girls,
American Guild of Variety Artists okayed the new operation after
Stanley proved he had no connecItion with Frank Bruni, who went

;

|

,

i

',

InStiifCompetish

AtBwayDeluxers

i

contracts.

I

I

likely that figure will be
met. Followfng Cantor, Joan Davis,

Biggest

aild it is

acts

Ohio Nitery Licenses
Dan Dailey and William Bendix
head their own units. Talent
agencies on the Coast are also
anxious to make' p.a. deals but are
insisting that unless the stars have
previous experience that special
shows will be built around them.
Will

Frozen

Until

m

concentration

name

of

Broadway houses in many

Court

is

In Pitt, Prov.

ders from Gov.' Frank J,..Lausche,
will not issue any night club or
tavern licenses for the next 60
days, to give the department a
chance to work out new rules to
end the "confusion" resulting from
recent court decisions.
Ruling of the Franklin County
Common Pleas Court last fall
changed the population formula
under which licenses previously
had been issued. Court ruled that
evidence of a change in population

cago and all extra gravy.
Acts
making $1,000 can double their sal,ary by picking up a few convention
club dates in addition to theatre
stint; Oriental, other vaude house,
which previously nixed doubling
has relaxed such stance and has

and Les Cole doub-

ling from the Swiss Chalet, Bisvniark Hotel, currently.

:

i

dence booking on his barnstormings; Spot's foldo left AGVA memwhen weather hers on the hook for $7,000, inmade it impos- eluding around $1,000 owed Jackie
sible to fly from here to Providence Green and $400 due Lew Hearn.
AFM Local 47 members were owed
Three Suii^, Monica Lewis and for engagement at the: Arena that the' same amount but the unioA
Wally Brown, Radio City Music night. More than $20,OOD, repre- got the coin when Flo-Gar bar
senting a sellout, had to jbfe reHall> of Course, continues viiith Its
stocks were auctioned off.
':^,\
};
funded.'
usual non-name stageshow.
Unwilling
unwlUing to take any chances
Ma.iority of bookers, are reasonthe day
ably happy about the unusual num- oh sky clearlhg later
her of attraction!! prevalent in or nextj Hope and his gang got a
to Bostonhn„nd train
tr«i„ Wednesday
w.h„p<=.,v afternoon
«ft.r
the more attractions on the bound
^j^.^^^
^^^^ people, will come and reached Hub following momIt was a
irito town— thus every house on ing for the Boston date.
good thing they did; too, since
the Stem will benefit.
weather continued bad here, and
comedian's special plane, which
has been flying him from city to
Prifeer Seeks Intime
city, was still on the ground here
48 hours later.
Jon
Andra
N.Y. Nitery as Farm
Hope's Pittsburgh date at GarCarlton and Karrol
dons was socko, show playing to
Fentnrcd in Tlivir l«tli Week at
For Copa, Video Talent [around 7,300, as many as could be MURAL LOUNGE, Kmmon Hotel
BOSTON, MASS.
Monte Proser, operator of the packed into the local arena, and
better than $20,000.
Copacabana, N. Y., is shopping
I

I

.—.-- ing tour last week
Sole house without a top talent
budget
is the Paramount, which on Wednesday (26)
> ,
/,ir.. j v
mu. ai.' Ijneup
\x^~^,^
with
°Pen^today (Wed>

I

I

i

I

was^used to determme
1940 census was
the poulation of a community, on
which depended the number of
licenses that could be issued.
Meanwhile, the governor asked
the Legislature to enact a bill to
make the Federal census the basis
for
of
permits;
for
issuance
another bill to allow the state li-.

I

I

I

*

]

.'

':

I

j

^^^^i^^

1

I

i

i

,

|

,

i

I
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.
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quor director to deny licenses to

J

AGVA still is battling in Federal
Court here to get a creditor's cut
of whatever is realized from the
Flo-Gar Inc., bankruptcy proceed-

1.

to miss a 'ProyiT

Friday (4).

Z?rhP%%,?if?Prt"RpfnrrthTZ^

mo

Pittsburgh, Feb..

Bob Hope had

last year, shutter^

ing the Florentine. Stanley posted
a $2,500 cash bond with AGVA to
cover weekly- salaries, of floorshow
acts and chorines.

Date Off,

20G Refund

Forcing

Edicts Are Clarified
Columbus, O., Feb. 1.
CarsonOhio Liquor Department, on or- (Thurs;), and the Jack
Robert Alda preem at the Strand,

jVnotlier angle is the dub date
fake which is very heavy in Chi-

.

bankruptcy

into

Bob Hope Grounded

slated for this week. Battle
for customer trade started Off with
Danny Kaye's opening at the Roxy
theatre, N. Y., yesterday (Tues.)
and will conti'nue with Arthur Godfrey's bow at the Capitol tomorrow

years

:

\

.

[spots within 200 feet of churches,
(schools, playgrounds, or libraries-^
also, nullified by a recent court
decision; and to give the director
iauthority to refuse a new license in around for an intime eastside spot,
an area he considers alreac^ ade- Proser intends to open a cafe
qualfely "servecl.
where Jerome Robbins will cO'
produce shows and build acts.
Robbins did the choreography for
I

I

HOTEL WHITEHALL
PALM lEACH. FLA.

In

Directorie, since

Top Name

i

(how. Although no price has been
Announced, Cantor has asked $25,-:
000 plus percentages previously,

Mulls Change

<ilefunct.
|

boxoffice.

Curreiitly

became Le

later

1.

Florentine Gardens Site

'"^

^P"*-

Cafe
Society here was boosted, not di-|
minished by her recent arrest and
release on bail on a dope charge,
Miss Holiday was grabbed by narcotics men three days after opening
at the spot and she was released
immediately. That first week she
took out approximately $3,700 fori
herself on a guarantee and pereentage arrangement.
1
The second week of the run she
earned $3,800 for her end.

Definitely set for an April date
with his radio
is jBddie Cantor

HELENE and HOWARD

ARA

opened the Village
^^^^ and some years later
^^^^^ Cate society Uptown, which

nA

*

HVDOCS rnSCO D U.

make personal appearances,
especially when reminded of gross
lake that such names as Burt Lancaster, Billy De Wolfe, and others

the Debutantes

On Old

Max

Billie Holiday's b.o. at the

ent

:

Lewis and

to Lotiis

Mansch.
Josephson

Rap
X*

X\

Em-

names, but

the
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Sepia Talent for Coast Cotton Club

been

has

at Chicago, Chi

Billie

conwith definite vaude value. In
years, he found
trast to previous
eager to have talflim companies

at

Set For

>-

1,

theatreNate Piatt, Chicago
returned from the
stage- producer,
lining up
Coast last week, after

had registered

Josephson Bickers Sale
Of Cafe Society, N. Y.
Barney Josephson .is retiring
from the N.Y. nitery business. Deal

Chicago, Feb.

,

,

.

1949

Vaude Dates

talent for
flock of film
phasis will be on pic

1

1

I

|

1

.

GRAYSON, JOHNSTON SET

FOR PALLADIUM DATE
Hollywood, Feb. 1.
Clas.sical-and-pop routine is beting worked out by Kathryn Grayson and Johnnie Johnston for a
two-week -date: at the Palladium,
I

1

i

[

NICK</arreutly
LUCAS
KEN MURRAY'S BLACKOUTS
BMIrwodd
'

London, beginning April- 11.
Miss Grayson will chirp the classical numbers while her husband
dispenses the pop stuff.
If her M-G-M film commitments
do not conflict. Miss Grayson will
team up with her husband again
on their return from England.

"High Button Shoes" which Proser
produced.
Proser will experiment with new
talent in the new room in order
to shuttle acts into the Copa, and
get new acts for several video
shows which he's currently building. Proser had considered the site
of the defunct Le Directoire; but

DANNY KAYE PACTED
FOR MASTBAUM, PHILLY

TRICKSin

every

\Ttxd^\

i

'

couldn't arrive at a deal.
Proser, incidentally, is producer
of the tele variety show package
developed by Jack Bertell and
Bernard Schubert for their Radio
Artists, Inc.
This is apart from
Proser's own tele packages.

[
i

BERM

\

|

]

i

GEURGE

Philadelphia, Feb. 1.
The Mastbaum theatre, which
hasn't had stageshows in many
years, will relight for one week,
starting Feb. 22 with Danny Kaye.
Comic will go in on a guarantee

with the

ARTHUR GODFREY TALENT SCOUT SHOW

and percentage deal.

The Mastbaum was selected

for

CAPITOL^ NewYotk

its larger
seating capacity. At one time it
was the flagship of the Warner
chain in Philadelphia.
Warners have installed the Ink
Spots in the Warner theatre, Atlantic City, for one day oniy SatIt's the first time a
urday (5).
vaude show has been booked for
that house in many years.

Kaye's stand becau.se of

THANKS: ARTHUR GODFREY, LARRY PUCK,

PENNY MORGAN

•

:

Just Concluded

,

A.C. Commission

i

GLASS HAT, New York

Renews

ED SULLIVAN
"Recommended

Pact With Ice-Capades'

JAN AUGUST
and

his

Atlantic City, Feb.

resort's Convention Hall Irorn
22 until Sept: 4.

tkai'i

MAGIC ^

Latcit Mercury

Cwrmily;

roItoM

"NIGHT and DAY"
JALOUSIC"

^ARK PLAZA
St.

MMu^

Lours
Direction:

HCA

I

.

he's powdered with

"Triple A endorsement ...
ALLEN RICH (Los Angeles

"The

July

This is the shortest season lor
the show since it first leased the
auditorium before the war. The
hall has been leased to a convenwhich
tion, the Houseware's show,
and
will exhibit there during June
most of July.
Under terms of the lease the city
gro,ss.
will again get W'.o ol the

.

LOUIS SOBOL

Commission here last
City
(27) approved a new
Thiirsday
contract with "Ice^Capades" w hich
will bring the ice show to the

Piano

.

Stardust."

1.

best

impersonator

a rai'e mimic."

Valley Times)
have, ever
I

heard."

RADIO DAILY
''Terrific

impressions' via, his,

own A3C

coast to coast show."
Ptrtonal Management:

H. D.

RICKERT
NawYwrh

S4S nfth AvMua,

Booking R«pr«tntativ*;

S4S

DICK RICHARDS
Fifth AvoiHM, Now Y«Hi

-

VedneBday, February

VAimBViuJi
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What

To Provide Pool for Vaudeo Shows
.

William Morris Agency

is

en-f'

few

that

were easier

Buffalo, Feb.

House Reviews
Rqjcy, N. Y.

acPittsburgh, Jan. 29.
1
r
^Jacfe
companist), Georgia Gibbs, DwnCorson, Emerald Sisters
Calvin Jackson, Roxy' (2). Bob Swepney, George
hills
ettes Je Escorte, H. Leopold Spitdh Dave WiUocK Robert Alda,
ny Chorusi Paul Ash Orch; '.'Yel- Hwttori. Mojc
Borne
low Sky" (20th), revievOed in Variety Nov. 24, '48.

operators of the

lens,

longer applies.
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deluxer has its first flesh in
Danny Kaye's authority as an en- nearly four years this webk
anrt
tertainer has increased with every vaude-hungry
packed house at
In New opening show ate up everythiM
successive engagement.
Ca'son
C^^^^
at them'!
York for the first time in several Fheyhrew &enty threw
too a fusillade
p
years, Kaye returns to nls former
^o'"
haunts with an international back-j^*
"HellzaMDnh,'^^^
tieiizapoppin
and sawground following a phenomenal "J,^„®j
„"
engagement at the Palladium, Lon^
With Carson
working his head
don, where he will return shortly
.<>«. and concentrating on that seliafter his Boxy stand.
The Roxy hasn't seen anything tf^!''^STZ.'^''lt^^^^
screen biggie
good grace imme.
like this for sometime. During the
diately, everything rings the bell
previous bill with Tony Martin It's not just the
starved-for-stage
headlining, the juves dented the
crowd either, for the unit Carson
usual Boxy decorum. With Kaye,
has
put
together is well in the
adults join in expressive adulation.
brackets on practiwiUy all
On the opening show the comic upper
entertainment counts.
was on for 35 minutes, which as
Star comes out at curtain and
far as the audience was concerned
makes light of what's to follow
and then takes off. Bob Sweeney'
former radio team of Sweeney
lone as he Dlpases
subsequent sho^
l'"p?oS f ,sf r'^sterping'iut^Ke
I'^^e
find him cavorting for longer peafter Carson has said "my good
riods. He's been known to be on
friend*. Dennis Morgan, just
stage 90 minutes without overstaydropped in, and I'd like to int»oing his welcome.
duce him." That's Sweeney's cue,
Kaye attunes himself to the audi- and the appearance of tlic balding,
ence immediately.
.\
te'w well bespectacled,, rumpled comic
is a
,.,
chosen gestures and he s
solid howl.
Might have been better for
with the" mob. It's of little moment Swecne7to*Wit" however"
whether he does comedy, bandlead- was ahead, since TtU'^^^^^^
ina
ing, "Miav.t
"Night and r,o„"
his newest „Q^gJ^y creeps into his later crossDay" or hie
i,),- 4„„f i,„„v,ni„«
- from his
bit, "Gypsy,"
forthcoming fire with Carson. Just before him.
film, "H^ippy Times"-^each is top Emerald Sisters have gotten things
miming.
The latter number, in off to flying start. They're a couple,
which he enlists the aid of the of socko tumblers and acrobats.
audience
in making
- weird noises Carson's intro of a five-year -old bal,
,
for back^^^^
let dancer from Chi produces elongated George Mann in the gel-up
Moocher " AnnHipf- laifph JJrnvnVpr he used to wear as half of team
1, his imm-ps^ nnrnf sin^^^^^^^
of Barto and Mann, and stilt a
of an oft^key chanU^^^^^
scream with his mugging and ecpigg^ g^ji j,ig rib of glee clubs centric legmania.
Dave Willock,
similarly comes off well. On his Tugwell on the Carson radio show,
preem show
he exited to "Dinah
(Continued on page 48)
?
which brought on the Roxy finale,
otherwise clamor would have kept
rrampo/im'ngl'y yours***;
him there for a longer session.
,

found that an additional $6,000 investment in Carmen
Miranda paid off even after an
entire show was booked. Spot hit
one of the biggest grosses in the
Latin's four-day engagement.
Chicago, Feb. 1.
Miss Miranda had played the
Midwest vaude bookings are on
_
cafe previous_ week, and management decided to hold her over the upbeat with film houses gojng
and split week
prtor
one-nightei'S
open
in
days
for
four
had
she
when
Surto opening at the Latin Casino, bookings oh regular schedule^
Another factor making theJarger Philadelphia
althpugh pic
prisingly enoUghi
talent list necessai-y is the high ophouses have not thoUght radio
erating costs of agencies.
as
much of a threat, except for such
well as other agencies ai"e reluctant to buy from other offices and A.C. WILL
thus get only 5% instead of the
usual 10%. It's been found that.
EXCURSION BIZ THIS YR.
it takes upwards of 6% to run an
of television. In contrast to' usual
Atlantic City, Feb. 1,
office, consequently split-commisweekend vaude dates, new houses
Believing that a. slump in seasions represent a' loss.
have been bringing in acts during
With the acquisition of more sonal crowds will come this year, the first and middle of the week.
performers, agency will attempt and it will be a struggle for both
Among theatres adopting the
to build more names. It feels that
policy are the Pa,lace,_Gary, Ind^
from
business
and winter
video provides a greater opportun- summer
Amuse and the Rivoli, Muncie, Ind. The
ity to build talent than ever before. here in, the Atlantic City
Circle in Indianapolis has resumed
Morris probably has the largest ment Men's Association, composed g^.^^
^^^^ ^asis. Other oplist of important Video packages of owners and managers of various g^gj^^, i„ oshkosh, Wis., Waukeamong the talent agencies, and enterprises, has launched a drive
jjj
peoria, 111., are also conshould' a performer click through for return to the prewar one-day templating stage bills. However,
an appearance on one of its shows, excursions.
chief handicap is refusal of musi
they want him on their books.
For many years these one-day cians' union and the stagehands to
excursions brought thousands from adopt less stringent wages demands.
THOMAS HOT 25G. HUB
all sections of the east, which made Some of the houses will only use
Danny
Thomas' engagement at for .plenty biz. The war caused bands so that they will not have
„
the Latin Quarter, Boston, result- them to be discontinued, and until to meet nut of a pit band.
ed in a record-breaking $24,900 the amusement men acted, no
in Chicago, the Atlantic of the
effort was made to have them Schoenstadt chain has Instituted
during his last week.
It's the highest gross in any Hub resumed.'
[mid-week vaude with the Palace
j
cafe since the end of war.
Edward J. O'Keefe, secretary of in Cicero using talent on weekends.
the organization, 'declared that at Schoenstadt may use stage bills in
one time the excursions were the other houses. While Warner theatres are not going into vaude, Esbackbone of business;
While the big hotels get little saness chain is watching developthat new comedian
excursion trade, the crowds brought ments. Standard circuit in Wisconsin is also contemplating some speon
other
businesses
give
the
here
90th Week
the walk a tremendous lift. The cial dates.
Hollywood Show lounge
piers especially get a big bite, even
..'ChlQaaQ
if the eiccursion" runs into a rainy
Ptri. Mit.: IRV LEVIN
no, Buffalo,

&

MaS

Amns

Harry Atlman and Harry Wal-

to sell.

Reason for the latest move is
believed to be the opening up of
numerous- indie vaude houses
which use n'on-name talent. Anr
other is the uncertain feeling of
what courses video will take in the
future.- With video sponsors currently looking for low-priced: vaudeo packages, need for constant
act changes makes it imperative
that the office have a huge talent
pool to fall back on.

SitiMiley,,>ti(."

.•

Danny Kaye (Sammy Prager,

and swimming pools.
Since the Hollywood snowfall, they feel the excuse no

Carmen Miranda's Repeat
At 6G Pays Off in Spades

2, 1,949

Now?

Vaude bookers are wondering what's holding up personal
appearance tours of film headliners. They've been expecting
a parade because of slack studio production, only to be told
that the stars prefer sunshine

Morris Agcy. Signing Plenty Acts

larging its lists by signing up virtu,ally every act in sight. This is distinct reversal over former policy of
rejecting the greater percentage of
acts in favor of the comparatively

Alibi

1

1

1

1

'

1

I

i

I

,

.

'i

I

-

i

:

Manny Opper

i

Kaye's comedies are a combination of sensitive- artistry and broad iPaul
Paulette Trio^
burlesque. It's the worka ble comCurrent/y
bination of both that gives him a
unique niche as a comic. His finely
delineated gestures and facial exGrade Agency Nixes
pressions as well as knowing use
NEW, YORK CITY .
of eyes and body are as ,miich a t
part of Kaye as they would be to a
Deal; Will Set
."l'iMil ami l^iiilctte
trio. doiililiiiK
top ballet dancer. He's at various
front th(« [.Htlll <|lllirter, N'. v., run
times subtle and broad with a
tlH'lr iKU'OiwiNlH on .tlii' iriiioa
U.S. Branch knack 'Of doing the unexpected that. tlirotiKli
niillnc
witli uniii'xiiiir iiirllll.v.
Ail.f
ifivt^ii
top proiliirtioil votii(>»<. uiin a
Lew Grade, of the Lew & Leslie .wakes his performance a memor- ^vliJeu
iiiitiirftl.v
Grade agenc. London, IS seeking able event.
VAmWTi', .r»niiiir.v 3(1.
For Kaye's stand, the Roxy has
to establish, a New York branch
of the agency following collapse eliminated the ice revue. In its 4oir.:1.0U COHAN, 203 N. Waliasti, diitatof
of the negotiations with Music stead, Calvin Jackson does a renCorp. of America for sale of the o}}-ion of "Rhap.sody in Blue," with
background by the H. LeoGrade office. Grade, currently lin^
ing up talent in New York, declared
^n°"^(or tile Old ViiiKlnvillr Tcnini
?''^- ^,^''\
that the agency preferred to re- tTn^^Z^^
\
"KIXIOTT HISTICnS")
*"
tain its identity and work on its
ItuN bflen coiifiiinil to ht\tl iniin.v. yetkrM.

:

&

•

.

.

,

-

day.

LATIN QUARTER

|

MCA

':

Up Own

!

;

.

.

]

:

'

,

!

>

]

T

!

opene"

AGENCY

A New VAUDEVILLE

/s

Bomi

""plan to establish a U. S. branch
awaits consent by the British govfirnmptit hpcaiKiP
of tne
tho necessary.,
nprpwiru
ernment
"ecause ot
export of dollar reserves to open
and maintain the office until it's
able to pay its own way. Branch
will screen acts for use in Britain
and on the continent.
Grade is also lining up concert;
artists for presentation at Empress

i

'

'

ALBERT RICHARD

WILLIAM

MACK

;

:

i

THE

j

,

;

and Albert

ALBERT RICKARD
AGENCY
1650
New

London.

—

halls,

(OTAn Tiir

^

I

I

«iioi/i> ifMirr

tap

P'^'^''.^,

trio,

"P

Oil,
|

19,

i
I

!

number.
Hint of the unoilhodoxv of the
Roxy crowd was indicated during
Georgia Gibbs' turn, Her parting
piece, "New York's My Town,"
brought lorth applause in the mid^'^^ mentioned various

!

I

sfHRCv Price Ull.OO,

Also .Four JBookK of rotMkiH
bow BIbbonM," $1; "WoiipM

BKArTnnori
BCcnoa,-

— "Rnln-

'

Blue

from

on,

ol'.

Ibe.

pain'tinos

Bomipt«".

-Hiul

.

or

vfirtoo.''.

$C up, accordlriK 'o a\w.

JT7ANITA KI,I.IOTT
Kdltur Tli« Oliatt>r lto«
t.
Hotel BiilTulw, Huffalo 3,

i

i

!

SsTr TiSe.s'laSWent'
NAOMLSTEVENS
Big Wide Wondeil

edition of "Stop the MuSIC" has been readied for stage
presentation. Unit, which has been

tion of "Ifs a
ful World" and
Love'" are
forming since last summer, was similarly of big-league caliber
held in abeyance pendfng possible
The Roxy production i,, down to'
action on radio giveaway shows by a minimum,
with the big item be°l
the I'ederal Communications Com- ing a step
routine. As alwavs the
missiott. Since no action has been Gae Foster charges
provide plea.staken it's as.sunied giveaways are ant atmosphere and help the
show
* graceful change of!
'®?"r,';
btop the Music," which played mood. Paul Ash's -band showbacks
its sole vaude. date at the Capitol competently.
theatre, N Y„ la.st summer, has
Arthur Knorr'.s settings are decbeen set for the Hippodrome, orative and utilitarian
Jose
Baitimore, Feb. 10 and AdaraS,
Newark, Feb. 17. It's likely that'
the Stale, Hartford, will follow.
Unit will carry its own conduc-:
tor and will use house bands at
the various stops, Bob Russell is
slated for the emcee spot, Eddie
Fisher and Gloria Elwood are
signed as singers.

'^oT

;

|

"Chanft with a Chuckle"

i

N. Y.

,

1108

l»K

Southwest,". $1; "WayHlxt*'' Notes of a.
(fypuy-Foot;" 7Dc} "Mv ITIowpr (lav
den," 60c. All pOfltiHllll.
''Tpxaa

'

Suite

^VIT.t,

-".U<^morii«s .Af. a.' jltoiihrett*.," rf>lHinifr
tlip .auUioi-'a own expcneiu'ew on the

JUST CONCLUDED

|

York

I'AINMNfiS

AI'I'IUOCLATHI)

with a

defined dances that;
^
..-9*
constitute a sapient mixture of energetic cleat work routined into appiause-winhing stanxas. Exit mitt
is strong enough to warrant a third

,

.Vaude

BROADWAY

OIIDKRH FOR IIKK UOOKS iVNU

,,„*?u!''r?^
°""hills
^y...''^^^

lo^al'ties. Even with the InterrupMllSir UNIT
IHUJll^
UlllI
Itions it's evident that her treatCUT UHD V AIinr TAIID — of numbers merited applause
OEI riWl VAUUIi lUUR 0". Its own. A modicum of blues

STOP THF
Oim
lllL.

JUANITA ELLIOTT

i

Phone: JUdson 2-0234-5-6

BOWERY, DETROIT

'

RETURNING

.

The above has been mode possible only

i

I

EL

MOROCCO,

Montreal

.

by reason of the confidence expressed fo
me by the personnel of the below listed
circuits, which had the pleasure of booking
I

during
Fishen

my

association

Agency

for the

with
last

the Arthur
twenty years,

SKOURAS THEATRES CORP.
BRANDT THEATRES
CENTURY THEATRES
METROPOLITAN THEATRES Co. of New

|

i

new

in

13

Monthi

i

I

VAL

'

and

'

England

Nitery Razed by Fire
Lima,

0„

Feb.

1.

The Alpine Village, local night
was destroyed by fire of undetermined origin early Jan. 27,
with damage estimated at between
$50,000 and $60,000.
Nobody was injured in the blaze.

'

PAT

club,

NATURALLY-^

3rd Time

business welcome!

DESTI

,

Ask: JULES ZIEGLER
j

MS

FIFTH AVBNUI.

NEW YORK

MU 2'20M

LEW AND

GRADE

LESLIE

ltd

EUROPES LEADINC THEATRICAL AGENCY
Thank

MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA

LEW and

LESLIE

GRADE

For Their Offer

Ltd.

ARE NOT EXCLUSIVELY REPRESENTED BY ANY AGENCY

IN

THE

U. S. A.

DURING THE PAST YEAR WE HAVE BOOKED THE FOLLOWING ATTRACTIONS FROM
AMERICA INTO THE LONDON PALLADIUM AND OTHER THEATRES IN GREAT BRITAIN
AND EUROPE

JACK BENNY

ALLAN JONES

EDGAR BERGEN

GEORGE and BERT BERNARD

MARY LIVINGSTONE
MARYLYN MAXWELL

BELITA

VIRGINIA O'BRIEN

HOAGY CARMICHAEL

PETERS SISTERS

PHIL HARRIS

PEGGY RYAN

LENA HORNE

JEAN SABLON

HARRISON and FISHER

YAL SETZ

SCHALLER BROS.

HERMAN HYDE
SAMUELS and MARVELLE
EYERS and DOLOREZ

RILEY and HELLER

FRANCIS and GREY

REPRESENTING

THE GRANADA THEATRES CIRCUIT
KNIE BROS. SWISS NATIONAL CIRCUS
LEWiSHAM HIPPODROME, LONDON
TRANZ MIKKENIE DUTCH NATIONAL CIRCUS
^
CIRQUE MEDRANO, PARIS
CROYDON EMPIRE, LONDON
GAUMONT CINEMA, PARIS
WINTER GARDENS THEATRE, MORECAMBE
DAVID N. MARTIN AND THE TIVOLI THEATRES AUSTRALIA LTD.
VICTOR HOCHHAUSER CONCERTS AT THE ROYAL ALBERT HALL AND EMPRESS HALL, EARLS COURT
ALSO
EUROPES OUTSTANDING ATTRACTIONS

AND NOVELTY ACTS

ENGAGEMENTS FOR EUROPE WITH
IS NOW IN THE U.S.A. AND WILL BE VERY PLEASED TO NEGOTIATE
ALL AGENTS FOR ARTISTES—c/o EDWARD SHERMAN OFFICES. NEW YORK AND HOLLYWOOD.

MR. LEW GRADE

Thanks to Mr.
EMPIRES, Ltd.,

VAL PARNELL, Managing
for his confidence

and

Director of the

to our

good

LONDON PALLADIUM and MOSS
EDWARD SHERMAN for his in-

friend Mr.

valuable cooperation, help and advice.

REGENT HOUSE 235-241 REGENT

STREET,

TELEPHONES: REGENT 5821-2.3-5592-3

Paris Office:

GEORGE LEROY, 6 Rue

LONDON,

CABLES;

W

1

GRADAGE LONDON

Cardinal Mercier

,

;

Loew

Vednegday^ Februitry 2, 1949

Circuit

New Ads

Opens Additional

Latest liouse to join
list is Shea's, Bufslated to play
is
Spots, Feb. 10; Sammy Kaye,
11 and .Frankie Laine, July 28.

May

.

,

the stageshow

,,i„„»„ xintV <E1 Q OArt
S BOtt J|)ld,UUU

Autry

:

House

I

\fy

^.Q. Solo Date

-Kon,., pitv Fph 1
^^^^ Autry and troupe here ]an.

,

•

of. stage^shows at we
24 played to 8,500 in a matinee
a result of the recent
la the Municipal Auof a pooling arrangement diforiufil; Gross for the atterhoon
several circuits in the figured $13,000, a record for any
tirea. With the pool's dissolution, single performance here.:
each house is on its own and: ev
Besides Autry, troupe included
ery circuit is back in competition Rufe Davis, Ginny, Jaekson, Dewey
Vith each other;
Sisters, Jack and Bobby Knapp,

Resumption

BuiJalo

,

i.s

breakup

emong

has also set Laine
State theatre. Cleveland,
House recently played
its first vaude bill in several years
with Jane Powell, topping. Gross
indicated feasibility of continuing
tile spot show policy.
Within the past- few months,

Piermont

for the

March

Butlram,

Pat

1

j
,

.

|

j

ST00PNAGLE,R1PPENT0

Loew's has opened up more houses
on a spot basis than at any time
GODFREY UNITS
Since prewar days. Other theatres under that policy are in WaCol. Stoopnagle (F. Chase Taylor^
Richmond and and J. C. Flippen will head Arterbury, Conn.;
Norfolk.
thur Godfrey units. The Colonel
slated to take over the eastern
unit when show opens at the
theatre, Newark, March 10.
This is the unit which opens tomorrow (Thurs.) at the Capitol

is

Speeding Ticket Pays Off Adams

General
Corp. vjepee. found a speeding fine
extremely profitable. Arrested in theatre
Woodbridge, N. J., Sunday (30),
Flippen will head the western
Kilby. was fined $10 and costs, unit slated to start at the Oriental
but police sergeant collecting the theatre, Chicago, Feb. 24.
Perfine, upon learning of Kilby's posi- sonnel for the latter unit is still to
tion,: authorized him to submit a be
selected by Larry Puck in
Show costing $1,000 for the Wood- charge of the Godfrey units.
bridge Police Benevolent fund.
Godfrey will be unable to tour
Pine can go on the expense .ac- with the eastern unit inasmuch
count legitimately.
as he must remain around New
Kilby,

j

1

;

York for

his radio

;

.

:

,

.Terry

Y«wng an* virile*
musicomedy.
looking, Wrlghtson is of the romantic school, the sort of perr
former who could fit into a typical
Rodgers and Hammerstein musical,

,

I

-

and television

the

contest

was Don D'Carlo, a Songs

,

.

'

Colonna due at the Adams
Newark. March 3.

shows.'

local agent.

:

15 IMins."

Mercur's has had one previous Mercur's Music Bar, Pitt.
This is the first nitery date for
with the Liquor Control Board
when its license was suspended for Fran Warren on heels of big buildAUaii Jones, George Mann
up she's been getting from RCA25 days in 1945 for refilling liquor
Vlctor via platters and the wide
bottles;,It was under different
coverage
Bookings
by disk jocks.' It's obSet for British
manage«vient then.
vious, too, that singer has just as
Pittsburgh, Feb. 1.
much to sell in person as she does
_
. .
Allan Jones, closing at the end
on wax. She's a real comer.:
.
•
« •
,
Although Mercur's isn't exactly
Line
the place Miss Warren can show to
l^^'Sk U.S., Bntish Acts
,°Jai!;i:a?;^1.irsa.^
best advantage, being long, narof March for England and some
For Scandinavia Dates row.. ai)d ..no.isy.^jstill .she manages
London bookings as well as a tour
to overcome all these back-breakLondon, Jan. .2!^.
Of the provinces. It will be, Jones'
Working in association with Hymie ing hardships, which in itself is a
second trip abroad and' the direct
pretty good test of what she can
result of his English clicks last Zahl, agent Benkt Sterner has lined
Gal makes a striking appeardo.
summer, when he spent several up -a flock of acts for Scandinavia. ance, and the voice wraps up the
months there.
These include Billy Cotton .and rest. It's warm, with a wide range
Currently
This time, he'll take George band, for Chinese theatre, Stock- and, unlike many microphone-hugLMann, formerly of the team of holm, month of April; Morton ging songstresses, she isn't afraid
Barto and Mann, with him, and Fraser and His Harmonica band to open it up. Hits the high registhey'll do an act together as an lor May; Syd Seymour and band ters with ringing effectiveness, and
Minneapolis
afterpiece to Jones' vocal session. for Scandinavia month of July, she sure can caress those low
Peri. Mgt.!
Mann is currently on tour with and Phyllis Dixey for Chinese the- notes.
Former featured vocalist with
TED BROOKS
Jack Carson,' but latter 's bookings atre month of August.
Art Mooney, Charlie Barnet and
UiEast 57th St., New York wind up with four weeks at Strand He's also dickering with Kath- Claude Thornhill, and later on the
theatre, N. Y., following present arine Dunham and her "Caribbean CBS program, "Sing It Again,"
Tele.: PL. 9-1344
engagement at the Stanley thea- Rhapsody" for month of June, and Miss Warren sticks chiefly to pops,
tre,
Mann and Jones will have Buster Shaven's midgets for March but her arrangements are neatly
mmmmmmHH fHllADClPHIA, l>A.aM^M [same kind of a turn Carson and to replace Nicholas Bros., who are put together to give them a slicker
Mann are doing, and which singer due in Hollywood shortly for shine than usual. She's naturally
'sTk"u?1 and comedian also did together on Metro, in Carl Gerhart'S revue, at getting in a lot of plugs for hen
most recent waxings, "Joe," "Why
a USO tour of Italy in 1945.
Gottenburg, Sweden.
200 OUTSIOI ROOMS
Is It," "What's My Npme" and
fram-*2 DAILY
"Why Can't You Behave," an A-1
Latest to be signed for summer
salesman for herself and Victor.
iHCIAl WeiKlYHATlS
dates at the -Palladium, London,
Phil Delle Penna gives her an
Ink Spots Renew Gale
HOUSlKltRINC fACniTltS
are the Gienns, starting June 6,
okay piano background.
In the
and Doc Marcus for show beginThe Ink Spots liave renewed right kind of room, where atmos••mivAiKiNC D/irnNci or xii iSthiusmmm
ning July 25.
their
contract
with
the
Gale phere and lights play a big part,
agency for an aaditional throe Fran Warren can't miss. Cohe7i.

theatre,

neprt
^

|

'

Artists

sh« doesn't

j

HEAD

Harry

.

May

|

'
;

lyrics;

Opens with a particularly fa=t,
tempoed "Blue Skies" that estah'
lishes her rock-'n'-rhythm type
of
act, and with that opening number she's got the audience. Then i
calypso, followed by a Harlem

15 Mins.
Persian Room, N. Y.
Earl Wriglitson, from opera, concert and radio, may not Tiave much
of a cafe routine at present, but he
at least suggests strong promise lor

blues, a riff piano piece, "Tea fop
Two" (doing "Honeysuckle Rose"
with the right hand), the comedv
"Big Fat Daddy," and ending with
"Stormy Weather" and "Miss Otis
Regrets." It's a sharply varied rou,
granted several deficiencies are, tine
that points up her versatilitv
straightened out.
in song and on the piano, all of
At the Plaza's Persian Room it which
is accompanied by a
winnine
would require a practiced eye and personality and
style of performear to detect his capabilities amidst ance that,
while in the idiom of
But he's
several distinct flaws.
other colored songstresses-pianists
Lift
Liquor Bd,
got natural charm and a robust
is certainly no copy.
Miss Davis
baritone that, in the main, he uses
And he doesn't get has her own distinctive style.
License of Mercur'$, Pitt, eftectivelv.
Kahn.
flustered under difficult circumstances; At the opening here he
For Series of Violations had
trouble; with a truculent mike ETHEL SHELL
.that he should learn not to hold Songs
Pittsburgh, Feb. 1
State Liquor Control Board in- and sway while he's singing be- 7 Mtns.'
stituted proceedings last week toj cause of its tendency to vibrate Leon & Eddie's, N. Y.
Ethel Shell is a cule songstress
under those conditions.
lift the booze license of Mercur's
Wrightson's presentation is in who needs additional experience
Music Bar, one of. downtown's leadr
tlve trite idiom of most concert Miss Shell, although possessing a'
ing night spots; on a number of
baritones when they embark on a: pleasing voice, needs better tune
charges, including sales to minors,
date of this type, namely his en- selection and stronger projection
employing minors and letting en- trance on the .floor while singing
With additional playing time, she
tertainers mix with patrons. Aleck and his saunter around the room can make the grade for cafe
work.
Shusett and Elizabeth Sabo were while ballad^romancing the ringJose.
named as owners, in: the citation, siders. That's so corny that it will
although spot is under the manage- endear him only to the Shuberts. IGNACIO SOLA
All that was missing was an arm- Songs and Piano
ment of Harry Fox.
Trouble began for Mercur's last ful of roses that he could toss to 14 Mins.
Cafe Society Downtown, N. Y.
August when it held a "Mrs: Amer- the customers.
He does operetta-type and muIgnacio -Bola,
Latin-American
ica" beauty contest, the disgruntled
sicomedy numbers, plus an oper- import, while strange to Yanqut
winner of which. Mrs. Virginia atic -takeoff;
He sings forte al- showmanship,, indicates he's a
Rohrbaeker, testified for the State. ways, which: is a mistake, since, it
singer of warmth and sensitivity.
Following the finals, five contes- doesn't give hirti much chance for He had still to bring out
these attants charged they were victimized, shading.
tributes in his initial U. S. date at
by -misleading- advertisements with
Wrightson has the stuff to click. Cafe Society Downtown, mainly
promises of a salary .they^ didn't What he needs right now is
(Continued on page 48)
get,- but that suit was dismissed astute management.
Kahn.
for lack of evidence. Fox claimed
at the time that the promoter of FRAN WARREX

Marvin,

Frankie

Johnny Bond, Carl Cotner, Jackie
Swift, Cass County Boys and the
gow ponies. Champion and Little
Champion.

I

10.

the blut
them.

Songs

&

Playing time on the Loew circuit*
Is increasing,

EARL WBIGHTSON

Costello Hhivins open at th« Town
Casino, Buffalo, N. Y., Feb. 7, and
follow with the Latin Quarter,
Boston, March 13.
Vanya pacted for
D'Angrelo
Last Frontier, Las Vegas, June 13.,
The Szonyis due at the Copacabana, N. Y., Feb. 10.
Carl Brisson slated for the
Wedgwood room of the WaldorfAstoria, N. Y., Feb. 24.
Massey into the Last
Ilona
Frontier, Las Vegas, Marcll 27.
Vireinia O'Brien opens at the
Hollenden, Cleveland, March 3.

Playing Time on Spot Basis

Ink

1]
;

VAUDEVILLE
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falo.

j1

.

I

tilt

I

STAR OF STAGE

I

.

i

RADIO AND VIDEO

;

I

JERRY

m

I

;•'

i

COOPER

I

I

j.

CURLEY'S

PIUTE PETE

,

I

"GREATEST HOG CALLER
EAST OF THE ROCKIES"

!

I

!

j

NOW

|

;

APPEARING

i

I

4ih Year at
VILLAGE BARN, New York

,

i

.

I

i

^

CLINTON HOTEL

THIE

i

|

{

1

3rd Year at
THE STORK CLUB, New York

I

2nd Year on
NBC-TV NETWORK

:

.

I

1

FEATURED SQUARE DANCE
CALLER AND COUNTRY GAME
SQUIRE

years.

They had beem pacted for a year
heretofore.

Songs

SaranacLake

—

By Happy Benway

Saranac, N. Y., Feb.

With- a "cute," almo-st
'

1.

Frank Shapiro and Moe Roberts
from Chicago for a skiing vacation and to ogle and chat with
Maiy (legit) Mason, who is
skedded for go. home papers soon:
Louise (RKO) Harris celebrated
birthday with a flock of greetings
from well wishers. She mastered
four stages of thoracoplasty operation which places her on the good
side of tlie ledger.

Jack Clancy, former X-ray technician of the Rogers, into Memorial ho.spital (N. Y.) for a major
operation.

Among

the

Organizer for Country Gamai,
Squdr* Doncei, Mixari, Etc.

10 Mlns.

Le Ruban Bleu, N. Y.
pixie--ish.

^ quality to his presentation, Michael

.

in

'

MICHAEL BROWN

Brown

ingratiating per-1
former.
He writes his own maultraterial.
His
songs
are
sophisticated, and the lyrics are'
very clever in the main. He acoomps himself at the. keys.
Practically all of his stuff is in
the satirical vein, like the takeoff on the college gal majoring in
men, and with much of It one has
to listen clpsely to get the lyrics.
Plus which Brown has a retiring
sort of personality that's clicko in
an intimate room such as this. And
he has the quality of never appearing offensive even when his
Viohn.'
lyrics are bluest:

making
Mealy.'Mark MARTHA DAVIS
Gaiser and Jim Singer-pianist

old-timers

Wilson,

Edwin

Wotton.
,

!

I

53

WMt 8th

KAUFMAN

H.
St..

New

York

1 1

.

N. Y.

COMEDY MATERIAL
BranchM of

For All

Theotricab.

FUN-MASTER
"Th* ORIGINAL Show-Bii Gag FiU"
$1,00 each
Not. 1 to 22

~

@

(Order in Stquenet Only)
SPECIAL: The First 13 Fiiei
for $8.00

3

DIFFERENT
(10

!

noiirh,

iiinterliil.

IMittcr,

blaclc-oiiU.

NO

.

17 Mins.

1

!

BOOKS OF PARODIES

Ea»lrBoi>l()

In

p«P Book

$10

Send lOo for lUta of

nifty progress-are Sig

i

Mqt.:

an

is

,

<'omea»

ottior

inu'"''*'

piiroflles.
oto.

C.O.D.'S

PAULA SMITH

Walter Nutter, musician, to Bos- Blue Angel. N. Y.
Martha Davis has an infectious
to attend the funeral of his
quality to her songs and pianisms
sister.
that should establish her strongly
tori

Birthday salutations are in order to Arthur SlaUery, Frank
Hynes, Lottie Wilcox and Eugene
Reed, all Rogerites.
Mark Wilsouj publicity man.
ended his flnst observation period
with a nifty medical report;
Write to those n'ho are ill.

FOR SALE
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in the east after a similar achieve-

ment on

t.he>

performer

is

Hefty, colored
an uninhibited jiver

Coast.

who does mostly rhythm times

throaty voice, and an occasional
ballad points up that she does that

type as well What she should forhowever, are those lapses into

get,

M.cnw
1

Bird.
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Tr.intil (nr Daneicig
•tot
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.Chimes for Trained ,HotM .of
Act. Other Birds nnd Proiis. AiAn^,
E. Rohetfs. Painahsslkd'e Cireus HeadflUjrie"
reno».
3504 N. atli Street, ,Pli!l«doliiliti 40,
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Thompson; and the quartet,
show viewing, purveyed the
numbers which had them

first

standing in' line here last season;
Ndt due to lack of new material;
-

musical rehears-

but to the lack of

Sammy Kaye's orch having arrehearse the new
bits. However, come second night;
the group set up a series: of smart
als,'

rived too late to

new song'dancerprecision sessions
in their own

sophisticated vein that
belted the aud solidly. Militating
reaction; too,
against first-ni^ht
was the preceding appearance of
Jack Cole Dancers, which took the

Subsequent shows, hoW'

edge off;

had them following with their

Harlem-jive
to

'

i

j

Miss

ever,

j

-

cluZri'i^'of^Svi^nnt
luuscviLj Mill,

i<-";"""is
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Kay

group.
on
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Thompson and the Williams Bros.,
the Jack Cole
plus the zing of

same

inSim

''9"tinings, that embMco cvcrY type name band policy that earlier this
season brought in such expensive
course, _the
course
the record-breaking
rp
run of
the Eddie 'Davis, the perennial, who .^ii^'Ji^e'^Vi'^V^'to ''hourly 'a": attractions as Frankie Carle, Blue
sophi.slicales plaijsev MaXmilUan Bei'gefc orcli Barron, Johnny Long and Charlie
"--"^^
SAn„""K;e"un\nrefprl\l ^^^^^^^^
back: this- slipw. Juies Lahde orch Spivak who played to large but
on other side of stage. Contrast
probably unprofitable' crowds. OpIt's one spot whore bonifacing aHcrnales for the dance sets.
in Porter's music looms with "B'er
crating now on a much smaller
Lary.
still attains the status of an art.
gin. the Beguine" ducted bv Miss Davis
fioorshow budget; it places its emcan make the minimum
Lee and Hall for hefty applause.
Torraw'o lEooni.
pliasis on acts.
spenders feel like a king for a
Narration brings llawk.s back for night, and treats the heavy-wad(WILLIAM PBNN HOTEL)
Current layout is fortunate ih
"Miss Otis Regrets" while Kriza ded, citizenry like they were the
Pittsburgh, Jan. 26.
having the Daryl Harpa Latinand Miss Koesun do an adagip un- saviors of the entertainment bii.siKitty KaWeni Martin Bros. i2), American band .which backs up
folding story of song. Routine is ness. It's a spot that will always Lcc Henry, Billy Catizoiie Orch several firsl-rate acts.
While not
expertly done, through unusual do well even on repeat trade.
(8); $1-$1,50 coi;er.
one of the prominent musical ag^
choreography and jazzy musical
The /current show provides a
gregations, the Harpa outfit has a
background by BiU Snyder. Audi- good display of newcomers to show
Only Iwo acts on current bin. lot of stuff on the dance music and
ence likes this one, but applause business, with the standard turn but they're both sock and pack entertainment ball and has become
is cut short by quick, mood change r of Boyd Heath to provide solidity, plenty entertainment.
a prime fave following its initial
intn "Blow, Gabriel, Blow." Ralph Heath, repeating here, is
into
Practically
from the moment' long Hotel > Nicollet. MSnnesotsi
.afSterling does neat job on vocals fable emcee who makes his appeiil cute-looking Kitty Kallen, nil'tily {.Terrace run,
after Mario ^erritello, sax player with some good pipings and on- gowned, steps onto the floor, she
Harpa him.self is an exceedingly
solos under misty spot effect.
stage switch from tux to; cowboy has the crowd in the palm of her personable chap, his choice
of
Honey Dreamers take up Porter's garb. He-does well. .Other repeater hand. Warms 'em up with a couple numbers and his arrangements
who of pops, including the punchy score touchdowns and his charm-,
Broadway hits and break into is Pifarda, assisted by M^
"Let's Do It." Quintet displays while dandhgi releiase a, cote of "Take Me Home This Minute," ing vocalist, Margo Paige, and verand
then
uses
a spoken intro, which
top-notch vocal ability;
Blackout pigeons that fly all around stage
satile dancer-bongo player, Dacito,
plus narration move story to war and then perch oii dancers for "ef- sets= the mood, for ''Glocca Morra.!'. along with the musicians; conr
Her impressions of Ethel Meman,
era with Kriza as a sailor and Miss fective, finale.
tribute substantially to the floor-'
Others in the current layout are; Lena Home and Ella Logan, whom show as well as providing agrees
Koesun rendering v e r i o n of
she resembles somewhat, to special
tapsters;
and
O'Connor,
Carewe
"You'd Be So Nice To Come Home
lyrics of "There's No Business Like able guest terpsing melodies.
To,'-' ;With Honey Dreamers assist- Ethel Shell, singer, urid Steve and
Don Snyder, winner of a Gedric
Betty Stevens, baUro6)3iietSf all New Show Business" are solid and bring
ing in background.
recurrent palm-pounding in the Adam.s' radio talent search show,
: .•
Story shifts to a rehearsal, get- Acts.
production middle of. each' and then she ties is a whistler who does three numShepiherd's
Iprahk
ting idea across to audience of
doesn't measure up to his previous it up with "If I Had a Daddy in bers with the band acceptably.
Porter's earlier era. Hawks comes
still the White House." For encores, she Rose Murphy and Nellie Lutcher'
on scene as' various acts ask him work here; but the nu.inbers con^ does a swell selling job on "Hun- have never visited Minneapolis,,
look okay. Art Waner's bAhd
to write tunes as in- the past, with
tiniie, although Waner is .cuirrehtly dred Years From Today" and a but Sonny Howard's Impressions
acts then going. Into composer's fornifty number that puts a string of their vocalizing and accompany*
mer hits. Hawks tells cast new riiaestrbihg at the LatiiJ Quarter.
of Irish cliches together. Gal has ing gyrations conk the customers
Jose.
musical would be named "Kiss Me,
the goods in delivery and appear- just the same because .of their
Kate.''
Blackout follows, with
ance, a sunny personality that fil- amusing styles that Sonny, an' ArBlue Itwoin, IV. O.
Prentiss telling of Porter's hit
ters riffrt through the room from thur Godfrey alumnus, puts over
(HOTEL ROOSEVELT)
musicals that follow. Entire comone end to another, an intimate so well. More familiar and recogNew Orleans, Jan. 26.
pany performs in "Night and Day"
style -and a warm voice, all of nizable are hisi Ink Spots, Jack
Elliot Laiurencc Orch (16 ) Jan which combine, to make
and production ends with, few comher a cinch Smith arid Tony Martin takeoff
ments by Prentiss with Snyder's Bart, Hoctor & Byrd, Rex Owen
^ny spot where class counts.
which, along with the rest of the
Rosalyn Patton, Jack Hunter; $31
music in background.
Martin Bros, get things going song mimicry, whips up audience
The 340 light cues, plus other rnwmwm.
with their puppet act, and it's one enthusiasm.
technical aspects of the production,
of the best. Two of them, dressed
Laughs: explode almost continudull
moment
in
There's
never
a
completely in black, stand behind
are handled in slick manner.
the current layout. Show is one of curtain of the same color and work ously during the gag-loaded monoGreg.
the best booked into the spot in ^h'Ttrinrs 'o7 arcunnhig^rgVoAp log of Prof. Backwards, the fun
being occasioned more by the persome time,
_
„ ,
of little wooden people as there
former's distinctively dry delivery
Featured is the band of Elliot
Swiss Clialet„ Chi
the marionette sweepstakes.
Lawrence, youthful maestro, wholrpt^p^ include a Latin-American rather than-: the material.
The
(BISMARCK HOTEL)
"professor" finales with»his always
Chicago; Jan. 26.
amazing instantaneous pronouncLes Cole & His Debutantes (5).
ing and blackboard writing backJoe IshelX, Joe De Salvo Orch
wards of words called out by
$2.50 minimum, $1 cover.
ebony piano-trumpet team, patrons.
o^At-koi. a
o an
in <-ww
the urge to smother
AH in all, It's a goodly quantity
Martins do some singing and talk
Lo w-ceilinged bistro with angled indulge
melody under tantastic fancy arRces;
^^^^j. pj^gf
wooden" folks and of-appetizing diversion.
seating capacity will always have
rangements.
it's
okav too "^"^^
Ovel' bie all ^'^^
the
difficulty in obtaining suitable fare.
The maestro's pianistics are ap- " °
Most sight acts are lost to half of plause-winning. His work at the
sillv V^"'°"^^^^
Catizone's orch rontiniies
the room, and dance teams that
"'"y
keyboard is especially zesty during
olentv
tWHCing,
anq
okav
OKay
fn
in
piemy
tend to glide upwards are also on fho band's
fiacK-,, rendition
fonriifinn of
nf "Mai
"Mnl. f .Of
the Konriv flashy
the tabu list. However, Les Cole aguena," which tees off the floor that department as well as playing
s Continued from page 3C 5
solid show accompaniment.
Lee
and his five singing misses, accomr acts.
Henry's on the vocals and; wraps boat,
Feb.
plish -a minor miracle in striking
6
Carlos Molinsi
Rotund Jan Bart has a fine voice up an all right job.
Cohen.
winds up long stand at Rice hotel,
a certain note of intimacy.
and an ingratiating manner that
Houston,
Feb. 13 ... Herman CleGals have the standard repertory wins his audience from his walkon.
banoff, Karl Fruh, and Walter
Chi
down pat, but the arrangements He builds steadily with an adroit
(EDGEWATER BEACH HOTEL) Preissing, of NBC Chi staff, doing
are slightly off the beaten track; mixture of romantic ballads and
chamber music concerts during
Chicago, Jan. 19.
They sound fresh, a difficult job classic tunes. He has the personFaye & Gordon, Yost Ambassa- February, March and April
to- accomplish with 'Victor Herbert ality and voice to put over practi"Sun Flower"
disk_
medleys and hack tunes from op-, cally any kind of. a. tune,.. especially dors (5), JWorianne Fedeie, Pres- Jack, Fulton's
,
v.
i
*or Tower records is first pop
erettas such as "Student Prince.
the ones in the high register. He ton Lambert, Dorothy Hild Starlets
di.skery has waxed in competition
(6), Henry Brandon Orch (12!);
Less accent on the old book might scored solidly.
with
itiajors.
Leirhton Noble
be more effective routining, but
Hoctor & Byrd offer slick dance $1.20 cover'.'
opens
month
Muehlebach
at
hotel,
surely exthe middle-aged customers* who routines, all graceful,
_
James
Second of Chi's hotel rooms to Kansas City, Feb, 11.
predominate in this room, keep ecuted and smooth. They display
V. Scott, race singer, pacted
calling for the oldies. Gals also neat versatility in a group of numr drop the standard floor show preswith Universal Records last week
take solo spots with bruneP Vivian bers ranging from Latin terps to a entation, this swank northside spot
Nellie Lutcher debuts at OriSalonika standing out with her so- Christmas novelty done to "Jingle has come up with a miniature mu- ental theatre March 17
Eddy
Bells." Off to neat returns.
sical revue, "Boy Meets Girl." Alpranor
Howard
into Trianon, from
Rex Owen creates hilarious reac- though thin in spots, pace is lively, Aragon, moves
Joe Isbell, attired in leather
Feb. 5; Lawrence Welk
his "mouthings" of re- aided
by lighting effects and moves to
shorts, is held over from the last tion with
Aragon, from Trianon,
individual
performances,
Mp-swi„gi^^^^^^^^
.smooth
eordings.
hillbmy
show.^' His" yode.rng"of
until Feb. 13.... Two new labels
laughs come steadily.
Yost Ambassadors chant the in- made their
Swiss tunes strikes the right note miming. The
appearance here last
His best Impressions are those of troductory behind scenes as Dor- week,
Swingmaster and Gong,
in this spot with his triple-wing
Lawrence Tibbett singing "Figaro," othy Hild dancers parade down Swingmaster will market race and
tongueing of "Swiss Love Song,"
Jimmy Durante doing "Inka stairway to stage, Marianne Fedele, jazz items from now defunct Vita"Chime Bells" and "Alpine Milk- and
Dinka Do."
as the girl, takes spot and sings coustic
company
Max Miller,
man."
Rosalyn Patton is an attractive of desire for her ideal man. From
Joe de Salvo's sextet backs solid- thrush who has the voice and per- opposite side of stage, Preston head of a jazz trio here, has opened
the Hi-Note, his own spot, on the
ly and provides, for such a small; sonality to put a song over..
Jack Lambert as the boy, is picked up
near north side.
Herbie Fields
his
band, excellent dance rhythms.
has
Hunter, of the band, also
bjt subdued light, while, wistfully into Flame Room, St. Paul, Feb. 21,
Zabe.
inning with a number of ilunes for. vocalihg "My Darling, My Darling." for indefinite stay
.Mills Broth-"
nice response.
Ambassadors chant a meeting situ- ers at Chicago theatre week of Feb.
Bart and Owen also team in a ation for boy and girl, as Lambert 18
Eddie Rogers at Last Frtmllooin, N. 1.
plenty
routine
Miss Fedele

&

\°rr,uiTll'

,
the manner in which
Hayes and Mary Healy

wham

M^feXtt;

FeMjine"-^

.

n^yt^^'.,
^^^u
t'^^^rT't^^'V^I^^^
Porter
s
early Broadway atf/,
to

is

panto o£ slick
SesDite'the

I

!

with the show, thanks to
new routines. This

wallt off

47

Eddie's, TV.
"Heat Wave" for the opener,
Club Carnival, Mpls.
Eddie Dauis. Boi/d Heoth, Narda change of pace in ''Golden EarMinneapolis, Jan. '26.
& Maja, Caretoe & O'Connor, Ethel rings," "Coax Me A Little Bit" and
Daryl Harpa Orch (12)
with
Shell, Steve & Betty Stevens, Frank then the socker, "Love For Sale
Which amountrtoa^howstip^A^
vvraps
up with an apt earboning of ^2
Orch; $3.50 minimum.
50 mimnium^
1*^.50
Al Jolson doing "Mammy."
The De Marios hold over and
As Leon and Eddie'p enters its
This largest and most aelaborate
20th year on 52d street, the spot impi-ess again with their .shiooth
nitery has abandoned its
lifts and spins, worked: into smart local

fol-

game between Yale and Harvard

.

Surprise
Peter Lind

REVIEWS

Cl.Un

&

Leon

setting

Kriza as Yale cheerleader exhibits gymnastic ability as Honey
Dreamers in 1915 college garb, give
out with "Bingo Bingo!" and "Bulldog Yale" yells during imaginative

Despite the fairly strong lineups
spot
presented heretofore; this top
too Solid biz.
hain't been doing
current show will draw

However,
them in.

dialog,

lows.

or cover.

minimum

sophisticated

scene for Yale nUmt^ei: which

Williams Bros.,
Wflii
Healy,
PfterLind Hayes with Mary
Sammy Kaye
i«fk cole Dancers,
Tony Ba.vaar,
Tapps,
Georgie
nffh
(12); mmtmum
Line
Arden
nowi
irij. Barry Gray tn. pie houttge;
no

reviews early life of composer

via

Thompson &

-

NIGHT

ter,

'

impresh

builds

that

'

..

'

m

,

i

I

,

.

-

•

.s

:

.
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a begoffi.
Hayes and Miss Healy,

.

'

as. their
currently constituted, would
be tough even for anyone to follow. There is their incisive carbonings of a disk jock sesh, with Hayes
VocaMiming of Jac^ Smith and Jan
Peerce being showstop material.
Miss Healy, too^ had them pound*
Mg with.' her takeoifsi on Lena
Hdnte,' Rose ^Murphy and. others;
Other standouts are the- "Pussycat Song," the gun moll and squeals
er sketch, filled with howls, a devsatire of Louella Par.Bsfating
sons introducing a "new discovery"
and Hayes' windup belt with his

act is

^

':

version of "One For My Baby, And
One For The Hoad" with a mixture
of the pathetic
drunk and soft
comedy that should make this a
worthy cuccessor to his "Punchy
:

Cftllahan" piece.

Cole and his group, holding over,
purvey their Indo-Javanese and the
aforementioned Harlem routining
In top fashion. Sammy Kaye' and
orchestra present their "So You
waiit To Lead A Band" idea between shows. For the show backgrounding, they fall a bit short on
the brass and rhythm sections,
though should remedy this on successive shows.
Production holds over, with the
Tony Bavaar handling of the Benny
Davis-Abn'er Silver tunes being
handsomely purveyed and the solodance ,spots
socked
over
by
Georgies Tapps, brief as they are.
The line is eyfl-<satchi<ig, the costumes tasty and the staging by
DoQD Arden imaginative.
Lary.
•

.

I

'

'

]
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:
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On the Upbeat

.

,

,

.

-

Marine Room,
.

.

.

\

College Inn, Chi
(SHERMAN HOTEL)

.

,

.

Chicago, Jan. 27.
Wtlliom

Stijyder

Orch

(10),

Honey Dreamers (5), John Kriza,
Rvth Ann Koesun, Blossom Lee,

,

Harry Hall, Ralph Sterling', Kirby
Hawks, Ed Prentiss; $2.50-$3.50
TOinimumy $1 cover.

Second in the series of productipin based on music and life story
of pop and standard tune composers, proves that Ernie Byfield's
neJv idea for nightclub entertain-

ment is here to stay. Cole Porter
JglUte differs considerably from
-the first offering based on George
yershwln, vtfnce new show Is minus
name band, .high cost talent and expensive

arrangements.

Neverthcr

jew, patrons have kept room filled
}0 capacity. "Salute to Cole Porter"
« sock production in ev^ry sense.

"

j,,Some 11 numbers are tied toby niarration and special
wch arrangements, using Porter
setfter

5
tin
,.*"e.t>

to

unfold composer's

life via

modern dance, blackouts,
and dialog. Particu-

jighting effects

y outstanding is the method in
wuch ballet has been woven into
1?* Pi^esentation, with John Kriza,
lormer Ballet Theatre
dancer, provpotentialities of the mediiim

m

In cafe circles.

that draws
finish number as
and
guffaws and palm-pounding.
duet to nice returns.
Lawrence's crew keeps the floor
Ambassadors join line in waltz,
This is a stopgap booking for crowded during the dance sessions. Wiiile singers warble "Someday My
Liuz.
Prince Will Come." Dancers; exit
two weeks, in which Earl Wright- Biz capacity when caught.
and Yost quintet display good voson (New Acts ), concert, opera and
noacli cal ability with "Laugh, Clown
radio baritone, and Pierre D'AnC,
Laugh," "Toreador Song," and "I
gelo and Vanya, ballroomers, comr
Miami Beach, .Tan. 30.
prise the bill. Plus which there's
Gertrude Niesen, The DeMarlos, Had a Dream, Dear." Line -returns
with male quinLeo Reisman's orch for the show Jules Lande and Maa;million for ballroom ^twirls
^
u
r 4u^
u
and dansapation, and Mark Monte's Bergere orchs; Prix Fixe dinner tet as Fay & Gordon break through
Dance team are solid in terping to
Continentals f6r the Latin music. $10.
special arrangement of "Estrelita."
Oracle Fields comes in Feb. lQ.
clever
music
box
numwith
Follow
Harris'
he
Nat
Swank spot under
Dance team is smart-looking,
ber, then quicken tempo with '-I
dark-haired and She a blonde. They aegis is going in for top acts. GerNever Knew."
go through the standard terps well trude Niesen tops current layout.
Finale to. "This Is the Moment"
Songstress hits strongly with the
though they have a tendency to be
individual
as each

comedy

(HOTEL PLAZA, N,
(FOLLOWUP)
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Miami

.

.

.

tier. Las Vegas, until March 10,
followed by Ray Herbeck.
Russ
Morgan opens new Shamrock hotel, Houston, Texas, March 17
Dizzy Gillespie pairs with Sarah
Vaughan 'for a week' at Regal the-

of

Rrook

atre,

March

18.

Pittsburgh

.

Everett

Neill

with Skip
Green's

orch,

Nelson on vocals, into

Bill

for two weeks.
Bandleader Lee
Angelo and his father have turned
.

.

,

their Kittanning night club into a

•

ballroom

and are

calling

it

the

Twentieth Century Utopia
Ted
acts,
Lewis slotted for a week at Vogue
numbers she pro- highlights
Terrace in April.
Singer Bobby
when she sets off a perform in last number.
^
....
A
n ^ A Uiiirfi linn
Lambert
and Miss Fedele have Doyle, former network and band
„
Calypso number and a Hawaiian
.u-i-i
*
singer who has been doing radio
with walk-around hip-swaying weU-trained^ vo.ce^^
Wrightson, who's on the CBS tune
dramatize their songs ^and are well-, and club work locally
for some
.
rtPra)^ip lthat she finds herself working to
.

T*"'"*':"'

.

.

Persian

opening montaJJ*^??*
S^*^
ti«
^^l? Porter, with Ed Prentiss narrating
on Porter's music somewhat affected at
attractively,
They're attired
.
•
fionpv n ^ * '^^"^y in Contrast."
"'"•'^y Hall and audience liked them.

&ossL
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series of straight

times,

and the
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jects.
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.
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Hour," had consi
"Family
trouble get ing away fr m^^^

and'uay,

the

wrone tvpe

of audience;

one suited to

this type of

show.

Am-

prove
thusiastic first-night audience.
^Ltrnns^^
thHrea The same .se- in both vocal and terp departments,
pa^^^^^
Reisman, ol course, as always,
^^^^ li„g^ ^jl lookers, adds
resemblance to plays a neat show, and ditto for the
reaction materially to the slick presentation.
Porter fc".
„ "''"Z
dancing. And+
Brandon's
Henry
orch backs the
»er of Infir'^'^able and his man- straight customer
!,°X»/nf no^^^^
are standard mstead of pome a^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^ ^^.^^ ^^^^^^
Persnn.^S^^'^'^ captures composer's Monte's Continentals
Chatter be- for the one-two-lhree beat,
Greg.
Is weU for the dance sets.
twwirpii^„.?^''*««yween Prentiss
bring her into sock xjlass. There
Kahn.
and Hawks, as Por-

Prentiss and
tt^fegi'l^'neopposite
sides of

theTta^P

their

versatility

1

I

I

,

m' **V
"^^.•^^

held
over
at
Mercur's Music
Bar
Comedaires trio, now at
Hollywood Show Bar, will be fol" by Bill Tur«
lowed" on Monday (7)
ner and his Dead End band for a
.

,

"

.

,

i

time, off for West Coast to try his
luck .,. Scoby
Brown foursome

,

week.

.

.

"

"

"

.

,

,

-

'

.'

In her inability to point up a definite style. Pipings ai^ reminiscent

Contiitued from pagt 44

Stanley, Pitt

Miss Williams could also use a
song selection!
While
v«riety in her pipings,

better
there's

;

Topper

clicks:

"Begin The Be- numbers she does'

is

A

Betty Stevens indicate
considerable experience and already, have a workable act. They
get some picturesque effects with
their ballrooming, and work in a

1

l

NEWARK

Adams

.

Alston

Kim

;

Carman

editing. Boy and girl .y .i.onibaj;dp .jOrc
open with some standard hoof ery George- Ccjhlesr
after which the femme does baton- A * C t"antott
State (D. l'S
twirling followed by the boy. in a Stetson & Younf
tap: interpretation, of; a.' baseball Leah Sc WaUacc
game. Tliey wind up with a re- Davey Karr

;

'

-

on

,

page 5

Closest

it

,

ing of

houses which were not

all

operated in pools, partnerships or
in closed situations. This permits
the retention of a maximum of
about 109 houses by
and, according to most authentic reports,
will leave Paramount with about
600 of its theatres.

RKO

;

,

~

.

tiie

I

I

I

I

1

1

!

I

1

I

in

retailing.

Bin Waddington

Empire (M)

^

Alfred -Thripp

Ronalde
B Llovd

Moreno Co

Jose

Eva May Woiig

HACKNEY

Empire (S)
They Leon
Cortez;

31

New

Much

will

on how the

;

Caryll

Mundy

ft

Dody

ft

LEICESTER

J

ft

M

Turner Lay ton
ft Diana

Wood

Harmer

ft

Annell

BS

Brask

ft

Jackie Hunter

.

.

,

,

I

.

'

\

-

,

i

31

—

—

,

'

.

...

,

1

'

'

.1
,

O'Day

Continued from page

28

sss

usual top style.

Skaters

Midrigal

•

-

WOOD

:.-

GREEN

"Philco" Television
Elayhouse'^
presented "Dark HdnimocI" in an
hour-long version Sunday night.
(30),
The Reginald Denham and
Mary Orr drama starred Sidney

Empire (S> 31
Ted Heath Ore
I>'ck Bentlcy
Ritdcllfte ft

Ray

Winter* ft Fieldin<;
llddj Bayes
'

Rita Carmo
Wonder Starlets
-

Blackmer and Peggy Wo(id, supported by Mary Wlckes and Miss
sinister
Orr. The story is that of
young woman, played by ,Mi$s Orr,
ai

who has married a Wealthy
farmer and is poisoning hjm with
He.?*
phosphorus
and sulphuri
scheme is frustrated when i woman
scientist and her aide, played by
Miss Wood and Miss Wlckes, moy^
into her house unexpectedly and
begin to suspect that murder is be-

CITY

Jack Gansert

Elliott ft Jurist
Ellis Larkin 3
''"^is

Georgc'Ser

Choral Sextet

H Sandler Ore
Alvarez Mera;
they
Juenger Ballet Lin* ing planned. By various ruses
prolong their stay until they unEl Chico
cover all. the delaills of the wiffrs
Maria T Acosta
Trio Casino
scheme and prevent liie fariner*Vizcaino Ore
';.
'death..'
'

^

Hotel St Morltii

.

Erwln Kent Ore

r'leddy Caye

MettI St Regit
Julie Wilson

^rd"s?ra'n%e Ore
Cafe sScitty"

Laszlo

Setting and camera work, acting
and music were all oii a uhiforniiy
high level, Howeverj *3iCept..fOl?.

.

"Jf,?"

S,"ll">

iM'bS,
Dave

Martin Ore
Casino Rust*
r „ »
1^,^,*.??^^^

M

ft

Pcpito

Shaw Ore

few

spotSi the dtiaiAa lacktsd SuSv;

Hotel Roosevelt
pense. Chief reason, perhaps, was
GuyLombardo
the script itself.
Hotel New Yorker
G Benedict Ore
"Pops" Whitenian gave Bert Ly';
Ice Revue
ten and Bob Stanton an assist on
Hotel Statltr
the commercials, giving some enr
Fi.<.niru
v..
gaging plugs for Philco'S TV unite
^''"Hrt.i'puz.**"
I

i

.

Brown
ft

with his

Kaye

ft

Billy Banks.

Giv(>(

;

1

J

;

Bagatelle

George

Delta iHhytlim Boys;
Maxine Sullivan
Jose Roniere
Blue Angel
Amanda Laine
Roger Price

'

;

ft

Nelson

cockiness and "Then I
SHEPHERDS BUSH Sang" routining, but pleased noneEmpire (S>- 31
theless with his iine voice. Bay
4 Ramblers
Cavalinl's Dogs
Bloch
orch
cut the show in its
inack & Lucas
Ben

NEW YORK

i

i

W

Tele Followup

J Billihgs

1

I

.

*

Hawks

Kinson

Cabaret Bills

SIMPP, of course, "is
selection 1"? Power.
and frequent; over-dramatization, '"*^'^^"*^ merely in making sure
Portly, colored gent has robust that its members get a fair price
Miami, Jan. 29
pipes which he can control so that for their product in a free competJon St Sandra Steele, Mischa he can handle either ballslds or itive market. Thus, it is
thought
Auer, Helene Sc Hotoard, Johnny rlVthm numbers.
He sings^ in it may take several years to deter'"""^ as well
„ii — rBarnes, Tnundi Freddie Carline Spanish, French
as English. i^i„g by the action of the
circuitis
bouse orch; "The Paleface" (Par).
Bola can project sufliciently well whether any beef
by SiMPP is justo work in any type of room once
Show current this week tops the he gets acclimated to needs of tified.
„
Society s plans in the anti-trust
previous stanza in values and adds U. S. audiences.
Jose.
tip as a neat parlay.
considerably clarified
'J^iliJ!^^^^^
Mischa Auer, after a slow start, IRENE WIlIiAMS
during the coming week in New
departs from the usual Hollywood Sonss
I»'*.»'"«ldles by Ellis
_
Arnall.
Him-flam to hit with the accent 10 Mins.
SIMPP prexy; Marvin Paris," exec
bits and Russian routinings with Village Vanffuard, N. Y,
Secretary; Bobert Jacob Rubin
which he is identified and which
Irene Williams on her first eoun.sel; Jarnes A. Mulvey,
prez
of^
grab laughs and solid and reaction.
X. cate date looms as promis- Samuel Goldwyn
ProductiohsWm••I 1
n..,f»..i„i
o
j._
111..— T.-..,
,
_.
Recording familiars here, J()n ing material.
Sepian
has a natu- liam Banks Levy,
distrihll
and Sandra Steele click nicely ra y rich and warm voice and tion exec anrt ron.DisiieV
5"
«?^».
With their versions of their" dis- projects it. Her shm tcSks Tie
S^^^^

Blackttone
Florence Desmond
D LaSallc Ore (8)
Vine Gardens
Bobby Shelton
June Burnett
Bob Norris

(11)

Harry Hall

-

Olympla, Miami

.

.

McCarthy ft Farrell
Landre ft Vcrna

.

Nelson Llovd
Graceful Garcias

depend, it was said,
use their buy-

Palmer House
Barclay Allen 0
Evelyn Knight
Abbott Dcrs (10)

M

(12)

Royal (M> 31
Cynthia ft Gladys
Jack Train

circuits

,

Ore

Sherman Hotel
Ruth Ann Koesun
Blossom Lee
Kiri>y

Keefe
.

Hild Dancers
Chei Parse

C Davidson O

Suzette Tarri
Lionel King

]/U('erne

(S)

.

Bill

Carmen Miranda
Georgie Kye
Hocior ft Byrd
Adorables (10)

Freddie Sales

Terry O'Neill

:

'

D

.

Bog Turk

Henry Brandon Ore
Ambassadors

31

-

Jeannie. Sook
Charles ft Lucille
Jerry RchficM
Manuel Del Toro
Elwood Carl

Mary Ann Fedelo
Preston Lamhart

Monte Rey
Noni Nlta

Harold Berens
Amazing Fogel
Doreen Harris
4 Kentons

Palace

.

Helilngs

H Edgewater Beach

Artemus

:;\>

Jean Arlen
Meryl Baxter
Skating Blvdenrs

Buddy Lewis

Chow Ding
PARK Paul
ft Paulette
31
PORTSMOUTH

FINSBURY
Max Miller*

Neil Rose

Debutantes (5)
Joe DeSalvo Ore

Yost

Empire (M)

.

Isbell

Lester Cole

Fritnkie Hyle
billy Chandler

Bessie

ft

•

Hotel Stevens.

'

Frankle Masters 0
Phyllis Myles
Tommy Traynor

Nino Milo
.Tony Sheele

Paul

"There's a lot of difference be- Reginald Dixon
tween an exhibitor virith a~lon!B Jack Daly
Breatos.
house biddiiig against another ;Les.
Robert Harbin
with a lone house ahd that same Wheeler &' Wilson
exhibitor bidding against another Bobbin Goiy-.s
who controls a competing theatre
and 599 others."

I

Ore

Wee Hunt

Stella Marie ft

.

.

stated; lasl':week:'

.Toe

Prentiss

Snyder Ore
John KMza
Honey Dreamers
Bill

-

.

7-*

NOTTINGHAM

Billington

Adams

Harvey Crawford
Hotel Bismark

Y0UN6ST0WN;

81

Scott' .Sanders
Indriksons
V & J Crastonian
Bartlett & Masse'y
Cur7.on 4

^^^^^ ''''"^ ^"^ groceries or
dry goods are not analagous. Their
belief is that the large circuits
provide- iL;!aangerftiu& potential ior
unfair competitiori. As one exec

,

4S

Empire (M)

Ed
.

Lee Marx-;
Jill

Claude Lester

'

no monopoly

4

Mabley

;

Dorothy Shay
Emit Coleman Ore
Mischa Bprr Ore

CHICAGO

Ray-O-Vacs

Rex

.

Chitlsson 3
Waldort-Attoris'

-

Fitzgerald

(1)

.

Xing

Blackhawk

Jackie "Moms'"

.

Harold Barry ft Alda
Vanguard
Irene Williams
Wally Cox
C Williams
Sinclair
Village

Art Kassel Ore
Gloria Hart

BBIIAm

,

I

Howard

Karen Tedder

Paddy Wing
Noro Morales Ore

Lola
(I)

.

Freddie Gray
/.
/

Florence Ahn
Shanghai Twins

Pearl Bailey

Rob Murray

.

&

.

Village Barn
Red ingle Ore

China Doll
ft

.

Panchito Ore;

Green

MItrl

'

Harold

.

:

Ming

Johnny Woods
The Hay woods

Vera Lynn

.

.

Keating

ft

Verialllei

George Ulmer
Bob Grant Ore

Skyrlders
Durso Ore
Alvares Ore

WASHINGTON

Pee

'

.

SiMPP legalities disagree with
the contention that there can be

|

You," "Everything I Have IS
Yours" and "I'm Glad This Is You."
Acts
Her gliding voice* easy manner
Continued from page
and looks are a topflight parlay.
Herm.
beeause of a faulty tune

&

Anita

Kelly
Spivy

M

4-4

(I)

Hal. Mclntyre

only

Brown

.

Capitol (L) 3
3 D's

P*lac«

.Tohnny Burke
Bobby Rollins

.
Court
ft Betty
decisions/^
and the
decrees assure any exhib a fair shot Schaller Bros
Gold ft Cordcll
at product, they say.
Raymond Smith
'
'
stated.

I

Sq

-

Moreen Cannon
Steve Evans

r«rampunt (wr)

ADD BILLS
NEXT WEEK
EDINBURGH

Major company stance is that
the courts have held there can be
no monopoly in retailing as long
as the SQurces of supply are not
controlled and, therefore, large circuits are justified. Major company
lawyers point out that the A&P
Stores operate thousands of retail outlets and are in a perfectly
„
position. Anyone caii open a
if
S'^cery
store in competition, just
anyone can open a theatre in
opposition to the circuits, it is

Splvy's

Herb George

Bob Byron
The Reddlnetoni

LONC BRANCH

McFarland

Royal Rooit
Billy Eckstine
Charlie Ventura
Charlie Parker

T Dameron Ore

Paul Godkin

C Anderson Ore

.Toe Allen
Shooting Mansfields
Slate Bros

i

8

ft S Barry
Linda Lombard

Dawn Bros

Ella

•

Barney

'No Monopoly'

:

'

&

Dot

;

Carl Ravazza

Nathane Bros
Verna Leeds
Warner & Cole

.

Hippodrome,

.

Court

3

(I)

M-ilf Ross--'-

.

'

F

Barney

ft

SPRINGFIELD

Sis

Paul & Paulette 3
Arnie Hartman

circuits consist-

i

.

Joe Allen
Shooting Mansllelds
Slate Bros

;,

"

(WR)

Milt Ross

Dot
;

& Toe
A Scott

...(.I).;..**:.-.'.

they leave intact

Fonvllle

,

.

Mary Lutes
Fred Robbins

-

'only

has FratiK Marlowe
Cole Co
come to that is a statement by Lester
Carl Sand Ore
HARTFORD ^
Clark last week acknowledging
State;
that his subordinates have been Ray McKihiey Ore
Mills. Bros
dealing with Pan
.lean CarroU
Vic A Adlo
While the decrees divorce ther
KINGSTON
Broadway (WR) 3-4
atres>.f rom. productioa-distribution

;

_,.

CongrMS

.

are in the making.

Olivette Miller
Miller ft Baogi*

ft

Hotel Ambassador
Fred. Oliver Ore
William Adler Ore
William Scotti
Penthouse
Kurt Maicr
Monica Boyar

Clique

.

CHICAOO

Barbara
Dinning

Barbara Ashley
Hazel Webster

Downey

Kay Joanye
fachlto Ore
Nick BaU
Bipa ft Bop
Dorothy Adams
George Shearlns
SARATOGA SPSS
Copieaban*

•

.

;

Peck

ft

Hotel Edlioii

Henry Jerome Ore

No T Fifth Ave
Owen ft Murray

•

Chicago (P) 1
Nip Nelson.

Tap

Peck

'

:

Steffen-Martell

.

.

4-i

DeLeon

Oriental

'

I

Trp-

XAMDEN

Tip,

knowledge that decrees

official

jr

Wallis. tc Carroll
Maic &: Gang,

-

Conttfiueil "f rom

no

down

This is a well-paced and talented
sax keyboard.
Billy and Eleanor Byrd, in the s^'uP "i'-ely launched with an overopening spot, flash some snappy ture by Jo Lombardi and house
precision tap-terping for their """ch in whiclj Earl Donoho scores
entre with Billy Byrd taking over some telling licks on the ivories
for a long and intricate tap routine with ^'Rhapsody in Blue." Frank
for solid returns.
una. This
iius iiciu
item uuum
could Marlowe takes over as emcee in
be improved greatly by trimming addition to his own stint and sock
of about three minutes. Paul Sy- sPOt is provided by Rudy Cardedell and his dog act follows with a nas,. youthful juggler of balls, clubs
series of clever canine stunts in- and hats. Registers a solid hit. Ann
volving a regular-sized and a Russell follows with her comedy
midget pooch. Sydell has a nice impressions and songs to nice recomedy touch that puts act overl ception
Marlowe provides plenty of comfor top results
Ribald comedy stints are fur^ edy with his gags and hectic knocknished in a familiar groove by Pig^ about after which the Smoothies
meat and the house comics, going close matters to considerable acover for the most solid mitting of claim. Standard vocal
vv,^o. trio
i.iu ui
of two
iwu
the show,
Bobby Marshall, VO' males and an attractive femme,
calist, is another bebop turn that whack out solid arrangements of
(Either roclEs. or mystifies the crowd. "My Darling," "Love For Sale," a
Marshall; has a tricky set of pipes medley built around singing comv/ith a flamboyant delivery that's mercials topped off with "You're
tailor-made for this house, but An Old Smoothie." Garner ample
response for a very
Isn't likely to mean much outside audience
groovey sesh.
of it.
Biz all right.
'"ti.ss Vaughan winds the layout
Burm.
V'irii a brace of numbers including,
"It's Magic," "I Get a Kick Out Of

Leon

Towerk (i)
Rhythmettes

'

front while keeping up a running
tap with his feet, then does a rhumvers nicely on standard: num- ba using scissors for
-castanets. Act
bers. Oliver also shows neat form, gets nice
returns; Leonard mixes
on a novelty vocal, "Grandma patter with comedy antics that
pay
Played the Numbers," with support off in laughs even though
some of
from his sidemen.
his material isn't strictly fresh. Biz
Singer's smaller combo of sax, was
oke when caught.
Corb.
trumpet, trombone and t h r e e
rhythm is grooved in the latest beBalto.
bop style. Singer, on sax, has a
Baltiitiore. Jan. 30:
wild and wooly beat that pulls
Ann Russell, Rudy Carderias,
along his cohorts. Much of stuff
sounds noisy but the Harlem hep- Frank Marlowe, Smoothies ( 3 ) Jo
sters go for it without any reserva- Lombardi House: Orch ( 12 ) with
tions.
There's no doubt, however, Earl Donoho; "Slightly French"
that Singer is a; topflight instru- (Col).
.mentalist with terrific dexterity on

Wallers

4 Fahtinds

beats

,

St

.

SIMPP Mulls

;

He does his fancy
chair, floor, walls, seats

handy.

Walter

„

'

Elissa Jayne
Ruth Browne
Margot Brander
Art Waner Ore
B Harlow Ore

.

.

Ore

Harold Nagel Ore

>

Irving Conn Ore
Hotel T»ft

Maria Karmllova

Palace (1) 4-4
"Dixie Ma.niacs"

;

Lane

Castellanos

„,.H»;«I Blltmort
Phil Wayne Ore

Anita Alverei

ROCKFORD

Parviv

ft

Christine

.lack

.

accent to the/siiow's instrumental
phase. Oliver, a standout arranger,
has an okay aggregation of five sax,
three rhythm and six brass that

'

Bros

•

Jordan

time.
There are. some good portions of
the act which can be combined so
that there's a .minimum of stage
waits. With such processing, they
can become a standard cafe and
Jose.
vaude turn.

^

>

M

Eddie Stone Ore

Diivid Nillo

Johnny Burke
Bobby Rollins
Martel (t Mignon

The Selandias

much

BrosViola Layne
J ft
Barrett

Elsa ft Waldo
sally Keith

It

.

Alicia

Ames

Frank Libuse
Archie Bobbins

7

only

Brown

-

turn to taps.
AH this consumes, too

(WR)

Oxford

McFarland

'

.

V

Joe LaPorte Ore
D'Aquila Ore
Hotel Savoy Plan
Billy TolfeU

Hotel Warwick
Irving Fields Ore
Latin 9uart«r

PLAINPIELD

;

&

Castro Sis
Mildred Ray Line
Quintero Ore
Argueso Ore
Hotel Belmont-Piaia

Vincent Lopez Ore

Lord

Al Norman
Mtllho & HnUis

3

Havana-Madrid

tuban Diamonds'

Roberto
D(!

Smaro

Bella

V,

3

(I)

Pritchard &
Olive White

'

Norman Paris
Monk

.

•

PHILADELPHIA

'

.

,

,

AMBOY

Shooting Mansitelds
Slate Bros

;

Mike Brown

Boycf Heath,
ft B Stei^ns
Shepard Line
Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks
Jackie Phillips
Nanette

Milt

;

Kirkwood
3 Rills

S

Soo
Martin

•

ft

Jlilius

Carewes &
O'Connor

Ross
Dot & Barney
Joe Allen

-

'

&

PERTH

(WR)
Maltstlc
only

/

&

young

St

'Yen.

Stroud

Goodman

Leon A Eddle'i

!

Or,

FtrroiiuBf

Bib! Osterwald

Narda
.

Curbello

^•*

J.

Marvin Kaymer
Ruban Bl*u

Ethel Shell

R.van

Noble 3

Jos.

Hugh Shannon

Eddie Davis

PATERSON

.

;

3

(I)

MAIeWlc (I) 4-4;
Shirley La Valle

.

.

*

Mooris

Vanya

ft

.

S Henderson O

I

&

opening, day At ihns

;

Jerry Colonna

,

I

did.

%

'

The Barretts

i

be

a

(P)

Ariel**

.

Roily Rolls

Fimence Hin^Loiv
Robert Hayden

I

|

him'^his' shirt torn to tatters
his puss a mess^^nd 'hopes

i

MOde Hall (I)
G & F S/.ony

i

to

l«idle«it«

or ipltl week,

Leo Reisman' Ore
Mark- Monte Ore
Payson^Re Ore
Nycola Matthey Or
Motel Plerr*
Larry Storch
Jeani Nelson
Stanley Melba Ore
Ralph Lane Ore

•

4

Saxon
Dod Dodson
Bonnie Baker

Paul Winchell
Jeari Gibbons

.

trying

balow

D'Angelo

Mignon

Sc

MIAMI
^ Olyippi*
<SarI

Ijou

j

he's

Martel
Bros

a

!

Hunter novelty, and
Jack Leonard comedy punch.
Busse's music combines his familiar sweet-hot brass flavor with
Apollo, N. Y.
strings added for smoothness in
Sarah Vaughan, Sy Oliver Orch arrangements of standard and late
(15). Hal Singer Orch (6), Billy & tunes that hit the spot.
Numbers include a Gershwin
Eleorior Bj/rd, Paul Sydell, Bobby
Marshall, Pigment St Co; "The medley, "In a Persian Market,'' "A
Centlemen Irom Nowhere" (Col). Little Bird Told Me" and "When
Day Is Done." Chief vocalist Phil
Gray sounds good in '"Maybe You'll
Current layout at this Harlem Be There" and "Until." Miss Blaine,
flagship comprises; several good ex-strawberry
blonde of films,
acts but fails to jell into anything now done over in platinum; apmore than mediocre entertainment. .peals to both eye and ear when
Sarah Vaughan, however, stands she warbles medley from her. picapart from this biU. in a class all tures, "On a Slow Boat to China,''
by herself with a' terrific brand of "Somebody Loves Me" and."My
warbling that brings the show to. Darling, My Darling."
Gal has
a solid final curtain.
pleasing voice and lots of .personSy Oliver's orch is regular stage ality.' :;
band with Hal Singer's combo
Hunter,
ever-ready
drummer
^slotted as an act; Total effect of man, fa.scinates
payees with his
two bands,.' both of them brassy and tantalizing rhythms, tapped on anyjumping, is to; give an overheavy thing
available
with
anything

1

CITY

(L)

few good lifts and spins.
n'J'ckct'tl'a"'"'"*''"
They still need greater Integra- Corps de Ballet
tion.
During the early portions
of the turn, the male works like _•'»!••'"»"';»<••> *

Cohm.

xle

Capilol

.

Arthur Godfrey.
Talent Scouts
Jerry Bressli^r- O

Edde's, N. Y,

I

As curtains close, Carson steps
out in one Rooking like something

They

bllli
wli«ttlter full

.

Carson, taking the pie in the face,
the pail of water on the head and
the flour pot in the kisseri That'.s
the way ii goes all through the
houFTlong session, with Carson the
butt, and that's mighty: -audiencewise of him.

arid

&

Ste# and

"discovered," ?"S2„.
while the femme works according Waiiy Brown
Circle, Iiulpls.
'
to rote.
Some smoothing out of
v^n
Indianapolis, Jan. 29.
these sequences^ would make for
{foi^ or i
Henry Busse Orch, with Phil better overall effect
Danny Kaye
Calvin Jacksoii
Gray, Jack Leonard, Hal Hunter,
Team, with improved routining Dunhillsi
Vi-uian Blaine; "Trouble Makers" could make the rounds of the Georgia Glbbs
( Mono )
Strind (W). «
Jose.
nitery eircuits.
Jacic C^iarson Co
Marion Hutton
Henry Busse holds spotlight at
Robt Alda
0'C0NNOR
Circle this week at head of show CAREWE
Dave WiUock
Bob .Sweeney
that strikes nice balance ^between Dance
Geo Maiiil
music and variety features. The 11 Mins.
Emerald Sis
Eddie's, N. Y.
band is solid, as usual, with local Leon
Cbilss Cross Ore
MSALTIMORE
payees.;
Blaine
Vivian
lends
Care we and O'Connor act needs
Hippodrome (I) i
glamor, Hal
considerable

and Ronald Colman making love
to her. For a finish, troupe does
the old stand-in slapstick bit with

they liked the show.

NEW YORK

8 Mins,

Leon

tonneetloB wftli

ta

Letter In pnrentlieies' liiilicutei eircult: <1) Indrtpfmilent; (1.) l.new; (MVMm**
(1") I'liniinounti (R) RKOi (8) Htoll; (W) Wanierj (Vt'K) Wnlter
Ke»d»

STEVE & BETTY STEVENS

;

,l)it

Num«r«l*

Ballroom

-

•

WEEK OF FEBRUARlr

to distin-

fail

guish her.
short period devoted
to style research should enable her
to work the flossy spots,. Jo»e.

steady
gag routine with guine" but with it, the
building via show-wise projection
slai-, and Robert Alda do^s a medtheir songs. Offed to hearty
ley of songs from "April Showers" of
and "Oh Marie" in a pleasant palming.
Circus juggler Truzzi works out
enough voice, Filmster* is a handpatsome guy and the sighs out front his intricate and cleverly
would have sold him even if he terned dexterity with balls, Indian
Clubs ct al, for good response.
had no voice at all.
Tee off spot is capably handled
Carson comes back to sing
"Melancholy Baby" while Mann, by Johnny Barnes with his tap
Sweeney' and WlUock come on be* work, which reveals- standard, al*
hind him dressed in union suits beit effective heel and toe work.
satirizers,
to put on a hoke acrobatic routine; C o m Ic ballroomology
that develops bit into side-splitting Helene and Howard belt for full
proportions, and Marion Hutton returns, both comedic and terpwise.
Stuff
is
in
the
solid
vein.
then whams over couple of tunes,
Freddie. Carline and house orch
and later plays straight for Carson
Larj/.
while he's giving his funny impres- background neatly. ,
sions of Clark Gable, Peter Lorre
a tired little

•

'

VARIETY BILLS

of a myriad of >Negra songstresses.

House Reviews

•.

'

WedneBday, February 2, 1949

48

has

.

;

.

I

Al, Bern!*'

Biri WrigKtsoa

'

and LP player.

;

,

1

;.
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Producers
'

LEGITOfATE

May Be

Painters' Strike

Make

Settled

Kaufman Vice Maney On

As

1.

Talent for "Alive and Kicking,"
an intimate revue, is being rounded
up here by Ray Golden, who plans
to produce the show on Broadway
in April.
Production
at $150,000.

is

U.Y., for

Sammy Lambert and An-

thony B. Farrell, and a similar job
was done On the "At War with the
Army" scenery at the Auditoriumi
The League of N. Y.
Hartford.
Theatres has been trying to mainr
tain an unbroken producer front
against the painters' demand for
iin increase from $3.75 to $4.25 an

Capacity of "As the Girls Go,"
at the Winter, Garden, N. Y., is now
a bit over $53,200, since producer

Michael Todd has removed

.

budgeted
I

sentative and
alternate.

Ben Kornzweig

as

then head for stands in San Fran^
Cisco, Seattle, Portland and Spo^

:

|

Next electibh, of representatives kane.
and aiteriiateis. for; the New York
pi-esMgent, road agent, manager
Yiddish agent and mianager
;

||elisterGb2M^^^

Sev^eral (?hang^S\;Qt nienfibershilt
classification have' been "made recently by the union. Pajil Keppel

Deal Pends For

Do 225G Season

has been transferred from the
music field to the manager group'.
The Margaret Webster ShakeDavid Lawlor, Jr., has been adcompany \ n^ay; gross
mitted as an apprentice manager, spearean
assigned to Ben St^ihi general $225,000' or better thlk .season,'
manager for Michael Todd on "As from present Indications.; The bus-,
touring troupe, which started off
t''^
^*'"'^^^°'"
Deal may be set today (Wed.)
^"^•i'^l^^"*^'"
'
.
_v
den, N. Y.
David
O. Kayne has a little shakily on Its bpening
i
i
for Edwm Lester
to produce a sec^een admitted to the manager stand last fall, hit its stride shortly
ond company of "Kiss Me, Kate" group and Thomas O'Connell has thereafter^ Originally booked fOr
16 weeksv troupe's tour bliq^
on the Coast late this spring, for been admitted to the Chicago
Into 27 weeks.; T'weive Weeks were
presentation as part of the ^season membership.
Applications for -membership by played befoN the'- Christmas .lay-;;
of the Los Angeles and San^ Fran- Ralph Lycett and Al Jones, have off; troupe resumlnti its travels
Jan. 8.
cisco Civic Light Opera companies^' .been rejected.
'Trtope played to grosi^ of
Negotiations have been under way
$83,000 first part of the tour, With
for the last week, but there has
15 more v>/eeks to go, it's likely
to do $135,000 or better, since
been a hitch over terms. If an
second half of the tour is more
agreement isn't reached today the
closely booked and likely to get
project may chill; :as Saint Subber
better returns. Last week, .troupe
and' Lemuel Ayers, co-producers of
grossed $3,650 in one performance
the Cole Porter-Bella and Sam
in Nashville on Monday (24) and
gpewack musical, are to leave to'

.

;

i

'

Coast 'Kate

week, falling to go clean
only at the Wednesday matinee.
At the break-even figure of
,500 last

;

Jaiid

Chapters; will be held In March for
a year's term bi|inning in JuweV

;

around $33,000, the show Is getting
an operating profit of about $19,000 a week. That's possible because Todd has the theatre on a
four-walls deal and has straight
salary contracts, with everyone in
'

the cast, including Bobby Clark,
the star. Howard Bay, who staged
and did the sets, has a percentage,
but .Todd. even shares in the author

This week, Nolan Theatre Construction, which has been building
jets for the production of "Two
Blind Mice," agreed to pay the upped wage and posted a bond for the
So the. union assigned men
job.
for the production, although the
studio has not signed a contract
for the increase and may not ifay
it for subsequent shows.
According to Kudy Karnoltj executive of the union, painters are
.
^
„
1,
ready to Pa»nt_any other sliow on
Which the $4.25 rate is paid, with morrow (Thurs.) for ti three-week
or without a contract.
or :month vacation.
If Lester gets the rights to do
the show on the Coast, he will
Connelly Skedded
work on the production with
Backers of "Where's Charley?"
Porter, who leaves this week for
as Speaker Following
an extended stay there. Idea is to at the St. James, N. Y received
another payment of 10% last week,
send' the musical on tour after the
the total refunded to 25%
Trostie' Chi Univ. Staging subscription- engagements In L. A. bringing
and Frisco. Thus far, no one has of the brlglhai $200,000 investment^
Chicago, Feb. 1.
mentioned for the leading; In. adiiitibn, there is about .$60,04)0.
Producer-playwright Marc Con- been
bohds.
parts played by. Alfred Drake and In., caih::reservfe
nelly will be featured speaker at
Jrhe Ernest :Martin-Gy^ FeuerPatricia Morison at the Century,
the American Civil Liberties Union
G wen Rickard production has ib'een
N. Y.
meeting, Feb. 8, In Mandel Hall,
bettering $35;000- -weekly gross -reUniv. of Chicago. Meeting will folceh^ly, against an operating hut of
low a special presentation of Jeannot qiiite $28,000, providing ah opPaul Sartre'* "Respectful Prosticrating proftt of arounS $4,500 a
tute," which Is being sponsored by
week. Understood that Ray Bolger
the ACLU atfd six student organigets 10% off the top (with a $2,zations at Chi Univ. in protest of
500 guaraniEee) as star, and that the
Hollywood, Feb. 1,
the Chi censor board's ban of the
composer, director and
authori
play, originally skedded last Dec.
Road production of ''I Remem- choreogpapher royalties come to
27 at the Studebaker theatre here. ber
Mama," starring Charlotte an additional 10%, plus 3%; payOriginal N. Y. cast has received Greenwoodi which grossed a smash able to the Brandon Thomas estate
Equity's okay to donate their serv- $808,000 In a 37-week tour during for the rights to the original play,
ices, and transportation is being the 1947-48 season, may be revived "Charley's Aunt."
paid out of contributions by private next season, by Coast producers
Show actually cost approximatecitizens who are protesting Chl's Russell Lewis and Howard Young. ly $180,000 to bring into New York.
'legit censorship setup. Play and
Producers headed east over the It was capitalized for $200,000 and
speech that follows by Connelly is
there
was a $50,000 overcall, which
weekend; to jtfle. Up properties for
first of direct moves to get censortheir '1949-50 seasbn.. They're cur- was not used,!' howeveri and was
ship revisions here, and in, order
rently tourwig "Desert Song," but immediately returned to the backto avoid further police difficulties,
ers.
plan no other productions until
showing will not warrant admis- September.
On the basis of its strong b.o.
sions or be considered a public
showing since it played out its
performance. Audience will consist
of student body, faculty and their

'Charley'

.

.

,

1

;

.

that

.

'

LEWIS AND YOUNC MULL

dickering for sponsorship of a
video series in which he'd, use
the legit cast. Principal hitch to thie deal thus far Is
the show's budget, which would be
about $15,000 a week.
Star is also working on plans
for production of a feature picture,

members from

tour,
over 90% of
Places visited want repeats next which he would direct and co-proseason. In prospect for next year duce with Franklin Gilbert, with
are "Othello" and either "Twelfth whom he's associated In the presNight" or "Taming of the Shrew." entation of "Ear." Film is '"f he
There's also a possibility the Perfect Round," basefd on the Hentroupe may stay together for this ry Morton Robinson novel. One

claims

1

,

summer and

play

strawhat

the

adaptation has been done by Lyle
Leverich on the Coast and Eythe
is having another written by a new
author In the east. Production
would cost about $350,000, Which
Eythe. Is trying to raise. UniversalInternational and Eagle Lion have
releasing.
in
interest
indicated
Dorothy McGuire Is being sought
for the lead and the shooting
would be on location up the Hudson valley.
Eythe is also considering production of several legit properties,
one Is a musical on the life of
Hans Christian Andersen, with
score by Alex North. Another Is a

y

circuit.
{

BROMHELD'S 'ACRES' TO

;

I

i

'MAMA' ROAD REVIVAL

GET TRYOUT ON COAST
Hollywood, Feb.

New Key

,

I

]
I

|

;

;

after the New York run, and Bolfew weeks, and "Time for
ger is under contract to stay with
Elizabeth" (started on the Coast
1949-50 season.
which was it through the
"April
Fool" )
as
With Feuer already In Hollywood
quickly withdrawn on Broadway.
on a radio assignment, Martin left
Latter two afe heavily Into the
yesterday (Tues.) for a three-week
"Mama" profits.
Trip' will be partly
'stay there:
vacation and partly a scouting expedition for a possible sale Of the

after a

,

$120,000.
Pianist, who is
the Coast, will rest this

and

make

a

European tour

London

in the

fall.

i

Hit for

Cape

Boston, Feb.

There have been .several nibbles for a London produc-

without it
Ruth and Augustus Goetz drama
originally
tried
out in Boston

tion of the musical, but nothing is

under

set..-."

••.^
.

|

'Streetcar'

Rome Before

Bows

Williams^

subsequently presented on Broad- out house and heavy advance sale.
and the road under its pres- Count Luchlno Vlscontl is director^
Vittorlo Gassmas and
tltle,
with Fred Flnklehoffe producer.
producing and Jed. Harris staging. Nina Morelli play the leading roles.
Count Viscontl Is well known in
Roman theatrical circles, having
won a prize in Venice in August
for his film, "The Earth Trembles."
was "Life
Legit actress Edith Atwater has His last stage production
With Father."
just- completed her first screen asAuthor Tennessee Williams, now
signment/ V'Customs Affair," an acRome, attended first night.
tion picture produced independent- In
Opening night performance lasted;
ly in New York by Laurel Films
is
She s co-starred with Dean Jagger. from 9 p. m. to 1 a. m., but that
likely to
She leaves this week to play a an old Italic custom not

Touring *Corn' Troupe
way
Aids Scholarship Fund ent

new

June 26 with Arfhur Sircom

In

Rome, Jan. 25.
"Streetcar Named Desire." in
title,
the
"Washington
Square," as an Oscar Serlln pro- Italian, opened Jan. 21 at the
complete sellIt folded there and was Ellseo theatre to a.
duction.

1.

Richard Aldrich will operate a
strawhat at Falmouth, Mass.,
next summer, perhaps in a booking parlay with his Cape playhouse
at Dennis. Capp season begins on

Management

doesn't want Italian
to risk a late-season Hub booking*

hypo.

film rights.

Hampton, Va., Feb. 1.
"The Corn Is Green," Emlyn Williams drama about the efforts of a Edith Atwater Finishes
Welsh mine boy to get an educa1st Screen Assignment
tion, was used here last week to

In his

10th season as resident director.
for
Aldrich is currently angling with provide four-year scholarships
Daphne du Maurier for permission two local youths to Hampton InstlSchool
Bid to bring Gertrude Lawrence in the tute. Play was presented before
.school
1,600
at
the
audience
of
"September
an
For Lake Placid Festival current London sock,
Touring Players, profession
Tide," for a week's run at the Cape by the
Lake Placid, N. Y., Feb. 1,
productions al group that appears In the south
Other
Playhouse.
"Born Yes- during the winter season and
^•'eatre festival will be held here planned are "Harvey
ims summer by the
reNew England in the sumthrough
Shaw
dramatic work- r^dP' and a" Bernard
snop of the New
School for Social
Research, N. Y,
Peg Murray and Phil Abbott
Playhouse
^'^.f
tho Pla
h^
or the
New manager fnr
leads in the .show,
the
Invite for the New
York group to will be Harold Wise tor pdstni^^^^^^ P y
resumed in repertory
^^^^ was Issued by Mayor years business manager fm Ihea w
^^^„
.^^e imtX*?.
Uike
Perkins, Dr. James Campbell,
?'•.'
porlance of Being Earnest" Miss
^''h
.'^^^^^L^^%.^^rA
the board of educa^y'"** Southworth, presi
v--iviy oou.
tt,» troupe.
trmmi.
wnt of?r,
the
th« Chamber of Commerce. Cape wiU be Bernard Brennan.

New

I

'

summer,

Miss Scott will play in England,
Scandinavia and on the Continent,
nlling concert hall dates, but also
doing some nltery and music hall
appearances.
She's due to play
the Palladium, London, and In
some night clubs -tn Paris.
Columbia Artists Mgt. (Copplcus &
Schang division) is handling.

i

i

Maps Lawrence's

production at straight play, "Danny Larlcln," -by
James McGee. Third is a drama
titled "Three Virgins," which Canada Lee formerly had under option.
'Heiress' Pushing Up Tour
Eythe has no Interest In returning to films as an actor, but wants
WinduptoJarclil2,Philly to be a- director and possibly producer. He sees his ,"lPerfect Round"
San Francisco, Feb. 1.
"The Heiress," originally .sched- production as a possible entering
uled to wind up its tour next April setup. He also hopes to be able
in Boston, has moved up the shut- to direct one of three pictures
tering to March 12 in Philadelphia. which William R. Katzell Is to proReason for the switch is that Bos- duce for Metro. Eythe and Katzell
ton has already had its season's (and Franklin) are partnered In
quota of Theatre Guild subscrip- the presentation of "Ear."
tion offerings, so the -Basil Rath^
bone starreij wouldn't have that
;

I

now on Aldrich

1

to test at least one
the Key this season.

1

Dates to Gross $120,000

1.

San Fer-

in

in March with
"Acres of Paradise," a new comedy
,
^ ^""'^ Bromfield and Laslo
Vadnay.
tjouse hopes to serve as a tryout

theatre for new scripts. Un^rstood Gilbert Miller has promised

I

Hazel Scott will end her longest
American concert tour next month,
when she will have completed 75
datts for an estimated gross of

theatre

nando Valley debuts

.

I

Career

is

Troupe has been performing In
"Hamlet" and "Macbeth."
Sol
Hurok office, which Is booking the

I

Yens

Prod.-Director

many months on Broadway, Eythe

tees^,,; \'v':- V\';:'''-^"',;

]

Series, Feature Pic;

Wniiani Eythe, co-producer and
actor In "Lend An Ear," at the
National, N. Y.^ intends to pursue
a career as a director-producer
He hopes to
rather than actor.
maintain activity In television as
well as legit and films.
With "Ear" apparently set for

$2,900 in Little Rock Wednesday
(26).
Other dates were on guaran-

25% Returned

75 Concert

on the

Eythe Dickers for Video

Pays

Another 10%;

Marc

Hazel Scott's

collaborator

book.

,

.

:

as

royalties,

I

|

hour.

some

seats from the sides of the orchestra and several chairs from the
boxes. Figuring the standee limit
of 30 per night, the total possible
take for the week Is a trifle over
That's about $700 lesi;
$53,700.
than with the original' seating 'ca^
pacity.: Musical actually drew $53,:

:

I

JohnrMurray Anderson has been
completed for advertising agencies. inked to stage "Alive." Hoagy CarDecision by the United Scenic michael. Sonny B.urke and Hal
to assign its Borne are teaming up on the music
Artists, Local 829,
wage
and Paul Francis Webster, I. A; L.
men to shows on which its
demands are met, regardless of Diamond and Sid Kuller will conwhether a union contract had been tribute the lyrics.
gignedi opened the way. to deals
managementSk
individual
with
painting was completed on sets for
"AU for Love," at the Bellinger,

Governors Board

Due to 4-Wall Straight Pay Deals

Cast 'Alive' on Coast
Hollywood, Feb.

49

Making Todd 19G Weekly,

Girls'

ATPAN

Wolfe Kaufman has succeeded
Richard Maney as one of the two
pressagent representatives on the
board of governors of the Assn.
of
Theatrical Press Agents &
Managers. Maney, who' now han^
dies three Broadway shows ("EdXraig's' Coast Revival
ward, My Son," "Private Lives"
Hollywood, Feb. 1.
and "Along Fifth Avenue") and
Mabel Albertson will produce,
commutes to Westport, Conn., direct and star in a revival of
could no longer attend board meet- 'ICralg's Wife*.' which will, be
ings, and resigned.
Kaufman, an toured on the. Coast.
alternate, replaces, William Fields
Revival is slated to open in
remains as the -other p.a. repre- Santa^Bajrljara in mid-March^ and

Individual Deals

With several managements inak-if'
deals for completion
ins individual
for their phows. the
of scenery
has apparently
strike
nalnters'
in
Srouressed toward settlement
Two legit shows
the last week.
the
uave been painted under
being
is
third
nnion's terms and a
scene
Minted in one of the holdout
In addition,
construction studios.
fashion shows and
settings for five
presentation were
a television

,

Workshop

\

j

,

change soon.

gues^tjosUrrmg IPPjarance

,

i

S

,

.

,

|

Toledo Fix House Gets 'Annie'

"The Second Man'; at the Stevers
Beach
Ocean
theatre,
Miami
Beach. Her scheduled date to play

Toledo. Feb. 1.
"Annie Get Your Gun," with the
part in "The Bachelor Chicago company, has been booked
Queen" at Artillery Lane play^ for a five-night Saturday matinee
house, St, Augu.stine, has been in- visit In the 3,400-seat filmhouse,
definitely postponed.
Paramount, starting March 1.
.

the

title

1

I

LEGITIBIATB

50

Lewis-Youi^

VedneBday, February

Map

To Out-of-Way

Five of the six new principals in "Carousel," at the City Center N V
are graduates of the chorus of this or other Richard Rodgers-Osca
Hammerstein, II, musicals;
In addition, the conductor, FrederS
Dvonch, was upped from assistant on one of the same team's shoWs
Iva Wither^,' who plays the lead part of Julie in ''Carousel,^' was
in
the chorus before getting a chance to substitute for the role as well
as for the Laury lead in "Okl&homa!". Stephen Douglass, the mdle lean
in the present cast, started with R & H as a chorus singer on the
road
.Other R & H chorus grads playing principal parts in the show ar?
Margot Moser, Mario de Laval and Diane' Keith^: Dvonch was assist
ant batoner on "Show Boat" before becoming regular conductor
and
then switching to "Carousel."
Of the principals not In the original cast, only Louise Larabee is not
an R & H ex-choruser. ^

Spots Next Season

National subscription setup to4present musical shows' in many
11 1
n i\ \
towns not ordinarily booked for Jane PoWell tO 06 K.l. OrCh
legit is planned (or. the 1949-50
season by Bussell Lewis and HowGuest
in
Benefit
Concert
the
ard Young. It will be called
Kansas City, Feb. 1.
National Liglit Opera Festival and
the first season w i 1 1 present
Jane Powell has been set as
^'Naughty Marietta," "Song of Nor' guest star with the Kansas City
way" and "Merry Widow" for 40- philharmonic Orchestra when it
probe
week tours. Shows will
stages a special benefit concert in
duced on the Coast, under Edwm the Municipal Auditorium Arena,
Lester's direction, and will be peb. 10.
Orchestra currently is
booked by Music Corp. of America, conducting a drive to raise $100,000
orthrough ^odal. managements and
as a maintenance fund for the or-'
ganizations,
ganization. Some $35,000 remains
touring
start
will
Productions
to complete the drive, and the
next September- from the Coast,,) special concert is expected to profollowing each other at four-week vide a sizeable chunk of the sum.
intervals and playing across the
Hans Schweiger, conductor,, is
country and back. In most, cases lining up a program of entirely
the scale for each show will be popular numbers for the event,
$3.60 top, with a reduction f6r sub- with Miss ^Powell due to sing sevofferings.
scriptions to air three
eral numbers from her
recent
AH bookings will be on guarantee- films. Dick Wangerin, orch manand-percentage basis with the local ager, closed the deal for the film
management. MCA's various ofDi- singer Friday (28). Scale for the
local
contacting
ces' are already
concert runs from $1.25 to $3.60.

n v

n

I

'

!

i

-Major j-eason why sl^pws in Philadelphia frequently pun better
grosses than' in Boston, despite the relatively lukewarm show btz consciousness of the public in the former town, is that the theatres there
have greater seating capacity. Since tryouts and touring productions
normally get lighter attendance early in the week and draw maximum
trade weekends,: the larger seating capacity provides an edge on the

I

|

MICHAEL EDWARDS

;

managements and

civic organizations in their areas to set up the
'

system.

1

harmonic's

i

|

1

regular

Music

in the.
2,560,

:

_

I

with

"DIAMOND

MAE WEST

JUL" Who

in

thi-illiug

is

audiences With his sensational singing And also play.s one. of the important leads as Chick Clark.

Walnut

(1,580),

;

Opening February 5th-.
Coronet Theatre, New York

(1,340)

and Shubert

(1,877).

: Dramatists Guild assessment of Its members to pay the costs of
de->
fending the recent anti^monopoly damage .Suit brought by Carl E. RingThat amount will more lhah
is expected tovbring in about $20,000;
cover the outstanding legal bills and probably pay for remaining defense of the case.
There are 600-odd active members in the Guildy each assessed $25.
Any of the approximate 2,500' associate members earning more 'than ^
$2,500 a year are assessed $10 each.
:

'

Dramatists Plan

concerts are
Hall which

;.:

1

week's receipts.
Except for the 2,976-seat Opera House, which showmen regard as
too big for most shows, the Boston theatre capacities are: Shubert
(1,750), Colonial (1,500), Plymouth (1,200), Majestic (1,280), Wilbur
(1,227) and Copley (1,200). Philly capacities are Forrest (1,766), Locust

The handsome Michael Edwaicls
appearing

Auditorium seats around 10,000
for an event of this kind. Phil-

1

•

Although booking is not through given
United Booking*" Office and will seats
generally use non-UBO theatres
and auditoriums, the Shuberts apd ^

1949

2,

hside Stuff-Legit

3-Operetta Trek

To Hypo

'

Legit

Boston Repertory Assn., which first presented the Richard Whorf
revival of "Richard III" in the U. S., will have a small: share in the
studying Broadway engagement, opening Tuesday (8) at the Booth. Size of the
independent percentage i.sn't disclosed, but it's understood to be too small to pay
of the three-day theatre symposium off the Boston Rep season's deficit of $30,000, even if "Richard" should
to be held in New York a few prove a major hit.
weeks hence. Project is regarded
Entire $20,000 budget for the Broadway presentation has been supby Guild heads as- its most im- plied by Howard S. Cullman,: with' Herman Levin the nominal pro<
portant activity at the moment, ducer.
and a committee headed by Kurt
.Weill is working' strenuously on
Valerie: Bettis, featured dancer in "Inside U.S.A.." at the Majestic,
the assignment. Other members of N. Y., is under contract for the balance of the season and will tour
the group are George Abbott, with the show, but not after June 1. Dancer has no commitments for
George S. Kaufman, Elmer Rice next season, but if a picture deal or a likely new legit production
and Arthur Schwartz,
doesn't materialize she'll go to Europe for a tour. She's managed by

.

.

.

RobesoH Set for $50,000

^h"y^ica^^\^odSct1rtiii^e trt":
ported by motor van. and casts will
travel by bus, train and air. If the

Dramatists

Britisli T(rtir^^^

season proves, successful,
Russell and Young intend to expand the; routes and increase the

initial

Cuffo Concerts During Yr.

.

Paul Eobeson is sailing Feb, 12
On the Queen Mary to do tour of
first season, Ghicago, 20 cphcerts in Great Britaih and
Philadelphia and Boston, in which Ireland.
Trip will mark singer's
and expioiiaexploita'
major niaiiagemem
management aiiu
« f j ^
^
England,
tion problems might be involved,
wUl not be booked. Nor will St. where he s a big favorite. Tour
Louis,
Detroit a n d Cleveland, will run through April 17, and is
which already have local operetta estimated to net Robeson about
$50,000. Labor government has alseasons.
Besides the current tour ot ready granted working permits to
"Desert Song" on the regular UBO Robeson and aceompanist Ldw«
circuit, I ;!wis and Young, ha ve rence Brown, to settle rumors that
singer's
political
activities
various sitows on Broadway and the
might balk his visit.
the road.
Robeson will follow his British

number

of,

Guild

ways to expand

shows in subsequent

seasons.
For the

^

.

,

I

,

.

,

,

~.

.

is

legit,

I

Most of the work is now being Gloria
done individually, with committee

1

(

i

Historic

Roanoke

stay

witli

six

Legit

Scandinavian

Safier.

Since radio and news ads announced Feb. 26 as dosing date tor
members conferring with representative? of other theatre organ- Chicago's ''Streetcar Named Desire," the Harris theatre boxoffice has
izations and groups. Findings are had a continual line, with some sections of legit house almost sold out
then brought together and dis- to closing date. "Streetcar," in 19th week, has averaged around $20,000,
cussed at committee meetings, then needing about $15,000 to break even. Play was at capacity for first
used for further confabs with two months of Chi stay, and looks as if it. will close, here in same- manner.'
various theatre people.
So far,
only immediate problems and sugFor weeks, Loretta Day^ understudy for only femme role in Chicago
gestions are being: considered, with company of "Mr. Roberts," waited for a chance' to get behind the lights^
all longterm. matters being de^ Finally, last week, Frances Helm became ill and Miss'Day went x)n.^ She
won't forget the night. When she returned to her hotel room, she
ferred for later study.
^
Some of the general topics be- found her savings, the $500 she had put away during her Chi engagif
ing studied are inflated production ment, had been stolen. Police still haven't found, the thief.

|

,con.-'

certs under auspices of the Danish
newspaper. Politiken, giving two
concerts each in Oslo, Stockholm
and Copenhagen; He'll, follow with
Uiisafe After
Years two more in Holland, European and
operating costs, the possibility
tour has been set up by his manRoanoke, Feb. 1
ager, Fred Schang, prez of polum- of continuity of production. InThe final curtain apparently has i.^fa Artists Mgt
crease of road business and extenbeen rung down for Roanoke:'In the year just passed, when sion of road stands, possible pro.^ingy, but historic. Academy of
Robeson took a sabbatical from ducer cooperation on storage of
Music, leaving the city for the first
legit and the concert field, the settings and other physical proper-:
Sam Wanamaker gets $1,000 a
time in 56 years without a head- singer
made about 500 free appear- ties, expansion of subscription week as Madeleine CarroII^s leadquarters for legit attractions and
ing man and a reported 2% of the
ances.
Three-quarters were for audiences, etc.
gross as stager of "Goodbye, My
purposes, the remainder
Wnn^P
Fancy," at the Morosco, N. Y. . .
'^'larity and similar benefits,
acoustics of ^nv
any h-^fZi
building 1„ t^^^^^
the ^,ith Robeson
Margaret Phillips planes to the
singing at all of them
south, was deemed a dangerous
Coast this weekend to be screen.,„d „fte„
fire-trap and estimated cost of maktested by. Hal Wallis for a oneHis management estimates that
picture deal. She turned down a
"^^^^ appearances, sometimes as
JrL $60,000
tfio^nftn"^
/ftn'n^n rJiV,'
rn'illf
small part in "I Know My Love,"
from
to $80,000.
City Coun^any as 10 a day, in terms of RobePittsburgh, Feb. 1.
the new Lunt shov? . . . Actress
cil ordered It closed, after ci y
son's concert draw, represent
Although it has been doing sock Judith
Abbott will be married
manager Arthur S. Owens flatly OOO in boxoffice equivalent, $750,- business everywhere and plenty
of Feb!"l8 "o"7x-'actor"Bichara' Clmk
refused to accept any further re-:
key spots still remain to be played,
Harvey Sabinson has been adsponsibility for its use. Building is
Wynn s Laugh Carnival" will mitted to full membership in the
told at end of this week after be- Assn. of Theatrical Press Agents &
couldn't find money to appropriate Philly Orch British Tour
ing out on the, road approKimately Managers and will be associate to
for its improvement.
four months.
Understood from Sam Friedman on "Emerald StairDuring its long history, the Acad
Pacted in $400,000 Deal source close to attraction that dif- :case," Lee Sabinson (brother) proe'my has given a hearing to notable
fereijces between star and Paul duction of the Dalton Trumbo
performerss and productions ot
of tvvo
two
Noel Coward left yesg
Isles by th* ph°"adelphia ^mall, who produced the vauder, drama
generation s, with Sarah BP™ha'-dt,
^"""^
mounting since middle terday (Tues.) for Jamaica, where
orchestra this* spring was signed
Joseph JelTerson,
ITerson, .John
.imui BaiTymore
jjaiiyiuuic ivt„.., ^rj_i
j"
^ i*, '^^^
7n,.>
tour and are now beyond he'll complete
a writing stint ...
^
Y
and hundreds of other names ?^«'^^y'"^i5. J.a?t Wednesday (25) by straightening out
louis Lotito, prpz of City PlayFielding. ^English imgretreading Us'irar-ds-: •J«=»<;»°» »i.u.ii.i..i
houses
manager
and
of the Martin
"Laugh
i-"Jusii »..arnival
Carnival" had
Jiad been ear
5aj,jj,
g„(j James At Davidson renr Vi.
Beck,
Y.,
ago. the city manager closed the;^
N:
goes
to Florida topioiv
""^';';"'^^.^^^^^
„_
marked
at first for a Broadway
^jf
^..^
second oalcony as a safety meas- '^^''"""s mt ottnestra. uaviason,'jbut
Wynn has "told Associates he
'Ti'"'"ll',
"- -anged ^o^Srs'L The
'i^.r"-?"
'f^^r the
ZVJ^^rf^l.''^'''^''^
pacity
a third
Michael Kanin, co-producer of
with which Small is connected
Philly Orch before.
Show passed up possible week ''^""'''y^' ^^^y F^"''^''' "^^^^^
„ ^
,
,
,
last weekend. He ex.
Tucson 'Our Town' Revival ,. Tour deal is reported one of the here at legit Nixon to olav thrpp Hollywood
o J. pects to complete a deal late this
private
performances at
oyM<» ,„ooi/
Madeleine Carroll to
week for
fc
Is
Replica volving an investment by Fielding Mosaue for Shrir^PrX lr^A r^c,^lJz
'.of about £ 100,000 ($400,000^ of their
continue as star* of the Fay Kanin
famiiroX
a^a
Suaiantee comedy next season
^'
Ely the
Group of 110 men (including vari- of ="^2,500.
$12 500
Revival of "Our'Town^'' ''which "^f^T^'^.^Ltt^
"f." /'"'^'"'i.l"^''.'
Morley, novelist-playwright daugh^opens here tomorrow (2) will be e"?.t ,v
^^'1
a^VJ"
ter of Christoplier Morley, is now
as close to being a carbon copy '^°t,i!!7,
editing the ANTA Bulletin ;
c
'''°"o';f^^^
,
^';"^l?"'i and Scotland
in
27 days, Viola ESSCH -v.
of the original Broadway producBankruptcy
Next quarterly membership iiieet- tion as possible.
Martha Scott, s'?,rtJng May 22. Eugene Ormandy
Lists 35G Liabilities ing of Actors Equity, March 25, at
who won a Hollywood contract as will conduct all concerts.
the Astor hotel, N. Y., will elect
Viola Essen, currently appearing Six members of the nominating
a result of her appearance in the
in
the Broadway revue, "Along committee (three others will be
legiter, is directing and starring
Fifth Avenue," last week filed
for Rogers Brackett and Walter
a appointed by the council) to name
Try Musical 'Marie'
voluntary petition of bankruptcy the council and officer slate for
Rathburn, operators of the winter
Hollywood, Feb. 1.
Federal court listing lia- the annual: meeting in May ;
stock season at the Temple of Mu"?,.^'
"Marie Antoinette in Pennsyl bilities of $35,516
Arena & Auditorium
sic and Art,
and assets of Theatre,
Latter sum is said to be Guide for 1949, just issued by the
~MTs7 Sco'tt has rounded uj? as ^,^"1^." a "ew mus;ical by Eugene $2,000. _
a"d James Snodgrass, will principally in clothing
ATPAM, at $5, is an absolute
many members of the original cast
Among her 37 unsecured credi- "must" for producers, managers,
as possible to appear in the re- .".^ 'he second production at the
vival. The late Frank Craven was ''"y new Stage Theatre, operated tors are Harry Kurnitz, film nro- agents, bookers; etci, particularly
those handling touring shows.
Eugenie Leontovich, who will ducer, $100; Republic
Starred in the original.
Pictures
for
Ains-

House Closed Down As

56

I

Legit Bits

.

brary Theatre committee, succeed-,

.
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Fancy."
Muriel Rahn,

.

'
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who sang Carmen
"Carmen Jones," has joined the

San Carlo Opera Co. and will debut
in "Aida" in Boston Svinday (6).,.
Saint Subber and Lemuel Ayew.
"Riss Me Kate" producers, off to
Cuba tomorrow (Thurs.) by air.
Dorothy Ross, show's p-a,, also
going along,

.

'

.

.

'soU

dell'

San Francisco, Feb.

'

i

^3
n^^

.

,

:

,

i

.

_

j

I
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I

;

direct

;

producer Helen
Spring bow is planned.

i

$1,000; Marquis George de Cuevas
$100, and M. G. Shishkoff of Lancaster. Pa., $25,000
Petition wa'i

Susanna Foster has been signed worth.
anon originally was written for
to play the title role in the Detroit
Civic Light Opera production of London producer Tony Wickham filed under her married name of
"Rosalinda" at Detroit Masonic who died in a plane crash before Mrs. Viola Gebauer
Shu'e aion
Jfrn^e, Fe^.J-]^„,
kqown, as.Viql^ ijj"^.^
',M»Fi?«'Pt was finished.
,
„,
,
1

.

,

Salvatore

Dickey Wants Out

™nf»f

'

^

.

to be musical director for "Soutft
Pacific."

'
.

'

1

,

,

Atkins and
.

week with several lep.it properties
Samuel.French Co. will publish
the text of "Goodbye, My

;

,
i

Norman

include

.

'

.

the Kurt

Alexander
Richard Edwards
Ince is due back from Europe thiS!

1

>

'

when

original

Weill-Langston HugheS'Elmer Rice
opera version of "Street Scene" is
done in concert form Sunday afternoon (6) at the Kaufman YM and
YWHA, N. Y. Others in the cast

,

•

resigned.

.

'LAUGH CARNIVAL' FOLD

>

who

Jaffe,

Terese Hayden, who has been acting chairman, will be vice-chairduring Miss MacMahon's cur.
rent absence on the Coast .
Polyna Stoska, Met contralto, will
sing the role she created in the

man

.

m

Sam

ing

;

,

,

i

Annamary Dickey, one

of

1.

the

principals in the touring "Allegro,
plans to leave the show after the
Los Angeles engagement, some

time in March. She wants to return to New York.
Theatre Guild ha.s not set a replacement, but is hoping, to persuade the singer-actress to re^a'^
with the show for the rest of tne
tour.

DBAPER-ADIEB SABBATICAI
Paul Draper and Larry Adler.
w
nine successive seasons

after

a sar
Nugent has returned to U. S, concertizihg, will take liwr
the Coast, where he'il direct And batical and go abroad for the

Elliott

star in ^the Max Wylie-John C. 50 season.
_
co"
Gibbs comedy, "The Fundamental
They'll return to the V. S.
George" next summer for Theatre, cert field for the '50-51 season Wi"
Inc.,

ie«i
prior to Broadway
.Aline a different act, including at
he^4^,the,|:quity.,,Li-lonjB^otlief.ip^^^^
^|,,

WcMphon,

.

.

I

,

.

.

,1!
1
'

.

EJEGI11MATB

Total

FAY 'HARVEr

Broadway Grosses

IN

figures based on Variety's
The following are the comparative
week an4 the corresponding week of

CO. 24G

DAHON, LOUISVIUE
Louisville, Feb.

last
toxoffice estimates, for

This
Season

Last
Season

The Frank Fay company of
"Harvey" is still doing boff biz on
Last week, booked into
Dayton (usually a one-nighter) for
three days (24-26), troupe grossed

.

.

Chicago, Feb.

'Desire

+-

1.

M

dip noticeable xa spekid matinees on Sunday. Dante
Studebaker and
the Magician at
Northern
"Raze the Roof" at Great
but general overall
wind,
felt cool
profitable.
still
take was
Sightly, with,

Detroit, Feb.

able at $11,000.

j.

-

H800,

again caused a

of ticket
cancellations. Town expects another shot in the arm as a result
of the relighting of El Patio last
night (31.) with a moderniiled version of "Ghosts."

Road Shows

Current

(Jan. Sl-Feb. 12)
Curran, Frisco

12).

v Estimates for. Last Week
"Blackouts of 1949," El Capitan

(31-

"Allegro"

Your Gun"—Lyric, (345th week)

."Annie Get

number

(1,142;

An-

$2.40).

other $17 00()
"Bom Yesterday," Biltmore (2d
Aud
Building
$3.60).
week)
(1,636;
.'*At War With tlie Army"—Wil$17,000 for the week.
bur, Host. (31-5); Locust, Philly (7- nightly;
Finals Feb. 12.
12).
"loelandia," Las Palmas' (2d wk)
"Blackouts of 1948"—El Capttan,

Rajah, Reading
Charleston (7-12).

(3-4);

(31-2);

All.

,

"

i

(368; $3.60).

L. A. (31-12).

First full

week drew

^^Bom Yesterday" r-r Biltmore, L. $4,800— about 66% capacity—but
seemB: to. be improving slightly.
(^\^n).
— A.
- "Brieadoon"
«-v I d s o n. Mil. Will hold atjeast another frame.
(Sl-5); Taft, Cincy (7-12).
Dante— Studebaker, Chi (31-12). Griifith Preps Theatre
"Death of a Salesman"— Locust,
Philly m-5).
In San Fernando Valley
Court, Spfld.
"Desert Sone"
Hollywood, Feb. 1.
(31-1);
Aud., Hart. (3-5); Aud.,
In the belief that many San
Roch. (7-8); Erlanger, Buff. (9-12).
Fernando Valley residents "object
"Favorite Stranger" Amer., St.
driving, great distances to. see
Liyuis (31-5); Mosque, Peoria (7); to
Parkway, good theatre," Byron Griffith, forPalace, Rockford
(8);
mer director of the Wilkes-Barre
Mad. (9); Davidson, Mil. (10-12).

—

,

—

—

'Wanted

$27,500,

Phifly

Philadelphia, Feb. 1.
It's going to be hard for Philly's
legit theatres to maintain the fast

subscription play of the year) got
an okay $16,000 in first of two
weeks.
.•

;

'/1-2);

KRNT,

— Omaha,
Des

Named

..

B.
"«ris,
Chi. (31-5).
Bo/, (ii.^ii
(in!'*,,*''*'*'**^"
**'}:|]:

(3-5);

Desire"—

- Ply«>o«th,
— Geary, Frisco

Music Hall, K. C.

_oVf,iy

Omaha

Moines

Amer.. St. Louis (7-12).

Knew What

Tliey

liot

figured to
three- per-

have much chance; first
formances got $3,000;
"Goodbye, My Fancy," Morosco
Has
(11th wk) (CD-931; $4.80).
been selling out in recent weekSi
being one of the entries to go clean
at midweek matinees; breaks even
at around $18,500; gross was $24,000 again.
"High Button Shoes," Broadway
(69th wk) (M-1,900; $6). Couldn't
quite regain early^week slide, but
plenty of profit at $38,000.

"Howdy, Mr. Ice," Center (32d
wk) (R-2,964;^$2.88). Huge house
Saturday night (29) lifted the
week's take $500 to excellent
"Inside U.S.A.," Majestic

(40th

Cincinnati, Feb.

of the only two

downtown

legit af-:

and one of the three in
town. San Carlo Opera Co. also in
for a 10-day run at the Opera
House, did well on first, three days,
"Big Knife" opened at the Plymouth last night with "They Knew
What They Wanted" fiame night at
the Shubert.
Estimates for Last Week
"At War With the Army," Wilbur (1st week) (1,200; $3.60). FarCe
was well liked and began to do biz,
building to a modest estimated
.000 and should do better this
week.
"Make Mine Manhattan," Shubert (3d week) (1,750; $4.80). Final
week did a fair enough $24,600
with practically no competition
f erings

i

1

;

I

I

.

downtown.
"Richard in," Copley (2d week)
(1 ,200; $2.25). Richard Whorf production gained big rep here and
house did a good estimated $7,500,
best showing at this house so far.
This is final production of the Boston Repertory Assn.; house dark.
San Carlo Opera Co., Opera

House (1st week) (3,200; $3.60).
This outfit usually does pretty well
here on the standard repertory.
Estimated $7,000 on- three performances.
Another week to go.

'Allegro'

OK

21G, Frisco;

'Heiress' Neat $17,000
San Francisco, Feb. 1.
Allegro," Theatre Guild production, which opened Wednesday (26)
at the Curran (1,776; $4.80), was

warmly greeted by critics and
chalked up a nice $21,000 for its
first

stanza.

"The Heiress," with Basil Rathbone, another Theatre Guild opus,

showed a pleasing $17,000 for its
second week at the Geai^ (LSSO;
$3.60).

weather

1.

"Light

Up

m.!'

38G,

Pitt

Pittsburgh, Feb.

1.

Second and final week of "Oklahoma!" set a new record for the
season at Nixon when it got $38,«
000, with $3.50 top (without tax).
Not only did that figure top previous mark of $37,450, held by
"Brigadoon" in October,^ but it's
also the best gross Theatre Guild
musical has ever rolled up here a.t
any time during its three local en:.

,

££1 ^ClTldlt S

"

"High Button Shoes," with Eddie
^
"The Heiress" with Basil Rathbone
"Love Life." 46th St. (17th wk) Foy, Jr., opened two-week stay last
as the next booking, Feb. .10-12.
(M-1,319; $6). Has been about get-; night (Mon.) and it will also have
^^He and members of the cast also
ting by, with Sunday performances a big fortnight, having started oil
swelled the polio fund by $L60P,
•Show Boat' 14</<!G, Omaha
helping; under $26,000.
to terrific advance sale.
a hefty Cincy collection,
Omaha, Feb. 1.
"Madwoman of Chaillot,'* Bel asco
"Show Boat" was an advance (4th wk) (C-1,077; $4.80). Word-of'Knife' 20G in 5, N.H.
sellout at the Omaha theatre Jan. mouth comment has been spread-,
'Shoes' $33,600, Toronto 31-Feb. 1-2, with gross of $14,500. ing about this slow starter and it
New Haven, Feb. 1.
Toronto, Feb. 1.
Premiere of "The Big Knife," in
map prove a sleeper; best figure
Top wag $3.60.
Still going for the. big musicals.
its
five-performance stand at the
date;
$23,300.
to
alf of' whVch 'have' Ven .sold out
"Mister Roberts,?' Alvin (50th Shubert last week (26-29), cliJacob A. Weiser will give one
u„~„ this
iUiiciiaenn
Toronto gave
season,
advance with
here
in
(CD-1,357;
$4.80).
Standees
at
maxed
substantial
a
wk)
two
and
dramatics
dourse in
Button Shoes" a capacity playwriting in the evening session all times: $34,800"High Buttor
SRO window biz.
ances at $3.68 top in the 1,300-seat

I

'Okla.!' $41,600, Indpls.
1.

1°°'' a smash $41,
* half days (no
at the 2,000-seat
24-29, with top of
its third '^ime'here.
It
Pli^^Prt'"
ir'ayea an extra matino« Tu..-„j„..
"natinee Thursday,
ThicK?5?*"'a
inis beat
best previous Indianapolis m«rf, V"''''',P'''^vious
25%. It formerlv ^h.'^^i

1.

.

capacity despite severe
wk) (G-1,035; $4.80). Comedy is a
Maurice Evans in "Man and Su- which cut out-of-town trad^ to a hefty draw, though not quite capacperman" revival bagged a flne^$18,- minimum.
ity; still plenty of operating profit
Wanted" 000 last week on eight performA & :N Presentations has set at $23,200.

Indianapolis, Feb.

Hub

Boston, Feb.

.

parties last week should
up $25^000 for six performances. theatre true boxoffice power;
Saturday shows were sellouts and indicate
were near $20,700.
other performances
the Sky," Royale (llth

Evans 18G, Cincy

600 in^fi"'"*'

SatuiL,?

MS*^"'8ht)
Jan.

l^rnote**
i**^
now closed.

notices;

(7-12).

-Mjubert, Best. (31-12),
Mice"—Shubert, N.
H (10

<'ni,i„t,

favorable

$33,500.

41G, Balto

-

North.

Boat"

'Army' 9G,

"At War With the Army" bowed
here this week to run into good notices*in all but one sheet, which
slammed it hard as a "smutty''
show. However, it did well as lOnc

.

oert Philly (31-12).

rn,"5!'**

Ue'

^Q,

'Mine' $24j

.

Temple, Scranton (9Aud., Trenton (11-12).
Oklahoma!" (No. 2 Co.)— Shu-

T«"?
W

(31112^*

Richarir

Baltimore, Feb. 1.
wk) (R-1,659; $6). Another hold"Annie Get Your Gun" finished over musical in its concluding,
a second week at Ford's here last weeks before going on the road;
week, ringing up a terrific $41,000 slipped a bit to just over $30,000.
nine performances on top of
"Kiss Me, Kate," Century (5th
Play was first tested last sum- for
previous round of eight shows for
(M-1,654; $6). Now unquestionmer -at- St, Michael's Playhouse, .$35,000, with customers begging for wk)
ably the hottest ticket in town;
Winooskl Park, Vt.
seats up to closing day.
goes clean all performances, but
parties limiting the gross
theatre
Could easily have sold out an
'Rebecca' for San Antonio
$46,200.
to
additional round.
San Antonio, Feb. 1.
"Lend an Ear," National (7th
San Antonio Little thehtre will
wk) (R-1,172; $6). Standees at mo.st
present "Rebecca" at its next pro- 'Show Boat' 25G in 6, K.C. performances, with only midweek
matinees havihg empty seats; edged
duction at the San Pedro Little
Kansas City, Feb. 1.
theatre Feb. 21 and 22. Jean LongSecond time in two years f'Show up a trifle to $29,200.
"Life With Mother," Empire
With' is director, with Jud Davis Boat" was a smash here, date in
End of
$4.80).
stage manager for the production. the Music Hall Jan. 27-30 ringing (15th wk) (C-1,082;

—

Chi.

|

I

:

—

.

(R-1,543; $6).
suffering from critical shellacking, slide; fine $37,300.
but bankroUer Anthony B. Farrell
is putting up more coin to keep it
alive; against a break^even nut of
$26,000, the first full Week grossed
$15,500.
''Along 5th Avenue," Broadhurst
(3d wk) (R-1,160; $6). Has been getting public support despite lack of
theatre, parties; early^week attendance was slightly offj but with an
operating nut of about $27,000, the
final take was encouraging $32,000.

,

—

—

m

i

,

(31-5);

"pi(lahoma!» (No. 1 Co.)
Vir|inia, Wheeling
(31-5); Capitol, W.

$4.80),
its

|

I

(31-

(7-12?'

Desire," Bar-

second year; $25,200.
"Where's Charley?," St, James
(1st! (16th wk) (M-1,509; $6). More than
revue is made up for Monday. - Tuesday
,

I

Aud.> L'ville (2-3);
B. C. Staging 'Servant'
Aud., Memphis (4-5); Aud., Little
Rock (7); Temple, B'ham (8-9);
Bcston, Feb. 1.
Poche, N. Orleans (10-12).
"The King's Servant," drama by
"Medea"—Cass, Det. (31-12).
about the lord
Felix Doherty
.;'Mn Roberts"
Erlanger, Chi. chancellor of Henry VIII, will be
(31-12).
Feb. 24-26 by the Boston
"My Name Is AijuUon"-Walnut, presented
College Dramatic Society at ChestPhilly (31-5).
"O Mistress Mine" Erie, Sche- nut Hill, Mass. Rev. John L. Bonn,
nectady (31); Aud., Roch. (1-2); Er- S.J., director of the college school
of expressional arts, will stage It.
*^"^^' ^^"""'

,

New

Named

wk) (D-1, 064;
Remains a juicy biz-getter

i

I

Rainbow" — Shubert,
— Blackstone, Chi

,

take:
''Streetcar
ry more (61st
,

pace they set last week which
found three of the four regular
"Anne of 1,000 Days," Shubert
playhouses close to the capacity (8th wk) (D-1,387; $4.80). Practimark and the fourth turning in a cally capacity at $32,100.
"Annie Get Your Gun,'^ Imperial
neat and profitable figure.
(142d wk) (M-1,472; $6.60). With
This week's openings were both .last weeks advertised, attendance
return visitors. VMake.Mine Man^ has been hypoed; up a trifle to $28,hattan" began a two weeks' run at 800.
the Forrest with Bert Lahr as star,
"As the Girls Go," Winter Garwhile "Oklahoma!" started an en- den (11th wk) (M-1,519; $7.20). Exgagement at the Shubert which will cept for midnight matinees, there's
be at least four weeks' in duration. the standee limit every performThis is the third Philly visit, for ance; up about $400 to $53,500.
this Rodgers-Hammerstein musical.
"Bom Yesterday," Miller (ISSth
Last week's terrific biz still has wk) (C-940; $4.80). Starts fourth
the smart boys gasping.
year on a strong note; $13,500.
Estimates for Last Week
"Carousel,'' City Center (1st wk)
"They' Knew What They Want- (M-3,025; $3). Great reviews greeted," Forrest (2nd week) (1,766; ed the return engagement of Rodg$3i90). Led the town by a whisker, ers-Hammerstein hit; at low scale,
partly due to scale. A walloping the seven-performance gross of
big $27,500 for this revival with $32,000 was smash.
"Diamond Lil," Coronet (CD^
Paul Muni was one of the week's
1,003; $4.80). Meller by Mae West,
big surprises.
"Death of a Salesman," Locust presented by Al Rosen and Herbert
Saturday (5).
LOW J. Freezer, opens Son,"
(1st
week) (1,580; $3.25).
Beck (18th
''Edward, My
scale was the only thing that kept
wk) (D-1 ,214; $4.80). One of the
this sensational dramatic hit from
entries; $28,200.
leading the whole parade! Was a steady SRO
"Forward tlie Heart," 48th Street
sellout after Tuesday and is deOpened Friday
(D-921;
$4.80).
finitely capacity all
this week;
night (28) to sympathetic but un$23,000.

—

.

j

'

i

'Girl' lliG,

I

Indpls.

i

$4.80).

:.

Wk)

"The Desert Song'' Shubert (2nd
Community Theatre, will shortly week) (1,877; $3.25). Here Was
launch a program of plays at the another that had the wise boys
Key theatre in North Hollywood. amazed. The operetta revival hit
12).
House formerly was known as a solid capacity pace a^,4 E'^'^s^^i^
"Harvey"—Majesty's, Mont'l (31- the Horseshoe, theatre and featured over $26,500 on its seconcrand final
8); Hontclair, M'clair (7-12).
central staging. It has been ex- week.
Nixon, tensively refurbished and produc"HIch Button Shoes"
''Figure of a Girl," Walnut (1st
Pitt. (31-12).
tions will be in the conventional week) (1,340; $3.90). Critics were
For- staging technique.
"Make Mine Manhattan"
sparing in praise, possibly having
rest, Philly (31-12).
run out of adjectives after "Sales"Man and Superman" -r.-Murat,
man." However Guild show (fifth
"Finian's

Chi (31-12).
"Harvey"

]

Week

(Musical), O (.Operetta).
'Salesman' $23,000, M "All
for Love," Hellinger

'Born Yesterday' $17,000;
L. A.
'Icelandia'
Los Angeles, Feb. 1.
Legit biz perked up slightly last
week although: unusual weather

v

Pace was down again Monday
night (31) and indications are that
the current week may register a
decrease. However, no serious decline is anticipated until the annual
Estimates for Last

i

"Bwe the Roof," Great Northern
Picked up

over last week, with $16,000.
"Streetcar Named Desire," Harris (18th week) (1,000; $4.33). Closing date announcement finding b.o.
Sock $19,600.
lines again.

ble factor.

but

(8th

Holding up
fairly well despite the end -of
theatre parties; almost $22,000. v
"Silver Whistle," Biltmore (10th
wk) (C-920; $4.80). Jose Ferrer's
performance proving the magnet;
breaks at around $16,000, .so ^here's
nice margin at last week's $21^000'

weather appeared to be a negligi-

Keys!. C (Comedy), R (.Drama)
CD: (.Comedy-Dratna), R (Reuue)

|

(2d week) (l,500^ $3.71).

a potent runner,
slipped to $21,000.
"Red Gloves," Mansfield
proving

wk) (D-1,041;

pre-rEaster lull.

total $24,950.

•

$29,000.

But business recovered beginning
Wednesday night and in some cases
the final totals topped the preceding
stanza.
Consistently
rainy

1.

"Finian's Rainbow," in its third
and final week at the 1,482-seat
Cass, rose about $1,000 over the
previous stanza to register a good
$30,400.
"Connecticut Y a n k e e ," presented by the Detroit Civic Light
Opera Co., got a fair $38,000 at the
4,600-seat Masonic Temple, compared to the previous week's
$45,000 on "Vagabond King."

Estimates for Last Week
(17th
Shubert
"Brlgadoon,"
did
week) (2,100; $4.94). Last week
of week
boff biz, with latter part
complete sellout, $37,900.
Dante, Studebaker (3d week) fl,246- $3.10). Weather affected children's attendance, but still profit"Mister Roberts," Erlanger (20th
week) (1,344; $4.33). Doing SRO
sight. Excellent
biz, With no lull in

Albany, Feb. 1.
"Harvey," with Joe E. Brown
grossed $12,400 in three
performances in the 1,960-seat
Strand (25-26).
;
.
Monday night (24) it racked up
Northampton, Mass.
in
$2,300
Final three days of week the show
played Warner's Avon in TJtica,
grossing $10,250i to make week's
starred

$30,400, Detroit'Conn. Yanliee' $38,000

Ziv^'ekrnTnicW^^^^^^^
rial

32G

531/2G, 'Gloves' 22G,

'Girls'
'Sth'
$13,000, with Seats sold out 10 days
before.
In Louisville balance of week
Legit attendance was spotty on money finally ran out, so the show
(27-29), troupe grossed $10,800, for Broadway last week. Receipts were folded Saturday night (29) after 41
off for the first half, with most performances; $2,700 finale.
week's total of $23,800.
shows running around $1,000 be"Private Lives," Plymouth (17th
hind the previous week's figures. wk) (C-1,062; $4.80). Revival is
Brown 'Harvey' Gets $24,950

,

.

Chicago Grosses Nicked by Weather;

;Brigadoonl3im

'Carousel' 32G, 'All for Love' $15,

the road.

l26
31
Miimber of shows current
far by all shows
765
837
•Tntal weeks played so
$696,700
$693,000
eross for all current shows last week,
.$18,272,500 $17,929,900
so far for all shows.
Total season's gross
so far
45
42
jiTumber of new productions
,

Spotty;

1.

.

los*

Broadway B.O. Generally

SI

I

'

,

l,500-5eat-Eng1

$33:600 gross,
Ale
Royal- Alex'andra
a top.
scaled at $4.80

•(l-,525)

'

inra's

I

'

City College
semester.

at

WN.'

Y.

this

"Oh,

(5th

Mr. Meadowbroofc.-'

wk) (C-1,057;

$4.80).

Gold^

The

extra

Total

estimated

take was* 'Just

under $20,000 at $4.20

top.

.,

Vednesdayv Febraaty
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New

Plays on Broadway
Uniform of

Forward <he Heart

FIcsIt

Theatre, Inc., presentation of Invitational Series production of
drama in two acts (nine scenes) by Louis
O. Coxe and R. H. Chapman, adapted

Experimental

Theatre Enterprisesi Inc. and Leon J.
Bronesky production of drama in two acts
scenes) by Bernard Roincs. Features
Prince, Natalie Scliafer, Harry
McivlUe novel, "Billy Budd,"
Bannister, Mildred Joanne Sinitli. Directed Xrom Herman
Directed by Norris HoughtonrsettinRs and
by Peter Frye. Designed and lighted by costumes,
Paul Morrison; musical arrangePerry Watldns. At 48th Street, N. Y.. ments and direction, tehman Engel. At
Jan. 28. '49; $4.80: top ($6 opening).
Lenox Hill playhouse, N. Y., Jan. 29, '49;
Natalie Schafer
Mrs. Marian Gibbs.
invitation,
admission
by
William Prince Capt. Fairfax Vere.
DavW Gibbs
Tom McDermott
Dr. George Whiting ..... Harry Bannister
Winston Ross
1st Off. Michael Seymour
JuUe Evans.
.Mildred Joanne Smith Lieut.
Preston Hanson
Ratcliffe .......
.Robert McQueeney
Lieut. Wyatt
..John Fisher
"Forward the Heart" is a little Midshipman Gardiner
.Everett Dwtght
Midshipman Rea ...
play about a big subject. Despite Surgeon
.Carl Shelton
Its sincerity and the urgency of its Master-at-Arms Glaggart
Pet«r Hobbs
... -Martin Brandt
theme, it is too. slight for Broad- Dansker
.Paul Anderson
.
.
Jenkins.
way. There are obviously no film Quartermaster Payne.
Lee Marvin
: Anthony Carr
prospects, but the drama may have Kincaid
......
Lloyd
.Sherman
O'Daniel
occasional stoclc and little theatre
Guy Tano
Butler ....................
presentation.
Charles Nolle
Billv Budfl ..............
^.Wynn Handman
Play is about a blinded war vet Sentry Hallam.
who returns to his suburban Boston
Second production of the season
home and falls in love with his
mother's maid before learning she of the Invitational Series of the-i
Theatre is not a
•Is a N6gro; In taking sucli a theme Experimental
fori his first play, Bernard Reines prospect for Broadway presentaT
has clearly attempted more than tion. but suggests some talent poshe Could handle. Having estab- sibilities. Plav Itself is a ^ponder-^
lished the basic situation, he is ous drama with insufficient point,
quite unable to cope with it, and and requires far too much physthe drama merely fritters away ical production aad numerous cast
several ineflfectual scenes before for the commercial theatre under
existinc conditions.
sputtering to an inconclusive end,
"Uniform of Flesh" is a multi-T
Although the boy's character is
Melfairly well drawn, the three other scene treatment of a Herman
pai'ts
are ill-conceived and the ville story about the inhumane
action is transparently contrived. severity of naval law. The locale is
There is genuine challenge in the a British battleship at sea before
The action
play's basic premise (which, how- the days of steam.
young sailor
ever, remains implicit) that on the depicts how a saintly
accidental
subject of race the blind can see must be executed for the
sadistic superior offii
clearly, while the seeing are. blind. killing of a
example to maintain
But the author appears to, have cer, as an against
the subversive
nothing else new or provocative to discipline
revolution.
French
say about it, and there are far more influence of the
It's a slow play, with occasional
cogent rea.sons both for and against
but bogged
mixed marriages than anything ex- propulsive scenes,
and sea-going stage
pressed in "Forward the- Heart." down with- talk
business
and with an. ineffectual
So about all that remains is the windup. But
there are notable pergoodwill.
author's earnestness and
by Peter Hobbs as the
The performances, not surpris- tormances
master-at-arms, Charles
flendish
Ingly, are as uneven as the drama.
Nolte as an innocent young HercuWilliam Prince has gotten fnsidc les, Tom McDermott as the dutiful
the ch aracter of the boy and ad- caotain, Preston Hanson as a antimirably suggests the
j
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the intangible, subtly ten
creates
i v.
uii^A njiiij..^,!
tative ma^nnerof.thel>l|nd- Mildred
is

speech
paraphrased fro rn
(apparently
Shylook) and an incongruous later
scene. But Natalie Schafer seems
affected as the silly mother and
Harry Bannister implausible as the

girl, de.<!pite a strident "big''

Watkins

Perry

l.aroiiselI
a-,

'

=g peVrm=

Broaeh of Marriage

London. Jan. 25. '49.
Dr. Erasmus Baring
Nurse Farrnr
i

!

Jo Miclziner: co.s tunics. Miles
musical director. Frederick
orchestrations, Don Walker; production supervised by Lawrence Langner,
At CUy Center, N. Y.,
Jan. 25, '49; $3 top.
Carrie Pippei'Idge ....... .Margot Moser

Theresa Hclburn.

m"

.Tordan,

.

.

,

.

,

.

...... 7. Iva Withers
Loui.se Larabee

.

Mullin

Billy Bigelow

Hannah

'

i

.

i

.

:

.

.

.

.

-

.

.

.

.

,

,

Arminy.
Penny

.

Mavis Ray
Mattson
.Mario de Laval
.v. .Dusty Worrall
Bobra Suiter
Evelyne Ross

!

.

siderable

Subject

j

i

!

i

1

j

!

.

v

.

...

.

.
.

.

Interrupting

Sabetti

Jcnn
.vRuth

Devonn

i..

.....

.

Audrey

Rogers

.

^.

I

Jay Velie

.

...Calvin Thomas
.v>. .... Diane Keith
. .

season

second

its

h£^s
on the road, "GarouseVopened a limited engagement at

i

I

j
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pleted.
Fetching femme finery
adds a good touch from that angle.
On other occasions, Hollywood

has seen lit to rib itself through
the good-natured content of soma
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In the more than 30 years since
finds himself the virtual prisoner
of Marcus Hoff, studio head who Edith Wharton penned "Bunner
Sisters," the novel has assumed the
engineered the hush-up.
stature of. an American literary
When Di.<tie Evans, bit player classic. A stark character study,
who was in Charlie's car at :the it has all the elements needed to
time of the accident, threatens to
(Continued on page 53)
spill the beans, Smiley Coy, Hoft's
righthand man, plots to remove
her. The plan infuriates Castle;
.

THEATRE TIME

there's a showdown in which he
strikes Hoff, and latter announces
he will break Charlie as he has
others. Subsequently, Dixie is accidentally killed by a police car.
but meanwhile Charlie has realized
that the studio heads would resort
to murder just to protect their investment in him, and the realization has soured Ills outlook on life.
A reconciliation between him and
Marion impends but as it is about
to bear fruit, remorse gets the

MAGAZINE

The Best Magazine on

Subscriptions;
$1.60 a Year: $2.10 Foreign

fused living.

This observation

is

THEATRE PUBLICATIONS. IN&
152
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Naw

I

42nd

Strart

York 18, N. Y.

It a cheek for $...
ono-yoar «ubieriptlon
Thootr* Tim* Maqonin*.

Eneloitd

for

based on the

VIC

Burr,

Jolin Gassner, Paul Myers,

terically calling for help, symbolically not for herself, but rather
all victinis of modermdaj^, con-

fact that pic admircr.s who'ise intellectual processes limit them to
the Garfield, sock-on-the-chin qualities alone will find the
philosophical depth ot this one beyond

Eugene

Thyra Samter Winslow and
Others
Edited by William Keegan
Issued FoHi: Times a Yeor:
Feb., May, Oct. and Dee.

for

Superb acting by a topnotch
cast has aided C()nsiderab1.v in putting this script across. John Garfield,
playing Charlie, will find
himself In the position of disappointing many of his film fans but
boosting his legit stock skyward.

the

LegitiAiate Theatre
>lrficfe$ 'by

1

'

..

.

a

Nqm*^.
Addrti*';.
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Stoto..
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Published by

re-

condition her
husband is kept in ignorance, feeling that only the birth of a child
can save her marriage.
Through mischance the boy later
learns all the facts-^even the identity of the "father" of the expected
child.
In an advanced state of
neurosis he reviles his wife, declaring he will divorce her and
drag through the courts all connected with the case, smearing
their names all over the front
page.
His untimely end, either
accidental or suicidal, brings a
sense of relief all round.
Cast is excellent, with nobody
sensationalizing, all giving natural
life-like characterizations. Edward
[Chapman, as the ddctbr; Peter
Madren, as the war casualty, and
Helen Shingler as the pathetic
young wife, share, chief honors,
with Janet Barrow turning in a
gt.'and performance as a nurse.
Play jij qbjly .directed by Charles

donor,

.

,circ.uil.,'»»e.,. etc.'

'.

bitterly

.

known

I

cOippdni*., railroocl., but iinet
airlinn, botob,! c<il6r*d hotol.,

S.

Conforming to his. strict rule
that he will only accept completely
healthy people, the. doctor refuses
to operate on finding the boy has
incipient tuberculosis:
In 'despair
the young wife agrees to an un-

I

cMrrsnt,

.

further.

An untoward incident emanating
rom the scenic, painters' strike
necessitated
substituting
drapes
and unpainted portions of the set-^
ting for the finished product. The
attractive makeshift gives evidence
of developing into standout scenery when the job is finally com-

proaches herself that she refused upper hand and Gastte commits
suicide. Curtain has Marion hys-

;

;

mijinagerii

U.

verge of collapse.

drawing papulation.,. namei

of thcatrM, auiliteriuni. and arena.,

the

in

handled with tact and

motherhood when it was ppssible
and hopes that science will nOw
save her marriage which is on the

EAftTH

Ey*ry piayabU town and city In
Unitad Statt. and Canada with ppp-

interest
is

The

service.

I

READY FOR DELIVERY!

—

still

.

.

j

Now

.

delicacy and good .construction of
the plajijfafci'gurs weU for this new
Holding the scales
dramatist.
evenly balanced, it depicts the possibilities of tragedy and abuse of
nature."
"tampering with
this
A noted doctor in retirement
from general practice lives quietly
in the country where he receives
special cases to bring -parenthood
to childless couples. An old friend
brings her daughter and crippled
husband for the necessary surgical
treatment, the boy having become
a wheelchair invalid through war

'

I

I

POSTPAID

•

-

by censor for public performance.
Theme is likely to prove of con-

!

.

.

Starkeeper
Louise. ^.

I

N. Y,

^^^^^^^^

ineliiding

goodly slice in running time,
should point up direction values
a

.

I

Eric

.

Susan
Heavenly Friend.

Autliov'it :Re|ir«MeniHtlv«

^

Janet .Barrow

nation, recently tried out privately
small Torch theatre, now passed

I

.

,

I

1

"

Contemplated revisions,

.

at
I

.Stephen. Douglass
Ross. Chetwynd
.Christine Jolinson
,

.

Virginia

S(*<»lt-

:.^^^pv^-'^^^'

Staging .has built tlie pace from
a scene-one amble to a final stanza
wallop that punches play's dramatic highlights home with a bang

humorous script. It is quite pos<
sible that some courageous film
producer will come along and set
this one on celluloid for itS' instory of a man who starts from trinsic Values, despite its. devastatscratch with certain ideals; attains ting lowdown.
Bone.
the success he sought but loses
those ideals, eventually arriving at
Sisicrs
the paj'adoxical conclusion that
Pasadena, Jan. 26.
self-destruction is "the only way
Pasadena
Playhouse
px'oduction
o{
he can really live."
drama in.' three acts (seven sceiies>, pro-,
and epUog by DeWitt Bodcen. Based
Theme revolves around Charlie log
on the novel by Kdlth WharLun. Star.
Castle who, after 12 years in pic- Lenore Ulrlc and
Sally O'Neill. Directed
tures, finds that the success of his by Barbara Vajda:
Setting by Scott
career has cost him the failure of McLean. Opened at Pasadena Playhouse.
Jan. 26, '49. $2.40 top.
his marriage to Marion, the wife Ann SUza Bunner .......... Lenore Ulrie
Gladys .Tacksoa
who had started with him when he Mrs. Hawkins

i

.

..

,

.

.« ^

Jennie

:

17,

values."

McKee.

,

Christopher Quest
Dr. Gerald Farley
Beckett Bould
nev, Daniel HargreSVes
... Cathleen Nesbitt
Mrs. Mannering:
Peter Madren
Peter Stuart .....
Helen Shingler
Ann Stuart
.Cecil B?in»age
George Mannering

.

Julie
I

I

York

.

.

^ .

:Se\v

.

.

".

HARRY MEYER

.

'

.Edward Chapman

.

.

.

I

I

I

Kirsl-

.

.

i

I

fall.

,

I

I

fitara no\v

.

.

.

.

1

HKNll

does

:

London, Jan. 26.
Peter Saunders (in association with Piffaid & Robinson) presentation of drama
in three acts by Dan Sutherland. Directed
by Cliarles mckinan. At Duke o£ York's^

.

David Bascombe. ......
to Europe, where he was planning Nettie Fowler
to spend a three-month leave of June Girl ...... ..^
Enoch Snow
absence from the agency.
-Figger Craigin.

ing plays Sov, sj)i-Ing- mid;
class jirodijctions;

Edward -Bromberg

J.

part of the studio head; Paul McGrath offers velvet smoofliness a*
Brpmberg's underling; Reinfioid
Schunzel, except for. an occasional' thickening
of accent, plays
Charlie's agent admirably .loan
McCracken, stepping from musicals into a straight plav, contributes competence to the Dixie
Evans characterization, and Theodore Newton does efi^^ettive work
as the Odets alter ego.
Minor parts that get excellent
treatment are handled capably by
Frank Wilson, Leona Powers Haii
ry Townes, Philip Foster, 'Mary
Patton,- William Terry and John

Banner

White;

Producers -tmd name

. . . .

:

.

.

able in their original roles.
If there had been any question
about the quality of the Richard
Rodgers score or the Oscar Hammerstein, II, lyrics, this return engagement erases it utterly. The
blissfully
wept
that
audience

scttlnets.

WANTED
YOITR PLAY

Mary Patton
William Terry

.

petent thespian

Bill McKeiul.
Charlie .lohnny Huwiiinsi
was an Idealistie kid.
Miss Melllns.
... .GUccntt Steven.
wants to shed the film-making Evelina Bunner
,
...
Sally O'Neill
Kadgersj lyrics by Oscar Hammerstpin II.
Features Stephen Douglass. Iva Withers,
game and live a more normal life Bonnie .. ....... ..... .Marilyn Morrlc.
Ramy.
Louise Larabee;- Eric Mattsonv Margot
Bela Kovacs
but, because of a hushed^up auto Merman
Mr. Hawkins.
Moscr. Christine Johnson. Mario de Lav»l>
.Kenny Cr«Ci
accident in which he had killed a. Mrs. HochmuUer .......
Diane Keith. Jay Velte^ KeniTeth Macr
Irene Seldner
Absorbing play on the contro- child and for which his standin Linda HochmuUer,
KenzLev Dusty worrall, Calvin Thomas.:
Andrea Blayne
Directed^ by -Rouben ver.sial subject of artificial Insemi- served
Ross Chetwood.
time in prison, Charlie
MamouUan; choreography, Agnes de Mille;

Joe Magee, of the William Mor- Dvonch;

PLAY«;

.

.

1

Theatre Guild production of musical
play in two acts (eiKht scenes)* bused on
i'ercnc Molnur's "Liliom," as adapted by
Benjamin .F. Glaser. music by Richard.

Although the opening-night
curtain rang Un late (approximately
8;25) the nerformance was out at
about 11:05. even after a determined ovation by the sparse pre..Hobe.
miere audience.

ris legit department, is confined to
Harkness Pavilion, N, Y., with a
recurrence of a heart ailment incurred in the Navy during the war.
He's been forced to cancel passage

.

.

.

sectional

.

t

.

who gives a verv
fine performance. Nancy Kelly
i«
upper-case as the distaff lead At
tractive from the physical
viewl
point, she has the somewhat emn
tional role well in band at all
"
limes.
,

.

.

.

Connie Bliss

.

piggy-bank
atmosphere
on
a
budget. Choral sea chanties ar-

including a bedroom and
room-dinette, is practical
and atmospheric.

.

their capacities.
By a similsi.
token, however, real drama-lover,
will see in him a thoroughly
com

a
.Harry Townes. sterling job in the
thinly-disguised
John GarHeld

.

ranged by Lehman Engel help .ftll
ti;^^"^;^';'.^^^^^^^^^^
Hobe.
I

The

LoVed

"If I

still

.

j

setting,

. .

Bliss
You," "June Is Bustin' Out All Buddy
.Theodore Newton
Hank Teagle ...
Joan McCracken
Over" and "What's the Use of Dixie Evan*
John McKee
........
Wond'rin'." while "You're a Queer Dr. Frary
One, Julie Jordan," "When I
Marry Mister Snow," "When the
In creating "The Big Knife."
Children Are Asleep" and "You'll Ciift'ord Odets has come up with
added
Never Walk Alone" have
a two-edged piece of literary cutemotional value. Curiously, Billy's lery, one edge of which has been
soliloquy about fatherhoods seems used to peel the hide off certain
to lack some of its remembered Hollywood institutions, tlie other
appeal.
edge of which will be used, to cut
Of the present leads, Stephen the boxoffSce melon that will unDouglass is impressive dramatic- doubtedly eventuate following its
ally and acceptable vocally and Broadway opening.
physically as Billy, while Iva WithEven in its premiere status, this
ers is a fine Julie, both dramatic- Work unfolds as an interesting,
ally and vocally. Margot Moser is absorbing e.vperience in writing,
properly amusing and sings en- With three Weeks of pie-Gotham
gagingly as Julie's giddy friend. polishing ahead of it, tliis opus can
Louise Larabee seems an improve- conceivalily break forth as a drament as the predatory carousel matic VIP (Very Important Play).
owner and Diane Keith Is good as Written with bold strolces of aufeatured ballerina. Mario de Laval thenticity, it combines philosopliy
gives a broad portrayal of the sin- with stark realism to produce a
ister Jigger, but Christine Johnson provocative play based on tlie subr
and F.ric Mattson are still admir- ject "success . .
and moral

son's settings achieve considerable

living

Haven, Jan, 26, '49: f4.20 top, .
. .
Wilson
. ... Frank
.
Russell
Leona Powers
Pattv Benedict

.

The standouts are

[

jjoctor.

New

.'.

I

'

'

Charlie Castle

,

Joanne Smith

28.
•Bwighfc Deere Winian presentation of
the Strasberg and Odets production of
drama In two acts (four scenes) by Clifford Odets. Stars John Garfield: features
Nancy Kelly, J. 'Edward Bromberg, Paul
McGrath, R o I n h o 1 d SchunieL Joan
Mccracken, Theodore Nevyton. Directed
by Lee Strasberg; setting by Howard Bay;
costumes, LueiUe Little. At the Shubert,

Although there's not a common- Marion Castle
Nancy Kelly
Philip Foster
place number in the show, some of Harold Waterman
.. .Reinhold Schuniel
.1
'Danjlger:
the "Carousel" songs seem to Nat
Marcus Hon. .... :J. Edward Bromberg
Paul McGrath
register more potently than ever. Smiley Coy

Norris Houghton's direction gets
moderate movement in the confines
excellent as .the
of the tiny stage and Paul Morrl

.

Haven, Jan.

-

philosophical

«

New

Jerry White

immaculate.

Town

Plays Oot of
Tho Big Knifo
'

-There will be tho.se who will
charge Odets with employing
"Knife" as a stiletto to rip Hollywood up the back. Actually, however, this is not the case. Although
the script does offer a vivid pic
through last Tuesday night's (25)
side of the fljm
iPthe City kure of the seamy
capital, with the author dipping
Center demonstrated thati
pen alternately in dynamite and
his
Hobe.
vitriol,- primarily he seems concerned with getting across the
old

,

.

airbyVe^t^rq"u'\?e'';e^B^
sailor.

York's municipally-operated
City Center at pop prices. The
musical seems even more effective
than in its smash opening nearly
four years ago and offers a notable
bargain at the $3 top.
Possibly the fact that radio and
recordings have made the songs so
familiar is partly responsible for
the show's added impact, Even so,
the present cast, including only
two principals from the original
company, is excellent, the performance remains reasonably fresh and
the settings and costumes appear

;.Hiel(ntan.

.1

CURRENTLY Emile

Littler's

"HUMPTY DUMPTY'i.
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Parional Manogamanf: NAOMI HORRABIN
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New Met

and

Britain, Indiairk Australia

touF$ in the past, and is doing
so this season, in conjunction with
Sol Hurok and National Concert &
Artists Corp., who are handling
Continued from page l
this, season's tour.
He's on yearround basis at the Met.
Income from out-of'-town per- dence tliat a readjustment could
formances last season was $819,806. be made.
Another factor affecting the
It's estimated the Met can save
.S50,000 of this, hitherto paid out screenwriters - turned - playwrights
in booking fees, etc., by arranging is that their agents in Hollywood
have aLso lost contact with the legit
its tours itself.
Met's income last season was $3,- stage out of too many years deal024,688.
Income from New York 'ng with the picture studioSi
Agents have been unable to fur*
performances, $819,806; nlsh thoir clients with the informabroadcasting,
building tion on the demands of the, legit
$197,738;
I'entals, $129,003; qouccs.sions and market with the result that HolP'"'^'ilcges, $126,928; misooUaneous,
loywood scripters have gone off
$16,264.
the beam due to lack of necessary

Zealand.

,

The producer of "The Vagabond
King'' is how working on a book
of boyhood memoirs and is well
under way with a sequel to "Mlrapresent multiple^authority setup, de." A new operetta of frontier
Americana is about ready for proetc.
The book is full of good trade <'"''tio'>> the music to be by his coinfo on payments, rights, editors i^'^'Prkfi'" in several other musical
agents, etc. The chaptef on pulps Plays, Rudolf Friml.

Toledo Blade's Pay Hikes
ol 8% for apWage increase editorial,
circulanrrodmately 350
and business otf^rni advertising,
the Toledo Blade
J ?P employees of
to Dec. 9
tSd Times, retroactive
nrovided in a contract signed
hfthe Toledo Blade Co. and the
Guild, CIO.
Toledo Newspaper

H'wood Scripters

)

1

little thin; the one on
wood a little too gossipy

is

a

Holly

'

for an

CHATTER

.
,

;

.

otnerwise
otherwise punchy manual, though
Ihougl
David Brpwn, editor of liberty
i?\f^5^t>ng„r_ealin?: The book pub
lishing chapter Is good, tridey ^"ETOKn^ m!iiI\°" C^^^^
Tncrease creates new weekly sal- stuff. Reynolds finds indefensible moveli.st spending a week in Hollyexperifor
*rv minimum of $94
the fact that a radio writer pays wood for possible writing material
and .?39.50 for be- an agent 10% for so little service
Pticed reporters
Fred Sammis Photoplay editor
Agreement also pro- done. He suggests that the Authors
ginners.
In Hollywood for the magazine's
vacation at- League
Sides for a three-week
do something about delay annual Gold Medal Award prescnemuninterrupted
of
years
five
of mag editors in decisions on igtions.
Expenses were salaries of sing^^ypient, and a night differential. manuscripts. He finds authors too
Elsa Lanehester, currently doun Ung artists and conductors, $721,complacent 'qver mag stories cut blittg on stage and screen, will do 4,'j5; orchestra,- $588,737; chorus;
Pjimitiond (Ind) Times Ends Strike arbitrarily to make space. He ar- a weekly Hollywood column for a $268,315; ballet. $68,026; executive
gues
against
authors
granting
pubunion
Canadian
syndicate.
Tim,es
new.spaper
and
clerical, $176,648; stage deHammond, Ind.,
Edward L. Bernays, public rcla- pai tmcnts, $522,027; wardrobe"' and
strike lishers part of film rights on book
orinters ended 14-month-old
counsel, appointed adjunct .scenic departments, $74,679; buildweekly wage *
,
,j
...
...
bv accepting $12.50
Keynolds
claims
that
ethics professor at New York University, ing operation $144 183
had gone on strike
hike. Printers
among national magazines are He's currently teaching a public
Chi
on
Edward
Johnson,' Met's general
after
cohorts
two days
higher than in any other writing relations course at the university. manaeer nlans to retire nfter the
dailies walked out
field, while ethics in the film IndusCoast pals of Louis Sobol cir- n "x Tea'.;on
r^^^^ pu^ >vnlcn. Will
Season, t4ar
trv ^re
ai-B •in\A/Bat
Ho finds
finfic the
tho thetho. «„i.;w«r,
T« Memoriam
n/r-„«„..i^,v, column
„Ai,„v,.,
New pact for one year conforms try
lowest. He
culating that In
he
'T.^h''
MpV mnns«<.vi
Vlth-laws of International Typo atre a disorganized medium and the
Y. Journal-American synfit ^^'^'^
vol-f mh ^n^^^^^^^
Union, parent body. Reps of the one of the most speculative Of all, dicated columnist did on the first
fading
t
Assn.
yet he surprisingly points out that anniversary of the passing of his ij^^^ff «^
Chi Newspaper Publishers
for
12
years
before
he became its
huddling
still
despite its hectic gamble, writers wife Lee.
and. the union are
"^'mager.
demands.
the
in legit are better off than
George Hamid, outdoor amuseover printers
writer,
bitter- ment operator and booker, profiled
film
frustrated
radio
writer,
against-the-industry
the
Coronet
by
Jean
in
current
N. Y. Star's Fold
and restricted pulp or smooth paper Libman Block. He's also the basis
After piling up a deficit of al- writer.
Book has appendices of of a Collier piece by Martin Abrammost $5,000,000 in eight-and-a-half contract forms from all mediums, son in the mag's upcoming Feb. 18
years of operation, the New York
CoiiUnucd from page 2.S*;
Bxon.
issue.
,
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advice,

|

Harold Friedman, play agent for
Brandt & Brandt, was wai y of any
generalization
which
described
Hollywood legit converts as "inade-

j

;

>

'

•

quate,"
He pointed out that if a
writer of any sort "has a feel for
the theatre," there's promise of a

•

,

i

t

good

play.

'

m

i

'

N

'

VhV

f
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Friedman

how-

said,

ever, that too many Hollywood
writers are pouring screen dialog
into a three-act form and think
they have a play.

1

|

^

'instinctive'

.

'

Writers

-

|

Friedman had no doubt, how*

1

I

ever, that film writers, given an
instinct for the theatre, would
learn that the stage' needed a
deeper combination of ideas, character and story than demanded in
celluloid.
Writers actively engaged in film
work, he said, are not likely to

'

I

WMGM

]

Star,

formerly

PM,

folded

,

last
run off

week, The last issue was
Friday <28), following collapse of
the publishers' efforts to promote
Four hundred emoutside cash.

James B. Connolly, 80-year-old
ilBqston author of sea stones, was
-

Perelman Reprise

-

S. J. Perelman, who is en route
,
,
,
f if^^r^f^'lP^i^^^^M^^^^^^^^
censor of com^^^^
with wife and tXvo children to Siaehation'bv
»!".'„ '^^\..}'y\3..^^''f^^K^Ll'^^^^^
doing articles t'or Holiday Watch and Ward and other local
mag which later will be published societies for supervision. Connolly
form, allowed as how he'd never seen a,
hv Simon & Schuster in book form.
by
Perelman has been with S&S for comic book before.
over a year '(and not with Random' Houseji BS erratumed).
Perelman's last series of Holiday
pieces were brought out by S&S
of
last August, titled "Westward Ha,''
Continued frpmi page 52
and to date tome has sold 58,000
copies, twice the total of any preBuiin*^!* Sisters
vious Perelman book.

^ys
,

"MGM

^^i

.

,

Theatre
jL..^a,.i^

of the
..V.
Air," an
.i.ix
tation of a Metro picture
i,^^.
starring one of the studio's names.

,

I

"^^^ ^'^^

tTmX

the' Ttudlos
bfest fitted for the
screen medium and may be sible to
express themselves more effectively in the theatre,. There's no inside of the 'film colony;
superable barrier, Friedman said;
"Hollywood, USA,'' will present between the
stage and screen
Paula Stone in interviews and spe- mediums, mentioning
writers like
vaijirom varioroaocasis from
occasion broadcasts
cial .occasion
Larson Kanin and Cafford OdetS,
1940' as an experiment in liberal
ous Hollywood locations. This will ^^o have been successful in
journalism, the paper was run for
both
be a cross-the-board 15-minute
Audrey Wood, anothei- play
8ix''Yearai'.'Without carrying any advertiseiSi^nts.
When Field opened
^"'P'
agent, also recognized the initial
the papers to ads on Nov. 15, 1946,
"Crime Doesn't Pay" will be a difficulties screenwriters are havin order, to put it on a self^.sustain-r
become a top piece of dramaturgy 30-minute adaptation of the M-G ing in switching to legit, bijt s^i'd
ing basis, Ralph Ingersol I the ed"At Home With it was not a new situation. In good
.screen series.
as well.
Suit Vs. Carlson Dismissed
itor, stepped out.
Field finally unUnfortunately, however, .this De- Lionel Barrymore" will be a lii- limes, writers always gravitated to
Libel suit of $1,000,000 against!
loaded his interest in
seven
'Witt Bodeen adaptation falls far! minute cross-the-board show de- Hollywood and then tried to shift
months ago to Bartley C. Crum and Arthur Derounian, alias John Roy short of the mark.
The unrelieved signed for early mornmg broadcast, back to Broadway when things beJoseph Barnes, who changed the Carlson, author of "Undercover,"
Records" came tougher,
grimness of the novel
and the "Personalities on
paper's name to The Star.
Al- was dismissed by Judge- William
It's 'unfortunate, she said
Chi federal district attendant reader impact—has been will be a half-hour weekly prothat
though circulation: climbed from Campbell,
lost ,^in the transition, probably be- gram.
IIoll>wood is 3,000 miles away
100,000 to 140,000 under the Crum- court. Suit was brought by Mr.s.
difficult to
Barnes management; the paper was Grace Keefe, former secretary of cause it is extremely
production of the shows will be from Broadway, making the transiWe the Mothers Mobilize tor convey through dialog the m^^^
still a losing proposition.
Unlike EngAmerica, who charged her reputa- which
guidance of Raymond Kalz,' land, where both the film and legit
Columnists Albert Deutsch and
tion was damaged by Derounian in through her de«^^^^^^^^
centers are concentrated around
/
I. P. Stone have gone to work for
the N. Y. Post while the Star's
by London, thcre^^^
interoffe^r"rm^m!S th'e'a?rJ''lIf i^ "re pro/ect'is being supervisedCity
^^fW^oi^L'""
chjinge bet^^^^^
comic strip, Barnaby, has been SfagS!
of the Culver
re^vl•ite r^es Peterson,
A
major
Plantiff counsel made a motion present form.
picked up by the N. Y. Mirror.
That's a healthy condition-, she said
arrest of judgment and was', would be needed to put it*in shape
for
Latter daily is also continuing the
that
should
be
promoted in
to present a; brief for Broadway and even then it
given
days
If the jplan goes over in the met30
Star's cut-rate offer of the Amerthe U. S. Miss Wood and her husasking for a new triaL
would be a doubtful factor since ropolitan area, it will be extended,
ican Family Encyclopedia.
band, William Liebling. also an
it is a period character study at plans for nationwide sytifflcatibn
best.
By the same token, there of the programs ife-ilso included. agent, are planning a trip to the
Authors Guild Kiices Dues Hikie
Oursler's 'Greatest Story'
Coast in late March to establish
Membership of the Authors is little to interest Hollywood.
has iniitallea complete re- „
,
,
^
*t li.
„
•J^rttop Oursler, who gave radio Guild, literati affiliate of the AuBodeen's
script
is
overlong, cording facilities for production ''°"'^^<:ts^wb: HolI^^^
a"* dig fwnewite^-inat^P'".?*'??^,?'
a prolog,
™League of America, has utilizing
acts. and.
= Ji'^^'thors
?*
», three
Ol.
GreatestI Story
Ever Told, which turned down a proposed dues raise an epilog to- tell the story of three and circulation of its own recorded!
will
win
be
De
recordings
recordmes
urograms
The
has won many national awards, has by a vote of 330 to 291. Boost, years in the lives of the spinster ^'
Tvailable to other sUt ons
*^ould*^easlly 3"
on1*'commercTa?
"^^'^
o'ntrj on
a commercial
across the country
Same ?mi based on the td^o pro'- PT^^V^^y
^^^'r^
"""M^
b^en be dropped since
ization's council,
would have^^r""'
there is actually ^j, s,jstaining
filamed
ntilS It
T+T,.
aI!^,; A* fi,.!^„l?^
basis
sustaining basis.
jgram.
is one
of the most artistic, from $15 to $25 for active and
no need of the fl4shback treatment
.^v.
t
Continued from page 1
simple and beautifully told stones to
officials point
out that
rand the epilog could, with
$12 for associate members.
..-w. tighten-.b..^^..
n
of the life of Christ that has ever
Pending an indication of the vol- ing of the rest of the scenes, be- the Hollywood shows will augment t,,g ^j.^
^^^^
^^^^^
Iteen written. As in the radio prostation
replace
other
ume of returns from the assess- come the final scene of the third rather than
, ^„gjjj« gs
before
gram, it is in simple modern lan- ment on earnings, adopted by the act.
t'eature.s,
such as sportSj music,
.^1,
Kuagei written understandingly. It membership a year or so ago, the
For Lenore Ulric, costarred with news and drama.
Pointed out that the W-T ha* »i.
ipacks human interest in every line
council has decided to curtail the Sally O'Neill, the role of the Pollydirector,
sales
Jr.,
Lebhar,
Bert
nvernotnr th^i 9 onft
and itjirips you better than the organization's
„.„,„i,.fi.„v activities.
.„H,.,H».
annaish older sister marks a def- returned last week from huddles weeMav rpXr^hin Mlffprprf^hl
Dest-sellmg whodunit.
^^^^'^^^^ reaaersmp suitered beinite change in pace— a change she in Hollywood.
Katz is still on the twefen
Here is something to test the
last March and September,
doesn't seem to relish too much. Coast, but will return in two or
Merle Miller's Newest
genius of our picture producers.
when the last ABC survey was made,
first novel. She appears to have difficulty get- three weeks,
Merle
Miller,
whose
If they could produce this story as
through the addition of new fea"That Winter," was published a ting accustomed to the type and
anWlirp Hnrt'V^^.r!;
tures.
The.se stress women's an^^^i" ^go, has just completed his while her stagecraft savvy helps
lty!SLs^natfon and the art
gles, indicating the W-T is pitchpub- considerably,, the performance is
^^-l*?*
harput?n^^^^^^
ing for more femme circulation.
Ushers Friday (28). Novel, as yet not up to her usual standards^
they. would make a great contribu
Indie
Sun's weekday circulation dip#
won in helping us humans to un- untitled, deals with the contem- Sally O'Neill is excellent as the;
ped from 303,926 in March to 297,Continued from page 2
younger of the spinsters who seized
derstand each other better and porary Washington scene.
053 in -'-f
September, 'With
-..v... its ^.....uiSaturWilliam ..Sloans Associates will a moment of romance only to have
„ t„ ,,,„„. ,h„ „,,^
inng back a troubled world to
edition suffering a similar dethe brightness fade, as she. withers fi'^T^.n^y ^°
normalcy.
"of' wrw<:
The book will make P4iblish it in September.
P""*''^;,
cline. Editor of a competing daily
away from the new blast of cruelty ^^nt temper of
you feel like your mind was bathed
'f^f ^
and coldness to which she is
in pure, cool, i-efreshing spnng
Mauffham 'Quartet' Host
i:?'
fh»r»°f^n
s.po
inere
When
P"0",«; the slump— declared
of trouble.
water.
he had heard
Somerset Maugham will be the subjected.
joe Lawrie Jr.
iiiiiimidi
Best of the supporting cast are concentration on iiie
principal speaker at an Overseas
jj^jt execs of one afternoon daily
e s a graopictures
^^^^^ worried about TV but exPress Club meet tonight (Wed.). Beta Kovacs, Eileene Stevens and content of
Reynolds' Writing Manual
01
who arrived from the Gladys Jackson. Barbara Vajda's I'aJ expansion of the liheiaiitysoon
p^.^^^^^
opinion there are not
-,ln "The Writing Trade"- CThe Maugham,
Ab
code
of
the
'"te'-pielation
the weekend, will play direction gets the most out of the
circulation to
Writer, Inc., $2.50), Paul R. Rey- Coast over
news- ^^^^ j^ ^^^^
a screening of "Quar- lengthy script and Scott McLean's as Breen smells trouble, via
responsible
nolds, head of the oldest literary the host at
protests ot churcn
...
,
tet," film adapted from a series of magnificent set and Fred C. Hu.x-' paper editorial,
Jgency in the U. S., comes up with
stories, at the Museum of ley's skilled lighting are tremend- groups or any other way, there s ^uiation^mpjm^^^^^
„ui„Hon din since it o^
t<i
"valuable manual for writers and his short
interprethe
of
contraction
(Thu^^^
assets.
quick
toiTi«row
ous
Kap.
Modern-Art
jne general
public. Written simf
sails for France Feb. 9.
He
in a hard-headed, business-like
dinner hours.^It is.held that N Y.
Interpretatiott is always maincovers the six major
poslevel
as
liberal
a
as
at
tained
Info
of
Director
Daltoii ECA
""ifltets for scribes
(books, smooth
^ b_aVe -toe Ijoth to wjtfih Vi.
circum^
with
consistent
sible,
Neil Dalton, former director of
,J?Pf'^,niags, pulps, films, stage and
deo and ..read the pap^^^^^^^
stances, so it would seem uriwlse
for WHAS and the
""Y.-tele). Even show biz insiders public relations
suit, instead of cutting out TV,
Continued from ^age' 1
Courier-Journal
for SIMPP to attempt to break
(Ky.)
Louisville
t* , '"^ely to find a few eye-openers
bas„been__appointed^ to ,f ^y the trustees, or raised on the away.^ In any case, alHhe^i-^^^^^^^^^
and-Times
average scripter
^^TrldVEve^s^S^^^
liiu U
jyiU
have a pretty thormieh idea of succeed Bryan Houston as director 0^5-^6
would not affect the tabloids such
the baekgr'oSnd
£°^£CA , Hous on
Management has taken one step themselves to play only pix with
To
market's' ?f i"to™..i"°"
returned to the advertising ^^.j^.^^j^ ^jjj ^^^^ ^j^^ j^.^^ g^^j^^ nn- the PCA seal, so the indies might as the News, Mirror and Post plus
?eingTliteMl^ agent? Re^^^^^
oevotes a^good
finding houses to show we journai-American, since mey
biz.
trouble
have
a good deal of soace
in
pVatine
however
Where
to
^
coin
space
Jgents mue!,
nuch o^hltateriar^^^
of the material being
i-'"^'"^
?"""lilll^to?';;f
d^^^^^ h
limes are similarly
^"hune and
t^^^^^^
the OWl 00m''T''a ^r^f'
ot "^he
i'ttle known or
with "The Tribune
situation ''''^^y,''4^l
„,,.-p_i „„„ tho Met's tours
nto such
elaborated
.laooratea on be- a time, director
...
^ ,„ w»«h,npf„n
..
^
Washington. He
l-re: o;^e™f
Outlaw" when the PCA revoked unaffected because of their "class;'
the
book's'mostTnte?: esti^' branch - in
bv ou^^^^^
??tjng chapter!
helped to liquidate tlie
The film has never been readership. (The Star folded la^
deall with the later
cert managers, s^osequeni seasons its seal.
of
accumulated
^Sent, with some weird agency.
^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^^^
^
But the W-T and Sun ar.
trv n^J"5'"=£,s °* '""Pe of the genTrMet'La''s%Sded'fe%rp a^Fra": Sr'thelhTatreTTt" might have been debts.)
I^eynoWs is pretty Sard
Janney'S Multiple Chores
to play had it the PCA the papers usually read at home
ia»i.
of last'cx^^^^^
.j'
trftrstffl
us siaii as oi
ri^ KODinson
Rob nson 10
CIS
subrect
„„ ,fA'>
"n" rating inin. in
in the
tho eveniiigs
evpn nes arid
and hence subject
'^P'tal in general, notRussell Janney'S novel, "The i," "Y-;""rf: tour
A" or "B"
and an
"Robuu- seal „
tae It!
iour'manafler
ma„a^^^
Us
Dec
1
«ie public •
ethics, the social Miracle of the Bells,",
.. is now, out
Prls«»l°'i
whn wa<! advance man for; dicating the stamp of appiwU to TV's competition for
Hollywood on a writer.

Another, "Good News from Holly
Mulwi 1 feature
Will
ea^^^^^^ Geoi^ge
George Mu
ood
^
Phy in a la-minute platter thuee
times .a week, giving the humaah

i

|

ployees of the paper. Including 300
me printing plant, were handed

m

^ear,

the day before; Editr
orial workers were given severance
pay under provisions of the American Newspaper Guild contract.
Launched by Marshall Field In
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CHATTER
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Singer Jean. Bartel (ex-"Miss
America") in toWn from the Coast
for Wm. Morris tallcs.

Henry Jaffe, attorney for the
American Federation of Radio
bedded with a cold.
world's biggest pic
San>my Roen resigned last week is to open soon,
<ts head of Music Corp. of America
Artists,

;

theatre.

'

publicity dept. to take over att
orange grove in Florida.
Howard Le Sieur, United ArtDublin
ists' pub-ad director, back after
By Maxwell Sweeney
three weeks of Coast huddles with
Patrick O'Higgins named new
producers on upcoming product.
Radio Eireann.
Alfred Palca, former writer on film critic for
Kevin Byrne named musical diseveral HoUywiood'originated radio
Dublin Light Opera
shows, named radio contact for the rector of new
Co.
20th-Fox homeoflice publicity deJulia Monks translating Jean
^
partment.
Bernard's "Marline" for
Jacques
to
player,
Metro
Cyd Charisse,
Irish production.
Chicago. From there, she heads for
Ian Priestley-Mitchell added to
Miami to join her husband, Tony gab
team on Irish Hospitals Trust
Martin, current^jr appearing at a sponsored air show;
nitery there.
Eamorin Andrews mulling offer
Arthur Sachson, Goldwyn gen- to join Joe Loss as quizzer with
eral salesmanager, became, a grandband show on English tour.
father, over the weekend when a
Hilton Edwards inked for lead in
ioH was born to his daughter, Mrs. Lar;rMorrow's"%TdTo%rodrcUon
-/..ntorn^^n
Marvin Zuckerman.
"Macbeth," to be aired Feb. 20.
Irving Fromer, James Nasser's
Stanley lUsley and Leo McCabe
talent chief, in from the Coast (IMP. Productions) back from
Monday (31) to scrutinize the east- gandering current London shows.
ern territory for new faces as well
Longford Productions, will do
as legit and literary properties.
short tour in Irish provinces on reNational Conference of Chris- turn from England before opening
tians and Jews honoring Ned E. Dublin season.
gepinet, Irene Dunne, Richard
Abbey presenting new producodgers and Oscar Hammerstein tion
MacNamara's
Brinsley
of
II at Waldorf luncheon Friday (4). "Grand House in the City," Ria
,

Hope to- do a
kQhs for WPIX,
Hollywood
series of films behind the Ir6n
Curtain from Poland to Turkey,
JVayne Morris laid up with virm
Gerald Mayer holding meeting ^
of MPA members tp decide on parMaureen O'Hara back on the
job
skedded
ticipation to Film Festival
after tonsilectomy.
In Cannes by the French in SepBrenda Joyce to Atchison, Kan?
^'
for opening of Orpheum.
tember,
John B. Nathan planing to N. Y;
H. S. Kraft exiting writinB utint
*
and to come back to Paris two with CBS' "Luigi" slow
'**Brltfsh Broadcasting Corp. dick- weeks later, together with his wife,
Frankie
Bailey
in
General Kn<,
ering with agent Mike Sullivan to who had been visiting with her pita! here; threatened
with blin*
stage its first ice revue on tele- parents in B. A.
vision,
Douglas Fairbanks filmed a shni-t
,
Stanley Holloway leaving for
'""^
^""""'^
BrotherhZi
the Antipodes in March after comWeek^
pleting his part in "The Perfect
Armand Deutsch returned
to
"
Woman."
.
Anne Stewart, actress from work after two weeks out with
Hymie Zahl to America in April Hollywood,- visiting Rome.
virus flu.,
and will fly to Cuba and HollyFrank Capra tossed a lunchpnn
Quirinetta theatre is featuring
Taylor
wood, with producer Jack
for Roberto Rossellini, Italic
"Lady in the Dark" in English.
film
likely to accompany him.
Dario Sabatelli, a writer on director.
Olivia De Havilland in frnm
Rowland Leigh may return to "Cagliostro" is in London for a

can circus current here, with
Lpnd6n
broken foot.
Five locaJ second-run cinemas
Nat Jackley "and wife Marrlanne
have been acquired by Samuel Lincoln to New York March for
Granat, who with his brother Oscar quick look-see !at Broadway shows,
They
is a big cinema chainster.
Jane Wyman due in London in
are completing the Cine Florida, a May to star in "Man Running,
10,000-seater, claimed to be th6 which Alfred Hitchcock will diFlorida

.

.

Rome

.

N-y,-. where presented with the
to stage "My Romance
film huddle.
Film
™
in association with J. J. Shubert,
Gregory Batoff in Rome from Critics' Circle award.
Joel FJuellen, Broadway thesn
as latter feels it has a chance here Londoin readying a film to be made
sprained ankle on "Rope of Sand"
despite its Broadway flop.
in Italy with author Ben Simcoe.
location
near
Final extension of Val Parnell's
Yuma.
an
obtained
has
Anna Magnani
While Bevhills smart luxury
Palladium pantomime sets March American visa, but has no definite
19 as deadline date and new vauder plans about using it at this time. shops are all having 33-50% sales
Ville season opens March 21,. with
Binnie Barnes is the latest addi- new Ohrbach's doing big biz.
Henry King returned froni Italv
Eleanor Powell and George and tion to the picture, '^Pirates of
Bert Bernard topping the bill.
Capri," being made in Rome now. after six months as director of
Defaults by distributors in their
William Szekley, producer of "Prince of Foxes" for 20th-Fox
Sam Kramer resigned after 14
quota commitments for the last operatic films, "La Boheme" and
year of the old Films Act are "La Traviata," is in Zurich on busi- years as American booking reo
for Tivoli Circuit of Australia
scheduled to be discussed at a ness. •
Eleanor and Billy Rose in from'
meeting of the Films Council, held
"La Bida," a European producat the Board of Trade tomorrow tion featuring Emil Jannings, is South America for a week, eh
(Thurs.).
scheduled to be made in Rome in route to Orient on their globe-trot
Jimmy Savo moves into the Last
After finishing pantomime sea- the late spring.
son for Bert Montague at Oxford,
Helmut Dantine and his wife, Frontier, Las Vegas, for two weeks,
Morton A. Spring, Loew's, inter- Mooney directing.
Feb. 26, Carl Freed off to south of who have been vacationing in starting Feb. 25, at $2,500 a week,
national veepee, flew to the Coast
Dore Schary using a motor
Robert Dexter, Warner's Euro- France, returning to England to Rome for months, will visit Nice
yesterday (Tues.) on the first leg pean ad-pub chief, and Lennie feature in Norman Evans summer
wheelchair on the Metro lot While
for a few days.
of a two-month swing through all Spinrad back to London after set- show at: Douglas, Isle of Man,
Constance Dowling, American his injured back is undergoing
Metro branches in Australia and ting "Johnny Belinda'' campaign June 4 for 15 weeks.
actress now living in Rome, has treatment.
New Zealand.
,•.
here. .
Leo Carrillo, who usually rides a
As soon as Charlie Chester's been selected to play in an allHans Busch, stage director of
Palomino at the head of the parade,
show "Stand Easy" finishes for the Italian film, "Forgive Me,
the Royal Opera in Stockholm and
BBC, he's off to New York, around Love," directed and scripted by left for Detroit to unveil the 1949
son of Dr. Fritz Busch, Metopera
April 6, and returns early May to Mastro Cinque. Julio Manenti is Chrysler model.,
Europe Monday
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Samuel Goldwyn accepted South,
the independent producer as^ well
start rehearsals for new George
(31)
on the Stockholm as did
ern California chairmanship of NaBy Jerry Gaghan
Alfred Black's summer show at as distributor.
pianist Percy Grainger.
tional Jewish hospital drive for
The line has been dropped at the Qpera House, Blackpool.
Actor Robert Taylor due in from
new Tuberculosis Medical Center.
Tom Arnold's "Ice Cascades"
London over the weekend via Latin Casino this week for the
Eddy Featherstone, veteran charrevue closes at StoU's theatre,
plane en route to the Coast fol- Danny Thomas show.
Zuricli
acter actor, is at Birmingham GenLouis Lissner, company manager Kingswa/, early May, with Jay
lowing windup of "The Conspiraeral -Hospital in serious condition,'
"The Desert Song," at Shubert, Pomeroy having leased house to
By George Mezoefi
tor," Metro pic made at Boreham of
was taken to Jewish Hospital suf-, present the Ifalian Opera Co.,
Metro's "Lassie Come Home' result of a stroke sustained last
Woods studio, England.
week.
fering from a heart ailment.
from La Scala, Milan; for six broke all records in Geneva.
William Zimmerman, RKO atAdele and Ernest Byfield didn't
Una Mae Carlisle and Basin St. weeks' season, opening May 16.
Beniamino Gigli on concert and
torney, heading for the Coast Boys, who opened Monday (31) at
will be followed 'by two weeks opera tour in Switzerland, with come to their own cocktail party*
Sunday (6). for a. week. He will Lou's Moravian Bar, also launched This
which the Mervyn (Kitty) LeRoys
at Davis theatre, Croydon.
tremendous success.
study changed Sales conditions the house on radio with five-a-week
Successful German preem at hosted last Thursday, because tlie
caused by the recent large-scale nightly broadcasts over WIBG.
Stadttheater, Basle, of Norman Chi hotelier didn't arrive until
construction of new theatres.
Friday.
Carmen Miranda broke the house
Krasna's "Dear Ruth."
Tokyo
Harry M. Popkin, producer of record at the Latin Casino for a
New Swiss-Austrian pic, "White; RKO's Terry Turner and S,
Miss Miranda's
"Mr. Roberts," current Broad- Gold," set for world preem in Zur- Barret McCormick saw five pic«
TJA's "My Dear Secretary," arrived one-week stand.
tures in one day, three at the studio;
from the Coast yesterday (Tues- [biggest pull was at the dinner show, way hit, to be produced soon in ich beginning of March.
and .two at the Walter Wangers'
day) to attend the film's preem at drawing heavily on femme trade. Tokyo by soldiers of the 1st Cavr
Enterprise's "Arch of Triumph,"
that 'night, as part of their local
the Mayf airi Feb. 12: Also brought
airy Division.
released by Metro, is doing great
production 0.0. with proxy tfei
along, a print of his second UA reWilliam James, of James and
business in Zurich; now in its fifth Depinet
and sales veepee Bob
Jease, "Impact."
Schwep, New York, in Japan to week.
Portland,
Ore.
Mochrie.
film
for
the
produce a cultural
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., in New
Norma Shearer' and husband
at
Drake
and
Toy
Wing
Commission.
Paula
&
Protestant
Film
York from the. Coast preliminary
Martin Arrouge, Ella Itaines and
Italia Film Co., recently organto a Boston trek to p.a. the world Clover Club.
Major Robin Olds on ski
Tony Karloff and Beth Farrell at ized here with joint Italian-Japa- husband
greem of his film, "The Fighting
Washington
vacation in Sti Moritz.
•
I'Flynn," at the RKO Boston. Paradise Room.
nese capital, plans; importing. ItalSwedish pic
producer Rune
By Florence S. Lowe
Ben Yost's Vikings and The ian pix for first time since war.
Fairbanks visiting 10 cities to
Lindstroem lectured here in tieBurl Ives due in March 1, for a
Harpers at Amato's Supper Club.
speak in behalf of CARE.
Fujiwara Co. doing "Cannen" at up with Zurich preem of his re- concert.
Oscar Levant int6 the Audito- Tokyo Imperial theatre. Company
Sir Louis Greig, former Minister
cent picture, "I
With You."
Spike Jones band inked for a
of War in the British cabinet and rium this week for a one-night con- will next do "Lohengrin," followed
Stadttheater, Zurich, rehearsing two-night run at Constitution Hall
by Jap preem of Henry Hadley's first German performance of Kurt next month.
currently co^-director of the Gau- cert.
Ted Weems orch snowbound and "Bianca."
mont-Brltish circuit, due in the
Eric Johnston will highlight VarWeill's "Down in the Valley" and
U. Si next month for a visit to unable to play return date at
Nikkatsu Theatre Co. and North- Gian-Carlo
Club's Valentine Day luncheon
iety
Menotti's
."The
TeleBeach
Ballroom.
General Dwight D. Eisenhower. Jantzen
west Airlines will jointly finance nhong •>
for Conference of Christians and
Louis Armstrong, Jack, TeaHe will be accompanied by his
st'ow, "Symphony of Jews..
garden and Earl Hines here for i^„°J'^°Miil':.K„^*'~
..,,•...
•Wife. ,.,.,
Local preem of ''Command DeWomen,''
by
William
concert and dance at Auditorium
Gyimes
and
nhifn in^N nnL'^i^Si
Leo Seltzer, documentary film and Ed Cheney's Palais Royal
Hugo Wiener, starring Roszi Bar- cision" at Loew's Capitol Feb. 18
n I film,
producer-director, who won a 1948
t,..h„h will be cosponsored by U. S. Air
^scar Denes and Rudolf
Academy award for United Nations Ballroom.
MacAiXur headquarters okayed l^^y- finished
a week's run at Force.
short, "First Steps," has joined
*
request of J. Arthur Rank OrganiMaxim Lowe, Shoreham Hotel
Kongresshaus, Zurich, and touring
World Today, New York informazation to send Frederick A. Rice,
Chicago
other Swiss cities, prior to Milan impresario, booked Rudy Vallee
tion-film producing outfit. Seltzer
Layzell
Roy G.
and George Henfor pa. at hotel's Blue Room in
is OH' the faculty of the Dramatic
Harold Lloyd in town last week. nessy to Japan in February to and other Italian cities.
ffear future.
Workshop of the New School, N. Y.
Ted Lewis and Chez Paree show make a documentary film for
"Pennies from Benny" (Jack
entertained vets at Hines Hospital. Rank's "Modern: Age" series.
Benny ) covered wagon p.a.'ed here
Miami Beach
Jan. 26.
With the help of the perennial
the past weekend for March of
Abe Nelson, former Chi theat- Nipponese favorite, Tarzan, U. S.
By Lary Solloway
Dimes
drive.
Mexico City
rical agent, recuping at Meyer films
Hy Gardner in for brief rest at
captured 36% of the JapaLibrary of Congress commemorHouse Hospital.
By Douglas L. Grahame
pese screen biz in the nation's Roney Plaza.
ating 90th anniversary of Victor
Entertainment Managers Assn eight largest cities during the first
Pedro Vargas, stage - pic radio
Cab Calloway's option lifted by Herbert's birth with an exhibit of
held annual dinner dance at Ter- week in January, traditionally the Clover Club.
tenor, very ill.
composer's memorabilia.
Gross, and
Jack Qummings visiting witl) his race Casino, Jan. 31.
Dunn into Five
biggest boxoffice week of the year.
Sara Young, 20th booker and
Harry Balaban, of B&K circuit,
O'clock Club.
wife, Jerpme Kern's daughter.
head of Variety Club's Ladies
The Vagabonds, current at the Committee, feted the ladies at
Harry Harris, operator of the will be honored at Sigma Alpha
Mu
frat
dinner,
Sheraton hotel,
Beachcomber, returning to Clover lunch past week in appreciation ot-^
Del Mar cinema, N. Y., visiting.
Paris
Feb.
3.
Club in February.
Michael Havas, RKO Latin
welfare work.
Preem of '-'Lucky Stiff," at Grand,
By Maxime dc Bcix
American supervisor, here on rouGene ,'Baylos, Sid Gould and posFeb. 9, will honor its writer,
(33 blvd: Montparnasse)
tine biz.
sibly Marie Austin set 'for Mother
Kelly's opening Feb. 14.
The Joe Hummels to Spain.
Pic producer Oscar Dancinger former Chi newspaper woman,
Pittsburgh
inked Libertad Lamarque for his Craig Rice.
Johnny Myers, Howard Hughes'
Jimmy Davis to open his own
By Hal Cohen
latest film.
tub-thumper, switched from Sea
nightclub in Paris.
"O Mistress Mine" slated to folTheodore
Gildred,
The Ernest Bornemans back View hotel to the Roney.
Amorican
Nixon
Haven
cinema-studio operator, back from
Clampdown on casinos affected low "High Button Shoes" at
from a German survey.
,
Hollywood.
..„tf
Ballet Champs Elysees to Lon- Brook Club, Club 86 and Island Feb. 14.
By Harold M. Bone
Freddie Schader in town beating
Ruth Deloy sold out her niteries
Club among others, tlnst week.
Avon Playhouse is town's newest don for BBC-TV program.
Busse
in Tiajuana and Mexicali, here foreign film venture.
All colored show, headed up by the drums for Ballet
Maurice Kurtz to London for In..^
Stepin Fechit, due into Paddock Monte Carlo.
surveying the field.
Vladimir Horowitz concert at ternational Theatre Institute,
w
w
concert,
Sigmund Romberg
Alfonso Villegas Gonzales, Woolsey Hall moved to April 19
Serge Lifar to dance for the first Club. First of its kind on the
Jarmila Novotna. booked for byi«
founder and first gen, sec. of the because of pianist's illness.
time since liberation on French Beach.
,
^ tj,
Oceanside Theatre iweems this Mosque March 28.
pic trade union, died.
Jerome Mayer in from N. Y. to stage.
domg n«
Aldrich
Juggler
Al
Fernando Soler, dean of Mexi- direct Yale Dramia Dept.'s next
Bob Capa in town shooting week, with Edward Everett Horton
the missu5,
can actors, inked by Ultra-mar productioh, "Pink Pigeon," I*eb. fashion pix; heads for Austria and and Glenda Farrell in "Springtime cafe turn alone while
For Henry." First legit company Marie Coretz, is convalescingFilms to direct three pix.
2-5.
Switzerland next.
js.
Sammy Fuller, KDKA alumn"''
Hollywood again held its lead in
Yale Dramat did two one-acters,
The J, P, McEvoys back from to appear here in many years.
the Jack taxsm
produce
in
to
town
1948 in pix exhibition in Mexico, "Great
Catherine"
and
"Free Moscow, where tliey visited Moloacquam
airer and renewing old
with 185 of the 345 films screened. Speech," as an Experimental Stage toff, and off to Rome.
tances.
1
Caesar Romero and Barbara project.
Ray Morgan on a slow boat to
Sam Fineberg broke
Lawrence
visiting.
Guests
of
Paris, to open an office here for
By Hal F. Mills
while visiting fi'mily in
S«
Gabriel Alarcon, cinema chain
packaging radio shows.
Bandleaders Don Jose, Joe Con- and his return to Film Bow n"'
magnate.
Minneapolis
SACEM (local equivalent of tereras, Abie Santos and Jimmy been delayed.
i,„
;
her
Mathilde
Landeta to direct
Orville Overmore, Hillsboro, N. ASGAP) is subscribing to the new AYigel, oil to Manila.
Polly Bowles will "la^* wi
"Black Anguish" for Francisco D., boosted adult
Elizabe^
Kulpa Sisters, acrobatic dancers, Broadway debut as Queen
prices at his the- French loan for 640,000,000 francs
o'
Rojas Gonzalez,
pic
producer. atre 5c but cut kid's price same ($300,000).
into Palace hotel ballroom for in Richard Whorf production
She's Mexico's only femme meg- amount.
A n^w actor's group being brief engagement and clicking. "Richard III."
„
„« '
on
ger.
Tony Grise, leading band at formed by Anne Gerlette in Paris
"For Whom the Bell Tolls" bigWalter and Jean Brown
Rusty Loyal, star bareback rider Curly's nitery, cut four records he- for presentation of English-speak- gest b.o. here In months. Pic now Chi and dance date ai
W""
of the Loyal-Repensky Family, out ing pressed locally for national dis- ing plays.
in fifth week at Grand theatre and Gardens after spendinK some
'
Of, the Circo Atayde, Lhti^-iAmeri- Ittttutton.
Ki
/ »
IS
Tom Van Dycke And'Mrife to-«Bdl'
fteire at Jttomw
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WeAwtBday^ FebruarK 2, 194,9

55
That'll be the signal for the
Hollywood studios to move into
video
lock,
stock
and barrel,
Having been shown the way and
having adapted the TV techniques
tion.

;

{
i

'Depression' Talk

I

'

to

BEKT COWDREY

and "The Treasurer's

Illusions,"

Bprt Cowdrey, 88, former vaude
nprformer and pioneer Chicago
McGUIRE
heart attack
ihowifaan. died atter^a
Karl McGuire, 41, composer,
home in Manteno, III..
his
"t
'
died in New York, Jan. 28. He had
X n 28
Cowdrey started out as a per- been working on two otierettas.
For many years McGuire taught
Partnered
toraer in his youth.
done a composition and piano in Chicago
with Dan Kipley, he had
dance act for many years, and Evanston, 111. He joined the
«onf! and
succession of dates Army in 1941 and while in service
a
"laying
aided
the
midwest,
in the production of musical
and
Chicago
around
N. Y. and comedies, both for the entertainlater the team came to
inoeared in several productions tainment' of troops and for benefit
at
the
latter's performances in bond^raising camFields
&
Weber
v/ith
paigns.
music hall and on tour. ;
Upon retiring from show busiMARVIN LEE
and his partner
nessT Cowdrey
Marvin Lee, 68, died in Chicago,
were appointed police 'sergeants in
Chicago by Kipley's uncle, Joseph Jan. 25. He was in the. music busiHe sub- ness for over 40 years representing
Kipley, then police chief.
He wrote
sequently held an official post with M. M. Cole Music Co.
At the lyrics for several songs, including
the U. S. Secret Service.
time of death he had been con- "When I Dream of Old Erin."
Survived by two 'brothers and a
nected in similar capacity with the
sister.
Chicago.
Co.,
In
Mills Industries

Wife."

KARL

rt'Vme

_

Survived by son and a grandson.

JOSEPH STERNAD

BRODERICK

Joseph Sternad, 38, film art diPAUL. J.
Paul J' Broderick, 44, special rector, died Jan.' 24 in Hollywood
representative of the home office following a heart attack.
Paramount Pictures, died after
He had retired three years ago
a heart attack in New York; Jan. 26. after faandling art direction on a

had been associated number of Edward Small produc-

with paramount since 1928, when tions.
he joined the company as supervisor in the Sales Statistical DeMother, 70, of Marvin Schenck,
He was promoted to vice-president of Loew's, Inc;, died
partment.
thief accountant in Paramount's in St. Petersburg, Fla., Jan.
26.
Boston branch the following year She was sister-in-law of Nicholas

1939 was promoted to book- M. Schenck, head of Loew's, and
manager and chief accountant: of Joseph M. Schenck. Also surBroderick left the Boston branch viving are her husband and anOctober, 1942, to enter the U. S. other son.
Army and served until September,
1945, when he returned to ParaMn. John G. Rainey, wife of
mount as office manager of the veteran Pittsburgh exhib and disChicago branch. In July, 1947, he
tributor, died Jan. 20 of injuries
was transferred to the office of suffered when car in which she and
J. A. Walsh in the New York office
her husband were riding collided
for special branch survey assignwith a train. Rainey was seriously
ments,
Injured but is expected to recover.
arid in
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newsman's mind that business was went

j

.

j

j
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to the movies?") give the average admission as. 45.9c in 1946 a$

awful. Company toppers failed to
clear the misconceptions and, as a
matter of fact, went along with
them partially as a means of pub-;
licly justifying the hardships the
cuts were causing,
The proxies of two top companies repeatedly made statements on
nics
or
the precarious state of the Indus
try and are blamed by insiders for
having much to do with the publie's idea that "nobody's' a
going
to
• »
the movies anymore." These statements were given to stockholders'
and exhibitors' sessions, each time
for a reason that then seemed
good, but were picked up by the
lay press with unfortunate results.
It wasn't long before industry
observers noted the harm this publicity was doing at the b.o.
The
adverse statements ceased, but it
wasn't until two weeks ago that a
definite effort was started to reverse public thinking. It is taken
as significant that Johnston's initial positive assertion regarding the
state of the boxoffice was given
during the recent conclave of
company prexies in Miami
Beach. Second time was when he

against 47,2c in 1948.

Coast Schism
Hollywood; Feb.
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j
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!
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How.
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•
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Vienna."

best to represent the picture industry in public relations is
a question threatening to cause
oplen /wai-faffi between the hey?
IVIotioh Picture IndtiStry CouncU
and the Eric Johtistpn pffiee, represehtlng the Motion Picture Assn.
of America. Chief complaint of
the MPIC is that the Johnston
Office has allegedly failed„to estab-lish favorable public i-elations.'
At the last MPIC meeting Margaret Herrick, executive secretary
of the Academy of .Motion Picture
Aris ahd Sciences, w;as aiked to
investigate
the
possibilities
ot
housing art executive secretary who
could carry out the Coiinril's plans,
Final action will be taken after
reports on the attitudes of producers, guilds and unions have been
laid; before a cpmmitt^ie cbnsistirig
of GeorRe Marshall, Cecil B. DeMille and George Seaton.
Before Johnston took over, the
industry's
public relations
film
were handled by the Publicity Directors Committee, composed of
chief flacks from the major studios.
with a paid executive secretary and
a staff. Idea of MPIC is to publicize
the motion picture as an industry
employing thousands of hardworking citizens emplo.yed in turning out a fine brand of entertainment, regardless of the small
minority of film names who happen
to break into the front p ages put
side of their working hours,
,

;

,

i

'

Morris ticket agency in
is to television
Johnston's failure to cite statistics
1906 and remained with them un^ b.ol returns.' And it
substantiating his 10% decline estitu he joined the McBride agency that the film industry can look, it
is insisted, for a whole new school
in 1910.
mate reflects the difficulties MPAA
Mr, and Mrs. Julian* Craps, flacks are having in refuting the
He also had handled two road of directors, producers and other
tours for Harry Lauder, and two talent alerted to new conditions daughter, Jan. 7, Norfolk. Father's columnists and editorial writers
tours for James J. Jeffries when and new techniques that would an engineer 'with station WTAR in whose phony reports on the dire
he was heavyweight champion.
provide that "extra margin" per- that city,
state of the industry pour into the
Mr. and Mrs. John Bishop, son,
Survived by wife and two sons. mitting for good films at cheaper
Association's head.quarters every
costs.
^^^A research department
^^yi^nee?^with staUon WT/^^^
FRANCES PAIGE
Use Plenty of Film
statistics from the majors
receives
Mr and Mrs Whit Bissell daughtrances McMinn, songstress
It's" now a foregone conclusion,
ter, Hollywood, Jan. 29. Mother is 1" confidence and cannot make
Known professionally as Frances
of course, that television will use the former Adrienne Marden, legit them public without consent ol all
"ige. Was killed near Utica, N.Y.,
lot of film, some estimates even actress; father's a film actor.
a
which it may get
members,
the
pn Jan. 25 when auto she was driv5,000 hours
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Murphy, eventually.
Fadiitg
ng crashed into a trailer truck predicting a need for
the daughter, Evanston, 111., Jan 27,
a yeaj-, as ,against
of celluloid
/.
V10^^ Slide Comparison
trying to pass another car. _
Continued from page 1
(in- father's an ABC announcer,
Miss Paige was the wife of Nick Hollywood studios' production
Johnsto^^^^^^^
shorts, etc.) pt
Westerns,
eluding
John
daughMr,
and
Mrs.
Stahl,
to
commit
themselves to
^'0^, owner of Flory's Music Bar
« Niagara Falls, N.Y., and had about 650 hours. And as the de^ongterm contracts for radio alone
a
pix grows, ^^era^^s^^
^:!.f:^'t
Those firm three-four-year consemi-retirement profes- mand for TV-created
11
confidential figures provided by
si
must of father.
costs
production
thie
since
tracts
that
usually
prevailed
in th«
her marriage a
Mr," and Mrs. Larry Rothman, company treasurers to Variety.
louple of years
necessity be shaved to meet the
ago,
grosses"'weVe pse of clients signing up top artadvertisers and the .son, Pittsburgh, Jan. "21, Father Thes7"i'ndicaTe''"that
of
P'tt-sburgh, her home town, budget
thi"
down during 1948 between 8% and J-sts are now believed over tor all
in peddling owns radio advertising agency.
l"® /as the featured vocalist with limited coin available
time,
far
radio
is concerned.
as
as
MMs of Howdy Baum, to whom them to video outlets. In contrast Mr. and Mrs. William Beal, 12% from 1947 and between 15% Bergen for one, doosn t want to
23. and 20?-fe from 1946.
Pittsburgh,
daughter
Jan.
y!as once married, and
Baron to the present high cost of TV film
jSf.
^i iott, and
As a matter of fact, however, all be saddled with a non-cancellable
later went out on her
'
Mn^'^and M?s.^'lfving Gertz, off^lal "^ubhsheV^^atisUcs- avaul contract for his radio services if.
unhear§-of Tow''^^rice^' daughter, Hollywood, Jan.
cafes. The body ^de"'
?
wa?
20. able tend to indicate that the drop 18 months hence, he gets an atimb
kno^th^^^
tooners Know
Jfittsburgh for Hollywood
SoHvwnL
fllm toppers
nl'^_
,5
composer.
3
burial
frnm '47 to
tn '48
MR was
w.i.s not large.
larce. Lat
Lat- tractive offer for a video show and
from
and eagerly look TV-ward to see
^^^^^ gj^^jp son, est figures on U. S. ticket tax in- feels the time is ripe to make the
what happens.
27.
Father s a come, released in Washington over TV plunge. Other artists express
Chicago,
.„
Jan.
V. ASAFIEV
'Probably most of them will be drummer with Bill Snyder's oroh.
Vladimirovich Asafiev, 63,
the weekend, show a decline of similar feeling.
chairm
poor at first," one top exec points
Mr, and Mrs. Lester Ziffren,
The thinking goes two way.s, with
in the Government's
Comnnf" "^^'^^ Union of Soviet out, "but it will invite new, fresh daughter, Hollywood, Jan. 23. 'only lMi%
Collections last year totaled the sponsors, as well, now prefertake.
U. S. S. R„ died
in Moscow, °/
«»
film-makers into the TV picture Father is a talent agent.
Jan, 28
against
$389,- ring not to be tied down to any
as
$385,125,454
Mrs. George Gilbert,
will evolve a lowrcost patternand
Who
Mr.
commitments for radio
longterm
'47.
are
not
Tax
figures
St, Petej-sburl r,,':^
new tech- daughter, Englewood, N, J., Jan. 867,479 in
video
under Rimsky- They'll get much better;
a wholly reliable source of compar- programming at a time when
Kor«v "i
and by 26, Father is Variety .slafl'er.
''a"et, "Flames of niques Will be developed,
ison, since they include sports and is beckoning piore and more.
Pari. "
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Murad,
was produced in 1932 and the same token that these low-cost
Many
clients
today will only talk
I'm,
levies'
except
amusement
other
Is
Fa aU
presented.
films will be good for TV screens, daughter, Chicago, Jan. 20.
AMtwo-way
Among
a
his
terms
if
it
involves
often
the
periods
are
niteries
and
toorp f
of HaVnionicats har-'
>.,'.
are "The Hollywood will transfer the tech- thei^f head
"^^^^^^
Prisnnni""'",^ ^^"ets
somewhat juggled.' Bowevew there.! i);v,?PBead! .n.,..,
-w
niques for theatre ,sci(een. pii'oaWfC|
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Martha Grayson to J. Edward
John Thomas Wilson, 50, died In Shugrue, St. Louis, Jan. 29. He's
San Antonio on Jan. 23. He was a national director of the Freedom
JOSEPH A. PILE
Train.
Joseph A. Pile, 73, former as- theatre operator and builder.
Peggy French to Ken Alexander,
sistant general manager of McWife of Frank Williams, booker New York, Jan. 27. Bride is a legit
Bride's
Theatre Ticket Agency,
died in New York, Jan. 29^
He for Chicago Warner theatre cir- actress; he!s an advertising exec.
Rosella Hightower to Michel
had been retired for the last year cuit, died in Chicago, Jan. 28.
Reznikoffl, Alexandria, Egypt, Jan.
after having been with McBrlde's,
29. She's ballerina of Grand Balin their Times Square agency for
MPAA
let de Monte Carlo; he's also a
37 years.
Tele Molding
dancer in the company.
Pile came to the U. S. from Bar.
Marie- Jeanne to Michael Rainer, departed from his prepared script
bados in 1892 and secured his first
Continued from page 1
N. Y,, Jan. 31. She's ballerina of in speaking to the* Los Angeles
theatre job at the old Trocadero in
wood glamor" and reduce them to N. Y. City Ballet Co., he's a con- Chamber of Commerce last WedPhiladelphia.
He went with the essentialscommensurate with the cert manager.
nesday (26) night,
William

in

.

editoiaal

j

critics

|

I

:

commentators,

day after day that Hollywood's
Decline is also .slight i,n a
going bust because nobody's at- comparison of gross income ol'
tending theatres anymore, Indus- seven top companies as given in
tryites see the danger of a band- the latest,: quarteiiy ftnaricial rePGrts filed with th^ SecjuAties &
public, causing them to think: Ejcchariges CbiTimission,; Tjfiey; sh^w
"Well, if no one else is going to a gross' i ncome decli rie of oniy 6^{i.
dommating it, it's fomtcd out, but the movies, I guess I won't go Figures fro'ni eabh company are for
°
through an equal desire tO; take eiiiYej. "
a three-month period in '48 as comover the video markets themselves.
Actually, of course, there never pared with the same three months
That it will be a rich source of was the kind of layoff in filmgoing of '47. They are not exactly the
added revenue is undeniable.
as that bruited by the Hollywood same periods for each company,
columnists and writers^who are j however, since the firms start their
generally considered to have a bet- fiscal years at diffei'ent times.:
ter ear for plush saloon gossip than
Universal, in its annual financial
Berle
la nose for statistics.
They got statement, issued yesterday iTuesContinued Iroin page 1
caught up in a confusion between day ), gives some further statistics,
''net''
it
doesn't indicate the
and"gross,"
although
and the false
entire schedule, which: means cutideas they published and broadcast source.
"Total :boxoffic6 receipts
ting out benefits, etc.
When vacation plans were were gradually accepted across the in this country during 1948." it
land,
"are
estimated
at around
being
states,
republished
and re'
broached, Kudner agency intended
$1,245,000,000 as compared with
to tape the air .«hows; but Berle's broadcast as gospel,
Net profits did sink precipitously $1,380,000,000 in 1947. in itself an
attack made this impossible.
in
indicated
year
topped
only by
1948,
as
in
extraordinary
Variety's
Berle will go down to Florida
estimate last week that tlie seven the alltime record of $1,427,000,000
to recuperate;
leading majors would earn a net set in 1946." Those figures would
'48
in
indicate
boxoffice
receipts
were
$53,000,000
as
comof
Berle Illness Nips Radioites
pared with $90,000,000 in 1947 down 10% from 1947 and 13%
Washington, Feb. 1.;
a drop of 40%, However, there's from 1946.
Illness of Milton Berle is a se*
Audience,
Dr..
Gallup's
a
big
difference
between
net
and
George
rious blow to the Radio Correspondents Assn., which had him gross. Theatre income (gross) held Research Institute also recently is*
Hollywood's sued some confidential figures to
slated to emcee the show in con- up remarkably well.
Qection with the association's an- difficulty hasn't been with income; its subscribers. These gave total
nual dinner to President Truman it's been with costs. Film budgets boxoffice income for 1948 as
high
got
so
that
no
matter
in what $1,358,750,000, for 1947 as $1,590,Saturday night (5). In addition^
Berle's
entire video show was number patrons queued up at the 100,000 and for 1946 as $1,605,700,slated to come here as part of the b.o., profits couldn't be maintained, 000. They would indicate a decline
from
and
^^^^ of
Personnel Slashes
entertainment.
Radio newsmen have lined up
In an effort to bring these profits
'"Tfador which must be taken inJanet Blair and Borrah Minevitch back
line (they were also hit by
^^^^^^^^
j^^^ ^^^^
as' entertainers. Mutual web, hanr dollar_ shortages causing restiucadmissions is off somewhat
dling the show arrangements this tions in foreign markets), studios
more than gross income receipts inyear, was reported angling for and distributing companies' made
boxoffice prices went
Arthur Godfrey and his crew as a wholesale personnel, slashes during dicate, since
since '46; Gallup figui'es (which
up
replacement for Berle.
the year. The cries of anguish that include the 20% Federal -tax and
resulted naturally furthered the are based on the question; "How
idea In. the average Hollywood much did you pay the last time you

Owen Meech, 80, character actor
ind son of tho late John H. Meech,

'

1

With can be no doubt that the drop in
theatre collections must have been
writers hammering very small.

hurting boxoffice grosses.

Shirley Martin, 76 veteran »till
Linda Christian to Tyrone Powghotographer, died Jan. 28 in er, Rome^ Jan. 27. Both are film
[oUywOod. He was known as oldest players.
stlllman in point of service In
Anne Marie Sams to Tony Conwho was for many years manager
Hollywood; having worked at First forti, Jr., Pittslaurgh,' Jan. 122. He's
of the Academy of Music in: BufNational, with Norma Talmadge, the son of Nixon Cafe owner.
falo, N. Y., died Jan. 30 at Engleand at Metro, Paramount and other
Rose Anne Serrao to Edward
wood; N. J. He had been a guest
studios.
Lohmeyer, Pittsburgh, Jan. 20.
at the Actors' Fund Home there
Bride's. a dancer.
since 1933.
Father, 92, of James Balmer,
Barbara Ann Merrill to William
Among productions in which he
of Harris Amus. Kennedy, Los Angeles, Jan. 22.
manager
general
appeared were "Sealed Lips," "The
died at his home He s veepee of the L. W, Ramsey
Man With the Iron Mask," "Kis- Co. in Pittsburgh,25.
city Jan.
that
in
Agency,
Ad
met, and with Mrs. Fiske in "A
4
ni
V,
Clarice Gumbley Blanshan
to
Night At The
Inn,"
"Madame
John W. Lovelady, 69, chief of Benjamin H. Segal, Stamford,'
Sand," "Tess of the D'Urbervilles"
for Conn., Jan, 23. He's manager of
and "Salvation Nell." He was in Paramount's mill department
Holly- Shubert, New Haven, and general
the original production of "Sunup" 30 years, died Jan. 23 in
manager of the Mark Hellinger,
in New York and subsequently in wood.
N.'Yi
iondon and Paris. More recently
Agnes Grunderstrom, 76, wardBarbara
Long to
Marshall
he played in "The Miracle at Verdun" "Lysistrata" and made, his robe woman at Paramount for 30 Thompson, Hollywood, Jan. 21.
Jan. 30 in Hollywood. Both are film players
last stage appearance In ''iteunion years, died

OWEN MEECH

Continued, front paire
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et

Broderick

studio production successfully,
grab oft the 'pioneers' of
low-cost filra-making—-the producers, the directors, and new stars
whom TV will create. It's a safe
bet that many new film stars will
come out of television."
The major film companies are
anxious to embrace video not only
from the standpoint of keepmg on
the top of the pic-TV scene, and
they'll
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H'WOOD SPEEDS ADJUSTMENT
Show

Plenty of

Biz (And Gambling)

SIR WOR's N^ht Trimsmpti(ws

|f|[||||

Las Vegas, Nev., Feb. 8.
.For a less than 25,000 pop. town.

—

+

Las Vegas has more night life
gambling tlian in the halcyon days
of Saratoga in August, Miami in
the winter, and New Orleans and
The
Galveston in their heyday.
gimmick is the gambling. The difference is tliat it's legal.
town'
Result is that this Nevada
is more brightly illuminated per
block than any Main Street excepting Times Sq. True, the "down.town" sector only runs two blocks,
but what there is of it is lit ,up like
a Christmas tree in Rockefeller
Center. Twentyfour - hours - a-day
gambling spots like the; Golden
Nugget stand out like beacon
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Hoover Hails Video

TV Paves Way For

As FBI Adjmict
Washington, Feb.

Vaude s Comeback

8.

Smart cash-in on news values by
brouglit

ABC

the

Much/ Sez Cantor

Pabst Deal Stalemate
Chicago, Feb.

I

i

al.,

NBC

Planning One-Shot'

Subway Train TV Pickup
As

Servicer

Public

remote television' pickup
attempted f rom a subway
train is being planned by NBC for
and the soon-due repeat tours an early experimental one-shot.
(Continued on page 62)
Web plans to stage the show as a
First

ever

•

,

'

'

]

!

I

mESMAN'

plane took oil from Chicago

;

.

I

I

!

SNARES

B'WAY ADVANCE!

was supposed to

(Continued on page 62)

Jolson Completes Cycle,

Goes Minstrel for

Mor-

(William

explanation
to
public
service
hordes of strap-hangers on how
Steel's Gaihnor 'Ripley' Is
th(!
complicated subway sy.stem
Dispute revolves around Cmtor's
works in New York, PhiladMphia,
desire to do a bi-weekly video reBlueprint for Return Of Boston and Chicago.
vue with Pabst holding out for a
In each of the four cities, one
weekly show. Cantor feels it is imLiberal Gabbers to Air camera would be placed on tlie
possible to do liis type of program
Commentator Johannes Steel's platform of a subway station, with
on television every week. He is
another one actually riding at the
also interested in doing tape re- sponsorship of another commentaCuts would
front end of a train.
cordings of his radio program, with tor, William S. GailmoiV via WLIB,
behalf of Steel's News- then be made from city to city via
first cuttings set for Feb. 25 with N. Y., onletter, is but the first step in an the coaxial cable, with an annoimBurns & Allen guesting.
being
bUie- er on hand at each spot to explain
At huddles here were Abe Last- ambitious pro.ject
(Continued on page 61)
(Continued on page 63)
fogel, gnl. mgr. of the William Morris office; Sam Weisbord, of the
Coast Morris agency; and Nate and
Harris Perlstein, of Pabst. Cantor
will resume negotiations when he
comes back to the midwest for
250G
broadcasts from Peoria March 21,
"Death of a, Salesman.," newi and from Milwaukee April 1.
Arthur MiUer.draraai opens tombrrow night (Tfiiir.) at the Morosco,
N. Y., with an advance estimated, Margaret Truman
at about $35Gi,00.0, of which about
$90,000 is represented by 22 theaSing on Alien 'S Alley
There have been
parties.
tre
Although
around 5.000 mail orders and a
nothing
has
been
for All Business Concerning
continuous boxofflce line since the signed yet, it's likely that Margaret
This
Jan.
31,
opened
Truman
will do her first commerwindow sale
preliminary reaction is conj^idered cial radio stint as a guest on the
a
without
show
a
Sunday
night
program;
for
Fred
Allen
remarkable
Kermit Bloomgarden Miss Truman is currently in N. Y.
top name.
preparing for her concert tour next
and Walter Fried are producing,
was budgeted at fall, but thus far she's held herProduction
All Girl Orchestro and Chofr

naissance mi.ssion produced in co-*
Seeks to Prove Identity
operation with the U. S. Air Force.
Viewers were tjeated to an actual birdsRye "vit'w of Cleveland,
In Tracing Childhood
Washington and New York, as t^^o
Chanute, Kan., Feb. 8.
'Army planes circles over the citie.s
Eden Ahbez. "Nature Boy" comwith TV. cameras poked through
„„ (•,.„!!
r
''-'"^''"^ venhcalion of Ins
their doors.
Full explanation of P"««'
idt-nlily as George McGrew
??"Iiy'^f^:i?!l'°?Jrn^^inam;'e
the mission by
the various NBC
in order to protect his rights
announcers and Army brass fur- here
tunc, a be.st seller last sumnished a complete look-see of the to the
the Chanute
airlift to the audience.
While the mer. In a letter to
(Continued on page 61)
military implications involved wore
played down, they were obvious,
pointing up tlie part TV can play
if- there is ever another war.
|

8.

Eddie Cantor broke off negotiations with Harris Perlstein, prexy
of Pabst,' the comic's sponsor, yesterday (Mon.) over a new pact for
Cantor's services on TV and radio
upon expiration of the present contract next month.

— —
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In

new
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i

Lastfogel

and Jules C. Stein (Music Corp.
of America) are authorities for the
belief that it is inevitable vaudeville will do a comeback because
of television. Even how the manifestations
are
evident.
Names
like
Bob Hope, Tony Martin,
Spike Jones, Danny Kaye. et
ris)

assistance in upholding law
and order.

as

Video—

Abe

'Once-a-Week-Tele Td^

outlet here,

commendation foif video
from J. Edgar Hoover

I

and,

.

!

j

east

1

I

Washington Daily News, ScrippsHoward afternoon tabloid, apboth peared yesterday (Mon.) with a UP
as ail educational medium and a |.story on the FBI's 10 most wanted
(Continued on page 61)
military weapon was amply exploited by NBC-TV Sunday (6) in its
"Operation Airlift TV," four-hour 'N'ohiw-p Raw'
rnmnn<(Pr
program of a simulated air recon- "dlUIC UUy ^UllipUdCI

fly

'

I

'

As Potent War Weapon

One

j

I

last night (7)

-

i

—

'Operation Airlift' Cues

td

'

!

j

WMAL-TV,

television

X

i

,

There are gags galore about slotbut
everything
in
machines
churches and maternity wards.
But the parishioners and the expectant papas have plenty of nearby way-stations wherein they can,
and do, "donate." They feed the
one-armed bandits en route to
breakfast, and casinos in the de
(Continued on page 20)

of
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|

lights.

Significance

n jr

Merjnaitt Birth Control

—

'

for

—

f Proble^n irking many giveaway
-r.
show producers, that of hostile day•!
ji
/-I
J
t
Uime audiences, has been solved
Feb. 8.
pa«"t by WOR, N.
Mutual outFor Birth of an Idea Hollywood' Hollywood,
AdnnfpH hv
Tohrmton
AQOpiea
Dy JOnnsion
is getting back into_
^^^^ ^^^^^^ transcribing
The actor's dream— "they laugh- its production stride. But as an
Hollywood, Feb. 8.
some lafternoon participation stftned so loud that somebody gave after-effect of going through the
Unmarried mermaids are not
at night,
birth in the balcony" almost came travails of a ma,ior postwar re- permitted to have children on the
Station found that attendance at
true, literally, Monday (7) at the adjustment, the industry is still American screen, although they
Roxy, N.y., where Danny Kaye Is groping amid new ideas for produc- may get away with it in England. afternoon giveaways was hogged
currently headlining. The manage- tion, new formulas for salesman- The Johnston Office has ordered a rby professionals, who came only to
ment was all set to zing it for Kaye, ship, and new trends in distrib- bit of scissoring on "Miranda," bring home the hams, not for entertainment. When they weren't
publicity-wise, wlien an expectant exhib relations. And, of course, British film in which Glynis Joims
mother was rushed from the tliea- there's television is it a bane or plays a mermaid engaged in vari- picked to participate, they would,
sit on their hands and sulk, some'tre to a maternity hospital.
boon? That's what Hollywood is ious flirtations on dry land.
going so far as to boo the
One little detail stopped the trying to find out.
An epilog, doomed by the Jolms- times
emcee or other contestants.
obvious ballyhoo.
An assistant
Viewing the industry's future, ton censors, shows the mermaid
Emcees
found
prize - happy
manager called everything off Louis B. Mayer says, "1 am re- sitting on the bcabh at Capri with
when he learned the mother-to-be minded of the late Marcus Loew a merminnow in her arms, al- femmes resorting to all kind.s of
was unmarried.
always pounding home to Nick [though the film depicts no record chicanery to get themselves picked
as contestants—buttonholing the
Schenck, Bob Rubin, myself and jof her wedding to a merman.
producers', .lying about their home
the others that the picture business
town, telling fantastic stories. And
was a Woolworth business where
when they * didn't heckle, they
they can bring the entire family.
walked out in mid-broadcast.
And to keep them coming, we need
Using
the
record-'em-ait-night
spectacles like 'Gone With the
strategy, WOR is experimenting
Wind,' 'Joan of Arc,' etc.," he said,
(Continued on page 95)
(Continued on page 63)

By ABEL GREEN

and Social Miscarriage

New Angle

K.O.

Daytime Giveaway Show Moochers

In Las Vegas; 'Resort' Ambitions

Telephone

!

May

TV

Al Jolson, when he goes on television for NBC, with a
_ super-duper
min.strel show, will have completed

I

the cycle. His career started with
LfiW Doekstadter's Minstrels. Jolson today is the lone name remnsnt of the great age of minstrelsy.
When the video minstrel show
oebuts, NBC has promised the
snowman the biggest all-out, $100,000, but will actually have'j
marching - down - Broadway street cost only about $50,000 to bring
parade, in full regalia and with all- to Broad\\'ay. figuring the profit
star turnout
to herald the 1949 on the l'liil;ule.U)liia Iryout. Back-,
version of yesteryear
minstrelsy, lets will ic'.oive .a 500^. installment!
«" in present-day electronic trap- ion their i'w "Iment within a weeki
lor so oi the opening.
I

'

!

i
'

CO- 5-1393
The Hour
Of Chann

i

i

j

'

self aloof

from any

I'adio

commit-

ments.

Only previous appearance of the
President's daughter on radio was
as guet't vocalist with the Detroit
Sympiiony Orchestra a couple seasons back.

under ihe direction of

PHIL

siPiTAijnr

.

.

''

1I

;

Vcdnegday, Fefaniary

MISCELLANY

Ra^, Tele, Newsreek GangDp
Vs.

Hollywood, Feb. 8.
A secojid kind of picture biz has developed to major proportions
Much of the picture colony which
in Hollywood in recent years.
has not gone in for active work with the brush and oils itself, has

Ban by HoiKe Red Probers

Washington, Feb,

been acquiring the works of top painters.
^
Cultural side of the collections that have been built up by name
players, producers and directors Is only primary to the value of
such pictures as an investment. Result is that scattered among
Hollywood homes are enough important canvases including William Goetz's recently acquired $100,000 Van Gogh-r^to fill a very

8.

Squawks resulting from the ban
on, radio, television and newsreel

Doc

Bites

Man

Chicago, Feb.

•overage of future hearings of the

—

8.

Annoyed by night call from
Activities
Un-American
Mouse
Hooper Surveys, Dr. James R. Wil*'
Committee were reaching the: pre son of suburban Winnetlca did some
cause celebre this phoning himself.

portions of a

Hooper

C. E.

•j^^ejt

He

at his

home

New

in

^

,

.

AAA

348th Week!
3,559 P»i!form«nce«

•Jeal

informa-

priceless

Bevbflls'

Won." Committee action in barring
radio and television is discrimina'r
Mon against "some forms of reporting the news," said NAB, in asking
Jhat media reps be given the

tn

the

.

KEN MURRAY'S
"BLACKOUTS OF 1949"
El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Ca|,
Ana now in world-wide release

Fancy

"BILL

AND COO"

Willkie's 'One World'

Ken Murray't
Academy Award Film

Legit-Pix-'TVer
Hollywood. Feb.

Show Biz Tapped

Slated by Zanuck
Hollywood, Feb. 8.
reactivating
Twentieth-Fox
is

8.

Thance to explain the value of their
Top show business personalities
leverage to listening and viewing in Etollywood are cpmbinihg; to piit
Audiences.
up a triple-play aini»lej?4t-»yideo
shovtfcaise
In- the first major postJohn
S.
Committee chairman

Wood, of Georgia, meanwhile
formed Mutual commentator

record

AU-thne long run
legitimate theatre.

:

truly

sisaable gallery.
Responsible for much of the Hollywood interest is Reeves Lewenthal, owner of the Associated American Artists setup in New
York. After making many trips to the Coast to sell paintings
branch in Hollywood. Lewen^
Lewenthal recently opened an
thai specializes in contemporary' modem American painters, but
m^ny of his customerSj such as Edward G, Robinson, Arthur Hornblow, Jr., Arthur Freed, Claudette Colbert, Delmer Daves, Goetz
(and Billy Rose in New York) have widened their tastes to acquire
product of the French and Italian modern school and even some
of the classicists. In addition some, like Miss Colbert, Doris Lloyd
(Mrs. Robinson), Mrs. Dore (Miriam) Schary, Gregory Peck, the
Jean Negulescos (Dusty Anderson), et al., are more than lair
painters on their own.

finally located

Latest ,0 join in the protests was
"p^hon'iTot'
«jie National Assn. of Broadcasters gj^^^ elimination of doctors from
"^hich issued a blast at the Com- Hooper polls,
Dr. Wilson forgot to ask Hooper
wiittee yesterday (7) for making a
his radio on.
had
if he
lecision "so sweeping as to deprive
Jtie American people of a great
of

MARTIN ASKS
CUT IN ADMISH TAXES

SEN. JOE

Wendell L. Willkie's "One World,"
on the shelf several years. Lensing

For Bond Drive

this summer is planned. No pro^
duper is set but understanding is
project in
Washington, Feb. 8.
it'll be under Darryl F. Zanuck's
Bankrolled at
film capital.
Bill introduced last week by Rep. personal supervision.
Sl.000,000 by N. Peter Rathvon, Joseph W. Martin,. Jr;, (R., Mass;>,
Tome was penned when Willkie
i-epping Floyd Odium's Atjas Corp., Republican floor leader of.- the
at
the blueprints comprise an ultra- House and its former Speaker, was chairman of the board
modem 1,500 film seater, a 1,000- would restore the levels for ex- 20th.
seat legit theatr. and studios for

Washington, Jan.

war theatre construction

in-

the

Al-

!

biz is being tapped to participate heavily In the next Saving

Bonds

Drive^the
Drive—which is alated

.

dropping the admissions tax
from 20% to 10% and the nitery
bite from 20% to 5%.
Action by Martin indicates that
the Republican policy is liable to
be a drive to reduce the excises,
although President Truman has
declared in favor of keeping the
of film stars and directors
a group
p
|
hackBrounds will nar- levies, at their present levels. In
;,f*«f„ ^^f ^ATemb^r bo^Li^d a statement accompanying his bill',
.
.
=^ ,„
nroiect's Martin said;
"Congress and the Administrarhole alrLdv UiJed
tion can no longer justify the
up foftTe"LrdT„dude"^^^
Gregory Peck, Jerry Wald maintenance of high wartime ex.^^^ j^^^^ Garfield, with Elia Kazan cise rates on a few products of inWil- dustry. The time has arrived when
likely to be named shortly.
liam L.Pereira, studio production such rates are bad for business.
^ggigng^^ig also on ^he board and bad for. the thousands^

;

agreed/? "nfimousjy

v^as

t^^

move the tamt of sensationalism
from its operations, served to focus
.attention on the value, of wire,
tape and film in documenting radio

Radio-Pix-Press

Program

for

AFL

Miami, Feb. 8.
Following through on organized
labor's job for President Truman
during the
election
campaign,
Americaii Federation of Labor
chieftains, at their current exec
li..s
m 1°
th^" ban 7n
CBS protesting
nroteslhic the
CBS,
board meet here, are mapping an
Feb. 1 news broadcast, emphasized
unprecedented all-year , round prothe objectivity of the microphone.
gram of public information via raMurrow's stand lu behalf_, o£
dio, films and the press. The projradio and camera induced CBS (o
jjgip j^g^^ yp the architectural of the affected Industries, and, so ect will be managed by the Labor
formally protest "against exclusion plans.*
far as the Treasury is concerned,
League for Political Education, set
and
television
tii
broadcasting,
Fanchon & Marco, theatre chain they are subject to the law of di- up last year by the AFL after the
recording equipment from public opej.ajQj.g^ ^,^^ jjan^le thtvcenter'sl^
Taft-Hartley law banned its 'direct
,ses.sions" of the Committee.. Bar- business affairs.
Marco Wolf, for
participation in politics.
ring the citizenry trom 'persona y&:s1, contributed the ground for
,.
, „ Plans, as detailed in the report
cb.servation of public sessions,
the construction, which will stimuof Morris S. JNTovipk, N. Y. radio

cessful.

,An all-industry motion picture
session is slated here for tomorrow
i9) at which reps of production, distribution and exhibition will sit in
with Trea.sury officials. It is understood that at least two industry
shorts will be used in eonneetion
with the drive.

,
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CBS

the

OloieS Bl2

1

nullifies

said,

the

Americans are entitled

medium

to

iienefits

ij,te

through

,

of radio.

NAB's protest also pointed to
the documentary value of radio in
reporting. A. D. Williard,

;

i

news

exec veepee, wrote Chairman, Wood
the Committee action seemed to
him a: kind of discrimination "in
a very disturbing sense." Tele-

;

I

i

I

tape recording, and instantaneous broadcasts of hearings, he
paid, are "new forms of jownalIsm."
nth^^^ ,„u^ t^:^^A t„ iu^
"'^
vision,:

w«L

»c?c

realty values in that area.

A

U

consultant
who
handled
the
League's presidential radio campaign, calls for an annual budget
of .$750,000, with the major chunk
to be spent on radio, Coin wiil.be
raised by a voluntary lOc-a-year
contribution from the AFL's 7,500,000 mepibers by committees of
the League set up in the individual
AFL unions. Go-ahead signal for
the project is awaiting the final
okay of Labor League toppersi expected within a couple of days.
Although education via radio is
due for the main accent, the AFL
will also extend its documentary
film program and will embark on
the publication of a weekly news-

D AD
DUD

—_——
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,
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releasing

them

to

television

sta-

tions through United World Films,
wholly-owned subsidiary. TV
pix may carry title, Vlf you want,
to rent these films for home use,
HoUywood, Feb. 8.
apply
to your local distributor"
perof
the
Hope
Final audit
Bob
Howell, etc.) Ui
sonal appearance tour around the (such as Bell
countiy reveals that gross topped has them available in 8m also.
|

its;

RACKS UP 650G GROSS

I

I

w

"i
n.%J!^
w'''^?*°?'
?^'^'
^^^?ff "wT^A'''"'*i°«
"'l"^^'-

'

&

$650,000, according to Paramount
'"I'l
Pictures.
Hope lid 39 performV^Ti..Ji ABC
ATin^.^'
Baukhage,
commentator.
a„<.es in 32 days, having started
Indications that the committee.! Jan. S in Ft. Worth, winding up
might reverse its stand came in a Saturday (4) in Oklahoma City.
statement by Chairman Wood to
Most of Hope's dates were on a
Murrow, "For myself," Wood said, percentage basis only, Some of his
'I'm not at all sure that the com- larger stops were in arenas conmittee is not losing more than it trolled by the Arena Managers
is gaining.
All the avenues of in- Assn. which called for an even
formation to the American public split of the gross. On tour with
are valuable. I know that the com- Hope were the cast of his radio
mittee has abu-sed its publicity: show wllich included Hy Averbach,
perogatives in the past. But: I'm Doris Day, Les Brown orch and
not sure that the action we have Billy Farrell. _
taken is the way to correct that.
Hope exceeded the mark set on
It doesn t make too much sen-ie to his previous personal appearance
burn down the barn to get rkl of tour. His troupe racked up $480,the, rats."
000 at that time.

tfL^

B0

block parking space area
For
on 8 and
the theatres on the
The legit house will
Distribution through 16m outhave a new type of design based on lets of old Abbott .& Costello films
.three concentric stages iastead of
has netted Universal $250,000 and
using the revolving stage principle,
U is now mulling the possibility of
_

gqua^e

.^^m service
next block.

1

Film production program,
still .on a modest scale, will continue to be handled by the AFL
Hollywood Film Council which
turned out three labor shorts last
year.
Launching of the weekly
newspaper shortly is an additional
facet of the AFL's growing public

sum.

\

'

1,100
-

Scts Installed

m

n

a

I

I

I

I

t

Owners.
Big things are expected from rawith some Treasury spokesclaiming that this is the most
cooperative medium of all. At present Nate Colwell,. the Saving Bond
dio

men

I

!

'

.

!

.

ing

labor unions to the public
through educational service. AFL
programming
will
be
carried
Each of the piushy 1,100 rooms through on local and network levels
and suites will have television, as and will comprise both informawell as FM and AM radio and tion and straight
entertainment
'
wired recordings.
airers.
A liost of radio and film stars
Chief aim of the AFL's projected
will be on hand during that week' p.r. drive is to cash in on labor's
to help McCarthy celebrate and enhanced political prestige as a re-;
p r i g i n a t e their shows here. suit of its part in the recent DemoMcCarthy in addition to his oil cratic Party victory. Via its radio
holdings owns and operates KXYZ programming and newspaper, the
AFL also plans to publicize the
here and has film interests.
activities of the flock of Congressmen elected with organized labor's
support. Regular reports from the
Stroud Twin'* School
legislators will be made to their
Dallas, Feb. 8.
local
constituents
under AFL
Claude Stroud, one of the Stroud auspices. *
Twins, who hail from Kaufman,
Tex lias, returned here and plans
to open the Claude Stroud Studios,
Rest Easy
a theatrical talent
development
Paris, Feb. 8.
school sometime this month.
No radical changes are seen in
A.ssociated with Stroud will be the couturiers'
openings to avoid
iBoyce
DeGaw, playwright and risk of outmoding Hollywood prodscreen writer, who has been under uct.
contract at various times with WarFemme clothes have same length,
jners. Universal, Metro and Para- with
normal waistline and shoulmount.
ders.
|

'

'

gest postwar hotel here And
to be known as the Shamrock

it's

I

Enclosed find check for $......,
Please Seiid VARIETY for On* Year
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Street
City.

Zone
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.

State.

,

Regular Subscription Rates for On* Ycar--^$10.00

—$1

Canada and Foreign

UBIETY
IS4

West 46th Street

Additional

Inc.

New

York

19. M. Y.

Femmes Can

'

April 19, President Truman^
will address a preliminary bond
dinner in Washington, playinR host
to 600 volunteer workers. At the
same time, in all the states, governors will be host at similar dinners.

!

j

'

On

i

Form

on the

bo'nd recordings,

j

4/9

Subscription Order

is

.

}

I

man,

radio

Division's

Coast getting platters made for use
by stations during the first week
of the bond campaign: Five plat*.
ters are being pressed this week,
They will be headed by Bing Crosby, Frank Sinatra, the Andrews
Sisters, Al Jolson and Oscar Levant, and Jo Stafford. Later pressings will be made in New York featuring Jane Froman and Perry
Como. completing the set of seven
for the list of top singers who will
be aired during the first week of
the drive. The platters are expected
to, go out to 2,670 radio stations.
It is believed that 96% of ail radio
stations in the U. S; will air these

|
'

Come

:

board, Allied States Association of
Exhibitors; Lauritz Garman. Motiom Picture Theatre Owners of
Maryland; and Reps of ZOth, Warncr Brothers and the Pacific Coast
Conference of Independent Thea*
tre

i

;

1

TV

ann nnn aaa

!pZU,UUU,UUO iex. UOtel
relations awareness.
Houston, Tex, Feb 8.
The AFL's broadcast plunge has
St. Patrick's Day on March
been blueprinted by Novick, whose
!17, an Irishman's $20,000,000 dream
original report was adopted by the
will: come true here. That's the day
when- wealthy oilman Glenn AFL national convention last fall
McCarthy opens the nation's big- in Gleveland;-'as a medium for selllIl.

:

director,
Theatre
Owners
of
America; Jack Cohn, Columbia;
Arthur Israel, Jr., Paramount;
F. Myers, chairman of the

paper;

but the company has settled
With the comedy team for a flat

trib,

Among those who will sit in on
session
are
Eric
Johnston, the Motion Picture Assn.
of America, and his top flack. Kenneth W. Clark, Leopold Friedman
and Carter Barrow, Loew's; A. E.
Reoch, RKO; Nate Blumberg. UniGael Sullivan, executive
versal;
tomorrow's

Abram

.

Understood that A;&C. squawked
to U about the non-theatrical dis-

I

Oppctrtunity

to run from
IS to June 30, It will be Uncle
Sam's biggest and most intensive
bond effort since the Victory Loan
of 1945, and he is going all out to
line up the radio-pix cooperation
which made the war loans so colorful and helped make them so isuc-

May

cises,

wW

I

8,

Show

,

bert L. Warner, chairman of the
House Radio Correspondents Assn.,
he would take up an appeal from
the correspondents when the full
Th^ vencommittee next meets in executive television production.
.ture
be located on Wilshire
liessVn. Warner had asked for
sectw^^^
reconsideration of the ban, which Blvd. in a clK)iw realty
Bfiverly-Wilshire
blocks
from
the
aLso includes recordings and still
hotel.
photographers.
With the goal of creating a firstThe Committee decision, which rate legit center in Beverly Hills,
,

1^49

9,

New Kind of I^ture Bb

I

I

i

Arrangements have been made for
the President's talk to be c.-irried
all four networks. In addition,
there may be a closed circuit carrying his speech to the various state

by

dinners.

Possibilities of televising

the President and his address are
also

under study. Mr. Ti'uman
.

will

make another address on May

15

ofl: the drive. This will also
go out of the four national net-;

to kick

works.

Help has been promised again by
the

cartooniists.

The

cartoonists

meet here Feb. 14 to plan tlieir
So far it is knbwn that Al
Capp's "Li'l Abner" Sunday strip
of April 17 will be devoted entirely
aid.

bond sequence. In addicomic books people have
promised to use the theme,
one special comic book oH' savings
bonds may be issued.

to a saving
tion, the

fcbnunrf

WeineadKy,

9, 194(9

riCTVRES

CLAM MPAA SHUNS

INDIES

Put Tele to Work
RIFT

men meet, moan, groan and do nothing about television.
It's time they began and they could start the battle with trailers. Not the trailers that are being played in theHheatres today
but trailers edited and titled for showibg In the home by means
Film

'EM

Par Decree to Be Siped This Weet

BETWEEN

Execs Term Splitup Tavorable';

of video.
Grow!ing split on all fronts between the Motion Picture Assn. of
America and the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers
widened still further this week.
Indies who belong to both organizations are burning because they
say they: are no longer being irir
vited to certain MPAA meetings.
Current beef gives further ammunition to a segment of the

The idea is not new, of course. It's been done but It has not
been properly done or done enough, A campaign of telecast trailers should not only have as its object the enticing of people to the
if well presented and picked for the right pictures
these trailers could act as a constant reminder to the public that
the only place they are going to see the Crosbys, Gables and
Orables is in that same theatre. They could further make the

theatre, :but

.

videoite conscious of just how bad those old pictures are he's
been seeing at home. In addition glimpses of top film draws can
hasten the day of the new set owner getting tired of the ballad
singelrs, ballet dancers and thoie repeating one-minute commercials. There are dull nights on television but what" is the film
business doing to prompt people into remembering that there is

something they can do about

SIMPP membership which

De-Throned, De-Housed
Hollywood, Feb. 8.
To the victor goes the: spoils
to Howard Hughes is going N. Peter Rathvon's house

the court.next week for its att^
proval. It was leanied here
today (Tues,). Company execs
and the Government will sign

weeks ago and Samuel
Goldwyn at about the same time
announced his resignation from

:

a good way

to

make

MPAA.

Harry Cohn, Columbia's presi-+

won

stockholder approval
of his stopgap
contract after pro-

(Tues.)

employment

longed skirmishing at the annual
meeting between management and
some minority stockholders. With
the battle ending in Cohn's favor,
di.ssident elements indicated frequently that thej^ Intend to test
the validity Of the contract in the
courtSi,

Cohn's new ticket, which includes death benefits from existing
Insurance policies now held by Columbiia to a maximum of $300,000,
got the go-ahead signal by a vote
of -323,062 shares in favor against
49;562 opposed; Col's prez did not
vote his own 130,000 shares. Contract also continues Cohnfs present
compensation of $3,500 weekly and
$300 in expense allowance for an
indefinite period, cancellable either
by the company topper or manage-

ment on

months' notice.
Proceedings
were frequently
riddled by resolutions seeking to
cut exec salaries or to criticize
other aspects of the management.
Main gripe by the insurgents was

'

six

to the aflfect that Columbia had
passed a dividend and showed a
quarterly loss. All attempts, ho'wever7 to upset management' were
badly beaten.
The vote against

(Continued, on page 63)

m

BENNY-MARMRASNA'S
INDIE PIC VIA U

New

yester-'.

then
feasible because the
price of Columbia
will have settled to
stable level, making
will

become
market

.

:

(Continued on page 6)

J,

'

mag, met with President
(8) on pljns for the
annual "Collier's Award" to the
outstanding members of Congress.
Johnston Is chairman of the
awards committee. On Friday, the
awards committee will huddle with

Truman today

a fairly
possible
the fixing of a reasonable price
for stock availa.ble under the
Option. Present: temporary pactmay be cancelled by either
party on six months' notice.

.
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BuUdlng
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National Boxofflee Survey

100 No. MlcUleati Ave.
I

Martin's
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•-

WCS

London
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Biz

Still

on Spotty Side—'Joan,'

'Pit,'

'Shoes,' 'Wives,' 'Sky,' 'Hamlet'
Business at key city firstruns
continues highly spotty this week;
with new product generally not
creating much excitement. Better
weather in several spots failed to
boost tr&'de as much as expgcted,"
w ith unsettled economic conditions
likely hurting.
Possible tipping how the frontrank pictures are continuing to do
sock trade while weakw ones are
badly hit is the fact that the top
four moneymakers currently are
the same as last week,: one of few
times this has occurred. "Joan of
Arc" (RKO) is national champ for
second week running, being pace-

P.S.-Del Giudice

Withdrawal of wealthy "British
industrialist
Thomas Grimshaw
Riley ("Tlie Mysterious Mr. X") as
backer of Filippo del Giudice's Pil-

grim Pictures evidently "posed only

maker

'Witch,' 'Juan,'

SOBSCRIPTION
Annual
.tlO
Foreign .,, . ,|11
Sinele Copies..,.,..,.
..2S Cents
,

Lead Field

T^p ruiiner-up films are "AciPar), "Boy With Green
Hair" (RKO). "Gotta Stay Happy"
(U) and "Every Girl Married"
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Literati
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which is sock in N. Y.
"Plunderers" (Repi is sturdy in
Prov. "Whiplash" (WB), hefty in
Frisco, is doing spotty trade else"When Sun Comes Up''
where.
(M-G) generally is on mild side
currently, "Untamed Breed" (Col)
looks fine in Denver.
"Walked by Night" (ED, big in
N. v.. is in for brisk Cincinnati

Music

New

Acts
Night Club Reviews
Obituaries
Orchestras
Pictures

|

i

.

............ 58
45
Inside Music

new, shapes solid

SCHREIBEE'S N. Y. VISIT
by Russell
Lew Schreiber, executive assistHoward Young, cost
and Krasna $22,500 each ant to 20th-Fox production veepee
"Own True Love" (Par)
to bring into New York and the Darryl F. Zanuck, is in New York third-place winner as it was last session.
continues disappointing. "Song of,
duo hope to recoup that loss via from the Coast for periodic hud-- session, while ''Don Juan" WB
(EL) India'' (Col) shapes nice in Frisco!
the picture.
This venture is in- dies with 20th homeoffice exec again is fourth. "Red Shoes"
dependent of Benny CBS' Amuse- Joe Moskowitz and to look over moved up into fifth slot, with "Let- but only fair in Balto. "Paleface"
ment Enterprises which produced the current crop of Broadway ter to Three Wives" (20th). "Yel- (Par) is mighty in Washington to
low Sky" (20th) and "Hamlet" (U) top that city.
Lucky Stiff* (UA), and which plays.
Big Eight (Goiiipletc: Boxoffice Reports on\
preemed inauspiciously on BroadHe's slated to return to the rounding out tlie week's
Pages 10-11 )
Way last week,
moneymakers.
Studio Sunday (13).
produced

62

Film Reviews
House Reviews

"Criss

Francisco.

(U): also

55

"T..

Chatter

smart in Chicago and fairly

nice: in

No. 9

INDEX

(RKOi.
"Red Pony" (Rep) looks one of
best out of mild crop of new pix.

"Bad Men of
Tombstone" Mono) looms okay on
initial date in L.A.
"John Loves
Mary" (WBf, while big in N. Y.
where getting great boost from
stagesliow. looks mild in Washington and just okay in Balto.
applies
to
"The Bribe"
a new Same

in two cities, hitting
high in another and being sniavfi
to terrific in a majority of spots
where opening this round. This
great
showing was turned in
despite beihg holdover or extend^
ed'run in. eight out of. 12 keys.
"Snake Pit" (20thl is second for
second successive week, still very
big although also largely holdover,
"Wake of Red Witch" (Ropi is

t^SS^

173

cu.sed"

•

Has a New Angel

ably be via Universal.
Legiter,

;

:

Johnston.

a»emporary problem for the onetime J. Arthur Rank producer who
turned independent. For upon his
Next indie feature film produc- arrival in New York Monday (7),
tion by Jack Benny will be "Time on the Caronia, del Giudice refor Elizabeth," adaptation of a vealed that his nevv source of funds
play by Groucho Marx and Nor- is Sir P. Malcolm Stewart, presman Krasna which had a short run ident and chairman of the Associ!"
on Broadway last fall.
Benny, ated Portland Cement ManulacMarx and Krasna will serve as co- turers. Ltd.
produuucers on the film, with
Sir Malcolm and himself, del
Benny starring. Release will prob(Continued on page

Lewis and
Groucho

Contract

Before Any Naify Deal

.

Collier's

common

Seeks Out

On 20th-Fox

Hollywood, Feb. 8.
Joseph M. Schenck is seeking a
release from his contract with 20th
Century-Fox so he can actively
enter the theatre business, the
vet production exec admitted last
week. Schenck confirmed reports
that he holds an option to acquire
a 50% interest in Mike Naifyfs
giant United California theatre cir*
'
cult. He. said he has seven months
head of our company."
Schenck's current five-year ticket
(Continued on page 18)
carries an option renewal for .anterms,
the
same
five
ye^ars
on
other
so no rewriting is required or contemplated. Mayer's deal carries no
automatic renewal feature and can
be Completely rewritten if the comTrade Mark Registered
pany desires.
POXJNDED BY SIME SILVERMAN
'
Rewrite may be done, inasmuch
rultUshed Weekly by VABIKXY, Inc.
.'Sid SUvermaii. President
as Mayer has been relieved of con154 West 16th St., New TorU 1», N. T,
at
responsibility
the
siderable
HoHywood 88
(Continued on page 15)
€311 ¥ucoa Street

Washington, Feb. 8.
Eric Johnston, head of the Motion Picture Assn. of America, and
William L. Chenery, publisher of

-

he Schenck

:

'Em

film industry stabilizes itself again, it is understood. At
that time, it is said, Cohn will
request a stock option similar
to the one which he called off
last year after stockholder approval
already
had
been
granted.
tlie

"

sent terms as "highly favorable,'^
insuring a fast sendoif to both new
units now nearing birth. The giant
integrated parent of the projected
theatre and production-distribution companies copped a bettipr
deal than RKO, first outfit to sign

Balaban, executive director president is up Dec. 31,
Reports in informed circles in
New York that the two vet M-G
execs would continue .with the
company, despite repeated rumors
Details of the new structure will to the contrary, were given furnot be revealed until consultations ther credence Monday (7) via a
with architects are completed.'Two statement by Mayer at the studio
N. Y. banks are currently making to a gathering of Metro. sales execs
surveys foi* financial backing.
from all parts of the country. ReBalaban's contract with the Roxy ferring to rumors of his deparruns until 1951. Thereafter he will ture, he declared: "I want to tell
be with the house in an advisory you personally that I have never
capacity.
been in such good health and
spirits,, and that I expect to continue as head of the studio as long
as Mr. Schenck remains at the
Johnston to Pick

day (Tues.), Harry Cohn, company prez, intends to ask for
a new permanent ticket once

Option

Mayer, Schenck
Preliminary talks have been held
on renewal, of contracts of both
Louis B. Mayer and Nicholas M;
Schenck at Metro, but no effort
has been made -yet to set any new
terms on paper. Mayer's pact as
production topper expires« Aug. 31,
1949, and Schenck's contract as

Hoxy theatre, N. Y., is Currently working on plans for a new
type theatre with a video tiein.

Deal for Col Prez
stockholders

In the wake of a final settlement by Paramount of its epicanti-trust feud with the
Government, the company's management this week tagged, the con:

of the

In place of the stopgap ar-

umbia's

results of Par^s horsetradinir
after failln«r to win a deal
late last year.

length

Video Theatre

rangement approved by Col-

:

Settlement of the case has
already
had
repercussions
since 20th-Fox has now renewed neeotiations.
Twen-:
tieth had held back pending:

New Pacts For

A.XBalabans

Col. Contract

of hearinir.

notice':

with the presiden-

so.

with United Artists, which Is not
an MPAA member), the MPAA
dues are automatically taken out of
Thus, since they are forced
dues anyway, most of the
(Continued on page 18)

Despite Insurgent Stockholders
yesterday

it

Now Hughes, wants to occupy it himself, and so the
Rathvons are house-hunting.
Hughes has been living in
Cary Grant's home.
cy.

rentals.
to pay

A.

dent,

the settlement either Thursday (10) or Friday «f this
week. It win be Immediately
filed In the Federal district
court of N. Y. with a five-day

their contracts with thieir
distributing
companies
(except

television worfc'for the screen.

Harry Cohn's Stopgap

money by doing

has

Under

_ But the two mediums, pictures and television, do have one
thing in common—"flat" actors. This means that the audience in
the film theatre and the video viawer at home are both vyatching
flat images and if either wants to see "round" actors they've
got to go where there is a stage. This is why the legit theatre
will stay alive and why stage shows in the bigger picture houses
stand a chance to come back. Television can well be the means
of sponsoring a desire to see its performers in person. And if
$ele can do that for the stage then a trailer is another way and

;

inherited
5

Indies, in general, have no inclination to withdraw since they

can save no

RKO

The house in which Rathvon
and his family have been liv-'
ing belongs to RKO. Rathvon

several

the

of

served an eviction notice on
the company's former prexy.

:

it?

faction within television claims that pictures photographed
for theatre projection are not sufficiently "intimate" for the
small screen medium. To which any film man is entitled to one
polite reply of "nuts;" Because all the picture bunch need
do is tell that video group, "Run this through your grinder and
see if it's intimate enough"—and hand over a print of "Red
River." In other words, a good picture is good anywhere. In a
theatre, on a television set, or a plain white wall,

New owner

here.

believes

20th Talks

Washlncton, Feb. 8.
Paramount
consent
decree will be presented to

The

and

that indie producers should not
continue to belong to the same olganization as the majors. Lester
Cowan gave expression to this idea
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Hollywood, Feb.

Like Anything Bat an Amity Deal

I
i

Anglo-American Film

Stuart Ehgstrand,
Filte will

Lower echelon execs

RKO

:

t^yfitZ

called
" Pressed for an
is

00^ I

talk.

"In closing my plea for your prayers and protests on behalf of
Cardinal Mindszenty," Spellman stated, "let me tell you a story
that will, I believe, touch your: hearts just as it touched a spark
within my own when first I heard it/ It is a story that 1 heard told''
by an American of: another faith, a Jewish gentleman whose parents
emigrated from a country which was then* as. now; it :Js again, held
in bondage.
" 'My parents came to these shores about 70 years ago,' this
gentleman said. 'They left behind, them an old world filled with
bitter hatreds and ruled by despotism.
Here they found a new
world filled with wondrous things—freedom, justice, opportunity;
kindliness.
Not things you could touch or eat but, when you've
never had them before, things that are more real than a pair of
shoes or even a loaf of bread. As long as they lived they never
stopped wondering at the glory of America. They were two of the
best Americans I've ever known.
" 'Seventy years ago they came here with nothing but the clothes
on their backs and great courage. Today their boy/ this gentleman 'Continued, 'is speaking, before a gathering of the leaders of'
America. In one generation our family moved from steerage to
distinction. That's not one man's story,' he added, 'it is the American story.
Multiply it a million times or more for every race,
"creed and color and you begin to sense the miracle of America!'
"And this, my; friends, is the America I beg Americans to save! 'f
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the 21 Club.)
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Holly wdod, Feb.
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Edward

Cheyfltz dlsiclosiBd Jiere
that Motion Picture Assn. of America is working piit a "sound, long
range" Industry public relations
program in coniilhction with the
Council.
Motion Pic
He'U be here for two weeks doing

Rossellini-Bergman

(Goldwyn) Pic Due
r-.i.

D-I-«-* V:« DIfA
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Although no distribuUon Aesi^^^^^oy^ o'^
MPA A prexy arhas been talked yet, it is expected Eric Johnston
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Cheyfltz, aide to Johnston, says
.Johnston's visits are nri-
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public relations. He hopes it will
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was at the behest of the

New

/'The 42 Club
explanation of the tag, menv
bers explain, "Because it is
twice as good as 21.". (RKO's
top execs customarily Iimch at

-

It

New York

eligible.

J. Arthur Rank, who chairmans
the three*man British delegation,
informed Brie Johnston, who heads
the American representation, by
telephone last week that the British want to go ahead with the
meeting as scheduled. With Johnr
ston speechmaking in Denver, it
couldn't be ascertained what the
official industry reaction to the
Bank request would be.
Unofficially V it was learned from
top company execs in New. York
IOI.U1U
hold
iciinea to
that they were disinclined
"
on thr ygina"
sessions
the sessions,
ine
scheduled dates. Their purely offthe-euff reaction ^\'as that they had
seen no agenda, didn't know exacUy what the British wanted to
talk about, didnt £ef *at the

^ire*

homeoffice in

at the

and of indie producers distributing through the company
have organized a weekly luncheon club. Topline execs are not

i

;

be produced by Henry

Blanke.. with Lenore Coffee doing
the- scteenplay.:;: A

Double-Take

British and U. S. industries closer
togetheri now appears likely to be
the instrument for splitting them
still farther apart. It was uncertain
as of yesterday Tuesday) whether
the British "and Yank reps on the
couneil' would, ever meet as a result of the Engblish bum over the
V. S. reqbest that the joint session
ealled for March 23-25 be post'/poned.

story recently told by Barney BaUban about th« coming of his
family to America 70 years ago was used by Cardtota j^peUnum of
New York SuiMay (6) to wind up his sermon at St. Patifek'i Cathe<
di-al blasting the trial in Hungary of Cardinal Mindszenty and call*
'ing on Americans to stop Communism. Spellman did not identify the
'Paramount prexy beyond calling him"an American of another
faith, a Jewish gentleman."
It was learned, however, that what the Cardinal was quoting was
a speech delivered by Balaban at a labor-management luncheon of
the American Heritage Foundation in New York Dec. 30. Spellman was at the luncheon and later requested a copy of the Balaban

Warners

Counqilj-"

formulated a year ago to bring the

Brit-

^

group which, beside Rank, consists of Sir Alexander Korda and
Sir Henry French, ,,head of the
British Fihn Producers Assn., that
the conclave was scheduled. Yanks
are of the opinion that the major
reason the Britons want the meet-r
Ish

321/2%

Too Rich

No Takers

for $600,000 Prod. Kitty

i

United

m

RKO

'

three

provided

Bischoff bowed out for the same
reason that UA and James Nasser,
who as guarantor of the Hughes
fund has been getting the packages together, have had such
trouble in finding acceptable takers for the money.
Fly in the
sauce is UA's Insistence on a
32V6% distribution fee instead of
the regular 271/4% and Hughes' demand for Interest of 9% on his

j

1

-

1

-

i

which

be financed with $600,000
by Howard Hughes, is
virtually back where it started in
the months-long negotiations. Sam
Bischoff, who was to have made
"Mrs. Mike," has cancelled his arrangement,
while the
Mickey
Rooney-Sam Stiefel production of
"Quicksand" appears in doubt.
films to

WB

'

Artists,

weeks ago okayed deals for two

H.M.

WB

.

money.

-

.

UA

maintains that It is entitled
distrib coin because it is in the nature of a
"finder's fee" for getting the producer the financing.
Most indies
take the attitude that
does have
a right to some such reward, but
not "off the top," which is the
case with a distribution fee.

%

to the extra

BRONX NABE'S TRUST

5%

UA

SKOURASES

SUIT

for Indies;

Film Coun-

^

naturally expected, therefore. thaticH's Withdrawal fr<>m; MPIC after
he will take advantage of this for fCecil B. DeMille Was named latter's
releasing the Bergman-RoSseUini chairman, Cheyfltz said: "Nothing
film. Under terms of his pact with [good is born without difficulty. I'in
he can distribute outside pixistill optimistic about aU groups
through the company, providing It |Hollywopd eventually getting toWarner's Stock Gift
gether for iiidustiy program^ During is to make another pitch for bears the billing, "A Samuel Gold-]
Washington, Feb. 8,
wyn
Production"
or "Presented by fing the aext several days I hope
more playing time in America and
representatives of every
Harry, M. Warner, president, of
the feeling is that nothing can be Samuel Goldwyn;" New pic villltto meet
shoiild be concerned; Warner Bros., has gifted a. total of
which
group
latter
inscription.
carry
the
industry
done about that. U: S.
common stock
Aside from bankrolling, Gold- Johnstoh will also meet thein. I'm 4,200 shares of
reps, aside from Johnston, are
of to undisclosed donees.
Warner
Paramount prexy Barney Balaban wyn's participation will be a silent |hopef^ we can find some way
keeping everybody together."
now holds a total of 278,350 shares
lind Metro' topper Nicholas M. one. He plans to go to Europe in
late' spring to view the production,!
Cheyfitz said MPIC originally outright and another 16,000 in
Schenck.
beneprez
as
strictly as a visitor. Miss Berg- {was launched at Johnston's prompt
with
the
buttrust,
Johnston
informed Rank by
trans-AtirAticThonTlasrweek of .yn?" made that clear at the press, ing. Latter has made this one of ficiary.
Hollywood last week his major projects, originally obAnother transaction disclosed is
the American group's desire for a
company
Goldwyn,.
Rossellinl
from
700
shares
of
Rewhen
she,
and
jtaining
permission
acquistion
of
the
inpostponement Britons were
censed since it had been months iHya Lopert, the director's Ameri- prexies in N. Y; for setting up the public common by Frederick B
before the Yanks had agreed to can partner, announced the deal, [council. Cheyfitz said he'd like to Ryan, director of the company,
set the date originally. English Actress said that Goldwyn may make it clear he wasn't "looking Ryan heretofore held no Rep stock.
have the opinion that the Ameri- come to Italy as a tourist, but for a job" as head of the program.
"Last year Johnston was willing
cans feel the British industry, is "won't raise a hand'-' in regard
to lend me to the Council, but some TV, Foreign and Other
getting into more and more finan- to the production itself.
Rossellinl also agreed to return' of groups felt this would make the
cial difficulty and that by playing
a waiting game the U. S. group to the Coast 'to direct a film there Council appear industry-dominated,
Problems Reason For
will get 'itself: into an Improved for Goldwyn. He had repeatedly so the platl wasn't carried out,"
said he couldn't and wouldn't work Cheyfitz added. He said he would
^::
bargaining position.
Distribs' Accent on
in Hollywood. Asked about, his confer with studio heads on "cerchange of heart, he replied: "I tain other problems," but everyPotential threat of television to:
found Mr. Goldwyn a terrible se- thing connected with his. visit the film boxofflce, coupled with the
ducer, maybe dangerous, even— "points to major concentration be- freeze on revenue in the foreign
but that is in the hands of God:" ing placed upon public relations." markets, were chiefly responsible
VS.
Rossellini will return to Italy
for refusal of the major film company sales chiefs to ban so-called
Charging conspiracy and viola- this week to continue work on a
Artists Vote on
forced percentage deals.
Refusal
.tlon of the anti-trust -laws, J. J[. film starring Anna Magnani, which
'Hdllywood, Feb. 8.
was made in answer to demands of
Theatres, Inc., operator of the he put aside to set the deal in the
Society cff Motion Picture Art a four-man National Allied comLuxor theatre, Bronx, N. Y.; filed U; S. Miss Bergman goes over in
iDirectors meets later tliis month mittee headed up by Col. H. A.
a $2,400,000 triple damage suit in March or early April,
to consider the program and or- Cole, which huddled personally
N. Y. federal court yesterday
ganization of MPIC. Approval of with the sales chiefs in New York
(Tues.) against 20th-Fox; Warners,
IN
the program and financial arrange- in an effort to ease the percentage
Skouras Theatres Corp., Spyros
ments previously determined will deals.
and Geo]',i,e Skouras. Since 1941,
be recommended by prexy J- RusDistrib toppers, it has^^,J)een
it*s alleged, the Luxor triedlo get
sell Spencer but final okay by art
_
,
,
learned,: listened:- patiently to, the
first runs from Warners and 20th
-."l be depende'nt 'upon problems presented by the Allied
on a non-exclvsive basis but that for.''°"^l.!:f?l^'^:Vr«r"^^^^^
production of a filni Vo beTa- actiph Of other
industrj^ groups.
delegation and then laid their own
type product was refused it
beled "Varga Girl" have resulted
problems on the line. They pointSpyros "Skouras, according to the in a hassle with Esquire mag. Daed out that the high cost of checkcomplaint, has a financial interest vid A. Smart, chairman of the
ing percentage bookings has alIn Skouras Theatres Corp. and board of Eskie, told Variety in
ready forced a swing towards more
through his power and influence Chicago Monday (7) that the mag
flat rental deals in the smaller sitgot Warners to refuse to negotiate held the rights to the title and if
uations.
High production costs,
vith the Luxor. Plaintiff claims Proser used it or the Varga drawParis, Feb. 8.
plus the recent dip in rentals, protliore is no competition between ings in any way he Would flle
.—
Universal veepee Matty Fox re- hibited them from erasing all per-^
.
the Luxor and the Skouras chain's suit,
turns to the U. S. Sunday (13) af- centage deals at one swoop,- they
park Plaza,:
permanent injuncProser, in New York, said yestion against the defendants to pre- terday (Tuesday) that he was mys- ter a quick trip to Europe on per- said.
If
foreign
market conditions
vent tliem from "combining and tified by Smart's statement, since sonal and company business. He's
conspiring" among themselves is he had bought the' rights in good scheduled to huddle with J. Ar- don't improve soon, and if tele
sought as well as a restraining or- faith and had been assured by thur Rank in London en route does cut into the boxoffice take as
der to prevent the defendants Varga and his attorneys in Chi ft*""^ to work out 16m distribution it now threatens, the sales man(Continued on page 63)
from refusing to negotiate with that they had
5"!?^^"^* the new edufull authority to
the plaintiff.
make such a deal. Proser sa d he
biS'*ft*ed by United
paid Varga about $15,000 and has J^S^
LS'^^^^^^^^^^^
L. A. to N. Y.
another $15,000 or more invested
^.^l*®"^:
.
A
11 *
r<
T» r
Tom Alfred
^''•'^
in development of a story built
Paris. Fox handled
Appellate
Court
Refuses
}'."«'"ess for his Reynard InternaRichard Bare
artist's
pretty b
girl
RranHt «!in't drawings.
J\.y. Par'«s Uranai
^
tional Co., an export-import firm,
David Butler
Appellate Division of the N. "
Jerry Colonna
Y.
traveled to Switzerland
Varga has had legal difficulties a"*?
~
suprcnie court on Monday ^7) up- with Esquire
Alfred Crown
since he ceased draw- and Germany.
held Justice Samuel Hofstadter's ing for it two years
Herb Drake
ago. Chi fedmotion to toss out a eral district court ruled several
Glenn Ford
*
^^Si^LS^
$673,000 peryentage-chiseling suit months ago that the rights
Karl
Herzog
Sussnian
Sells Gj^ain
to the
brought by Paramount against "Varga Girl" belonged
Jessie
Royce Landis
Robert Sussrnan, former eastern
to Esquire
Harry Brandt, et al. Five-judge and. according to
John
Lund
Smart Varga
:

1949

Prelate s Balaban Anecdote

.

fi.

First pietiife for Bette Davis under; new One-per-yeat contract at
will be ''Beyond the Foreist," based, on « serious iiiivel by

9,

MMC

UA - Hughes - Nasser setup is* a
signed agreement and is not affected by the withdrawal of the

,

PROSER

MIDDLE OF

,

i

.

,

1

UA

.

'

i

Bischoff picture. However, Nasser
have to go on hunting producers who are acceptable to
as
recipients of the coin. This quest
went on for months before- the,
will

i

VARGA-ESQUiRE HASSLE

<

MATTY

FOX'S QUICKIE

EUROPEAN ONCE-OVER

,

i

company's board finally approved
the "Mike" and "Quicksand" deals.
Fortunately for UA, it will still
get "Mrs. Mike."
Bischoff has
merely switched his setup and is
getting his financing from William
and Edward Nassour. Thus he'll
be able to takp advantage of UA'S
(Continued on page 22)
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"'''""'^ the;couidnoTmaS use oTTh^ titVe'^o? F^^rhUtoTd
hTflftVe^Le'^d'?:
low or court s ruling.
make drawings using that caption cult to Harvey Newins, head of the
Action charges that the Brandt for any other publicatiom
St. Cloud Amusement chain Neweirciflt fraudulently reported less
Proser has Julian Harmon doing ins takes over the upstate New
receipts on percentage bookings a scripting job on the film at the '^ork circuit immediately,
than were actually received. In General Service Studios in HollyTheatres involved are the Arartseeking a dismissal of the suit, the wood.
If he gets a satisfactory emv
wlloineer^ v^^^
defendants claimed the complaint screenplay, he 'hopes to gerlSI^
irenarcTeo!
did not state a proper cause of production next summer or falLlMt.
K sco; and Rome*
iHe
action.
plans to shoot In lechnicolw.. IvUle.

Cfr

cr?rrS

i

.

j

1

,

BrS^^
PleS^

'

Joe Nadel
Robert W. Perkins
Ralph G. Pollock
Robert PressncU
George Seaton
Kent Smith

Sam Spiegel
Victor Stoloff
Bob Taplinger
Betty Underwood
Jean Widmark

•

Bennett Cerf
Helen Colton
Irene DunneMartin Field

Gene Fowler
Coleen Gray
Jed Harris

,

Morgan Hudgins
Abe Lastfogel
Russell Lewis
Charles C. Moskowita

Monty Salmon
Robert Taylor
Joe Weil
Howai'd Young

Europo to N. Y.
John Boles
Mts. Maurice Brett
Matty Fox
Filippo Del Giudice
Sir Cedric Hardwicke
Robert Taylor
Ray Ventura

NJ Y. to Europe
Gilbert Miller

Dugen Sharia

;

:
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PICTUIIES
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RKO CLOSURE SHRINKS BACKLOG
TOA, Like SIMPP, Mulk
In U. S. Trust Suit;
Theatre Owners of America may-f
again intervene in the Government
main anti-trust action. The exhib
group that fought competitive bidding to a standstill both in the

Intervention

|S|1[[S

DEPT.

Schary Keynotes Jetros 67 Film

F[fll)S

Loob Better Too

Program; Mayer s Accent on Quality
Hollywood, Feb. 8,
A sharp production upbeat at
studios during the next
period keynoted Dore Schary's talk
today (Tues.) before the company's
25th anniversary sales convention:
here. Expressing optimism on the
future of. the film company, the
production veepee disclosed ' his
plans called for 67 productions "to
be filmed and released by Metro in
1949-50." Metro released 24 pictures during 1948.
Crediting the Metro staff with
giving him complete cooperation,
Schary stressed the belief that
good pictures are the answer to the
industry's critics and a means of
economically strengthening the industry. "We can again confound
our critics by demonstrating the
power of the medium in which we
work," he said. Schary paid high
tribute to the "vision and leader*
ship" given to Metro by. prez
Nicholas M; Schenek and produc-

'

Slightly Previous
Current realignment of clearances has brought up a raft of

lower and U. S, Supreme Court is
weighing a second intervention
which would be aimed against the
new arbitration system proposed
by the Big Four and, possibly, certain of the provisions covering sell,

the perennial anti-trust
split

litigation

make

his

hand on the helm

these inflation budgets and amortizing the pictures set back RI||[b's
There has been
financial picture.
some improvement in this regard
in the releases of the past few
months.
Since Hughes' habit is to keep
his own counsel, his plans are said

Three Ditto

Fib

'

who

bine also is understood to be hav- organization for foreign pix in the
U.S., has acquired rights to "Pyging trouble with its members.
malion." He'll handle the reissue
himself of the Gabriel Pascal
,^

-igmaUy reused

in

RUSH ROGERS OATUNERS lF-Z-iMotin in iw'iK
^ I ^f'?
"ipascal
T-A mm IV niPVI API
TO
RiniD DAbALUU
BACKLOG ^'^^'"'""^T''"'^
^nr
lU DUILU
^ guarantee against » J)erf
i„ „,x,i„f,..r

J^

centage:

Roy Rogers wound up "Susanna made from a George Bernard Shaw
Pass" in 18 days, and is climbing property and a number of com^
into the saddle again for another panieS had shown interest in re
of
rwa
was in many o.
Republic Trucolor oater, also with issue rights. It
:

8-day schedule.
His pix are
being shot in quick succession to
catch up with the backlog, which
.dwindled during his rodeo tour.
Edward J. White is holding production reins' on the series, with
William Witney directing. Rogers'
hew contract calls for nine films in
:1

two year?.

are

v
'

are being prepared for Jensing by
February, 1950. Among the blgbudgeters on the roster will be

"Quo

Vadis,'. to be produced in
Technicolor by Arthur Hornblow,
Jr. Schary said of "Quo Vadis"
that "only a studio with our large
resources would dare to contemplate bringing to the screen a pic-;
ture of such size and Scope."
Opening the convention Monday
(7), Mayer said he saw no great,

Exit Reich

-

.

1

1938's "10 Best" lists, but did comparatively unimportant biz in light
of the increased interest in British
pix that has grown up during the
...
past 10 year-s.
,

dale set by Elhs
Exeter, Boston,
Initial

^is

Germany

entirely

if it fails to win a more generous
allocation of funds from the Economic Cooperation Administration.
Meeting in Washington With ECA
officials is set for Thursday (10)
with all company foreign managers
and Eric Johnston, prez of the Mo-

Goldman Demands

'

an

12

:

;

shooting, 18 are slated to start
rolling in the near future and 31

Coin or Biz

May

Hollywood Berated

By

Des Moines, Feb.

..

..

I

,
c*.i,
Strong
mtimations were voiced
Variety this week by several
.

,

i

'

ECA

fails to turn over funds in
excess of the current meagre allowance which covers only print
costs.
No decision is expected immediately but it was said that the
question must, be determined before June when new allotments
fall due.

pix, it is understood.
In this respect, execs will point out to
approximately 10,000,-

ECA

officials that

000 Deutschemarks have now been
accumulated .in Germany without
any opening available for either
use there or conversion into dollars.
Although exchange rates are
fictitious since they are set by the
(Continued on page 18)

'

^

Minnea]io}i$,..;Feb.:..8.'

„.

Theatre Associates, territory's
largest non-profit buying and book-

sijf

weeks,

-

is going to have: to strive
for distinction in something bc^
sides a new star or a new sensation.
Berating Hollywood studios
for failing to realize their possibilities and commiserating with, them
for sometimes amazing; problems,
Crowther declared "four but of
five movies! are a mockery to the
adult mind."
Under the subject of "What You j
Don't Know About' the Movies."
Crowther explained to the women
the film marketing system and
need to get people into the theatres which inevitably results in
lowered production standards. ; Of
60,000,000 potential customers attending the country's 16,000 theatres, 37,500,000 on the average go
to the movies weekly, according to
Crowther, who. said that means
there must be" sufficient picture^"
of popular appeal to keep the
maximum number of- people com-.
ing to the 'theatres to pay produc-

Film companies will demand
some part of the earnings of their

TheatJeu^sociatesi^

-

dustry

j

:

(Continued on page 18)

;

i

SIMPP COUNSEL STAYS

I

i

.

TO EYE PAR DECREE

I

I

Robert J. Rubin, counsel for the
Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers, who has been
east for the past two weeks has
cancelled plans to return to the

!

j

j

,

Coast this Week.

;

|
;

1

1
[

may intervene

dissatisfied,
if dissatisfi

Rubin has been confabbing with

j

Arnall,

new SIMPP

prexy,

I

Ellis

j

and with indie producer reps in
New York. He was also in Detroit

.

'

list.

Because of

Rubin remain^

east to study the Paramount conReportedly, SIMPP
sent decree.

i

slow buying and a last week for depositions in conbelief that they could do their own nectioh with SIMPP's suit against
Metro's annual stockholders' buying more
advantageously, the buying-bboking combines there.
meet has been set at the h;o. Volk brothers, large circuit-ownArnall has been engaged during
the March 25.
the past week in making arrangecombine.
There also have been ments to set up headquarters for
SIMPP in the Radio City zone.
its

i

I

;

I

prcem in about

8,

Bpsley CroWther, film critic and
motion picture editor of The New
York Times, told the Des Moines
Women's Club this week that the
toreign dept. chiefs that operations era of "formula-made"
pictures is
m Germany would be halted if the nearing an end and- that
the in.

to

'

METKO'S MAKCH 25 MEET

Crowther

For formula' Films

tion Picture Assn. of America, par-

combine, comprising many of
largest independent theatre circuits, has made peace with Metro
positions in Philly from Ted after an unsuccessful sixmonth
Schlanger, J. Ellis Shipman and fight against the company's comWilliam G. Mansell, Warners; Rob- pulsory percentage policy and
ert Lynch and Louis Forinato, other selling terms. Deal involves
Loew's; Ulrich Smith, Paramount; purchase of most of current and
iCharles Zagram, RKO; Samuel impending
.
.
„ product.
Combine, however, continues to
Diamond, 20 th; Harry E. Weiner,
'ColumWa; George M. Schwartz, hold aloof from Paramount, except
^^j^^rsal and S. E 'Applegate, UA. for occasional pictures, because of
All in this group operate in the allegedly exorbitant demands. But
it's
dickering tor
s flickering
for Par's "The PaleSchlanger u
Philadelphia
liladelphia territory.
holds the job that Goldman for- face," which currently is the terbiggest
grosser.
BKO
"^erly had, before he went into ritory's
,
product also is on the pool's blackhimself
Business lor nimseii,
.

Critic

ticipating.

.

8:

al-

1949-50 schedule,

:

i

•

Hollywood, Feb.

on

the

.

ready in the cans, six are currently

WantMore German

Company

'

had

purchase.'

of

different dethis week

Developments

Artists,

Hughes

>

Concerned over the mountainous threat from television. "I would
pile of frozen marks now being be nothing less than a prophet if I
accumulated
in
Germany on could foresee its future," M-G
to be even something of an enigma
(Continued on page IS)
American piXi the film industry
case
(Continued on page 63)
may pull out?

now

Another important buying com-

word

its

tion chief Louis B. Mayer.
Of the 67 films to be released
:

:

okayed

point to at 'least four -decrees, varying in each instance,
Depositions
with a good possibility that the toUnsolved, Volks Chain
tal will go to six or seven.
BeExecs
Top
Quits Booking Combine sides those covering RKO, Paramount and the other three theatrePhiladelphia, Feb. 8.
Minneapolis, Feb. 8.
owning defendants, the Little
William Goldman is demanding
Independent exhibitors here ap- Three Universal, United Artists
depositions from top company ofnonthat
learning
parently ate
and Columbia^this week filed a ficials in connection with his curprofit buying and booking com- proposed decree covering their oprent $8,400,000 anti-trust suit,
bines do not entirely Solve their erations only.
against the majors. Notice of those
buying problems. There have been
The brief accompanying the de- he wanted to take testimony from
exr
by
the
pools
resignations from
cree makes a big point of the need was sent out today (8).
do
can
they
decided
hibitors who
for
a
separate
book - of - rules,
Goldman's action comes after he
advantagemore
their own buying
"strongly urging" it on the court and his associates had sat through
ously.
and citing the RKO precedent plus weeks of depositions by defense
,
Most serious defection from buy- "the probability of additional sepcounsel. It is regarded, in part at
Yolk
when
the
ing combines came
arate decrees now being negotiated least, as retaliation for the long
btothers dropped out of Theatre between the Government and some
period he was grilled. The case
Associates which comprises most of the other major defendants."
goes to trial March 28.
of territory's largest independent Memo also, flatly rejects the
proThe Philly exbibitorVwants testiVplks,
The
operators.
circuits and
posed
ne-^
arbitration
system mony from the following: Nicholas
who
owners
independent circuit
which Warner Bros, and Metro Schenek and. William F. Rodgers, of
recently opened the deluxe 1 ,200- have been pushing as a substitute
Loew's; Barney Balaban, Charles
house
neighborhood
Seat Kiverview
to the old operation now lapsed.
M. Reagan and Leonard M. Goldenhere, quit the combine because of
What the Little Three asks for son, Paramount; Ned E. Depinet
its failure to reach terms with all
is
some relaxation of the tight and Robert Mochrie, RKO; Abe
majors plus generally slow buying, rules for selling which the Dept.
Montague and Jack Cohn, Columin
action
it is reported. Their
of Justice is plugging with the bia; Nate Blumberg and William
placing the Rivervie^ on a 28-day court.
Roadshows and moveovers,; Scully, Universal; Gradwell Sears,
availability had caused dissension
both verboten in the Government's United Artists; Harry Warper, Alin the combine.
proposed decree, would be per- bert Warner, Samuel Schneider,
Theatre Associates had been; nomitted.
If -a pic's costs, are Jar, Harry: Kalmilfe, Ben Kalmenson,
ticed previously by Bmidji and
.(Continued on page 20)
W. S. McDonald and Clayton Bond,
Alexanderia that tinless it made
Warners; Spyros Skouras, Wilfred
they
a deal for Metro product
J. Eadie, Donald Henderson and
Reissue Biz,
Ellis'
Jack
Wpuld :do so on their own. How_
Andrew Smith, 20th,
ever, W. R. Frank, Bennie Berger,
'Pygmalion'
With
Off
Request is to start taking these
Tees
Eddie Ruben and Ben Friedman
depositions in New York ^^^^
metropolitan
former
Ellis,
Jack
Theatre Assostill
.Circuits are
Meantime,' starting Feb. 14, counUnited
for
manager
district
V.
N.
elates members.
sel for Goldman wants to take deis setting up a distrib
,

.

received

—

.

omni-

.

From

.

is

'

:

present: Among other details
of production to which he is
apparently paying close attention are story purchases. Even
the most minor original or
mag article must get. his personal okay before it can be
acquired.
Getting any word: out of
Hughes on his approval or
disapproval is often a production in itself, since he has, a
rule that he's not be' called,
but that the studio execs wait
for him to call them.
In at
least one case, as result of one
of these waits, Metro stepped
in and bought the property
before the story department

.

The Government anti-trust
may reacli the finishing mark with
crees.

,

Howard
boss,
studio, his

new

Hughes, in the

"

For Each Major;

more separate and

Buying Problems StHl

their

Although this big backlog appears fortunate at the mondient, it
also had some unfortunate aspects
for the company and was largely
responsible for its unfavorable
financial statement of last. year.
Just at the period that Odium and
Rathvon decided to build up a supr
ply of pictures that would allow
adequate time for publicity, exploitation and a litle experimentation, production costs were at their
peak. Much of the backlog reflects

Different Decree

Little

]

has some 19 films finished and unr

.

(Continued on page IB)

|

released.

:

recommendations on

intervention at the next meeting of
TOA's executive committee.
On selling practices, question of
intervention is still wide-open.
Since the Paramount decree wiH
Incorporiite various strictures on
distribution which the Goyernnicnt is proposing for all the companies, TOA would be able to take
a crack at those found objectionable at the time Par's decree is
However, no decision
presented.
on that score has yet been reached.
Entire question of exhib intcr-

w n' s

Metro

Hollywood, Feb. 8.
While few execs or employees of RKO have ever seen

i

:

newspaper,: inviting
readers to see all their pictures
in his theatre and pointing out
that that eight miles wasnft ipo
great a distance to travel.
Whereupon the other exhib
immediately clipped the ad,
marked "Competition'' across
its face, mailed it in to the
exchange centres and maintained his clearance.

prove unworkable in practice. Levy

will

Hughes Holds Controls

i

Fortunately, under the regime of
Floyd Odium, N. Peter Rathvon
and Dare Schary, which preceded
the Hughes control, RKO had got
itself into an excellent position on
the size of its backlog. It has been
operating by virtue of this shell'
for the past six months, and still

he immediately sprang a fullpage ad in the neighboriiig
1 0

,

tion machinery oiled.

'

.

First
8 hew all-industry fracas.
opportunity for the two groups
to step in would probably be the
date when Paramount presents its
proposed settlement to the court.
Understood that document includes provision for a new arbitration setup.
,
„ J
Arbitration system was drafted
In final form last week. Since then.
Herman Levy, general counsel for
TOA, has been studying the proUnderstood his first reposal.
action is that the scheme would

closed

-

'

,

wide open in

all biit

down since Howard Hughes took
over control of the company last
summer, company's distribution
toppers are starting to develop the
same sort of product-shortage jitters as traditional at United Artists,
They are fearsome that the continuing cuts into the backlog, without
provision for adequate replacement, will find the company minus
the supply of topline releases needed to keep its expensive distribu-

'

requests from exhibitors who
hope to get booking dates
reshuffled in their favor. One
such smalltown exhib, who had
been forced to play his pictures
a week later than a house in a
neighboring city, pitched to
local branch managers that the
eight miles
separating the'
towns ruled out any semblance
of competition between the
two Iflnd thus the Clearance,
should be eliminated.
When the branch managers
told him he might have a case,

ing practices.
if TOA decides on the step,
along with the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers
which is also mulling intervention,

would again be

With RKO's studio

1

.

;

WejnegJay, Febmaiy 9, 1949

PldtlRBS

Rank's Big

.

s Theatres
Under the terms of the settlement of his employment
ticket with Paramount, Charles
M. Reagan, retiring distribution veepee of the companyi

Reagan

%mg to Frame Prod OK

Economy But May Impair Standard
London, Feb. 8.
Sold on the new Independent

To Sign Par Decree
Continued itom pace 3

reportedly has the right to buy
up a certain number of Par's
Those houses, it is
theatres.
said, would be part of the large
number of theatres which Par
must liquidate under the provisions of the consent decree
which the company agreed
upon with the Government

<

by forcing the company to

a peace pact with the Dept. of

sell to
"
the partner.
This flexibility will prove invalu-

Paramounters believe.
The rosy view is taken because

Justicey

unit able, it is said, In such partnerproduction-distribution
obtained easy terms on regulations ships, as that with E, V. Richards
Pic on Andersen
form of production, J.
in New Orleans zone, which alone
Fra,tif)e
covering the sale of product. For
the
prpduction-.
involves some 77 theatres. In that
Deal
for
joint
filmBritain's
top
Arthur Rank,
the theatre concern, both the
year of
instance. Par holds an option which
length of time available for liquimaker, has invested over $2,000,- distribution in, Europe this
gives it the right to demand that
a biopic on Hans Cliristian Anderdation of verboten theatres and a
000 in special equipment used for sen was set in New Yprk last week
Richards
set a basic figure oh the
degree, of flexibility in handling
the new type of lensing. Hank is by Hoflberg Productions, indie
l&st week
breakup of the partnership. Parapartnership interests are thought
lidw counting heavily on this distributor,, with Ronald Haihes,
Understood that Reagan exwell-aimed to save the company mount then has power to eitlier
method to save half his production managing director of British Founpects to go full-tilt at exhibibuy
Richards'
interest at 50% of
many millions of dollars in carrycosts on the large number of dation; producing-distributing^ outtion where the former Parthe figure, or sell to him at 150%
ing out the decree.
futui?e films which he intends to fit.
amount topper now holds cerof it. If the decree had not preFinal agreement with the Gov- served the right,
shoot with it.
interests.
theatre
tain
company could
Hoffberg is to put up half of the
Illustrating his dependence on
ernment was reached late last have lost in excess of
budget for the ittltn, vjind
week and the voluminous decree on that transaction alone.$1,000,000
IF, Rank has directed Sydney Box, $500,000
<}istributipn
head of Gainsborough studios, to will have exclusive
itself has already emerged from
Balaban,.
Goldenson,
Freeman
in the western hemisphere.
Only one hitch remove .over to Pinewood where, he rights
the printer.
Along with "final confirmation of
Film will combine the cartoon ani-1
will* supervise, in addition to his
mains and this, it is said, cannot the settlement, reports
ination-live action first iiitroduced
continue
Ctainsborough output, one dozen or
dump
the decree. Final tax pro- that Barney Balaban,
been
Par's
prez
more Independent Frame films at by Walt Disney; Cast hais not
visions must be worked out with, will stick with
the production-disv'..,;i
\ V
Pinewood.: Similarly, at Denhami set..^:
the Dept. of Internal Revenue." It tribution company
j
while Leonard"
As part of the tieiip, British
several stages are being revised
is believed the reorganization -WiU
Goldenson,
theatre
chief
of the
with complete equipment to con- Foundation is to release in the
be tax free except for the trans- parent org, will head up
exhibition.
the Rudolph
c entfate on this technique with United: Kingdom
fer of Par's 38% interest in DuBalaban may step up to board
"^ari St; John. nea( orTwo" Citiies;—Valentirio-oldie, The-^Eagle," - to
Mont-Televi-sion.
chairman, -following-resignation- by—
which Hoifberg owns world rights.
running the show,
Decree will give Paramount ex- Adolph Zukor.' In that event, it's
Rank's switch to the IF system Film has a new synchronized score
hib unit three years on a scaled reported that Y. Frank Freeman
now letting loose considerable and sound, effects;
Pairamouht's top executive and basis to ditch' its interest in apr would take over -the
presidency.
criticism, particularly among writfield distribution- staff will be/ dealt proximately 800 theatres. To preRobert O'Brien, Secretary of the
ers and directors. They feel it will
no fast shuffle because of last
present company, is likely to go
limit action to the point where the
week's switch of sales chiefs. AlWith the theatre chain in an exquality of pix will be hit. Several
fred MiSchwalberg, who stepped
ecutive
capacity.
Walter
Gross
Par's Glosed Situations
have- declared, "We don't need
up to the toji distribution spot vawill be general counsel for the
technological devices; we need
cated by Charles M: Reagan, conAmong the closed situations
theatre unit: and Austin C. Keough
popular stories."
templates no early change in either
in which Par controls exhibiwi^l hold down that spot with the
IF method us'fS the same type of
i

the

:

I

:

:

]

No Fast

Shuffle

j

•

In

,

Par Sales Sez

i

—

-

:

i

New

Distrib

Head

I

.

I

i
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AD-Out Jersey

CensorBattle

backr'pro.iection as. does Hollywood
but goes, further in creating miniature sets and backgrounds which
arc blown up, thereby saving as

persoiinel ,br isaleis. policy, Schwalberg told YAHiEiVithis-wM

I

:

Trenton,

Feb.

Newly-tapped exec declared that

8.

for an the present exec setup "stands as
battle over film censorship is" and that he intends to go slowly
much'arhalf''or"more^rDroduc^
New Jersey. For the first time at the start He does not contemtten charges
of threlei^^
bill
years,
a
will
be
introduced
P ate any change In he number of
^,.1!
«.n,f.c^af«.nH'.
cJi Pn H fi. devel-.
gigantic scientific
ih Rank's
.,
......
u
t ie legislature this week wliich films to be released by Par during
opment is a large turntable device
censorship on the the year which now stands at 18;
which
permits .*pre-lighting
to be ^^;°"1<1.
...
TJfr..
urTC»c in
in all
fill
fircf class
niacc mriDC.
Understood, however, there may be
atres
first
cities; Prodone on an adjacent stage. Then
some shift in the order of release.
the entire set is wheeled in for posed act is being sponsored by
Schwalberg expects to go to the
quick takes, saving the actors' time Assemblyman Stepheji J. Bator
with
backing
the
of
DiNewark's
Coast within the next couple of
for setting upy: lighting, and other
rector of Public Safety, John wetks to join Barney Balaban,
preliminaries;
Keenan.
Par's prez, Adolph Zukor, board
Keenan is pressing for the bill chairman, and other Paramounters
because the courts nixed his at- converging on the studio for hudtempt to ban ''Mom and Dad," sex- idles. At that time, Schwalberg will
education film, and VPassionelle.'' [also meet with studio heads Henry

Forces are

now

lining

up

wholly-owned
through
houses are the towns of Lake
Worth, Ocala, St. Augustine,
Sanford,
Winter Park
in

tion-

production company.
Backgrounding the negotiations
now virtually completed is the interesting fact that a three-way
split was an "almost" result of the

.

Florida; Preston, Idaho; Elgin,

'

oL

.

•

!

I

*.

•

'.'

L

.

.

:

.

I

i

20th s Big Plunge

;

French-language import. New Jer [Ginsberg and Y. Frank Freeman.
scy AUied has already called an
Distribution chief will be accomemergency meeting of its legis- panied by E. K. (Ted) O'Shea, his
lative committee and is marshaling execc sales ass't.
The two will
support of other orgs.
make a swing through western exThe bill would ban any pic found changes following the-, studio huddles.
If
any
reshuffling
or change
"obscene, immoral, inhuman, sacrilegious or of such character that to of policy takes place,« it will be
exhibit or show same would tend after that trip. Meanwhile; Schwalto corrupt the morals or incite to berg will mark time until he
crime, or may be: considered against studies the Paramount setup
\

|

Into Brit.

Proi

London, ''Feb.

8.

Twentieth-Fox, according to its
prez Spyros Skouras, is investing
frozen remittance^ here
in British production and will add
dollars
where necessary. Company's ambitious step into local
filmmaking was revealed by its
chief prior to his return to the
U, S. today (Tuesday) by plane.
His stopover in England is the
its entire

Bluenosing would be done by
boards set up in all big cities by
i

I

;

I

;

^

-

:

=

,

RKO-Wanger Find 'Joan'
RpttAr dl iTldsb
Mace JldlC
^naL
JlCllCl

,

Statement,

the police.
Such bodies would
include no less than three members
of the police dept. and at least five
citizens of the city. Board would
serve without pay,

—

i

RKO,

Skouras

!

nnni'»i!fi

fir.^?.P^^:l!.ti?f_^l'2lo-Amen^^^^^

Industryiiisctfgsions to Wl^en their
scope by the inclusion of exhibitors and labor leaders, in order that
every aspect of the situation might
be clarified. Reaffirming the U. S.
companies' op)3osition to quotas
the 20th-Fox head declared that
the time will come when British
films will have more than 10% of
American playing time.

.

vent the market from being flooded with theatre properties, Par has
won a provision that one- third the
Ass't Attorney General Robert .L.
total will be liquidated the first
year following court approval of Wright.- He objected to it be^
Two-thirds must be cause it would have required study
the decree.
sold by the end ol the second year, by the television wing of the D. of
and the balance during the third J„ thereby prolonging negotiation
further.

semester.
Par's 600 Theatres

When

the theatres that must
go are sold,4he company will own
approximately 600 hou.ses.
This
would put it in second-ranking na-^
tional spot, trailing only the National Theatres chain. Of. the 400
all

Buy of Own Stock

&s distribs,

j

and producer

:

the National Conference of Christians and Jews at the Waldorf,
^""^^^
^ ^''^^
in the film industry have
"We
never allowed a bigoted message
on our screens," said Depinet. "We
.shall continue the: battle against
bigotry as long as necessary."
Conference's 29th anniversary
luncheon honored Depinet, Irene

Walter Wanger have come to the
conclusion that "Joan of Arc's"
appeal is to mass audiences. Pic
has done strong biz in every grind
showing, but has failed to reach
expectcd grosses in two-a-day ex- Dunne, Richard Rodgers and Oscar
which attracts more'of a Hammerstein, II, with citations for
service aiding Intfrrfaith underclass clientele.
Attorney Louis Nizer.
Continuous-run houses playing standing.
"Joan" have all tilted their scales who toastmastered, referred to
Miss Dunne- as "an outstanding
for the production and have discovered that biz holds up until citizen as well as outstanding artist.''
J. Robert Rubin made the
the admish gets over $1.50.

Then

ductions.

Par's

resistance

sets

in.

$1.25 top. On the other hand; the
$2.40 admish :charged for the reserved seat, two-f-day showings
proved a hurdle that- -„
it was
warimlai'
possible to surmount SueceissfuIIy,

,

.

Company paid out some $685,000
during January- .to acquire the
added' stock. Actually, a rise'in the
price quotes of the shares during
the month slowed the buying pace
which had been breaking 40,000
monthly during the past quarter
.

TVers Ditto

.

Paran*unt's two television
stations will undergo the same
two-way split as the main operation under the terms of the
consent decree reached with
the Government last week, it
is

understood;

station

WBKB

company while

new

KTLA

Los

Angeles goes to the production-distribution unit.

32,500;
31,000.

WBKB will continue being
operated by the Balaban &
Katz circuit which the Paramount Theatres parent will
still own.
Decree provisions,
however, do not necessarily
put the stamp of permanent
approval on theatre operation
of the station- since the Fed-

August, 22,200; and July,

Buying activity has been billed
by Paramount prez Barney Bala^
ban as a way of shrinking the company's capital in view of the
threatened loss of theatres through
divorcement. With a consent der
cree now agreed upon^ .stock may
be retired to balance off a loss of
some 80Q partnership houses,

'

Went

WBKB

I

f

1

AI Horwits

Se

With Al Horwits named

=rtrXTr?ny\t'^^^«
ConS

^000

as

new

Universal studio publicity head, it
is expected that his oid job as
eastern publicity manager will be
filled from the company's ranks.
Tagged for the job this week by

;

,

rfSrttAlc1.tn^''cUn.^NS.

West As

U's Stndio Pub

'

"Se ^pSe

.

Pointing up the rapid pace that
the company has hit recently is the
following totals of buyups: December, 41,700 shares; November,
41,500; Octoteer,-40,50&r September,

theatre
in

.

year.

Reportedly,

in Chicago, will

be handed to the

award to Depinet, and Bernard M.
Biggest
Baruch gave the citation to Miss
at a
Dunne.
Baruch referred to the
actress' "grace of face and form.
i
,
^t/ength of character and nobility
f^e exempli-;
eral Communications CommisSli'^L"
I Say, Old Chap, Those
fled in life the precepts of her resion is currently checking into
ligion,
was to love one's
Now in its second week of gen- neighborwhich
the anti-trust aspects of filmas one's self.
Blighters
Thataway eral release, the
video tieups.
recently
Ingrld Bergman
Nelson A. Rockefeller made the
starrer jjives
London,
iji-wci
gives
obtained
Feb.
only a temporary lipromise
8.
of
ol
being
a presentationss to Rod
^
KT A.-^
^,
RodBpr«! anrt Hun
Noting
the heavy play on Amer- top-grosser of the year. Currently,
cense renewal from the FCC
n
Rodgers
"O'lRers walked
praised t?^^^^
the
lean oaters, J. Arthur Rank is for the second successive
pending
results
of
the
probe.
week it
rounding up a program of hard- is leader In Vamety's weekly b'ox- work of the Conference, which was
"to prove that there is no fun in
ridmg films, with the wide-open office survey,
hate—only suffering for the hated by creating a ceiling on total opspaces of the British Empire as
World preem date at Victoria and
self-destruction for the hater." erations—-while holding the
background.
door
N. Y., now seems assured of being
Hammerstein added that "there wide open for the outfit to
in the lineup are such pictures the longest run. Now in its
pursue
13tK can be no exclusivity in brother- its
various valuable options which
it holds against partners.
Understood the company for
instance, can even buy out partners
in certain circuits where Par ultiPlain," depicting feats of outdoor, N. Y. total to beffihan
^64 000
mately must pull out completely.
heroism and skullduggery in the At current pace, Victoria manag":
20 27''TuncheonXw ov^l lod The taboo,
in short, is against
'"'^^
from^sho^^^^^^^^^^
permanent ownership but does not
cripple Par's horsetrading powers
'

sales

weeks have been registered

i

Par s

key houses now fully owned by
Par, the new company will be perParamount has now expended
mitted to retain some 375 of them,
it is reported.
The other 25 would over $20,000,000 in buyups of its
be sold to open the few closed own common stock on the N. Y.
Attendance
The $20,000,000
situations now bottled by wholly- stock exchange.
marker was crossed in January
owned Par theatres.
At Brotherhood Lunch
Sugaring the decree terms are when the company picked up anRKO prez Ned E; Depinet, Chair- prpvisions which, give the company other 28i500 shares to bring its toman of the motipn pictures divi- flexibility in its forthcomuig man- tal holdings to 817,733 shares. BeIn ef- sides this tremendous block of
sion of Brptherhood Week; called euvers with Its partners.
on everyone to "help us stamp out fect, decree restricts the number stock in the company coffers. Par
200,bigotry in Americaj'', wheh he was of theatres which: Paramount can expended Pver $2,000,000 for
honored With a citation at a lunch- own in different sitations—there- 000 shares which it used to acquire
Liberty Films and Rainbow Proeon of the amusements division of

.

three-week European
.lunket which he made principally
to attend the installation of Athenagpras I as Primate of the Greek
Orthodox Church.
Full head of steam will be attained production-wise in Britain
In early spring when "The Black
Rose,'' Tyrone Power starrer, rolls
on a $2,750,000 budget. Venture
will be followed by '.'Inside Scotland Yard." Meanwhile, "Rose's"
director. Henry Hathaway, is currently on a three-month locationscouting trip through Scotland,
France and North Africa to lay the
preliminary groundwork for the
Technicolor, Louis Lighten pro-

«Un

give-and-take. At one point,' Par's
traders proposed that device with
the intention of giving stockhold^
ers three shares for one. The third
unit would have held all Par's television interests including the DuMont stock. It was intended as a
way of obtaining an absolutely tax
free reorganization but the proposal was vetoed by U. S. Special

:

the general good and welfaire of thoroughly.
the community."
If
exhib
aft
ignores the barring of an offending
film, he stands to lose his license
Over 1,100 in
under the bill.

final leg in a

ducing.
In a

Illinois;
Kankakee;
Pekin,
Danville,
Bath,
Kentucky;
Maine;; Mankato; Minnesota;
Peekskill, N. Y.; Minot, North
Dakota; Bellevue, Ohio; and
Madison,- South Dakota.

,

I

i

adrpub director David A. Lipton,
Horwits is making a hurried trip
west next week. He returns to
clear his desk before heading for
the Coast permanently, Mai'ch ISHorwits joined U in 1942 and
was upped to his present noten
one year later.

'

.

.

'

1

,:;
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Statistics

Ah

on 'Birth'

(Nuts), Sunshine

Krim Points to

Hollywood, Feb. 8.
California's unpredictable sunshine threw the Hakim Brothers,

As 'Greatest Fihn Grosser of All Time'

Robert and Raymond, for a loss
While they were shooting their in-

—

•

UN

u

EL's 60 in '49

UN

pix.
In line with the campaign,
George Ivan Smith, aide to Jean
Benoit-Levy, head of the division,
sails for Australia next week. While
there. Smith will huddle with both

Sherman, v/ho
rights
to
distribution
"Birth" in 19 states west of the
Mississippi, dug ,up his old records following several mentions' of
"Birth" grosses in Variety recently.

Norman

England

New

,

circuit
in

men

A

8-12
12-16
16-18
10-12

To Talk SPG Pact

After a three-month delay, all of
-the
UN the major companies have agreed
sit
to
do wn with the Screen
heads for Publicists Guild to negotiate, a
London where he takes over the new pact for the 230 flacks emdirectorship of the UN informaployed in the New York offices^
tion center.
The last pact expired September,
playdates

films.
British
westerns.

program

I

.

quent distribution, he told Variety.
In N. Y. following the inking of
a deal witli David O. Selznick,
Krim declared; "We are now handling films for four of the top

films.

reisuues, including eight
from David O, Selznick.

showmen in. the

Exhib Denies

1948; following which the companies refused to do business: with
SPG because of its failure to sub'

mit non-Communist affidavits

Bogart's 432G,__

Hes'Agenting'

—

as

independent producers. When I
speak- of- this, -I don't mean -dis*-

^ForBaid[inE

'46

Film Salaries

.

We

desil."

bination

(Continued on page 22)
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PAR CONTINGENT WESTS
AT END OF THIS MONTH

list

It's

>

|

M-G

Eleanor, were killed last
Wednesday night (2) when their
private light plane crashed in a
snowstorm 50 mites north of Tor^
onto. The Castellis were en route
to North Bay for an ice fishing trip
Mrs. Casand. to- Visit relatives.
telli had objected to making the
wife,

i
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.

.
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.
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.
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as of

March

4.

.

:

and they had planned meaning that the Government to run.
to take an auto instead, but when takes a tremendous bite out Of all
the weather cleared up suddenly, of them. The figures cover only
the couple, changed their plans salaries and not earnings from
other sources. The Treasury list-.
'
again.
Gastelli, an ice-fishing enthusi(Continued on page 19)
ast, who made two or three trips,
to Canada evefy winter for the
Hollywood, Feb. 8.
sport, was part-owner of the' Park
Skirball - Manning
Productions
theatre in nearby Library, * Pa., U's Ben Henry Charges He
will make "Appointment in Satind also of drive-ins at Irwin, New
marra" when <;hey complete their
Got a 15G Fast Shuffle current picture, "Love is Big
Castle and Belle Vernon, having
Clifton
RKO^
at
been a pionieer locally in outdoor
International Theatrical & Tele- Business,"
operations.
Three sons and a vision Corp., George A. Hirliman Webb- will star in "Mr. Nolan," to
daugliter survive.
and the Standard Factors Corp. he produced by Sam Engel from
gave him a fast shuffle, Ben Henry, script by Emily Glass at 20th-Fox
Hugo Friedhofer, whose score
Universal's managing director in
for the "The Best Years of Our
Britain, charged in a damage suit
National, Wash., Reopens
Lives" won the 1946 Oscar, goes to
filed against the trio last week in
England this summer tp do a chore
N. Y. federal court; He asks reJ.
With Grind Pix Policy covery of $15,000 he allegedly paid for Arthur Rank ... Alan Mowbray and Lenore Aubert signed for
the defendants in return for cer- "Abbott and Costello Meet the
Washington, Feb. 8.
National theatre, formerly the tain European distribution rights Killers" at U-I
"My Darling Is
town's sole legiter, reopens tomor- to a number of films.
a Kangaroo" is the new tag for
Under an Aug.; 24,. 1945, agree- Glenn McCarthy's "You Can't Do
row (9) on a grind pix policy. Feature will be Metro's tinter, "Sun ment, according to the complaint, That." ... U-I added five scribes
Comes Up." Ed Plohn, who has Henry acquired distribution and to its writing" staff: John Grant,
-been manager of the National, exhibition rights from the defend Edna Anhalt, Oscar Saul, Marvin
leaves the house to become Marcus ants to about 100 shorts and 24 Borowsky and Edward Anhalt.
George Blair drew a new direcHeiman's personal rep in Wash- features for the territories of the
United Kingdom, Northern and tor contract at Republic, with
ington
Ireland, Malta; Gibraltar "Streets of San Francisco'' as his
Heiman owns the theatre and Southern
„.
,.,
,
^
assignment
Clarence
switched to pix as an aftermath to the Channel Islands and the Isle of next
Deal covered both 35m; and Brown leading a crew to Oxford,
the race-segregation issue at tlie Man
Miss., to slioot location sequences
National.
William Kurtz, who 16m.
However, Henry charges after for "Intruders in the Dust.
books the National, will be superDelmar Daves, director at WarVisor, dividing his time between he shellpd out $12,500 in advance
another $2,500 for expenses it ners since 1943, wound up his job
here and New York
House manager is Saul Meniek formerly with- di^veloppd tliat the.defendants.did on "Task Force" and checked olt
.
Dan Duryca .is dickSamuel Goldwyn and with the not have exclusive distribution the lot
Alrights to certain product as stip- ering a partnership deal with
Treasury Department
bert J. Coheii on "The Criminal,"
ulatcd in the five-yeai; contract.
in which he would star and be asVaried statements In the pact, he
sociate producer
James BonM-G, Par's Reg. Divvy* Claims, are "false: and untrtie dcU, British Negro actor,:
play
win
Two majors declared regular He's repped by Stillman & Still- in the next Tarzan picture for Sol
quarterly dividends to stockholders man.
Lesser
Republic took an opm the past week. Metro anHayrlde."
on
tion
"Operation
nounced a quarterly payment of'
western by Larry Barbier and Don
WICKES' 1-PIC DEAL
ii.2C pcf share on outstanding
Milos, based on feeding of .snowcommon stock.
Mary Wickes wont to the Coast bound cattle by Army fliers
Melon .will be
shced March 21 for stockholders last week on a one-picture, deal to Gregor Rabinovitch due in Hollyot record on March
play Paulette Goddard's sister in wood Feb.- 28 with prints of twj)
10.
for Go:
Special Paramount board meet Columbia's film version of "Anna pictures he made in Italy
"'^
.
;^„Ji,„,rr,,J
Her Vvondeiful
aeclared
lumbia release.
Par's
regular
three-, Lucasla."
month payment of 50c per share
Since her recent closing in Max Lie," formerly titled "The Eternal
"Tire Legend of
on common. Divvy is
payable' Gordon's "Town House," the ac- Melody," and
march 25 to record stockholders, tress appeared in 11 television Faust," both with musical backby

'*One

distribution.

McGuinness

er

trip

for

sist all efforts to

showed Bogart getting $432,000 and Miss Davis draw-

Pittsburgh, Feb. 8.
Jerry Gastelli, local theatreownand a veteran exhib, and his

J.

veepee,

cently dissolved, said he'd confine
rer
his EL activities to a strictly advisBarney Balftban, Paramount'a
increase payrolls
ory capacity. He added that he presid^int, who headed to Floridk
at this time. A bargaining session
would receive no eompensation.
oer the weekend on an interruptedis slated for the end of this week.
ing $328,000. The top pix people
Pinanski,
now head of the vacation, will plane to the Coast'
so far, alwalfs remembering that
American Theatres Co.; Boston, Feb; 22. Trek will be Balaban's
Louis B. Mayer's figures are not
said he would apply his long exhib customary midwinter journey to
Still
It had been delayed
yet in, are: Charles P; Skouras,
experience to guide EL in the pro- the studio.
$985,300; Bogart; Davis; Dennis
duction of merchandisable product because of anti-trust negotiations
Pact He declared he hoped it would
Setding
Morgan, $325,892; Deanna Durbin,
be With the Goverhihent.
Flock of other 'h.o; Paramounters
$323,477; William Goetz, $284,000;
the start of a general movement
Hollywood, Feb. 8.
Ann Sheridan, $269,349; Robert
James K. McGuinness negotia' uimong producers to go back to the will also converge on the studio
Among
Montgomery, $290,000;
William tion for settlement of his Metro grass-roots lor help and advice. for a series " Of huddles.
Wyler,
Bing Crosby, producer pact, reported several Pinanski averred that only close those will be Paul Raibourn, vee$432,000;
$325,000, and Betty Grable, $299,- months ago,: are progressing.
He cooperation between phases of the pee; Stanley Shuford, ad mana333.
industry would bring it safely ger; Ben Washer; eastern publicity
has been with Metro 18 years.
The figures are before taxes,
Contract still has several years through the present period of chief; and Rudy Montgelas, prez of

The new

KILLED IN PLANE CRASH

:

exploitation and selling.''
Krim
cited "Canon City," "T-Men," "He
Walks by Night" and "Raw Deal,"
declaring the first three would all

,

EXHIB CASTELU, WIFE

•

.

.

William

thing we have done and nobody
can take it from us^we have taken
product of unusual ingredients and
blown it up by the right kind of

.

weekend of the $75,000-a-year and
over salaried people for 1946 and
"To give you an insight into its for fiscal years ending in 1947.
phenomenal gross,'' he wrote: "We The first list came out in Jlilyj
1948.
As usual, Hollywood had
(Continued on page 15)
dose to a monopoly of tiie top curity and seniority provisiqps.
understood the companies will
brackets.

-'
,

Heineman EL's
and Max
Youngstein, ad-pub veepee, Krim
said the company has a top comIn

distribution

i

clared.

-

tributing alone but also in financial
backing.
are ready to participate in any sort of right kind of

I

:

Washington, Feb. 8.
With loew's and RKO still to
report, it looks so far as though
Humphrey Bogart was the topsalaried fcctor of 1946, and Bette
Davis the highest-paid woman star.
Treasury Department issued. Its
first supplemental list over the
.

.:

in every direction as a vessel for

required under—the—Taft-HartleySince last October, when
law.
SPG reversed its non-conformance
stand, the Guild has been cooling
Sam Pinanski,. vet New England
its
heels waiting for the com- circuit operator; denied in
New
panies' bargaining okay.
Industry committee, headed: by Yerk yesterday ("Tuesday), that the
Major Leslie E. Thompson, RKO post he accepted with Eagle Lion;
labor relations exec, includes reps last week resulted 'from his
from all the majors, excepting with Serge Semenenko, veepee of
UA bowed out of the First National Bank of Boston,
United Artists
joining the industry committee in EL is heavily indebted to the instia letter to Thompson stating that, tution and Pinanski has been
"because of the situation within Semenenko's adviser on film loans.
United Artists" it couldn't, go It had been generally assumed in
along. UA, however, has indicated the trade, therefore, that Pinanits willingness to conduct separate ski's
appointment had been at
negotiations with SPG.
Semenenko's urging in order to
Guild's demands to the industry facilitate repayment by EL of the
include a 25% wage hike above bank loans.
.
for
minimum
current
of
$120
the
Exhib, who was a partner in the
senior publicists, a cut in hours MuUin & Pinanski circuit. Parafrom 37V& to 35 and tightened se- mount affiliate^ until it was re-

Bette's328GTop

industry, Selznick,!

Walter Wanger, Edward Small and
Bryan Foy. Selznick has just given"
us a lot of product and he wOuld
not done this if he didn't know
that we can do the job.''
EL topper went on; "We are try-'
tng ;to strengthen our organization

.

]

'

-

:

for

{

Rating

Indie

Arthur Krim, president of Eagle
Lion^ wants his company to become
"tlie top outfit for independent producers in the business." EL prez
^maintains
that
the
present
machinery set up for the two-and>.
one-half year old concern is geared
especially for. freelance fllmmakersi
It is guaranteed to give these producers a real break on both bankrolling of product and their subse-

thereafter,

Sniitli,

agreed that the film, released in
1915, easily outgrossed its closest
competitor, "Gone With the Wind,"
which drew $22,000,000 in domestic rentals (and is owned by Metro,l
,
Mayer's own company).
''Birth"
that
MSyer claims
grossed more than $4,000,000 in
his New "England territory alone,
while Sherman states his records
sliow the' film took in rentals of
better than $12,000,000 in his area.
ACtuallyt of course, it is extremely difficult to get any kind of accurate estimate on l'Birth's" gross,
since the states rights distribution
system meant there was little centralization of figures and. with today's systems of theatre checleing
yet to be invented, the grosses that
the franchise-holders did report
were not always to be relied upon.
Slierman, who guaranteed $100,000 from his territory, paid. off that
sum in 100 days. "I don't think
anyone today actually .realizes the
business this picture; did," he dei

"

and Robert
and New
ops, and other
an effort to get

top
I

celluloid'.

They

territory.

Rydge

B.

.

the following brackets:
14-18 American A featured.

Majors i^ree

Kerridge, chief Aussie

Zealand
Sherman's estimate was backed
theatre
by that of l-ouis B. Mayer, who, regular
owned distribution rights in the
.

s Selznick, Wanger,

Minimum of 60 films will
be released by Eagle. Lion during the calendar year, Arthur
Krim, company president, said.
Krim breaks these down into

i

owned

E

Small Foy for

die film, "Twilight."
Estimate that D. W. Griffith's-f
Thiey wanted smog to match the
,..„ ,„
"Birth of a Nation" racked up no
,,
,
scenes previously shot on iocationi
to $50,000,less thar, $40,000,000
S WorldwidC
but the sun came out in all its
PiX
Pllch
*
~~ '
^.
noo In domestic rentals and easily
Chamber
of Commerce glory and
United Nations film division is
hnlds the record as the top-grosser
Putting on a concerted drive to get chased them indoors.
«f alltime is made in a letter to
week by producer exhibs in all countries to book

Varietv this
Harry Sherman.

'-

I

shows.

.

grounds.

,

.

.

.

They
the Buchanan ad agency.
shove off Feb. 26.
Group will meei with George
Brown; Coast pub' chief, who is
due back from a West Indiescruise.
They will also meet with
Paramount producer Cecil B. De

transition.

Arthur Krim, EL prexy, corroborated Pinanski's definition of his
tieup with the company and declared that EL, on its part, has no
(Continued on page 22)

Mille to

map

a campaign for his

"Samson and Delilah" filmization.
Russell Holman, eastern studio

Selznick's Foreign Aide

may cross the continent at the
same time. Adolph Zukor, board
Coast for
chairman, and his wife flew to the
Zukor
David O. Selznick, with his do- Coast over the weekend.
mestic setui apparently reorgan- will attend the studio confabs,
ize(} to his temporary satisfaction, then go to Tucson for a short Vacais turning to his foreign layout, tion.
=»Louis Lewis, British distribution
chief for the Selznick Releasing A CI Ve flA fnllarifpc
\/IHlOIUCO
Organization, arrived in New York
from London Monday (7 ) and flew
Hassle Climaxing in N.Y.
to the Coast that night for confabs
DOS.
with
•The one t year jurisdictional
It is understood that Selznick battle between the AFL and CIO
contemplates no extensive changes for control
„„. of the majors' homein SRO's foreign setup until dis- office employees wiii "come to a
"Portrait
tribution ofof Jennie
halt at the end of this month.
is completed. After that time there According
to a. National Labor
will undoubtedly be extensive trim- Relations 'Board directive, xiollec-i
ming, since Selznick> if he makes five bargaining eteetions involving
no other arrangements in the 1,800 white-coUarites will be hold
meantime, will have only western over a three-day period beginning
hemisphere rights to future SRO Feb. 23 at Paramount, Metro,
product. These are the films that theatre servicing, Columbia, Rehe is making in association with public and De Luxe labs. The conor buying outright from Sir Alex- tending unions are the Screen
ander Korda.
Professional Employees
Office
Meanwhile, the domestic sales Guild, CIO, and Local H-63, Interorganization is going ahead with national Alliance of Theatrical
"Jennie," and has set day-and-date Stage Employees, AFL.
rep,

Powwows

To

j

i

.

:

!

,

RKO

,

j

I

&

.

openings at the Esquire and ModFormerly under, SOPEG's conern theatres in Boston for late this trol.
Local H-63 launched an
month or early March. Pic has organizational campaign last spring
also been set for April 17 at the in these and other companies folTransrLux, Washington.
lowing the CIO union's refusal to
Sidney Der.eau, SRO sales chief, abide by the Taft-Hartley law.
is attending a series of meetings Local H-63 was successful in oustin various parts of the country. ing SOPEG out of United Artists
(hat have been called by Eagle and
is
currently negotiating a
Lion to tee off distribution by the I union Contract with UA execs. In
latter of SRO's reissues and tail- the last three months, however,
end selling, • in pursuance to the SOPEG has made a comeback with
deal recently negotiated. William a victory over Local H-63 at RKO's
Heineman, EL veepee in charge of distrib homeofflce. SOPEG gained
j jji^trihution,
is running the ses- a place on the ballot in the upsions, which are being held in coming elections by reversing its
New York, New Orleans, Chicago non-compliance stand towards the'
|

and San Francisco.

T-H

law.

WtJuwdby, February .9, 1949
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Sliectaciilar fioidovers in Sctn Frtsncisco, Washington,
Baltimore and Buffalo!. /.Sensational openings in Kansas
Clty^ Cleveland, Cintinnati, Pijti^burgh and Quebecl..*
Still topping everything in Philadelphia and Los Angeles
{7fh weeks), New Orleans (6 weeks) and Mew York (13th
week}!. .Watch the year's mightiest boxoffice attraction
roll on# as it opens in Minneapolis, Dayton, Columbus,
mtlanta, Birmingham, Richmond, Milwaukee, Chattanooga, Rochester -and city after city, week after week!
.

iipinniini

iiii^iiiiiiilili

mORID
A VICTOR FLEMING PRODUCTION • COLOR
CAST OF IHOmAUOS
With

JOSE FERRER * FRANCIS

GENE LOCKHART
Lorralne'^

by

BY TECHNICOLOR

BOND • SHEPf^ERD STRODWeKCARROL NAISH •
* JOHN IRELANrand CECIL KELLAWAYJ.ba^-^^^^^^^^^
i c.rt'd.r^ct,oa
¥f
screen play by MAXWELL ANDERSON- ond ANDREW SOLt

1.

SULLIVAN

• J.

JOHN EMERY/ GEORGE COULOURIS

MAXWELL ANDERSON

*

.director of

Produced by

photography JOSEPH VALENTINE, A,

WALTER WANGER
presented by SfeRRA PICTURES, Inc.

•
•

Directed by
releosed by

WCHARD OAt.

S. C.

VICTOR FLEMING

RKO RADIO PICTURES

i

I

.

VedneflJay, Fefcniary 9, I949

PICTITRE GROSSES

10

L A. PerbiW Whopping $50,000,

W

'Accused' Smart $10,000,
Seattle;

Seattle,

Grant Torrid 466, Urge' So-so 39G,
'Bad

Men Good 40G, 'Shoes
Los Angeles, Feb.

8.

"Wake of Red Witch" is pacing
the. new product in firstruns here
this week with sock $50,000 in
sight for two Paramount theatres.
"Every Girl Married" is close behind, also in two houses, with very
big $46,000 for Cary Grant starrer.
Three other new bills are below
with "Wonderful
expectations
Urge" showing only so-so $39,000
in four spots. "Bad Men of TombStone" coupled with "Betrayed" on
reissue is looking to hit good $40,000 in five locations, mostly small-

'

:

Patrol"

"Alaska

lOG, 6th
(FC)

(3d

days), $4,400.

Orpheum (D'town-WC)
$1)

—

"Shockproof"

wk-4

is>

"The Accused,", big

"Every Girl Married,"
and "Red Witch," at
Paramount, are tot) second-week

pictures.

Bstimates for This Week
Coliseum (H-E) (1,877; 50-84)—
"Accused" (Par) and "Strike Rich"
(Mono). Big $10,000, Last week,
(FC)
and
Island"
"Unknown
$1-1.80)— "Judge" (FC), $7,600.

and

"Joan Arc" (RKO) (7th wk). Down
to $6,500. Last week, $9,700.
Pantages (Pan) (2,812; 60-$l)^:
"Every Girl Married" (RKO) and
"Rusty Saves Life" (Col). Big $25,000. Last week, "Return October"
(Col) and "Blondie's Secret" (Col)
(2d wk-5 days), $9,800.

—

—

Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 50-84)
.^"Whiplash" (WB) and "Feathered Serpent" (Mono). Slow $6,wk), nice $6,300.

—

*

—

New Re(»)rd

•1^

In K.C.

•

'

,

:

,

600.

Hawaii (G&S-Prin-Cor) (1,106;
65-$l)— "Don't Ti'ust Husband"
(UA) (3d wk). Slow $2,700. Last
week, $3,900.
Hollywood (WB) (2(756; 60-$l)—

"Don Juan" (WB)
$6,000.
.

(3d wk). Okay
Last week, hefty $11,300.

Hollywood Music Hall (Prin-Cor)
55-85)
"Don't Trust Husband*' (UA) (3d wk). Mild $2,000.
Last week, $2,800.
Iris (FWC) (828; 60-85)— "Bad
Men Tombstone" (Mono) and "Betrayed"
(Mono)
(reissue).
Oke

—

(512;

Portland, Ore., Feb.

Unusual

ice

boxoffice

8.

and snow has cut
at

firstruns

here.

"One Sunday Afternoon," "Dark
Past" and "Hills of Home," only

new

pictures,
are only so-so.
"Snake Pit" and "Paleface" are the

—

Good

wk).

$3,600.

Last

week

$3,900.

Loew's State (Loews-WC)
60-$!)— "Wonderful Urge"

and

'flncident'^ (Mono).

(2,404;
(20th)
Lean $15,-

000.
Last week, "Yellow Sky"
(20tb) and "Alaska Patrol" (FC)
(3d wk-4 days), $8,900.
Los Angreles (D'town-WC) (2,097;

(6 day.s),

same.

Paramount (H-E) (3,400; 50-85)—
"Snake Pit" (20th) and "I- Surren-:
der Dear" (Col) (2d wk), also
.

Oriental. Good $8,500. Last week,
sock $11,500.

Playhouse (H-E) (1,200; 50-85)—
"Paleface" (Par) and "Manhattan
Angel" (Col) (5 days) (2d wk)
e0-$l)—-"Words and Music" (M-G) (m.o.). Good $2,500. Last week,
(4th wk-4 days). Nice $6,200. Last $2,700.
week. $12,700.
United Artists (Parker) (895; 50Loyola (FWC) (1,248; 60-$l)— 85)— "One
Sunday
Afternoon"
"Wonderful Urge" (20th) and "In- (WB). Okay $7,500. Last week,
cident" (Mono). Mild $7,000. Last "Kissing Bandit" (M-G) (9 days),
week, "Yellow Sky" (20th) and slim $6,000.
.

on

(Based

22

cities,

224

Fathoms

.

Last Year
(Based on

.

,

,

24

.citieSi

231

fheotres).

Xross Crisp 30G,

Capitol

—

(Gol) (reissues).

$3,000.

Last week, "Walked By Night" (EL)
and "Parole, Inc." (EL) (2d wk),
nice $3,000.
Tower - Uptown - Fairway (Fox

Midwest)

(2,100; 2,043 700; 45-65)
—"Wonderful Urge" (20th). Barely
average at $14,000. Tower plays
film dual with "Big Town After
Dayk" (Par). Last Week, "Countess
Monte Crlsto" (U), dim $8,000 in
;

6 days.

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net, i.e.,
without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-

come.

The parenthetic admission
however, as indicated,
include the U, S. amusement
prices,
tax;

(RKO)

(2,000;

"Smart
Hold-

76-$]. a."))

—"Joan

of Arc" (RKO).
Smash
Primed with potent dig.
$32,000.
nificd campaign embracing Uvoweek press, radio and bus splash

PhiDy Leader

advance plus tieups with merchants.
Last week, "Snake Pit"
Philadelphia, Feb. 8.
(20th) (3d wk), sturdy $8,000.
Brisk clear weekend weather
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55 - 75
bolstered -the^boxofficeJhejie Jnto a i^'Belle Starr's, Daughter" (2 0th).
profitable session. ''Criss -Cross," Strong $10,000. Last week, "Whip,
at the Stanley, is sparking the lash" (WB), same.
Ubwn with stout take. "Man from
Guild (Indie) (278; $1.20-$2.40)—
Colorado" at the Mastbaum looks "Hamlet" (U) (7th y/k). Easing off
Island" to $3;500v Last week,
okay.
'.'Unknown
just
big $5,000.
shapes sock at Stanton.
Keith's (City Inv.) (1,542; 55-75)
Surprise here is strength shown
"16 Fathoms Deep" (Mono)
by "Red Shoes" at 'Trans^Lux. and '!Smart Woman" (Mono). FairStrongest individual film is"Snake ish $7,000.
Last week, "Isn't It
Pit," at Fox,- which has garnered Romantic" (Par), $7,200.
over $90,00.0, on three-week run.
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)
Estimates for This Week
"Snake Pit" (20th) (m.o,). Hefty
Aldine (WB) (1,303; $1.20-$2,40) $6,00d' on fourth idowntown sesh.
—"Hamlet" (U) (11th .wk). "Last Last week, "Plunderers" (Rep) and
days notices helped and might have "Gallant Legion" (Rep), moderate:
held an extra week. Sturdy $12,000. $5,000.
Last week, fine $9,500.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-75)—

—

—

—

:

-

Arcadia (S&S) (700; 50-94)— "Boy with Green Hair
(RKO).
JUan'' (WB). Trim $4,500 or Fancy $15,000.
Last week, "Men
Last week; "One Sunday from Colorado" (Col), $14,000.
Afternoon" (WW), $3,500.
(RKO)
(2,100; 55-75)—
Shubert
Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)—''Tat"Dear to Heart" (RKO) (m.o. 2d
lock's Millions" (Par)
(2d wk).
Sugary $6,500 after swell
Okay $15,000. Last week, nice wk).
$8,000 last week.
$21,500.
"

-

"Don
near.

Earle
(WB)
50-99)-^
(2,700;
"Whiplash" (WB) (2d wk). No snap
at $15,000. Last week, $22,000.
Pox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)— "Snake

Hub Slor, 'Husband' Oke

Pit"
(20 th)
(3d
wk).
Terrific
$25,000. Last week, $32,500.

?31,000; 'Juan' Big 26G,

Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 5099)—"AcQused" (Par) (2d wk). Big

'Joan' 42G, Both in

$15,000 after fine $22,000 opener.

Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 90$1.80)— "Joan of Arc" (RKd) (7th
wk). Levelling off at trim $12,500.
La.st week, $14,000.
Keith's (Goldman) (1.300; 50-99)
—"She" (RKO) and "Last Days
Pompeii" (RKO) (reissues) (3d wk).
Neat $5,500. Last week, great

"Don Juan"

2d

fibstonvF^
"Joan ot Arc;"

arid

both in second weeks retnaih on top
in a town that's more pr less off
becanse of stoitas, " Jban'^ Still was
big on second but nioved to Astor;
"Orib Sunday Afternoon" looks

modest at Paramount and Fenway

oh second round. ''Don't -TWst
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)— Husband," at State and Grphieum,-,,
"Man from Colorado" (Col). Trim also^is in mild groove;'
$25,000. Last week, "Every Girl
Estimates for This; Week
-

$8,000.

Married"

.,

(RKO)

wk),

(3d

good

Astor (Jaycox)

$16,000.

"Enchantment"

Unknown

Island"

(FC).

Sock

(1,200;

(RKO)

44-85)-wk).

(7th

Finishing up big run at about $7,000 after $8,000 for last."Joan of v
Arc" (RKO) liribwesi over from Me-

—

Roxy (Durwood) (900; 45-65)
"Sahara" (Col) and "Destroyer"
Regulation

and

looks only fairish.

"Snake Pit" and "So Dear to
Heart" are above par.
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-75)—
"Walked by Night" (EL). Brisk
Last week, "Wonderful
$13,000.
Urge" (20th), perky $14,000.
overs

My

$3,020,000

,

'

Deep"

Woman"

Same Week

Total Gross

Princess (WB)
35-80)—
(450;
"Paisan" (Indie) (7th wk). Strong
$4,500. Last week, $5,000.
Kimo (Dickinson) (550-45-65)
Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-99)—
"Mikado" (U) (reissue). Fine $3,000 '/Criss Cross"
(U). Best new film
in 10 days. 'Henry V^' (UA) re- in town
at solid $30,000. Last week,
turned to house for third time, "Wake of
Red Witch" (Rep) (3d
opening Monday (7) for five days wk), great
$16,000.
at $1.20 top.
Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-99)—

Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)—
ace holdovers. "Hamlet" picked up "Shockproof" (Col) and "Slightly
this week at Guild,
French" (Col). Usual biz of recent
weeks, modest $14,000. Last week,
Estimates for This Week
"Three
Godfathers" (M-G) and
Broadway (Parker) (1,832; 50-85)
—"Three Godfathers" (M-G) and "No Minor Vices" (M^G), same,
Orpheum (RKO) (1,900; 50-$1.25)
"Piccadilly Incident" (M-G) (4 days)
Upped
(2d wk). Good $6,500. Last week, —"Joan of Arc" (RKO).
scale helping to new high at $23,big $12,000.
Guild (Parker) (427; $1.80-2.40)— 000, terrific for this spot. Holds,
"Hamlet" (U) (6th wk). Big $9,500. naturally. Last week, "Boy with
Green Hair" (RKO) and "CloseLast week, .$8,000.
Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 50-85)— Up" (EL), so-so $9,000 at 6i5c top.
Paramount (Par) (1,900; 45-65)—
"Hills of Home" (M-G) and "Fighting Mad" (Mono). Fair $4,500, Last "Don Juan" (WB) (2d wk), Satisweek, "Best Years" (RKO) and factorx.$9,000. First Week was good
"Blondie's Secret" (Col) (3d wk), $15,000, but not big, weather holding up traffic.
fine $5,700.

Music Box (H-E) (1,000; 50-85)-^
$5,000 or close. Last week, "Cfiss "Best Years" (RKO) and "Blondie's
Cross' (U) and "Jiggs, Maggie Secret" (Col) (ni o.), fine $4,300.
Gourt" (Mono) (2d wk-9 days),
Oriental (H-E) (2,000; 50-85)—
$2,700.
"Snalft Pit" (20th) and "I SurrenXa Tijera (Griffith - Coleman)* der Dear" (Col), day^date with
(1,520; 60-$l)
"Blanche Fury" Paramount (2d wk) (6 days). Excel(EL) and "Return Rin-Tin-Tin" lent $4,500. Last week, $5,700.
(EL).
Good $5,500. Last week,
Orpheum (H-E) (1,750; 50-85)—
"Dear, Secretary" (UA) (3d wk), "Dark Past" (Col) and "Slightly
$3,800.
French" (Col) (6 days). So-so
Laurel (Rosener) (890; $1,20)— $6,000. Last week, "Gallant Blade"
"Symphonic Pastorale" (lijdie) (7th (Col) and "Untamed Breed" (Col)

Grow

This, Week ...... .¥2,i;01,000

"Snake Pit" (20th)
and "Manhattan Angel" (Col) (3d

—

into

Estimated Total

000. Last week,

,

Big $10,000. Last week, $10,800.
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; $1.20$2.40)— "Hamlet" (U) (15th wk).
Steady $6,000. Last week, $6,500.
Guild (FWC) (968; 60-$l)— "Bad
Men Tombstone" (Mono) and "Betrayed" (Mono) (reissue). Average $5,000.
Last week, "Criss
Cross" (U) and "Jiggs, Maggie in
Court" (Mono) (2d wk^g days), $2,-

Cincinnati, Feb 8
"Joan of Arc" is
dominating Cincy's screen front
currently and bulging biz generallv
to a rosy degree.
Of the other
new bills, "Boy With Green Hair"
has a slight edge on "He Walked
By Night," both fancy.
"le

Grosses

City

theotres, chiefly }trst runs, ij^
eluding N. Y.).

Fifth

Liberty (Ind) (1,650; 50-84)—
"Every Girl Married" (RKO) and
Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 60-$l) Incident" (Mono) (2d wk),. Great
"Red Shoes" shapes very strong —"Wake of Red Witch" (Rep) and $10,000. Last week, big $13;800.
$10,000 in sixth round while "Ham- "Rose of Yukon" (Rep) (matinees
Music Box (H-E) (850; 50-84)—
"Joan of only). Sock $32,000. Last weekJ "Stay Happy" (U) and "Indian
let" is steady $6,000.
Arc" still is okay $11,500 in two "Sealed Verdict" (Par) and 'Xast Agent" (RKO) (m o ). Good $3,500
houses. "Shockproof" will be slim Wild Horses" (Rep), only $12,900. in 6 days of fourth week downtown^
^$27;000-or-near-in- five situations^
Paramount- Hollywood (F&M) (1- Last week,- very nice J4,200.
"Red Witch" (Rep).
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 50-84)
451; 60-$l)
Estimates for This Week
"Shep
Apollo (FWC) (743: $1-$1.80)— Big $18,000. Last week, "Sealed —"Act of Murder" (U) and
"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (2d wk). Verdict" (Par) and "Wild Horses" Comes Home" (SG). Very dim $600
in three days, and pulled. ''Paisan"
Okay $5,00Q. Last week, snappy (Rep), light $8,600.
RKO Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890; 50- (Indie) replaced and landed big $9,$6,400.
80)—"Every Girl Married" (RKO) 500. Last week, "Kissing Bandit"
Belmont (FWC) (1,532; 60-$l>— and "Rusty Saves Life" (Col). (MtG) and "Piccadilly Incident"
"Shockproof" (Col) and "Slightly,
Swell $21,000. Last week, "Return (M-G), $4,000.
French" (Col). Fair $3,500, Last O t o b e r" (Col) and "Blondie's
Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 50-84)—
c
week, "Dark Past" (Col) and "Big
Secret" (Col) (2d wk-5 days), $9,000. "Don Juan" (WB) and "Christopher
Sombrero" (Col), $2,900.
Ritz (FWC) (1,370; 60-$l)—"Bad Blake" (WB) (2d .Wk). Oke $6,000
Beverly Hills Music Hall (G&S- Men Tombstone" (Mono) and "Be- after big $10,000 last week.
'.'Don't
Prin-Cor) (834; 65 - $1)
So-so
trayed" (Mono) (reissue).
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 34-59)
Trust Husband" (UA) (3d Wk). $7,500. Last w£ek, "Criss Cross" —"Drive By Night" (WB) and "AnOke $3,700. Last week, $4,900.
(U) and "Jiggs, Maggie Court" gels Dirty Faces" (WB) (reissues).
(arthay Circle (FWC) (1,518: 85Modest at $3,000. Last week,
$1.25)— "Portrait Jennie" (SRO) (Mono) (2d wk-9 days), $5,100.
Squadron" (WB) and
Studio City (FWC) (880; 60-$l) "Fighter
(7th wk). Nice $5,500. Last week,
—"Bad Men Tombstone" (Mono) "Let's Live Little" (EL), $2,100 in
$6,300.
"Betrayed" (Mono) (reissue). Okay 4 days.
Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,048;
Last week, "Criss Cross"
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 50-84)—
60-$l)—"Wonderful Urge" (20th) $6,000.
"Jiggs, Maggie Court" "Red Witch" (Rep), and "Angel on
and "Incident" (Mono). Fair $10,- (U) and
(Mono) (2d wk-9 days),' $3,100.
Amazon" (Rep) (2d wk). Big $9,000.
000.
Last week, "Yellow Sky"
United Artists (UA) (2,100; 60- Last week, giant $15,700.
(20th) and "Alaska Patrol" (FG)
$1)
"Bad Men Tombstone" (Mono)
(3d wk-4 days), $5,400.
(reissue).
and
"Betrayed"
(Mono)
Culver (FWC) (1,145; 6D-$1)—
week, "Criss
"Shockproof" (Col) and "Slightly Good $16,500. Last
French" (Col). Mild $5,000 or near. Cross" (U) and "Jiggs, Maggie
'Joan'
Last week, "Dark Past" (Col) and Court" (Mt>no) (2d wk-9 days),
$12,000.
"Big Sombrero" (Col), $3,600.
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 60-$l)—
Downtown (WB) (1,757; 60-$I)—
Urge'^ (20th) and "In"Don Juan" (WB) (3d wk). Oke "Wonderful
cident" (Mono). Mild $7,000 or
at
Last week, nifty $15,000.
$9,000.
Last week, ''Yellow Sky"
Downtown Music Hall (Prin-Cor) near.
(FC)
55-$l)— "Don't Trust Hus- (20th) and "Alaska Patrol"
Kansas City, Feb. 8.
(902;
band" (UA) (3d Wk). Down to $6,- (3 wk-4 days), $3,400.
"Joan of Arc," on midwest preem
(FWC)
60-8B)—
Vosue
(885;
500. Last week, average $9,000.
"Slightly here,, is giving Orpheum a record
Egyptian (FWC) (1,538; 60-$l)^ "Shockproof" (Col) and
Last session. Film looks certain to get
"Words and Music" (M-G) (4th wk- French" (Col). Oke $4,000. "Big
an extended-run. Nothing startling
4 days). Off to $4,600. Last week, week, "Dark Past" (Col) and
at other houses, but Midland is
Sombero" (Col), $4,000.
nice $8,200.
Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 60-$l)— holding near average with 'ShockEl Bey (FWC) (861; 60-$l)—
proof.'
Weather is not so severe,
"Shockproof" (Col) and "Slightly "Words and Music" (M-G) (4th wk- but still disagreeable, and no help
French" (Col). Okay $4,200. Last 4 days). Down to $5,000. Last to the boxoffice.
week, "Snake Pit" (20th) (m.o.) (3d week, nice $8,400.
Estimates for This Week
Wiltem (WB) (2,300; 60-$l)—
wk-5 days); $2,400.
wk).
Okay
(WB)
(3d
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 45Esquire (Rosener) (685; 85-$1.20) "Don. Juan"
Last week, $9,500.
65)7r-"Plunderers" (Rep) and "An—"Dulcimer Street" (U)
and $5,000.
gel ^on Amazon" (Rep).
Returns
"Snowbound" (U). Strong $3,200.
house to firstruns. Oke $3,500.
Last week, "Baker's Wife" (Indie)
Slough
Port.;
Ice,
Snow
week, "Ali Baba" (U) and
Last
(reissue) (2d wk), $1,800.
Fine Arts (FWC) (679; $1.20'Sun. Afternoon' $7,500 "Phantom of Opera" (U) (reissues),
about same.
$2.40)—"Red Shoes" (EL) (6th wk).
seaters.

Key

(2,210; 60-

(Col)

Night' Brisk 13G

Smasheroo

Liberty,

"Slightly French" (Col). Good $10,300. Last week, "Dark Past" (Col)
and "Big Sombrero" (Col), $12,600.

Palace (D'town) (1,191;

'Hair' Tall 15G,

at

Coliseum.
at

%

8.

Despite being slowed by snow
during past week, several theatres
are doing well currently. Top new-

comer

Wow $32,000 Dominates Cincy;

'Joan

9G, 2d

Feb.

morial,'. 'v-

I

I

I

Last week, "Walked by
Night" (EL) (4th Wk), stout $9,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; $1.20$2.40)— "Red Shoes" (EL) (7th wk).
Better than previous session at
$11,000. Last week, sock $10i000.
$16,000.

Boston (RKO) (3,200: 44-85)—
"Yellow Sky" (20th) and "Trouble
Preferred" <20th) (2d wk). Slippea
to $16,000 after nice $25,000 in
first...

Fenway (M-P) (1,373; 44-851—
"One Sunday Afternoon" (WBi iirid
"S,OiS.. SUbftiiarine" (SG) (2d wk).
So-so $4,500 after good $7,000

opener,
Majestic '(Shubert) (1,500; $2.46)

"Red Shoes" (EL) (12th wk). StiJl
phenomenal, at $6,500. after about

Stagebill Tilts 'Doors'

$7,500 for last session.

Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 44-85)^
"Dear To Heart" (RKO) and
"Sword of Avenger," (EL). Begins
tomorrow (Wed.) La.st week, "Joan
w*u
J
VVith^good
weather on tap after of Arc" (RKO) (2d wk), still big
ramy Sunday (6), biz is starting $42,000. Great $45,000 on first
to perk here.
Outstanding this week at $1,50 top.
week is "Behind Locked Doors,"
Metropolitan (NET). (4,367; 44being given a terrific boost by
85)—"Don Juan" (WB) arid "The
stage show at the St. Louis. HitJudge" (Indie) (2d wk). Big $26,000
ting smash

Giant $27,000,

St.

Loo

T n,.i= ieb,
v^y. o
st.-J-ouis,
8.

I

|

total,

looks more after
.great $33,00,0 foi^ first stanza.
is normally
Orplieum (Loew) (a.OdO; 44-85')-ffirst stageTrust Husband" (UA)
and "Kjssing and "No Minor Vices" (M-G).

it

than four times what
grossed at house. It's
bill

at this spot in

"Wonderful

Urge"

many months. -^"Don't

Bandit"

Fairly

filmers,

week, "Sun Coriies

looks best of straightboth being okay. Estimates for This Week

$20,000.

substantial

Last

and
Adventure

Up" (M-G)

"Blackiip's
(3hliiese
(Col) $18,000.

Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50Paramount (NET) (1,700.; 44-85)
75)
"Wonderful Urge" (20th)
and "Well Remembered" (RKO). "One Sunday Afternoon" iWB)
Nice $18,000. Last week, "Blood and. "S.O.S. Submarine" (SGi (2d
on Moon" (RKO) and "Mystery wk). Moderate $10,000 after $13.Mexico" (RKO), $18,500.
000 on opener.
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)—
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,800; 44-85)—
"Yellow Sky" (20th) and "In This "Siren Atlantis" (UA) and "Gin
Corner" (EL). Barely okay at Manhattan" (UA). Begin today,
$20,000.
Last week, "Accused" (Tues.). Last week, "Scar" dndi?'
(Par) and "Disaster" (Par), $19r and "Parole, Inc." (EL), $12,000.
^

—

.

500.

Loew's (Loew)

State

(3,172;

(Locw)

:

(3.500;

50-75)— "Don't Trust Husband"

44-85)-(UA). and

"Kissing
Bandit"
(M-G). and
(M-G).
"Dear Secretary" (UA). Good "No Minor Vices" "Sun Comes
$11,000. Last week.
$17,000 or near. Last week, "Sun
Up" (M-G) and"Blackifi's Chinese

(Continued on page 18)

Adventure"

(Col)',

$10,000,

—

,:I1

1
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Wave

Cold

Cripples Chi But llfords'

Ann

Plus B.

nCTURB GBOSSBS
'Wives' J6,000, Toronto

Comedians Cheer Up

Toronto, Feb. 8.
loo many holdovers will slow
the pace this week. "Red Shoes,"
third week, looks biggest hold-

m

Scott Rousing $63100;

;

11

B way Grossesr

Kaye-TeUow Sky Big Black $134,0i.

over.

Estimates for This Week
(20th Cent) (1,050;

Downtown

Tony

35-60)— "Brother Jonathan" (Indie)
and "Mrs. Crane" (EL) (2d wk).

Swift 24G,'Wives'-Vaude53G

f
Chicago, Feb. 8.
Return of cold wave and heavy
chilled early
snow Thursday (3)
week Loop returns but remainder

Turnaway night biz for big $7,000
after same last week.
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 36-66)—
"Walk Crooked Mile" (Col) (2d

Broadway Grosses

week may be better. Chicago
and Mu.sic" and
with "Words

wk).
Fair
opener.

nf

.

"Letter To Three
Wives" shapes sock $53,000. "Red
Pnnv" at State-Lake is Building
and may crack trim $24,000. "My

w th vaude and

-

breaking the house
record for three consecutive weeks
and likely will hit socko $8,000 in

by

amaze

$10,500

after

$20,500 after last
week's
$22,000
Shea's (FP) (2,386; 36-66)—"One
Stinday Afternoon" (WB).
Mild
rific

$9,500.

week,

L;ist

I

'

,

,

'

"Wonderful

Urge"

(20lh), $8,500.
Tivoli (FP) (1,431; 36-66)—^'Letter to Three Wives" (20th). Okay
$6,000 Or near. Last week. "Snake
Pit" (20th) (4th wk), big $4,000.
Uptown (Loew) (2,746; 36^66)
Washington, Feb. 8.
"Criss Cross" (U) (2d wk). Lean
Boxolfice is off this weelr, alweek's mild
$5,000 after first
though "Paleface" hit .a terrific $6,500.
^-pace at- the- Palace. TJUtherwise

$21,000 Paces D.C.
:

fourth.

E.stimates for This

Apollo

(B&K)

Week

(1,400; -1.20-2t40)

—

" '
"Hamlet" (U) (11th wk). Neat
$8,500. Last week, $9,000.
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 50-98)—
with
Music"
(M-G)
and
"Words
Barbara Ann Scott topping stageLast
show. Looks big $63,000.

bills

coupled with ideal

come

issues) likely will

in Feb.

3,6

a real

I

Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 35-$1.20)—
"Red Shoes" (EL) (3d wk). Ter-

Bob Hope Wham

new

weather over the weekend are or few days later.
Broadway firstrun business
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 55-$1.5b)
hypo this session. Rain on —"Own True Love"
(Par) with
two days during the past week Three Suns, Monica
Lewis, Boyd
the unusually mild Raebuni orch (2d-final wk).
First
I'"'"'
temperatures spelled strong trade. week ended last (Tues.) night
was
Three comics are competing for mild $53,000 or a bit less. "Whisir.
top money, with Danny Kaye and pering Smith" (Par) already, beArthur Godfrey finishing one-two. ing advertised as next in here. In
Kaye, with Georgia Gibbs also a ahead, "The Accused" (Par) with
toppei; On the stage, is boosting Mills Bros., Ray McKinley ol-eli
"Yellow Sky" to a smash $134,000, heading stageshow (3d wk),' okay
best at the Roxy in mohths. House $54,000.
did $30,000 last Saturday
(5),
Park Avenue (U) (583;
higher than any previoiis Saturday $2.40)— "Hamlet" (U) (20th $l;20r
wk):
exGeptiQn. ''Razor s Edge" and "For- Nineteenth week
ended last (Tues.)
ever Amber,'*, yi'hich had better night held nicely
at $15,500; 18th
scales.
This meant that Kaye frame was $16,000. Continues
inplayed to more people on that day def.
than these other t\(vo films. TwoRadio City Music Hall (Rockeday Weekend fiitir^ also l)eat the
previous high held by Jack Benny. fellers) (5,945; 80-$2.40)— "Letter
To
Three
Wives"
(20th)
and
Bill is in for three weeks, with
house- committed to bring-in " Down stageshow (3d wk). In face of new
opposition, this is holding Tvery
to Sea in Ships" on Feb. 22.
nicely
Godfrey is lifting "TJie Bribe" to strong at $127,000 after Very
fall

'

f

$13,500;

:

Six

I

$16,000 giving

Loew's (Loew) (2,096; 36-66)—
Words and Music" (M-G> (2d wk).
Light $10,500.
Last week, fine

Estimated Total Gros8
This Week
$718,000
(Based on .16 theatres)
Last Year
5643,000
( Based
on 24 theatres)

Ann Scott topping stage
fhow looks big $63,000. Oriental

Barbara

Own Triie Love" at JJnited Artists
does not look big at $14,000.
"Boy With Green Hair" at
palace leads the second^weekers
with $15,000 possible.
"Paisan" at World continues to

Godfrey-'Bribe' 950, Carson-'John' 65G

^

'

:

i

:

'

'

.

humdrum

with "Joan of
Arc" having a nice third week,
$137,000 for second. Holdis
Estim,itcs for This Week
$95,000 at the Capjtol, his
1 socko
"•5
a fourth.
Capitol (Loew's) (2,434: 44-80)—
b?.al*int Scouts show being jcriedited
"Act of Viofnnce" (^t-G) clus
Rialto (Mage) (594; 44-$1.20)
for bulk of draw.
Fsirish
$20,000
which
vaudp
"Dead
of Night" (U) and "Beauty
Jack vCarson with Marion Hiitlooked good only by comparison
and
Beast"! (Indie) (reissues) (2dweek, "Wonderful Urge" (20th)
ton;
Robert Alda and, Carson's
with most of oth^r downtown spots.
(2d wk) plus Eddy Duchin orch,
Hollywood Show will tilt "John final wk). Down to trim' $9^500 on.
Last week, "Own True Love"
$40,000.
Loves Mary'' to big $65,000 at initial holdover round after fancy
(Par) plus vaude, $17,000.
"Jacare" (FC)
Garrick (B&K) (900; 50-98)—
Strand, but not as strong as antic- $11,000 opener.
Minneapolis, Feb. 8.
Columbia (Loew's) (1,263- 44-74)
"Bad Men of Tombstone" (Mono) —"Snake Pit" (20th) (Sd run).
The 20-below weather has taken ipated. "Own True Love," with and "India Speaks" (FC) (reissues)- open Friday (11).
and "Strike It Rich" (Mono). Tidy
Nice !?8.500. Last week. "Wotvderr it on the lam temporarily at least Three Suns, Monica Lewis, Boyd
Rivoli
$8,000. Last week, "Blanche Fury"
(UAT-Par) (2,092; 60biz
shapes more cheerful, Raebum band is giving the Parful Urge" (20th), dim $4,500 in 5 and
(EL) and "End of River" (U), days.
Weather break has brought out amount one of its slowest weeks in $1.25)— "Snake Pit" (20th) (14th
$7,000.
Duponf (Lopert) (376: $1.20- lines once more. Such newcomers some time, with $53,000 or less wk). Current stanza ending today
Grand (RKO) (1,500; 50-98)— S2.40)— "Rpd Shoes" (EL) '5th wk). as "Words and Music," "Fighter Ukely.. Goes only two, with ''Whis- is holding up in remarkable
"Stage Coach" (UA) and "Long
fashion at $24,000 or near after
Good
$5,500 following long run at Squadron" and "Boy With the pering Smith" in next.
,Voyage Home" (RKO) (reissues). National at same prices.
"Walked by Night." helped by big $26,000 for 13th week. Stays
Last Green Hair'' promise to do okay.
Bright $11,000. Last week, "Rogues' week, about same.
Holdovers continue much in evi- smash opening last Saturday, looks on, "Portrait of Jennie" (SRO)
Begimenf (U) (2d wk), same.
to reach very strong $35,000 at Cri- penciled in to follow "Pit."
Keith's (RKO) (1 939' 76-!l!1.50)— dence.
Oriental (Essanes's) (3,400; 50-98) ".Joan of Arc" (RKO) (3d wk).
terion on first stanza. Upbeat over
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$l;80)—
Estimates for This Week
—"Letter To Three Wives" (20th) Nice $17,500. Last week, S19 000
weekend is enabling "Tarzan's "Yellow Sky" (20th) with Danny
Century (Par) (1,600; S1.20-$2.40) Magic Fountain" to hit a surpris- Kaye,
plus vaude. Sock $53,000. Last
Little (Lopert) (287; $1.20-$2.40)
Georgia
Gibbs
heading
week, "Yellow Sky" (20th) with —"Hamlet" (U) (16th wk). Picked —"Hamlet" (U) (3d wk). Results ingly good $20,000 at the Globe.
stageshow (2d wk); First week
for this roadshow run exceeded
Janis Paige p.a. (3d wk), $41,000. up to $4,500. La'^t week, $4,000.
Despite influx of new shows, ended Monday (7) night soared to
Announced as the final "Letter to Three Wives" still is smash $134,000, doing huge $57,Palace (RKO) (2,500; 50-98)—
Metropolitan (WB) (1.163; 44-74) hopes.
"Boy With Green Hair" (RKO) (2d
"John Loves Mary" (WB). Mod- week and bowing out on two-a- stout at $127,000 in third week at 000 Saturday-Sunday to -beat old
(Continued on page 18)
Last week, "Don day reserved seat policy at pleas- Music Hall, and strong enough to high for weekend held by Jack
erate $7,500.
Juan" (WB) (2d run), okay $7,500. ant 88,000 Last week big $16 000 ^
a fourth. Fresh "competition Benny, made in May, 1947. Kaye
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50:70)— "Bed
Palace (Loow's) (2.370; 44-74)—
being felt by State where "Com- got in only 29 shows on week
Nice $b,00(), mand Decision" is way Oft sit $31,- while Benny did
"Paleface" (Par).
Powerful $27,- River" (U A) (m.o.)
35 Since -accom*
'WHIPLASH'
000 for Bob Hone comedy. Last Last week, "Wonderful; Urge" 000 in third- week.
panying picture allowed better
week, "Snake Pit" (20th)
(2d wk), (20th) (2d wk), fair $4,000.
Mayfair is windiijg up five turnover. Benny also had edge on
*
"
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)— highly profitable weeks of "Wake house scale for 2-day. In aheadv;
$17,000.
IN FRISCO;
Playhouse (Lopert) (432; 50-85)— "Words and Music" (M-G). Big of Red Witch" on Friday, with second week (6 days) of "Chicken
San Francisco, Feb. 8.
"Don't Take It to Heart" (EL). musical climbing to big $19,000:
Sunday" (20th) with Tony Martin
Season's heaviest weekend storm Stout $6,500. Last week, "Mr, Per- Last week, "The Accused'' (Par), "Dear Secretary"' replacing Feb.
12. "Dear to My Heart," which is heading stage layout was $82,000.
dampened grosses and will cut into rin. Mr. Traill" (Indie)i modest $14,000.
just good at $22,000 in second Pal(Loew's) (3,450; 80-$1.50)
what promised otherwise to be a $3,000.
RKO Orpheuni (RKO) (2,800: SO- ace week, likely will stay only State
"cfornmand
Decision"
(M^G)
big .week.
"Three Godfathers"
Warner (WB) (2.154; 44-74)— TO)—"Boy With Green Hair": three stanzas, with new reissue
(4th wk). Third session ended last
shapes stout at Warfield,. while "Wake of Red Witch" (Rep), 5 days, (RKO). Fair $10,000. Last week,
combo, "Castles on Hudson" and (Tues.) night off sharply at $31,"Whiplash" is hefty at Paramount. and "Accused" (Par). 2 days. Dim "Don Juan" fWB), nice $11,000.
"Sgt. York," due in around Feb. 16. 000
or dose as against sock
"Bed Pony" likely will be okay at $14,000. Last week, "Red Witch"
RKO-Par (RKO) (1,600; 50^70)—,
the Fox but not up to advance (Rpp), sock $21,000.
$44,000 for second week.
NatEstimates for This Week
"Don Juan" (WB) (m.o.).
Fairl
hopes. "Joan of Arc" still is sturdy
urally feeling new competition but
Trans-Lux (T-L) (650; 44-80)— $7,000.
"Untamed
Last week,
in first holdover session at the "Enchantment"
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 70-$1.50) re^juggling of ad campaign to at-^
(RKO) (7th wk). Breed" (Col), three days, okay $3.Golden Gate after giant opening Holding well at $8,000. Last week,
—"Enchantment" (RKO) (7th wk). tract fenimes so far apparently is,
500, split with "Man from Colonot
getting
desired
results.
round.
ending
Frinext
ditto.
rado" (Col) (2d wk), four days, Current session
day (11) still okay at $17,000, not
Strand (WB) (2,756; 76-$1.50)-^
Estimates for This Week
good $3,000.
far from sixth week's $18,000, lat- VJohn Loves Mary" (WB) plus
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 7650-70)-.
State
(Par) "(2.300;
Knock On Jack Carson Hollywood Show,
ter being below hopes.
$1,40)— "Joan of Arc" (RKO) (2d
"Fighter Squadron" (WB).
Fast
'Joan'
Bifi[ Pitt News,
Any
Door"'
(Col)
is due in Feb. with 'Marion Hutton, Robert Alda ?
wk). Solid $25,000 or near. Last
$14,000.
LastVeek. "Red River"- 22.
heading
stage billi First week
week, tremendous $41,500.
(UA) (2d wk), big $12,000.
Bijou (City Inv.) (589; $1.20- ending tomorrow (Thurs) is
Mighty $26,000; 'Happy'
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95)— "Red
Uptown (Par) (1,000; 44^60)—
$2.40)— "Red Shoes" (EL) (16th reaching for big $65,000 or a bit
Pony" (Rep) and "Trouble Pre'Yellow Sky" (20th). Fairly good
wk). Present stanza ending tomor- under. Figure is^ not as large as
ferred" (20th).
Nice $18,000 or
Hep 15G, 'Witch' 7G, 4th ,500. Last week, "One Sunday row (Thurs.) off a bit at $15,500 hoped for but okay in view of
near. Last week, "Wake of Red
Afternoon" "(WB) $3,600,
still
nearby competition. Last weekv
Pittsburgh, Feb. 8.
Witch" (Rep) and "Incident" (Mono)
World (Marin) (350; 50-85)-w"T^e after $16,200 for 15th week but
(2d wk), solid $15^500.
"Joan of Arc." playing the War- Accused". (Par) (m.o.). Trim $4,- very close to capacity. Stays on sixth of "Don Juan" (WB) with
Tommy Dorsey orch was down tov
.
Warfield (FWC) (2,656; 60-85)— ner at advanced prices, is leading 000, Last week, "Jenny Lamour"- indef.
,
"3 Godfathers" (M-G) and "Michael the town this week by a wide marCapitol (Loew's) (4,820; 80-$1.80) $34,000.
(Indie), fair $2,500.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 95p'HallOran" (Mono). Stout $22,000. gin and should stick around for a
—"The Bribe" (M-G) with Arthur
(RKO)
Last week, "Kissing Bandit" (M-G) while. There's apparently a lot of
Godfrey and His Talent Scouts on- $2.40)—"Jd&n of Arc"
and "Grand Canyon Trail" (Rep), interest in this and it's getting a
First week ending today (13th wk). Present week ending
stage.
$14,500.
(Wed) will be socko $95,000 or today (Wed;) continues remarkPenn doing
'Roots' $18,000, Mont'i
terrific matinee nlay.
ably
strong at $21,000 or near
near, best here in weeks. Godfrey
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)— okay with "3 Godfathers" while
Montreal, iFeb. 8.
•'Whiplash" (WB) and "Parole, Inc." "Wake of Red Witch"- is winding!
show taking bows for most of up- after fancy $22,000 for 12th week.:
City is loaded with holdovers, beat. Holds. Last week,-"Man From Continues indeL
(EL). Hefty $20,000.
Last week, up month's stay at Fulton at fast
"Own True Love" (Par) and "In clip. Harris will show a nice profit and new pix are not big. Best new- Colorado" (Col) with Ink Spots,
cojner is "Tap Roots" at the Cap- Blue Barron orch heading stage
This Corner" (EL), nice $18,500.
with "You Gotta Stay Happy."
itol.
"Joan of Arc" shapes great bill (2d wk), passable $49,000.
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)—
Estimates for This Week
on second week at Palace.
'Shoes' Steps Out In
'Don Juan" (WB) (4th wk). Trim
Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 70Fulton (Shea) (1.700; 45-801Estimates for This Week
$9j000. Last week, big $14,000.
$1.85)— "Walked By Night" (EL).
"Wake Red Witch" (Rep) (4th wk).
-Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; 55- Still rather strong on wind-up at
L'ville, $11,000; 'Street'
Loew's (C.T.) (2,855: 40-65)—' First week ending Friday' (11)
85)— 'Mexican Hayride" (U) and $7,000 to make this one of house's "Three Musketeers" (M-G) (3d wk). shaping for big $35,000 or better,
Lone Wolf and Lady" (Col). Mild top winners in long time.
Last Strong $15,000 following solid sec- first week including preview last
7G, 'Gotta Stay' $14,000
?H,000 or close. Last week, "Shock- week, big $9,000.
ond at $18,500.
Friday (4) night. This tops what
..
^
.„
„, „
LomsviUe, Feb. 8.
proof" (Col) and "Valiant Hombre"
Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 34-60)— "Canon City" and "T-Men," from
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 45-80)—
Spring-like weather over weeklUA), $14,000.,
"Gotta Stay Happy" (U). Good no- "Tap Roots" (U). Nice $18,000 or same company, did at this house.
-United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207; tices helping to healthy $15,000. near. Last week, "Tatlock's Mil- Holds. In ahead, "Act of Violence" fend was no real help to downtown
filni
week.
After
about
houses
this
?5-85)—"Don't
Last week, lions" (Par), $15,000.
(M-G) (2d wk), vei-y timid $12,000.
Trust
Husband" Will probably hold.
rainy, oold weather, cur(UA) (3d wk). Down to $5,500 in 5 third of "Snake Pit" (20th), strong
Palace (C.T.) (2,625: 75-$1.20)—
ninhP
(Rranrit)
(1 i^ooQO- ^ ^^^^
spell is luring patrons
days. Last week, good
"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (2d wk).
$10,0f)0 in 5 days.
$8,000.
$ jr"Tai?a^^'"s'^»!lagi'c\'i^ltar'' outaoors.
roadRed^
Shoes,'
45-80)—
$37,500huge
Staecdoor
"Sun
Great
after
$27,000
(800;
(Loew's)
(Ackerman)
Ritz
(350;
First week winding
(RKO).
t
Scoop, is garnering ter$1.20-$2.40)— "Hamlet" (13th wk). Comes Up" (M-G) (m o.).
Fair opener.
next Friday (1 l)TooLTu?Dris1nE"lv|s''°^'^^
looks
word-of -mouth, and looks
Big $10,000. Last week, same.
Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 34-60)— good $20,000 or
Last week, "Kis,sing Ban$2,.500.
HoWs In
o r dosi
*u
rtr nnii. Kill..
«Vn., nntfa
tsqulrc (No. Coast) (955; 55-85) dit" (M-G) and "Dear Secretary" ".Johnny Belinda" (WBi (4th wk). ahead, "Lucky Stiff" (UA), very great. Of new bills, "You Gotta
Still big $12,000 after third at $15,- dim $9,000 despite good campaign, Stay Happy," at Rialto, look.s best
r; Song of India" (Col) and "Va- (UA) (m.o.), .$2,000.
and in tor a nice session. "Race
uant Hombre" (UA). Fine
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300: 45-80) 500.
out after only a single week.
and
$5,500.
Street," at Strand, also shapes
Imperial (C.T.) (1,839; 26-45i—
"CJotta Stay Happy" (U) —"3 Godfathers" (M-G). Not bad
Miatyfair (Brandt) (1 ,736; 60-$1.25)
ITS?'^'
Comes "Station West" (RKO) and "Lealh- -—"Wake of Rod Witch" (Rep) (5th- stronR.
fn
n ,?lackle's Chinese Venture" at $17,000. Last week, "Sun
i»-ol) (2d wk)
Good .$7,500."
er Gloves" (Col).
Estimates for This Week
(m.o.), $6,800.
Up" (M-G). $13,500.
Down to okay $20,000
final wk).
Nations (FWC) (1,149; 60Senator (Harris) (1,750: 45-80)— Last week. "Loves of Carmen after fine $21,000 for fourth. "Dear
Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1,200;
r:^!
"Blondie's
Seand
Here (Col) (reissue)
Walce of Red Witch" (Rep) "Snake Pit" (20th) (m.o.).
Secretary" (UA) opens Saturday 45-65)— "Yellow Sky" (20th) and
Harris and still cret" (Col), $8,000.
"Jungle Patrol" (20th) (m o.). Me(12).
l?nn,^"".'^<^"t" <Mono) (m.o.). Oke after 19 days at
$7,000,
^^st week, "Snake Pit" has heavy, draft at around
dium $3,000. Last week, "Dear to
I9n?i ?',
r^alace (RKO) (1,700; 50-$1.40)—
(-iOth)
Last
(m.o.), $3,000.
tops here in some time
Heart" (RKO) (m.o.). big $6,000.
Victor Mature goes to Italy (Ills "Dear to My Heart" (RKO) (2d
,<2,133; 60-85)— "City week. "N'exl Time We Love" (U>
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200: 30-40)
Wui,
summer, on loanout from 20tli- wk) Slipping to $22,000 in first —"Fighter Squadron" (WB) and
Without Men"* (Indie)
and "Prison and "Met My Love Again" lUi (reI'ox. to play the top niale role in holdover stanza but holding into
n„'^^oul Bans" (Indie) (reissues). issues), weak $2,000 in 5 days.
"Night Has 1,000 Eyes" (Par) (m.o.).
4.-^-80)— "Paradise -Lost. 1949," to be pro- third week; first frame hit very
tS.SOO;
(WIli
Last week, "One SunLast week, "Road
Stanley
Okes
$3,200.
div A*y'°°°RfT'Hon sel- dU"P(l for Uniycr.sal - Int srnatiohal good $26,500. "Castles on Hudson"
"Dyna- "Whipla.sh" (WB).
(Continued on page 18)
aWB) and "Sgt. York" (WB) (remitP-Mp,"?","""
"«e
Robert Buckner.
(Par) (m.o.),
i by
(Continued on page 18>
'
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A national evenMik^ tfie
Rose Bowl, the

Circus,

the 4th of Juiyi Each
year America looks .to
farzan time! Each year
the grosses grow..*
for the longest^most
successful series in
boxoffice histjoryf

When

it's

Tarzon

time,

it's

profif

time!

WORLD PREMIERE BRANDT'S GLOBE THEATRE, BROADWAY, N. Y.
WE'RE ALL BEHIND BROTHERHOOD WEEK

-

FEBRUARY 20-27.

NO BIGOTRY

IN AMERICAl

;

j
1

j

.

,

^tineaihirf Febrtiary 9, 1949

The

Hollywood, Jan, 28.
Matro releaie of Pandro S, Berman proStari Robert Taylor, Ava Gardiiiiiitlon.
Vincent

Laughton.

Charloa

ner

by Bobert

jrhHn Hodtak. Directed

teon-

I

Charles Laughto^
Beaier
C,rwo..d^...............,..vjncent^Pm^
fug Hintte]
.Samuel s. Hinds
Dr. Warron

with

i. J.

'

I

Hoyt
Renaldo

buckler with

knights-errant

.

"The Red Pony" (Color)
(Rep).
John Steinbeck's boy
and pet theme tastefully done.
'

rescuing

^ y^ung gj,.!
^ marauding tax
collector. It then does one of its
hop-skip-and-jumps to pick up two
years later. The girl has grown up,
Holden and Bendix are in the

j

.Martin Garralaga

;

the

|

|

.i?pi»a

.Tito

imllio Go'm'ea

"Streets of Laredo'' (Song
(Pari. Western swashaction and romance. Good prospects.

& Color)

Neat

:

I

i

•

Aaron

score,

shown Feb.

;

.

Trade-

. .

.

.

:

.

1

.

i

.

.

.-.

:

.

.

,

Good support
S. Hinds, John
Hoyt, Tito Benaldo and Martin
Garralaga.
Dialog in the Marguerite Roberts
Bcript,
based on the story by
'Frederick -Nebel, -has an occasional
irnorous "shading.

'

to sharpen the thriller situ-

Paramount relSfe' of °Rob'en^F'enows
stars William Holden. Wil.
Bendix. Macdonald Care,v.,Mona Free.
Man: features Stanley Ridges. Alfonso
Bedoya, Ray. 'Teal. Clem Bevans, James
Directed by Leslie Fen.
Charles Marquis Warren;
^•ed on story by Louis Stevens and
piiiabeth HUl: camera (Technicolor), Ray
Rennahan; edltori >^cltie Marshek; score.
Victor Yonrig! iong,' Jay Livingston. Ray
lEvang.- Tradeshown Feb. 4) '49. Running.

Production,

Ham

9ie

Arms..

ilannio

Carter.

Malor Bailey.

.

..

;

.

William Holden
William Bendix
.Macdonald Carey
,

Cantrel.
*:pH Lint , ;
Ike. ...... ... .........
.

i

.

.

.:

.

.

.

. ,

.

Mayor Towson
£1

''^

»

Suflficient

.

—

action,

have

been injected
otreets of Laredo" to give

f,olor

into

once again demonstrates his flair potent, with Dorothy Lamour and
bellringers as "The Yearling," "My for apt characterization without
Don Ambche heading the list.Friend Flicka" and "Red Stallion." overplaying the faculty of getting
Lightweight yarn deals with
That cupboard has yet to grow at the emotional core of his audi- Hollywood and its supposed ecbare. In "Red Pony," Lewis Mile- ence.
.
centricilies, projecting the antics
stone's Technicolor filmization of a
Neither' Myrna Loy- nor Shep- through a perfectionist director
novelette by John Steinbeck, It Is perd Strudwick are as satisfactory
and the carnival gal he palms
again a matter of demonstration as the boy's parents. Since it is
French actress-songbird.
whenever the camera focuses on their lot to go through some pretty off as a dressing is brighter than
Physical
the boy-with-pet theme. On the tedious bits of business, script and
the story warrants and the dialog
strength of this and the marquee direction is undoubtedly more at
quips carry a local twist that will
candlepower of a solid cast, "Pony" fault than their thesping efforts.
be missed by hinterland audiences,
should finish strong at the wicket. Finally, as the loquacious grandChief ttme warbled bj' Miss LaThe film has been pieced to- father, Louis CaUiem hits hard at mour
is the Harold Arlen and Ted
gether with taste and -fidelity. It a Juicy acting chore, extracting Koehler number, "Let's Fall in
has, however, stumbled over one every bit of gravy from the colorLove," but there are a number of
obstacle. The secondary theme, an ful role
others by Allan Roberts and Les;
attempt to etch the emotional com
One scene which shows the boy ter Lee that get more footage,
plexities of the grownups that sur- struggling with a buzzard over the
notably "Night," which is featured
round the boy is slack-paced and body of his pony might well have J in the film-within-a-film sequences
sketchily drawn. Economy of mo- been hinted rather than lensed to
and backs a jive ballet. "I Want to
tion and reinforced motivation for the hilt. It will prove overly strong Learn About Love" and others are
difficulties
of the
father and meat for the ]nve customers and expertly handled bv Miss Lamour.
mother towards each other and the jars with the generally tender note
§iot has Ameche fired for overoutside world could have 'trans- ofjhe rest of^the film.
.
working his leading lady, To save
formed an uneven film Into a top
Framed in Technicolor, all pro- his job and pull a producer friend
^
class production.
duction values are handsomely lay- out of the hole, Ameche takes a
For a rounded and convincing ished on the film. Coloring is carny performer, coaches her into
film, the Cross-threads of too subtle nicely
handled, prettifying the ^ French actress and sells her to
relation& are not as sharply marked pony, the ranch and some interest- the studio.
Naturally, ishe's a
Original s,„ash hit. the film's saved and
as the boy*s powerful love for his' ing surrounding terrain
'The father, a schoolteacher score by. Aaron Copland is exeifc they wind up in a finale clinch
pet.
because
is
restive
rancher,
Wit,
turned
ingly fresh, and stirring.
after an antagonistic romance,
ia
his neighbors, treat .him as
Ameche and Miss Lamour do
Stranger and his son sho.vvS' more
much to spark the film with a light
worship for the ranchhand 'than
fl Oman's S««rct
touch. Other aides are Janis Cai>
The mother and father
(qi- hiin.
(SONGS)
ter and Willard Parker, Jeanne
chafe each other because of the latHollywood, Feb. 5.
Manet, Adele Jergens and others
RKO release of Herman J. Mankiewlcz
ter's insistent urge to pull stakes
production. Stars Maureen. Q'Hara. Mel*
and move. Reflected is the father's vyn
Douglas. Gloria' Grahame. Bill Wllresentment against grandpop, a hams; features Victor Jory. Mary Philips.
|
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Audiences with

memories will liken story's
mree male characters to « 1940

i
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the U. S."

Using the formula of

'If

1

a Million," film tells four
separate stories each dealing
with folk wlio win, or want to
win, a fortune in the pools.

Had

My

kiewicz: from novel, ."Mortgage on Lllc."
by Vicki Baum; camera, Geoi-ge JE.
DLIkant; editor, Sherman Todd; mu.'ilc.

,

.

Tradeshown. Holly
Running Time, »4

Frederick Hollander.
wood, Feb. 3, "49.

MINS,

,

Marian Washburn.

.

..

,

,

,

|

i
,

.Maureen O'Hara

....... ... Melvin

Luke Jordan.

,

,

j
I

Douglas.

Brother's

an eld .enemy in cold blood. After
that, it's strictly a battle between
\

brothers, with a

^jje

fist

fight fol-

lowed by a gun duel.
One scene shows Brodie being
in one shoulder; next sequence has him holding onto the
other one and using'the apparently
wounded onp to work his sixshooter. Also, the courtroom scene
looms flimsy technically.
'

shot

:

Holt lends sincerity to rather
haphazard happenings of this meller, and Brodie is sufficiently villainous. Nash Prescott has a dyedin-wool villain role. Richard Martin, as the Mexican Chito Rafferty,
adds some comical moments with
his broken English. Virginia Cox
is the well-to-do ranchowner who
is engaged to wed Brodie. Wear.

W

iUianis
.................... Bil 1
Victor Jory
Mary Philips
Jay C. Flippen
Fowler.
... .........
.Robert Warwick
Roberts. .............
Conway
....
Curl
...........
...
Doctor..
Ann Shoemaker
Mrs. Matthews
Virginia Farnicr
MoUie
Ellen Corby
.'.
<
. ;
Nurse
Desk Sergeant. ;.'.;- .... .Emory Parnell
...

Brook Matthews...,
Mrs. Fowler
. . .

.

.

.

in thfe.U. S."

'

.

. .

.

.

There's
mystei-y

too

about

.

. .

much unintended
"A Woman's Se-

\

a Life

lliisty !^av«>!t

Hollywood. Feb.

4.

Columbia release of Wallace MacDonaM
Donaldson,
Features Ted

greduction.

"

loria Henry, Stephen Dunne.. John Luel.
Hall. Rudy Robles.
Flame <dogi. Directed by Seymour Fried-

Ann Doran; Thurston

Brenda

man,

Welsbergt.
Screenplay,
based upon characters created by. Al.Marcamera, Henry FrcuUch; editor. Gen«
At Pantages. Hollywood, Feb. 3,

tin;

Havllck.
'49..

Running time, 01 JWNS:

Danny Mitchell...
Lyddy Hazard. ....
Fred Gibson

.

.

;.

....

.

..

.Ted Donaldson
.

Mrs. Mitchell
Coi"isellor Oibsji: ......

Gloria

.

Henry

Stephen Dunno
John Lite!

... ... ...

Hugh MItcheU...

Aim Doran

,

Thurston Hall
Rudy Robles
Harlan Bnggs
Dr. McNamara
Nip
................ .Dwaynei Hickman
David Aekles
Tuck
Ronnie Ralph
.
Gerald
Robert E. Scott
..
Squeaky
i .
Ellen Corby
Miss Simmons
Harry Harvey
Mr. Hebble
...... ..... .Emmett Vogan
Mr. Foley
Flame
Rusty

..............

Gi- \

.

.

,

,

opening at the Beacon,
N. Y., Saturday (12),
was. reviewed in Varieiy from
London July 21, 1948. Re^
vjewer found pic created a
"ten se situation with action
and excitement," but also
noted that "the lack of marquee names would be. the
greatest handicap it will have
(Ranlci.

theati-e,

.

Susan Caldwell.......... Gloria Giahaine
Lee,

Keeper
Keeper,"

Brother's

"iVI.v

-

"Easy Money" (Ranki opening at the Beacon, N. Y,, Saturday (12), was reviewed in
Variety from London Feb. 4,
1948. Football pools, a popular
form of legalized gambling in
Britain, is the theme of this
pic, which the reviewer thought
"might find a place in dual
bills in

Jay C. Flippen, Robert Warwick, Curt Conway, Ann Shoemaker. Directed by' Nlcholas Ray. Screenplay, Herman J, Man..!

!

'

'

Easy Money

|

^L,aredo";treats many of Its situaMons a bit too flippantly and there
"re a number of erratic
cuts in its
looiage that make for jumpv story
{•evelopment.
though,
H goes about itsOtherwise,
business of telling
a lather standard western tale With

stalwart frere tries to exonerate
him, Brodie goes haywire, sticks

up a stagecoach and shoots down

;

:

headed by William Holden, WilHam Bendix and Macdonald Carey,
10 back up play dates.
„. r or ^ the genuine western fa ns,

i

i

It an
Okay chance, particularly in 'gen-l
era! situations where the outdoor
feature finds its best audience.

.*nere s a smooth color lensing lob
to sharpen sight values of the
weslern settings and a good «ast.

j

!

;

1

1

romance and

iSiiliL

.

.

]

I

Clem Bevans
.James Boll
Dick Foote

Domlnguez
Grandon Rhodes
Perry ivins

editor,

.

. .

i

'

rrancisco ............... Joe
Jessup
Phil

.

I

Mona Freeman

.

Jlpes

,

.

|

Stanley Ridges
....Alfonso Bedoya
Ray Teal

Charley Calico:..

Hunt;

.

-

]

.

. . . .

.

,

.

.

I

VI,.,.

Roy

J.

.

i

Bell, Dick Foot*.
ton. Screenplay,

Wahoo Jones.
torn Reming

'

camera,

Fields;

.

Streets of liiredo
(SONG-COLOR)

Jim Dawklns,

WUlard

,

'

ations, Production backing by Pandro S. Berman permeates footage
With feeling of tropical heat for
nuthentic touch and lensing.
Brog.

tune,

Carter,

Herbert

story.

camera, Charles Lawton, Jr.; editor, Al Beetlcy. Previewed in N, "V., Feb. 3. '49;
Clark; songs. Allan Roberts and Lester Running time, BO MINS.
Lee. Harold Arlen and Ted Koehler, At Tinv Taylor
..... Tim Holt'
Vogue, Hollywood, Feb. S, '48. Running Chito Hoftevty
Richard Martin
time; SO MINS.
Steve Taylor..
Steve Brodia
Mary CLeary, ......... .Dorothy Lamour Nancy Austin .. v.
..... Virginia Cox
John Gaylc
Don Ameche Flora Trlgby
Carol Forman
Louisa Gayle
Jams Carter Nash Prescott. ...... ^. .Richard Power*
Douglas Hyde .......... Willard Parker

•

'

ieracfcle

DeWolf;

Snddle

release of Berman ScbloM pi'oduc*
tion. Stars Tim Holt; features Steve Brodie, Richard Martin. Directed by LeSlejs
Sclander. Scrcenplayj Normain Houston^

Parker, Adelc Jergens, Jeanne Manet,
Directed by Douglas Sirk. Screenplay.

Karen

ilie

RKO

'

^2,? P^'** ""F repeatedly at the boxoffice, as witness such fairly recent

I

comes from Samuel

Broilicrs in

.

<

"

8.

i

'

,

.

Hollywood, Feb.
Ameche: features Janis

Berm,

in standard fashion.

(SONGS)
Columbia release of Irving Starr proStars Dorothy Lamour. Don

duction.

.

.

.

,

,

.

of

•

'

'

I

Boy-and-pony itheme owes much Yvohne La Tour.
Adele Jergens
Tinl Holt oats opera is in the
.Jeanne Manet
its
compassion and winning Nicolelte
Marty Freeman.,
Frank Ferguson familiar cowpuncher groove. For
graces to a fine and sensitive pei- Stevens
Myron Hcaley twin bills, it has
enough action to
Leonard V...,
^..,...1.,
Carey
formance by Peter Miles, nine-year wasoii
Eaiie Hodgiiis appease most western fans despite;
oldster filling his shoes. Miles' b.o. Barker
some production flaws.
stock should be sharply enhanced
Plot has two brothers pitted
Ti,.„„«i,"
"oi:«w<i„
n
,.i:r,i,fi„!
once this filrh gets around. As
is a
slightly
Slightly French
-.^.!,
a
f
TCiUinp nf a
Billy Buck, the hired man, Robert amusing bunch of froth dressed up
gambler tf self-defense follow
Mitchum underscores a likeable with tunes, comedy and production ^y"^
ph^onev trial at whTch oXhi^
role with
A^jivwiMi a
finely-drawn portrayal
iju.iia,y^i vaiues,
» •"•ciy-yiawii
for uouoieiieauur
doubleheader enpmips
values
Strictly lor
oinciiy
Pr"^^
VJ«'niitq
«^ Steve BrOdie
tPSHfV
Of a grownup who understands bookings
general situations,
in
^^l^f.^^^'^'^^^^^^^

.

Miss Gardner .decorates Tom.
... ........ .... .... Peter Miles
.Margaret Hamilton
ber assignment of cafe singer who Tesfcher. ......
IngalS
Patty King
Taylor
when Hodiak is Jinx,
fets
Jackie, ..... ............ Jackie Jackson
nocked off. She effectively chirps Beau.
!.;.,-,
Beau Bridges
one Nacio Herb.. Brown-William Little Brown Jug. ...... .Little Brown Jug
Nino,
,Nlno Tempo
Katz tune, "Situation' Wanted," Dale
..Tommy Sheridan
Laughton has the meatiest role^and
sooks it home. He's a broken-down
Idea of full cinematic treatment
beachcomber type with' aching feet,
and sleazy, with „
a .slightly
hu of a youngster's devotion to his pet
sly ....V.
^.j
...B.."j ....

spying.

.

,

,

S

loses his pet who breaks out of the
corral in a driving rain and later
dies from a resultant illness. He
turns to, his father for the first
time and this reassuring change
in attitude apparently wins his sire
to a fresh outlook on his ranch and
neighbors. The ranchhand is ready
to sacrifice his blue-ribbon mare
who is about to foal so that the
boy can have another pet. Colt is
born, however; sans complications
and that consoling fact winds: up
the film,

Loy.

Copland.

.

!'

.

Shepperd Strudwick

Tilfin

.

.

,

-

2, '48. Running time. Htl MINS,
Alice Tilfin....
Myina Loy
Billy Buck. . ........... .Robert Mitchum
Grandfather
.
.Louis Calhern

Fred

.

I

,

Mitchum; fcituros Louis Calherni Shepperd Strudwick. Peter Miles. Scieenplay.
John Steinbeck from own story; camera
(Tochnicolori, Tony Gaudio: editor, Harry

.

.

, ,

rung from Miss Grahame when

:

Republic release of Charles K. FeklmanLewis Milestone production, directed by
Robert

.

,

.

|

IS

'

Tlio ll«>d Pony
(COLOR)

Keller;

.

.

.

I

I

Myriia

(1.1

.

1

Stars

'.

,

]

1

Milestone.

BriJg.

PIgoon

i

I

done. Price is the leader of the surplus racket and Hodiak is a grounded flier who's selling his mechanical talents ,'to the gang to get
money to leave the troptcs with His
Vlfe, Miss Gardner.
Taylor does good work as the
Fed who lets'a yen for Miss Gardner temporarily muddle his job of

May

Tho

"Tl- Clay Pi.eon" is a routine
flii^Tbasl t^^lt^l wty
O'Hara confessed to the shooting meller that'll serve as diialer fare,
ler for dualers.
remauis a secret.
An unpretentious low-budgoter,' pic
"Brothers In The Saddle"
Miss
O'Hara
gives
a
slraightforhas a broad yarn that's heavy on'
(RKO). Tim Holt in another
typical western meller; okay
light on credibiUt. in a
^roVaXrhfrSt^'de^cl^^s r,-",'^"'
mostly for dualers,
a oroteae into a name sinser Mi« ^}^^^ grooved for the youngsters.
"Rusty Saves a Life" (Col).
Scr pting, direction, cast and proGraham^e can ies
Mild entry in Columbia's se•'""^'^^
m^akeup and unbecoming hah> fl^^""?
ries ot a boy and his dog. For
leatuie.
dress, and Douglas is too coy as '^^^
minor bookings.
revolves around the efforts
the piano-playing friend Flippen
"The Passionate Friends"
is topnotch as the detective lifting
» war-dazed sailor to clear him(GFD).
Superior British
pinned
^^^^
treason
rap
on him
his scenes, as does Mary Philips
triangle drama.
^P"''"' to the
as his amateur private-eye wife
"Silent Dust" (AB-Pathe).
Bill
Williams, Victor Jory and Japanese during the war. Escaping
Tense British-made domestic
from a naval hospital, he contacts
others are adequate.
drama.
Chief faults of this one can one of his prison camp buddies
"Once Upon A Dream^'
be credited to Herman J. Man- Who promises to help him track
(GFD).
Lightweight British
kiewicz, who produced from his down the real culprit. The buddy,
domestic comedy,
own
screenplay, based on the Vicki however,, turns out to be the heavy
"The
Glass Mountain"
Baum novel, "Mortgage on Life." who's currently collaborating with
(Hen.) British-made drama set
He has given Douglas kittenish his former Nip prison guard in a
in Dolomites; for art houses
dialog, making the character a Sort counterfeit racket. It's all straightmainly.
out after a double-quick
of second-rate Oscar Levant, and ened
"The
Lovers"
(Italian)
developed the story in confusing knockdown climax in which the
(Sirilzky). Moody romantic
fashion. Two tunes are spotted, cops gome to the sailor's rescue
meller; fair for arty houses.
"Estralita" and "Paradise,'' both just as he's being shoved out of a
railroad
car.
excellently sung. An okay lensing
Bill Williams, as the. sailor,' does
job was turned in by George E,
garrulous spinner of tales of how
nicely in a stock part. Barbara
Diskant.
Brbfir.
he "led the people across.the' plains
Hale makes a pleasant romantic
to California."
interest. Richard Quine and RichIn a touching sequence, the boy
Slighlly Fronch
ard Loo, as the varmints, grimace

.

;

of minor importance and wast6
star values of Vincent Price and
John Hodiak. What footage there
Is'^or the latter two is excellently-

Charles Lawton,,Jr.

.

French" (Songs)
(Col).
Lightweight
comedy
with songs about Hollywood
and film-making. Stars Dorothy Lamour, Don Ameche.
"The Clay Pigeon" (RKO).
Routine modest-budgeted mel-

i

•
'

Douglas Silk keeps the Karen
script, taken from a story
by.Herbert, Fields, moving along at
a fairly good pace. Irving Starr's
production supervision gives a
glossy backing to the yarn, and
it
has been capably leused by

DeWolf

.

"Slightly

i

characters.

UKO rclcuse of Herman Schluin prudiicFlippen
-^^'"»»'"^' »'"'>»«
F6otage moves constantly from 'Alxi. rwu,^ Qui""'
tie. Directed by Richardl
the present to the past as Douglas O, Fleischer. Screenplay, Carl Forcmani
tries to justify his belief in Miss Camera. Hobert De Orasse; editor, Samuel
E, Beetlcy. Tiadeshown N. V., Feb. T,
O'Hara's innocence, but this try- '49, Running time,
.MINS.
Y
ing account of what makes the two Jim Fletcher
..
Bill Williams
Barbara Hal*
gals tick is more or less wasted Martha Gregory
as the real truth of the gunning Ken T&»,na.;::::;::;:;"'&d^ lSS

b.o. returns."

"A Woman's Secret" (RKO).
Spotty
entertainment,
with
mild grossing outlook.

"The Bribe" is pretty 'standard Texas Rangers and Carey is conUielodramatic filmfare. It gets Its tinuing his flippant career of crime.
Romance gets
mixed up when
„
chief importance from a rather
lineup of star names and can Holden yens for the girl, she yens
be figured for a moderately good for Carey, but this is straightened
Account of itself at the boxoiKice. out in the finale when she recogTheme of .love versus duty is ex- nizes true worth and guns down
ploitable; the tropical locale inter- Carey to save Holden in a finale
plot
angle of saloon and street gunfight that is
esting and the
war-surplus racketeering timely deadly enough but which would
enough, all of which will help its have been sturdier stuff if treated
more seriously.
chances.
Three male toppers please and
A lot of the effectiveness of its
meller punch is lost by the flash- Mona Freeman is good as the girl
back treatment. Technique takes who gets involved in the, lives of
the edge off development and gives the outlaws! There's a standout
too early a tipoff to the plot. Use Job by Alfonso Bedoya as the tax
collector. Climax of the characterof narration doesn't brighten it,
^^^^^
either, since it has been done too >^?t'°"x,'? ,^
^P^^
often of late in cops-robbers pic- with Holden that pinpoints sus
pense. Stanley Ridges is excellent
tures.
Robert Z. Leonard's direction as the Ranger chief and Clem
Bevans
does'
another
of his expertly
'does a good pacing job on the story
and keeps its action hard and brit- valued portrayals as a friend of
the outlaws.
tle^ Film concerns Robert Taylor,
Direction by Leslie Fenton gets
ps a Federal cop dispatched to a
South American island to break up plenty of sweep and movement ina war-surplus racket. When his inr to the chase sequences and sets the
vestigatlon leads him to a beautiful Charles Marquis Warren script up
femme (Ava Gardner), the love- with a good pace. Robert Fellows'
duty conflict crops up as he's torn production takes advantage of the
between making his arrests or de- outdoor settings to give the picture
laying action long enough for the an eye-rfilling dressing and the
lensing by Ray Rennahan in Techracket boys to escape. Windup has
nicolor is a strong credit. Victor
both love and duty winning in a
Young's score and the title tune
not unexpected finale
'-^^'"Sston and Ray Evans,
Outside oYYayiwrMiss Gardner
H
/^horincr
T
«o
fho
and Charles Laughton, as the make for appropriate musical backmg.
Brog.
giing's contactman, the roled are
Jiefty

13

playing assorted Hollywood studio

M

Good

;

a' bit"o"'t""of' place "for "saddTestraddlers.
Yarn gets underway

i

ElizabeUi Mlntten...... .....Ava Gardner

Pablo Gomez.

"The Bribe" (M-G). Tropimod-

cally-located meller with
erate b.o, prospects.

marquee names,

Murray, Albert Dekker and Gilbert
Roland. New trio ot bad boys
make a hobby of their yen for the
gold: of
others,
robbing stage
coaches, banks, etc., with an elan

Hobert Taylor

BSSy**

cret" for it to be anything but
spotty entertainment. Returns will
be mild.
Story opens with
a ure en
O'Hara confessing to the shooting
of Gloria Grahame, a trollopminded chirp she has coached into
the bigtime. Miss O'Hara's friend,
Melvyn Douglas, doesn't believe
she did the shooting, and picture
then feces into a confusing flashback account of her life as told by
Douglas to police detective Jay C.

Miniature Reviews

Holden, Bendix and Carey, as
three jovial outlaws, had Iheir
earlier counterparts in Fred Mac-

Price,

Z.

Screenplay* Marguerite Roberts:
'hiMd on story l>y Frederick Nebel; camArkT Joseph Ruttenberg: editor. Gene Rug<iera; music scor*> JUlklos Rozsa; song.
Niclo Herb Brown. WJIlUani Kati. Trader
ftiown, Hplljnvoodi Jan. tB, '49, Running

iii

RKYIKWS

WWLHH

Paramount release, "Rangers o(
Fortune," of which this one constantly reminds.

Bribi;

(SONG)

Yarn relates the manhunt
for two escaped handcuffed
prisoners, a hardened criminal, and a frightened youth in
trouble for the first time.

.

.

As

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

. .

.

.

.

latest in

Columbia's boy-and-

dog series. "Rusty Saves a Life"
Is another maudlin tale of impose
moppets. Strictly for padding
otit a double bill, and thin padding
sible

at that.

Ted Donaldson heads a gang of
five youngsters who are slated to
inherit the property of the town's
rich man. Before latter can fix hit
will, he dies, and a nephew takeg

(Continued on page 20>
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gotta

r:^^^You

me.

THE STORY OF THE

HARD-BOILED
SALES GUYS.'

s
^

|\

is the composite story of the visit of M-G-M Sales
Representatives to their "Preview of Product' in California!

this

r
"Gosh! Another big, bountiful
M-G-M Technicolor Musical,
'NEPTUNE'S DAUGHTER'! Esther
^^fWilliams^ Red Skelton, Ricardo
Montalban, Betty Garrett,
Keenan Wynn, Xavier Cugat!"

f J \ "THIS IS HOW WE LOOKED
V

)

\WHEN THEY TOLD
J ABOUT

*Tirst

came 'TAKE

THE .PRODUCE"

ME OUT TO THE

BALL GAME' — No wonder

every-

"And

body's raving about this Technicolor

Musical.

v

("^

they come!
is

Great

'EDWARD,
among

the

Deborah
Kerr
rhymes with Ah! Bro^way's No. 1 Stage Hit a Screen
Great! Spencer Tracy,

cast includes Frank Sinatra, Esther

Williams,

still

MY SON'

//'C'

The gay

sensational.

It's

US

—

Gene Kelly, Betty Garrett!"

^/

Masterpiece!"
" Then

came 'LIHiE

Honestly, this

a

is

honey, a joy and

_

C
\_

""^^'^

j^-

/.*

A

Ttdhiat

"Terrific! Positively a gold mine!

a cast!

'THE

June Allysonj Peter Lawford,

>v
'

WOMEN.'

Tcitfttticoilpir

\

O'Brien,

^**^gai^et

V^aylor, Janet Leigh!"

•*When they showed 'THE SECRET
GARDEN' we predicted it would
be one of 1949's Ten "Best. Great

s^guess f hr«

Cast! Great Picture!"

is

the

cli-

is

v^^,^.
(

GREAT SINNER'

max! Look at the cast! Gregory
Peck, Ava Gardner, Melvyn
Douglas, Walter Huston, Ethel
Barrymore, Frank Morgan, Agnes
Moorehead! Gosh!"

Elizabeth

'

J

^

^

"And

I

saw others

duction,

^'^^'^^t^^

picture

in pro^

Garson's

ne^

and Gable's and

many more

BARKLEYS OF BROADWAY/

Garland's and

Wow!

Fred'Astairc, Ginger
Rogers reunited in a rousing,

Big Ones.

tip-top Technicblor Musical.
Oscar Levant is a riot A Sure-

get back to Film Rbiv to

fire

^

hit!"

^

tell

I can't

wait

fiGi

my customers the

YOUXL
CHEER M-G-M's
"Great!

Great!

Great!

5TRATTON STORY/
clramatic

romance

'THE

starring

James

Stewart, June Allyson. Laughs, tears,
dhnlls. It's wonderful!"

^0 change

my

wir^/pr^-'^

ANNIVERSARY

a true-life

YEAR!"

1

'

'WeJiMwJoy* February 9, 194^

PICTURES

Inside Stuff-Pictures

Geneva Covenant

Mayer, Schenck
Continued from

Considerable joking is going on among Disney staters in New Yorlc
pri?e being offered for (tnyone wlio Itnows
his weelc that "tliere'a a $5
Palace on Broadway." Disney s "So Dear to My
what's playing at the
Kidding results from the fact that the ad
Heart" is in the bouse.
budget for the Palace has been held to an absolute minimum because
open the pic in 113 holises in the metropolitan are^ dayof the plan to
jnd-date Feb. 22, Aim is to hold bach: the bulk: of the ad campaign for

paice 3

'

TOA

Alleviate U.S. Fix' 507,

j

Still

15

Yens

studio

since
Dore Schary was
brought in as production chief last
year.
iMayer had high praise for
Schary, incidentally in his speech

Shutout in So. Africa

M-G

He

execs.

said that

"our organization has, never been
so united and inspired" as since
these openings.
Disney deal with the RKO circuit, which operates the Palace, is that Schary joined the company and
all the Palace advertising, with the producer not that Schary's ''ability grows richer
for
pay
will
chain
the
Disney, of course, will participate heavily in the cam- day by day."
participating.
Usual expenditure by Disney fpr a
New pact being talked by Mayer
paign for the nabe openings.
Broadway preem and first wet* is about $65,000. RKO spent only and company toppers will undoubtedly
reduce his
compensation,
around $10,000 for the current Palace engagement.
Despite the limited biz being done at the house, Disneyites maintain Which for yeax-s has been the highwill end up with a net as great as he's received from est or very close to the highest in
ihat the producer
engagement of his product in recent years. That's the industr.v. He gets a salary of
,jny other Broadway
Because of the saving in ad expenditures.
.$2,500 weekly, plus 6,77% of the
Initial day-and-date nabe openings will be followed by a second wave
net profits after certain deducof about 160 houses and a third wave of almost 200, with seven days' tions. He also gets 10% of reissue
clearance between the engagements. Day-and-date plan, to lake greater profits after he leaves active servadvantage of the heavy ad budget, was devised by Disney sales super- ice for the company.
Mayer, however, agreed in 1944,
visor William Banks Levy, working with RKO. the distribs.
when the Metro retirement plan.
With industry public relations policy now under close scrutiny and went into effect, that his total comevery action drawing comment,, there was considerable second-guessing pensation from salary and bonus
In the trade this past week on the advisability o£ the prexies of the 'should not exceed $500,000 yearly.
inaj6r companies rushing into print with the denial of I^ouella O. Par
AH other execs at the same time
sons' story that Eric .Tohnston may be succeeded by Ambassador to agreed that their total salary and
Britain Lewis W. Douglas as head. of. the Motion Pictu-re Assn. of bonus should not exceed $200,000.
America. General opinion of public relations-wise execs is that it was Inasmuch as company profits for
the '48 fiscal year dropped to about
a mistake.
Publicity given the denial of the Johnston-to-Dauglas switch, they half of what 'tliey had been the
say, merely called the original rumor to the attention of a lot of people year beftre, and little more than
who hadn't heard it before. Despite the tact the prexies' statement one-fourth of '46. Mayer didn't
lauded Johnston and said he was staying on, it further created in the reach the ceiling figure, receiving

Invading Video

Film industry, which is suffering
under, a 50% cut in imports imposed .by the government of South

'

to the

Altliough

Africa weVepart\es."Howfhas"^^^^
made, to the InternationaFMonetai-y Fund by th.e chairman of the
permanent bod.v set up by the 21
signatory countires, primarily on
request of the U. S. State Dept
Dept.
Films are only one industry al'-

atre

immediate invasion
Was yoted for by Theof America at la.st

rjp

of television

Africa, may And some relief as a
result of a squawk growing out of
the Geneva tariff agreement of
1947, to which the U, S. and South

.
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Owners
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week's Washingtoh board confab,
the tlreatre group is still nursing a
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the ultra-high frequencies.

Mean-

while, the FCC's freeze on further
South 'station UceilserhaVstaHerthr'TO^
apply to all venture
To keep the road unblocked lor
.'1°"ivP,°''\« il'?n/,H"''^"li
P'f"'-e,fast action if and when the FCC
execs tith'^nLTl^r'^iH^
with particular mterest beflashes the gre^nlight, on^ iniporcause
it is the
first
under the
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ticing with the FCC, to push a continuing survey of the field. Cohen
International Monetary Fund's is empowered, to hire vidpo enIS to advise contracting couniE?ineering and technical aid
a
i»cts
as
to
SouUi
further exploration of large-screen
Vi*'? ?"
Alrica
s balance ot payment posi- programs
booked exclusively for
tion. It has already approved the [theatres.
country's action, as it has found
TOAeis concede that DC offl-.
that it is threatened with dollar cials
are as mucii confused over
depletion be.vond the safety point. the innumerable
tele posers as the
However, the State Dept. holds rest of the country including
exBetter only $417,263 in salary and bonus. that the South African move may hibs who hanker
public mind the Idea that there is dissension in the industry.
to get in while
be di.scriminatoi-y against the U. S. the getting
way to have handled the situation, it was maintained would have been
is still good.
Wayne
to insist on Miss Parsons making, a correction so that .word of the denial
One request that may be made Coy', FCC chairman, clouded "the
Irould have been limited to those who had heard the original report.
of
South Africa, for instance, prospects of the group moving into
when the appeal to the Fund is tele via the acquisition of a block
What the people of Europe are trying, to do. to help themselves is
heard, is that a token import pro- of five stations when he told atContinued from pag* S
OUtlmed in • 20-minute short just completed in New York for the
gram be permitted. Object is to tending board members that "a
Cooperative for American Remittances to Europe, Inc. Essentially a topper admitted. "Frankly, 1 have allow entry of a small percentage grocer has more
chance of getting
documentary, although there's a small plot, "hetter of Thanks" was yet to learn from anyone connected of branded goods (which would a license than an exhibitor,"
Coy'is^
produced under the supervision of GARE's publicity director Mildred with television as to how they ex- mean the pix of each distrib— point, which
may end TOA's
.Freed.
Distribution of the 35m print, according to Miss Freed, is pri- pect to achieve revenues that .will some of whom are shut: out com- chances, was that films
are a fonn
marily intended for. school and church groups. CARE has had inquiries enable them to pay for entertain- pletely by the present restrictions) of communication and
SO' presents
from the Warner circuit in -Pittsburgh, but as yet the organization ment comparable to the motion to enable the producers to keep competitive and anti-tni$t ovei-'
hasn't thoroughly considered the possibility of theatrical distribution^ picture."
their name before the public
tones.
Again indicating, that Metro has
Screening of the short is slated for Feb. 17 at the Museum of Modem
Plan which circuit operator Si
no intentions of getting into video,
Art, N. Y.
Fabian originally proposed for the
Mayer flatly stated: "Our entire
c,reation of a private exhib comAn annual award for "creative achievement in the production of e'fforts now are directed to pro'Birth'
Statistics
pany to buy and book exclusive
documentary films" has been set up by the City College Institute of ducing the finest pictures possible,!
large-screen programs is still a disContinued from page T
Film Techniques; N. Y. Prizes for 1948 will be distributed on March at the most reasonable, costs."
possibility, it is understood.
Some 70 visiting Metroites at- played the state of Iowa for two tinct
31 to producers who have submitted their films for consideration prior
Number of bigtime N, Y. operators
to the March 5 deadline: Among the board of judges are actress Made^ tended the meeting, headed by solid years (two performances a are now seeking
to find a promoter
leine Carroll, N. Y. Times film critic Bosley Crowther, N. V. Post re- William F. Rodgers, distribution day) and did $1,600,000, The pic- outside
of the industry who would
viewer Archer Winsten and Cecelia "Ager, former film critic for the veepee, and Arthur M. Loew, for- ture grossed in two years in our back the unit with
his own coin,
defunct N. Y. Star. Chairman of'the.panel will be Prof. Hans Richter, eign dept. chief. They were joined entire 19-state territory at top He would be
assured
Of outlets by
by studio execs led by Mayer. Dore scale better than
director of the Institute.
$8,000,000, I them the exhibs sponsoring the plan,
Schary, E. J. Mannix, Benjamin shelved it
for a year and came
Thau, L. K, Sidney, J, J. Cohn, back and played
it for practically
Lawrence Weingarten and Kenneth five years at 50c., taking in an
$35,000 For
MacKenna.
additional $4,000,000.
Public Relations' Plans
Rodgers followed Mayer to the
$12,000,000 Take
Theatre Owners of Ainerica has
platform to restate Metro's sales
Contimied. (rom paae 7
''Overall, during my 10 years of approjpriated ah additional $35,000
policies. He warned against violaing over the weekend included tcr Huston, $ioOfloo; Wiiiiam Jacobs tion of court directives laid down exhibiting 'Birth' in my territory, to shove along its public relations
(120.000; ^v.„.„,.
Thomas in the anti-trust case with the. it grossed in excess of $12,000,000. progratti at an upped pace. The
$78,000; Ida 'Lupmo, .,on„nn.
the following:
.V
MltclieU $84,375; Dennis Morgan, ?;)2o,- statement: "Remember, the com- So you see it is reasonable to as- extra coin Was yt>ted by the outfit's
Monogram
Irving
Perklnii,
W.
$87,000;
892;
R.
(Fiscar y«iir £nding Junle 3«, 1947)
pany can't go to jail but you may, sume that throughout the United board at' its Washington iheeting
Rappel-, $97,000; Ronald Heagan, $169,St«ve Broidy. $100,147.
if you are found to be in contempt States it must have grossed no last week. Part of it will be spent
750; S. Z. Sakall. $117,500; S, Schneider,
on this, year's National Youth
less than $40,000,000,
Columbia
vv
Ann Sheridan. $289,345;, Vin- of the courts."
$gi,.'550;
"For some illustrations, our first Month .\vhich TOA has decided to
Laying down other rules, .M-G's
(Fiscal Year Ending June 30. 1947)
cent Sherman, $112,000; Alexis Smith,
Irving Bi'lskin, $78,000; Harry Colin, $120,000; B. Starr, $78,000; Max Sleiner,
distribution chief asked his men engagement in Iowa was in Des again sponsor in conjunction witli
$197,«00;
Jack Cohn,. $146,600; Helen $104,000; S. B. Trilling, $78,000; Jerry to attend exhib conventions when Moines at the Berchel tlieatre. the U, S. Depti of Justice. AppropDeutsch,
Don Hartman, Wald. $127,400; Raoul Walsh. $182,000; invited. Besides 'building up good where we played 12 weeks and did riation is additional to the regular
$118,250;
$103,000; Rita Hayworth. $94,916; Al Hall,
Albert Warner, $104,300; H. M. Warner, exhib relations, these trips often slightly over $168,000. We opened sums spent on p.r, yearly which
$143,000; B. B. Kahane,
$96,500; Abe $182,050; Jack X., Warner. $182,150.
July 3, 1915, and hit about $50,000 in 1948.
Montagu*, $130,000; Casey Robinson, Warner Bros. Pictures Dlsttibllltng brought in orders, Rodgers said. in Milwaukee
A string was tied to TOA's sup"When a customer asks to see you did about the same amount of
$150,000;
Ginger
Rogers.
$157,1*2
Go.
about his problems, see him," he business in the same length of port of the series of industry shorts
(Fiscal Year Ending Aug. 31, 1947)
iof,H,'.!,''
coiving JIf.™
added. "We will not tolerate any time. In Minneapolis we ran 26 which the Motion Picture Assn, of
$84,478 from Vanguard, giving
Kaliiienson,
$112,700.
g r-ai""f"»"
«. »
her a total of $241,620); Rosalind RusAmerica
is sponsoring. Group now
employee who deals with our cus- weeks and got $326,000; in Omaha,
•ell.
$190,104;
Abraham Schneider
tomers at arm's length or makes six weeks, and did $74,000; in proposes that exhibs pay rentals
$93,800; N, B. Sptogold, $83,200; Charles
Grand Forks, N. D., 14 days, and lor only tiie first .four in the cluster
himself unavailable to them."Vidor, $92,916.
of
briefies.
From funds garnered
Dietz, in an intei-view, gave a did $23,000; at the Tabor Grand
Universal Film Exchanges
preview of his convention speech. theatre in Denver for 12 weeks we out of the initial quartet. TOA
(Fiscal Year Ending Oct, ,11, 1947)
Continued from page 3
tomorrow. He reported that al- did better than $12,000 a weekj wants a revolving fund to be set
William A. Scully, $91,000.
which
would
in
Se.ittle
subsidize subse-'
UP
though the 25th year celebration average and the same
Giudice related, met aboard tlie will be marked in all ad copy and Spokane.
^Universal-International Films
quent shorts,
(Fiscal Year Ending Oct, 31, 1947)
Cunarder and as a result of the henceforth, the week Of June 24 "Another example, and I know _ Board also okayed proposal of
Joseph H. Seldelman, $75,400.
Chance encounter the former has Will be the "Official week." Dur- because I was there, was Winslow, Gael Sullivan, exec director, for
now taken an "important share" in ins that week, he said every Arizona, where w» crammed 1,100 the production of a number of oneUniversal Pictures
A
f
D i
A
4
CFiscal Year EndiiiK Oct. 31. 1947)
Pilgram. As lor Kiley s aepanure, ^^^^^^^ }„ country, competitive or wooden chairs into a hall and got reelers which would treat with inBud Abbott, $120,730; Conipton Benhe explained, that was necessiiatea
night and $2 for the matinee dustry problems such as censorship,
nett, $84,666;
Claude Binyon, $77,884 by pressure of his other work and otherwise, will be running either $3 at
TOA will put the
(Binyon also got $122,500 from Pava^ ^^^^.^ firstrun, secondrun. re- and sold_out. We took $5,300 out and taxation.
oi
chairmansnip
assumed
I
have
Jiount. according to an earlier listing)
^.^^^^^^
^^^^ j^j^^ during the of that town in two performances. bee on studios in an effort to get
company myselt
N»tt J. Blumberg, $188,784; Charles
all of these towns we came these made without charge to the
"In
month. June, every publication
organization,
S.
Joyer,
U.
plans
a
$125,000;
Claudette
who
pla.ved
return
engageColbert,
and
Giudice,
back
Del
of any consequence in country
Lou Costello, .$128,345; J. stay of about 40 da,y.s, will shop
JP,»71:
carry some type Of coverage ments at the $2 scale,. As a matter
l-Heever Cowdln, $188,784; William M,
.Some 12 hou.ses as preof fact, we played Minneapolis
anni,
"ozier, $127,500; Deanha Durbin, $323.- around for
Zimbaiist Departs
comProbablv the biggest promotion !four times. Des Moines three times
Dan Duryea, $151,086;. Chester release showcases for his
and
Pig"
Guinea
Al Zimbaiist, Film Classics pubwill be on "Little Women" in an Omaha four times and Lincoln
*"''.38*;
Fr^d FinklehofCe, pany's "The
»i'7?.
was
Former
»1W,«14; Matthew Fox,
twice;
Angelo."
director, taking
tieiip
with
Good
iinjiisciosed
1 licity-advertising
$126,608; ,Wil- "Private
have
releave
from the company Saturday
Goetz, $284,000; W. J,,Heineman, made by the Boulting Bros, while Housekeeping magazine.
course,
you
will
to
"Of
He saw
JS";
W,058;
Zoltan Korda, $100,000: Ruf us Le "Angelo," based upon a story by jevcn pix thus far which, will get.,member thai this picture was put! '12); uncertain whether he'll re
'"'500;
Robert Montgomery,
f«w,O0O;
Fred MacMurray, $175,000;
Pichel.
$127,500:
Charleg D.
»»1.«>0:
Walter Reisch,
Stratton Story," 'or a circus. We eame in with a'
key citlft.<! he'll use, but expects to 'Little Women
»nl J „Wllll»m A. Setter, $80,000;
Sinner'
and "Neptiine'8 special train, we' unloaded effects,]
S'odmalc, $1*2.158; Joe Sistrom, screen his product at points "wliere "Great
jJ'J""'
Blumenstock'i Post
we carried a 25-piece orchestra and
Spiegel,. $116,500; l,eo the better tastes of the people are Daughter
siS.'. .L^*'""*^
SWtz,
$132,000; Karj Tunbeig, $114,750; expressed."
Mort Blumenstock. veepee
He cited "Quo Vadis" as a tre- our own ushers and' usherettes, We
waiter Wanger,
$224,127.
owned our own two projection ma- charge of advertising and publicity
Asseiting that the industry is mendous undertaking, first of its
booth.
We
also
Circuit Management
chines
and
our
own
for Warner Bros., was installed as
(Fiscal Year Ending
eoine to be completely refornied, size in many years and said even
Aug. 31. 1947)
the trend is during lush war years such pro- had a great big electric sign that chairman of .the eastern ad-pub^P^'O". $107,900; I. J. Hoffman, del Giudice observed
mi
OA^'
VU,m\
duction woulda't have been at- was planted in every town at least licity directors committee of the
Harry Kalmine, $112,700,
productni
nowTvvay
-i^'' "«- two weeks before the opening. We Motion Picture. Assn. of America
"
it with "Ben
Compared '*
He templed.
masses. H^^
WiinifPi
biisl.s for 'the 'masse.s.
ilanket haqk
BrotJiers Pictures
sometime
as
far
bill
as
used
to
100
at a luncheon session Monday (7).
In
With Wind,"
iT^c^}'^^^
i.»lA
E"<Hn« Aug. SI, 1947)
•ited iX
as an illustration the fact that Hur" and "Gone
lV», A^*""'
miles away. In many instances we He'll serve for six months under
to the films be- connection with future ad budggo in
»l''5.0t">;
don'-t un
Jaok Benny, "lv.!iii„„?
'millions ,i«nt»'
$ial>
"We will not had excursion trains coming into the committee s plan of rotating
Blanke. $2W,a33; Huni- cau.se
fVii'sP VhPV
aien-'t oncrod meirhan- ets. Dietz declaredint.\ aitn.
Bhriv d"'""'^
Omaha
and
Lincoln,
Des
Moines,
chairmen
budgets.
»*«''-361; David Butler,
think in terms of annual
B,.i,isi, picdise to their taste.
$15oL
"Hope this resume," Sherjnan
Dr. Daniel A. Poling, editor of
?»59.833; Joan
cS/'';'^tures. he feels, should
concluded, "will help to clarify the ; the Christian Herald and one of
Dclniar
Daves
tMi^?""'- $156,250;
^eJ-nVof Tn'divldualVetu^^^^^^
regarding
ijgures
the
Mobusiness
pictures
as
: the founders of the Protestant
uuAUi .^ gets will be increased
true
lit boxoflice
their u
oian hlms
film.! since
sincfl tneu
elgn
I^eo Forbstein,
"'
the
me
?»i.>«w.
done
uone
by
u.^
greatest
Kieaiesi
$91,000;
^
grosser
Kiosser
of
budget
Duagci
01
Jrici
aU
au
tion
Picture Council, wa$.gue»fr
Ah*
Vi;??;*?*'
Hypo
t
*«x G«ii i.r' .t;:^,''„oi^A tw nmek rh-- warrant. You can
speaker.
»» * b-d p'ctwre and get' returns." time-'The Birth, of . Nation'."
AWLier$S6li.?
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Act on Film Loan*

ABPC

Tonk

1,

'Street' Tried in

Highspot of

tlie

ning" which Alfred Hitchcock
direct

at

"

new program

Man Rm>

Elstree

for

London'

Nabes Sans West End Date

ciated British Picture Corp. comes
as a tonic to the industry.
will be production of

London, Feb.

Becailsie

costs.

London, Feb. 8.
Beeii: unable

An amendment by Viscount
Swinton, former prez of the
Board of Trade, which called
for direct loans to independ'-

they hiid
"

to obtain West Ehd release !;and
p(jj,ggq„g„j circuit distribution for
The Street With No Name," the

,

I

is

8.

House of Lords concluded
discussions on the Film Finance
Bill with the: introduction of a
new clause tightening the
measure's aid regulations. In
addition, the peers authorized
an amendment to the proposed
law which would bar loans to
companies that refuse to submit to the Finance Corporation's estimates of production

Pay Cut Snarl

to Brit Fix;

London, Feb.

In the midst of the British production crisis, the news of a $4,*
000;000 Elstree program by Asso-

to

Program

$4,000,000 Elstree

.

'

ents was withdrawn after assurances '-were made r on behalf of the government .that
such loans would be permis-.
siblc after the Finance Corporation was established.

Warner Mark Stevens and Richard Wid,

^

Bros, in May with Jane Wyman as
the star. Production will also begin
towards the end of February of
"No Difference to Me," to be directcd by Henry Cass, who recent^
ly made "The Glass Montain.'' This
will be filmed at Welwyn and will
probably star Dulcie Gray and
Michael Denison.:
"Land Fall," based on Neville

-^/J-r-e

;K°o''pen'''^im?;rtancously in the group of theatres
controlled by the Granada organization. Under the new arrange-,
ment the pic will be shown at 45.

-

;

|

:

'

!

j

nabe houses commencing as of yes-

|

teiday
20th

I

(7).

Lissim Optimistic

regards the move as an
experiment which might become a
precedent
for
film
djstribuShute's novel,' follows at Elstree tion..T»ic will be given. liormal.Tiain April with Patricia Plunkett and Itional press advertising and was
Denison as Stars. Direction will be previewed in the normal manner,
by Victor Skutezsky, who recently Outcome of the experiment is belini? watched with considerable infllmed^'The Trespass."
One of the biggest subjects on <"est by other distributors who
|

I

;

On

i

.

Itaio

Tax

Bite,

European Biz in '49

,

e ^n'^""?*
the ABPC rosier will be the filmwithout? a
gene^ral release ot a pic '"'^'^i**
ing of Ivor Novello's musical hit,
"The Dancing Years," which will West E nd engagement.
•.•„
.r~-r
be made in association with Tom
Arnold, who owns world rights.
Studio work on this production will
be at Elstree but the pic will
require extensive location shots in

Future of the Italian market for
U. S. film exports, reported as
grave due to a propo.sed dubbing

'

;

^

tax of $1.14 per meter on all
prints brought in, is not nearly
as bleak as pictured.
That's the
opinion of Wladimir Lissim, RKO's

Korda Group Eyes

Austria. Warwick Ward is slated
to produce some time in June and
Is reported dickering with Herbert
Wilcox for Michael Wilding to play
the original Novello role opposite

Fix Releases Slid to 418;

'Sitting Pretty'

Topped

Allied Civilian

Continental European and Near
East genei-al m-inager, now in New
York for a short homeofl^ice visit.
Italian ofi'icials. have been extremely open-minded. Lissim said
and are currently weighing a sub'
stitute plan whereby "the'Americ"an
pic companies would make an advance deposit of an undeterinihed
'

$3m000Loan

I

I

London Feb 8
Alexander Korda group
JrtL^Crv
1.1U!, pdii.
oirt"^"'"''''
loi
uie ividiy Ellk
pjoduction companies is eyeing
Trouble Brewine Three Ways
nJie $3,000,000 remaining in the
Recent proposal Avhereby Brit- kitty of the Film Finance Co. and
I

I

S^*-

I

'

I

,

'

is

-

:

pix at the flrstrun houses, brouuht
the figure for releases In Argen
tina during 1S48 down from SIM
to 418, a drop of 148. This
at a
time when the entertainment fields
have been enjoying an inflationinspired boom without precedent
North American pix top the list
6f releases, with a total of 236 fop
the year, while the local material
takes second place with 41, The
Italians, with 35, are next in
line
Proportionately there were
less
U. S. releases during the year than
in 1947 and the Mexicans also fell
behind. Na Soviet pix were released, in contrast to quite a number exhibited in 1947.
units for clubs.
Figures for the various countries
Curi'ency reform-^which boosted are as follows: Mexican
34; British
costs of Allied units while cutting 25; French 23; Spanish 13;
German
the take of the civilian elubs: first five (oldies); Chilean three,
Swedled to breaking down the ACS ish three. Technicolor pix
were
block-booking policy and .putting exhibited in far greater
number
bookings on a split-wee;-; basis. The than before, with a total of 29
restep,
however, didn't .help too leased during, the year.
much. Hence the fold idea.
When final figures are totaled
up, it is estimated that 20th s "Sitting Pretty" will prove the best
grosser of the year of the imported
pix, while "Dios se lo Pague" (Arg
Sono-Film) is generally rated ths
best grosser of the local productions. "Sitting Pretty" has been
running for 15 weeks. The SonoFilm prizewinner, which teamed
Argentine star Zully Moreno with
Sydney, Feb. 2.
Mexican Arturo de Cordova, was
BatUe is reported lo<)ming be- held over for 14 weeks in fiVstrun
Buenos Aires, and for 200 days
tween the powerful King's urban
second run at a n.ibe theatre,
loop and Metro over rentals. Re-

Civilian
Unofficially,
Allied
Shoe's section of European Comr
mand Special ^Services is ready to
do a quick fade.
Present indications are that
bookings of Allied shows for civilian clubs throughout the Occupied
Zone will go to the posts probably
through some sort of a central
booking agency to be set up on a
civilian basis. Special Services recently announced a list of accredited bookers,, and probability isthat
these will 'form the basis- of a central agency which would supply

—

|
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Metro, Aussie Loop

In Rental Snarl

I

j

'

;

/ahglihg for .another, siibstantial

I

!

To South African Film

.

I

!

Industry, Sez Seidelman

I

Johannesburg. Feb;

I

i

.

:

i

-

j

,

entertainment which Was among
the essentials of today, he said,

[

and particularly in South Africa,
stage shows could not take the

.

i

I

'and comprises toppers in the biz,
including Myron Selznick; Music
Corp. of America (London); CoU'
nies; Linnit & Dunfee; Film Rights;

Al Parker; Gordon Harboard, etc.
These practically control destinies
of over
of actors, scriplcrs
and technicians in the trade
Agents first sensed trouble when
they received a hint recently from
French to help reduce the high

"

!

^frmT-kt^lTt^^'i

""^i"?'-

'

i

,

tbey reduce tlieir commissions horn
'tlie usual 10% to atieast seven and
a half, or even five percent. Alter
several confabs, the PMA turned
down the suggestion flat.

I

^- °-

''please.

He

has

,

I

zation.

Metro operates

Its

own

Seidelman didn't consider it
possible for the British film into, fill the gap which would
be caused by any cuts in the importation of American films. The
result would inevitably be that
numbers of cinemas would have to
close down with resultant unemployment.

loop in

key Aussie spots of S.vdney.
Melbourne. Brisbane, Adelaide and
Perth, plus a big nabe at Bondi. It
.also recently bought the Minerva.
Sydney, from the Dave Martin interests. This house is currently on
the

dustry

lease to Whitehall Productions, legiters headed by Kathleen Bobih-:
.son.
Metro can't get possession of
this one for quite a while yet. It's
known, too, that Whitehall will
fight any bid by Meh-o to take over
for pix. Minerva was gotten' with
former frozen coin, and it's hinted
that Bernie Fre&Qian, head of.
Metro here, would^ like to secure
additional urban spots for his
product.
•

In.the interests of public morale,
said, the South African government could well afford to ignore
the veiy small percentage of the
Union's dbilac purchases expended

he

on American

|

in this zone

SPUT ON CUT
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1

1

m

,

'

.

!

;
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make

another pic, untitled as vol, but
"Bonjour Mexico" as its background. Talk here is that "Bon

'Heiress'

London Click

v^ith

London,, Feb. 8;
Pi'i'-'^ed for its acting and high
lour" mav nliv M V n^,.^,.^r. of
standard of production, "The Hch-h.-«if price at
f
T;
high
which
it
mt,st ,ess" made an au.spicious
debut
play, show, seems out for the Mex- here at the
Haymarket last Tuesican road. Dicker is reportedly on day (1). Presented

W

by H.

'

M

'/Dont Listen,"

St. Jas.

(44).

(76).

(23).

"Edwatd, -My ^on," Lyric (89).
"Father,*' Duchess (3)."Gioconda Smile," Wynd. (35).
"Happiest Days," Apollo (46).
(6).

"Heiress," Haymarket (2),
"Hijrh Button Shoes," Hipp. (8).
"Kid From Strat," Wint. (19).
"Little Lambs," Ambass. (44).

Ten-

nent, Ltd., the play appears set
for the season, with substantial
business for months to come,
Local version of the Ruth and
Augustus Goetz play was directed
hy .John Gielgud and «tars Sir

Ralph Richardson, Peggy Ashcroft
James Donald and Lillian Lind'
Performances of the players drew
heavy praise from i-eviewers.

<22).

Hundreds," Vaude

"Harvey," W.ilcs

I

,

"Brownine," Phoenix

"Cagre Peacock," Cambridge
"Carissima," Pahice (48).
"Charley's Aunt." Maj. (8).
<'ChUteni

"Miss Mabel." Strand (11).
"Oklahoma!" 6rui-y Lane (93).
"One Wild Oat." Garrick (10).
"Oranffcs & Lemons," Globe i2).
"Perfect Woman." Playhouse (22).
"September Tide," Aid. (9).
"Slings & Arrows," Comedy (12).
"Tofifcther Asrain," Vic. V;d. (96).
i

"Wild Duck," St. Mart. I13).
"Warm's View," Whitehall t94).

QUOTA

When

itors,

Color Film Process
{Figures sliow wcckn of run)
London, Feb. 8.
"Annie Get Gun," Col's'm (88).
"Bless the Bride," Adelphi (94).
"Bob's Your Uncle," Sav. f40).
"Breach Marriaite," York's (2).

IN

London, Feb. 8.
the Cinematograph ExliibAssn. general council meets
here tomorrow (Wed.), ii will authorize its officers to .leek an immediate interview with the Board
of Trade to demand a substantial
cut in the present 45% British
film quota. Exhibs intend to tell
BOT prez Harold Wilson that 25%
is the absolute limit, if the indus-

French Have Another

by Aussie Chief Censor

Current London Shows

films.

BRIT. EXHIBS, PRODUCER

I

OPENING.*^''*

for Cantmflas to play three weeks
In N. Y. at S20.000 <U. S.) per w.ok.
Show duimg its first 30 diiy-— u
opened Dee, 23— grossed 34r).()00
pesos ($78,500 U.S.), according lo
manager Santiago Rcachi. It's bolieved to be an all-lime high lor
any show that played Mexico,
Rcachi piez of Posa Films, pioducer of Cantinflas pix.

1

i

.

„S5

,

Sharfn, film-legit pfosailed Friday (4) for Eu^"f'', ^o produce several musical

>

was" tfien
teaching of moppets to steal as
,
„
P'-'iyed in the Dickens film.
.9^*^^'
a;-""^
New edition
of
Bonjour JlexMelbourne Minister for Educa^''^^^^
Tovell said he considerteaturing Cantmflas—his first st;.«e ed the film
"entirely suitable" for
chore
five year.s— had a sm.ish children.
opening Thursday (3) Customers
Gaumont-British, distribs of the
50 overflowed the lobby that they pic, may lodge an appeal against
sma.<!hed a door to get in. Comic the Hprtninn
"Twisf" g^t off to
decision. "Twist"
was accorded a five-minute ovation lierrifl? trade, this
week at the
when he appeared.
•^legent for Hoyts<
It
Show is skedded to hold here Sydney mid-February. debuts in
until about March 31.
Sliorllv

fhn
tl
e

Eiigen

i.encwed bis option on. "Children
Of Vienna," Steven Vas adaptation
of Robert Neuman novel 'about a
Negro chaplain in the Army who
UllVerlWISt NlXeO
'^^f"^"''-'' starving children in post'•
»
II ft Y
t
Uilllt IVl
lOir nu&5ie
AUSSIP JUVTO
lllVP^ ^^'^ Austria. He intends presentUIUII
i„g ^ „„ Broadway next season;
Melbourne, Jan. 26.
He's due back in the U. S. late
"Oliver Twist" (GBD) has been in the spring,
classed as unfit for Juve audiences

T

AS

MJOUR MEXICO'

will

all

'

i

Cantinflas

impost is
discriminatory,
would be levied upon
imports regardless of origin.
Analyzing the general continental situation, Lissim declared that
Ini-siness is off 15% in France and
about 25% in Belgium, while it
has dipped 30% in Switzerland.
since the bite

/i.™'^.

"^''"j'V?
quer, o*,3f
Sir Stafford
Cripps, is pre^
pared to make a subsidy to produce
ers in the; form of an entertainmeunts tax rebate. And although a
salaries paid to actors. They replied
hard and fast decision will not be
that they couldn't see why they
uutu
me Apni Duagei,
should comply before other sec- it
is generally accepted that no
tions of the industry had set their siirh ronrp««nn
such concession will be forthlorin
house in order. Then Sandison coming.
threw a boomerang at them in the
form of practically an order that «aI*
•
«•
l
»

that

bing

J"" ''m*'

f«^'"f

mh

after

place of films.

I

For six hours Portal discussed
informally with the producers under the Korda umbrella the pros-

'

1.

Joseph H. Seidelman. UniversalInternational foreign head, during
recent visit here, urged that South
African dollar Restrictions should
not be applied to film imports.
There was no substitute for cinema

I

.

.

ImOOrt
Control Hamiful
r

.

:

HAS SMASH

"

-

':'

,

NEW

Imports

liy of the Entertainment
Board'
towardi some European distrlbii.
tors, and repeated holdovers
of hit

Shows

Reported To Do Fade
Bad Nauheim, Feb. L

amount on imported films. Coin
would be pooled and any major ncwal contract has not been signed
states^Ioati."':.
could draw upon it. to produce pic- and may stay uninked, according
Desire for /new gcivernment ad- tures in Italy.' Fund would stem to insiders, until Metro relaxes
vance is believed to be main reai^n indirectly from revenue derived terms on product.
for the much publicized dinner from American film rentals in that
A
Beport is that the King's and
given by Korda to Board of Trade country
other' loops took somewhat of a
prez Harold Wilson Wednesday (2)
Thus the new arrangement would beating last year with the majority
at which other guests, apart irom have, in substance, the same effect
of the Metro fare, which also didn't
.his own producers, %\rere
Lord as the dubbing tax, which was click, with
Trade prez Harold Wilson.
a couple of exceptions,
Trouble is brewing three ways ^'o'ta*- chairman of the Govern- originally designed to weed out an- at Metro's own key houses.
I"'!"*'^ panel on exhibition cient and inferior product.
Shoer
betweeii Sir Heni-y French head
The King's loop, tied in to Greatdistribution
importers,and James H. string
theoretically,
of British Film Producers Ass'n;
er Union, in the meantime is lookGordon Sandison, general secre- Lawrie, chief of the State Film won't find at economically practi- ing elsewhere for product, plus
tary of British Actor.?" Equity, and Bank. Dinner included Anthony cal to po^t deposits on unworOiy
It's ruHavelock-Allan, Anatole dei Grun- features.
While most of the iha playing some revivals.
Personal Managers Assn.
Latter
Wilcox, Michael jors agree that the government mored that King's and one or two
is group of film agents, recently S*^^',, Herbert
other urban majors formerly buyformed, which calls for annual sub^ f-O^^^.".' Emeric Pressburger and was justified in trying to prevent
flooding of the market with low ing Metro fare may switch; to Britscription, plus $40 entrance fee, Harold C, Drayton, Korda's new
grade pix, they also feel the dub- ish product from the Ifank Organidistrib chief,.

ish film talent would' slice their
salaries in. a voluntary move to
industry's
crisis
ease the
has
touched off a flood of pro and con
reactions,
British Equity exec
scouted sudi a move by pointing
out that his union had not participated in any talks with Board of

AD

Buenos Aires, Feb 1
dollar shori;age angle,
hostil-

The

—

'

I

'48

Argentine

HHrtin'* FlMC. Imfalcar flqnan

Paris, Feb. 8.
France's determination .fo. make
pix color vehicles cheaply has
brouglit about the development of
a new process called "Dugrocolor."
The new color comes in the
wake of the recent introduction tty is to maintain quality as disof "RoHxcolor," another invention tinct from
quantity.
which makes use of black and
On the other hand, the British
white film with a special lens.
Film Producers Assn. has advised
Dugrocolor was perfected by Wilson to keep the quota at :459»
Roger Dumas, Georges Grosset for a second year when the present
and Andre Max, and. differs from law is reviewed prior to its expira.

Rouxcolor in

that

it

synlhicizes

tion next Oct.

three colors where the latter process makes use of four.
When'
shooting the film, the image is
broken into four parts by a special
lens.
There, are bUie-gi'oen and
orangc-i'cd filters with the fourth
part in black.
M'hen the image is projected on
the screen another special lens
fuses these four Into one image.
The advantiipe of this process is
that ordinary equipment, except
for the lens, is used with black and
white film,
.

.Tack

was actuated

since
its

1947. was
service depart-

decision
financial

crisis.

Swanink's Polski Post
Sw.-mink, continental field
Export
Picture
--director for
•,
»„
temporarily >"
Assn,,
supervise carr,ying out of i»*
]MPEA-Film; Polski contract m
replaces Eugene van

— John was™ named
Motion
—
'

i

McWceney, with Monogram Poland. He

International

named head of
ment last week.

1. BFPA's
by shaky

dwindling ovci-.seas markets and inadequate boxoflice returns. In addition, several trade
unions are agitating for an increased quota to stem the present
situation,

i

Deci

who

"

'

has

joined
of

t''^

the

1

national

(

Picture Assn. of America

division

.

^^uon

m Pa™*
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mm m NAME
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Richard
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HAYDN'

Randv Stuart

Geiitlemans

Ed Begi'-

Celeste
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c

:
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•

Anne Revere

Holm

•

Ji'ne

-
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-

.
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WIDMARK

Barboto

LAWRENCE

Ha,'0(
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Dean SiOCKwell

Jone Wyolt

MOSS HART
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NOLAN

-

-

Albert Dekker

WALTER LANG

STEVENS
Lloyd
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'Juan'

_

1

(l

oob-

45?65)'-'^Don'juanf *(vffi%^^ Vk)'.
Good $4,000 after lasfe'Week^s fair;

Providence 1 80. ^ ^
^4^^^^^ House undergoing alndmg
MajesUc's "Snake P't"
4,45
j^^^^^
high this week in « better than
fgce-Uftlng.
Lpew s State s f National (standard) (2.400; 45mood.
average
"Wake of Red Witch" also is a high g5)_..i„ j^^^y.> (U) and "Who Done
prosser. _Fairly_ moderate weather
(reissues). Modest $5^000.
IS helping all around,
Last week, "Red River" (UA),
Estimates for This week
$6,000.
Albee (RKO) ^2,200; 44-65)—
45-65)—
(3,000;
(FA)
JBialto
and "Gotta Stay Happy" tU) and "Rose
(RKO)
Raiders"
"Marine
"Back to Bataan" (RKO) (reisues). of Yukon" (Rep). Healthy $14,000.
Eight-day run looks good $17,500. Last week, "Yellow Sky" (20th)
Last week, "Boy With Green Hair" and "Jungle Patrol" (20th), led
(RKO) and "Behind Locked Doors" town with $12,000.
(KLl, strong $17,000.
Scoop (Louisville Theatres) (70(J;
Shoes" (EL).
Carlton (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)— $i.20-$2.40)— 'Red
(WB) and Roadshowing on to rousing start.
"Fighter Squadron"
Christopher Blake'* (WB) (2d run). Cinch to cop great $11,000. Last
"Gotta
week,
Last
$5,000.
Steady
week, "Lost One" (Col), at regular
Slav Happy" (U) and "Police Re- scale, modest $2,000..
State (Loew's) (3,000; 45-65)—
porter" (.SG) l2d .run), $4,500.
44-65)— "Kissing Bandit" (M-G) and "My
(1,400;
(Fay)
Fay's
''Plunderers" (Rep) and Jackie Dear Secretary'.' (UA). Nice $12,Coogan heading stageshow. Nifty 000. Last week, "Three Godfathers"
Vices" (M$7,500. Last week, "Good News" (M-G) and "No Minor
(M-G) (rfeissue) and Dick Foran G), $11,000.
Strand (FA) ^(1,00Q; 45-65)—
heading stageshow, $7,000
Ma&^.Fay) (2.200;; 44-65)- ^-..^t-^ (HKO)
"Snake Pit" (20th). Quick turn
JiTest;' (Mono)
over helping to solid $20,000. Last week, '"budi! Goes
(Mono)j mocliest
week, "Fighter Squadron" (WB) anS "Hunted"
and "Christopher Blake" (WB), $4;oo().-, r..^':J,,:^;\\.:-:
I

[

•

.

|

.

IMRY^CriYIJABES

Continued (rem page t

With letup in severe cold, biz is
up sharply this week. "Don Juan" indies -feel that they might as well
is town topper in three houses, stay in the organization for what"Sealed Verdict" and' "Mikado" ever good it does them.
will do better in second week than
Goldwyn and Walt Disney .have
in first session.
been the heaviest indie contribuEstimates for This Week
tors to the MPAA. treasury; MDues
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)— are based on a percentage of an"Fighter Squadron" (WB) and "Em- nual gross. Goldwyn is reported to
braceable You" (WB) (m.o.). Big pay in excess of $56,000 a year and

vOespite thi oit'tei^eated charges
that "wha> the public wants is a
good single feature,", the Dover
a habe house in the. Bronx, N. Y.,
has boosted its business considerably through a. policy of triple
Following the changeover
hills.
about five and a half months ago

'

,

.

J

Powerful With $24,000

Indies^MPAA
1

LOUISVILLE
(EL), $3,000.

'

-

"Don't Trust Disney about $35,000. It is understood that Goldwyn, when his dis*
lyn" (UA)
tribution pact with RKO comes up
Broadway (Cinema) (1,500; 35-74) for renewal in the spring, will dC'.
—"San' Francisco" (M-G) and mand that the clause permitting
"Night at the Opera" (M-G) (re^ RKO to tal^e out his dues be elin»<>
Fine $8,000; Hold over. inated' and that he will cease all
issues).
Last week, "Song Is Born" (RKO» payments when his resignation be-r
(5th wk), $4,000.
comes effective in a year. Disney
benham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70) will undoubtedly follow suit at
—"Sealed Verdict" (Par) (2d wk). contract renewal time.
Nice $12,000. Last week, $11,500.
There may be a fight on this with
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)— RKO, since its contract with
"Don Juan" (WB) and "Blondie's (like that of all other companies)
Secret" (Col>, day-date with Es- requires it to pay dues on the basis
quire, Webber. Big $17,000 or near. of its entire gross. The Goldwyn
Last week, "Fighter Squadron" and Disney pix make up a large
(WB) and "Embraceable Vou" part of the distrih's, take and it wiljl
(WB). big $16,000.
be nicked for the MPAA contribu»Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)— "Don
tion due on the product of the two
Juan" (WB) and "Blondie's Secret"
indies if they refuse to pay' it.
also Denver; Webber. Good
$5,000.

manager Stanley Greenfield last
week declared that previou.s .slack
attendance had improved 25% on
Wednesdays and Thursdays.

Last week,

''Texas, Brook(m.o.), fair $3,500.

Husband" (UA) and

j

I

i

,

MPAA

;

(Col),

$2,500.

Febnuirjr 9, 1949

TRIPLE FIX BIG PAYOFF:

Denveif, Feb. 8.

(CoiiUnvied froin page il)
Hoiise" (20th) and "Canon City'^

Prov., Lush 20G; 'Witch'

$22,000,

Denver; 'Breedl $12,000

Picture Grosses
?it' Pushes High In

Hangup

RKO

Last Week, "Return of Oc«

matinee
."Both
aiid
evening
grosses have climbed in the same
ratio, Greenfield-, revealed; indicating that lengthy programming is
relished by adults as well as kids.
Dover is one of the theatres ii{
Sol Straiisberg's Interboro loop.
Its trio of screenings last week included"For You I Die, "Beautiful
Cheat," and "Ghost Town Law."

•

Star, also in the Bronx, is another house sold on. triple features.

"We've used 'em for years with
good results," a Spokesman said
last week. Other nabes with similar longtime policies are the Sunset and West End on W. 125th St.
in Harlem.

Angle

This in turn may cause a battle
tober" (Col) and "Blackie's Chinese
to relieve
Venture" (Col), nice $3,000.
by HKO with the
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)-^ the distributing company from
"Luxury Liner" (M-G) and "No tipsponsibility for dues of its indie
Minor Vices" (M-G) (2d wk). Thin producers; Since- RKO's new con^.
$11,000 or close. Last Week, big trolling
Howard
stockholder,.
$17,500.
Hughes, is already at daggers with
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)— the
and Involved in a law"Untamed Breed" (Col) and "Gal- suit against the Association (growNice $12,000. ing out of its refusal of a Produclant Blade" (Col).
Last week, "Return of, October"
Out Indpls.
Rains
tion Code Administration seal for
(Col) and "Blackie's Chinese Venhis indie production^ "The Outture" (Col), fine $11,000.
possibility
Sjnrited
Albeit
Bialto (Fox) (878; 35-74)—"Da- law"), it is not beyond
kota" (RKO) and "Nevada" (RKO) that if RKO has any trouble with
17lG;*Juatt*Hotl2G (reissues). Great $5,000. Last Week, the organization it will itself, with"Mexican
Hayride"
(U.) and "Rac» draw,
Indianapolis, Feb. 8.
ing Luck" (Col) (m.o,),.f9ir $2,500.
Current squawks regarding failWeekend rain once more is provTabor (Fox) (1,967; 35-74)-r ure of the
to invite indie
ing a drawback to show biz here, "Urubu" (UA) and "This Is New
members to meetings, are mostly
but most firstrun grosses are fairly York" (UA).
Last concerned with sessions on IndusFair $8,000.
getis
Cii;cle
Pit"
at
good. "Shake
week, reissues.
try
foreign'
affairs. These, the intrade
emme
f
play
from
heavy
ting
Vogue "(Art Cinema) (600; 60lead town. "Don Juan" at $1.20)—"Mikado" (U) (reissue) (2d dies maintain, are now all being
to
called in the name of the Motion
Indiana also Is extra strong.
wk):
Big $4,000. Holds again.
Picture Export Assn., an
Estimates for This Week
Last week. $3,500.
Webber (Fox) (7.'50; 35-74)^"Don subsid which handles sales abroad,
(2,800;
(Gamble-DolVe)
•Circle
on a co-op basis. Since few of the
44-6,5)— "Snake Pit" (20th). Strong Juan" (WB) and "Blondie's Secret"
"Trouble (Gol), also Denver, Esquire. Good indies belong to MPE A, that organweek,
Last
$17,500.
Makers" (Mono) with Henry Busse $2,500. Last week, "Fighter Squad- ization holds Itself .justified in not
inviting them to its sessions.
orch, Vivian Blaine, others, on ron (WB) and "Embraceable Yoa''
Indies assert, however, that many
stage, sock $20,000 at 60-90c scale. (WB), fine $3,500.
of the meetings are not directly
Indiana (G-D) (3,300; 44-65)—
concerned with MPE A biz, but are
"Don JUan" (WB). Fine $12,000.
on general foreign affairs in which
Last week, '^Dear To My Heart"
they have a very important stake.
(Rico) (2d ivk), nice $I0;000.
(Continued from page 11)
Holdtatg them under the MPE A
Keith's (G-D) (1,300; 44-65)— wk). Trim
$15,000. Last Week,
"Count Monte Cristo" (EL) and $18,000.
umbrella instead of
is
"Son of Moiite Cristo" (EL) (reisRialto (Indie) (1,700; 50-98)— merely a -technicality, they say,
Last week,
sues). .Mild
$3,500.
members they should
"Sea Spoilers" (U) and "Magnifi- and as
["Blood and Sand" (20th) and cent Brute" (U( (reissues). Mildish be invited.
"Wake Up Screaming" (2Dth) (reis- $7,000. Last week, "Johnny Apollo"
What brought the situation to a;
sues), good $5,500.
(20th)
and "Show No Mercy" head this week was the meeting
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 44-65)—
called for tomorrow (Thursday) In.
(20th) (reissues), $8,600.
"Shockprbof " (Col) and "Slightly
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 50-98)— Washington; Foreign managers of
French" (Col). Mild $10,000. Last "Shockproof" (Col) and "Slightly all MPAA-member companies have
week, "3 Godfathers" (M-G) and French" (Col)
(2d wk). Fair $10,000. been invited to hold a day's 'dis"No Minor Vices" (M-G), taU Last week, $13,500.
cussion with prexy Eric Johnston
$14,000.
Selwyn (Shubert) (1,000; 1.20- and officials of the State Dept. The
44^65)—
(GiD)
Lyrie
(1,600;
2.40)—"Red Shoes" (EL) (7th wk). indies did not get Invites.
"Black Arrow" (Col) and "Loaded
Crisp $14,000. Last week, same.
With Independent production
Pistols" (Col). Modest $6,000. Last
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 50-98) ranks 'taow down to almost rock
week, ^'Belle Starr's Daughter"
—"Bed Pony" (Rep). Smart $24,- bottom, there are actually few ac^
(20th) and "Jungle Pfttrol" (20th};i
000. Last week, "Dark Past" (Col)
$e,700i-:::
tive indies who belong to both
and ''Jungle Jim" (Col) (2d wk),

MPAA

:

JpeSchenck

'

«napp!^ $17,000.

Metropolitan (Snider)

(3,100;

44-

65)—"Johnny Apollo"

(20th) and
Mercy" (20th)
Moderate $7,800. Last
week, "Kidnapped" (Mono) and
"16 Fathoms Deep" (Mono) (reisr

Wash

(reissues).

;

sues), $8,000.

(Loew)

State

"Wake

of

44-65)—

(3,200;

Red Witch"

(Rep) and

Up" (M-G) and

MPAA
.

"Gallant Legion"

(Rep), $19,000.

Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
—"Own True Love" (Par) and
(7):

'

115 in United California, will make
Schenck one of .the company's top
operators.

MPAA

(Par). Started Monday
Last Week, "Accused" (Par)

"Dynamite"

(2d wk), so-so $8,000.

Attitude of 20th's board on releasing Schenck from his ticket
isn't known, but it is expected that
action eventually will be favorable

1

'Violence' Mild $13,000,
•
,
/. , , «i
Ah
Rahlk* JOUII Uhdy
IlKaV 111U
OdllU,

CHICAGO

MPAA

'Sun'

Buff.,

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)—

"Sun Comes Up" (M-G) and
"Henry the Rainmaker" (Mono).
Doing only mild $10,000 in five

(1,500;

days.

(M-G)

ST.

Last week,

''3

PITTSBURGH

Godfathers"

and "Piccadilly
(M-G), nice $16,000.

LOUIS

.

—

tury.

50$1.25)— "Joan of Arc" (RKO) (2d
wk). Going well at $21,000 after
fine first round with $27,600.

(Rappaport)

lOG; 'Joan' 18G, 2d

Slow
week with batch 'Of new product
opening today. "Sun Comes Up" is
not very stout at the Buffalo.
"Joan of Arc" still Is faring well on
first holdover a(;s5ion at the Cen*

Still

•

Town

Surf (Indie) (650; 85)— "Four
in Clouds" (Indie). Trim
$4,000. Last week, "Day of Wrath"
(Indie), (2d wk), $3,800.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; SO98)— "Own True Love" (Par). Weak
$14,000. Last week, "Three Godfathers" (M-G) (2d wk), $9,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)—
"Red River" (UA)
(7th
wk).
Fine $16,000. Last week, $19,000.
World
(Indie)
80)
(587;
"Paisan" (Indie) (4th wk). Sensational $8,000. Last week, record
$8,500.
Steps

In

Buffalo, Feb. 8.
takings at most spots this

going well at indicated $8,000 after
a good second week of $11,900.
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75)—
".lohn Loves Mary" (WB). Okay
$14,000. Last week, second of "Don
Juan" (WB) didn't hold up at $7,-

•

Comes Up Slow

(Continued from page 11)

Incident"

ting in on immediate return to
straight pix after first stage show

Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 40-70) in almost four years. Looks $13^fContinued from page 10)
'Don Juan" (WB). Opens today
Comes Up" (M-G) and "Four (Tues.). Last week, "Whiplash" 500, and not counting better than
$3,500 picture got on Sunday (30)
Faces West" (UA), $18,000.
(WB) and "High Fury" (UA), when Jack Carson show played
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75) $16,500.
Steubenville, O.
Last week, Car—"Snake Pit" (20th) (m.o.) (2dj Hipp (Shea) .<2,100; 40-70)—"3 son
and "Flaxy Martin" (WB), recwk) and "Blood on Moon" (RKO) Godfathers" (M-G) and "Piccadilly ottl-bi'eaking
$42,000 In 6 days.
(m.o.) (2d wk). Great $11,000 after Incident" (M-G) (m.o.). Neat $7,000
Warner (WB) (2,000; 50-$1.50)—
$10,000 last week.
in five days. Last tveek, "Siren of "Joan of Arc"
orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 50-75) Atlantis" (UA) and "Girl From this one will be(RKO). Looks as if
around for a while.
—"Sun Comes Up" (M-G) and Manhattan" (UA), good $8,800.
Despite sharp hike in prices, seems
"F5ur Faces JVest" (UA) (m.o.).
Teck (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)— to have caught on,
at better
Okay $7,500. Last week, "Return! "Whipla.ih" (WB). Opens today than $26,000. Run great
of at least six
of October" (Col) and "Picadilly (Tues.). Last week, '"^Snake Pit" weeks looked for.
Last week,
Incident" (M-G) (m.o.), $7,000.
(m.o.).
(20th)
strong $7,500 for "Boy With Green Hair" (RKO)
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-60) fourth week downtown.
(m.o ), weak $5„500 in 6 days at 80c
"Behind Locked Doors" (EL)
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—' top.
and stageshow. Smash $27,000. "Dark Past" (Col) and "StrawLast Week, "Dark Past" (Col) and beri-y Roan" (Col). Modest $11,000. Replace Texas House Lost In Fire
"Racing Luck" (Col), $5,500.
La.sl week, "Shockproof" (Col) and
Amherst, Tex.
Shubert (Ind) (1,500; 40-60)—, "Thundeihoof" (Col), $11,500.
Construction started here on
"Wake Red Witch" (Bep) and
Century (20th Cent.) (3,000; 76- Majestic which was destroyed by
"Parole, Inc." (EL) (m.o.) (2d wk). $1.25)~"Joan of Arc" <RKO) (2d fire late last year. House will be
Still big at $4,500 after $6,000 wk). Holding nicely at $1«,000 or .a
400 sealer, being rebuilt by
bettcjf after terrific $30,000 opener. O. M. Cosby. Jr.
last week.

—

'

i

;

|

i

—

'

,

i

I

I

.

and good acting, Growther
added.
He believes that the ex*'
pending use of films in education,
however,
will help stimulate interSIMPP
MPAA. Aside from
est
In
better
productions and in
Goldwyn and Disney, they incltide
the Cagney brofiers, Edward Gol- time build up a more intelligent
den, Hunt Stromberg, Hal Wallls- young audience demanding better
films.
Joseph Hazen, Walter Wanger, Edward Small and Hal Roach.
.
The speaker said television it
cutting in on the Industry in cities

md

$9,000.

Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-65)—
"Wake Red Witch" (Rep) (3d wk).
Maintaining solid pace at $6,000
after fine second round at $7,300.
Hit record-making preem at $9,800 opening week;
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)—

=;

Young people (and two-thirds of
the movie audience is under 30)
prefer to see stars and glamor
while older people prefer a good
story

.

Keith^s (Schanberger) (2,460; 2060)-^"Gotta Stay Happy" (U) (2d
wk). Holding pace at $7,000 after
all right $9,700 opener.

S

tion costs and that Hollywood does
this by gearing its output to the
young, non-demanding audience.

^

800.

700.

H'wood Berated
ss Continued from page

I

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
20-70)— "Song of India" (Cpl) plus
Victor Lombardo orch. Uneventful $12,000. Last week, "Slightly
French" (Col) and vaude, $13,400.

(3d wk),

MPAA

-

1

.

(20th)

it has balked at accepting
Schenck has been
with Fox since 1935, when he and
Darryl F. Zanuck merged their
20th Century indie unit with the
company and he became chairman'
of the board of the new outfit. He
resigned as chairman in 1941.

i

Baltimore, Feb. 9.
Trade here continues moderately
steady with best current action being shown by '.'John Loves Mary,"
at the Stanley, and "Act of Violence," at Loew's Century. Good
pace is also being maintained by
'Joan of Arc" in second Town
week, with $1,25 top.
Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 2060)—"Act of Violence" (M-G). Just
passable at $13,000. Last week,
'•Sun Comes Up" (M-G), mild $11,-

"Snake Pit"

although

his resignation.

"

InW

s;

officer or
director of 20th, but it is understood that the Dept. of Justice
nevertheless insisted that he resign his exec post with the company before exercising the option.
In the meantime, he continues to
be controlling stockholder in the
United Artists Theatre Circuit,
which has holdings in more than
100 houses and which, with the

'

.

of Heart" (Mono). Healthy
$24,000. Last week, "Sun Comes

"Song

Continued flora pace 3

go on the nine-months' option

he holds from Naify.
Schenck is neither an

.

W

"Show Them No

as
to

MPAA

'

where TV Is available, and this is
especially true on nights when,
popular television shows are broadcast.
"People want the best for
their money, and if they can sit at

German Coin
sat Continued

from pa(t 4 ges

Army, estimated dollar equivalent
about $3,500,000.
Allowance in the past year has
been $460,000 from the ECA for
Germany while the Army has contributed $185,500 for Japanese operations during
the
past six
months.
These sums barely pay
is
.

for prints.
Foreign toppers are
peeved because other industries,
shipping commodities, have been
able to obtain ECA funds equivalent to the market value of the
goods.
Meeting both with the .ECA and
State Dept. officials was arranged
by Johnston after considerable
beefing by foreign dept. execs who
insist something must be done.
Understood one of the reasons be^
hind the move is the desire by
Johnston to demonstrate that it is
not as easy to get. things done as
•

some

.:

fllnlites believe.

Company
lunch

managers

meet

at

with

Under-Secretary of
State James E. Webb; Willard L.
Thorp, Ass't Secretary of State for

Economic Affairs; and George V.
Allen, Ass't Secretary of State- for
Public Affairs.
John McCarthy,
manager of the MPA int'l divisioh,
on meetings;

will sit In

I

home and see a good television
show rather than go down the
street to see a poor movie, they
are going to do it."

TOA

Intervention

ass Continued from

p.tge

s

ventlon is regarded as far more,
favorable -in the light of statements made by U. S. Attorney
General Tom Clark to TOAers at
meet.
last
week's Washington
Clark then said that if any of the
decrees now iii the making prove a
hardship on theatre men, the way
would be kept open for applications to amend. D of J had heretofore fought all moves to inter*
cept by exhibs claiming that the
"

their interests
as well as the public's.
No objections are expected

Government repped

TOA against maintenance oi
the
and Paramount circuits
on
as fairiy intact units. SIMFP,
the other hand, has griped lo^ tiie
Government on that score, t-omttie
bined, their attacks would rake
chief provisions Of the pioposeo
decrees.
from

RKO

im

m

FLASH

ALBANY
Wanwr
7»

I'

Stmnlnji (osin

M. f»iif| $f. .
iji30.f.lll.

ATUNTA

r

20ft C«ni»ry.f(Mf StfHBfcn
liMn,
WoliM St. N.W. . 2:30 PM

»7

OSfON

MOScnmrAf Room
122 Ariiniion

. 2:30 F.lli

$».

BUPrALO
AmNnount ScFuntni Room
4«4rrankfiii». . JjOopii.

CHARLOm
300

1

Oiurth

«

$fc

Ail

10.-00

CHICAGO
Womir Scmning Room

$N0WFEB.I4

1307

Wabash Avo. • 1:30 PM,

So.

CINCINNATI
IKO

roloco Tb. Scramlni

Mko Th. Ild(. E. ith

Room

•

( oopii

CLiVILANO
W«ffltrS(tM«iii0ibMm

.

ISOOhymAM.

ftOOP.III

DALLAS
20Hi, (onfury-Fox ScrHning

1803 Wood

Room

2Mtl

;

St.

DENVER
faramount Scraoning Room
2100 Stout St. • 2:00 P.M.

DBS MOINES
»300 High$t. .

8:00 P.M.

DETROIT
film Exthongo Building

2310

.

Cois Avo.

•

2:00 P.M.

INDIANAPOLIS
UnlvonalStrNnlngRoom
S17No. IlllnoisSt. * 1:00

KANSAS

PM

CITY

?0fh Contury-Fox &riintag

1720 Wyondolto

Room

• 7:30 Pil

St.

tOS ANGELES
JHatm
202S

Scmnlng Room
Vormont Avo.

S.

•

2:00 P M.

MEMPHIS
20th (onloor-Fox Stninlng
lit Vonn Avo. •

Room

IO:00'kM.

MILWAUKEE
Wamor Thootro Scmnlng Room
2I2W, Wisconihi AVo. *

2:00P|'

MINNEAPOLIS
Womir
1000

Satining Room

Currio Avo.

•

2:00

NEW HAVEN

PM

Wornir Thoolro ProlitHon
RoSm
70 (olligo St. . 2:00 p.M.

NEW ORLEANS
,

20th (onlury-Fox Scnmlmj
Room
St. •
8:00 Pil

1200$. Liberty

NEW YORK
Homo

Offln

321 W. 44th

.

St.

2:30 P.M.

OKLAHOMA
20fh Cinfury-Fox Scroming

10 North

Uo

bSO

i

St.

Room

P.M.

OMAHA
20th &ntury-Fox Scrtening

Room

1502 Davtnport St • 10:00 A
HI

PHILADELPHIA
Wofflir Scroming

230

Room

No. ISfhSf. . 2:30 P.M.

PinSBURGH
20fh C«ntury-Fox Scroming

1715

Blvd. of AlIlK .

Room

1:30 P.M.

PORTLAND
UmU 8qx Scroming
1947 N.W. Koamoy

Room

St.

•

2:00 P

M

SALT LAKE
20th,Conlury-Fox Scroming

2I<

Room

Eoit 1st South • 2:00
P.M.

SAN FRANCISCO
paramount Screening Room
205 Ooldm Goto Avt. • 1:30 P.M.

SEATTLE
l»we| Box Screening Room

VERY BIG WARNER ATTRACTION!

2318 Second Ave.

ST.
3143

•lorring

jQEL

ALEXIS

ZACHARY

•

10:30 A.M

LOUIS

i'renco Screening

Room

Olive St. .

9:30 A.M.

WASHINGTON

DOROTHY

Worner Theatre Building
with

SOOIHOFSUOyiSmSMIlHMMillONE

DOUGLAS KENNEDY
ALAN HALE

13th

1

1

Stf,

N.W.

•

10:30

AJL

^

—

'

,

,
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20

There are midget races, fights, an
outdoor cinema "in season" (it's
too cold now, what with this "un-

Las Vegas' Show Biz

Hliii

usual" weather they're having oijt
on the Coast), a minor league
ball park whose team journeys to
El Centre, Gal.; Kingman, Ariz.;
Reno, Barstow, etc., for intersectional games. There are three or
four picture houses and two legit
groups (one at the Last Frontier),
including a little theatre unit.
There is a "Harlem," which creates
only a minor problem to the, de^luxe hotels when colored talent
plays there.

ss Continued fram page 1

luxe hotels get pre-brunch crowds to the pseudo-am prestidigitator.
effecthat would rival a gala night at the Haskell handles his timing
tively, and that is the prime novelSporting Club at Monte Carlo.
The 1% rakeoiJi: to the state of ty appeal of what might otherwise
Nevada last year accounted for $1,- be a routine magi act.
Standard etiuipment' at all the
000,000 revenue, so the $100,000,000
sundry top hostelries are the lines of eight
the
to
gross
annual
however;
casinos in Las Vegas, Reno, Lake gals, who don't "mix""
Tahoev etc., is easy to figure. This just lend SB. and atmosphere,
trained
doesn't mean that the "handle" is What's more, they're well
their terp
limited to that amount, because and seemingly take

Reviews

Continued from page 13

i

names, hut the customers who can
tq see it should be
Moppet gang launches on a be drawn in
impressed with this modest Britjuvenile delinquent program that
offering.
could give bad ideas to young ish
"SileAt Dust" centers on a blind
ticketbuyers if they are impress
sionable enough to be moved by father with a fixation complex so
the trite antics in the Brende Weis- far as his soldier son's memory is

Hasty Saves a IJf«

title..

;

To perpetuate that
script. When their malicious concerned.
mischief catches up With the gang, memory the father plans a methey reform. So does the nephe.w, morial to him but on the eve of: its
when he's rescued from drowning unveiling the son, who had not
There is also North Las Vegas, by the canine Rusty in a fantas» fallen a hero but turns out to be
seriously.
"In most Which,
Miami and Miami tically-conceived scene.
like
a deserter and wanted for miu-der,
there ore winners. The tax is predi- duties quite
cases, the head man of the troupe Beach, differs from Las Vegas, be
Adults in this mild drama returns to the homestead hoping
cated only on the yield to the ca
on the scene to refurbish i„g a separately incorporated com- include Gloria Henry, Stephen for cash to start a new life.
sinos. No wonder that $6,000,000 is
constantly.
munity. Hannagan's Ken Frogley Dunne, John Litel, Ann Doran and
edifices like the fabulous Hotel routines
The theme unfolds with full
to
El
They
with
Laine
Hall,
among
oth^ifi.
Coming In
proposed to glamoMze N. Las Ve- Thurston
Flamingo and The Thunderbird can
measure of suspense and a deep
Rancho Vegas are Clifford Guest, gas by renaming it June, Nev.— so try valiantly with little success. understanding of the dramatic.
rise on the sands of the Nevada
Rochelle & Beebe, plus the Moro that everyone could say "I was Young Donaldson, Ronnie Ralph, Parental reverence dominates the
Dwayne
David
Ackles
HickmaUi
band
Hayes
the
with
married in June," regardless of the
With that kind of a breakage Dancers,
story in a compelling mannw. The
month--but that proposal has been and Robert E. Scott make up the daughter-in-law is afraid to reveal
everything about the operation is holding over.
of typical screen juveniles,
Harry Carroll & Co.
politely tabled by the city fathers fang
that she has remarried, the wife
on a super-scale. You can see exlame is good as the dog.
Hariy Carroll & Polly Baker, his for future reference. That it was
traordinary floorshows for a beer
Seymour
Friedman
gives the hesitates to reveal that the erring
comedienne
promising
very
tied in with Warners' "June Bride"
son has returned and all these inor a- banquet. Neon lights welcome wife, a
reminds of Joan Davis in (Bette Davis) pic -perhaps won't Wallace MacDonald production cidents logically lead up' to the
the towners and tourists alike to Who
stock direction. Technical credits
of work- further that idea.
manner
and
personality
"come as you are.'' And they do.
are adequate for the small budget. terrifying tussle between father
were caught at the Last Fronan4 son, in which the latter falls to
Brog,
That means they wear dungarees, ing,
Ci!(juplers' Fancy Pay
songwriterveteran
The
tier.
his death over a balcony.
open-rtoe army shOes, slacks, poor
comes on with a
entertainer
Polite but firm entrepreneurs of
This is strong meat, unrelieved
man's Roy Rogers-type costumes,
Passionate Friends
fanfare to "Chasing the casinos tell you that their crougood
suspense. Producer Nat
in its
and the like. And then there are
of the Lone- piers are honest for a simple eco(BRITISH)
"Trail
Rainbows,"
Bronsten, has obviously, concenthe tourists, of course, who wear
London, Jan. 26.
other of his nomic reason—^theirs isiio seasonal
Pine"
and
some
coat and trousers that match, and
GFD release of J, Arthur Rank-Clne- trated on the dramatic values and
the piano as his job; it's ii 365-days-per-year en- CuUd.
He's
at
hits.
song
(Ronald^Neame) production. Stars has scored 100%. This is by no
the city slicker dolls who rough it
cuts .up. If she's do- gagement. And at $20 to $30 per Ann Toddr Claude Baint, Trevor Howard. means a flawless pie but it is an
partner-wife
in a dinner gown, if not going
by David Iiean, Screenplay, Eric
Billy deWolfe routine day.
"That's an executive's pay, Directed
Ambler, adapted by Xean,
I.ean, Stanley Haynes exaiiiple of what can he done in a
But if you ing the
completely formal.
about a corny nitery, by permis- so why should they be silly and from H. Q. Viett^ novel Camera. Guy British studio on a modest budget.
wear shoes—and have money— sion or otherwise. Miss Baker trv
Oswald Morris; editor. Geoffrey
Tnnnlrpv<!hinf«! " nh<ierv(>K
ooseives iine
one Green,
iry monKeysnineb,
The production is. dominated by
Foot: music Richard AddlnseU. At Odeon
that's formality enough here.
the source, be- gambling impresario.'
announce
should
London.
Jan. 26. '49. ilunnlng time, 01 just a few characters—-Sally Gray
Big: Talent Costs
MINS.
It's been so well identified
cause
There are occasional reports that Mary..
As a show town it's big time. with the Paramount studio comeAnn Todd as the daughter-in-law, Nigel PatJustin. ., ... .9..,. .Claude Rains rick as the son, Stephen Murray as
The Xmas-New Year's spell, for dian when he first did his stuff at certain houses' machines are Howard
Steven Stratton..
...Trevor Howard the father and Beatrice Campbell
The Pat
"luckier" than the others.
Instance, saw the top hostelries
Isabel Dean
the late lamented Rainbow Room slot-machines,
are Miss Lnyton. ........ ...Betty Ann Davies as the second wife. All play their'
they
aver,
shelling out $80,000 a week to talBesides which. Miss
Serv<mt
in N. Y.
.Arthur Howard parts with cleat sympathy and
geared for a 16% edge, and the $1 Hotel Manager... ..... ...Guido
ent Such as Hildegarde at The
Lorraine
Baker doesn't need to be a copy macliines for "only an 8% edge"; Ball
understanding.
Derek
Porter
Marcel Poncin definite
Thunderbird; the Ritz Bros, at the
she's very funn_y dame on
act;
Chambermaid.
......
..Natasha
Sokolova Parr Is smoothly competent as the
i. e., 92c out of every dollar to the
Carmen Miranda at
Flamingo;
Flowerwoman. ... ........... .Helen Burls second husband and there are deher own. 'Eddie Rogers is the
player. However, it seems that the Emigratloiji Official.
Jean Serrett
Hotel El Rancho Vegas; and Ina
regular band. Paul Regan, mimic,
.>...;.,.'.... Frances Waring lightful bits from Seymour. Hicks
Charwoman'.
higher the gauge the tougher it is Bridge Guest. ...... .... Wanda Rogerson
Ray Hutton at the Last Frontier.
headlines; Perry Franks & Janyce
Myro.
and Marie Lohr.
to hit 'em, but that may be a cycle. Solicitor.
Last week the show lineup
.Wilfred Myde*Wbite
.
With their ballet taps, he
Goodman and click
seems that luck runs oftener on
included Benny
making it look almost too easy; and It
Polished acting, masterly directhey have 'em for
his troupe (S6.000 item) at the
Verdaguer, French novelty the, penny—yes,
John
tion and an excellent script put
Lee,
Flamingo, «long with Pinky
Ic—-niekel, dime .and 25c machines, "The Passionate Friends" in the
juggler and fiddler, works on a lad(British)
Taylor, cute
comedian; Nick
Altogether, this old-line ho- than with the 30c and $1 one- top rank of class British producder.
London, Feb. 1..
ex-Katherine Dunham mixed pair tel
Incidentally, it's tions. The Cineguild team of David
has a very satisfying show. armed bandits.
GFD release ot 3. Arthur Rank-Sydney
of dusky ballot terpers; and a line
While Regan is headlined tech- said that the penny slot-machines Lean and Ronald Neamie has pro- Box (Antony Darnborough) production.
(Mitzi
Girls
called thie 8 Lucky
pay the nut of the Golden Nugget, duced a worthy successor to "Brief Stars Google Withers. Griffith Jones, Guy
nically, actually Carroll-Baker are
Middletop.
Directed
by Ralph Thomas.
Goodman's bandshow
Bruggen's).
day.
Latter Is Encounter" and it is an Intelligent Screenplay.
the show's hit and rate the top for example, per
Patrick Klrwan. 'Victor Ka*
included Buddy Greco who made
said to have recouped its $2,000,000 entertainment worthy of consid- tona; camera. Jack Cox, Len Harris; edii.
billing.
support from American audi- tor, Jean Barker; music. Manning Shergood conversation p£ their coinciThe Last Frontier was one of investment in less than two years. ered
win. At TivoU, London, Feb. 1, '49. Runences.
dental BO initialing, proving a
nlng time,:uu MINH.
The Flamingo, of course, is the
the first of the de luxe hostelries.
Eric Ambler's screenplay takes Mrs. Carol Gilbert
good foil for tfie rather solemn The Klwanians meet here. It's the fabulous hostelry put up by the
.Googic Withers
many liberties with the original
Terry Swope, blonde
Griffith Jones
maestro;
Present oper- H. G, Wells story, on which the Jackson'
site of the famed Little Church of late Bugsy Siegel.
Major Gilbert ............. Guy Midrileton
songstress; W.ardell Gray, colored
the West, hence a popular Gretna ators seem a conservative enough pic' is based, but he has built up a Mile. Louise: ....... ....... Betty Lynne
saxer with the band; the ClarinaDavid Home
Registrar
*
Green, as is all of La Vegas for group, comprising Moe Sedway, powerful dramatic situation on the Registrar's
GcofTrcy Morris
Clerk..
ders; and a personality drummer
Justices of the Peace Gus Greenbaum, Benny Goilstein
all faiths.
drama. To all intents and Mr. Trout .............. .Raymond Lovcll
who looks like Mickey Rooney. and others authorized to officiate (who used to be a circulation and triangle
Noel Hewlett
purposes there are only three Solicitor
Aunt Agnes
Agnes Lauchlan
Goodman ran the jazz cavalcade at nuptials have their places lit up promotion man for
Hearst In the characters who matter, Mary, her Conductress
Mirren Wood
from BG to BB (Before Bop), in- in neon, with billing like the east),
Capt. Williams
Hubert Gregg
and Abe Shiller, ex-Ciro's husband Howard Justin and her Vicar
Maurice .Denham
cluding a Dizzy Gillespie takeoff in marquee of the Roxy, heralding 24(Hollywood) p.a., handles press re- former lover Steven Stratton, who Vicar's wife
Mona Washbourne
characteristic tarn and goggles. Bill
hour service, day and night, ready lations. All spots are set up with comes back in her life after a
Robinson is slated to follow Good- to tie the knot in package deals innine year absence.
p.a.s. and all go in for giveaway
This Is a little comedy, full of
man, and upcoming headliners cluding license, .witnesses, minFor the first half hour the story
gimmicks
of
noyelties,
ornate
simple Innuendos, which will make
here ai-e Connee Boswell, Tony ister, flowers, .honeymoon accomIs related by means of a series of
glasses, lighters; etc.,. with their
Martin, Louis Armstrong, Dean modations 'n' everything. Reason
flashbacks, which inclines to some small demand on audiences.
trademarked insignia. While no confusion, but it soon, settles
Martin •& Jerry Lewis, Jerry Les- for this is that the courthouse is
down lightweight piece of entertainment,
road company Billingsleys, their to
straightforward
presentation it will get by with patrons at
ter, Benny: Fields, Lena Home, always on 24-hour call, hence availJohnny Johnston, Danny Thomas, able at all unconventional hours to generosity is on a mass-production with none of the dramatic effect home, but won't mean a great deal
basis.
They are fast men with a being lost in the telling.
to America boxoffice.
Harry James and Harry Richman.
issue the necessary legal papers buck or a drink; silly women who
The three stars carry the picture
The slender plot Is built around
Hildegarde's Click
and.the like.
gripe over ill luck at the machined with quiet dignity and restraint. a woman who dreams she has had
They're still talking around the
The Last Frontier, despite the are given handful of "lucky" quar- Ann <Todd, beautifully gowned, an affair with her husband's exfashionable
Thunderbird
about above is the least musical comedy ters cuffo; there is a nightly chuck- rises to new heights as the girl aide
and wakes up in the morning
Hildegarde's .click, even though of the hotels, although the atmos- wagon (buffet) and square-dancing who foreswears love for security
believing it really happened. SitAnna Sosenko made with the liglits phere is picturesque. R. E. Grif- windup.
And other ^mmicks and wealth. Hers is a flawless por- uation is developed along more
and stopped service. Some of the fith, the Texas theatre owner, built keep 'em up as late as possible. trayal and ranks with the best seen obvious lines and is explicited to
in British pictures. Claude Rains,
competition couldn't see how this this hotel, and the lobby is adorned Psychology plays the rest.
raise a chuckle now and then.
Who
helps the gambling take, by kill- with constant reminders, in por- can pass a table or a slot-machine in the role of the banker husband,
Story unfolds with little moveis a model of competence and
ing off so many hours, but the trait
and otherwise, of "our and resist?
setting IS
Trevor Howard brings
and
Thunderbird management appears founder."
The Helldorado is the annual polish to the part of thevigor
'
•
an attractive country
residence.
lover.
Selling' a Resort
to
have been plenty satisfied.
whoop-de-do here, but this May
Some sequences are over-drama- Googie Withers and Griffith Jones
Savannah
Churchill,
light-comLas Vegas is staging a smart stunt marks the 100th anniversary of the
tized but the whole production has suitably handle the main roles and
plected colored chirper, who re- in trying to sell itself as a resort '49ers, and this should
really be a been clearly keyed to the box- Guy Middleton is admirably cast
minds of the late Helen Morgan and not as a gambling town. hu mdinger, showwise and other- office
and should reap a harvest in as the husband. Subsidiary ehai"Neil
cn looks, heads current show, sur- Steve Hannagan's boys
situations which appreciate sophis- acterization are in the hands of
wise.
rounded by the King Gdom Regan, Ken Frogley and Art Force,
Mliro.
experienced players.
The time-honored squawk about ticated British entertainment.
Maurice & Mai-yea, danc- plus a corps of photagraphers are
4,
Mj/ro..
mounting talent costs obtains in
ers; The Mathis, sensational uni- headquartered on the scene, aided
eycle-juggljng act, ex-Ringiing Cif* by Paul SneU, head of the Hanna- this lush gambling capital, as it
cus; Olgo, over-strenuous mathe- gan operation out of Los Angeles. does with the smallest-time manSilent Dust
Different
agers.
However, they recognize
matical-mentalist act who is her- They sell it for its ranch life
(BRITISH)
Continued from page S
alded as from London but speaks many Texans fancy this Nevada they must draw the towners from
London, Feb. 1.
Associated Brilish-Pathe release of Inresidential "downtown," hence the big napies
his precise English with a Teutonic sector for
auxiliary
dependent Sovereign (N, A. Bronsten) in excess of the average ffeaUire;.
accent; and the Les Parker orch. purposes
for its fishing, for its are imperative, apart from their production. Stars Sally
Gra.y, StcpKcn or If it Is "Of outstanding merit';
Odom, who debuted at Le Ruban proximity to the breath-taking appeal to the hotel guests. One Murray, Derek Farr, Nigel Patrick. Di
rcctcd' by Lance Coml'6rt"''Screcripiay by Or
deals With "outstanding or
Bleu, N.Y., repeated his click 3,000 Boulder Dam in nearby Boulder solution-^they think, but an un- Michael
Mi,.h»»i Pertwce
Portu,^.. irom play
„i»„ K,.
.»:.;„_.,,
by Michael
special subject matter such as
miles away 'from East 56th: street. City, for its mesas, its climate^ likely one— is that "when we build
brief asks
our extra wings we'll rely on our Cooper," Robert '0^^^' ed"tw''^Lito^t^^^^^
Louis Jordan succeeds Miss Chiir- for everything but gambling.
okay to roadshow it.
chill.
It's an exciting city.
City slick- own house guests to stay on the ner, London, Feb. 1, '49. Running time.
premises and gamble."
Almost H? ,MIN.S.
To avoid the general ban afjainst
Hotel El Rancho Vegas' new ers make like they're born to the
"
...... Sally Gray price-fixing,
three companies ask
The
boots-and-saddles every major hostelry is expanding
show now has Frankie Laine top- saddle.
Hawiov
......Stephen
Murray
_ '*'
"••
• Oliver
by adding rooms.
Maxwell
Derek Farr the court to permit inssertion of
lining, but preceding were Abe sourdoughs look like lammisters
Rawley
Nigel Patrick admission prices "for the sole purOn tl^e subject of rooms, acts are Simon
Burrows (with Milton de Lugg), from a Republic they-went-thatloan Rawley
Beatrice Campbell
.Seymour Hicks pose of enabling such defendants
The Haskells, away set in Gower Gulch (Molly- not boarded. As in Florida, deals Lord Clandon,
Peg*Leg Bates,
Lady Clandon.
Marie Luhr to
compute their .film rental."
George Moro's Dancers (8 gals), wood). The croupiers tell you that do not include suites, which ob- Nellie
....'. .Yvonne
Owen
James Hayler Franchises made "for the sole purand the Carlton Hayes band. many sourdoughs hold them spell- tains in many hotels where talent Pringle.
Foreman
... .George Woodbridge
pose of enabling such exhibitors
Maestro emcees and does an bound in off -hours with fabulous plays the downstairs or roofgarden Simpson..
.......
.Edgar IsTorfolk
pet ion
authoritative job.
Bob Haskell panhandle-days stories. Many look boites.
Cook
Irene Handl to operate theatres In com
.Maria Var with theatres in that area" would
One more thing; actors are Cafe Singer
certain
typical
westerh like typical Panhandle Petes.
is
of
In contrast, Rex Bell, cowboy- known for their gambling predilecnot be Illegal.
acts who work at convenience.
Roland and Michael Pertwee's
He's a successful Los Angeles husband of eiara Bow, runs a smart tions, but, if they must gamble, the
reasonable as
Uniform
clearance
play "The Paraxon" was a natural
insurance man but recourses to his western costume store where the hotel-casinos employing them for
to time and area which has been
as a motion picture; subject. Its
negomagico routine as fancy moves chaps and chapettes'pay a couple two or three-week engagements translation
to Celluloid gives tbe arrived at by independent
him; his wife, Madeline Haskell, hundred for their chaps-and-spurs think it should be done on the original
declared ingreater movement and tiations would not be
i«n,„*.
^
,1.
Who Is Chief aide, is a looker and fancy dress. Norma Talmadge, homegrounds. Whats
more,
the 'ider canvas and with its tense valid.
Finally, brief asks that it
They Roy Rogers, Hoot Gibson, Miss situation becomes aggravated if re- dramatic thfeme should prove a be held proper for a distrib to rent
lends class to the combo.
have an unique routine where an Bow, Gary Cooper and others have ports come back that Joe Headiiner creditable boxoffice success In his pix "to secure the longest time
how - to - do-magicrby-phonograph- or have had ranches here or near Went tor his bankroll In the oppo- Britain. So far as American audl-i.possible consistent with sound
any
recording-instruction serves as the here.
sition joint. That's not considered ences are concerned,
Its greatest business policy on any run in
'
The night life isn't all {ambling. heat in Las Vegas circles. Ahel.
straight man. The disk talks back
weakness is in its lack of marciuee competitive areai'*
berg
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Walter Wanger's tremendous sago of th»
Soufhwesf's black gold empire!

"TULSA'
Color by TECHNICOLOR
SUSAN HAYWARD; ROBERT PRESTON, PEDRO ARMENOARIZ

Starring

Walter Wangftr'9

spttttttwi^r,

$mr'»tt»Mtd

efrfl«na«c wwfOttcel

ROBERT CUMMfNGS

^

in

;

'

"naoN or terror»*••••«•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
The world-loved story told

'AIICE IN
In

A

ioyous musk, color, fun!

new ANSCO COLOR!

lou Bunin Production, combining Liv* AcliQn

and Wortd-Fomoui Animated

"0a9 of

in

WONDERIAND"
FigurttI

the YWf'i iOb^sil'
in-

Color by

TCCHNICOLOR

A J. Artht»» R«nii Pr«**atetian
Starring Afltoi» Waibroolt, Mariui Goriitg, Moiro SkMr**'

r«»»0*»»«»0

•••#•••*•••••••••••»••••••
"A wacky ffo/W HiJorioos/"—N. Y. Daily Newt
HEDY LAMARR and ROBERT CUMMINGS in

LIVE

"LET'S

A United California

A

LITTLE'

Production

"
ftacf

^1

SfofJion Returns.' Greofer

"RED STJILUON

.

.

.

S,

"If

batter than ever before'

ROCKIES"

"THE BIG CAT"
Color

by TECHNICOLOR

Groat outdoor* drama with Ptggy Ann Onrntr,
Ion McCalliMor, Prtston Fotter« Skip Homeitr

'

Wa90i«<*rt^

.

.

^mifym l>««vfyr-*-V<iri»f

A;,**

3M»»r

PrtMtnto^on

.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^

^

^^^^^^^^^^^

fine comedyf Racy and lusty dialog
and lifuations!"—Daily Variety

"MIRANDA"
Starring

Ooogio Withori, Olyni» John»,
MeCallum

Oriffith Jono», Jo»»n

A J.

4

cinecoiori
"RED RYDER" ACTION westwns in
'RED RYDER'.
With JIM BANNON o* the NEW

Arthur Ranit Protentation

^

m

PI VS IMORE

GREAT PRODUCTIONS

T

"'•'1
J.

ARTHUR RANK

OrganizafionI

byTECHN|COlOR..."Oon'f ToU
"Mr. Ptrrin ond Mr.Ti'aill"..."Blanch«rury,"Color
Rbod"..."SI»«pln9 Cor To Tri««t«"..."Broktn Journ*/',
It To Heart"... "Woltrloo
.

.

.

"Sarabond," Color by TECHNICOIOR, ond

"It

Alwoy» Raini

On Sundoy"

.

PICTURES
»

»

«»
f*

4*

from Film

Clips

«
NPW

4

YfUJK

»

Wotta

Row

:

,

I
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ber...

for his sister's
theatre aisles, affects nearly 90%
assistant Frank Drumm are new cocktail lounge.
staging meets in Buffalo', Detroit
Donald Chaban, former RKO of theatres in Missouri.
and Cleveland. Charles Boasberg, booker and for several years Screen

Guild salesman in Washington, re
turned to Pittsburgh,
Points
Leo Gottlieb, U city salesman in
Cleveland for seven years, named
Continued from page 7
manager of Film Classics exchange
here, succeeds Hymie Wheeler, who gross better than $1,250,000 while
becomes Screen Guild salesman
"Deal" would do about $1,000,000.
Joe Finch is new pilot of WB
Boston Bank's B; R.

i

I

:

UA Fee Too Much

1

,
|

i

,

ment With Crime," "Woman to
o man';' and "The Agitator."

W

i

CHARLOTTE,

Team

also handles North Ameri»
can distribution of "Nanook of the
'

.

McCains

'

.

"Street Corner."
sales

manager

Andy W.

Smith, Jr., in Chiclgo
for series of hiddles with sales

^

|

personnel
oh forthcoming
product
-»
deals and the results
of the present
sales drive.
office next

Due back at
Monday (14).

i

the home-

PITTSBURGH
Bill Probst upped from head
booker to office manager at Universal, with Jimmy Coyne succeed-

ing to his old berth. Warren Wurdock, formerly Lowrie on Northside, added to booking staff. Pete
ex-office manager, named
salesman and Red Silverberg,

Quiter,
city

New York Theatres

ARC

Denies

INGRID

,

BERGlSIAN
« viaoR FiEMiHG

nmcnoK

SUUIVAN.i.CAMOLNAISH.WARbaOND S
*
STBUOWfCR .HURO HAIflEtD • GENE lOtRHABI »HK E"'""
GEORGE COULOURU • lOIIN IRELAND and CECIL KELIAWAY

wthtOSCFCItRClt.FltAKCrSl
PEfiD

HICHAID DAV
PrnttKid ky

VMnIm*

•

riirailH ol

vheKa'aphy JOSEfH VAlINIINt.

A. 3.

V

CHICAGO

WALTER WANGEtt Dir«tid by VKfORI FLEMING

by S![«IIA PICTURH, hi.

•

&

REGINA, SASK.

JOAN
OF

for Indies

'

-

Twentieth -Fox

theatre.
New Kensingston,
Financial arrangements have
having been transferred from Capbeen closed with the First National
itol, Steubenville, O.
U oSicials planning busy two-day Bank of Boston "for' full producschedule here Feb, 15-16. for Doug- tion during the calendair year,"
las Fairbanks, Jr., when he comes EL'S phief said. Actual number of
to town to drum up interest in his films shot on the lot will vary from
"The Fighting O'Flynn." It will 10 to 25, depending on several facopen at Harris simultaneously with tors including the number of indie
Continued from paee .4
his visit.
deals inked. "We are not going to
j^^, 37^% fee and more ad
putants may buy the other out or
William R. Evans, Osage, W. Va., make any films which could be
,
„
j money, buy off the commitment to UA.
exhib for more than 25 years, is
second
hazardous in the present market," vantageous terms on
retiring
from business, having
Angle of the switch from Nasser
transferred his Evans theatre to he added.
Rooney Ordered to Work
Krim declared that projected to Nassour is both of them are stuDurward Coe and Louis Stuler,
Hollywood, Feb. 8.
owners of the Sky^Vue drive-in at domestic revenues for the year will
operators (and related). With
Mickey Rooney was ordered by
,.
,
,.
hit between $18,000,000 and $20,-1
,
Carmichaels; Pai.
very little indie production around, Rooney-Stiefel Corp. to report for
000,000 "without adding another
work in "Quicksand" at the Motion
film to our releasing schedulers they've been competing strongly to
Picture Centre Feb. 21 or else. The
N. C.
pr£sently set up." For the past get producers to work on their lots
actor has been feuding with his
Theatre Owners of North and five weeks^ he said; EL's weekly by offering financing.
Nassours production partner, Sam Stiefel,
South Carolina, who gathered here take has hit above $300,000 While have
been working with Hunting- and has been talking a deal to
the break-even figure is $260,000.
ton Hartford, A&P Stores heir, on
'^„^„^^;;tfo„
r^Sr^}
As for production outlays, "we a deal by wliich he'd make a $5,- make a picture for the King Bros.
Stiefel declared Rooney is tied
°^
have dropped our ceiling consider- 000,000 revolving fund available to
„i°?„*Il^ .and
I'^^^'T
f^^T
up with a seven-year contract to
made a plea
to ably,'^ according to the EL prez.
producers not to sell old product "We have found that cost of films them to finance UA producers.
R-S Corp., and that the company
Nasser, to promote production in purchased the "Quicksand" yarn
to television stations. These oldies,
bears no relation to their gross. It
the exhibs charged, long ago were
his
studio,
is
to
guaranteeing
at his request. It was one of the
has given us a new approach to the
paid for by theatre men.
Hughes the return of his $600,000 three pictures ratified recently by
cost problem." Several films made
Speakers at the closing session for $350,000 did over $1,250,000, he and thus bears ultimate responsi- the United Artists board.
were Gael- Sullivan, exec director added, while others which cost bility for the success of the pix.
Rooney's attorneys filed notice
UA
must
approve
the
packages,
of
of the TO A and Herman Levy,
on the Rooney-Steifel Corp. that
$1,200,000 did not garner more
course, but Hughes has no ap- Mickey's player contract with that
general counsel of the same or- than
$700,000.
ganization. Delegates elected J. B.
"Red Shoes," J. Arthur Rank's proval, since his money is guaran- organization is not valid and that
Harvey of Clover, S.C., prez of
teed.
Hughes
put
up
the
coin
as any effort to enforce it will be
TONSC, while George Carpenter ballet epic which EL is roadshow- second-money financing in return resisted in ..the courts.
of Valdese, N. C, retiring prexy, ing in the U. S., will clear $3,000,- for reacquisition of thi:ee films he
Sam Bischoff figures he's saving
was named first veepee. H. £>. 000 in distrib rentals,' Krim said. had given UA for release.
$200,000 through a deal to make
Hearn, of Charlotte, becomes sec- He is still conducting talks with
If the Rooney-Stlefel deal re- "Mrs. Mike" for United Artists reond veepee, and Mrs. Walter Grif- ^Iznick which may lead to the
company also handling "Jennie" mains intact, there will be $420,- lease at the Nassour Studios. Na:;fith was reelected sec-treas.
000 left in the Hughes' fund. sour Brothers will participate in
Horace
McGregor
appointed and "The Fallen Idol," film of Sir
financing of the $1,400,000 film.
manager of National Screen Serv- Alexander Korda to which DOS
Bischoff is dickering with David
has U. S. rights.
ice here.
O. Solznick for Betsy Drake as
Krim returns to the Coast durNasser*
Nassours
femme lead. Dick Powell is set
ing the week.
As if Hollywood didn't have
as male lead.
He's also dickering
enough troubles, confusion
Word from Producer Samuel G.
for Delmer Daves to direct.
Pic
over the Nassour and the NasEngel is that 20th-Fox will bring
rolls March 1 at Sun Valley.
ser brothers has cropped up.
a crew here this summer to do loExhib
What's more, both pairs of
cation material on a production.
$92,000 Blaze at Hamilton, Mo.
Continiied from page 7
City council at Yorkton, Sask.,
brothers own studios, both disKansas City, Feb. 8.
amended the amusement tax law
tribute through United Artists,
Fire razed a block of buildings in
to impose a 10% tax on admissions intention of branching out with
both are offering production
Hamilton, Mo., Feb. 3, including
theatre acquisitions. "We are stickover 25c.
financing deals to indies, and
the Artilla, 450-seater owned by
R.
G. Smyth, formerly with ing to the production-distribution
both have done some produHarry Till.. Loss was estimated at
Odeon theatres in Winnipeg, end of the business," he saiiJ.
cing on their own. Add to all
$92,000. Till is seeking temporary
Krim reported that since EL
named Broadway theatre (Saskathat the fact that they are requarters in which to carry on untoon) manager.
was organized as a distrib comlated by marriage and the cotil arrangements can be made for
pany two years ago its Income has
incidences seem to have no
replacing
the Artilla.
been steadily mounting. "Revenues
end. Both families are of Syin 1948 exceeded those in 1947 by
rian origin, too.
E.-isaness theatre circuit
ts(kes 65% and there has been no fourWilliam and Edward Na.soyer ^operation of WiUard, south week ^
period in the company's
t,...,,, . his^
sour own the Nassour Studio,
to^y which grossed less than the
^^^f^
which they organized in 1945.
UvKsed l^'^ni^""™/
by Moe Wells
for last dec- previous four weeks. Krim said his
James Edward and George
FRIERD
company has been operating on
riii„t
1
p'^ho-t Glick,
X
Nasser organized Nasser Bros.
Robert
formerly
assistant the crofit side of the leriepr
Productions in 1945 and acmanager at RKO Palace, joins- Alfast summer.
last
summer
quired the General Service
liance circuit as manager
^'^
Continue Its current
rpn<!or hmrri rpnnrt«H
i„„
Studios in 1947. They
.

executive capacity. Through the
latter firm, as. well as Royal Pictures and Viro Pictures, the pair
Will distribute a number of Brit"Appointish' imports including

George

.

Ritz

United Artists, Paramount and
Warners, last week joined George
Roth's Four Continent Films in an

and

.,

.

Krim

i

Yeam Make

Terms of the Fabian offer, never before revealed, would have
given Chaplin $4,500,000 and Mary Pickford $5,000,000. However,
if Miss Pickford insisted, as she was doing, on $7,500',000 for her
share, Fabian and Semenko offered $2,000,000 in cash, plus senior
notes of UA providing payments of $4,000,000 in equal segments
over a five-year period against one-half of the profits each year.
At- th^ end of that time the balance became due. The syndicate
also obligated iti^elf to provide $5,000,060 in working capital to
If there was any default in the pay-,
facilitate getting product.
ments to Miss Pickford, control of the company reverted to her
in light of the notes she held.
An interesting angle was that Miss Pickford was to get added
cash to the extent that negotiators could convince Chaplin to take
less than the $4,500,000 that the syndicate offered for his share.
They had him down to $4,000,000 when Miss Pickford pulled out
and the whole deal blew.

and

I

2

UA

'

j

Diff

Charles Chaplin's reported demand for $2,700,000 for his 50%
share of United Artists—which would put the valuation of the
company at $5,400,000—-malces an interesting -comparison with the
$12,000,000 which the (Si) Fabian-(Serge) Semenko (First Bank of
Boston) syndicate was offering two years ago. Although the valuation then was well over twice what It is now, the company from'
a profit standpoint^t the moment) anyhow—-is actually better off
now than then. Vfiih costs pared to the minimum and excellent
returns from ''Red River,"
has been in the black since Septem*

I

north-south chief, with Carl Peppercorn, hits Charlotte, Atlanta
and New Orleans.
Eagle Lion's distribution veepee
Williani ,1. Heineman and general
sales manager L. Jack Schlaifer
polished oft' a two-day sales meet
yesterday (Tues.) in New Orleans.
The conclave was second in n series of four regionals which 'EL
sales biggies are conducting fol"lowing close of a deal whereby the
company takes on most of David
Sendoff
Selznick's
product.
O.
meet was held last week in N. Y.
Charles S. Goetz; formerly with

I949

»'»»

I

North"

%

Vedtt<Miday, Fcbraary

»

back with the local organization as
a salesman,
French Miller, of St. Louis Monogram sales staff, moved over to
Paramount exchange, vice How
Howard, who resigned tb go into
«"-»
another line of biz.
Fred Wehrenberg bedded in Bt.
who handled part of city along with
ncYV i4«rixiv
Anthony's hospital here.
Erie, will concentrate on latter.
Missouri exhibitors and their atRKO's three divisional sales
vince Josack, who recently retorneys will huddle ill Jefferson
spark|turned
Pittsburgh
to
to
from
West
chiefs are on the road
City, Mo., ana find some way to
Ned E Depinet Coast, where a Fox manager, repeal an informer law enacted in
current
the
joined Ben Stahl as a sideiS rep iEor
Ancient law provides for
1859.
sales drive. Walter E. Branson, Theatrical Enterprises,
with
western manager, with his aide
Steve Bodnok, Jr., manager of fines of not more than $5,000,
Harry Gittleson, will touch Mil- Daks and Lehigh theatres, flew to theatre owner facing possibility of
Inwaukee, Minneapolis, Seattle and St. Petersburg, Fla., to handle losing his right to operate.
former statute, covering size of
Portland. Eastern chiej, Nat Levy opening publicity

4
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THE SHOWMAN'S
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PHYLLIS

MELVYM

1

"^"^'^^

had

^^nA\m% medium-budget
"T-Men," "Canon

been important California circuit operators (United CaliN*^^^ "
fornia circuit and T. & D.) for
""^^
"^^f
We
striving to turn out
many years prior .to their inV.^..^''®
artistic successes," Krim said in
terest In production.
pointing up the company's breadand-butter pix which have grossed
Gmgory Ptcli dlebard Wldnltrk Anni Buter
over $1,300,000 apiece.
Bischoff was to get $200,000 and
Censor board banned Film CliasKrim laid to rest reports that R-S $180,000 and Nasser was seeksic's "The Judge," and put "adults the Aga Khan was behind
any fi- ing a third producer.
only" ticket on "This Was a nancial deal with his company.
Split between Rooney and Stiefel
EL
A 20th Century^Fox Picture
Woman" (20th) and "CrisS-Cross" only has a straight foreign distrib
has left
without definite word
(U).
pact with the Khan's company. as to whether or not
ON STAGE
"Quicksand"
Depositions are being taken in Gamma 'Films,
which is currently will be made. George Bagnall,
anti-trust suit of Towne theatre,
opening exchanges in Switzerland, UA's veepee in charge
Milwaukee.
of producStewart McKay joined sales staff France and Germany. The Aga tion, holds a signed commitment
Khan, Krim said, "may or may from the Rooney-Stiefel
of RKO exchange.
RADIO CITY MUSIC HAU
Corp. that
not be associated with that com- the film will
be lensed for UA re
pany, but it is not involved -~
Jeannt CRAIN - tinda DARNELt
4
lease, This type commitment with
-"^ in any
,
i!
Ann SOTHERN
ST.
f
domestic financial
buismess with indie producers, however, provides
Charles Ferris .sold his Photo EL,
no penalty clause if it is not made
Play, Lovington,
111.,
to James ^ Regarding television, Krim said It merely prevents
the producer
.Kirk DvuBlal • Paul Douglas • JefTrey Lynn'*'' Simpson and becomes manager of EL has no intention
of selling any from making it for anyone
else.
A 20th Century-Fox Picfiir*
J ,Fox Midwest house in Jacksonville, pictures to TV outlets "in order UA
has held such a Commitment
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION i. ,111.
to protect its interests in reg- for
several years now, for instance,
New 600-seater in Grayville, 111., ular exhibition channels."
Pinan- from Armand Deutsch for "This
to replace the Premier, which was
ski
viewed video's competition Side of Innocence," which
destroyed by fire last April, is nearwas to
with theatres as a passing phase have been
ing completion. Turner-Farrar cirmade from the "Taylor
F. ZAKyCX
that would leave the film industry Caldwell
cuit of Harrisburg, 111., owns a new
novel.
more or less intact. There is a want to make the Deutsch doesn't
OLIVIA de
house.
pic for UA and is
Having recovered from a major great possibility for the film Indus prevented from making it for any
Pinanski said, if they other distrib, so is being
operation, Maury Davis, Owner of ^''^
penalized
the Will Rogers, St. Louis, is now F'""" ^'amess it into the regular ex- in effect by
depreciation of the
hibition scheme but there's
on a strict diet.
•
utv« *
.is^
AiMiiu
no value of the property.
"'''iened a,s danger tiiat the American"peopie.' Sti7t'cI-Roorcy*'mTy \a^^
n,.?niJr''n*'"i'' .^\°,r
1.215 films las? year makinl i^?
cuts? and hitting a new loTw1?h^
on).v 12 pictuTs^rejeS, mTjorily
being foreign product. Tagged 50
for adults only.
George Booth, son of Jim Booth
of Lubliner and Booth circuit,
joins Milwaukee Metro staff.
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Stations

Droves in Wake Of

in

Upsui^e, Easily Load of

Washington, Feb. 8. f
Skyrocket speed of video development, plus the long wait for 'Ozzie

cumbersome machinery

of government to grind out station permits,
is causing a sizable number of

FCC

'Stop the Music'

applicants to call it quits. Quite a
few others are wondering whether
to go through with plans to enter
broadcast field,
th e~ standard or
Probleni of keeping pace with
the heavy increase In applications
for stations has been baffling the

Despite

April instead of Fall
Everything is now set for "Ozzie
and Harriet'' to move from NBC
back to CBS at 6:30 Sunday night,

EM

KLZ NEWS EDITOR

JIM

BENNETT

A

former newspaper man ftnd
starting April 3, instead of waiting radio news writer, Bennett rates
until next fall. CBS has already tops with fans who like his brisk,
Federal Communications Commis- received the. .order from O&H's lively copy and news announcing.
•

:

sion for some time; A recent proposal to institute a panel system in
an effort to expedite processing
doesn't find favor in Senate Interfitate Commerce Committee which,
in a subcommittee report last
month, saw it as a bypassing of full
the

ever,

Committee

show.
Jones appears headed for the
Saturday night 8:30 segment on
CBS, with the sustainer "Philip
Marlowe," being moved to a new
time. Only difficulty remaining to
be ironed out is rerouting the
Jones band tour of one-nighters to
permit for the new broadcasting
time. It had previously been revamped when Jones was moved
from 10:30, Friday night, to 6:30,
sponsors
Bristol-Myers, which
Sunday.
the brace of Wednesday night
CBS, for one; is happy about NBC shows, "Duffy's Tavern'^ and
the switch, not only about recap- "Mr. District Attorney," is returing the International Silver biz, ported contemplating a. switchover
but because it feels that the O&H to feither'CBS or ABC next season.

Bristol-Myers

recognized

2-Siiow Switch

a system to speed up current backlog of cases which, it was
told, represents as much as 15

need of

..

months' work.

'

A lot of television has come
along in 15 months, while applicants for just plain radio stations
have been waiting (and tieing up
cash) for the Commission to move.
The longer the wait, the faster
television moves along and the
more skeptical tl),e
or
apsituation comedy is more
plicant becomes about
g. o i n g
natural to precede the Jack
through with his station: Besides,
program..
he canH be sure of §ction in 15
Often it takes much
montlis.
longer and other circumstances
may change.
Finds Picture Has Changed
For instance, last week an ap-

FM

AM

KLZ, DENVER.

sponsor. International Silver, to
take over the time currently occupied by Coca-Cola's Spike Jones

How-

responsibility.

.

-

.

.

:

Looms in

Fall

of a
The contemplated B-M strategy
Benny supports the growing belief that,
come September, radio will prob-

ably witness the greatest upheaval
e r c i a 1 programming
in c o
(switchovers, cancellations, talent
retirement, etc.) on record.
To mention but a few. the '49"SO status of Fred Allen and Al
plicant who filed for a daytime staJolson is in doubt, both threatention in HyattsviUe, Md. (suburb. of
ing to scram out of radio. "Ozzie
Washington) in September: of 1946
and Harriet" is CBS-bound, as is
decided to withdraw, even though
Red Skelton No one knows yet
a hearmg on the case was to be
Hollywood, Feb. 8.
held this week (a decision on which
Two groups representing local where Phil Harris-Alice Faye will
would have come along in pe^'haps and Chicago capital are still dick- wind up (they don't like the Amos
another six months. The applicant ering for purchase of KLAC here, 'n' Andy competition from CBS),
Dale C. Crowley, told the FCC that Nate Halpren, former assistant to and BBDJfeO agency may yank its
during the long period of time that CBS prexy Frank Stanton, de- "Sam Spade" off CBS. And, of
had elapsed, his personal affairs clared on his return' from Frisco course, Bing Crosby and Edgar
had materially changed and, in ad- that his backers are radio and Bergen check in with Bill Paley's
dition, he believed "the need for picture people but: declined- to re- Columbia in the fall,
While Ed Gardner's contract
(Continued on page 40)
veal their identites.
with Bristol-Myers still has anothCompeting with Halpren for the er full season (through '49'^!50) to
radio station sdoIi expected to pass
go, and his attempt to sell his
Hesitates on Shift
to Warners ownership are Ralph
"Duffy" package for $20,000 a
Atlass, owner of stations in Chiweek doesn't commence until such
cago and Minneapolis, and Ben
OfElgi
time, B-M figures it may get a
Lindeheimer, 'Chicago sportsmanbetter shake next season by jointo Follow Crosby capitalist. Contingency deals are ing Crosby Wednesday nights on
sought until FCC okays sale of
Elgin-American,
the
compact three Thackrey properties here CBS or bracketing its brace of
outfit which sponsors the tape- and in Frisco. It is understood the shows with the Wednesday comedy
recorded Groucho Marx show on price tag on KLAC is $350,000. talent lineup on ABC.
ABC, has put in an application Halpren declined to say whether
with CBS for a. moveover of the his group is also interested in
comedy quiz program to a Colum- KYA, Frisco, which is included in
Time Sales Clinic
bia Wedhesday night period. This
(Continued on page 42)
would continue its bracketing with
Set for N. Y. to Prove
Bing Crosby, as prevails this sea-

Rirai

KLAC

Bids

.

'

,

.

Dne For

:

CBS

p-AmericanMarx

Show
.

Any FCC

Action

Regardless of whether the Federal Communications Commis.sion
rules that telephonic giveaways are
illegal and must be- taken off the
air, it's a certainty that ABC's
"Stop the Music" will go on undisturbed and pile up its Hoopers
for perhaps a couple more seasons.
ABC has already served notice
that it intends to fight any reverse decision right down the line
And In such an
via the courts.
considered init's
eventuality,
evitable that the litigation will tie
up final action for perhaps two
And by that
seasons or more.
time it's deemed likely that the

Washington, Feb. 8
Expected adoption of rules bv
the Federal Communications Commission restricting giveaways ig
being held in abeyance, but the
agency may wield the club should
the need arise, Vahiety learned
week.
«
Since its hearing Oct. 19 on proposed regulations to prohibit (juij
programs bordering on lottery
stations have pulled in their horns
on plans to start, new audiencci-

Jast

:

:

In a

getters.

number

more

of cases, the

objectionable shows havfe
been revised in format and com-

plaints have

fewer.

'

become considerably

It is understood that cjuite a few
stations were ready to launch forth
with telephonic giveaways when
the Commission began to look into
With the prospect of
the shows.
an official slapdown, they decided
to hold off and most of them are
still waiting for a decision;
The
effect has been to ward off, for
Current giveaway rage may have the time being, the plague of
passed its peak.
throat - cutting competition proFCC decision has been pending ponents of a ban by FCC had
•

'

for

some months and

latest

word

is that a ComAlthough the Commission hasn't
mission declaration of policy will mobilized its legal experts yet to
be forthcoming in either March or come forth with final recommendaI
tions for adoption, officials emphaApril.
sized there is no change of thinking regarding the undersirability
of jackpotters. Nonetheless, there
was an intimation that there is no
rush to impose rules, of a type
where lines^ of demarcation are
.

W

Heidt s

'

thin, if

Sun. at 7 Status

it

isn't necessary.

The fact ^that nearly four months
have passed since the hearing
without enactment of rules doesn't

Future status of Horace Heidt mean anything, it was explained,,
and his occupancy of Sunday at 7 since it is not unusual for new
on NBC as opposition to Jack priorities, especially in these days
Benny's top Hooperated show is of swiftly-moving changes in radio,
very "iffy" at the moment. NBC to supersede old.
spent approximately $125,000 to
It frequently happens that mere
ballyhoo the "youth takes over" instituting of a pioceeding itself
format built around the Heidt accomplishes the purposes of reguascendancy to take over when lations (without attendant litiga->

FORD DEALERS TO GIVE
TIME
UP ALLEN

as to the client auspices, feeling
SUN.
that the account isn't big .enough
With Fred Allen scramming rato embrace entire CBS facilities on
a '52-week basis, the only condi- dio end of the current season^ his
tions under which Columbia would sponsors, the Ford Dealers, now
accept the business. That would definitely plan to give up the NBC
hike Elgin-American's budget to Sunday night time. When and if
nearly double the amount it now they come up with a future budget,
spends for its 26- week ride on it will be for television.
Allen's sponsors would pact him
ABC.
on sight for a video series next
season, but the comedian doesn't
want
to invade TV as yet. Efforts
Kirby Consultant
were made to wrap him up as one
Milton Berle's subs for the
Program Ideas of
"Texaco Star Theatre" tele show,
Edward M. Kirby, who recently but Allen nixed it.
disposed of his minority holdings
in WMAK; Nashville, will be identified with NBC for the next 60Merger Off
KCBC,
day period on a consultant basis,
Des Moines, Feb. 8.
reporting to administrative proOfficials of KCBC and KIOA
.

:

.

Ed

On NBC

KIOA

gram veepee Ken

R. Dyke.
Kirby consultation is in line with
the web's expansion plans, inviting
new ideas and program patterns.
Kirby was former chief of the

Army Radio

Benny switched networks, but thus

tion to test validity). If that hapit has spelled disaster for both
pens in the case of the giveaways
the Heidt program and the net- —and broadcasters aren't likely to
work. •
buck an "imminent" rule—^so much
When Heidi's Philip Morris the better. But, it was emphasized,
show occupied the Sunday night the Commission hasn't changed its
10:30 segment, with practically no thinking^t all.
opposition, it was riding high, with
a 17 Hooper. Within five weeks it
Loo Brewery's 3-Yr.
has been whittled down by the St.
Benny opposition to its> present
Pact on Cardinal Games;
9:6 rating, representing a drop of
1.6 over the previous (Jan. 15)
far

rating.

.

Plan 54-Station Hookup

,

is a clause in the Heidt
St. Louis, Feb. 8.
which permits him t»
Griesedieck Bros. Brewing Corp.,
the 7 o'clock picture after through Ruthrauff & Ryan, last:
13 weeks.' It is considered a cer- week completed a deal with Fred
tainty that he'll jstep out and prob- Salgh, new and sole owner of the
ably return to his old time. All of Cardinals, for a three-year com
which poses a new problem and tract to broadcast the play-by-play
promotional campaign for NBC.
of all games played and aLso a one^
Reports that Philip Morris was year ticket for 15 television games
planning to cancel Heidt altogeth- ot be played in St Louis.
entirely
unfounded,
say
er are
Oscar Zahner, v.p. of R&R, who
Medium's Here to Stay both the web and the Blow agency, cinched the deal, freezing out other
handling the show for the client. would-be sponsors, said efforts art
Washington, Feb. 8.
being made to enlarge the 54time
Will hold its first
station
web in seven midwest
sales clinic in New York April 1
states before the 1949 pennant
"to fill in some of the blanks in
chase tees off. In addition, WIL,
current thinking and appreciation
which will originate the play-byof
coverage and its effectiveIN
play, has obtained the green light
ness as a sales-producing medium."
FMA prexy William E. Ware said
Coca Cola, which has been doing from FCC to increase its power
he hopes to present up-to-date re- lots of radio retrenching in prep- from 250 watts to 5,000 watts and
ports from rural areas, as well as aration for its sponsorship of Ed- this will enable those in the hinterfrom urban centers, on progress gar Bergen in the fall, has appar- lands to hear the broadcasts. Last
"has been quietly making ently had a change of heart about season, because of its low power,
while everyone's attention has Morton Downey. Plan was to scrap WIL broadcasts were not heard
been focused on the expensive TV the Downey 15-minute late night in. many remote sections in the
in St.
sideshow.
NBC program, along with the Mississippi valley.
"We don't happen to believe," Percy Faith-Jane Froman musical Louis and WTMVj East St. Louis,
he added, "that anything as mod- on CBS and the transcribed ''Clau- that originated the broadcasts for
ern as
'radio or as reliable as dia" package which is sold to sta- the last several seasons also aw
the human ear is going to become tions locally.
crowded out of the picture.
obsolete, even if people's eyes do
With KBD the only local tel*
But the coke company,, on the
become distended while watching basis of a survey it conducted
(Continued on page 42)
for the promises of television."

There

•contract

vamp

,
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WFIL Buys Radio Time
Philadelphia, Feb. 8.

.

WFIL

off'

has purchased daily signfive daytime

announcements on

stations in this area. Inviting their
listeners to tune in on WFlL's
evening programs and listing the
main events on that evening

The WFIL announcements
'

COKE RENEWS DOWNEY
CHANGE OF HEART

FM

FM

'

.

WBW

.

FM

have announced they are dropping
all plans for a mergeri Discussions
Future Whiting Stints
for a possible merger-'of the two
stations had been under way for
In Legit,
Out of
several weeks.
Hubbell Robinson, Jr., CBS pro-The joint statement said "legal
and technical difficulties made the gram veepee, returned to New
merger not feasible." The state- York this week from the Coa.st,
ment was issued by RoUo Berge- where he spent several weeks on
son, general manager of KCBC vacation. While on the Coast he
and Harold Baker, president and was married to Margaret Whitings
general manager of KIOA.
It singer
on the Campbell Soup
added that "each station will con- "Club 15" show.
tinue its operations as before."
Miss Whiting is resigning from
The merger plan reportedly the Hollywood-originating program
called for consolidation of AM at the end of the season in May
(standard) broadcasting facilities, to reside permanently in N.Y. with
retaining the licensed power of her husband. She has a Broadway
KIOA and its call letters. It would musical on the agenda and her fu^
thus haVe become the Mutual out- ture radio stints will be out of
let here.
Manhattan.

N.T

.

|
I

will

be the last thing aired each: day
by WNAR, Norristown; WPWA and
WVCH, Chester; WKDN, Camden,
and WJMJ, Philadelphia.

FM

FMA

AM

Branch.'

j

i

|

|

i

:

:

FM

son on ABC.
While Columbia would welcome
the show, web execs are dubious

,

feared,

from Washington

mm

Atlass, Halpren's

,

Do Some Private 'Polidng'

Lengthy Stay on the Air

and Harriet' Set

To Move Back to CBS In

AM

I949

FCC Biding Time on Giveaways As

AM Statkms Startup

To Bow Out

Commission

%

Vednegjlayt February

Applicants for

TV

. .

which found Downey endowed with
a loyal audience, has decided to
renew for another cycle. Meanwhile, the company is planning to
go ahead with plans for a TV showcasing of the tenor and it's been

MORGAN COMEDY

SET,

AILEN AS .'GODFATHER'

The new Henry Morgan comedy
indicated that, following the Berauditioned lasi
gen pickup, any addition budget- show which NBC
sustaining preem
ary outlays will be channelled the week is set for a
Alien
in about three weeks. Fred
TV way.
does a guest shot on the opener.
projected
Allen, in fact, has
goohimself as something of a
Hutehin»on
Mor
father" in the buildup of the
inKeu
Greensboro, Feb. 8;
gah return to radio and has
Gilbert M. Hutchison has been the comedian for shots on his OW"
named general manager of WBIG Ford Dealers show for the tw"
preem.
here, succeeding the late Major
week preceding the Morgan
Edney Ridge. Hutchison joined the 'Morgan is down for tn^
Ai
station in 1936 and was made comSunday night period, foUowmg
Theatre
mercial manager six years ago.
len, which means "NBC
elsePrior to that he
with
dramatic series will be moved
and WCPO, Cincinnati.
where.
•

Heads

ws

WBIG

WKRC

1

iMnM^y*
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AM-n CAKE-AND
CBS: liBpr(!gimble Eight Days a Week'
eight days a week—the extra day as an added precaution," Behind
the reasoning is the oft-bandied about TV refrain, to wit; NBC is
not confronted with the $ame problem; David Sarnoff has his RCA
manufacturing end of the buslniess.witb its fabulous billings at the
Jbeight of the TV expansion era and doesn't have to look to its
subsid NBC operation to pick up the video tab. On the other hand,
CBS cannot look for aid to any manufacturing arm for subsistence;
all the coin must come frdm broadcasting revenues, and only by
insuring an impregnable broadcasting setup can Columbia hope to
expand TV-wise.
The likelihood of Paley expanding into TV receiver manufacturing is remote, "web. execs say; although some quarters have- sought
to link Philco and Famsworth (particularly in view of theii? LP
identification) for « possible mating of corporations.
Trade views continue at variance on the Operations Paley vs.
'NBC's new "economical radio" concept, which prexy Niles" Tramimell will officially spring on the entire affiliate membership at a
'

.

meeting in Chicago later this, month. Interesting pffshopt.
two-network rivalry, incidentally, is the auxiliary William
Morris vs. Music Corp, of America "taking sides" in helping esMCA, of course, with its
tablish the NBC-CBS counter-patterns.
financial stake in the Paley graboff of top stars, vigorously cham*
pions the Columbia formula. On the other hand, Abe Lastfogel's
talent
roster
may
play more and more of a
Morris operation, whose
dominant role in the new NBC program pattern, supports the
growing viewpoint In agency-sponsor circles that the Trammell inprogram formulas may
ideas
fresh
and
troduction of new faces, new
have far more healthier overtones than the Paley star-binge concept.
The fact that top bankcollers are grabbing up aU the choice time
hasten
the
AM-to-TV
transition of
segments in video is expected to
-bigtime air personalities. Agencies and clients today no longer talk
deals on ft strictly radio basis alone. Just as Paley 's financial inr
TV
encompasses
thinking,
stars
Hooperated
lift
the
top
VolVementis
•so, too, are sponsors putting equal emphasis on TV contractual
commitments on the straight 82-week "cash and carry" pacting of
special
Of the

personalities for radio.

.

^

With Jack Benny, Amos

.

'n'

Andy, Edgar Bergen, Red Skelton,

Ozzie and Harriet and Bing Crosby definitely in the CBS fold
;(only a few months back the network was practically without a
Molly, Bob Hope and Ed Gardner
single star), deals for Fibber
But one thing sticks, says
are currently in the "upcoming" stage.
Paley: CBS is ill the business of selling time and the network will
not help sponsors pick up the talent tab. "And that goes for Bergen
and his Coca-Cola alUance, or any other stars involving non-capital

'

&

•

gains deals.''

.,
•

'
'.

;

H'WOOD, TOO
MIe of Cigarets' Flaming in AM-TV;

y

Comment among some of the upper echelon at CBS in connection with Operations Paley is that "this is only the beginning,
Columbia must and will make itself impregnable, not sevieh but

'

.>

Major Cos. Plunging Deeper

TO
By aEORGE ROSEN
Bing Crosby, who recently

two-way

+

ihulling a

is

programming

operation
the answer to radio
stars "going video" yet domiciling

may be

that

:

The whole problem of
their

York,

shifting
to New

base of operation
key production center

of

despite recognizing that sooner or.
later they must embrace TV, are
nonetheless reluctant to relinquish
California climes.
With HoUy.wood retaining; its grip on coastto-coast radio production, the L. A to-N. Y. problem has been a major
factor in stymieing the pacting of
bigtime personalities for tele.

budgets.
,

Stiff,"

made

at a
$750,-

cost of approximately
000, opened at the Globe,
N.Y., and was yanked after a
in one of the record pic
folderoos for the house;. It

week

uled for .a preem later this month,
probably going into the 8 to 9
In addition,
sponsors
the "Amateur Hour" both in radio

was generally panned by the
,

Artists, will wind up a few
hundred thousand dollars in
mit for simultaneous radio-videor
>•
the' red;
casting to the theme of "California, here I stay."
And if Crosby
pioneers
the practice
which
would involve taping (for AM) and
kinescoping (for TV) at one and
the same tin^e
its considered a
certainty that it vifould spark a succession of star-studded simulcasts
emanating from the Coast.
It
would also provide the impetus
for the taping (such as Crosby,
Groucho Marx, etc.) of major radio
programming from here on in, a
practice that already has been
given the blessing of Paley and
Just how 'catastrophic and farNBC prexV Niles Trammell. (Un- r^aChiiig that NBC Suhday night
til this year it ~was; strictly ver- progratn blowup shapes up is eviboten on both of the major net- denced by the fact that the networks.)
work may be faced with the probCrosby, it is reported, is ped- lem of filling the entire 6:30 to 9:30
dling his show fo> next season. p. m. segments.
For years that
Philco IS now paying him $25,000 has been the "creme de la creme"
a week for his taped
program of network commercial time,
on ABC, but the crooner, it's un"Ozzie and Harriet" move out of
derstood, wants $27,500 for next 6:30 for a switchover to CBS. It's
season.
That's for radio alone. considered a certainty that Philip
But he wants a simultaneous AM' Morris will move Horace Heidt out
TV showcasing on Columbia. This of the 7 (opposite Jack Benny)
would be feasible by training tlie time. The future status of Phil
video cameras on his program Harris-Alice Faye as the 7:30 atwhile it's being tape-recorded traction appears in doubt.
Fred
(weeks in advance of. airing) and Allen quits the 8 o'clock time at
,
,
,
kinescopmg the stanza
for a day- the end of the season; 8:30 is for
and-dale release of the transcribed gale, with NBC pitching
up a new

(ABC on;.Wednesday) and in television (DuMont on Sunday).
Chesterfield has now the widest
AM-TV spread of all, sponsoring
Arthur Godfrey's morning crossthe^board stanza on CBS and a full
hour of Godfrey Wednesday nights
on CBS-TV. That's in addition to

•

.

NBC May Have To

its five-times-a-week Supper Club
on .NBC, which also showcases
Periy Como on video.
Camel is plunking down addi.

Revamp Entire

tional coin to

Up

1948 Despite General Industry

a night for a

'

AM

Prexies on the

|

sponsorship, (in addition to its
current film series) and mulling
version Of its "Big Story"
radio show for Pall Mall.
Jack: Benny and "Hit Parade," of
course, are sturdy LS/MST perenhials in AM, but the afternoon Don

|

:

In the face of the current alarm
over sponsors running for cover,
the national sales picture, stations
report, isn't particularly gloomy at
the moment, although it's been
estimated that the first six months
of '49 may witness a biz recession
for the netwdrks.
However, with
among
the
clamoring
present
clients to jump aboard the Columbia bandwagon, CBS execs are con-

:

Networks flared up anew over
the weekend as both NBC
prexy Niles Trammell and CBS
prez Frank Stanton took it on
the lam.

.

|

|

TV

version.

Such a parlay would also permit
separate sponsorship of the
video edition) with a commercial
cut-in to dovetail with the

web
is

execs.
talking.

'Goldberg's'

Qick Paves
For

AM

TV
Way

Reprise

in its reincarnated TV version that
now being pro,iected anew^for
It also supshowcasing.
an
ports the contention of .many that*
rather than hurting radio, video
may be the medium to inject a
commercial hypo into strictly audio

AM

whicli

were taking the show

Last week CJeneral Foods,

Young

4.

13-week cycle.

I

&

«a

Rubicam agency, pur-

chased CBS' "The Goldbergs" situation comedy on tele. Since its
premiere a few weeks back it has
bfeen hailed as one of the top video
entrants of the season, It suffered
demise a couple of years
an
after nearly a score of years

AM

As far as Lucky Strike back
day-

I

Henrj^ Morgan eomed^ show for
the spot, and Dr. Lyons Tooth
Paste is cancelling its "Manhattan
Merry-Go-Round" musical'*!!! the
9 o'clock period at the end of the
current season.

in radio.

:

•

programming has turned into
Y&R, which among all agencies
expensive showcase is the foremost champion Of Simula
^'nding up with a 2.7 rating,
taneous AM-TV programming, is
had
hoped,
however,
to give the Gertrude Berg
planning
fhh
client would retain the package a two-way showcasing on
Pm. time, with its lucra- behalf of GF's Sanka product;
ti„°i
*1'600.000 in annual billings, Temporarilv the show will be
the show cancella- berthed in the Monday
tln« i?" 8
^^^^
notice that Lucky Strike segment (in opposition to CBS
w« ^f'^eforfeiting
the Mme.
"Lux Radio Theatre" on AM), but
*'^if^«°
through
Amert^ "J"*?** >t can persuade If the two-way deal goes
^encan
Tobacco to retain the it Will be moved to a period per^
• _nasco, the

^

mitting for the simulcast.

cuffo.

THUBBER'S H&DIO

program,

|

Coy

Still

the prospects of adapting his "My
Life and Hard Times" into a radio
package.

Coy

On FCC

'FIRST'

James Thurber has been talking
with the William Morris office on

Status

Washington, Feb,

8.

Chairman Wayne Coy. of

the
yesterday (Mon.) avoided any
as to whether he is
planning to leave the government.

FCC

commitment
Asked

comment on commen-

to

the air series himself.

However, Thurber won't script
He has already had preliminary talks with

Sunday night that he would resign
in two months. Coy said: "When

other writers.

I'm ready to leave

Down Witli the 400

;

broadcasting;

Rap

«=oncerned, its entry into
J?
«me

j

i

Fatima Snuffed Out

has cropped up of
onetime favorite
radio show becoming so successful,

CBS' $1,600,000

March

insert.

Fatima Cigarets w.ill yank Lady
Fatima from its Basil Rathbone
mystery series.
Although audience liked the role
of the lady who appeared to Rathbone in his reveries, Fatima drew
fire from two souroes^the critics
and a number of CBS stations

it is

ination of its first

|

AM

First in.stance
an extinct but

(Continued on page 42)

Co. served
notice on CBS last week that it was
cancelling out on its across-theDoard afternoon Don Ameche show
lour Lucky Strike," at the term-

talent-finding
show' i$being cancelled.
CBS hppiesi t*)
preserve the billings With a new

!

:

Columbia's annual financial report released last week showed a
net income for tthe 52 weeks of
'48 of $5,041,700, whereas the net
for the fiscal year of '47 (comprising 53 weeks), totalled $5,920,100.
Hpwever, the drop of nearly $900,QQO takes into account the subsidiary operations, such as Columbia

Cancellation

I

for

commercial

fident that the January upbeat will
get a continual reprise throughout
the year.

American Tobacco

1

Stanton's

whereabouts are more guarded

—-nobody

Ameche

.

Trammell, it turns out, is
In Hollywood "in connection
with the present situation,''
say

TV
NBC

a

1

Interest in the Battle of the

.

Monday-

AM

|

Lam

cross-the-

its

li)-minute

through-Friday video spread on
NBC with 8 new live-film: format.
But the client :(Rv J. Reynolds) is
sitting tight
in
with Bob
Hawk, "Screen Guild Players" and
the Jimmy Durante show.
American Tobacco is doing some
expanding, planning a brace of
video shows, one for Lucky Strike

1

Despite a general dip in radio"*"
billings in January which appears
be carrying over into
also to
February, CBS points to a net hike
of 10% for the first month in '49
over January, 1948, business.

hypo

board newsreel program on NBC,
buying an additional five minutes

Sun. Cream Time
:

CBS January Biz Takes 10% Hike Over

OG

period.

It's estimated that the
released through United

crix.

film,

,

- :

Old Gold, presently sponsoring
a quarter-hour segment of ABC's
Sunday night "Stop the Music,"
looks set to pick up the tab for
"Music" in its TV Thursday night
60-minute version, which is sched-'.

transaction.

'California' Formula
It was considered inevitable that
someone would evolve a formula
that, in one fell swoop, would per-

top'

spenders in the two-way. commercial spread.
Significant aspect of
the heavy splurging among the major outfits (Lucky Strike, Chesterfield, Old Gold, Camel) is that all
are plunging deeper and deeper
into the TV picture without any
signs of curtailing their radio

.

"Lucky

one of the

to project itself as

Enterprise's first Benny-produced pic, "the Lucky Stiff"),
Is already translating itself
Into Paley^'s initial capital loss'

television, has become increasingly
vexing to top air personalities wlio,

"Battle of the cigarets" in radio
television grows.keener by the
week, with Old Gold now planning

and

Capital in Reverse
CBS board chairman Wil-

liam S. Paley's capital gains
acquisition of Jack Benny's
Amusement Enterprise package (which gives CBS a financial
toehold in Amusement

Hollywood.

in:

Video

While Retaining Full Radio Budgets

transferred his future radio-television
allegiance
to CBS' William S.

Paley for $1,000,000,

in

WOR, N. Y., and Mutual have clamped down on "The Four Hundred" 400 "professional" contestants who have made themselves
nuisances by regularly trying to crash in, and ca.sh in, on quiz pro-,

—

'grams... ='

Cooperating with CBS, which has also been plagued by the 400,
a new distribution plan for broadcast
tickets which will bar the professionals from studio audiences.
"Their presence and behavior distract performers, others in the

WOR and Mutual have set up

audience and the radio listen fefs,'! a WOR spokesman said. The
station has listed names and addresses of the regulars in a card file.
Most of them can be spotted by artists, guest relations staffers

and theatre personnel.
As part of the neW plan, mail requests for quiz show tickets
from regulars will be ignored. In addition, the practice of distributing quiz tickets in the lobby and reception rooms of WORMutual has been discontinuea. However, there will be tickets on
hand for other programs to fill public requests.
WOR-Mutual and CBS have exchanged data on the 400. The
stations have found the regulars using all kinds of dodges to get
tickets, ranging from phony names to having friends mail letters
from out of town. However, they have samples of tha regulars'
handwriting and their ruses are generally uncovered.

tator

Drew

Pearson's

prediction
.

say so."
Rumors have been going the
rounds here for some time that
Coy may become associated with a
newspaper outside of Washington,
that he may go with the broadcasting industry, and that he is in line
for a Cabinet post. One thing is
considered certain: He does not
plan to stay in the Government
I'll

because he cannot afford to.
Outcome of legislation now be-fore Congress which would raise
the salary oC FCC commissioners
to $17,500 and authorize the President to pay the chairman $20,000
may affect his plans. At any rate,
he is expected to stay with FCC
until the freeze on television is
lifted, sometime in the spring.
,

WJOL

Beats Racing Rap
Joliet,

WJOL
FCC

,

111.,

Feb,

8.

has secured renewal of

license, despite' complaints of

police chief Ernest Oberbey thathorse, racing programs were- con*
trary to public interest.
Commission decided race ln»

formation was not in itself illegal^
in absence of clear proof that airing increased illegal betting. Pro*
gram was discontinued in 1947.

-

—

,

Wednesday, February

RADIO

Bob Hope May Yank His L'TiPe

AVCO Wants Own
Washington, Feb. 8.
Refusal of FCC to grant a 60day postponement on hearings on
bidders for the liouisvillc CourierJounial radio.and video properties
may force Bob Hope to drop out
of the contest, his counsel said
yesterday (Mon.) Hope had aslied
for a later date because of other
commitments. Hearing Is scheduled for Feb. 28.
Leonard Marks, the comedian's
counsel, said he has not yet been
able" to contact Hope, now enroute
to California, to decide whether
an alternative request for a 30-day
stay should be filed.

Bid:

Ride Repealed
lis

|

AVCO

mag pieces
Wendy Sanford, secretary to CBS veepee and general
executive Lawrence Lowman, recuperating at Medical Arts Hospital
Edgar H. Kobak, son of Mutual prexy, to
following appendectomy
manage WTWA, Thomson, Ga. Station is owned jointly by his father

and Walter Brown, president. Young Kobak is ex-WNJR, Newark
Dick Sanders (in "Madwoman of Chaillot" legiter), Joe Liss and Jerry
Franken on radio course faculty at Queens College, starting Feb. 14.
Manhattan radioites sitting tight and expectant \ aiting for Drew Pearson s "Radio Merry-Go-Round" kickaround at Radio Execs Club luncheon Feb. 24. Jack Kapp, of Decca Records, spiels at tomorrow's (Thurs.

day)

^

MUSIC

AVCO

to
rule in 1945.

L'viHe

There

is

which

invoke

Nut

Revitalizing

Industry Bureau
Things are looking up for the
Broadcast Measurement Bureau,
The BMB's Technical Committee
recommendation for a revised plan
of reporting audience figures
breaking down audience in terms
of daily listening-^is expected to

many more new

attract

the

subscribers.

issue
a possibility that the

On AU Hub

Robert E. Dunville, executive
veepee of Crosley Broadcasting,
Stations told Variety yesterday (8) that
-

WLW,

Cincinnati,

may

subscribe.

Boston, Feb. 8.
Dunville conferred with Hugh Fel-'
AU radio stations in Greater Bos- tis, BMB proxy, last week and said
ton will broadcast the gigantic that the station would join proWHAS half-hour documentary show, "Sup- vided that BMB publishes the daily
pose Nobody Cared" Sunday (13) listening figures without statistical
from 1:30-2 p.m. The broadcast weighting.
was not a subwill inaugurate publication ,ot the scriber to the first BMB study three
important greater Boston: 'survey years ago, feeling that its mea.surereport, one of the most eompre ments were not sensitive enough.
hensive and difficult undertakings The possibility of
backing
commission preference on quali- ever attempted by any community the new study is expected to carry
in the country.
fications.
a lot of weight in the industry.
Station sales, particularly in the
The stations slated to carry the Crosley also owns WINS, N. Y , also
field, have Increased greatly show are WBMS, WB2, WCOP. a 50,000-watter.
since the AVCO system started, WEEI, WHDH, WMEX, WNAC,
In the first st«dy, a listener was
causing additional burden on com' WOHL,
and WVOM.
listed as in a station's audience
mission workload and hardship on
The research group which en- if he tuned in to it only once a
stations in process of transfer.
gaged in the survey took two years week. Many broadcasters felt this
FCC may therefore exclude for their study of 55 self-governing was not a sensitive enough
AM's from AVCO, reserving right independent communities, compris- measurement. The ballot for Study
to question transfers, and hold ing the metropolitan area served No. 2 gives the respondent opporvideo and package deals to the by 500 voluntary agencies and tunity to indicate the number of
procedure.
some' 300' ta>:-supported agencies. days he listens to each station in
AVCO asked for both repeal of The recomm'endatiohs in the re- three frequency categories: .6-7
the bidding system on broad port are expected to be revolu- days, 3-5 days and 1-2 days, as well
grounds of authority and' due tionary. All the daily newspapers as total weekly audience.
process violation and for waiver of will devote two or three pages
Dr. Kenneth H. Baker, NAB rethe rule in the WHAS purchase daily for six consecutive days to search director on loan- to BMB,
application.
It is expected that the publication of the word by
(Continued on- page 38)
action on repeal will be deferred

Louisville case, which is to be
heard Feb. 28, may determine
whether the AVCO nil.e stays in its
present form. Should the
50 kw. and TV permit be sold to
Hope or Fort Industry the system:
would have scored its first success.
However, the Courier-Journal is
not required to sell to either competitive bidder regardless of the
.

;

.

WLW

I

.

j

WLW

WTAO

|

words

WINX

Commission

Waiver Nixed
last

findings.

1

.

pating in decision.

.

.

.

Preem

.

.

.

.

.

.

WMCA

to
N. Y. effective Feb. 14. He's resigning as sales director of
take up his new duties. He was on temporary leave fropti the agency
for the past eight months while serving in a sales capacity at the
station,

fJV

HOLLYWOOD

.

.

.

Harry Ackerman picked: Charles Russell, film actor, for the titl^ role
of his latest CBS house show, "Yours Truly, Johnny Dollar," an adventurous whodunit set for a network spread starting. Feb. 18. ...
Barbara Jo Allen continues her man-chase, and wimmen, too, to gab
with heron the new audience participation show set up by I^ee Strahorn
and Jack Creamer. Record was cut at ABC and net gets first, refusal
on five 15'er labelled "The Vera Vague Show." Art GUmore will be
Jay Stewart is
on hand to give the show some semblance of sanity
turning over the emceeing of ABC's "Surprise Package" to Harry Von
Zell, Jack Bailey and others while he and Garry Moore are entertain.

:

.

.

.

ing the airlift in Berlin. It's a command performance for the Army
.... Fritz Block! is setting up radio and tele deals for Hoosier Hot
Shots now that they're stabled with Joe Glaser.
.Tom Harrington and
the missus blew into town and right out again for ,a fortnight on the
desert. Also hieing out of town after a brief stopover is Pat Weaver,
who'll try his skill at skiing at Sun Valley. Before leaving he was
briefed by Cy Howard, who got back with all his limbs intact
Jack Flatt, ad chief for Kraft Foods, pulled into town for talks with
Al Jolson and "Corny" Jackson after a stormy plane trip:'. That bird
with the long stems seems to be hounding NBC, When William Storke
pulled out of the ticket department for a berth in continuity accept.

,

:

,

—

.

Set for Feb. 17

.

.

.

.

WCOP; Bill McGrath of
"Art Mooney Show," with forhe was succeeded by Richard Crane.
.Bill Goodwin brought his
WHDH; Jim Powers of WNAC; mat along the lines of Horace ance
Gordon
„„„„„ „„„„
Swan of WBZ, and Paul Heidt's NBC airer; starts on Mutual four children down to KNBH for their TV debut ori Shirley Dinsdale?s
"f amily nighti"
.Eddie Cantor took off for Chicago to continue his
perrMuir'or'WTAO
Thursday;" Feb. 47, in the 8 p.m.
.

,

.

WHDH

gill Shea of
is
^yriter of the documentary,

script

slot.

which
Mooney will tour the country,
WHDH. This is preceded by crew of advancemen
time since the war that who will round up local talent in
all Boston stations have, partici- each town to appear on, the broadpated in a pooled broadcast.
casts.
will originate at

the

first

.

.

contract renewal negotiations with Harris Perlstein, prexy of Pab'st
Paul Warwick returned east after laying the ground work. He returns
in April to stand up as best man for Cecil Underwood, head of the
Warwick & Legler Hollywood office, who'll take the voivs with Floretta

McDonald
Norman Nelson moved up as' sales promotion manager
of ABC's western division, succeeding Jack O'Mara^ now coast manager for C.E. Hooper. Another ABC appointment conferred the new*
editorship on Sam Zelman
Louella Parsons believes in setting her
,

St. Louis'

KXLWbiSOOG Suit Vs. Union

.

.

.

guestars well in advance. They'll appear on her sound track in- the
following order: Cole Porter and Patricia Morison, Olivia de HaviUand,

Jane Wyman. Fred Astaire, Barbara Stanwyck and Academy Award
winners
Fred Moyer Jordan, long time Buchanan head out here,
hung out his own shingle
Guy Delia Cioppa, who was Bill Paley's
roommate oversea; during the war and now a production exec at CBS,
worked the rust out of his cue-throwing finger and directed "Life With
Luigi" while Cy Howard holidayed
Rexall is said to have rejected
an advertising plan for next fall because there was too much copy about
its Faye-Harris radio show. Justin Dart, prexy of the drug chain,, il
reported unhappy about the show's loss of Hooperpoints and there may,
be a showdown at season's end. He was all for moving to CBS but
Harris demurred on the ground that he wanted to prove he can stand
on his own. Dropping out of the first 15 proving what?
That's smart
guest booking by Kenyon & Eckhardt for Ford theatre. Bob Hope,
Jack Benny and Bing, Crosby on successive weeks is a booker's dreamBob Wolfe is lining up the shows while Ford's in towny-which has been
extended through March 11 .... Jim Patterson of Thgimpson publicity
staff got a week's leave to fly the hay lift in snow-Covered Nevada. He
was a major in the Air Force during the war
.Luther, Lemon, ThornJson agency treasurer, in town on his first trip to the coast.
.

Ckrgnig Unauthorized Stoppages

.

Louis, Feb.

8.

Another chapter of the tribula-

KXLW,

Louis county
station, was unfolded - last week
Assn. Drive With Feb. 14 when
a suit for an injunction and
damages against the
$500,000
'King Of Hearts' Show Radio Broadcasting Engineers, LoMutual is planning to kick off cal 1217; the parent AFL Electrical
the Heart Assn. drive with a "King Workers' Union, and eight officers
of Hearts" show on St. Valentine's and four members of the local, was
Day, Feb. 14. Taking part will be filed in the circuit court at ClayGen. Eisenhoweri Mayor Q'Dwyer, ton, a St. Louis suburb.
The plaintiff corporation, St.
Gov. Dewey, ex-Gov. Stassen, Jane
iLouis County Broadcasting Co.,
Pickens and Ford Frick.
The Metropolitan Assn. of Disk headed by Guy Runnion, formerly
Jockeys is cooperating with the with KMOX, charged a strike had
Kew York Heart Assn. to sell 100,- been called last Dec. 6 by the four
000 orchids being flown in from members of the local without a
Hawaii. Listeners are being asked secret ballot and without filing
to contribute $1 or more, with the notice with the Industrial Commis^
Heart group sending an orchid on sion of Missouri in violation of the
Feb. 14 to person named by the Madison Act.
Petition asks $100,000 damages
Plan was first broadcast
listener.
fin Bill taylor's "Sunrise .Sere- for alleged acts of the defendhade", with WOR, N. Y., reporting ants In inducing workmen engaged
in erecting a new broadresponse.
big audience
tions of

St.

casting
tower to leave their
work.
In a second count, the
petition asks $300,000 damages for
alleged conspiracy of trade whereby it asserts the defendants urged
customers of the station to cease
advertisigg and threatened to boycott advertisers who continued to

.

,

;

St.

Mutual To Spark Heart

,

.

.

the Washington Post request
for waiver in the sale of WINX tol
William Banks of Philadelphia Exemption was asked on the basis
the newspapers and trade press
sufficiently adverti.sed*the Post had
to dispose of WINX when it bought
controlling interest in the CBS
key, station in the capital, WTOP.
However, the Commission allowed
transfer of WINX-FM, sans AVCO,
to
since transaction involves no change in ownership.
Chairman Wayne Coy, formerly in
charge: of Post radio operations,
disqualified himself from partici-

WTOP

Mooney's Mutual Airer

rence of

week turned

down

.

.

1

:

AM

but that the waiver request will be
John C. Dowd of the Dowd
summarily denied on the ground agency heads up the overall press
that the rule is in force and the and radio committee.
The radio
competing bids must be heard.
committee comprises Craig Law-

.

.

.

Greater Boston Survey

May Decide

,

.

BM6 Cracks WLW

4

lunch.

.

WXKW

enterprise

REC

.

WOR announcer Jack O'Reilly has a new son. Jack, Jr. .Bill Berns
emeee on WNBT's "Look, Ma, I'm Acting," replacing Tom Ewell ...
Two. new faces at WOR are Frank Shakespeare, assistant to sales manJoager, and Howard Clark, an assistant to ad'-promotion manager
seph A. McDonald, ABC v.p. and general attorney, in White Sulphur
.Three ABC newsmen, John T.
Springs, Va., at BMI board meeting
Madigan, Pauline Frederick and Taylor Grant interviewed on Voice of
Pegeen
America program on how radio newscasts are prepared
Fitzgerald recovering from operation at Lenox Hill hospital.
Max Ehrllch, "Big Story'T and "Sherlock Holmes" writer, has sold
Ivan Sanderson's WNBC natnovel, "The Big Eye," to Doubleday
ural history programs to be rebroadcast by New York's school system
Whatever happened to facsimile? .. James Clemente,
FM station
former executive producer for the State Dept. OIC division, has jojned
WOV as script-editor and producer assigned to Italian language dra.Kathleen
.Agnes Young new to "Lora Lawton".
matic programs.
Niday, Tonl Darnay, Abbey Lewis and Richard Janavar join "David
Lyle Sudrow, Gregory Morton and Elaine Rost added
Harum" ca.st
to "Front Page Farrell" players .... John Bosman named news editor
of Mutual, under Milton Berg, who is news director. For the last month
Berg has been acting special events chief. New special events director
is Art Feldman/ Jack Paige, who had been heading up special events,
upped to manager of program operations^. .Mutuars -Abe SchechCurt Gowdy, ex-KOCY,
ter on three-week trip to Chi and west coast
picked as Mel Allen's partner on WINS Yankee baseball broadcasts;
Maggl McNeills to be honor guest at Hunter College Alumnae Associa..H. R. Baukhage to lecture
tion lunch at the Waldorf, Saturday (12)
Earl
the Windber Business Men's Assn. in Johnstown, Pa., Feb. 21
M. Johnson named veepee in charge of station relations and engineering
at Mutual board meeting in Washington. ./.Mutual's "Yours for a
CBS repeating its "Mind and
Song" goes N.Y. to L.A. March 11
Shadow" documentary Feb. 20 from 12:30-1:30 p.m.
John Horn, who was radio ed of defunct N. Y. Star, how working in
.Harry Solow, sales director
George Crandall's CBS publicity dept
of WMCA, assumes active control of the William Warren Agency in
.

BEN LUDLOW

WHDH

FCC

.

,

.

(their second) is due rin March .... Jean
office, to Coast.. Will gather material for
Betty Forsling, Newsweek radio ed, al.so in

Hollywood

;

prompted

YORK CITY

freelance

Albany, N. Y., Feb. 8.
The Federal Communications
Commission will hear protests of
WHDH, Boston, and KOA, Denver,
on March 1, charging interference
by Albany's station WXKW.
The two stations will attempt to
prove at the hearing before the
co^Hjissioji four .points which
were outlined in petition.s in an
effort to gain reconsideration of
the iSsuajice of a mbdificatibh construction permit to: tbeoiperatprs of

Attacks Increase
..
WXKW;:;/Washington, Feb. 8.
The four points which the BosFCC will stick, for a while at
least, to the AVCO 60-day bidding ton and Denver stations Mvill stress,
procedure for radio and television and- ask the Commission to constation sales despite increasing at- sider are:
1. If the energy of the Albany
tacks on the system and petitions
Variety learned to- station interferes with broadcasts
for waiver.
and KOA.
day, however, that the policy may of stations
night anten2. Whether
be materially altered.
Latest petitioner for the repeal nae could be adjusted so as not to
of AVCO came last week from send more energy into their areas.
AVCO itself, through its subsidiary 3. Whether WXKW's night operCrosley Broadcasting Corp. which ations are in accord with the ComIs trying to freeze out competing: mission's rules.
should
the FCC
4. Whether
bids of Bob Hope and the Fort
Industry Co. for the $1,925,000 order a reduction in WX;KW's opLouisville CourierTJournal radio erating power.
and video package. It was the
AVCO purchase of the Crosley. Cin>
cinnati station (WLW) and the Documentary Kicks Off

manufacturing

mW

The John Crosbys' baby
Meegan, of Steve Hannagan

HUB SQUAWK ON VXKW

j

1949

9,

Frinn tbe Pifodnction Centres

FCC TO HEAR DENVER,

|

,

use the station. It sought an injunction against such acts aiid
against further picketing of the
station's new transmitter site in
Brentwood, also located In the
county.
The station has been
charged with violating the zoning
.
.
. ,
ordinance in Olivette, where the
"Do It Yourself Club" made debut Mon. (7) on WMAQ. Show airf
present transmitter is located and
WBBM's John Harrington wiir start 13th yeaj
Runnion and several of his aides hints to housewives
ABC's"Shoppers Special" wUi
are on bonds pending trial on mis- of football broadcasting Sept, 24
demeanor charges in connection host Alice Stevens singers Feb. 12.... Ed Allen, "Early Bird' v«
j.witl^ the operation of the Olivette WMAQ, talks at Marengo, 111., Feb. 23, on radio personalities.
Harmonicats will guest over WBBM's "Melody Lane" tonight
transmitter,
Work on the Brentwood trans- W. W. Bauer of American Medical Assn. featured on "The AmericM
four
mitter, which is to replace ihe Farmer" over ABC Sat. (5).... Chi Stage Productions feature
radio folk in one act legits Feb. 18. Quartet ts MUly Roinano of vnnu
first, has been stopped for several
hionths.
(Continued oh page 40)
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NAB CODE GErUG BRUSHEROO
Average Program Hooperatings

1 STAIiDARDS|(^Wia Now Gem of the Hoopers

EVENING
'

(6-11 P.M. W.y.T.)

Network

Sun.

Mon. Tues.

ABC

H.8

CBS

12.8
6.7
11.3

6.8
17.1
4.0
7.0

MBS
NBC

Wed.
11.0
8.6
3.7
12.9

6.3

10.6
3.3
15.9

Thurs..
5.2
13.0
3.7
10,9

FrI.
11.4

Sat.
4.0
9.3
6.0
,12.4

9.5
2.3

9,6

Total
Eve.
9.9
11.9
4.3

11.5

Minutes of Sponsored Time
EVENING
(6-11 P.M. N.y.T.)

Network

Sun.
255

ABC
CBS

MBS

240.
100

NBC

210

215
210
35
240

90
270
65
240

FrI.

Sat.

180

30
120
60

270
90
225

210

Total
Eve.
930
1590

500
1575

Tucked away

^

By JACK LEVY
,

in

I

in

recent, years;

The sum

.

total

;

L

•

!

that television is cutting in surprisingly heavy on time sales of
effect

4,

FM

.shows that CBS, for the first time
public
transportation goes into
in competitive NBC-CBS network
this week when WXhR,
history, has moved into leadership
Cambridge, working through the
on ''ve^Be
average program
nooperaungi
vv"f^am Hooperatings
facilities of WTAO-FM, pipes music
the week, thfe latest overall fig
and advertising into 78 busses of
ures giving CBS 11,9 as opposed
the Eastern: Mass. system.
Programs go out from 7 a.m. to
^,^J.
„„„ significant is
9 p,m,. Receivers are locked in the ...i^w
^
.
busses so no one can stop them "'^„^'^«^^<^»wn °n minutes of spon'j''"
and special system said to be
^ ^ »^ ^.''l^k *°'?'
1,590 minutes
worked out whereby music filters
Ji^^^i^
"
in to the busses at low dynamic °
uh NBC's "575
level.
Howeverj when announcer
Big ifactor, of course, in the Cocomes on with a commercial, he
ascendancy on the weekly
pushes a button and the volume in
average rating is the dominant
the busses is doubled.
position of the network on Sunday
evening.
Until the first of the
year, when Jack Benny switched
networks, and Edgar Bergen went
;off, it was NBC that dominated
the Hooper picture.
But the sit'

casters.-

The

I

effect

Talks wit h station owners,
Variety, found last week, reveal

the independents.

two Hooper

of
I

Boston, Feb,
First local application of

in the

Pocketpiece released since the first
the year is one of the most
revealing breakdowns of figures

I

Hub Busses Go FM

Washington, Feb, 8.
Tightening up of advertising
budgets, competition of video, and
a generally greater pressure from
the various media to sell time and
space are lowering the commercial
standards of radio, with many stations completely ignoring the code
of the National Assn. of Broad,

Wed. Thurs.

'Mon, ,Tues.
110
50,
270
.210
65
85
210
240

As NBC Loses Average Rating Lead

SE[N ON DECLl!

;

comes

;

N. Y. Indies, Bitten

by a TV Ratmg,

indirectly through release of time
on the larger stations, particularly

those with TV alfiliates. These
large
stations, in turn, are
going after business normally reserved to the smaller outlets.

AM

Hirow Cancellation Book at Hooper

;

WNEW

.

^have

sent in letters cancelling
have
subscriptions
find
their
toiiched off a controversy regard*
ing just how accurate Hooper's
reports are.
his
message to Hooper,
In

TV

•

WQXR's

Sanger

Elliott

said,

"We

convinced that your newly
adopted method' of making the
area survey is not satisfaetoiry
both as the questions
asked and as to the distribution of
the sample. We believe it disciminates against the non-network star
tions and gives undue emphasis to
the relatively small TV ownership."
WNEW's Bemlce Judis wrote,
"It is our feeling that the picture
being revealed in^ the Hooper ratings is out of focus as far as all
the media are concerned. We feel
tliat the present system both in
questions asked and in random
sampling technique does not give
us the incisive picture we need."
made similar
Ralph Weil of
points in canceling his station's
are

New York

265G

AiFlacksC^

Over *TV-Happy

WOV

°

Eds on Dailies

Hooper subscription.
The three stations, who were

AM

flacks are burning at what
Hooper's only Indie subscribers in they call "TV-happy' radio editors
New York, told the audience meas- of the dailies. 'The radio press
urement specialist at a luncheon agents feel thkt the critics are bynews in favor of iteihs
I?assiftg
(Continued on page AO)
about video.
Flacks say that one recent column in the N. Y. Times was comPoll-Taker Acceptance
pletely turned over to TV news
and another in N. Y; Daily News
.

AM

Embarrasses
Via Phoney

K

Stations

Home CaUers

Public apcpntanrp of nnll-takers

hf;^

had no mention of AM. The
Sunday N. Y. Times has added a.

also

I

1

1

Mutuals Drastic

|

]

broadcast on

AM

I

I

j

uation has now reversed itself,
with CBS grabbing off the ratings

i
!

Program Revamp;

>

and
jThe
,

Move

Up

Heatter

Important

too,

the

is

,

[
'

}

I

'

'

'

i

j

|

,

.

;

"

On Alleged Tunny' Piracy

Many of the big stations, it was
have choice time periods
available/ In one large eastern
industrial city, reported one of its
stations; an advertiser can pick his
spot. Television was given as the
found,

n WAYNE,

WGL, AFRA,

Fort Worth, Feb. 9.
Suit has been filed in U. S. district court hiere in behalf of William E. Ballard against NBC;

WAGE HIKE

GETS

Fort Wayne, Feb, 8,
new contract
with the American Federation of

!

ivr^T
WGL, has signed a

(Continued on page 40)

Radio

calling for an

Artists,

members

increase for

CLIENT GIVES UP TV

nouncing

i

of the an-

the talent fee schedule

|

Tobacco

da Mages

of

,

1

I

|

i

Introducing Secrets of the. Little
Black Fox" whieh was" used by

NBC"

Petition

asserts

filed

that

Bal--

lard was closing a deal with a
Texas businessman to sell exclusiwe rights in Texas to the material for a fee of $25,000 and that
the deal was not consummated after
the material was included on the

:

!

>

:

Williamson

I

i

WNEW

„
&

seeking

Ballard alleges that NBC used a
copyrighted idea of his own on its

The "People Are Funny" program last
September and October. Ballard
stated that he is the author and
sole owner of copyrighted matter
known as 'The Lucky Interview

contract is for two years to
with a reopening clause
on wages Dec. I, '49.
Fort Wavne local, according to
Tim O'Sullivan, exec secretary of
the union, has also reached an
1, '50,

Jo'P,,

'^^•"J'"'"*'"',

in
for the sta-

new

Russel M, Seeds agency,
v »<-<«s".
^
j, Chicago;
,.,.,„.

^rown

I

and an expansion

staff

tion, retroactive to Dec. 1, '48.

Dec.

I

8%

'

;

'

i

:

.

factor,

'

ignored,
sponsor had previously bankrolled agreement
with
WPTW, Fort
^^^^ ^^^^ g^^^giy
t,^^ p^^^j^
been calling on housewives* gen
wrestling matches on television and
by the indies who lack TV, but evidently feels that TV Is not yet Wayne, calling for a 4% increase
erally in lower-income areas, sayin base salaries and an entirely
nevertheless it is bothering the the medium
ing they are "doing a survey for
to reach a
mass new talent fee schedule,. The conWINS." Then, when they gel foot publicity men on the networks. market,
tract will become effective Feb, 15,
network^ press departtneltit
" ^.",17
in door, they unload shoddy mer- One
"Powerhouse of the Air" broad- and will run tor a year,
„
conducted
a sniveyi of papers -In^^ casts will be heard seven nights a
Phanrf
„„.,„ii
The union also reopened negotiaabovf'^'«rW P^k'^ r!^^'^'""^ 36 Hooper citres and f^und the week on
at 7.45 .p.m., tions with WOWO, Fort Wayne;
same trend toward heavy TV re- starting March 11 and featuring Felj. 3, in an attempt to reach
home Tni^ht he puts up ^
porting. Even where network TV the sports editor of the New
hiTth«ni?
o^^
York
agreement
on their first contract
'
doesn't exist, TV play is terrific in Daily News. This is the first time Negotiations on the contract have
Wht" complaint
li"", fi? calls '^ITWhen
began
since the war that the indie has been carried on intermittently for
mounting, station decided to ask in the columns.
The survey turned up fact that skedded a sports strip.
police.
the past 18 months.
One morning last
week
'"'"^'^''''''
.80% of the papers in the 36 cities
sw ohh„=^H „
,, %
have ''"^
some sort of radio column,
wi^i and ^
wile,
general manager 'I?,^'^"
Eldon
Park immediately called the cops. either Icteally written or picked up.
Another
Radio cruiser was dispatched and from the wire services.
interesting sidelight is the fact
picked up the phoney "pollsters."
publications which have
However, offenders can't be that those
attract ads from
Pointing up the nationwide popularity of the top-rated radio
prosecuted because they carry only big radio columns
servshows, a Pulse roundup for the entire year of 1948 in the country's
samples or photos and skirt laws radio appliance dealers and
ices. Indications are that many set
five key markets reveals the same shows included that, regularly
against
peddling. Pair had no
dealers have
Pulse roundup, based on
hit the bi-weekly and monthly Top 10s.
cruninal record and were released manufacturers and
big inventories and are taking ads.
"With a warning.
results in N. Y., Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston and Cincinnati^
good
show some of the shows shifted in position from their current lineBetter Business Bureau of New spotting them in papers' with
Xork reports many instances of the radio columns.
ups but the overall picture is basically the same. Following is the
five-city average, based on the usual Pulse highest quarter-hour
racket. When the
canvassers aren't
POST
posing as poll-takers
ratings:
GOUKASV
or survey
DAYTIME
EVENING
they sometimes represent
Philadelphia, Fcb,8,
Jjen,
Arthur Godfrey
25,9
.
8i8
Warriors'
Jack Benny
former
I,7?;selves as coming iiui.i
Goukas,
Matt
from the
me
Breakfast Club
24,7
7.8
neaith department.
the
Lux Radio Theatre.
Activities point basketball star who suffered
Grand Slam
......
21,5
.
7v8
Charlie McCarthy
"P public's faith in poll technique, loss oC a leg in an auto crash t\vo
Big Sister ... ... . , ; . ... 7.7
,o«t continuation
20.5.
Fred Allen
of door-to-door years ago, has ben named sports
Helen Trent
20.5
7,7
racket my
Phil Harris-Alice Faye
hurt legitimate re- director of WPEN, Goukas has
Rosemary
.
20.2
... , , . , v,
7.7
Fibber McGee-Molly
^®^«hers,
been doing play-by-play on college
Ma Perkins
19-7
i .
. * . .
7.6
BBB cautions women not to sign court games this season as well as
Bob Hope
19.2
Our Gal Sunday .... . ; . 7,5
«ny papers,
Amos 'n' Andy
but to ask canvassers la sports roundup.
Guiding Light
18,1
.
6.9
. , .
Walter Winchell
C^oUege
s
Joseph
®
St.
until
former
A
husband has a
„
Wendy Warren i.. .....v 6:9
16,7
Godfrey's Talent Scouts
»hem over, The star, Goukas has played botii pro
Aunt Jenny .. . .... ..... 6.9
gvn= don't
H
syps
come back
basketball, baseball and soccer
,

going into a decline.
average story now
12.8; NBC, 11.3 (See

Sunday
CBS,

adjoining box.)

,

overwhelming Monday night lead
Mutual will completely revamp of CBS, with its 17.1 average
weekday evening schedule in rating for the 7 to 11 p.m. period
the next couple of months cued to as opposed to NBC's 7.0.
the shift of Gabriel Heatter from
CBS leads on Sundays, Mondays
the 9 p.m. spot he has held con- and Thursdays, with NBC topping
tinuously for 14 years.
the Tuesday, Wednesday and SatStarting April 25, Heatter wilt urday nighttime picture and ABC
be heard cross-the-board at 7:30 in the lead Friday nights. (Wedp.m. He has had a long line of nesday, of course, may tell a new
sponsors and good ratings, averas- story next season, when Bing
ing 6 and better in the 9 o'clock Crosby moves into the Columbia
slot, despite his being opposed such family, with likelihood of
Fibber
top airers as Eddie Cantor, Bob McGee & Molly and Bob Hope
Hope, Milton Berle and the Kraft joining him).Music Hall. However, MBS programmers feel that most listeners
plained, are forcing the major out- want their news earlier in the $12,000,000 Texas Suit
lets away from the institutional evening, unless events are of untype commercials which generally usual impact,
Vs. NBC, Raleigh, Seeds
Heatter's move will intensify
conform to the three-minute limit.
(Continued on page 40)
Plenty Time Available
its

is

K-t^^unV^JTrl

NBC

reads:

I

,

w=

dustry outfits, embarrassing «itua
tions for the last few weeks,
»
Pntc
^^AAiA^ have
u: .
Pots-and-pans
peddlers

'

column exclusively on video. FoldFOR RETURN TO RADIO
'"^ of the N. Y. Star and demise of
Paul Denis' New York Post column
Howard Clothes will sponsor
also cuts down on space open to Jimmy
Powers
"Powerhouse"
ji,„ p,a^'s.
„ „ ,„ Another
^„^^h^^ gripe is that
th,f a
o
the
sportscasts on WNEW, N. Y., and
sport event on TV often rates a three
periods of: news on WCBS.
"highlight listing," while the same Move
is significant because the

i

.„i?L^

rt^n^^^rt!.^/!
h^.c been
hin
shady door-to-door
sellers, has
causmg WINS, N. Y., and other in

I

I

|

As one station operator told
Variety, "the code is a wonderful
thing if you could live up to it
KBST's
Sale
but I don't see how we can. It
takes real plugging on the air 'these
Big Springs, Tex., Feb. 8.
The FCC has approved the sale days to sell merchandise. We're
of KBST here from the Big Spring feeling the effect of television. It
is
bringing "more competition from
Herald Broadcasting Co., to the
Big Spring Broadcasting Co., for a the bigger AM stations for accounts
consideration of $265,000. Outlet previously left to us,"
This
independent admitted he is
operates with 250 watts power on
exceeding the NAB code limitation
1490 kilocycles,
William J. Wallace, present gen- on commercial time per 15-ffiinute
program
by 75% by allowing live
eral manager of KBST is prez of
the new group and has 40% inter- minutes in a quarter-hour period.
est.
Others Include Howard Bar- He declared there were many other
stations
in
his position who are
rett, Lewis O. Seibert and R. H.
Whipkey; each with 20%. interest. doing the same thing.
An operator of a metropolitan
station reported that the standards
are "slipping" and that even the
big outlets are not watching the
code too closely. He attributed the
situation to a tightening of budgets both by local and national spot
advertisers and to video competition.
These factors, it was ex-

New York

independ^f
ents who subscribed to the Hooper
-survey—WQXR, WOV and

The three

j

I

broadcast over the web.

:

'

,

i

'

Jim Sauter's R.C. Post

i

if

'

r

Tale of Five Cities

I

,

:

.

WPBN

!

I

I

1

I

,

,

.

,

;

;

I

.

,

,

James E, Sauter, head of Air
Features, has been named head of
the radio and television sector for
the 1949 Red Cross Fund of
.
Greater New York.
Sauter, who was in charge of entertainmont for the Democratic
National Committee during its recent campaign, and who headed
the entertainment committee during Pres. Truman's inaugural, is a
deputy commissioner of .commerce
for the City of New York and is
a national veepee of the Veterans

Hospital
Camp Shows. Sauter
served in a similar capacity for the

Red Cross in all
war campaigns.

its

war and

post-

,

i

j

,

,

.

.

.

,

.

.

,
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MacGREGOK'S FM TAB
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.
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C. p. MacGregor has established
a reduced rate on its transcriptions
for FM-only stations.
The library will be offered for
$75 a month, considerably less than
outlets.
the cost for

AM

Wedncgday, February

RADIO REVIEWS

'28

MIND IN THE SHADOW
With Eddie Albert, Ann

Slieplierd,

Georce Petrie. Harry Bellaver,

9,

1949

MARCH OF DIMES
WO»K IN PROGRESS
SCATTERGOOD BAINES
Billy Quinn, Cameron Prud'- Producer • Olreetor: Stuart
„ ^ „
Wendell Holmes; Psrlter Fen- With
chanatt
homme, Art Carney, Ann LinWith Howard Culver, Fred How- With
nelly, Eric Dressier; Ben Ludlow,
de Santis, Maurice 4 Hra.; Sat., midnight
Joseph
coln,
ard; announcer, Frank Bin«:man
announcer
music; Bob Emerick.
Tarplin, Kins Calder, Rocer de WTAM-WNBK-TV. Cleveland
Director: Ted Robertson

STRAIGHT ARROW

Ethel Everett, Harvey, Stevenis,
Writer: Jerry Holland
Bernard Herrmann orch,. others Writer: Sheldon Stark
and Producer-Directors: Wilbur Stark,
30 Mins., Mon., 8 p.m.; Tues.
Writer: Arnold Perl
Jerry Layton
Thurs., 5 p.ni.
Producer-Director: IVemer Michel
25 Mins., Thurs., 8:30 p.M»,
NATIONAL BISCUIT CO.
60 Mihs., Wed. (2), 10 p.m.
Sustaining
MBS, from Hollywood
Sustainintr
N. Y.
WOB,
(MeCann-Erickson)
CBS, from New York
"Scattergood Baines," a magaThis is a standard western adThe CBS Documentary Unit,
created by Clarence
strip, which T»as been run- zine character
after nearly a year of anemic re- venture
tjme on the Don Budington Kelland, has been disinthe ning for some
jBults, from explorations into
Lee network. However, it is not terred from a /fictional valhalla to
baseball,
each
and
State of the nation's
of the cliffhanger variety,
An- form the basis of a new transcribed
Hollywood fauna, etc., bounced episode stands on its own.
on
distinguishing feature is the series which began Thursday (3)
back as a vital part of radio last other
show is also
program to point up
Wednesday (2) with its presenta aim of the role of the Indian in WOH, N. Y. Same
positive
the
Shadow."
heard over the Mutual net the pre- tion of "Mind In the
the West. The central
developing
was the long-heralded figure is Indian-born Steve Adams, ceding evening.
This
Arnold Perl-scripted expose of the a peaceful citizen who owns Broken
Inaugural installment in this drathe U. b.
state of mental illness
Bow ranch. However, wnenever
airer showed that "Scatterwas swift, highly dramatic, rustlers or other plains villains ap-j matic
It
well-meaning old
tense and very understandable. pear, Steve takes over as Straight good," a prosy,
togettier
who pries into other
tied
gentleman
that
The slim story
Arrow " dons Comanche war paml, people's affairs, undoubtedly will
powerlul
a
provided
facts
the
mounts his golden palomino "Fury find a wide acceptance among the
•weapon to drive home the stark and rides hell-bent for justice.
sedentary, middle-aged listener
truth in a dramatic form.
Oh the series opener (T) a gang
However, the leisurely
"Mind In the Shadow" was of outlaws tried to use a stolen bracket.
and general theme of the
obviously the result of thorough river boat to make good their esj tone
stanza will tend to restrict the inresearch on a subject that's seldom cape.
and
Arrow"
But "Straight
of younger dialers.
being probed in any media, baye "Fury" galloped to the rescue and terest
newspaper exposes
Cast in the title role, Wendell
for a few
nabbed the bandits, incidentally
throughout the nation on condi- saving the boat from the rapids. Holmes in the opening shot played
.bookkeeper and a
tions in state institutions, and the ¥litc'ast didTcreXble jor nd^
Snake
librarian who have been
fictional and pic version ofobjectionable ^f
avoided
writing
?he
steps
Pit," insanity and the various
lu^c IS provided by the
leading up to it have been taboo.

m

'

Koven; Olin Tice, announcer
Scripter: Walter Bernstein
Director: Albert Ward

Producer: Werner Michel
30 Mins., Sun. (6), 1:30 p.m.
Sustaining
CBS, from N. Y.
This CBS program was first in a
series Of documentaries scheduled
by the four networks, in cooperation with the Advertising Council,
to further the latter's campaign to
create a better understanding of
the Americart economic system.
While Sunday's (6) program was
interesting and above-average in
many ways, it also had its drawbacks, to make it difficult to see
just how this better understanding
was promoted.
Program was the story of a small
threatened
community
Oregon
with a ghost-town future because
the leading industry in town was
was a
Plant
failure.
Of
danger
in
paper and pulp mill, recklessly run
by its owner, who has used up most
of the available timber in the area
.

tiu<

Radio's socko March of Dimes
drive established., a comitnunity
first that saw the five
outlets combining to raise niore than

AM

$17,000.

As engineered by

h airm

c

'

a n
Pinky Hunter, WHK, four Saturday nights and one afternoon stanzas were employed. In Saturday
all
stations
but one
sessions,
signed out at midnight and told
audience to tune to outlet remaining on the air. That station proceeded to utilize available talent
from other units in program de-

voted

March

exclusively to pledges for
of Dimes. Participating in

Saturday

stints

WHK, WJW, WSRS

were WGAR,
and WTAM.

WTAM

Last stanza (29) fell to

which utilized visiting firemen for
AM-FM-TV program that lasted

The

night's performance sparkled primarily because of
until 4 a.m.

Bob Hope's appearance. Program
also utilized parade of city talent;
added gimmick was promise of
radio set to pledger from farthest
and now planned closing his mill listening point. Winner was a
His civil engineer son, Puerto Rico contributor.
as result.
however, realized more fully the
Hope's straight 75-minute stint
town
mill's responsibility to the
and under TV kliegers
Over
and determined to do his best to vwas a pulsating and dramatic tribsave both mill and community. ute to the star's unselfishness in
Plan involved the aid of the town helping to promote community enmake
in improving some land to
deavor despite the vigors of a
some distant timber accessible, tough road trip in trying weather.
and other manifestations of towii
Program-wise, the Hope stanza
and economic planning.
did much to steady an otherwise
a
more
sometimes
was
Program
for rocky schedule. At best, a combo
plug for collectives than a plea
AM-videb performance is difficult.
a«jd .was'
enterprise,
individual
When attempted along with a
otherwise sugar-coated with a typi- steady change in performers it
it had
cal smalltown romance. But
with necessitates planning and delicate
tempo, and was well-written,
coordination:

:'

,

AM

worked out to
y^A frnm flip hpro'<! them into matrimony
But whereas the dailies' treat""le suspense was
jnent of state institutions glaringly en&Tt'o'fhl1lugTha\'k\^^^^^
since It was
documented the horrible condi- eu^Aii/iofi
Whoiif '^can
"ran help
helD you
vou set generated for listeners,
Wheat
Shredded
would ultithings
lack
obvious how
tions due to overcrowding and
your own endurance record.",
mately turn out.
of funds, and "Snake Pit" went yet
how
illustrate
a step further to
Holmes' portrayal was finely
cures can be effected, "Mind In
drawn While supporting players
BIG TOP CIRCUS PARTY
atmosphere of a
the Shadow" brilliantly presented
Randy Atcher; Ralph Hansen ably projected thehinterland com« course Of action in which all With
small
typical,
annouHcer-m.c.
could participate.
munity. If dialers are seeking some
Writer: Jean Clos
dialog. It
old fashioned drama, homespun terse, man-of-the-street
The CBS documentary drama- Pr«>ducer: Russell Pirkey
As for all participating talent-—
was well-directed, too, except for orchids.
and unsopbisticat!?d, this is it.
tized facts; it didn't use figures.
30 Mins., Sat.. 10:30 a.m.
Gilo.
tendency of father and son to
radio's
Also participating in
AH the statistics were digested
much
T. YOUNG FOOD PRODUCTS
shout at each other too
and came out through the story, W.
of Dimes efforts were
WKLO, Louisville
Otherwise it was well acted.
told in terms of a CBS reporter
WEWS-TV, which utilized two fea(Forson & Huff)
Brow.
scouring the countryi to document
ture shows, and WJMO, daytime
Something this town has beep
his assignment (mental health). It
AMer. which devoted entire Saturwas furtheir intensified by his ovyn needing for « long time on a.m.
day from sunup to sundown to
BROADWAY SHOWCASE
personal problem involving an radio is a good kid's show in the
MorJe.
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with an occasional novelty numEddie Albert as the radio writer munity singing, with the moppets fully. It showed, once again, that warbler HUth Holland displayed a ber, and leads harmless three-way
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MarK.
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over a four-year period under a endeavor with this program.
similar achievements by Negroes as Well as doing her own scripting,
revised act, would jeopardize cmThe variety format served its today^ri-are to America's shame.
For teeoff stanza Sunday (7) she i^unchj-qj, jj, emPIRE BOOM
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the time-clock. Howtown route to make the punish- quickly merge for lively luncheon
familiar; the resettlement among a ever his I'endition of an offkey covered. Both are angled to Gail- ment fit the crime..
exchanges. He made a fairly ausfriendly people was new and dif- singer made for a strong exit. En- mor's philosophy that listeners
It all comes off in a manner that
week.
ferent.
tertainmenl contingent was com- must "think with theirheads rather should have tickled the juves lis- picious start the first
The Joe E. Brown-"Harvey comEric Dressler's accent, as the pleted by Robert Merrill with than with the headlines."
Edba,
tening in.
pany guester, with Charles AGailmor's personality is forceful
matchmaker, made it a little dif- "Largo a Factotum."'
Smakwitz, Warner zone managei.
Appeals by Madeleine. Carroll, and his views definite without dogficUlt at times to follow the story.
publicity man, ano
Yankton, S. D.
Dick Harris, Jerry Atkin,
but otherwise, in scripting, acting Charles Boyer and Jon Hall hit matism. He raised a number of hot
WPTR sportcaster,
Pope,
is.sues, such as U. S. policy in Ger- former
promotion manager of Bill
and directing, program was okay, the mark.
Program indicated that show- many and the treatment Of political KELO, Sioux Falls, has Joined the added, should have been
Jt should have made many friends
failure to explore
business is again out front in war prisoners by .the: Greeli govcm- staff of WNAX, Yankton, as assistr stander, but
for a liberalized new DP's act.
(Continued on page 40)
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SIMMER HIAHIS POSES PROBLEM
FCC Craeks Down

CP

May Revoke

Holders;

Waslungton, Feb.
Craelcdown on permittees of

m Delinquent

8.

You

the Commission
Previously,
scheduled the application of the
Louisville Courier-Journal, which
owns WHAS, for. additional time
to construct its video outlet. This
request is to be heard Feb. 28,
together witli the rival,, bids for
purchase of the Louisville radio
and television stations.

can't

"director

tell

Max Liebman and

his

have been wracking their
brains trying to find a way to
identify the performers on the

staff

for next month on two applications
for time extensions to complete
installations.

"Admiral Broadway Revue"
tele show without interfermg

is

i

Ed

play bill between
numbers. Both were found to
impede the show's action.

and

Godfrey

claimed,

NBC.
much

was a floppo; too
"11 was an ex-

It

flicker.

pose rather than a dem'onstrar
tion," opined Variety.

Tom
first

my
NBC

NBC

TV

Terris starred in the
television drama, "MumCase," made by RCAii. 1938.
Joe Laurie, Jr.
-

—

rate card.
New ;system, which is
similar to that which will be inaugurated by United" Artists when
It
launches its telefilm distrib
March 1, is based on the assumption that the rate card most closely approximates a station's boxoffice. since It in itself is based on
various contributing pricing fac^

UA

However, Raytheon told FCC,

Present Levels

|

i

i

I

Revamp, Axings

,

,

j

j

I

:

might take.

I

Different Talent Problem

The stay-on-the-air boys recognize that the talent on such shows
will have to be given a vacation.
In fact, they agree with the theory
^ ^s.^.^^k hiatus for the topg^gpg ^iii improi^e their popularity, since the public will thus
have less inclination to tire, of
them. But, they point out. the big
vaudeo shows would need only a
substitute emcee for the summer,
since the acts change weekly regardless. As for tlie dramatic ser^
ies, such as the "Philco" Show, they
present an entirely new play each
week, with different actors. Thus,
the problem of talent would be
considerably less in their case.

.

•

j

AM

Penna. s Censor

Pix

Against this line of reasoning
are the more economically-minded
agencies and clients, who can't see:
shelling out the weekly budget
i.mi. won't
..i-.f - be
audience that
*;osi» for an auuicwc
costs
They reason that TV during
the summer will take it on the chin
much more than radio, since the
vacationers will have no. access to.
portable and car sets. These argue
either for a cessation of their en-;
tire contract during the summer,
or else the substitution of a much
less costly show, which would be
aired merely to cement their hold
on a time franchise. Networks,
meanwhile, faayen't decided what
sort of protection to offer those

I

,

i

I

'

j

;

Daily News' WPIX,
an
estimated
coiifronted
with
weekly loss of $6,000 in production
of its syndicated TelePix newsreel, has dropped; the syndicated
edition tp concentrate on news of
niore local interest to N. Y. Viewers. Following the failure: of Fox
Movietone vtb. come; tp; te^
week lor t^hevv'al Of Its pact with
Camel cigarets, the InterriaflOnal
News Service-Telenews reel rernains as the single indie TV film
service in operation. Latter has
already signed with several of the
stations which had subscribed to
TelePix.
Daily News was shelling out .a
reported $8,000 weekly for its reel
and receiving from the nine stait
(including
carrying
tions
WPIX) only $2,000. Twenty-eight
Staffers have been trimmed from
the station's nevvsreel department,
leaving nine to handle the revised
format. Axing is believed to mark
the hrst^ step in a series of retrenching moves to be undertaken
by- the station in an effort to get
on a less-costiy operating basis.
Syndicated reel had been car*
ried by stations in Los Angeles,
Chicago, Atlanta, Boston, Memphis, Fort Worth, Pittsburgh and
Dayton, in addition to WPIX. INSTelenews has already moved into

New York

i

:

'

WHAS

Hams

Show

GAGHAN

:

,

,

now attempting

to set

;.;

up

:

,

•

his recent trip to stations around the country showed
the rate card percentage to be
more equitable for both the web
and it affiliates. NBC's film ma-;
terial is available for sale to lo*.
cal stations for local sponsorship;
Thus, Johnston pointed out, a rental system based on 'lotal rate
cards is better than one based on:
populatioui since- a city with-;S
large population may not necessar»,-,
ily be as good a market area as one-:with less population.
New NBC price structure is :tO
hold only for films produced espe«
cially for video. Web is bypassing
as far as possible distribution of
old features, and will base its ren-

,

[

'

.

'

'

:

:

:

i

on whatever such product it
continues to handle on the rate-s
in effect for that product in each:
market. New system calls for the
web to get rentals ranging from
40-60% of the station time rate^
depending on the cost of the- film,
Johnston said the costs -will bescaled to get costs back on all films
turned out this year.
UA has been running into some
difficulty in preparing its schedule
charges since' the time a station
(Continued on page 38)

tals

.

CBS-TV Dropping

-

Memphis, wliere both its daily and
weekly editions are to be sponsored by local General Electric
dealers* and Boston. In the latter
•

the National Shawmut Bank
sponsor the weekly reel, which
is
to be broken down Into, two
wefekly issues, over WBZ-TV and
the daily reel over both WBZ-TV
and WNAC-TV. INS Is also close
to a deal with KTLA (L.A.), where
bankrolling will be picked up by
(Continued on page 42)
city
will

|

"AH motion picture films, reels
or views intended for pro.iection
Selves True
or broadcast by television in Pennj
_
sylvania must first be submitted
Courtroom Series
In
by the ewhange, owner or lessee
r<;„.„
Cialinnc In
By JERRY
tlDty 1 f JldUUUft lU
of the film, reel or view for censorPhiladelphia, Feb. 8.
ship purposes. They must not be
Off
projected in Pennsylvania unless
Scramble
Any lingering doubt that lawyers Urely _for the summer. Whether
first approved by the Board and: are true hams has been dispelled guch sponsors will follow the radio
a seal issued therefore upon pay- by the new television series, "Court formula, by paying a certain perMoiiir Sports
Rights
ment of the proper fee. Said ls In Session," which bowed in centage of the rate cards to retain
8.
Feb.
Cincinnati,
proper approval must be displayed Friday (4i evening over WCAU- that franchise, hasn't been worked
Cincy's thi^ee television stations
upon every showing."
TV and set political and legal out yet.
are sctainbling for : protection oh
Except in cases of new productj Philadelphia on Its ear.
sho^
local Indopt: sports and
mock trial
which is charged per reel and per
Idea is a natural.
.
print, fee is nominal on reissues, is broadcast in a real setting, using
^'^rhf- Times-Star WKRC-TV; CBS
which constitute the bulk of tele the top names of the court and bar lUftHLn 1 1 riYLLlH I
/iF<M
irniTC inC^ affiliate, beat the gun by inking an
film fare.
as principals—-all of whom go on
exclusive pact with the Cincinnati
0
(itW.
Dope is that the ruling can only cuffo
basic script sets the trial
Arena, new 13,000-seater which
,
„
affect four Pennsy tele
station problem, actors are used for witStarting date for the series of ^ gng'^eb. 22 with a heavy sched(three in this city and one in Pitts
nes.ses. defendants, plaintiffs, cops
shorts on „ e of hockey, ba.sketball, ice shows
documentary
television
leeai
bureh/
iegai
\
""l'"
nHo^^
DurghV
Unable to see
here^i,"'"
how ^^''^'•K^"ThT"hi'J
but the mgh-P^cetl.
etc..
„...i„ut
r>
=Hr;,r.tinn<;
inHndina a
Dwight D. Eisenhower's and
Mrs: Carrolland e^nsm- board "cVn rarents^m-guV U out just as if they Gen.
^t'l^Ter'^'bt^^Horace^'^HeWt's
neiui s
"
iioiate
assess films shown over network wei e before the bench,
MCruSade in Europe'' hasn't -been one-"! Shter
weekly radio show. WKRC-TV ex»na exhibited through local outOpening session Friday nighl definitely set but the films will pects to get on the air in April.
definitely tee off some time In
be
opposlsh
to
will
The Arena
h^'"^
r\irp''fnitr.r
ABC-TV, which acquired downtown Music Hall's 3,500-seat
h^d an ^'star^'rast'tiTi! March.
and exposition: wing for
Admiral's
Budget 'resident Judge of tlie Common j exclusive rights tp them* is now sports
year
WLWT,
now
a
Crosley's
which
Pleas Court Raymond A, MacNeille shopping for a sponsor but plans
8
-

.-

made when

potential set-buyers

be deterred from investing,
with the result that they might
sour on the medium for some time
to come.
Thus, these trade observers believe, the sponsors of such programs should maintain them during the summer in order to insure
-the largest possible coverage in the
quickest possible time, Bankrollers may lose part of their regular
audience during that June to September period, but the investment
they'll be making for the future
will more than compensate them
for the current trimmtag' they
'

is

a price schedule based on the sta-;
tion's rate for the time occupied
by the picture. Idea is to get more
rental for film exhibited during
preferred nighttime hours, for instance, than during the day.
According to NBCrTV film chief
Russ Johnston, the switch was

.

it afterward decided to go through
with construction regardless of
whether the transfer is approved.
Spurt in the sales volume of
It presented evidence that it has television
sets
during January,
ordered equipment and that it; is coupled with the continued shortproceedirtg in good faith with the age of cathode-ray tubes, indicates
station.
that set prices for the remairfder
The company said it is spending of this year will be fairly well
$475,000 for the station, including stabilized at their present levels,
$111,000 for intangibles. Its con- according to Hamilton Hoge, prez
struction permit was granted in of U.S.: Television. Possibility rer
May, 1946.
mains, however, that manufacturProperties Iitrolved
er? may add new features to sets
When the WHAS hearings are at current prices, which would in
held, the Commission will- want to effect represent a marked savings
know why the Courier-Journal has tor the public.
Illustrative of the added feature
not completed its video station, for
Which it received a construction policy is the new Admiral combination console, which includes a
(Continued On page 38)
10-inch video tube, both
and
FM radio and two-speed;' phonograph for standard; 78 and 33V5
r.p.m. records. Set lists at $399,9.5,
plus installation, only $230 higher
than Admiral's 10-inch table model
tele receiver. Other manufacturers are adding more circuits and
larger screens to their sets, while
holding prices stable.
Philadelphia, Feb. 8.
Ruling out any further extreme
The Pennsylvania State Board of
as. those which
Motion Picture Censors threw a price cuts, such
occurred after Christmas, Hoge
wild hook at the fledgling telesaid such a policy would force
vision Industry last week, with the ,
„„„ -„i .
discount
accept a lower H)i,«n„wf
announcement that all films in- ^It^lers
cannot be
tended for video projection must This, he pointed out,
compensated for at greater volume
bear the State seal of approval.
(Continued on page 42)
Annouticeraent was made by
Mrs. Edna R. Carroll, chairman of
the Pennsy censor board, concerning the regulation, which provided: Philadelphia Lawyers

•
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Play-

,

department

tors,

will

Be Stabilized At

television's film

dropping its present rental system, which is 'jased on a compli?
cated population index in each
market. In favor of pricing pictures
on a percentage of each station's
is

History

be televised
was at N. Y.

to

Sullivan, Arthur

"Philco

many

TV

radioed
World's Fair June 23, 1937, by

programs they've been
house"
reading about in the papers. If
such shows go off the air for the
usual 13-week vacation, it's

To

of

show

and

currently giving both ^tlve net-

Milton Berle,

simulated

Prices of Sets

First,

haven't eased matters any.
In favor of TV's most popular
programs bypassing the radio pattern of the summer hiatus, are
^hose who believe this year will see
Jtele accomplish its biggest growth.
Many cities will be getting TV for
the first time and set-buyers in
those cities will expect to see tfie

.

screen, a la sub-titles on foreign films, and Insertion of a

—

TV

•

Hunks

works and ad agencies one of their
biggest headaches^and the equally
good arguments both pro and con

with the visual; pacing of the
program, but haven't been able
to come up with the right
answer.
Already tried and discarded
were super-impositions of the
names at the bottom of the-

]

Last week, the first extension
request to be given a hearing
Raytheon Mfg. Co.—revealed how
CBS became interested in purchasing a video permit in Boston where
it also has an application pending
for one of the uniissigned channels.
Raytheon counsel testified acquisition of a site: acceptal:ile to zoning
officials took a long time.
Later, plans to get outside financing for its television operation fell
through and the company contacted CBS to take over the pro-

Seal For

Systems Based on Rate Cards

T
Should television sponsors give
up their high-budgeted shows during the summer at the expense of
seriously impeding the industry's
growth? That's the problem that

the players
without a storecard. Producer-

Commission

ject.

Grants

Wanted: a Formula

Federal Communications
hearings
scheduled

the

UA, NBC Set Up Uniform TV Rental

SPLIT

-f

tele-

vision stations believed stalling on
construction was attaining the proportions of a roundup last week
as
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i
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Morey Amsterdam
After nearly a year of trying to
the comedic talents of
Morey. Amsterdam for radio-television showcasing, CBS suddenly
decided this week to drop the
comedian from television. He goes
off in about four weeks. Mean'
while, the weby lt's reported, is still
mulling the fate of his radio show.
Amsterdam's:
program is
heard Tuesday nights 9:30 to 10
and he's been getting a video whirl
on Monday nights. In addition;
project

AM

CBS had recently auditioned a new
halfrhour, cross - the - board afternoon show for Amsterdam for
possible Philip Morris sponsorship.
Network had made; several previous attempts to sejl Amsterdam as
a nighttime personality, but there

•
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Decision to drop Amsterdam
from video (he recently bpwed out
of his WMGM, N. Y., cross-theboard show because of his two-

way network affiliation) comes on
the heels of both trade-layman appraisal which stamped him as one
of the fresher talents to emerge in
coast-toTCoast programming.
CBS gives no reason for its at.

titude.

1

,

750G TV

'

Chicaeo' Fpb
Corp. has budgeted
. Admiral
$8,000,000 for radio tele and ap
P"ance advertising in 1949, with
*«,000,000 set for co-op newspaper

!

presiding;
,

'

«as

$1,250,000 for national mags
«nd $750:00O for video.
Admiral Is not planning to use
raaio. with
exception of
or
three cities
where
with dealers.

were no takers.

Wb

if will tie In

'

District Attorney

John

H. Maurer and Asst. D.A. Raymond
A. Speiser acting for the Common
and William A. Gray,, one
of the best known trial lawyers
the east, for the defense
.

'.wealth,

To add

m

veri.sim.litude

was held

trial
*

tiie

.

|
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ABC's New Rate Card

ABC network is prepping a new
TV rate card wbich wiU go into,
Scripps-Howard effect between Feb. 15 and March
and
old,
to put them on as sustainers if no WCPO-TV. slated to bow in May
1.
Net feels that new data on auannual
immediately,
bids
for
made
dience and viewing; requires rate
last week
bankrbller is tagged
Time slot for the shorts, accord- rentals and full video priYilegeS. revision and changes in time
manager
Bauer,
Jr.,
of
classifications.
Charles W.
ind to ABC veepee Charles ("Bud")
This will be the first revision of
ofrrv will ilencnd on the plans the chamber, said both deals are
still
in the conversational stage. the TV rate card since it went into
^f.^'
of th^ ^'^n\„r 'iu
^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ effect last August Provision grantthey H be slotted
eve
the

1

^A^^st coaxial cable

Unk.

•

^

^^^^

jof the Cincy Reds.

this .season

AM

a
ing sponsors who also use
discount will be retained.

2Vi%

;

-WeJnegflity,
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Cii^tegory

How TV Pix Techmques, Patterns
By ABEL GREEN
Hollywood, Feb.

8.

Miss Leighton

may

femme

play the

lead.

The $55-peF-day stipend is the
"Operation Fun Club," half-hour
minimum set up by the Children's film show lor TV, has
Screen Actors Guild and since all been set by Hartley Productions,

basic

that the medium is a
still struggling albeit lusty infant,
the cooperation by crafts and
At this $55
talents is unusual.
daily wage, the Marshall GrantRealm Productions, which is producing this series of 26 shorts for
recognizie

Show is designed for sale
N. y.
to either a single sponsor at $2*500.
or to five participating bankrollejs
at $500 each, with all commercials
to be integrated into the script

Leon Janney, emcee on NBC-TV's
"Stop Me If You've Heard This,"
American Tobacco (Lucky Strike), will act as moderatolr.'at an $8,500410,000 budget for an
"Custard Pie Theatre," weekly
minute featurette, the
exact
producers have gotten such play- series of film shows compiled from
ers as Jeanne Cagney, J. Edward the footage tf earlyday Hollywood
Broraberg, Morris Carnovsky, Mel- and featuring such one-time greats
as Pearl White, Theda Bara* Texas
ville Cooper, and others;
Veterans of the wars, their

.

.

.

realize "television is here to stay;
we can't fight it, so let's join it."

While Nets Stick to Kinescopes
It is

New Tele Business

.

WENR-TV,
Doner

Grant - Realm production corps
which observes that like all real
actors, "these players want to act,
so price is no object." The present downbeat in ma jor studio production looms as a factor, as does
the hope that, from this directinto-the-home market may emerge
some new values; They envision

American Tobacco is
paying to bankroll the GrantRealm series. Therefore, he
said, there should be anothec

Fairbanks'

New

.

Rental Pix

—

three 26'/^-min. featurettes, every
And that
six
shooting
days.
doesn't mean 27 mins.
It means;
exactly 2,375 feet and 8 frames of
precise footage. It means fine and:
skillful writing, since cutting not

Carey in charge of auditions.
Pianist Herbie Mintz began five-a.

.

Dorothy Gish makes her tele week tele series on WNBQ Mon.
Sunday night (13) on (7)
Eddie Hubbard hosted tap
NBC-TV's "Philco Television Play dancer Ray Malone of "Raze the
house" in "Story of Mary Surratt," Roof" revue over ABC-TV la.st
following the lead Of her sister. week (4)
WGN-TV's Robert HibLillian, who debuted the previous
bard addressed Fed. of Women's
Sunday in "The Late ChriiJtopher Clubs here.
."What Do You
Ex-flack Hardie Frieberg Think" program,
Bean"
out of WENR-TV,
opened a new TV package agency, featured 29-year-old
Charles Percy,
Conforming to the new general named Columbia Television Pro- new Bell & Howell head, Mon.
ductions,
which
will
specialize
in
pattern for .eastern film craft and
night (7) ... WBKB showing Charlie
vision debut

.

SAGVProtection-

.

.

.

talent

Guild

unions, the Screen Actors
pressing for increased pro-

is

tection, for its

members engaged

prod,uctions which

in

may wind up on

.

:

.

.

filmed spots utilizing top person- Chaplin
oldies each Sat. nite, with
alities ... ABC-TV now servicing
new twist Emcee Buss Davis ofits afl^iliate siPtions with video refers cash prizes to viewers who
cordings at a total cost per station identify
characters,
autos,
etc.,
of $75 per hour.
Carl Ravazza while film is
running.
guesting next Thursday (17) on
Fran Harris, video director for
DuMont's "International Revue" Ruthrauff
Si Ryan, sporting en... John H. Mills, formerly with
gagement
ring from Bali^h TuchNBC's guest relations department, man.
named assistant director of TV
..

.

:

.

In current contract
television.
talks yrith eastern producers,
is demanding a provision in the
new minimum basic agreement for
extra compensation for actors in
Ex-WPIX'er
films designed for double exhibi- field p r o g r a
tion in regular film channels and Rudy Brete oiT on a six-weeks'
tour of tele stations in 30 states
on TV.
SAG, which covers abowt 100 to gather material for his; forthcoming
"Tools
book
of
Television"
film thespers in the eastern area*
Macy's department store now
recently opened talks with producadvertising a group of speciallyers following a collective bargain- designed television armchairs
ing election victory at eastern New Grace and Paul Hartman
Ken Thompson, SAG's show on NBC-TV, bankrolled by
studios.
television representative. Is cur- Textron through J. Walter Thomprently on the Coast conferring with son, scheduled for a Feb. 27 kickr
heads in Hollywood on ,genr off in. the, 7:30 to 8 Sunday night
eral policy regarding video-pix slot.

SAG

.

.

.

.

m*

Hollywood

'

.

.

.

;

.

.

SAG

Hal Roach, Jr., is producing a
video .series, "Don't Be a Sucker,"
for his Showcase Productions....
Charles "Buddy" Rogers has been

emcee television show
"Punch With Buddy."
Program,
which bows on KLAC-TV, has been
packaged by Mai Boyd, Stanley
Cowan and Andre PaUl
"Be a
inked, to

Good

tion

,

producers.
of

Meantime, the eastern division
the Screen Directors Guild,

Chicago
Don O'Connor, formerly

prolonged talks with the 60 producers operating between New
York and Chicago, is now marking
time until its new executive board
meets Feb. 15. Jack Glenn, March
of Time director who: recently
replaced Gene Martell of Paramount as SDG prexy, will formulate SDG at that time. It is undecided whether SDG will continue
its former policy of encouraging
eastern production through agreeing to accept a 20% discount onj

wage

scal es for video-pix,

ley,

Sport," audience participa-

show emceed by Eddie Stanbows .-on KTSL Saturday.

comedy competition
show packaged by Tele-Scriptions
... Billy Eckstine and Will MasTrio appearing on Don Lee
'Sport" is a

which also has been carrying on

I

of Mi-

ami, added to WBKB announcing
Chi Tribune's Golden
Gloves to be videoed by WGN-TV
and fed to CBS-TV east and midwest network.
Jack Brickhouse
will report.
Second annual Television and Electrical Living show
set for Sept. 30-Oct. 9 at Chi Coliseum.
Art Holland of MalcolmHoward agency handles.
White
Sox baseball fans to go TV-less
staff

ton

Music Hall today (8).
."What's
starring Constance Moore,
to Friday and becomes a 15.

.

New,"
moves

minute shot on

...KTTV

KTTV

Friday

(11)

has leased eight pic-

"

:

'

.

:

spots.

Blow Co.

KFI-TV's 13 and one-half hour
Pabst Brewing .signed to sponsor
pickups of the Saturday night home sked are set aside for film. Station
games of the Cleveland Barons is -beaming 10 live hours of proover WEWS, from Feb. 5 through gramming in its fiverday operation,

March

19.

Agency

is

Warwick-

&

Legler.

Fisher Wallpaper Co. ink>d as a
participating sponsor in "Charm
Time," Tuesday afternoon show on
WXYZ-TV, Detroit, and also sighed
for two spots weekly on "Lady of
Charm" on the same station. Forrest Webster is the agency.
A. Gettelman Brewing Co. signed
to bankroll five pickups of the MilAny plans in the works for a
waukee. Journal Golden Gloves merger of the Television Broadtournament on WTMJ-TV, Journal casters Assn, and the National
Station, Scott, Inc., is the agency < Assn. of Broadcasters' are believed
definitely to have been buried last
week with TBA's announcement of
expanded activity to provide more
Staff of 60 for
service to its members.
Several
of the contemplated new aclivities.
Camel News Caravan are
those furnished to NAB's AM
Clarence Thoman, chief of re- members, and TBA's taking them
mote operations for WPTZ. (Philco, over for the video industry would
Philadelphia), has been called to preclude the neces.sity for a merN. y. by NBC to produce the new ger.
"Camel News Caravan," which beAmong the new services slated
gins on the web Feb. 16. Thoman for early TEA inauguration are a
will coordinate all phases of the monthly
program exchange, in
daily ISrminute operation, which which member stations will be
is being lined up as the most ambipolled for new shows introduced,
tious news program yet staged on and information obtained relayed
TV.
Camels is .sponsoring the to all members; circulation of
show, through the William Esty quarterly "status of the industry"
...
agency.
reports,
including all ayailablv.
At least 60 people will be con- facts and data on such matters as
nected with the program; which set ownership, relay facilities, etc.;
carries a $3,000 daily budget for monthly Washington reports, to be
14-station coverage and which will prepared by Roberts & Mclnnis
incorporate all phases of. news pre- and dealing with FCC hearings and
sentation yet devised. NBC Is now pending legislation which may ait
reconverting its office space at feet the industry, and enlargement
Radio City, N. Y., to provide room of TBA's present TV Reports
for the expanded news staff.
loose-leaf binder to include addi-

TBAJABTie

Now Seen Nixed

New

.

.

.

:

•

"

'

tional info on station personnel,
construction permits and applications pending.
Also being studied are (he formation of a legal committee to adChicago, Feb. 8.
Derelicts of Chi Skid Row were vise on copyrights, clearances for
caught by hidden camera for music and such matters, and a:
WBKB's TV documentary film on committee of ad agency and staPacific
Garden mission, to be tion reps to serve in an advisory
shown this week (12).
capacity to member stations. One
Titled "Out of the Night," film of this committee's first jobs wiH
deals with mission rescue work be to work out a standardized rate
along South State street. Slot is card format. Dan Regan, formerly
9:30 (CST) to catch adults only.
with NBC and ABC in Wa.shinfiton,
has been named to TBA's publicity staff to serve as liaison between the organization and the
Expansion
Buddy Howe, of the General press and to assist in preparation
Artists Corp. cafe dept., has been of the reports.
switched to that agency's television

Chi Skid

GAC's

Row on TV

TV

tures in the "Range Buster" series
for telensing on the station.
Pix
have been leased from Sam Hersch.
Films were made in 1942 at Monogram. ...Attwood Productions has sector. He'll work with John Mulleased its "What's in a Name" tele- vahill and Daniel Hollywood.
this summer unless Chi stations pix to WGN-TV. Chicago.
GAC is launching a drive In the
The 13pony up $100,000 for airing priv- week series features Tony O'Dare. tele dept.
have several packileges
NBC Chi studio going all Pix are three an^ one-half minutes ages whichThey
are being presented to
out for local TV talent.
Helen long.
ag encies and networks.
.

outlets,

grams.
Indie outlets, KTLA,
Canadian Ace Brewing Co.,
through Louis Weitzman agency; KLAC-TV, KTSL and KFI-TV are
Petroleum Co,, through working on a strong live operation
Wells
KECA-TV, which will
scale.
ABC's
Atlas
Guenther-Bradford agency;
Brewing Co., through Olian agency; bow sometime in May, will more
American Tobacco Co., through N. than likely follow the transcription
ForeTelevision
being
set by NBC and CBS.
and
for
course
Ayer;
W.
One half of KTTV's 15-hour
cast publication.
Teldisco, Inc., distributor of Du- weekly operation is now being
New
in
television
northern
spent
transcriptions
in
Mont Telesets
Jersey, signed to bankroll "Johnny and film. Two of the transcription
Rumpus Room," aired hours, "Toast of the Town" and
Olson's
cross-the-board-from 10:30-11 a.m. "Arthur Godfrey and His Friends"
over the DuMont web. Agency is are sponsored,: leaving five sustainElliott Nonas.
ing programs. KNBH, which airs
Three hew clients were signed on an average of three hours per
this week by WNBT, NBC's key day, five days weekly, presents five
N. Y. tele outlet. They include BB and one half hours of this time
Pen Co., which gets the Tuesday beaming kinescope programs and
night 7:30 station break, through motion picture films, Four of the
Foote, Cone & Belding; Hand- five
and one-half hours of film is
macher-Vogel, Inc., for the 7:45
sponsored,
p.m. station break Tuesdays- and
Thursdays, t>.rough the Zan Dia- ^ KLAC-TV is currently register*
almost entirely live, scheding
an
mond agency, and Eaton Shoes, for
one-minute spots in the "Easy Does ule. Station is beaming only 30It" program Mondays and the sta- minutes of film and plans to cut
Agency
that
15-minutes within the next
Wednesdays.
to
signoff
tion's
for the latter accpunt is Ford, two weeks.. Outlet is beaming 20Nichols & Todd of Boston.
hours a., week on a six-day basis,
Paramount
station, KTLA, dishes
Home
Cleveland;
WEWS-TV,
hockey games for PaKst Brewing out 20 and onerhalf hours of live
Co. through Warwick & Legler; teevee weekly on a 27 and one-half
Linn Sheldon, comic disker two hour schedule. Outlet operates on
nights 15-minutes for 13 weeks, a full week basis.
Rogers Jewelry; Reddl-Wip spots
Don Lee outlet^ KTSL, spaces its
through Richard T. Brandt, Lyon 24-hour operational time tlirough
Tailoring spots, Ohio Adv.; Benrus seven days. Under one-third of the
Watch Co., spots.,
video time is spent dishing out
WNBK-TV, Cleveland: Leisy films and television transcriptions.
Brewing Co. spots through McCann Two of the seven hours spent pro*.Erickson; Lyon Tailoring, spots, jecting films are DuMont video, rfr:
Ohio Adv., and Bulova Watch Co. cordings. Just over three hours of
-

;

Bid For Talent

network

*

.

New York

Two

Inc.,
NBC's KNBH and CBS's KTTV,
Scott, are
spending up to

Miller, Inc.,

.

als for a five-times-a-week show
will range from $75 weekly up to
$150, depending on the size of
George Seaton, SWG executive the market area, for all but the
board member, arrived in New key metropolitan centres.
feel ditto-*-or at least hope so.
Rudy Abel, production super- York over the weekend, to attend
Fairbanks was able to. bring the
visor; g.m. Norman Elzer; directors today's (Wed.) meeting of the Au- films in at a cost permitting' the
Charles Haas and Sobey Martin; thors League council, at which the low rentals through use of a new
Stanley
Rubin tele jurisdiction is to be consid- simulated animation system, in
writer-producers
and Lewis Lantz, along with Mar- ered.
animation is
He conferred Monday (7), with which much of the
shall Grant, are alumni of major
effected through varying camera
They know actors by Oscar Hammerstein 2d, in an at- angles. Minimum of actual animastudios.
type and calling. Their pipelines tempt to iron out the differences tion is also employed.
are personal and prolific. As they between the League and SWG
Producer is now mulling whether
Whip up these PD (public domain) positions on the matter.
to sell them himself or turn them
scripts out of de Maupassant, Haw-s., thorne, Poe, Doyle, etc, they know
Columbus
Both RCA and over to NBC for distribution. His
contract
with NBC, which was rcr
*!how to hew to the line,
Philco are -holding demonstrations
here for their dealers this week newed for a second year last monthi
Precise Footage
in preparation for TV-Day in Co- provides that everything he turns
They work on 4 timetable sched* lumbus March
for
television
must be turned
out
27, when WLWC,
Ule. They don't start to shoot unthe Cro.sley video station is sched- over to NBC if he doesn't release
til three scripts are set for the
them directly.
nled to go on the air.
week. Each; consumes two days;

(Continued on page 42)

&

off

•

award category.

Seaton Brings SWG Tele
Plans to Authors League

themselves revitalized; as possible
new favorites. And the producers

Schwimmer
Murphy and

pair

stations here who are using a full
for share of live performers.
B.
operating

one-half of their
airtime as relays for eastern prothrough Arthur Meyerhofl! agency;

agency;

price

Low

the TV pix medium is
signalized by the statement of the

ibility into

Spiegel,

agency;

through

television stations,
recordings, will
against the independent

kinescope

with

new

announcements
in
Tavern Pale Beer through W.

business

fourth in the best film race.
Vallee pointed out that his
film, which cost only "$1,185,
was more within the .budget
of the average tele sponsor or
station today than the costly
"Diamond Necklace," Marshall
Grant-Realm production, which
copped the award. Vallee declared he didn't want to defrom the quality of
tract
"Necklace," but averred that
the average video bankroUer
at this time can't afford the

Guinan* etc^, has been packaged
by Grand International Films. Se*
ries starts Feb. 25 over ,WABI)
Hollywood, Feb. 8.
(DuMont, N. Y.), with DuMont
announcer Roger Forster narratNew series of five-minute film
ing. Films are to be made avail- shows, titled "Crusader Rabbit," is
able to TV stations throughout the being produced by Jerry Fairbanks
V.&. and to BBC in England.
for sale to stations and advertisers
at one of the lowest prices yet for
pix made especially for TV. Rent-

flex-

reports

Chi,

Hollywoodj Feb. 8.
beginning to look as though

neitwork

the
|

Producers Assn., whose "It
Could Happen to You" ran

—

:

Tebruary 9, 1949

Coast Indies Plug Live Telecasts

of
Hollywood's Academy
Television Arts and Sciences,
in making its annual awards
henceforth, should take into
consideration the comparative
budgets of different shows by
establishing separate categories for the lower and higherpriced productions. That's the
opinion of Rudy Vallee, secretary of the Television Film

Are Beii^i Evolved at Roadi Studios
New TV Packages
Watching Evelyn Ankers, Alan
Napier and Reginald Denny, each
working at $55 per day— or $110
New television and radio serial
each for their two-day stint mak"Home, Sweet,
titled
ing television films at the Hal package
Roach studios, dramatizes the de- Home," based on the former Broadsire of .all picture people "to get way legiter, "Spring Again," has
into video." This yearning to "get been packaged by Daniel S. TutInto" this new medium is the key- hill, Earl Kennedy and Isabel
note of la common attitude that, ob- Leighton. Package will be handled
tains among the rankrand-filers who by the William Morris office and

Wanted

Detroit—"Wax Wackics, WXYZTV's newest weekly program, debuted Friday (4). Show features
disk jockey Johnny SlagK
"

WXYZ's
and
panto

the

Gay Deceivers,
currently appearmg
Club.

Three

artists,

at Detroit's

Yogue

'

:,,

Fchrwwy

W^rjhw»jfa>y»

1

.
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TBIJSVISION

NBC AIMS TV GUNS AT BENNY
GAC Oaims

Talent "Blu^eoned'

Into Cuifo Coast
Hollywood, Feb.

Bob McLaughlin and Don

8.

TV

flLL-SIAIl

Appearances

"nieatrical Distrib to

AT 7 SHOW SET

f

Otis,

SllllDllY|Uy Strikes' TV PixWiU Also Get

NBC

Recoup Costs
Hollywood, Feb.

ammunition
KLAC disk jockeys who double
into the television cannons in an
Philco's Bard Binge
over into KLAC-TV and have been
William Shakespeare gets his attempt to overcome the new and
running weekly vid shows for
ultra-strong opposition engendered
which they have been mustering first break on NBC-TV's "Philco by the CBS talent raids.
Television Playhouse"
Feb. 20,
top vaude and nitery acts, were
Web has packaged a top-name
blasted by Harold Jovien, General when Marsha'Hunt and John Car- half-hour variety show to shove
Artists Corp. teevee department radine star in an hour-long version into that Sunday niglit at 7 slot on
head here. Jovien related that pair of "Twelfth Night." Same play TV, opposite Jack Benny on CBSNBC- AM. Pacted for the program
have worked in 11 GAC turns who was seen several years ago on
are
have performed for free.. McLaugh- TV as a sustainer.
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis, EvePhilco plans to give the producand Otis emphatically deny
lin
lyn Knight and the Tommy Dorsey
tion the same lavish mounting proJovien's statement.
orch.
Starting date depends on
GAC, nevertheless, has ruled vided for the recent "Cyrano de how soon NBC can line up a sponBergerac," which carried a budget
sor; although the time becomes vathat none of its talent will make
for talent and production alone
guest shots on local tele stations
cant Feb. 20, wheri~"Mary Kay and
of $23,000. Success
the- venture
i

will load all its

MoDy

|

|

Picon's

8:

Illustrating one way in which
television can provide an untapped
source of revenue for the film industry; it has been revealed that
the series of three»reelers produced especially for video by

TV Show

Molly Picon makes her television debut in a new vaudeo show
starting March
on WJZ-TV
1
'^^C. N. Y.). Program is to be Marshall Grant-Realm Productions
sponsored on alternate Tuesday are to be released to theatres for
"'g'^ts for 15 minutes by Horowitzregular': bookings: after their video
Margareten and 1. Roko;ich & runs.
Sons, manufacturers
kosher
of
Switph in the usual procedure
products, whowill pitch tlieii- oom- was effected
to give the production
mercials towards the forthcoming firm a chance
to recoup any los.ses
Passover season.
incurred in the .sale to TV. Undor
Final show in the seven-week! its contract with
Lucky Strike,
series will be half-an-hour, with
which sponsors the films on the
of
sponsors participating. Agcn- NBC television network, the
Johnny," now occupying tlie 7 to
prowill determine whether viewers
Advertisers Broadcasting Co. ducers give;
7:20 slot on NBC-TV, moves over '^^
all .video rights to the;
get more Shakespeare on the se...
to' CBS-TV."'.;:
cigaret firm for one year at a cost
ries.
NBC's decision to buck Benny's
of $8,500 each.
At the end of tlie
AM competition with TV repre-:!
year, all rights revert back to them
sents the web's eye-to-the-future
and they will then try to line up
.

,

'

i

j

,

;

,

|

.

hereafter without pay. The jbckeys
have been prone to ask performers
to take a bow and be interviewed
over their standard broadcasts, and
:GAG naturally feels that is not
Howentertainment.
di-Spensing
ever, an appearance for the pair
on video necessitates doing a rou*
tiiie. For instance, GAC points out,
Nellie Lutcher, currently earning
$1,250 weekly at Melodee Club,
was more or less dragooned onto

KLAC-TV.

Otis,

i

,

i

!

CBS^TV Snags

Oboler Full-Lei^

TVPkSetToGo

on whose show

Missv Lutcher appeared, said her
press agent oame to him and requested that Miss Lutcher be allowed to do a: turn on the program.
Jovien further related that once a
performer is tapped for an appearance on either Otis' or McLaughlin's TV show,- he automatically
gets "bludgeoned"' into doing another free performance lor the

Hollywood, Feb. 8.
is
believed to be the
feature film ever
produced specifically for television
now being put through its final
pre - production stages by Arch
Oboler, who is now working on the

What

first full-length
Is

outlook. Network toppers are well
aware of the. fact that the opposi*
tion offered by video can't mean
much at this time, with the possible exception of N. Y.„ where the
approximate 450(000 sets now in
circulation can represent a hefty
viewing audience. Web, however,\
is working on the assumption that
tele is the new bigtime medium
that will pay the way in thefuture.
Thus, they want to cement: that
Sunday night time for video against
the day when it is expected to over.take AM. As a result, NBC is expected to maintain the Horace
Heidt show in its present 7 o'clock
radio spot.
Pointing up the web's optimistic
video outlook is the fact that the
new show will be confined to the
seven-station eastern network for

]

.

Major Hollywood producers have

CBS

television hit the Commer- evidenced considerable interest in
cial jackpot this week, Snagging turning out pix for TV, but haven't
five different sponsorjs for an equal figured
a way to produce them
number of shows, Production costs within the limited budgets which
On the five sHoa^S are believed to tele can afford. If such films can
total more than :|12,000: a wee^^ be produced with a chance they'll
with the added time thai^ges giving I get subsequent, theatrical distribuCBS - TV probably the heftiest tion, it might provide the answer
single week's business yet corralled to the problem of how
the big
:.':
in TV.
:.::;. v.:
studios can handle
|

'

.

the job

:

Coast following his return from his
General Foods has pibked up the
recent trek to Africa.
tah on "The Goldberigs" for Sanka
Oboler is now casting the film
Coffee, starting March 28, withi-the
other.
and expects to start rolling it in
Show, now isustainihg, [scheduled to
McLaughlin said last week that March. Story is an adaptation of
movC; into the Monday, night ;at: 9
he and Otis have a verbal agree- a radio play he once did for Joan
slot. Agency is Benton & BovVles.
ment whereby neither will use tal- Crawford. Film is to be: indeOldsmqbile, through; D.P. Brother
ent having appeared recently on pendently financed. Tele, accordCOi, boijght the Tuesday and
the other's program. McLaughlin ing to Oboler, will make it possi- at least another few months. Du- &
Thursday editions of the CBS-TV
been
a.sserts that no talent has
now
Mont
has
the
cahle
link
from
ble for indie producers like himNews, starting Feb. 24. Show is
used on his weekly show without self to. present on film to
(Continued
page
on
38)
a large
aired across-the-board in the 7:30
receiving coin for stint. Otis does
audience sub.iect matter that might
to 7:45 p,i«. slot and Mil continue
work out different deals with per- be uneconomical for Hollywood
ounder its new banki*oller with no
formers, he claims, .but all are
producers.
change ill format.
It Ain't
Type' Stance
given some kind', of consideration.
ifousehoid Finance Co., throiigh
Oboler, meanwhile, is continuing
Some of his talent is paid outright,
the Le yalley agency of Cliicago,
while otiiers are paid by, nitery work on the "African Adventures"
Nixes Videoing of N. Y.
.will begin sponsorship March 1 of
where they are appearing. Otis transcription series, which is to be
tf .rte'iv show stari-ing Barry' Woods,
released by Frederic W. Ziv Co.:
then plugs night spot on his
Gorgeous
George
Preem
titled:
"Backstage with Barry."
platter show. Following these two First in the series, as recorded in
Gorgeous George, the Hollywood Prograni, an adaptation of Woods'
arrangements, some of the talent Africa on Sound -tape, has already
wrestler whose boxofflce draw on current "Places Please" siifitaiher,
is paid
oil in regulated
platter been delivered to Ziv.
the Coast had generally: been at- is to be aired Tuesdays at J6; with
plugs which, Otis feels, oit'ers them
tributed to television, will have "Places'' cqhtihulng in its Monday,
much more than the $50 to $100
none of TV when he makes his Wednesday and Friday 7:1S to 7:30
they could pocket for video' stint.:
INTO
"Mary Kay and Johnnfc''
first New York appearance Feb. time,
Agency, has ^followed through
which moves to CBS from NBC,
22 at Madison Square Garden.
with new edict nevertheless. GAC
WIFE
Most of the N.Y. video stations vvill roll .Feb. 23 under sponsorship
has notified all personal managei-s
„
.
,
Legit producer George Abbott had bid: to .pick up the sliow, but of "Whitehall Pharmacal, occupying
of all talent of new regulation.
tlie 9 to 9:30 Slot, Immediately fO}Since
Tommy Rockwell, GAC entered the television package all got a quick turndow n from Bill lOwihg
the hour-long '•AfthUr Godprexv arrived last month on his business last week with incorpo- Johnston, who is promoting GorGeorge's
match against frey and "his Friends," Agency is
"f George Abbott Telefea- geous
annual Coast visit, a lot of teleConceding that TV Dancer, Fitzgerald & Sample.
vision thinking has been updated. t"«es. Outfit, in which the pro- Ernie Dusek.
National Biscuit Co., through
Rockwell was quick to point out d"cer and his wife, Mary, plus has helped wrestling and that the McCann-terickson,
picks up the tab
that in N. Y. the percentety is not West Hooker, his managing direc- majority of wrestling shows should
on the web's telecast of the NaIn the habit of letting its stellar tor, are co-directors, will concen- be televised, Johnston declared
on TV dramatic and musical nonetheless that George is a spe- tional Dog Show from Madison Sq.
luminaries, especially those whom
Garden, NiY., next Monday <14)
the agency, is gearing for sight- shows, although they may also do cial case. "Tele," he said, "doesn't
and
Tuesday
to
pilug
its MUk-Bonc
and-sound video bets, work for some radio work. Two TV pro- bring out his talents^ I have come Dog Biscuits.
In addition to th^s0
grams are now making the rounds to the conclusion that the only
nothing.
way a man of Gorgeous George's five, CBS the previous week inked
of "agencies*''
Wiliiani MoiWk
been tremendous magnetic personality Philip Morris: to sponsot a new
half-hour
video
show
with Jinx
signed to represent the firm, which can be appreciated by the fans
Falkenburg and Tex McCrary.
Production Slump Cues
plans to produce both live and is to see him in person.'
Uwech 7, with
Johnston denied that TV had P**
film programs in N- Y, Additional
subscribers to the 200 shares at built Geoige's populaiity, pointing
"i"* agency handling the
Republic
to Open
^CCQUht
lout the grunt 'n! groaner had been
'a'hich the conipany; w**
are Edward. Ev Colton and Herbert a champ in the midwest prior to
.
Studio to
Prods A.
Eisler, attbrnej^s. Hobker; ..Gol- going to Hollywood. But. he said,
*
Hollywood, Feb. 8.
tpn aiid Eislet. b'Wh oiie share ^each. George never drew a dime at the
boxoffice until he let his hair
Republic studios has thrown
open its doors to television produ- grow, at which point he was built
^
•
n
into a b:o. draw by the film crowds.
Dennis James; DuMont
anEx-Petry Trio Setup
Without tele, Johnston said, the nouncer who probably had more
a^n-i'T^ii^L'-l^di'o^!
wrestler can sell out three or four to do with revival of interest in
Rcp OperalioH times in one arena. Tele, however, pro wrestling than anyone in the
lower
Its rates to video
film makers and
Cueing the possibility that a new doesn't do him justice, since it television industry, is now without
allow producers a free run of the
group of outfits will emerge to doesn't reveal his "true person- a wrestling show to his name.
tot. Production
DuMont has failed to i-enew its
slump, which threw handle national spot sales for tele- ality,''
open .the gatei of Roach and Callcontract with the Park "Arena,
vision, three former members of
lornia studios and MPC, is also
3^,^Y.,- f».om '^hich it liad picked lip
Edward Petry & Co. have resigned
Phillips Exits DuMont
responsible for the Republic pol- to form a new firm to rep TV stamatches on Thursday nights. Arena
Lawrence Phillips is exiling management had asked for more
Itions in the national spot field.
.
heaviest teevee Three are Jolm E. Harrington. Jr., DuMont to return to his former money on the basis of the greater
«h
it
snooting
has taken place at Roach Volnev Righter and James O. Par- job as bu.siness and management number of TV sets now in circuwhere IMPPRO filmed the sons, Jr., who Will headquarter in cohsultant. Commander Mortimer lation. Same rea.son cau.sed the re,^*'e8 of Eddie Drake" for CBS, New York.
E. Loewi, now exec assistant to cent breakdown of DuMont's -pact
Marshall Grant-Realm
They believe that radio and tele DuMont prez Dr. Allen B. DuMont, with Jamaica Arena, L. I., from
Jnii j*»
jonea
Your Show Time" pix for are naturally competitive in nature takes over Phillips' duties as di- which the web had picked up Friday night bouts. James had narTobacco. Roland Reed land thus TV stations can get the' rector of the network.
ha«
ii^**
"as done his
Loewi, associated with DuMont rated the events on both nights.
commercials there, necessary sales representation best
DuMont is now attempting to
Chertok's Apex, from a company especially de- since it.S inception,: has been reFilm
Roach Sr., and Jr., are signed for the medium. According sponsible for many of the net's work out a compromise deal with
bIqa
P^'o^uclng vldpix. on the lot. 'to them, the future selling of tele pioneering moves, including the both arenas and also: lias feelers
Hp"
.Donovan's Telemount Pic- will be as Individualized as it is for, recent inauguration of lull day- ; out for other promoters. James is
"7
t,,
programming over WABD, already Committed to take over
?"'"''*"tly rolling at the all other media. Righter had been time
raiifA^
again as soon as a new contract is
There is no ac- with Petry nine years, Harrington N Y. flagship. Phillips had ;been
tivlin V ?.
since 1947.
,1 signed.
at Motion Picture
^
1 with the web
Center.
Ifor s6ven and Parsons for flye. ,
,

theatrical distribution.
Potential success of the system,
it's believed, will have con.<>iderable effect, on the film industry:

Five Sponsors

.

films, comprising,
adaptations of short, story classics,
most of which are in the publicdomain, are belie\?ed to have cost
well over that $8;500 to produce.
Some of them, it has been report-

I

j

|

them

-

AM

.

.

GEORGE

'

ed, will be brought in for as liigh
as $18,000. Without theatrical release, consequently, the producers

would have only the secondary
TV rights to fall back on to help
get back their costs. Arthur
Shields, a featured film actor, handles the narration bridging on the
pix, and they star several w.k.
Hollywood names. This, it is believed, will give them considerable
theatrical value.

:

.
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Lucky Strike

My

'
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NBC Full of Apologies,

ABBOn

Voicing Carter 'Regrets^

;

MARY

TV WITH

For Slap at Army Brass
NBC, which two weeks ago had

,

|

to air

.

,

retary

'

remark

i

Carter on Texaco's NBC-TV show.
Carter was subbing for Milton

i

1

Berle.

'

Carter's line took off from a
news item about the retiring of
the general and hit sharply at Army
brass.
It's
understood that the
War Dept; tried, unsuccessfully, to
have Carter barred from the Radio
Correspondents Assn. dinner for
President Truman Saturday (5),
where the comic was also subbing
:

,

Move

'

j

TV

I

—

,

_
GRAPPLERS GFT OUT

for Berle.

There Was some speculation that
Carter would be yanked from the
Berle TV show because of the remark, but he went on last night

'

FROM UNDER JAMES

I

m

SR^h^

an apology to Defense SecJames Forrestal for an ad lib
on "Author Meets the

Critics," last Thursday (3), broadcast an apology to Gen. Courtney
Hodges for a gag made by- Jack

:

(8).

,

[

'leSi?

t

OwH TV

i

'

j

\

'

,

,

]

,

i

'

|

;

i

i
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series of vid eo-plx. with
background starts rolling
today (Tues. ) under the Norman
L. Spei> prodiiction banner. First
15-minute film, being shot at Rudy
Vallee's home on Santa Monica
Blvd., has been accepted on a
sample basis by one of the major
TV webs^ Series, originally planned
for 13 weeks, is now geared for
52 and may be stepped up a halfhour apiece.

sports

-

,

i

Pix

Hollywood, Feb.
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Initial script, "The Barber of
scripted
was
by
SportsviHe,"
Frank Scully and is being directed
by Louis Gasnier, former v.p. of
Pathe and Paramount director.
William Frawley and Iris Adrian

are featured players while various
appear in each

spoi-ts celebs will
film.

,

,

o
... the busy network
blossoming overnight into the
potent ad

medium

most

M

in the ^vorld,

Television presently attracts more

work

advertisers

than

networks combined ....
as

many

as

all

the

net'

other

Um

aerially,

any competitor.
that's simple

—but

Ml
NBC

to cite this accomplislmient

in

its:

signific^^

use an average of 14

stations-

on the next network, only 8

* .

•

many
that, not only are there twice as

sponsors on

NBC,

but nearly

^

V

NBC

ISetwork Advertisers

February

1,

1949

mxjON!. isrn

17

Admiral Corporation

The American Tobacco Co,

25

Bates Fabrics, Inc.

13

'

Bigelow-Sanford Carpet Co., Inc.
Banafide Mills Inc.

Chevrolet— General Motors Corp,
Cluett

Peabody

&

'

//

1

&

Firestone Tire

/

Rubber Co.

General Foods Corp.

Razor Co.

Gillette Safely

Gulf Oil Corp.
Kraft Foods Co.

the

.

number

week

to.

of stations in use from
•

week.

The companies

of advertisers,

number and weight

NBC

is also

pn% in programs —latest
Hooperatings give

NBC 9

in

, . .

vivid sight

and sound im-

pressions that will shape the buying
habits of American consumers for a long

Television
of the top

15 programs

first

here are already

setting strong patterns of sponsor identification

Far in the lead in

listed

stations

&

Au

in

operation,

reaches the largest
to

TY

first

'

NBC

12
12

9
14
22

Magenheimer

Motorola, Inc.

14

7

Oldsmobile— General Motors Corp. 7
Philco Corp.

To make

the

best impression,

their

Procter

&

Gamble Co.

Radio Corp. of America

27
7

9

Television, America's No. 1 Network.

Reynolds Tobacco Co.

14

&

Co.

14

The Texas Company

19,

J.

Television
Swift

audience available

advertisers

in

&

Conf. Mfg. Co.

.

R.

now

Myers Tobacco Co.

14

time to come.

commercials are being delivered on NBC

audience— mth. 29

Liggett

Mason,

15
21

Disney, Inc.

/

15

14

Co., Inc.

Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.

22
7

'

sponsored hours-— 3

Unique Art Manufacturing Co.

times

-Vick Chemical

more thfui any other network

A Service cf-Radio

THE NATIONAL

Corporation of America
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With Mardi Bryant, emcee;. Felix,

WNBTs Daytime Preem Has Hausfrau

Clown
Gannon,

the Sinsine

Comment

Tele Follow-up

;:

Ruth

Vtggy

Directors:

Lareau

k

30 Mins.; Sat., 4:30 p.m.
'Participating
WPIX, New Yorli

Second edition of tl".* "Admiral on stage three vet songwriters au
Broadway Revue" on the combined JL^p^^
^"Sbo^^^^^^^^
This new Isiddie program opens NBC and DuIVTont networlcs Friday Seen Kelly," did a vocal
. +
on
By BOB STAHL
with an animated cartoon showing flight (4) overcame most of the tune as did Harry Armstronit the
on
youiigstev.s streaming Into the Big
Daytime television launciied last THESE ARE MY CHILDREN
Brook- Top Restaurant, moppet refre.sh- miscues of the previous week's his "Sweet Adeline." W. C, Handv
A.„»
AVHh
key
NBC's
Tuesday (1) by WNBT.
75 years old and blind, was standat the James Mc- opener. With a chance for much
center
ment
out with' a remarkably
Y. flapslup station, followed
]S.
McCain, Joan Alt, Eloise Kunner Creery Department Store, N. Y., more camera rehearsal, producer- pet solo on his famous good trum"St. toui»
closely the pattern established by Director: Norman Fulton
from whicli the show originates.
Max Liebman was able to Blues." It was a nice bit of nostalP'rom then on it's just a birtliday director
DuMont and other pioneers in a.m. Writer: Irna PWIHps
gia which, at the same time, had
a
party with Mardi Bryant, song- telescope the action more within solid entertainment kick..
Programming naturally is 15 Mins.. Mon.-Fri.. 5 p.m.
TV.
stress of the Hotel New Yorkci-,. the limited scope of the icons, and
pitclied to the housewives, and, as Sustaining
NBC, from Chicago
serving as mistress of ceremonies
sucli, it accomplishes its purpose.
pickup too ran without
Lillian: Gish made her television
10 and the audio
.
U11U..-1
^
Video's first try at soap-opera to
LUIS under
Ki a si
iii
of tots
111
vi
i..,,
score
Its appeal, however, is tflo limited
this type of hausfrau their
mu.-, ».,v.
xmr k^^^
umi.icis. The
nn-u moihe;;.
...-^.s,
mm-Pe debut Sunday night (6) with all
to classify it as good entertain- indicates that
intimacj to give « mo
fodder will have extremely hard parents play games, competing for ture more
^
uortraval of ilio
ment.,
merchandise or ™Paet.for ^~w^^^^^^
sledding _on this .medium. ;'These
With no sponsors yet tagged tor Are My Children." of Irna Phillips prizes ofVc^ery
^a^d houLma^^
vpeauviHe Ice Cream
Late Christopher Bean" to pace
that 2:30 to 5:30 p.m. period across- authorship, is a visualization of an
standout,
stanza
was
good
only
few
vprogram
a
Bad
the-board, WNBT obviously must
the "Philco Television Playhouse"
e- 'the
l^lavhoiise"
Unlike the opener, which redraraa,.| spots, notably when a hartdful of
daytime
attionless
ordinary
,iirip»i
p^iii con
But
worJc on a limited budget.
prised some w.k. songs and rou- to an entertaining hour on the
^^'"'"f ^'^en paper and
Birforahi,.
imnmvpmpni rmild -bp^
Production also
house is too busy to sit two minutes to make, and model, tines, the second edition presented NBC-TV web.
i^^pri wUWn thP t one of that '"^y of the
material marked the co-appearance of e.xoriginal
at any tale of trav- hals. Another game, in which the considerable
and
look
<lown
huiti to erivo^the nroceidinss
Consequently words do every- bovs and sirls had to stare at each penned by Liebman and his writ- Actors Equity prez Bed Ljtell and
Routining of the various shows
incumbent prexy Clarence Dorthing— just as in radio:
other, didn't quite come :ofC, al- ing staff. Some of the numbers,
could be chynged to inject tlie necThere are several flaws in this though a few of: tlie kids looked such as the "Clinton Corners, Pa.," went, with both adding to the allessai-j' changes of pace and more
x^inkine cn i„„a as tele- cute. A third, which required were excellent show tunes and the ai'ound quality of the production.
t>Pc^ot^thmki„g,^^^^^^^^
impact c.o...d be provided for the
Televersion of Sidney Howard's
Jesse James Story," sung by
mothers to stand up at the word
interview programs.
live!
-less
and excellently amicable little play engendered
Welch
any housewife who' shortens "children" and children to stand Loren
With the djytime audience limited place,
the life of the tube when there's up at the word "mothers" might terped
by Marge and Cower the same charm the original
as it is at this time, however.
visual interest, just doesn't have been funny to a below-teens Champion and the company ballet, Broadway production h;id in 1932,:
WJ^BT's olTerings should iill the no
radio's
know her economics. Again,
audience.
could hold its own in any Broad- When Pauline Lord and the late
current bill.
soap operas frequently manage to
Miss Bryant is attractive and way revue. Sid Caesar, Mary Me- Walter Connolly played the leads.
The afternoon material was maintain an illusion which is prac- personable, -and led group-singing Carty. and Imogene Coca projected Miss Gish was extremely appealbette'r-tlian-average tically impossible once a housewife
by
marked
ing as the maid who came into a
well. Felix, the singing clown, was their comedy bits neatly.
production mountings, represent- gets a look at the plot.
fortune through having been the
not Used to full advantage, 'but
the standard chorus teeing NBC's richly-lined pocketbook
The only difference in video is can become a pood asset to the off,After
only one to befriend the late Bean.
the show opened at a fast pace
for TV experimentation, and ab- that the actors have memorized show.
Lytell, as the doctor, and Helen
Webb's
guesting was
Danny
with "Cross Country," the theme
sence of the usual. news and lines and have to look sad most of
limited to leading one of the of this edition. Caesar, Miss Coca Carew, as his shrewish Avife, gave
Granted that the time, Acting of any of the
weather reports.
the correct twist, to ;their chai>
j gamess
across
a
Vfomen might not be too interested principals won't win any awards.
and Tom Avera socked
acterizations of the New England
Generallv speaking, the show
five-minute
brainshort,
playwright's
in tlie news, a
Story line concerns a mother and doesn't jell. It has a helter-skelter funny skit on a
couple who turned to cheating to
program each hour would have a flock of children all under one feeling
wracking, utilizing the lip-syn- cut in on the fortune.
and the physical setup is
Derwent
been welcome, both as a public roof. The mother, naturally, has
and
stop - action
chronization
presented a restrained performrestricting: Kids were seated at
service "gesture and as another her hands full. How she can take
for hilarious results; Bobby Van ance
tables arranged in a horseshoe,
as the art critic and Louis
•^onslant
impersona- Sorin, EUen-Cobb Hill.
out theTime"to gab'lnteminabip"I?
which doesn't give the cameras full whipped through a fine
Perry Willluf
"^:?'^.uri''o'"?r
to the distall^ers
pitch
in
soft-shoe
tion^of
Ray
Bolger
a
^.^
Jose.
^j^.^
^^jj
^„
son and Philip Coolidge were good
scope. Most of the time Miss Brvnnt
On the day cauglit (3), the afterwas usins a hand mike, which number and then Caesar, Avera, in lesser roles.
noon teed off with the "Bess Johnseemed like !an unnecessary en- and the Misses Goca and McCarty
Production and direction were
came back with a "nifty skit on the
son Club," a typical woman's chit- LA BOHEME
cumbrance.
chat affair. Forum of students from With Evelyn Case, Glenn Burris,
problems of moppet film stars up to. the usual top standard that
However,
if the show's format
has come to be expected of Fred
Virginia Card, Norman Young,
Smith College were on hand to disbe; simplified,
interesting growing up,
Coe. Setting of the doctor's New
Bay Jacquemott Edwin Steffe can
.cuss fashions as demonstrated by
games devised, and more closeuDs
"Clinton Corners" number was England house was well executed
models and described by Miss Producers: Dr. Herman Adler, of the kids in action iised, "Big marked by the fine dancing of
and Harry Sosnik's original score
Charles Polachek
Johnson. Miss Johnson showed she
Top"; can be good viewing.
Grace and Mickey Carroll and underlined the play neatly. With
apparently has much to learn yet Director: Roger Muir
Miss McCarty 's ode to Peter Lorre, Lytell in the ea.st. Bob Stanton
about maintaining the pace of such- 30 Mins.: Wed. (?.), 10:15 p.tn.
which featured some imaginative handled the commercials on his
too
much
it
dragged
shows, since
Sustaining
display of" pacing pwi7this"timr"inleiVic^^^^^
9*"'^
w!th^ev^VUH«nsy"lmokey" Rog- ^^^^
in spots. For the distalTers, though, NBG-TV, from N. Y.
came after Miss Coca's sock fur leader Frankie Carle,
ers. "Deuce" Sprieeiiis, cowboy
it was okay.
NBC television's production of
........
fashion display, which was folband and sincers (IS)
the fourth act; of I'ucciiii.'s "La;
Three Flames a Bright Spot
lowed by a takeoff on "We, the'
Milton Berle's versatile showBohemc" in an English translation Producer-director: Albert Cole
People" and Caesar's solo routine. manship was never so evident
This hall-hour offering was fol- last Wednesday night (^1 might rWriterr RoMn Black
as
Three skitSt all played before the
lowed by the 15-minute ".\rmchair well have marked a milestone for 30 Mins., Wed., 8:30 p.m.
when
he
was
missing
from his
curtains, were too much alike and
Sustaining
another interview- grand opera in the U. S
Wanderings.
regular spot on the "Texaco Star
should have been broken up by
type show. Different format should
By
transposing
experimental KNBH-NBC, Hollywood
Theatre" on NBC last Tuesday (1).
v«,-v„.,..^...,«.
AS COwboy shows EO this one IS another musical number for a Without Bene, the show sagged
have been interspersed here for a Jinglish
F.nPlish . t-inpnapp
nlipi-a
*n TV
]dnguage^^opera^^to_^_l
V,
change of pace. "Jesse James" into
^^^^^ ^^^.^^
friskiness
shift in mood. "Wanderings" was thousands of people who might
a humdrum vaudeo layout
„
..
, ,,
wound the show at its highest with only
While it follows
distinguished by the neat integra- never have been exposed to such
^ I'^'e dogie
a couple of items standgeneral pattern of sing-songy point entertainment- wise, with ^he ing out from
tion of filmed travelogs with the music got a taste of it in a higlily
the general mediocinterviewing, but otherwise had entertaining style. NBC's one-shot westerns It transcends the aver- cameras doing a fine pickup job rity. Berle's real value is that
he
nothing to set it apart from sim- experiment, besides paving the a^e because of the calibre of tal- on the Chainplons- and the square undoubtedly could have turned
ent and ttte prodiictioft given the dapqe.
(This, program was re-]
ilar shows.
this same bill into sock entertain*,i
II, K„ "\if^t \T way for more such tele offerings, turn bv NBC's Holly wobd Station.
Four - minute commercial, in- ment.
Cowpokes, or reasonable facsimiles serted at the midway point, again
'?''"wi[h'"Ra^dcliffe"^ Hall
Beatrice liillie, for
example,
emceeing.)
At 3:15, the Three ^^llf^l^P^^^ ^^Jl^^^'^.^Z^l}^ I? thereof, are clean, cut, well garbed featured the tongue-twisting antics
Flames, coloi-ed instrumental trio, "{f ^ masses can understand it and: dash off their' tiiusical niimbfers of Roy Atwell, Liebman and the was a surprise dud. Whether it
Thus, through the medium of with all the
was due to her material or the
nostalgia of the
finally bhanged that pace with one
Kudner ad agency apparently hope non-intimate nature of the TV
video, the large U: S. opera mm- prairies. Tex
Williams is headman this will
of ttie two bright spots of the aftergain the success acliieved medium. Miss Lillie's routine m
panics
might
take
their
and
cue
go
at Riverside Rancho, remote point
noon. These boys liave always
by Sid Stone's pitchman on the any case: could have: been salvaged
projected well visually and so are further with the English transla- of the Show a mile or so from the
"Texaco Star Theatre." but- it's with some help from an expert'
station, and is a big, strapping felnaturals for TV, with their antics tions.'
,.
,
This show also emphasized the low with a good voice and an ea.sv doubtful Atwell will hold up as foU like Berle. Instead, she was
and I'apid-tempoed music:. It was
the, one program that was com- desirability of re-staging tele opera manner.
There is lust enough well. His unique talents can be saddled with a deadpan straight
for the limited scope of the tele eomedv bv "Smokv" Rogers and tired of easily and the agency man, Cyril Ritchards, in a long
parable to evening TV.
might find the routine interfering and sad burlesque of the "Song of
"We're On." another half-hour cameras and the average small- "Deuce" Spriggiris to lighleri the
with the actual sales pitch.
India." Misi Lillie's soloing of i
interview show on .show biz. with ^'^^d viewing screen. Unlike the music load but is superior to the
couple
of
novelty
songs also
iiginia Gilmore and her 1^'^^"*^ pickup of the Metopera's avpi-age run of wit from the corral.
actress Virginia
"Toast of the Town" dished up a strangely lacked the arch comic
Western shows are populjtr along
husband, Yul Brynner, as a new opener several months ago, NBC
Mr. and Mrs. team, provided the produced "La Boheme" strictly these latitudes aiid tlie Cai'avaii neat layout, topped by some nos- qualities usually a.s.sociated with
other bright spot. With good pro- with tele' in mind. As a result, looks ripe for' sMhsorship,,- with talgic Tin Pan Alley vignettes, "on the British comedienne's work.
duction trappings to back them up. producer Charles Polachek and TV kinescopiiii*' for other, parts. Of the CBS Sunday night (6) for the sec- Miss Lillie's disappointing TV dehut -points up the" risk of trans
the couple raced through some director Roger Muir were able to country. It's one of the more exconversation about Hollywood and cue their camera shots to the. dra- nensive programs on the channel ond solid session since Al Leftwich planting a top in-the-flesH persononto « video screen without
Broadway celebs and then brought matic action.. With no. chorus or but sets are selling at the rate of has taken over the directional reins,
In William Eythe and Carol Chan- ballet toVcoiiteiid with; of course, J 0.000 a month and the time is not Although this airer continues to compensating for a loss in impact.
far
off
when
the
price
tag
won't
ning from "Lend an Ear" and tlieir job was made comparatively
Carter, first of a series of
hew 10
new
to ipe
the pat
net vauaeo
vaudeo lormat
formnt it
It is
mimic Allan Melzin for interviews more simple but even so, viewers scare off prospective clients.
pinchhitting for the ailing
Albert "Bud" Cole handles the hitting a steady stride in the pace, Berle, carried out a tough assign
and entertainment. Both attractive got that front row view seal to
.
»
'
on the screen, Miss Gilmore and which they've become accustomed. production, with an assist from variety and calibre of its acts.
ment adequately,
if not: outstandDipping, once again into current ingly.
Robin Black, who also scripts the
Brynner steered the show with a
He
snapped across a flock of
As pure entertainment, the show. Three cameras
afe used and Broadway musical hits for material, gags in typical style and essayed;
sure touch, a la Tex McCrary and
--rail effect is a vast improve "Toast" came up with a sock rou- some
Jinx Falkenburg. PaVticipants on Polachck's too-literal translation.
Impressions of
standard
ment over what has been filling the tine from "Along Fifth Avenue," a Harry Richman and Al Jolson.
this one at times spread out too
Some of the lyrics sounded trite, home screens.
Western set was de- competition between ballet and tap Carter's work was marred by some
far on the set.: so the cameras such
as in Mimi's ode to her "bon- signed by Howard
Johnson. When delivered by Johnny Coy and Viola stale material and a tendency to
couldn't cover the question and annet"-— but then Italians at the La- not televising, Tex and his sage- Essen. Both
Coy and Miss Essen look flush into the camera selfswer repartee successfully.
Scala would get the same reaction brush troubadors are making shorts combined
for a class display of consciously.
Claire Mann and her "Relaxer- when li.stening to it in Puccini's
at Universal-International.
terping whose fine points were fully
ciser" show, in the 4 to 4:1.9 seg- native tongue. Otherwise, the
Top turn of the show was delivproprojected on the TV screen. Jackie
Helm.
ment, again was aimed for tlie gram was grooved for the ifiass auered by Borrah Mineviteh's HarGleason,
another star from "Along
hausfraus only. Her system of "let- diences. Drama surrounding Mimi's
monica Rascals. In a bill overFifth Avenue," ran through an efJEAN AND JERRY
ting yourself go to music" might
loaded with comics, they showed
death was sufficiently inten.se to
fective
comedy
monolog
about
his
With Jean Seebach, Louis Cnime,
help them relax during the late hold
laugh depart-;
audience interest: and the
romance for a Juke box. Double up strongest in the
afternoon, but it would sound
Kenny Riehl
The troupe's medley of
PrS-Dire tor: Jerry Friedman entendres peppered this turn but ment.
Slightly ofl'ish
sh"\o'\heirhusbands" ^^^^iflLVrr
music and highjinks was executed
o"t' slovv-paced
^it-Tac^^^^^ recita1^ oi
^ the
they were kept in the bounds of
15 Mins., Mon., 9 p.m.
•Ginley's "Fun at the
Edward McGinley
J
with on-the-nose timing for maxihelped
its
entertainment HARPER-CONNER
adult good taste. Only other new
IP fniinwino
lii miniitps
HARPr.n.rovMFP HOMES
Hrtwrc
Piano'Mn the
following 15
minutes ..sn,,,,*,
mum slght-and-sound values. Exact on the bill was Meribeth Olds,
WAVEiTV, Louisville
was a good attempt to teach piano '"""^'^
pert closeup camera work also
Cast was in excellent voice and
doubling from the Capitol, N. Y.;
through tele, but again,' McGinley
Advertising Assoc
gave a lift by spotlighting th*
with
an Out-of-the-way exhi- sextets' pivot man. a dwarflsij
has much to learn about projecting acted well under the direction of
This is a locally produced job, stage
....
,
,
Polachek and Dr. Herman Adler. handled by Southern Television ""'ou -Of aci'o-dancing. and contorhis personality to- the kinescope.
character with a droll sense oi
The kids finally got a break at Kve\yn Case, with the exception Productions, and makes for whole- ^"""i^humor.
Returning for a second engage4:30 with a half-hour of jVlaria Ci- of a eoujjle ol false gestures at some, friendly home viewing.
.lohnny Burke, the fourth comIt's a bov and girl combo, newly- ment on this show, Lui.se Rainer renvino (from the N. Y. Public Lib- Uic actual point ot death, made
edy item of the show, revived in'
rary) and her fairy tales, which an excellent Mimi. Glenn Burris weds (incidentally Jean and Jerry enacted a scene from her first U. S.
standard first World War doiiBliwere accompanied by drawings as Rudolph pio.)erted both his are husband and wife in real lifei. film, "Escapade," with all her fa- boy recitation
of squawks whien
fine tenor voice and thesfiing abil
While she demonstrated a flair for j.
tile
stories. Miss Cimino didn't
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show

the personality to maintain
interest lor a lull 30 minutes.
While not talking down to her
viewers, she nonetheless talked too

'

-

-

I

•

-

1.-

W

So
,
„„„ . Cagney,
r. „
» !,< Coliine.
with Virginia Card as
Bogart,
Robinson,,
et al, in
Musetta. Show wa-; staged in NBC
complete, the couple should his broad, but sharply satiric takcoften over them. SJie should make TV's rccenlly-convcrlod Park ave- havc a baby. This leads naturallv loff stvle.
nue
studios.
N.
ihto
Y., with three cam
a bit of good-natured "I want
« stronger attempt to bring them
show wound up on a warm note
reras in use
Stal
into her confidence,
/(Continued on page 38J
with emcee Ed Sullivan bringing
"« S
<
.« •
4 V X a r.
ry. « ?
i S M «
1

-

.

Gautheir Steeplechase inipre
in;
an amusing series of stunts
ana
pooclu'.s
educated
volving
ponies.

dway

;

KathiTn Lee's
in tlve show
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palatable

flaii'or.

balle stim
also lent

News can be made

to stick^not drift in one ear and out the
message repeated frequently and forcefully enough
will do the trick. It is on his working knowledge of radio
stations that a national spot time buyer bases all his buying:
other.

A

SUCCESS STORIES

PURCHASING POWER
Does he have

this

oi

in

AREA

kind of information about your station?

Presented so he will read

Your messages

your

it?

VARIETY— the

trade paper read most thor-

oughly and thoughtfully each week by executives who direct the
major portion of radio dollars—means that your sales story goes
spend.
directly to the man who makes the decision of where to

NEW YOBK
1S4

19

Weat 46th St

CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD
1

360 No. Michigan Ave.

6311 Yucca

28

St.

LONDON WC

2

8 Si. Martin's Plac*
Traialgar 8q.

W«ang9dtty, 'Febimary 9.
X949

RADIO-TELEVISION
N. J/s Auto

Radio s Lead as PuUk Service Medium

Nix

Trenton, Feb. 8.
Television lor drivers has no
place on New Jersey highways,
according to Assemblyni'an John J.
Brlxie of Middlesex.
The Garden State legislator, who
would ban video In cars, last week
introduced a bill prohibiting the
operation
on state highways of any
Pugs'
car equipped with a television set
Monte Proser, operator of the that can be seen by the driver.
Copacabana, N. 'V., who recently
entered the video packaging busi-

Shown by Surrey
Effectiveness of radio as a pub-

tnedium is shown in an
opinion poll conducted by Dr.
Rensis Likcrt of tlie Survey Research Center of Univ. of Michigan
jor the American Cancer Society.
According to the survey, radio
was the most effective of all the
media the cancer drive had for
reaching the American public.
People were asked what medium
they remember as informing them
about the cancer campaign. More
tlian half '(53%) answered radio
and said they recalled specific pro-

lic service

•

TV

of Cancer Drive

Inside Television

|

]

TV Workout

ness, will

do a series of

shows

Coast Broadcasters Prep

emanating from Stillman's Gym,
N. Y.;. whei-c the majority of

Home

fighters train. Proser plans to interview the various pugs prior to
fights at the Madison Square Gar?;

Determine

den and St. Nicholas Arena and
Hollj'woodi Feb. 8.
show them during workouts.
Plans are being prepped by
Proser is lining up an announcer
sports columnist to handle Southern California Broadcasters
grams. In addition, 14% said they and a
Assn^ whereby University of Southcommentary.
heard about the drive on the airern California will take a door to
Svaves, but didn't recall the specific
program.
door radio survey from here to
Togetlie):', newspapers and magaSan Pedro. Broadcasters are worzines were reported as a source,
ried about current doldrums into
witli specific articles recalled, by
which the medium has sunk and
i7%. In addition, 17% said they
are maldng the pitch to find out
read of the, drive in print, but
type of programs being enjoyed
Bedidn't recall specific stories.
and how radio can pull itself onto
sides outstripping' the press, radio
prosperous level. Broadcasters will
'W,' ;''iIollyw6odi,;Feb.:.8y-:-';
was way out in' Iropt of posters, A.':
wage an advertising war against,
Foote, Cone & Belding, under
mail solicitatioriijpersonal solicitanewspapers with informatton gar*
tion, tans, posters, lectures and the direction of. Al'hbld McGuire,
nered from surveSf,
.'has; set :iSev^n of its clients into
ineetings.
All Southern California stationsOther
Walter King, radio and TV di- the local television field.
will submit a series of questions
rector of the ACS, says that the agency accounts _ are toying with
which will be boiled into 20
Michigan U. survey is a tribute to the idea of moving in shbrtly.
queries. Students will ring door
Pacific Mutual l^ife Insurance
radio's public service cooperation.
bells for- the answers. Survey will
He received reports from 1,038 has completed the first of four constitute
part of the course being
local stations on their usage of two-minute films. Plugs will either
Based upon B be inserteia iiito a pattici^atidn. taken by the body. USC has decancer material.
time rate, the- dollar value of local program or bUilt Into a' ttve minute cided it will be good practical exAudio Club of Cali- perience for those enrolled in adbroadcast time contributed in the program.
fornia has made five-minute short vertising, psychology and statistics
'48 drive was $1,008,934,

FCBs Coast TV

:

.

'

,

courses.

Network plugs, special programs subjects for which it will buy time.
Southern Pacific Co.. has had.
and mentions on commercial sliows
were carried by 1,052- stations on produced a series, of one minute"
Network time spots which it will insert on local
all
four
nets.
donated was worth $885,161! Tiie outlet. Railroad is also considercancer society estimates that radio ing a live, half-hour remote from'
contributed more than $2,000,000 the railroad terminal titled "Meet
Me at Union Station." Program
to its campaign.

SCBA will foot the bill only as
far as out of pocket money and
transportation are concerned. Association thusly has found the only
possibly way of completing the
census within pocket range.

,
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.
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Poll to

Shows People Like Best

Entry; 7 Clients

Latest circulation figures on New York's afternoon daily newsnsn
reveal they are not the ones being hit by television, since their eirmil"'
tion is back up to what It was a year ago. Instead It is now beliw j
that TV is responsible for a slump in circulation of the buUdoe o^i
*
tions of the morning papers. _
Before the video era, it is pointed out, many newspaper readers Un
their firesides after 10 p.m. to hurry down to the nearest corner nJvi
stand to buy the bulldog. Today they become so engrossed in viriB
they have no time to buy the papers, let alone read them. Situation
attested to by the steadily dwindling crowds around the hewsstanrt
when the bulldogs are first dumped from the trucks. Proof that th«
afternoon papers haven't been hit was offered this week by the N V
Sun, which disclosed its circulation in October, 1948. was 297 O'il I'
against 297,136 in October, 1947—a drop of Only 83.

-

Newspapers here are now carry
being planned to corner celebs ing on an extensive campaign to
town and telense boost advertising. It becomes ob-

RCA

Service Corp. has raised its year's service contracts on telp
vision models, with the hike dependent on the original purchase sricfi
and service guarantee pact. Ten-inch table -set, for example, which
carried a $36 charge last year, is renewable in 1949 at $45.
spokesmen, because of the
Hike was instituted, according to
greater amount of servicing required for sets tlie longer they are In
use. In addition, they pointed out, there has been an increase in the
cost of component parts which might have to be replaced. Sctowners
still make out well on the deal, they said. Since a new 10-inch tube
would cost more than $75, but is included in the service contract if the
.

,

RCA

setowner renews.

Only satisifactory solution to the landlord-tenant fights over the right
to erect a' television roof antenna will come from the developmenrby
set manufacturers of a satisfactory and reasonably-priced receiver with
a«built-^in aerial, according to N. Y. attorney .Albert W. Fribourg: Writing in the N. Y. Sun, Fribourg declared, however, that bills legalizing
such installations and recently introduced into the N. Y. state legislature might" provide the necessary temporary expedient.
One such bill, the attorney said, would add a new section to the
penal law and would, in effect, give every tenant the right to erect the
equipment needed any place on the property. He noted that the courts
generally have denied applications sought by tenants for temporary injunctions against the landlords on the basis that judicial relief should
not be granted until;after trial, when all the facts had been developed.

'

Johns Hopkins Univ. department of writing and drama last week
established a $150 annual prize for the best original television script
submitted before Sept. 1 each year, with the competition open to any
writer. Award has been set up to encourage experimentation with new
forms and techniques and the prize-winning play, running 30 to SO
minutes, will be produced by the Johns Hopkins Playhouse and aired
over WMAR-TV, Baltimore.
Preference will be given to originfils, although adaptations will be
considered providing the author has cleared all rights and the script
has never been staged before on radio or TV. Judges are department,
chief Elliott Coleman; the university's pub relations director, Lynn D.
Poole, and Delmar E. Solem, technical director of the Playhouse.
'

;

;

as they train into

f

vious that newspapers are afraid
University of Cincinnati's board of directors last week accepted an
kminV-Kllfinra
rantAminiA P^^^ in interview fashion.
rdUlVIUUIlO
HiilUy
-Kudoed
nUUUCU Tantomime'
security rust National Bank is of the progressive television scene offer by the Crosley Broadcasting Corp. of a $2,500 fellowship for study
airing minute spots now and is and is not .fighting local pidio.
the relationship between television, and education, claimed as the
Ankles KTLA So Station working on a 15-minute program Meanwhile, radio, is afraid that any of
first of its kind in the country.
James D. Shouse, president and board
based on monthly buslnes.S siun- advances made by papers will come chairman; of the Crosley organization, also is one of the university's
Builds Own Charades Show maries. Show will kick off on a out of their pocl^ets.
directors.
monthly basis and eventually work
The study, Shouse said, "would, attempt to determine how education
Hollywood Feb 8
;

.

Charades program is bucking its S^^'' ^ weekly slot. Vid siiot is be^"'i.JS^TV beaming.
on
Sunday nights with '"Ar?""^!''
fine foods will kick off. with a
KTLA-.s "Movietown, RSVP in op-

and television can best be correlated

TEXAN MAPS FOREIGN

eqnal

erally in the early stages of this

new

in the interest of the public gen>
art."

'

1

TEE

1

m

'

KTTV.

Klaus Landsberg. who
mightily
when Stokey
Tele Academy award
winning video show otT the station,
has ordered all hands at work to
save tha viewing audience.
KTLA's charades show is the

^'IZ

fumed

pulled

*„''*fl-/"'lt^'''

his

"^Zl^ l?,J^^J}^, ''Hk'*?''*?
°f
^!^^Ll^''^^'J'J^''R'^i„^^^^^
P^^**"!

|

I

,

year.

i

??"^:f

-^^'^^tf
Prjces, Ofl Cp.
felt, got

FILM SYNDICATE

Many, success stories have been told about television commercial
shows but here's one on a sustainer. "Cartoon Tele-Tales,-' aired Sun^
Dallas. Feb. 8.
American tele audiences soon day nights over ABC-TV's eight-station tleup, plus two outlets getting
the show via kinescope recordings, this week came up with a mall puU'
.will .be viewing spot news events
36 bout's after they happen in Eu- of 3,728 letters.
Show, which is slanted for moppet audiences, asks the kids to send in
rope, thanks to the pioneering enSeventeen of the drawterprise of Clyde R. OrraSr 25-year- drawings of the stories told on the program,
ings are exhibited each week, with the: winners getting a- set of drawing
dld Texan.'
The films will be taken by rov- pencils. With the mail^pull as ammunition, ABC is now trying to Une
ing teams of Reporters and pho- up a sponsor for the half-hour show.
tographers employed by Clyde R.
N. Y. Herald Tribune, .starting today (Wed.), will run a daily box on
Orms & Co., firm headed by the
its sports pages of all sports events to be televised each-day.
Box is to
Texap.

9«"^P!L\S"
position to Mike Stokey's "Panto^^^'rV^'^ymime Quiz," wjiich has moved' t-"'"" O'l is working on the
from Paramount station to CBS' t'!'"'"!, ^"l * I've studio telenser.
^een active
thg.spon-

way

line. B-B Pens will augment
one minute spot campaign, over
first
station-built vehicle to be
n^i stations, with 20-second spots.
packaged by outlet's own producers under Landsberg's new policy
of station-built programs. LandsFrom nerve centers such as
KTSL Gets Inta Coast
berg. Phil Booth and Gordon MinFrankfurt, Berlin, Paris and Warter built the teevee show format.
saw, the films will be sped by air
OahineVidcastSwim
Program lias been set in for a oneto Dallas, home of the foreign tele
hour: run weekly. "Pantomime's"
film syndicate which will supply
With 30-Minute Shot pictorial news flashes to stations
charades format is being held over
In an effort to keep viewers seated
over the nation.
Hollywood, Feb; 8.
•t KTLA instead of following StoThe first films made by Orms'
Don Lee's KTSL has closed a
key to KTTV.
appearing
deal with CUffie Stone for. a half- company will begin
"Movietown" will be telensed hoUr, once weekly television show. about Feb. 10 on tele screens in
from a different film celeb's home Station is the last of the six op- the U, S. His TV teams are under
weekly, with feeling that names erating channels to insert an the direction of Jim Shay.
Inti...
and slimpse into their dwellings oatune ensemble into its schedule, ""ate aspects of the Berlin airlift
will be of sufficient value to hold
NBC outlet KNBH is airing "Tex will be among the first subjects
the KTLA audience to the chan- Williams' Western Caravan'' every filmed for distribution in this
nel.
Wednesday.
Paramount's KTLA country, Orms said.
"Pantomime" will be beamed beams Spade Cooley's "Western
from 6000 Sunset studios by KTTV. Varieties'" each Saturday and anStation does not have room for other Cooley sho^v, 'sponsored, dur^ Gannett Taking His Thne
viewers in its own studios here ing the week.
Both are remotes
but wants to give show produc- telecasts.
CBS station. KTTV,
On Portland, Me., Station
tional treatment.
videos a half-hour of the "Texas
Portland Mo F«.h «

out of
its

——

-

i

I

Chi's

t^uy

X^fjZX^n^.'^L'^^^f'n
Tl^irK
*u
J
4
i^"
Ranch"

89,150 TV Sets

the same day.

1

.

Jces,

GanneraS^S^^^^

operating

"Western here, and

te=d%"^I^Fltv%^^»gt^^

stations

WGUY.khgor,

WGAN.

wit™

Chicago. Feb. 8.
,
Latest
tele
compilation
puts
KTSL program
be beamed on
Chi's score at 89,1^0 video sets,
With two lo?hursdavr KTTV K^^^^
channel assignments available,
within the 50-mile radius. Reason KFI - TV
IV ana
and is-ioi.
KTSL wesiern
western pio
oro...x
Gannett no longer fears a freezefor difference. between
this figure grams are studio shows
out at the hands of FCC. feeling
and that of Radio Manufacturers
that the agency will open the high
Assn. is that this area has a: numfrequency bands soon, with room
ber of manufacturers who do not
for everybody.
belong to RMA, hence are not inWCSH (NBC basici and WPOR
cluded in those reports.
(ABC) affiliate are still on the hook
New total is based upon RMA
applications, but neither
data plus the non-members whose
Hollywood, Feb 8.
admits
to any impatience to combooks were audited by the Electric
Screen Actors Guild
turned
Assn. of Chi.
Electric Assn. re-, do An Equity Council's proposal of i'"^***^® actual wading. Situation is
nortfd 950
O^n r<«f<»iv«»r«
ported
in Chi twn a partnership for the administra- ^"rther muddled by Gannett's ownreceivers in
years ago. 13,940 last Feb.
tion of talent jurisdiction in tele-j'^S the only desirable hilltop loca*" ^^e area, which is the presvlsion, and arranged a meeting
*"t *ite of his local FM operation.
BuiTalo ^Nicholas J. Matter, as- with the Television Film Producers
"^^
sistant sales manager in charge of Assn. to discuss thespian problems
„„.
,,
,
WBEN. Buffalo, television sales in the video field.
Detroit—
Frankenmuth
Brewing
Guild toppers decided that tele- r^?''!J!fc:!?^»S»M}!j
for the past four years, has been
appointed assistant sales manager. Vision is too vital a subject at this
renewed ^Us S-r"'
He will supervise selling of both>time to permit delays in working hour "Barbershon Ouar^^
local and national TV program out an immediate talent Jurisdic- gram telecast

^S^^^Zl tl t

wm

,

I
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SAG THUMBS EQUITY

PLAN FOR VIDEO
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fe„cyTaf

|

Mondavs

j

ttnie,

I

tion plan..

,

I

additional 26-vveek period.

for

an"

.

include the channel, name of the announcer, .lineups of^ the teami,
of the officials, etc.
is believed to be the first newspaper in the country to initiate
the system, which reportedly represents its conviction that tele is here
to stay. What effect such a system of pointing mp the daily televised
events to actual sports fans who read the sports pages might have oa
gate receipts has yet to be seen.
'

names
H-T

O'Neirs Fairbanks Pact

VIDEO PIX PACKAGERS

RELEASING VIA UA

TV's First Loni; Termer

Hollywood, Feb, 8.
New television film package outJ e r r y Fairbanks Productions fit; claimed to be the largest such
inked lyric baritone Danny O'Neil
indie operation in the east, was
to an exclusive contract the first
longterm film talent deal in tele» formed yesterday (Tues). Under
vision. Pact has an unlimited num- the name of Video Varieties, Inc.,
bei' of options and calls for O'Neil's outfit
absorbs the complete faciliservices for films, radio, stage, reties of West Coast Sound Studios
cordings and live teleshows. Fairand plans to turn out several
banks added that O'Neil also will
hundred
TV films during its iirst
be available for loanouts..
year of operation.
First stint under the new pact
United Artists tele department
will be to record numbers recently
the
purchased by Fairbanks Music Co.' has already signed to release

—

TV

series

Magic Show

Andre Baruch starts a television
Feb. 16 on WCBS-TV for
Polaroid. It will be a 15-minute
expose of magic, at 7:45 Wednesday nights, with name magicians
as guests. Title will be "Now You
series

See

It."

Sherman Drier

is

output.

year's

first

Baruch's

on

ern

.

Rangers,

two

First

schedule include
musical shorts,

the

eight five-minute
featuring Shorty

Wanen &

already

West-

corapletea,

and a group featui-ing the Striamale Negro quartet. George
W. Goman, former RKO exec, is

ers,

prez of the

new

firm.

Other

oftl-

cers arc Martin P. Hcniy, producJManehee,
package pro- tion veepee, and A. W.

ducer.

treasurer.

UA

telefilm

department,

through director John Mitchell,
also pacted yesterday to release
Boston, Feb. 8.
a series of pix to be producea
Tony Langguth, WNAC produc- especially for video by Edinuna
tion department, has been upped L. Dorfmann, recently production
Unitca
to TV production supervisor by veepee
Unlversal's
for
Linus Travers, executive veepee World Films. Fiisf in the Uonand general manager of Yankee,
mann series is to be a grotip
Langguth lias been with Yankee called "Magic Time," running w
since 1936, becoming daytime pro- minutes each and featuring w.*.

1ANG6UTH TIPPED IN HUB

duction supervisor in 1945,

magicians.

.

Wi!3n«gaay»

Febynwy

9,

1949
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50,000 watts

"Umbrella Coverage"— in
all directions

Nation's third largest market

First in

every Philadelphia

listeners'

CBS

survey ever

affiliate

ftepresenfed
in

mqde

by VICAD

Philadelphia and

elsewhere

Sales Staff

New

York,.,
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BilBIO

S8

fully developed yet, but evidence
of progress is noted here.
Paine's slightly facetious manner of questioning scientists is apparently an attempt to lighten the
and the didactism of

Television Reviews

Lowell Institute Educat'l
Air
Continued from page 2<

seriousness
^^^^ ..gugh a plan as this can make
at
the discourses; but they tend
gj^^g.^ ^^^^ gyg^ more valuable
poise and handles herself with ex- times to be stiff and lecturish.
a boy" and "I want a girl" stuff.
^^^^ equally important, more reliceptional grace. Uncle Jake works
from
transition
the
Presto, a song cue.
makes
gver gince publication of
Paihe
the situation birthday greetwell,
surprisingly
And so it goes. Some eight num- into
video
to
radio
g(.j,j|y jjo. 1 in 1946, subscribers
letters and closes the frame
and at
informal
-----bers make up the routine, which ings,
telegenic,
is
He
others have been asking for a
,
,
bringing members of juvenile
biundertaken
also has time for a discussioir ot by
"Excursions,"
ease.
of the figures."
breakdown
range.
finer
studio audience into camera
the anniversary house budget. Offmonthly, presumably will gam in
MarJc.
proAnother objection to
stage accompaniment is played oil
smoothness and imagination.
cedure, which contributed to MuJOCO.
accordion by Kenny Kiehl.
tlie
tual's cancellation effective March
Jean and Jerry have nice voices THIS IS YOUK
MilHenry
Wallace,
Kdward
31,' may be met by the measurethat blend well, and are well With
are
Icr Bush, .lohn W. Oliver ,
y
ment group. Mutual's point is that
adapted to video. Pictures
«
- Director: S a
sharp, and free from
reports from listeners on what sta„ Venetian Producer
Philly
tions they tune in emphasize prowed.. 8:30 p.m
- Continued from page 29 s
'sa^^vrinJ
grams rather than potential circufrom the standpoint of [atioji.^ The^net ther^^^^^^^^^^
though
commercial by Jean/^eTcU^rj'^;^^^^^
°
BMB to mclude engineering data
a visual :
techniques,
sidK
ana
»b
shows interiors and exteriors o_t forum without boring
challenge which "Shting
^ six-man BMB engineering adhouses built by the sponsors. A audience is the
oeiter
been
director Ed Wallace the studio might have
^.^
committee was formed on
neat production job, and impresses WNBK's news
the courtroom was superior on alt Jan. 27. After a six-hour-long sesas a slick TV show with definite accepts
packed
was
room
take other counts.
— The
guests to
invites two o
^ He iiivit^.o
-„ sion, Cortlandt J. Langley, assistant
for the home
toll""
pobsiuii
sen •niiwiWlitles
of
many
opposite sides of a current con- with lawyers and judges,
^^j^^
to FeltiS, reported that developbuilder sponsor.
similar
Uroversv and with the use of maps, whom agreed to serve on
ment of engineering data to supple^
charts, etc., keeps the 30-minule telecasts, and the corridors outside
r^i nn tpt fv^stoiv
ment BMB statistics presents manymoving. In program caught ( j^e^e TV receivers were setup)
« -ti, Gmser
r-Loro, Vw^npv
cnaracters, stanza
"However," he said,
Kmncy, 69 m-irirters
difficulties.
With
oimr^^ianH College
PoIIppp nrofe.sj *i„ overflow,
o«...
Profes- ,
(2), two Cleveland
j^j^^^jg^
wie are confident that the indusGapt. Frank Russell, Lind Bros
sors,- Henry Miller Hush and John
.mrphparsed ex try's engineers will find a procew/^^""^,^^^*'^^^^^^
The
tee Bennett, emcee, Bob TrendCulver, took opposite sides on
f..
for the ftoj^s who were the
Icr OTch
dure that answers our problems."
Stalin-Truman invite and kept cept
the oici.,.-^.^..
,
<T
V .1
tue jj^jj^^j^g,, meeting of the committee
Witnesses. Only the outhne ot tiie
Director: Don Cook
iwfo^pct at
at good
onnrt pitch,
nitpVi with
vv th witnesses.
audio interest
out in ^jjj
60 Mins., Tuts., 9 p.m. (CST)
jjgi^ shortly, as soort as the
Wallace neatly Injecting cue re- imaginary case was given
^
Sustaining
advance and Maurer and uray gMB-g calendar is clear. If enmarks.
WGN-TV, Cliieago
Saunders Thomas shaped the prosecutions and de- gjjjggj,jjjg ^^jj^ ig added to the
Video-wise,
of had a nice chanRe of fr'ames with fense as the trial proceeded. Case study, as indications are they will.
week's performance
This
"Club" is good" indication why cameras oatchmg a new overall involved a holdup by two young Mutual may rejoin before April 1.
show has been on continuously view of trio around map, eyen thugs, both of Whom were armed,
Another BMB board policy which
siiice April, 1948. Variety acts are though he was limited to use of Qne of the men was captured on
jwi" probably attract more subscrib
really varied, packing solid enter- two cameras. A third camera would Jf.^
g beaten to the ground,
avail
i-oinmont
3 one-hour
nnp-Viniir sVifiw
iitiiiTatinn y
..._r_j.. nflers
_r pr.s is
IS the decision to make availshow. have «v>..«,itfo/i
into a
greater utilization
tainment into
u
J.
«„j and
„«j in
i„ fi,o
permitted wTOotpr
ot
custody
the /.iictnrfv
handcuffed
members information about
Acts flow smoothly, yet give view-i of mOre eharts, maps and pictures, the police. In the ensuing chase ^^^^
their
"reMorfc.
for
non-subscribers,
ers full eyeful of individual stints,
the other man fought it out with
Three Characters dominate show
use." BecausO of tdday's
stricted
the police and in the gunbattle,
highly Competitive sitiiatidn, nonVIEWPOINT
the hoodlum and av cop were slain.
nrH«
Rp^ftiTrP Kav "oannv Vav^e MIDWEST
feel
unfeasy
^bout
will
subscribers
cLntf Tno
=nH Ink
?nir Spots
Tvio thows
im- With Ulmcr Turner. Leo A. Lemer
shows im
and
The Commonwealth charged the ^^^^^ ^^.j^gj^ having information on
pacing, pr„a„<.e,.Director: Dick Rider
close
with
even them which the> lack.
provement
bandit with murder
first
^.
^.^^
Continued from page 34
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eratively by top'-level professors
and instructors of Boston College^
Boston University, Harvard, LowInstitute, MIT, Northeastern
ell
and Tufts.

——

1

,

A^

Boston, Feb. 8.
The Hub's outstanding serieis of
educational alrers sponsored by
the Lowell Institute Cooperative
Broadcasting Council observed its
third annl here this week, figuring
it now has a total audience of
about
400,000 for the seven educatioiiiil
shows it airs each week.
Council, a non-profit subsidiary
^.j^g j^j^g^ Lowell Lectures
of
Boston; offers six series, "Your
Baby," "We Human Beings," "Our
Weather," "Music's the Thing,"
"People at Play" and "Crossroads
of the Future," all, conducted coop-

i

WORLD

400,009

Audience on 3d

•

.

Series'

{

j

i

'

stations participating, each offeri„g anywhere from 15 minutes to
an hour an evening, are WCOP

1

i
|

1
,

|

i

W

—

WMEX, WBZ

and

WEEL An

addi-

tional course called "Your Ideas"
has been terminthrough
ated temporarily, but a new course
in the humanities is coming up, .as
well as a new science course called
"The Impact of Science" out of

I

WHDH

I

|

I

1

|

,

]

I

WBZ.

I

|

i

i

I

NBC Aims

.

|

i

Continued from page
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N. Y. to Chicago sewed up for Its
Original Amateur Hour" Sunday
nights from 7 to 8, meaning NBC
won't get a look-in on the cable
clowning through numbers with
Sustaining
midwestern audiences until adand
Feltis is now on the road signing
apt costume changes.
Under tlJe
part In thT gunplay
WBKB, Chicago
stations and Langley leit ditional links are opened up some
Capt. Frank Russell puts on Riplaw all narticipants ^P new
Network is
editor
Ulmer PpnnsvlvanL
news
yestorda,^ (8- for Chicago lor par-Jime in the spring.
ley Odditorium strong man act,
rP^Vini in^a^^^^^^
fnTfnlTn
Turner
discusses
topical
items
and
willmg
to go ahead on that basis
balsnapping spike with teeth,
^""^ stations in the Windy
fqu^^^^^^
Ire
ancing single newspaper sheet on trends with local newspapermen in'
Their goal is 1,000 subscrib- however, on the assumption that
theThad aTai^d iT^^^^^^
establishes
its
head, and poising pile of chairs interesting, armchair style. His whetrr
more
quickly
it
the
ersi At last check, on Jan. 27^ there
and heavy cartwheel on chin, first guest, Leo A. Lerner, is editor actual killing or not. The jury, were 814 subs and several addir video programming supremacy, the
Emcee Lee Bennett breaks rock on of community paoers, and will be which was allowed three minutes tions are expected to be announced better it will be for the future. •
Russell's chest in suspense number. followed by editors and writers for debate, {verdict to be settled
tomorrow (10).
plans
Web will not scrap Its
Lind Brothers above average;- from Chicago and surrounding by majority vote), found the acPrinting of 1,500,000 ballots has for Martin and Lewis, recentlypersonable trio has sense of show- area
cused guilty, but recommended
Ginger
Turner
and
Lemer discuss life imprisoiiment instead of the been completed. In addition, BMB signed comedy team. Pair is still
manship and harmony.
Bennett is cute eyeful in tap num-i Marshall Plan relief and isolation- electric ^dhdirj;,has received 650,000 premiums for to be given a Sunday night radio
spot, as soon as their other comfrom
midwest
viewpoint,
ber, shedding grass skirt after ism
Verdict promptly found Attorney the first mailing and 250,000 addi- mitments make them available.
warming up. Emcee croons "For Lemer is active booster o£ Europremiums for followup.
tional
You" in pleasing fashion, but 'pean aid and points up.benefits of Gray oh his feet, dtemariding ap- Twenty million IBM cards will be Fact that th'ey'U be doubling into
sometimes slurs introductionscurrent U. S. policy towards Eu- peals and a new trial and objecting used in the: tabulation.
TV, however,- means their
to the Judge's charge, The proNight club settings are simple rope.
show will originate in N.Y. Wheth".
but effective. Bob Trendler orch
This series should prove stimu- ceedings made for considerable exer NBC will go ahead with its plans
provides good accompaniment. lating from educational angle, Dis- citement, since the tlirns of the
to build a 15-minute across-the»
"Club" is excellent adult enter- cussion Is carried on easily and legal queries and the courtroom
board tele package around Miss
tainment;
Mart.
chattily. Informality of show belps lepartee gave the sho\^ an unKnight hasn't been determined.
embrace listener. Impartial selec- deniable spohtaneity.
Continued from page 29
Some web officials reportedly betion of -fiuests and topics should - Credited with the idea for the
UNCLE JAKE'S HOUSE
make "Viewpoint" good Sunday program, which is sponsored by permit in October. 1946. Outcome lieve that the daily show might
With Gene Carroll, Candy Lee
lessen„ the Impact of the all-lmpornight viewing.
Producer-Director: Betty Cope
the Yellow Cab Co. of Philadelphia, of the hearing on the time extenj
i
In
30 Mins., Mon. thru Fri., 5:30 p.m
sion will determine whether sale tant Sunday night program.
is Isaac D. Levy, retiring vice-presWKWS-TV, Cleveland
EXCURSIONS IN SCIENCE
ident and general counsel for of the WHAS properties is con addition, it has already been indiGene Carroll, of oldtime Jake With Caleb Paine, gniests
WCAU-TV, and attorney Bernard summated, as the TV permit is the cated that even the best of perand Lena radio team, has a pleas- Director: Robert E. Stone
choice plum of the package and formers on video can dissipate his
Smolens. David Kalgler,
ant 30>minute staniia for kiddies in Producer: William K. Mulvey
frequent
productions supervisor, staged the grant of the request Is made a popularity through' too °
his
make-believe "Uncle Jake's 1.5 Mins.. Thurs., 6:45 p.m.
appearances.
program with Smolens taking condition of sale.
!
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FCC Cracks
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House."

i

He

builds his situations around
charming six-year-old Candy Lee,
and the situations deal with such
daily chores as how to feed the
dog, cat and parrot properly; the
need for doing homework to bring
tip the grades in the weak subjects,
and suggestions on how to be a
better moppet in the house. Generally, the program is leisurelypaced, although on stanza caught
(3) there were moments of lag, and
camera-wise there were several
noticeable slips:

!

I

Candy Lee shows much video

GENERAL. ELECTRIC CO.
WRGB; Schenectady

.

charge of the legal technicalities
and furnishing th6 script. Earl
Harrison, former dean of the Univ.
of Pennsylvania law school, will
be the program commentator
throughout the series. The Al Paul
Lefton agency set the account.

H.

General Electric, jifhich for years
has presented one of radio's top
educational proarams in "Science
Forum" over WGY, is carrying into
television the idea of explaining,
elucidating and Interpreting science for laymen. Caleb Paine, interviewer of GE scientists on the
Lethbrldge, Alta.
video show, has moderated "SciCJOC here
ence Forum", since 1946. "Excur- will move into hew studios In June.
sions" naturally makes use of the Space will be three times that now
visual phase to demonstrate by available and will include a "play.tests highlight
points
Which
house"
the
studio
to seat 150. Present
_
,
.
speakers make. This hasn't been^ studios are in the Marquiis hotel.

Next on the carpet is the William
Block Co. permit in Indianheard March

apolis, which is to be
21.
This company

received

Its

authorization in October, 1946. On
March 28 the Commission will hear
the extension request of the Maison Blanche Co. of- New Orleans,
which received its permit In January, 1947.
Should any of the permit holders
fall to provide a satisfactory explanation for delay in construction,
the Commission may take steps to
revoke authorization,' in which case
the frequency assigned would again
become available to television station applicants.
„

—

'

UA,

31% INCREASE
WOV time sales increased 31% during
And January 1949
1948.

is

is

the

NEW

MUSrCAl

.

nett.

Half-hour sustainer will also star
piano soloist llobert Trendler :8nd
his orch.

—

Dallas Texas Power and Light
Co., will sponsor a new series of
broadcasts each Friday evening
over
and WFAA-FM. The
broadcasts will feature Billy Mayo
and a 24-pieee concert orchestra.
Each program will salute a Texas
industry with a dramatic narrative.

WFAA

NBC

Continued from page Z3

;

uses a film is only one of many
variables being taken into account.
Others are the age and the cost
of the pic and the number of
video receivers In the market area.

1948.

up 11% over January

Continued proof that on

RESULTS

sa

WGN'S

Chicago, Feb. 8.
WGN-Mutual will debut new
musical variety show Thurs. (10)
featuring just-signed Dinning Sisters and singing emcee Lee Ben-

effort to come to
basis for flouring
values, since other dlstribs queried
by the company vary greatly in
It is all an
some equitable

WOV..«

what they are asking for the same
type film, while station managers
vary equally as much in what they

BUY-WORD

UA

are willing to pay. Best
hopes
to do is get a rough working scale

and

let,

the salesmen go on from

the.re.''.

Originators of

WO¥
NEW YORK

It has not been determined yet
whether separate TV salesmen will
be employed or whether present

I

j

'

salesmen in branches in TV areas
will add television sales to their
duties. Company prefers the latter
course, claiming the film salesmen
can easily take on the added work.
Video producers object, however.
On the basis thait a man concentrating oit TV caji do a better job.

Dept.

VA

TO: AD. PACKAGE AGENCY
TELEVISION HEADS
oii(

looii.

lllctwe,

is:

Mk«

id..,

worth

•

vision

on.

"•»"W''„"'°S'

promotion, diroelor, film
writer, r,x-nowm.i|iormnn,

>li°ft,
i«

.

nan"
tomo

m\\

nroorain-

"[i i lor

"WJ?,:;

telei.|de>

proriuction-liromotion V*. -.a,.',,! iwould
cxilerionce and wfiting .^»«''"™'''''',«4 W."
Box V-35. varmy. .15?
in hnniiy.
Now York l», N. r.
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America's most widely copied Radio.

is

Zenitli' will

be America's most widely copied Television,

Other manufacturers

will shortly

copy Zenith's Giant

Circle Screen. Imitation is the sincerest
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form of
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40

in new accounts to use radio, making it easier for the larger AM'ers

Tuesday (1) that they are not
trying to stop TV's progress or to
hide its impact. However, they feel
that random sampling of telephone
owners, who are generally in upper
Income brackets, shows a disproportionately large number of video
homes. In addition, they said that
the questions, "Were you looking
at or listening to a program?" is
weighted in favor of the newer

medium.
"Everybody in New York knows
Of TV," Hooper answered, "Why
not begin treating it now the way
must several years from nbw.
constructive suggestion came
out of the New York station meet-

•we

One

ing: rotate the works 'looking at'
with 'listening to' to give each
prior, position in the question. Our

are taking another
look at this one. It will probably
be adopted."

interviewers

On Wednesday
-

(2)

Hooper met

with representatives of the, three
N. Y. net affiliates who subscribe

—
WCBS,
phrasing

WNBC, and WOR. The
of the questions was

again discussed, but no conclusion
was reached. The network stations
are not contemplating an exiti but
they do have:qae$tlons Ion Hooper's
technique.

Samples Too Small

WGN

,

.

H

.

,

AM

WBBM

WBBM

WBBM

M

his
His critics say, however, that the extension is geo- the type of station he proposed has
^Being public service
st. Louis
sently planned, Tuesday will be
graphic, including Northern New substantially decreased."
Friday musical director of WBND, the Belleville,
Jersey, rather than a real increase
Crowley pointed out that the mystery night and
nights in this 111.; News-Democrat station
in the numerical size" of his number of stations in the Washing- variety night. Other
isnt
"vertical programming" setup will
sample.
"greatly
increased"
since
ton area;
enough trouble for H. V; Calhoun
Another indie gripe is that he first applied. He wasn't exag- be devoted to straight drama and so he is striving for more.
Last
Hooper pro-rates his "don't know" gerating. In the last two years, variety.
One show booked for Friday week Calhoun, ex retired superanswers, distributing them among four television outlets have started
the programs according to their jn the Capital (plus three in Bait evenings is "Experience Speaks," intendent of public schools in
audiences. This has the effect,, the
a Hank Booraem and Bill Thomas Belleville tossed his cfaapeau into

—

:'

'

for

instance,

that

feels

1

imore which reach

:

hung. But it's
the hangman
the rope!"

Kvery Friday Kits, BsSO K.8.T.

LOU CLAYTON

into the Hy'attsville section and
adding, in effect, eight more sta-

ATTENTION!!
com-

Member

3.

S.

of

ASCAf.

outlet 20 new stations (including
seven video) got into operation and
something else when into the competition for the audi^
asks you to pay for ence he intended to serve.
Another applicant last week who
wanted to increase his station's
daytime power (and audience) decided against it when he found a

hearing would be necessary be^
cause of possible interference with
other outlets on the same frequency. The station (WELI, New
Haven) wrote the Commission it
"does not feel the expense and
delay of a hearing would justify
the ultimate objective even if suc-

Box V-37. Variety. 1 54 W. 46tli
Now York 19, N. Y.

St.

OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT
1

primary cause of the situation in
this city wheret one agency has
offered to take every One minute
spot available.
Particularly hard hit at present
are: the daytime stations, which
now conKprise approximately onefifth of all
outlets. Many of
these stations were built to help
affilpay the freight for their
iates.. Now some, despairing of the
growth of the JFM audience, are
thinking of ridding themselves
imof the additional burden
poses and they are looking forward
to television as their way out.

cessful."

Block from Radio City

.

ceived their construction permits
(five for FM stations) after considerable .time and expense, elected
to cancel.
Some were in large
cities, most in small towns.
«
Withdrawals in the majority": of
cases
are
without explanatioh),
other than "do hot Wish to prosecute the application

FM

One broadcaster said he" was
going "to forget about FM" which,
in his opinion, "doesn't stand a
ghost of a chance with television
coming along;" He is hopeful that
additional channels will be available and believes he can put up
a video station for about $125,000,
or approximately what it has cost

|

|

|

.

,

liriyate
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,

furnish Pd
batji

((>n

oftices with
3(1
floor) for

;

Teleplione awitchboard and.
cleanfMff
service
la
available.

.rt'iu.

HOTEL ABBEY,

NEW YORK

The

job.

election will
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Contlnaed from page 28
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Brown's career more fully tended
to let it down.

A

well-integrated broadcast

was

that which brought on James C.
Hagerty, press secretary for Governor Dewey; Leo W. O'Brien,. INS

correspondent;
Con Heffernan,
Times«-Union city editor, and Helen

Nolan Neil, widow of Eddie Neil,
AP .correspondent killed during the
Spanish civil war^ and a T-U staffer.
Third broadcast had ,Howar'
Gaston; editor of "Town Crier" and
one of the publicists for Berkshire
Music Festival; Rosemary Clarke,
Nolan & Twitchell Agency and a
WPTR broadcaster, and Capt. William Gorley of Salvation Army.
This one developed lags, probably
because the guests had not met.
Idea of "Luncheon" is not new,
but it has distinct local possibilities. Snyder acquits himself creditably. He might try to give the
women guests more scope, Dish
and other-table-conversation sometimes compete too vigorously for
listeners' ears. Show is reported
building luncheon trade for Empire
Room, which, like WPTR, is a
Schine operation.
Joco.
of

DAY

IN

OJciJA^^^

xl

PARLIAMENT

With Kay Wbitton. Arthur Mc-

Revamp

IMutual

Kenna

.-^

30 Mins., Wed. Uan. 26), 11 p.in.
SustaininK
'

s

Continued from page 27 si
for many an
outlet. But, of
course, he pointed out, he already competition among the dinner hour
has the nucleus of studio facilities, news purveyors, which include
The daytimer, in many cases, has NBC's News of the World and
made it possible for the bigger H, V. Kaltenborn, ABC's Headline
stations to get business away from Edition and Elmer Davis,
and
Lowell Thomas and Ed
him. The small outlets have broken CBS

FM

,

Several

man

be held April

,

In the last few weeks, there have
been nine applicants whose cases
were to be heard shortly who dev
cided to withdraw. Another six
applicants who had already re-

AM

.

'Good m u f tea I; an
legalo
bHtinMS baekgroand.
Capable and porsonablo.'

head

Radio Reviews

the 28 months since
Crowley applied for his daytime

FM

industries
offerMi, at rraioHabl*

the ttrvleet of a maa
30 yean of 09*.
College and law lehool grad-

ptntalioiii

the non-partisan mayoralty race,
Calhoun is the fourth to seek the

,

tions.
Thus,.' in

TV

Radio. Rtcording, Music

AM

six

tion,

NAB

Mgi.:

AM

and two

Continued from paKe 27

'On an Island with You"
THK CAHFX SHOW

intO' the Hyatts-

FM^nly stations, package, based on stories from
daytimers. In addi- True Experience mag. Show will
daytime
stations in emphasize human- interest yams
the area and two fuUtime 250 wat- with stress on idea that "experience
ters, acquired FM affiliates, en- is the best teacher."
abling them to throw out a signal

ville area), three

:

4^

;

:

'

'-

.

WGN

AM

their we,ll-to-do neighbors.
Summing up his attitude to
Hooper, one indie program nianager said, "It's one thing to be

t.

WMAQ

.

'

1i

WMAQ
WMAQ

.

:

:

:

From the Productions Centers

AM

Hooper's samples are too small.
On one quarter hour of "Dorothy
and Dick" there were variations
during 1948 from 3.6 to 4,4, How indies beef, of buildihg the ratever,' the. total variation is
less ings .of big shows and lowering the
than Hooper's admitted margin of flgur,e for smaller shows. In this,
error. The station, therefore feels drama of the medium and the
that the Hooper rating is not sensi- telephone, the indies feel, the
lower income groups, who may not
tive enough to be useful.
Some station statisticians point have phones, are radio's most lucrative market--^nd, besides^ they
spend more time .at their.' sets than

YoM are

when they

i

•

WOR Sez

WOR,

in, especially

can offer after-sunset hours.

In some respects.-.however, the
ss Continued from paf• itt
daytimer is in a better, position
station because he Is flack staffi and CBS' Gloria Bedrosian, Lenny Kaye and Pat Hanrooa
out that for many quarter -hour than the big
Eleven-year-old Bemle ChrtetUnson wlU sub lor vacationing Jack
audisegments Hooper makes only 90 more conditioned to the
Club.... The Northemers Mrili guest Ruth
Breakfast
Owens
ABC
on
program
to
learned
has
He
calls. While this may have been ence.
tonight
Herb Rice, MB^
interests and to Kienholx as contralto soloist over
indicative of trends when tjjere to suit community
his ad- production director, in Chi from New York, ., .Agricultural dhrector
were 23 stations covered, it is now develop a following with
be honored by Sigma Delta Chi at Amen
to
Mitchell
of
audience
Everett
his
where
But
much less reliable when six TV vertisers.
Bill
married
to
Chuck
Billie
announcer
sta,WJJD
Jenks of same
television
la.
of
reach
Stations have been added. In other is within
newscaster Norman Barry to address Lincoln
(29)
words, they claim, the increase in tions he is uncertain as to how long station
Jim Ameche now official voice
as day- day lunch at Glen Ellyn, 111., Feb. 10
the factors to be measured re- he can retain his listeners
,
.Elizabeth
WGN,
Hart
Teller
show
on
hosts
Evans
Story
of
Mrs. John
expands.
,
quires a much greater sample, time video
over
Mutual sales
Attitudes of broadcasters to the Cay ton, Esthonian Relief rep, Feb,
While a very large sample is
biz.
.WBbM's "Country
needed in the random method,, a code- ranged from mild to cynical v.p. Jesse Barnes here from New York ott
Jamaica,
West
Indies
listeners
in
obnew
of
reports
question
Hour"
The
Webster-Chi.
controlled cross-section technique, indifference.
can be accurate with a smaller servance of the standards, it ap- cago Corp. announces production of pre-recorded wire spools. Tw»
Virginia Gale makes debut
peared; is entirely 'bound up with spools are available now for dealers
sample.
Quiz Kid Joel Kupper*
Hooper's rejoinder is that the the economic ability of the oper- Feb. 14 in homemaker program over
only way to learn the ratio of TV ator to comply,, rather than his man graduated from grade school With "highest honor" award..
life story of Dr. DuBois
recounted
Freedom"
the
"Destination
of
desirability
WMAQ's
in
the
belief
sets is by random
sets to
Advancement
Colored
for
of
People, Sun. (6)
Assn.
is
conOf
Natl.
founder
far
as
exist
to
document.
As
sampling. ''No 'Controls'
WJJD teed off on new giveaway show last week; (1), called "Hoozit."
be applied to our sample distribu- cerned, the code seemed to be a
tion," he says. "No one could ap-. "dead duck" sacrificed on the altar Emcee Marty Hogfan offers cash and wrist 'watch to pickers of mystery
program
header
over
double
Autry
aired
battle
Gene
withtougher
voice
exist,
of
an
Increasingly
Feb.
ply them, if they did
5
ABC Breakfast Club goes on Texas tour March 12-18, with stops
out producing almost certain dis- for the advertiser's dollar.
Bill Bell new
in Fort Worth, Dallas, SalT Antonio and Houston
tortions in the; record. Without
Fred Reynolds, "Harold Teen of the Air," presentscripter
random: sampling both radio and
at
Chi
strip
duck,
Tribune's
Drake,
the
comic
Francis
ing
Sir
in
comoperating
Outdoor
TV would be
programmer June Hanson manieil
Former
Show this week
parative darkness." Hooper also
to Robert BuUer in Hollywood.'
told Variety that he is extending
Contlmied from pas*
sample.
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last

move

to

Scram Hoover

N. Y. Indies

i

|

I

Murrow.
"Mutual Newsreel" will be
from its present 9:15 spot,
although no new time has been
made definite yet. Most likely
shifted

'

I

I

period

Lewis
I

J

Abe

is

Jr.

7:15i following Fulton
If this change is made

Schechter,

MBS

veepec, will

.

CFRA, Ottawa

''Mus'k in the belt sense.'wrote tKe poet

A one-shot gab show, this intelli^'
gent covering of Parliament is to
become daily shortly, with Arthur
McKenna, Canadian Parliamentary
correspondent for the Wall St.
Journal and Canadian Dow Jones,
giving coverage and comments.
Tee-off airer had McKenna discupsing the opening of the new
session Of Parliament with Kay
Whitton, feirtme CFRA gabber,
who gave the women's angle on

the parliamentary kickoff.
M.cKenna's solid, well-informed discussions of the speech from the
throne and its implications balanced nicely with Miss Whitton's
fluttery gushing over fashions and
the speech's reference to items of

"News of

it is,

accustomed to

Here

is

the

it,

a million

New

«r*

the greater the effect."

se'cret

andWQXIt-FM

rei]uire novelty: oajr,

and the more we

of the hold

WQXR

have on more than

York

.

half

families ... a hold

so tight, no other station tan reach them

.

"Newsreel" opposite NBC's
the World," a Show he.
created for the rival net more than
a decade ago.
An important reason for the femme interest.
Skedded to hit dialers after they
change is the desire to give Mutual
digested
block programming. It's felt that have
the newspapers,
two 15-minute newscasts at 9 and McKenna's commentary on haptwo five-minute shows at 8:55 and penings on The Hill should catch
9:55 break up 'Chances of mood big listener audience immediately.
pit his

Goethe,"does not

tKe older

So persuasively. These families love good
things as they love

good

music... and can

:

•

afford to

boy them, too. That's why

vertisers cultivate

able part of this biggest and

marLeu.

ad"

them as the most desirrichest of

all

May «e introduce you to then?

The net will drop It's the type of show an indie,' community-serving station like CFRA
9:55 show, moving the Bill
can handle exceptionally well and
Henry newscast up to 8:55.
showed wisdom in getting a man
Phil Carlin, program veepee, and like McKenna for the stanza.
Jack Paige, manager of program,
Gorm,
operations, have 27 -shows under
consideration. They feel they've
Washington
"America's TbWn
come up with several properties—^
programming.
the

"carefully" rather than low bud-

Mutual

will

.savs
if„„,
I

"O.K. Which one

of

you elgiU-balts took the Wheatles?"

Meeting" will originate

its

ABC

from the l*resldential
Ballroom of the Hotel Statler,!
Washington, on March 22 as a
special feature of the U. S. Con""f.
ejitenslve revisions it has yet made ference
of Mayors. Members of
and all factors and progran^s are Congress and the Cabinet
also will
being studied carefully. As pre- attend the broadcast.

geted— which

:

^

prove sleepers.
fhc «o„r „r«

broadcast

AND VVQ)(K-FM

% Tu^^

RADIO STATIONS OF THE

WEW YORK

TIlilEi

YES.Fr9iii

WNEW

Has

Miifaiiglit

Mmi

to

6 A.M.

Usteners

Thm

the Four Other Ail-Night

Hew

York Stoliois Condnnefl!

ART FORD

..Hi

Tk Milkman's Motinee
This

WNEW

all-night feature

is

an im-

portant part of the pulsating life 6t New York
City.

So much a part that more people

to the "Milkman's Matinee"

Ford than

listen to the

listen

M.C'd by Art

four other all-night sta-

tions tombined! It's Fouik

to one you win

on WNEW!

To the listener who wants good entertainment and recreation from midnight to 6 A.M.,
Art Ford and the "Milkman's Matinee"

is

a

must!

To

the national advertiser

who wants

greater sales in the metropolitan area ... to

the local advertiser

who wants to sec his adver-

tising dollars

do more—the "Milkmatt*s

Matinee" over

ON THE A» 24 HOURS A DAY
^SfMcM Pulw Survey, GfMW N«w YaA, Nok, 19M

gyiMMfrnf by Jahm Bhh 9> Company

WNEW stand$^$ a

sales beacon!

Vfijineeday, Febtuary 9,
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Don Lee Net Sued Over

TV Pix Techniques

Inside

I949

Staff-Ra£o

'Name of Song' Airer

Voice of Freedom Committee, as part of Negro History Week i>
Los Angeles,, Feb. 8,
launching a campaign to get a N«gro commentator aired regularly ovpS
Mrs, Rita Williamson and the a major network.
only must be at a minimum, but Sets aren't massive but must cre- estate of Diid Williamson, owners
Chairman Dorothy Parker said, "At present there are little morn
because of, the precision schedul? ate size and scope. As seen, the of the radio musical quizzep, than 200 Negrpes employed regularly in the radio Industry,
and mn<!?
to "What's the Name of That Song,"
been, able
ing of scenes it doesn't permit 'for producers ha've
of these serve in moniaj capacities. There is Hot a single Negro an'
much excising, else it impairs con- achieve that with realistic set- filed a suit for declaratory relief in nouncer, technician or writer employed on any of the networks
The 26W mins. are shot pieces and "frames," the latter L. A; superior court against the few actors employed play only stereotypes;' It's about time the Th»
tinuity.
Negm
American Tobacco being the conservation idea which Don Lee Broadcasting System.
in Hollywood.
people, who comprise one-tenth of our population, had a sn6kp<!i«a!J
Action declares Mrs. Williamson of their own on the air."
malces the commercials, running the J. Arthur Rank producers are
adopting for economy in is paid Only $50 a week, according
3Vl! mins. of open-end plugging, now
Preparatory, to its campaign VOFC is conducting a poll among Uq
to an interpretation of the con- 2,000 monitors to determine their choice of a Negro
and it's no secret that the Holly- England.
commentator. The'
tract, while her late husband was public has been invited to send in their suggestions to
wood end isn't always pleased with
the comniitfiu>
paid $500 a week, <3omplainfe states at 122 W. 71st St;, New York City.
the manner in which the-'sponsop
that under, a provision of the contacks on and intrudes his plugs.
This is done via Arthur Shields,
Set Prices
tract stipulates that in case Dud
Spirited cooperation of New York radio stations along with the aid
brother of Barry Fitzgerald, who
Williamson was unable to perform, of the Metropolitan Assn. of Disk Jockeys has resulted in a
QpntlWued from page 29
is figured to develop into a TV perDon Lee agreed to pay Kim $50 a response" from the public to an orcliid offer from the "tremendous
N; Y. Heart
sonality all his own, once given because of the presently limited week for regional sponsorship or Assn. in return for a dollar contribution to Its Heart
Fund, "OrdeTs
better commercial scripting; than production facilities
$100 for national sponsorship. His are coming in by the thousands" according to Joseph P; Murphy;
the
(From the
the first ones seen.
Pre-Christmas slump was fol- death, the widow contends, auto- organization's director of radio and television.
.initial reviews, Shields' hopes are lowed by a continued drop in sales matically voided that provision of
Flower gift stems from an arrangement the N. Y. Heart Assn: hag
still in the wishful thinking stage. )*jj^j,jjjg (.jjg garly part Of January, the contract.
made whereby 100,000 baby orchids will be flown In from Honolulu in
T,_-......:._
Production, niceties are many when the public, reading about retime
to be mailed and delivered on Valentine's Day, Feb. 14, to any
For one thing the series must be duced prices on the new 16-inch
person' designated by the sender of a dollar donation to the 1949 N; Y
balanced shows^-comedy, fantasy, glass-metal tubes, expected the
Heart Fund. Campaign starts the same day with its goal pegged at
dramatic, in alternating contrasts. smallef-screen sets to be cut proSt. L.
$1,000,000 to fight heart disease.
The programming is a blend of the pdrtibnately* Both the dealers and
from
page
24
Continued
pix and radio serial technique,
public now realize, Hogie said,
the
Confusion in the minds of listeners when they hear station breaks
vvithout being cliifhangers, only in
that few of the mahufacturers ail;, station in this burg, all games will using both AM and FM call letters has led WQXR, N. Y., to adopt a
that the same sponsorial interest
nounclng the 164nch models can originate through this station*
new station identification. Unfamiliar with FM, some AM listeners
perpetuates weekly viewing.
While the
Harry Caray, who twice won. the believe that they are hearing FM programs because they catch FM
immediately.
deliver
Just as there are no SAG re,•...:.* ,
,,.•....,..„,.,.,.,...;.,.•..,
PuWiC;^^^^^^^ the larg.er tubes, it Spprtipg News award as the best .call letters.:";:
strictions- how for TV pik, other
National League b.b. gabber, and
realizes there is little chance
Because of this misunderstanding, the new station break is ''WQXR,
than the $55 basic mmimum, there
getting such a set now and so will Cintrles "Gabby" Street, former New York, 1560 on your dial, and WQXR-FM, 96.3 on FM sets.',' The
are no Screen Writers Guild rewith the 10-inch and major league manager, have been station has written to other AM-FM outlets suggesting they adopt the
along
string
Even the crews
strictions as yet.
12V2-inch models. Hoge estimated inked for another one-year pact. idea to clarify the AM-FM picture for listeners. In addition, the- indie
realize this, and handpicked units
all set produc- Caray does the play-by-play, with
is using spot announcements pointing up the advantages and general
Re- that only 10-20% of
pitch in for fastest results.
'during 1949 could be devoted Street chipping in with the analy- availability of FM sets. •
hearsals are at a minimum, but the tion
sis and second guessing.
the larger-size screens.
to
their
$55-a-day principals do have
emphasis on the
trade
Despite
ABC has dropped the Hawthorne show as another step in its continstand-ins ($13.90 per diem).
WJW Looks Set For Indians
16-inch tube, the UST prexy preuing economy drive. Killing the coast-to-coaster thus saves web nearly
Production Bugs and Wrinkles
Cleveland, Feb. 8.
15-inch all-glass kine
$2,000 weekly in total talent costs. Jim Hawthorne has been getting
Production-wise, directors Haas dicted the
There's nothing official yet, but
prove "-ore acceptwould
scope
per broadcast and upkeep of Ike Carpenter's band, vocalists and
$830
are
no
there
and Martin see that
all indications point to WJW again
Latter swes v rtuaiiy
strong shadows and no "hot" spots, able.
carying the full schedule of Cleve- copyists has, been about $1,000 weekly; Notice was handed Hawthorne
despite his last week Hooper which hit C8, The abolition of the pro'
They already are benefiting from, same amount f„
^'/^^ «
land Indians' ball games.
easier to produce and has
much
is
is in line with network's desire to: cut: sustaining show costs to
gram
They
vagaries.
some kinescoped
All other' Cleveland outlets are
the bone.
must compensate for bad set-tun- already Proved raif ^l/.s
metal virtually out of the running. WJW
glass-me^^^^^^
larger
carried scheduled last year, but
ing by the at-home viewers (look- whereas
a greater surface abbreviated handling of some conwhich
tube,
and
pix;
the
who
may
blame
ers),
shanlK, has tests because of .network committhey must also take into considera- Curvature and longer
Sets in- ments raised hue and cry. This
its worth
tion that the station transmission yet to Prove
15-inch tub^^^
year, WJW i? expected to dear f^jU
or projectionist can be bad, albeit cor poratmg the
higher than the time for every inning of every
they are supposed to be profes- be priced slightly
models, Hoge saia, ai- game and feed its Ohio network
sionals.
If the boothman in the 16-inch
Philadelphia-Sheldon H. Gross ducted b^ Judge Henry X. O'Brien
price cuts recently an- with full broadcasts, with Jimmy
station doesn't know his stuil, the though
on tne Dudley and Jack Graney at the has been named to handle special of the Common Please Court, has
kinescopings give out with distor- nounced by Corning Glass
events for WFIL. Gross was form- been launched over WJAS. They'll
should mike.
tions that are really not the fault all-glass tubes for February
er news commentator for WFPG, be aired for 15 minutes every
be reflected in slightly lower prices
of the film.
Saturday evening at 6:45 and are
Atlantic City.
Haas, Martin and Abel pointed by spring.
designed to acquaint the layman
Most mahufactuirers believe the
to a- kinescoped version of the
Seattle-^Bill Moshier, farm edi- with the workings of the jury and
Atlass
Paul Muni "Counsellor-atrLaw" larger sets, dnCe they get into f till
tor of KJR, now writing'f arm page judicial systems in Pennsylvania,
(Philco Playhouse) which they saw* production, will knock out either
Continued troiillh>i^se
each
week
for
the
Seattle
Times:,
out here in film form. There was the 10 or 12i4i-iiiCh models and the
Trenton, N. J.
Fred L. BernJock Kinzel, KIRO, now doing a
a building background, and the butcome should be determined by package deal between Thackreys weekly show: "Speaking of Radio," stein has been appointed sales
lines of the structure came out the end of the year. Hoge declared and Warners;:
Sundays at 5:43 p.m. p.m. Kinzel manager of WTTM Trenton, acawry, as is not uncommon in TV lOrinch tubes are still difficult to
gives inside on radio operation cording to an announcement by S.
WB Preps Switches
This was tbe fault of obtain, while the^j pinch oti iiyji-.
tuning.
and calls attention to shows on Carl Mark, exec veepee and genHollywood, Feb. 8.
other Seattle stations as well as on eral manager.
local projection), and that's what iiiclierS, which replaced the la-ihijh
Starting lineup when the Warner KIRO.
TV; film' producers try-, to ::circum- tubes last fall; is easing off. UST,
meanwhile, together with other Brm. purchase of the ThaCkery
vent at the source.
San Francis'cor^Vincent A. FranOther production wrinkles must manufacturers, will continue to stations, KLA(3 and KYA, San
compensate for size by accenting produce projection models which, Francisco, is approved by the FCC cis has been appointed San Fran-'
Cisco sales manager, for ABC stabreadth and intimacy. Most of the Hoge said, will be priced slightly is beginning to take shape.
Continued from page 29
I
It has been learned that Warners tions KGO and KGO-TV. Francis
action is above the knees, unless higher than the 15 and 16-inch jobs,
they're meaningless long shots for j. Projection models never gained will definitely move the television succeeds Kirk Torney, who has re^ Rancho Soup, now sponsoring the
purposes of movement. The light- full acceptance in homes because activities of KLAC to the KFWB signed to form his own television TelePix reel.
Soundstages now being receiver sales company.
Rates on the INS-Telenews daily
ings and shadings differ from nor- those originally turned out were studios.
mal film production.
issues
But like not bright enough. New sets, which used as storage houses at WB will
range from about $200
San Francisco
Paul Speegle, weekly in
major studio pix; the TV films are will appear soon, will be much be converted into video stages for
the smaller market
radio columnist of San Francisco
shot in 35in, as these project best brighter and they should make teevee usage.
areas up to $1,500 in the larger
Who will manage the television Chronicle, has been made program metropolitan centres. Prices for
on the video tube.
considerable progress by the end
manager
of
KNBC
in
San
Franand standai'd broadcast stations
Right now the
Grant-Realm of 1949, Hoge said.
the weekly reel start at about $100,
cisco. Speegle will succeed Harry
for Warners is anybodsi's guess. It
(American Tobacco) series, utilizBuheck, who will be transferred to The weekly reel is now carried on
is known though that Don Feddering the Hal Roach studios at Cul18 separate stations and the daily
„ ,
«.
.
,
n a g e r of son, general manager of KLAC and Hollywood to become production on 14. In addition,
S"*^
ver City, have 35 qf the existing 50
other INS tele
manager
TV outlets. A series of 16 prints is ^^KRM here since last" September KYA, has made his home in of NBC. of the Western Division services, such as the International
MacKay
has
moved
to
ToFrisco available to buyers and is
all that is necessary to rotate these S*"? ^
News
Photo spot news and feature
program
division
manager
ronto
as
il; viHaa ot\>tf«>vc.
looking for an L. A. abode. There
Chicago
photo package and the INS video
Adolph
^•'•/''^
Hult,
MBS
Radio
Facilities,
All-Canada
^
nLrl^nn nf V.iT^f
is a strong possibility that Fedder- v.p. in
^^"'^
charge of midwest opera- news tape, are used by stations in
Ltd. His successor is N. A. BotI,
major overhead
constitutes film teriU. manager of CFBC, St. John, son will take over station tele- tions, was named radio chairman N. Y., L.A., Schenectady. Boston
lab, crews, and studio rental space. IN.
vision leadership with Warners' of
Chicago Brotherhood Week and Philadelphia.
INS-Telenews
B.
acquisition and that Harry Maiz- committee. Week will be observed is now huddling with several nalish, KFWB head, will continue to Feb. 20-27
for 16th year, under tional sponsors to take over both
manage the standard broadcast sponsorship of National Confer- the daily and weekly reels in all
field for Warners.
ence of Christians and Jews. Hugh market areas..
•Continued trom ipaee 30
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ROSEMABY WAYNE

Davis,

Cone

''SPINS''

Biz

FOR YOUR DISC PLEASURE
I

AM"

"NEAR YOU"
I

Records, as the statement to the
stockholders represents the consolidated financial picture, rather
than broadcasting alone.
Con-,
tributing factor in the net income
drop is thus seen stemming from
the lecording operation (prior to
Columbia's LP upbeat).
In declaring a cash dividend of
35c a share on Class A and Class
B stock instead of the 50c quarterly dividend paid during '48, CBS
attributes it to the need "to conserve cash reserves for capital requirements in the development of
,

f
i

"CAN'T SLEEP"

I

I

"JUNGLE FANTA^SY"

television

Des

network and

1

j

"The Gal

WJJD

•

Who Makes

WAIT

•

the Hits!"

CHICAGO

Foote,

"The

TV

station

Pittsburgh
Charles Garratt,
from
in McKeesport, has
joined announcers' staff at KDKA.
He takes over spot left vacant by
return of Morry Wayne to KTBS
in Shreveport, La.
.
Peoples
Camera vFxchange will sponsor
'People Camera Club of the Air"
for quarter hour every Friday
.

1
'

evening over

Fred Joyner
station program manager, will act
as moderator with three lens experts each week discussing the
pros and cons of picture-making
methods
A series of weekly
.

public

.

.

service

broadcasts,

T.V. Stations

-

^

Moines
Dale Morgan,
newscaster and entertainer, lias resigned from KCBC, Des Moines.
He had been broadcasting daily
news shows and also with his wife
and two daughters had an afternoon Tnusie and variety program
on tije station. He was formerlv
program director of KCBC.

.

WWSW.

operations."

"LAUGHING BOY'*

of

WEDO

;

'

"SWEET GEORGIA BROWN'

v.p.

was earlier named
program which

entirely

Continued trom pa^e ZS

"FOOL THAT

executive

& Belding,

ad chairman.

CBS

-

features

mmrm
.For Ivory Flake*
CBS, Moii. thru Fri.
2:45-3 P.M.

Wdb JOHN
frrltten

K.

M. MeCAPFERY

and

nirectvil

by

ADDISON SMITH

cOn-

Advertising Agencies
DO, YOU NEED

-

Sponsors

Normal Geniuses for T.V. Producers-Directors?
LECilT— MOTION PICTLTtW— VARIKTr
CONTACT HARLAN ROSS
Advertising Personnel Associates
11 East 47th StrMf.

New

an

new angle."
^Bee,, Sacramento, Cel.

Yorii City

EL. 5-A29*

'

—

'

WeintBditft Fcbrnwry ?,

What,

1949

ORCnfiSTRAS-MVSIC
Realty Tax Would
Aid St L. Music Funds

No Eye Teeth?

St. Louis, Feb. 8.
plan to authorize the city to
take a slice of Ic On each $100
valuation of real estate, for support of the St. Louis symph orch
and other municipal musical entertainmentSi such as free park concerts, etc,, Is being readied by the
city for Introduction in the State

Small record companies and publishers that have in the past
come up with likely looking tuhes have asked and gotten some big
publishers for marketing rights. Gradually, as
coin out of major
word got aroyrid during the disk ban that the big publishing guns
were hungry for recorded material that stood to keep their names
prominent in the performance CompilationSi; maintain activity in
the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers, et al.,
asking price3 went up at a fast rate.
One major pub was asked last week, however, fbr evei^?thiHg but
the iissbook to his bank account for the rights to a likely-looking
Small pub wanted a $5,000 bonus, $2,000 advance, 7c a
tune.
copy royalty on sheet music, and all of the royalties accruing from
recordings made, on the tune prior to the time the major took the

was made, of course,

'

Legislature.

On the basis of the pre- snt valuation of $1,110,000,000 for all real
estate in this burg, it is estimated

,

that a tax would yield $111,000 annually.
If the enabling act is giv-

New ASCAP Pub Candidates

It's

becoming increasingly

Bullet Bolts Co.

partners, both of whom
the setup. His interest in the firm
has been, disposed of presumably
to
them.
Bullet could not be

assurance of election.

,

By "assurance" is meant some
Indication from the powers that
the
via
election,
the
control
weighted vote system,' that the
nahie of a candidate will have supthe
reached
have
Things
port.
point where responsible men, who
have this year been approached
on the idea of being placed on the
ballot, asked for time to check on
the backing they can count on.
That has happened this year in
each instance where a man had a
'.strong name within music circles.
And in each case the offer of nomination was turned down. They'd
rather not run than risk defeat.
One who was asked to run did
own checking, then wrote
his
ASCAP execs to the effect that the
incumbent members up for re-^
election have been on the board
for years and "I have heard of no
reason why they should not be re-

reached for comment.
Since "Near You,'* the Bullet
label has been considerably expanded. Numerous bands and singers were put under contract: for'
short terms, the majority Of them
grabbed just before the Amei-ican,
Federation of Musicians disk ban
more than a year ago, to establish
a backlog ol recordings.

.

ASCAP, TV Ease

Path Towards
Arranging Pacts

elected."

Attorneys for the American Soof Composers, Authors and

Herman Starr, head of the Warner Bros, publishing group, tops
the
incumbents for reelection.
Louis (Shapiro-) Bernstein, Saul H.
Bourne and Gus Scliirmer are
rounding put their terms. No one
as.'yet has. been named to oppose
them.

ciety

Publishers and t he television
broadcasters are nearing the completion of language of a contract
that will at least allow :both sides

down and

to_-sit-.

financial

March

terms.

1 to

tended

its

which

start

discussing

The deadline

ASCAP

$l-a-year

b

is

had ex-

1 a*

nke

t

licenses for video use of its copyrighted musici And both sides will
make every effort to make a deal
before then.
Language of the new contract
apparently has been a bit of a
tussle. It will incorporate the various types of uses; originally laid
down in the contracts signed by
Chicago, Feb. 8.
TTniversal Records, Chi indie, in music publishers, via which ASCAP
A' unique financing, proposal re- was given the right to represent
vealed here last week that it is them in dealing with video.
turning over its capital assets and Whether these terms or, more
various restrictions as to
liabilities to the Double Feature,-properly,
.
Records Corp., which is set to turn Ico.stummg, number of people who
out platters with two tunes on each will perform a song, baclcground
side, or four sides per disk, for the 'sets, etc., will remam as ongmally
outlined or changed is not now
same price as the usual record.
Company, in confidential letter known. However, many video men
to amusement business people, i^ expressed no love for the restric-"
seeking to raise between $40,0007 tions outlined in the ASCAP-pub
felt ASCAP under the
.$50,000 to keep cash position liquid. pacts; they
At $40 per share firm is selling conditions would have very little
wordage
•poups of 10, as minimum; Assets to sell. At any rate, the
he-^
include transfer and assignment of Of the award must be, concluded
is discussed, and that
artists' contracts,
including Har- fore money
couple weeks at bestjnpnicats, Gene Austin and Bonnie won't be for a
There's no meeting scheduled as
B*ker, plus 250 misters, 25% still
yet between ASCAP execs and top
.Uon-released.
In a resume of 1948 biz, company video men. One will be called as
rold of possible $1,000 profit on soon as possible.

Co.

In Assets Switch

m

,

1*79,340 sales as of Sept. 30. Low
fains were blamed on the generally

WALLERSTEIN TO TALK

DISKING 'SITUATION'
American Federation of Musicians'
wcording ban. Diskery expects a
Columbia Records Corp. has
'OSS from return
of dead merchan- called a press conference for 3 p.m.
mse and poor credit risks. Letter
today (Wednesday) in its New York
™<J that company made no effort offices, where Edward (Ted) Walw create sales during last three lerstein, chairman of the Columbia
months of '48 due to forming a new board, will make a statement on
credit setup,
limiting themselves "the current situation in the reto CO d. in
most eases.
cording ihdustry." Although Coin the proposed
plan, James H. lumbia is aware of the statement
Co. will take over all sales
by Capitol citing its joining RCA
Double Feature Records will Victor in the marketing of 45 rpm
difference between press- records in opposition to Columbia s
iho
"»g
cost of th disk and gross sales 33I.&
Microgroove (see separate
price of 30
or 32e per disk. This story), CRC asserts that there's no
waves DP, after
excise taxes, 12c deliberate timing, that It's all co-

OF

first

lingo,
that

the

musical

di-

must work with

them

:

rpm: Microgroove dislcs^
already has Mercury on

inter-

going

In

One waxer in such a spin is
Walter Rivers,. Capitol: RecNew York, studio head.
He's been cutting nothing but
I

Cap

for

j

On Tele-Fnnken

I

I

'

its side.

:.

,:

siding with.. .710101"
battle/ CapiitdV
its

:

'

'

Capitol will carry the latter's trade-

RCA

mark.

Via Nazi Artists

manufacturing both

is

the changers and diisks for Capitol,;
since tiie latter's Scranton, Pa.,"
is not equipped to produce.

i

;

]

plant
Hollywood, Feb 8
Capitol Reco^drhrd"'a^^roblem'th='".

CONFUSION

time in the previous years of its
On the other hand, it al-so reexistence, got caught last week, in ceived comment from interested
the confusion created by the immi- parties who felt that Capitol would
nent debut of RGA-Victor's 45 rpm be doing the correct thing in elimidisks in opposition to Columbia nating from U. S. circulation reRecord's 33i/j rpm Microgroove cordings cut by anyone in symplatters. As a result, Decca's stock pathy with the Nazi regime.
took a nosedive in Wall Street, to
The first U. S. release of Telea new low of $6.25 per share at one Funken material contains disks by
point, whereas it had been up to Willem Mengelberg and Wilhelm
$11.50 a few weeks ago. It closed Fiirtwaengler, conductors of symph
Tuesday (8) at $7 per.
orchestras
Both allegedly had
Sharp drop is directly attributed Nazi tie-ins. Disks will be released
to the RCA-Columbia argument March 7 and' it indicates. that the
plus the general reduction in company intends to; release Gerrecord-buying. Confusion attendant man material strictly on the basis
upon the rpm battle, in relation of its worth and not with regard
to the standard 78 rpm speed disks, to an artist's political beliefs.
has made disk-dealers and the
Tele-Funken masters are the rerecord public sit back and await sult of a reciprocal agreement
developments instead of buying, made last summer, under which
further deepening the sales slump. the German firm will release Cap
This news filtered through to Wall material in Germany and vice

new

.Cap's

"

•^S^^^'"
Cap's move ends^^It'''
the effort
of
Columbia to induce the Coast indie
;

forego participation in record
progress with Victor and join the
""J^'
^^^^ White,

to

'

,

William S.
^'^^^y' ^BS board chairman, jour"^f^t? Hollywood two weeks ago
«"<^

P"-*^^'

'

^ap

|

Decca price drop

followed.
Ironically enough, while the general disk business is off, Decca has
sellers going for it than
at any time in its history. 'There
are nine or 10 hit disks bunched
currently, led by Evelyn Knight's
"Little Bird Told Me" and Bing
Crosby's "Far Away Places." But

more big

.

Decca's stock

is

the only one that

fcould have felt reaction due to the
reports. Both Columbia and Victor
are bolstered, overall, by being
part of the CBS and
picture.
Capitol's, stock is. sold over the

NBC

counter.

Band Meet Plans

Stronger Sales Effort,
Buildup of Southwest
Chicago, Feb. 8.
Conclusion of Music Corp. of
America's annual band meeting
Monday (7) found agency planning
expansion in band activities. Heavy
promotion campaigns, territorial
expansion with emphasis on the
.

southwest, plus development of
video activity for name outfits were
prime points of discussion.

MCA

also will expand its band
roster in an effort to develop new
names. Agency isn't anticipating
price cuts .despite moans of ball-

executives.

i

,

.

move has

CaP'S"

"

i

^^^^^ and
Decca

^f.^^es

M-G-M

""'-Lr^S^^'^T*
™\*^?„*° ^''^f."^ ''f^- ^" the event
"^.^i"^^P»''l'Li°'=? "^L^'l^.

marked preference for the 33 1/3
rpm disks, which Colunibia began
issuing last summer and Which
have; a head staVt on Victor's de-;
velbpntent. Columbia it!? figured,
must induce I5ecca to,, «;onJe irito
the fight: on its side; '^^^
in
the Victor Caihp, Columbia
i

:

'

;

couldn't afford tO niiss with Decca;
or it figures to get fractured in the
melee. Unless;; a? pointed /)ut, the

decides CoIumbiCS'/)^^

piibiic

'.':

;

Street, and the

Tolo-Funken

classical material will not be put
out on 45 at the moment; at least
not it's first release '(see separate

week

as a result of a report
it was culling the longhair masters
received from Germany's TeleFunken, weeding out disks' by pro,
Nazi artists. Immediately after the
story circulated, Cap began to receive protests from music critics
last

is

superior.

.

,;:„'

.

':':'^:'''r'v

,,:

So far, Decca's prez. Jack Kapp,
has shown no inclination either::
way, He has listened to and been^
shown the product of both sides;
•

,

I

.

;

But. he continiies. to State JJe^ida
will -watch' arid 'wait :arid,: iriean'
while, concentrate more than ever
ion
the standard 78 rpm disks,
there are between 14,000,000 and
PIC
15,000,000 78 sets in Use currently,
most of them new, having been
built since the end of the war. and
Edwin H. (Buddy) Morris firms they're not going to be easily disare making an unique approach to carded.
:

.

:

versa.

4 CROSBY

TUN.es

GET BIG MORRIS PUSH

-

|

the promotion of tunes from the
score of Bing Crosby's (Par) "Connecticut Yankee," due for release
in April.
The four tunes to be
pushed are a ballad, a waltz, a
rhythm novelty and a marching
tune, all of which present unusual
possibilities for trying to achieve

PubligDeal
Lou Levy

(ballad);
for All"
"Busy Doing
(march); "If You Stub
Your Toe on the Moon" (rhythm
novelty similar to "Swinging on a

room operators about high admis-

Star") and

sions.

(waltz).

"When

Is

aiid Decca ftecprds are
4rr£)ngena'ent under

negotiating

aii

:

which Levy would set

iip a music
publishing firm in partnership with
the record manufacturer, sirnilair
to others in 'which t^e latter ailr
ready is involved. Levy, pWner of
Leeds, Duchess, peter Maurice,
Blossom arid Other niusic firins^;
would establish a Pickwick iviuslc,.
lauriching it with a nevv turie title,
"pal-irig. Around With You," -re-::
corded for i0ecca by Ted Lewis,
Pitrti would be operated by Levy
in association, with Decca, much -in
'he way the disker is involved in
Supreme Music, run by BregmanVocco-Conn, and Mood Music, operated by Shapiro-Bernstein in
partnership wiih (Decca and Columbia Pictureis^
Decca already has
'

;

:

.

.

Nothing"

——-

Levy; Deccalil

performances in"package" form
because of the varied pacing.
Morris will try to sell this angle
on both; live and disk jockey shows,
with the opportunities better in the
latter field, however^ because four
disks make up: a 15-minute program. All songs will be plugged at
once, incidentally.. Morris is activating the Mayf air catalog to handle two of them and will acquire
a staff in New York, Chicago and
Hollywood for A,he purpose. Mayfair has been inactive for some
Melrose firm, under Jack
time.
Lee, will handle the other two.
Turies^ air'br Jimmy"van ii^
and Johnny Burke, are "Once and

——

.

|

.

i

I

I

|

Love Time"

:

wholly owned music firms in
Northern and Sun Music.; Thesd
are not active firms, however, in
the sense that they are repositories
tunes Decca picks up via its
recording activities. Sun, formerly
^^^^^^
^^^^^^ ^^^1
^ fairly
^^.i^nsive catAog, hoviiv^r.
,

,.

:

I

.

;

(!itin!g

business.
It was stated by the
company's executives that the 45
step was taken because it is felt it
is important to progress;
But that
Cap would continue to concentrate
mostly on 78.
At the- time Cap brings out its
it
4o's,
will
also
market the
changer developeH, by RCA to reproduce the nev.' seven-inch platters.
The changers handled by

bop recently.

ProMem

;

in the' rpm
to; .issUre Ijpcdrd-biiyei-s ^f its continuance in the sfahdard 78 tpni

ord's

Plans for hypoed southwest acGIASEB EYES HOUSTOIT
tivity call for expansion of Dallas
T.;„ Glaser, ^„^„:>i™t
A
Joe
president of Assoc
Office and MCA execs anticipate
Texas to be golden bonanza for ated Booking Corp., left New York
bands, since construction of ball- yesterday (luesday) for Houston
rooms and clubs is proceeding at It's possible that Glaser wi I
up an ABC office in that city to
full-speed.
Lew Wasserman, prexy of corp., supplement his N. Y., Chicago and
dnrt„?'.^''t*» talent and royalties incidental.
branches.
chairman of the board Hollywood
.
,,
°' approximately 2c profit.
,
Columbia also flatly refused yes- .Tules Stein,
In recent months work oppordivision men attendband
15
and
on
comment
figure
is guaranteed by terday (Tuesday) to
Ma^H^^^t
three-day meet, Which began tunities have been expanded configuring on 200,- the subject to be discussed by ed
siderably in the southwest.
Soa
Friday (4) morning.
to be sold per month. Wallerslein.

IW

:

RCA

tliat

DECCASTOCK

.

poor financial conditions of distribs
,«l 1948 and the influence of the

in: April, probably ;Coin*
with the released oif the
platters manufactured at
speedsMove confirms a
VARiE'pY ltory of: a mbnth'ago that:
Capitol wouid go slbng witli Victor
against Columbia Records' 33 l/s3,

cidehtal

on magazines, newspapers, etc;
most of who^ asser^^^^^^^
should judge the U S 4l^
Decca Records, whose business Tele-Funken material solelv on the
curve the past 10 to 12 weeks is basis of musical content, not on a
claimed to be higher than at any Dolitical basis

MCA

.

marketed

,

SEEN DENTING

.

1

'

Increasing. costs

;

'.

U Records

successful.

and declining income are the reasons advanced for the latest finanAn exec of the symph
cial move.
orch said the orch needs $300,000
per season, and lif the maintenance
drive fails the season may be short-ened to keep within funds.
financed

Jim Bullet has withdrawn from
the rec'ording company bearing his
name, which originally was built
on his recording by Francis Craig
Of "Near You." Bullet got into a
tussle over policy with his two

Records has thrown in

.

mafiufacturer has announced that
its initial 45 releases Would be

:

slang:

rectors

on.

50%

8.

Capitol:

solons the

Each year the symph operates at
a deficit, and a campaign drive for
$150,000 has thus far been only

Nashville, Feb.

RPM

45

its lot with RGA-Victor and the
latter's 45 rpm recordings.
Coast

Flop on Bop
Major recording men accustomed to waxing commercial
bands and singers are liaving
a tough time nbw that some
of them have gone in deeply
for bop music and vocalists.
Since the bop cult has its own

en the

Library.

dif-|'

|

RCA s

In Battle vs. Col. s Microgroove

literally need an
preter to know what's

green light by the state
imposition of the tax
would have to be approved by the
voters.
The tax would be similar
to that imposed for support of the
Zoo, Art Museum and Public

Refuse

To Risk Defeat Under Assured Voting
ficult each year for the nominating
committee named by the American
Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers to secure publishercandidates for positions on the director board. Such is the setup at
ASCAP that few publishers with
any prestige in the business will
consent to, being placed in comwith incumbent board
petition
members^unless they have some

Capitol Goes for

4S

A

;

song-over.
Mo deal

. '

I

,

,

^

.

.

j

,

.

j

.

.

Three SuiiS to get "Trio Of the
Year" award from Song Hits mag
on stage at Paramount today (9).
Martin Block will make presentation.

'
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4S
Best British Sheet Sellers

Orchestra^Music

Records. Philco Radio

&

,

.

By Bemie Woods

.

For

disks.

rp«>

JockSfJukes and Disks

(Week ending Jan. 27)
London, Jan. 28.
Buttons and Bows
.Victoria
Slow Boat to China
Morris
When You're in Love. .Wood
My Happiness
Chappell
Heart of Loch Lomond. .Unit
Cuckoo Waltz.. ..Keith-Prowse
Guanto Le Gusta.
.Southern
Dream of Olwen;. . v Wright
Maharajah
Chappell

Television nor

,

"•"^L the Philco show's commercials spoke of the "Mlcrogroovc" recthem as Columbia label disks. All closeups
but failed to identify
showed white labels. For one week recently, weeks ago,
» thp records
identification of the disks. Then subsequent commer?Lrfi was clear
obscurity. Last week, with NBC's affiliate
into
back
11. nut Columbia
battle over respective 331^ and 45 rpm
or A and Columbia beginning a
company, the Columbia identification was redeveiopments by each

.

;

Maybe

You'll There

So Tired
Anything

;

.

Victoria

,

turned

Vone of the executives of any of the organizations involved will exIt's claimed there never was any dispute. . Howlain the situation.
MT certain events that have occurred indicate that Philco threatened,
CBS-Ty if the identification of Columbia
f! move the Philco show to
by NBC. That's flatly denied. But there's
Rpiords was not allowed
question that NBC would go to great lengths to keep Philco
also little

You Behave"

'

Connelly
Reld

Dream

I

Crosby "So In Love"-"Why In the Valley" (Decca). Decca inr
(Decca). The tends .heavy promotion on tli^
foremost pops from Cole Porter's "Pal-ing" side, It's a good corn
"Kiss Me Kate" score. At the mo- time that unquestionably grclvvS'
ment, "Love" is stepping fastest, with repeat spins, and it eoiiiM
and Crosby does It up brown. With break big with jock pushing, Ctit
bright musical assist from Vic at bright tempo, with the Novelty
Schoen's beguine background; the Aces and Lewis vocalling, the side
Bingo forms one of the 'toest sides is very attractive. Lewis makes
he's made in recent weeks,
It'll with a momentary spoken break,
be big with jukes and jocks, "Be- a la the Ink Spots. On the reverse
have" is done with a rhythm twist it's all Lewis.
Claude Thomhill "Uy Dreaiti Is
It, too, is good, but it doesn't equal
the companion. A male chorus, Yours"-"Wind In My Sails" (Vio
presumably the band,- helps .pu.sh tor): ThornhiH's initial sides for
Victor, and he doesn't seem to
it along.
Tony Martin "No Orchids For have gotten the best of tunes.
My Lady"-"We're Not Getting Any Dream is by Ralph Blane and
Younger, Baby"
(Victor).
"Or- Harry Warren, from the film of
It's
done In typical
chids" has a great chance to flower that title.
into a fullrblown hit. A fine mel- Thornhill ballad style; spqt-lightr
ody and lyric, it is getting disk ing his piano and a fair vocal by
attention from top names. This Art Brown. There's always possli,
version by Martin, Earle Hagen's bilities in a film tune, however.
orchestra and the Jud Conlon Vocal approach, by the Snowflakes;
Binir

Can't

,

,

'

i

Second 12
But It Happens,:
Cool Water

;

.

I

Maurice

:

Feldman

j

Connelly
Girl
Sabre Dance,
Leeds
Little Bird Told -Me
Gay
Ballin' the Jack
P. D. & H.
Liv^e: in .Loveland.
.Sun

Little

:

video channel.

its

.

Febrnary 9, 1949

NBC can
v,.Hher ColumWs*
..Vnunc to fiive a clear explanation of the about-faces which have
^^ZTon Philco's Television Playhouse, on NBC-TV Yideo show
in addition ta Philco
Columbia Mteirogroove. Lonjj-Play^^
Jlugsthe
foremost
is
the
manufacturer
Philco
and develequipi"""'^
turntable required to play the LP

on

.

.

.

•

Columbia Records is deliberately following up its hit release of Les
recording of "I've Got My Love To Keep Me
Brown's instrumental
Warm " thus hoping to apply a pulmotor to the band business. At the
recording started to hit in the disk sales stalls, band
{ime Brown's
purely instrumental disk the possibility of
business execs saw in the
bands fr^m the musical angle. Columbia, aware of
reviving interest in
recent weeks with disks by Harry James ("Love, Your
It follofl'ed.jn
Jump") and another pairing by
Everywhere"-"Redigal
Manic Spell Is
to "I've Got My Love," all part
Brown of two standards done similarly
campaign. It's perhaps the only company attempting to pull
of planned
One
reason,
of course, is that Columbia
upward.
the band business
companies.
than
rival
roster
its
bands on,
lias pore

:.

.

.

•

,

.

.

>

i

Rambling Rose
Dash
Fellow With Umbrella Berlin
Faraway Places
Leeds
Belong Someone- Else Connelly
Betty Blue
Feldman
.

,

;

.'';'':''.'>-:'

Singers is smartly turned, in bal- Is better.'
Mary Ann McCaW
Hadii't
lad tempo, and it has the makings
to go far. On the flipover, Martin Anyone Till you"-"You're Mine
Working with
tackles a rhythm song that alsolYoii" iDiscovery).
Still
excellent assistance of Phil
sounds good for jock attention,
Martin works at ballard speed, Moore's orch. Miss McCalli last
fbre and aft, and the Conlon Sing- ^V"" Woody Herman's jazz-'bop
ers double-time the middle. It's crew, turned out an excellent vcrr
sion of the standard "Hadn't Anynice.one." Moore's small group gives
Jack Smith "Cruising Down the Miss McCall
some lush help in a
River" - "Coca Roca" (Capitol). rhythm
groove and, overall, it's as
Choice of Smith to do "Cruising'' much his
disk as hers. It's worth'
for Cap is a natural,, and he tickles
jock attention,
"You're Mine" is
the full possibilities out of' the also nicely
done, but' it hasn't the
American Federation of Musi- swinging waltz, using an -organ, the same melodic content.
>
Clark Sisters and excellent backInk Spots "Bewildered" - "No Orcians
claims
have
almost
to
Igrounding by Frank DeVol, Of chids for
My Lady" (Decca). For
reached the saturation point in necessity, all arrangements Qf this
Spots fans, both these. sides hit the
signing recording and transcrip- hit sound pretty much alike mu- spot. "Bewildered"
is on a rising
sically. But this is the best so far
tion manufacturers to the new fivesales curve
and unquestionably
that emphasizes tiie vocal. It'll go
8t;^,'?eap' jock and juke use
year recording contracts following heavily with jocks and jukes.
Billy Kenny trills the vocal
Coca," a samba, is unusual, there-^ age.
the 11-month diskihg ban. Up until
in his usual style. The same course:
Monday <7), the
had be- fore good jock fare. It's inclined is likely: for
"OrcJilds,'' a new tune,tween 170 and 180 signatures. It's to get monotonous, however, de- which draws an arrangement
iden--'
not definitely known exactly how spite the bright musical coloring tical with
the things that have
many manufacturers there
are in by flutes, etc.
,.,
„
,
~„,.r Vincent
vi
:> John Laurenz been most successful for the group
Anne
both categories, but it s figured
the
guitar
opening, Kenny vocal,
"p^isgylcat Song''r"Powder Your
there aren't more than 30 still outspoken
fiddle,
etc.
It's
a
fine
re»
'Mercury).
Face With Sunshine"
side the fold. Of that 170-180, inBoth sides are a bit late since the cording, one that could easily take
cidentally, some are duplications tunes involved are far on their the play away from "Bewildered."
by firms active in both fields,
Dick Baker "Roll the Patrol"way. These are nicely tailored,
but not superior to anything al- "Sunflbwer" (Mercury).
Samuel Rosenbaum,
Whether
trustee, of the money secured on a ready available; they add, how- "Patrol" is headed for hitdom is
royalty per-record-sold basis from ever, to the number of versions of anybody's guess. But it's no guess
recorders, has been issuing the each available and suitable for to say that it's howling good stuff
pacts. The
has nothing to do jock and juke, use.- "Pu.ssy" is for jocks who look for "material"
with them. It's Roscnbaum's duty conventional; on "Powder" Lau- to break the monotony. It's best
renz sounds much better than he explained by the line, "Roll the
to check into the financial situa-r
has recently. It's at a bright ban-': Patrol closer to the curb, my
tion of each company that applies
jo-beat and may indicate that his grandmother can't step that high."
for a license, determining whether is more the Jack Smith groove
Baker does it at a bright tempo.
each owes the
any coin from than the ballads he's been doing.
(Continued on page 46)
the- previous royalty contract; etc. Miss Vincent is okay. Mitch Mil*:
Rosenbaum is also responsible for ler's background is good,
the collection of the royalty coin
Ted Lewis "Pa-ing A r o u n d
.
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-
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With Feb. 1 marking the <90th anniversary of the birth of Victor
Herbert, the Library of Congress in Washington has opened a monthmanuscripts and memorabilia of the noted
long exhibition of autograph
composer, conductor and a founder of the American Society of ComDisplay includes nearly all of his 45;
posers, Authors and Publishers.
his two grand operas, a number of auto^
representation
of
operettas, a
graphs of independent works in both large and small forms as well as a
Although the Library's Herbertiana
and
documents.
letters
profusion of
collection has been steadily growing, its real foundation began in 1935
when the composer's daughter, Mrs, Ella Herbert Bartlett, gave the
original manuscripts.
Current
her
lather's
anthology
of
an
library
eiliibit, incidentally, also commemorates the 25th anniversary of the
tongsmith's death.
'

.

Outside Fold Of
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Both Victor and Mercury Records have in the past few weeks sought
Each has talked loudly
drape a commercial tinge on bop music.
the "danceable bop" captured on the recordings done by flharlie
and sides done by Machito (Mercury) with, Joe Phillips
tnd Charlie Parker, tenor and alto sax bop stars, respectively. Ventura's
to

AFM

about

other

Hammond

by Mercury's Mitch Miller and John

I

'

;

because

!

i

I

BMI Canada, Ltd., an affiliate of Broadcast Music, Inc., last week
an agreement with Dr. Healey Willan, Canadian composer, to
Concerto is said to
his "Willan Piano Concerto in C Minor."
by a Canadian to be taken by an
Willan previously assigned BMI
M Canada performing rights to more than 300 of his compositions.
Founded in 1947 by the Canadian Broadcasting Corp, and the Canadian
Assn. of Broadcasters, the music organization to date has published
{Ops and' serious works of more than 50 composers.

inked

halidle

be the first major onchestral work
Internationally affiliated publisher.

j

I

named

AFM

.

its

Decca

10 Best SeDers

Records has been apon the idea of purchas-

1.

LITTLE BIRD TOLD

ME

2.

FAR AWAY PLACES

(8)

3.

PUSSY CAT SONG

Signature Records; indie firm

ing

several years

established

ago by

had been rumored
last' week that Decca was
in the
throes of completing arrangements
Bob TlUele.

It

With You"-"The

disbursement.

Takeover of Sig
proached

ilZ) (Bourne)

(3)

Crosby
{^^^l/fS

(Leeds),

MY

S.

GALWAY BAY

6.

POWDER FACE WITH SUNSHINE

MY DARLING

states

and he's only listening at
moment.
has made reasonable

.

i

,

:

.

Perry Como
Staff ord-MacRae
i
i Day-Clark
Bing Crosby

(11) (Morris)

-

.

.

lAnne

Deceo
Decco

.

,

Capitol

-

,

,

.

in the past

to.!;ejnain

,

few years, but, J

many other small companies,
MS bien in financial difficulties,
More than a year ago it went into
Chapter II of the Chandler Act,
tat.came out of it smoothly enough
lite

(2)

(Lombafdo)

\

London

|

8.

!

9.

!

LAVENDER BLUE (1) (Santly-Joy)
I'VE GOT MY LOVE TO KEEP ME WARM
SLOW BOAT TO CHINA (15) (Melrose)

Pri?jio

{Dinah
[

(6)

(

)

London

Kay

Kijser

.

.

, , ;

.

.

.

.

.

....

,

Goodman.

Benny

and Bows"
(Dinah Shore), "Slow Boat to
China';'
(Kay Kyser) and Les
Brown's "I've Got My Love to
Keep Me Warm" were riding high.
But an increase of such proportions was not anticipated.
Other pub statements^ from Capitol, Decca, Merciucy, M-G-M, have
not as yet been filed for the fourth
quarter.
They're due any day.
Victor's statement was issued, for
the quarter ending Dec, 1, a while
back. It, too, was up.
bia's

Coliu)ibia

Sammy Kaye
Lcs Brown

(Berlin)

Decco

Knight
Sea la
Shore

EiK'iyn

.

. ,

.

.

,

.

.

Victor

.

Golii?iitit(t

.

Colwmbio

.

.Capitol

,

,

I

I

10.

BU'JCTONS

(li)
AND BOWS vi"i

Ditmh hliore ........ .Columbia
Decco
{Evelyn Knight

ri7,.».A..ct
(Famous)

\

I

in business.

Coming Up

]

I

I

ERNIE

CRUISING

BYFIELD BULLISH

ON HIS

NEW

m
aLl'
'

revue-type nitery layout
City bistro mopped
^^^^ week, better than
Inn has ever done includ^^'^ie "Celebrity

'"*•?

"™8

i

nLjIm

Blue

,

.

(Mills).

DOWN AMONG SHELTERING PALMS

.

<]

(Spilzcr)

I.i"

BRUSH THOSE TEARS

accounted in one

i,

«^rage f24,000
weekly.

i

I

(Peter Maurice)

\
(

SO TIRED

(Glcnmorc)
i

SWEET SUE (Shapiro-Bernstein)
SWEteT GEORGIA BROWN <Remick)
AGAIN (Bobbins) ....>.
is IT TRUE ABOUT DIXIE (Caesar)' .i'..,^.-;;,. .»... /* ..;» ....
.V.....'... iv.
i.
FOOLS RUSH IN (BVC)
••
••• ••.••• ••••>•
GLORLA (Bene)
BELLA BELLA MARIE (Leeds)
YOU, YOU, YOU ABE THE ONE (Campbell)

type nf

I

*°

Co'e Porter."

New

P«y*"8 off
th^r/''^^""
^^^^^ *>y such bands
chatted^""' ^Vl"^""' Miner who
" Wgh as $25,000 «
Vretit

letter

M

,

>

.
.

.

. ; .

.

..I

:;

.

.

Bros

.

.

.

;,

;

.

Dc-'ccO

MCA ASKS

yicfor":

.

,

Dpcco

FOR JAMES ONE-NITERS

Rainbow;

Harry James apparently intends
making a trip east with his band
this Spring. Music Corp. of America
lis offering the band in the north-

.

.

Decco
.,. ,

,

,

.

,

...

.-ivi

...

.

,

Capitol

.

Sty nature

,/. ; ; , .-,
.

.

,

,

[eastern territory, booking out of
iNew York. It's reported that $2,000
a night is being asked for him
iagain.st the usual 60' i.
Run would cover the Easter
period. James has been offered, to
'the Steel Pier, Atlantic City, for
Easter Sunday. These dates -will
follow eight consecutive weekends
now being played by the band at
Tommy Dorsey's Casino Gardens;

Tempo

^ .

,

.

^

London

.

I

.Decco

,

.M-G-M

I

l''Afi!ls^'BTOs,,

•.•

\

-.:,...;.. X,'..'i3cGca^

.......
Anthony
Andrews Sisters

fiay

/lines

,

,

i

.Siflnottire

Decco

Bros

{Andrews
]

[Figures in parentheses indicate

^ ittt

mu

m

ntttti

1
1

number

o)

Sisters

,

.

,

Coral
.Decca

Manhattan

Rhinelanders'

weeks tong has been
*

60%

Erelyi! Kuif/ht

Santa Monica,

CflnrtT'

^

2G,

,:pcccn

Barry Green
Russ Morgan.

Kay Starr

Top
tii

in th»

one-nighters
10.1

4 Imore weeks

n tiiie n ti^

played.

:

"Buttons

Vicf or,;

.
.

,'
.

AI Jolsori-Mills Bros
SiMy Ec/wti?iC>;,

.

,

V

i,.'.

:

'

(Dreyer)

,

Jql.s'Ofi'Mtils

Jdhiiny Long

'

MORE BEER

.

Brother Bones
Vera LyiniV ..V

.

. .

•

Kiy.c

.Saiitmy

.l:Al

.

mS?''^?!'' f*»»^«> following last
To Gershwin," is
a

j Vavglin Monroe
iGxiy/ LoHifiardo

(Miller)

.

min

M-GM.

Bnrfon

hits,

I

CHI POLICY

Hollywood, Feb. 8.
tnue and Adele Byfield are oft
Ouaymas for week before re"rawg to Chicago next Monday,
*ne Ullege inn
Boniface reported

DOWN THE RIVER

RBD ROSES FOB BLUE LADY

-

was

tance for the third quarter. Boost,
of cour.se, was more or less expected, because of the usual increase in sales during the: 3£mas'
holiday period, plus which Colum-

Colwmbio
Decco

.

'Shelton

>

approximately 45%
higher than the company's remit-

which

Victor

(

(Leeds).

1

7.

Sigiiattire
strides

,

.

Patti Andrews-B. Crosby

a royalty statement to publishers
for the fourth quarter of 1948,

.

to hint

the

(5)

In '4$ 4th Qtr.
Columbia Records Corp. issued

4.

DARLING,

CRC Up 45%

^'^rM^^n'*:;.V;.V.Sup''4me

(Laurel)

I

company and possibly abbut Jack Kapp, Decca prez,
that the idea was broached

smaller
sorb it,

Old Church

Little

on Coin-Machines JS5ilJ!J:it

buy the controlling stock in the

to

1

AFM

Bing Crosby has commissioned
writers Jimmy Van Heusen and
Johnny Burke to turn out a hymn
for Gonzaga U„ his alma mater. and

Decca Considers

—

,

I

employs a Latin beat.

he

I

!

classed not as pure, in other words. more corpmercial, than many
MSchito's music is labelled
rival combos of the same style.

"danceable"

Disk Pacts

.

Ventura (Victor)
bop is

.

Cal..

and after the

are completed eight
at the Casino would be

.

.

.

!'

..

'

.

OROnESTRAS-AIITSIC

4M

Wednesday, February

Credit Plan For

—P^mFf

Paul Mayer, director of the

Unemployment

New

Insur-r

ance department, has initiated a
plan which may erase the tax difScnUies of bandleaders using N.Y.
us a home base. Mayer, as a result
of a meeting with Phil Braunstein
and Herbert Chernin, N.Y. accountants, last Friday (4), is determining the legality of a plan designed
to transfer credit for unemployment funds paid to N.y. state by
employers to the accounts of meastros who must thereafter pay the
same sums to the federal tax men.
.•a, Y. state bureau set up the
current confusion.
Last year it
decreed that bandleaders using
N Y. as home grounds cannot pay

This Last
wk. wk.

0
Jn-Clay)

£

1

FEB. 5

1

.

A
L

EVELYN KNIGHT

1

.1

3

"I've

My Love to Keep Me".
EVELYN KNIGHT (Decca)

5

9

3

4

"Powder Face With Sunshine

2

6

4A

2

7

4

3

5

j

In I

CB

to

M.

(Columbia)
"Buttons and Bows".

BLUE BARRON
5

5

6

9

a

1

T
S

.;

1

3

5

4

2

1

1

1

2

8

1

6

10

•

1

3

•

5

...

3

•

2

3

4

2

-.

•

9

royalty

96

45

••

5

SPA-ites have taken the stance
who grants Victor
the deductions is actually giving
away coin that belongs to songwriters, since half of all mechani.
cal income accruing to pubs
belongs to writers. But, on the other
hand, the basic contract between
writers and publishers, written by
the two parties, states that a writer
is
to get one-half the income.
There's no mention of nor proi
vision for anything but half the
coin that conies in. That poses

44

that a publisher

(M-G-M)

Down the River".
MARGARET WHITING (Capitol)

"Cruisinr

6

3

2

2

-•

6

••

8

••

7

1

a
4

7

8

1

•

V

•

44

'
.

39

S

''
'

RUSS MORGAN
RING CROSBY
7

8

8

7

9

11

(DeCca)

9

SAMMY KAYE

(Victor)

PERRY COMO

(Victor)

'

7

2

7

•

-

*

3

•t

KAY KYSER (Columbia)
"On a Slow Boat to China".
TOMMY DORSEY (Victor)

4

:.,

9

-

6

20

another problem, too, since

19

publisher did agree to Victor's cut
there's nothing in the SPA pact to
disagree with it.
Writers would
still get half of what comes in.

2

18

7

R

•

10'

...

9

7

18

3

5

MILLS BROTHERS

7

8

•

9

16

Tussle Over Coin, Ban
3

16

Art Mooney resolved his contract arguments with MrO-M Records last week by signing a new
three-year pact effective immediately.
M-G-M guarantees Mooney
an undisclosed
yearly vs.
5% of the retail price royalty.
Few bands currently are awarded
cash guarantees.
He Insisted on
such A deal.

(Decca)

2

MILLS BROTHERS

9

(Decca)

My Love to Keep Me".
BROTHER BONES (Tempo)

"I've Got

2

8

»

.

9

-

8

t

sum

9

(Capitol)

14D 16

S

8

9

(Columbia)

2

..

INK SF^TS

Mooney Signs 5-Year
Pact With M-G-M, Ending

4
3

DINAH SHORE

Mooney's disagreement with:
M-G-M began a few weeks bad,
when, negotiations were opened on
a new pact. His old one expired
in April.
M-G-M took the stance
that the ll^month recording ban
should be tacked onto Mooney's

9

(Decca)

8

..

RAY NOBLE

8

.

(Victor)

16A 13

7

JO STAFFORD-G. MacRAE
16B 14

"The Pussy-Cat Sonr"

16C

"Gal In Galveston".

(Cap)

ALBUMS

1950.

angle, however, and an
was ask^d of the American

WORDS AND
.

.

.

M-G-M

R,

VAUGHN MONROE

ROSES IN

RHYTHM

SINGS

SO DEAR TO
MY HEART

Frank!* Carit

Vaughn Monro*

Varied ArHttt

Columbia

Victor

Capitol

IT

NOW

Edward

Artial*

Murro^

Columbia

'

Mooney's original pact with
M-G-M was for two years. Th»
first-year of it he collected $82,000
in royalties on the basis of "FourLeaf Clover," et 'al. Second-year
is not completed, but for the first-

royalties here.

Reuterskiold, who acts as Swedish agent for Robbins-Feist-Miller,
Bourne, .Oxford, Santly-Joy and
several smaller pubberies, is flatly
telling his connections here that
the only way to keep the door open
to dollar-payments
on Swedish
royalties is to release Swedish material here.
Among those who
have already heeded his warning
are Robbins-Feist-Miller, Lou Levy
and J. J. Robbins Music. R-F-M
grabbed two, which have been re-

opinion
Federa-

AFM

tion of Musicians.
stated
that unless a definite agreement
had been made to extend a con-^
tract for the period covered by th»
ban, no such claim could be made.

3

CAN HEAR

I

MUSIC
VtiriccI

'

expiring pact, making it end in
Mooney wouldn't go for this

7

Z

FIVE TOP,

if the

17

(Columbia)

.

Tunes by Yank Pubs

24

9

••

14A 12

15

25

10

(Victor)

13A 13

14B 14

1

.

"Red Roses for a Blue Lady"

DINAH SHORE

3

6

9

VAtTGHN MONROE

13B

35

••

(Cap)

6

6

8

5
7

12

7

-•

8

JO STAFFORD-G. MacRAE
IIB 11

*

(Decca)

10

llA

1

• •

(Decca)

4

RING CROSBY

|

3

in relation
to the

checks, to cover "breakage."
Schul
man, of course, was present aithe SPA meeting called for
Friday (4) afternoon to discuss
the
situation, since it involves
writerV'
money as well as publishers, And
he's In no hurry to place the
SPA
in a bad legal position by eoinff
after publishers who may
consent
to the 8Vi% cut.

46
4\-

SPA moves

quest by RCA- Victor for an
8V4%
deduction from publishers'

I

N

to

a

'

any

n

I

fi
fl

Kansas

(Columbia)

Got

DINAH SHORE
4B 10

S:.

P

I M

1
s

CHy—

«).

M

Mm

(Decca)

1

\

1

e

1

LES BROWN

]
1 S

for the

Songwriters Protective Assn,
i!
considering the legal angles'
of

43''''

i

J

1

1

.a.

I

Artist. Label, Title

to

Breakage

John Schulman, attorney

''T

i

V

«J

1
n

2

U%

holm pub Lennart Reuterskiold,
here trying to sell Swedish music.
Film coin already has been iced
in Sweden, and Reuterskiold reports that music remittances may
be similarly chilled unless Svenska
tunes .start earning commensurate

C

"

(Jenkins

il's)

Week Ending
mw^

Spurs Buy of Swedish
Hollywood, Feb. 8.
To forestall the threat of frozen
coin In Sweden, U. S. music pub-

earson)

1

KATt STARR

lishers are bending a willing ear
to the pitch being made by Stock-

1

On

T

1
a

KresgeCo.)

Music
enel's

14C 15

Threat of Frozen Coin

1
rM

CA

'ega

a

musicians, even though the
S;
Supreme Court had previously
ruled they were the employers of
their men. State opined it would
stick with the State Court of Appeals decision, which ruled that
the .buyers of the bands were the
employers of the musicians and the
buyers must pay the .tax. This led
to a situation now existing in which
buyers within N.Y. state pay 2.7%
oi' a band's payroir-to the state,
and the leader pays a full 3% of
the payroll to the Government—
for the same job.

Government.

Music

to

unemployment insurance for their

Mayer's plan is this: it will be up
to the bandleader, each time he
works a N.Y. hotel, theatre, etc.,
to secure written permission from
the buyer of the band to file duplicate unemployment tax credits
paid by him to the state. These
duplicates would be filed against
the bandleader's account in Washington. In this way, at the end of
the year when the maestro pays
unemployment insurance to the
Government, as per the Supreme
Court ruling, be will pay only .3%,
or the difference between the 2.7%
puid by the N.Y. employer to the
state and the 3% demanded by the

A

Co.)

1949

Aisles

1'

P

Mus.
Stores)

9.

Studies

L^al

Co.)

Shop)!

Swruey of retail disk best
sellers,' based on reports obtained from leading stores in
12 cities and showing comparative sales ratingr for this
and last week.

Insurance Snag
Yoi-k State

SPA

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS
j 1 j j j1

Unemplopent

i

..

Platter Pointers

Gene Autry could have something comparable to "Sfai: Spangled haU hfi
dresv approximately $28,Banner Waving Somewhere," by 000.
And he" currently has two
Continued from page 4S
Elton Britt (Victor), in. his "The likely
looking hits back to back—
Bible on the Table" (Columbia)
"Beautiful Eyes" and "Doo De Doo
It's backed by a good shot »t "Sun- croons lyrics from under a mask
Guy Lombardo cut fine i-ecord- on An Old Kazoo" for M-G->I.
flowei-," done plainly and with a (hence the Masked Spooner gimgood beat. This disk has a lot of mick). And they're not bad. Jocks jjJgs
^^^1?"^ "Kiss Me
In his_ 'Here I'll Stay''
opposition, however.
can have a lot of fun with them, ^^^^
.
.Russ Morgan "Cruising Down though it's not meant that they're and "So in Love" (Decca)
H'wood Bowl Bowled Over
the River" —- "Sunflower" (Decca). comical. They're unique. The de- "Mepe, Mene, Mene" by the GolMorgan figures to take some of the livery and backgrounding is also den Gate Qiiartet (Mercury) is
titled
"Santiago" and "It's the edge off Blue Barron's hit disking eerie. Coupled with his voice you good jock material, one of the best
By Pop Song's Ballyhoo
Small Things That Matter" for of "Cruising." His is an excellent half expect a creaking door. But things they've done in years ,
Hollywood, Feb. 8.
U. S. release.
Levy bought the rendition of the tune in the; same they have possibilities. Anything Same applies to Jose Morand's
The Hollywood Bowl managesamba, "Brazilian Rhapsody" (Vichighly touted "Swedish Rhapsody" style that Barron used
choral could happen.
tor)
Paul Weston and Capitol ment is moving against exploita.
work by the full band against a
and Robbins grabbed "Legend."
marketed an unusually good iii- tion which has characterized the
Album' Review
background of accordion; organ,
release here on Blue Chip record.s'
etc, It's the.equal of Barron's disk
"Kiss Me, Kate" (Columbia; six strumental tiovelty in "The Hot
atCanary"
for jock and jflke^pijining. Moirgah
Irish followers will "Hollywood Bowl" disk. Bowl
.
.
12-inch
recordings).
Columbia
did
get a kick out of Clark Dennis' torney Irving Walker wrote Artio
Ellington Celebrates Cal.
turns up a f qllyrbaked performance
of "Sunflower" on the reverse, a gi'e'a't job' of getting the entire "Molly O'Reilly" (Capitol) . "Uh- Schwartz, longtime music pub wlio
11
r IJ n i n
^"'^'''^ hlmself.
the Linden Tree," «s recently started waxery, challengit's also score of Cole Porter s "Kate" ef- demeath
UOlu KUSll I 6rS0nallV [in the
done by Rjy Noble ((jolUnibia); has ing right to use the Bowl in bally
groove
forts down on wax with the origi
• Hollywood, Feb. 8
Peggy Lee booing platter. Bowl holds pubFrank Sinatra "While the An-...
nai cast. Cut under the direction good ppssibilitiiss
^
To Duke Ellington the 100th gelVs"warRin^ng''
Comme Ci of Mitchell Ayres, working from did an unusual (for her) Sort of a licity does not uphold the "cultural
o^t'ie
discovery
of gold in Comnie Ca" (Columbia).
(Capitol)
in
>'Blum standards" which the BowJ cham(Colun
Sinatra the arrangements and orchestra- recprding
f," V
significance does a better job on "Angelus" tions by
Lyrical content of tune,
Pembroke Da-venport'and Bium," which Gap expects will be pions.
n'?""fi^rfVn J t
etched by singer Robert Clary m
he has on recent recordings. Robert Russell Benn^Mhe album a big thing.
r„^"fnf^,..!°.l.f".i!^.^P°i!^IV,^^^
Pos-jWilh large, lush accompaniment will be a -standout- sales item" It's iy Stiandout hillbilly, western, race, Paris, avers "lltli row of the Hol,=ihiv*l"i7h1efT®*rf
SI
DO nis nest to date.
under Axel Stordahl the Voice Painstakingly done, recorded, natu- jazz; "There's Not Anothef- Thiiig" lywood Bowl" is a nice place lo""
re pw
at the Hollywood-Empire wades through the tune nicely ex-irall.y, in the same sequence
Don't flob Another Man's snooching. Apparently Bowl brass
^
that and
for three weeks, Ellington is get- cepting for a couple diction lapses, the
e tu
tunes are done in the show. ,9^''''®*" ^^^y Arnold (Victor) . . . bristled at idea.
Domino," Cliffie Stone (Capitol)
ting $3,250 per frame, plus a cut and forms jock and juke
bfred Drake, Patricia Morison,
._
wax. He's Alfred
.
It's also irked over a Schwarlzof door admishes and a percentage belter on the reverse, however,
Kirk, Haield Lang) AnnabeUe
Kisses," George Mor- instigated contest on KMPC offei^
of bar biz. Before opening, he with a melody based on a Spanish HiH and chorus all contribute ex- "f^" (Columbia)
."Teneha, Timp- ing prize to those correctly naming
netted a tidy estimated $15,flO0 expression. It's good, performed
vocaHng: Some 'ef the
.f^^'o and Blair," Tex Bitter the number of rows in the Bowi.
('-apitoD.
from five one-nighters. On Feb. 22 as though the singer had gotten ^^^^^ '=" ''1' P"*"" Portions of the
Seems Bowl phones buzz conisn't
leading into the tunes,
he goes into the Million Dollar familiar with it first. Jocks will
stantly and when an answer
in«eby makmg- it- easy for buyers
no«
theatre for one week at 50% of find it good programming.
Jerrv Stron* WTNV WasWno given, contestants swarm into
the gross and then has one $1,250
Masked Spooler "That Sid Black
ton''^p'c!*&^^^^^
Shuttered spot to count beneiies.
Sp" ed.te-^t^' t^^^^^^
concert' slated for the A-Bomb Magie"-"rve Got You
Bowl feels tune's title and expjo''
songwriters
Under My
contest;
2,
and Ivi-ic All in^ll r^h
workers at Los Alamos, N. M., Skin" (Victor). First sides
winner gets silver cup, a recording tatlon should be changed. Schwaw
by Wa eot rptS^^^^^
tnei^
before returning east.
Victor from the guy who spealS:
orchestra. .nS aays he's going ahead with
"
S!^2SeSlKf%'ec^^^^^
SyaUiel. iffi™'
lease of disk as planned-

Jocks and Jukes
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HOW MANY TEARS MUST FALL
Words and Mus/c by (SHAM JONES

TVitA.

SAM BROWNE
TOMMY DORSEY.

nicu
London

.

RCA Victor

MJitCa MUSIC C©SP@^Atl@M

.

(^n€Cit

ISH

^ecandA

AM JONES

PRANKK MASfERS-.M-G-M
,619 B-ocdwoy,. N. Y
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Vednesday^ February 9, 1949
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Goodwin,
B.

f^ff%m
^
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CAVALCADE

(Cdpyrigiit,

•

eiirf

Variety,

All Right* »*»trvt»ft

.

Mftei basic backsround information, attsndont fe Jhr eampilqMen
1948, i<su» when th* Variety Song
6,
is tuggeited thot theie fnstalfmentt be

it

be reproduced

copyright

i»

and may

&
liel

Co., cop. 1891.

Whosoever

Will
w., A. Montieth.

Hymn,

either wholly or in part.

m.,

Ii^a

i

Wm. A. Pond & Co, cop. 1891.
Eugene
w.,
Little Boy Blue,
Armorer's sons (Robiii Hood), w.,
Harry B. Smith, m,, Reginald De- Field, m., Ethelbert Nevin, op. 12,
no. 4. G. Scliirmer. cop. 1891.
Koven. G. Schirmer, cop. 1891.
Molly O! (Mavonmeen). w m.,
Ask the Man in the Moon (Wangr).
w., J. Gheever Goodwin, m., Wools William J. Scanlan; T. B. Harms
son Morse. T. B. Harms & Co., cop. & Co., cop. 1891.

field,

cop. 1891.

basket

of the

One Zoe Gayton

My

arrived in

Sweetheart's the

Man

1892

in the

New Moon,

York, claiming to have walked
the

& Co., cop.
& Hunter.

Harms

American by Francis, Day

Revolution organized.

,

T. B.

bert.

ball,

The Daughters

'

New York
Bobby Byrne orchestra cui<!
of tunes for Langwortii
transcriptions today (Wed)
Touv
Prince, trumpet, rejoined Ray
mI.
Kinley's orch, replacing Dave Bow
stnng

man

Gene Williams crew at Club
Kavakos, Washington, D. C
Kin,
Cole may go bop at his Carnegif
.

.

.

.

Hall concert Feb. 20, using
bohgoes with his trio.. : Keith Lawl
Daisy Belli w., m., Harry Dacfe. rence topped .International Re,.i

(Continued from la«t Week)
David Sankey. The Biglow & Mam T. B. Harms & Co., cop. 1892.
The Holy City, w., F. E. Weathham. \Vm. A. Pond & Co., cop. Co., cop. 1891.
1891
erly. m.,. Stephen Adams. London:
Speak Xiouder Than 1891
James Naismith, an instructor in Boosey & Co., cop. 1892.
The Last of the Hograns. w., EdWords, w.. George HorncasUe. m.,
The Man That Broke the BanK
at SpringCollege
A.
C.
the
Y.
M.
Felix McGlennon. Fiank Tousey, ward Harrigan. m., David Braham.
Mass., invented the game of at Monte Carlo, w,, ni., Fred Gil-

Actions

Upbeat

m.,
Daddy Wouldn't Buy Me a Boww.i
Woodward Wow. w., m., Joseph Tabrar, T. B.
Harms & Co., cop. 1892 by Francis,
May Come. Day & Hunter..

Ta-ra-ra-bom-der-e.
J. Sayers. Willis

Henry

dipped and Wed
Attention

Wm.

cop. 1892.

1891.

ahd' prMaiitah'on, opptaMd iii fbc Oct.
It
Cavalcacte itarftd pub/ication teriolly.

for future reference.
hereby called to the fact thot this material

•

Cholera again broke out in various cities.

Edward

Pond & Co., cop. 1891.
1892
Understand.
We'll
Sometime
After the Ball, w., m., Charles
Hvmn, w.. Maxwell N. Cornelius,
d! D. hi., James McGranahan. Cop. K. Harris. Chas. K. Harris, cop.
1892.
1891 by James McGranahan.
The Bowery (A Trip to ChinaTake a Day Off, Mary Ann. w.,
Edward Harrigan. m.. David Bra- town), w., Charles H. Hoyt. m.,
ham, Wm. A. Pond & Co., cop. Percy Gaunt. T. B. Harms & Co.,

p^filETY

Inc.

w.,

popular -than

novels.

1891.

A.

Bv JULIUS MATTFELD
tegeindi

more

Woolson Mors6. T. currently

Harrigan. m., David Braham.

(Musical-Historical Review: 1800-1948)

Compiled for

m.,

Harms & Co., cop.
De Rainbow Roafl.

w., m., James Tliornton.
Frank Harding, cop. 1892.
Push Dem Clouds Away (A Trip
Percy
Chinatown),
to
w.i -m.,

all

way from San Francisco, or

3,39.5 miles,

Award from European Rec

ord
ord

Distributors for Elite disk
of "Printemps," made with
Jazz
Symphony of Radio
Geneva
Stirtson Records aimina
;for pop field with signing of
vocalist Joe Derlse, former name
band singer. .Monte Kay, of Royal
Roost, mulling Monday night am
or pro unknowns auditions due to
fact Harry Belafonie, current vocal
hit, walked in <iold and asked
for
ling

the

.

.

]

job.

Hollywood
Water
Narcissus <Nov 4 In:
"La Tosca" was first seen in Gaunt, T. B. Harms & Co., cop.
Brown October Ale (Robin Hood), Scenes, Op. 13). Pjano solo, m., America when Sarah Bernhardt 1892.
Emil Newman and Arthur Lange
Nevm. Boston; G. Schir- presented it at the Garden Thew., Harry B. Smith, m., Reginald Ethelbert
joined faculty, of Fisher GonservaAn actress had a skin-grafting, tory of Music to teach courses
DoKoven. G. Schirmer, cop. 1891. mer, Jr. (The Boston Music Co.), atre, N. Y.
in
James Northrop invented the face-lifting job performed on lie.r;
Hats Off to Me. w., Edward '^"Shi^Pardon r-imp Too Late w power (or "Draper") cotton loom features, and promptly there were film scoring and conducting
New
folio, "How to Play in a Musical
wliicli, with subsequent iijiprove- a lot of jolces about it.
nv^PauT D?es" er.' WmrWo^^^^^^^
Trio," being released by
^?*''^l',fH"-;^™r„''"^j.'J.^'«5f"^Pond & Co., cop. 1891.
CavA.
jggj
The famed Dalton Boys, who foj? anaugh pubbery. Joe Page
^ '^.^
ments, has made it possible for.
Glascr in
Kiss and Let's Make' Up. w„ m.,,
xhe Picture That's Turned one operator to run 30 looms,. five years had been the nation's
Charles K. Harris. Chas. K. Harris, Toward the Wall, w., m., Charles whereas formerly three operators ranlcing public enemies, were wiped for a parley with Milt DeutsCh, his
Coast booking rep. .Billy Eckstine
jcop. 1891.
out by the citizen.s of CoffeyviUe, opens next Wed.
Graham. M. Witmark & Sons, cop. were required for a single loom.
(16) at Cii-o's,
Short stories^; especially those Kans., while atteinpling to rob a Frisco, for two weeks
Knights of the Mystic Star., w., 1891.
at $1,750 per
A Pretty Girl, w., J. Cheever dealing with American life, were couple- of banlcs.
Edward Harrigan. m., David Braframe
Vet vauder Doc
1891

.
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New

.

.

Marcus

.

season had opens at the Palladium,
London.
hair-raising themes^'*Dangers of
July 25
General Artists Corp.
a Great City," "The I'ay Train,"
inked Brother:: Bones^ who clicked
"Cannonball Express," etc.
on wax for Tempo Records with
Ward McAllister named the 400 "Sweet Georgia
Brown," and
of society on the occa.sion of a
booked him for a stand at the Mugreat bail tendered by Mrs. Astor. sic Bowl, Chicago,
opening Sundav
At Homestead, near Pittsburgh, (13) at
$750 per I'ramo.
a steel strike broke out, soon developed into a battle in which 18
Chicago
were killed; and was finally put
Jack.JPttltony Jriti.son of composdowil:' by martial law (but 'not before an anarchist had attempted 16 er of "Until,'' has written "Tell
assassinate H. C. Frick, of the Me the Truth," which Tower reCarnegie group and wounded him). corded, with Fulton Sr. on the voiChartie Spivak's orch had
William Morrison of Des Moines, cals.
la., built an electric automobile, to be cancelled' out of a Lincoln,
while Charles E. Duryea of Chico- Neb., date because of snowstorms
.Dolly Kay stays
pee, Mass., finished another horse- there last week,
less carriage, capable of about at the Glass Hou.se of Graemere
hotel until Maruh 24, rounding out
eight miles an liour.
James J. Corbett won the heavy- 20 weeks in what was supposed to
have
been
a
two-weeker.
.Mitch
weight boxing title from John L.
Sullivan in 21 rounds at New Miller, Mercury recording head, in
town, for some waxing sessions
Orleans.
Influenza was a native, as well with Eddy Howard and Dick"Twoton" Baker
Chet Roble Trio
as worldwide, epidemic^
held over four more weeks at Club
(Continued next week's Issue)
Horseshoe, Rock Island, 111..,,
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This CDncei-n, BMI's largest affiliated publisher,

iii

oil*

6f

Pittsburgh

ATnerica's oldesf music firms

up-toTdate

ftrictly

publications
tinental,

catalog

Standard,

American, the

many

into

fall

(founded in 18941 and is n»fed for its
Reichhojd Seeking
remarkably varied list of successes. Marki
Action Vs. Critics
Popular, Swing, Productionj Fdlk^ C6li<

and

Educational,

Semi-Classical,

Concerti

Old-Ttme

arid

Latin-

headed by the. work* of Ernesto 'Lecuona,
The firm Has published more than
22,000 compositions, hundreds of them perennially evergreen^
it

now boasts such new popular

",
.

The

hits as:

Mario >r*y«r> •aehonHnq

ntw

SAILS

ralMHd
denn

fox Wot. jast

a% Claude Thernhill'i^

Victor record end al*« to be Keard en a

ether flriNmie discs.

eoWAkh

a.

marks

Foundtr

EVEHY DAYS
A

MY BIRTHDAY

MANHATTAN

BALLIN' THE JACK

Rodgcrs

ea record

now

ii

lure to duplicate

English success.

,

.

:

its

and

Hart's

powerfully

.

'

.

"This is an ultimatum. Either
the orchestra does something immediately about the press or "90
men will, be out of a job; Dr.

hit

writer, Irvin Grohaln.

SAY

first

hit.

revived

In

MGM'i "Words and

.

.

Krueger and I have fo.ught the bad
publicity by ourselves long enough;
Now it's up to you."
The 'bad publicity" to which he
'SI SI'
referred was connected with stories
on the
"firing"
of
Georges
Leeuona'i iwell riimba
a triMiquelle. former first cellist, after
umph in 20th Century-Fox's
Miquelle had resigned.- It also had
"When My Baby Smiles at Me." some connection witli unfavorable

hrond new up and coming toye song by a moit promising new

Danny Kayc't incomparable Dec-

Row

Detroit, Teb," 6.

Detroit Symphony
Orchestra's
president,
Henry H,
Beiciihold, seeldng .to bar ope
music critic from' Miisic Hall, effective next October, has now
turned his wrath on tiie . entire
fraternity of critics, Members of
the orchestra Friday night (4) at ody Lounge of Don Metz's Casino,
Music Hall were ordered by Reich- with Jimmy Ross outfit playing
hold, to protest in mass against bad weekend dancing in Rainbow Room
publicity and unf[jittei-ing reviews ... Everett Neill, whose band is
playing two-week stand at BOi
in the Detroit press.
r ,-.
Green's, is a producer at KDKA.
He declared:
.

WIND IN MY
(irat

In Det. Syniph

last

exclusive Marks composer.

anci

Woody Herman baud and Kinr
Cole Trio play concert at Syria
22.
Cole recently
broke house record, at downtown
Copa, playing to $2,000 more than
Erankie Laine, who held the mark
until then
.Billy Catizone orch
had option picked up at William
Penn hotel's Terrace Room for indefinite stretch. Catizone and two
of his men double Into inn's Continental Bar lis a trio for couple of
hours dally Ijesides playing regular luncheon session
Jon Michf
eaux unit signed regularly for Mel-

Mosque Feb.

categories:

Music."

—

reviews.

A FEW MARKS
MALAGUENA

PARADE Of THE WOODEN SOLDIERS
SONG OF THE ISLANDS
HOT TIME IN. THE OLD TOWN TONIGHT

PAPER DOLL

POINCIANA

AMAPOIA
MY UniE OREAM
PEANUT VENDOR
BREEZE AND

Members of the orchestra signed
their names to piece of paper
affixed to a letter to the editor of
Detroit Times demanding that

GLOW WORM

tlie

YOURS

Times

El

RANCHO GRANDE

Harvey

critic

barred from

all

Taylor

FRANKIE LAINC
Now

be

future symphonies.

'

'

girl

MY SHAWL

I

SARI

.

UNDER THE BAMBOO TREE
MIAMI BEACH RUMBA

ORIGINAL DIXIELAND ONE-STEP

MOTHER WAS A LADY

Fifth

Avenue.

PLAY FIDDLE PLAY

SWEETIE GIVES TO ME

BROADCAST MUSIC,
S80

WAITZ

TANGO OF ROSES

MY NAUGHTY

New

York

VKfl.AS

VeKM, Ner.

'

'

GOOD OLD SUMMER TIME
WHAT A DIFF'RENCE A DAY MADE
BLUES

Ij«a

JAZZ ME BLUES

IN THE

INEZ

at III*

BANCHO

JBI,
'

SOME CHANGES MADE
WONDER WHO'S KISSING HER NOW
IDA, SWEET AS APPLE CIDER
THERE'LL BE

I

MAMA

ALL-TIMB FAVORITES

NOBODY

INC.

19. N. Y.

Zahl Closes

80G Deal For

5 U.S. Masters in Europe
London, Feb. 8.
„
Hyman
.

,

Zahl has closed deal with

five recording companies in America to import their masters for dis-

tfibutlon in England, British Empire and Europe. Flatterers are
Jubilee, Banner, Bullets, Signature
and Castle, Issy Bonn has been

PLACES

signatured by Zahl to record tiOmjA
tor American distribution.
.
petal Involves MO.OOO, with"

pe

mlssJjn having been granted
the Board 0f Trade to ihla
money abroad.
,.

.
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Wednesday, Febwiary 9,

OROIESTIIAS-MVSIC

New York

'RH' liOgging System
jRicliard

unces

lists

York, Chicago and Coast. For example, a Commercial Vocal in oil
Added to these totals is tjie listener rotings
eommercial shows, which occownt for the Mrge point tallies below.

irf

dress of Tin

of Jan. 28 to Feb. 3

Pan

Songs with Largest Radio Audience
The top 31 sonsrs of the week, based on the copyrighted Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popuior Mttsic Broodcasf Over
Radio Networks. Published by the Office oi Research, Inc., Dr.
John G, 'Ppdtman,
Survey

Sonr
I've Got

Alley."

—

—
Me Kate"—T. B. Harms
^ in Love—*"Klss
—Lauriel
.

.

X81

.

,

Mix Away Places

,

, . .

Here I'll Stay—''"Love Life"—Chappell
,
Tara-Talara-Tala— Oxford
Rosewood Spinet Shapiro
Green Up Time— *"X.ove Life"— Chappell
By the Way— fWhen My Baby Smiles At Me"— BVC
Lavender Blue i"So Dear to JVIy Heart" Sanlly
Down Among the Sheltering Palms Miller

—

.-A

—
—
Buttons and Bows — '"Paleface" — Famous
My Darling, My Darling—*"Where's Charley"—Morris
—
—Remick

a Slow Boat to Chinfi— Melrose
A Bluebird Singing in My Heart—Advanced
Senorita t "Kissing Bandit" Feist
You Were Only Fooling ^Shapiro.
.

—

-

— —

—

.'

, . .

76

,

—

—

i

—

Bella Bella Marie
Leeds
The Pussycat Song^Leeds.
.

Sunflower

,

.....

—Famous

.

.

....

.-, .

. ,

.

.

....

, * . . . . ,

—

You're in Love Crawlord
Someone: Like You Harms
.... ... v . . , ; . . .....
For Yourr^Witmark
.
,
Brush Those Tears From Your Eyes^Leeds
..i ^
To Make a Mistake Is Human-^Recoi'd Songs ..... ....... ......
My Dream Is Yours Witmark
One Sunda;^ Afternoon t"One Sunday Afternoon" ^Remick
....... ... :r;
Melancholy Minstirel-r^efferson
I Got Lucky in the Rain
*"As the Girls Go" Sam Fox
.....
.• ..... ...
Hold Me—'Bobbins
.....
v.
Girls Were Made to Take Care of Boys Remtck. ...............
Who Hit Me—Southern
Republic
I Got a Gal in Galveston
Cuanto Le Gusta— t"Date With Judy"— Southern .....
.
It's Whatcha Do Whatcha Got— t"So Dear to My Heart"— Santly. .
Cruising Down the River Spitzer
Say It Isn't So—Berlin

—

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

—

,

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

—
;

,

.

.

.

•.

. .

,

—

,

—
—

.

.

i

.

.

;

.

My Own True Love— l'"My Own True Love"—Paramount
When

;

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

:

.

i

.

—

.

.

.

.

—

d

You

Was—Crystal

9t
79
79
79

,

far more than 780.000 machines
that can repi^oduce its 33 1/3 rpm
Mici'ogroove Long-Playing records
are in the hands of record-buyers.
Some 178,000 of them were disposed of since the start several
weeks ago of reduced price sales
as a means of meeting RCA-Victor's45 rpm threat, Columbia has absorbed a good portion of the losses
brought about by the substantially
reduced prices. In many cases
dealers have been giving them
away as a means of creating consumers for the LP disks.
.

I

You So Much It Hurts—Melody Lane
Galway Bay Leeds
^
It's a Big Wide Wonderful World—BMI
Down by the Station American Academy
These Will Be the Best Years of Our Lives— Robbins
What Did I Do— "When My Baby Smiles At Me"— Triangle
Clancy Lowered the Boom Kenmore
1 Love

Columbia Records says that so

106
99
04
94

,

On

780G LP Players

HI

Bouquet of Roses Hill & Range
Little Jack Frost Get Lost—.Spitzer.

Baby

170
I53
150
150
X46
146
140
128
122
121
113

—

Pretty

Col Sold Over

253

,

j

1

j

I

76
Columbia's latest sales lure on
75 LP is the "Kiss Me, Kate" score.
75 It's the longest^running LP made'
63 to- date. Disk: carries 16 of the 17
62 songs from the show on two 1261 inch sides, running 49 minutes. On
60 the regular 78 rpm, the "Kate"
59 album covers six- 12-inch disks (12
59 sides). The LP version sells for
56 $4.85,' the regular album for $7.
55
Incidentally,
three standout
55
equipment manufacturers showed
54
announced new sets last week;
52 or
all of which handle only the Mi50
49 crogroove disks in addition to
45 standard 78's. Capehart showed a
machine which plays both seven,
45

44

43

and 12-inch disks automatically,
operating from a two-speed turntable. General Eleetric.'*4htroed a
machine that also plays both, a
two-speed motor and a tone-arm
10,

Lefliit

Boui-ne

Shapiro-B

—

--

PASTOR'S great

new

.

Famous

BVC

Me"

Patmar
Miller

,

.American

,'.

.Laurel

Leeds
Chappell
Chappell

, .,

Fox

BMI
Berlin
Santly-Joy
Spitzer

—

Morris
.Melrose

.

,

Lombardo
Remick
Leeds

..

,

Senorita t"Kissing Bandit"
So In Love— *"Kiss Me Kate"
Tara Talara Tala
These Best Years of Our Lives.

Feist
T. B.
.

Range

Leeds

-

.

&

Hill
,

,

„

.

Harms

Oxford
Robbins
Record

,

To Make a Mistake Is Human
What Did I Do— i"When My Baby Smiles"
You Were Only Fooling

.

Triangle
Shapiro-B

The remaining 20 songs of the iccek, based on the copyrighted
Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast
Over Radio Networks. Published by the Office of Research, Inc.,
Dr. John G. Peatman, Director.
As You Desire Me
Words & M
Bella Bella Marie— t"MeIody Man"
Leeds
Congratulations ...
...... ... ....... Capitol
Cruising Down the River ....
.
.
Spitzer
.
.
i;
Dreamer With a Penny •"AH For Love"
Simon
.

.

.

.

.

.

;

;

.

—

.

.

.

,

,

.

.

.

.

,

Just Reminiscing

.

.

-

.

For You
Hold Me
I Got a Gal In Galveston
I Love You So Much It Hurts

Witmark
Robbins
Republic

Melody Lane

.

.

.

My Dream Is Yours
My Own True Love— t"My Own

V.

.

True Love"

— t"One Suu.

One Sunday Afternoon

.

.

.

Afternoon"

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Jewel

Witmark
.Paramount
.Remick

Say It Isn't So
Berlin
Say Something Sweet To Your Sweetheart
Mills
,
Someone Like You
.... .. ..
.... .Harms
Sunflower ;...->.;............................,... Famous
Twelfth Street ttag
Shapiro-B
Until
Dorsey Bros.
.

.

;

. . .

.

.

.

,

You Was

Musical.

ro//y

Advanced

Galway Bay
,
Green-Up Time ("Love Life"
Here I'll Stay— ""Love Life"
1 Got Lucky In the Rain— *" As the Girls Go"
It's a Big Wide Wonderful World
I've Got My Love To Keep Me Warm
Lavender Blue— t"So Dear To My Heart"
Ijittle Jack Frost Get Lost
My Darling, My Darling— *"Where's Charley"
On a Slow Boat to China
Powder Your Face With Sunshine
^
'
Pretty Baby
Pussy Cat Song

40
39
37
36 with easily interchangeable heads
Farnsworth has a
36 being used.
35 machine that duplicates the Cape35 hart deal, playing LP seven and

10-inch automatically and intermixed, and 78's the same way, from
a two-speed turntable and two tone
arms.
A short time ago, Scott showed
Charlie Ventura's bop crew into
Sarah Churchill signed a new
ftve-year recording c'ontract with Empire Room, Hollywood, for four a set that plays all three speeds
from the same turntable.
weeks March 29.
Manor Records.

t Filmusicol.

of January 28-February 3. Id49

—

Pts.

Love to Keep Me Warm Berlin
A Little Bird Told Me Bourne
Powder Your Face With. Sunshine—.-Lombardo

My

Director.

Week

Bluebird Singing In My Heart
Little Bird Told Me
Rosewood Spinet
Bouquet of Roses
Brush Those Tears From Your Eyes
Buttons and Bows f'Paleface"
By the Way— t"When My Baby Smiles at
Clancy Lowered the BoOm
Down Among the Sheltering Palms
Down By the Station
Far Away Places

A
A

Total

Publisher

49

;

with material that is just as
constantly returned unopened
for fear of plagiarism suits.
One am writer is so eager
to show off tunes that Vampty
last Week was requested to
dispatch posthaste the "ad-

three tjerritories counts 12.

Week

Y.

New York's music publishing- houses are the mecca of
thousands of amateur songwriters all over the country.
They constantly bombard pubs

Himb&'t new deuclopmemt m Utgging broadcast performtuMi in flie aurvey, based on fouf vmjor network scfiedules.

hosts 0/ I point for sustoining iTistntmcntol;
Thetf are compiled o» the
vocal; 3 for conwiercial ijislruinental; 4 for
I points for sustoimtnfli
eonwnercial wocol, respecttwel!/, in eoch of t/ie 3 riojor territories. New
'

19, N.

Crystal

* Legit Musical,

t Filmusical.
.

Dick Bruce,

WDSU, New

leans, disk jockey, starting

'

'
,

4

«

«

Or- show on the station's video out*
i

A

TV

I

let.

Columbia record

w

neving ror lou
JAY CREEDON

ERNIE ALtJN
Omaha

KFAk

PravWtnet

kxyz

P*rtlan4,

Gl^ORGE CURTIS

ED BADEAUX
HmiIm

DON

Dm Mcinu

Mt.

JOE DEANE

BELL
KKNT

RathMttr

WHIW

Cincinnati

PAUL DIXON

MARTIN BLOCK
N*w

Ytrk

BILL

KDKA

tan Franclica

EDDIE
WHie

BOB BURTON
WEEK

WCPO

Miami

EASY

BOB CLAYTON
WHDH

IndinnopolU

BILL-

Dallas

WAIV

ALAN STEPHENS
laulivilla

SAMMY TAYLOR
BOB WATSON

WJIK

MUNN

Partlan4, Ora.

KRip

ED

MURPHY

ChartaHa

Y.

19

•

H4«Rr link

g.

n

p,-z'

KWJJ

KURT WEBSTER

WSVK

Syracus*

WINN

WSt,

Atlanta

KNAK

1619 Broadway. N,

PHILLIPS

Albany

ED McKENZIE
-

WIBt

KFEl

Danvai-

KIDO

Dtiroit

GWYNN

KFWI

tai Anaafas

RAY PERKINS

ei»

MELVIN

KWK

WJIW

Orliana

GENE KLAVAN

WMIS

NEWSOME

GENE NORMAN

HOWARD RUDOLPH
WITH
altlmara
JOE MAGGIO

"JAZZBO" COLLINS

S«H Laka City

Ntw

WJW

CItvalanri

KGO

NAUGHTON
WDRC

.GIL

WIND

KTVl

Photniii

ART GREEN
WCCO

St. Laaii

HARRY 'NIGOCIA

WALTER KAY

DICK GILBERT

CLELLAND CARD

Hartfard

HUBBARD

Chlca«a

WTOP

Washingfait

RUSS
WIP

WLAV

,

CHARLES HERMANS

EDDIE GALLAHER

CLINT BUEHLMAN

•»*•»

Phila<r*!pMa

Orantf Haptdt

JOHN GALBRAITH

BRANT

f)ftikur«h

Minntaiiolli

TOM HENNESSEY
WHIM

W6AM

v-j-

-c.fo»Gf

WKT

..

.

1
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VeAnegJay, Fdblrwaly 9,

Alexander Gets

AM Tax Putsch

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

Brown

Clips Geo. Olsen

Brown, who resigned last
week as one-night booker of the
William Morris agency's fading
band department, joined Willard
Alexander's agency in New York

George Olsen tangled last week
with Haity Steeper, new treasurer
of the American Federation of Musicians, over unpaid traveling
tax-

Thornhifl,

Boston, Feb.

Phil

Mon(jlay (7). He becomes executive
v.p. of Alexander's setup, bring-

ing

with

Survey 0} retail sheet music
based on reports obtained

sales,

from leading stores in 12 cities
and showing comparative sales
rating for this and lost week;.
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"Ijavender Blue" (Santly-.Joy)
"Galway Bay" (Leeds)

5

3

8
5

::

7

11

12

from th« Current

9
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WALT DISNEY

14A
14B

Hit Picture
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1
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6
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My

Love"

Down

Kiver" (Spitzer)

6

10
5
2

2

1

3

4
8

8
7

6
3
4

1

3

5
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4
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,:7:;: :5';

10

8

7

8

4

8

9

(Berlin)

S

1

7
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:
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1

4

.

Got

"Cruising

10

.

"Buttons and Bows" (famous)
"Powder Your Face". (Lombardo)
"Slow Boat to China" (Melrose)
"My Darling:, My Darling" (Morris)
"I've

'

'

Places" (Laurel)
Little Bird Told Me" (Bourne)

N
T

*

9

and Publisher

Away

2

9

outfits.

Title
•'Far

8

O

2.0

I

1
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O
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]
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Vaughn Monroe, Ray Mc-

P

FEB. 5

This Last
wk. wk.

:

•-J

Week Ending

National
Rating

Brown's move was not entirely
unexpected.
He quit Morris im-'
mediately after the American Federation of Musicians had Advised
Thorahill that his contract with
Morfjs, had been voided.
It had
been rumored for some time that
Brown intended joining Alexander
though actually he had intended
opening his own office.
Alexander
himself
formerly
headed the Morris band division.
When he split with that agency,
he took with him the' management
Kinley and a couple, other

T

B

5

1

2

1

7

4

2

3

6

9

,1..

v4

4
6

6
3
10
7
4

.

,.

4

7

10

,

i
8

Love You So Much"

105
76

0
8
1

3
10
3

.

coin.

73
60

Incidentally, Sleeper's efforts are
plaguing New, York Local 802
execs. Of the 10% (computed on
•the basis of the scale of the local
in which the date is played, and

63

48
39
13
12

1

9

8

11

3

a

8

9

(Mel.-Lane) 10

,

$12. To regain his membership
card the leader was forced to pav
the $12 plus a $10 fine.
Steeper, who took over the treasury of the AFM some weeks ago
from Tom Gamble, is dunning
leaders for the 10% tax they're required to pay when tliey play
dates outside the jurisdiction 6f
their home local.
Leaders had
been lax in paying the sums, and
some are being billed for important

74

19

10
"I

2
4

9

6

10

.

8

5

''9::

9

"You Were Fooling" (Shapiro-B)
"Red Roses tor Blue Lady" (Mills)

6

2

8

3

.

1

5

3
2

S;
2

5
7

2

number of men the local gets
4%, the national 3%, and the remaining 3%, Is divided among the

the

) ,

musicians in the band that played
the date. The musicians' 3% is

forwarded to their home local, who
must pass it on to tiie men.

8

9

8.

es, and; got himself erased from
the union. He had not paid am
old tax amounting to slightly over

O

Si

to ogen a Chicago office and possibly a Coast branch;

rights to

T
n

1

him

the management
rights to Claude Thornhill's orchestra.
At the Same time, Alexander is expanding. He is planning

:

194,9

RED ROSES
FOR A

A

mTEGimpooo

Btautiful Ballad

SO DEAR
TO MY
HEART

TO SAVE UTAH

Bands
SYMPH:

at

Hotel
— B.O.'s
Part

»i»yed
Salt Lake City, Feb. 8.
Hotel
Band
Legislature yesterday (7) Emil Coleman*
Waldorf (400; $2)
\
..... B
saved Utah Symphony from bankr Gardner Benedict* New Yorker (400; $1-$1;50) % . .
B
ruptcy by emergency appropriation Guy Lombardo
Roosevelt (400* $1.50-$2) .. ..i. .. .14
of $50,000. Unanimous Senate ap-. Frankie Carle
Statler (450; $1-$1.50)'
8
proval assures House passage to*
day. Waldorf, Dorotliy Sh&y; New Yorker ^ ice revue.
State

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Legislation for future .financial
support is coming later in the ses-

.

.

BLUE LADY

SUSY
BLUE SKIRT

Covers

W*cK On Date
2,600
1.000
2.000
1,800

26,475
11,150
33,300

WALTZ

10,'4D0

MILLS MUSIC. INC.
1619 Broadway

N. Y.

1 9,

N. Y.

Chicago

sion.

Barclay Allen (Empire Room, Palmer House; 550, $3i50 ttiin., $1
Evelyn Knight still big -with 3,500 covers.
Henry Brandon (ManW Room, Edgewater, 700; $1.20 cover). Icy
roads and snow slowed biy. to 1,800.
'Joe DeSalvo (Swiss Chalet, Bismarck; 200, $2.o6 min., $1.05 cover)
Strong 1,300 covers.
Dick LaSalle (Mayfair Room, Blackstone; 350, $3.50 min., $1 cover).
Florence Desmond-LaSalle charmed 2,500.
Frankie Masters (Boulevard Room, Stevens; 650, $3.50 min,, $1 cover).
Masters and ice show, always popiilar 'with conventioneers. Jammed

cover).

Block's

!

It'tdDilly!
j

I

i

LAVENDER

I

I

I

I

!

BLUE

I

I

(Diily Dillyl

Santly-Joyi Inc.
EDDIE JOr. Prof. Mgr.
1«19 Broadway, New rerk 19

VfNEW

Shindig

Martin Block and WNEW, N.Y.,
of the mo-st impressive and
attended parties to mark
14th year on the station.
occupied the Crystal Room
Ritz-Carlton hotel Thursday (3) and- more than 1,000 music, 3,300.
band and radio advertising people
BUI Snyder (College Inn, Sherman; 500, $2.50-$3.50 min.). "Salute
'
showed up.
to Cole Porter"; a sock presentation 3,800.
Disk jock drew some of the most
expensive talent in show business
Los Ang«let
for live personals. He had on mike,
at various times, Perry Gomo Dan-:Orfin Tucker (Ambassador, 900; $1.50r$2). With Victor Bofge headny: Kaye, Guy Lombardo's orch. lined, slow 2,800 covers:
Tommy Dorsey's combination. Red
Jan Garber tBil&nore; 900; $l-$t.&0). pood 3,400 covers.
Ingle's novelty group and Bay McKinley's outfit for a half hour
apiece and each was spiced with
Location Jobs, Not in Hotek
the vocals and gags of Como^ Kaye.
{Chicago)
et al.
Cee' Davidson (Chez Paree, 800; $3.50 min.). Ted Lewis out (3), Carmen Miranda in (4), for two weeks, BoffB,000 tabs.
Eddy Howard (Trianon, $1-$1.15 adm.), Switched to southstde room
this week. Weather tripped take, but itill hefty 12,000 admissions.
Art Ka«siel (Blackhawk, 50D;- $2.50 min ). Dipped a bit due to bad

DISC JOCKeY$

FOR

.

ran one
heavily
Block's
Shindig
of the

,

.

VALENTINE'S

SWEETHEART

'

THE CONQUERING HERO

KIDCHAMPION
GAVILAN
CUBA
OF

WEEK KB.

10

roads; 1,500.

Lawrence Welk (Aragon, $1-$1.15
(lios

Dick JurKeni (Palladium

B.,

adni.). Profitable 12,000 admissions.

Angeles)
Hollywood, lit wk.).

Music by,

Kapp's Stock Gifts
Jack Kapt 'prez of Decca Rec-

PUERTO RICO THEATRE
NEW YORK CITT

I

A DREAM OF A LULLAIT

TARRA
TA-LARRA

Slow 5,500 ad-

TA-LAR
OXFORD MUSIC CORF.

ords, transferred 1,200 sharei of
hii Decca capital stock, 50c. par
value, as a gift to an unidentified
recipient. Shift leaves him with
holdings of 43,360 shares Of com-

mon.
TJransaction was disclosed last
week by the N. Y. Stock Exchange
under the Securities b Exchange
Act of; 1934. Law calls for rejjorts
of ow-nership and changes in ownership of aecutiti^* filed by officefs,

holders

dtrectoj^ ahd^^ 1^
to.

be made

rtock

i^ubjle.

HAROLD ADAMSON and JIMMY McHUGH'S TOP

"I

HIT

GOT LUCKY IN THE RA
From Michael Todd's Smash Broadway Musical "AS THE
GIRLS
SAM FOX PUBLISHING COMPANY

.

ROniNS

,

BRONX.

,

JIMMY MeHUCH

missions.

Larry Fotine'a orch will be marketed, on Dice* label instead of

DAY

YOU'RE A

GO

|

—

.

Baker

Phil

(^wynerce DepL Seeks Renewal

to Play First

Nitery Date in

The
merce

S. Department of Com-fseeking to renew the re-

U
is

Prodigy Maestro*s Concert
Unrocal agreement between AmerVariety Artists and Orch to Play
?;Sn Guild of
Vaude Houses
government on per-

ihp French
Ferruccio Burqo, nine-year-old
counformers take-out pay in both
maestro, will bring a 35-piece
Deal, which had been optries
symphony orchestra into vaude
last year, provided
M-atiiig until
houses
starting next week. Prodigy
playing
hat U. S. performers
their sal- will open at the Park theatre.
France could remit half
in dollars, while Union City, N, J., Sunday (13) and
aries to the U. S.
will
play
AGVA would have to remit French afterward. two Skouras houses
to a French bank after
acts' salaries
The moppet is booked for Asdeducting performers' living extoria, N. Y„ for Monday (14) and
Malcdlm Hopper, of the Com- will play the Academy of Music,
handling N. Y., the following day.
nierte Dept., has been
Preliminary discusConcert will benefit the. United
negotiations.
sions'have taken place with Dewey Charities of Jerusalem.
national administraBarto,
law firm of Siltive secretary, and

AGVA

&

verstone

AGVA

Kosenthal,

at-

torneys.

Stumbling block in the caiTymg
terms of the pact had
been the reported reluctance of
French actors to part with most of
their funds while in the U. S., degpite the fact that they would get
amount remitted in francs when
they returned to France.
Sometime last year, the French
government notifled AGVA that it
was rescinding ;the agreement be-

Atlantic City, Feb. 8.
that many acts prefer laying off in
Warner Bros, may have hit a New York on the chance of getting
new pay lode in bringing vaude- a television booking in the belief
viUe headed by a big name plus ,.,,„.
.„
„,
j
,
^
'^•^^'^ « ^"'B^* v**"^*" shot will mfilms to their big boardwalk theaIre for Saturday night perform- wease their stature in the vaude
.
ances.
field or may bring them to the
Spot check showed a nearly sell- attention of fllin producers.
out for both shows, with gross
It's pointed out that video has
estimated at $3,500. The Ink Spots increased hationai Interest in vaudtoplined bill, which included Alan eMlle. Acts that have registered
Carney,
Martels
and
Mignon, in the new medium are as potent as
Gaudsmith Bros, and Eddie White. names in some situations. For ex-.,
ample, Bunin's Puppets, because of
Hollywood, Feb. 8. i ^, , ,_,
television showings, has since beo i
come a potent b.o. factor in some
Seek
^^^^ ^heatro
LororTa^i^fJ^ tle'n^I^^
Copa City-Beachcomber
spots.
Shirley Dinsdale, a Coast
and follow it with a series of oneventriloquist, has increased her
Relax of
Prohibiting
niglit concerts in Europe.
earning power considerably with
Merger Called Off
Trio will start its summer activiTV appearances.
She's
been
ties June 29, with a three-week Minors' Stage Appearances upped from a weekly KTLA, Los
Ops Fail to
to Terms stint at the Roxy, N Y;, coincident
Angeles,
Columbus, O., Feb. 8.
with the end of the season's CampMiami Beach, Feb. 8.
on NBC.
'Ohio .theatre owners; may seek
They'll
airers
CBS.
bell
Soup
on
For the second time this season
proposed marger of Copa City and get $15,0"00 per week for the first amendments to state laws prohibitand Manuel' ViMri have
the Beachcomber has been stymied. twg^rames and $10,000 for third ing performances by minors, A. A. obtained film nibbles because of
Deal, according to reports was vir- session. Then trio heads overseas ^^Idman, State Industrial Rela- showings on Ed Sullivan's "Toast
tually set last week, but disagree- for two weeks at the Palladium
the Town." Sullivan's shows are
Director
announced last
in
Dublin,
in
July,
stand
late
a
'
.
?
ikinpqrnnpd
fall
V.
i,,.
to
anA xtKCt
ment over details caused it to
tlie rna«t
to Hip
coast, ana
KK.U
onp-niehtpM in Key
kpv scouisn
SpotHsh towns week. Deadline for filing such iP"s-^<^0P.*«
one-nigniers
through.
i
As- L finalizing a deal for Vierra. Fonthe ueneiai
General as
'^'Bisiduon in tne
and thence acro.ss the channel to ""^^ legislation
Hisfnsqinn at
now undpiunaei aiseussion
Murray Weinger, Copa City op play nn„no..fe
in v^^^na
Ppioinm scmbly IS Fcb. 14. Wolditian says;??'"^
concerts in
France, Belgium,
erator, and Ned Scuyler, of the
he will confer with. theatre owners r""""Holland' and Denmark,
Beachcomber, were r e p o r t e d
Value Of video as a showcase is
this week.
agreed to a plan Whereby Copa
to_ actsSituation was brought to a head ''eSoming more
City would get the top names be.to
the point of papng ^^^^^^
CLICKS last week by a performance of the fven
lucrative out-of-town bookings. Sitcause of its larger capacity, while
"l^e VoUies" in Cleveland in v\hich

Andrews

Sis Set

,

i

S

.

Men

'

Law

I

.

|

|

I

!

RUSSELL SWANN
T PRfn I ce\T I AMHAM
AT EMBASSY,' LONDON

1

]

Jl

fet^*z£°.rsna"ii

Blaze likewise swept the Little Red
Door, a small cafe which adjoins
lear of Mercur's, and the loss there
was around $22,000.
Fire apparently started around
1:S0 a.m., and no one was in building at time since bar closed on
Saturday at midnight. Instruments
ofScobby Brown unit, which had
been at Mercur's for last two
weeks, went up in smoke, too.
Tftey were valued at more than
-

.

'

I

'

IN 50G BLAZE

.

.

European Concerts

I

was

was

suicidal to continue booking three top names in
each spot at prices neither could
aflford. Both feU that the Beachfelt that

it

-

.

$1,500.

.

'

,

Pittsburgh, Feb 8.
Sunday
Six-alarm
fire
early
morning (6) completely destroyed comber couldn't be abandoned in-!
Mercur's Music Bar, one of Golden asmuch as the spot would be put up
Triangle^s most popular niteries. for leasing by its owner, .Sam
Damage was placed at $50,000^ Barken, and competition would con-

.

,

,

m

'

.

'

;

j

A

RAZED

of 'lelevl*
causing headaches

I

•

;

.

is

cafe and vaude departmentt
of talent agencies. They're finding
^1>*

I

cause

rr*-

hooklngs
!

P

i

layed

—

W

»
Aff ai* Warners,
A
a.
Utt

Come

time,

.

^ Growing importance

Weekend Vaude Pays

i

:

MERCUR-s pm-NiTERY

t

Awaiting Their 'Big Chance in Vaudeo

When

out of the

from
of non-collections
French performers'.: AGVA, at that
asked that cancellation be debecause of internal union
rescinded at
difficulties. Pact was
wi
the end of the year.

Comics, Acts Nixing Far Away Dates,

10 Years

Phil Baker, who recently wound
up a tour in the "Ed Wynn Laugh
Carnival," will play his first nitery
date in many years at the Town
Casino, Buffalo, Feb. 21. He'll follow with four weeks at the Palmer
House, Chicago, starting March 3,
and will probably play the Roxy
theatre, N. Y., after this date.
Baker's previous cafe date was
10 years ago at the Riviera, Ft.
Lee, N. J. He's been doing radio
work mainly since then, notably
the "Take It .or Leave It" show.

Of AGVA-Frendi Redprocal Pact

'

»

.

the

stars

were

two

IJ-year-old

"^t^on^^^
1

uie tiiiei
J^^^^^^^^
s,uneiers in mis
'"^
Ohio laws say guls 18 and
"i
London, Feb. 8.
under and boys 16 and under jriay ^'^^P^^* are British vauders since
agencies have been unable to talk
Russell Swann's bow at the Em
not be emplpyed: after 6 p.m;
performers into going abroad while
bassy club yesterday
(Monday)
Woldman
said the law has not television looms in the offing.
clicked big. As result of the audience reaction the magico has been! been enforced rigidly and cited
It is known that talent buyers are
s'?"^^®
extended for a month with options.
now calling agencies asking for
Management is eager to exercise l^edea" and "Annie Get Your acts that appeared on a particular
which necessarily employ
its claim upon Swann but it's un-i^Vn"
show. This' is particularly true
originally was in'"'np^s.
Law
likely he's in for a long stay, insince the coaxial cable was ex*
asmuch as the Labor Ministry, tended ^^e
tended to the midwest last month.
exploitation of children,
Igirls.

i

I

.

1

1

.

1

tinue.......-'

Currently Copa city with a bill
comprising Peter L i n d Hayes
and Mary Healey, Jack Cole Dancers and Frances Faye is outdrawing the Beachcomber. But conditions may change next week when
Joe E. Lewis and Tony Martin
headline at the Beachcomber.
The Copa has been in the red
most of the season, while the
Beachcomber has had several profitable weeks.

Abe Burrows

set for the Park
Plaza hotel, St. Louis, Feb. 25.

granted him a permit in error. For,
despite

its

exclusiveness,
nitery is

leged that the

al-

it's

still

club,''

ment

determined to suppress,

is

a

which the govern-

"bottle

AMSTERDAM'S R6XY DATE

Comics, particularly; feel that'
television is giving them their major chance. They believe that one
a.ssignment on a top show can do
Harlem will stage a benefit for the trick. With their experience in
the USO fund campaign at Loew's the personal appearance. field, they
Dan think it a simple matter to steal the
Victoria theatre, Feb. 21,

Harlem's

USO

Benefit

Amsterdam has been
signed for the Roxy theatre, N.Y., Burley of the N. Y. Age, Negro
starting Feb. 22.
He'll be on the newspaper. Is chairman of the
bill with Rudy Valleej Maurice event. Show will start at midnight
and will be scaled at a $10 top.
Rocco and the Rudells/
Cecelia CoUedge, British skating
Loew circuit is contributing the
champ, also bows on this bill.
house.

i

Morey

show from other performers whose
chief experience has been in radio
or legit.

,

Peter Lind Hayes
Healy, Chase hotel,
opening Feb. 25.

and JMary
Louis,

St.

J^^^jj p^j^j^ pj^^jj^J p^,^

Buffalo, Buff, April

21

Louis Prima Orch has been
signed for the Buffalo theatre, Buffalo, week of April 21. He'll go in
on a guarantee and. percentage
deal.

House i-esumes stageshows tomorrow (Thurs.), with bill topped
by the Ink Spots. Sammy Kaye
orch is set for May 11, and Frankie

HOWARD

HELENE and

Laine for July 23.
Resumption of stageshows is due
to the breaking up of a pool beSidney
tween several circuits.
Piermont, Loew talent booker, is
setting the acts.

Currently

PEACOCK CLUB
JACKSONVILLE. FLA.

JUANITA ELLIOTT
(of

Stripper Files Bankruptcy

the Old ViiwleTme Tcnm,
"ISIXIOTT -tHNTKHS")
many yean;

Georgia Sothern, currently at the
Club Samoa, N. Y., has been

n«« lieeB conflncd to bctt

O^KBS tan HER BOOKS AND

'Vnnorlea at

we

stripped of all but $7 in assets ac-

APJPHBOIAXKD

-

tuUior'i.

S??,'
SJS;.

k. Soobriitte,"

own

relatfng
cxperlenceg on tlis

?]y»y-,^oot,''

".Songs

II;

the

of

stripteuse listed $7,806 liabilamong seven Unsecured credShe filed under her name in

liiiiiiiils

itors.

private life of Hazel Eunice Finkel-

"My Flower Gar-

760i

The
ities

Book" o' Poeine— "Raln-

Ribbons,"

cording to a bankruptcy petition
filed in the N. Y. Federal court.

i

stein.

SEJyWSPI'
miSSr

-

tntm

Olt PAINTINGS

of
and various
itccoFdlnK to Size.

Bonnet*"
IS: tap,

jpANMbA EIXIOTT

mwl

Olmtter
B»iriil<»,

B»g«lo

Hex
S,

N. ».

Correction:

Miss Sothern, during her turn
at the Samoa, has been besieged
by creditors. At one time :She was

NOW! BREAKING RECORDS AT THE SAVOY PLAZA

handed a subpoena in the middle
of her act.

NEW ADDRESS
WILLIAM MACK

ALBKRT RICKARD

THE

ALBERT RICKARD

Billy Toffel cliarms at
.
Plaza f .

Savoy

ROBERT W. DANA
Billy Toffel popular at Caf«

Lounge

.

Billy Toffel Is one of the top
dream princes of the «ntertain»
ment world . .

DOROTHY KILGALLEN

.

VIRGINIA FORBES
Newest singing matinee idol
from France
.

Will enchant American audi*
enoe^ for long time ...

.

EARL WILSON

JOSE—Foriely

AGENCY

Is at

1S60 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

19. N. Y.
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presentation

Chicago, Feb.

Reviews

of

.

though pace falters

comical

I

the trailers part. His onstage turn

with Margo Brander assisting,
been
It's
brings solid laughs.
some time since Libuse worked a
N. Y. cafe and impact here is tre-

and Hoctor & Byrd's excellent terp
routines, but patrons withhold enuntil Latin
bombshell
takes over.
It's
Miss Miranda
they're waiting for, and she doesn't
disappoint.

thusiasm

,

Vivacious

glides

through numbers she's introed in
pix, backed capably by her Latin
quintet, and thaws the payees with
subtle hiproUs and gestures. "South

Amerlqan Way" and "Chlc-a-boom-

:

-

THANKS
MR. ED. SULLIVAN for introducing us .on your show^
'Toast of the Town.' OUR

i

I

FIRST Television Show.

.

CBS-rV

.

the Ambassador Hotel has concentrated on a succession of name
draws backed by name bands.
Latest in the list is Victor Borge,
backed by Orrin Tucker. He follows another Dane, Carl Brisson
vvho did handsomely by the Grove;
Borge probably won't fare as well.
Opening show was marred by
faulty showmanship that permitted
Boi'ge to remain on far too long.
His 75-niinute stint begiin to wear
thin about half-way through and
should have been chopped, particularly .since the Grove has a rigid
no-service policy during the floor
show. A good part of Borge's material is familiar, especially the
routine.
"phonetic
punctuation''
comic patter is of the '.'shaggy dog"
type and would liave won an even
greater response had it been carefully culled; Pianlstics are good,
but also stretched out too long,

good Cafe
fodder being carefully staged by
Peter Birch, who has whipped a
lively Oriental line into good presentation form with picturesque

I

is

routines, while operator

has stocked

tlie

•,

acts.

j

and attempting to spend un.
ward of $10,000 for bilta "vef^
week virhich fail to pay off, finds an

ceipts

interesting
Frolics'

book

to

Mqt.:

IVAN

MOGULL

1619 Iroadway. N*w Yprk 19
PL. 7-3158

-^TrampolininglY Yours

Paul & Paulette Trio
Cnrrcntlr

ORIENTAL THEATRI
CHICAGO

I

I

Silvpv

ish,

for nice returns.

Stan Irwin, clean-cut youngster,
has some good dialect bits, some
bordering on the indigo. Vicki and
Nick Collins, tap duo, get nice
response for their hootery. Bud
Prentice Trio cuts show in fine
style.

Zabc.

Need Comedy

Material?

Tom

Ball

show with plavable

:W»T4VTlte-. IMSP-IBEI>- eomedy--a
orlsinal,. hilarious',: -taHor-made to
performer-^OO per 10 minute
'

tile

act,. |100 to gat up your present
act.
We've written for Berle, Cantor, Wynn,.Lahr, Olscn and .Toiinson,
We'll write yon an act in one
etc.
weeli or less.

We

also sell tlie following

I

:

I

rhythms

.

takeoffs of various singers, giggly
comedy and accordion playing that
adds up to a solid turn.

monolog.

LAUGHS UHLIMITED
St.. N. Y., to 4-Sf4|

27« W. 43

That Jesting Gentleman
of

Romance

1

I

HELD OVER

I

.

,

I

i

Pan. Mqh:

134 East 57th

thsi femme acting as understander.
Lad frequently indicates a boneless

construction, being able to get into
some extremely weird positions.
The duo are still to achieve the

smoothness evident in the more experienced aero acts, but further

taps-

too OUTSIDI *OOMS
lr*m *2

DAILY

tueiAt wiixir HATH
HoustKftPiNO rAciiiriit
WMut^il All

mmmvtAmm%

Jose.

New York

CLINTOiN HOTEL ;T."„r.

practice will make them suitable
for vauders and video.

Completing the bill is Paddy
Wing, who does a standard set of

St..

Tele.: PL. 9-1344

e—itti/tMil

gtintU .ituft

»itfAHCi or Ait

rNiArtiMM

TITO CORAL
"The Golden Voice of the America's"

Opening Feb. 11th

EDGWATER BEACH HOTEL
t

Chicago

i

Formarly the

ergm

qtMu

of SigniHiHi RoMbei^'t

OpenHM

"My Romance"

,

I

,

:

.

i

If

I

Roumanta, Miami lleach
Miami Beach. Feb.

I

;

York 19, N. Y.

Bros, here for the
successive show, have the
measure of this room perfectly.
They're probably the outstanding
ofay singers of Negro spirituals,
getting much color and feeling
into these efforts. Comedy such
as
the 'Pussy Cat Song" and other
peps similarly hit the mark,
Eddie Stone, in his third year at
this spot, continues as the ingratiatmg maestro and Al Castellanos
provides the rhumba relief,
Jose.

Minneapolis

TED BROOKS

lithe

and balancers.
They show some good tricks with

Addition of Roily and Bonnie
Pickert to the Glass Hat's show
provides an added impact. This
team's stilt ^dancing is a potent
novelty which projects entertain*
ment into the far reaches Of this
room. They open with some run
of the mill taps, but once they,
make a quick costume change into
the stratospheric shoes, audience
interest is heightened considerably.
They provide a good warmup for
followup acts.
Viola Layne and Ames Bros, are
the holdovers. Miss Layne is a
cute Impressionist With a keen
sense of humor. She satiiizes Hil^
degarde, Shirley Temple among
others, in a gentle manner that
pleases audience handsomely.
third

Rhythm

CURLEY'S

is late in

pair of contortionists

The Ames

'

1

New

Grefii,

(FOLLOWUP)

I

in

JERRY COOPER

getting started, but
warms up as she goes, along. .At hfer
windup she rates encores.

Glass nut, N. V.
(BELMONT PLAZA HOTEL)

Delegates to the Annual Convisn'l'ion-to be held In Chicago
on June 6, 7 and 8, 1949 will be nominated at the membership meefingi ta; be held in each branch on March 16th.
Be sure to attend the meeting of the Branch in whose area
you are now working. Maintain AGVA as a democratic
orgenizeiion by exercising your right to votev

AMERiCAN GUILD OF VARIETY ARTISTS

keeping

Ahn

Rodriguez's
rhumba fans

The Shanghai Twins are a

NOTICE ^ AGVA MEMBERS

National Office

with

happy.

Kap.

you did not receive your printed notice which explains
the nominating procedure in detail^ please secure' one from
your nearest Branch Office.

gagUles

and son team have a song and comedy routine which includes son's

;

danceables,

stay-on
Borge's
extra
long
knocked out tha opening night
ABC band remote for Orrin
Tucker, whose band is in for four
weeks to handle terping and show
backing. Tucker's library is wellstocked with danceable arrangements, dispensed with a, showmanly
iiair. Maestro's vocals are topnotch
and carefully spotted through the
evening.
A prim«„, hotel>-».band.
Tucker will win new friends at this

For the purpose of determining the voting strength
and the numlier of delegates to which each' Branch
Area is entitled, members may transfer to any. Branch
they may choose->«uch. transfers to be filed with Na->
tional Office prior to February 28, 1949. Transfer forms
ore obtainable from any Branch Office.
...

comedy

of tlie latest, funniest giigs
all
original.
Files 1 to 8-^only |1 per
file.
Wltli - every order you get 6
parodies free plus Comebacks to
Hecklers, plus a sketch, plus a

smooth fashion, as well as emcee
Florence Ahn does a tuneful Inparticularly .bis
finale
offering chores. Cee Davidson's orch rates terlude with a Kern medley and a
which began to sound repetitious. kudos for slick showbacking and good-rendition of "Carmina." Miss

Nominations may also be made by petition signed by
twenty members In good standing filed with the National
Office prior to April 7j 1949, Petition forms are available
at any Branch Office.

PUNCH LINES

material:

...

Heading the bill are Ming and
Ling, a staple cafe and vaude act,
whose Oriental hillbilly efforts are
productive of laughs. This father

'

I

stand.

149/ Broadway

here.

talent,

.

Exelutlva

contrast

owners

have developed a
constant trade which enables them

I

,

GRAVES

The current display

1

I

I

and FAMILY

ning.

numbers. Hoctor's tapping and
Miss Byrd's interpretive solos ar«
sock fare.
Kaye was suffering with a cold,
but fast delivery with racy orch
backing as opener, just didn't set
well
with
seatholders.
COmics'
chanting of song based on rush
and hurry cracks rated a few
[laughs, but material as a whole
didn't register.
Takeoff on zany
psychiatrist began to warm house
and exhibited Kaye's mimicry ability.
Encores with clever imitation of Gene Autry by a French
crooner that wins applause;
Al Wallis' vocal backgrounds
for the Adorables are handled in
let

I

VARIKXY,

Trio-

minimum.

Economies of the bistro busineq^
which has the smart ops down-in.
the-mouth regarding falling "L

-

floor displays are probably its most
Hoctor & Byrd offer dance toutines that are refreshingly differ- potent lure, it's Undoubtedly true
that the top Latin bands of Noi-o
run-of-the-mill terpteam
Morales and Jose Curbelo provide
presentations. Pair rely on wellexecuted material, rather than an incentive for the late terp business, and the low-priced dinners
flashy aero-technics, and prove ver:
help .in the early part of the evesatility in comical and straight bal-

new

months ago, ent than

1

.

''Bill Gruv<lft Xrlff, iie^v 4lot (toiiiprisiitK
colArfd (lunut'r iiiul |i1h. two piiitEl
.voifuj^NterM, gttt tli(* profcriun on'
t4f
guntl Htavt,
j\<*t liaH H iie.1t sur«
prl>4e «l«Mn<>iit> MiiH'h slioittil nuike li
.Miick for luiy viiuilo or nitiM-y ditteii,
HM well nff further .TV booUiiiKS."
ITeb. », 1!M».

$1,60

!

talent policy several

BILL

Brazilian

>

Jerry Murad't Harmonlcafs (i)
Jaynt Walton, Stan Irwin, Vicfci il
Nick ColHrw, Bud Prentice

budgeted at more
than $2,000 weekly, and with one of
line Neicer an attractive blonde
thrush, impressed with Yiddish Ithe lowest average tabs hereabouts,
Harmonicats work well In thl^
and English songs. The lass knows
how to sell, her arrangements are room with their stint projectina
imaginative and the purveying of sharply. Heavy mugging by the trio
"Slow Boat To China," impreshes adds to solid effect. Jerry Murad
of Hildegarde. Betty Hiitton and leader, tees off with few notes of
Sophie Tucker clover, with the top- "Tico, Tico,': to be joined by the
per being "Yiddish Lied." Explains others for nifty finish. Group conpre-encore, that she is not Yiddish tinues: fast pace with keen"Sabre
and then turns in an Italian song Dance" after which Don Les, bass
harmonicist, leads off "Harmonica
for a begoff.
Sunny Kay holds over with his Boogie," worked up into a sizzler
top record panto-mimicry; The guy Trio change pace with sock rendikeeps improving and in this sesh tion of their discllck, "Peg of My
delivers the Harry Ritz race, track Heart." Encore with "Cat's Polka"
bit, Aaron; Lebedoff and- a Chloe and "Peggy O'Neill" for solid hit.
version, aU in Yiddish recordings
Jayne Walton, former band chirp
that sets the; palms whacking.
gets fine reception on jump tunes'
DeMarr and Denise tee off. show best of Which is hep version oi
Ken "Lover." She has a neat special
with neat ballroomology:
.Tones and orch provide top back- about woes of gal Singers and
closes with ''Maria Elena," in Spaning.
Lary.

Georgie Kaye,

of

Chicago, Feb 2

.

i

new mate-

rial, mainly a satire on "Manhat- OrcJi (14); couer $1.50-?2.
tan Towers" hits with the audience.
Since embarking on its
.He bas some added bits on the new

(30),

in places, lay-

chic" garner hefty returns, but it's
her personable chatter and welltimed ad libs that hold customers
in palm of her hand.
Highlight of: Miss Miranda's
stint is removal of her outlandish
headgear,
showing
off
blonde
tresses.
Table roving^ to enable
audiencs to pull it and prove its
her own, racked the packed bistro.
Further comments on appearance
and why she's in usual flamboyant
China Doll, X. Y.
garb, rates solid yocks, and conMing St Linff, Florence Ahn,
tinues
in
number,
"Bananas." Shanghai Twins, Paddiy Winsr. Line
Jo.se.
"Cooking With Glass" exhibits her (6 ), JVoro JWoroles Orclif Jose Curability to riff and jive in Amer- belo Orch; minimum, $3.50.
ican fashion and furthers merriCoeoaitnf. Grove, I...A. ment by her admittance she doesn't
(AMBASSADOR HOTEL)
know what she's talking about, Pa- y China Doll, bas .several sellings
Los Angeles,, Feb; 1.
trons reluctantly allow begoff) after points each of which is capable of
Or-rin- Tuclcer ^wo ^encores and more well-timed enticing trade, .While
Borge,
Victor
Its.Qriental

I

.

antics

1949

Silver Frolics, Chi
,

-

,

out adheres to Chez Paree's usual
Durante takeoff and a Mexican bit
showwise standards. Miss Miranda
that could stand polishing. Overis preceded by bevy of well-stacked all they had them all the way.
lookers
in
attractive
costumes,
Almost stealing the show, Ade-

.

Sunday Night

4.

Carmen Mironda, Danny Hoctor
& Betty Byrd, Georgie Kaye, Al
army which gives him an Walli»,
Chez Paree Aaorables (10),
Windup with Cee Davidson
opener.
effective
.and Jack Rodriguez
of
impresin
series
Ross
a
Stan
Orchs; $3.50 minimum.
sions makes a strong exit.
There, are several newcomers in
this show, the Steffen-Martell danCurtent layout with Carmen -Micers (B)" and the Florida trio (both randa should keep ^pot buzzing. Al-

Robbins with Stan Ross,
Elisa Jayne, Steffen-Martell Dancers (81, Florida Trio, Karnilova &
quota
Don, New acts) who deliver their
Mercer,
Ernestine
Nilla,
of entertainment.
Saxon, Ruth Brown, Gail Bennett,
Of the standard turns, EUsa
Dorothy Reedi Line (12), Art
Jayne has changed her routines
Waner Ofch, Buddy Barlowo Orchi considerably
since her last appearOpening night 7Tiintmui)i, $5.
ance at the now shuttered Harem.
Miss Jayne* it must be noted,
The Latin Quarter, which never hasn't picked routines that are as
stinted in production or costuming, effective. There's less of her aero
has exceeded itself with the current and contortion work, which doesn't
show. The proceedings indicate a give her as effective a peg upon
budget-be^hanged attitude with an which to mount her impish peropulence that surprises' even those sonality. She nonetheless has some
BCGUStomed to the usually lavish' numbers that register.
Maria
LQ layouts.
Karnilova and David Nillo show
After a long run of upper- some fast and expert ballet and
bracket names, Lou Walters is Ernestine Mercer throws in a spot
production this time. of terping and a series of brief imstressing
There's no diminuation of enter- pressions for good results.
tainment with terps and comedy;
Mme. Kamerova's dances are expredominating. In fact, Walters cellently staged. One of the most
was forced to let go of two dance colorful i$ the can-can sequence.
turns prior to the formal opening Costumes for this number are eyeof
late
Sunday (6). Anita Alvatez,
fillers. There are costumes in other
Rainbow" and Sally numbers which make the majority
"Finian's
Keith, the tassle-terper, were re-- of male customers wonder, how so
leased because of show being over- much can be hidden With: so little
fabric.
board on dance turns.
Don Saxon and Ruth Brown do
Those remaining Bffer top-notch
divertissement. Heading the bill the production vocalllng and Art
are Frank Libuse and Arcliie Rob- Waner's band showbacks with rer
bins. Libuse is one of the best lief by Buddy Harlowe.
The Latin Quarter offering is an
comedy cafe * investments: around.
His waiter bit prior to the show ornate and entertaining show even
warms up the house even before without super-salaried stars..

jnendousj <^
Robbins, with somB"

patron wise, but current show
has picked biz up to health)r:^st«t*.Barton Bros. ar« familiar to th«
group in town who go for the
English-Yiddish
comedies
with
which their recordings of "Joe and
"Cockeyed Jenni«"
Paul"
arid
e.<itablisbed them, and in current
stint they belt with their versions
of same. Working more smoothly
than when seen here several seasons ago, the trio garner solid
laughs via their slightly blue workings of radio impreshes, a triple
ent,

'teenage

Mine. Kamerova production xinth
Frank Libuse with Margo Brander,

Arcdie

CM

6.

Barion Bros., Adeline Neice,
Sunny Kay, DeMarr & Denise, Ken
Jones Orch; miniinum ?1.50.

VAL
and

PAT

DESTI

Special comedy material wrIHcn by Art Paul, Stan lurni and Ray Allen.
mIkMuiical arrangcmantg by Mariny Blanc.
Publicity, Dick

Kitty and Danny Davis are
back on the 3each, operating th'eir
spot again under the Yiddish

•

own

show

policy last year's lessees inFirst weeks were indifCer-

stalled.
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New

Acts
With some few exceptions,
is a carbon of the original
turn, and nearly as fiery, differ
ence being Cole's presence.
Jose.

ABTHOKGODFEEY
Comedy.

terns.

Capitol. N. V.

Arthur Godfrey, a top Hooperon radio and
attd personality
«Meo ooes vaudeville a good turn

.

presenting a batch of youthful
Drofessionals at this Metro flagship
to prove that good
in an endeavor
presented, can protalent, nicely
entertainment any5dde excellent
where.
Godfrey is an affable gent with
* dry sense of humor. During his
emcee stint, he eschews a gigantic
buildup so as to give the audience
on merit
a chance to judge acts
rather than his sayso. It works out
better in this respect.
remarks
besome
sly
He geits in
tween introductions which don't
seem necessary in his case. He's
sling
beto
verbiage
enough
cot
Stre his audience without any blue
jn

U

i

Apollo, N.Y.
,

titled

'

i\

pitals.

telling effect as far as volume is
concerned on such numbers as "My
Baby Caught That Morning Train"
and 'Good Rockin' at Midnight."
A virile appearing sepian. Brown

AGVA

embellishes

his

lyriclng

with

some

t

'

r

MV A

A

f

Pittsburgh, Feb. 8.
Despite the fact that Jack Cap*

I

llllU

IIUICI,

New

son's show, the first flesh Stanley

OIL new

ineillllg

all-time record for the house,
deluxer doesn't intend to go
permanent presentation pol-

WB
m'o

a

play only spot book'"gs of top name attractions. Carson rolled up around $42,000 in six
days—his unit pulled an additional
$3,500 on Sunday in Steubenville,
O.— to top previous mark of Ink:
Spots by $2,000;
'cy but \yiU

,

>

.

a haltVinterest in a lead and zinc
Difference was probably ih :the
mine in Arkansas, He returned higher scale, since current admisi
from an inspection of the property sions are over what they were when
last week.
Ink Spots, as well as Jack Benny,
;

For N. Y. Area

of his

1

Frank Sinatra, Eddie Cantor,

!

The first clubdate code for performers in the N. Y; area is cur^ HISTORIC
rently in the final stages, of compleA rniADCIII
tion. A meeting of the New York
tULUKf UL tAI\£Ln
branch of the American Guild of
The razing of historic Webster
Variety Artists approved a scale
Hall by fii'e Saturday morning (5
which eaUs for a $17.50 minimum
spells finis to another of N.Y.'s
for singles in small meeting rooms
fabulous landmarks. With damage
on weekdays, for doubles and

'

;

UAn
nAU A

.

$42,50 for trios. Hotels and larger
rooms scale on weekdays begins at
$22 for singles. There's no change
in weekend scale, with singles set
at $22, doubles $40 and trios $55.

!

I

I

j

Highest scale obtains for New
Year's Eve, which ranges from $30

:

to $75.

^

j

In addition a code of fair prac-

been established.

has

tices

j

This
]

includes a two-hour limitation on

i

:

date, only

AGVA

members

in

good

standing can be employed, and
agents are forbidden to emcee
shows. First" such^ infraction calls
for a $250 fine and a repeat would
cause his revocation of AGVA

.

'

.

By Happy Benway

StS

WEBSTER HALL
rADCrO

estimated at several hundred thousand dollars, reportedly only partially covered by insurance, it's
uncertain at this time whether it
would be rebuilt. Harris Reiner,
owner of the building, was uncertain as to what hell do about it.
The Hall had suifered several previous fires over a period of years,
but none as devastating.
Located on East 11th street on
the outskirts of N.Y.'s Greenwich
Village, in recent years it had
drawn a following from the- hobo,
hemian set of the Village. It was
proTMibly one of the oldest' ballrooms in the city. Built at the
turn of the century, it had been a
reception hall for the elite of that

I

Saranac, N,

•

Dario, former operator of La
Martinique, N. Y,, is now asso<
ciated with hotelman Louis Ritter.
Ritter,
who several years ago
bought and later sold the Paramount hotel, N. Y., was seeking
to lease Ihe Bedford and Weylin
hotels. However, deals fell through.
Dario, meanwhile, has purchased

Clubdate Scale

bumps, grinds, facial grimaces and
a few wiggles tossed in for good
measure. While his delivery doesn't
quite mea.siire up: to

Sets

WOI Only Play Spot

UariO, 1*00061111.1.^316110,

Brown'.s

I

,

>

Show

Unit will play route of 112 hos

Introed as the "king pf the blues
Orleans," lanky Roy
chief claim is his high
falsetto voice which he uses with

from New

contemporaries, he: looks to be okay
for vaiide houses or niteries using
\
this type of talent,
Gilb.
Godfrey winds up the show with
Accompanying
him"stint.
own
his
FLORIDA TRIO
self on the ukulele, he reprises
Novelty
soKie of the tunes he's helped
9 Mins.
%)opulanze on disks. He wins himLatin Quarter, N. Y.
self a nice niche with the crowd,
The Florida Trio remind of the
Jose.
/
Lime Trio which has been off the
boards for a number of years: This
STEFFEN - MARTELL DANCERS group, imports from Italy, are a
fast
and zany combination of two
12 Mins.
men and a girl^ with one of the
Latin Quarter, N. Y.
males in gollywog costume, ~a la
The Steffen-Martell Dancers (8) the
Limes.
They make their enworked in the late legiter, "Magchoreography by Jack trance with goUywog getting out of
dalena,"
a trunk after which he contorts^
cole. The four mixed couples are
into a variety of shapes.
company
the
of
virtually a road
Group works fast enough to capCole dancers.. At the .Latin Quaritalize on the initial impression
ter, they do Cole's Harlemcsque
that golly wog is inanimate. The
routine and an East Indian jive
act has laughs and novelty and
numWr.
They have the vigor and the looms as .suitable fodder for all
Jose.
imagination of' the original group. visual fields.
lt% a rigidljr disciplined squad
'whose precision work provides
some highly ivolatile dance patSaranac Lake
notes.

(7).

m
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Bookings, Desphe Carson's Clicko 42G

"Greet the Girls" has a cast Comprising the Martell Twins, Stacy
Clyde, Vicky Denas, DeVali Merle
and Lee, Myrtle Dunedin and Debutones.

Blues Sineins
Mins.

I

Monday

Kan.,

ROY BROWN

I

Stanley,

opened it^ iirst unit of this year at
the Winter VA Hospital, Topeka,

wpvk

Sobw

16 MIns,

.

VAI7DEVILLB
'Greet the Girls' Unit
Opens Vet Hospital Tour
Veterans Hospital Gamp Shows

ence

past experionly attractions

that

feels

^1?!!. f
by at Stanley; and nothing
of an
in-between variety will do. That's
why tiie terrific Garson click hasn't
rushed it into a flock of immediate
stage bookings.
Furthermore, the picture situation will probably keep additional
Aesh out of the de luxer for at
'^^st another six weeks or so. With

8.1*

'

i

several big films

coming up imme*

product Stanley would be
deluctant to pair \v,ith shows, house
has to play them off since other
downtown key spot, the War"cr, where these pix might go
ordinarily, won't be available un
til some. time. in March. That's be«
cause "Joan of Arc" opened there
Thursday <3)—for -what's expectedto be at least a month and a half
run.
diately,

|

WB

[

I

;

.

franchise.

etc.,

Management from

V;, Feb. 8.
Another measure adopted at the era. It later housed political ralArthur J. Slattery, who took 18
months to beat the rap, li6ft fot meeting calls for a fee for talent lies and similar shindigs in the
N.Y.C.
He'll return to his Lake outside of AGVA who are called days when the late Timothy D.
in to do a commentator's stint on Sullivan was political boss of the
planed in a club-date showing. If commenta- East Side. In that era it got all
over >veekend to ogle husband, tor lis. a member of ^any of the the important affairs sponsored by
Rube Bernstein, who is progressing Associated Actors and Artistes of politicos in power. In the summer
nicely.
America affiliates,, he may join dog days it was' often used as a
Helen Pelechowicz, resting at AGVA.
rehearsal hall for burlesque shows,
the Rogers after mastering four
Meeting also adopted a resolu- and touring legits that traversed
stages of the thoracoplasty operacalling for one performer on the old Stair & Havlin circuit.!
tion
tion at general hospital.
Helen O'Reilly, ex-NVA-ite, in each show to be deputized to re- That's, of course, before things!
for checkup, and given an all- port on infraction of rules by per- moved upto^vn and Longacre and
formers or agents. Such infractions Times Sq. became the center of
clear.
I

j

JACK PARKER
JACK

Kiwasa camp in May.
Mildred Bernstein

"THE
OF CLUBS"

i

,

|
I

AMERICA

i

THEATRE
Havana

I

-

Moaagemmt:

.

TOM

j

FITZPATRiCK

i

lookingt:

.

Many thanks

Manny Opper
-mw

91st

(omcdiaii

Week

Chlcag.
Mit.:

IRV

I

LEVIN

A.

Hugh Carney, CBS staffer who is
taking in the winter sports at Lake
Placid, took time' out to visit the
gang.

by fines or suspen- theatrical activity:
As time marched on and

to be penalized

J.

alJ-up department.
I

Hollywood Show toungo
Pir>.

to

Boyle,
president of the Charlestown (W.
Va,) Jockey Glub for his kindness
to the needy of the colony; ditto
for Louis McMahon, N.Y.C,, and
Guerney Knight, Buffalo, N. Y.
It took 18 months for George
(Elephants) Power to beat the infirmary rap and graduate to the

AGEMCY

Iftot

NICKCwmntly.
LUCAS

-

WM. MORRIS

sion'.

•

:

its

,

j-

KEN

peo-

will now go back for ple also, the Hall diverted to other
further discussion with representa- sources of revenue. During the
tives of the Artists. Representatives Prohibition era it housed a series
'Assn.,
'Entertainment
Managers of freak balls with promoters CapiAs.sn. and As.sociated Agents of talizing on its proximity to the
America. No difficulty in its adop- Village and for awhile prospered
tion is expected inasmuch as most under this policy, especially with
such shindigs as Artists & Models
of. it had already been okayed by
ball and Cynthia White's series of
the agent groups.
Greenwich Village pageants. Re-^
The meeting, chairmanned by cently it had been renting out to
Jackie Bright, was one of tiie larg- business groups and other organi-i
est turnouts since monthly meetzations. Night prior to the fire it
ings were adapted, and indicated
had been rented for an entertaina -greater participation of
ment and dance by the Players
membership in union affairs; Code Club of the Metropolitan Life Indrawn up with the aid of sui:ance Co.
attorneys, Silverstone
After an investigation cf the;

Mirr

I

J^CKOUTS

-

«i

I

'Holly woodi":

'

Code

;
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COIMEDY MATERIAL

I

AH Brancht*

For

!

of Theotikolt

FUN-MASTER

j

J

"Tho ORIGINAl Show-Biz Gag
Not.
22
$1.00 •ach

'

j

Mo

(Ordtr

in

Filo"

@

Sequence Only)

!

SPECIAL: The

j

Walter (Par) Romanik, who left
here with an ail-clear, is now connected with the Columbia BroadAGVA
casting System.
BirCarnations
to
Johnny
mingham, who announces the was
&
1450
Club over local station AGVA
WNBZ daily. His daily salute to Rosenthal.
fire, it was reported to have been
the Rogers shutins is- a potent
Meeting also passed a resolution caused by a smouldering cigaret.
cheerup stanza.
to join the Red Cross blood bank.
Write to those who are ill.

Hies

13

First

I

I

COSTUMED RUSTIC TEAM
H«m« Simwi Man^h

14 to I». 1»4»;
iintk'N, ]mtt«r or imnloiiiiiu'.
t«;iui wtilrly InHuiliiiif:
(«l«vl«|un.
Uon'iirlKlit «xii«rinl<>lil ti»
muh« riKlit ilow'ii riite.
ftuNh frill
loiiF.
W«-I>li«r Ailvortlnlngr .^tcenvy,
Urunil Ruitidit, MIchlKiin.
IVir

«i>|i|«d]i

WHI iinmiolo
.

'

,

for $8.00
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!
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BOOKS OF PARODIES

DIFFERENT
(10

$4>ii<1

In

lOti

indferlHl.

.

Each Botk) SIO per Book

for

liBtB

tionirN.

of

Komvtiy

other

.|iiirodle5i.

nilnNtrf*l

I«0 C.O.D.'li.

imlter, bliu;k-oatii, etc.

PAULA SMITH
•tm W. a* St., N. Y. 19. eirele 1-1130
...^Kvery liuy JnelUdiiiir Siindafff
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AGVA

Cracks

I

Down On

Benefit Abbses in Miami
Miami Beach, Feb.

8.:

!

for
many charities,
take place every season
the big crowds hit town,
reached the abu.se .stage here last
week, with the March of Dimes affairs staged nightly resulting in a
general upi-ising among top act.s in.'
Benefits

which

>

;

wjjen

•town.

;

Sudden ve.sentmenL against unsanctioned billing and pressure toappear brought ruling from local
branch of American Guild of Varlefy .Ai-tists thai all acts mu.st be
paid onc-scvenlh ol salary for such
appearances.
'

'

.

Union action

wa.s inevitable,

duo

the ii-iany aemana.s upoh per-'
formers, plus i-evelalion tliat too
nuich wa.s being taken off top. for
"e.Npense" at many oi: the affairs.
Also many per.sons attending the
affairs do not contribute a dime
quickly leaving before collection
time. Cafe owners, too. joined in
the general' squawk again.st the
kbusefe, pointing out that their biz
sagged on nights when the benefit
programs were staged:

World Famous Photographers

to

'

to

I

Phil ReffaM now booked by Joe
Glascr's Associated Booking Corp.,
V.
,

,

,

;

,

of

STAGE...SCREEN...RADIO
REPRINTS

—

:

ARTISTS

We are now equipped to

make

quantity

original reprints at reproduction rates.

CARNEGIE HALL STUDIO
Phone
jlisll^

BOSTON STUDIO

:154

Circle

W.

S7th ST, N.Y.C,

jgm

7-3505

Hotci Ljno«

Kenrro,e

5

300
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tancy hand with

Capitol, N. Y.

"When Day

of

tiring.

:

Arthur Godfrey

proved a

has

New

Acts,
point at the Capitol theatre.
xhis unit hits the road shortly
Good, playable talent sparlced ^ith Col. Stoopnagle (F. Chase
by a name can play virtually any xayior) taking Godfrey's spot,
Solid
Jose,
house in the country.
demonstration of this contention' is
,

i

.

I

i

tremendously important these days
when a batch of independent theatres are taking first plunges into

W Y.Lewis

PilrainoHnt*
Boyd Raeburn Orch

:

) ;

stageshows.
& Van, Mdriica Lewis, Wally Brown,
bill „
gets this
3 Suns, "My Own True hove'
,
Capitol theatre
.
The ^„j,,
message across despite Godfrey's (Par), rewewed in Variety Dec.
J handicaps.
„
Ti»'>
i.w 8^ >48.
He's lim
self-imposed
-those
that
can
ited his talent to
work radio only -— which: imNew Paramount show, installed
mediately eliminates novelty and in opposition fa Danny Kaye 3t
dance acts. Variations of the radio
the Boxy, Arthur Godfrey at the
,
formula would make' solid variety capitol, and Jack Carson, Marion
as it is, Godfrey offers only good Button, et al., at the Strand, is a
entertainment.
fair combination of entertainment.
Godfrey at the outset explains There's ho really standout names
that he's showcasing possible star to match the marquee flare of the
An act these days, he other houses, although the Three
material.
tells, has to be ai star even before Suns have name value-,
Boyd Raeburn's orchestra backs
getting started if it's going to play
plush houses. With the drying up the show. He has for some time
of developing grounds, where are used a jazz style that in its own
they going to get the experience to groove was good, but for wimmercial purposes was neither fish nor
beoome stars, he asks.
unusual
Godfrey thinks the performers fowl. It didn't reach the
attained by such
being presented have the potential- musicsi heights
have
They're acts that have heen as Stan. Kenton and it didn't
ities.
dance
as
a
value
b.o,
much
too
around some under different cirhas softened
cumstances. For example, Benny band. Here, Raeburn
a nice
does
and
somewlmt
up
of
recently,
was
until
Desmond,
j^^^^
cracks he gets
the terp team Mack &; Mary Os- on the two or three
a good job
borne headed an instrumental and alone. He also does
acts,
vocal trio which has been promt- backing the
Raeburn tees .?« with a fair arnent in the swing spots for several

—

=

•

I

.

-

—

Jack Carson, Marion Huttori,
Robert Alda, George Mann, Dave
Willock, Bob Sweeney, Emerald
Chris Cross Orch
(2),
Sisters
<WB),
(14); "John Loues Mary
rewcMJcd in Variety Jan, 28, '49.
'

i

;

i

i

I

'

i

'

|

I
I

'

suits with

sohdly.
formerly
VI Burnside,
blanketing the batoned the all-girl "International
currently with a simul- Sweethearts of Rhythm," now has
taneous appearance on stage and a quintet of femmes. Smaller unit
an
makes
that
screen. Maybe
evidently is the result of an effort
over-diet of Carson, but the cus- to hold down costs in keeping with
tomers seem to get an extra kick the current trend away from large
out of seeing the star work in both bands.
mediums over the three-hour
Distaff outfit, comprising piano,
stretch.
basSi drum, sax and trumpet, esThe on-stage Carson show is a says a quartet of numbers. Howmedley of Hollywood names, ra- ever, best of the lot is "Golden
dio and vaude routines and unEarrings" creditably vocalled by
adorned corn. Carson spgrks^ the
the pianist. Same gal also gets over
layout as emcee and major domo
with a blues tune; "Don't
who sings, gags and stooges for nicely
Let Nothin' Bother Ya." A medithe others. But while Carson per"original number" is imsonally makes a solid Impression,
lighting where
the overall show is spotty. Many proved by luminous
bathed in a purple
the
group
is
of the gags lay eggs while several
is
others are not in good taste. The Spot. On the whole the group
the most part,
colorless
for
rather
sharpenboth
layout could stand
both visually and aurally; Eliminaing and sapolioing.
Major support is delivered by tion of the drab skirts and jackets
Marion Hutton and Robert Alda, in. favor of snappier attire would
another Warner Bros, player p.a.- help things
Comedy slot is held down well
ing to bolster the b.o. Miss Hutton
neatly ties up a couple of novelty by the house funster Spider Bruce
numbers while Alda exhibits a fair and his usual assistants., Blues
Set of pipes on "Cuddle Up a Little singer Hoy Brown is reviewed un
Closer," "Pretty Baby," and "Oh, der New Acts
Marie" in Italian. Latter number
is the takeofi: point for Carson s
Oriental, Clii
crooning of "Melancholy Baby,
Chicago, Feb. 3.
with some background downing by
Paul & PaulettE Trio, Arnie
George Mam, Dave Tugwell and Hartman, Frank Marlowe, Lester
in
union
dressed
Bob Sweeney, all
Cole Sc Debutantes (6) Carl Sand's
suits.
Orch (14); "A Letter to Three
Carson opens the bill with a

who

Carson

Jack
Jerry Eresler's Orch showbackg Strand
Godfrey is listed under
nicely.
v',-"

Meticulously dressed In
canes andt toft
brown
hats, the boys open in unison with
their precision stepping then segue
into challenge stuif. Format is
familiar, but like old wine, this
quartet improves with age. Scored
easily.

Strand, N. V.

Is

.
,
Arthur Godfrey, Bemie George, Done."
Napoleon Reed, a sepia tenor, is
Three Beaus & Peepi Bennie Des- the hit of the show scoring a ieointtiond, Alan Schackner, Elizabeth
showstop with renditions of
Mary Osborne, George Guest, piete
bits from operatic
Napoleon
Reed, "Granada" and
Talbot-Martin,
Encores with "Vesti La
ariasw
Jerry Bfesler Qrch; "The Bribe" Giubba" and has a hard time re^
Vacurrent issue

teviewecl in
SIETY.

'
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Spanish vaudeville is a riskv
proposition, according to Carlos
Montalban, operator ai the Puerto
Rico theatre in the Ifatih section
of the Bronx.
"Take last week," he points Out
"We had Portunio Borianova, who
made mbre than 150 pictures in
Hollywood and Mexico, His f gee
voice and work are well kho\^n to
Spanish'speakitig people—rbut he

is

>

died at this house,

"Yet we take
!

LaMarque, the Argentinian star
and do ttipre than $40,000," Montalban continued. "Maria Antonia
Pons also did more than $40,000,
and it looks like, Jorge Negrete
who opened Thursday (31, will iiit
the same kind of money."
Negrete, who some years ago appeared at the original La Con?a
.

at

.

a

'

|

,

;

Wives" (iOth).
deadpan intro to the eifect that his
Dennis Morgan, is in the
pal,
Minor layout finds assortment of
wings, ready to take a how. Sweewell-planted, but lively openney, from the radio team of Swee- acts
and
bill, unThey make particularly rangement of Temptation
years.
ney & March, takes the spotlight, ing pace is ambushed as
Trio,
"
later pops up with a medley of however, and double-teams with folds. Paul and Paulette
good material as singles.
Duke llj^f ^""^
Carson in a long sketch about a however, serve' as terrif house«
The layout, while fast and youtht""^"^
spotlighted
is f
After warmers and could have wound
stuttering would-be writer.
ful, with only one major defect, is
as
almost
if
in
sock
fashion
placed
sax
show
up
|otmg a bass
the gag of having the pie-faced
something that would make an o d
lineup.
As
is,
at
end
of
vaude
packtP.. his
h„ hair.
Sweeney sub for Morgan wears off,
line vaude booker tear
'^-j^^f/eompoundfd'brM'd^^^^^^^
age serves as tepid entertainment.
There's a succession of instru- oom-pahing for laughs. It's show- this bit loses its edge.
Carl Sand's orch tees off with
Carson also., runs through a
mentalists; an obvious conflict with
semi-classical rendition of Ravel's
manship and it gets over nicely,
two mimics on the bill; and one more so than the music he con- corny, but effective stint with Bolero,'' aided by exotic lighting
garbed
is
who
Mann,
George
lanky
complete dance act among eight
tributes.
effects, and garners generous audi
taUerdan^etrThis
a;
rs'^six-yra^oW
Certainly
amiss.
wouldn't be
Lewis & Van are on first. Tap bit is replete with prattfalls, wres- ence response. Paul and Paulette
greater concentration of comedy
Trio, trampoline act, take to boards
act. is nicely received, getting in a
tling holds and some indigo geswould be desirable.
rhythm routine and a challenge
embarrass in bouncing fashion, with patrons
However, had he made these cor- bit that calls for fast stepping. tures which, once again,
quickening pace
to
tickle. In another responding
rections for theatre, it wouldn't be Monica Lewis, Decca disking name, more than they
French maid not' only
"Ca^ghn^s'^^eb^^^
and
his CBS "Talent Scout" show,t„-j>.iis
next.
She comes on lool™S wVvih,^^^^^^
radio adorns act, but twists, twirls and
.f ,
J i
flip-flops ^
in easy and graceful man^o? ^'l^etvJfn'n'a^tp,^^^^^^^^
^T^IslnVUe^r^^^cVl s^^^^
Paul
and Jimmy Garner.
George
car seat
no compromise with his radio for ture, both photogenically and vo buying Willock a parlor
ner, former collegiate trampoline
mat. With Godfrey to prepare the cally. She uses a smartly-paced in the gent's room, etc.
Despite many soft spots in the champ, in bell boy garb, do series
way, the patrons get their money's routine of rhythm and ballad pops,
back
somersaults
and pirouettes,
of
with
winds
up
show
runoff, the
?
.worth. ;.
a; standard and a novel arrangeterrific bang as the whole cast with lively orch backing, building
Incidentally, Godfrey brings in a ment written for her night club
does a parody on a Hollywood up to difficult stunt by Garnew type of customer for the Capi- turn, and gets off to a solid hand; sound
playing ner. Accolades are hefty, proving
Sweeney
With
stage.
Many from the suburbs
tol:
Wally Brown has been on the
hero and Carson the stand-in, trio's knack of projecting ability
haven't been near a vauder in par stage often enough to follow the
the Sketch involves Garson being even in a huge house.
years. Matinees show a profusion a personally made trail from backAccordionist Arnie Hartman exon the receiving end for the
of older folks who generally are stage. His double-talk act gets good
scene's rough stuff. As the cur- hibits trick fingering in special arstrangers: to the vauders.
that
a
malaughs, but it seems
Carson makes rangement of "Glow Worm" and
Godfrey is an affable emcee, not jority of the material is the ^ame tain comes down,
comments with his "St. Louis Blues,'' but rises above
export in the metier of the variety as he last used here.
Whether his bowoff
tattered and water soaked, straight playing with friendly and
stage, but likeable- and "unobtru-! that's poor judgment or not isn't clothes
and his face splattered with cus personal air. Encores with "Granasets
i

\

stars like Liber tad

small salary,

is

one of the

Attractions
SstMeS

this

hm,«

films an^^^^^^^
Ij^^'had^^
cordings have been instrumental in
making him a prize package. Montalban says he's paying him $10,000 and percentages, and according to the business being done, he's
a good buy. A midtown house can't
afford Negrete at that salary inasmuch as he's a comparative stranger to the non-Latin patron.
Negrete, whose forte is singing,
doesn't do too much of it during
his turn lasting more than 35 minHe was apparently protectutes.
ing a bad throat when caught.
Most-ot his turn is taken up with

'

.

,

Jorge 'Negrete, Trio Calaveras,

Comedy Family

,

•

I
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;

:
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sive

when the

acts are on:

He

'

the stage for them in an expert
His gab is humorous
rather than comic, although every
so often a blue line gets in. The
indigo isn't necessary or becom-|
ing in Godfrey's case, hence seems
more obtrusive than with the
'

manner.

j

,

n.i''^ry-type emcees.'

The run-down of acts, as a Keithr
Albse fifth floor booker of the old
da"s might report^ would be:
George Guest plays a showy
full of musical pyrotech.-.-i.i_i._r
Gets
lots of music out of the
woodpile and off to a good salvo in
six minutes.
Can hold a spot in

j

I

I

It's

but

sults.

of the

one

surefire

still

oldest
for re-

,,

^

.

dancing

—

difficult
with
routine
nice response. Chris

stunts, for

Cross'

orch

is

;

a standard dance

band that doesn't have much to from leaving theatre, by lining
do in this layout aside from back- him up against the wall, breaks
up the house. However, in-between
ing up the acts in okay style.
stuff slows timing and allows audiJlerm.
ence a cooling-ofl period which is
difficult to overcome. Marlowe inApollo, N. Y.
troes Lester Cole and Debutantes
LucJc® Millinder Orch (15) with in comical fashion,: instead of takAnnisteen Allen and Paul Breck- ing encore;
Cole's recent tussle with larynenridge; Vi Burnside Orch (5), 4
Step Bros., Roy Brown,- Spider gitis is apparent, but background
,

.

/Wood,
the
for

V Bruce & Co.; "Woter/ront at Midsells on the guitar and
flfly mpla> IMMiuiil
nigffit" (Por).
tal| looker with a
Miami, Feb. 5.
Bonnie Baker, Roily Rolls, Lou
Bernie George offers an unusual Soajon, Cod Dodson, Carl & Arlene,
It's an average sepia layout at
Jr.
Milset of impressions,
Freddie Carlone Orch; "Night Has the Apollo this week. Lucky
on crowd noises, getting a few A Thousand Eyes" iWB).
linder's band and the terp turn
celebrities in on a vocal setting of
of the Four Step Bros, hold up
a prizefight.
their ends well enough, but the
Current layout is not up to pre- balance of the bill, other than
Three Beaus and a Peep are
reminiscent of the early-day. Merry vious bills.
Spider Bruce's comedies; tends to
They're .an enthusiastic
Topliner Bonnie Baker gives the lag. Millinder outfit socks over
Macs.
foursome who indicate potentiali- idea that she's a bit tired of her nicely aided -by the winning 'perCan hold baby-voiced work, though punching sonality of its leader, who prances
ties with novelty tunes.
bigslips,
thus
for the returns. She
down vocal assignments in- the
about the podium in a showmanly
time after a swing around the cir- with her jukebox approach to the way.:cuits, :
novelty numbers she seems to feel
Following a breezy opener by
Bennie Desmond is a good comthrband'rth;ee";Erth.n,''five'reed
Years" and ""'iTry^'^f^.^
the
inevitable
edy dancer with good routining. 18 "^ItB^'^'r;,
and seven' brass, wiUowy Annis
Provides a surprise turn in his "Oh Johnny" type of number. Ofteen Allen contribs vocal on "TO'
He can build fered to fair mitt.
act with pianistics.
night You Belong to Me" and
Roily Rolls goes well with his
up a classical number and tear it
bounces back with the plaintive
apart in boogie-woogie. Gets re- comedy slanted piahoing and chatHe's helped considerably ter. Mixes the classics and pops on "Let It Roll" for good results. Orch
sults.
by the fact that he makes his en- the Steinway and then bets with gets off some neat improvising on
trance from the audience pleading his. Gei-shwin medley to: top re-: "Sweet Georgia Brown" that's 'further
pointed up with' an adept
ception.
with Godfrey for an audition.
Loii: Saxon ferncees fh sij;ave and tenor sax solo
Elizabeth Talbot-Martin,, who has
Warbler
Paul
Breckenridge,
appeared previously in N. .Y. easy manner and does okay in own
Roxy,
with
the
doesn't
spot,
some
hew! material. ^}}?> .iT_^i\^i?.«l..:?^ il.^l^.^...!'^';!.'
niteries and at
get started until late in her act. However, he reprises his "Statue again registers with the payees in
This impressionist attempts satires Of Liberty" song se<juence with the ia dignified vocal of the spiritual
"Going Home." Bows off to heavy
of Betle Davis and Greer Garson, dialectics hitting for top effect.
Carl and Arlene tee off show palming with "Tomorrow," a tune
dc
latter far removed from any
J
gree of fidelity It's not until she with their, aero work: for neat re- in a lighter vein. .Millinder crew
On the novelty side is returns to give out on :"Lone
starts burlesques of cafe singers turns.
that she makes any headwajf with Dod Dodson and his monkeys, pre- Star Boogie,'' a brassy number
viousdick here and still solid
which the customers relished,
the audience.
Freddie Carlone house
Four Step Bros., although freorch
Alan Schackner a harmonica
Lary.
quent repeaters here, again click
player, gets fancy effects and a backgrounds capably.
herself,
vocally.

da" for hefty returns.
After Frank Marlowe makes entry by falling into orch pit, which,
incidentally, rocks the house, his
gags and knocki^bouts fail to sustain pace. Comic could use sohie
new material. Trick of hopping
off stage and preventing patron

Emeralo Sisters, spotted early
in the show, race through an acro-

A

most vauders.

pie.

stunts,

"

nics.

Mary Osborne, formerly of
Osborne Trio, now in business

—

tard

My

•

marimba

of much consequence, however,
since his listeners get very little
of his conversation. He nicely fills
the comic niche. That's the most
important angle,
their
Tliree Suns are playing
~
~
first date at the Par. Trio— organ,
launch their
accordion; guitar
music and laugh attack with "Hindustan,
then "Cecilia," "Peg O'
Heart" and 'Tico Tico." High
spot of the turn is a long set of
parodies to the melodies of current and past pops. It's good stuff
the lyrics are cute and delivered
by' the, trio with a piitfeh for laughs
good turh;
and they get plenty;

vocaling by the Debutantes, five
lookrs with voices, smoothly covers

:

'

She's a
pleasing mien.

up on "Hurray For Hollywood"

'

'

,

St. Louis, St.

1

.

.

I

I

i

:

1

Nye--

banter, which the audience apFour numbers
parently likes.
backed by the Trio Calaveras,
three guitars and voices, display
a rich- vocal timbre, feeling and a
degree of pash.
There were plenty of youngsters
in the house- at 50c each: there's a

$2 Saturday admission for adults.
This is one of the less-opulent
neighborhoods.
The wealth of the Negrete family, will be increased considerably
by the contributions of this bailiwick.
Gloria: Marin ,(Mrs. Negrete) starts next week "at more
than $5,000," Montalban stated.
She's being supported by Kid Gavilan, the Cuban pug who's being
billed as conqueror of Ike Wil-'
lightweight
champ.
the
tiams,
Angel Lopez, Havana-Madrid, N;
Y., operator, who's Gavilan's manager, arranged the deal through
the Joe Glaser office.
Govt. Taxes Big Problem
But even with this kind of high,;
.

salaries. Montalban says it's still
difficult to get Latin personalities
to accept dates at his house. Since
they have to pay U. S. taxes and

:

Income imposts from the country
of their origin, Montalban declares
a considerable chunk of money is
returned to the various governments.
Currently, a dance act. Eva and
Drigo, opens the bill, with Rosita
She's a torChevalier following.
rid torso4osser who has been seen,
in midtown cafes as a decorative
vocalist and maracasi-wielder. Hef
act gets the measure of this house.
standard feature here is the
Comedy family, a trio of two males
They perform a
and a femme.
weekly skit—this one being about
the suy who hides under the girl'.s
bouffant skirt, but is forced out of
this shelter because of certain sen-,
eitivities. All this takes more than
a half hour to expostulate, but
Latins virtually roll in the aisles.
The Trio Calaveras are excellent
rhythmics.
good
with
singers
Numbers are comparatively strange

A

Loo

the trio drove the house m a
frenzy feverytime he hit a falsetto

Feb.

|

'

en
on vaudeville for its lure.
L"''Li"„:?t**^l"_i?*„il'l?
of
bringing back stage shows. A there's no suitable headlmer. tney
policy of spot booking was in- might as well lock out vaude lor
to
that particular week. It's likely
offering tha t
mrns" be done.
ir„ii„.
was'pVe"f»to' a m'ob
Montalban- has prolific H""Y
South
,med the 4,000 seat house despite wood, Mexican and
inclement Weather arid the p.a. of can connections. He's the brother
Metro
Bob Hope and troupe in town.
of Ricardo Montalban. the
jer
The show clicked with the player, has acted in„ Spanish

r™2

that™

Amf

,

'

;

,

W

i

I

|

(3 ) :Rosita ChevaDrigo, Carlos Piantini

3.
Soon they were trioing in
note.
Leonard, the upper registers and conseLarry Noble, Rita Si Betty Carroll, quently panicked the place.
.
Maynard Ferguson, Claire Hogan,
Despite the generally good busiRay Bauduc, Jimmy Dorsey. Orch ness, hou.se is likely to diminisn
"Behind Locked Doors" the frequency of its stageshows.
(16);
(EL).
The patronage comes only ^ynen
ine
there's
strong attraction.
After .a. lapse of several years Puerto Bico's pictures are subseFranchon & Marco is probing this quent runs and must rely so eiy

St. Louis,
E..

:

—

St

"Mi Fortuno, Sarcuno

Mel Torme, Jack

,

I

Eva

to" (Argentine).

opener. Cole takes to directing
orch, leaving Debutantes to chirp
through Victor Herbert medley,
with each exhibiting individual vocal ability. ''Zing, Zing" serves as
closer, with gals getting solid hand.trade but have
Despite steady snowfall, biz good to the nOn-Latin
the Virtue of melody, alternately
when caught,
Greg.
One of
strong and subtle beats.

.

1

lier,

Orcli;'

.

;

payees and it was a dead heat her
tweeh Mel Torirte, songster, and
Jimmy Dorsey orch for top honors.
Torme not only Socked over his
intferp

of

"tittle

White

(Continued on page 55)

liies,"

;

Airectei
slons of Hollywood films,
loi

dubbing and synchronuatmn
and has played SpaniS"

Metro,

roles on the air.

Latin
spy."

"David

In

fact,

he

s

"--,

Hardmg-Counter

^

"

—

'

want to get out and mingle.

Continued from page

why

^Ktomake'Quo

I just

gave the

Vadis.'"

,

I

Capitol

Talent

9

Music Hall

*;

state

Paramount (P) 9-13
Boyd Riieburn Bd
Suns
Wally Brown
Monica Lewt.s
Lewis & Van
:i

.14...

Budd.o Rich Ore

"

Ray McKinley

8

(I)

,

'

.

PW'Juct, ^
as Hollywood is concerned: The
stars on lend-lease for two or three
That there Will, always be a pic- exhibs, of course, take the posiyears to Warner Bros, or any other ture business is the end thinking,
^'^^^^''^ •''^^"butors
$tudio (he has offered them around after all the refinements of master- "throwing over lifetime customto several). This includes Selznick's minding television have been di- ^rs." pointing to their 17,000 theAlida Valli, Shirley Temple and gested
And if the standard of TV «>t''<'s; but the producer-distribuJohn Agar, Louis Jourdan, half of will be the B picture— and vice tors have little sympathy with
Robert Mitchum's contract, half of versa—that's all right t66 With ™o^t exhib organizations because
the time-honored trade hassle
Peck, plus others, but not includ- Hollywood, Then they'll make one
t'^''™s ""^ playdates.
Ing Jennifer Jones (slated to be- kind of product for video- and lust
come Mrs. Selznick this spring) bear down on the top-quality pfx
It's Selznick's idea to work abroad
to bring them out of the home to
two or three years, hence this the theatre.
r»

.IT' 1

,1

Baltimore
.'^'PP«''[?m«

'

\

!

.

'

READING

uob Rus^eii
Gloria Eiwood

Raiah (I) 1M3
Buddy Rich Ore

wint^on"* Diannc

Paul Sydell
3 Smoothies

Lew

10-12

state, d)

I

^^ggT^'li^Ji

1

F & A

Prince & Princess
Selandia

I

'

^

..

.

iRnacio. Bola.

CaslnoL

'

Wojiekowska

S.

Constance

.

Melodie

Diamond Horseshoe

,

i

Russ*.

Emile Boreo

j

:

Al Bernie

;

Skyriders

M Durso Ore
Alvar^s OreChina Dell
Ming & Line
Florence Ahn .
Shanghai Twins

'

Dave Martin Ore

,

.

.

.

.

.

Clique

Bobbins
George Shearing
Copacabane
Mitzi Green
Carl Ravazza
F & S Barry
Linda 'Xombard
Herb George
Paul Godkin

Webb

Jill,i

8-

F'rcd

George
Freddy Caye
Jean Rose
Syd Strange Ore
Cafe Society
Jack Gilford

Stanley

:;:

I

House Reviews

CITY

.

Brevoort
.Daphine Hellman.
Kreisler

•

Sid Raymond
Jack Davis
v
|- Hiaynes &. Perry
Jack L. Warner, optimistic over
Shirley Lane
Spitz-Gioetz Gripe
Sophisti-Skates
BUFFALO
the pic industry's future despite
; Continued from page S4.
SPRINGFIELD
Buffalo (L) ilO
Leo Spitz and Bill Goetz, pro- TV competition, observes "that it's
Court Sq (I) 10-13
Mfgf &: Cafr ..St. Louis, St. I>.
duction heads at Universal-Inter- not as 'if the picture business has
Wallen Twins
r Stasg-McMann* S.
Corte,! & Paul
national, have another gripe. It's the measles; plenty of people are "Blue
Moon," "This Can't Be :^rt''ic ''naSn
HanloD & Clark
about exhibitors. They state that going to the movies. But we gotta Love," and 'Making Whoopee," but ink spots
Joyce & Seldon
Al Norman
"if any studio makes a $2,000,000
_ Camden:
give 'em more realism atad less also uncorked unusual ability ati
Noble '3
Towers (I) 13-15
tho rlrlivric
(tinker, they may be more inclined
tne
arums.
WASHINGTON
Maurice &'Naaja:
Capitol (L) 10
to give better terms than if we
.
Dorsey's finale, "Finger Busters" Jje Laurel
Freddarys
make a good one that costs only
on the clarinet also scored heavily. La??y "naS
Barry Sis
M-G's BrushofF to
$400,000. or $500,000. The exhibiJack E. Leonard, corpulent come- 3 d's
Alan Carney
Artlni & Consuelo
Chester
dian, dished out an assortment of
tors set the terms on the negative
Hollywood, Feb. 8.
waterbohy
zany stuff, including sqme new gags "k" spots
costs. That isn't fair," U sales manPoll (L) 9-10
While
Louis
B.
Mayer,
and an impresh of Fred Astaire Sam Donohue Qrc Charlie Barnet Ore
ager Bill Scully and the new pubMetro's studio head, intimated
doing a dance: routine that also
iid head, David A. Lipton, concur
that his company would not
won
the
mob.
that, with judicious merchandising,
have anything to do with telcr
The GarroUs Sisters, offer a
better prices can be had, however.
Lily Morris
EDINBURGH
vision,
another
company
combo classical and. aero dance
Randolph Sutton
Empire (M) 7
Scully gave caserhistory evidence
spokesman was even stronger
Talljot O'Farrell
routine, the latter being the better. Mills Sis &
o£ better terms with divorcement
Houston & Stewart
on tjie subject. In response
Michael
Claire Hogan, a willowly thrush Chico Marx
GLASGOW
and split-up pools in certain terri^
to a press inquiry, this exec
Empire (M) 7
sicating Barodas
with
nice
set
of
pipes,
with
"A
a
tories.
declared: "Neither television
Jack Radcliffe'
"Don't
Little
Told
Me,"
Bird
S?V^'S„ Ji?.„n i, Robert WUsott
Sam Goldwyn and Walter Wansales nor. production will be
Me"
Cat
Worry
About
and
"Pussy
kS?"
B & A Pearson
g^^bWe"
ger likewise attest to the need for
discussed at these meetings.
Helen Norman
Lionel King
Song."
retum-to-showmanship and more
Joyce Edmanson
We have not sold television in
Maynard Ferguson, talented trum- hnsbiFry"" park Matt"" Nixon
.aggressive selling, Goldwyn is althe past and we won't in the
'Jacqueline Dunbar
peter in the band set the palm
Empire (M) 7
ways a stormy petrel on terms,
HACKNEY
futurci"
pounders into action with his in- G H Elliott
Empire (S) 7
Gertie Gitana
selling away. tO: anybody at the
terp of "Rhapsody in Blue" and Ella Shields
"During
the pa.st year, we,^
James
Jimmy
best price.
Wanger accents how
"Body and Soul."
have been approached on the
the RKO selling organization is
Dorsey's youngsters sock over
sub.iect of video as has every
laughs with his impreshes
getting results in merchandising
"Basin Street Biues," the teeoff of heavy
other company,"
exec
conLouella Parsons
"Joan."
"Muskrat,"
"Big of Peter Lorrc,
the' program,
tinued. "Our answer to those
and Spike Jones. Off s to nice reRobert T. Kane, who figured on
Noise," and: 'Sunrise."
Sahu.
propositions, has been a firm
:

Blue Angel
Chris Alexander
RoRer Price
EUls Larkin 3
Martha Davis

11-13

"Grab Bag Revue"
Low, Hlte &

Carroll

.
i3-uJ Meyand &. Eva
Prof P Garner

j

(I)

Bills

EUssa Jayne
Ruth Brown
Margot Brander
Art Waner Ore
B Harlow Ore

.

Kay Ballard

Nelson,'.

Palace

AUan Carr ler

'

Eli'.rabetli

Sc

Steffen.MartelI

Jose Ponicre

ROCKFORD

:

i

Bagatelle

'

Dorothy Boss
Delta Rhythm Boys
Ma.\me Sullivan

Bobby Sargent
Ross Wyse, Jr Co

u^^^^^^

j

i

;

Cabaret

;

|

Collins

NEW yOKK

Knight .Sis
Terry Franconi

chrfs^cross' ore
,

i

|

Western Bros

PHILADELPHIA
Carmand) 10

w

I

.

Gerry Leader

11-13

(I)

& Parvis
Burrell
Walter Walters Jr
Howe Rollins
St Leon Trp

;

l

Air .Aces
'
Cbarih Indra
Allen Bros & June
Piet Van Brechts

7

PATERSON

Maiestic

I

KegardleSS or V ldeO

,

'

Jordan

Jimmy

j

;

ture if Charles K. Feldman agents
that David O. Selznick package of

.Oi*e

Bros
Connie Stevens
George Conley
Mills

,

1

.

,

Royal
(M)
3 Gareias

7

(S)

'

PORTSMOUTH

10

GREEN

HazeU
Conky Javen
Maree Leyland.
Doug Wain-wrigbt

•

.

NEWARK.
(I).

WOOD

Empire
Fro:jmen
Tarzan Jr:

B Lloyd & Betty
Sooit Sanders
.Jimmy Itobbins
Gold & Cordell

-

Bobby Whaling Co

Adams

Danny Kaye

.

Virginia O'Brien
.

Maxwell & Lady
Lonsdale Sis

Elliotts

NOTTINGHAM
Emisire .(M) 7
May Wong

Vera L,vnn
Cur'ion 4"
licSinald Dixon

.

Mel Tonne
Hcnny Youngm.in

Roxy

:

Eva

MIAMI

4 .Step Bros
DeCastro Sis

:

MusiqM

The Albins
Benson & Mann

7

;

JrLockwood
C Stanton

Elrick

Cciii-fco

Frankte Carle Ore

Olympia (P) »
Glcnns
Bertiea Serano
Sonny Sparks

.

Ernpfre (S)
Ore-

Geraldo

Cihgalee

.Artemus
lNi«I.son Lloyd

11-13

(I)

Co

SHEPHERDS BUSH

7

(S)

Kentons

4

HARTFORD

i

j

Palace

Harry Mooney
Victor King

.

Gray

& Mundy

Caryll

Hal Mack Co
Peter Brough
Henderson. Twins
Gaston Palmer
Victor Julian Pete

& Christine
& Eddie

B:& E Day
LEICESTER

3

(I)

Lester Cole Co
Carl Sand Ore

Rockettes
Corps do. Ballet "
,Syin Ore
>

j

l'.-\ulme

:

oriental

Dorothy

Powers
& Mason

.1

Lyon

Martin

Paul & Pauletie 3
Arniq llartman
Frank. Marlowe

E'<"^^

:

.\

DinnlnK Sis

10

(I)

Gibbons

jciin

Donald Peers

(P) I

X'lp. Tap. «i. Toe
.Barbara A. Scott

0

Hobert Haydcn
Joan Letourheaii

|

9

(W) Warner; <\VR) Walter itexd"

(8) Stnll:

CHICAGO
Chicago
Nip Nelson

.

Scouts

G & P Suony
Paul Wmchell
1

!

,

CITY

<L)

•Teivy Brcslcr

'

at 20th

RKO:

(P) I'aniinount; (R)

Mew YORK

«iras efluation, Qr it
dried-up financing and the, uncerCalvin .Jackson
tljat
other new ^personalities Dunhitis
26 pictures, "but you can't beat tainty of what divorcement will do
competition, if they bid 'em up." in improving the merchandising '"^y emerge. It s anybody's guess, Georgia" Gibbs
strand <W) 11
And there's no boties mMe of jsdk'ca?sm
He mentions how Gregory Peck, at lot of the unaffiliated producer.
Marion Hutton
tlie fact that if it comes to theatres
$40,000 under his old 20th-Fox conbidding against television for film
tra6ti may go to $250,000 per picAlways Be PictUWlS,
wnfocii

.

.:

<

Arthur Godfrey

1

barryl F. Zanuck stresses how
he has averaged his costs down
$450,000 per picture for the last

jmye.

'

conne«tlon wUh bUls iH'.liiiv liiilicittc aliening day ol alion
wliMlier full ur Hiilli: wrek.

In

i

|

M-G-M's new pro-

Down
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Muincrnls

'

veepee, to the late Irving
Thalberg, and feels that "Metro, as
the leader, must continue to make
regardless."
tl»e big ones

Costs

'

VARIETY BILLS

_

|

1

cittction

-

!

I

|

'

Mayer sees in Metro's acquisiDore Schary a revival of
Mayer-Thalberg toiim. He
tlic old

;

'you consider that

'

tion of

Schary,

.

.

!

There are sundry, other findings
and conclusions on the business,
While the theory and the crystalgazing seems to be an unusually Video is here; it's' big already, and
popular indoor sport, pic(ure-mak- will be bigger, and may hurt being is seeing an upbeat. The shut- ^ore it helps the picture business
tered studios arc readying^ I'or re- or all of show business— but no^
newed activity. Metro and 20th, body's an expert in television. Anyof course, are the most active with body's guess, theory or deduction
several picture in work on both ,V™3y cpine to pass;''
lots.
The backlot workers sense
Itrs a. cihch Ilollywood and telenew responsibilties ar.d give a bet- vision must go steady, whether
ter day's work, Mayer and Zanuck th&y, like it or not.
And Where
are naturally proud of their plants exhibs rtiay compl^^^^
going full blast. Those with cur- personality's new value— sight-—
tailed
or suspended
operations may militate against the boxoffice,
seem apologetic but stress that others feel it may help. Bing
February-March will see a general Crosby kinesc.oped on TV may
upbeat.
hypo Crosby in a full-length fea* theatre even though the
The indies, of course, are '"''^
now closer than the
caught between the stalemate of

m

be considered

when

$500 000 000
hlLfZ«*",«rfTo'"'%^
business,
and Sears-Roebuck alone
is a-two-biUion busmess."

values have changed,"
all
Maver observes, "and while we
keep the enmust do something to
the prices pertire family coming,
they
are
But
force have gone up.
compared[ to prices
as nothing
and, of course,
otKer commodities
compared
we suffer first because,
food and clothing and housing,
to
nictures may not
_„>.«™iH£.i!
necessities "

:

I

the. 40th,

"True

f»v,w
100%

;

1

And

don't forget radio readies many
millions more than television does,
or perhaps ever will, coaxial cable
or otherwise. But the nature of the
American people is to get out and
have a good timfe and mix."
There are opinions that vaudeo
will revive vaudeville and thus revitalize the
combination picture
houses.
The sagest conclusion is
that "the obvious won't happen in
television as it did with radio,

I

H'wbod Speeds Adjustment

liltens

'

.

February 9, 1949

ll^eJncaday,

adding "that's

'

Paddy Wing
Noro Morales Ore
Curhello Or*

Jose
Line

(7).

l

Jack Gansert

1

'

1

Juen£er BaUet Xlne
i

Rosita Rios'

Hotel

M

|

.

Ice

Tony Pastor Ore

i

Hotel Plai*
Grade Fields

I

1

I

Hotel Plerro
Larry Storch
Jean Nelson

sponse.

end with

the Spitz-GoetZTScully gripe
by citing that "CharSkouras fought us on both these
which, as the boxoffice
reports in Variety attested, did
business across-the-country. Skour-

want

first

con-

Chicago, Chi

Baltimore, Feb. 6.
Victor Lombardo Orch (13) with,
Kenny Williams, Gloria King; Al
& Co7i?iie Fanton, George Conley,
Ted & Art Miller; "Song of India"
.

(JVT-G).

;

j

|

\

',

'Common consensus

is

that while

sell popcorn and make a profit 52
weeks a year on candy and soda
After all, there are only
JlOne?
Just that many topnotchers in any
business, and the rest must be

movies that move and cut fig^l-^ating dianrp7makes-anex':
stuff.
ciiing appearance. Theatre brought
"As for the theatres, even Uncle in natural ice rink with skater
Sam recognizes we need these working in front of winter scene,
showcases.
You see how they're Her solo work, first as Dutch maid
and parasol
okaying keeping certain key houses and then in spangles

hake
]

sax ano
three rhythm he opens here with

Carmen's "Powder Your]
Pace With Sunshine," followed by
vocals of "Far Away Places" and
"Night and Day" by band's male
brotlier

,

|

,

becLsl

,

wfthout

them

we

averaged off," stresses Spitz.

I

lust

vocalist,

Kenny

|

"^^^^

feudin'ithe television,' that's nbt so, because our Broadway Strand grosses
still show that we do just as \Vell
on Tuesdays."

on. One malcontent
up that 10 years ago one
company's profit was $600,"OO, in '48 it was
$11,000,000. Of
eourse he doesn't take into considwatiph the spiral upwards in base
-

points
niajor

costs

accenting

09 those guys in

New York

so

much?"

To

points out that

this L. B.

'

,

!

,

|

TA„ o„i,«„„v

nAic
his
on

,„hri ic cppifinp

,

nut
^

^mh Fnf contract to go
20th^Fox
exhibition with
United Theatres (Naify) chain, is
laconic about TV. "Sure they may
stay glued to their television sets,
as they have been with radio for

"Why 100%
beef

Mayer

not since 1923 has

""'y a

$5,000,000 net
«?
m.
pront, as evidence
of how much
°„^*;>ntp an industry where, comparatively, "so little" is taken out.

special event, sports or topiof
cal, but they all want to get out
the house This talk I hear around
executives will point
j,u„.i „i,i
out that.
i„a^, the studio about certain Beverly
V» capital investment there are Hills and Bel-Air producers who
'ther businesses
wWch taki out have their 'own special television
*?«ch more.
^
Wanger says that rooms' is so much bosh.
l,™f,''eing the fourth or fifth
"Millions of homes comprise only
T*8est Industry
indu.strv is
is hooey;
hAnou. its
itc about
ohniit one or two rooms, and the people

some
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:

ViUage VanguanI
Irene Williams
Wallv Cox

C Williams
Chit'sson 3

Waldorf-Astoria

Dorothy Shay

EmU

Coleman Ore

Mischa Borr Ore

:,

Kirby Hawks

Blackhawk
Kassel Ore
Gloria Hart
Lee Marx

.

Ed

Art

i

'

.Till

Adams

Prentiss

Snyder Ore
John Kriza
Bill

.

Honey Dreamers

'
.

Harvey Crawford

Hotel Stevens
'Frankie Masters O
Phyllis Myles

Hotel BIsmarfc
Cass Franklin

.

.

Tommy

Traynor
Neil Rose
Jean Arlen
Mer.vl Baxter

Monica Moore
Joe DcSalvo Ore

j

Laconic Joe Schenck

and the considerably appre-

eiated investments,

I

I

Harold Barry
& Alda

Sinclair

CHICAGO

]

Al and Connie Fanton, mixed
duo of youthful hoofers, punch out
appealing interlude and give a
added novelty with
of
bouncing balls.. Solo bit of tappery
tHo"
heavv reby male is a highlight. Lombardo
P|,'onse wi^h"^ diaUenfe* stfnt^nd
follows with okay arrangement of
other slick routines.
Cat
Song," after which
the "Pus.sy
Dinning Sisters, radio and re- Gedrge Conley offers a unique bit
cording artists, score with their gf mimicry given a different twist
off-the-beaten-path choice of tunes, jjy
presenting simulated celebs
exception of one pop again'st a .school days background,
••
•
j^^^^
Lad has youth, appearance and
in the rhythm category, which gals showmanship,
extremely well. Ginger DinGloria King, Lombardo's femme
ning leads the Chants with "Ma,: vocalist, does "Just One of Those
jjg-s jyiaking Eyes at; Me," with Things" and "Manhattan Tower/'
intQ"Far-Away followed 'by the band pitching in
seguitig
trio
Trio swings back with on ''Beguine," Ted and Art Miller,
places."
boogie heat on ."Big Foot Pete,^^ vet duo, give out with ample hoke
Encor^ with "Harlem Sandman built around their banjo and uke
returns.
of
parodies;
self -accompaniment
for solid
^.^^a
Nip Nelson rings the bell with quite groovey .for mixed family
his takeoSs of P%W^^^^
and Har- Me_ by the band closes, and to
ing "12th Street Rag
returns.
Heart''
sodc^
My
doingj
mSnicats
Burnt.
on mouth-organ.
•

East-West Feud
i.TI^fi"^"''^
Is
still going,

Freddie Gray
Karen Tedder

Frank Libuse
Archie Bobbins
David NiUo
Maria Karmilova

Williams.

,

And

Village Barn
Ingle Ore

Red

i

|>r^ ''Bu^^^^^^^^

as for all that
,.Ti„.i„
,„ith spins for
t^,. plenty
r^iint,,
act with
and winds
hooey I hear that 'everybody in
New York stays home on Tuesday, ^'
Tnp'oDpn the show
night to look at Milton Bcrle on J'P'fTap^^^^^^^^^

can't survive;

Versailles

George Ulmer
Bob Grant Ore

Smaro

Vincent Lopez Ore
Hotel Warwick
Jose l\1'elis Ore
Latin Quarter

Sf'n^f
^^|'iasi"1o^
brass, lour
Utilizing hve

''i<=

'

Spivy

Irving Conn Ore
Hotel Taft

|

,

|

Fonvill*

Panehito Ore

Joe I»*'Porte Ore
D'Aquila Ore
Hotel Savoy Plaza
L Ht. E Roberts V

j

!

ones need support because it's
to the 'e7wWto7s''"b;sr7nte"reVts
that the
entire
industry stays
healthy. "Otherwise, how can they
ser

tc

Ambassador

Charlie Ventura
Charlie Parker

Stevens
Shcpard Line
Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks
Jackie Phillips
Nanette
Bell.-

Ashley

Webster

T Dameron Ore
Splvy's
Kelly & Keating

& B

'

I

Barbara

.

Ethel SheU

Cnrcwes &
O'Connor
Boyd Heath
S

•

the big ones do big
„ business and
the intermediaries suifer, the les-

Eddlc'i

Narda
i

!

>

Lipn."

&

Henry Jerome Ore

No 1 Fifth Ave
Owen & Murray

Fred Oliver' Ore
William Adler Ore
William Scotti
Royal Roost
Billy Eckstine

Ralph Lane Ore

Leon

Pickert

Hotel

Stanley Melba Ore

back."

Zabe.

Hippodrome, Balto.

4.

Tip, Tap & Toe, Dinning Sisters
(3), Barbara Ann Scott, Nip Nelson, Louis Basil Oteh; "Words and

Music"

orch

R & B

Eddie Stone Ore
Castellanos Ore
Hotel Biltmore
Phil Wayne Ore
Harold Nagcl Ore
Hotel Edison

Downey

Eddie DaviJ)

Chicago, Feb.

to protect the exhibitor.

is

Louis Basil house
acts in expert fashion.

fancy stuff. The' arty stuff is great
Current layout has all thp eai^- {Col).
for the critics but my best an.swer
is the $3,500,000 that
Wild Irish mai*ks of beGomiiig one of the tOip
Rose'' did and the $1,500,00,0 that gfossers in the past six month's,
Victor 'Lombardo features the
"Sierra Madre," with all its raves, stage fare is as strong a draw melodic style of his more celebrated brother Guy and succeeds in
grossed.
And that's why I'm tell- as the pic.
hanging up a pleasing sesh of
producers to get dovvn to
!"?
Barbara Ann Scott, Olympic

to set

UP a new classification for Eagle

.

Our

policy."

pictures;

'didn't

will

That will continue: to be our

lie

he

men have been
and

cern

about exhibs,

as just said

field

be our answer.

po'rts

'

Our

'no.'

notified that such is

'

Alicia

Argueso Ore
Hotel Belmont-Pleu
Ames Bros
Viola Layne

Hazel

.

;

Eagle Lion during the making of
''Canon City" and '.'T.-Men," sup-

;

Leo RcLsman Ore
Mark Monte Ore
Payson Re Ore
Nyeola Matthey Or'

I

the production executive

Revue
Hotel Sfatler

,

.

-

New Yorker

Hotel

G Benedict Ore

I

'

&

Quintero Ore

Roosevelt

Guv Lombardo

'

I

-

Havana-Madrid

De Castro Sis
Mildred Ray Un*

Pepito

Shaw Ore
Hotel

,

',

Cuban Diamonds
Roberto

Regit

St

Wilson

&

.

:

Norman Paris 3
JuUus Monk

Erwin Kent Ore
Laszlo

Goodman' &
Kirkwood

Mike Brown

Vizcaino Ore
Hotel S. Morltl
Julie

Pcrroquet
Sh.-innon

Marvin Raymer
Le Ruban Bleu'
Bibi Osterwaid
3 Rifis

Damiron &
Chapuseaux

Tina Ramirez
Los Guf'»*""heros

:

I

Chico

El

'

|

,

Mera

AlvareZ'

I

.

Hugh

Choral Sextet
H Sandler, Ore

|

'

Banks

Billy

I

TV

Le

.

'

:

Helslngs

Buddy Lewis
Nino Milo

Skating Blvdears

Bog Turk

Tony Sheele

Bill

Frankie Hyle
Billy Chandler

Ore

H Edgewater Beach
.Henry Brandon Ore
Carlos & Linda
Mary Ann Fedele
Preston. Lambart
D Hild Daneers <>12>

Tabu
Tito Coral

Chei

Carmen

Paree
Miranda

Georgie Kye
Hoctor & Byrd
Adorables (10)
C Davidson O (11)

Sherman Hotel
Ruth Ann Koesun
Blossom Lee
Harry

HaU

.

Kec£e

Jeannie Sook^
Charles & Lucille
Jerry Rehfield
Manuel: Del Toro
Eiwood Carl
.

Palmar

HouM

Barclay Allen
Evelyn Knlgtat

O

;

M Abbott Dcrs a<l>
McCarthy & FarreU
Landre & Verna
Blaekstone
Florence Desmond
D LaSalle Ore (8>
Vine Gardens
Bobby Shelton
June Burnett
Bob Norris
& J Brown
Nelson.* O'Day,

W
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More Prc^am

Loyal Quakers Protest That PhiDy

Am

.Hanna, Cleve., Expands

:

.

.

Currently appearing

WEST

.

in

MOND

,

.

CORONET THEATRE
New York

;

.

.

.

Stone-SIoane Sign

strict

factor is involved, so
fairlv

tained.

standards have been main-

About half the current Broad«

way productions give generous program billing, but comparativelv
conservative name mentions in
the

;

-

1

6 Top Tunesmiths

:

.

!

cost

alphabetical ad index in the dailies
In one instance, 13 players
get
name credit in the program, but
none in the ad. In another, 10
names listed in the program ai^e
omitted from the ad. In a third
12
Harald Bromley-Eddie Rich-Dean
members with program billink
Goodman production of "O dis- cast
*
are not mentioned in the ad.
tress Mine."
Virtually all decisions as to billHouse has one; other definite
are
in?
covered in a player's conbooking, a two-week engagement,
tract,
so
the matter is usually one
of ''High Button Shoes," starting
May 9. Possibilities for fortnight of the principal questions in nedates are "Make Mine Manhattan" gotiations. It is, of course, closely
and "Inside U.S.A;'' First shows related to salary, since actors are
frequently
willing to take less
to
two-week stands were
try
''Oklahoma!", "Bloomer Girl" and money in return for favored billing
"Voice of the Turtle," all as ex- Thus, managements sometimes are'
generous with billing in order to
periments in previous seasons
keep
down
the payroll and, as a
Hanna, a 1,435-seater, is manresult,
the extent of program
aged by Milton Krantz.
credits is occasionally a tipoft that
the production has
a
skimpy
budget.
:

.

I

1

in-

distinguishable in the show
Hovv
ever, there is a sharp
distinction

between billing in the program anrt
in newspaper ads. In the
latter »

'

[

.

audiences and virtually

less to

Flynn, the dapper conspirator who interim, the: house will have singleplots for the love of his life "DIA- week stands by "Annie Get Your
LIL." Another leading man Gun," "Medea" and "The Heiress."
in her life.
Current on a solo-stanza is the

:

;

G. MARTIN
with MAE
"DIAMOND LIL" as Dan

CHARLES

.

:

!

•

Cleveland^ Feb. 8.
Hanna theatre, which was a splitweek stand only 10 years ago, is iti
process of expanding from single
weeks to two'week bookings. So
far, only strong grossers are being
spotted the fortnight stay, with
moderate draws limited to the solo
semester^ The added playing time
reflects the growth of Cleveland as;
a legit town.
The two-week schedule will be
followed for "Brlgadoon," which
arrives March 14,; with "Streetcar
Named Desire" also set for a fortIn' the
night starting March 28.

,

in Paid Adi

Featured program billing
for
non- principal players, in
some
cases relative unknowns
parently a growing
phenomenoa
of legit. In son^e Instances
it is now
being carried to extremes, with
«ia
listing ot
of nam(>s
thaf are
names that
meaninB,
'

To 2-Week Bookings

.

.

Mkg for Actors

On Broadway-But Not

Town to Boston

Rates as No. 2 Legit

Philadelphia.
ton as show towns: "Variety Lays
Editor, Variety:
An Egg—But Good!"
writing you in a mood of
Quote
"Nearly all producers
petulance, a mood induced by your prefer to play Boston rather than
Hobe Morrison's Jan. 26 piece in Philadelphia." Fact: During the 14
Variety. His article dealing with months that the undersigned has
a compari.<>on between Boston and been tapping out a column of legit
Philadelphia as theatre towns is news in the Philadelphia Sunday
most annoying in its numerous dis- Bulletin, he's been assured by a
He sets long procession of producers: and
tortions and omissions.
up a hypothesis: Boston is a bet- agents that they prefer to visit
ter theatre city than Philly, even Philadelphia because its audiences
though the latter has a larger serve as a first-rate gauge of patchpopulation. In examining this situ- ing and paring needs.
(Apparently
ation he states "facts" such as the
producers
a n d
following: most producers prefer [ agents tell a different story in
Boston to Philadelphia; Boston is Philly than in N. Y.-— Ed.)
Quote: "Boston
is good for
good for longer runs, Philly being
a two-week town, Boston three or longer: runs than Philly." Fact:
over;. Boston's gross is larger than That may be true of gobblers, but
Philly's; Boston is a press-agent's a really solid item plays to S.R.O.
dream, Philly a nightmare, due to here, ahd ciiuld stick' around inthe coverage of the daily papers. definitely if schedules permitted;
Quote "Boston has seven availAdmittedly a comparison such'
Philly has four."
as Mr. Morrison undertook is dif- table theatres
"Philly gets slimmer legit
ficult, due to the theatre's com-; And
And: "Thus far in
plexity, but it does not excuse the bookings."
obscurity of facts. Here are a few 1948-49, there have been 36 road
[bookings f Boston
Philly has
pertinent ones that I add:
had 32." And:"In total business
.1. Bostcn has seven theatres to
Philadelphia's four. This is men- Boston has an edge, too." Comtioned rather blandly as a seem- ment In view of the first of these
Variety mugg
ingly minor matter about the mid- quotes, even a
die of his essay. Quit^ obviously should be able to figure out that
it is not. In fact, it is the most the other, conclusions aren't star-

I949

For

B'

way Musical

Hollywood, Feb. 8.
Quote: "A major factor in the
Paula Stohe and Michael Sloane
half the theatres available in Bos- legit setup in the two' towns is have inked six of the nation's. top
(Philly: tunesmiths to turn out the score
ton Is at a disadvantage in regard the newspaper situation
to bookings. This fact affects the papers) tend to give the brush for a new revue, "Bright and
to legit copyj the Bulletin in par- Early," which^ will bow on Broadentire theatrical picture.
Composers are
(The 'fact that Philly has only ticular." Fact: The Bulletin prints way in the fall.
four legit houses is a result, as sizable reviews, accompanied by Harold Arlen, Robert Emmett Do-" Ballet Theatre Resumes
Primary object of name bilhng
well as a. cause, of lack of local the caricatures of Jim House; Ian, Johnny Green, Johnny Mercer,
is to exploit popular players
as 4
support for the theatre. The loss prints spot news about the thea- Harry Ruby and Harry Warren.
Next Month; Five-Week boxoffice hypo. Thus, the deterof the Broad, Garrick, Lyric, Adeh tre, lengthy. Illustrated interviews Hy Kraft is penning the book,
mining factor in billing is Supposed
phi, Ghesnut Street Opera. House and feature stories, an advance [
First new show for the producMet Booking Is Problem to be the actor's potency as an
and Erlanger followed: dwindling about coming attractions everyjing team, last represented on
Saturday, and a daily theatre time- Broadway by a revival of "Sweetattendance.Tr^Ed.)
Reactivated Ballet Theatre, audience draw. However, star or
is
2. Boston
a
press-agent's table.
On Sundays there is, in- hearts," the new musical will be which forewent a faU and .winter featured billing has usually been
dream and I do not deny that variably, a theatre column, pic- [ budgeted at around $150,000. Pres- season this year for the first timer extended in recognition of a fine
many producers would prefer it to tures of all incoming shows; and a ent plans call for a Coast break- in its 10-year-old history, will re- performance.
Philadelphia. But the number of variety of feature stories and pic- [ in late in the summer after which sume this spring. It will dance a
In .such Cases it has helped estabdaily, newspapers is not the most ture. stunts
"Bright and Early" will jump di' three week engagement at the Met lish the player as a boxoffice name
significant item in this picture.
In addition to reviews
and rectly to New York.
Opera House, Ni Y., starting April and thereby bolstered the theatre
The easy "going-over" and unde- straight news items, there have
About half of the tunes already 17, preceded by a. short tour of as a whole. This general rule has
served praise lavished on numer^ i'been illustrated interviews with have been completed, and Kraft casterndties beginning March 21. largely been followed in the case
ous
tryouts
by the
generally Mae West, Louis Calhern, Garson now is putting the finishing touches
Director Lucia Chase is com- of stardom, but has been progresobtuse Boston critics looms large Kanin and Ruth Gordon, Ferenc to the script. Understood iSiow mitted to 40-performances, or five sively broadened in the case of
in the machinations of a. producer's Molnar, Audrey Meadows, Eddie will have 10 principals./
weeks of occupancy, at the Met. featured billing, particularly in
mind. Those "soft" reviews spell Foy, Jr.; Joseph Hayes, Blackstone
'
which will cost her about $40,000. PrPSMm listing.
advance buildups to' a Broadway the Magician, Paul Muni, Arthur
Troupe might extend its threC'
Salary Cut Swap
run, and with our present-day the- Miller, Lee J. Cobb.
Thete have
week stay if biz warrants, and if
Only player raised to stardom
atre constituted with its hub in been a number of multi-picture
not. Miss Chase will have to lose
on the strength of a performance
New York, this means much.
spreads, including three full coltwo weeks' house guarantee. Extra
on
Broadway this season was Anne
3. Closely linked with this ques- umns of art in one recent Sunday
fortnight has been offered to other
tion is the item of quality. Boston issue on "Death of a Salesman."
Forrest C. Haring, Dwighf Deere takers, with house thus .far only Jeffreys, who received the upped
billing
after
getting individual
has a repute As a town of "turkey" All told, at the Bulletin advertis- Wiman's general manager, will do booked outside for two "nights.
raves In "My Romance," even
tryouts. Last season it accumulated ing rate of $1 a line, the legitimate a strawhat season at the John Drew
Troupe has been auditioning
though
the show was generally
24 flops out of 32 plays: bound theatre has received $13,650 worth Memorial theatre. East Hampton, new members, since ballerina Alipanned. In that case, exploiting
for Broadway (75%). Philadelphia, qf free spaCe during the past five L. I., this summer. Haring, who cia Alonso and 12 dancers
from the
actress-singer
with 13 flops out of 25 tryouts, weeks.
Was figured a
took a year's Iea.se on the house, the company are now in Cuba and
probable boxoffice come-on,- as she
is that What Variety means
fared much better (50%).
by with option for four more sumr not planning to return. Miss Alalready had a moderate rep through
4. He states that Philadelphia is 'giving the brush" to legit? Could mers, will .present a 10-week
-sea- onso formed her own troupe, Balher click in the musical version
a two-week town, Boston a three- jbe, from where the writer of the son of stock, starting June 27
let Alicia
Alonso, consisting of
of
"Street
Scene" and as a film
week one. Why? "Theatrical cli- Variety article sits. But maybe he
He'll continue his g.m. duties about 30 dancers, which, after a
player.
mate" is suggested. Again the num- should revisit his old home town with Wiman
highly successful Cuban tour, has
ber of available theatres enters in. once in a while. [Hobe Morrison,
In one fairly recent case, a
tour month of bookings in Mexico
But actually the statement is un- Variety staffer, who wrote the
Chase Barn's July 13 Bow
and South America to fill through featured comic in a Broadway show
true. Philly has played numerous piece, hails from Philly.— Ed. I
to May. Ballet Theatre will have was given more prominent Wiling,
Whitefield, N. H:, Feb. 8.
three-week engagements this sea-i
Cordially,
Chase Barn playhouse will open most of its other principals back, reportedly in swap for a salary cut
son.
Harry HarrLs,
here July. 12 for its 12th season, including Igor Youskevitch, Nora after the show was a proven box5, Philly's theatres have, on the
(Philly Eve. Bulletin.)
Kaye, Nana Gollner, Hugh Laing office success. Another angle of
with
Margaret
Hazlewood
manag:-.
average, a somewhat larger cai-*—^
ing director
and Lucy Chase and John Kriza. Youskevitch, who star-creating was^ illustrated some
pacity than those in Boston. This
Sparks producer. Strawhat will was dancing this winter with Miss sea.sons ago when a- femme lead in
has .direct bearing on the length
have, an Equity company and will Alonso, had to return because he's a borderline play received star
SEEKS
of the run. There are only, a cer- 'RAZE
continue its policy of no guest under yearly contract to Ballet '''"'"6. which was exploited in distain number of potential customers
Theatre. BT is borrowing Maria l^'^.V *"ls at the same time the manand no tryouts.
for any show. If the theatre is
IN CHI stars
Theatre, started in 1934 by the Tallchief, Jocelyn Vollmar and agement began using a cut-price
smaller, the customers must be acIn that instance, the
Chicago, Feb. 8
otjiers from the N. Y. City Ballet gimmick.
late. Will
...
Chase, onetime
„„„
commodated by a "spread-oUt"
t'ditor of the N. Y. Times, is known Co. as guest stars to augment its stardom was regarded as synthetic,
Although
"Raze
the
Roof"
postover a longer period. Such is Bos"''^ actress was never again
"opera chairs," roster. Janet Reed is back after a
ed Feb. 12 closing,
ending Chi
v^iii -omj.
o, ^..vM.t,
stay ^^^5''"''"^
ton's case, in part,
„„j ,
i"
„
starred.
Program for a recent
three-year layoff.
after
6. To date, this season, Boston's
a n s.g. month, production
gave featured billing to
Ballet Theatre is going into the
Met
theatre receipts have been $1,500,- is attempting to hang
on for three
Met at a $3 top, to match the top one player who wasn't even in the
000 to Philly's $1,250,000. But Bos- additional weeks.
Announcement
of Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo, cast..
theatre weeks in dailies claimed show would disSome managements try to mainT
wiiich danced at the Met last fall.
5:1^ 97
mi||pr
P
"r,u-n
III
Iflllllnn
Vnt
to Philly's 65.
''"MWH TOl
Where does Mr. band in Chi Feb. 12 "because of'"*"'*'*
Last time Ballet Theatre danced tain standards as to billing of
Morrison get his idea that Boston previous commitments by some
players (and usually authors, comof
at the Met, a year
last spring,
has more "theatrical climate?" A 'the principals." Show got critical
Morley Replacement its top was $4.80. ago
Ballet Theatre posers and directors as well). This,
comparison of figures does not in- nixes from Dailjf News' Syd Harris
too, is almost always a matter of
With Robert. Moriey due to witha fttU
with
^"'^ Chi Tribune's Claudia Cas- dtaw late in April
contract. Some managements give
^"iJ-sC^l^' n
...
^'^^^?,u'jj'- ,
from
the
arid
Jead-i*
a
7. Philly has a liberal attitude sidy,
and
ing part, in "Edward, My Son," at New York engagement.
There's themselves billing in the ads
toward the theatre that Bo.ston
American Guild of Variety Art- ^^e Martin Beck, N. Y., co-produeer S'>'ne question where Ballet Thea-. others do not. In some cases there
could never hoa^t nf Wo Hn ^^i
'^"^
members Gilbert Miller sailed for London tre would dance in N. Y. next sea- appears to be no set procedure.
ban
rometh-'^r "Tri. friends, appealing lor supast week to seek a replacement, so"; since the Met is taken up by For instance, in the daily index ads
We do not DurM "Dark nf th- P*"
^""l
^^"^ *''''^'
professed mission, however, J«a"et Russe and City Center has the Theatre Guild bills itself as
""^'"'•y Le.s- His
Moon" or ''Mr Rnherts '' Prnri
^'^^ Leonard, Weir Bros., and was to see the West End produc-|!tS own troupe. If no booking time presenting "Carousel," at the City
cers wiinpiaj
ctrs
with Dla\^s ot
of social
social significance
4ni^
'!u'
ra<!t were
wp^p AGVA
others in cast
ap.va acts, tion of "Antigone." Meanwhile « available at the Center, a Broad- Center, N. Y., and "My Name Is
would be foolish to prefer Boston Card
Aquilon," at the Lyceum, N.Y., but
also stated desire to keep the original edition of "Edward" way house would be sought.
of the Back Bay bans.
not "Sliver Whistle," at the Biltshow in Chi for a few months.
continues at the Lyric in London.
In conclu-sion, I should like to
more, N.Y.
Immediately after leaving the
Production needs around $13,400
state that Mr. Morrison could have
rt
*
r
>
.
Programs for Guild shows bill
Edward"
to break even; having garnered
on
Broadway,'
boar
for
Atlanta Theresa
aided theatre business in Philly
Helburn and Lawrence
around $16,000 in its second and *'^.°'^ley will go to Paris to co-star
If he had pointed out some of these
At'8"ta, Feb. 8.
n
" with Edana Romney
„
Langner «»
co-directors of the
x^„„b..„
as uu-ui.ci^i^/^o
and, Zachary
significant facts that he ignored. third weeks
booked "Show organization and usually again as
Scott in "Lovers of Rachael," to be wZ?"^''
lS®»^n
Boat, w th Billy House
Sidney Musicant.
Captain supervisors of the production. In
filmed by Rudolph Cartier.
'Yankee' for Dallas
He
,„,^
».a-u<.v «'Sht-Pef-j
e.^nr nor
general, billing is more liberal en
important item in the comparison.
A city like Philadelphia, with only

tling,
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Dana.s.
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8.
'Variety' Lays an Egg?
three plays, the
The Magnificent Yankee," by
Philadelphia.
Emmet Lavery, will be Dallas lit- will be "Edward"
tie theatre's
Suggested headline for Vabiety's duction, Marchfourth 1948-49 pro10-12.
recent (Jan. 26) fabrication about
James Shelburne will play the
the relative s.a, of Philly and Bos- Oliver Wendell Holmes lead.
Steolt ' *

SJ°1^aJ^L^1:^'^^^1
/.o «>n™nr.„~,™
.
_ T,.,
engagement-^tar^rg'leT
1:°---

^^^\J^,J^^^t:Z.'^^^
first of which

28
Also coming to ToWet

Editor, Variety:

is

homa!"
^^'"P*^'LJ^:!!f';,PJi!?'i
I

when

'nj^gjggi gjjg^g

gjraight plays-

"Okla-

tiv'
"onic Temple,. DeFeb. 15-20.

tdots;^p"c^v*a!

are.not lighted.
I

troit,

HftAfM^'Vi February 9, 1949

Lodto Cafled

LEGITIMATE

m Carpet

to

Explam

Hollywcrod, Feb.

&

Miller

Stand on 'Overpaid' Press Agents
Louis A. Lotito, president of City
tHayhoUses, Inc., and manager of
fiiTMartin Beck, N. Y., has been
the Assn. of
called to account by

m

Try Tavor' on
new

legit

here

Feb.

makes

a

its

Roberts Ends First Year With

bow

-Record for Straight

"Whom the
two-acter by

with

11

Gods Favor;"

-f

8.

Chandler Productions,
outfit,

new

57

Drama

Anthony ,Phelan at New Studio
'4When "Mister Roberts" plays its
Earl Robinson, Will Geer theatre.
first birthday performance Feb. 18
Author will be co-Starred with Harris Huddling With
the Alvin, N. Y., it will have
T
miracy, /-(
11
nT'i. 1
For Coast 'Cradle' Preem Anne O'Neel under Mary Virginia LiCe
Agents & Manbrant Mitchell grossed a total of about $1,800,000,
1

1

Theatrical Press
contained in
•eers foi" stat:ements
interview with Ward
• recent
Morehousef in the N. Y. Sun. He
Has been Instructed to appear be-

Hollywood, Feb.

Contemporary Stage,

from vacation

return

his

Met Opera

In

Florida.

Meanwhile, the board wired him
in view of his
to ask whether,
membership in the League of N. Y.
Theatres, the producers' and theatre owners' organization, he feels
tUat hi$ alleged statements should
.

dIsauaWy him from remaining in
Before leaving for
union.
Florida, Lotito said he was misquoted in the interview, but Morehouse has since offered to appear
before the union board to attest
quoted
to the accuracy of the
thfe

Statements.

'

Natl Attention

,

Los Ahgelies, Feb. 8.
SfusHrooming but fjrom a pro-

jected one-night venture, "Borschtcapades," Yiddish variety revue, is
readying a bid for national atteution after be.coming virtually .a> loA midwest tour
cal institution.
now is being set up for the show
which, in 18 scattered but capacity
ganization and its members^
performances at the 1,300-seat
Lotito is not due back from vaca- Wilshire-EbeU theatre, has grossed
tion until early in. March.
a wow $63,000.
Conceived and produced by
Mickey Katz, the show has left loslightly
cal theatremen
groggy.
mistle' Clearing
Forced to play dates according to
the availability of the house— and
Operating Profit
bucking California's worst winter
Biz in years^"Borschtcapades" is exI

|

-

4iG

On Current 21G

tensively advertised and, frequently sold out in advance.

Theatre

Guild's surprise
eUck, "The Silver Whistle," at the
Biltmore, N. Y., is clearing about
$4,500 weekly profit at its present
boxollice pace of around $21,000.
It has earned back approximately
120,000 of its original $35,000 in-

The

:

;ve8tment.

Its

minimum

Show departs from the traditionconcept of Yiddish vaude and,
save for several typically Yiddish
numbers, makes the grade with
al

as
well.
Downtown
dailies, for example, hailed it enthusiastically,

non-Jews

operating

-

around $10,000, with Jose

cost is

Tour
21-22,

10%

of the gross- aS'

star.

i

:

'

:

,,

N. Y.

"High
Broadway,
of

Y., has now paid a profit of
1110,000 on Its $200,000 investment. In addition, the musical has
earned about $40,000 in* cash re-

week.

I

'50

com

Alvin (1,357 seats) at a $4.80 top.
For the first few months the maximum weekly take for the produce

this

tion

™

the backers.
rl"
Peeted to be earned

WW more

Balance is exback within a
weeks of touring.

'OKLA.!'

FOE ALBANY
Albany, Feb.

8.

Warners' Strand, having clicked
*ith
' .,^wo-day engagement "of
"Ho*.
J«rvey,> starring Joe E. Brown,
w>« present
"Oklahoma!" for a
jeen startmg
March 28. It is the
b^u.^T'^essional musical comedy

^rst

tbp «:

vecetni years and
road show to hold the

*or six days.

was just under $34v000, but

then the scale was raised for a
couple of rows in the rear of the
balcony, so the possible gross was
increased to approximately $35,000,
including standees. With the scale
doubled for the New Year's Eve
performance, the gross, for that

.

Wrecking Of

week was just "a trifle under $40,000, also a -straight play' record.

'

I

Pre-Holy Week trek as far as
Cleveland accounts for the extra
mileage this season. Tour resumes
in Atlanta, April 18-20; Memphis

I

i

.

1

(21), Dallas (22-24), Los. Angeles,
April 26''May 7; Denver (9-10); Des

Moines

(11);

Minneapolis

Bloomington, Ind.
ette,

Ind.

(18);

St.

(16-17);

Louis

j

|

(12-14);

Lafay(19-21).

Des Moines

is on the list for the
time. Boston gets 10 days of
opera, four more than last year.
L. A., visited last year after a 42year absence, gets a fortnight

first

downtown

jeon

buildings.

Flickering hope that perhaps
Alcoa officials might: include a theuse two special atre in its blueprints was: dashed
trains, carrying 317 people, more with announcement by Aluminum
than ever before. These will in- Co. officials that one had been conclude 88 musicians, chorus of 90, sidered on the first floor but had
ballet of 40, and 60 artists, plus been found impractical, since it
leads, crew and other staffers. Met would require more space than
they,, could spare.
(Continued on page 60)
So far nobody has come forward
locally with any plans for a spot
where touring, attractions might
Impromptu Show By
continue to play,, and it doesn't
look as if any will either.
So a
town that once had as many as
'Brigadoon' Talent In
half a dozen legit theatres will
Forced Curtain Delay soon have none.
Lot of comment has been heard:
Milwaukee, Feb. 8.
over fact that Pittsburgh Play"Brigadoon" opening at Davidr house, local community theatre.
son theatre last week, found house Will soon put Up a $1,000,000 buildsold out, with props and drops ing and the Civic Light Opera
still not arrived from Chicago at Assn., which annually sponsors a
curtain time. After patron squawks nine-week season of summer operr
the stage manager told them of
(Conlmued on page 60)
the delay and asked audience to
bear with them. Scenery got to
theatre at 8 40 p.m. To prove deagain."'.

Company

Gert Lawrence Thanks

will

U.S.

Show Biz for

Its

Aid

London.

I

I

Editor, Variety^

I

(

{

.

NATIONAL, N.

lead, sat

on orchestra

rail,

MAY

Y.,

I

i

It is difficult to^ Write about ihy
return to the London theatre without seeming over-emotional and
egotistical- -that is why I was so
anxious that my husband, Richard
Aldrich, should be present. I felt
that should I fail to please after
so long an absence I< would need
his broad shoulder to weep on
yet if all went well it could never
be the same again, and I wanted
him there anyway. I think you can
judge by the British press from
Oxford, Blackpool, Leeds, Liver-

pool,

Manchester and London how.

things have gone with me and
play, "September Tide."

my

Such loving devotion after .so
long an absence is most moving.
After aU, these people have ex;

perienced
tion

great

:

suffering,

and tragedy together

privaduring,

years I have been away
from the English stage, and surely:
National theatre, N, Y., operated this gave them every excuse to
by the Shuberts, may be switched forget all else and remember only
from legit to radio or television, the fact that, the end is not yet
House is being oftered to networks here.
at a reported rental of about $75,But from the very beginning in
000 a year. Itis currently tenanted Oxford, the warmth of their welby "Lend an Ear," but that revue come was accumulative. My mail.,
moves Feb. 21 to the Broadhurst, is filled with letters from comWith "The Big Knife" slated to re- plete, strangers who saw me "when'*
place. Presumably "Knife" would or who heard my voice on the
have to be shifted to another the- air from the U.S. when, during
atre if the National goes over to the war, and with the volunteer
radio or tele.
help of fellow actors in the U.S.,
WOR-Mutual, which now uses I ran a program from NBC to the
the Longacre and Guild as radio BBC, called "Broadway Calling."
theatres, has been reluctant to re- Also there come letters of welcome
new its lease on the former at a from those who have never seen
sharply upped rental. Meanwhile; or heard of me except from others.
the Shuberts, through Dor.sar EnSo I am back like a , homing
terprises, are trying to obtain title pigeon and very grateful to the
to the Guild by taking up;its mort- various and talented directors, progage. There's a chance that CBS, ducers in the U.S. who helped to
the
Maxine
Elliott make
which now rents
me what I am today-^I hope
as a television studio, may vacate they £Lre satisfie'd, as the old song
it at the termination of the deal,
goes.
Gertrude Lawrence.
possibly in favor of the National.
With legit houses currently not in
demand, it's figured unlikely that
Return Date
the Longacre would return to stage
Pittsburgh, Feb. 8:
as a

SWITCH TO RADIO OR TV

the

12

-

-

singing

requests.

"Brigadoon"'
At 10:30
p.m.
"Borsehtcapades'' teed off localopened, with audience and cast on
ly last Oct. 17 as a one-shot exsuch friendly terms that when final
The results surprised curtain came down at 1:05 a.m,
periment.
Since
even Katz and Zeiger.
it was found that only three ticketthen, it has been a scramble to holders had requested a refund.
get the Wilshire-Ebell, privatel.vowned house which generally is
booked for months in advance and
is the only house in town available
Horton to Tour In
on such a basis. For the tour,
it's
understood "Borschtcapades"
'Present Laughter'
houses with se.iting
j5 ^j^j
Edward Everett Horton will star
capacities running between 1,500
in a touring company of Noel Cowand 2,500;
ard's "Present Laughter," to be put
into rehearsal early in March by
C. Edwin Knill and Martin ManuHelen Walpole
the latter's direction.
Helen Walpole has authored a lis, under
from John C. Wilson's
new dr'ama, "Mint and .Anise," Setting
Broadway production of two sea- fare if WOR-Mutual drops it
about the strong-willed father of a
ago won't be used, but a lightradio spot.
smalltown New England family. sons
er one will be built. Show will be
Title is taken from a quotation
at about $35,000, but may
from St. Matthew. Play is a single- budgeted
Romberg's
cost considerably less.
setter requiring a cast of 10.
Sigmund Romberg is slated for a
Knill and Manulis are already
Authoress is al.so revising her
as general manager and 12-week concert tour, arranged by
"Confound Their Politics," dealing associated,
director, respectively, of Wilson's Harry D. Squires, opening Feb, 18
with Ihe struggle between Andrew
revival of "Private Lives," at the in Worcester. Mass. It winds up in
Jackson and Nicholas Biddle, for a
Plymouth, N. Y, Knill is al.so gen- New Orleans May 15.
possible outdoor production this
Touring with Romberg will be
eral manager of the Sain* Subbersummer in Tennessee.
Lemuel Ayers production of "Kiss ..Jarniila Novotna, Gene Marvey
the
write
to
continuing
She's
and Victoria Sherry.
Me, Kate," at the Century, N. Y.
series.
radio
"Stella Dallas"
I

Second company,
which was
5""8etedat $150,000 andfost about
115,000, has repaid all but $17,-

i

Town Exits Legit

April 2, Cleveland (4-9), and Rochester; (11), company then returning
to N. Y. for Holy Week (11-16).

I

I

,.

Production of "Roberts" was
budgeted for $100,000, and it has
thus far paid qff about two-to-one.
That includes the profits from the
Chicago company, which was fir
nanced at $65,000 from the returns
Pittsburgh,, Feb 8
on the original edition. Broadway
Death knell of Nixon theatre, production breaks even at about
the last citadel of legit in Pitts- $20,000, which means that it is
burgh, was irrevocably sounded piling up additional profits at the
'last week when Aluminum Co. of rate
of around $8,000-$9,000 a
America, .which a year ago. bought week.
Chicago troupe is. making
site upon which 45-year-old play- in tlie neighborhood of $5,000 more^
house
stands,
announced that
Ldand Hayward is the producer^
wreckers
would begin tearing of the show, but Joshua Logan, as
down the: building in the summer co-author and director, also has a
of '50:
In its place will rise a share of the show; as does Henry
30-story,
virtually
all-aluminum Fonda, the star,
structure which is to house the
approximate 1,000 Alcoa employees
now quartered in eight different

March
covers Boston March 23starts in Baltimore,

I

"P*'^*'°"''''°*^"'=^''

pacity.

fall,

Nixon,Pittsburgh;

I

extra

ShK?nni;..
pu ivipness.

;

i

"The Green Bay Tree" next
with Rathbone as star.
Harris is due back late

'

,

COMPANY

j

;

:

ON

only one performance (pre-Christmas week), hut the week's standee
trade lifted the gross above Ca-

j

their tentative deal for a revival of

I

Original production
Button Shoes," at the

a

for

j

.

to use eight to 10 performer^ in
addition to his six-piece combo.

record

a

j

:

{110,000 'SHOES' PROFIT

be

!

:

.,

the

;

this spring,

'

'

to

During its first year
Thomas Heggen-Joshua Logan
comedy has failed to go clean at

straight play.

!

Other shows have played to SRO
Director-producer also saw Basil
Rathbone in San Francisco over business for more than a year, but
the weekend, where the actor was no other straight play has even
appearing in "The Heiress," about done so; in a house as big as the

Cast, during the local perform^
ances IS subject to change) dependProduction, originally done: at ing upon, availability of individual
Westport, Conn., cost about $20,'^ performersi However, a complete
unit now is being worked out for
ilOO,v but lost in the neighborhood
Hal Zeiger, cornOf $10,000 during its tryout tour, road purposes.
Pany manager. is asking $2,000
so the outlay to raise tbe curtain
in New York came to around $30,- guarantee per performance against
000.
On that basis, it's a strong percentages. Projected tour will
bet to pay off the numerous small be. only a warmup accordmg to
It will run about
backers, some of whom were in the present plans.
original strawhat cast.
Ferrer is two months, after which the show
-understood to have a sizable slice, will return here to' collect more lo^
cal gravy.: Next year, however,: a lay. Curtain was raised*: disclosing
in- addition tQ' his percentage off
complete national tour is in pros^ members of the chorus, plus the
the top:
leads, helping stagb'hands set ~up
It's uncertain whether the star pect.
will stay with the comedy beyond
Katz and his Kosher Jammers, the show.
During procedure Pamela Britthe end of the current season. He RCA disk artists, are starred in the
has various tentative summer the- show. Talent used locally includes ton, comedienne; Priscilla Gillette,
Jackie
Green, romantic lead, and Lee Sullivan
Foster
»tre offers, but may return for the Phil
fall. If not, the Guild is mulling
Sylvia came downstage to sing and
Abbott,
Raa.sche,
Patsy
Scotch pipers st ro d e the
possible replacements for a road Goldberg, Joel Kaye and Pietro gag.
tour.
Gentile. For the road, Katz plans aisles, and David Brooks, male

Ferrer getting

:

produce

Revue Eyeing

'

beUeyed
I

leading parts of "The Traitor,"
play by Herman Wouk, wliich he
and Fred Finklehofl"e are to eo-

Coast Borscht

JX)tito

jpressagents

.

Slates

longest Tonr

*

According to the Sun interview,
expressed the opinion that
overpaid
are
and
Ibould not be permitted to handle
more than -a single show at a time.ite was quoted as explaining that
some such economies are. necessary
if rising theatrical costs are to be
Ironically,
the
brought down.
sairie interview noted that as City
'Playhouses head and Martin Beck
'wanageri Lotito is a "six^theatre
man."
Both Morehouse and members
of the ATPAM board have expressed regret that Lotito has ^e-come involved in the situation. But
despite;! their personal liking for
Urn, the union oRicials assert that
the statements tend to be detrimental to-' the welfare of the or-

Jed Harris planed last Thursday
the Coast to confer with Lee
Tracy and Grant Mitchell about
terms for their appearances in
(3) to

has inked Will Geer to
appear in the premiere Coast production of Marc Blitzstein's "Cradle Will Bock," late this month.
Negotiations now are going on for
a theatre.
Stanley Coburn will direct and
Earl Robinson will handle the musical direction. Others in the cast
The- Metropolitan Opera A.ssn.
include Ken Harvey, Herta Ware,
Betty Holland, Tom Ndol, Maidie will embark on the longest tour of
Norman, Joseph Warfield, Waldo its 64-year-old history next month,,
Winger, Analise Morgan, Martin the tour to cover over 9,700 miles
Perlman, David Ellis, Hem-i Da- and cost the Met over $150,000 in
Tour is 1,200 miles
vidson, Robert Lowell and Jerry railroading.
longer than last season's; will total
Silvern.
61 performances, or one more than
last year, and take eight weeks,
same as in '48. The Met's share
of the tour should run between
Fact that
$750,000 and $800,000.
tour was increased over last year
is considered remarkable in face
of the fact that the Met had to
curtail its home season in N. Y. by
two weeks this year because, of a
late start due to union problems.-

the union's governing board

on

Parmer's direction.

8.

local legit

group,

Drama

,

'

;

Tour

'

!

.

;

1

.

:

William Goonan, 22-year-old chorus boy in "Allegro," was returned
to Pittsburgh by police from Cleve-

land last week to face charges of
passing $278 in worthless checks
here while Theatre Guild musical
was at Nixon last December.
Goonan is charged with doing
the same in Boston, where "Allegro", played before coming to
Pittsburgh, and in Cleveland,
'
next stop after taer^.

its

VedncBday, February 9, 1949

UEEGITIMATB

Bookiiigs, Guest Stars

B'way

To Hypo Pro

Inside Stulf-Legit

Mapped

Named

P)ro$pects For

liability for contributions under the N. Y.
state
as governmental and non-profitvirould be amended under a
bill
Three alternate selections for introduced in the N. Y. JL«gislature by Assemblyman John T. Satriale
permanent executive-secre- Measure, now in the hopper, calls for such employers to make benefit
the
taryship of Actors Equity were payments in "respect to persons engaged for performance for which

Exemptions from

unemployment insurance law insofa?
Equity Exec-Sec Post making organizations are concerned,

Le^ Stock in Honolulu

'

'

•

the star taking his production of
"Man and Superman" to the is- presented to the union's council at
lands this spring. Project fell
meeting yesterday
regular
its
through, however, as Ev^ns had
No recommendation was
(Tues.);
only a week of open time during
made by the special committee,
his current tour. That would not
however, and no decision was
be enough to fly the company to
reached by the council. Angus
Honolulu and back and allow suf'
Duncan is acting exec-sec.
raising and thsatre-building cam- ficient playing time to cover the
The three names submitted by
paign scheduled to start next fall. estimated $12,000 cost involved.
the committee are Warren MunWaterfront Theatre for 6,000
Organization in charge of the
sell. Sr., Louis Simon and MortiHonolulu Community Theatre,
plans is the Honolulu Community
mer
Becker. Munsell is a legit
Theatre, which has been presenting which operates under a territorial company; manager, former general
shows in various auditoriums there charter but without subsidy, is aim manager for the Theatre Ctuild
since 1935, when it was formed ing to have its own outdoor, water- and served as a colonel in the
through the consolidation of a num- front theatre seating about 6,000, Army during the war. He was reber of local little theatre groups plus an indoor playhouse seating cently company manager for the
dating from 1912. Leroy Fulmer, about 1,000, as well as a work- Rouben Mamo^ilian production, of
managing director of the outfit, shop, offices, etc. Siich a plant, it's "Leaf and Bough," and is' currentwas in New York for several weeks figured, would provide enough ca- ly handling the "ANTA Albufn,"
recently conferring with officials of Pacity to pay for bringing small to be presented March 8 at the
ANTA and other theatrical organi- touring productions there from the Ziegfeld, N. V.
states for fortnight engagements.
zations and agencies.
Simon is general manager of
case of musicals and
As a first step in bringing roadveterans Hospital Camp Shows,
show productions to Hawaii from l^rge straight plays, the leads successor to the USO. Becker, an
brought from the mainthe states Joe E. Brown is being iP^'gh'
Jaffe,
in the Jaffe
attorney
l^nd, using local supporting casts
sought to play a guest engagement
Physical productions. The lat- N. Y., law office, is associate
there, next fall in "Harvey," with|f»<l
'^r procedure would have to be counsel for the American Federathe leading woman from his tourArtists,
American
tion
Radio
of
^''"''we? ^ith shows en route to
Ing cast. Negotiations are already
golAustraha, where only leading play- Guild of Musical Artists, and has
in progress for the comedian to
represented various performers:
^re >mp«rted from the U S
t* Australia to star in the Mary ^rs
Pending its fund drive and buUd- and unions.
Coyle Chase play, so it's figured
Committee which presented the
program, the Honolulu group
he could stop off for the Honolulu
three
names is headed by Mar-,
continues to oflTer a regular mnedate on the wav
production season of assorted plays garet Webster.
if'
,
,
X,
Except for the two leads, the and musicals. Shows include Broad
supporting players would, be re- way successes, all :of which are
EL PATIO TaYOUX
cruited from local ranks, as will be ^one with a strong local flavor,
donefor the Australiai engagement. plus original plays and musicals.
Hollywood, Feb. 8,,
Brown has expressed eagetness to one of the top successes of last
Second attraction at the newly
make the Hawaiian appearance if season, for instance, was the pro- reopened El Patio will be "Elgie's
details can be arranged, and it's auction
script by Alfred
Woman,"
new
of "Sound of Hunting,"
believed he d be an especially the Harry Brown drama
about the Aiken which will be tried out with
strong b.o.- draw in the Islands be- ^ar in Italy. It
was cast entirely a view to Broadway production.
cause of his USO work in the from Nisei veterans
Aiken
and
Robert
Holmes will coof the 442d
Pacific during the war.
Battalion, which saw action in that produce the one-setter, which bows
During his stay in the states, campaign:
next Tues. (15).
Fulmer' also conferred with MauAnother success was "The Harp
Cast of five is headed by Sheila
rice Evans about the prospect of
(Continued on page 59)
Bromley; Ted Bv Sills is directing.

Plans are underway for the establishment of a professional repertory company in Honolulu, with
a possibility of booking touring
Broadway shews there. Development, tied in with the drive to
have the Hawaiian Islands admitted
to statehood, is part of a fund

artists, musical, singing or
dancinu
orchestra conductors, musicians, choreographers, opera singers
singers in choral groups, choruses or ensembles, dancers in ballet and
persons engaged in the stage directing, stage managing and promptina
of any such performance." If passed the .act would take effect next

admission Is charged, as concert
soloists,

\

1

June

!

6.

.

Reviews of "Blood Wedding," Which opened Sunday night (6) at New
Stages, N. Y., were the most sharply divided of the season. Brooks'
Atkinson, in the N. Y. Times, called it "a strangely beautiful theatre
Howard Barnes (Herald Tribune) headed his review
incantation.'"Obituary Notice," and said that the show "represents almost all the
worst aspects of pseudo-artistic theatricals," William Hawkins (World-"
Telegram) and Robert Garland (Journal American) were equally at
'
odds.
Notices of "Diamond Lil," which was revived Saturday (5) at the
Coronet, all panned the play and provided good boxoffice plugs for
Mae West. John Chapman (News) came up with the best line, referring
to the star as "the most gifted female impersonator since Julian
Eltinge."
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"Two Blind Mice," Samuel Spewack comedy, which opens a tryout
(Thurs.) at the Shubert, New Haven, is budgeted at
Producers and general
$60,000, with provision for a 20% overcall.

|

'

'

tomorrow night

'

&

partners are Archer King and Harrison WoodhuU.
Among the 25 limited partners the largest investor is the author,
with a $12,000 Share. Others associated with sliow business include
Lawrence Blau, $2,400; Jeff" Bemie, $1;200; F. J. Damis, $1,200; Norman
W. Euerth, $^,400; Elinor Green (Mrs. Merle -Miller), $1,200; George
Kamen, $1,200; Kay Kamen, $1,200; N. P. Maksinna, $1,200; Arthur M.
Rapf, $6,000, and Mrs. Woodhull, $1,200.

!

.

'

,

.

j

Production of "At War With the Army," currently, trying out in
Philadelphia, is budgeted at $45,000, with provision for a 10% overcall.
Producers and general partners are Henry May and Jerome E. Rosen-*
feld.
Charles Bay McCallum, originally listed as co-producer, is no
longer billed.
Show business names among -the backers r include radio announcer
Ben Grauer; $liOOO; scene designee Donald Oenslager, $2,500, and pub-:
Most of the other investors are the
licist Edward L. Bemays, $750.

'

.

I

J.

i.

,

I

I

'

'

:

|

,

producers' former fellow-students at Yale.

,

|

As shown by Variety's weekly running total of Broadway grosses^
which appears on an adjacent page, complaints about allegedly poor
Actually, all shows during the
business this season are unjustified.
season thus far have pulled a trifle heavier receipts than during the
corresponding period of 1947-48, even though the number of weeks
played by all shows has been considerably lower.
It's generally agreed, however, that both, production and operating
costs are higher this season than last, so there is probably a lower
net on the current business.

j

I

I

,

i

{

Director

[

Choreographer

I

:

Robert Sylvester, N. Y. News drama editor, currently vacationing in
Havana, narrowly escaped being shot last Sunday (30) afternoon whilt
sitting at a sidewalk cafe table with his wife, Bunty Pendleton, Severil
men who had been talking at an adjacent, table suddenly drew revolven
and began shooting 9t each other; while the Sylyesters crouched be^
hind chairs. There were no casualties or arrests;

Writer

Composer

BARSTOW

As a promotion move for "Richard III," which opened last night
(Tues.) at the Booth, N. Y., heads of English and drama departments
of colleges and schools in tlie New York area attended a Monday niglit
(7) preview of the Shakespeare revival, as guests of the management.
Gratis tickets for the. performance were mailed last week, with tiotices
that if the recipients could not attend, the pasteboards should be passed
along to an assistant or some other interested person.

Gross of "Carousel" was over-estimated on. its recent engagement at
the Mosque, Richmond. Theatre Guild quoted $54,000, but the correct
figure

was $46,000.

'ICELANDIA
An

L^Bits

Intimate Musical on ice
Russell Lewis

i

Jan. 21st. 1949

"The abundance of talent in "Icea fresh Ice show venture
which opened Wednesday at the Las
Palmas, is recommendation in itself.

Xos Angeles Examiner

landia"

Jan. 21st, 1949

"Attention,

FROM THE SAMENESS OF OTHER
AND EVEN MORE COSTLY ICE

JLYW.OOD

Los Angeles Herald and Express
Jan. 21st, 1949

comer

"ICELANDIA" UNUSUAL ITEM
... a musical revue on blades, sort
.

revue on

of a frozen "LEND AN EAR.'^
"The entire cast of about 20 meni'*'
perform with a youthful enthn-"
."
siasm that is refreshing.

titled

KNOWS WHAT
Tempo

"ICELAN-

fessional,

I

HE'S ABOUT.

of the whole show Is pro-

gay and youthful.

.

I

J
I

j

I

"Barstow and his enthusiastic com'
pany have created a show that contains very classy numbers.
Two of
them are the best we have ever seen.''

JOHN RINGLING

HOTEL,

Sarasota, Florida

NOW
.

CHOREOGRAPHING THE
RINGLING BROS. BARNUJM

AND

BAILEY CIRCUS

.

.

.

.

.

.

I

I

sparkle.

.

DIRECTOR RICHARD BARSTOW
HAS PRESENTED UNIQUE AND
COLORFUL ENTERTAINMENT.

.

.

;

{

The 20 well designed numbers are
snappy, strictly modern and full of

.

.

LYR-

BY TALENTED RICHARD
BARSTOW, WHO OBVIOUSLY

the small stage at the Las
Palmas Theatre has been successfully
accomplished by a clever group of
young skaters
.

AND DIRECTION,
AND EVEN

MUCH OF THE MU|lC AND

ICS ARE

1949

,

,

is

skates,^

"STAGING

DIA" on

.

"ICELANDIA" and

CHOREOGRAPHY

COLORFUL SKATING REVUE
OPENS AT LAS PALMAS.
"The AMAZING task of producing
Revue

is titled

best described as an. intimate nrosioial

bers,

a colorful Ice

EAST COAST! HOL-

"yokels have done it again!
"The town has come up with another of those "hep" Shows that make
New Yorkers grudgingly admit we
have some talent out here. The new^

PRODUCTIONS...."

Valley Times, Jan. 21st,

.

"ICELANDIA"
SLICK REVUE

"THE INNOVATION OF DIALOGUE, THE VOCALIZING AND
MOTIFS COME AS A BELIEF

Howard Young

for California to join the troupe
at a number of colleges where
they're playing.
"Skaal," Vivian Johannes drama
recently tried out by Margot Jones
at the Theatre '49, Dallas, was
presented, during the summer of
1941 by Hedgerow theatre, Moylan. Pa.
Samuel French will publish several plays by William Saroyan,
including "Sam's Ego's House,"
"Don't Go Away Mad," "A Decent
Birth, a Happy Funeral," "Gel
Away Old Man" and the revised
Mil.
version of "Jini Dandy"
the World" angels last week got a dred Summit Satenstein, whose
payment of $17,000 (20%) on the "Beside Myself" was tested last
recent Garson- Kanin comedy fail- week by the Louisville little theaure. There will probably be at least tre, is polishing another comedy,
"The Green Swing," which Claire
one more small return.
Tony Buttitta leaves Joe E. Leonard and Carl Cowl will agent':
Mario de Lavel; who plays
Brown company of "Harvey" Saturthe
day (12) to fly to Coast, where he'll Jigger Craig in "Carousel,", at
first
be publicity director for Edwin City Center, N. Y., ir maldng
He
Lester's Civic Light Opera Co.' legit appearance in the show.
Fred Spooner replaces as p.a. on was not previously in the chorus,
Mickey Miller, showas stated
"Harvey." .
Go." at the
In the absence of Brock Pcm- girl in "As the Girls
is a niece
berton, permanent chairman of Winter Garden, N. Y.,
Musical
the committee on arrangements of David O. Selznick
oi
for the Antoinette: Perry Awards comedy about the life
Wilham
dinner in N. Y., James Reilly is Christian Andersen, which
producing
temporary chairman. Pemberton is Eythe is interested in
"Things ,to
in Florida, at Hobe found, for a next season, is titled
lyn"
rest.
He will be back, however, Remember." with book and Adam
by Clyde North and score by
before the actual finals.
interest in a
Howard Bay, scenic designer Carroll. There's also
Wlnttoro
showing
who both dii-ected and staged "As London
Bowling Green v.
the Girls Go," will be working on Kane going to
production
his 60th production when he starts (O.) to stage a student
on Lillian Hellman's "Montserrat" of "Hamlet."
quits
Carroll
Madeleine
tliis week
If
.
Carol Goodtter
&;

planed back to the Coast last night
(Tues.) after a week of New York
confabs on their 1949-50 season
plans for the National Light Opera
Festival and the production of John
Patrick's dramatization of "Dickens' "Bleak House"
"Bruno and
Sidney," comedy by Edward Caulfield, will be presented by New
Stages after its current "Blood
Wedding" and the next offering,
"The Sun and I," by Barrie Stavis
Backers of "Kiss Me, Kate," at
the Century, N. Y have received a
return of $30,000, one-sixth of their'
original
investment .. '^mile of

Los Angeles Daily News

.

.

.

.

am

>

.

.

.

and

Fred Hunter, members Of the Mar- "Goodbye, My Fancy" when"«»
garet Weiister Shakespeare Co., contract expires June 15,
are honeymooning in the touring Dunne may take over the Pa"/"'
van as they barnstorm the country. the tour and film ver£on as weuas
run.
Miss Webster has just left N. Y. the balance of the B*oadway

UEGITIMATB
Tavoirite Stranger'

fooadway Grosses

Total

Held to 14G

The following are the. comparative figures based on VARmrr's
l^xoffice estimatCB, for last, week and the corresponding week of
last leason:
This

B way Spotty; 'Madwoman' $23,300,

St Loo

comedy,

Sellars'

W

8.

'Diamond

"My

Favorite Stranger," had plenty of

Last

Season opposition

Season
26

Number of shows current

in

Louis, Feb.

St.

Eleanor

32

791
869
Total weeks played so far by all shows
$689,600
$696,600
Total gross for all current shows last week
all shows
$18,962,100 $18,626,500
Total season's gross so far for
productions
so
far
new
46
of
44
Ifjunber

Weather Nips Chi But 'Rob'ts' $28,800,

during

one-week

its

Lil'

Chicago, Feb.
plus rain

8.

weather

Sad

jgjro

JO

L.A. Off; 'Born* $16,500,

snow cut Into b.o.'s to, slight
•Ghosts' Anemic $2,800
but ovetall biz was healthy
Los Angeles, Feb; 8.
week. Jerry Lester's "Baze
Local legit nosed downward last
has received cool attenBoof"
The
week.
Only "Blackouts," which
are
sellweekends
althought
tion,
caters largely to a tourist trade,
12 Was unaffected.
out; Production may close Feb.
continue. It's the
j{ midweek lulls
Estimates for Last Week
reverse for newcomers "Finian's
^'Blackouts of 1949,'' El Gapitan
Rainbow" and "Harvey" both rat- (346th wk) (1,142; $2.40). Still $17,critics
and
patrons.
from
kudos
ing
000.
Estimates for Last Week
"Born Yesterday," Biltmore (3d
Dante the Maeician, Studebaker wk) (1,636; $3.60). Started strongly,
(1,246; $3.10). Bleak then slid back; $16,500 take profit(4th week)
weather left its mark here* so-so able but below hopes.
"Ghosts," El Patio (1st wk) (790;
$10,000.
Dour reopening for this
"Finian's Kaihbow," Shubert (1st $3.60).
long-shuttered house. Week's $2,week) (2,100; $4.94). Off to boff
800
represents about 20% capacity.
$tart, despite heavy snow Thurs.

heavy

degree,
last

mm

Rave reviews helped

Current Road Shows
(Feb. 7-19)

—

"Haze the Roof," Great North-

Allexro"
Curran, Frii^co (7week) (1^500; $3.71). Mid- 19).
week slumps not counteracted by
"Annie Get Your Gun"
Aud.,
big weekends, $15,500.
Cliarleston (7-12); Hanna, Cleve.
"Streetcar Named Desire," Har- (14J9).
ris (19th week) (1,000; $4.33). Fat
"At War With the Army"—Lo-

—

(20,200.

cust, Philly (7-19).

"Blackouts of 1948"—El Capitan,
L. A. (7-19).

BROWN-'HARVEr SRO

A

$21500 IN TORONTO
Montreal, Feb.

8.

"Born Yesterday".—Biltmore, L.

(7-12); Geary, Frisco (14-19).
"Brlifadoon"-Taft, Clncy (7-12);
American, St. Louis (14-19).
Dante— Studebaker, Chi (7-12);
,

Shubert-Lafayette, Det. (14-19).

—

ThesJoe E. Brown company of
"Desert Song" Aud-, Roch. (7played last week to a 8)
Erlanger, Buff. (9-12); Royal
His Majesty's. Advance Alex., Toronto (14-19).
notices and the Brown personality
"Favorite Stranger"
Mosque,
drew heavily, against lukewarm re- Peoria 17); Palace, Rockford (8);
views, whose chief complaint feaParkway, Mad. (9); Davidson, Mil,
tured the fact that there was too aO-12); Aud., St. Paul (14); ChaMuch Brown and not enough play. teau, Roch. (15); Lyceum, Mpls.
This 1,579-seat house was scaled (16-19).
to $3,38 top and jpicked up a near
"Finian's Rainbow''
Shubert,
$21,500. House will be dark for Chi (7-ld).
leveral weeks with the exception
"Harvey" (Fay Co.)—Blackstone^
of concert acts and the Blackstone
Chi (7-19).
company next week, as most road
Mont"Harvey" (Brown Co.)
shows consider this theatre out of clair, M'clair (7-12); Lyric, Allen-'
the way and a risk.
town (14-16); Rajah, Reading (17"Harvey"

;

gellout at

—

—

19)...

Chicago, Feb.
rave reviews

•

,

"High

Extended in Chi

'Harvey'

^

Pitt. (7-12); Cass,

8.

Because of
and
husky b.o., "Harvey," with Frank
Fay, at Blackstone theatre, extends

rest, Philly
(14-19).

(7-12);

— ForBalto

Ford's,

"Man and Superman'^

Jts stay to March 5, a week longer
than orighial Feb. 26 closing. Despiw Joe E. Brown's near-year run
In the. farce here
in '46-'47, pres-

—

Aud.,

Little Rock (7); Temple, B'ham (89) Poche, N. Orleans (10-12); Music
Hall, Houston (14); Texas, S. AnWorth,
company registered $18,000 in tonio (15); Par., Austin (16); Dallas
Ft. Worth (17); Majestic,
ts first week.
With bad weather
ettmg up, "Harvey" is expected (18-19).
"Medea"—Cass, Det. (7:12); Cox,
W zoom upward, as mail and adCincy (14-19).
vance orders increase.
Erlanger, Chi.
"Mr. Roberts"
;

ent

„mT.

Boston, Feb.

—

*?tenslon necessitated can-

(7-19).

11.-5* dates In

—

.

Kalamazoo, South
Hanna,
"O Mistress Mine'V
Toledo, but company
Cleve. (7-12); Nixon, Pitt. (14-19).
bookings after Detroit
"Oklahoma!" (No, 1 Co.)— Capr
foUowing Chi stay.
itol, W. Barre (7-8); Temple, Scranton (9-10); Aud., Trenton (11-12);
Center, Nfk. (14-19).
"Oklahoma!" (No, 2 Co.)— ShufMi-. H'*''

1

Honolulu Stock
Conttaiucdl

from pas*

S>

'^,*e Willows," by John Kneuassistant director of the orgamzation and Its staff playwright.
">e author, a
native playwright,
fraduate of the Yale drama
»«nool, and
writes about native
memes. The group
builds all its
Z„ Physical productions, from de^A.^^ Pat Halloran, former
-

„'??°*ay stage manager,

who took
n™t"« assignment from Norman
^rant.
Shows are staged by Ful-

evpr'/?^.t'^« inost popular show
outfit was "Mister
IloW*„"»
which was presented last
fLWf;
fall
ZaIL
special permission of
tho ^.u

at the

8.

Shu-

.

-

I
.

!

>

|

I

;

1

'

moro

An-

$4.80).

to $25,800.

"Madwoman of CliaiUot," BelasT
co (5th wk) (C-1,077; $4.80) has
climbed to hefty attendance and
holding the pace; $23,300.
"Mister Roberts," Alvin (51st
wk) (CD-1,35'7; $4.80). The standard SRO entry of the list; only the
number of standees v.iries; $34,900
"My Name Is Aquiion," Lyceum
Philip
Barry
(CD-990;
$4.80).
adaptation of play by Jean Pierre
Aumont, presented by the Theatre
Guild; opens tonight (Wed.).
"Private Lives," Plymouth (18th
Wk) (C-1,062; $4.80). With its low
nut and long preliminary tour, this
is one of the top moneymakers of
recent seasons; $21,000.
"Red Gloves," Mansfield (9th
:

C iComedy), D

1

Smash $33,700

In 1st of

2

Pitt

Weeks

Pittsburgh, Feb. 8.
"High Button Shoes is giving
the Nixon its third straight xmsU
cal smash' in a row, rolling up
close to $33,700 in first week
Show
of fortnight engagement.
played at $3.50 top (excluding tax)
and was a virtual sellout at every
performance except for the gallery
seats, which are invariably hard to
peddle here.
Advance for current stanza indicates that "Shoes" will even top
opening week's gross since it was a
beginning.
little off at the very
Obviously they, were waiting for
the notices. When they were good
without exception, the boxoffice

000.

(7-12).

-

:

•

$25,100.

"Where's Charley?"

St.

James

wk) (M-1.509; $6). Eased a
from its fine previous week;
limited capacity downstairs cuts
the possible gross; $35,800,
(17th

;

little

lanhattan

241/26.

'Salesman' tlQ In
Philly; 'Figure'lSG
Philadelphia, Feb..; 8.
Despite terrific legit biz here in
Philly last week, one of the city's
four regular houses is dark this
week and next, and, from present
indications, at least one or more of

the local legit houses wiU be sans
bookings from now into the early

.

"Death of a Salesman,". Morosco
(D-931; $4.80), Arthur Miller play,

spring.

Week

Last
Estimates
"Make Mtaie Manhattan," Forpresented by Kermit Bloomgarden
(1st week) (1,766; $4.55). A lit& Walter Fried; opens tomorrow rest
tle disappointing. Used a few cutnight (Thurs.).
Nighters' Club) at be-

"Diamond

Lil," Coronet
(CD$4.80).
Opened Saturday

1,003;

night

.

(5)

to

good boxoffice notices;

for

rates (First
ginning of week; $24,500. "Two
Blind Mice" in next Monday.

"Oklahoma!", Shubert (1st week)

show breaks even at about $20,000 (1,877; $3.90). Started a little tepand capacity at the scale is approx- idly but went into big figures. Just
imately $27,000; premiere was good' under $32,000.
for $4,200.
"Death of a Salesman," Locust
"Edward, My Son," Beck (19th (2d week) (1,580; $3.25). Absolute
wk) (D-1,214; $4.80). Another SRO capacity all week, with scalpers
week; $28,300.
getting fancy prices and plenty of
"FonVard
the
Heart,'^
48th turnaways; $27,000 at low scale,
Street (Ist wk) (D-921; $4.80). Lean "At War With the Army" opened

pickings for :problem play; trying last night (7),
Sunday performances and two-f or"Figure of a Girl," Walnut (2d
one; breaks at about $8,000; first week) (1,340; $3.90), With subscripweek, $2,800.
tions aiding in this case and film
"Goodbye, My Fancy," Fulton names to draw, this one got
(12th wk) (CD-966; $4.80).
Has sturdy $17,800 in second and nnal
completely recovered from pre- week despite so-so notices. House
holiday slump; moved to this house now dark for two weeks,

full

line formed immediately.
Sylvia Sidney-John Loder "O
"Raze the Roof"— Gt. North. Chi. Mistress Mine" follows "Shoes" on
Monday (14), then Bert Lahr Monday (7); wound up its Morosco
St. Louis
comes in with "Make Mine Man- stay with another capacity $24,000.
(7-12); Coliseum, EvansviUe (14);
"High Button Shoes," Broadway
hattan" for two weeks with Judith
Murat, Indpls. (15-16); Univ., La(70th Wk) (M-1,900; $6). NeW muAnderson's "Medea" following.
favette (17); Aud., L'ville (18-19).
sicals have pulled away some of
Named Desire"
"Streetcar
the support for this holdover hit, so
Harris, Chi. (7-19).
business is uneven, though there's
Blackstone 16G, Balto
Plymouth,
"The Big Knife"
still ample margin; $36,100.
Baltimore. Feb. 8,
Bost. (7-19).
"Howdy, Mr. Ice," Center (33d
Blackstone brought his magic
"The Heiress"—Music Hall, K. C.
wk) (R-2,964; $2.88). Attendance
week
and
here
Ford's
last
to
show
(14-19).
(7-12); Davidson, Mil.
holding up strongly, with weekfirm
$16,000
surprisingly
a
up
rang
Wanted"
They
What
"They Knew
ends a big help; $34,000.
a
Sunday
including
shows
10
for
(7-12).
.
Bo.st.
—Shubert.
"Inside U.S.A.," Majestic (41st
"Two Blind Mice"—Shubert, N, (6) matinee and night performance. wk) (R-1.659; $6).
Just about
Nothing in c u r re ntl y, with breaking even in its final weeks,
H. (10-12); Forrest, Philly (14-19).
"Make Mine Manhattan" set for but should rise a bit for the finale;
Feb. 14, with good advance action goes on the road Feb. 19; slid to
Schwartz I2V2G, Tor.

bert, Philly (7-19).

"Show Boaf'-^Amer.,

—

—

already registered.

Toronto, Feb.

At a light
Thomas Heggen and
and Schwartz and
+h„

$2.50

top,

8.

Maurice

*Okla.!' 27Vz6, Wheeling
his Yiddish Art Thethe producer,
producer atre did a fairly good $12,500 for
Wheeling, W. Va., Feb. 8.
Uffi u
the Broadwaj
Broadway a five-day engagement, at the Royal
wSf^^^y^a'^*''
No. 1 company of "Oklahoma!"
ModucUon.
Play had particular Alexandra (1,525);
played a full eight performances
°* its Pacific locale
and
nepertojy included *'ShylM^
t?**"^^
last week, getting a nice
the
theme.
Hershel
It
was the 22d and His Daughter.;;;
Broartl=
,27,500 on the engagement.
the group had Jester" and "The Great Fortune.'
been nf''
This is a snlit-week stand or a
First two did well; "Fortune" was
one-nighter for most shows.
•Jsen'errrdease/"*"**'^""'*
•

1

bert opened against each other last
week. The. first 'got slightly mixed
notices, the second raves, and biz
was correspondingly: apportioned.
Estimates for Last Week
"At War With the Army," Wilbur
(2d
week)
$3.60.
(1,200;
Gained a little on second Week in (9th wk) (D-1,387; $4.80). Another
town, farce doing a fairly good estir excellent week; under $32,000.
"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial
mated $11,000. Moved out Sat.
(143d Wk) (M-1,472; $6.60). Moved
(5).
up the closing date to this Saturday
San Carlo Opera Co., Opera night (12), but the road edition will
House (2d week) (3,000; $3.60. Ten continue; rose, a bit to $29,800,
performances in second week did
"As the Girls Go," Winter Garvery well, only one or two per- den (12th wk) (M-1,519; $7.20).
formances letting down on account Midweek matinees still the only
Estiof snow and rough going.
performances not getting standee:
mated $24,000, not bad.
business; trifle under $53,000.
"The Big Krtife," Plymouth (1st
'^Blood Wedding," New Stages
Veek) (1,200; $3.60). Notices on (D-299; $3). Richard O'Connell and
this were up and down, and show James Graham-Lu jan adaptation of
hasn't shown too much drawing play by Frederico Garcia- Lorca^
power despite marquee, author, presented by New Stages; opened
Estimated $12,000 not too Sunday night (6).
etc.
good.
"Bom Yesterday," Miller (157th
They wk) (C-940; $4.80). Still lotsa life
Knew
What
"They
Wanted," Shubert (1st week) (1,750; in the laff-getter; $13,500.
$3,60): This one got plenty of help
"Carousel," City Center (2d wk)
in the press and, with Guild-ATS (M-3,025; $3). Great attendance for
helping out, boosted it to an esti- this return hit, but engagement is
Final week limited because house has another
mated $27,000, big.
current and should gain.
booking and no other available
spot has enough capacity to pay
the nut at the pop scale; over $34,'

Det. (14-19),

•'Make Mine Manhattan"

|

for
(2d
wk) (R-1,543; $6). Dipped below
the thin opening week, but bankroller Anthony B. Farell is carrying out his expressed intention of
giving the musical a run; new

"The Big Knife" (John Garfield),
Plymouth, and "They Knew

Shoes"— Nixon, 'Shoes'

Button

(C-1,035;

(Drama), wk) (D-1,041; $4.80). Ertd of theatre parties apparently hasn't hurt
much So far; getting a moderate
operating profit at S22,000.
"Richard III." Booth (D-712;
Shakespeare revival, pre^
$4.80);
sented by Herman Levin; opened
last night (Tues,).
.
"Silver Whistle," Biltmore (11th
Proving «
sketches being-added and the show Wk) (C-920; $4.80).
solid draw; $20,200.
redirected; $12,000.
Bai>
Deside,"
Named
"Streetcar
"Along Fifth Avenue," Broadhurst (4th wk) (R-1,160; $6). Eased rymore (62d wk) (D-1,064; $4.80).
potent audience-puller;
a
off with the: trend, but kept a satis- Still
near-capacity pace is great for ,«
,
f^^toj^^jnajS™ at $31,000.
I'""* ^^y^' Shubert serious play in its second year;
Keys:

What They Wanted,"

eni (3rd

With

.CD (Comedy -Drama), R (Revue),
(Musical), O (Operetto).
Mimi Sock 27G M "All
Love," Hellinger

(8).

this

Week) (1,334; $4.33). Near capacity
tvery performance, over $28,800.

$4.80).

|

DuUlZGinHub;

at the

one to sweet $18,000.
"Mister Roberts," Erlanger (21st

wk)

(12th

Gariield-'Knife'

^388;

"Harvey," Blacltstone (1st week). finals tonight

(C-1,082;

other strong week; $23,100.
Love Life," 46th St. (I8th wk)
<^M-L319 $6).
Getting about the
break-even figure, but eased a bit

m

'

"Icelandia," Las Palmas (3d wk)
$3.60).
Backslid to $4,000;

$40,800.

(3),

wk)

(16th

the end of theatre parties, business
has been below capacity, but still
plenty
profit
at
of
operating
about $20,000.
"Light Up the Sky," Royale

|

.

(1,358; $3.80).

Week

$2,800 1st Full

.

+

and

0|)ens Big, 'Kate 46G,

stand that wound up at tlie American theatre Saturday (8). Firstly,
the crix rapped the play, except
for the cast headed by Kay FranLegit attendance was. generally
cis, Paul Langton, Joel Ashley and
Gordon Millsy who were landed. off a bit last week, but still holding
Next, rain and sleet took turns a healthy pace; As always, Monday
during the week to discourage b.o. and Tuesday nights were light,
with
receipts perking sharply be-,
activity. Then Bob Hope and his
Wednesday night and
troupe lured more tbani 10,000 to ginning
the Henry W. Kiel (municipal) reaching capacity at most houses
auditorium for its one-weeker. Friday and Saturday. Wrinkle on
Lastly,
,..^„„^ pre- that situation is that when business
^, the St.. Louis theatre
sented a stage show and for the shrinks^ more than usual early
*"
"
no chance to
make
first, time in several years did SRO the week there's
good the loss by an exceptional
biz.
spurt on the weekend;
"Stranger," scaled to $3.66 in
This week and next bring the
the .1,700-seat house, grossed apshift of various shows to different
proximately $14,000 for eight pertheatres.
"Goodbye, My Fancy"
formances.
has moved from the Morosco to
The Rodger Sr-Ha
e r s t e i n the Fulton to make room for
''Show Boat" teed off a onerweefc "Death of a Salesman," "Along
date at the American last niglit Fifth Avenup" transfers from the
(Monday). Piece is scaled to $4.27. Broadhurst to the Imperial, with
"Lend an Ear" shuttling from the
National to the Broadhurst. "The
Big Knife" is due Feb. 24 at the
National. With "Inside U. S. A."
leaving' the Broadhurst next week
to go on the road, that house will,
be available for "South Pacific,"
the
new Bodgers^Hammerstein
show.
Estimates for Last Week
,

Tinian' $40,800, 'Streetcar' $20

89.

JoshSn T
, ?"ua Loean

L

sellout.

,

'Allegro'

Okay $32,000,

'Heiress' $19,400, S. F.
San Francisco, Feb. 8,
"Allegro" Climbed to a strong
$32,000 for its second week at the
Curran (1,776; $4,80) following a
flrst-stanza $21,000,

"The Heiress," with Basil Rathbone, Beatrice Straight and PatCollinge, which shuttered
ricia
followed Sunday (6) matinee at
the Geary (1,550; $3.60), chalked
up a pleasing $19,400 for its third

and final week. House will remam
"Kiss Me Kate," Century (6th dark until Feb. 14, when "Bom
wk) (M-1,654; $6). Getting all the Yesterday" opens there^
house will hold, but theatre parties
limiting the gross; topped $46,000
$28,500.

Shows

again.

"Lend an Ear," National (8th
"Anybody
wk) (R-1,172; $6). Goes clean at
all performances except midweek Holden.
matinees; S29.200.
"Life With Mother,"
,

"I

Empire

in Rehearsal
PhylU*
Home"

Know My Love"

•Guild.'

.

—
— Theatre
.

,

LEGITOIATE
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Wednesday^ February 9, 1949
song numbers, make up the 36

New

Plays on Broadway
Diamond

kept running on Broadway as an
Albert H. Rosen and Herbert J. Freezer example of Americana. It's more
production of melodrama in three acts by than just funny in spots; it's also
Mae West. Stars Mae Westr features
.Steve Cochran.' Richard Coofian. Michael rather guileless and quaint. If only
Charles
Morrow.
G.
Martin,
Jeft'
Edwards.
'as an illustration of the inherent
.Miriam Goldina. Walter Petrie. Mike {folly of censorship,: it should be
Keene. Billy Van. Directed b.v Charles

Lil

I

To

.

]

I

I

i

I

K. Freeman; settings. William de Forest, preserved.
Ben Edwardsi costumes. Paul du Pont;
The star is, unquestionably, the
Al Coronet. N. Y.. Feb. 5, '49; $4.80 top
whole show (her opening-night
($7.20 openmg).
Billy Van
Jim
curtain speech was a howl). But
......Jaclc Howard
Bill
.......*...'.
..Tames Quinn there are also admirable performPorter...
..
Dick Arnold ances by Richard Coogan; as the
HaKtime.
Spike. ....... ....v; .... .GeOi'ge Warren
.Harry Warren Salvation Army worker with probJerry.
'

I

.

.

.

;

.

i.

j;

Kitty
Frances. ..... ....... ....
......... .:. S.vlvia .Syrns
Flo. .....
Maggie,.;.........'...... Louise Jenkins
.Charles G. Martin
Flynn. ;
.

.

.

.

. .

,

.

Kane
Cus Jordan: ............

Mike Keene
Walter Petrie
Frances Arons

.

Sally
Bita.

.
.

.

.

.

.

, .

:

Juarez
Mike.

.

.

.

.

.

.

i'^Vi . . . . .'.
.; ..........

.

..............

.

.

.,

.

... . .....
.
Lil , ......;...,<

Diamond
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:
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.

.

:
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:
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.

;

.

.
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;
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,

.
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.
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.
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antique charade: about sin and
sex on the Bowery, It's probably Guitar

this,

creakiest

the.

^

:

hokum seen

Diamond LU

.

in

'

Lil

Chick Clark

;.

.

,'

Leo Gomberg
.John Cucci

.Herbert Duffy
G" ,'ordan
J. Merril Holmes
...
D.' ii \"l.ynn
. ;
Ernest Anderson
Ri n Christiana
-Raffaella Ottiano
Jim .,........;.........; Mark Linder
Spider Kane. ............ Jack Cheatham
Pablo Juarez........ ...... .Jack La Rue
Sally, .,..........;.....,.; .. Lois Jesson
Isaac Jacobson. .......
.Louis Nussbaum
Frances..,...,....,..;,.,... Marion Day

neU and James Graham

.

'

from the Spanish of Federico
Garcia Lorca. It is a short play
with an absorbing story, and it is

presented. It lacks
commercial prospects, but provides,
an engrossing .evening and is
a credit to its sponsors.
Locale of the play is; rural Spain,
and the story is about a bride who
runs away with a former suitor
Kitty....:..,,..;,........,.
Mary Martin
Flo .................. Helenc Vincent while the guests are celebrating
wedding.
The bridegroom
Mary. Ryan
.TheUna Lawrence her
Mike; ...
......;.. Joseph A. Barrett heads a group which pursues and
Pete the Duke. .;....;.. Ramald Savcry
Bill
.,,.,;.;.,;.....,...;. Jack Howard catches the fleeing pair, and the
.

I

Lujan

-

expressively

;

I

;

,

. .

.

.

:

.

.

I

IMnk
DRAMA

.

.

Be?tsie;

...v.. '...'.'.',

;..','.

. .

.;..';

Marion Johns

Vlpiet. , . „...;. . ..... ;
.Mildred Ryder
Polly. .:. ..... ..;...;.., .Annabel! .Teanette
Gloria.
...;....'*.......,..: Debora Kaye.
.D.nvid Huffhes
Frank Kelly.
; ,
;

.

Duxbury

.

Maggie

rivals kill each other.

.

and

relatives, including the bride,

the bridegroom's mother and the

,

.

Murphy,;..

Pasty

",;''..•';:,"

Klein

.;,r,To-Jo

Singing Waiters.;..,...

{
I

Wallace
Pat Whalen

rr.ink

Broadway

in 21 years and, except
for the star's caricature of sinister
seductiveness, rates merely boi'ed
disbelief. Even with Miss West onstage the first two acts are an ordeal, but her flamboyaiit songs, and
the lurid finale save the third act

and the show.
.

The final
scene shows the mourning friends

two

ex-suitor's wife.

I

Play is written in poetic prose,
with effective choral musical backgrounds and scene bridges. Scenery consists of simple drapes, with
a raked stage and a few pieces of
furniture. Opening scene quickly
establishes the sombre mood, and
the action moves steadily thereafter until symbolism takes over
in the next-to'last scene while the
dual killing takes place offstage
and tension, evaporates.
Production is skillfully directed
by Boris Tumarin, and' there are

Apparently Miss West's mannerIsms and performance are just as
they always were. But what was
once daring and wicked is now effective performance by Sarah
Cunningham, as the mother whose
strictly for laugh.s. In fact, perhaps
husband and two sons are victims
the show should be endowed and
of a family feud: .loan Tompkins,

[

I

I

I

I

1

i

I

I

I

t-

I

i

;

I

1

by

forti's

ment workers get involved in comfrom a harmless
phone conversation with Stalin in
Moscow. Resultant proffered aid
from Commie groups, "confessions" from a Bentley-type character, harrassment from the press,
departmental blame-dodging, in-

a

,

8.

The Duxbury Players are buildtheatre from an old barn
here, which they expect to have
ready for their 194.9 strawhat season;
ing a

i

.:

Continued from page ST

||
1

will carry repertoire of 17 Operas,
with at least that many baggage
cars; on its trains.
Cost of last

year's tour was about $120,000, but

I

i

8» West 4Sth Street, Ne<iv York
Sunset Blvd.. HtfUxWAod 4fi, Cat.

with added mileage and the 15%
upping in rates, it's estimated the
railroading should cost $150,000

.

I
I

I

Baggage

this season.

;

LLAN WILLIAMS
OPERA—CLASSICAL—POPULAR

•

Box 864, Hollywbod
481311

own

"HUMPTY DUMPTY'

CASINO THEATRE. LONDON

Oranges and Lvmons
I

(
;

,

London, Jan, 27.
Tcnnent^ Productions presentation of
revue in two parts (36 Scenes) devised
and directed by LauriCr Lister; Lj-ricS

reps, William

MiNX Ann

It

Artisti!
/ii
tisit,

Cnvn :<ina
anrt
L^OHi,,

I

RnV
fiOl

.

.

• ;'.

nnest Stnrs «r
Screen;
Television.

.

Stiiite.

Kndlo *

ADLON
Harper Method
HAIRDRESSERS

Hnrnt
HUrOK,

8 Control Park West

vohicit

ri^s^"otd,°';5sfr'^

lyrici.

I

Aia'f MeiJSit

nnd

:fll(lu

coordinators fOV moSt of the tOUr.
'"^^^ "irect contracts for the
Nicholas Phipps, Mar,iorie Baltimore, Boston, Rochester and
Whittles^ Keiinetii Connor, Mary Dunn.
Cleveland stands, with HurokMichael
Flanders,
Richard
Addinsell,
Clemence- Dane. Jcvce Grenfcll, Lewis NCAC buying the tour up for the
Harris, -iohn ,Iacob Lobe, Artlony HopOther Stands Next season the Met
Itins,
stars Diana Churchill, Elizabeth
A, V ,
,.
Welch, Max Adrian; features Rose Hill, Will make ftH its OWn tOUr arrange
wi1sor'Don''a^d''.?S.aS

llnriirr,

iiutliiirUy
n<it<-rt
liiilr. K<'iiU>

«n

Gegenback, rid-

ing with the tour.
Francis Robinson, now on yearround salary with the Met as tour
manager, will take leave of absence
from the Met to handle toUr arrangements for National Concert

Holje.

HYDE
Littler's

transfer, at

$600 a day, will add another $30,^
000 to the cost.
Met will have
Other hiked costs, in company salaries being up due to staff and talent being on a per diem basis, etc,
N. y. Central will have one of its

I

Welsh ^merJcon Tenor

Emiie

I

Met Opera

.

[

74128

VIC

Strawhat
Duxbury. Mass., Feb,

.

'

Play, Brokers and
Authors' Rcprcsentaliveti

CURRENTLY

policy.

New Duxbury

I

'

l

STate

landmark guest-star

I

IBSO

STale :6U0!;

virtual

Other tenants of the Nixon building have been given until May 1,
1950.
to
vacate,
and wrecking
crews will probably start right in
as soon as 1949-50 legit Season
ends.

plications arising

tervention
of
various
pressure
[groups, and similar angles constitute the play's makeup
There's a '^You Can't Take It
her doomed husband, Louis Hol- With You" screwball technique
about the play, but, in the main,
lister,
the bridegroom; Jay
as
it
becomes confused by its own
Barney, as the bride's father and;
confusion. Writing, however, dis^
Inge Adams, as the bride. Ralph
closes a certain aptitude for flashes
Alswang has created maximum of humorous dialog,
atmosphere with minimum physiThe most believable performcal production, while the music of
ances are turned in by Charles
Jerome Moross and costumes of Werner Moore, as
the innocent
Dorothy Croissant are also helpful. victim of the hullabaloo, and
D. L.
This play was presented in 1935 i,Polacheck. a blase newshawk. Typiby the Neighborhood Playhouse, cal of Yale productions, this one
at the Lyceum, N, Y., under the boasts a first-rate apartment settitle,
"Bitter Oleander," in an ting, the work of Bldbn Elder.
adaptation by Jose A. Weissberger.
Bone,
It ran 24 performances.
Present
engagement is for the usual New
Stages schedule of four weeks.

abandoned wife of the former suiter; Alexander Scourby, as

SIM'K

cafe,

directed by Jerome Mayer, script here among the
dine-and-dance
offers satirical treatment of the
crowd and the Nixon Cocktail
present-day Washington scene, parRoom, right off the theatre lobby,
ticularly needling 'the tendency
which Conforti put up only about
toward investigations of practically
everything that occurs nowadays. a year and a half ago at a cost
A couple of youthful govern- of nearly $150,000.

as the

SAMUEL FRENCH

I

I

'

Steve: .,..;.,.;...,. .Gaylord B. Kinf;.iton

I

I

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

-

Capell

As the second production of its
second season. New Stages offers a
tragic drama, "Blood Wedding,"
melodrama translated by Richard L. O'Con-

,

'

.

..Peter

on

.Miss Mae West
.Curtis Cooksey

.

Cummings.,

Capt.

. .

1928

-Satlk: Linder production of
%nt:tlH«e acts by Mae W^st; suggested by
VMaik Linder. Stars; Miss West. Staged by
tra Hards; settings, August Vimnera.
At the Royal, N. Y., April 9. '28.

Diamond

.

;

Nixon Wrecking

.

,

..; ...,. ..
Moon. ....
Trumpet. ..............

;

I

|

i

,

,

]

;

.

,

;

I

.Lester Laurence

.

.

,

;

. .

.

,

'

Margaret Magennis

.

.

. .

!

New stages production of drama in two
acts (seven scenes) by Federico Garcia
Lorca, translated by Richard L. O'ConneU
Marilyn. Lowe and James Graham-Lujan.: Directed
by
Richard Coogan Boris Tumarin; settings and lighting,
Ralph Alswang; music, Jerome Moross;
Ralph Chambers incidental choreography, Hanya Holm;
Doheny
., ;,i,;
Jacobson ........ > i .. . .Louis Nussbaum costumes, Dorothy Croissant; At New
Chick. Clark........;.....,. .leff Morrow Stages, N. Y„ Feb. 6, '49; S3 top.
Jerry Tobias Mother;
Sailor
.
;
;. Sarah .Cunningham
F, Ben Miller Bridegroom
Cop
Louis Hollister
Michael Edwards Neighbor Woman.
Singer
.........
Nancy R, Pollock
Accompanist ..,..;.....;... David Lapln Leonardo's. Wife.
v-.
Joan -Tompkins
Arnold New Mother-in-law ;,..;.,.,,. Dorothy Patten
Bowery Pianist \
Leonardo
..Alexander Scourby
Complete with ruffles, boas, Little Girl.. ... ...... .... Jean Gillespie
Servant. Woman;
.Peggy AUenby
plumes, cut glass, curves, undulat- Bride's
Father,.
.
Jay Barney
ing amble and nasal drawl Mae Bride
;....;..; .'.
Inge Adams
>;
First Girl. .;,;;..;..... .June Prud'homme
West has returned to Broadway in Second
Eggleston
Girl.
. ..;Shirley
her gaslit meller of 21 years ago, Third Girl ;,.,........;., .Margaret Owens
Florence Lurica
''Diamond LIL" The revival scored Fourth Girl
Gloria Mann
in London last year, was a .prelim- Woman
.Ben Irving
First Young Man
inary cleanup on the road and is a Second Young Man
Sidney Walters
.:.,;:. .Earl Hammond
likely boxoffice prospect here, par- Third. Young Man
.
.
V Herbert More
Fourth Young Man
ticularly with the modest invest' Man.
,
. .;..., Joseph
Silver
First Woodcutter
Robert Davis
ment.
Second Woodcutter ........ Nort Neudell
It seems incredible that anyone Third Woodcutter ; ....;. .Michael Howard
could have once been shoclced at Death. .... .;', .'. .;.;..';*..', Sylvia Davis
Charlie
Bessie. ........
Violet

.Barbara:.

Capt. Cummings.
^Pete the Duke.'.

.

,

Blood Woddlng

Mae West
-, Peter
Chan
Buddy MiUette

.

.

,

,

•

.

'

.

;

.

.

.

.

1"

ably the most stilted dialog in a
decade; Steve Cochranvas' the^galr
livanting Brazilian; Walter Petrie,;
as the Bowery saloon owner, and
Billy
Van, as a tap-dancing
bouncer. Settings by William dePorest and Ben Edwards are ;ai
triumph of squalid finery. Hobc.

.Miriam Goldina
.Steve; Cochran
.James Fallon

.

.

.

'

i

........
(Fred Catania
IPatsy Perroni
Harriet Nelson
Sheila Trent

:

.

.

.

;

.

;

.

. . i

.

-

.

card Players. ............

-

.

.

j,

.

Shimmy

•

/

.

I

I

;

sketches in "Oranges and Lemons," Met's Sensational
London's newest intimate revue.
Colorfully staged, it is a breezy Soprano,
Welitsch, Puts
piece
which
of entertainment
marks Diana CtiurchiU's debut in
52d St.
Tell ilie Truth
to Shame
revue.
Toronto, Feb. 7.
Of
the 36 items that c6mprise
The
Metropolitan
Opera Assn
New Play Society production of roman- the show there are; at least half in L.iuba Welitsch,
has a sock new
tie comedy-drama in three acts by Morlcy
Callaghan. Directed by J. Mayor Moore; a dozen standout pieces and many boxoffice magnet and the
most
set by Larry McCance; ligliting. Gordon more above the average.
In gen- startling addition to, its roster
since
Slemon. At Royal Alexandra. Toronto,
eral there is an abundance of wit the sensationaldebui of
,:,;,'.
Feb. 7, '49i S3.
Ferruccio
Beth L<»«kerbie and more than the normal quota of Tagliavini two
Nevada
; ......
seasons ago. The
.E. M; Margolese
Schultz
.;
charm.
Bulgarian soprano, making her de.Marcia Diamond
...
..
Mrs. Schultt.
Don Harron
.........
George
Inevitably in a mixed grill of this but in N. Y. Friday (4) in "Salome "
Dignified Gentleman
conductor Fritz
•'•„*'^y;'"K'2?pua kind there are some unsatisfying combined; with
Uncle Felix
Lawrence Law ingredients, but the emphasis is Reiner (also making his Met destcvie
Alfie Scopp clearly on slick sketches and many
Maxie
but) to- put on the finest perform-i
of the lyrics are of a particularly ance of the Richard
.TaX".°":::::::::".::::'Llo?S
Strauss musicAlex McKee good order. But with SO; many inZimmerman
Dlanne Foster dividual pieces in the show it is drama heard in America in a genDini
eration.
Gerry Sarracini
Jim Fulton
impossii)le t(j ittt^mpt io itemize,
Mme.
Welitsch
has
a dramatic
hilt such sketches i.a^^^ th^ personal
In his first play, Morley Callasoprano of rich texture and wide
appearanci^ pf "IlaPVey,"; a; reail-lif
ghan, hitherto a successful novelist,
..i.i*
range well able to handle the rigradio .„„^„
has written a wordy treatise on the "'"''
dPi.prhtf..] mnnnio^
hv Char
rh.-.r- orous demands of the Strauss muand a» ^^^^r^SVff.V
delightful
raonolog by
right of individuals to dream in
sic.
Moreover,
lotte
Mitchell
among
the
rank
most
she
has
a special
\
even the: present complicated and
feeling for the turgid, blatant
memorable.
materialistic civilization of today.
But, pfiramount, she's a
It is significant that this revue, score.
The theme has been a popular run
singing actress. JWid roaming the
in^ recent seasons but Callaghan's which came into the West End
missionary message of materialism after a successful neighborhood Met stage as the sex-ridden, vengeversus personal integrity holds run, hasn't a single gag to crack ful princess, determined to gain
high iilterest throughout plus con- at the expense of either J. Arthur the head of the prophet Jokanaah
siderable flashes of siitire, irony, Rank or Sir Alexander Korda and wlio had spurned her, she put on a
philosophy, humor and stark melo? doesn't look for its fun at the ex- vocal and dramatic exhibition that
drama^ It has a good b o. chance. pense of / rival theatrical shows. had the audience limp. Artistically
Opening night saw several spon» Instead, there is more than a and musically it was grade-A
taneous outbursts of audience ap- streak of originality and freshness opera. ;
plause for certain o£ the author's which is admirably, assisted by a
Dramatically, it was also one ot
sentiments and some splendid act^ fine cast. Elisabeth Welch's choice the sexiest -exhibitions ever
seen
of material could be happier, but
ing.
on the sedate Met stage. Although
Piece is laid in an all-night eatery the other two principals, Diana plump, the soprano
moves with
Churchill
and
Max
Adrian,
of
shine
large
cast
and is peopled by a
easy grace. A huge shock of red
mainly likeable characters, with with the. sophisticated material at hair emphasizes
the pagan appeal
Myro.
even the two heavies understand- their disposal.
which Mme. Welitsch accented
ably human. "To Tell the Truth"
with .her body - wigglings all
is poetic but loquacious in its premthrough the performance; But in
ise that the integrity of dreams
the Dance of the Seven Veils
must be maintained and that North
(which symphonically, under ReinAmerica is one of the few spots on
er's
baton, was a masterpiece),
Continued; from pate ST
earth where this is possible. Many
Mme. Welitsch really went to
excellent performances heighten
ettas,
Will likewise put: that much town, putting on a shimmy dance
the' drama: or comedy interludes^
notably from Don .Harron,. Dianne into an outdoor amphitheatre, but that makes 52nd street swing
that
not
a cent seems to be avail- coryphees look pale in comparisoni
Lloyd
Margolese,
Ellis
Foster,
able for the maintenance of the and that had the Met audience
Bochner and Henry Karpus.
Essentially the play is a conver- professional stage heieabouts. It's gasping. This will draw the cussation piece of poetic writing,, with not likely Pittsburgh will be even tomers, if nothing else— and they'll
much of the violent action, such as a small part of the road in the get a fine operatic performance in
shootings, tossing people- out of future, since the local concert hall, parlay'.:''
windows and seductions, taking 3,800Tseat Syria Mosque, is unsuitMax Lorenz's Herod, and Joel
place offstage. But this comedy-; able for anything but
the biggest Berglund's Jokanaan, Were exceldrama is provocative in theme and, musicals and would be
available lent support for Mme. Welitsch,
despite high intellectual appeal,
only for couple of days at a time with the rest of the cast also in
held interest throughout on openkeeping.
anyway,
and
none
of the pic comReiner, transplanted to
ing night for a general audience,
the Met after a decade of service
and it Will get the critics' plaudits panies, now operating houses that
might be converted, is expected to as Pittsburgh Symphony head,
McStay.
exchange paying propositions for a evidenced authority and power,
proving he'll be 'a bulwark in the
legit gamble.
Pigoon
Tli<>
Mets conductorlal lineup. Bron.
Nixon was originally built by the
DEPT.)
(YALE
New Haven, Feb. 8.. Erlanger interests, and was sold by
In view of certain Broadway; iil- the family heirs three years ago Wellesley Strawhat in 3d
terest in this newest major pro- to Marcus Heiman, head of United
Season;
Builds
duction of the Yale Drama Depart- Booking office, and Tony Conforti,
ment, a brief report on the opus' local cafe owner, who has operated
Boston, Feb: 8.
is in order.
As exhibited at the the Nixon Cafe under the theatre
Wellesley College will operate
Eli play; factory, the most op- for more than quarter of a cen- the Wellesley summer theatre and
timistic observation to be drawn tury.
They in" turn disposed of school this year for the third sucfrom the experience is that the the property to Alcoa last spring; cessive season. As before, it wilt
work contains an amusing idea.
It'll also
mean the end Of COn- be an Equity company, with a
Written
Robert Saffron and

Phono,

COIumbut

5-671 •
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Ptrsonol Management: NAOMI HORRABIN
Paramount Theatro Building, Das Moinei, Iowa
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Ashmole, Elizabeth Boyd, the purpose.
Brian Blades, Shirley HaU.
At Globe.
London, Jan. 25, '49.
Mitchell, Sylvia
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Spphistipated satire, the frankly
sentmiental and routine dance and
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j

Costume designer Julia Sze having column syndicated by Press
Features,

Have

•xcelleHt mutteal comedir
with soMo really good
Wont colloborotor on

Write box V.31 VARIETY.
Givo
154 Woi»4*th St., N. Y. C.
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Literati
Post's Coin Crisis
NX heels
of the New York

On

the

Star's fold
t>ost

two weeks ago, the N.Y.

financial

itself in a deepDuring a
crisis.

management day, Duke Ellington for Collier's,
Newspaper Shaffer's market for the SateveGuild, T. O. Thackrey, the Post's post, Rudy Vallee for Redbook,
publisher, announced to the AMG, and a long study of the state of
committee
that the popular music.
unit's grievance
in
red and
the
running
naper was

heated clash between

American

the

and

required an immediate payroll cut
of $10,000 per week.
Although two dismissals were
made, including Paul Denis, radio
columnist, Thackrey agreed to reinstate these employees and halt
further layoffs until Feb. 18 pending further talks with ANG, Dems
has shifted over to the news side.
The proposed payroll cut of $xO,»
100
jbOO per week would affect from
the papeiTi
to 150 employees of
Including some 80 editorial work-

Hearst's Writings
^Editorial observations of William
Randolph Hearst, dating from 1 896
have been compiled in a 765-page
tome for private distribution by
the Hearst' Corp: Volume, is tagged
"Selections from the. Writings and
Speeches of William Randolph

Hearst."
Editor of the tract

i

ings.

Tomp-

E. F.

'

'

-<.,-,.
Bogart, who stars in the instance-.
film version; of the novel (made by
Earl Wilson, the political economist of the sawdust set, quoted the
Santana Productions) for Col re-, author of "How Green Was
Vallee" and "Vagabond Dreams Come
lease.
True." as wanting to be mayor of Los Angeles. He even said Vallee
Bernard W, Maxwell, formerly would settle for chief of police.; He'd clean the town up or know why^
with Eagle Lion, Columbia, Warner
Then he went on to slug the best friend a bookie, ever had. He told
and other pix outfits, has joined the Broadway Boswell that George Raft not only smells as an actor but
with author Robert; de Mexico, to he'd tell ;him to his face. Raft's only claim to fame^
Vallee -insisted*
form Bi Maxwell and Co. Agency was that Raft looked like Valentino. Raft's only
counterpunch was
will handle publicityi exploitation,
that Vallee doesn't even look like Valentino.
and- advertising.
Now it is quite obvious that Vallee never could become mayor of
Having completed his final chapter on "Beau James: The Life and Los Angeles talking such undiplomatic single talk. Of course, it could
Times of Jimmy Walker,'' Gene be argued that he knew in advance that Raft doesn't live inside the
Fowler returned to the Coast over city limits and could therefore not vote eithtjr for or against him. But
the weekend. Viking will publish he must know that many bookies are forced to live outside of Beverly
Had most of it on the Hills: because of the mansion shortage, and many of these take refuge
it April 8.
press for weeks, awaiting only the in. Los Angeles because that doesn't involve a loss of citizenship.
revised final chapter.
No .Comprendo
Joseph D. Bavotto, assistant diThese certainly would not take kindly to a- candidate who could be
rector of the U. S. Information
quoted, and was quoted, as saying, "I just can't comprehend anybody's
Service in Italy and former correr

Humphrey

-

<

Thursday (3) when the 250
Guild members attended a mass
Biievance session in the city room
for 25 minutes. Thackrey refused
to discuss any employee beefs at
this meeting but negotiated with
the regular grievance committee
later. The Post's Guild unit held
an emergency meeting last night

ed

last

;
i
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L.A.

:

Well, he missed his chance. Nominations closed the other day and
no Hubert Vallee of Pyramid Place, L. A., was among the dozen candidates who filed. There may be some who tell the world Vallee still
has the first $3,00(]!,000 he ever made and didn't; file because the nominating papers cost $350. But I don't share this view. 1 believe he
didn't get around to it because his Vallee Video enterprises and his
.

;

according to board
chairman David A. Smart.- He has
been eyeing a recent Variety
story that National Allied exhibs
association, following a poll of its
members, stated that sex, crime
and costume pi»T-in the order
named are the pet -bugaboos at

;

1

!

P
.

,

Continued from page

Pitt. Post-Gazette's Sun. Edition
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette^ which
has published only daily in the
morning since it was formed 22
cept
Allied
ever intimated it years ago by a , merger of the
^wasn't), Smart said he is pondering Gazette-Times and Post, will begin
whether it may not be time to do a Sunday edition on March 27, to
something of a switch on Esky's make Pittsburgh the only city of
iprmula. Mag has specialized and comparable size in the country
The
built much of Its popularity on its with three Sunday papers.
almostr^nekkid gals and more^or- others are Scripps-Howard Press
and Hearst Sun-Telegraph. Postless "sophisticated!* articles.
Gazette is owned by Paul Block,
Jr., and William Block> sons of the
A. H. FoIwell Retires at
late publisher, Paul Block.;
Arthur H. Folwell, drama and
Sunday Post-Gazette has been in
film editor of the N. Y. Herald
time but was
Tribune since 1927, has retired as the works for some
held up during the war years be.of March 1, He is 71. His succescause of paper shortage. Project
:B)r will be William Zinsser, who
moves oyer from ..sist_ant Sunday
^h^I
l^l^J^tf^X'^^l^tT.^
editor. Robert Moora, Sunday feaman, city editor for a dozen years
ture editor, shifts to the paper's
and a brother of Ik Shuman, mag
Washington bureau, with Robert ed, has been appointed Sunday
Crandell slated to take over the editor.;
Amusement department
Sunday, assignment. Sheet's regu- will be enlarged with Eugene F.
lar drama and film staff is un- Januzzi moving over from the city
changed; viith Howard Barnes legit side as assistant to Harold V.
and picture critic and Otis L. Cohen, drama editor. Januzzi will
Guernsey, Jr., second stringer. also handle radio. Sunday edition
Bert McCord continues to write will carry large comic section,
the daily theatre news.
headed by Dick Tracy; Parade, a
Folwell will continue- to supply roto and a mag supplement.
the dialog for the "Mr. and Mrs."
comic strip.
New Pic Mag:
New pic magazine, "Eye: People
Bolton Back to N. Y. Tele«rraph
and Pictures," bi-monthly and exWhitney Bolton has returned to pected to appear as a monthly after
the N. Y. Morning Telegraph as the summer,, due March 1; Carlton
,.
.
drama critic after- all 11-year ab- Brown, who had been associate edisence. He succeeds George Freed- tor of the late Pic, is editor. Gen-

If sex is no longer the payoff
for pic producers (and nobody ex-

:

,

j
I
I

.

.

n

;

'Nature Boy'

:

associates who knew of his
during highschool days
help verify his claims.
Chanute former classmates last
June claimed that Ahbez was really
McGrew when they identified him
from pictures. The songwriter
made no attempt to verify or deny
the claims at that time. In his plea
to the newspaper he did not ex-

and

.

I

who

the

,

ture.

activities

.

plain in detail his need for posieral manager is Martm Goodman, tive identification, but Indicated
department of the who has been associated with a he was fighting rival claims to the
Lyons & Lyons agency and the large number of mass circulation song hit.
The plea also disclosed that he
Wieatre collection of the N. Y. Pub- magazines, including Miss America, Sport Pix and Ideal Comics. originally came with a twin sister,
lic Library.
Monna Troub, ex-Calling All Editha, and other children, from
Bolton, who has been in Hollywood, started the new assignment Girls, is asSo(iiate editor.
a New York orphanage for adopthis week.
tion by; Chanute families. The twin
CHATTER
children were adopted by the late
Jack Goodman's Quest
The Bennett Cerfs off to La W. W. McGrew, a druggist, and
ijimon & Schuster's cditor-in- Qulnta (Calif.) on their annu.nl Mrs. McGrew, who now operates a
cmef Jack Goodman is now in Paris holiday.
drugstore in Lawrence, Kan.
and goes to the Lowlands and the
Another anthology of Satevepost
ftorse countries
on a combination stories due Via Random House in
literary talent quest, April, edited by SEP editor Ben
\,^}A^fy
5"^^l">g
.with European authors Hibbs.
Hails
»>so to contact S&S
Sbepard Spink new ad director
r^..„
Continued from page 1
coirespondent-publisher.
for all Fawcett Publications, sucd«e back March t. Mrs. ceeding Eliott Odell, who recently
r«
criminals, together with pictures
IS with him.
he
was
where
Life
from
After his resigned
T
of the 10. Bryson Rash, WMAL diil^naon visit, the first lap of his ad director since '43;
George Jessel is the subject of rector of special events, promptly
mfij' I?"*, P"*" was bedded with
mild
flu in Paris but is ok again. yarns by three writei-s in as many- arranged for the pictures and der
national mags; John Bainbridge; in scriptions of the 10 worst criminals
Ubiquitous. Frazier
Life, Jimmy Cannon in Esquire to be televised same evening from
^
ueorge Frazier has a piece on and Eddie Cantor in Colliers.
7 to 7:10 p,m. over WMAL-TV.
waiter Reuther in the current
Look mag has dropped eight Rashi himself, handled the proJ^ageant, and one
on Clark Gable staffers from editorial and photo lgr;im
W the current
Collier's. His article departments, four from promotion
Rash also obtained statement of
Crawford comes gut In and three from coast office. In ad- commendation from FBI chief J,
IP
Edgar Hoover, which was read on
fSii?*^!?'j 12 Collier's and will be dition, one secretary resigned.
Robert MontT. G. Anderson, who formerly the show, and which declared in
gomery
operated a promotion consultation part:
B.^*"?'!ler also has a piece on Georg service for publishers, named ad"The advent of television offers a
iazz trombonist, in the vertising sales promotion and pub;^f!??'*'
"^"*' <*f True; one on waiters' licity director of Grosset & Dunlap. new adjunct to law and order, and
e!^:
see in this new. medium an inearnings
in the next Cosmopolitan
Minnie Palmer, mother of the I
aid and asone on Ziegfeld In
the next Cor- Marx Bros., will be the center of strumentality of great
?"«; one on Sherman Billingsley
of the sistance in the future protection of
fie family blog, "Mother
tbe May Esquiwj aad one on
Wo-a-Day," being written by Kyle society*"
to

coming up, too.
There was not a dissenting opinion among New York critics concerning this unfrocked vagabond lover's natural flair for television. All
agreed that he's the '-co" that has been lacking in co-axial up to now.
Having sat through a baker's dozen of his own 16m productions made

•

i

ley,

will confine his activities

play

He wined and dined me for weeks, which is no way. Incidentally, to
get me in a proper frame of mind to bite child-actresses and leer at
their proud mothers. You havejfo starve' me if you want mjr best in
bitter repartee.
These convivial sessions took place at his Hollywood Berchtesgaden,
Bedside Manor and his Palm Springs bungalow. Atone session in
Palm Springs we were lolling around the pool one hot night in June
when 1 happened to mention that Maurice Chevalier was making a nice
.

j

my

1

'

1

j

I

j

•

I

I

I

I

me

to task, I insisted that a

comeback was exactly what

it

was.

"And don't criticize comebacks," I said. "Like the butter, you may
be old yourself some day!"
He saw I had him there. So he slyly plied me with daiquiris, figuring that being a nine o'clock fella in a 10 o'clock town, I'd be no matchfor this black sheep of the WhifTenpoofs after midnight. Having been.
practically raised in niteries, his wit was considered Shavian among the
saloon set, whereas my brain is dead as soon as the bells toll the curfew
hour. Liquor puts it completely to sleep;
"1 don't want any more daiquiris," I said.
"How did you pronounce that?" demanded the Noah Webster of the
Bangor & Aroostook railroad.
<

,

-

"Sloe-gin-in-an-igloo,"

I said.

Palm Springs Summer Formals

Hoover

He smiled like the devil himself, which'in Ihis guy requires no'
acting.
He was sure he had
cornered for the kill. Stripped to a
pair of shorts that hung low on his hips like a burlesque queen's (he

me

;

I

comeback.
That did it. Chevalier wasn't making a comeback, Vallee insisted.
He -had never been away! Not one to take to the hills when an actor
takes

1

;

«

;---...-

-

expressly for television, only to be told over a loudspeaker right in the
projection room of his villa that my opinion- was .not wanted, I am glad
to learn that in person he comes over video like Milton Berle grown
thinking newspapermen mafle Idle up. I mean it's wonderful.
principally by the fold of the N. Y.
No C. O. D.'s, No Returns
Star, and In the wake of other
I noted in the mountain' of newsprint praising his rise that several
budgetary retrenchments in the
columnists referred to his present popularity as a "comeback." They
N. Y. newspaper field.
were comparing the Vallee of today with the time-sharer of the old
Plan blueprinted by Steel calls
Hollywood Restaurant of 1934.
for additional bankrolling of cpmI only hope they don't congratulate him on his comeback vis-a-vis.
mentators on N. Y. indie stations
If they ever do I doubt if they will ever finish the cocktails they didn't;
as the new publication venture expay lor.
pands. Steel himself, oddly enough,
He may be a slow man with a buck, but he's a fast one with temper.
turned to the Newsletter publicaCast him for "The Mart Who Came Back" and. that fine sheen he has
tion venture after his own radio
been dazzling before your eyes (belia donna?) wiU turn into a ball of
program was dropped.
fire and burn you up like a cutrate cremation.
About a year ago he became inflamed with the idea of telling off
everybody: in show business. He wanted radio time put at his disposal
for this quixotic enterprise. What's more he wanted some sponsor to
pay for the privilege of sharing the subsequent losses of Vallee'a
friends and the sponsor's customers.
Continued Irom page 1To give these lefthanded compliments the sting of authenticity he
Tribune, Feb. 1, Abbez asks that wanted me to write the bla-sts. He figured this way he could remove
former classmates, acquaintances the lumber that Yale and Maine insist is part of good sentence struc-

:

-

•.

;

1

printed to restore the so-'called liberal commentators to the air.-- (It's
also in itself one of the major manbites-dog trade ripleys of the
season.) V
Steel's plan also encompasses
the expansion of the Newsletter
into a cooperative publication-publishing house setup designed to
give employment to the liberal-

legislature.

'

the b.o.

t

television studios which have taken over the Hollywood headquarters of the American Railway Express (is this a trend?) are costing
so much money .he has to keep working at both ends to make both
;:-;--,-.-;-- ,.-.-.
ends .meet.
I've been checking the mountain of his press clippings from New York
and they outweigh Truman's by 12 lbs. 7 oz. Among Sullivan's "Toast
of the Town" (TV), Allen's Alley (FM and AM), Sturges' "Unfaithfully
Yours" (a cinema) and Lou Walters' Latin Quarter (a nitery), Vallee
has really run a gamut this winter. And there's the Broadway Roxy

Steers 'Ripley'

Legislators estimate acts would
draw $750,000 yearly if passed.
Editorials in the Times and State
Journal claim that action is> caused
Iby newspaper criticism, of Wis.

—

,>

new

him

250,000.

look,

,

.

^

new

:

.

spondent in Paris for Variety and gambling."
Right' now the City of Fallen Angels is seething with Ponzi Pyramid
United Press, slated to be switched
to New York in June. He'll work clubs, where an- honest buck tied into a chain reaction is supposed to
With the State Depfs "Voice of come back 12 weeks later with a jackpot of $1,200.
Gambling in California is legal only within the confines of raceAmerica'* broadcasting setup,
By the end of May there will be tracks. Nice young people are being clinked in-droves in Los Angeles,
45 Viking Portables published. while the Vallee of their dreams packs people into theatres and niteries,.
From February through May, the and in his oft hours tells how if he were mayor he'd stop gambling in

:

,

.

My

Wisconsiii Seeks Tax oii Qaiilies
Similar measures were introducin the Wisconsin: hoiise arid,
senate which would place a. halfcent tax on all newspapers over
250,000 circulation J|n so-called fi
class cities (ISO^OOO population)
and to papers published in 'the pub will issue the "Portable Shersame plant with cotftbined circ of wood Anderson" (edited by Horace
more than SOiOOO in second class Gregory) "Charles Lamb" (edited
cities (75,000 to 150,000 pop.). Bills by John Mason Brown); "The Port(Tuesday) where unit chairman Jay are aimed directly at the Capitol able Milton" (edited by Douglas
Nelson Tuck outlined ANG stra- Times and State Journal which Bush); and the "Portable Matthew
recently merged in Madison; Wis., Arnold" (edited by Lionel Trilltegy.,
with new circulation estimated' at ing).
over 50,000, and the Milwaukee
Sex Not Here to Stay?
^
Esquire mag may be in for a Journalj whose circulation exceeds

A

partial work-stoppage
that date.
was carried through by the Guild

'

i

.

is

kins, chief: editorial writer for the
N. Y. Journal-American. A "chapter-like" system brings various subjects under 38 -majoi; topic head-

The contract between the Post
and the Guild expires on Feb. 27
and a strike may be called after

4

SCRAPBOOK

SCULLY'S

,

has revealed

iioing

<;i

Crichton, on. leave from Collier's
mag. Doubleday will publish.
Herbert R. Mayes, the only
double - featured editor in the
Hearst stable— he edits both Good
Housekeeping and Cosmopolitan—
By Frank Scully
the state of the lively arts in the off to Charleston, S. C, on brief
next Pageant.
holiday and a msK-reading binge,
Vallee Stream, Feb. 5.
He is currently writing pieces
Columbia pictures distributing
Though practically all of us lack diplomatic finesse, it seems to me
on the Bitz Carlton hotel and copies of Willard Motley's "Knock
Locke-Ober's restaurant for Holi- on Any Door," autographed by we pick leaders in; the main who have less. Take Rudy Vallee, for

hiid a pot at that time),

and topped with a huge Mexican straw somCuban concoctions and cracking ice in some

brero, he kept mixing the
sort of miniature concrete

mixer Fred Waring had dreamed up.
"Prank Loesser's writing a song that might help you in your comeback," I said. "I think he's calling it 'I'd like to get you on a sloe gin

to Chino'."
I

I

I

1

I

I

I

I

"How do you pronounce chartreuse?" he asked like a prosecutor'
veering away from his main attack for the mo.
"How do you pronounce chartreuse?" he pursued.
"The Lyonnaise way," I said. "I'm from the Midi, you know."
He wasn't trapping me into the five foreign words he had spent
years learning; to pronounce and hadn't yet learned how to spell.
What really distressed me was that he never did trap a sponsor into
letting us heave the book at the barnacles of show biz. But there was
a divinity which shaped our ends, rough hew them as we would.
Here It is 1949 and Vallee is a smash success in everything but radio,
and Norman Sper, Bill Frawley, Iris Adrian; Jim Thorpe, Bob Water?
field and I are renting the Vallee studios to make our first television
'

•

"The Barber of Sportsville."
a small world. &ut wherever yott turn Vallee has « piece of

series callefl
It's

It.

'

.
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VeJncaclay,. Febnuwry 9,
lic relations officer

of the

leads in

Mandel

London

Bros, (Chi) department
Mrs. Erik A. Thomee, widow of
Myrna Ley, recuperating from
S. Jay Kaufm&n in Florida,
champ skeet-shooter and appendectomy, may go to France
thea- the
Malcolm Kingsbeirg,
sportsman who was w.k. in show for prolonged convalescence.
tre chief, on Florida vacation.
Jacques Pils, French chanteur, biz,' is now associated with Mrs.
Pauline Marks, head of Richards
Mart,
the
Social
Osborn
in
Ruth
C.
in on the De Grasse last week.
& Marks vaudeville agency, recovJack Mills, accompanied by his which caters to Greenwich (Conn.) ering from serious operation.
Maestro StanWife, left for mid*wfnter vacation, and kindred parties.
From June 1 to Dec.^1, '48 legit
ley Melba of the Hotel Pierre colat Boca Haton, Fla.
theatres in Britain paid $5,600,000
Mrs. Frank Loesser east; her labs. -V
in entertainment tax to the TreaS'-:
Maestro-BBC producer Maurice vxy. "'
songsmith-husband doubling in a
Par picture as composer and actor, Winnick in from London for sev"Off the Becord" closes its 20George Brown, Par studio pub-ad eral weeks to winter in Arizona or
off on a Havana to clear up a bronchial con- month run at the Piccadilly, Feb.
chief, Herb Kahn, et
Bandleader owns "20 12, after which it goes on extended
West Indies cruise aboard the De- dition.
Questions," "It Pays to Be Igno- tour.
Grasse.
Alan Jarvis^ Filippo del Giudice
Songwriter Abner Silver, just rant" and kindred Mutual radio
back from a month in Miami shows which he produces for the aide at Pilgrim Pictures, following
his chief to New York to exploit
Beach, in Wickersham hospital for British Broadcasting Corp'.
a minor operation.
Fannie Brice's 27-year-old son, 'The Guinea Pig."
tlie
of
wife
Ranch,
Ralph Slater is to give a one-day
Mrs. Sammy
William Brice, now with the Mike
Boxy booker, in Las Vegas for the Levee-Ray Stark agency in Holly- show at the Empress Hall, a 10,000usual reason. She's the former wood, to have a one-man showing- seater, sometime in March under,
Edith Holder, singer.
for a month comlnencing Feb; 14 aegis of Bernard Delfont.
Emil Friedlander, chairman of at the Downtown Gallery. Mrs.
Rosa Heppner, back from her
the board of Dazian's, bacK after Dore (Miriam) Schary, wife of thts U. S. visit, has set up as a freetwo months' visit to Brazil, Argen- Metro
chief,;
also lance, but will continue to handle
production
tina, Pei'u and Chile.
slated for a one-woman show -some all of Bernard Delfont's activities.
Dick Henry, of the William Mor- time in the near future.
George Maynard, for many years
Herbert Wilcox's associate produris agency, arrived home one night
cer, has quit to become -producer
last week to find his apartment
robbed of $6,000 in valuables.
for Associated British Pictures
Paris
The Shuberts h a v e acquired
Corp.
Peace House at 5th avenue and
Eddie Vitch, former caricaturist
By Maxime de Beix
109th street for the probable storat Brown Derby, Hollywood, re(33 Bouleword Montparnasse)
age of scenery and equipment,
placed Joe Jackson, Jr., in Tom
Alma Mansfield to Rome.
Mrs. Ruby Schinasi, mother of
Bruce Newbury giving Paris the Arnold's "Ice Cascades," at Stoll
'Metro producer Arthur Hornblow, 0.0.
theatre, Jan. 30.
Jr.'s wife, back from the Coast; sufBud Flanagan recuperating after
Herbert Victor back from Lonfered a minor toe injury en route. don,
recent serious illness in south of
Bob Savini, Astor Pictures prexy,
undergoing
facelift France and returns to Jack HylMaxim's
laying over at Denver, Kansas City
ton's show "Together Again/' Vicafter 50 years.
and Chicago on.his^ay east from
March of Time's Gilbert Comte toria palace, next week.
Lion Television Corp. sessions on bedded with fiu;
John Argyle Productions filming
Coast. ;,
Steve Crane back in town after Leo Marks's legit hit, "The Girl
Eugen Sharin, prez of AmbassaWho Couldn't Quite." Norman Lee
trip in occupied zones.
a
dor Films, planed to Vienna last
from London on directs, with Patricia Plunketf and
Lyon
due
Ben
of
a
to supervise .filmingClifford Mollison starred.
talent scouting expedition.
series of shorts with the Vienna
Jean Simmons will costar with.
Gerry Fairbanks in Paris to
Philharmonic.
Stewart Granger in a stage adapta^^
talent scout bureau.
Arthur Hornblow, Jr., and the, open a
Dave Souhami reopening Paris tion by Peter Glenville of Tolstoi's
Mrs. are due in town in about six
"Power of Darkness," which will
for film distribution.
weeks on their way to Europe for offices
make
their first legit appearance
Opera Co. to follow Gre"Quo Vadis" filming which he'll coVienna
together.
into Theater Champs Elysee.
produce for Metro.
Filippo del Giudice has closed
Anatole Litvak at the. George V
Martin Levine, general manager
deal with Bernard Miles to pro20th-Fox.
London
for
soon
to
and
of Brandts' 42nd St. theatres, reJoe Hummel, prepping a trip to duce, direct and appear in fllmizasumed his chores Monday (7), havtion of Walter Greenwood's play,
ing recuperated from an emer* South Africa after his return from "The Chance of a Lifetime," with
Spain."
gency appendectomy.
Agent Betty Stern closing a shooting to start end of February;;
Cedrie
HardBoles,
Sir
The John
Mario Zampi, producer of "Third
wieke, Ivor Novello and- Ray Ven- Rank contract for four pix in four Time Lucky" for the J. Arthur
tura due in on the Queen Mary to- years for Anouk, 16-year-old Mar- Rank OrganizatioUi operated on for
day (Wed.); Robert Taylor anotlier cel Came discovery;
Bruce Newbury over ,from. Lon- ulcers and will take two months to
arrival and west pronto.
recuperate. This will delay Italian
Glenn Langan arrived from Eu- don to decide on sales policy of pic remake for Associated British
rope over the weekend and will be Republic pix here, while his con- Pictures Corp.
Clements is
in town for a couple months for tinental rep John
Bernard Delfont postponing
interviews and. publicity on "Rap- bedded with jaundice.
opening of "Folies Bergere'' show
One
Europe:
somewhere
in
Lost,
ture," in which he starred in Rome.
prexy, answering for three weeks due to some of the
pix company
Mike Romanoff due east for the name of Spyros Skouras, last seen scenery from Paris proving unsuitPh. D. ceremonies at Columbia U. hopping a plane for Athens in the able for local council's fire danger
When his nephew. Dr. Emanuel company of the Patriarch.
requirements. Show now skedded
Priore Piore, MIT professor of
to open in Birmingham, March 7.
Actor Noel Noel feted by Sophysics, gets his honorary degree.
ciete de I'Art et Industrie and
Felix Marouhani, Paris agent,
plaque for his picture,
handed
a
back to France Feb. 20 on the "Parade du Temps Perdu,*' which
Queen Mary. Jack Forrester, Wall won the Grand Prize of French
Streeter, ex-show biz, ditto on his
By Eric Gorrick
Cinema.
international trading corporation;
"White Horse Inn," after top repeat biz in Melbourne, will play
Joe Weil, chief of motion picBrisbane.
tures and television films section
Todd Duncan due for a second
of American National Red Gross,
Down Under tour via J. C. Williamoff to Hollywood to supervise proBy Helen McGlU Tubbs
shortly.
duction of the 1949 Red Gross apMonty Banks back in Rome after sonRalph Doyle, local RKO head, Is
peal films
a month in America.
off to the U. S. Shortly for homeColumnist John McClain and vet
to
Tennessee Williams expects
flack Harry Sobol formed News stay in; Rome for the next few office huddles.
William Cockburn, co-director
Contacts, Inc., public relations out-^ weeks.
with J; Arthur Rank; in film units,
McClain continues his pillar
fit.
Carmen Amaya and her company
on the N.Y. Sun ^ith o.k. of paper's of Spanish dancers at the Valle is visiting here.
"Oilahomail" is set to debut in
management,
theatre.
Geza Herczeg, writer on picture Melbourne end of this month for
N. Y. News columnist Ed SulliJ; C. Williamson.
van again chairmanning the Enter- "Rapture," will remain in Rome
"Rusty Bugles" brought back by
tainment Division of the N. Y. another three months.
Lee Kresel, dialog director for Doris Fritton at her indie North
Heart Campaign which tees off Feb.
14; Last year this division raised "Strange Case of Lady Brook," is Sydney house for additional run.
at the Hotel Excelsior.
A new McMasters Shakespearian
about $400,000.
Harry Danziger, .who produced troupe debuts at the Princess, MelTom Van Dycke, roving newspaperman, with a Stork Club nos? "Jigsaw" with Burgess Meredith bourne, in "Othello" this month for
talgia, bills his Barbizon (Paris and Franchot Tone in New York, the Garnet Carroll-Fuller combo.
Rome.
is
in
Stanley Wright has joined tlie
suburb) address as the Villa Le
For the past 10 days, motion Dave Martin loop to handle special
Cigognes, and his cable address is
picture production has been seri- publicity and exploitation.
"Cocktails, Paris."
Was
ously handicapi>ed by the lack of formerly for long time with Metro.
Hotel Ambassador (Chi) manager
electric power in Rome.
Kiwis, New Zealand concert
Jimmy Hart and his wife celebrated
Frank Latimore, ^from the orig- troupe, preem at Empire, Sydney,
their 3Qth (Pearl) anniversary in
inal, Broadway company of "My
this
week
Ernie
for
Williamson,
town last week; Bossman
ByJ. C.
Sister Eileen," at the Hotel BerKhakirclad unit ran for over two
field and his bride, meantime, were
nini for an indefinite stay,
years in Melbourne.
on the Coast en route to Mexico.
"Pirates of Capri" is only film
Jock Lawrence; exec veepee of
with American money being made
J. Arthur Rank's U. S. office, has
been tapped as one of the only two in Italy at this time. Stars are
Scotland
American honorary members of the Louis Hayward and Alan Curtis.
By Gordon Irving
British Film Academy. Other Yank
named is film actor Jean Hersholt.
Robert Wilson, Scot tenor. Is
Pittsburgil
mulling a tour of Ganada this fall.
Irving Shiffrin, for some 17 years
cn the RKO homeofflce publicity
R. F. Delderfeld's "Worm's Eye
By Hal Cohen
staff, is currently in Oregon handMills Bros, booked for week at View" attraction at King's, Edinling publicity and managing a man
burgh, May 2.
Green's early in April,
Who has a $25,000i bet he wiU not Bill
Eleanor Powell slated to make
Etzi Covato getting around on
leave the inside of a Kaiser car
British debut March 14 for a week's
[crutches after breaking leg.
for 14 months. They'll tour the
Jack (WB) Kalmensons celebrat* vaude at the Empire; Glasgow.
country.
ed their 13th wedding anni last
Issy Bonn booked to play his
Virginia
Davis,
daughter
of week.. ;:;
furthi,est-north
British
theatres,
maestro Meyer Davis^ after a series
George Tice, Col salesman, okay Palace at Dundee and Tivoli, Aberr
of concerts' on the Coast, will play again after hospital stretch as deen.
a date at the Hotel Astor Roof result of gall bladder attack.
Wilson
rep company tee
March 13 for benefit of Spani.sh
Bob Evans and dance team of off spring Barrett
season at Lyceum, EdinOlin Downesy music Tommie and Jeanie Mahoney headrefugees.
burgh, with "My Sister Eileen"
critic of the N. Y. Times, will pre- lining show at Terrace Room.
'
Feb. 14.
side.
Jackie Heller will be back from
French acts, the Capellinys and
Eve Brown, .former aide to the South American cruise In time for
Mplinoffs,
currently
scoring
at
late Maury H, B. Paul (Cholly new show opening at his Carousel.
Adelaide Sachs pinch*hitting on- Ayr's Gaiety theatre, coast vaudeKnickerbocker), although retired
Shopping Circle program viller on the Clyde.
ibecause of marriage to a Chicago
Adele Inge, Valerie Moon, Maribusinessman, has returned to jour^ while Janet Rose is on Florida
new
l:e:
as
pubvacation.
Telfer
lyn
nalism vicariously,
and Eddie Mercel pl&y
store.

RKO

.

Tom

i"**^'
"^"'^ ^'^"t^
in Glasgow for three nights at end
laryngU
of May, their only date in Scotland.
Barrymore celebrated her
Backed by $6,000 Glasgow Corp. SOtfa
kJH^^^^
anni in show business
guarantee,
Jesse L. Lasky back on job
after
John Casson, producer and son two-week
tussle with laryneitis
of Dame Sybil Thorndike and Sir
Kuth Warrick to Kansas City to
Lewis Gasson, took over Macbeth play
,

role; -at Citizens' theatre,

from

ill

''.Candida" for the home folk'
National Theatres will hold its

Glasgow,'

Duhcan Macrae.

^^'^^

'-"

..

.

;

.

.

.

we^

:

.

Rome

I

I

'

;

,

.

.

,

;
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Hayden Rorke lining up his
Laguna Beach strawhat troupe for
a June start.
June Havoc is readying an original sketch for a strawhat show
In
east this summer.
Susan Hayward returned to
work at 20th-Fox after week out

Montreal
By Max Newton

The Morocco, -top :club here,
handed eviction notice as of May.
San Carlo Opera company opened a five-night date at His Majesty's
this week.
Samovar club changed hands and with virus infection;
Jacques Grinieff in from N. Y. to
after necessary .alterations will
close a deal for the production of
open as the Carousel,
Danny Kaye to appear at Forum "Bridge of Sighs" in Italy.
Variety Boys Club, sponsored bv
March 4 in connection with Cancer
Southern California Variety Club^
Research Society show.
Gratien (Frldolin) Gelinas, aur Tent 25, Will be dedicated Feb. 17'
Jack Diamond and the missu.s
thor-producer and director of "TitCoq," honored on completion of left for a three-month tour of
Spain, Portugal, Italy and France.
101st performance of his play; It's
Arthur Kober among the virus
'first time any Canadian show has
victims of which these are plenty
run that long.
here, Mrs. Groucho (Kay). Marx
included.

Oscar Homolka goes to London
next month to appear in revival of
Strindberg
legiter,
"Dance of
Comedian Cecil Sheridan ready- Death."
Benny
Holzman returned to desk
ing new revue.
William
at
Morris
Agency after
Henmione Baddeley in from Lonthree months of recuperation from
don on vacation..
Carl Glopet productions in Cork surgery.

Dublin
By Maxwell Sweeney

Jean Hersholt received vote of
on short legit season;
Tenor Walter Janowitz inked for confidence from board of governors
of Academy of Motion Picture Arts
16-week season in Belfast..
Ventriloquist Leslie St. Clair and Sciences.
Lester Cole and Robfert Kenny
inked by Pete Davis for English
spoke before the American Vetertour.
Roy Murray seeking .Irish mop- ans Committee on' "Civil Liberties
pets for new juve show for Eng- in Hollywood."
Bing
Crosby is off to his Pebble
land.
Irish rights of Garson Kanin's Beach home until March, when he
"Born Yesterday" grabbed by lUs- starts "Broadway Bill," Frank
Capra's first at Paramount.
ley-McCabe productions.
When Armand Deutch was
Louis EUiman, managing director
of Irish Odeon, planed to London bedded by virus flu, Dore Schary
sent ^pseudo-mysterious wii-es to
for talks with Rank; execs,;
Michael MacLiammoir out of his chief aide warning him about
"The Drunkard" cast with influ- "less time spent at home- and more
at the studio." and signed them
enza; Godfrey Quigley took over.
variously "a friend," "your secret
;.
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KDKA

'

pal," etc.
Paul Snell's 15th

Vledo

year as local
head of Steve Hannagan publicity

Airlift

Ken Frogley is chief
aide to Neil Regan in Las Vegas,
Nev., and Jim O'Doherty is Hanhave transmitted pictures of Chi to nagan's Chi rep. Apart from the
the 14-station connected network Union Pacific and Coca-Cola pipetied in. Blizzard in the Windy City line, they handle other Interests
prevented the plan, so the plane from Thor washing machines to
flew on to Cleveland. Second plane Las Vegas, latter being plugged a
ss

interests.

Continued from page

took off from Boiling Field, Va,, to la Sun Valley,
first circle Washington and then
fly over N, Y., at which point the
two ships rendezvoused over the

Empire State Bldg., flashing pictures of each other as seen from
the air, as well as of N. Y. land-

i.e.

as a resort.

By Larry Solloway
Hildegarde into Brook Club, Feb.
11.

marks.
Neither the pictures nor sound
from the airborne planes were too
good; but were certainly acceptable
in. light of the intricate engineering problems involved.
Cameras
and transmitters had to be floated
in sponge rubber mountings to
overcome
vibration
from the
plane's engines.
Signal from the
planes were transmitted to specials
ly-built receivers 4n each of - the
cities over a very, high-frequency

Joe Moss managing the Colony
restaurant.

Milton Berle in town for rest at

Hyde Park

hotel.

The Harold (Vahiety) Erichs at
the H.vde Park for annual vacation.
Gene Baylo.s, Sid Gould and
Jeri Blanchard into Mother Kelly's
on Feb. 11.
Ed Sullivan, in town for the sun.
planed back to N. Y. for video; shot
Sunday;
Walter Winchell, back in

-

:

last

!

-

relay.

Paul Seheflels.

tow'n,:.

ABC

making the rounds with

rep

;

Program was a ttoteworttjy folVariety tent here will stage huge
lowup to NBC's two previous tele- benefit at Beach Theatre for
casts of a similar nature, one from Children's Hospital Building.
Turhan Bey and Edith Atwater
a submerged submarine and one
from an aircraft carrier maneuver- open in Berhman's -"Second Man"
at the new; legit stock theatre on
ing at sea,
Stal,

:

City Pier.

'
Xavier Cugat orch planed to San
Juan and then returned here before taking off on South Ameri"
can engagements.
Bill Miller signed Sophie Tucker
for a .Tuly date at his Riviera (Ft,
Lee, N. J.), with Jack Carter
ticketed for same show.
Frances Faye joined the Copa
City show, replacing Kay Tompson
and Williams brothers wlio headed
for video engagements in N.. YTony Martin and hi.s Cyd
Charisse house guesting with the
Harry Richmans. He opens with
Joe E. T,ewis and the Beatrice
Kraft Dancers at Beachcomber

;:

-

Vaude Comeback
St

Continued from page 1

ia

.

I

starting

Feb!*2a

:

,

1941,9

Arnold's "Stars on

due in Glasgow Feb.

28.
Philadelphia Orchestra will play

Ice,"

of Eddie Cantor, Jack Benny and
George Jessel are; the highlights;
But more imDortant are the
lesser names.
These are opening
vaudfilm policies in diverse comers
of the country. Some are directly
traceable to video; some to exhibitor

fortification

against

possible

divorcement and what the competitheatres,; with choicer film
may do to the independ^
ents.
The Schine operation is an
example of the latter.
The video-minded agencies are
encouraging the lesser acts, requiring tliera as talent pools for the
ever-growing series of vaudeo programs, which must rely on the
smaller vaudevillians to surround
the top names.
There is still another manifestation via the several talent quest
programs. The alumni of the Arthur Godfrey, Horace Heldtj Ted
MackrLou
Goldberg
(ex-Major
Bowes) and Don Ameche shows are
tive

products,

I

Feb. 14.

,

New Haven
By Harold M. Bone
Shubert will preem "Tales of
South Pacific" March 7.
amateur drama
Statewide
tourney due for finals here in
April.

WNHC

backstage

handling opening mgM
interviews at fehuDeu

this season.

.„,,..

,

,

,

.

FaustYale Drama Dept. doing
ot
Part I" Mar. 21-26 as part
Geothe bicentennial celebi-alion.M.
Yale Dramat offering David
'

demand for resort, cocktail Llppincotfs original niu^Vmrn
lounge, bistro and kindred radio- "Mind the Music." annual Prom

in

TV program

outlets.

play March 3-5.

'

'

'
!

Wedn4SB4«y» February 9, 194V

6S
ager of the Princess theatre, Humeston, and formerly operated the

Garden

OBITUARIES

Grove

Garden

theatre,

RKO Backlog

Grove, la.
Survived by son and four daugh-

Wolfe Stothatt, a

Hfirry Rapf 68, production exec^
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
at
utive
StudioSi and producer of dozens, of
film hits, died after a heart attack
in the Cedars of I^ebanon Hospital,
,

to
the- it

5

;

j'

RKO

:

I

6.

UA

'

Hapf> who became an executive
supervisor of production in 1941^

i

-

-

•

.

show business at the age of 18,
when he organized a minstrel show
Deliver,

GENE HOLDER

and two

son

ROBERT

after 20 years as a producer, was
born in New York and entered

in

Ned
may

E, Depinet, conjpany prexy. Splendor," travel pic by Armand
be, of course, that the new Denis.
Gene Holder, 50, veteran
daughtei-s.
In addition,
will presumatre manager, died in Marshall, ownelP desires to liquidate Uie back-;.
lo^-^vvhieh
Tex., Jan. 27.
th* ctthipany niseessari- ably have three films which Hughes
j^HARRON
ly
got:
itself
He managed houses at Mexiat
ftoftsiderably iii'debted made himself and has retrievedi
Robert Sharron, 28, /associate
San
Antonio,
before
joining
from
the
build
if
release. They are "The
Up-r-and
Sthus
iniiprove
is
to
editor of Show of the Month News,
East
Texas
Theatres,
Inc.,
and
credit
cash
position.
This
Outlaw,"
which
and
has
had a consid'
theatre-party monthly, suicided in
New York recently. He leaped managed houses in Ovei-ton and might, be valuable in Hughes' ma- erable playoff; "Vendetta" and
from the seventh' floor of an apart- Nacogdoches and the Strand and Tieuvers relative tb the pendihg "Mad Wednesday."
Paramount
in Marshal!,
theatre-ownifig
of
the
and
sjplit;
ment house where he resided.
An engineer by profession, Sharprqducihg-distributing^ p
of
Hutches Adding to 'Vendetta'
Frances Winters, for 15 years
ron had been a quondam actor, and
the company.
Hollywood, Feb. 8.
studio wardrobe derecently had been despondent over with the
Howard Hughes turned director,
On the other hand, not vi^wing^^
partment, died Jan, 31 at ihe Mohis failure to click' in the theatre.
today,
personally megging added
vHvigh^s' cosmic
Parents and two sisters survive. tion Picture Country Hospital, tlie pictxire, f^^
scenes
his
for
production of "VenHollywood.
finaneijer's : .perehyV cdinpapy heads
Russ Vincent was called
responsible for day-^O-day opera- detta."
OTIS
Blanche Sewell, 49, film cutler lion are fearful of the results on back for top heavy role in .the
Otis Allen Kenyon,: 69, chairman
film.
for
years,
25
died Feb. 3 their organization of a continued
Eck- at Metro
of the board of Kenyon
hardt,
Inc.,
advertising agency, at her home in Burbank, Cal. lack of liigh-grade product. That

HARRY RAPF

Los Angeles, Feb.

Shrinks

Continued from pa^e

ters.

RKO

where he had been

.

.raised.'.

i

He later became associated, with
the late Gus Edwards, songwriterproducer, who put him in dhafge of
Rapf stayed
his vaude revues.
with Edwards in a managerial post
for six years before opening his
own agency in New York.
About 1914 he joined rLewis J.
Selznick and William A. Brady in
the production of silent pictures in
Fort Lee, N. J. He went to Hollywood In 1921 and was production
manager at Warner Bros.i before
he

&

!

,

died iof a cerebral hemorrhage in Notable among her chores were
"Grand Hotel" and 'Naughty ManNassau, Bahamas, Feb. 3.
Kenyon was editor and co- etta." Her last Assignment was!
author of "Standard Handbook for "Take Me Out to the Ball Game."
Electrical Engineers." During the
S'eter Cunniff, 62, organizer for
first World War he invented the
welding system used for making. local jlOl of the Independent MoLiberty Engine cylinders, and sub- tion Picture Operators union, died
sequently became a member of the in Chicago, Feb. 3. Survived by
late weldinR committee of the War wife.

.ioincd M-G-M. in 1924.
all of the
lie produced

In

,

ALLEN KENYON

may mean

eventually

;

a decline in

-

1

.'Figures

.

Harry Cohn's

.|

'

i

Memory Of My B*lov«d

Continued from page 3
Weekly operating costs of the
company are reported- the Cohn pact was the highest reg:

;

distributing

j

about
Taking a istered by the. opposition.
$150,000.
In tlie course of the battle, Abe
rough estimate of 25% of rental
Schneider, veepee and treasurer,
income as the company's charge told stockholders that Col has
against its pictures for distribution, rallied in the past six months.
Frank J. Freistak, 59, operator
requires
'em ^'^'^L^^^^
Diilings ol
?,bUU,0OU While the quarter ended in Sepof the West Shore theatre, New "
Cumberland, Pa., died in Harris- weekly to keep it profitably afloat. tember showed a loss of $23,000,
That means a reasonable number the company will be again in the
burg, Pa., Jan. 30.
of strong pix are necessary.
black with the December returns,
One of the unfortunate aspects Schneider declared. The past six
Father, 89, of Philip Ober, legit
actor, died at his home in Kenne- of a weakened source of product is months, he said, show a substanbunkport. Me., Feb. 1,
that the effects on the releasing tial increase over the year before.

Brothtr

HARRY RAPF

ly

^

,

,

organization are self-increasing. As
Irving Barnett brother of Jack individual .films get weaker in
Barnett, Chi head of Fox-Movie- 'draw, sales departments u.sually ex2. perience more trouble selling their
whole slate of product, incomes de^
RAt>F
cline, etc.
It is a situalio.n which
the
execs have seen' happen
Hilda Sugg to Neil Kearns, Dub to other companies and are anxious
Shipping Boardi Another of his lin, Ireland, Feb. 1. He's a ban*
to avoid.
inventions was that used for weldWhile the backlog continues in
ing the steel lining of the CatskiU
Julie Almeida to Sonny Skylar,
Aqueduct. He held some 40 weld- Montreal, Jan. 29. Bride is dancer; t.tZ[l'Z^r.h.^^^'"l^r^'\'Z"n^^^^^
ff.'.^^^y l°il,l'l^P^ruf°"^ .'^f „"J"5":
ing patents.
tity standpoint, anyhoW' the studio
he's a singer-songwriter
Besides his wife, he leaves a
Ann Richards to Edmond Angelo, has been almost inactive. Only
son, and a daughter.
Hollywood, Feb. 4. Bride is a film one picture has been started.- and
Funeral services will be held in actress; he's a legit producer.
completed under the Hughes re*
Greenwich, Conn, t o
o rro w
gime. That is "It's Only Money,"

Directors Harry and Jack Cohn,
Schneider, Leo M. Blancke, N. B,
Spingold, Abe Montague and Don-

Vic* President and froducer of

Metre Goidwyn Mayer

tone News, died in Chicago, Feb;

ARTHUR M.

including
His other films
include: "Possessed," "The Late
Christopher Bean," "They Gave
Him a Gun," "Espionage," "The
Women" and- "Forty Little Women."
_
Rapf "discovered" Joan Crawford in a New York musical come^
dy and brought her to Hollywood iThurs.).
Under his guidance she
In 1926.
became a top ranking star.
GEORGE
Dressler's

Marie

"Min and

films,

Bill."

1

I

1

i

I

George Jessel delivered the
eulogy at funeral services held in
Hollywood yesterday (8). Active
pallbearers were Louis B. Mayer,
Eddie Mannix, Charles R, Rogers,
Samuel
and
Stebbins
Arthur
Bischoff. William F. Rodgers, Louis
K. Sidney. Dore Schary. Al Lichtman, Ben Thau, Joseph M^ Schenck,
Harry Warner, David O. Selznick,
Edward Small, Sam Briskin, John
Stahl, Edward Blackburn, Archie
Mayo and M. C. Levee acted as
honorary pallbearers.
He leaves his wife, Tina; two

I

I

BOB WILLIS
IN

MEMOliY OF

HIS.

I

I

1

r

!

I

daughter, Evanston, 111.. Jan. 28.
Father's announcer on ABC Breakfast Club.
Mr; and Mrs. Charles Rothers,
Chicago,
son,
Jan.
29.
He's
engineering chief at WGN-TV, Chi.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill McRe.ynolds,
son, ^San Antonio, January. 25.
Father is announcer on WOAI in
.

,

I

Maurice and Matthew, both
In the motion picture industry, the
:

L.

LAMAR

ALBERT SPILLMAN
last autumn. Among
Albert Spillman, 85, Inventor
picture achievements
was his score for "The Wizard of and builder of amusement rides,
Oz,'" which won him an Academy died Feb. 1 at Tonawanda, N, Y.
Shortly after World War I, SpillAward.
Previous
to
Hollywood man organized the Spillman Engihis
career, Stothart had established neering Co:, which took over the
himself in the musical world as development of devices for the
collaborator with George Gersh- amusement field.' specializing in
win, Vincent
Youmans, Rudolf merry-go-rounds for parks, carniX' riml
and Emmerich Kalman in vals and circu.ses.
.

'

this

addition to "The Rogue" and "The
Wizard," he handled the scores on

numerous Metro films, among
were "The Good Earth,"
Romeo and Juliet," "Naughty
Marietta," "The Yearilng," "The
tjreen Years" and "The Unfinished
Dance," and was .musical director
which

i?r a

series of tunefilms co-star-

nng Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy.

Surviving are his wife, Mrs.

May

ETHEL DESMOND
,

in

75,

San

ac-

Bernardino,

She had appeared in practically
every branch of show business over
a span of years, prior to her reStarling out in stock
companies, she later appeared
vaudeville and musical eoraedles.

tirement.

Marguerite

starring

Chapman and Walter Brennan, for
distribution by RKO, is planning
"My Darling Is a Kangaroo," a

m

Survived by daughter and a son.

Statement by Cohn, read to
stockholders, predicted the climb
in Columbia pi-ofits and declared:
"1 can sound a note of hope and
encouragement, at least for Columbia Pictures." Company is ben•V

Holt, Robert Ryan,

Jack Paar, Robert Bray and Don

1

i

I

1

-

'

1

;

i

I

,

,

•

to

Cohn declared. "By the end of
the March quarter these pictures

I

been subIf the domestic theatre business is no worse
than presently and the, foreign.
problems do not increase, we look

of greater cost will have
stantially amortized, and

I

j

!

.

1

for

;

Otto Metz. 58, film stuhter and
former vaudeville, acrobat; died
Feb. l in Hollywood.
For years he was a member of a
team known as The Flying Metzettis.

R. C. HOADLEY
R. C. Hoadley, 70, died of a heart
attack at his home in Humeston,
Feb. 2. He was owner ana man-

improvement from

%

Cpntinued from page 4

Transcriptions

,

agers said, it may be necessary to
get more coin out of the domestic
market. If that becomes true, they
adder' T'on it certainly won't be
pcssil
to eliminate percentage

I

i

WOR

selling in all situations.
Sales chiefs were highly .lympathetic to the plight of the smaller
exhibitors, as outlines' by the Cole

!

'

j

;

:

;

committee, but refused to tie them-:
selves down with any restrictions.
ln fact, they pointed out, it will be
possible to do more for exhibs if
distributors continue operating on
a

;

I

definite

Accent on

i

WOR

j

la.,

a

then on," he said,

;

'

OTTO METZ

of the expensive pix proat an earlier time have yet
be fully released and amortized,

duced

,

•

i

from economies

conditions.''

,

'

I
I

-.

Many

'

confi-

said,

under adverse

^

\^-']ys
dent a solution can be found.
^PPP^" ""^ ^''^ /'"^^
Show will be another in the se- re ssue, which has already played
'^^ge number ot pre-release en.
ries Of such public service ofl:er- «
Woman s SeIngs staged by the web, which was gagemcnts; Feb. 19,
O'Hara-Me vyn
(Maureen
Initiated" by the submarine broad- ^f^t"
NBC last year carried Douglas): March 5 Goldwyn's Encast.
through a pickup from an aircraft chantment '; March 19, Mourning
„
,
March 26, Mccarrier out at sea,, and last Sunday Becomes E.Iectra";
(6): staged
simulated air recon-' Carthjf's ''Green Pfomis^i''; April 2,
naissanee mission in cOn,tunction reissue of Goldwyn's "Pride of the
with the U. S. Air~Force, bringing Ysinkees"; April 16, "Baltimore Esviewers air views of Chicago. capade" (Robert Young. Shirley
Cleveland, Washington and N. Y. Temple, John Agar); April 30.
John Ford-Merian C. Cooper's "Mr.
Joseph Young of Africa"; Terry
Moore): May 21, "Window" (Barbara Hale-Bobby DriscoU), and
June 11, "The Judge Steps Out"
ssi Continued from page 1 ;SBS (Alexander Knox-Ann Sothern),
On the shelf but not yet dated
with waxing "Movie Matinee" at 9
"Weep
are
release,
No
p.m. Results are highly satisfactory, for
according to the
program de- More" (Joseph Gotten and Alida
(Lisabeth
partment. Not only are the houses Valli),"Interference"
full, but the fraus are better be- Scott, Victor Mature and Lucille
haved and more responsive, while ''Ball), "Follow Me Quietly" (Wilthe contestants are more genuine. liam Lundigan-Dorothy Patrick);
Officials reason that the pro prize- "Stage Coach Kid" (Tim Holt),
grabbers are home feeding hubby. "The Setup" (Robert Ryan-Audrey
Station feels that success of do- Totter), "They Live by Night"
ing the "Matinee" after dark may (Cathy O'Donnell-Farley Granger),
cue a general trend of transcribing "Sam Wilson" (Barbara Scott and
most daytime quizzers when the Jeffrey Lynn), "It's Only Money"
studio guests have had a full- (Jane
Russell-Frank
Sinatra),
course dinner.
"Rustlers" (Tim Holt), and "Savage

,

and "they have contributed to the
showing we are presently making

'

i

he

efiting,

I

[

>

Harry Cohn.
Coin's Statement

to

'

Grahame, Tim

In addition, the studio
Foster.
Web hasn't yet shares
what goes on.
Jane Greer, Robert Mitchurh
solved the problem of piping the
;;d^Bets7 Drake w'ithDa^^^^
from the underground ggj^jjjjjij,
signals
points to a remote transmitter, but
.,
^KO's release lineup, as-^il now
remembering the success of its exTarzan s
periment from a submerged sub- st'inds, runs: Feb 5,
Feb. 12.
^agic Fountain
La.st
marine three years ago. is

from England
motion

Ethel Desmond.

Promise,"

and

Continued from page

his'

tress,
died
Cal,, Feb. 5.

anna McCoy."
Glenn McCarthy,
who just completed "The Green

Subway Pickup

&

merstein
2nd's
productions on
Broadway.
Metro brought him to Hollywood in 1930 to supervise the
musical details of the Lawrence
ribbett picture, "The Rogue Song,"
which was the beginning of an uninterrupted career on that lot. Ii>

while other old ones, such as that
with the Frederick Brisson-Rosalind Russell-Dudley Nichols" Independent Artists unit, have been
washed out, Samuel Goidwyn, of
course, continues, and now has in
production for JRKO release "Rose-

1

|

,

*riml co-authored "Rose Marie."
For a time he functioned as
musical conductor of Oscar Ham-

.

holders said.
No formal statement was made
by management to various claims
of stockholders althouRh a number
of the statements were tagged as
erroneous and misleading in the
course of the giverand-t.ike. Meeting stretched out for three hours
and the company execs sought to
avoid prolonged wrangling.
In aaswer to threats of suit,
Charles Schwartz (& Frolieh). Col's
secretary and general counsel, declared that "legally and ethically,
we are of the ,1udgment that granting the contract is proper." Both
he and Nate B. Spingold. ad-pub
veepee, parried questions as to who
the new directors would be/ Understood that one of them will be:
Arnold Grant, former United Artists director and personal attorney

;

comedy about life in an animated
Mr. and Mrs.. 'Frank Veloz. cartoon studio, for an April start,
daughter,
Hollywood,
Jan.
31.
!„ addition to paring the indie
Parents are dance team of Veloz producers, Hughes has hacked
& Koianaa,^jjg studio's contract player
^^^^
list.
It is now down to a halfdozen actors, all oh^ebmparitivfely
They are Gloria
low salaries.

former, a writer, the latter a writer
and producer, and a brother,
Arthur M. Rapf a member Of the her husband, Leon Lamar, she
firm of Rapf & Ruden, motion pic- owned and operated the IXL Wild
ture exhibitors.
West Show, traveling for many
years with the Johnny J. Jones ExCastle
position and the Morris
HERBERT STOTHART
the
Herbert Stothart, 64, composer Shows. She also appeared at
and musical director, died Feb. 1 N. Y. World's Fair with Dufor &
Mistakes."
"Nature's
show,
Rogers'
in Hollywood of an ailment that
had afflicted him since hj^ return

retired

,

Ins and Outs on Deals

27. Father's a legit producer.

63,

vet vaude performer, died in San
She was
Diego, Cal., Jan. 26.
active in the theatre and carnival
business for 40 years. Mrs. Lamar
began as a dancer and singer in
motion picture houses, played in
musical stock and later entered
the carnival field in 1918. With

country, and with the late
*ranz jLehar in Europe. He and

.

Number of indie; production
deals made has also been slim,

Mrs. Wayne Singer,
daughter, Ea.st Chicago. Ind.,'.Ian.

Mr.

Lamar,

,

.

that city.

Authors and Publishers.
Lallement

with Jane Russell and Frank Sinatra.
Only film how in production is "The Big Steal," starring
„
Robert Mitchum

BIRTHS

BOTSFORD

I

ZELEMA

i-'

Insurance
Dissiderits argued that the insurance policies on Cohn's life
now have a cash surrender value
of at least $100,000 and that turning them over to the company's,
president is :"waste of corporate
assets and un.iust enrichment of
the chief executive and his family."
If suit is brought it would
be on this ground, several stock-

m

musicals.

Zelema

rectors to nine
683 to 28,776.

—

i

Mrs. and Mrs. Eugene L. Hud
George Botsford, '74. composer
Anand musical director, died in New son, daughter, Jan. 29, Los
York, Feb. 1. His wife, Delia Mae geles. She's the daughter of Bud
& Gladys Murray, ex - "Scandals"
Botsford, died last month.
Botsford had composed a num- and Winter Garden terpers, now
ber of pop songs and had occasion- heading the Murray School of
ally served as musical director for Dancing in L. A.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Murphy
vaude production acts and road

BIRTHDAY

Wife EDYTHE

expand the current seven diwas accepted, 507

to

j

I

'

I

I

i

|

Some of his best known
songs were "Doing the Grizzly
Bear," "Sailing Down Chesapeake
iBay," "Black and White Rag,"
'Pride of the Prairie," "Sahara
Butterfly," "Back to Dixie Land,"
"Silvery Bells" and ."Iowa Corn
Song."
I.
He was a charter member of the
American Society of Composers,

1

RKO

,

'

February 13, 194*

sons,

MAiRRIAGES

ald S. Stralem were reelected with
the opposition vote in the neighborhood of 11,300 votes. Proposal

i

I

non-definitive

policy,

iindei

which each situation can be dealt
on its own merits.

.with

.

switched
to • • • •

Woody's

CAPITOL

first

"LEMON DROP"

Mel's first

•

release:

AIN'T GETTIN'

"I

CAPITOL

"CARELESS HANDS"

Personal

•

ANY YOUNGER"

release:

"HOME

GIRL"

Management

CARLOS GASTEL
GENERAL
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FILMS

RADIO

Puliiliflhtil

W(«*1il.v

iSntoiwd «*

.

<vt

West 4«th

164

VIDEO

Street,

New Tork

1»,

190S,

at

»eobna slas* nmtter Decei^ber

S2,

COPVRIOHX,

NEW

VOL. 173 No. 10

1949,

STAt»E

N. T., by Variety, Ino.
Annual aubSorlpUon. 110. SinsI* contes, ti eent»,
the Post Oftic*. at New York,
X, under the act ot Uarcb
:187>;

.

,

BT VAIHETV,

IKC.

AI<I<

RIGHTS RESSRTED

YORK, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY

PRICE

1949

16,

25

CENTS

PK-VIDEO AS DOUBLE FEATURE'
Coast Air Scripters Parlay Cuffo

Wanamaker,

TV

Plugs Info Luxury Loot Bonanza

\

ES

By ABEL GREfiN
-

FOR

.

brand

Scfiwirtn hikes;
d]so man's and lady's Gruen
niristwaich. Box 000, Daily VartcM';

2

.

~

^

IftETY.

type of ad, almost literally
so* in. one form or another,' is the
tipoIT that some radio writer is
overboard on his plug loot. That's
the now considered "legitimate"
by-product income that accrives to
\vriters. of locally originated radio
[I'h''^

Hollywood, Feb.
'

Bel-Air, Wcstwood,

Some

Hills

standard

equipment

like

Grandma Moseses^ Dufys,
Renoirs, Van; Goghs, the contradicprograms for insinuating, one, or. tion now sees these households
Urtother commodity into the script. rolling back the carpets and put'Getting Adam hats, Fislt tires, ting on square-dance phonograph
Gruen watches, Gallo wine, Dr. records,
It's quite the thing to be a BevBrown's celery tonic, Sciiwinn biUtrillos,

General Squeegee tires,
sirongheart dog food, Kentuclcy
Tavern liquor, Cal-Tex swim suits,
Keystone cameras, Rival dog food,
Life Savers, Wilson's "tendermade
haras" and Wilson's Mor (luncheon
meat), Hollywood millcshakc candy
bars, Bendix washing machines,
Maytag ditto, Paul Masson champagne (California), four-way cold

however,

:

the top-budgeted tele-

—

•

:

-nr

•

•.

'

'

T

X.

'.

A

•
!

"

I

Sells

piays, is being formed by sam
Wanamaker, Jose Ferrer and Rich^^.^ Aidrich. The pian is to do

|

i

productions next season at
g total budget of 3100,000, Names
approached thus far who have expressed enthusiasm for Oie idea
include
Rex Harrison, Fi'edric
^^f^h and Florence Eldridge.
stars will be signed for a full
season at nominal salary, say $500
a week or so, but will be free
to accept outside assignments that
do not conflict with their repertory appearances. Wanamaker and
Ferrer will direct as weU as act,
and the intention is to have guest
directors, scene designers,
etc., for
°
three

|

|

,

>

|

'

agreed to accept such bids.
It is hoped, to operate at as low
a boxoffice scale as possible, per^
haps $3.60. Therefore, a house
with large capacity will be required, such as the Majestic, 46th

"

Broadway, National or perhaps the Adelphi. Plays may be
presented for three-week runs at
but rotated more frequently
(Continued on page 54)

Street,

Video Centre?

(ButNottoPhilco)
Bing Cro.sby, who recently took
the capital gains route to CBS, has
All
been sold by the network
that remains is tlie signaturing,

Program

.

Columbia is keeping theTieWclient
auspices under wraps, pending the

As Draw for Tourists

famed Times Square landmark,

.

Full Payoff
i

.Danny Kaye, in his first two
weeks of his current Roxy, N. Y.,
engagement, has earned the btghest
salary
ever attained by a
performer in a vaudfilmery. Ba.sed
on a Contract calling for $25,000
weekly plus 50% split over $110,000, total earned by Kaye so far

all

new Columbia

negotiations,

Due Backers

1^

of 'Kate,*

first,

Hope's Smash $650,000

in-

to a television centre.
The other
half of the block-rlong structure
would continue to be used as a
hotel.

Take

(Continued on p.age 55)

I

I

i

"Kiss Me, Kate," at the Century,
N. Y., may; set a modern record
for a fast payoff by a musical show.
Cole Porter-Bella and Samuel Spewack smash will probably get back
its $180,000 investment by the first
week in April, 14 weeks after its
Broadway premiere. It. is currently
making an operating profit of approximately $12,000 a week.
Saint Subber-Lemuel Ayers production actually cost $154,000, excluding bonds and' the $11,000

35 One-Nighters

British Vauders Blush At
Femme-Male Boxing Exhib
London,.Feb.

talent agencies thinking
along lines of arena and auditoum tours. The percenters are now
seriously considering the arena
Iwp as a substitute for thcatrei

started

15.

brewing between the
Variety Artists Federation and the
management of the Kilburn Empire, a London nabe vaudeville
house, over the signing of an 18year-old female boxer to appear
with a male opponent in a twicer(Continued on page 55)
Trouble

ri

is

I

|

1

|

appearances, mainly because booke^s are rebelling against the high
saltiries that top film and radio
natie^ demand,
C%rently, Spike .Tones' nation-

1

'?
I

(Continued on page 54)

from the Pliiladelphia tryout.

also cinbraces television, with the It had recouped an additional $36,new client having the first TV lOOO as of Jan. 31 and distributed
(Continued on page 62)
crack al Ci-o.-sby. (Crosby wants to
kitiesoopf! his video show at the
same time it's being tape-recorded,
simultaneous
for
a
thus permitting
SEE PIX LIFTING
i

!

AM-TV*spread.)

$62,500.
Crosby gels a Wednesday night
.Comic's take for the first week spot on' CBS, starting in the fall,
was $37,000 based on the $134,- though the exact time hasn't been
000 gross, Second stanza's theatre iset as.yct.:
take was $lH-,000, giving Kaye a
$500..ov6rage.
• Al
Jolson's $20,000 weekly at
Jolson
the Capitol on Broadway, year.s
ago, stood heretofore as tlie top
Of Troop Entertaining
theatre salary for a single.
.'Kaye's pact is for his services
Hollywood, Feb. 15.
oply. Theatre pays the rest of the
Al Jolson is planning to pass his
talent. He remains at tlie Roxy summer radio layofl' entertaining
another wee^.
U. S. ti'oops abroad. He may work
•Jack Benny during his engage- ihc Pacific and gradually play his
ment at this house was pacted for way to Europe.
$40,000 plus overages, but out of
Jolson is taking his Kraft show
that figure Bemiy had to pay a to New York for the month of
layge cast, including Rochester, April, and returns to Hollywood
PliU Harris and The Sportsmen.
to dose out the season.
is.

:

Maps Summer

I

I

I

;

i

:

i

I

Telephone

STAR
BAN FOR 1-SHOT FROLIC

,

Some of the top Hollywood stars,
hitherto protiibited from doing
television shows because of their
studio contracts, may soon be seen
on TV in the upcoming "Friars'
Frolics."
Friars Club gets $1,000
weekly out of the show's $10,000
production nut to help raise funds
for a new clubhouse and, since the
show will thus be somewhat vof a
charity affair, it's expected that
the studios ^will okay .their stars'
appearances.'
Listed among the pog^sibilities for
the one-hour program by VanCar
Productions, package outfit which
has been assigned rights to pro.

(Conlinued on page 16)

Anew

Hollywood. Feb. 15.
recently completed
which his troupe gro.ssod
$050,000 in 35 days, has a.gain

Bob Hope's

tour, in

•

profit

it

in

Sparks Arena Biz

Scheme envisages far-reaching

14 Weeks After Debut

:

DANNY KAYE'S RECORD
ROXY
62}G AT

by April

I

..

Joshua Logan and
Donald Oenslager have tentatively
specific shows.

.

Crosby

repertory .theatre on Broad-;
using top stai's in classic

I

I

—

west."
it "EI

notasigtied-sealed-and-delivered
Dallas, Feb. 15.
;According to plans announced tion, but a hl.(?li net spokesman adThiiisday (10), the "Dallas Invites mits that "il is not to Philco."
Vou" committee is contemplating Philco currently sponsors Crosby
a $1,000,000 giveaway quiz, pro- on ABC and is paying $25,000 for
It's
program.
tape-record
guain to be called' "Dollars From the
known thai CBS had been peddling
Dallas."
;The committee is composed of a the Crosby package in recent
group of businessmen whose object weeks at a larger figure, and it's
now aclcnowledgcd that the new
(Continued on page 62i
bankrolicr is "paying more than
New sponsor is
$27,500 for it."
reiiortod to be Chesterfield.
Deal is for Crosby's radio show,
which will continue to be taped in
:
N. Y.
advance from the Coast, but. as in

,

Stars for Non-Profit Repertory
1

Hotel A^tor Into

CBS

$1,000,000

Giveaway

is

Alemain."

tablets, names of aiitos, airlines,
resorts, hotels, etc., into a nation(Continued on page 15)

Dallas'

The "cutest,"
Ronald Colman who.

when shouting "all men
somehow insists on calling

'

'

erly Hillbilly caller.

cycles,

T-i

,

and Beverly Hills hillbillieis are
square-dancin' like mad these days.
It's the newest fad in the fashionable top-echelon film-radio belt
for at-home funning. Along with
artistic

of

—

1

Everybody Wants In On
Ai.f
Martrartii- Tnnmati
iruman -aci
iviargam

vision shows will soon be projectWashington, Feb. 1.5.
ed at their regular broadcast times
Signmg recently by James A.
on the screen^ of Key-city film theatres as special added attractions Davidson concert management of
-^if the advertising agencies have Margaret Truman for recital dates,
has had several unusual reactions,
their way.
The age.icies, already seriously Management, for one thing, has reflirting with the idea, believe it ceived scores ot requests from,
would automatically solve both the other artists, some of them of maproblem i f the limited circulation jor rank, to handle them a$ well.
In addition, Davidson has reobtained by their programs on the
basis oi home seits alone and the ceived a flock of mail from singing
exhibitors' problem of TV cutting coaches, teachers of languages, elointo his boxoffice. Through the cution teachers and others, offering
medium of theatre tele, agencies their services as aid to Miss Truand their clients would add hun- man's professional singing career.
dreds of thousands of viewers to Letters included a couple from
their shows
and their commer- doctors and psychiatrists, and one
And or two crank notes, all with advice
at one time.
cial plugs
theatre operators, through proper for -the- singer.
exploitation of the TV programs
in conjunction with fhelr regular
film programs, would be able to
entice setowners out of their living
rooms and into the theatre.
Proof tliat the idea has already
passed the dream stage was offered
this week by television consultant
Ralph B. Austrian. He disclosed
Plan is reported afoot to coiithat a number of agencies hanvert one-half of the Hotel Astor,
(Continued on page 61)

15.

Holmby

——

By BOB STAHL

All H'wood Now Going
Off a Square-Dance Binge

Hollywood, Feb. 15.
SALE: Bendix, virtmlly.

Ferrer, Aldrich Seek

CO 5-1393
-

for

All Bu&iness Concerning

The Hour
Of Charm
All Girl Orchestra anS CUolr
under the direction of

PHIL SPITAOfY

,

:

.

1

.

We<ltte8day» February 16»

Mon [Neu! What Next? Paris Fashions

Actors' Income Tax Deductions
By J. S. Seidnian, CP. A."

Feature Path's Burlap, Dior's 'Egg'
By LUCETTE CARON
Paris, Feb. 8.
Couturiers in Paris this season
are just as much concerned with
at their first
celebrities
displaying

Song Curt»y to

Z ^^^'Xy: ^ho

WW

WiU

349th Wcekl
Slay Nixed;

!

sketches,
(photographs,
almost every collection
there is an incident. Christian
appears
rarely
who
himself,
Dior
during an opening, dragged a
very red-faced lady to the middle
her
threw
publicly
and
floor
of the
out. Next day, it was a young man,
an Italian who was found conceal
ingVicetches.' As for photographers,

show no great

ol new ideas
deUght the foreign buyers. The
and
o„
io the same
cttc is
basic silhouette

ehSe

bThundreds

Sder"

reasonable—unpadded

l^elongs,
it"belongs,
whwe it
waist where
shoulders, wauT
length 13 inches from the ground.
There is more simplicity and free
dom of movement.
Jean Desses, young couturier
from Greece, was the first to open.
He shows a new one-sleeve stole

on almost

all his

dresses.

I

'

superior

court.

'

!

bought by almost every American
manufacturer.
Real Sackcloth, That Is
Fath, recently returned from the
U. S., has an exciting but very
wearable collection. The sensation
Was hii burlap fabric—real sack(Gontinued on page 16)

'Kate' But

SEATON ABROAD

PICTURE

ON

'

j

i

I

I

'Unfriendly 10' Told

I

]

Man's a Commie

I

I

Friday (11) from Westover field, a deal.
"Salesman!'' won as enthusiastic
Mass., airbase of the Military Air
praise from major company reps
Transport Service.
Seaton will tour the Berlin area in their reports to their studios as
critics
and other sectors of Allied-occu- it got from the New York

pied Germany and' will also stop
It over in England, where the airlift
transport planes go for repairs
Los Angeles, Feb. 15.
Zaafter tvery 200 flying hours.
a
Hanson,
in
M.
Clarence
Judge
Huck's plans call for Seaton to
12-page decision In the $60,000,000
write and direct the airlift film,
suit filed in L. A. superior court
with William Perlberg producing.
10"
the
against
"Unfriendly
by the
U. S. authorities are eager for a
maior film studios, rules that:
"A person who is unwilling to regular commercial film on the
state publicly, under any and all subject in order to reveal to the
circumstances, whether he is or is American people, the immense Job
not a Communist, is regarded in undertaken by the occupation
Seaton agreed to do the
[forces.
America as a Communist."
Judge Hanson ordered the "Un- picture if he could find story mateHis junket
ftiendly 10" to answer four ques- rial while overseas.
tions which they had refused to will carry him through all phases
answer in connection with the of postwar life in Germany.
:

Unless

He Denies

|

1

I

|

-

'

Fate

;

"Whether they considered the
effect the resultant publicity would
have on the .film industry.
"What political opinions of their
own choice had been interfered
•
with by the producers."

j

1

service,
if

utilities,

household

is

tele-

used

abroad on foreign bookings.

I

Paris, Feb, 15.

hilarious shenanigan goings-

The

on at the Kravchenko ("I Chose
Film industry's efforts to combat
Freedom") libel trial is like » series video .Voii a corporate level by
of Kaufman-Hart second act cur- scrambling to; buy into networte.
Jimmy Hussey or Bobby and statiorts'V weir^ dei^
tains.
last,
Clark never handled court cross- week by IToseph H. HaZen, partner
fires and crossovers any funnier. with Hal Wallis in Hazen-Wallis
The local judge uses Kravchenko's Productions. Such efforts are cerbook as both a gavel and a missile. tain to fail of their purpo.se, he
Att. Bob Weitman: Printemps declared, with the only solution to
(local Macy's) wants a theatre-size video's threat to be found in turn-

Worse Than

erable interest in "Salesman" on
the basis of personal representations made to him by Elia Kazan,
who directed the play and is under
contract to 20th. Lee J. Cobb, who
stars in the legiter, is also a 20th
contractee.
There have been no
negotiations, however, beyond the
personal
conversations
between
Kazan and Zanuck, an dother studio
execs are understood not to share
Zanuck's enthusiasm as far as the
pic's b.o. chances are concerned.

London, Feb. 15.
One of the aristocratic quips
about the Labor government was

recently heard by Gertrude Lawirence while lunching at the Garrick
jClub in London.
Sir Seymour
Hicks, according to. her report,
shocked his school tie chums by
The "Unfriendly 10" are Adrian saying: "I hope they stay in and
Scott, Edward Dmytryk, Herbert thai they will be reelected."
Biberman, Lester Cole, Ring Jj^iprdSir Seymour then eased the gaspner, Jr., Dalton Trumbo, AJVahling with the snapper: "With them
Bessie,
Samuel Ornitz, Albertlln power, I have lost- all fear of
•
,Maltz and John Howard Lawson.
death!"
j

'

'

,

j

1

,

l

.

,

:

i
'

TV

ing out better product;

screen setup like yours.

"Anyone who thinks that TV
Maurice €hevali«r ton busy to
best-man Nita Raye's nuptial to won't hurt films at the boxoffice
is
dreaming," declared Hazen.
Yank Joe Axelrod.
Candlelight, champagne, cacoph- "Television is a very serious threat..
ony, eoutouriers and competition: However, it is not an insurmountJacques Fath, Christian Dior and able one by any means.. The soluPierre Balmaln^the social lions of tion is to give our audiences prod-*

is 'worth the 35c or 60c
they pay for it. If we give them
their money's worth, we'll get customers.
"Talent," he added, "is the solution
talent on the producer,
director, phiyer and writer levels.
We've got to eliminate the weaklings, the people who should never
have been in films—-they're a lux<^
ury we cant afford under the neW
conditions'^and find and make use
of the very best talent available."
Intimate romance type pix ar«
the ones the former Warner Bros.
(Continued on page 6)

uct that

'

the town.
Att. Lopert: your Hungarian pic,
"Somewhere in Europe," the biggest smash in town (ticket scalpers

|

—

yet).

Steve Crane (Lana's X) rented a
villa
co-op but bought
Averell Harriman's Cad outright.
Pictures fit to print: N.Y. Times

Cannes

(Paris edition)

a semi-tabloid—

is

but no cheesecake.

.

If Life prints all the pictures
taken at Jacques Tath's opening

Rita and Aly looking at each other-^silk-lined, bursee

all you'll

is

lapped mannequins be hanged.
distributors: Dave
Harry
to Spain.
Portugal.
to
(Warners) to So.
Harley (Fox) to Spyros

Distributing

Lewis

Novak
Joe

(MGM)

(Universal)

Africa.

Bob

Cantor's 1st Theatre

-

Hummel

•

Date April 15 For

Skouras and Lacey Kastner (Col.),
John B. Nathan (Par), Gerry Mayer
(MPA) inward bound.

Dear

In Chi; Pabst

Went

twice to the
Jour et Nuit Club but no trace of
Bill:

Yvonne—sorry.
French kinescope beats ours on

TV

for a

Also

.

closeups.

"Queen

B&K

TV

Hollywood, Feb. 15,
Eddie Cantor will make his first
personal appearance in a
filin
house in 10 years at the Chicago
theatre, Chicago, in a booking
slated to open April 15. Deal with
Balaban & Kaiz, operators of the
Loop showcase, is practidially siet
with Cantor delaying his final bltay
pending approval of the support-

Josephine Baker coming into her
Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th-Pox pro- own as the Texas Guinan of the
duction chief, has exhibited consid- Club Champs Elysees.

in ad-

vance the answers they would give
at the, committee hearing.
"Whethei* they considered;, the
'
effect on public opinion.

following the opening last week.
However, it is a grim play with a
dour finale, and experience has
been that such legits seldom duplicate in picture versions their .finanr
cial success on Broadway; .Majors
are therefore viewing "Salesman"
with some reservei
Its success is of sjich smash proportions, however, 'that eastern
studio reps all feel certain it will
eventually be bought, perhaps by
an indie producer. It is said to
offer too great a challenge to a
No price
director to let it pass.
has been set yet for screen rights,
and, so far as is known..: no direct
offer has been made to author Arthur Miller.
i

'

damage suit. They are
"Whether they discussed

i

i

I

.

etc.,

actively for conferences with auwriters, agents, or other
business matters; expenses on trips
taken to get ideas for professional
work; beautifying, physical culture, bodyguard; income taxes paid

By Borrah Minevitch.

Any 'Salesman'

1

I

phone,
thors,

Par and M-G Hot After

Geisler told the court that immediate sentence would throw
Time
Deal Still
about 100 studio employes out o
Deal is Expected to jie closed
The court answered that
work.
the studio executives must have shortly for film rights to "Kiss Me,
known about the case before they Yiai^;' Broadway's top musical hit
picture.
producing the
started
stanea
t^e season, while Hollywood Inp^^^^^
e
Steal'' is relThe Bi? Steal
Meanwl^.le
in the leadegated to a shelf on the RKO lot. terest is still academic
Mitchum can get back into circu- ing dramatic smash, "Death of a
lation in 50 days under the good Salesman." Paramount and Metro
conduct system.
for
contenders
leading
are the
"Kate," and rights will go to one
of them unless there's some sudGEO.
den dark horse bidding.
Cole Porter, who authored the
AIRLIFT
lyrics and music, is currently on
stemming from a yen by Gov- the Coast, where he will initiate a:
ernment officials for a Hollywood deal himself. Efforts by M-G and
in New York
film to be made about the Berlin Par to sew up rights
George Seaton, 20th-Fox have been rebuffed, with no asking
airlift,
Porter declared
writer-director, has been assigned price even set.
by studio production chief Darryl he'd rather talk about it himself
on the Coast. He'll need the okay,
iF. Zanuck: to o.O; the situation in
Germany tor screenplay material, of course, of librettists Sam and
Seaton took ofE for Germany last Bella Spewack before eohclwding
I

1

maid

rent,

'

Actor,

;

1

like an integrated scarf and drapes
in 100 different ways. His famous
cornucopia skirt, a swirling wraparound affair, usually pleated, was

A

A.

Marks

,

looks

It

L

through his attorney^ Jerry Geisler, had asked time to complete his
role in "The Big Steal" before
starting his 60-day sentence on a
marijuana rap.

i

it's

AND

denied by Judge Clement D. Nye
in

the

robe valet; studio rentals, tips to
studio employees;
recording of
voice or program.
Booking eacpenses-^Scouting for
"BLACKOUTS OF 1949"
C»\.
engagements,
commissions,
HollywBOtI,
a'gent>i
El Capitan The«tr«,
legal expenses on' contracts.
And now in world-wide .rcleas*
Ttauelmg eatpenscs^TransportaCOO'»
"BILL
tion, board and lodging away from
Ken Murray's
Aeadamy Award Film

Robert Mitchum's' plea for a
stay of sentence until April 1 was.

In

In

KEN MURRAY'S

Stalls 'Big Steal'
Los Angeles, Feb, 15.

copj'ists

Perfommncei

3,569

AU-time longr ^-un record
legitimate theatrei

60-Day Reefer Rap

There is added excitement this
year since the Couture Syndicate
put out a very strict rule against

:

mmiY

—

get credit on the

label.

5ctd Mitchum

Actors are entitled to many in- home, automobile expenses; cabs
come tax deductions that do not from one engagement to another.
Public relations^ Development
readily meet the eye. The following is a list of some of the items; of public following, handling of
However, to get the deductions Hi- fan mail, fan photographs; complilowed, mere s^y-so or "guess- mentary tickets, entertaining newsplaywrights,
critics.
timate" is not enough. There must papermen,
be something to show: the amounts backers, agents, directors, etc.;
spent, and that they are business, club membership dues, advertising
and publicity.
not personal, items.
Professional expenses— V
Prcparotion expenses Research
expense, cost of material, dialog, and other trade papers; Equity
other union dues; telephone
gags, music; costumes, wigs, shoes, and
makeup; repair, pressing and clean- exchange; accompanist; accounthousehold, expenses, like
ing of professional clothes, ward- ants' fees;
:

chell.

hour.

a daily battle.
ParU imeninfis

last

Sig-

Records titled "Gosbased on various pet
expressions: of Walter Winnature

sip." It's

20 modiels for herself in half an

etc.).

WW

Maestro Johnny tiong
week recorded a tune for

night openings as they are about'
showing new models. Rita Hay-]
worth and Ali Khan are often
among the audiences and always
create quite a stir (it's rumored
she is ordering part of her trousseau at Jacques Fath) and so does

IM9

:

Day" Ray Morgan,

"So This is Paris" Bill Robson, and
Chevalier hosting the town at the
Cafe de la Paix.
The end: new law forbids clubs
like Finochio's; no more dressing
like Marie Antoinette, or homme

ing film.
Cantor, meantime, is nearing a
settlement on his new radio contract with his bankroUers, Pabsf
beer.
Original differences stemto homme dancing in public—all ming
from Cantor's nixing of
because legit play "Eggs of Osr Pabst's proposal for a weekly teletrich':' laid- the need of a cleanup vision show next fall have been
on the line. Plenty of swish-easies .smoothed over with the pact likealready.
ly to be inked within the week.
Tape to film is still a recording Although Cantor's counter-proriddle here^50 cycle hum always. posal for a bi-weekly TV program
Moneychangers: t h e German hasn't been accepted as yet, Pabst
mark doubled in value in la.st ""
30 has already begun tying up some
days—still going up. And so is time segments on the TV networks
German Nazi-fever.
for Cantor's projected video debut.
Cantor is taking his radio trbupt..
New Shows
Repeater tourists this summer to Peoria for the week of IVJarch
will see brand new shows at Bal 21 to do a broadcast from there in
conjunction
with Pabst's opening
Tabarin, Polies Bergere, Casino de
The following
of a new plant.
Paris, Lido and Ambassadeurs.
Marty Schwartz (ex -Egyptian week he goes to Milwaukee lor
several
for employees at
shows
theatre, Hollywood manager) rac-brewery.
Pabst's
main
ing' the famous triangle nightly|

British
2/16

Subscription Qu'der

Jewry Tribute

London, Feb.. 15.
As a tribute by British Jewry to
the asylum granted to refugees
during the war and the ultimate
de facto recognition ot the Government of Israel by the British
Government, the New Yiddish
Theatre presented for^ a week's run
special
production
entitled
a

Form

Enclosed find check for $
Please Send VARIETY for One Year

To
(Please I'rlm Iv'amej

"Thank You,.iEngland."
Street

Zone

City.

State.

!

[

i

v^ooular Subscription Rates for On* Ycar-^$10.00

I

I

"mada and

Foreign-^$1 Additional

P^HETY
"set

Inc.

New

Yoric T9.~N. Y.

George

The play, which covers a 10year period .iron) the eve of the
second World War to the day on
which the recognition takes place
in January, 1949, was written by
Isadore Schumacher, has been specially adapted by Mark Markow,
who also produced and plays a
major part in the show.
.

Special feature is the introduction by Leo Fuld of a new song
just published in London, which
has special Jewish significance, and
}s.enti^l(Bd "Ay}u??e

;

Qq.?;'.

V

to

Maxim's

to Giro's.

Takeoff time: Law forbids local Garry Moore's GI Junket
Sadie Thompsons from swooping
Garry Moore, of the "Take It or
down on swank Champs Elysees Leave It" ali- show, took off for
until one minute past midnight,
Germany, Monday (14) for a 10Maxime de Beix, local monocled day trip to entertain GI's stationed
Variety raugg, got 100% on his there. Sibyl Bowan, Vivian Blaitte,
latest physical.
Jay Steward and Mel Henke will
Georges
Carpentier
without work with Moore.
weight and voice still, the charmer.
Comic is expected to do 30 shows
Local pix exchanges better stop during that period in ah itinej'ary
dallying
that dC' that will take him to most of the
.
_ how to cut up
.
frosted frozen-franc pie 'arid get major troop installations. He'll
the dough transfei-red before it turn to Hollywood in time for his
freezes again.
,1 March 6 broadcast.
.
.

I

1

1'

Wednesflay, February

1^

.

,

1

..
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PAR DECREE COMPELS BIDDING
\A

Film Financing So Tough

Up Own Coin

Producers Putting

—

j

i

;

'

Latest instance
•Stanley Kramer's

the case

of
Plays,

is

Hollywood, Feb.

Screen
which distributes through
United Artists. It broke off negO'
tiations with Bank of America last
Inc.,

-

week

for financing of its next pic,
"High Noon." John Stillman, who
has been providing second money
and guarantees, will put up also
the first money, which would ordinarily be provided by a bank.
Stillman discovered what other

Moreover, it is now understood
Government intends to use
the Paramount decree as a formula
for relief against other defendants.
No settlement will be made, it is
said, unless along the lines of the
Paramount pact' It means com-

:

Ingrid-Rossellim

'indie -producers have been finding
out in the past year. .That is that
if he must guarantee 100% of the
loan anyway, he might as well put
'Up all the money himself. Since
he is taking the risk in any case,
With the. four parties to the deal
there is no point— as long as he has
engaged in what one of them termthe funds available-^in paying ined "virtually a Rumanian intrigue,"
terest to a bank and accepting all
the
Bergman-Goldwyn-Rossellinienloan
bank
risstrictions
a
the
Lopert negotiations were in such a
tails.
state yesterday (Tuesday)
Move follows similar action by confused
that "anything can happen." fhe
Some
producers.
UA
of
number
«
only, thing that seemed relatively
(Continued on page 6)
certain was that Ingrid Bergman
and ace Italian director Roberto J
Rossellini would make a picture toNixes Flat $150,000
gether in Italy.

petitive selling, will be restored as
an industry practice.
Under the terms of the forthcoming Paramount decree, if a competitive area includes more than
one theatre of comparable size, the
new distributing company formed
after the split must submit each
pic to each of the rival houses.
These theatres must then bid for
the film against each other. Decree
provides for picture-by-picture and

•

.

;

Industry

HitSnagasExhihs

i

Balk at Rentals

j

i

i

'

Meet

$7,000' a

On

week

that

j

RKO

|

if any such plan
eventuated, since Mendel Silbcr
berg, Miss Bergman's counsel, is
also general counsel on the Coast
for RKO and has reportedly shown
(Continued on page 24)

in tlie forefront,

|

film continued, at its present
pace; It hasi as a matter of fact,

SocietJ'

down very

averaging
little,
than $15,000 weekly ever
week after the first, which was the

let

I

PiqtUi'e;-

better

outfits

(Continued on page

to

New York

the

for

.T,
Arthur Rank, Sir
Alexander Korda, and Sir Henry
French, prexy of the British Film

i

I

&

Burst.vn by which ''Paisan" will
play the entire Warner Bros, circuit. It follows a similar pact with
Fox-West Coast. Roberto Rossellini pic is thus virtually assured. o£
being the highesttgrassing lingualec
ever released in this qountty, since
very few such films have liad circuit bookings.
Warner deal was sewed up after

'

I

Depinet Standing By
RKO prexy Ned E. Depinet

cation because of pressure

is
of biz.

skipping his annual midwinter vaFact that the company is now in
the midst of reorganizing under
the Federal court decree, divorcing
production-distribution
and theatre operations, is a major influ-

Trade AlarU

Reg.ustoi'f fl

Fors'Dr.D PY sun-: sii.^'efiman
Wcckl.v

I'libllslii'il

West

VARIBTV,

l>.v

llnUywood-88
fiSll Tucca Street

ence.-

-KUHlllUKtOll 4

Pro
is among the
awaiting a gander at the

National Boxoffice Survey

de-

it is expected, will be
public within the next few
'Joan,' 'Wives/
Despite
Pix
SIMPP will have a look at
it before determining whether it
'Witch,' 'Pit,' 'Words,' 'Married' Best Bets
will squawk to the court, against
"Don Juan" (WB);
Despite the launching of now that order.
atcejEitlng the compromise agree'"Enchantment" (RKO) and "Aenierit and' exactly What f Opm its, product in many kejr cities covered
cused" ^Par) are top runner-up
protest will take.
by Variety, current week sees biz
Robert j; Rubinv Society 's eouHr still extremely uneven, and on pix.
Few of newcomers, outside of
sel, is being held in New York 'to
Rapid perusal mild side in many spots. Gold "Wives," hint much promise this
await the decree.
and decision is necessary, once it weather and storms continued to week. "Figliling O'Flynn" (U) is
showing the most of new major reis filed, since only a five-day period plague exhibitors in several mid-

CIlU'KKtt

SCO No.

t

8

M.->rCin^s

St,

1

M.li'UlBail

WCS

T.niHl»n

,

—

New

Trade Uneven

days.

'

Natlounl Press BultdlTig

iC95

made

T

.Nolv Yoi-K 19, N.

St.,

4Ctll

Inc.

PreaUlont

SUvcrniaii,

S!(l
15-1

^

:

Of

It

Foreign Grosser

(Continued on page 16)
i

j

.

cree, which,

1())

I

distribute the first-of the group
with other majors following on a
bi-monthly schedule. Company will
continue selling the film but hold
(Continued on page 8)

Producers' Assn. They constitute
the British membership of the
Council. Their opposite numbers
on the Yank side are Nicholas M,
Schenck, Metro topper;- Bamey
(Continued on page 8)

of Independent iviotion

new Paramount divorcement

poorest. It is playing two-a-day at
$2.40 top, with four shows Saturdays and three on Sundays. Tickets

1 U.S.

Deal has been inked by Mayer

,

program under which four
briefies have already been made.
RKO had produced and was to

tiro p;r.

conclave are

I

ABOUT THE PAR DECREE

Rank

B.i

1

Coming

SIMPP MIGHTY GURIODS

would have covered rentals for the
next 21'/^ weeks if the J. Arthur

No.

called to face a revolt of the affiliated circuits against regular rental
charges on the .shorts series.
The dispute jeopardizes the en-

:

offer

Maurer's

New

week

tills

Playdating Assures

I

cil.

in film rental.

basis,

circles

WB and F-WCs Taisan'

sudden action followed an emergency committee meeting la-st Fri-.
day; (11) of the company sales heads

I

financial

(Continued on page

March

its

for April 20 in New York. Backdown from its stand by the U. S:
industry in order to avoid an embarrassing situation and charges o£r
non-cooperation resulted in final
setting of the date for the session.
Meetings will be restricted, to the
six original member's of the Coun-

the line, even if a silent one.
Among the possibilities yester
day was that Goldwyn would bow
out. Lopert would step into the
background and that one of the
major studios would take the whole
project over.
appeared to be

Chaplin 3Iay Take 800G
Reports were circulating in

York

has been pulled by. RKO from
1 release date.
RKO's

tres,

il20mN.Y.

.

'$150,000 fee to EL for any length
of time he cared to run "Shoes"
William
the 20th week.
after
Heineman, EL v.p. in charge of
distribution, nixed it.
Maurer was attempting to make
a new deal as a followup to the
present pact, which provides that
either party can puU the pic any
time after the 20th week. They
have now agreed to continue under
current terms, which have been
giving EL slightly better than

a part owner.

"Let's Go- the the Movies," first
of a series of public relations
shorts mapped by members of the
Motion Picture Assn. of America
as the teeoff on; a new campaign
to win audiences back to the thea-

(Continued on page 16)

'

.

I

Whether Samuel Goldwyn, who
Bid From BijouJ.Y., But had all the principals in liis office
lo-U. S.
two weeks ago to annoiince tlie
deal with much fanfare, would not
'Shoes' Dance on Indef be included 'out was a moot point,
was i^ikewise,; the part to be played by
Uniqjue film rental offer "
April
made to Eagle Lion on "Red
Ilya Lopert, New York foreign film
'
Shoes" la.st week by Maurice importer and exhibitor, was soiWeAnglo-American Film Council
Maurer, operator for City Invest- what enigmatic, although, inasing Co. of the Bijou theatre, N;Y., much as he started the deal and meeting, postponement of .which
Where the pic is currently in its has coin invested in it, he'll have had almost become an international
cause celebre, is now set
17th week, Maurer offered a flat a participation, somewhere along
'

reported bid from Howard Huglies
Sir William Wiseis among them.
man, of Kuhn, Loeb & Co., New
York, her investment counselor,.
and Otis Bradley, her attorney, are
due here tomorrow (Wed.)- from:.
New York to discuss pending deals.:
They will also huddle with her
on the current legal battle with
Samuel Goldwyn over the Goldwyn
Studios, in which Miss Pickford is

Shorts

I

EL

|

she will try to conclude a deal before the March 2 option d^adlinei

Miss Pickford said she is cur*,
rently dickering with several prospective buyers for Chaplin's interest. She claims she has three definite offers, but it's not true that »

]

theatre-by-theatre selling:
The new Par theatre company

I

on Chaplin's stock.
She declared that it would naturally be in her interest to see
that whoever buys Chaplin's stockshares her views on the company^s
business and policy. To that end^

done because a filmmaking'
concern has a far greater need
for ready cash. Additionally,
it has approximately $7,000,000
in current bankloans to meet.

j

Angl

Mary Pickford said yesterday
(Mon.) report* were "entirely erroneous" that she was trying to sell
her half interest in United Artists.
She is only trying to find a buyer,
she said, for partner Charles Chap*
lin's shares during tlje cmTcnt 30day period of the option she holds

stood, this wing of Par will be
allocated almost $40,000,000 in
cash
holdings,'
Government
bonds and account receivables.
Theatre unit will receive
only sufficcnt funds to meet its
current obligations. This is

that the

No Matter What,

•

15.

Liquid Assets
Similarly to the case of
RKO; the new productionrdistribution company which is to
be cheated" under the Paramount consent decree will take
almost all the parent company's liquid assets.
Under-

decree,

expected to be signed momentarily,
restores competitive bidding as a
compulsory operational feature in
the sale of films. This method of
distributing pix which the U.S.
Supreme Court buried in its antitrust opinion last year is made a
"must" so far as Par is concerned
vacationing there.
on the insistence of the Dept. of
Mayer
will
then
continue
to
New
,
Justice.
Its incorporation in tlie
York for one of his periodic visits decree is expected to loose a furiwith homeoffice execs.
ous barrage against the settlement
on the part of exhibs.

|

"

The Paramount consent

UA

Chaplin's

Shares, Not Selling Hers-Pickford

EXHIB BUTTLE

Financing of indie production isfgetting so tough the millen-l
nium has almost arrived pro- Mayer's Schenck Huddle
ducers are using their own coin. If
Hollywood, Feb. 15.
not their own money every time,
Louis B. Mayer is slated for a
the indies are, in any case, coming
....
- ^,
^
up with angels who have enough t"P east at the end of this month,
Metro
studio
chief will go to Flormoolah to make it unnecessary to
ida for confabs with company
accept the stiff terms being asked
prexy
Nicholas
M.
Sciienck,
wlio is
by the banks.

now

Would Find Buyer for

KEYS BITTER
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Trnfalsar Sd.

PI.,

sri3.=fcniPTioN

Annual ...
.$10
Single Copies.
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20th's $50,000

Hemingway

No.

Vol.173

.10

I

1

.

i

Buy Contrasts Pix Prices
Highlighting

plummet

the

of

'

j

I

1

[

|

to 20th-Fox last month
set the studio back $50,000. This
figure is contrasted to the $125,000
Which 20th paid to Hemingway
last year for anbther one of his
short stories, "The Snows Of Kilimanjaro," after competittve bids
from Other majors. The latter stoi-y
was written in 1936 wliile "My Old
Man" dates back to 1923,
Alfred Rice, Hemingway's attor-

required before a public hearing
can be held and the Federal court
puts its stamp on the document.
SIMPP is mainly concerned with
what the decree provides in regard
It desires to
to trade practices.
see the broadest possible competiis

tion

to

make

March Tax

>

a

>

.

.J

>

> 1

I

,

Five Indie Pictures
I

Shooting of

five

15.

indie films has

been postponed until after March
former agent and counsel 1 to foil the California tax collector,
for the National Assn; of Perform- who takes a bite out of all exposed
film in the studios on that date.
ing Artists.
Hemingway, currently in Italy,
Pushed back from one to two
is continuing research on a new weeks \vere John Wayne's "Eagles
novel which has been in work for in Exile"; Matty Kemp's "Big
five years. It may be ready for Time"; W. Lee Wilder's "Once a
publication this fall, Mary Welch, Thief"; Martin Mooney's "Until I
his wife, is also working on a Die," and Ida LupinOrAnson Bond's
"
»
novel,
I
,
«
"Not Wanted."
<i

i

.

lease before, looks nice in Mont"Joan of Arc" (RKO) remains real but mild elsewhere. "Criss
the head of the boxoffice
Cross" (Ui is doing best in Minneprocession currently although beapolis and Seattle, with biz good.
ing pressed by "Letter To Three
"Flaxy Martin" (WB) is moderWives'' (20tli), ju.st out on fairly
ate currently. "Chicken Every Sunextensive release this stanza. Aside
day" also is moderate except in
from the N. Y. Music Hall, where Seattle where okay, "Walked By
still nice in fourth week, it is playNight" (ED is doing okay on N. Y.
at

Bite Stalls

Hollywood, Feb.
,

i

!

•

i

1

I

possible sale of its
at highest prices.

-way's

<. .>

!

'

'

keys.; Indicative of the Way leases, being big, trim and fair on
exhibs are reaching out to grab three initial dates. "Unknown Istrade is the fact that more than land" (FC) also shapes strong on
32 different pictures are pLiying as many playdatcs this ro.und."Dear Secretary" (UA), out on rein -firstruns this session.

west:

i

members' product

and

representative, agented
the story sale in negotiations with
Bert Bloch, 20th-Fox's story editor.
Rice took over the author's business affairs last August after the
death of Maurice Speiser, Heming-

Bills

54
62

*

i

I

Old Man,"

ney

INDEX

.

.

'

I

I

Hollywood prices for literary works
over the last year, Ernest Herning.way's sale of his short story. "My

i

.

'

j

ing in only five other cities but
showing enough to cop second po-

;

i-sition.

"Wake of Red Witch" (WB) Continues so strong it will finish third
with "Snake Pit" (20th) in fourth.
"Words and Music" (M-G) is landling fifth money with "Every Girl
!

holdover. "The Plunderers" (RepI
shapes nice in Washington.
"Own True Love"' (Par) is rated
thin in Chicago. It was the same
for 12 days in N. Y. "Act of
Violence" (M-G) looks slim in Pitt.

"Shockproof"

I

.

Boston,

(Col), while mild in
doing okay in St. Louis.

is

Married" (RKO) in sixth.
"Red Pony" (Rep> is in for
"Red Shoes" (EL) is seventh- husky second Chi round. "Siren
place
eighth.

of Atlantis!' (UA) appears no great
winner and "Hamlet"
Others in the Big 10 are shakes in L; A.
XCmipUite Boxoffice Reports on
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Eye 'YadiV for England

Goldwyn Surrendering Astor Cues

Hollywood, Feb. 15.
Successful undet-schedule lensing of '.'The Conspirators" in Lon^
don is expected to be a strong argument in favor of shooting "Quo
Vadis" there. "Conspirators," Robert Taylor starrer, came in nine days
ahead of scliedule despite a five-

Marked Easing of B way Showcases
Samuel Goldwyn, who has

con--t;

trolled the booking of the Astor,

N: Y,; for the past four years, is Schlaifer's Ad Accounts
day work-week. Producer Arthur
bowing out of operation of the
N. Y. Astor and Others Hornblow is also reining "Vadis/'
Broadway showcase with the windHarold Henigson is currently
Recently formed ad agency of
up on Feb. 21 of the present pici

,

ITs

Augurs Othei^ Bolting Export Corp.
B-K

Vs. Par in

Selling

Chicago, Feb. 15.
Charles Schlaifer, former 20th- abroad surveying feasibility of
Request for a temporary injuncchief, is expected to shooting either in Italy, England tion restraining Paramount from
include the three City Investing or both.
selling Balaban & Katz circuit
Co. theatres on Broadway among
"Street of Laredo," "Connecticut
his clients;' He is now engaged in
Yankee," and all pictures released
negotiating a deal with Robert W.
after the two films, was referred
Bowling, CI prexy, and Maurice
to master-in-chancery Joseph EIMaurer, who operates the houses
ward by Judge William Campbell,
for the company.
in Chi federal district court last
Theatres are the Astor, now
Seymour Simon,, attorney
week.
housing Samuel Goldwyn's "Enfor the Outdoor and Harlem drivechantment"; Victoria, playiiig
ins, filed motion to en,1oin Par from'
"Joan of Arc," and the Bijou, showcontracting
with B&K for prior
London, Feb. 15.
CI also owns
ing "Bed Shoes."
Three-man committee has been clearance over the two outdoorers.
I

ture, "Enchantment." City Investing Go., which owns the theatre^
Will resume booking it.

Fox pub-ad

Goldwyn's deal with CI, which

had been renewed a number
provided

times,

of
side
chose.

that either

3-Man Group

could call it quits when it
In accordance with this agreement,
Goldwyn prexy James A.: Mulvey
recently served notice that he
wished to end the tieup and the
date was mutually agreed upon.
Several factors motivated the
Goldwyn move concerning the five. New York legiters and Keith's,
house, which is considered the Cincinnati, and there is a possiprime sliowcase on Broadway for bility that the advertising for these
longrun engagements. Most im- may also be handled by Schlaifer.
portant consideration is a reflection
He will also handle the 20th-Fox
of the general change that has and Roxy, N; Y., ad accounts^
taken place in the Main Stem the- among others.
-

,

few

atre situation in the past

named by Arthur W.

12

'Belinda^ Noiiiinees

Monty Morton, UA's general salesmanagei: in England; W. J. Smith,

secretary of UA's British corporaand Walter E. Gray, secretary
United Artists Export, litd.,

M

tion,

which handles company's Conti-.
nental biz.
Kelly will'be back in the U. S.
at the end of this week after a
three-week visit here to name the
replacement for Coplan, look into
possibilities of production and to
arrangercircuit bookings for UA
pix. It had been reported earlier
that his choice for permanent British chief is Gerry Taylor,
manager in Johannesburg, and this appointment is believed still a possi-

>

.

preferential break on; the 'flve .ivajnfed as b^^^
the year.
Was secohd with 15
eritfiieS, followed by 20th- Fox, 14;
Move Fast
Metro, 13; Universal, 12; Parasolo booking privi- mount, 7; Eagle Lion, 5; United! bility.
leges in the house followed a break Artists, 3; David G. Selznick and
Kelly declared that the 45%
away by' David O. Selznick. Orig- Cdluihbia, 2 f ach, and Bepublie, 1. [ quota imposed by Britain is admitinal deal provided that the two proIn addition to "Belinda^'^ the best tedly having serious repercussions
ducers rotate their product in the pictursi ciandidates are ''Hitiiiet," on American companies, hut that
theatre. With the long runs that "Tiie Red ShpiBS,'' botfi British; the anticipated advantages for the
were assured by the top wartime "Snake .Pit!* and "Treasure of Si- British industry have not materialand postwar biz, Goldwyn and Selz- erra 'Madre.'' Actor- caiididates' a
ized.
He added that
is prenick were able between them, to Lew Ayres, Montgoinery eilft, Dan pared to go ahead with two or
keep the house alight without re^ pailey,
Olivier and three productions here, but has
BOrV. to outside product,
Clifton Webb. Actresses are Ingrid been held back mainly by the uhtKclznick's exit and the fact that Bergman,
Olivia
de Havilland, certainty of securing'-^ circuit revtop runs now are averaging about Irene Dunne, Barbara Stanwyck enue, without which the induce10 weeks, compared with 20-25 and Jane Wyman. Following is a ment is utterly negligible.
weeks a few years ago, have neces- complete list of nominations, ansitated Mulvey bringing in numer- nounced by Jean Hersholt, AcadBoard Meets Next Week
ous pix from other producers. This emy president:
Return of Kelly to the U. S. at
entailed considerable screening, neBest Picture
the end of this week opens the
,
•"Hamlet.'f Univertal-J. Arthur Sank.
gotiation and other activity assoway. for a board meet to be held
"Johnny Belinda." Warner Bros.
ciated with theatre operation in
"Ked ShoeR,'' Eael« liion-J. Arthur Ranfci next week. Discussion of product
"Snake Pit." 20th-Fox.
which Mulvey did not wish to be in"Treasure of Sierra Madrct" Wainep deals and terms for use of the
Tolved;.
$600,000 fund provided for financ..Bros.
Actor
Following the current Goldwyn
ing
pix by Howard Hughes is
Lew Ayres. "Johniiy Belinda" -(WB).
pic into the house is Columbia's
Montgomery Cllft, '"The Search" (M-G- on the agenda.

UA

HKO

Selznick's

,

AFL

To

Film Council

of

uct.

bookings.

:

Goldwyn's

UA

,

Laurence

|

i

I

UA

Where

Fight Foreign Pix

Trade Barriers Exist
Hollywood, Feb.

15.

The Hollywood American Federation of Labor film council will
carry the fight against artificial
foreign trade barriers to the Government in an effort to relieve

Hollywood unemployment. Unless
a solution is found, the council is
prepared to push for a ban here
of pix made in countries whose re-^
strictions

"discriminate

unfairly

,

M).
Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., exec assistDan DaUey. "When My Baby Smiles at
ant to prexy Grad Sears, leaves
Me" (20th).
Laurence Olivier. "Hamlet" (U-Banl().
Friday (18) on a 12-day Caribbean
Clifton Webb. "Sitting Pretty" (aoth)i
cruise aboard the Santa' Paula.
Supporting Actor
\

TO PARENT PATHE CO.
Pathe Industries, parent comof Eagle Lion, is apparently
pulling back several of its top
execs" which it loaned to EL for
that company's early operations.

pany

MAAS FLYING OVER

McMillen,
Reportedly
William
veepee in-charge-.of^operations at
the home office, will return to. PI
within the near future. His successor has yet to be named.

WB'S miNDA'-'MADRE'

•

Actress

Bergman, "Joan of Arc" (RKO-

Ingi'id

Wanger).

'

Olivia de HaviUand.

Dunne.

Irene

,

"I

"Snake

Pit'' (20th).

Mamaf
Wrong Num-

Remember

(RKO).'.

Barbara Stanwyck, "Sorry.
ber" (Par-Wallls).
Jane Wyman, "Johnny .Belinda" (WB).
Supportlns Actress
C. Warren Sharpe,- EL's treasBarbara Bel tieddes. "I Remember
(RKO).
urer, has already made tracks for Mama"
Ellen Corby, "I Remember Mama"
the parent company, where he.will <1KO).
_ , ,
Agnes Moorehead; "Johnny Belinda"
henceforth devote full time. A. E.
(WB).Bollengier has been tapped to fill
Jean Simmons, ''Hamlet," Universal-J.
the spot vacated by Sharpe. He Arthur Rank.
Claire Trevor, "Key Largo" (WB);:
will serve as treasurer' for both
*
Directing
"Hamlet" lU-Rank), Laurence Olivier.
the EL studios and the h.o.s.
"Johnny Bi»'inda" (WB). Jean Negulesco.
Bollengier has been studio con'fThe Search" (Metro). V. Fred Zinnetroller for the past two: years. Prior man,.
r'Snake Pit" (2Mh). Anatole Litvak.
to that. he. was ass't controller at
"Treasure of Sierra Madre" (WB), John

CONTINENTAL SURVEY

^

lot.

'Huston.

.

.

.

.

.
.".Best Screenplay"
Charles
Affair"
(Par),
Brackett. Billy Wilder. Richard L. Brecn.

"A

Rapf

Left 'Over 250G';

Stothart's

166G

.

Estate

Los Angeles, Feb.

15.

Rapf,

Metro executive, left an
late
estate valued "in excess of $250.OOO" in trust for his widow and
their two sons, Maurice and Matthew.
Will stipulates that on the death
of Mrs. Clementina Rapf, the trust
is to be dissolved and the proceeds
divided equally between the two

(Continued on page 24)

Borrows Jones

.

.

Bank accounts go
two

daughters.^,,,

to his son

be directed by Michael Curtiz.
based on a novel by
Henry: Bellamann, was originally
bought for Bette Davis but the
studio thought the story, localed
in Louisiana, was too much like a
former Davis starter, "Jezebel."
to

Picture,

The family home in Santa
Monica and his personal property
were bequeathed to his widow.
and

Jack Durant
Jack Forrester
Manny Frank

;

Jack Goodman
Gosta Hedstrom
Arthur W. Kelley
Charles Lederer
David Niven

C ^

il

.

:

t

,

1

i.i

.:'

i

.

Jt

li

Ji

jf

Lee Savold
Anna-Lisa Soderblom
Nancy, yhompson

Brown

Cecil
,

Richard Conte
Herbert Crooker

Howard

Dietz

Ernest Emerling
William R. Ferguson

Bryan Foy

Goodman

Ezra

Susan Hay ward
Georgie Joy
Deborah Kerr
Herbert Kline
Stanley

Kramer

Al Lichtman
Jack Mass
Raymond Massey
John Murphy
William Ornstein
Eugene Picker

Manning Post*

George Raft
N. Peter Rathvon
Edw*rd G. Robinson
Cesar Romero
Monroe Rubinger
Montague Salmon
Silas

F.

Seadler

Frank Sinatra
Barnard Straus

Bill

v

T.

Vaughan

Zimmerman
N. Y; to L. A.

Tommy

'

Josef Somlo
Cornel Wilde
>.

Lucille Ball

Richard Widmark

.

Ivor Novello
Victor Saville

Willte Shore

i

W. Lee Wilder
Gordon Youngmart

'

Hiram Sherman

will

Marion Bell
John Brahm
Houston Branch

.

Norman Reader
Paul Robeson
George Seaton

yearly,

L. A. to N. Y.

James

Robert Benjamin
Peggy Cummins

Somer.set Maugham
Beverly Nichols
James E. Perkins

$5,000,000

Arnold Albert
Desi Arnaz
Kenny Baker

in

Europe to N. Y.

Hurok

Sol

of the late Herbert Stot- David O. Selznick, will star for
composer who died Feb. 1, Warners in "Victoria Grandolet,''

filed for probate here, reveal-

|

|

Patricia Knight

Will
hari,

was

|

i

i

For 'Grandolet'
,

ordinarily

be cut in half by the new likase
remittances in excess
of 50% of 1947. Under one interpretation of the rule, the companies would be banned from piling
up frozen credits for sums exceeding the 50%. .Seidelman
believes
that this interpretation, already
applied to other industries, will be

:

Bulgaria and Rumania but is
awaiting visa clearances.
His first stop will be Paris on
Warners' Broadway Strand, in Feb. 21 when Maas will confer with
an attempt to capitalize on the managers of the MPEA memberforthcoming Academy Awards, has companies on problems of foreign
booked "Johnny Belinda" and distribution.
Louis Kantureki
"Treasure of the Sierra Madre," MPEA supervisor in. eastern
both
pix named for the best Europe, and Marian Jordan, MPEA
feature prize, as a two-week double general manager for Germany, will
bill package starting Feb. 25. War- also attend the Paris conclave.
ners, hope the publicity centering
In Czecho, Poland and Bulgaria,
around the Academy nominations where MPEA films are on release,
will make the twin bill a natural at Maas will confer with heads of the
the boxoffice.
government monopolies on a new
"Treasure" played the Strand 1949^50 distrib pact. In Yugoslavia,
originally Jan. 2.^, 1948, and "Be- he hopes to speed up arrangements
linda""opened there last Oct. 1. for early release of member-comHouse will drop its stageshow for pany product under terms of the
the two weeks of the run. Strand Eric Johnston-Tito pact inked at
on several occasions previously has Belgrade last October, Yugoslavia
eliminated stageshows for a double has already approved a number of
bill of reissues.
films under the 25-pic agreement
Stage bill will return March 11, with MPEA.
when the house opens "South Of St.
In Hungary, where MPEA reLouis" (WB), which will be fol- leases have been at a virtual standlowed by "Kiss in the Dark" (WB). still for almost a year, Maas will
explore the possibility of a deal
with the heads of the newly creN. Y. to Europe
ated nationalized state film board,
Cecil Beaton
Similar attempts will be made in
Vivian Blaine
Rumania if Maas cdn obtain a visa
Max Blouet
after four previous unsuccessful
Reg Connelly
tries during the past two years.
'

Hollywood, Feb. 15.
Jennifer Jones, on loanout from

'

Germany, Hungary and Yugo-

,

WB

sons.

ing an estate of $166,000.

i

'

i

Last testament of Harry

I

,1

Foreign

"Johnny Belinda" (WB), Irmgard von
Cube and Allen Vincent.^
"The Search" (Pi'acsens Film-Metro),
Richard Schweitzer. David Wechsler.
"Snake VVl". <20th); Frank Hartos and
Millen Brand.
"Treasure of Sierra Madre" (WB). John
Huston,
Bett Amotion Picture Story
"The Louisiana Story," Robert Flaherty,

To stress the standout importance of pix in Germany, Seidelman said the authorities are permitting reconstruction of theatres
while still freezing building opera-i
tions of other industries. U's Berlin theatre, Mercedes Palast, in the
French zone, has been permitted
to do extensive repair work.
Seidelman returned over the
weekend from a trek to South
Africa. On his way back, he called
a confab of his European reps in
Lisbon.
So. Africa 'Timing Bad'
On his cabled advice, Seidelman
said, the projected trip of Frands
S. Harmon, -veepee of the Motion
Picture Assn. of America, and a
number of h.o. execs to South Africa was called off. It was aimed at
making representations to the Do-

slavia. Maas also plans to make
othe;r stops behind the Iron Curtain

WB

.

the Utuvprsal

["When the time is approprate, I
think the companies should have

their own operations in Germany
and Austria," Seidelman said. Because business in Germany is "fan-

DUAL FOR OSCAR BALLY

<<aoih)..'

-

;

direction.)

Irving Maas, veepee and g.m. of relaxed so far as pictures are conMotion Picture Export Assn., will cerned because of its impracticaplane to Europe Friday (18) on a bility.
continental
business junket to
Local South African exhibs are
cover Gzechoslavakia, Poland, Aus(Continued on page 6)

tria,

Charles Bickfordi "Johnny Belinda"
(WB).
Jose Ferrer, vjoait of Arcr^iRKO).
Oscar Homolka. "I Remember Mama"
(RKO).
Walter Huston. "Treasure of Sierra
Madre" (WB).
Cecil KeUaway. "Luck of the Irish"
,•

eign dept. chief, told a press conference this week. (The company
is the second member of the
MPlSA
to study such action.
Metro has
already made overtures in the same

'

foreign countries, with foreign labor, pictures designed for United
States domestic market, the council
charges.

UA

EL EXECS TREK BACK

Export Assn. U is currently conducting a survey to determine

whether such a move is ripe, Joseph H. Seldelman, company's for-

against American
pictures
and
American workmen."
A special committee from the
council will meet with Eric John- minion government for hew film
ston this month to ask aid of the restrictions, but "the timing would
MPAA. Entire AFLiielp also will have been very bad," he said.
be sought. Barriers enacted by Meeting of foreign dept. heads
foreign governments lhat block in- Will be held today (Wed.), when
come remittances are "artificial Seidelnian reports on the SA situaand
discriminatory,"
forcing tion.
American producers to "make in
Remittances from that Dominion,

.

"Knock on Any Door."

of-

:

WB Tops Oscar Derby With

cer's pix a

own

:

Hollywood, Feb. 15,
In any event, Goldwyn films, for
Warners led the field in' nominawhich the Astor has-1)een the sole
home on Broadway, may still play tions for tliis year's Oscar Derby
the house. Understanding has been with a total Jttf 23, of 'vifhiclj ,12 were
reached which will give the produ- based on "Jphirtny B®lip4*.": Pne of

:

its

fice in Germany and Austria for
individual- film selling, thereby
foreshadowing surirender of that
territory by the Motion Picture

Kelly, United
Counsel, in his brief, maintained tastic," U's overseas
topper added
Artists exec veepee, to head the that drive-ins were not in competi- "the market
probably
company's affairs here until a per- tion With regular theatres, and individual attention." should have
It is his
manent replacement is named for were entitled to first-run bidding opinion that "the
companies can
David Coplan,: who resigned as of privileges.
Master- in * chancery do better there competitively
than
Jan.
31,
Committee comprises hearing was set for Feb.: 25.
Collectively."

years.

When the deal was originally made,
houses were at a premium and producers frequently were forced to
wait months for a date and then not
get the showcase they desired. Just
the opposite is true now, with theatres frequently begging for prod-

.

As Coplan Sub

may open

Universal

-f

Mull Chi Injunction

On

.

Own SeDiiig in Austro-Germany

Dorsey
Richard Greene
^
Joseph Hazen
Patricia Medina.
Margaret O'Brien
Manny Reiner
CAr}«t?PySip/t}i^

.

":
:

-

i

.

,:.
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ALUED RAPS 'SOPHISTICATED' PK
Any s Consensus of Tastes

Majors Attorneys Urge Showdown

Poll taken among AUjed exhibitors shows that action and comedy
films do the best business in the nabes and small-town houses.
Following is a consensus pf what the questionnaires sent to all
members of Allied revealed on various types of pix. Material is
contained in the association's report on "What the Public Wants to
See."
Westernsr "Exhibitors are agreed that they have never had a
first class western that was a boxoffice failure.
. Exclude from
this generalization the cheap, run-of-mine quickie westerns, although they find a ready market in, some areas putside the big

•

'

.

.

The

"It means pictures in which action prevails
Included in this category are nature stories, animal
Nature, kid and animal pictures with
stories and kid stories.
.
adequate production and an appealing story seem to be surefire at
the boxoffice."
Comedies: "Not used to include the oldfashioned comedies of
manners.
. Comedies are absolutely surefire if the script writing
is good, the direction sharp, the acting first class, and there is at
The people are hungry for laughs
least a semblance of a story.
ter; jroix it with a little romance and the picture cannot fail."
Komahc^: "Theatre audiences never tire of love although, eutiously, the word in the title of a picture does not seem to help it.
;.
Like comedies these should be low-budget pictures because
.
.
lavishness of sets and costumes are. relatively unimportant."
Musicals: "These pictures have done well in many instances, but
quite often they are a gamble. Musicals can be absorbed in moderation but some new formulas must be devised. In this connection, one exhibitor explodes, *For God's sake, quit making backstage musicals, because we have all seen the same plot with some
variations about 69 times in recent years'.''
Wliodunits: "The exhibitors appear to feel that- there have been
too many mystery picture's in recent years and that the public is
getting fed up.. It is perhaps because so many such pictures are
being made that the quality has seemed to sag."
Horror Pictures: "There is small place for them in most theatres, and the special horror shows and accompanying sensational
Most exhibitors think
advertising have given them a black eye.
the zombies should be locked up in a closet and kept there."
Drama and Adventure: "Because there has been so little of the
tiling which the exhibitors identify as drama, comment on the subThe same goes for adventure pictures. But
ject was meagen
they agreed that these are good only if the story and direction
are good. Some
the day for good,dean drama is not past^

Outdoor Pictures:

.

'

.

I

:
,

,

'

:

.

members

Goes Wild"

.

company

that his

intends, to

renew

Attorneys reppihg 20th, Warner
Bros, and: Metro-^the three theatre-owning companies' still in the
fight—believe the Par-RKO deals
will bulwark their defense in the

-

These advisers are set against
a compromise of the action, particularly along the lines of the
RKO and Paramount split into two
separate units. They are advising^:
the company toppers to fight the:
action to a final showdown.

umph."

Observers were Inclined to discount- the chances of 20th getting
a deal, particularly since Skouras
has said the company would ask!
for
integrated exhibition-productionTdistributlon
operations. One

i

-

j

Schwalberg

j

May

such

Name

cause "Epic Johnston yielded to
the pressure of the ivory tower
boys and called off" the all-industry conference for which it was
prepared.

proposal,.;

-

made

:

several

months ago by 20th, ended with-

or 2 Asst.

1

';

case.

C

"Miracle of the Bells, "The
Pirate/'
"Down to Earth,"
"Lady in Ermine,". "Treasure
of Sierra Madrei" "Time of
Your Life" and "Arch of Tri-

to do to improve exhibitor-distributor relations, and also
public relations. Survey was released today, it was explained, be-

Five's Anti-Trust Decree Should

deals,

negotiations with the Government
once Par's pact is aired.;

"Sitting

from

and what

..

Reaction foU;
lows the announcement by Spyros
P. Skouras, 20th's prez, this week

hibitors, in order of their flopvalue, were:
''Captain
Castile," "Gentleman's
Agreement," "Big
1 o c k,"

eroo

peace

other

Ten worst high-priced grosserSi reported by the Allied ex-

The survey tells Hollywood what
kind of pictures should be made,
how they should be merchandised,

it."

and

;

pany splitup imposed on RKO and
Paramount as a formula for any;

Pretty."

The Allied exhibitors from all
parts of the country poiired^in
their views on good and bad films,
the best and worst types at the
small theatre boxoffice, and in general got off their chfests something
they have wanted to explode about
for. a long time.

:

more of

.

Parade," "Best Years of Our
Lives," "Scudda Hoo, Scudda
Hay," "Wistful Widow of Wagon Gap," "Road to Rio," "Bride

ly shelved.

Wnk

like to see

its

Government

cording to reliable reports from
Washington, considers the tWO'Com-

"Green Grass of Wyoming,"
"My Wild Irish Rose,'' "Easter

this conference, which was twice
postponed, and now has been quiet-

.

and would

all

the

on terms which
would give it most of its theatres
is regarded as dim by industry insiders. The Dept. of Justice, ae-

for Allied members in 1948, regardless of rentals; are as follows, in order of their business:
"Fuller Brush Man,"

last JEall -in response, to Eric-i Johnston's invitation to the association
to join an all-indu!3try conference
on "public acceptance of current
films." Survey was prepared for

of 20th-Fox copping

a settlement in
anti-trust action

'Worst'

Washington, Feb. 15.
Features which grossed best

The Allied board, in session here
yesterday '(14) and today, made

polled

The chances

•f

&

'Best'

public- its survey of: film tastes,
:"What the public! wants to see."

Allied

Dim Chance

Of 20tb Retaining Most of Theatres

sophisti-

(15).

.

.

Broadway

small town audiences. Allied States
Ass-n of exhibitors: charged today

.

.

o£

and professional reviewers,
and have gotten away from the
desires of the neighborhood and
cates

over dialog.

.

Washington, Feb. 15.trouble with films these
that they are designed for

days is
the tastes

'

cities."
•

Anti-Trust Battle; See

POBLIC TASTES

out results over the question of
the number of' houses allowed to:
:

company.

tlie

Sales Mgirs.atPar

On

the other hand, defense pos<
sibilities are "infinitely stronger.
'Bias Vs. Little Theatres'
not only In disproving pure moParamount's
studio
huddles;
Pointing out that the bulk of
nopoly,
but also In defending
planned to be staged during the
cooperative advertising is concent
against the Government charge
last week of the current month,
trated in New York and Los An(Continued on page 24)
may result in the naming of one or
geles, the report declares this is
possibly two assistant sales chiefs
discriminatory against the little
by Alfred W. Schwalberg, newly(Continued on page 8)
appointed distribution head, it is Small
Balking on That
reported. Understood that Schwalberg is now considering that move
Extra
But Italo
as a way of speeding the sale and
liquidation -of Paramount product.
Company currently operates with
lagic' Probably to
four divisional chiefs but no genInability to agree on a distribu.

|,

:

Aid Indie Exhibs, Says Allied s Myers

,

Washington, Feb.

15.

The anti-trust -decrees shaping
up for the Big Five defendants are

Robt. Taylor Oaler

regarded with strong' satisfaction

Hollywood, Feb. 15.
first of three
westerns Metro will make this year,
is due for a March start with Robert Taylor starred. Nicholas Nayfack will produce.
Other oaters will be "The Outriders," which Richard Goldstone
will produce, and "Ambush," which

by Abram F. Myersj board chairman: and general counsel of the
Belief
Allied States Exhibitors.
that the decrees will be effective
is expressed in Myers' annual report presented at the mid^winter
Allied Board meeting yesterday
(14) and today.
The report takes a strong slap
at the arbitration proposal of the
majors, and a couple of backhand
jabs at Theatre Owners of America, which, however, is never rer
ferred to by name.
In considering the antl-trUsSt decrees, Myers predicted an Increased
production of films as a result. Report said of the anti-trust situa-

Armand Deutsch

the-

Foreign

Pix Coin for Productioii

Abroad, Says Skouras

.

Twentieth-Fox, unlike some of
the other film, companies, will not
attempt to liquidate its frozen currency abroad by buying up real
estate and other commodities. Instead, according to 20th prez Spyros P. Skouras, the company will
irwest as much of its frozen coin
as po.ssible in foreign production,
with 'the number of pictures to be
inade abroad depending on the
amount of currency non-remittable
in each country.
Speaking at a homeoffice press
conference following his return
from a three-week swing through
£urope, Skouras declared that
20th's ambitious foreign produce
tioh plans would also j-ule-out any
more deals for the company to distribute in the U. S. films made by
foreign producers. "With our own
pictures being made in foreign
countries." he said, "we won't need
v
(Continued on page 22)

TWO NEW

regarding

between

negotiations

I

-

UA

PAR DISSOLVING WITH

-

ganizations in its drive for. adopof the Finneran plan. This

tion

calls for disciplining of stars con-

victed on criminal charges. Exhib
group has been seeking public support for its program.
All officers of Allied, headed by
William L. Ainsworth, president,
were reelected for another year.
Abram F. Myers, was again named
board chairman and general counsel; Trueman Rembusch, treasurer;
(Continued on page 16)
{
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dicated

willingness to defer the
2Vt% of its fee Until
the producer gets out on the pic.
-

collection of

Compromise may be reached if
Small accedes to UA's desire for a
multiple picture deal, which would
guarantee the company the next
two or three films he makes. It's
[thought likely a deal will be
.

'

WILBY-KINCEY CIRCUIT
Negotiations are
I

now Under way

for dissolution of Paramount's the
atre partnership with Robert B.
and H. F. Kincey. Both
Wilby and Kincey are currently in

IWilby

New York

huddling with Leonard

"Magic'- was made in Italy with
Ip^son W^elles starred. Small is be
ing tough in making the distribution deal sinceThe figures he. has
the equivalent to him of about $1,
600,000 in it, despite the fact part
of :the financing was in lira.

i

Goldenson, Par's theatre chief; and
company officers. Report-

other

edly, the deal would involve a purchase of the two southern exhib s
interest in the houses.
Involved in the negotiations are
23 houses of the Alabama Theatres

SCRIPTS

AWAIT LANA'S RETURN

rentals in a more kindly lightAnother report said that Allied
is Snaring a good reaction from religious, welfare and educational or-

flat

'

Gordon current

Oscar Morgan, short subjects sales
the top operation spot of that group
chief, and Lightstone will also
of houses. Deal,"however, requires
head west.
considerable ironing out and is yet
Schwalberg, it is understood, is
to be inked.
Leonard Goldenson,
Par's theatre chief, may join the working very closely with his divi(Continued on page 6)
talks in Florida later.

flatly refused face-to-f ace requests. While the results of the
trip are confusing, Cole believes

now

mentions

and Tampa Monday Among those who have been added now jumped its fee to 27V&% and,',
(14) for confabs with Frank Rogers, to the list are divisional managers in some caseSj to 30%.
v
(Ted) O'Shea, Hugh Owen,
head of Par's Florida State The- E: Ki
Small refuses- to agree to the.,
James Donohue and George Smith.
atres Qircuit. Netter may take over
upped charge,' although UA has in-^

had

that the majors are

report

Lightstone, Canadian sales chief, Edward Small and United Artists
as one of the possibilities. The stu- for release by the company of
dio huddles will be attended by aismall's "Black Magic.'*' Producer in
large delegation from New York the past has paid 25% and
has

Paramount Theheaded for

'

^

•

Netter,

Florida Theatres group is whollyowned by Par, the company having
bought out the interest of E, J.
Washington, Feb. 15.
Sparks a number of years ago. It
H. A. Cole's Allied committee,
is understood that the aging Rogers
Which did some door-to-door can- has been ill for several years and
vassing of major distribs in the is anxious to transfer active conpast few weeks to get them to drop trol to a younger man.
Netter's dickerings with Rogers
"must" percentage pix, emerged
is another instance of the disperwith win-tie-and-lose: score. Cole
sion of Paramount theatre execs to
advised the Allied board meet to- outlying circuits: as a curtain-raiser
day (Tues.) that some companies to the forthcoming dissolution...of
Were ready to go along with the partnership holdings under the
group's proposal. His report does anti-trust case. First instance was
not disclose when and how it would that of Montague Gowthorpe; who
be done.
(Continued 0n page 22)
Other companies, Cole reported,

(Continued on page 22)

Its

One

tion fee is blocking conclusion of
!

Leon

atres Service veepee,

Mixed Reaction

.

20th Using

UA

Par's Ha. Houses

make.

For Flats Gets

''Assuming that the pattern has
been set and that 20th Century,
Bros, and Loew's will undergo substantially the same proc'ess
.
the distributors will no
longer have any incentive to grant

own

.

eral assistant.

AlliedsDrive

Warner

special, privileges to their

will

Netter to Operate

Jacksonville

tion:

.

1\%

"Devils Doorway,"

Hollywood, Feb. 15.
Lana Turner has two pictures to:
make for Metro when she returns
to Hollywood. Studio announced
the purchase of '?The Abiding Vision," a novel by Rebecca West,
as a Turner starrer. It will be
produced by Voldemar Vetluguin
from a script by Samson Raphaelr

t

rC KIVPttT
S SALES OUTFIT

n\jr\\vc C kl

AGNEW

1

i

TO HANDLE TREJUDICE'

Motion Picture Sales Corp.,
chain and 70 in North Carolina headed by Neil Agnew, will handle
Theatres. Paramount holds a 50% release of "Prejudice."
Fictional
interest In these circuits, with the film, aimed at promoting tolerance,
main outside Interests consisting of was produced by Edmund L. Dorf-;
investments by persons who are not mann and the Protestant Motion
exhibs. However, Wilby and Kin- Picture Commission with financing
cey operate their own: houses and by the B'nal Brlth. Pic is now edare therefore; subject to court re- iting and will be released in March.
strictions,
It is from an original by Jarvis
Wilby holds 4.45% in Alabama Couillard, with screenplay by Ivan
Theatres while Kincey's Interest is Goff, Ben Roberts and Coulllard.
only .75%, Former has a 1.6% cut Edward L. Cahn directed and Paul
of North Carolina Theatres. Kin- F. Heard, Protestant Film Comcey's interest is .67%.
mission toipper, supervised for that;
Paramount has maintained that organization.
the two chains are clear of a court
Dorfmaiin last week also contaboo since "actual or potential op- cluded a deal with Paul Sehreid
erators" own less than
of the for joint production of "Runaway.''
stock. It is, nonetheless, seeking to Henreid holds a United Artists reend its partnership with the Wilby- lease for the pic, Dorfmann will
Kincey team.
provide financing.
i

1

'

,

son.
j

I

I

I

.

I

j

Original announcement; of the
picture for the star's return
to Culver City was "The Reformer
and the Redhead." Now it is a
question of which comes first.
first

5%

'

-
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Metro and

INSIDE TRANSACTIONS

U Follow 2()th in ChOling

Indie Deals;

UA and

E

Still

Washington, Feb.

Yen Tm

There were a number of insider
transactions in Paramount
for the month ending Jan.
and Exchange Com-

common

10, Securities

.

mittee

|

i

i

]

$1,000 for a $16,000 press-performer junket to Tucson for "Chicken

|

:

•

j

,

\

;

|

J. Cheever Cowdin
1,100 shares.
For a total cash expenditure of :$35, an 18-minute short has been
studio employes as an appeal for. help to dismade by a group of
a trust to his direct holdings. He abled veterans: in Government 'hospitals, Showing the work of the
now owns 91,538 shares. Daniel M. Jewish War Veterans and its auxiliaries, the film stands up well as an
Sheaif er, of Philadelphia, sold 500 interesting and moving document, Ko release has been set on it as yet.
shares.
Titled "Dear Ma," the picture deals with hospital scenes in which
Albert Warner gave away 200' women of the
auxiliaries visit; the disabled men and provide'them
shares of $5 common in his com- entertainment, gifts and kindly attentions to help them. through the
pany, but still owns 444,300; plus long, drab days of convalescence.
account.
another 21,000 in a trust
Those who made the film displayed ingenuity in its production.
gifts
of.
Harry M. Warner made
They salvaged waste tag ends of film left in the studio cameras, pieced
600 shares. He now has 282,550, them together: and used them to shoot w'ith. They used a hospital
plus 16,000 in a trust account.
wheelchair for dolly shots', with a cameraman utilizing a portable
Harry Brandt, of New York, con- camera. They managed to obtain the services of the
music detinued to build up his interest in partment gratis for a score. "Dear Ma" was produced by Elmo Williams^;<
Trans Lux. He bought 200 shares with Rose Mathias as associate producer. Lorraine Williams wrote the.
more of the $1 common .and now screenplay. Robert Ford and Robert Belcher were co-directors and
owns '90,865, plus shares in trust co-cameramen. Nellie Waldo served as technical advisor.
accounts.
Herbert J. Yates bought in
Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers wiU receive repheavily in Republic common.
In resentation on :the U. Si National Commission for: the United Nations
12 separate transactions he boosted Educational, Scientific & Cultural Organization tl»rough its prez, Ellis
He Arnall, who was appointed to the commission: last week. Also named
his holdings by 5,644 shares.
now has 79,331. Edwin Van Pelt to the commission at the same time was B. W. Huebsch, head of Viking
sold 600.
Frederick R. Ryan un- Press, who'll rep the American Book Publishers Council.loaded his 1,000 shares. Walter L.
Composed of some 100 U. S. citizens, the commission was formed to
Titus, Jr., bought 300 shares. He
execute the aims and principles of UNESCO in America. Meanwhile,
owns 106,635, plus 12,200 in a spe- the executive. committee of the group is' scheduled
to convene in Washcial account.
ington for a two-day conclave starting Friday (18) to map an agenda Of
Lehman Bros, purchased 5,000 a full commission huddle that's set for Cleveland late next month.
shares, of
:common last
month, and Frederick L. Ehrman
Matty Fox, Universal Pictures vice-prexy and prez of the American
bought 2,800.
Jack Cohn, exec veepee of Co- Indonesian Corp.,: this week denied allegations by U. S. State Depart-i
lumbia, has made, a gift of 1,100 ment officials that. the. latter company is a foreign trade monopoly.:
shares of v 'company common to American Indonesian Corp., which has no relation with film business,,
Artists Foundation, Inc. In several was set up, according to Fox, "to serve the usual function of a foreign
other transactions, Cohn sold an government purchasing commission." Fox is currently abroad but is
additional 1,200 shares of Colum- expected to return to the U. S. this week.
Other trading companies and the State Dept. have recently voiced
bia stock and bought a block of
protests against the corporation's contract with the -Indonesian Repub500.
Columbia exec now holds 48,568 lican government designating it as sole sales, agent for that country in
shares: directly. Additionally, he the U. S.
is trustee with voting privileges in
another 18,957 shares: which are
Producer J. S. Berkson has edited several shorts and: a feature into a
divided among his wife,; Jeanette, "new" 160-minute picture with the aid of fresh footage recently shot
and three sons, Ralph and Robert In New -York under Jack Kemp's direction. Old product utilized comr
Cohn and Joseph Curtis.
prised a "Poodles" Hanneford equestrian comedy, a Clyde Beatty:
Albert W. Lind, director in Re- animal training clip and UA's "Peck's Bad Boy With the Circus." Newly
public Pictures, has picked up 500 lensed sequence has Fred Keating as a "ringmaster" tying the whole
shares of Rep's common.
Lind, print together into a unit tagged "Circus Days." Screencraft Pictures
heretofore, held no: stock in the is releasing.

!

reported a November transfer of
warrants for 4,662 shares owned by

'

of being squeezed out rof the field
because of lack of release if they
have a suitable package and the

—

Indie Financing

Continued from pase 3
Metro's pronouncement of its
cold shoulder for the mdies was
them put up all the coin themmade during the sessions of its selves, not even bothering to find
sales execs on the Coast last week. angels for second money.
At the
Company has never been much of top of this list is Harry M. Popkin,
a home for the indies, but was ^^o owns a chain of Southern

JWY

:

;

:

_

ventioneers.

RKO

;

.

institution

1

Main Reason: Poor Pix
Universal's stand was imparted
to VARIETY by a top exec of the
reasoning v^as simcompany

,

California theatres in addition to
producing. ' He made "My Dear
secretary," now in release, and
"impact," about to go into release;
^^^^
^^^^ pocket. He did obtai„ bank loans, but not until after
^^^^ finished and he was
^^j^ t„ ^^^^ tj,g^ to the lending

;

Danziger, Tone. Others
oanziger brothers, of New York,
technical service
^
completely financed their in"Jigsaw." produced in
"^^1

j

,

I

i^^^mhK
20th-Foxs

rtf^^Hh^Hnn
distribution
^.^j^
Franchot Tone
chief, who recently ^n^de the an- ^^^^^.^
^^^^
^^^^^ $400,000.
nouncement concerning his comincidentally, put up the dolmd e product
pany's stand,
•
financing of
^^li
has just not averaged out profitably
^i,i„y, ],„ »tarrpd
^™}ne5„P'«
several
for the companies from
^"^^l.^t
Tower," filmed
Man on the Eiffel
Standpoints.
in Paris. Actor owns an important
many
too
is
that
in
First reason
^arborun^
Co. of
cases the films have proved to be '^^""l"^
America >via inheritance.
poor from a b.o. view.' Universal
Although they went to the banks
in particular, has had bad luck that
for at least part of the coin^ two
way,: which has been costly in view
other
producers provided all
of the fact that it put up at least
50% of the financing in all cases. their own second money and all of
The indies were in no small meas- their own guarantees to the banks
which takes, a whopping credit
ure responsible for U's poor finanbalance.
They are William R.
cial showing last year.
Second reason for the backing Frank, whose initialer, "The Great
is about to go into
away by all companies from the in- Oan Patch
Nasser, whose
dies
that they find present high release, and James,

.

Jr.,

;

,

.

J"

RKO

,

'

UA

.

—

'

>

is

|

Trust Your Husband"

Don't

overhead costs can most economi-

now

callybeabsorbedbymakingamaximum number of films on their own
It
lots and using their own staffs.
Is more profitable to keep person-

Up

distribution and
awaiting release,

in
is

RKO

'

financing.

seemingly warming up to them a
couple of years ago when it took
on Enterprise, Hal Roach (deal
later fell through) Liberty s State
ot the Union 'and Argosy s <Jolin
Ford-Merian Cooper) Three GodIt's all over nojf, howfathers."
ever, Louis B. Mayer told the con-

is

'Cover

Like Popkin, both Frank and
Nasser are exhibitors— which innel on their payrolls occupied to dicates. a growing trend in HoUythe greatest possible degree than wood of theatre ops turning proPart of the reason, of
to allow the leisure that might be ducer.
involved in making fewer pix on course, is that they have the coin company.
their own and getting the rest from to finance themselves or to guaran-

number of

indies.

Hollywood."
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!
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Schwalberg
Continued from page S

i

,

tee their own loans.
Frank owns
a chatn in the Minneapolis area and
Nasser is a partner in the T&D,
Jl".,
circuit in the San Francisco
territory. ;IfaisSer and his broiher
George alsb own the General Serv
ice^ Stttdibi in Hollywood, which
they acquired, in 1947.
\

Hazen Analyzes
Continued from page 2

eiohal chiefs

whom

he has had

in

ss

counsel - turned - indie - producer
thinks will be worst hurt by TV
competition. These are the kind
that tele does best because of the
small screen and general nature
of the medium,: he explained. He
thinks, therefore, that when the
video
competition
gets
really

'

.

of conferences. New
sales topper is pressing for faster
liquidation of product via getting
the booked films into theatres for:
He is also pushing for
playoffs.
Continued from page 4
longer runs for Paramount product
in an effort to build up weekly dead against; the new rule and:Will
fight the indiistry's battle,; accordrentals.
Studio confabs now look to be a ing, to U'sbiggie. These: exhlbs are
full-scale review of company pol i.now collating facts and figures via
Barney Balaban, Par's' prez, a comprehensive questionnaire disley.
aiid Adolph Zukor, board chair- tributed to theatre ops. Seidelman
man, will be on hand. George is proposing that Yank distribs
Weltner, foreign dept. head, and hold off in fighting the regulation
his ad-pub chief Paul Ackerman until the facts are compiled and
are also booked. Leonard Golden- presented to the SA government.
He will make this proposal at toSon; theatre head, is currently penmeet. If the regulacillcd in for the trip. Others makr djy's
ing the trek are veepee Paul Rai- lion is not relaxed, Seidelman sees
bourn; Stanley Shuford, ad man- the possibility of Dominion theaager;- Ben Washer, eastern pub- tres shuttering for lack of product,
In a fast reprise of European
licity head, and William Danziger,
countries, foreign chief said that
exploitation manager.
First tangible step taken by Spain is moving 'into even more
Schwalberg is a shift in the releas- difficult days for Yank distribs being slate for the next three months, cause of the import license system.
"Streets of Laredo," Technicolor In Italy, he believes that governwesterner on which Par is count- ment will preserve the status quo
Jng heavily, has been postponed on restrictions for another 12
from March 25 to May 27."E1 months at the request of American
Paso" and "Bride of Vengeance" companies. The b.o. drop in Engare both moved up to fill the gap. land is hitting films of all nationBy so doing, Schwalberg breaks alities, including British. France
up a releasing schedule of three shows marked improvement in
westerners in a row "Whispering local conditions, and revenues are
6mith," "El Paso" and "Lorcdo." far ahead of six months ago.-

on a number
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Hazen-Wallis Productions is con'^
cerned
with the opinion ex"
pressed in Variety a few weeks
ago by his fellow-Paramount indies, William
Pine and William
Thomas, that $750,000 to $1,000,000
is the preferred ceiling presently
for independently-made°prx. Hazen
declared that H-W's own experience had shown that the plus
values made possible by expenditure of additional coin provided an
insurance that paid off'. It didn't
necessarily mean greater profits,
he explained, but it meant surer
profits. His idea of a ceiling, he

—

I

Bing Crosby, voted "best actor" for a fifth consecutive year in the
Photoplay awards, tailed to show at the dinner for a second consecutive
year.
This time his name wasn't even mentioned in the handout:
prepped by mag staff but, just before conclusion of affair the Photoplay
crew backed down, allowing emcee George Jessel to announce that
Crosby was unable to attend and that his award would: be accepted: by:
Y. Frank Freeman. Up to then, the mag Staff, obviously burned by
Groaner's absence for the second consecutive year, had refused even
to admit he was getting an award.
Crosby was in Frisco taping: an
airshow.

With net profit already hitting a higher figure than any other British
picture, "Henry V" has grossed more than $925,000 in New York alone,
on some 27 playdates. J. Arthur Rank production, which United Artists
releasing in the U. S., now is netting more than $8,000 weekly in
this country although originally released over here more than two
years ago.
is

"Henry V" net profit to date in the U. S. has reached $1,800,000.
This compares with less than $1,800,000 grossed by "In Which We
Serve" which has the benefit of war boom, biz; Latter's net was conr
siderably below this figure.

Three-way drumbeating tieup between Universal Pictures, National
Broadcasting Co. and Procter & Gamble has been organized: for the
world preem of Irving Brecher's production, "Life of Riley," at the
RKO Grand, Cincinnati, March 4, Pic, based on the NBC airer which
is sponsored by the soap company, is teeing off with civic hoopla under
the mayor's proclamation of "Life of Riley" week, for the city. On the
day following the preem, the pic will have a mass booking, in several
hundred theatres in the Cincinnati area, headquarters for the P&G
company.

was more like $lj500,000.
Past year was a lively one Insofar as location shooting in New York
Hazen left New York over the^
weekend for several weeks of coh* was concerned. Figures announced last week by the city's Department
fabs with Wallis on the Coast. Unit of Commerce, which coordinates licensing of; outdoor lensing, revealed
currently has two pix in produc- that permits for 14 major films were processed in 1948. Among the
tion, "Rope of Sand," starring Burt locationers were Roberts Productions' "Force of Evil" (Metro) and
Lancaster and Corinne Calvet, and Universal's "You Gotta Stay Happy." Currently a Metro camera unit
"Thelma Jordan," starring Bar- is waiting on a snowstorm in order to shoot background stuff of N, »•
-

1

i

,

—

i

I

bara- Stanwyck.

~

>

said,,

<

;

a few years, producers
to concentration on the

large-scale adventure and dramas
which can be done better by Hollywood than ^on video.
Hazen di^sagrees
so far as

,:

'

in

must turn

.

Astor Pictures last year made a similar move when it re-edited a
old Bing Crosby shorts into a full-length feature, "Road to

I

I

:

:

i
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regular
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Hollywood, Feb. 15.
Twentieth-Fox shelled out only

|

f

in

going into a consent decree with representative of the "ain't level" of intelligence. The phrase, "ain't
the Government,
level," indicating a lack of knowledge of elemental English! Wjis borLeonard H. Goldenson sold 300 rowed from a new play attacking the film capital.
shares in a joint account,, leaving
Helprin made up a random list Of every well known producer he
him with 700 in that aecountj plus
another IjlOO owned outright. An could think of and had it checked. Of the 127 men on the roster, 49
account in the name of Sons ,'of have no formal:: education indicated (although this doesn't necessarily
Henry Ginsberg sold 125 shares, mean they haven't had any), two are high school graduates, one is the
Stanton Griffiis gave away 300
product of an industrial art school and the remaining 75 are college
shares but still holds 8,700. Maurice Newton made several stock men. Helprin claim this is a higher ratio of university degrees than will
gifts but also purchased 225 shares, be found in almost any other business,", "although it must be admitted
to decline his net holdings by only [ that a high average of education does not necessarily Imply a high
10 shares during the month. He
level of intelligence."
owns 18,595 of the common.
"A comment seems obvious, he concludes, "and that is that if the
Nate Blumberg, of Universal,
majority of an industry has a high level of education, but turns out
made gifts of warrants for 200 what
some' characterize as an 'ain't' level of product, then that product
shares of $1 par common, reducing
Blumberg is dictated by the demands of the public and not necessarily formuhis bundle to 27,200.
lated by those -who make pictures."
also reported earlier gifts totaling

For 16G Thicken' Junket
'

.

Smith,

discloses

monthly report. Spotlight turns on
the Par deals because the firm is

20th Pays Only ?1,000

Other companies are still willing Every Sunday" preem over weekto listen to deals, but there is a end. American Airhnes contributed
mighty big "if" attached to most $2,100 for two chartered planes,
of the listening. That means pri- city put up $11,000 to plug dude
marily Paramount, Warner Bros. ranches, Tucson Sunshme Climate
is in an in- Club anted up the remainder,
and Columbia.
between state, ostensibly welcom-l
Airline originated the trip as a
Ing indies but unwilling to make 'plug: for Winter resort, which was
deals at the moment.
locale of Rosemary Taylor novel on
On the other hand, with arms which film is based. Studio coin
outstretched wider than ever are covered cocktail party, dinner at
United Artists, exclusively in the Santa Rita hotel, photographic
business of handling indie product, work, etc. Weekend showing was
and Eagle Lion, which is turning arranged by Charles Einfeld, 20th'5
more or less to that type of opera- new ad-publicity chief, so press
tion. That means that despite the corps of 50 could easily get away
closure by other companies, the from jobs.'
lone producers need have no fear

RKO

Holly wopd's production nxecs ar« considerably better educated than
the average^more than 6Q% boast college degrees-<-it was pointed
out this week by Morris Helprin, Ameiican rep for Sir Alexander
Korda and erstwhile New York Times film critic. Helprin made his
discovery through a study of biogs of producers and studio execs to
prove the point to a disparaging friend who had claimed that the men
responsible for turning out the majority of Hollywood product were

15.

stock

With two more majors during
the past week disclosing that they 'd
handle no more product from in^
dependent producers; field that
opened to the lone wolf fllmmafcers
during the war is rapidly retracting. Metro and Universal are the
latest to add their definite nix on
Indies to a similar expression by
20th-Fox about a month ago.

Stuff-Pictures

ON PARAMOUNT STOCK

Streets after a

heavy falL

'
;

'

Comparative Slashings

Republic
Universal

$81,995,730
45,135,466
12,077,716
20,835,157

Columbia

ia.230,9ir3

$69,943,870
39,577,404
7,950,558
16,896,779
17,484,070

Stalemating Unions'

$12,051,860
5,558,062
4,127,158
3,938,378
1,746,903

MCA

air their lopping of inventories,
but it's understood that the trio
following the same course as the
other companies.
Chopping process was again
dramatized this week, when Republic- released its '48 figures,
which showed a drastic 35% slashr
ing of film inventories. While reporting a loss of $564,499 for the
53 weeks ended Oct. 30 before dcr
duction of tax .refunds of $214,509,
Rep's backlog dropped by $4,127,158 from its '47 high of $12,077,716.
The dip is a continuing process, an
accompanying statement ol prez
Herbert J. Yates indicated, since
the company, has yet to amortize a
number of expensive films made
during the peak production cost

:

Promises

is

Metro

in

wage

tilt

strated

Bros,

$3,093,000 for the first quarter of on bonuses.
fiscal

Nothing: Wrongful Indicated

with, a net of
$3,947,000 for the similar period
of the preceding year.

Warners held its profits to within $900,000 of the comparative '48
l^^'^ter,

although

its

;

gross reve-

'

onstration of the intrinsic soundness of economies in the company's
operations and in tlie reduction of

|

HAS
MOST

.

1

|

i

,
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Further analysis of the report as
agamst previous returns of the

company bear out the industry

loss of gross, however; in that
instance, took a far greater toll of

net profits, slashing

I

1

i

|

|

.

[

,

them by

$3,-

256,000.

"Thus, it's felt, Warners has now
overhead to the point where
gut
the percentage decline in gross
revenue is reflected by only a proportionate: decline in net. Heretofore* all majors have shown a lopsided dive in net when the overall
.

f^Tl
gross ^i?i"!'';„K.'in'^'*??*L°?'
dipped only 10% in '48
the net fell off badly by 45%

'

I
I

I

,

j

i

\

WB's gross for the period report-;
ed totaled. $33,734,000. Equivalent
per-share earnings on the 7,295,000
Shares outstanding amounted to
42c against 54c in the comparative
period of the previous year. GomAug.^31,
P^"^
"H*^
it no longer includes foreign film
rentals unless they are readily convertible into dollars,

Amortization

amounted

to

of
film
costs
$8,922,478 for the

three-month stretch.
Operating
expenses totaled $17,237,126; royI

gi^gj

participations, $2,859,126; and depreciation, $949;022i
Profit before taxes was $5,093,742,

Adams, Robert Clarkson and Daniel 0. Hastings were unconnected:
with the Skouras brothers, the

referee added: "It Is unlikely that
they would have participated in
such a conspiracy."
"The other directors," Demov
continued, "were also undoubtedly
men of high 'standing and 'the
mere fact that some of them were
identified with Skouras enterprises
or were executives of the corporations, is not in and of itself probative of any alleged participation
in a conspiracy or, for that matter;
of negligence or wanton dereliction of duty."
Report maintains that there is
no* assurance that a trial would
bring better results than the. peace
deal. As another advantage, Demov declared "A; settlement of
this litigation, will enable key exr
;ecutives to devote their entire time
and effort to the interest of the
corporations, and will eliminate
the possibility of discord, inherent
in the cross-claims asserted by the
directors in this action against
the managers."
Winding up the lengthy report,
Demov said: "I have^'tlie firm convlctlon that 'the terms of the offer
of settlement are inherently fair
and reasonable under the circumstances and I, therefore, redbmmend that the proposed settlement
:

'.

.

,'

;

be approved."

WB

;

":>'-;

Slate Reelected

W;ilmington, Del., Feb. 15.

Warner Bros, is making no curearned surplus is rent effort to settle the anti-trust
Current and action brought by the Government,
$53,971,590.
working assets total $69,722,332, stockholders were told here today.
including cash at hand of $16*975,- (Tues.) at the annual meet of the
898.
company. Meeting resulted in reRegular quarterly dividend of election of the incumbent directors.
25c per share was declared by the
Statement for management was
board. It will be divided April 5 made by Hugh
Morris, company
among stockholders of record attorney, who presided over the
:

Company's

now

'

f

1

The

I

|

|

feel-

WB

has squeezed the wartime water out of its.' operations
and is now equipped to meet boxoffice 'fluctuations.
For the first
quarter of '48, against which tlie
current revenues are compared,
company garnered $38,685,000 and
netted $3,947,000. That gross, in
itself, represented a dip of $3,951,000 from the comparative quarter
in '47, peak year of the company.
ing. that

•

.•

'

I

film production costs.

|

.

In discussing the contract under
attack which gave NTers the right;
to purchase and resell 20% of
the circuit's stock, Demov said
that nothing indicated wrongful
action on the part of the directors
who approved the transaction. "It
would be necessary to prove participation therein, as co-conspirators (or as pawns, at least) by
members of the 26th-Fox board of
directors," Demov said. "However,
a glance at the personnel of that
board casts doubt upon the prospect of success in that respect."
Noting that the then-members
Wendell L. Wilkie, Robert Lehman, Seton Porter, L. Sherman
.:

moving against

annual payroll loads by tion in helping the film companies
$1 000,000. A stalemate in the ne- ^^^^^ ji^^j^ ^^^^^^ ^^^.^^
6 LENSING,
exchange U-I
placgotiations recently resulted
j
problems was given on n,u
Thursday
ing the issue before Fedei-ai mediSINCE JULY
ator A. L. Stone, who has been (10) by W. Chatfield Taylor, of the
Hollywood, Feb. 15.
conducting meetings with both organization. He was one of the
Universal-International will have
sides in an effort to reach a com- speakers at a luncheon and seminar set up by Eric Johnston for six pictures shooting simultaneouspromise solution.
foreign department execs of the ly by March 11, the highest, numEfforts of the eastern division of
Present also ber since last July. Currently in
the Screen Publicists Guild to win picture companiei^.
several top officials of the work are "The Western Story" and
a 25% wage boost for 250 home- were
Abbott and Costello Meet the
State Department.
office flacks have also run into inIdea of the session was to give Killers." Four slated to start in
dustry arguments that divorcenext few weeks are "Desert
men tj plus the dippmg boxoffice, the film people an idea of the prob- the
Legion," "Curtain Call at Cactus
make- raises impossible at the pres- lems, work and- contracts of the
Greek," "Come Be My Love^' and
ent time. SPG has been carrying Motion Picture Assn. of America in
"Tehachapi: The Story of Molly
on negotiations with the major Washington. Some of the company
X."
companies for several weeks, but foreign departments have been
Backlog now consists of 12 feato date has failed to -budge man- blasting Johnstpn recently and
tures:
"The Fighting O'Flynn,"
agement. It's likely that the Guild contending that pictures were not
"Family Honeymoon," "The Life
Will settle for a much smaller in- getting a fair shake from Governof Riley," "Red Canyon," "Ma and
crease if the companies agree to ment biggies connected' with forThursday's party is Pa Kettle," "City Across the
accept their demands for tighter eign affairs.
River,"
"The Lady Gambles,||
believed to have convinced the
security and seniority provisions.
"Arctic Manhunt," "Illegal Entry,
A similar industry stand is also "doubters" that MPA keeps' its "Take One False Step," "Calamity
expected to be made in negotia fences nicely mended down here Jane" and "Yes Sir, That's My
riglit peowi1;h
the
plays
cozy
and
tions involving 2,500 homeoffice
Baby." The first four are ready
white-coUarites which will open pie on the international beat.
for immediate release and the rest
present in- are in
people
Industry
this spring,
Negotiations are curthe cutting rooms.
rently being delayed pending out- cluded Joseph A. McConviile, Arcome of the elections Feb. 23-25, nold M. Picker and Jack Segal, of
at Paramount, Metroi Columbia, Columbia; Jack Rosthal, Loew's;
K.
Paramount;
R,
Piper,
William
Stocks Join
where
J.
Amusement
Republic and De Luxe, labs,
• 1
lATSE's Local H-e3 and Screen Hawkinson and Wladirnir Lissira,
iiT II rt *
ii
>r
I
Wall
C 'KparKn »»W>U
I rPnn
Office :& Professional :EmplQyees RKO; Murray and Manny Silvernail Sf
01. MICdIIMI
Guild are battling for jiiiisdiction- stone, 20th; Charles A. Kirby,
After a December rally, amuseal control.
Universal; John J. Glynn. Warners;
Norton V. Ritchcy, Monogram; and ment stocks lost ground during
Richard W. Altschuler and' Doug- i^^Jl'^I
on the N, Y.' exchange dropping
^
las Yates, of Republic.
Rep. Production Surge;
$12,358,376 in total market prices,
In addition to .lohnston, MPAA Because th^ general .stocks levels
people attending included John^
jittery during the past
54 Features Listed McCarthy, Irving Maas, F. W. Du- continued
few weeks, amusement stocks deVall, and several public relations clme is overlapping into February.
Hollywood; Feb. 15:
"
shares
Republic is galloping along with men.
several
film
However,
54 features and serials on its 1948showed strength late last week,
49 production, regardless of slownotably Paramount and Warner
downs on other lots. Two oaters,
Par held near its 1948-^49
Bros.
Scrib Employment Up
"Law of the Golden West" and
high in Tuesday's (15) market and
Hollywood, Feb. 15.
"Streets of San Francisco," rolled
20th-Fox gained 50g the same day^
last week, and seven more features
Screen Writers Guild reported
Total stock value of all enterare lined up to start before the 453 Of its members at work in the tainment companies on the big
first of April.
film studios, a gain of five in the board-^lncluding alt major film
companies except United Artists,
Ready to go are "Bugles in last, month.
Exile," starring John Wayne; "The
Metro leads the employment list the big radio nets and record comTwen- panics—fell to $677,266,975 at the
Avengers," "Down Dakota Way," with 58 scribes at work.
Average per'Frontier Investigator,'' "Navajo tieth-Fox is second with 42, Co- close of January.
Trail Raiders," "Outcast of Vir- lumbia is third with 29 and War- share price came tb $15.39, against,
ginia City" and "Flaming Fury."
$15.70 at the December wii^^up. ^
ners fourth with 22.^
j i ^

m

.

1949 which ended Nov. 27.

The take compared

'

I

:

was demon- tionally, deal sets a ceiling of $490,this week when Warner 000 annually on Skouras' earnings,
consisting of
came up with a net profit of and a limit $130,000 fixed pay
of $360,000 annually

mies^ in filmmmaking

I

distrib's

-

tion..

Terms of the now-approved settlement include both the $1,300,000 rebate by Skouras and return
of $198,000 apiece by NT execs
Frank H. (Rick) Ricketson, Jr.,
Ability of the film companies to
and Elmer C. Rhoden. Harold J.
buck the- current boxoffice reces- Fitzgerald, another circuit official,
sion Jto a prewar norm by econo- must return a smaller sum. Addi-

hnprovedEconomy

,T„?i'\hpT«r/TfK«r^''°M^^^
smce
the start of the war
^"G Lues dropped $4,941,000. Filmites
has brought down its total by $12,- „„n<!ider the nerformanre remark^'^^ performance lemarKNext is Warners, with able in that the loss of revenues
051,860.
reductions amounting' to $5,558,062.
usually comes off the top of both
(Continued on page 8>
the distrib a^ld theatre wings of
Warners. It is considered a demwhich would mean upping Economic Cooperation Administra-

Coin Problems

,

In tossing out objections to the-compromise made
splinter
by
groups: among dissenting stockholders, Demov impliedly upheld
the judgment of 20th's board of
directors which okayed an: option
deal in 1944 resulting in a profit
of $6,000,000 to the NT chief and
four of his principal aides. His:
report must now go to Justice Ferdinand B. Pecora, who named Demov as referee, for final confirma-

For 3 Months Keys

Bellwether among the majors so
far

:

r

jperiod.

Aid on Foreign

:

trial.

Psa093,000Net

is

MCA

ECA

.

reduction of $27,421,361
12 months for pix in various
stages' of release or production.

Three of the biggest—-Paramount,
20th-Fox and RKO—have yet to

Schreiber, veepee. President Lew
Wasserman, after a short stay here,
took off for his Hollywood office.
Larry Barnett, veepee, who also
attended the. Ghi meet, will remain
in New York for several months.
is preparing to move into
its new building at 57th and Madison avenue in April, outfit to oc-

re-:

moreover,
porti
threw serious
doubts on the likelihood of the
plaintiffs recovering if the combined 16 action^ had ever reached'

by contract.

a

The

referee Jacob S. Demov.

in

.

Most important pact talks for the
industry has been going on for the
past half-year on the Coast, involving about 15,000 studio craft workers. Execs of the International Al- cupy six floors!.
liance of Theatrical Stage Employees, which controls the studio
unions, have indicated their willingness to by^pass any substantial
.wage increase in favor of a pension
and insurance plan that would protect workers in slack periods. Industry toppersj however, have been
reluctant to agree in view of the
added financial burdens incurred
by the. pension scheme. ^
In another bargaining situation.
Involving 2,500 lATSE exchange
workers in 32 key cities, the ma;'v.WashingiEph;;FeB,;'l5^^^^
jors also have turned thumbs down
Promise of cooperation from, the
on a union proposal for a 15%

a 148Tpage report filed this week
in the N. Y. supreme court by

backlog

|

stabilize.

cluding, among other provisions,
a $1,300,000 kickback by National
Theatres head Charles P. Skouras^
was .given the go-ahead signal in:

:

Columbia and Republic show

Suit

Settlement of the minority stockholder action against 20th-Fox, in-

SEG Okays New Pact

the past year. When all the
Hollywood, Feb. IS.
returns are in for fiscal 1948, the
Screen Extras Guild voted by a
figures will show that approximately $40,000,000 has been knocked margin of more than 10-1 to ap-r
off the celluloid backlog of films prove
.the new. collective bargaineither in release, completed and
ing' contract with the producers/
waiting release or in production.
The wave of produotioa.'economies Ratification ballot won: by a score
which first took hold in mid-1947 of 2,028 to 198.
will account for a substantial part
New contract runs for five, years,
of this reduction.
with reopening rights at stipulated
Five companies have now re- dates in 1949 and 1951.
It proported their earnings for the past vides for improvements in workQuintet consisting of ing conditions and several new
fiscal year.
Metro, Warner Bros., Universal, wage rates not previously covered

rie,fi in:

New Demands

NT

For $ID,000 and Other Provisions

MAJOR FAGIOR
Hollywood, has taken a tremendous swipe at its picture invento-

Film industry's uncertain future,-^
stemming in large part from the
Toppers East
Government's theatre divorcement
Music Corpi of America top
proceedings, is. entering as a decisive factor in the flock of union echelon converged on New York
contract negotiations currently in- last week, following a meeting in
Among those currently
volving the major companies. Com- Chicago.
pany execs, facing demands for the at the N. Y. .office are Jules C.
third postwar round of wage hikes, Stein, board chairman, and Taft
are putting up firm resistance
against increasing their .payroll
loads until, the anti-trust suit is
finished and boxoffice conditions

Referee Apiffoves Settling

ECONOMY WAVE

Divorcement and Uncertiun 6. 0.

.

.

BACKLOGS CUT $40,000,000

Drastic slashing of picture inventories, under way for the past
year has resulted -in an estimated $40,000,000 Hollywood reductibn
during '48. Following is a breakdown of the five companies which
have already reported their '48 fiscal activities. Paramount, 20thFox and RKO have yet to come up with their figures.
'47 BacWos
^48 Backlog:
Company
Drop During: Year

Metro
Warners

-

nCTIJltBS

Wednesday, February 16, 1949

m
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i

;
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Wedneaday, February 16, 1949

Trivate

5.1

{Ms' Become

Pickford-Rogers' Italo
Sailing Off to April-May

Big

Outlet for Out-of-the-Way Films
Paralleling the upswing in fori*-'
documentary and" arty pix
in Appeal
since the end of the war, a rash of
"little cinema"' organizations and,
Mpls. Decision
clubs has broken out nationiilly to
Feb; 15.
Minneapo
become an important distrib chanASCAP has appealed to the Fedproduct.
out-ofrthe-way
nel
for
circuit court of appeals from
eral
While no precise census of these
Nordbye's
H.
G.
district judge
groups has been made, it is estiits" theatre
mated that about 5,000 private and decision holding that
fee is uncoUectable. The
semi^private film clubs are current- music
dfecision was rendered in the suit
ly operating in the U. S., mostly
against Bennie
within cities of 50,000-or-over pop- which it brought
Berger and Mrs. J. L, Jensen for
ulations.
non-payment of the fee.
Great majority of these outfits,
The court ruled that ASCAP is.
particularly in the smaller towns,
a monopoly in restraint of trade
have memberships ranging around and its theatre fee invalid. It also
10 per club. They are sufficiently assessed $4,000 against ASCAP to
active, however, to book annually compensate L. B. Schwartz and
several programs of pictures not S. P. Halpern, counsel for the decarried in regular theatres. In fendants. This assessment also is
many towns where no foreign- being appealed. - The, lawyers had
language houses exist, these clubs asked for $15,000.
fill the breach with 1.6m exhibiThe appeal is expected, to he
Rental fees are nominal, heard at the court's May or June
tions;
barely covering the distrib's han- term. ASCAP has indicated that,
dling expenses.
necessary, it is prepared to
if
Several large arty cinema out- carry the case to the U. S. Supreme
fits have also grown up since the
Court.
numbering several
war's
end,
'

eign,

ASCAP

On

"

.

Rome.

Chaplin's Shares

R. Shorts

basis while others are more commercial and publicity-minded. Both
types, however, specialize in showcasing pix which are brushed off in
regular theatres.

'

Continued from page

3

that United Artists may be purchased for a total price of $3,500,000 when Mary Pickford's current
It was said that
option expires.
Miss Pickford will stick to a
$2,700,000 demand for her half of
the .company, but that" Charles
Chaplin is so anxious to become
disengaged from further participaP.
that he is
tion in the affairs of
Continued from pace I
willing to part with his '50% of
up. on a release date until the dis- the shares for as low as $800^0.

strictly non-profit art-for-art's-sake

pute

is

UA

ironed out.

On

the

basis

of

a

"

$3,500,000

The big oppdsition cohies from price it was said there was a posOutfit with the most solid repu- affiliated chains with Fox- West sibility of a sale's being consumtation in arty circles is the Art In Coast, Interstate arid the newly- mated. Little chance of a deal was
Cinenfa Society of San Francisco, fornied Paramouht subsid in New seen at the $5,400,000 figure,
under Frank Stauffaucher's direc- England in the van.' "The: Friday which would be the price if both
This group, linked to the meet resulted Ih the namihg Pf a owners sttick to their original detion.
Frisco Museum of Art, operates on three-man committee headed by mand of $2,700,000 each. Adding
a non-profit basis and exhibits reg- Robert Mochrie, RKO isalejs chief, to the discouragement of that tag
ular programs of experimental with Andy Smith, Jr., 20th-Fox is the fact that any new owner
The Museum of Modern distrib topper, and Abe Montague, would' have also to bring in anfilms*Art Film Liibrary in New York, on Columbia's chief, as the other other $2,000,000 in working capthe other hand, specializes in re members. Trio will meet with Gael ital to put UA itt a strong product
Sullivan, exec director of the Tiieaviving old Hollywood classics.
position.
Two of the youngest and most tre Owners of America, this week
i

I

prominent

"little

cinema" organiza- in an attempt to

settle the

Raps 'Sophisticated' Pix

"The

•

thousand members apiece. Some
of the bigger groups operate on a

Allied

Mary Pickford and hubby, Buddy
Rogers, who had been planning to
Continued from pace 9
go to Italy last month, have now
set their, departure for April or theatres, which provide the profit prints in circulation so that they
can get prints more quickly. They
May. When they will actually take margins.
off hinges on current negotiations
neighborhood and small complain that in some in.stances
regarding United Artists, in which town theatres, catering to and serv- they go as long as six months withMiss Pickford owns a half interest. ing the family trade," adds the out cecevdng calls from the salesMiss Pickford and her partner, survey, "form the base of the mo- men of some companies.
Charles Chaplin^, have exchanged tion picture pyramid, and if there
Inter - industry relations is deeach is a subsidence of this' foundation, scribed as having reached "an alloptions for purchase
Of
other's shares.
the whole structure will topple. If time low.*' Improvement of these
Final date for action under the the tendency is to produce all pic- relations, say Allied, will go a long
options is April 21 and what has tures and to design all advertising way toward improving business.
taken place by that time will deter- so as to appeal to the tastes of the
One suggestion is that the dismine the Pickford-Rogers getaway sophisticated Broadway audiences tributors cease jacking up prices
time.
Miss Pickford and Rogers and to' win the plaudits of the to exhibitors with, the explanation
have expressed interest in. producr! professional reviewers motion pic- that these increases are made
tion in Italy and Miss Pickford is tures will soon become class en- necessary because of increased
also anxious to see' the new; child tertainment and ultimately will be costs and "less of foreign market
of her niece, Gwynne, wife of supplanted by other forms wf popu- The exhibitors are said to be unGeorge Grnstein, UA's rep in lar entertainment.
impressedi-V .'., ..
'B'way Concentration Camp*
Another, suggestion for improv"The movies by supplying mass ing relations is to have studios send
entertainment at low prices drove stars to exhibitor conventions.
theatre
Allied believes there should be
the so-called, legitimate
from the road., and forced it into a permanent all-industry forum
a Broadway concentration camp. meeting twice a year to discuss
elements contributing to successful
. . . The movies attained their pre.

eminent position in the entertainment world as mass entertainment;
Without mass support they will not
stage,
but
legitimate
join the
rather, the dodo."
The Allied exhibitors reported
want
to
laugh
audiences
that their
and cry, and prefer films which
play on the emotions rather than
burden the mind with "sordidness
and crime" in leisure hours. The
studios are urged to keep their
.pictures, clean, to put in less liquor,
murder,' sex, fantasyi crime, loose
morals. The small exhibitors want
more pictures of the wholesome
variety designed for the entire
*
family.
Another complaint is that story,
material is too trite. Some 81 of
the Allied exhibs. answering the
questionnaire objected to Hollywood's cycles and trends, complain-ing particularly about the large
numbers of psychological pictures.
Much of the objection to crime

|

i--

1

i

!

,

try committee, headed by Paramount studio biggie Y. Frank Freeman, was created for the specific
support mainly from among purpose of setting the policy on
"intellectuals," their promotional the shorts. Fxhib members of this
group
have *een consulted on
literature is frequently angled like
an exploitation house's marquee. everything but the important quesRecent circulars are replete with tion of who bears the costs, TOA
officials'
said.
such references as "the Rabelaisian
Because
Harry Michaelson,
of a young brideadvjentures
groom with unfbfgiveable inhibi- RKO's shorts subject sales chief,
found
the
going heavy, an emertions" and "this epic in which nudir
gency
meet
of the distrib sales
ty is an integral part."
heads and their shorts subject

special private showings for members.
While these groups are pitching

for

.

.

.

it

pushed back

I

I

does. Efforts of the f emme
of the partnership are directed, therefore, at finding a buyer for Chaplin's shares. This would
permit her to stay in with a new
partner,

1

i

:

:

countries. Britons objected, claiming that the Council, as formulated
last year, was to include producers
only and that most could be accomplished by a roundtable restricted
to the six members.

Hamilton, Mo., $35,000 Fire

The lrtma!°"400-seaf "^theaire
here was damaged to extent of
$35,000 in a fire which swept Ihe
house and adjoining auto company,
Latter suffered $60,000
owns th« house.

Till

loss.

H, T-

!

remain to be

liquidatt.d..
In view
of this fact, 1949 returns will undoubtedly show continued hacking
away at the total coin tied up in
inventories. It is expected that by
the close of '49 the sum of ready
cash invested in backlogs will be
approximately one-half of what it

was at the end of

;

'47.

.

^

industries.

All companies that have turned
annual reports so far have in-

dicated that plenty of costly films;
before real.econpmies began,

and distribution, outlays.
Protestant faith."
No Distrib Made a Profit?
'Retiun to Single Stars'
Yates makes a point, as did Nate
One interesting observation in
the report suggests -a return to the Blumberg, »U's prez, jn explaining
single-star name picture, adding his company's losses, of the fact
Catch
"The Million Dollar Cast is a that Rep has no theatres to absorb the beating in the foreign
The catch is that anyone who Bust."
aides was called Friday.
ReAllied is strong for keeping stars market. He, as Blumberg did, deis interested in UA wants comportedly,
Michaelson
told
the
hence might not be in line morally. Its survey de- clares his belief that no distrib
gatherink that he intends to pull Plt^^ '•'f '™1'
made money in 1948.
clared:
accept a deal^
the film until the circuits cLe ^^' i^fto
^^^^^^^^^^
"There must be strict discipline
To spotlight the increasing monaround.
He added, it is under- eludes Miss Pickford. On the other of such people--^so that those who etary
Yates
restrictions overseas.
hand, when Chaplin's option peristood, that he saw no rea.son why
od comes up, he will be able to liye in decency and dignity may notes that- Rep's frozen fundfi
RKO salesmen should be com- offer
the entire company with no be the pattern which reflects Holly- climbed from $625,522 on Oct. 25,
pelled to use pressure in selling
strings attache \ This will mark wood to America and the world, 1947, to $1,095,907 on Oct. 30, 1948.
the film when it had been his
... We deplore the actions of! In the same period, he said. Rep
understanding that the pic, en- the first time that it will be pos- producer - distributors who make
has concentrated on the retirement
dorsed by company prexies; would sible to buy 100% ownership via capital of these outrageous exploits
of bank loans which were reduced
be pre-sold by voluntary coopera- dealings with a single individual to increase their income on certaiii
from $3,875,000 to $2,700,000. By
tion of all branches of the indus- and without the possibility- of another UA partner upsetting the films, and at the same time destroy Feb. 1, 1949, the sum had been furtry...
the industry which makes such ther reduced to $1,950,000.
ManOriginal revolving fund of $75,- applecart after a deal has been
financial gain possible.
We also agement expects to liquidate the
000 was set up by the MPAA mem- agreed upon, as has happened bedeplore the actions of the small complete amount before 1949 ends.
bers to bankroll the production fore.
statement expresses regret over
There was .some surprise ex- minority of exhibitors who enwork with each major making at
courage the producer-distributors passing of several preferred stock
least one briefle; Four films have pressed in New York at the menin this practice by booking and dividends.
This, action was taken
already been completed, with "Let's tion of the $800,000 figure for
luridly advertising these pictures." because the company wanted to apGo to the Movies" first to be re- Chaplin's 4,000 shares of stock,
One strong charge in the report ply all funds not required for norbut it was said that he had conleased.
is that the studios are taking money mal operations to paying off the
One of the reasons for RKO's sistently, in previous negotiations, from large corporations to
feature loans.
Due to general economic
troubles
in
extracting
regular shown a willingness to accept a
and advertise the products of those conditions, Yates also disclosed.
shorts rentals for the pic, it is said, figure lower than that asked by
Rep .has so far been iinable to sell
He reportedly lias corporations in pictures.
is the belief among exhibs that the Miss Pickford;
the stock of its subsid. ConsolidatSuspicion
average per-film cost l)as been little intere-st in the operation of
"For many years," says Allied, ed Molded Products Corp., for
However, it was disclosed the company. Only thing he will
$8,000.
authorized
at last week's meeting that the insist on; if a sale is made, is con- "exhibitors generally and the pub- $850,000 as previously
costs for each is' running between tinuance of his current 10-year lic were suspicious that advertising by stockholders.
Cash at hand as of Oct. 30
$24,000 and $35,000.
TOA mem- contract allowing him to distribute was being, inserted into feature
bers/ however, are unconvinced. through UA at 25% up to $800,000 motion pictures. Sales departments amounted to $1,670,039, while total
Entire $75,000 fund has been more gross and 10% after that. Miss of the motion picture companies; current assets came to $14,224,240.
Pickford holds a similar preferen- denied that such was the case. Dur- Amortization of film costs were
than consumed on the first four.
RKO's short is a fast summary tial releasing agreement.
ing the last two years numerous $10,927,144; selling and general,
of the hi.story of the industry.
pieces of evidence have come to expenses, $5,514,875; and laboraIt
light that leave little doubt that tory, molded products and acces'Ho."ywood's
filmmak."P
Fifty-year charter of incorpora'"8 activities with the rest of the tion has been granted in Austin, producers have accepted compensa- sory costs, $9,482,458.
company through such devices as Texas, to the United Amus. Corp. tion from manufacturing companies
Rep's annual stockholder meet
showmg the use of the west's silver Mrs. R. E. Jackson. Roy E. Jack- for advertising the manufacturers^ has been set for April 5. Stockto sensitive film and the south's son and Marion Wilson are listed product in feature pictures."
holders of record March 7 may
cotton for rawstock..
The
exhibitors
call
for
25% more attend and vote.
las incorporators.
i

.

Second point on which the Yanks
gave way was their request that
the meetings be broadened to include exhibs, union reps: and other
segments of the industry in both

in

made

ber

:

until late

bia, $1,746,903'.

.

i

wanted

7

$4,127,158;

.

I

spring, if it was to be held at all.
They figured not much was going
to be accomplished anyway and the
longer they could hold off the session the better their strategic position from the standpoint of events
in both the British and U. S.

from pae«

Universal, $3,938,378; and Colum-

'

I

Balaban, Paramount prez, and Eric
Johnston, prexy of the Motion Picture Assn. of America.
Major point on which the Americans |backed down was on the relatively early date now set for the
meeting. It was originally to be
held March 23-25 and the Yanks

Pix Backlogs
Gontlttued.

Others are Republic,

.

i

Continued from page 3

flops.

Should a sale materialize, the and blood and thunder films, it
Smaller part of the cutback in
Wall street and banking experts was disclosed, is due to the complaints received by such pressure inventories is due -to a decrease in
groups as parent-teacher associa- their actual number. While the
tions and women'A olubs;^ Allied, totals vary from time to time, desuggests that much of the trouble pending on the actual rate of pro-i
duction and release, overall nurriis in advertising material which
emphasize the "crime- ber has been depleted somewhat.
fails to
does-not-pay" theme. In that con- Permanent change, h wever, in the
nection, the exhibitors reported dollar value of the backlog is due
wide public approval of Metro's to the fairly general ceiling of $1,''Crime .Doesn't Pay" series of 500,000 now in force by the majors
against almost all films made in
shorts.
Exhibitors asserted that pictures the past six months.
Republic's loss compares with
were getting so long they "droop
net profits of $570,200 in '47. Comand die in the middle."
Apropos of religious themes, this pany's gross revenue nl.so .suffered a dip, winding up with $27,offered:
"During
comment
was
the
it
made
change in ownership is
072,636, against $29,581,911 fi nng
will come during Chaplin's period last five years we have had a great
deal of glorification of the Catholic the previous semester. Statement
is that Miss Pickford has consistby Yates attributed the red-ink
ently indicated that she does not and Jewish religions in pictures.
performance to the decline in the
desire to let go of her UA stock, We must not lose sight of the fact
foreign market; a boxoffice dip dowhile Chaplin has indicated he that the vast majority of our peomem- ple, and our criticsi are of the mestically; and high production

'

Anglo-U. S.

and

,

tiff.

TOA is against the charge of
New York curerntly are
hazard the guess that it won't be
Cinema 16 and the Foreign Films regular rentals and has offered to before Chaplin obtains Miss PickMovie Glub. A private membership have its members pay $2 per-short ford's option at the end of this
club with dues ranging from $10 l^y theatres over 500 seats and $1
month. The two owners exchanged
to $100, Cinema 16 presents many under 500. According to TOA off
options, starting Feb. 1, with Miss
pix that cannot be shown to the cials, the distribs must share the Pickford getting the first 30-day
general public due to censorship cost of the program with exhibs. whack at buying Chaplin's stock,
regulations applying to public Several told Variety that the reg- arranging for its sale or arranging
showings; Via this device of: "pri- ular rate would impose the entire
sa^^ of her own and Chap,
vate performances," Cinema 16 cost on exhibs, leaving the distribs
'""s shares simultaneous y. At the
has shown "The Private Life of a with no outlay on the production
end of the period, Chaplin gets aft
Cat" and "The Puritan,'' both of and distribution nut.
Miss Pickford's' holdings,
option
on
What's more, TOAers object in
which have- been banned from reggiving him 30 days to arrange a
ular New York Theatres. The For- principle to the right of distribs to
deal.
eign Films Movie Club specializes fix -the rentals without consulting
Reason for believing that if any
In foreign-language pic revivals at exhibs. They say that an all-industions in

•

films

I

•

;1

mm
WeAnnikT, Fehnaaj

16,

.

,

,

1949

CAGEY ON PROD. HYPO

Law Ties Mbs' Hands

m This One

Complaint against the major film distributors for their alleged
monopolistic practices, as pointed tip by Batavia (N.Y.) indie James
V. Mancuso, in his letter below, is apparently one of those ex*
hibitor-distributor problems that only time can solve, Consensus
of the major sales chiefs, questioned about the situation, was that
Mancuso admittedly is in a very tough position "but what would
he have us do to correct it?"
.Distrib topper$ admitted that few of their top
pictures wer*
going to MancuscOt They pointed out; however, that the law now
requires them in such competitive situations to offer their product
for bidding. and that is what they've been doing. ''We're forced to
award our pictures on the basis of the bids as they come in," the
sales chiefs said. "If we attempted to take into consideration the
hardships faced by such Individual exhibitors, we would be flaunting
the very regulations the courts have set up to ease such situations,
and thereby lay ourselves wide; open to more lawsuits."
ThuSi the. distributors explained, it. would be impossible for :them
to heed.:Mancuso's plea to eliminaterMdding:and give his house, a
crack at some of the top product. They claimed they would not
accept a "ridiculous" bid,' in which an exhibitor offers as much as
75-100% of his gross merely to obtain a picture. Rather, they said,
all bids are judged on the basis of "sound business" and if Mancusco's competitors bid more for product than he does and can hit
that bid in rentals, then they are forced to sell away from Mancuso.
While none of the sales chiefs would say so openly, they indicated that an exhibitor in Mancuso's position should first have de*
termined the availability- of product before attempting to build a
new theatre in the town, They pointed out that an automobile
dealer can't go into a city which has an established dealer, open a
new office and demand that he get a crack at the old dealer's franchise/ In the same way, they said, an exhibitor, can't expect to get
product without bidding for it against his competitors, merely by
opening a new theatre.
Only solution offered by the sales chiefs was an arbitrary split
of product among all the houses, in Mascuso's town. That, they
pointed out; would require legally the consent of MancuKSo's com*
petitors. If the latter turned down the idea, then the dlstribs' hands
are tied, as far as aiding Mancuso is concerned.
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Batavia, N. Y., Indie Stresses

Why

Exhibs Are Forced to Sue Distribs
•

i

Despite

'

.

.

E

;Holly wood,

Metro's

Thaw Coin
Lures Tarzan to Africa

Chance

Feb.

15.
announced in-

tention of turning out 67 pictures
during 1949 and early 1950, Culver
City plant's hefty boo>t in amount

Hollywood, Feb.

Tinky*

Sol Lesser, producer of the
"Tarzan'' series, is going to shoot
his next

annual production is making
impression on other, studios.
With exception of Warners,
which still doesn't know its plans,

'

GehringsPlanOn

•

for

is seen in
that while last year studio
turned out total of 16, exclusive of

fact

20th-Fox Reissues

Pine*Thomas, during first five
months, of 1949 no less than 13
pictures will be put before the
cameras. This, too, is exclusive of

Pine-Thomas product, which this
year will be three high-budgeters.
Although no definite plans have
been made for remaining seven
months of the year, it's expected
'

that at least .10 more will go into
work. Studio execs are carefully
gauging boxoffice and type of picture audiences prefer, and will
make final plans for year after
their study is finished in next
couple of months.
Republic Ups Product
Republic, too, is going in for increased activity productionwise.
Herbert J. Yates lot made 33 last
year, but this year .will up this
number to around 40. This will be
(Continued on page 63)

films

Palace

:

film studios, calling for a contract

Most of those who refuse to
to run to Aug. 14, 1953, with proPicture will be made in English take pay cuts, Schreiber said, readeal on
and Spanish; with eight Hollywood son that they would be establish- visions for reopening the 14,
Aug. 14, 1949, or Aug.
'1951,
players in the English version and ing a -precedent—that they would
an all-Mexican cast, directed by Be lowering their future bargaining if either side so desires.
Under
the pact, the studios
Julio Bracho, in Spanish.
power by working for less money
;

agreedv when laying off analysts,
to give due regard- to length of
service, when, in the opinion of
the employer, ability and physical
The
fitness are relatively equal.'
worth it, can do this same thing guild is given the right of review
;
again.in any case in which a member is
Sehrelbfer likened these people laid off out of seniority. This proto the old-time vaude acts, who vision is the same as that offered
used to hang around Wolpin's res- by the producers to the; Screen
taurant neighboring the Broadway Publicists Guild.
Palace. The vauders bragged, they
In hiring new readers, the stuWere getting $2,500 per week—but dios agreed to give preference to
that was when they were working, former employees laid off in the
pceviDUS six' months.
(Continued on page 15)

now

that they formerly got.

But,
their

he pointed out, they ail built
Stevenson Borrowed
salaries to the present high levels
To Meg 'Communist' from the bottom-—and if they're
Hollywood, Feb.

RKO

15.

borrowed Robert StevenSon from David- O. Selznick to direct "I Married a Communist,"
which Jack Gross will produce,
starting late this month.

;

Stevenson is the third director
assigned to the job. Two others,

John Cromwell and Nicholas Joy,
passed

it

up.

i

.

uA

indie, Edward Pcskay. He won
the right to use the label "Betrayed" over the objection of Par-

amount, which claimed it conflict-ed with "Betrayal," title .of a silent

company released in 1929.
Contesting with Popkin on "Impact" was Golden Bough, Inc., indie
unit headed by producer Roland
Brown. Brown lost the nod on a
matter of principle despite the
film the

(Continued on page 63)

McEvoy

Exits

U

With

Several Shorts Series

Bill to

owned these series, including the
"Juvenile Jury" group, and part of
the deal which terminated his em*
ployment _gives him the right to

Bankroll

is

Club Tent on

seveivil of the series.

March 8

Although the short subject department has been abolished by U,
the company will continue making
and selling the briefies. Almost all
bookings for these pix had heretofore been handled by divisional
chiefs so that announcement by U's
distrib veepee William A. Scully
that these execs will' henceforth
supervise their distribution does
not mean a change in sales tech-

Charles Schlaifer and Bob Weitman have been named co-chairmen
for the benefit preem
Palace, N. Y., March 8,
I

the

at

which

,

is

expected to provide the coin for
expenses of, organizing a 'Variety
Club tent in New York.
Allied
Artists' "Bad Boy" will be the film
for the opening and Schlaifer and
Weitman are planning a vaude bill
in the old Palace tradition.
Flock of other committees to
launch the new tent, to be known
as No. 35, were named at a lunch^
eon meeting last Friday (11) by
Max Ai Cohen, prexy of Motion
Picture Association, which is being
converted into- the Variety Club.
Cohen announced that 80% of the'
Variety tents have already approved chartering of the New York
unit.
He said he expected that
charter night would be held in

'nique.':

,

Understood that while U has not,
cleared any great profit from its
shorts, the company still has been
operating in the black with them.
Mutual agreement to part company
by McEvoy and
is another, step
by U in tightening expenditures.

:

October,'

'

When

tional holds its

Former U exec
seeking another major outlet for

their distribution.

Launching N.Y. Variety

MOONEY-CHAPLIN PREP

tions.

|

and will not have been
E. L. McEvoy, short subject sales
dissipated by bookings here and
there in small towns and key city manager of Universal, takes several shorts series with him on his
nabe houses;
departure from the company. He

We

release.-'",

1

principles ih regard to dispiites b'ev
tween- producers over priority
rights to picture titles. More important of the decisions gave United Artists producer Harry Popkin:
clear sledding on the tag "Impact,"
which he has placed on a pic about
to go into release,
Second decision also went to a

country

,

;

|

:

I

STORY ANALYSTS REACH
PRODUCER DEAL

Pair of arbitrators In New York
week both upheld important

last,

years. During that time, he said,
the picture should naturally have
played as many situations up and
down the line as it will ever get
its first time out. Tight curtain is
then drawn around the picture for
a couple of years. Then, when it
goes out aj a reissue, it will have
Ihe same value throughout the

Cutting Pix Costs

.

POPKINANDPESKAYWIN
OUT ON TITLE CLAMS

'

j

COLOR

they're sent back into

,

On

Joe Moskowitz,
(Continued on page 63)
noted that the studios, in their readjustment fi'om the peak business
era back to normalcy, are naturally forced to eliminate extraneous
'REBELLION' IN
personnel amassed during the war
Hollywood, Feb. 15.
and to trim the ultrarhigh salaries 5-YEAR
Martin Mooney and his partner, that were okay then, when the
Hollywood, Feb. 15.
Charles Ghaplin, Jr., closed deal companies were registering their
-Screen Story Analysts reached a
to shoot "Rebellion" in Mexico City highest profits, but are entirely
and in Ginecolor, for Film Classics out*ofrhand with current condi- five-year agreement with the major

when

general re-release.
Pointing up the problem, 20thFox assistant sales manager William G. Gehring, recently named
head of the company's special reissue department,, declared he has
found several pictures on the
shelves of 20th exchanges from
six to 10 years old, Company's
policy in, accepting whatever dates
it was possible to get on the oldies,
Gehring- said, has been found to,
be only
penny wise and pound
foolish." As a result, one of the
first things Gehring did upon taking oyer his new assignment was
to pull back all such films.
Company has now, Gehring declared, established a new policy
of refusing to. accept dates on any
picture after it has been in general release for a period of three

.

:

.

,

|

Schreiber

;

:

.

I

Lew

^

probably In South
frost-bitten English

,

heavier schedule than last year,
other production, companies are
hewing to ' approximately same
number of films made during 1948.
Of course, studio toppers may suddenly decide to Increase the ante,
but right now studios are cagey
and playing a waiting game.

i

I

narrow-

sales in the U.S. has been
already reached^ company showed;
a 20% increase in its business dur-'
•coin.
ing the 12 months which ended last
South Africa is in the British October, Sales are continuing to
sterling area, whei'e frigid coin can grow, it is said, and a further,
be melted into liquid dollars by climb in total revenues is expected
during the current year.
showing the film in. the U. S,
While the gross represents a':
healthy total, net profits on the
relative turnover of business is
comparatively small, it is said. Illustrative of the poir/ is the fact
that .55% of any sale or rental of
film is taken up by print cost andproduction expenses alone.
In this regard, biz differs considerably from the 35m outletsMajor film companies out to where print costs are a relatively
latch on to some of that lush re- minor item of expense. In addi-;
issue business have discovered one tion to. the 55% nut on prints and
of the primary requirements is to production, expenses' of distribupull back from the exchange cen< tion and administration must be,
beforfe
the, company
tres a: number of old features on deducted
which the field salesmen have been comes up with a net profit.
Outfit' is now renting over 600
Such ungetting sporadic dates.
guided booking of the oldies, it titles which blanket entertainment,
educational
and
religious
fields.
has been found, completely dissipates their reissue value, thereby Added to this are many thousands
(Continued on page 16)
nullifying effects of the new adpublicity campaigns given the old

and Paramount and Republic,
which some time ago set up

cinclv

dictions that a ceiling in

Lex Barker, tree-cUmbing gauge

film abroad,
Africa, with

To

.

15.

of

Batavia, N. Y.
Editor, Variety:
Speeds
Practically all the picture produ*
cers and distributors are spending
Beat PC's 'Boundary'
a great deal of their time attemptHollywood; Feb. 15.
ing to straighten out their business
Dietz Keynotes Metro's
Darryl Zanuck ordered a clear
in courts. This situation, they feel,
and they cannot track and all possible speed in the
is unfortunate,
Quarter -of -a -Century
understand why it has happened to production of "Pinky," which John
Ford will direct on the 20th-Fox
them. They are naive enough to
lot.
Celebration Through '49
Idea is to hit the screen, besee no relationship between their
fore Film Glassies breaks out with
Hollywood, Feb. 15.
past and present actions and their
the Louis de Rochemont docunienMetro's one-week studio confab,
entanglements in the law courts.,
\
attended by a flock of h.o. and
We are told by distributors that tai'y, "Lost Boundary."
Both pictures are in the same field sales staffers plus studio bigthe picture business has changed
radically in the last few years, that controversial class, based on the gies, was finished off Friday (11)
all the old abuses have been taken treatment of the Negro population with the announcement of elaborate plans by Howard Dietz, adout of it, and that the industry is in the U. S.
pub veepee, to fete the company's
entering a new high plane of busi25th anniversary in the business.
ness. The courts have made cerTwo-reeler, produced by Frank
tain rulings, and our producerWhitbeck, tagged "Some of the
distributors are striving to live up
Best," will be ladled out to all
to the laws. On every hand, they
Metro's customers to keynote the
profess their fairness, their impar-^
drive, Dietz said.
Short will contiality, and their sincere desire to
tain clips of many of M-G's big plx
do what is fair and just. ,This
of the past and some from films
'sounds good and Makes good headgrooved for release in '49.
lines but is strictly "eye*wasli," inLew
Schreiber.
exec
assistant
to
Silver anniversary will be handasmuch as the. same producer-disr
tributors find ways and means of 20th-Fox production veepee Darryl ed a special push in the form of an
avoiding the fulfillment of the F, Zanuck, declared this week that International junket for distrib perspirit of the law and they seek to all the talk about Hollywood being sonnel mapped out by William F.
caught
in
eyewash,
a
depression
is
Rodgers,
general sales chief. Ten
hide behind technicalities by which
they can continue their old prac- circulate^! by the- writers,' directors, men from the ranks of branch
tices that have brought discredit actors, etc. who refuse to take a managers and up will be tapped
for
a
visit
to London, Paris, Naples
necessary,
in
the
excessive
sal*
cut
upon the induJitry and involved
Chosen
them in so many law suits.
ac- aries they built up during the lush and Rome, Rodgers said.
on record of performance during
war years.
cuse them of bad faith.
1949,
the
group
will sail Oct. 21.
In New York for his annual
Le t us "glance briefly at the hisPurpose
of
will
be
the
junket
series of huddles with homeoffice
(Continued on page 15)
exec
Schreiber an exchange of ideas with, reps of

Zanuck

to

little

That Paramount is
more features this year

Gross

-United World Films, wholly-own*
ed subsid of Universal, wound upthe past fiscal year with total revenues of $6,200,000 derived froini
its 16m and television operations.
It has been learned.
Despite pre-

"f
.

A

.

$6^000

Via 16m and Television l^orts

.

—

;

'

U

Besides handling his own shorts;
intends going into tele?

McEvoy

vision production.

Reissue 'Sisters^

Internamidseason meet- in
'Variety

Hollywood, Feb. 15.
York.
Universal's "Give Out, Sisters,"
Efforts are being made to have released in 1942. was bought by
the clubrooms in the Hotel Astor; Realart Pictures, reissue outfit.
In the meantime, the Chemical Nav
In the picture are two theisps,
tional Bank has allotted space in little known then but potent on
its Paramount building branch for the
marquees today. They are
temporary offices.
Dan Dailey and Doniild O'Conftof

New

'

!

I

i

j

I

,

'

.
^

|
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PICflTRB- GROSSES

10

LA.

OiTish; 'Godfathers'

,

Wedneiaday, Febraarjr i6, 1949

'Song' Hot $23,000,

Tops With

Monti

Montreal, Feb. IS.
General biz shapes high in all
houses despite many holdovers.
"Song Is Born" is heading up the
new entries with sock session.
"Joan of Arc" looks great in third
week.
Estimates for This Week
Loew's (C.T.) (2,855; 45-65)—
Sock
"Song Is Born" (RKO).
Last v\^eek, "Three
000. Last week, "Words and Music" $23,000.
Musketeers" (M-G) (3d wk), big
(M-G) (4th wk-4 days), $6,300.
Loyola (FWC) (1,248; 60-$l)— $14,500.
"Chicken Every Sunday" (20th)
Capitol (C. T.) (2,412; 34-60)—
and "Miss Mink 1949" (20th). Fair "Tap Roots" (U) (2d wk). Still
Last week, "Wonderful sturdy at $12,000 after $17,500 for
$6,500.
Urge" (20th) and "Incident" (Mono) first.

Hearty SSim'Chicken Tough

Hub Not Strong; Titch'

C

Entry,

$m

Sole Solid

.'Whiplash'

•

.

'Jdb' Modest 35G, 'Siren l%ht 27G

Key

Los Angeles, Feb. 15.
Firstrun biz remains :on mild
side despite five new bills launched
this week.
Of these, only one,
"Three Godfathers," is hitting a
It will be hearty
strong stride.
$51,000 or near in three theatres to
top the deluxefs.
(10 days), $8,600.
Palate (C.T.) (2,625; 73-$1.20)—
Orphenm (D'town-WC) (2,210; "Joan of Arc" (RKO) (3d wk).
"Chicken Every Sunday" shapes
: moderate $40,000 or close in four 60-$l) "Angel on Amazon" (Rep) Great $23,000 following sock sec"John Loyes Mary" likely and "Last Bandit" (Rep). Slow $9,- ond at $27,000.
sites.
will do medium $35,000 in three 500, Last week, "Shockproof" (Col)
Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 34-60)—
(Continued on page 22)
houses. "Siren of Atlantis" is only
"Johnny Belinda" (WB) (5th wk).
fai^^$27,000 in four small^seaters
Big $12,000 after $13,500 in fourth.
while "Angel on Amazon" is doing
Imperial (C.T.) (1,839; 26-45)—
dull $20,000 in five locations.
"End of River" (EL) and "Good
of

Red Witch"

is

down

to

good $28,500 in two Paramount
"Every
houses- in second week.
Married" looks about average
$30,500 in second session, two
spots. "Red Shoes" continues fine
at $10,500 or over in seventh week
at small-seater.
Estimates for This Week

Grant Sockeroo

Time

Girl"

(EL).

Oke

town bi? this week, most spots
merely hanging on. Sole exception
is "Wake of Red Witch," which is
solid at Paramount and Fenway.
"Whiplash" is mild at the Met
"Shockproof" shapes dull at State
and Orpheum. "Joan" on moveover to Astpr is okay.

City Grosses

Estimated Total Gros«
$2,80S,000
This Week
(Based on 22 cities, 225
tireotres, cWc/H/ first rttnsi- ineluding N. Y.).
Total Groits Same
Last Year

(Based on

—

"Wake

20

Week

'Hamlet'

$7,500.

:

201

week here

ment" (RKO) (7th wk), $7,000.
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 40-85)—

Wham

"Fighting O'Flynn" (U) and "Arkansas Swing" (U). Helped by personal appearance of Doug Fairbanks, Jr., got only fair $20,000.
Last week, "Yellow Sky" (20th) and
"Trouble Preferred" (20th) (2d

Seattle

Last week, "Station West" (RKO)
$13,000,
and "Leather Gloves" (Col), $8,000.
Orpheum (C. T.) (1,040; 34-60)—
Seattle, Feb. 15.
"Dear Secretary" (UA) and "Angry
Despite roadshow prices of $2,40
Last top, "Hamlet" is getting lines and
God" (UA). Nice $6,500.
week, "Girl from Manhattan" (UA) going over with, a smash week at
St. Louis, Feb. 15.
"Vicious Circle" (UA), $5,500. the Blue Mouse. Besides the great
"Every Girl Should Be Married" and
biz it is doing, "Letter to Three
week at
Apollo (FWC) <743; $1-$1.80)— is outstanding here this
Wives" looks big at Fifth Avenue.
"Joan Arc" (BKO) (3d wk). Oke the Ambassador to pace new prodAlso fairly sturdy is "Criss Cross"
uct. It is landing a great session
$4,000. Last week, $4,900.
at Paramount.
despite rain on Sunday (13) folr
Belmont (FWC) (1,532; 60-$l)— lowed by more rain and a sleet
Estimates for This Week
"Angel on Amazon" .(Rep) and storm yesterday (Mon?). The sleet
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 50-84)—
Slight $2,"Last Bandit" (Rep).
really crippled biz at most cinemas.
"Red Witch" (Rep) and "Angel on
600.
Last week, "Shockproof" "Don Juan" is next best at the
Amazon" (Rep), (m.o.). Big $5,000.
(Col) and "Slightly French" (Col),
FoX: "Hamlet," playing third week
Last week, "Snake Pit" (20th) and
$3,200.
at Shady Oak, still is big with
"Manhattan Angel" (Col) (4th wk),
Cincinnati, Feb. 15.
Beverly Hills Music Hall (G&S- heavy play from students at matiPrin-Cor) (834; 65-$l)— "Siren At- nees.
Downtown trade is back to nor- good $5,500 in 10 days.
Coliseum (H-E) (1,877; 50-84)—
lantis" (UA) and "Highway 13"
"Joan
of Arc" holding
with
mal
Estimates for This Week
(SG).
Slow $4,000.
Last week,
the lead after its smash preem ses- "Accused" (Par) and "Strike Rich"
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75) sion. "Letters to Three Wives" (Mono) (2d wk). Okay $6,500 in 8
"Don't Trust Husband" (UA) (3d
—"Every Girl Married" (RKO) and is sturdy and a couple of "lengths days. Last week, nice enough
Wk-6 days), $3,800.
y
Carthay Circle (FWC) (1,518; 85- "Yukon Rose" (Rep). Sock $20,000 ahead of "Three Godfathers" to $9,700.
$1.25)— "Portrait Jennie" ,(SRO) via Cary Grant starrer, "Married." pace newcomers. Biz generally is
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 50-84)
"Wonderful Urge" enjoying lift from spell of. warm —"Letter to Three Wives" (20th)
(8th wk).
Steady $6,000.
Last Last week.
(20th) and "So Well Remembered" and dry weather.
and "Shockproof"
week, $6,200.
(Col).
Big
(RKO), $17,000.
Estimates for This Week
$13,000 or near. Last week, "WhipChinese (Grauman-WC) (2,048;
Fox (F&M) (5,000; .50-75)i-i"Don
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-75)
lash" (WB) and "Feathered Ser60-$l)
"Chicken Every Sunday" Juan" (WB) and "Shanghai Chest"
"Letter to Three Wives" (20th). pent" (Mono), mild $5,700.
<20th) and "Miss Mink 1949" (20th).
(Mono). Nice $18i000 or over. Last Stur dy
week,
Last
$15,000..
Light $11,500. Last week, "Won- week, "Yellow Sky" (20th) and
Liberty (Ind) (1,6501 50-84)—
r'Walked by Night" (EL), good "Every Girl Married" (RKO) and
derful Urge" (20th) and "Incident"
"In This Comer" (EL), $20,000.
$13,000.
(Mono) (10 days), dull $11,900.
"Incident" (Mono) (3d wk). Great
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 76-$1.25)—
Downtown (WB) (1,757; 60-$l)— 'Shockproof"
(Col) and "Slightly "Joan of Arc" (RKO) (2d wk). Big $8,500 after sweet $9;600 last week.
Slow
"John. Loves Mary" (WB).
Holds
again.
French" (Col) good $16,000; Last $18,000 on heels of terrif $29,000
Last week, "Don Juan"
$12,500.
Music Box (H-E) (850: $1.20week, "Kissing Bandit" (MG) and bow. Holds for third.
(WB) (3d wk), $9,100.
$2.40)
"Hamlet" (U). Roadshow
Secretary" (UA), $17,500.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)
Downtown Music Hall (Prin-Cor) "Dear
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)— "Unfaithfully Yours" <20th). Mod- opening.- Nice ticup oh school kids,
(902; 55-$l)— "Siren Atlantis" (UA)
is
holding matinees up. Great
"Snake Pit" (20th) (m.o.) (3d wk)
and "Highway 13" (SG). Fair $12,- and "Blood on the Moon" (RKO) erate $7,000. Last week, "Belle
(Continued on page 22)
hotsy
(20th),
Starr's
Daughter"
000. Last week, "Don't Trust Hus(m.o.), (2d wk). Stout $9,000 folband" (UA) (3d wk-6 days), $6,200. lowing big $12,500 for last stanza. $10,000.
Guild (Indie) (278; $1.20-$2.40)—
Esryptfart (FWC) (1,538; 60-$l)—
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 50-75)—
All right
"Three Godfathers" (M-G) and "Stagecoach" (UA) and "Long "Hamlet". (U) (8th wk).
L'viile Lagging Albeit
$3,500, Last week, $4,200.
>

wk), $15,000.

Loo

:

Fenway (NET) (1,373; 44-85)—
"Wake of Red Witch" (Rep) and
"Shep Comes Home" (SG). Neat
$8,500. Last week, "Ohe Sunday

Cincy Up; "Wives'

Afternoon" (WB) and "S.O.S. Submarine" (SG) (2d wk), $4,500.
Majestic (Shubert) (1,500; $2.40)
Shoes" (EL) (13th wk).
Still nice at $7,000 after $7,5Q0 last
round.

—"Red

Sturdy at $15,500

Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 44-85)—
"Dear to My Heart" (RKO) and
"Sword of Avenger" (EL). Begins

.

—

"The Judge"

Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 44-8i5)-—
"Shockproof" (Col) and "Slightly
French" (Col). Not doing so well
at.$18,000. Last week, "Don't Trust.
Husband" (UA) and "No Minor

I

Vices" (M-G), $20,000.

"Shockproof" (Col)
and Corner" (EL),(m.o.). Trim $8,000.
"Slightly French" (Col), $4,000.
Last week; "Behind Locked Doors"
Esauire (Rosener) (685; 85-$1.20) and stageshow, smash $24,000.
-^"Dulcimer
Street"
(U)
and
Shady Oak (F&M) (676; $1.20/"Snowbound" (U),(2d wk). Pleasing $2.40)-^"Hamlet" (U)
(3d
wk).
$2;500. Last week, nice $3,100.
Socko $12,000 following second sesFine Arts (FWC) (679; $1.20-2.40) sion at $15,000.
—"Red Shoes" (EL) (7th wk). Fhie
Shubert (Ind) (1,500; 40-60)—
$10,500i Last week, solid $10,100. "Wake of Red Witch" (Rep) and
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; $1.20- "Parole, Inc." (EL) (m.o.) (2d wk).
2.40)— "Hamlet" (U) (16th wk). Still big at $4,000 after $4,500 last
ClimbiBg to $6,500. Last week, stanza.
okay $6,300.
.

Guild (FWC)

trayed" (Mono) (reissue) (2d wk).
Only $1,500 in 5 days. Last week,
fair $3,500.

"Snake Pit" (20th) (m.o.) (2d wk).
Satisfactory $6,500 on fifth downtrailing

last

$6,500.

Palace (RKO)

(2,600;

55-75)

—

"Three Godfathers" (M-G). Good
Last week, "Boy With
$13,500.
Green Hair" (RKO), slick $14,500.
Prov.; 'O'Flynn' $12,000
up well at $2.40 top. National,
Shubert (RKO) (2,100; 55-75)
"
"Dear To Heart" (RKO) (m.o.) (3d which has been playing straight
Providence, Feb. 15.
wk).
Sweet $5,000. Last week, pics, has a lineup of stage shows
Two firist run holdovers will
starting Feb. 17 with the Original
$6,000.
highlight biz here- this week with
Amateur Hour.
Loew's State's "Wake of Red
Estimates

—

'Juan' Rousing $18,5IN), Paces Pitt;

7iolence'MihlllG,'Joan'Big20G,2d

,

.

(Indie) (8th

wk). Nice $3,000. Last week, good

Loew's State (Loew's-WC) (2,-.
404; 60-$!)— "Chicken Every Sunday" (20th) and "Miss Mink 1949"
(20th). Slow $14,500.
Last week,
"Wonderful Urge" (20th) and "Incident" (Mono) (10 days), mild
$18,000.
Los Ansreles (D'toWn-WC) (2,097;

Harris (Harris) (2,200; 45-80)—
"Man From Colorado" (Col), Modest $12,000.
Last week, "Gotta
Stay Happy" (U), very strong $18,000 in 10 days.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 45-80)
—"Act of Violence" (M-G) and "No
Minor Vices" (M-G). This is not
a dual house. Slim $11,000. Last
week, "3 Godfathers" (M-G), okay

$i6,.m
60-$l)— "Three Godfathers" (M-G) ^Ritz (Loew's)

and "High Fury" (UA).

Wow

$30,.

I

I

—

"Symphonie Pastorale"

I

week's

<UA) (3d wk-6 days), $2,600.
Pittsburgh, Feb. 15.
good $3,000.
Last week, "Sun
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 60-$l)—
Downtown area has a flock of Comes Up" (M-G) (m.o.), $2,000.
"John Loves Mary" (WB). Mild
new pictures this week but there's
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 45-80)—
$11,000. Last week, "Don Juan
not much strength in them with "Snake Pit" (20th) (2d wk). Held
(WB) (3d wk), $7,500.
Hollywood Music Hall (Prin-Cor) the possible exception of "Don here on moveover after playing 19
(55-85)— "Siren Atlantis" (UA) and Juan." NeW Errol Flynn starrer days at Harris, and still going
"Highway 13" (SG). Oke $5,000. got a good lift from crix and should strong at $5,500 on top of $6,500
Last week, "Don't Trust Husband" stick around another stanza at
Stanley.
Stanley' (WB) (3,800; 45-80)—
Second session of "Joan
(UA) (3d wk-6 days), $1,900.
of Arc" at Warner still is in upper "Don Juan" (WB).
Errol Flynn
Iris (FWC) (828; 60-85)
"Bad
Penn is learning again picture seems to have considerable
Men Tombstone" (Mono) and "Be- brackets.
Sturdy $18,500 looms and
trayed" (Mono) (reissue) (2d wk). with ."Act of Violence" and '?No pull.
Minor
Vices"
that
it's not a dual since Warner Isn't available for
Slight $1,500 in 5 days.
Last house.
"Man
From
Colorado" at moveover, probably will stay here.
weeki slow $3,800.
and "Wonderful Urge" at Last week, "Whiplash" (WB), only
La Tijera (Griffith - Coleman) Harris
Fulton are down from recent $11,000.
(1.520;
60-$l)
"Blanche Fury" healthy grosses there.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 50-$1.50)—
(EL) and "Return Rin-Tin-Tin"
"Joarf of Arc" (RKO) (2d wk).
Estimates
for This Week
<EL) (2d wk). Less than $2,000 and
Dipping somewhat but should still
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 45-80)— be big
.house may shutter in fight for
at $20,000.
Last week,
"Wonderful
Urge"
(20th).
Only
firstrun product. First week, onlv
great $26,500.
fair $8,500. Last week, "Wake Red
$2,500.
Laurel (Rosener) (890; $1.20— WUch" (Rep) (4th wk), strong $7,$3,500.

(800;

45-80)— "3

Godfathers" (M-G) (rn.oX

Fairly

2d

I

town round

Hawaii

(G&S-Prin-Cor) (1,106;
li5-$l)— "Siren Atlantis" (UA) and
"Highway 13" (SG). Good $6,000.
Last week, "Don't Tru.st Husband"

12G;

'Shoes' Steps at 9G,

for This

60-$l)— "Bad
(Mono) and "Be-

(968;

Men Tombstone"

—"Wake Red

(Tues.). Last week, "Siren Atlantis"
(UA) and "Girl Manhattan" (UA),
okay $13,000.
State (Loew) (3,500;
44-85)—
"Shockproof" (Col) and "Slightly
.French" (Col). Light $12,000. Last
Louisville. Feb. 15.
Biz is slightly off this week, week, "Don't Trust Husband" lUA)
probably stemming from lack of land "No Minor Vices" (M-G),
outstanding product and opposi- $11,000.
tion from Shrine Circus playing
full
week at Jefferson County
Armory.
"Accused" at Rialto 'Own Love' SUm
$11,000,
looks trim while second stanza of
"Red Shoes" at Scoop is holding

'Accused' Lofty

—

week,

.

Paramount (NET) (1,700; 44-85)
Witch" (Rep) and
"Shep Comes Home" (SG). Sock
$18,000. Last week, "One Sunday
Afternoon" (WB) and "S.O.S. Submarine" (SG) (2d wk), $11,000.
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,800; 44-85)—
"Let's Live Little" (EL) and "Unknown Island" (FC). Opens today

—

"High Fury" (UA). Okay $12,000. Voyage Home" (RKO) (reissues).
Keith's (City Inv.) (1,542; 55-75)
Last week, "Words and Music" Fine $9,000. Last week, "Sun
—"Crusades" (Par) ( r ei s s u e )
(M-G) (4th wk-4 days), $4,500.
Comes Up" (M-G) and"Four Faces Pleasing $8,500. Last week, "16
El Key (FWC) (861; 60-$l)— "An- West" (UA) (m.o.), $7,000.
Fathoms Deep" (Mono) and "Smart
§el on Amazon" (Rep) and "Last
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-60)— Woman" (Mono), $6,500.
iattdit" (Rep). Slim $2,000. Last "Yellow Sky" (20th) and "In This
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)

(Indie) (2d wk), solid

$22,000.

i

—

.

:

I

,

'

second week today (Tues.).. Last
week, nice $20,000.
Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 4485)—"Whiplash" (WB) and "Angel
on. Amazon" (Rep). Mild $20,000.
Last week, "Don Juan" (WB) and

—

—

.

Exeter (Indie) (1,200; 44-75)—
"Paisan" (Indie) (8th wk). Record
run at this class: nabe is $5,000
after about same last session.

'

|

'

Estimates for This Week
Astor ( Jay cox) (1,200; 90-$1.50)—
"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (m.o.). First
after two at Memorial,
brisk $20,000. Last week, "Enchant-

.

$2,717,000
citiesi

theatres^..

"""Girl

in St.

Limp 20G

Boston, Feb. 15.
spectacular in down.

Nothing

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net, i.e.,
without the 20%' tax. Distributors share on net tAke, when
playing pei>centage, hence the
estimated figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.

Week

Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1,200;
40-65)— "Gotta Stay Happy" (U)
and "Rose of Yukon" (Rep) (m.o.).
Fairish $4,500.
Last week, "Yellow Sky" (20th) and "Jungle

i

Witch'' in the lead. Majestic's
"Snake Pit" also is nice. "Ow»
True Love" at Strand and "Fightling O'Flynn" at Albee are both on
I

1

I

slow side.
Estimates for This
Albee (RKO) (2,200;

Patrol" (20th) (m.o.), $3,000.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40)

Week
44-65)—

"Fighting O'Flynn" (U) and "Shed
No Tears" (EL). Fair $12,000. Last
week, "Marine Raiders" (RKO) and

-^"Mexican Hayride"
(U)
and
"Walk Crooked Mile" (Col). Okay
$3,300.
Last
week,
"Fighter
Squadron" (WB) and "Night Has
1,000 Eyes" (Par) (m.o ), $3,200.
Mary Anderson (t>eople's) (1,000;
45-65)—"Whiplash" (WB). Modest
$5,000 on night shows only schedule.
Last week, "Don Juan" (WB)

"Back to Bataan" (RKO)

(Teissucs),

strong $17,000.
Carlton (Fay)

44-65)—
(1,400;
"Saxon Charm" (U) and "Devil's
Cargo" (U). Fairly good $5,500.
Last week; ''Fighter Squadron"
(3d wk), $4,500.
(WB) and "Christopher Blake"
National (Standard) (2,400; 45-65) (WB) (2d run) steady $5,000.
—"Angels with Dirty Faces" (WB)
Fay's (Fay) (1,400;
44-651
and "Drive by Night" (WB) (re- "Miraculous Journey" (FC) and
issues).
Slow $4,000. Last week, Mischa Auer heading stageshow.
"In Navy" (U) and "Who Done It" Plenty hot $8^000. Last week,
(U) (reissues), $5,000.
"Plunderers" (Rep) and Jackie
Rialto (FA) (8,000; 45-65)— "Ac- Coogan heading stage bill, nice:
cused"
(Par)
and
"Dynamite" $7,500.
(Par).
Likely a neat $12,000. Last
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)—
week, "Gotta Stay Happy" (U) and
"Snake Pit" (20th) (2d wk). Very
"Rose of Yukon" (Rep), healthy nice
hitting wow
.

;

—

I

1

I

,

$14,000.

$12,000

after

Scoop (Louisville Theatres) (700; $20,000 first.
Met'ronolitan (Snider) (3.100; 44$1.20-$2.40)— "Red
Shoes"
(EL),
65)—"SiFen of Atlantis" (UA) and
Slowing up somewhat at $9,000^ but
"Trouble Makers" (Mono). Not bad
still okay after first week's fine
$9,500. Last week, "Johnny Apollo"
$11,000.
State (Loew's) (3,000; 45-65)— (20th) and "Show Them No Mercy"
"Coroner Creek" (Col) and "Black (20th) (reissues)), fair $7,500.
44-65)—
State (Loew)
(3,200;
Arrow" (Col). Barely okay $10^000.
Last week, "Kissing Bandit" (M-G) "Wake of Red Witch" (Rep) and
and "My Dear Secretary" (UA), "Song of Heart" (Mono) (2d wk).
Nice $17,000. First sesh was big
nice $12,000.
Strand (FA) (1,000; 45-65)— "So $24,000.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
Evil My Love" (Par) andd "Jlggs,
Maggie in Society" (Mono). Mod- "Own True Love" (Par) and ''Dyerate $4,000.
Last week, "Race namite" (Par) (2d wk). Initial holdStreet" (RKO) and "Indian Agent" over round opened Monday, .U4).
(RKO), fancy $7,000.
First week was slow $11,000;

.

U:% Mild Films Make Chi Spotty;
Dear

Heart'

Fme

$24M

Ink Spots

To

lartin'

Fair 12G;Words'-B. Ann Scott 596, 2d
Chicago, Feb. 15. 4
general pic biz here loolcs
Despite this, fine trade is
being done by reissues at the Rialto
In

spotty.

and Grand. Midwest preem of
"Lucky Stiff" was set' back partlj'
because of the lush talce by "Stagecoach" and "Long Voyage Home,"
crisp $11,000 in second at Grande
Rialto also will do well with $12,000
in eight days of reissue combo, "In

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$621,500
(Based on 16 tlieatres)
Last Year
$717,000
(Based on 24 theatres)

Tilt

Tours'

Weather Ups N.Y.; 'Smitb'-Torme-Rich

Open

Kaye Holds

Estimates for This

Week

(1,400; $1.20-$2.40)
(12th wk). Holding
Amazingly well at $10,000^ Last
week, $10,400.

Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 40-70)
Juan" (WB). Mild $1{),000
in 9 days. "John Loves Mary"
(WB). opens Feb. 17.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100: 40-70)—
"Christopher Blake" (WB) and
"Flaxy Martin" (WB). Barely okay
Youngman, teed* off in
$7,000 in 9 days. "Don Juan" (WB) Henny
smash fashion Monday (14), two
opens on movebver Feb. 17,
TppIt f<5hpa) n 4nn- 4n 7ni
"ah '^^^^ ahead of regular opening date
nosedived
n-^h7'a\)
',Td'-PhZ^^
(U) and
Phantom ot Opera
Baba
second round. "Smith" and new

opener.
Indiana (G-D) (3,300; 44-65)—
Girl Married" (RKO) and

-

Agent"

Socko

(RKO).

Barbara Ann Scott topping stage $17,000. Last week, "Don Juan"
bill (2d wk). Fancy $59,000. Last (WB), $12,000.
week, $69,000.
Keith's (G-D) (1.300; $1.20-$2.40)
Garrick (B&K) (900; 50-98)— —"Hamlet"
(U). Not so big $9,000
•'Bad Men ofi Tombstone" (Mono)
at these prices. Last' week, "Count
and "Strike It Rich" (Mono) (2d Monte Cristo" (EL) and "Son of
(Continued on, page 22)
Monte Cristo" (EL) (reissues), thin

Tops K.

C.

"Wake

'

|

;

-

.

.

.

My

Heart," which will

,

|

|

Besides new. bills opening in the
next seven days at the Gap, Roxy
and Palace, the Astor and Globe
have* set new fare. Former brings
in "Knock On Any Door," Feb. 22
after eight weeks and three days
with "Enchantment," which had a
profitable run. "State DepartmentFile 649" opens at Globe Saturday

held

in great shape at $111,000
which is better than some recent
first weeks; first was smash $134,-

.

(19).

000.
Holds only three because of
1 nicked
booking on next picture,

"Down

Sea in

Ships"

(20th)

,

Feb. 22.

"Joan of Arc"

S(:atc (Loew's) (3,450: 80-81.50)
Decision" (M-G) (5th
wk).
Fourth week ended last
(Tues.) night continued to slide
despite new ad. camnaign plaving
uo femme appeal of Clark Gable.

at $21,-

000 to $22,000 per week at Victoria
continues
to
attract
attention.
Same holds for "Snake Pit" at Rivoli, which is doing $21,000 or better in fifteenth week. "Joan" winds
up its 14th week today (Wed.) with

—"Command

"Red Shoes*' at Bijou, and
"Hamlet," at Park Avenue also
continue strong, former in its 17th
stanza and "Hamlet" in 20th week.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 70-$l;50)
—"Enchantment" (RKO) (8th wk).
Present week ending next Friday
(18) shapes to land $16,000 after
okay $17,000 for seventh, session.
Stays three days in ninth week
with "Knock on Any Door" (Col)
opening Feb. 22.
Bijou (City Inv.) (589; $1.20$2.40)— "Red Shoes" (EL) (17th
wk). Current frame ending tomorrow (Thurs.) is holding in sensational style at $15,200 after big
$15,500 for 16th week.
Stays in-

third was very strone $31,000. Continues with "Take Me Out to Ball

Fourth round was

$20,500.

15.

to

Rudy 'Vallee, Maurice Rocco,
Morey Amsterdam nlus ice show
lieaded by Cecilia CoUedge opens
with

.,:

Stability of

.$23,000

Game" (M-G) scheduled

while

to follow

but no date set^
.Strand (WB) (2,75(5: 76-$1.50)—
"John Loves Mary (WB) with Jack
Carson Hollywood Show including
Marion Hutton, Robert Alda topDjng stageshow (2d wk).
First
holdover round ending tomorow

"Song Is Born" is garnering top
(Thurs.) is fairly steady at 551,000
coin among the newcomers and
after very good $61,000 opener allooks set for several weeks. "Red
beit not un to expectancy.
ConShoes" still is holding heftily in
tinues.
"Johnny Belinda" (WB)
fourth week.
"Gallant Blade"
,->id
"Treasure of Sierra Madre"
shapes splendid and, "Fighting
I'WB), both Academy Award nomO'FIynn" looks big.
inees, start a two-week run Feb. 23
Estimates for This Week
sans stageshow.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1.060; 95Downtown (20th Cent) (1,050;
$2,40)—"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (14th
35-60)
"Gallant Blade" (Col).
def.
wk).
Current session ending today
Hefty $7,000 which is near capaccanto.
ity.
Last weekj "Brother JonaCapitol (Loew's) (4,820; 80-$l. 50) (Wed.) holding up in great style at
Radio City (Pari (4,000; 50-70)— than'' (Indie) and "Mrs. Crane" —"The Bribe" (M-G) with Arthur $20,500 after sturdy $22,000 for
"Words and Music" (M-G) (2d wk). (EL) (2d wk), about same.
Godfrey, Talent Scouts (2d-final 13th week, Continues Indef
Still showing lots of life at $12,000
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 36-66)— Wk). Initial holdover round ending
after big $19,000 first week.
today (Wed.) continuing big with
"Song Is Born" (RKO).

Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; 5585)—"Slightly French" (Col) and
"Law of Barbary Coast" (Col).
Thin $10,000. Last week, "Mexican
Hayride" (U) and "Lone Wolf and
Lady" (Col), $10,500.
Vnited Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;
55-85)— "Deaf Secretary"
(UA),
good $9,500 or over. Last week,
"Don't Trust Husband" (UA) (3d

70)

—

—

—

Smash

RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 50- $20;000, and set for three weeks.
"Criss Cross" (U). Looks like Last week, "Walk Crooked Mile"
Last week, "Boy (Col) (2d wk), held up well at
oke $10,000.
With Green Hair" (RKO), mild $10,500.
Loew's (Loew) (2,096; 36-66)—
$9,000.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 75-$1.25) "Words and Music" (M-G) (3d wk).
—"Joan of Arc" (RKO). Acclaim Fair $8,500 after 'last week's okay
for this one, and terrific $22,000 $10,000.
Odeon
(Rank) (2,390; 35-$1.20)—
'Lone Wolf and His Lady" (Col) looms. Last week, "Don Juan'V
"Red Shoes" (EL) (4th wk). Still up
jm.o.).
Nice $6,000. Last week, (WB) (2d wk), good S7,500.
on toes for terrific $20,000 after
"Song of India" (Col) and "Valiant
50-70)
(Par)
(2,300;
State
last week's $20,500.
Hombre" (UA), $5,400.
"Snake Pit" (20th). Raves for this
Shea's
(FP)
36-66)—
(2.386;
United Nations (FWC) (1,149; 60- film, likely will hit sock $18,000. "Dear To Heart" (RKO).
Dis85)
"Red Pony" (Rep) and Last week, "Fighter Squadron" appointing $7,500.
Last week,
Trouble Preferred" (20th) (m.o.). (WB), hefty $13,500.
"One Sunday Afternoon" (WB),
Okay $4,000 or near. Last week.
Uptown (Par) (1,000; 44-60)— $8,500.
Wake Red Witch" (Rep) and "In- "Paleface" (Par). One of first nabe
TivoU (FP) (1.431; 36-66)— "Letcident" (Mono) (m.o.), fair $3,000. showings. Smash $5,000 or near. ter to Three Wives" '(20th) (2d wk).
Last week, "Yellow Sky" (20th), Holding up nicely at $5,500 after
State
(Par)
60-85)
(2,133;
"Whiplash" (WB) and "Parole, $3,000.
last' week's $6,000.
Inc." (EL) (2d wk) (m.o.). Big
50-85)—
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 36-66)—
World (Mann) (350;
O'FIynn"
(U).
Big
$11,000. Last week, "City Without "Accused" (Par) (3d wk). Good "Fighting
Men" (Indie) and "Prison Without $2,500 after hot' $4,000 preceding $lliOOO or near. Last week./'GrissBars" (Indie) (reissues), $7,000.
Cross" (U) (2d wk), $4,300.
week.

—

likely; first
was smash *Witch' Outstanding: In
Could stay longer but
Omaha, Strong $11,000
Godfrey limiting himself to two
Omaha, Feb. 15,
"Caught" (M-G) with Char"Wake of Red Witch" is by far
lie
Spivak orch, Dave. Apollon,
the
:town's
standout and looks to
Anne Jeffreys heading stage bill
get a solid session at Paramount
opens tomorrow (Thurs.).
where
lines
have
prevailed. Picture
Criterion (Loew's)
70(1,700;
$1.85)— "Walked by Night" (EL) drew rave notices and word-of(2d wk).
Current week ending mouth has been especially good.
Friday (18) is continuing big at New storm is clipping biz at nearly

$95,000.

weeks.

.

'

—

,
$27,000 after great $34,000 opener. all snots.
Estimates for This Week
Stays
third
stanza.
"Fighting
Orpheum (Trlstates) (3.000; 16O'FIynn" (U) due in next
Giobe (Brandt) (1,500;" 90-$1.50) ^t'—" Accused" (Par) and "S.OiS.
Good $10,000
"Tai-zan's
Fountain" Submarine" (SG).
(RKO) (2d-final wk). First hold- La-st week, "Embraceable You"
over round looks about $10,000 (WB) and "Smart Girls Don't Talk'
after very good $18,000 initial (WB), fair $9,500.
week.
"State Department File
Paramount (Tristates) (3.000: 16649" (FC) opens Saturday (19).
65)— "Wake of Red Witch" (Rep).
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 60-$1.25) Solid $11,000 or better. Last week,
—"Dear Secretary" (UA). First "Snake Pit" (20th), great $14,500.

—

i

Magic

i

!

—

,

:•

.

$84,000

vk), 5 days, $5,500.
Stagredoor
(Ackerman)
(350;
$1,20.$2.40)— "Hamlet" (14th wk).
Stout $10,000. Last week, $10,500.
Esquire (No. Coast) (955; 55-85)
--"Mexican Hayride" (U)
and

:

1

week at
h„™ iomm
«rr- an «1 km
Palace, is being supplanted Monday "YeUow
Skv" (20th) nlus Danii^
(21) by "Castles on Hudson" and
Kaye. Georizia Gibbs topomg stage
"Sgt. York," new Warner Reissue bill
(3d-fihal Wk), initial holdover
package.
session ended last Monday (14)

IIG, 'Blade' Sharp 7G
Toronto.Feb.

'

j

,

"Dear to

slip to fair $16,000 in third

»

"Gallant Legion" (Rep), $2,200.
50^70)
(Par)
(1,000;
Lyric
"Fighter Squadron" (WB) (m.o.).
Last week, "Red
Fast $6,500.
River" (UA) (3d wk), fine $6,000
and big $34,000 for downtown run.
50-70)
(Corwin)
(300;
Pix
"Paisan" (Indie) (4th wk). Good
$1,700 after virile $2,200 preceding

(5th wk). Off to
Last week, pleasing $9,000.

!

,

—

$5,000..

i

'

lOG

"Don Juan" (WB)

|

>

W18G,

Gopher (Par) (1,000; 40-50)—
"Urubu" (UA) and"Texas, Brooklyn" (UA). Modest $3,000 or less.
Last week,"Lulu Belle" (Col) and

I

.

.

weeks.

I

'

Frisco Standout

Godfathers" (M-G) and "Michael
O'Halloran" (Mono) (2d wk). Fair
$15,000. Last week, fine $22,000.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)-^
"Since You Went Away" (EL) (reissue). Colorless $13,000 or close.
Last week, "Whiplash" (WB) and
"Parole, Inc." (EL), hefty $20,000.
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)—

old-scale of $1 top.

Paramount (Par) (3,664; 55-$1.50)
—"Whispering Smith" (Par) plus
Buddy Rich orch, Mel Torme,
Henny Youngnian heading stageshow.
Opened Monday (14) in
smash fashion, with first two days

I

:.:

'Wives Nice 23G

•'3

past third round, with "Cas-

s

-

Kansas City, Feb. 15,
of Red Witch" is setting
the pace currently with a rousing
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 44-65)— $20,000 day-date in three Fox"Kissing Bandit" (M-G) and "Dear Midwest firstruns. Film is likely to
Secretary" (UA). Fair $11,000. Last run eight days which would make
week,
"Shockproof"
(Col)
and the: total even greater, "Joan of
"Slightly French" (Col), $10,000.
Arc" in second week at upped
Lyric (G-D) (1,600; 44-65)—"Un- prices at Orpheum continues sock^
known Island" (FC) and "The Personal appearances helped reisJudge" (FC), Strong $8,500. Last sues at both the Midland and Roxy.'
week, "Black Arrow" (Col) and Jane Powell helped "Wizard of Oz"
on test-booking at Midland Friday
San Franciscoi Feb. 15.
"Loaded Pistols" (Col), $6,000.
while Ruth Warrick, with four days!
Return of cold weather here is
p.a. at Roxy boosted "Guest in the
keeping biz at firstruns down this
House." "Henry V" in a return^
week. Fact that there are so many
date -at the Kimo is surprisingly
holdovers and extended-runs also 15-BeIow in Mpls. But
overall
total.
good.
is cutting into the
Best newcomer appears to be
Estimates for This Week
'Joan' $22,000,
•'Letter To Three Wives," nice at
Esqnire (Fox Midwest) (820'; 45the Fox. ''Joan of Arc" still is
65)—"If I Had My Way" (Indie)
Both Smash; 'Cross'
strong in third Golden Gate ses^
and "Can't Cheat Honest Man"
sion: "Whiplash" looks in for big
Minneapolis, Feb, 15.;,
(Indie) (reissues). Topping average,
stanza at the State.
With such ace pix as "Joan of $3,500. Last week, "Plunderers"
Estimates for This Week
Arc" and "Snake Pit'- heading the (Rep) and "Angel of Amazon"
Golden Gate (RKO) (2.844; 76- list, current array, of bills is loaded. (Rep), strong $4;500.
$1.40)— "Joan of Arc" (RKO) (3d "Criss Cross" also looks fast.
Kimo (Dickinson) (550; 61-$1.20)
wk). Strong $19,000 oi; near. Last Another weekend of 15-beloW'-zero —"Henry V" (UA). Continuous
temperatures again is a handicap showing on 9-day run hit great
week, great $24,500.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95)— "Let- but hefty overall total looms.
(Continued on page 22)
Estimates for This Week
ter to Three Wives" (20th) and
"Strike It Rich" (Mono). Nice
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)
$23,000. Last week, "Red, Pony" "Unfaithfully Yours" (20th). Good
(Rep) and "Trouble Preferred" $7,000.
Last week, "Hamlet" (U) 'Song' Smooth $20,000,
(20th), nice $17,000.
(3d wk) ($1.20-$2.40), fair $7,000,
Warfield (FWC) (2,656; 60-85)— but very fine $38,000 for three
Toronto; 'O'FIynn' Fast
:

da>

tles on Hudson" (WB) and "Sgt.
York" (WB) (reissues) opening on
Feb. 21, and house reverting to

.

'Wake' Walloping
$20,000

2d

in

In ahead, fifth session

"Rod Witch" (Rep), nice S20.000.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 50-$1.40)—
"Dear to My Heart" (RKO) (3d wk).
Current week ending Friday 118)
is dipping down to $16,000 after
nice $21,000 for second. Stays two

heading surrounding stageshow, is
Park Avenue (U) (583; $1.20keeping "Yellow Sky" way high at $2.40)-r-"Hariilet" (U) (21st -wk).$111,000 in second session at Roxy. Twentieth week ended last (Tues.)
Bill stays only this week (3d) be- night held ii* remarkable mannei:
cause "Down to Sea in Ships" is at $15,0!&0 aftei; great $15^500 for
booked to open Feh. 22.
19th stanza. Stays on.
Arthur Godfrey and His Talent
.fea'afo- City'.'Music -Hali.. (RockeScouts still are giving "The Bribe" fellers) (5,94$; 8()-$2,40)—j"Letter
a terrific boost at the Capitol with to 'Three Wives" (20th) and stdge^
sock $84,000 likely in second (final) show (4th wk). Off to $122,000 but
stanza.: This business ordinarily still line takings, and sta.vs fifth
would insure at least four weeks weefc Third wa^i vei-y good $128,but Godfrey only would stay two 000. ^'Family Honeytnobn" (U) due
weeks. "Caught" with Charlie Spi- next.
vak band opens tomorrow (Thurs.).
RiaUo (Mage) (594;: 44-$1.20)^
"John Loves Mary'' with Jack "•Tacare" (FC) and "India Speaks"
First Week endCarson's Hollywood Show on stage (FC) (reissues).
for real lift is down to okay $51,000 ing tomorrow (Thurs.) likely will
in second Strand week but stays a hit excellent $12,000 or over; holds;
La.st week; '*Dead of Night" (U);
third.
and
Beast"
"Beaiuty
&
(Indie) (re"Letter to Three Wives'? with
stageshow is holding well at $122,-^ issnes) (2d wk), .^9,000.
R»voH (UAT-Par) (2.092; 60000 .in fourth frame at Music Hall,
and. holds a fifth. Reissue combo $1.25)-,"Snake. Pit" (20th) (15th
of ''JacareV and "India Speaks" is wk), Present trame ending today
doing fancy $12,000 at bandbox (Wed.) hblding very well at $2l<000 or better; 14th week was solid
Rialto.
^tays on, with no end in

$3,500.

:

but holds.
of

likely to reach great $24,000. Last
week, second week (5 days) of
Own True Love" (Par) and Three
stage lineup looks great $24,000 in Suns, Boyd R£(eburn orch topping:
first two dayg.
"Dear Secretary" stag^e billy was very slim. $35i00().'
shapes slight $18,000 in first May- despite-jpr^View'S of "Smith", at late
fair week,
shows last :Friaay and Saturday^
Danny Kaye, with Georgia Gibbs openinis/^eek ihlld A52.00(?.

Circle (Gamble-DoUe) (2,800; 44- Still fine at $13,000. Last week,
65)—"Snake Pit" (20th) (2d Wk). $18,500.
Mild $8,500 on top of hot $17,500

Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 50-98)— "Every
"Words and Music" (M-G) plus "Indian

High $lll,Oi

'Sky'

Despite launching of only two
bills this week, almost springlike- weather over the past weekend
is furnishing a healthy tone; to bust*
ness at Broadway firstrun jheatres;
currently. liandicap of haviiig tih-;
coin's birthday fall on Saturday
(12) this year was overcome by
most theatres getting top holiday
scale right from opening of doors
that day. Snow and rain last Tliursday hurt a little but slight rainfall
Sunday.-( 13) hardly was felt,Paramount, with "Whispering
Smith" and stageshow headed by
Buddy Rich band, Mel Torme.

dvei'coming a slow stact to hit tidy
$24,000. "Flaxy Martin" and "Parole, Inc." at Roosevelt looks minor
With $12,000.
Chicago Should hit big $59,000
with "Words and Music" and Parbara Ann Scott heading stageshow
in second week. Oriental, with
(U)
(reissues).
Open tomorrow
Indianapolis, Feb. 15i
second round of "Letter to Three
Last week, "Whiplash"
Firstrun biz is generally slug- (Wed.).
Wives" plus Vaude shapes neat $43,(WB) and "High Fury" (UA) (m.o.),
000. "Red Pony," at State-Lake, in gish here this stanza, with "Every $4,500.
holdover session/ is keen Girl Should Be Married" the only
first
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
$16,000.
bright spot. It's sock at the Indiana. "Mexican Hayride" (U) and "Rusty
"Paisan" at the World still is
"Kissing Bandit" i? just fair at Leads Way" (Col). Passable $12,socko at $7,000 in fifth week. "Red
500. Last week, "Dark Past" (Col)
Shoes," at Selwyn, is getting savory Loew's. "Hamlet" is not big in first
and "Strawberry Roan" (Col), $10.$14,000 in eighth week. "Hamlet" week at Keith's. "Unknown Island"
500.
is displaying fine staying pow"fer looks strong at Lyric.
Century (20th. Cent) (3,000; 40with bright $10,000 possible for
Estimates for This Week
70)—"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (3d wk).
12th week at Apollo.

$17,000 in hdpls.

Soci(o, 'Secretary' Slim $18,000,

new

only $11,000.

'Married' Hotsy

11

Terrif $28,000, Buff.

Buffalo, Feb. 15.
Standout here this stanza is terrific biz being enjoyed by the Buffalo where the Ink Spots are boosting "Unfaithfully Yours" to biggest figure in weeks. Elsewhere
trade is offish allho.ugh "Joan of
Arc" is nice in third week at the
Century.
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3.500; 40-70)—
"Unfaithfully Yours" (20th) plus
Ink Spots onstage. Terrific $28,000.
Last week, "Sun Comes Up" (M-G)
and "Henry, Rainmaker" (Mono),

—"Don

the Navy" and "Who Done It."
Only two new bills came in, with
^'So Dear to My Heart" at Palace

Apoilo (B&K)
—"Hamlet" (U)

GROSSES
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:

—

,

>

week

ending

next

Friday

^ooks to land n)i^ $18,0QQ

.ojc.

(18)
less.

Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)—
(Continued xm |>age 22)
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pown t6

Sea in Ships
Hollywood, Feb.

'

(SONG-COLOR)

20tll-F<)x release of I^ouls D. Lighton
Stars
Richard
Widmark,
sroductldn.
Lionel Barrymore. Dean Stookwell; features Cecil Ketlawiiyi Gena Lockhart,

C i'lippen. Directed by Henry Hathavray.
ScreeUplayj John Lee Mahin. Sy Battlett/
(ram story by Bartlett: camera, Joe MacDonald: music, Alfred Newman; editor,
Dorothy Spencer. Tradcshown Feb. lt>

m.

Running time,

m

MINS.

Richard Widmark
Lionel Bart-ymore
Cant. Bering Joy.,
Stockwell
• ••• . .Dean
Sea Joy
Cecil Kellaway
Slush Tubbs
Andrew Bush. .;^...),. • -.Gene Lockhart
Berry Kroeger
Manchester
John Mclntlre
.,.«•;'•., w
Thatch.

Dan Lunceford
.

.

.

. .

. .

Brltton
Mr. Harris
Capt. Brlggs
].uke

•

•

Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Bros, release of U. S. Pictures
Spelling) production. Stars Joel

Warner
(Milton

McCrea, Alexis Smith, Zachary Scott, Dor.
otliy Malonc; features Douglas Kennedy,
Alan Hale, Victor Jory, Bob Steele. Art
Smith, Monte Blue, Nacho Galino. Directed by Ray Enright. Written by Zachary Gold, James K. Webb; camera (Technicolor). Karl Freund; music, Max Steiner:
song, Say Heinsdorf, Ralph Blane; editor.
Clarence Kolster. Tradeshown Feb. 8, '49.
Running time, »H MI>'S.
Kip Davis
Joel McCrca
Rouge de Lisle
Alexis Smith
Charlie Burn."!
Zachary Scott
Deborah Miller
Dorothy Malone
Lee Prince
.Douglas Kennedy
;
Jake Evarts
Alan Male

Berry Kroeger. John Mdntire, Henry Mor^
Bail, Harry Davenport, Paul Harvey, Jay
-

Louis

i^onlii of Hi.

12.

.

.

.

.

—

...Jay C. Fllppen

, ,

,

Henry Morgan Luke CottreU,
Hansen.
Paul Harvey Slim.
Bronco

......Harry Davenport

Capt. Jeffery.

,

,

,

.

,

.

, . ,

.

. . . .

.

.

. . ,:i

.
.

.

; .

...

.

.

...

.

.

.Victor Jorv

;Bob Steele
,Art Smith
^Monte Blue
..; .Nacho Galindo
.....

.

f.

1

Fuiiy Knight
...
.Arthur Hohl Manuel.
,
Dorothy Adams
"South of St. Louis*' has enough
to the Sea In Ships" is a adventure, action and romance to';
lengthy saga of early whaling ships please: most western fans. Color will
and the men who commanded also improve the draw but in this
them. It is told with emphasis on instance certainly doesn't enhance
character study rather than action, the pic. Preview jpyint looked, like
and is so ehgrossingly done that a one-color job, red. While there
the box-office appeal should be are no big name draws, cast is a
sturdy. Exceptional performances well balanced' one that turns in
by the principals, the picturesque good individual performances.

Lem

Sykes

.

.

.

.

Btair

Miss Hopkins

"Down

production values and
the mood which It conveys shape it
fov popular reception-:
The first half of the tworhour
footage is becalmed in a rather
the
of
development
thorough
characters that will be involved in
the ruggedness of sea-life aboard
a whaler out of New Bedford. Despite the slowness with which this
footage is brought out, it maintains
the attention thirough the strength
of the writing and playing. In the
last hour, picture really shakes out
its sails'snd goes wing-and-winging
before the wind with genuinely

sweep of

Film is set in Brownsville, Texas,
and Matamoras, Mexico, in late
days, of and post-Civil War period.
Zachary Gold, and James. R., Webb
have overwritten for therein lies
,main trouble . of the picture^too

its

.

.

.

•

i

thrilling . movement.

.

;

.

-

:

:

Lionel Barrymore carries off the
.fat: part of whaling captain with
fewer of the ^usual Barrymore
tricks. As result the performance
is standout Third, and youngest,
member of the starring trio is Dean
Stockwell. Despite his youth, the
lad is a skilled thespian who more
than holds his own in scenes with
tire adults. It is his role that will
get under the skin of audiences.
Footage is dotted with tremendously moving scenes that will
Stick in memory: Such a one is the

.

. . ..
:

ondary bookings.

,

:

:

:

ad-

familiar

thriller;

venture story fair boxoffice.

—

"State Department
File
649" (Color) (FCi. Interesting,
exploitable but often slow i)ro-

grammer.
"The Quiet

One"

(Indie).

Firstrate documentary about a
10-year-old "Negro boy; .solid
b.o.

"Secret Mission" (Russian)
(Artkino). Miller about Soviet
espioriage against Nazis; okay
only for Russian-houses' lan..'',

':.'
.

"The History of Mr. Polly"
Fine John
(GDF).

(British)

production of H. G.
Wells novel, for the class trade;
Mills

his
fiancee
princess,
Gail
Russell, scoff at this idea. This
naturally brings in Sabu, as prince
of the jungle, who sets the wild
beasts free from their cages.
From there on the story disintegrates into a tale of Sabu's efforts to keep Miss Russell his captive in a sky-high ancient village
in- order to win. his own freedom.
There's a thrill climax with Sabu
and Bey fighting it out with knives
and the wounded tiger coming to
his old pal's rescue by plunging
Bey thousands of feet down the
mountainside.

-

.

:

.

. .

I

:

:

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

File

:

.Athene Seyici.Anthony Hawtrey

649

(COLOR)

.

9.

fcld

Stewart. Original story and screenplay,
Milton Raison; camera (Cinecolor). Jack

There's a moderately amusing
situation comedy hiding under the
rather ' incredible title "of "Miss
Mink of 1949." While strictly a
programmer and offering nothing
much that's new, it does have the
proper amount of chuckles and
pace to fulfill releasing aims.

.

.

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

by James Agee

"with

a

:

vigorous style. Uly,''Res Kav's .score
and a superior editin? job contribute heavily to the film'.* arrest_ Henn..
:

Running timei 81 MINiS,:^
Marge. ....... .... ...:.,... .Virginia Bruce
Ken
.... .WlUiam Lundigan
Director-General. ......
Jonothan Hale
Consul Reither ........ .. .Frank Ferguson
Marshal Yun Usu. ........ .Richard Loo

—

8, '49.

,

has a timely twist in this .QJU Snccd.
Johnny Han
day of fabulous radio giveaways Jessica

.

.

.

Secret Mission

.

.

Colonel Aram.
Consul Brawn.

Theme

.

^

(RUSSIAN)

.

Artkino release of 'Kiev Fjtin Studios
Stars Pavel Kadochnilcov. Di-

production.

... Philip Ahn
rected by Boris Bai-net. Screenplay. M.
Raymond Bond Bleman. K. Ivayev, M. M.ikl.varsky; cam...MUton Kibbee era, D. Dcmutsky. At Stanley, N. Y.,
.Victor Sen Yung starting Feb. 9i '49. Running time, 9.1 HIN.S.
. .

.

'

. .

;

:

.

.

.
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.Pavel Kadochnikov
Leschuk :.............. Ambrosi Buchnia
Chief
V. Dobrovolsky
.T.
Berezhnoi
^.D. MUiutenko

Fedotov.

.

, .

.

Willi

.

Pommer. .......

;

.

...i.S. Martinson;.

Rummelsburif ............. .M. Romanov
P. Arianov
Shtubing. .... , .
Boris Barnet
Kuhn. ......... ...ii . .....
.

.

, .

'Theresa .......

Nina.
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,

. . , .
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.Elena Izmailova
.Vera Ulesova
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Always

on Sunday

'

London Dec. S, 1947 by Cane
Who saw some "ready ammunition

for Fascists" in this
with its chances in U. S.
confined to a "limited audience." Commonplace story of
an escaped convict "looks

film,

dangerous, when

wrongdoers

are labelled with a religious
tag that has no real bearing
on the story," review stated.

Adrian and Tim Ryan.
Central Chinese government or
Sol M, Wurtzel's budget produc- i"the forces to the north." Lundition values are good, as is lensing jgan, through a ruse, gets a shortBrofr.
and editing.
wave warning to U. S. authorities
in Nanking and then is held by Loo
A 50,000 yen $200) Asahi news- as hostage when the bandit chiefpaper prize for "contributing to the tain retreats. During the retreat he
nation's healthy development" went blows up the lavish trailer which
this year to the Educational Film the war lord uses killing Loo, Ahn
department of the Nippon Motion and himself. This winds up the
istoi-y and puts an end to the conWiiile the opposition be- Picture Co., Tokyo.

historical drama.

Tracing the reign of the Prince
Regent of England after the Napbleonic Wars, story is concerned
with the ruler's efforts to marry
off his daughter" because of her
popularity. The headstrong princess; howovei-, spurns the Regent's
handpicked spouse and finally weds
a poor, but blueblooded German
-

prince.

I

f

(

'

'

dean and

Greenhalgh; editor. Hoi brook N. Todd; ing..qualities.
inU9ic, Lucien-'Cailliet. Tradeshown Feb."

.
Henry Hathaway spots any num......
.. .Gerald: Heinii
.Lora Lee Michel
ber of such sequences that are
Margaretta Scott since it depicts wliat happens to a Ballinger.
.John Holland
emotionally sure and give a flavor Edward.
...Jack Llvesey young couple in modest circum- Reverend Morse. ......... ...Harlan Warde:
Hugh Griffith stances when the wife wins a Mrs. Morse. ... v.
-Carole Donne
to the picture. He reaches high Bishop of Salisbury
.Joan Young
Carrie
Griffiths
;.Barbara Woodell
action stride in the sea adventure Mrs.
Princess EUzabeth. .Betty Huntley-Wright $10,000 mink coat. Trying to live Mongolian Spy
.Robert Stephenson
scenes and the wreck on the ice.......
.Lee Bennett
up to the coat is tough sledding Don Logan.
Wonto
^-.^H. T. 'Fsiang
berg while men try to save their
"The Affairs of a Rogue," pro- on a small bankroll. Added com- Government Official. ... .Joseph Crehan
ship touches the heights of tension. duced in England at the Two plications are the mooching in- Fur
Trader
.Ray Bennett
His direction is sharpened by the Cities Films studios with an all- laws and the. greedy desire of the Peggy Brown
Nana Br.vant;
Vice-consul
.Fred Goby,
production tools with which Louis British cast except for Jean Pierre boss' wife for the coat.
D. Lighton has given him to work, Aumont, is not geared for the
Those factors are boiled out
"State Department—.File 649"
the
ship-at-sea
setting
lending American market and will face pretty thoroughly in Arnold Belwill hold interest as k programmer
color.
tough sledding at the boxoffice. gard's script in dialog and situa- for most audiences, although it is
Cecil Kellaway* ship's cook; Jay Although handsomely produced in
tion. Story goes overboard a bit overlong and sometimes slow. DealC. Flippen, second mate;. Berry palatial settings and fancy cosin its finale jailhouse sequence and ing with the U. S. Foreign Service
Kroeger, John Mdntire. Henry tumes, pic drags for its 95 minutesoverstates
the
Henryesque in north China, the picture has a'
Morgan, Harry Davenport, Paul There are nJio marquee names, aqgles,
but othen^ise is an okay timeliness which can be successfully
Haryey are among others who add moreover, to compensate for the lowercase feature.
exploited and it also has a strongtheir worth to general appeal this flaws.
Cast
does
lot
help
the fun enough story to. make it acceptable'
a
to
one will have. Stirring lensing by
An intimate view of British royJoe MacDonald, the score by Al- alty in the early 19th Century, under Glenn Tryon's direction, melodrama. Another asset is the
beautifully
photographed
Cinefred
Newman, special photo- this oftering is heavily burdened correctly valuing their antics to color.
graphic effects are among top by a garrulous screenplay contain- keep the picture moving. Major
Plot tells the experiences of WiV
credits that sharpen the interest. ing little plot development. While assists are from such old hands as
Richard Lane, the boss; Barbara liam Lundigan, vice consul in a rebright in spotsj much of the diaBrog.
BrowUj the mother-in-law; and mote Chinese town when it is cap-'
log has an affected tone of smartPaul Guilfoyle, as the uncle. tured by a Mongolian war lord,
ness that'll draw a complete blank
Jimmy Lydon and Lois Collier are Richard Loo. Loo: and his aide,
Rains
Cavalcanti's direction,
in: the XJiS;
competent as the young couple. Philip Ahn, terrorize the town and
besides being too slow, is; uncertain
"It Always Rains on Sunday'v (Rank), tradeshown in
As a result, the film Among others rating mention are clamp down upon the surrounding
in purpose.
June Storey, the boss' wife; Walter territory in an effort to make a deal
N. Y. yesterday (Tues.), was
is an un jelled mix of a sophistiSande,
Dorothy Granger, Iris for personal power either with the
reviewed in Variety from
cated comedy of :manne!rs and an
.

Background
narration,
which
dominates the soundtrack except
for incidental dialoe, was scripted
:

Hollywood, Feb.

Film Classics release of Sigmund Neu^
production.
Stars Virginia Bruce,
William Lundigan. Directed by Peter

.

,

Miss Knight
Sir Richard Croft
Dr. Stockinar
Lady Hartford

:

'

.

.

The

Film Documents.

outfit.

boxoffice queues at standard theatres, tmfortunately, aren't likely
to measure up to the assured critical kudoes. The complexity of the
pic's psychological theme, the uncompromising authenticity of the
treatment and the absence of a pat
yarn and cast names confine it to
discriminating adult audiences. It
adds up to a standout item for art
houses.
Shot for most part on Harlem's
streets and in a couple of slum
apartments, the film derives unusual power from the stark honesty of the camera work.
The
physical and social environment is
depicted in cold flat shadows without a trace of sentimentalism.
Blending into the camera's documentary focus, the. non-professional
cast and the clinical stoi-y thread
combine to create a slice of reality
which has the shock of direct
recognition.
Film is a ease history of, a
juvenile delinquent under D.svchiat-

I

.

Joseph Friedman

em

the jungle hooeful. not a happv note that the
while Miss Russell seldom resem- child will meet "the future equipped
bles a princess with her 16m cam- with a balanced outlook.
era-shooting hobby. Robert H. BarMajor bi"-den of the film is carrat, Anthony Caruso and Aminta ried
bv the sure and sharplv
Dyne head the large support
sensitive performance of Donald
Jerome Odium's story does not Thompson in the role of the boy.
appear to have been helped much While Thomnson is a Negro, the
by the screenplay, done by Art film makes no explicit comments
Arthur and Kenneth Perkins. Hen- on any racial problems, developing
iry Freulich's pliotography is a a story that fiould have happened
highlight, his doseups of animals to anv kid. Firstrate thesnih? bits
are also liirned in by Sadie Stockbeing especially well done.
ton, as the grandmother: E.stfille
Wear.
Evans, as the mother: and Clarence Cooner, a real-life: counselor
State Ile|iartinent)-i-«
at the Wiltwvck School.

.

.

"The Quiet One," a documentary'
record of a 10-year old boy trapped
in N^w York's squalor, is a superlative film produced by a new east-

who would conquer

O'Mulvaney ;
.Walter Sande
Skeet Price.
.Don Kohlcr
Hortense
..Vera Marsh
Mis. O'Mulvaney
^.Dorothy Granger
Iris Adrian
Mrs. MoKelvey ..... v.
.

Stockton

S,idle

of

child's emotion.il confusion to the
a^ony of a broken, loveless home.
Under symnathetic guidance of a
counselor at the Wiltwyck school,
the boy finally fights his way
Sabu CErries out the role of jun- through his sordid memories to a
gle prince with dignity. Bey is conscious realization: of his preproperly despicable as the prince dicament. The fadeout strikes a

'

.

Cooper

Clai-ence

Estelle Evans
Paul Baucnm
Sidney Meyera
Wiltwyck School

Stepfather
Psychiatri.st
Staff

;

,

.Donald Thompson

.

:

. ;

.

.
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based on Rimsky-Korsakoff's "Song of India." helps enhance the more leisurely moments.
Solid sepia print does not add
much.

Miss Mink of 1949

.

'

Lazlo,

Hollywood, Feb. 12.
20th-Fox release of Sol M. Wurtzel pro-

,

:M.INS.

Donald Peters
Counselor
Grandmother
Mother

Albert S. Rogell has managed
to get some exciting moments into
ric
treatment at the Wiltwyck
what looks like static jungle scenes. School for Boys at Esopus. N. Y.
Showmanly score by Alexander Via flashbacks, story - traces the

A

.

,

and

:

:0f

Ono

(|ni<>f

.

ture lliriller of the Sabu-"Elephant
Boy"-"Jungle Book" pattern, w'th
Turhan Bey added for good measure, but results are none too ex-'
citing, perhaps because of its familiar format. Tlie ventures in the
wilds ofv India,, as herewith presented, do not loom as strong fare
excepting for the juveniles.
Story has Bey, as an Indian
prince, trying to capture big game
for zoos. Tiiis takes them into the
jungle, where hunting previously
had been forbidden. Plot points up
the fact that the. village folks have
lived in full harmony with the
.lungle beasts, with the long established superstition that for each
animal killed one of the populace
must die. Of course, the prince

.

(BRITISH)

TiH>

.

.

;

,

.

"Sons of India" (Col). Sabu,
Turhan Bey, Gail Russell in

sell the pic.
Milton Sperling gets the pi;odur
cer credit as head of United States
Herbert Fendelton
....
Richard Lane
Pictures,: ui^der which banner film Mrs. Marshall
............. Barbara Brown
was produced for Warner release. Uncle Newton
.Paul Guilfoyle
Rose PendMton.
June Storey
.. >.
Walt.
Nietsche.
.Grandon Rhodes

Columbia release

.

I

.

a Rogue

,

Fritz

.

Chinese, Hollywood,: Feb. 12, '49. Running
time, 61) MTNS.
Joe Forrester. ...
Jimmy Lydon
Alice Forrester
Lois Collier

Tlie Affairs of

.

Amihta Dyne

.

"Miss Mink of 1949". (20th).
Comedy programmer for s'ec-

'guage..

.

.

,

'

.

house

.

.

Leiber;
Mayer-Burstyn release of Film Docullcwa
,. Trevor Bardette
M.-ihavajali of llanjat
.Robert H. Barrat ments production. Directed by SIdncv
Unnjit Singh .
David Bond Meyprs. Screenplay, Helen Levitt, Janice
Baglcy.
ICumari ...
... ..Rodric Redwing Loeb. Meyers: camera. Richard
Nuintai
.Ted Hecht Helen Levitt; coininentary and dialog,
James Agee: narration, Gary Merrills
music. Ulysses Kay, At Little Carnegie,
Here is another jungle adven- N. Y., Feb. X2, '49. Running time, 05

prospects.

art

.

,

.

Nanarani

Miss Smith displays pleasing vo- duction. Features Jimmy Lydon, Lois
cal talents warbling "Too Much Collier. Richard Lane. Barbara Brown;
Directed by Glenn Tryon.
Screenplay,
Love," by Ray Heindorf and Ralphs Arnold Belgard; camera. Benjamin Kline;
Blane, a nice song that should help editor, William Claxton. At Grauman's

Stars Jean Pierre Aumont.
schoolroom
wherein production^
sequence
Joan Hopkins, Cecil. Parker. Directed by
Barrymore and young Stockwell Ca.valcanti. Screenplay, Nicholas Phlpps:
wait to see if the lad has passed adaptation, Reginald Long; additional dialog. Wilfred Pettltj from, play by Norman
his examinations so he can go to Ginsbury; camera. Jack Bildyard: editor,
sea again. Pacing this moving bit Margery Saunders; music, Lennox Berkof work is Gene Lockhart as the eley. Tradeshown N. Y., Feb.
— 10, '49.
Running tim^ 05 M1NS.
understanding professor who be- Prince Leopold. ....Jean Pierre Aumont
lieves rules should be flexible if Charlotte. ...... ,.,i.i..t .Joan Hopkins
.................
Cecil Parker
Regent.
It
means keeping a heart from Mr.
.Ronald Squire
BrouBhani

breaking.

,

,

Aunt Shayla

(British)
(Col).
Slow-paced
historical drama; doubtful b.o.

jungli^

the

;

:

Rogue"

a

as:

villains.
Lundigan is
Screcni>lay. Art Arthur and
Kenneth Oriental
trom story by Jerome. Qdlum: merely fair as the heroic AmeriHenry Frculich: editoi^i Charles can. Others who performs well in
Nelson, Previewed in N. Y.,"'fe)».j.!<><: '49.
brief roles are Virginia Bruce and
Running time, TI M INS.
Kamdar .
.
....
Sabu Harlan Warde. Supporting cast is
Princess Tara
^
.Gail Russell proficient throughout.
Dag.
Gopal.MaharaJah of Ilakwar. .Turhan Bey
Major Ooraj.v .......... .Anthony Caruso

the adventures of a trio of ranch owners
Who are cleaned out by guerillas tweeji father and daughter conand head south to build up their tains elements ol" dramatic tension,
bankroll. One Douglas Kennedy, its narration in the film is devoid'
joins the Confederate Army. The of all torce.
other two, Joel McCrea and ZachSecond half of the picture reary Scott, fall into the gun-running volves around the blissful marital
racket through influence of dance- life of the princess and her hus*
hall girl Alexis Smith, who falls for band.
This ends, however, in a
McCrea. Dorothy Malone, the gal tragedy of childbirth which kills
McCrea leaves behind, becomes a both mother and infant.
Here
nurse. Opposition gun-runner. Vic- again, a flat dramatization robs this
tory Jory, and treacherous hench- section of any emotional impact.
man Bob Steele bring an eventual'
In the central role of the Prince
split to .the close comradeship of Regent, Cecil Parker struts artithe trio." AU thi"ee become alien-: ficially through his villainy, moutliated and don't get back together ing his witticisms glibly but fail;till the payoff.
Kennedy ends up ing to bring his role alive. Joan
with Malone and McCrea gets Miss Hopkins, as the princess, registers
Smith.
effectively in a demanding part,
AU turn: in competent perform- Aumont, as her husband, plays
ances but Miss Smith doesn't look; with an over-intensity that spoils
her best in dancehall costumes that conviction. The rest of the large
Milo Anderson is credited with cast is competent.
whipping up. She just ain't the
Technically, film is a glossy item
type. Others of the cast meriting marked by firstrate lensing and a
drasUc
credit are Alan Hale, as a saloon- good musical score.
keeper, and Monte Blue, as a Con- editing job, however, is needed to
federate officer.
improve the pic's chances. Herm/
Direction of Ray Enright is good;
considering the hackneyed story.

The taking of a whale and the
irending of Ijlubber to oil, the
dangers of fog and the menace of
a wreck on an Iceberg is sturdy
excitement that appeals -to the
average ticket buyer and serves as
a fitting climax to the story of an
old whaler captain, his young
gnindson and of a young first mate,
the principals around whom the
plot revolves. Majority of footage
is almost entirely aboard ship and
picture captures fully the applfeal,
the menace and the salty flavor of
•the se.i. .,.
Richard Widmark has a chance
at a sympathetic role and proves
himself versatile. His character of
-the first mate aboard Lionel Barrymore's ship is rugged enough to
please the fans who liked his
deadly killer portrayals, but has
been given depth and feeling in Camerawork of Karl Freund is ackeeping with the quality of the ceptable. Technicolor: direction is
writing in the John Lee Mahin-Sy
not up to. standard.
Bartlett script,

Of

bandit

Loo and Ahn are standout

production. Stars Sabu, Gail Russell, TurBey. Directed by Albert S. Rogell.

.

.

Affairs

13

leaderlcss

tlie

Itan

sailed theiit
"South of St. Louis." (SongColor) (WB). Western adventure-action romance fair box-

"The

quest by
horde.

Ro;;ell

S.

'PerkiiLs,
ciMiiera,-

who

.

much story,
Theme of yarn concerns

Columbia release of Albert

(20th). Saga of 19lh century
whaling sliips and the men

oftice.

of India

l^oiig

Miniature Reviews
"Down to the Sea in Ships'"

(In Russton; Enolish titles)
"Secret Agent," detailing Soviet
espionage against the Nazis, goes
over heavily-traveled ground and
becomes iu.st another cloak-daffger
pic about the Nazi-Busso conflict.
It doesn*t 'measure up to the average American "B" melodrama.
There is little fault to be found
with Pavel Kadochnikov's. portrayal of the Soviet spy chief. At
(Continued on page 16i
-
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Man

to

Men

"Man to Men," Frenchmade film which opens simultaneously at the Ambassador
and Elysee N. Y.. Friday (18),
was reviewed in Variety from
Paris Nov. 24, 1948. Pic was
rated by: reviewer as '*one of
France's best efforts," with

commendation going' to
for his
acting ability.
Picture, based on the life of
Henri Dunant. founder of the
Red pros s,
International
"should do well at the foreign
special

Jean-Louis Barrault

film

b.o.

noted.

in

U.S.,"

reviewer

:

Every exhibitor should book

"THE MOVIES

AND VOU"

serietl

tTednesflay, Febrnary 16,

PICTIJRRK

1949

Ml

Rocky

Batavia Indie Squawks

AlUed

Scripters' Plug Payoffs

Contlnned from page 9

Continued from page

tory of our local situation. Up until, while they refuse to do anytliing to
the fall of 1945, the city ol Batavia, correct it.
It seems to us that the public
N. Y., population ol 20,000, and the
center of fi.farm community of 100,- statements made by tlie same pro000, had as its motion picture the- ducer-distributor execiitives are a
atres two dilapidated, obsolete, hollow mockery when they come to
1,000-seat houses that were approx- be applied on an actual operational
imately. 25 years old. These houses, level. They are merely a screen for
operated by Warner Bros., played these companies while they conthe product that could be bought at tinue their despicable practices in
the best terms and frequently exactly the same manner that they
played second-run to much smrller always have. In the face of thiSi
towns in the immediate area, Be- these companies wonder why they
cause of the uncomfortable and ob- are involved in so many law suits
in which exhibitors are attempting
• solete theatres and the picture policies involved, a great deal of the to assert their legal rights.
The facts that I have mentioned
local film business was shifted from
Batavia to. the new small theiatres in the above paragraphs can be
that had sprung up in the surround- easily proven by anyone who is ining towns. It was not an uncommon, terested enougli: in checking them.
sight while attending one of the We firmly believe that most of the
bouses a short distance from Ba- troubles in the motion picture intavia, to find that almost half of the dustry are caused by the actions of
themselves.
people attending were from Bata- producer-distributors
Wlule exhibitors such as ourselves
via.
It was in this situation that my do everything they can to keep their
family announced plans for build- businesses operating in spite of
ing a 1,588-seat, deluxe house in such actions, eventually, they feel
the city tsi Batavia. At the time of that they have no other recourse
announcement, December, 1945, the than to go to the law courts and
plans had already been dj-awn up to the legislators in an effort to
by the architect,- the land had been correct these intolerable conditions.
We are wi'iting to you in the hope
purchased, and the stock piling of
materials had begun lor an early that an enlightened press may help
start in tlie spring. Immediately to correct some of these situations
after the announcement of the pro- before the industry finds itself sad.posed, building plans, we were ap- died by restrictive legislation. The
proached by a local chain, the Dip- industry press can do much to help
son interests, who wished to lease this,' and perhaps some day, in the
or buy our theatre. This we refused future, some independent exhibitor
to do. Whereupon, approximately may find the going a little easier
a month later, the Dipson interests because of our efforts. We firmly
announced the building of a new believe that under our system of
theatre in Batavia. Digging of the free enterprise, the only reason
foundations was started imme- that any business has to exist is to
After fi great many serve the public and fulfill the
diately.
the Mancuso (1,588 needs of that public. We further
difl'icultieis,
seatsV was completed and is operat- believe that no business has a
ing. Meanwhile, the much smaller "right" to exist when it fails to fulDipson house (1,150 seats) had been fill the needs of the public. When
the producer-distributor-exhibitors
completed and is also operating.
great deal of trouble was experi- feel that they alone shall determine
enced by the Mancuso theatre in the public needs, that they have a
attempting to obtain product in vested interest in the business and
order to open the theatre,; and, the right to exclude any outsiders,
once opened, the difficulties in ob- then it is time that the situation
taining endugh film merely to keep was corrected either in the law
it in operation are almost in.sur- courts or by restrictive legislation.
Ki o u n t a b 1 e. After innumerable
James V. MoncMso,
trips tOf New York and Buffalo, in,

A

calls, wires and
.were allowed to pursome product from some

numerable phone
letters,

chase

,

1

i

?L?in;sSnX7^L=Za!io^
hearing
were more favorable to them. We
have repeatedly requiested the com- for
!

eliminate bidding and,;
award us pictures upon the basis'
of our house our seating Capacity,
and our grosses. This they have
consistently refused to do because
they claim that they might entangle
themselves in a law suit.
If any impartial outsider were to
come to Batavia and survey the local situation, it would be very easy
for him to ascertain that the No. 1
house in Batavia, upon any basis of
Judgment, is the Mancuso .theatre.
The Mancuso seats 1,588; Dipson,
theatre. 1,150; the Family theatre
seats 982. The Mancuso theatre is
completely equipped with- a 24 by
48. foot stage, Hammond organ, and
many other details that make it a
Since we have
real showplace,
opened, our grosses for any compai-able picture have been the highto

i

I

'

a bitter struggle from week to
week to have enough film in advance so that we may schedule
more tlian two weeks in advance as
to what we are playing,
The producer-distributors have

It is

.

,

given u$i many excuses for their actions in this matter, while at the

same time they are loudly decrying
their impartiality and their fairness. But the fact remains that the
largest house, the best house and
the largest-grossing house in Batavia finds it almost impossible to
Obtain film against the competition
of two inferior chain houses. This
situation has been brought to the
attention of the producer-distributor executives repeatedly and yet
the situation continues to exisf:,

a

Of the

plaintiff's

motion

temporary injunction.

formed

tlie

Denver

at the direct

20th'rox and

Para-

mount, Allied Rocky Mountain Independent Theatres charged in a
bulletin to its members last week.
Fox and Par "are the prime movers
behind the TOA nationally and it
was embarrassing to them not to
have a unit in Colorado," AKMIT

|

I

!

!

!

,

I

!

1

declared.

i

Evidence of the major company
sponsorship, bulletin stated, was
the selection of the manager of
the Denham theatre in Denver as
head of the new unit; "Real owner
of the Denham theatre," ARMIT
asserted, "is Charles Reagan, vice
president and general sales manager of Paramount. (Reagan has
since resigned from Par.)
The
stock ownership is in his, wife's
name and is on file at the Secre*
tary of State's office at the Colorado Capitol. This can be verified
by the simple process of picking
up the phone and asking."
Asserting that the gauge is now
definitely down between indie and
circuit operators in the territorry,
ARMIT asks (and answers)
"Whait will- be the TOA unit's
function?".
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"First,"

it is
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will
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for
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references like I. J. Fox,
Super-Chief, Toni. Airwick. Beauty^est mattresses, cold tablets and
hoover vacuums are as much a

pjus-value to certain scripts as
ig^i^ Hope's references to the smog

Ring's liorses, and'would be inthm-g' were no payolf.
^ajio humor mu.st have'a lopU^si
^ase and there's no quicker send„„
^ la^gh than common knowlg^ge of w,k. brands, commodiUes.
situations) and the like. Gertaiii
(.ly^gjj

,

j

|

.

film

I
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m

hands of Curti.^and in
addition wants an accounting of
monies derived from alleged U. S.
ai'e
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20th.

!

"Portrait of Jen-

;

!

,

like

( Ry-Krlsp,
is
an^ example )
in
other instances, it is cauiaohed "we
must know the exact wording in
advance as the client must clear
the copy." But Dr. SchoU's footpads, Dana perfumes, the Del Mar
hotel, and any of the Sunbeani
products (mixmaster, ironmaster,
cofCeemaster, etc.) just don't care,
so long as it's mentioned,
The post-mortem sharp trading,
to duck getting what you're overboard on and settUng for a case
of Scotch, is part of the fun. Even
the California vintners (Paul Mason, et al. ), where obligated to
pay off in the native commodily,
have been known to yield to the
blandishments of a French^vintaged
writer who yens a '37 Epernay
in.
_
stead of a Lodi product. The fun
ny part of it is that these selfsame
writers admit they were "weaned
on 2c. plain" but if it's gonna be
i,
,
,
a case of plug-and-soda (or sans
it
may as well be top-

.

i

titles

and "Sorry, Wrong Number'*
key comedy automatically. "Blandings Build a Dream House," of
course, was a dream payoft' because of so many tie-in potentials.
Certain
firms
caution
radio
scripters to ''call our office first"

—

Lew Schreiber

jj.-

nie"

I

.

,

1^^^^^^^

_

^^V^^^T^^^^^ ^ZX^f^^t^l^^^
'

that precedent. After he received the same treatment from
several studios he squavvked to his

lish

1

'

°"

=the

^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^ ipj,
for $35,000, Schreiber said,
actor was glad to take it.

the

J^?^'

:

,

1

"j;^",

1"=^

No Pat

,

yawns and

beacons and ^^^3

X m

No.

Brown Derby

threateningly

.

character

racket

legitimale

palatable small-talk
the Hollywood
or Mike tyman s
joint. But from the insiders' viewpoint it's an intriguing game of no
small proportions For instance,
certain scripts will come through,
in their first draft to the effect
that the hero took a drink ot
Plug-and-Soda"
(meaning
the
writer yens some' special brand,
instead of the easy-to-get, suvepayoffs, and as soon as a deal

Booth

relations, Sec-

talk

«

which stand out

stated, "it will talk

good public

it

Fiske

Mr.

Racket

cracks, "Well,:, it's time to retire,":
jj^^
^^^^ pneumatics that folin '^"""'^'•f,'!
the Hollywood & Vine sector, j^,^ automatically are never rethere are certain plug-happy scripts j-^^gj
Furthermore, certain stock

vaguely but elpquently on the subject of

Iie£:ltimate

•

,

|

Capilol seeks to impress a trust
which
.j^j, 01 "Clouds"
wiu^ii
i.,iouu»
^j, pnnih
'

1

est in town, and we consistently
out gross our competitors^ In spite
of tliese facts, we find it almost
impossible to obtain film at Anywhere ,near national terms so that
We. may keep our house operating.

territory was
insistence of

1

about problems of stale and local is set a brand name will go in, in
plug ).
taxation and like Don Quixote will|P'a«e of
The element of chance adds zest
charge breathlessly against the
windmills which haven't even been to the end result, because none
knows better than the writeiwand
created yet.
promoters who are hustling
"Third, it will endeavor to set
up
an
'exhibitors
conciliation those free plugs, as part of a
board' where clearances may: be regular script-^it must get by the
discussed .but where film prices producer and director of the show,
are definitely taboo.
TOA con the agency, censorship, the spondilation boards are just a blind sor and everybody but Broadway
The film companies' attorneys are Rose- ^ut, if consistent, and the
even now using them in their argu- JOKe is there, the chances are more
ments before the court. They have '^^n good
Hoover jokes like "if Washingasked the judges to be easy on the
film companies because concilia- ton is the father of his country,
tion boards can take care of all then Hoover is father of the vacthe exhibitor problems. That's non- uum cleaners',' are good for free
sense and this bulletin does not Hoovers and cases of liquor, A
want to see the independent ex- Presto pressure-cooker joke might
Steps in Clouds'
Italo
hibitor hoodwinked."
have as a snapper, "Well, I need
a new roof anyway," although the
Very Legally Beclouded
explosive connotation of the pre.sHot fight over the American dissure-cooker could also be interiributiwn rights to the Italian film,
preted Invidiously by the sponsor.
But it's done, sometimes quite
"Four Steps in the Clouds," was
Continued from pag« $ 5
crudely,
as in the case of a tenor
revealed in N. Y. supreme court
"""St of them were idle be- heading his own show who, in the
(Tues ) when Justice
vpsterdav
cause they refused to work for era of wartime shortages, baldly
Benedict A. Dineen granted Capi- less. To illustrate his point, Sch- dragged in the "Maytag" tradetol Pictures, a temporary stay order reiber told of a character actor who name in a domestic scene embrac...
,
^
GeOrgio had been getting $;iO,000 a picture ing a washing machine. On the
defendant
restraining

Exorbitant Bidding?
Certain companies allowed us to
bid for their product. This has
proved to be no solution to the
problem whatsoever, inasmuch as
the two competing chains have
been bidding with the idea in mind
of keeping pictures away from us
and have frequently bid 75 to 100% curti from making any disposition
Stay holds until ^
the prints.

.

15.

Theatre Owners of America unit
recently organized in

1

And

it's understandable, as in the
case of Airwick, Toni, Calvert>
ftc, but there are always excei>.
tions, smce the high Hooper is
ever a compelHng factor in the
Payoffs. Thus, a big comedy show
with a high rating may find the
Payoffs to writers, directors, e al.,
doubled—and even tlie corollary
involved might be
Personalities
in huckster circles know that ifs
some writer cashing in on the fla^cnngly remembered,
The producer writer-directors of
overage. And that's all right with
everybody, least of all the com- the radio progs ms,. naturally, look
modities which, presumably, will! upon the plug payoffs secondarily,
be sold catrate to whoever is in- since it is obvious tiiat their first
terested in an extra washing ma- interests must be the welfare of
chine, set of tires, Mixmaster, bi- the program. But since everyday
cycles and the like. It even in- Irademarks and brand names have
eludes cases of champagne, since become so much a part of the
the radio scripters keep the hard passing scene, none refuses tlie
stuff but prefer to unload the gratuitous "remembrance," If a
guy .needs some new tires, and a
grape.

ally hooked-up radio script is surefire banknite for the air scripters.
There is a specifically cataloged
list of payoflls for each type of
loot,
accumulated
The
plug.
therefore, becomes a storage problem and whenever an. ad«such as
the above appears in Daily VaRiETY, or elsewhere, the quid nuncs

%

we

companies at terms that were exorbitant and guarantees that ran
into 65 and 70% of our grosses.

panics

Attacb TOA Unit
Denver, Feb.

15

i

,

,

up
,

!

recalled that Bill Bendix once
legitimately u.sed Cadillac in one
of Ins
(Brecher s) scripts, and
took a chance on that to at least
get a priority lor a new Cadillac
lthi.s, too, was a couple of years
back);
He mailed the Detroit
plant's public relations officer a
copy of the script and he was told
he could get a priority on a Cadil-

Chi Theatre Building

Program Marking Time
Trust Suit Ends

Forroula
;
Chicago.
Schreiber declared the studio has
f n
/"i.,,
Al,,,. no»^<>/i
Film theatre construction in ChiAlso
named at-! {ow^
sale ol the film.
snme. pat formula for
cago this year" probably will be
a deytendant is Distinguished Films, keeping down production cost.s. lac at list pi'ice.
Inc.. with which Curli made an Only way that can be done, he said,
But the sharper payofl-s include Poll of indepehderit Circuits reveai
exhibition and distribution deal in 's ?or all concerned to scrutinize .resort, hotel, airline and most no plans for city building although
some 10 eastern states. Court stay, diligently everything going into a other travel cufFeroos. An Adam some remodeling will be done
'Twentieth has set no Hats plug is worth six free skim-:
however, does not affect ,Di.s- picture,
Balaban & Katz circuit which
tinguished but halts deals in the maxiinum budget figure ^for eacJi mers; Columbia Picture.^ pays off had announced construction of the
Picture, on the as.suinption that a case of liquor for mentions of Paramount,
rest of the U. S.
first,, new Loop hou.se
eacn is an .individual
inaiviauai project that
mat "Return
"Beturn of October,"
October." bUt
but "must in several decades for the chain,
of the difficulty goes each
Origin «f
back to a transaction whereby f|mst be judged on its o\yn merits, mention Glenn Ford"; two cases has put the project
status quo.
The only sure way to cut costs," of wine in exchange for ia Gallo Elaborate 2,000-seatei
Ines Luporino, Giovanni Schneider
seater whicii was to
he
said,
is to turn out every pic- wine mention;
to
rights
acquired
four
Curtiwatches
for
be
and
--•
w
erected
this
a
fall at Stiite and
---A
J
u J
Clouds" from Itala Films andjture on_a one-day shooting sched- cruen plug; one case liquor is the Lake streets has been left on the
payoffs
later transferred their individual ule— and nobody has yet figured cataloged
for
eaCh j» of drawing boards. B&K topper said
Latter, ac- out how that can be done.
the.se;
Life
Savers,
interests to Capitol.
Rival
and until government proceedings recording to the complaint, charges ].,otudio ex^^^^ discounted, reports sirongheart dog foods. General -garding divorcement from Pararepresentations in- that 20th^ along with other studios. Squeegee tires, Hollvwood milk- mount, parent Organization, are
Cui-ti's
that
Will moVe slowly on
duced it to send him to the had ruled out the production of all si,aice candy bars. Cal-Tex swim finalized
U. S. along With the prints to ne- spectacular, epic films as being suits, Milani's 1890 French dress- new builidin^; Also tabled was
He noted that 20th jng d,-. Brown's celery tonic and '1,200-seater, to cost $300,000.
gotiate distribution deals. But it's too costly.
'
1
Tavern.
claimed that Curti had no right had originally shelved production Kentucky
.„
Kav Jewelry Other producer-affiliates sire in
Black. Rose- stores ("It's OK to Owe Kay") much the same situation w'ith a
to grant licensing deals on his own of Thomas Costain's
Suit was instituted by Capitol on the assumption that it would be gives a $100 merchandise order' round-up disclosing: no bltte-prtntfollowing Curti's failure to return too^costly to produce, J)ut has re- Keystone Movie Camera gives a ing.
Drive-ins still remain the cbief
the prints and report upon his eently put the novel back on it-r camera and projector for a radio
Although denying schedule for an. early start.. That plug; four hams' for plugging Wil- huilding item with three inore
negotiations.
most of the allegations, Conti ad- was made possible, he said, through gon "tendermade hams''- case of Planned lot the Chi.area, including
„ the sale to Dis- the diligent concentration of Zan- nq^op is par for the course for "ne in the city proper. However,
mits making
He also has entered uck and his production staff, who plugging j^y film ^jjjg ej-j,
latter spot has been delayed betinguished.
cause of protest of housewives that
a $50,000 counterclaim for damages figured a way to make the picture
«.«.<.<,
nirpeiav'i "AUa
ii>n» ataius
<"so-n,an
g^^^
needed for new homes,
charging his reputation had been on a lower budget but with the
A local gag defines a radio di- City council has delavcd the perinjured through an ad the plain- same standards of quality originalSchreiber, declar- rector as one wlio gets the second mit.
tiff had inserted in the trade press ly projected.
Mixmaster," meaning the writer
To add to the misery, city counstating Capitol was the "sole and ing he was no creative artist, said
he did not know how the script collects the loot first.
cil passed a measure several .weeks
exclusive" owner of the film.
While all ad and promotion ago which tosses out new marquees
answer, had been revised, but indicated it
Distinguished, in its
agencies
regularly
contact
the on State street, main artery. Law
contends that Curti had a legal might have entailed .some new
But pending ideas, such as telescoping three -shows' writers, sometimes jokes eliminate.^ flashing and projecting
right (b "Clouds."
are overboard and hence get with- .signs, with ncw lights limited to
clarification of the matter it is of four scones into one,
Schreiber trains back to the drawn. There is always the pi'ivi-. identification of the business, adholding all revenue from the film
liege to cancel overplugged brands. dress and' year of founding.
CoaSl today (Wed.>.
iin escrow.
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WeHneadaji
away from its Marrow limitations
and gets out among the snow and
the mountains it becomes alive
and moving. Magnificent shots of

Film Reviews
Continued from pafc IS

Si'creA Mlssioll

the Dolomites almost succeed in
bringing the Atmosphere into the

;

performances, direction and phoThis is. socjc. agam
tography.
Mexico: three solid weeks at one
stand, when any pic has to toe very
strong to' hold longer than a week
Here's a Mexican
at one cinema.
that looks like an odds-on favorite
in thfe U. S in Nordic as well as
This is Mexican
Latin houses.
folk-ranch stuff of top-drawer cali-

m

i

times He reminds of Gregory Peck
but his melodramatic passages are
as exaggerated as a western hero's
Yam is supposed
gesticulations.
to have been culled from the files

I

poignant drama in the
climax when the conductor is
batoning the first night of his new
opera while his wife has craslied
on the mountainside. It is thei

There
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,

TK-voiced

ttl°"to„^"'
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Par Decree
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from the court.
While no stocfcliolder

will

jamin Kalmenson,- Nate J. Blumbe berg, William A. Scully, .Tack
Cohn, Abe Montague and Gradwell

allowed to retain stock of both
companies,' this taboo holds only
for: the first four years, after the
split has been accomplished. Par
is given one year to arrange for
the division into two new outfits.
The stock of one or tlie other company must be deposited with a
trustee. This deposited stock cannot be voted but dividends are
payable on it. Within the four
years, it must, be -soldd If not, .the
trustee will sell if for the account
of the stockholder.

appreciate

^^T^

the

come

^his is a pleasant comedy fan
^^^^^ ^n the fear of a man to
j
j
^ose mother is un-

i

from

television,

.

March, 1947.

;

1-Shot Frolic

|

Exhib

Assn.'s.

Stance
{

Restoration of competitive selling
will undoubtedly lead to another
attempted intervention in t h e
courts by the Theatre Owners of
America.' That exhib group bitterly
fought the last attempt to sell competitively and is still posed against:
the practice; While National Allied
held off at the time, Jt is now
.firmly committed against it. Proposed arbitration system came in
for a blast from Abram F. Myers,
AUied's board chairman, several
weeks ago because it allegedly
,

Continued from page

I

1

are such personalities as
Jack Benny, Bobby Clark, Bing
Crosby, George Raft, Joe E. Lewis,
Frank Sinatra, Bert L;ilir and
others. According to Wayne Wirth,
duce,

|

.

VanCar

director,

plans

call

for

such stars to do a full act, not
merely a walkon.
Several topspending advertisers are interested
in the project and the starting date,
time and network will depend, on

however,

represents only a small part of
the overall take.

.

Conversion of Hollywood product- for tele use has been crimped

it is said, by the long-standban against use of musical
The story of Mr. Polly is
simply from the time of his father's another, (jrirl, as expected, clears background imposed against tele
by James C. Petrillo, president of
death, his inheritance and mar- mother's rep.
Kaethe Dorsch as danseuse.: de- the American Federation of Musi-;
riage, subsequent failure as a shopkeeper and final happiness and livers a gifted comedy perform- clans, plus the need to clear rights
UWP
freedom as a general handyman in ance. Rest of the cast is also good of individual performers.
author - directo'r Walter is now working on a "Stranger
a small country inn. It is told with under
a wealth of detail and understand- Firner's capable flair for comedy. Than Fiction" series, made originNext annual convention was set
ing and its success is a personal Lensing isn't bad, music lacks high ally by U for theatres, with the
for Minneapolis, Oct. 24-26. In the
Maas. » Tdea of peddling on tele. Music
tribute to the sterling acting of spots.
Paris Fashions
meanwhile, board will convene
John Mills.:
is being extracted from- the soundagain in May in Dallas.
.f^ontinned from page, 2
Director Anthony Pelissier, who
track 'ihd rights are being cleared.
Among developments at yesterThe Glass MountalA
himself adapted the original for
It will. 'be experimental to deter- cloth!—embroidered
in
walnuts day's sessibn: The board voted
(BRITISH)
the screen, has put all the emphasis
mine how feasible this sort of con- and almonds. He uses this burlap unanimously in favor of L>omplete
London, Feb. 2.
on the principal characters, and
lienoWn Pictures relea.se- of Victoria
for hats, belts, coats, and even foR repeal of the 20% Federal admishas extracted every ounce of .Film (George Mintcr) production. Stars version is.
Negotiations both with CBS and evening dres.ses— but then it i-s sions tax. However, it was underhuman interest"^ from the classic. Michael Denison. Dulcie Gray; features
Directed by Henry NBC to sell U's newsreel as a: regu- lined in rich satin, and sequins and stood no steps would be taken unCorteae.
Every part, right down to the Valentina
Cass.' Screenplay by Joseph Jannl, John
smallest bit, has been selected with Hunter. Henry Cass; camera, WillLim Mc- lar feature fell through because no glamorous stones are added to the til spring, when the House Ways
and Means committee is expected
cjire and there is some notable Leod, Arthur Grant; editor. Lister Kausponsor could be obtained ready walnuts.
ranee; music;- Vivian; Lambclet, Nino
pYn*it'i*»nnAH cast,
#.atif
\i;nrlr
frnnr an
an experiencea
tiom
WOIK
One of the features of all collec- to consider revLsion of the excise
j^^^^^
Eli/abelh Anthony. At Rialto. Lon- to pay the weekly $7,300 minimum
Sally Ann, Howes shines as the don, Feb. 2. 49. Running time, 97 min.s. nut.
tions this year is tlie contrast be- laws. Allied indicated it was sitr.
schoolgirl Christabel; Finlay Currie Anne
Duicie Gray
Lewis
Blumberg,
son
of
tr's prez tween luxury fabrics and "poor" ting tight until later for sttU ajiMichael Dcnlson
ronjps through the part of Uncle n -chard
Nate, is now working as tele sales fabrics like cotton, hemp, peasant other reason. If it agitates against
Jimr.Betty.Ann Davies typifies the
the admissions tax at this timei it
-^^'^^J-''^ manager. Entire outfit moves to handkerchiefs, etc,
nagging wife, and Gladys Henson Tito
Tito Gobbi
At the anxiously awaited Dior is liable to give ideas to the many
...Aiiipmo Centa the Pathe Laboratories building,
has a made-to-measure role as the-ig'nn-v.............. .F. TerSohack
JQOctor
Park avenue and 106th street, opening, a strict triple barrage let state legislatures now in ses.sion,
mother.
Administrator. ................ A. Marie
most of which will have adjourned
March
1.
Space
vacated
in
the
people
through
one
one.
Their
by
The settings are simple enough Charles, ....
... .... .Sidney King
Universal Building will be taken special cards were examined al- by spring.
but some of the location scenes
The Allied constitution wa.s
show up the beauty of the English ^ ''The Glass Mountain" has a over by the international wing of most with a magnifying glass. Dior
countryside to advantage. But on theme inspired by a legend Of the. the Ford Motor Co.
didn't disampbint anyone.. He has amended to abolish the nine-rnan
a final analysis, this is clearly a mountains in the Dolomites. It is,
renewed himself Avithout changing executive committee and the six
A new
-star's picture and any credit for its therefore, an obvious subject for
his line. It is essentially Parisian, regional vicepresidents.
and
settings
location
.success must go to Mills himself, attractive
but the clothes of his New York unit, the Allied Independent Theiitreowners of the Mid-South, was
who dominates .every scene and some excellent music, and the opcollection will still be in style
Nixes
i-eally captures the spirit of Mr. eratic climax reaches a high standadmitted to membership.
he has only added new details.
Polly.
ss Continued from page 3
Myro.
ard: American exhibs, who cater
He calls bis new silhouette
to patrons appreciating good muare now on sale 12 weeks ahead "Trompe
I'oeil,"
which means
sic and fine scenery and who would
Alia
Gl Raiiriho
"optical illusion/' Flying panels
be ready to overlook deficiencies and there is a $20,000 advance.
'Paisan'
Cvranile
Maurer has started installation give the impression of a longer
in Die story, will find this a Useful
Continued from page .3
of airconditioning in the 596-soat swinging line, but they hide a slim,
(Way Down on. EI Rancho Grande) proposition.
(MEXICAN—COI OR)
The romantic legend of thwarted former legiter in the expectation rather short, under skirl. Ilis coats a test in the company's Reading,
love captivates an airman who is that ''Shoes'' will run through the are still full and: his famous Pa., house. It did so well it eai n(SONGS)
Mexico City, Feb. 8.
rescued in the Italian mountain summer. An unsual angle is tliat pockets and inverted pleats just as ed a full week's holdover, starting
Dyana release of Fernando de Fuentes district during the war. But on his the surprising long engagement is popular. These panels .create a last Friday (11), which is unusual
production. Features Jorge Negrcto, Lilia
del Vitlle and Eduardo Noriega. Directed return home to his wife, obsessed robbing Uya Lopert of time he is •very uneven hemline both: for day even for top domestic product.
b.v de l''uentcs.
Adf-^ptcd- by de Fuentes with writing an operatic piece on
supposed to have the house under- and evening; only gala outfits worn Joseph Burstyn, of M&B, attributes
nnd Guz Aeuila from original by A.i;uila the theme, he cannot forget the
a lease he made with City Invest- with sweeping evening coats are at least part of the success of flie
and Lu2 Guman de Arcllona; camera igirl
he left behind. Conflicting
(Cinecoior). Jack Draper.
At Orfcon,
ing shortly before the pic opened. full length. He features a tight film to the fact that a large portion
.Ml.VS.
loyalties are eventually overcome
Mcs-Ico City. Running time,
velvet or straw skull cap, "the of it is in English (American Gls,
by a return to the Dolomites, com- He is ta get the Bijou immediately
Egg," which looks exactly like a who
many roles, spealc
play
(in. Spoiinsh-English Titles)
plction of the opera and the even- after "Shoes" closes and will h.ive
speak
This Cinecolor revival of the ro- tual rcaliuation that hi-.5 future hap- it until a certain dale, believed to half of a broken egg shell and English, while Italian natives
Italian), so it is not actually combe around the end of 19,^0. There fits the head snugly,
mantic drama that was such a piness is with his own wile.
American buyers are slightly parable to foreign-language p"'
Tliroui'lioiit the story I'liiph.Tsis is, however, no provision for exclick in 193(i, has an almost universal appeal, in story — simple, is plKic'vi on the i'nmUIy ssnti- tending the lcase> for the months confused trying to figure out what which must be sUbtitlcd ali the
in presentation, mental, but when llie plot breaks the Bijou is occvipied by ,4SIioc&." will be popular in the. U. S.
tender, human
l.way..
'

engagement
retold

is off

so far,

girl. marries

and

.

'.:

the sponsor's wishes.
Exact format of the show, Wirth
said, is still nebulous,' but he emphasized it would not be a straight
vaudeo production with a permanent emcee.
Tentative plans call
for the inclusion of dramatic
sketches from the stars' best-known
legit and film work, plus sljits
such as Ethel Barrymore's "Twelve
P6und Note." Show will originate
in N. Y., possibly Sunday nights
from a Broadway legit theatre, for
which 'VanCar is currently dickering.
Indie tele director Raymond
E. Nelson has been named to di-

furthers the practice;
Exhibs recently have been showing nervousness over rumors that
competitive bidding is on its way
back. Paul Williams, general counsel
to
the Southern California
Theatre Owners Assn!, this week
expressed concern over the practice
of some, distribs who invite bids
in some competitive situations.
Williams objected because he
claimed distribs were injecting the
bid system without a prelim request
by exhibs. He declared that bidding was to be.' permitted only rect.
when asked for by exhibs and
added that it can only bring harm
to exhibs generally, as it is bound
Allied
to create a: false price structure
Continued from page S
which is not based on ordinary
bargaining processes.
Charles Niles, secretary; and Stanley D. Kane, recording secretary.

still

ra/efdan^ce^of l&e?ute!

Sears.

According to the complaint, preferred treatment was given by the
distribs to the Capitol and Embassy Skouras circuit houses in
Portchester, N.' Y. Palace, Stamford, Avon and Plaza in Stamt'oi-d,
Conn, were also favored, it is
charged.
Peskay settled his first action in

'

,

who

—

—

—

,

audiences,

SUING AGAIN

—

,

America may be handicapped by
Us inevitably slow tempo Class

16, 1949

Edward Feskay, who won thft
settlement of one anti-trust action
against the majors for a reported
$200,000 figure, is bringing a new
suit on the same theatres. Peskay
has filed action under the name of
his operating corporation Prefect
Inc.
Theatres,
charging
all
majors, except Paramount, with
discriminating against his Pickwick
and Greenwich theatres in Greenwich, Conn. He asserts that the defendants continued alleged moruns.
•
S^iowoases
nopolistic practices in the years
The decree specifically pennits that followed the subject of his
showcases for the new production- first action.
Suit demands $1,200,000 triple
distribution outfit. However, it is
not allowed to keep any of the damages. Filed this week in the
houses currently operated by Para- N. Y. federal district court, it also
as
defendants
Skoul-as
mount. AU these go to the United names
Paramount circuit^ new tag for the Theatres; Metropolitan Playhouses;
theatre outfit. It can buy theatres Spyros, Charles and George Skoulater—provided they are not owned ras; Nicholas M. Schenck, William
Rodgers; Joseph R. Vogel, Ned
by. any of the defendants and F;
preliminary permission: is obtained E. Depinet, Robert Mochrie, Ben-

be left with 650 houses when
it has disposed of both its partnership interests and those flickeries
Which must be sold to open dosed
situations. A complicated formula
is set up to cover those houses
which must be liquidated. This
formula Is "dimensionalized"
that is, it limits the dimensions of
Par's holdings in each situation
depending on size of houses and

I

...

Febmwy

PESKAYWONONEFOR
will

theatre.

news of this incident which comof Soviet Intelligence Service.
pels him to return to his first
Boris Barnet's direction me^
choice.
anders aimlessly. Story is about
Dulcie Gray and Michael Denisteal
GerKadochnikov's plot to
a
,
son, husband and wife in real life,
man general's master plan for op- ber.Jorge Negrete dominates, but he have little difficulty in interpreterations in the Ukraine. There is
whole show. He's Mexi- ing that role convincingly on the
some hocus-pocus about Partisans isn't the romantic
actor and singer. screen, but the standout perform^
helping to kidnap the general via co's top
has the lead, a tailor-made role. ance comes from Valentina Corairplane but the final action is He
top parts are compe- tese, who possesses a refreshing
done so haphazardly it defies com' The other
tently performed by Lilia del Val- charm, coupled with an ability to
lo'okerwho.cai* act,
fine character .study comes
loopholes, too
Eduardo Noriega, from
Kadochnikov, as the ace Russian also act, and John Hodiak in Gobbl Sebastian Shaw, and Tito
is in excellent voice a.s the
Who resembles
spy, docs -a nice job until he goes
It's the old reli- opera star.
style.
looks
and
Myro.
slightly hammy in the anti-climax
able story of two strong men wooscene. Several others do okay ining a pretty girl, an orphan, encluding Ambrosl Buchma, Sergei
her foster mother.
slaved
by
does
Barnet
Martinson and Barnet.
Foreign Film Review
De Fuentes, who has directed
much better as the Nazi top gen- many
successful Mexican pictures
eral than in directing the picture.
(Unlilcelv for. Anglo-U. $. Karket)
recently became a producer,
D, Demutsky's photography is not and
has given this Intelligent producup. to. Kussian cameramen's high,
tion and direction, lie has stressed
"Parl« 1900" (French). A Pierre Braunstandards.
universalness of appeal. The six berger-Pantheon production. Directed by
Engli.sh titles are of unusually,
Nicole Vedres. Commentary by Glaude
songs, "Alia en el Rancho Grande
Dauphin, Running- time, 05
small size, making it even more
rousing old Mexican folksong that's
diificult
to follow the episodic
song;
"O.ios Tapatios";
the
theme
Wear.
It's
doubtful whether "Paris
stoly.
"Coplas de retache"; "Amanacer 1900" has any U; S. value. Pierre
Ranchero"; "El Gallero" and '.'Can
^ .
, ^has gathered together
Polly clon Mixteca," are well done, to Braunberger
TIm5 HiSlorv of
old new.sreels that depict Paris
the accompaniment of guitars or from laoo to 1914. There are shots
(BRITISH)
hillbilly bands. There is a splendid
London, Feb. 8.
of Leon Blum, Andre Gide, EdGl'D release o£ J. Arthur Rank-Two rendition of "El Jarabe Tapatio,"
mond
Rostand
and -Buffalo Bill.
Cities vJohti Mills) production. Star? Mills: national Mexican danci!
really
There are also some old Pathe film
features Sally Ann Howes, Finla.v Curric.
Edward Chapman. Betty Ann Davics. Megs well done?— by two couples in cor- scenes. The idea is .good, and an
Jenkins. Directed by Anthony Pelis.sier. rect native costume, the girls past
American producer could use U. S.
Screenplay by Pelissicr, from novel by
mistresses at skirt manipulations, newsreels of that period to make
II; G. Wells; camera, Desmond Dicltinson.
Kaymond: Sturgess; editor, John Sea- 'toe and heel clicking and flounc- an interesting full-length docubournc; music, William Alwyn. At Odcon. ing snowy lace petticoats.
The mentaryBuch.
Ijeicnstcr Square, London, I''eb. 8, '49.
dance is given in its entirety, but
llunnlne time, 1)4 MIlNtj.
There's,
.Voini Mills
it's a highlight of the pic.
Alfrfefl I'oUy.
Saiiy_ Ann ^Howe-s too, a real oldtime Mexican j'cockCrwtabel
Megs Jenlcm.'i
.......
PWmip Woman.
kill.
These
the
except
fight,
all
Finlay
Currie
....
Uncle Jim
„
Unltetl
Diana Churchill numbers are in aiithentic settings
Annie
.Betty Ann Davies that tourists, and all intertsted in
Miriam
Continued from page 9
.... .Edward Chapman
Mr. Jrthnson. ..
.Shelagh Fraser Mexico, all interested In spitit and
... ....
Minnie
Moore Marriott color, so want to see; but seldom do. of other pix which it sells, outright
Uncle Pentstcnton. ..
.Gladys Henson
Mrs. Larkins
Graft.
y
for liome and institution use.
Wylie Watson
Mr. Kuspcr
Company has been handling U.S.
OUl Gcnatman ....... .. .Mlle.s Malleson
Doris Ilarc
sr.- y Pimt
distrib of J. Arthur Rank's product
Kiickneksei
.......... Dandy Nichols
Wr.*. Johnson
although final papers were only
.... -Irene Handl
T.sdy oh Left, .... i.
Egg)
(Cuckoo's
.Lawrence Baskcomb
Mr. llumbold
inked .last week in London by
(AUSTRIAN)
Ertie Martin
Ladv on Roof
Rank 'Officials and Matty Fox,
Mr. IlinliK ................. Ernest Jay
Vienna, .Ian. 26.
Cyril' Smith
chairman.
Mr, Vonlcs..
Hans Wolff release of Willi Forst pro- UWF's board
Pennis Arundel
Cluras iinan
11 Packages for Video
.JuUct Mms duction. Stars Kaethe Dorsch;. features
Little Polly..........
Anne- Marie Blanc; Hans Holt, Gustav W aldau. Cast includes Curd .lucrgens, Helene
Eleven packages are now being
F.iith£ul adherence to the origi- Lauterboeck. Benno Smylt, Hugo Gott- peddled
to
television
stations.
Theodor
Ncueebaufir.
and
schlicH,
Alfred
nal H. G. Wells story is one of the Griee. Dir*cted by Walter .Firner. Screen- Some 22 video stations have almain virtues of "The History of flay by Walter and Irma; Firner; music, .ready bought tele rights to some or
eter Wehle; camera, Guenther Anders
Mr. Polly," which is noted for its
Hans Staudinger; cottumes, W. F. aU of these packages. Included are
fine characterizations. Here is a and
AdlmucUer. 'At ApoUo, Vienna. Bunnmg various series covering sports, carBritish picture in the belter tradi- time, 95 JM1>!S.
toons; religion, adventure, etc. In^
tion, but its overall success in
,
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Technicolor

/"V^^
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THE TALK OF
THE INDUSTRY!
"THE BARKLEYS OF BROADWAY"
_

Fred Astaire

•

Ginger Rogers

•

(Technicolor)
Oscar Levant

"LITTLE WOMEN" (Technicolor)
June AUyson • Peter Lawford • Margaret O'Brien
iBIizabeth Taylor • Janet Leigh « Rossano Brazzi • Mary Astor

"COMMAND
Clark Gable

•

DECISION"

• Van Johnson • Brian Donlevy
John Hodiak • Edward Arnold

Walter Pidgeon

Charles Bickford

•

"TAKE ME OUT TO THE BALL GAME"
Frank Sinatra

Esther Williams

•

•

(Technicolor)
'
Betty Garrett

Gene Kelly

"CONSPIRATOR"
Robert Taylor

"NEPTUNE'S DAUGHTER"
Esther Williams

(TechnicoJor)
' Betty Garrett

Red Skelton ' Ricardo Montalban
Keenan Wynn • Xavier Cugat

'

.

"EDWARD, MY SON"
Spencer Tracy

•

Deborah Kerr

"THE GREAT SINNER"

A va Gardner • Melvyn Douglas
Ethel Barrymore • Frank Morgan • Agnes

Gregory Peck,*

Walter Huston
Moorehead

•

"ANY NUMBER CAN PLAY"
Clark Gable • Alexis Smith • Wendell Corey • Audre\^Totter
Barry Sullivan • Frank Morgan • Mary Astor.* Lewis Ston*

"THE SECRET GARDEN"
Margaret O'Brien

Herbert Marshall

«

PROFIT PROPHET!

Elizabeth Taylor

•

Dean Sfockwell

•

"THE STRATTON STORY"

THE
FUTURE

Frank Morgan
James Stewart
June Allyson
Agnes Moorehead • Bill Williams
•

•

"THE BRIBE"
• Ava Gardner • Charles Laughton
Vincent Price • John Hodiak

Slobert Taylor

"CAUGHT"
James Mason

"IN THE

•

Barbara Bel Geddes

Robert Ryan

•

GOOD OLD SUMMERTIME"
Judy Garland

•

Jennifer Jones

Van

•

Heflin

•

(Technicolor)

Van Johnson

"MADAME BOVARY

'

Louis Jourdan

•

"THAT MIDNIGHT KISS"
Kathryn Grayson

•

Jose Iturbi

AND

•

IS

James Mason

(Technicolor)
Ethel Barrymore • Mario Lanza

M-G-M!

LOTS MORE!
XBcbilitrliopd.Week Feb. 20>27^K8lits $|f;otQr!)

^
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INTERNATIONAL

Now

British Pix Industry

On Need

St. M«rtln'» Place, atr»t»li»t

London Gets 'Touch'

Agreed

to Cut Production Costs

liondon, Fc*. 15. -f'
The British studio crisis has enr
I
Pic in French
tered its most critical staere since First
I
the 1936 financial depression with
{
Tieup
Set;
the further dismissal of 550 worlcStockholm, Feb. 4.
ers at the Denham and Pinewood
studios. An additional 350 axings
Lorens Marmstedt will produce
I
• are scheduled to talce place this
this year the first Swedish film in
rweelitihd, with 150 following next
the French language. It will be
i weelE and 50 more at the end of the
called "Singoalla," after a play by
S .month:-'.'
Three union leaders are meeting late Viktor Rydberg, dealing with
i

Made

German

t

i

I
\

i

Touch," drama which opened at
the Savoy Friday (11). Well-acted
piece traces the struggle of Sir
James Y. Simpson to introduce the

Shanghai

Still

Shakes

Down Suckers

Despite Curfew, Miurtial Law, Red Fear
—

By HAL

f

P.

MILLS

Shanghai, Feb. 8.
Despite ll p.m. curfew, martial
and the communist threat,
"Mannn'
iVianuii Film Title law
swinging back
is
steadily
Shanghai
Paris, Feb. 8.
t0 its ohetime wild inA wicked
At the request of the heirs of night life.
All-night joints are
a drawback as far as popular, ap- Composer Jules
Massenet; who cropping up, clip bars are operpeal is concerned,. Thesping is claimed they owned the title to
ating on a huge scale and cabarets
highlighted by the fine perform- his opera, "Manon," the picture
and ballrooms are doing a landance of Alec Guinness in the title "Manon," an Alcina production,
office biz. All this contrary to the
•role.
just finished by director Georges so-called
Government Austerity
before
seized
was
Clouzot,
Henri
Program.
will
with J. Arthur Ranli Thursday (17) life of gypsies. Only Swedes
it had even been shown.
First of all, in order to avoid
Viveca
(or general discussion of the layoff handleis the roles, with
the being jailed for being on the
ordered
has
just
court
Civil
Lauritz
notices and effects of the extension Lindfors as Singoalla and
picture to be released freely, de- streets after curfew, one must be
will be
of Independent Frame on future Palk a$ Assim. Direction
ciding that the name "Manon" isn't heeled with plenty of gold yuan,
handl<!d by Frenchman, Christianproduction.
the composer's property, and orig- which is the present Chinese curJacque; •Screenplay was written in
inatei from the novel, by Abbe rency. If one is halted by an alert
Robert
Renewed pressure for strong ac- Paris by Pierre Very and
Prevost. BesideSv while the opera Chinese .cop, the customary protion to halt the serious crisis in Gys.
takes place in period of the Louis, cedure is to hand him 1,000 gold
British production has come during
German producer-director-actor
yuan (equivalent to $1, U. S., at
the film deals with times.
Madras, Feb. 8.
the past week from members of Helmuth Kautner may come to
The cop, however,
this writing).
artists, Sweden and produce one or two
producers,
Parliament,
The Government of India is condoes not guarantee uninterrupted
Swedish sidering the proposal of certifying;
technicians and the main studio films here during 1949.
Pic
Sets
Republic
Entravel to one's destination.
unions.
producer Rune Waldeerantz, of pictures under two categories (1)
be stopped by a
route
one
may
In all the negotiations that have Sandrew-Baiiman Film, is handling pictures fit for adults* and ( 2 ) picFor Argentina; On-Scene dozen or more other coppers, each
talten place during the; past few details.
tures fit for general exhibition. If
with
an
outstretched
hand.
If
days, emphasis has consistently
the proposal comes into force, conone's journey is far, one may be
been placed on the need for cut^
Product Seen B.O.
sidering the stringent censorship
out $20 (U. S.) or more-— or else.
The comting production costs.
that prevails at the moment, a maWith its bilingual version of the
arrive
all-night dive,
You
at
an
Film
Co.,
Swede
Svensk,
mitiee set up by the government
jority of B class English pictures ftex Beach story, "Don Careless,"
poorly heated, low-ceilinged and
holds Its initial meet Friday (18) to
would be considerably affected.
scheduled to roll March 2 at the smoke-filled; after parting with,
Absorbing Producer;
commence its probe into costs,
The Constituent Assembly of Mapol Studios, Buenos Aires, ReInside you
say, 12,000 gold yuan.
while in the House of Commons,
India recently sanctioned- the set- public International's prez Richard
find a motley gathering of forBoard of Trade prez Harold WilLevel ting up of a Central Censor Board: W. Altschuler declared in New eigners
Shooting at
and Chinese, including a
for all India. The various provinson said last Thursday (10) that
last week that if the $500,000 ma.iority of important; gendarmes
York
Feb. 2.
Stockholm,
cial governments who were conthere was undoubtedly a grave
with success, and government and eity officials,
Production phase of the Swedish sulted on this point were all agreed budgeteer "nieets
crisis in the industry.
we'll make other pictures there as plus some of the foreign rounders
Wilson franlcly admitted that fllin industry received another jolt about the necessity of such a board.
well as elsewhere overseas." While :and: boo2e-hounds and a sprinkling
It's understood that the governthere had been recurring financial upon the disclosure that Kungsfilm is partly financed with of gentlemen of the press.
the
ment of Madras and other provincriises in the industry throughout
An unsmiling Chinese waiter,
film; one of the more active pro- cial governments are pressing the pesos, the Rep foreign chief stressIts history, but .these have become
ed that the costume-adventure fea- usually wearing a soiled white
more frfequent lately. He. advised dujsing companies, will lose its central government for permission ture is being made in Argentina jacket, slouches over to your table.
the industry that the best thing corporate identity May 1 when it to recensor in their own provinces
primarily
to
take
advantage
of
na"Wanchee drink?" he demands,:
Filmindustri.
English pictures. Additional reIt Could do would be to cut produc- merges with Svensk
tural backgrounds rather than to surlily.
tion costs to- a reasonable level, Motivating factor, behind the amal- censorship fees are proposed to be
"Yes, catchee my two-piecee
utilize the company's idle capital.
and then deal with the redistribu- gamation, it's believed, is Kungs- charged for such re-Censoring, so
^
whiskey
soda,": you say.
such
on-^
Altschuler.
feels
that
tion of boxoffice takings as be- film's failure to control any thea-r that provincial sources of revenue
After a lengthy wait, the waiter
tween producers on the one hand trcs. Current economic trends have may be augmented. The argument the-scene product will fare much
slaps down the drinks and .shoves
Latino
market
boxbetter
in
the
is
that
if
Indian
states
could
some
and exhibitors and distributors on brought about a condition whereby
cheek
Everything
is
the
at you;
office-wise
than
if equivalent storpicre-censor
and
charge
fees
on
with
only
producer-distributors
the other.
ies were lensed in Hollywood and cash and each round must be paid
Wilson made his statement in circuit subsidiaries are able to tures already censored in India,
when served.
also should be allowed later released in South American
_
teply to a series 'of questions by operate on a healthy basis. SF has provinces
Those
two
drinks will set yort.
Director
Auer,
theatres.
John
he
the
the
rights,
at
least
for
same
throughout
100
houses
taboir MP Raymond Blackburn, about
sake of increasing provincial rev- said, is already in Buenos Aires, back a neat $6,000 gy, or $6 (U. S.).
but in reply to a further query by Sweden,
while John Carroll and Adele Mara There is a postage-stamp size dance
Labor playwright Benn Levy, who
Meanwhile, shooting continues ^"'J^*
.
.
r. -i: u
floor, » small Filipino orchestra^
present, when an English pic- are «nroute; Latter replaces Dolsuggested that the producing side at a low level with, only three pic- ,
^ure censored at Calcutta, is re- ores Del Rio as the femme lead but no floor show. If you leave the
while
sellthe
was being starved
uu-c-, in work at
it Present
nrpspnt Films
i ms
tuies
i
due to a conflict in Miss del Rio's spot before curfew is lifted at 5
extra
fee
ggng^red
at
Bombay,
no
Wilson
ing side was bverstuiled,
include
SF's "Kvinna
mna 1 yiu
Miss Mara, a.m.. it will cost you more coin or
a.ssignment schedule.
is
sanction
levied.
If
official,
industry
take
the
said they had to
("Woman in White"), Europa accorded this provincial suggestion however, will be used in the Span- a trip to the police station. The
as they found it and not as it Film's "Kvinnan Som Forsvann"
considerable delay is bound to oc- ish and English versions since she city and government officials and
should be.
t
("Woman Who Disappeared") and
the gendarmie move about freely/
screening of latest pic- .speaks both languages.
Direct outcome of the talks be- a comedy being made by Sandrew- cur in the
With the exception of Auer and They have curfew passes. So have
tures in provinical cities. ExhibiFilm
Producers
British
tween the
Bauman Film. Latter pic is tenta- tors would certainly refuse to bear an American production manager, newsmen.
Personal
Managethe
and
Assn.
tively tagged as "Production 146."
Small Bars Curse
charges. Such .refusal will re- an entire Argentine crew will be
ment Assn. is to be consideration However, some 10 new Swedish any
The curse of the village is the
flect in the increased overhead of used on the pic, which will be reof a producer plan for attists, di- pix are ready for release and it's
distributing companies..'
leased as "The Avenger."
Alt- small bars, most of which are oprectors and other topflight tech- expected this backlog will be hiterated by English-speaking Chi:schuler, who returned last week to
nicians to participate in produc- ting key firstruns in the near
the New York homeoffice from five nese, chiefly ex-bar boys. All hav»
tion on a cooperative basis.
,
future.
U.S. Shows in Finland
weeks in Argentina and one week plenty of hostesses; European, BusA scheme put forward at a joint
sian, Chinese and Eurasian,
No
On the other hand, despite the
in Cuba, praised the cooperation of
meeting Thursday UO) by the
*
relative slowness of domestic pro(Continued on page 20)
They
Draw
Well;
One
But
government and studio officials in
(Coptinued on page 20)
duction^ exhibitors have not faced
laying the groundwork for the
a product shortage since foreign
Helsinki House for Russ film's production. He noted that
imports have adequately filled the
"grosses are better than ever in PARIS LEGIT
Stockholm, Jan. 25.
gap. Past month, for example, saw
Argentina, but said there is no in33" films preemed here of which
Of five legit houses now operat- dication as to' when the remittance
only three were Swedish made. ing in the Finnish capital of Hel- freeze may be eased.
^
i PRICE
AID LEGIT
U. S. contributed 18 pix toward the_ sinki, only one, the Suomen TyoWhile in Buenos Aires. AltschuParis, Feb. 15.
Lisbon, Feb. 8.
total with five apiece-coming from' vanteatteri, is controlled by Com; ler installed Carlos Feraboli, forFrench legit producers and the*
Director of Information Antonio Britain and France, while Denmark munists and presents plays pri'
mer Rep manager in Peru, as man- atre operators, in view of waning
Ferro lias called a meeting of Lis^ and Mexico shipped in one each. marily of Russian origin. Remain- ager in the Argentine capital. He grosses, are considering
slashing:,
bon theatre critics and representa- Top American entries were "Ad- ing theatres devote their produc» replaces Cesar Aboaf.
their scales one-third in an effort
tives of managers and artists to ventures
of Don
Juan" (WB), tions in general to the works of
to perk up business. Right now,
discuss the parlous situation of which star."! Swedish actress Viveca Finnish playwrights although ochowever, opinion is divided on how
legit talent in Portugal. Recalling Lindfors with Errol Flynn, and casionally American,
French
Fanning Slated for Head
much good the lower ticket tabs
What the government has done to 20th-Fox's "Snake Pit."
British pieces are done.
would do.
help the theatre subsidies to the
Arvi Tuomi, manager of the KanPrice-cutting has been tried and
Of Aussie Radio Board
Teatro Nacionalv Theatre, of the
san and Valgards theatres in Helproved successful by Robert AnPeople, Company for Radio Plays,
Canberra, Feb. 2.
sinki, here to attend a Strindberg
celin at his Port St. Martin theaPrime Minister Ben J. Chifiey J^^rg'^ug^]!
Ballet Verde Gaio, subsidies to Chile to Release
celebration, said the Finnish pubvarious touring companies^ in the
lie's interest in legit is apathetic. reportedly will appoint L. B. FanFor
last decade, Ferro has given asImports in '49 Tuomi attributed it to- competition »ing, presently in charge of the
surances that in a shol:t time other
from ballrooms and restaurants Aussie postal service, to head the Arg. Pix Producers In
Santiago, Chile, Feb. 8.
provisions will be taken to aid
along with an apparent lack of new Broadcasting Control: Board,
Government
here
will
release
legiters.
set up by the government to hanForeign Market Deals
spending money.
.$470,000 (U. S.) at official rate of
Although few American imports dle Down Under radid-^coinmerOne provision will certainly be exchange for film Imports during
Buenos Aires, Feb. 8.
have been done iii Finland, they in- cial and national. Salary for Fanto enforce the rule that theatres 1949. Pix firms
Argentine producers are scanr
are eagerly search-i
variably prove successful.
"To- ning is believed to be around ning the international field, with
such as the Ginasio and Trindade, ing for another; way
out.
This
bacco Road" and "The Green Pas- SI 2.000.
which have been transformed into
an eye to expanding market? for
,
^^^ ^
threaten
Additional board members are- their pix. Enrique Fauslin of AAA
tures" won favor while "Oklahofirstrun pix houses, should revert ,'
i>>wp.
Ima!," current at the Swedish. the- expected to include Clive Ogiivy, (Artistas Argentinos Asociados) has
to legit for a full four months a.
'"^ companies have been .send- atre in Helsinki^ is drawing well.
chief of commercial station 2 CA, worked
year, plus a month rehearsals, and
out a scheme with Bolivar
and W.. Osborne, attached to the Films of Venezuela to make a
extend it to other big theatres ing films to their foreign outlets
National Univ. Ogiivy is the only joint production, with Argentine
which are now showing only for their raw material costs. This
was commonly calculated at 2c. Manila Adds
fiiicma.
Station member of the board with regular director Carlos Hugo Christensen
U. .S.. per foot of black and white
radio experience. He's the son-in directing,
and Argentine starlet
After the war boom, legit in
ii?
Wifh MP*;! €J/>i-ih<.
ao Mo-r tJ""'"OfJ'*''u"'"""'"
hCribe asMgr.|law
and 8c, for color film. To keep
showman Charles Munro, susanita Freyre teamed with «
Portugal declined rapidly, and in
foreign; offices ):unning, this cost
one-time head of the Hoyts' loop.
Manila, Jan. 28.
cast of Argentine and- Veniezuelan
1948 lack of public support and
now often considered as low as Vic.
Board will take over Aussie radio talent. A similar deal is being
Manila has a new commercial
high production expenses brought
broadcasting station, in DZAB, control about middle of this year.
dickered for with Brazilian promany managers to, the point of per foot of film.
f
-'
Forttmately.
legitimate
means operating on 860 kilocycles, and
duction interests.
bankruptcy.
MORE FRENCH PIX IMPORTS
exist to recoup additional dollars; 9,690 kilocvcles shortwave.
French distributors are also
Robert Stewart Manila correFirms can buy Chilean gold In
French product continues to be working on a similar deal, which
pesos, sell it in Europe for dollar.s. spondent of the Mutual Broadcast- snapped up for American distribu
Weltner'» GIobe-Trot
would bring Michele' Morgan to
ing System, is managing director of uon with five Gallic films "The Buenos Aires to make a picture
Weltner,
Paramount's They can buy U, S. dollar bank
Geoi'ge
recently
arrived the new station. Until recently he Wench," "Ramunteho," "Lek Sou- with Arturo de Cordova, while the
foreign dept. chief, is currently on deposits from
was news commentator Of, station ] yenirs," "Deatli of Importance" same outfit would sign Spanish
A .swing through Mexico, Cuba 'Norteamericanos." Or they ean KZPI,
and "Barber of Seville," announc- actress Imperio Argentina foi? an
and other Latino spots scattered export certain manufactured goods
and
retain
some
of
the
selling
ed last week by Spalter Interna- Argentine-mad© picture directed
He
is
due
Carribean.
through Ihe
price
dollars.
Dollars
so
obtional Pictures for release this year. by Carlos Schlieper, and: another
(20).
Sunday
back in N. Y.
Other Forei^ Newi
tained
generally
cost
two
to
four
Vog Film Co. picked up still with Hugo del Carril, who will also
his
big
to
Trip is a preliminary
Ihe
official
limes
rate
of
exchange
another lone
French import, leave for Paris tbi« year for picon
Page
20
trek through the Continent which
on which the quota is based.
"Dedee, starring Simone Signoret, lure Chores there.
Is tilaUd for March.

Swede

j

London, Feb. 15.
Discovery of chloroform and its
reception by a suspicious medical
world is depicted in "The Human

8q»>w>

drug as an anesthetic.
Although the play was favorably
received by firstnighters, its clinical atmosphere is likely to prove
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This is the authoritative voice of the public thru the
most extensive survey of popular taste of a/^y poll.
Again this year ticket-buyer preference honors the
Star Company and these 3 great Star Favorites.

THE
MILLIONS

WHO
VOTED
THEM
GREAT

.4LANJ^DD

SING CKOSBY

48

For the 5th year, the
most, populor mole star

One

of the top

5

of the top 5

x

WILL

SEE

them]
SHINE
IN

49

Mork Twain's

IN,,.

A CONNECTICUT
In

Kin9 AHhur^s Court''

WHISPERING

Damon Runyon*s

SMITH'

-SORROWFUL

Color by Technicolor

Color by Technicolor

[XHIB1T0R5-Y0U CAN

JONES'

DO THE BEST PUBLIC RELATtONS JOB FOR YQUR INDUSTRV tV BOOKING "THE MOVIE^ AND YOU" SERIES.
t

'

h

1

i

.'
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Spanish Pix Production Hit
In '48; U. S. Fihns

Topped Import

Madrid, Feb. 8. f
Production of films in Spain
reached a new record in 1948.
Spanish studios turned out 51 fea-

It's

New High

Korda's Turn,

scheduled to be one of the.speakers at the- Critics' Circle annual
dinner. Late last year the reviewers gave the producer's "Bonnie
Prince Charlie" an unmerciful
drubbing.

In retaliation.
Readied for America Korda
took heavy
15.

recalled,

It's

newspaper space

London, Feb;
and posted a profusion of 24-sheets
Facilities of Technicolor, both in to challenge the critics' judgment
done by Cifesa Pro^ Britain as well as in the U. S., will of "Charlie." Observers feel the
forthcoming dinner is certain tq rein
the
ducion and Suevia Films
be aided considerably when: some
sult in fireworks.
Chamartin studios in Madrid and
13 new Technicolor cameras are
in the Grphea studios in BarceEngineerNewell
the
completed
by
lona.
dif20
Six
of
the
Films were produced by
ing Co. at Peterborough.

Work

Rome

•

beinii

ferent firms In 12 studios. The instruments' are intended for use in
picture industry has perfected its England while the remainder wiU be
installations with modern machin- shipped to America. Currently one
ery, generally coming from Eng- camera has come off the assembly
land. The capital invested in Span- line. Production rate varies from
ish studios amounts to about 500,- one to four months on each.
000,000 pesetas (roughly $30,000,Manufacture of the cameras was
London,' Feb. 15.
000). The pictures with biggest necessitated to fill an acute shortBritish government is prepared
de
Ij.o. success were *'Do^ Quijote
age of the specially-made devices to discuss with producers the
^
la Mancha" and "Queen Juana, in British studios. According to
problems aHsing from the disthe Mad."
Kay Harrison, managing director of tribution of British pix in Latinr
During 1948, 112 foreign fea- British Technicolor, the seven camAmerica.
tures were imported, of which 58 eras tagged for U. S. export are a
This assurance was given in a
came from the U. S.; 18 were Mex- result of the company's desire to
House of Commons adjournment
Italian;
Argentinian;:
11,
ican; 14,
aid Britain's economy by spending debate last Thursday ( 10 by L. J.
two
Swedish;
three,
four. French;
some dollars here.
Edwards,
newly appointed aide to
Danone
and
Swiss
English; one
Harold Wilson, in: reply to a' dis-.
ish. All these pictures are' dubbed
cussion opened by -Labor M.P.
(Spanish talent speak the words
Mont
Follick.
Producers,
Filipino
Pix
for
them
substituting
in Spanish,
Edwards told the House that
the original ) and the dubbing is
British pix seemed to have a good
Groups
'almost wholly directed by British
Talent
foothold in Latin-America and aptechnicians in studios owned in «
peared
gaining ground', but
capital.
British
by
large part
Combat Industry Slide it wouldtobebea very
expensive busiForeign artists and technicians
Manilai Jan.* 261.
ness to set up new distribution
continue to work in Spanish stu:To cope with the deteriorating agencies. British companies who
dios, especially English, Italian,
Germans, and French. Also guest local film situation, prodiicers hat! only comparatively recently
started to export to these particuartists from Italy, Portugal and
have organized the Motion Picture
South American countries (Maria Producers Assn. of the Philippines, lar countries certainly had not the
resources to embark on this.
Felix, from Mexico; Carmen Olmewhile actors, directors, cameramen,
Luis Sandrini,
do, from Chile;
Countering suggestions that
technicians and others connected
from Argentina; Adriana. Benetti, With the industry have grouped British pix were not properly
from Italy).
themselves into the Motion Picture identified in Latin-America counThe problem of exporting at Guild of the Philippines.
tries, Edwards stated they were
least part of the profits made by
released with subtitles in Spanish
Film industry, it is pointed out,
foreign films is stiU not' clearly
and Portuguese and. carried the
hardly able to make both
"solved. Spanish films prosper with is now
usual British trademarks.
Situation is attributed
the help of state subsidies given end meet.
to a number of factors, includipg
at the cost of foreign films exsalaries of stars going up; rise in
hibited in the: country.
the rentals of pix housesK increase,
British
in taxes, which have gone up as
high as 20%; high production costs;
Continued from pa.ge 18
British Embassy Fights
inability to improve quality of proBFPA proposed that producers'
ductions; stiff competition from
Pix
liability
should be limited to a cerAnglo
Ban
American pictures; and lack of
tain minimum cash payment, until
foreign -outlets.
Mexico City, Feb. 15;
such time as boxoffice receipts
has inter-

itishGovt. In

Latin Pix Talks

Theatres, Bars, Films Shorted

By Current Cut Two Days a Week

is

List

New Technicolor Cameras

tures and 142 shorts last year, at
the cost of about 170,000,000 pesetas ($9,000,000), the maximum

Now

London, Feb. 15.
Shoe will be on the other foot
March 6 when Sir Alexander' Korda

'TAKIETV'S' liONDON OFFICB
Mitrtln's nw!^^' Krafalcvr 8«Mi«

St.

Rome, Feb. 8.
Electric current shortage is (sssixs^
ing havoc in Rom*.
Two days a
there
is no electric current
week
.Ttaln T*\o
ROrae
riC in Ttnnif'
.&.-liai0
between the hours of 8
Rome, *eb. »
and 5 p.m. Plans are beiiiig
Helmut Dantine has been in
a d e by the government tp
Rome lEor several months anticipat- lengthen those hours from 8 a.m.
ing a role in "The Dark Road," by to 7 p.m. "Pirates of paprl,'' the
Phil Yordan, to be prdduced by only American film being ttijide iti
Mike Frankovitch. The picture Italy at this time, has- natiiraliy^^
hasn't been started yet. Meantime, fered a setback in schedule.' fWiite
Dantine has announced his inten- the current is "oh," it is sohdfaft
tion of producing a film in Italy that normal business proc^ure;. is
for Eagle Lion, called "Sons of the 'difficult;

Daittine Plans

U<S

|

m

.

To

'

r

.'

,

.

,

'

:

CuU

On

Mex

British Embassy here
ceded .with government authorities Harris,
in ah effort to avert the banning

^
BgThe

British films.
clampdown against Anglo
product stems from a tightening
in import regulations.
New restrictions call for a special permit to bring in each picture; Difficulty is also caused by
the Tack of a trade treaty between
of

V
^

importation

Britain and Mexico.

Republic Wins Point In
Cuban Distrib Deal Suit
Havana, Feb. 15.
Republic Pictures International
Corp. won an important point last

have reached

Wolper Unite

To Handle Foreign Pix

of

James B, Harris and 'David L..
Wolper have formed a distributing firm to handle foreign and
domestic pix product in N. Y.
Former, son of Joseph Harris, left
Realart Pictures, where he was assistant sale's manager, to start the
venture. A onetime pic^ture publicist, Wolper has been active in
theatrical real estate.
ATr,v fii"-, tB-'cpd Harris-Wolper
Pictures, Inc., has as its first re.•.'^c
an Italian import, "Fear No
•

•,

fivii."

week

in its suit against Tropical
Films of Cuba when a local court
granted the American firm an injunction permitting seizure of
come 170 of its prints which had

On Argentine

Sets

been held by the defendant. Tropical had been a distributor of

Buenos Aires, Feb. 1.
With their first Argentine-made

Rep's films in Cuba for 10 years.
Plaintiff's action seeks recovery
of about $200,000 allegedly due on
royalties, recovery of the prints
and cancelling of all contracts.
Meanwhile, Rep has been operating own branch here since last

picture, "Immigrant," still running
at the Libertador after 13 weeks.

Swiss

Stall

"Money for. "Musketeers" will
come from both Italy and U. S. and
the cast will be both Italians- and
Americans.

Shooting

is

scheduled

for late spring after Dantine flies
details, such as names for the cast.

Metro Case
Zurich, Feb. 15.

postponement

in

the

case brought by the Swiss exhibitors association against Metro, indicating the situation will be settled amicably.
Exhibs had at-

Nils Poppe, who clicked with his
current pic, "Soldat Bom," soon
starts

"Greven

Av Gamla

Sta'n"

;

i

|

.

;

:

Time Hypo

To Better French Pix
Product, Sez Berctiolz
Further development of French
films is dependent upon greater
playing time for that type product
on UiS, circuits, according to Gallic filmmaker Joseph Bercholz, who
arrived in New York last week on
Producer of
the Queen Mary.
"Symphonie Pastorale" and "The
Chips Are Down," current N.Y.
firstruns, he pointed out that production costs are still excessivelyhigh in France and negative, costs
cannot be . recouped through the
domestic market.
Therefore, Bercholz emphasized,
if the quality of French pictures is
to continue, foreign revenues, especially earnings from America,
must fill the financial defiicit insofar as production is concerned.
He suggested -a wider use of dubbing as an avenue toward increased
bookings for U.S.-French imports^
This technique would supplement

Rome

are from 3:30 to

Shop-

6).

cannot sell their; wares
when the customers can scarcely
see them.
Oh one vejnf cold day
keepers

-

;

here, wheh the. electricity' was off,,
the gas went off, tool, Cold, coffee
and cold tea iwere; served---in
dark, and thefce ^as absolutely:
notiling to do about It,
;

-

.

,

Exact causes have not been made

rumors

clear by the local press, but

include one about sabotage at' tlie
main power, plant at Teriii; the
driest winter in llO y6ars, and; that

has been selling power

Italy

to;,.

.

Switzerland, the contracts having
been; jnad^ pipior; to the freak year
withoiit Taiin...^''

'

'-''

^

the usual subtitles.

French film industr/, Bercholz
disclosed, made about 75 pictures
in 1948 and estimates the same
Prewar costs, he
figure for 1949.
added, amounted to around .$150,000 for first class product, while
$300,000 is needed at present to
turn out pictures of an equivalent
Produe'er, who attended
quality.
the preem of "Symphonie" at the
Washington,
Friday
Playhouse,
(11), also expects to arrange a U.S.
distribution deal for his recently
coippleted Michele Morgan star-

"Aux Yeux du Souvenir."

rer,

Audition Millennium
Londoni_Feb.

15.

They've reached theliltimate in
musical show auditions for prospective producers.
For the audition of "Things to
Remember," the Hans Christian
Anderson musical, with book and
lyrics

by Clyde North and score

Adam

by

Carroll, the Palace theahired, 26 musicians were
used in the pit and a cast of 20
was engaged to sing the songs.
tre

'

was

now

'

tempted to force. Metro to give up
ownership of two theatres it owns.
One ih Lausanne and one in
Geneva, under the ruling which
prohibits a distributors from owning and operating theatres.
David. Lewis, Loew's regional
director who had been here for
huddles On the situation with local
Metro officials, has left for a swing
through Italy and Spain.

("The Emperor of the Old Town"),
Lars-Eric Kjellgren will direct,
while Poppe and Anna-lisa Ericseon are cast as leads,

is

Hotel lobbies arid bars fire dark
for half hours at a time, several
times during an eyehing.^^^^^^M^^
pictures can literally be Called
"flickers,'' with thei film being cut
off cprapletely for short periods
<two niinHtes) from time to time.
Even the AmeHcah Express COi
folds up f6r the afternoon hours
twice a week.
(Afternoons in
,

U.S. Playing

.

::;

Swiss government has granted a

two-month

;

So seriously has the situation
developed in the past few weeks
prep- that some banks do not regard
ping its second production, "Fa- guarantees of distribution and circundo,' 'which is to be an historical cuit booking as adequate, and want
opus.
collateral in more definite terms.
Emelco Studios, now completely
The reluctance of the big five
under control of the Argentine banks to aid indie production has
Central Bank, has started shooting caused considerable difficulties to
"La Barea Sin Pescador" ("Rud- studio Cbmpanies, but it is believed
derless Sailing''), with Mario Sof- that as a result of a meeting held:
fici directing.
Cast includes Pedro during the past few days, cut and
Lopez Lagar.^ Sabina Olmos and dried terms for financing producAlberto Closas, the same 'team of tion wiU be drawn up in the near
"Tierra del Fuego," Emelco's prize- future.
winning picture of 1948.
Nicholas Davenport, until reThe raw stock shortage has led cently a director of the Film
to dissolution of a new production Finance Co., who is
now organizunit, WiUporc, set up towards end ing a new production
cooperative,
of 1948, with a production sched- told Harold Wilson yesterday
(14)
ule of eight pictures.
why the State Bank has not come
Mexican director Roberto Ga- to the rescue of British producvaldon is putting the finishing tion. It is understood he pleaded
touches to his first picture for San for a more flexible policy to reMiguel Studios, and is then due to place the rigid formula that operdirect Dolores del Rio and Pedro ates at present.
Lopez Lagar in a picture for EmelGeneral view of many producers
co.
Gavaldon has also signed to is that Wilson introduced governmake a picture in Chile, with Ar^ ment financial aid primarily to a.sturo de Cordova in the lead.
sist the Korda group anil it is
AAA (Artistas Argentines Aso- significent that British Lion who
ciados) plans making a .picture distribute their product;
has been
based on the life Of President Hi- the only major beneficiary. It is
polito Irigoyen, who died in 1932. also strongly believed
that the
Homero Manzi scripted, with En- $3,000,000 remaining in the kitty
rique Muino to play the aged may be made available for further
statesman.
financing of Korda productions.
Guaranteed Pictures

September.

a figure specified in

the contract. When that figure has
been passed a share in every pound
received by the producer will hecome payable.
Vere Barker, spokesman foif the
PMA, promised to give favorable
consideration to the proposal and'
it was agreed that members should
discuss it with their clients^
Bankers Getting Tousheit
Although the government is intervening in the industry now
more than ever before, dissatisfaction at the present acute state
of the industry is becoming increasingly widespread. Ail governmental measures to ease the. lot of
studio execs have not helped them
on the major question of easier
finance and the continued failure
of British production to. come out
of the red has led to a hardening
attitude
by the main banking
houses.

'

;

)
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Musketeers."

.

,
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Making

Shanghai Shakes
Continued

page

18
.

:

'

..

last stitch of clothing.
It happens
a score of times every night. The
police
indifferent and unsympathetic where foreigners are concerned.
Money and valuables
taken from foreigners, are seldom
recovered.

we

Love Lane Ti4intS
There are 12,000 licensed brothShanghai with an estimated
'

els in

60,000

inmates,

Chinese.

chiefly

prewar American madam
whose passport was long ago t.iken
from her, still holds forth on Love
Lane, which is just off Bubbling

One

Well Road.

Current London Shows
{Figures show weeks of run)
London, Feb; 15..

froiii

Scarcely are yoU
girls.
seated when the hostesses flock',
around, importuning you to buy
cocktails. Said "cocktails" are colored water, tea or plain colie,
which the girls consume swiftly
and^for which one -pays, 2,000 gy.
Devote a couple of hours to that
"innocent" pastime and you^re out
plenty of coin.
But the Shanghai wolves don't
seem to mind. They have one consolation.
They can date almost
any hostess in any joint.: But if
you don't date, youjnay find your
wallet, fountain pen or watch missing after you get out. The feirls
get half of the take from each
sucker.
Every few minutes a coolie
pokes his head through the door
and sizes up the patrons. He pays
special .attention to the lushes, and
unless you take a taxi from the
very door or the bar, those loafers
will beat and rob you, even to your

American'

The madann, however,

has no bed of roses. Loafers by
the score picket her establishment

and

exSict tribute

who

enter.

from

all

Unless tribute

is

males

.>

forth-

"Annie Get Gun," Col's'm- (89). coming, someone is in for a beat"Bless the Bride," Adelphi (95). ing and showers of stones break
"BoVs Your Uncle," Sav. (41).
her windows. Although her place
'^Breach Marriage," York's (3).
is
licensed, Chinese police are
"Browning," Phoenix (23).
highly amused over her predica'Cage Peacock," Cambridge (45). ment.
"Carissima," Palace (49).
Many of the dip bars on lower
"Charley's Aunt," (Maj. (9).
Broadway have rear rooms whore
"Chiltern Hundreds," Vaude (77). the hostesses may ''entertain" pa"Don't Listen," St. Jas. (24).
trons.
Mickey Finns are seldom
"Edward, My Son," Lyric (90).
used by the girls the cost is too
"Father," Duchess (4).
great, besides the muscle power
"Gioconda Smile," Wynd. (36),
of a gang of loafers is quite suf"Happiest Days," Apollo (47).
ficient to subdue an unruly vic"Harvey," Wales (7).
tim."
"Heiress," Haymarket (3).
In the huge Chinese ballrooms,
"High Button Shoes," Hipp. (9). where as many as 500 girls are em"Human Touch," Savoy (1).
ployed as taxi dancers in a single
"Kid From Strat," Wint. (20).
place, the old "buy-out" system has
"Little Lambs,? Ambass. (45).
been revived. It works this- way:
"Miss Mabel," Strand (12).
The patron gives the girls the
"Oklahoma!" Drury Lane (94).
o.o.i chooses one and instructs the
"One Wild Oat," Garrick (11).
waiter to bring her to his table.
"Oranges & Lemons," Globe (3), He pays for dance tickets, regard"Perfect Woman," Play. (23).
less of whether or not he dances.
"September Tide," Aid. (10).
If he does not elect to wait until
"Slings & Arrows," Comedy (13). closing time he summons the man"Together Again," Vic. Pal. (97). ager, buys about $20 (U. S.) woi-lh
"Wild Duck,»' St. Mart, (14).
of dance tickets and proudly de"Worm's View,? Whitehatt. (95). parts with .the girl of his clioice.
'

—

.
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DELMHR DAVES Wj HARRY KURNITZ
Screen Play by Harry Kurnitz

•

From

a Story by Everett

and Devery Freeman

•

Original Music

Composed and Adapted by Max Steiner
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PICTURES

22

week,

huge

record.

$23,000,

new house

•

'Pir GIANT $26,500,

Paramount (Par) (1,900; 45-65)—
"Whiplash" (WB). So-so $10,000.
Last week, "Don Juan" (WB) (2d

Picture Grosses

DENVER;

WSIC

Trust Decrees

2iG

: Continued from page i ;
Denver, Feb. 15.
and to the theatres of one
"Snake Pit" Is landing top atres
Koxy (Durwood) (1,900; 45-65)—
here this week, with big to another or to discriminate against
Great in House" (UA) and "Lady money biz at three houses. Words the independent exhibitors.
smash
of Burlesque" (UA) (reissues) with
circuits remaining
after
Or"The
and Music" shapes sock at
Ruth Warrick making personal ap-, pheum.
"Enchantment" is doing the termination of partnerships
pearances four days. Nifty $5,000.
well enough at the Broadway to and local monopolies and the openLast week, "Sahara" (Col) and
is
weather
situations,
cold
will
closed
be
Letup in
ing up of
"Destroyet" (Col) (reissues), steady hold.
helping trade in general.
under no obligation to play the
$4,000.
pictures of their former parent
Estimates for This Week
Tower - Uptown - Fairway (Pox
btiy
and
can
book
Midwest) (2.100, 2,043, 700; 45-65)
Aladdin (Pox) (1,400; 35-74)-j companies and

Wk), okay $9,000.

SEATTLE

Transit Strike Sloughs

(Continued from page 10)
$13,000. Last week, "Stay Happy"
(U) and "Indian Agent" (RKO),
(4th wk), in 6 days got oke $3,300

PhiUyi'O'Flynn' $18,000,
'Boy' IIG, 'Decision'

16G

at 50-84C .scale.

Music HaU (H-E)

Philadelphia, Feb. 15,
grosses plummeted this
week with long-awaited transit
Strike immobilizing all trolley, bus,
subway and elevated trains here.

"Paisan"

Film

Yukon"

is

still

40-50% over the weekend.
'Red
exception
Outstanding
Bhoes" at Trans-Lux, advanqe sale

to reach work, sought dlversion at film houses.
Estimates for This Week

—"Wake

|

gels Dirty Faces"
$4,000.

l
t

(WB)

Witch". (Rep). "Snake Pit" (20th), day-^ate with pictures solely in their own interThus the controlled market
Denver, Esquire. Smash $6,000, est.
and holding. Last week, "Fighter will be destroyed and the producers

Paces Port.; 'Juan' IIG
Portland, Ore., Feb. 15.
Good pictures are bringing in
nice coin to first runs this week
despite the bad weather. "Every
Girl Should Be Married'' is sock

(reissues),

I

!

"Don Juan"
two theatres.
shapes smash at Broadway. "Dear
Secretary" looks disappointing: at
United Artists.
Estimates for This Week
in

big $9,600 in 10 days.

(S&S) (700; 50-94)—
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 50-84)
"Words and Music" (M-G). Mild —"Road House" (20th) and "Un$3,500. Last weekj "Don Juan'^ faithfully Yours" (20th) (2d runs).
(WB), $4,200.
Okay $3,500. Last week, "HapBoyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)— "En- pened one Night" (Col) and "Anchantment" (RKO). Nice $19,000 or gels Have Wings" (Col) (reissues),
near. Last week, "Tatlock's Mil- $3,800.

Squadron* (WB) and "Embraceable
You" (WB) (m.o.), big $5,000.
Broadway (Cinema) (1,500; .35-74)
Fine
(RKO).
"Enchantment"
$10,000. Holds over. Last week,
"San Francisco" (M-G) and "Night
fine
(reissues),
(M-G)
at Opera"

will

on

(Parker)
—Broadway
"Don Juan" (WB)

(1,832; 50-85)

have to make pictures for sale
their merits in a competitive

market.

—

'Married' Lusty $21,000

Arcadia

..

Red

$14,000.

Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 50-84)—
"Criss Cross" (U) and "Trouble
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-99)— "Boy Makers" (Mono). Sturdy $10,000.
With Green Hair" (RKO). Fair Last week, "Red Witch" (Rep) and
$11,000. Last week, "Hamlet" (U) "Angel on Amazon" (Rep),v(2d Wk),
(11th Wk), fine $12,000.

of

Great $20,000 or better. Gets moveover. Tower plays film « dual with
"Trouble Preferred'-' (20th), Last
week, "Wonderful Urge" (20th),

—

.

unable

Solid

wk).

Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 50-84)—
"Chicken Every Sunday" (20th)
and "Last Wild Horses" (SG). Oke
$10,000 or less. Last week, "Don
"Cristopher
and
(WB)
Juan"
Blake"-(2d wk), okay $6^200.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 34-59)
"Blood On Moon" (RKO) and
"Don't Trust Husband" (UA) (2d
runs). Good $4,500. Last week,
"Drive By Night" (WBT and "An-

no

carriage
assuring big
virtually
trade. Nabe houses were principal
beneficiaries of strike since many,

(2d

$10,000 in 8 days.

relief in sight,
with Yellow Cab taxi drivers walking out the first of this week. Firstruns were worst hit, with biz down

There

50-84)—
"Rose of

(2,200;

and

(Indie)

(Rep)

The

first

and most impor-

tant result, therefore, should be an
improvement in the quality of the
product.
"Perhaps the worst feature of
$8,000.
the monopoly that has gripped the
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-74) industry for so many years is the
Thin
$9,500.
(Par).
—"Accused"
marked reduction in the number
By
Last week, "Sealed Verdict" (Par) of feature pictures released.
(2d wk), okay $12,000.
ordering extended runs in their
35-74)—
Denver (Fox) (2,525;
own theatres, by discriminatory
"Snake Pit." (20th), also Aladdin, moveovers, the delayed availabiliweek,
Last
Big
$17,000.
Esquire.
ties for subsequent runs, the mar"Don Juan" (WB) and "Blondie's ket has been starved; and costs
Secret" (Col), big $16,000.
have been cut to the bone and pro(Fox)
(742; -.35-74)— ducer profits have soared because
Esquire
Denver,
also
(20th),
"Snake Pit"
many theatres have had to subsist
Aladdin. Great $3,500. Last week, largely on reissues. All this has
"Don Juan'' (WB> and "Blondie's made possible the producers' high
Secret" (Col), good $2,500.
earnings, their fantastic salaries

and "Christopher Blake" (WB). Sock $11,000.
Last week, "Three Godfathers"
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)—
(M-G) and "Piccadilly Incident" "Words and Music" (M-G) and
(M-G) (4 days) (2d wk). Good "Adventures
Silverado"
(Col).
$6,500.
Socko $21,000, and stays a second.
Guild (Parker) (427; 50-85)
Last week, "Luxury Liner" (M-G)
"Dulcimer Street" (U) and "Snow- and "No Minor Vices" (M-G) (2d
bound" (U). So-so $2,100. Last wk), $11,500.-.
week, "Hamlet" (U) (6th Wk), big
35-74)—

arid

bonuses

and

the

wasteful

methods which have been so long
tolerated that they have become a
part of the American folklore.
"With the screens of the remnants of the erstwhile affiliated
Hopes, Mild $10,000;
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)— "Snake
circuits no longer tied to particu(Fox)
(2,200;
Paramount
Pit" {20th) (4th .wk). Okay $12,000
$9,500 at upped scale..
lar products and tfpen to meritoriand
Island"
(FC)
"Unknown
sma.sh
week,
for last 5 days. Last
Mayfair (Parker) CI ,500; 50-85)—
ous pictures from any and all
'Accused'
at 1.4G
$25,000.
"Unknown Island" (FC) and "The "Miraculous Journey" (FC), day- sources, it is reasonable to expect
Washington, Feb. 15.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50Judge" (FC). Modest $4,800. Last date with Webber. Solid $12,000 or,
Town's biz is on downbeat, main-, week, "Hills of Home" (M-G) and over. Last week, "Untamed Breed" that the supply of motion pictures
99)— "Accused" (Par) (3d wk).
equal to the de(Col) and "Gallant Blade" (Col), will again become
Only $8,500. Last week, trim, ly because of several holdovers. "Fighting Mad" (Mono), $4,500.
mand."
"Chicken Every Sunday" looks like
Music Box (H-E) (1,000; 50-85)— same.
$15,000.
Slapping at the proposed arbitraRialto (Fox) (878; 35-74)— "UnKarlton (Goldman) (1,000; 90- best of lot this session although "Best Years" (RKO) and "Blondie's
"In$1.80)— "Joan of Arc" (RKO) (8th only moderate. "Paleface" is do- Secret" (Col) (2d wk) (m.o.). Good tamed Breed" (Col) and "Gallant tion plan, Myers commented:
Blade" (Col) (m.o.). Slight $2,500. ured to brazenness as one in this
wk). Fine $9,000. Last week, strong ing a strong second week. "Sun $3,500. Last week, fine 154.300.
Comes Up" looks mild on first
Last week, "Dakota" (RKO) and industry soon becomes, it never$12,500.
Oriental (H-E) (2,000; 50-85)
theless came as a shock when ParKeith's (Goldman) (1,300; 50-99) National week, "Joan of Arc" is "Every Girl Married" (RKO) and "Nevada" (RKO), big $5,000.
doing
nicely
considering
in
fourth "Bungalow 13" (20th),
"Command Decision" IM-G).
day-date
Vogue (Art Cinema) (600; 60-90) amount, Loew's, 20th Century-Fox
Barely okay $16,000 or less. Last round.
with Paramount. Terrific $8,000 Or —"Know Where I'm Going" (U). and Warner Bros, proposed a soEstimates for This Week
week, "She" (RKO) and ?'Last Days
close.
Last week. "Snake Pit" Fair $2,000. Last week, "Mikado" called arbitration system containPompeii" (RKO) ireissues) (3d wk),
Capitol (Loew's) (2,434; 44-80)— (20th) and "1 Surrender, Dear" (U) (3d wk), big $3,000.
ing substantive provisions wholly
neat $5,500.
"Chicken Every Sunday" (20th) (Col), (2d wk), excellent $4,500,
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)—"Un- at variance with the Supreme
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)— plus vaude. Tops in town with
Orpheum (H-E) (1,750; 50-85)—
.Allied promptIsland" (FC) and "Miracu- Court's decision
"Man from Colorado" (Col) (2d moderate $20,000 for 6^ days, "Whiplash" (WB) and "Trouble known
ll
lous Journey" (FC), also Para- ly protested this proposal, although
li
wk). Thin $16,000. Last week, neat giving way Wednesday night to Makers" (Mono). Okay $7,000. Last
mount. Big $3,500; Last week, "Don this probably was unnecessary, for
' $25,000.
brass hat preem of "Command week,
"Dark Past" (Col) and Juan" (WB) and "Blondie's Secret" it is inconceivable that the AttorPrincess (WB) (450; 35-80)
Decision (M-G).
Last week, "Act "Slightly French" (Col) (6 days), (Col), good
ney-General would countenance or
$2,500.
"Paisan" (Indie) (8th wk). Strong of Violence'' (M-G) plus vaude, $6,000.
the District Court approve a plan
$4,000. Last week, $4,500.
Paramount (H-E) (3,400; 50-85)—
.821,000.
which, in effect, reverses the SuStanley (WB) (2,950; ,50-99)
Columbia (Loew's) (1,263 44-74) "Every Girl Married" (RKO) arid
preme Court."
"Criss Cross" (U) (2d wk). Off —"Snake Pit" (20th) (2d run). "Bungalow 13" (20th), also Orsharply to $16,000. Last week, Good
(Continued from page 10)
$6,500 for fourth downtown iental, Torrid $13,000. Last week,
great .$30,000.
"Snake Pit" (20th) and 'I Sur- and
week. Last week, fine .$9,500.
"Slightly French" (Col), $10,Stanton (WB) (1)475; 50-99)—
render Dear" (Col) (2d wk), $8,500.
Dupont (Lopert) (376; $1.20"Unknown Island" (FC) (2d wk).
Playhouse (H-E) (1,200; 50-85)— 200.
Dropped to $8,000. Last week, $2.40)— "Red Shoes" (EL) (6th wk). "Snake Pit" (20th) and "I SurPalace (D'toWn) (1,191; $1-$1.80)
Continued from pAge 5
.Still surprise of town, doing $5,000
strong $14,000.
render Dear" (Col) (m.o.). Strong —"Joan Arc" (RKO) (8th wk).
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; $1.20- in this house after extended run $3,000 or over. Last week, "Pale- About $6,500. Last week, nice $7;- that outside product any longer."
He revealed 20th will make an
$2.40)— "Red Shoes" (EL) (8th wk). on same scale in National. Last face" (Par) and "Manhattan Angel" 400.
average of five or six pictures
Holding up in sock style at $10,000 week, $5,500.
(Col) (2d wk) (m.o.), big $2,500 in
Pantagres (Pan) (2,812; 60-$!)yearly in England, plus several in
Keith's (RKO) (1,939; 76-$1.40)— 5 days.
Last week, $11,000.
"Every Girl Married" (RKO) and
"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (4th Wk).
United Artists (Parker) (895; 50- "Rusty Saves Life" (Col) (2d wk). France and one or two in Italy,
Down to $14,000 after fine $17,000 85)—"Dear Secretary" (UA).
send proDis- Down to $16,000. Last week, sock and hopes eventually to
last week.
duction crews to Sweden, Austria
appointing $5,500.
Last week, $24,100.
Little (Lopert) (287; $1.20-$2.40) "Kissing Bandit" (M-G) (9 days),
and other foreign countries as well.
Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 60-$l)
(Continued from page 11)
—"Hamlet" (U) (17th wk). Fell off slim $6,000.
Twentieth prexy said he had
—"Wake
Red
Witch"
(Rep)
and
wk). Brisk $7,000.
Last week. sharply to $2,500 after strong
"Rose Yukon" (Rep) (2d wk). Good huddled with company officials in
$9,000,
$4,000 last week.
Paris and had also talked with J.
$16,000. Last week, rousing $29,Grand (RKO) (1,500; 50-98)—
Metropolitan (WB) (1,163; 44-74)
Arthur Rank and Sir Alexander
300."Stagecoach"
(UA) and "Long
"The Plunderers" (Rep). Nice
to
(Continued from page 11)
Paramount Hollywood (F&M) Korda in London, but declined
Voyage Home" (RKO) (reissues) $7,500. Last week, "John Loves
divulge the nature of those talks.
"Shockproof" (Col) and "Slightly (1,451; 60-$l)— "Wake Red Witch
(2d wk). Fine $11,000. Last week, :Mary" (WB),
$7,000.
French" (Col). Okay $6,000. Last (Rep) (2d wk). Nice $12,500. Last He said the British film boxoffice
$17,000.
National (Heiman) (1,600; 44-74) week,
is "back to normalcy," same as in
"Don Juan" (WB) and week, solid $17,200.
Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 50-98) ,— "Sun Comes Up"
(MG).
Mild "Blondie's Secret" (Col),
the U. S., adding that business in
"Letter to Three Wives" (20th) with $10,000 as this house reopens
$8 500,
Hillstreet (RKO)
(2,890;
on a
State (Goldberg) (865; 16-65)— 50-80)—
this country since the first of the
vaude (2d wk). Neat $43,000. Last firstrun grind policy after two"Every
Girl
Married"
"Criss
week, $51,000.
week shutdown. Previously, the Mouth"Cross" (U) and "Shut Big (RKO) and "Rusty Saves Life" year is about the same as it was
(Indie).
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 50-98)— National had experimented
Opened today (Col) (2d wk). Medium $14,500. during the similar period in 1948.
mth
"Dear To
Heart" (RKO). Tidy roadshow, reserved seat policy for (Tues,), La,st week, "Three God- Last week, good $20,300.
Skouras termed that "highly satfathers"
(M-G) and "About Face"
$24,000, being helped by smart pix.
isfactory."
Riti (FWC) (1,370; 60-$l)—"Bad
campaign. Last week, "Boy with
He gave the first official conPalace (Loew's) (2,370; 44-74)— (Indie) (2d wk), good $4,000, First Men Tombstone" (Mono) and "BeGreen Hair" (KKO) (2d wk), "Paleface" (Par) (2d
wk).
Hand- week; $5,500.
trayed" (Mono) (reissue) (2d wk). firmation to reports that Al Licht$17,000.
Omaha
(Tristates)
(2,100; 16-65) Only $2,500 in 5 days. Last week, man, who resigned his post with
some $19,000 for last eight days,
Rialto (Indie) (1,700; 50-98)— "In following
—"Snake Pit" (20th) (m.o,) and mild
the Metro studio exec board, would
sock $28,000 first week.
$6,200.
Navy" (U) and "Who Done It" (U)
"Gay
Intruders"
(20th).
Playhouse (Lopert) (432; 50-85)
Strong
Studio City (FWC)
60-$l)— come over to 20th on March li
(reissues). Excellent $12,500. Last
"Symphonie Pastorale" (Indie). $9,500. Last week, "Kiss Blood Off "Bad Men Tombstone"(880;
According to Skouras, Lichtman
(Mono)
week, $6,200 in 5 days.
Thin $3,500 for 6 days. Last week, Hands" (U) and "Lightnin" In "Betrayed" (Mono) (reissue) and will sign a year's contract as a
(2d
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 50-98)— "Don't Take It to Heart" (EL), Forest" (Rep), $8,500.
"business consultant" and will
"Flaxy Martin" (WB) and "Parole fine $8,000 for
Dundee (Goldberg) (660; $1.40- wk). Mild $2,500 in 5 days. Last headquarter in N. Y. He empha81/i days.
week, fair $4,400.
Inc." (EL). Fair $12,000. Laijt week,
Warner (WB) (2,154; 44-74)— $2.40)—"Hamlet" (U) (2d wk).
"Sliockproof" (Col) and "Slightly "The Accused" (Par).
United Artists (UA) (2,100; 60-$l) sized that Lichtman's joining 20th
Disappoint^^"^^^ y/eek, smash
French" (Col) (2d wk), $9,000.
"Bad Men Tombstone" (Mono) would not affect the .status of sales
ling $14,000.
Last week; "Wake $8 000
Selwyn (Shubert) (1,000; $1.20- Red Witch" (Rep)
and "Betrayed" (Mono) (reissue) manager Andy W. Smith, Jr..
(2d wk), nice
$2.40)— "Red Shoes" (EL) (8th „,„ „„
Skouras declared also that 20th
(2d wk). Oke $7,500 in 5 days. Last
$10,000 in 5 days following sOck
Wk). Crisp $14,000.
is trimming, co-op advertising to
Last week, IzilSoO opener.
week, pert $16,600.
$15,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (650; 44-80)—
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 60-$l)— the bone, entering into such deals
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 50-98) "Enchantment"
"Chicken Every Sunday" (20th) and with exhibitors henceforth only on
(RKO) (8th- wk).
—"Red Pony" (Rep) (2d wk). Off to $6y500 after
Continued from pag* 5
"Miss Mink 1949" (20th). Light certain pictures and in certain sitgood $7,000
Hearty $16,000. Last week, big seventh week.
Last week, "Wonderful uations. He explained that 20th,
has now assumed operation of the $7,500.
$22,000.
Urge" (20th) and "Incident" (Mono) in doing so, was only reverting to
Surf (Indie) (650-85)
Butterfleld circuit.
"Four
the ad-publicity policy in effect be(10 days), $8,500.
Steps in Clouds" (Indie) (2d wk).
Netter shares with Edward C.
(FWC) (885; 60-85)— "An- fore the war. Cutback in co-op ads,
Mildish $3,000 or near. Last week,
Hyman the job of liaison with Par's gelVogue
on Amazon" (Rep) and "Last he said, was the reason for trim(Continued from page 11)
$3,500.
pards. His sector was the southern
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; $7,000, and huge for this little half of the country while Hyman Bandit" (Rep). Dim $2,500. Last ming 20th's field exploitation staff.
week, "Shockproof"
He spent the greater part of the
(Col)
and
80-98)— "Own True Love" (Par) house.
handles the balance. Chores would "Slightly French" (Col),
press meet depicting the cere$4,100.
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)—
(2d wk). Thin $8,000. Last week,
be made unnecessary when the
"Wizard of Oz" (M-G) (reissue) and
Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 60-$l)— monies attendant to the enthroneslight $13,000.
company
liquidates
its
partnerWoods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)— "Racing Luck" (Col) with Jane
"Three Godfathers" (M-G) and ment in Constantinople of Athen"High Fury" (UA). Nice
agoras I as patriarch of the Greek
•Red River" (UA) (8th wk). Staying Powell making two p.a.'s Friday. ships.
Hyman Is expected to assume an Last week, "Words and $12,000.
Last week,
over extra week with hand.some Average $13,000.
Music" Orthodox Church, which he atimportant
spot
in
the
new.
theatre
"Shockproof"
sight.
Last
week,
(Col)
(M-G) (4th wk-4 days), $4,700.
$14,000
in
and "Slightly
tended at the special invitation of
company when it is formed under
French" (Col), modest $12,000.
$16,000.
Wiltem (WB) (2,300; 60-$l)— the priest. Skouras goes to the
"
' "
Orpheum (RKO) (1,900;
World (Indie) (587; 80)— "Paisan"
50-$1.25) the proposed consent degree. Net- "John Loves Mary" (WB). Medium Coast next week to attend tbe Na(Indie) (5th wk). Savory $7,000. Last —"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (2d wk>. ter will return to the h.o within a $11,500. Last week, "Don Juan" tional Theatres convention in HolGreat $15,000 via upped scale. Last week Dr so.
V/eek, $S,000i
(WB) (3d wk), $5,900.
lywood.
lions" (Par) (2d wk), $15^,000.

—

50-99)
(2;700;
Earie (WB)
trim
O'Flynn"
"Fighting
(U),
$18,000. Last' week, "Whiplash"
((WB) (2d Wk), $15,000.
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U^'s comedy
successor to the
record- breaking
•*Eg9 ond r is the
next attraction at

Radio City Music Hall
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Danziger to Accomp
Shuford on Par Trek West

ager here, fined $100 and placed
six months* probation after he
pleaded guilty to charges of turning in a false fire alarm.
Ruby Goldstein is new manager'
of Carver and Pix.
Nate 'Talcott named manager of

#4

«

**4-4-t

»

»

&

mount, will
Shuford, ad chief, to the Coast to
join in studio huddles slated for
the end of the month. Shuford and
Danziger will make a number Of
stopoffs at exchanges en route.
Following the close of the Coast
meets, Danziger plans a swing
through several western branches
before heading home.
Danziger comes to Par from a
copy desk at Buchanan & Co.,
where he was handling ads for
the company. Last year he served
a stint at Par as executive pub-

Apollo.
Jess

Simon upped to head
Frederick Zimmerman, Jr., booker at Metro exchange.
j.
Philadelphia theatre
Clifford Perry, formerly booker
man, who died in Palm Springs, salesman for Metro here, succeeded
Dec. 12i left an estate upwards of the late Gilbert L. Becker as office
$381,334 to his widow.
manager for branch.
JDowd replaces him. New appointOccupants on south side of Vine
Leo Carrilo was m. c. «t show
ments were announced by James
local I*lm Row, received
g^j^

I

I

manager in Indianapolis,
made new manager at company's
Gay land "Jack"
Atlanta oaice.

New York and

;

i

Street,
notices

showed its
from the State to vacate when Chrysler Corp.
Silver Anniversary models At Maon or before March 1. Proposed
Temple.
widening of street into main boul- sonic
William Johnson appointed manevard is reason for order.
Leo Posel, indie exhibitort is ager of the Elliott.
chairman of the Deborah SaniJoseph Urban takes over as manwhich
program,
tarium building
ager of Castle.
would rai.se $.500,000.
former branch
Magill,
.Mort
manager of Film Classics, is going
into distributing, having bought a
Managerial changes at four
half interest in Principal Films, Western
Theatres Ltd., houses
with David Molliver as partner.
here. B. Freedman replaced Lou
Ulrick Smith, Paramount man- Miles at Palace, latter joining
ager here, is industry chairman Winnipeg office of Cardinal Films.
for this district on Brotherhood W. Russell made Starland manWeek.
ager, replacing Mark Kramer. Dori
Indicative of what stores on Drawson appointed Roxy manager,

R, Grainger, Rep's sales chief. Latter is now on tour of branches in
Atlanta, New Orleans, Chicago and
Detroit; and not due back until

March

1.

Fourth and fijial regional nieetIng of EL polished off yesterday
CTues.) in

liam

J.

San Francisco with WilHeineman, distribution

WINNIPEG

Veepee, wielding the gavel. Heineman, I^. Jack Schlait'er, general

eales manager, and Fred Stein* special sales rep, are due back in N. Y.
today (Wed.) following the close
of the meet. Series of huddles were
timed to discuss EL's new product
including a batch of pix taken over
from David O. Selznick. John Leo Chestnut Street think of Keith's
assistant
upped to the newly-created post of transformation into a firstrun is Fred Woodhall, formerly
manager at Rio, made Plaza manSpecial rep for Schlaifer. His sec-:
seen by all shop windows in the ager, taking Drawson's old spot.
tor takes in San Francisco, Los An- block carrying displays welcoming
geles, Portland, Seattle, Denver "Command Decision" to Keith's.
and Salt Lake. City. Leo previously Ted Venettj Goldman press agent,
served in EL's Frisco exchange set tie-up.
sales manager;
Continued from page S
E. H. Brauer Republic branch
manager in Atlanta and -Gayland
Sharp decline in entertainment that we control specific markets,"
Dowd new Indianapolis
Jack
branch manager; Brauer was for- spending in Minnesota is being re- in the words of one of the attorflected in internal revenue collec- neys active in the case. This attormerly manager in Indianapolis.
Seymour Schussell resigned as tions. Those for January are sub- ney sees Par's settlement making
stantially behind those for corre- "a tremendous difference." Par, he
Eagle Lion N. Y. district manager,
sponding period in 1948. Circuit said, is going to give up many theeffective March 11. No successor
independents
and
say
despite atres while the others will become
named yet In another EL sales de- grosses
running 10% behind same
partment switch, James R. Velde,
real indies, thus tremendously rdiperiod a year ago, top films largely
upped
salesman in Pittsburgh, was
luting affiliate holdings.
continue to hold their own.
manager
at
Des
Moines;
branch
to
Chances for Warners dickering
Minnesota Amus. Co. has several
succeeds Mayo Beatty, resigned bepartnerships in this territory that for a deal now also appear slighter
cause of illness.
would be split up under terms of following the filing of its brief this
proposed Paramount consent de- week. Repeatedly, that document
cree. Among them are E. R. Ru- refers to the
consent decree
ben's Welworth circuit (two La- as bringing about a changed situaHarold Gfoldman has closed a crosse, Wis., houses), and Nich- tion which further negates the Govlongterm lease for the 1,600-seat olas' estate (two Fairmont, Minn.; ernment charge of monopoly. Since
Lincoln and will convert it into the theatres).
Par's theatre holdings are far
Spanish-language house in
first
Arthur Anderson,
Philly.
Goldman, N, Y., theatre branch manager, to Chicago for greater than RKO's WB's line of
operator, has. arranged for the ap- confabs with
„ii„ „
Roy Haines, western argument is greatly strengthened
by the former's proposed peace
pearance of Spanish and Mexican sales manager,
film stars. House is currently shute. G. Fitzgibbon, of Chicago, In deal.
tered lor repair work. Properly is town blowing horn for "WhisperWB's Contention'
owned by Keamco, Inc., headed by ing Smith," new Par opus.
cor.sent decree,
"By the
Fighting forcing of pictures and the situation as disclosed by the
pointing out the policy is illegal former
necessarily
trial
has
now, North Central Allied for^ changed," Warners argues in its
warded evidence to the Departdecree one of
ment of Justice alleging that a brief. "For, by that
major com;;xiny salesman out of the five largest producers has been
Minneapolis presented a contract added to the 'little three' triumvito a Minnesota small-town exhibi- rate of Universal, Columbia and
tor setting a $350 price on a film United Artists, and one of the five
after having offered this and nine largest circuits of theatres has become independent a circuit with
other pictures for .$400.
Morrie Steinman resigned as first-run theatres in 29 of the 92
sale.sman' to become Filnv largest cities, including Cincinnati,
Classics sales manager here.
where it operated all of the firstCharlie Wiener, SRO branch run theatres."
manager, rejoined United Artists
Referring also to the end of parthere, replacing salesman Frank nership holdings, Warners goes on
A VICTOIt FLEMING PKODUCTION ,
Eisenberg,
who
quit
to
run
his
rejTOlOff iV TECHNKOLOK CASt Of THOWAIfM,
to say: "Such radical alterations in
cently acquired theatre at Washthe business resulting from changes
wllhJOsrFEfiREft'FRANaSL SOLUVAN -J. CKMOt NAISHfWAKb MND I
SHCPPEnO SIRUDWICK HURD HAIFIELO 'BENE lOCKHART tOHN EMERY I
burn,
Wis.
I
GEORGE CDUL0URIS*JOHr4IRElANDindCCC)lKEI.LAWAY
of theatre holdings, plus the effects
'
Loii*>n«' by MAXWEU AWERSOH
pliy 'lam
biud upon th<
ANOIfW lOtT oil rflTMM* ky
MAXWtll ANDfUJON
»tr»n pl<y
of voluntary changes of licensing
RtCHAlO DAY MMtt Of Mwlar'vhy JOSEPH VAlINTtNl, A.(, t
fttimiki WALTEK WANGEK Dimiid by VlcrOX r
practices which certain defendants
»>ii«nl«rf ky atMA PICTUIIK, hi. i*lwt4 h» RttS AMP f
American Theatres Corp. moved have put into effect, plus the probfrom 60 ScoUay Square where able effects of a brand-new system
15th
!i
they were part of
Theatres of arbitration tailored to remedy
for 18 years to a 'newly renovated alleged misuse of power by theatrebuilding on Washington Street owning defendants and large cirnext door to the Pilgrim, flag.ship cuits or buying combines, all neof circuit.
Samuel Pinanski is gate the need for complete diROBEliT PRESTOM
prexy of company.
vorcement."
BRENDAMARSHAUj
The Boston district office of
In nixing settlement possibilities,
DONALD CRISP
SRO consolidated with the local one defense attorney cited three
Fagle Lion exchange for all phys- types of first-run situations which
ical distribution of Selznick prodly****
no.
will be opened as a result of the
uct.
RKO-Par deals and the end of partJulian Eaton, former assistant
nership holdings. When this be-
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Warner, Lynn, made manager

comes so,
Government's classic
of Capitol, Everett, also
house;
replaces Royce Beckman, trans- complaint that the Big Five control
ferred to Warner as full manager. first-runs in most big cities must
"Portrait of Jennie" relights the go by the boards, this attorney bethe
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the deal

With telephone wires almost conbetween principals on

stantly hot

the Coast and lawyers in the east,
and vice versa, the whole affair

was a negotiators' field day, no one
seemingly being sure at any par-

moment what

ticular

the

exact

state of Affairs was. Among other
angles, Rossellini, who was to have
gone back to Italy a week ago, was
stiU in Hollywood and staying at

of Miss Bergman and her
licity aide. He will work directly the home
husband. Dr. {"eter Lindstrom,
under- Shuford.
All parties agreed that there
At the same time, Sid Mesibov,
former ass't exploitation chief, has wasn't any single point on which
been assigned exclusively to the negotiations had bogged, but that
spot of commefcial promotion man- a whole variety of minor issues had
ager. He will work nnder Ben arisen and efforts were being made
Washer; Par's h.o. publicity inan- to untangle them. How successful
all

ager.

the attorneys and negotiators

were in unraveling the skein would
determine the ultimate outcome.
Final word may be given by tonight (Wednesday).

Oscar Derby

Silberberg, Lew Wasserman, of
Music Corp. of America, Miss
by Frances and Bergman's, agent, and Dr. Lindappear- to have come up
strom,
WaW;
MalvWi
"The Naked City"
"Red River" (Monterey Productions- with a number of demands regardU A), Borden Ghase.
"Red Shoes" (Kagle Lion-Ranic), Etneric ing distribution of the film that
Continued Irom paxe. 4

;

Lopert Films.
story
Robert Flaherty.
.

(U),

have proved an Important stumb-

Pressburger.

"The Search" (Metro), Richard Schweit- ling block. Original deal was that
and David Wechsler.
Cinematography (Black and While)
Goldwyn was to have domestic
"A Foreign Aflair" (Par), C. B. Lang, .Ir. rights and Lopert was to have the
"I Remember Mama" (RKOl, Nicholas
agency for sale of foreign distribuMusuraca.
"Portrait ot Jennie" (Selznlclc), Joseph tion rights. Apparently, Miss BergAugust.
man's team wanted certain guar"Johnny Belinda" (WB), Ted McGord.
'^Nalced City" (Marie HeiIingei'-U), Wil< antees that Goldwyn and Lopert
liam 0anie1s.
weren't prepared to give.Cinematography (Color)
Combined with these technical
"Green Grass et Wyoming" (20th),
Cliarles G. Clarice.
points is the matter of personali"Joan of Arc" (SKO). Joseph .Valentine,
ties, with each of the four prinWm. V. Skal and Winton Hoch.
"Loves of Carmen" (Col). William Sny- cipals noted for the strength of his
der.
"Three Musketeers" (Metro); Robert character. Add to that the "tooPlanck.
many-cooks-etc." factor, the varied
Documentary Production
interests of the participants^ and
(Short Subjects)
"Heart to Heart," Fact Film Organiza- the complexity of the negotiations
tion. Herbert Morgan, producer.
"Operation Vltties," U. S. Army Air becomes obvious.
zer

,

,

;

:

Force.

Rossellini, who went to
the
Coast without an attorney, quickly
acquired one when tlie complications got too thick. His inan is
Julius Patrosso, attorney for the
Italian consulate in Los Angeles.
Bepresenting Lopert was Seymour
Quimby.
"Mickey and the Seal," Walt Disney M. Peyser, v.p. and general coun(RKO).
sel for Lopert Films, Inc;, and
"Mouse Wreckers." (WB). Edward Sel- member of the New York firm
of
zer, producer.
Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin & Krim.
"Robin Hoodlum" (Col).
"Tea for Two Hundred," Walt Disney He was on the Coast all last week,
(RKO).
returning Saturday, when he re(One.Reel)
"Annie Was a Wonder" (Metro), Herbert layed his power to Leon Kaplan, of
Mouiton, producer.
"Cinderella Horse" (WB). Gordon Hol- the Coast firm of Kaplan, Livinglineshead, producer.
stone & Lewis.
Goldwyn was
"So You Want to Be on the Radio"
handling his end himself with the
(WB), Gordon Holiingshead, producer.
"Symphony of a City" (ZOth-Pox), Ed- aid of a team of lawyers and fremund H. Reek, nroducer.
"You Can't Win" (Metro), Pete Smith, quent phone calls to James A.
Mulvey,
producer.
his distribution chief, and
Two-Reel
"CSIgary Stampede (WB), Gordon Hol- Alfred Crown, his foreign topper,
in New York.
Ilngshead. producer.

'^Toward Independence," U. 8: Army.
Documentary (Feature)
"The
Quiet
One" (MayerrBurstyn),
Janice Loeb, producer.
"The Secret Land" (U.S. Navy-Metro).
O. O. Dull, producer.
Short Sublects
c
(Cartoons)
"The Little Orphan" (M-G-M), Fred

,

.

.

"Going

to Blazes" (Metro),

Herbert Mor-

gan.

"Samba-Mania" (Par). Harry Grey, producer.
"Seal Island." Walt Disney (KKORadio).
Best Original Song
"Buttons and Bows" from "The Paleface" (Par). Music and lyrics by Jay Living.ston

and Ray Evans.

"For Every Man There's a Woman"
JErom "Casbah" (Universal).
Music by
Harold Arlen. lyrics by Leo Robin.
"It's Magic" from "Romance On tbe
High Seas" (WB). Music by Jule Styne,
lyrics by Sammy Cahn.
"This Is the Moment" from "That Lady
in Ermine" (20th).
Music by Frederick
.

.

Hollander, lyrics by Leo Robin.

"The Woody Woodpecker Song" from
"Wet Blanket Policy," Walter Lantz.
Music and lyrics by Ramey Idriss and
George Tibbies.
Art Direction (Black and White)
"Hamlet" (U-Rank), Roger C. Furse.
"Johnny Belinda" (WB), Robert Haas.
Set decoration, William Wallace.
Art Direction (Color)
"Joan of Arc" (RKO), Richard Day,
"Red Shoes" (ICaele Lion-Rank), Hein
Heckroth. Set decoration, Arthur Lawson.
.

Film Editing
"loan of Arc*' (RKO), Frank Sullivan.
".Fohnay Belinda^' (WB), David Welsbart.

"Naked City" (U), Paul Weatherwax.
"Red River" (UA). Christian Nyby.
"Red Shoes" (Eagle Lion), Reginald

lieves.

Continued from page
interest in swinging

in that direction.

First Is the situation where one Mills.
*
Music
distrib now holds ownership to all
(Best Scoring of Musical)
ment. First venture of the newly- opening-run houses.
Typical are
"Easter Parade'^ (Metro), Johnny Green
formed ATC in roadshowing a film. Wichita and Birmingham. Folding and Roger Edens.
"The Emperor Waltz" (Far), Victor
of co-owned chains will cure these Younu.
"Tlie Pirate" (Metro), Lennle Haytoh.
spots. Second, are locales of which
"Romance on the High Seas" (WB), Ray
New Haven is an instance where Heinriorf.
- Fox
Midwest switches policy at
"When My Baby .Smiles at Me" (20th),
distribs divide first-runs.
In that
its Apollo, subsequent-run, to bring
Newman.
Connecticut city Warners, Loew's Alfred
in "Hamlet" on a two-a-day plan.
Best Score of Drama or Comedy
"Hamlet" (U-Rank). William Walton,
New city, censor, Mrs. Lora G. and Par operate the de-luxers. ^'.loan
of Arc" (RKO). Hugo Friedhoter.
Murrell, was appointed on a mid- Par's exit as an affiliate will open
"Johnny Belinda" (WB), Max Steiner.
"Red Shoes" (Eagle Lion-Rank), Brian
dle-of-the-road course policy. Pri- this and other situations.
Third are the spots such as Bal- Easidale.'
mary desire will be to maintain
"Snake Pit." (20th>, Alfred Newman.
a high standard of films, according timore, where indies and affiliates
Special Effects
"Deep W.it«r'' (ZOth). Visual eff eel s.
to Mrs; Murrell, following retire- divide first-run.
Warners holds
Hammeras. Fred Sersen, Ed
ment of Mrs. Eleanore C. Walton. one theatre, Loew's two and the Raloh
Snider; audible efFecis, Roger Heman.
"Portrait o' .Tennie" (Selznick). Visual
indies, four.
"I don't think the
"effects. Paul Eagler. 3: McMillan .lohnson,
court will say that Warners has to Rnsselt Sherman. Clarence Sllfer;
audible
sell its theatre there," this attor- cFFects, Charles Freeman, James G. StewClifford Perry, formerly bookerart.
salesman at Metro, taking over the ney opined.
Costume Deilonlntt (Black and While)
Effect on Chicago is typical of
"B. F.'s Daughter'* OVIetro). Irene.
late Gilbert L. Becker's job as of"Hamlet"
(U-Rank), Roger K. Furse.
what will occur in the giant cities
fice manager at the exchange.
Costume Eeslcinlna (Color)
noted. There, two RKO houses
Robert Anderson and Donald
"T)ii> Emneror Walti" (Par), Edith Head
Cooper organized Television Prod- IJecome indies, while Balaban & nnrt Gile Steele.
"•To;in or Are" |RK0\ Dorothy Jeakins
ucts Go. to make low cost films for Katz, Par's subsid, will probably nnd Karin.ska.
TV sponsors.
surrender several theatres to indies
Sound
"Iihnnv Ttollnrt.T" (WB)i
Alfred G. Parker, theatre man- and operate the balance.
1
"Moonrise" (Rep),

On tie OeeaH....mKMl BEACH
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Have yon OK'd your

blueprint for (lie
perfect exeenttve secretury?
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it!
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American Theatre's Esquire March
1, running day-date with the downtown Modern on a special engage-

manager for Paraaccompany Stanley an

exploitation

Brauer^ former Republic

E. H.

branch

Ingrid-Rosseliini

William Danziger, newly-named

,

KrumiBerk
agents on the deal.

and Morris Wax.
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NBCs September Song

Lotta Soul-Searching Due at Confab

NBC

Of

Affiliates;

New Modus
A

flock

of

NBC

policies

Rule Changes,

Operandi on Agenda

&

will4

probably go by the boards on Feb.
28, when the network chieftains
conveTle in special conclave with
the entire afiiliate membership in
Chicago. At that time proxy Niles

Trammell

will officially lay before
the station operators the new modus operandi with which NBG will
attenipt to buck William S. Paley's

star-raiding CBS operation.
In the wake of the wholesale desertions into the Columbia camp;
KBC has revised its thinking and
philosophy about a lot of heretofore hidebound rules and regulaFor one thing, that "notions.
crime-shows-bef ore-9:30. at - nightV
edict is scheduled to get the heave.
It's been a bone of contention
ever since it was inaugurated by
the network. It cost NBG a lot of
business—fin the days (only a few
months back), when it was in no
position to take on new business.

Furthermore, NBC watched CBS
grab off top audiences with its 8
m. cross-the-board whodunit
p;

Emergency
With the emergency
cago meeting of NBG affiliates
less than two weeks off, there
is a growing conviction amongChi-

—

some of the web echelon that
the upcoming session may be
one of the most significant in
network annals.
NBG prexy Niles Trammell

KLZ't Farm Reporter

LOWELL WATTS

.

will

lay

the

before

affiliate

membership the "blueprint for
the future" and although such
a key figure as Walter Damm,
of Milwaukee, has given his
blessing in advance, it's recognized that the very fate of the:
network itself (until now the
Grown Prince of the entire in-

dustry empire) may hinge on
whether the station operators
linked with the network will
give the net a vote of con-

'

Wherever better farming

also result in

'Kate' Diskings Hit

Tempest on
From two

to

As

Turntable'

16 songs in Co-

ernment agency announced some lumbia's "Kiss Me Kate" albUm
months back that it was ready to have been n:xed for broadcast by
swoop down on telephonic give- a number of New York indies, but

any the disk outfit calls
NBC announced
the whole
additional giveaways on the web
thing "a tempest on a turntable,"
It now develAmong the Nv Y. stations which
ops that NBC may install a 60have
decided
to
amputate
Kate are
minute giveaway that will trump
Men^ WINS, WMGM, WNEW, WMCA,
all giveaways on payoffs.
that

aways,

would be verboten.

tioned as a likely spot for the show
is 6:30 to 7:30, the hour opening up
With the 6:30 exit of Ozzie &• Harriet (to CBS) and the anticipated
yanking of Horace Heidt from 7.
Full agenda for the Chi meet
hasn't been set as yet. Trammell,
who has been on the Coast moved
Into Chi this past weekend for ad'
Vance huddles and checked In at
his N. y. office yesterday (Tues.).
,

Kintner Unloads

More ABC Stock
N. Y. Stock Exchange bulletin
of last Thursday .(10) revealed that
Robert Kintner, exec veepee of
ABC, had. unloaded an additional
1,400 shares, leaving him with 14,In addition, veepee
600 shares.
Murray Grabhorn sold 500 of his
750 shares.
Kintner's additional sales follow
in the wake of the recent unloading of 61,800 shares of ABG common stock by three top web execs
•^Kintner, proxy Mark Woods and
Nicholas Priaulx, treasurer, which
at ttoe time heightened reports that
20th-Fox was grabbing up all the
Issues being disposed of as a prelude to stepping in and buying the
network to entrench itself in the
video picture.
(Spyros Skouras, 20th prexy, reasserted Monday (14), that negotiations with ABG are cold.
He
declared that 20th would still be
willing to buy the web if the price

•

WOV, WQXR, WOR, WHLI and
WGHF-FM. Some out-of-town sta-

'

demonstrated, KLZ's Farm Re-,
porter is part of the scene. Watts
traveled more than 30,000 miles
last year to broadcast farm news
KLZ,' Denver

—

& A

.

.

To NBC Would
Be Net Hypo

NBC

—

•

-

NBG; prexy Trammell huddled
on the Coast last week with Metro
execs.' Immediate conjecture is that
the film company is planning to reminus Frank Sinatra.
establish itself on NBC with a
revival of its 60-minute top-budgeted program of years ago. Such .a
U.S.
STEEL'S
heaven
move would be manna from
for NBG at this time in view of
'GUILD' IN
the wholesale desertion of stars
those
who
from the web^ And
It develops that there's

STATUS

ON

the

recall

roster

of stars who
element
initial M

DOUBT
still

of the original conception, a bid
for NBC -to 'break out with a rash
of new talent in keeping with its

move

it

over to

NBC.

WMGM

Come to Wive It Wealthily;" GRI
feels that the sci-ssoring won't effect sales; the album is doing a
terrific business, and stocks have
been sold out in Boston and Philadelphia. Some disk jockeys and
others in the trade say that the

f urther evidenced by <3ie innovation
which went into

effect Monday (14),
all stars on the

M-G

whereby
lot are

now

rotating on doing the staRanging from 10
30 seconds, the station break
announcements have been
transcribed on the Coast and
shipped to the N.Y; outlet.
iThey range from a simple

'tion breaks.

to

directors, despite previous reports
that they made a definite decision
in favor of
a few weeks back,

ABC

SEEN DESPITE CBS

AM

MCA

WMGM

•

•

.

:

WOR

the load) is responsible for the.
decision to cancel out. It wascosting Luden's upwards of $400,000 a year for network time alone,
'

My

Beat," goes into the Sunday
timp vacated by "Strike It Rich."

Cancek Tamfly'
Hollywood, Feb. 15.
Standard Brands -has cancelled

Further juggling of CBS sustainers finds Robert Q. Lewis expanding from his present 15-minute program into a half-hour and
going into the 3:30-4 p.m. cross-

"One Man's Family," one of the the-board time which becomes
vacant on March 7 when AmeriNBC's Coast sponsored can
Tobacco cancels out on the
showi!, effective April 10. It's the Don Ameche "Your
Lucky Strike"
third show dropped by Standard in show.
two years, others being Fred Allen
and Edgar Bergen.
oldest

.-

"Family" is co-owned by NBC
and Carlton Morse, who's been
writing
years.

and
(It's

ard account
agency).

3-Way Hassle Snarls

directing it for 15
also the third Standlost by Thompson

Kenny Baker Disked
Series Sold to Ziv Co.
Kenny Baker,

Frieda Cancels Out

MCA

MCA

(16).
General doldrums
candy biz (company's Fifth
Ave. candy bar has been carrying

in

Columbia has dropped (along with
Amsterdam's video show).
A new sustainer, "Broadway Is

;

AMSTERDAM SPONSOR

.

Sunday

Morey Amsterdam Show, which

Standard Brands

WMGM"

.

After a year of sponsorship of
It Rich," the Sunday
afternoon quiz-giveaway, Luden's
Is calling it quits effective next

GBS' "Strike

are scheduled to meet in an anCBS will continue the .show as
other couple of weeks to make a a sustainer and starting Feb. 22
final ruling.
it moves into the Saturday 9:3010 p.m. slot as replacement for the

"This Is
to integrated
plugs on their upcoming .pix

programmers are seeing blue material where it doesn't exist and
and text to match all occasions,
that there's a lot worse stuff going
such as holidays, etc,
out on the air.
In fact, some industryites believe the barring will hypQ sales; of Metro thinking vs: radio (after
years of giving the medium the
brusheroo). It follows in the wake
of Metro's policy of "playing ball"
with its subsidiary
station
New York via a program exNIX in
change idea. It also com^s on the
Although Morey Amsterdam was heels of the revelation that the
being developed as a house-built film company is ready to release
radio personality by CBS, (the net- for radio about Tialf a- dozen
work suddenly cancelled him off properties. Including "Min and
both
and TV last week), Bill," the "Andy Hardy" series, etc.
If the radio-conscious Metro oractually his video showcasing was
an
package, for which the ganization ties In with NBC for a
web was paying $2,000 a week. Fact full-hour weekly showcase, it may
that it was an "outside'V package pave the way for a future two-way
requiring a "10% off the top" affiliation that would go far toward
commission for
is seen as the alleviating the succession of netreason for the CBS cancellation. As work setbacks in recent months.
was "right.")
for the Tuesday night radio proIt was M-G's old hour show on
Kintner is insistent, however, gram cancellation,
CBS
is paying NBC that alone managed to comthat there is no significance to the Amsterdam
off for
balance of pete against the top-pulling "Major
new unloading of stock; that there the cycle, which hasthe
several weeks Bowes Amateur Hour" back in the
Is no change in the status quo, and to go.
'30's. Out of the Metro radio showthat "these are- simply individual
Odd aspect of the TV cancella- case came such personalities as
actions by individuals, within the tion: is that an
sponsorship Fannie Brice, Frank Morgan and
company."
"And I've still got nibble will crystallize itself into Ed Gardner, among
others.
$150,000 worth of network stock," a sale in the next few days.
Show
he added.
will
probably get an NBC-TV
Woods, according to the Securi- spread.
v
ties Exchange Commission, reportHarry Maizlish Citation
ed eight separate sales amounting
Hollywood, Feb. 15.
to 30,500 shares, retaining 6,500.
Livingston's Talent Trek
South California B'nai B'rith
WOR, N. Y., which is trying to Council's
19th annual presentahypo its afternoon sked with big
XOSTES EXITS WEIL
names, has dispatched Norman tion of Tawards last Sunday (13) was
Philadelphia, Feb. 15:
Livingston, director of commercial highlighted by the presentation of
Dick Koster, publicity director program operations, to the Coast the Civic Award to Harry Maizlish,
for WFIL and its affiliated stations, to speed up the process.
general manager of KFWB, the
resigns as of Friday (18) to take
The Mutual N. Y. outlet is try- Warner Bros, station here.
over as publicity director for Rob- ing to sign up Hollywood husbandAward culminates years of civic;
ert
(Chesapeake
& Ohio) wife teams. Among those
R.
is humanitarian and welfare contriYoung's Federation of Railway interested in are Harry James and butions by Ji^^izlish. Affair was
Betty Grable.
X^ogress, in Washington, D. C.
held at the Beverly Hills hotel.

Coin for Quiz

Niles Tram-,

WMGM

Won t

Cough Up New

of doubt as to whether
S. Steel will continue its Sunday night "Theatre Guild of the
Air" show on ABG next season, or

emerged from the;
-G
showcase on NBC see in the return U.

newly-formulated policy.
mell, NBC prez, would like the 60The move is doubly significant,
However, for it. marks a new 'era io terms minute dramatic stanza for the
the taming of "Kate" does not
8:30-9:30 Sabbath eve segment.
apply to sapolioed lyrics; Dinah
Because of U. S. Steel's continued
Shore's waxing of "Always True
Metro Breaks uncertainty, NBC is holding back
to You;" also on a Columbia label,
on permanent slatting of Sunday
That Metro is integrating
has been okayed. In her version,
night shows.
itself into the tradio: pattern of
some verses were omitted.
From all accounts U. S. Steel
staUon in N.Y., is
A spokesman for GRI pointed its

Only one word was edited, ^'god'*
dam" becoming "doggone" in "I've

Luden s

some

tions are following suit.

out that it is Columbia's policy
not to bowdlerize lyrics in ah album featuring the originar cast.

^

—

Metro Rehirn

,

The Chi meet may

and

livestock raising is being talked or

fidence.

No one is minimizing the
importance of the session, in
Result is that NBC is
packages.
terms of NBG's future sphere
now content to go along with what'
of influence.
it calls the new theory of psychologistsr-^if ,a child is secure in the
home, no amount of Crime stuff can
And, anyway, NBC Indies' Amputating Of
hurt him.
reasons, kids aren't going to bed
as early as they used to.
a reversal of the network policy
on giveaways; in view of the FCC's
willingness to desist from any offiWhen the Govcial crackdown.

It isn't only a case of Sunday night being "the loneliest night
of the week" for NBC, but the network, come Septembei?, actually
will find itself confronted with a man's si?e crQjs$-th'e-l)oard head-ache on program cancellations, switches to CBS, etc.
Here's a blow-by-blow Sunday-through-Saturday wrap-up of
what is in store for NBC for the '49-'50 programming semester, on
the basis of what has transpired to date:
Sunday—Practically the entire 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. stretch opens
Harriet moving to Columbia; Horace Heidt
up, with Ozzie
scheduled to vacate the"? o'clock time; possibility of Phil HarrisAlice Faye ducking the 7:30 Amos 'n' Andy competition; Fred Allen scramming the 8 o^elock niche; 8:30 for sale, and "Manhattan
Merry-Go-'Round" cancelling out of 9 o'clock. In addition, 10:30
Sunday night .is for sale. If the Blow agency moves Heidt and
"Take it or Leave It" to CBS, 10 o'clock would also open up.
Monday With the exception of 10:30-11 p.m., NBG is sold out
on Mondays, but it is strictly CBS' night, the latter network's
present 17.1 average rating for the night comparing with NBG's
(Actually that is the widest, discrepancy of the week in the
7.0.
two-web rivalry for audience attention). Inkling as to client reaction is. suggested by; the. fact: that Carnation's ''Contented' Hour'!
on NBC at 10, opposite CBS' "My Friend Irma," wants no further
part of it and is demanding better time.
Tuesday The days of NBC's four-way parlay (Amos 'n' Andy,
Bob Hope, Fibber & Molly and Red Skelton) are gone. A
are now on CBS; Skelton takes the Columbia route in the fall.
And Paley is now gunning for Fibber & Molly. If he succeeds,
NBG on Tuesday (for years a Hooper harvest) would be .strictly a
Bob Hope night. Latter is definitely staying with NBC.
Wednesday ^NBC still leads in nightly average rating (12.9 as
against CBS' 11.0), thanks chiefly to the Bristol-Myers twosome
of ''Duffy's Tavern" and "Mr. District Attorney," but the combination of Bing Crosby checking in on CBS in the fall, plus BristolMyers' threat to move its brace of shows to either CBS or ABC,
may turn the Wednesday. September song into a dirge;
Thursday—Al Jolson if quitting the Kraft show. But aside from
that, GBS' low-'budgeted Crime, shows have been taking the play
away from the top-budgeted
hirers
Friday NBC's newly-established Friday night comedy sequencing of Jimmy Durante, Eddie Cantor, Red Skelton and "Life «f
Riley" will be broken up. with Skelton's switchover to CBS. In
addition. Cantor may move.
Saturday— Least affected of NBG's nighttime schedules, although
"Hit Parade," one of the more solid Hooper attractions, will be

FCC
nock,

Washington, Feb. 15i
Commissioner Frieda Henrecovering

from

illness

in

Miami, has cancelled an engageto speak before the Assn. of
Women Broadcasters in Chicago

ment

March

12.

Miss Hennock has been ordered
by her doctor to refrain from outside activities until her health has
considerably improved.
Association meets March 11 and
12 for its sixth annual convention,
with panel discussion on "The
Business of Broadcasting" at first
day's session. Speaker at luncheon
will be A. D. Willard, Jr., NAB
exec veepee.

MBS MULLS MASSE7
Mutual has taken an option on
the Curt Massey show from Christal-Weber Productions.
The net is thinking of skedding
the singer-violinist's variety program in a nighttime spot.

Stellar Knterprises

and Frederick W. Ziv Co. are involved in a three-way hassle. Stellar, the William Morris package
subsidiary, sold a Baker recorded
series to Ziv.
Baker, however,
claims that certain restrictions on
the use of the recordings, which
were in his contract with Stellar,
were not incorporated in the lat-:
ter's contract with Ziv and that he
.

losing out financially.
Baker started arbitration proceedings in Los Angeles, but Ziv
got a court injunction to prevent
arbitration, on the ground that it

is

had insufficient notice. Baker then
wanted AFRA to declare Ziv "unfair" because it had got an injunction, but Ziv finally withdrew the
court injunction and has agreed to
arbitration. One of the first points
to be arbitrated, it's reported, is
whether Ziv is subject to arbitration,
inasmuch as Ziv says it
doesn't have a contract with Baker
and "his argument is with Stellar,
not us."

-

1

'
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RADIO

Nine of Top 15 Hoopers;
FEELS HIS 3-PLY |CBS Cops

Neatest Trick of the Year
CBS is negotiating a couple of deals with the House of Biow
(agency on the Eversharp and Philip Morris programming) which
would, provide an ironic climax to the web's raiding of shows that's
so fabulous in character as to have almost storybook overtones.
Here's the CBS-Blow blueprint (and at tlie moment negotiations
are red hot): Horace Heidt, on whom NBC lavished upwards of
$125,000 in promotional coin in a bid to buck Jack Benny at 7
That
o'clock, would move into Sunday night 10;30 on Columbia.
would restore him to the same time segment^but:on- a different:
network-i-where he knocked off those 17. 0-plus Hoopers, in contrast
' to his tobogganed audience pull of 9,6 opposite Benny.
In addition, the -Eversharp "Take It Or Leave It" would move
over to CBS in the 10 o'clock pre-Heidt period, thus returning the
show to its original berth. It's considered a cinch, of course, that
the brace of shows,- following as they would the succession of topSunday night personalities on CBS (Benny, Amos 'n' Andy, Edgar
Bergen, Red Skelton; etc.), would snare an even more enviable
audience payoff than in. the past. But the big cliuclde from around
CBS-way would come.from the fact that Paley & Go. would reap
the harvest of that 125G NBC promotional binge in building up
the Heidt personality.
Moveover of the. two shows would leave NBC Sunday night practically bereft of sponsorship.

By

:

GEORGE EOSEN

award

although he has made no
commitments -and no deal is as yet
.

Paley to de-

programs.

veepee he was Paley's No. 1 man
and -groomed Stanton for his present post. He has been on the pay-

happens that Pope
owns WOV's. rival foreign:
guage

station,

In

BBD&O's Ben Duffy

contrast

rwas

NBC's Wholesale

27.3
25.5
24.9
24.9
21.7
21.3
Bob Hope
2t.3
Stop the Music
19.3
........... 18.6
Amos 'n' Andy.
People Are Funny ....... .i. 17.2
17.1
Mr. Keen
Crime Photographer
16.9
16.7
Mystery Theatre
16.4
Bing Crosby
.

'

'

.

.

Defer Hearings
I

On

I

I

Richards

Rap

I

Show Shifts Seen;

I

:

Washington, Feb. 15.
General pressure of business has
forced the FCC to postpone its
hearings on the Richards stations
which had been scheduled to begin in Los Angeles, Feb. 21. It is
probable the proceedings will be:

-

I

I

That will depend on exsince it shares general industry actly where Crosby is spotted, but
sentiment that Trammell is not it's all encompassed within the 9 given a date the latter part of
only the crack salesman of the to 10:30 cream-time area.
March.
business but a terrific broadcaster.
Change, in plansy it was learned^
Howeveri Trammell is not availwas entirely on the Commission's
able, and there's a little matter of BING'S lOG FEE
own motion. Unforeseen commitments: which necessitated the aba five-year contract he signed with
sence from the country of CommisRadio Corp. of America last year.
sioner' Edwai'd. M; Webster, giving
Despite the succession of setbacks:
Hollywood, Feb. 15.
him little time to prepare for the
encountered by NBC in recent
Kehyon & Eckhardt blew the lid hearings, was said to be mainly
months, it is considered a. cer-

no hesitancy

Camel's in Bid

in

grabbing for him, lected.
I

i

I

:

:

;

:

1

I

I

i

i

•

Lifetime Royalty

.

]

.

In Mansfield Pact

1

i

I

|

I

,

'

Tom

#

^^^^^^^

Jack Benny" is creating consider- which snarfidH.7).
Whereas
able trade comment.
Screen Guild hag a $12,000 lalentJust as NBC invited criticism
produotion nut. Hallmark is alfrom other web personalities who most
cheaper.
$5,000
decried the all-out emphasis on
Screen Guild's current audience
•'Sunday at 7,'' the Columbia ae^
pull is a far cry from the days
cent on Benny has raised the
When, bracketed with Lux Radio
question whether the
network Theatre Monday nights on CBS, it
should throw all its promotional
was getting a consistent Top 15
egg.s in one basket at the expense
Irvmg Mansfield, CBS producer,
Hooper payoff.
of other artists.
concluded negotiations over the
Carnation, too, wants to get out
Although Bing Crosby and Red.
weekend for a new seven-year conthe Monday night 10 o'clock
Skelton don't check in with CBS of
tract
with the network, under
presently
bucks
it
where
time,
until next fall^ nonetheless there
which he'll create new coraedy-,i
CBS' "My Friend Irma."
is a little item known as Amos 'n'
variety programs for both radio
-Andy,- it's pointed ont, who are no
and television. "Columbia Stage
mean drawing cards themselves.
Door," hour-long talent show, will
Knode
NBC Ups
Yet, it's contended, they are virtu-^
probably be his first assignment,
ally
bypassed on the betweenTort Knode, director of the NBC
Clause in the contract gives
programs promotional binges.
press department, has been pro- Mansfield a lifetime royalty on the
moted to the position of adminis- Arthur Godfrey "Talent Scouts"
trative assistant to Carleton D. air show and vaude units,: as origi-

the $5,bo6; ifeiling for guest
shots oh "Ford Thteatre'; With wellt
over the-ceiling fees "for iSing
off

:

Smith, director of the web's tele nator: of the program; <Mansfield
formerly produced the "Talent
operations.
Successor to Knode as No. 2 Scouts" show.) Contract was signed
B'casters
in Burn
press man under veepee Syd Eiges after conditions involving subsidistill undecided, with Eiges to ary rightsj etc,, were ironed out;
Over Restrictive Bill is
make a decision in the next few
Milwaukee, Feb. 15.
day.s.
.
bill introduced into the WisElevating of Knode to the admmShepard
Yankee
consin :legislature, which would istrative TV berth, oddly enough,
Boston, Feb. IS.
prohibit radio stations from broad- marks a reprise of the collaboraThe Yankee network has ancasting "any story, description or tive assist for Smith, for both
account of deeds of bloodshed, lust Knode and his new boss worked nounced the acceptance of the resor crime, other than as a current together in the Washington NBC ignation as chairman and member
of its board of dircctsjrs of John
news event," has the state's broad- radio operation,
casters up in arms.
Knode joined Eiges as assistant Shepard, 3d.
The League of Wisconsin Radio manager in January, 1945, and was
Shepard was elected chairman of
Stations argued against the bill- at named press department director the board of the Shepard stores in
Providence Iqst week.
(Continued on page 42)
in October, 1947.

$1,000 fee for story rights. All supporting players on "Ford Theatre"
are paid well over scale and rehearsals have run up to 15 hours.
Previously the guest shot ceiling
"Cavalcade
was tilted: by
of
America" but the other agencies
are holding to the 5G top.

Webster,

who

is

to

-

—^— — —-

-

^-

:

CBS Lowers Price As
'Sing

(Continued on page 41)

CBS Bergen Takeover

new

It

Again'

Comeon

includes All Subsidiary
Operations;

22iG Wkly.

Here are the terms, not generally
known, under which Edgar Bergen
moves into the CBS Sunday night
at 8 period in the fall under Coca-

hour-long Cola sponsorship:
"Sing
It
CBS has acquired control of the
Again," CBS has revised down- Bergen-Charlie McCarthy packagtt
ward its price tag "for quarter-hour (although no capital gains is in-_
.segments to $3,500.
Previously volved), and it includes all subsithe web wanted in excess of $4,000 diary operations, including televifor a 15-minute commercial pickup.. sion, Charlie McCarthy novelty
As another selling point, CBS products, etc., with Bergen sharing
can point to an average rating, of in the royalties.
9.4, which, in terms of a Saturday
Deal was strictly between CBS
night sustaining showcaser, is good and Coca-Cola and involved the
on anybody's kilocycles.
soft drink company's payment of
In a

.

Vamps

j

l

(

|

I

'

,

'

i

giveaway

Ask

^

responsible.

preside, was due back this week
from Europe where he has been
Crosby and Bob Hope. For doing representing the U. S. at the Pro"Dixie" next month Groaner will visional Frequency Board meetings
be paid $10,000 and" Hope draws in Geneva and at an international
his established fee of $7,500 for conference on ship safety at Stock"The Awful Truth."
holm.
While Jack Benny is paid only
A heavy schedule of station hear$6,000 for the picture he has long ings, as well as matters involving
kidded, "The Horn Blows at Mid- common carriers, have also connight," the overall cost will rate tributed to the decision to. delay
with highest of the season. Benny's the hearings; Benedict P. Cottone,
former writers. Hugh Wedlock and FCC general counsel, told Variety
Howard Snyder, are down for it would be difficult for him to
$4,000 to whip out the adaptation leave Washington at this time. Two
and Warners is paid the customary other members of the Commission

i

mat's Lustr Wisconsin

A

''

'

new time periods.
William Esty agency^ which
handles the Camel cigaret programming, has already, asked the
In view of the fact that NBC web to find a better period for its tainty that Trammell will stay.
Some 'Unfinished Business'
came a cropper on its Horace Screen Guild' Players show, now
Heidt Sunday at 7 buildup after heard Thursday night in the 10
Before Stanton decides to vacate
.splurging upwards of $125,000 to o'clock time. (Latest Hoopers re- the Columbia prexy spot (board
promote the "Youth Takes Over" veal Screen Guild rating nosedive chairman Pafey knows of his
theme, CBS' present on^the-air ing to 9.1, off 5.6 from the previous plans), he'll stick around long
promotional tactic in referring to rating, compared with the CBS
{Continued on page 30)the network as "the address of opposition. Hallmark Playhouse;

Irks

-

Jack Benny
Lux Radio Theatre
Fibber & Molly
Walter Winchell
Godfrey Talent Scouts
My Friend Irma

for Wed.

figured in the speculation that's
as a top CBS diHis assuming the presi- been going: on>" (It definitely isn't
dency, howeVer, has been dis- Fibber McGee & Molly, for whom
counted in some quarters, and it the web has other plans when and
reported that he'll probably if negotiations are concluded).
is
CBS has already sold two halfstep in as the network's radio-telehour Wednesday night time pevision sales j^idministrator..
riods to the clients, although the
3. NBC prexy Niles Trammell.
CBS, it is understood, would have exact segments haven't been se-

bids for

On Benny

::-:

:

also
lan-

more involved
rector.

With more and more time opening up on NBC, the coming months
are expected to see a revamp in
commercial program sequencing,
with network client's putting in

CBS Emphasis

CBS

Isold.

originate from the
Clauses at the end of the current staff. It would
way for Coast as an addition to the Columpaving
the
season,
house-developed
bia
roster
of
"Spade's" ouster.
shows.
Duffy feels .he's gotten a raw

deal from CBS. He believes that
the agency kept faith with the web
through the years when it needed
"Spade," and thinks now that the
web is riding high, wide and handsome, that he doesn't deserve that'
kind of treatment.
CBS says
"Spade" breaks up the Sunday
night comedy sequencing, and that
It's offer to slot "Spade" in the toppulling Thursday crime is more of
a "natural" than Sunday night.

NBC

and

follow on the heels
of the revelation that Columbia
now leads the field on weekly aver-:
age nighttime ratings, its 11.9 nosing out NBC's 11.5.
Here's the Top 15 wrapup; based
on the advance tally sheets:

captured two more
NBC. These two will
The Levys have always had "surround Bing Crosby'' Wednesan important voice in CBS affairs' day nights; Columbia spokesmen
and Leon, upw that he's, free to aren't mentioning the names of the
move in any .direction he chooses, programs, except to acknowledge
that "up to now they haven't even
is reported as ready to become

ban on automatic renewal

s,

New Hoopers

Grabs I More

its

whereby

or :12-show fa-

dates.

.

voke

U

15 honoi

I

I

CBS (Ho, Hum)

Shows

year-in-year-out

saga,

Top

content with two or three candi-

.

;

the

a perennial

vorlte for

I

i

;

to

I

I

Reprisal

,

has knocked off
of the Top 15'

tlie

;NBC Hooper

WHOM.

as a consultant since his
retirement, .several seasons back
because of health, but in recent
weeks he's been conferring with
BBD&O agency looks set to-f'
Paley. (Fact that Kesten has been
Wildroot - sponsored
.switch the
the longtime champ of color tele"Sam Spade" show from CBS to CBS, Yallee Talk It Over vision has raised in some quarters
NBC in the fall. "Spade" is get- CBS program veepee Hubbell the report that, the network is
ting the heave from its present
Rudy ready to renew the video- pitch.)
occupancy of Sunday night at 8 to Robiason initiated talks with
2. Leon Levy. A director on the
make way for E^dgar Bergen. CBS Vallee in N. Y. this week which
star CBS board and Paley's brother-insome time back tried to maneuver may result in the former air-hour
law. Levy has established resireturning -to radio in -a half
it for this season, but BBD&O's
dence
in New York now that he
show.
Ben Duffy fouglit the move right weekly comedy
Program web. -has In mind for and his brother, Isaac are moving
CBS has
down the line. However, the netcompletely out of the CBS-affiliate,
work will be in a position to in- Vallee was conceived by Lester WCAU, Philadelphia, which they shows from
Gottlieb, of the CBS production
roll

[

<

It so

r

rivalry for audi-

newest tallies bemg released later this week. (Tallies are based on. a calculation from
advance daily reports.) NBC registers a nevi' all-time low on Top 15
program entrants, tieing ABC fori
second place, both networks being;
represented by three shows each.
The new Hoopers are in sharp
Hoopers, in

to

trip

WOV

cide.
In the speculative picture
the following names have projected themselves:
1. Paul Kesten. As former exec

Getting CBS' 'Spade

(all-expense

can, has run into the same
situation that cropped up last
year.
This year's - Italian Oscar
goes to Roberto Ciaramella,
actor-impi'essionist on WOV's
(N. Y.) daily noontime Neapolitan
Last
variety show.
year's award also went to a
artist, Diani Baldi, aireditor of two Italian language
news and women's interest

time in the history

first

NBC-CBS

eiices, Columbia
(he lion's share

person voted the
popular Italian-Ameri-

most

being, negotiated, he is seriously
considering moving out of. broadcasting and into a high executive
position under an arrangement involving more than a salary.
Question of Stanton's successor
would be something for CBS board
S.

World

Italy) for the

And

chairman William

^^^^^
For the
of the

Generoso Pope's Italian
newspaper, II P r o g r e s s o,
which annually .make.s- an

casting System to lake a non-radio
job. Ho has liad several attractive
offers frojn top industrial firms.

'

a Small

It's

Frank Stanton may resign as
Columbia Broad-

ipresident of the

.'

NBC

^ ^

COAL AGHIEVED'

'

Flash!

27,

STANTON MAY EXIT RADIO

CBS'
.

:

bid

t0_ sell, its

sustainer,

Show also gets a personal revamp, with -Eugene Baird replacing Anita Ellis as vocalist, and the
present quintet being replaced in
the next couple of weeks by the
Ames Bros.

$22,500 a week for the show (in
contrast to the $25,000 Standard
HowBrands paid
for the .package.)
.
„
ever, Bergen's cut will be higher

Uhan

previously, plus, of course, his
'share ip the .subsidy operations. ,.

"

.,.
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Wash.PostTakesOverWTOP,D.CAs
Triple-Play Tangle Gets
Washington, Feb.

I

,

15.

Unwound

4

Gertrude Berg to Stick

To TV With

die Prodaction Centres

From

'Goldbergs'

Although General Foods (Sanka
which is sponsoring the
video version of "The Goldbergs"
on CBS-TV, has expressed interest
in reviving the program on radio
Coffee),

m mW

YORK CITY

.

.

^

Year CliJb:
press depfc lookiftg for four wtitti's-^^^
Jack Lazaw^
dinner^dance Feb. 22 a* the Stiatlet
Barbara
as announcerrprpducer
joins
her
during
brpadcasts
audience
studio
to
Coffee—
and
serving
Welles
least
it
at
be nothing done about
Al Heifer, vet sports announcer, will broadcast Giant balliames
until the fall. As a radio show,
named
njanjre<iehtly
AtIaSs,
Ralph
L.
i..
WMCA.
bh
Hodges
to
RuSs
run
WTOP
with
in
17-year
trolling interest
"Goldbergs" had a
to the indie's board of
the Washington Post, it has
until it went off the air a couple agement consultant to WMCA, has been elected
directors, : ;N. Y; Times to publish its second TV Section April 24...
had $425,000 deposited in
years ago.
r^^^
statitfa
with
Bum-$mithi
formerly
Rahh,
B;
in,
a
William
conlast
May
is
took
since
Berg
escrow
Primarily Mrs.
Washington Post
1. The
San Francisco bank for paycerned in maintaining the present WINS as account exec.
ever management of : the CBS
ment to the Brunton family
video pace of the situation COmt:
60kw outlet WTOP, in which it
Henry Mofgenthau III threw on Saiturday i 11) Cocktail i»arty Jtor a
for 55% interest in KQW!»
purchased 55% interest from the.
edy. which has won eriticjil kudos treasury— "A Treasury ;o£ the Spoken Word," hew^ b
hinged
of
Acquisition
web last fall.
since its TV bow six weeks ago. WNEW; v.p. Gimhiick planned for the eveiil was wire-recordmg of
was
which
deal
WTOP
ownership
the
on
2. CBS obtained full
celeb guests reading poems from the tome, but it didn't come off.
Money
approved last week.
Dick Leibert, \yh6se music back*
of KQW, San Francisco, in which
SomCQrtt! forgot to bring the mike
held in escrow cannot be used
it bought 55% when it sold congrounds and bridges are heard on four daytime serials, I^ft Friday
inat
but
3%
bank
45%
the
the
retained
by
.Many radiotes, including
trol of WTOP, but
(11) for two week vacation in Canada
would
held
amount
terest
the
latter.
of the
Patsy Campbell and her husband, Al RetUy now going Jn for |encing^
h a V e drawn approximately
3. The Brunton family, which
Myron Kirk, radio-tele head of Kudher agency (Texaco Star T^^^^
$10,000.
owned KQW, now collects $425,000
Admiral Broadway Revue) now has an asMStant to handle detail. :He's
which had been lying in escrow
Frank Harting, who Was On the public relatioiis staff of the agency
awaiting approval of transfer of
Lou cowans' fourth child is due in June. ; ,)Fortune Poller
control of WTOP, which the net
Washington, Feb. 15.
Station In Detroit
WHOM, is faking a week's breather in Paltn fteaCh.. .N. Y. Sports
clecided to sell to stay within seven
Discrimination against nine mid- Broadcasters Assn. is honoring Joe Ditoaefeio at its second; annual
station quota restrictions of
BBC cocktail party thrown
Issue Which West FM Stations was charged shindig at Ruppert's Brewery Feb. 21
Tackles
FCC.
for Norman Luker, successor to W; R. Reld as North American repre4. WTOP will now have an FM
&
ielephone
against the American Telephone
agamst
.Joe Franklin rounding
at Gotham hotel last night (Tues.).
auxiliary, having acquired WINXSparked Riot In Auto City Telegraph Co. by the FM Assn. sentative,
oldtimers for an "Antique Record Shop Come to Life" unit for
FM, and for the first time all
allegmg
last week in a complamt
Detroit, Feb. 15.
Marilyn Lowe, radio actress, currently in Mae
^^^e dates
^^^^jg
major network, stations will offer
Announcer Bill
WDET-FM, Detroit, United Auto violation of the Anti-Trust Act and ^^^j "Diamond Lil" legiter as one of ingenue leads
service in Washington.
Ihe
Act.
Communications
station, launched a series the
jf^g„^
a landowner, having bought two-and-a-half acre site in
grant Workers
5. WTOP'iS conditional
Com- Greenwich, Conn. Plans building a ranch home. .Richard Dana, who
of 13 panel discussions on racial action, filed with the Federal
Is surrendered to the FCC and besaid g^^.
Commission,
problems Sunday (13). Titled
united Nations CBS program, "Memo from Lake Success,"
comes available to bidders, but no "Comtnunity Clinic," the program AT&T refused to provide service
Blackburn,
Mutual series "Experience Speaks." ....
^j ^^^
linking a group of Iowa, Illinois ^„j,y p„„„gj,y
gg^t ^f "Dav
is presented by the Coordinating
i,„„,gy g^^igj
Council on Human Helations, with and Wisconsin outlets which had Cameron Prod'homme to "Front Page FarreU."
Meyer's Tolly'
George Schermer, director of the planned a network broadcast of a
MBS^ "Family Theater" marks its third year on the air tonight (16)
December
of
Washington, FebMS.
Chicago
meeting
last
Mayor's Interracial CommitteCi as
Add part-time profs: Mitch Grayson tieaching radio course at Sarah
newspaper and radio execs.
Washington Post owner Eumoderator.
Clifford Evans teaching radio journalism at CCNY
FM A prexy William E. Ware Lawrence
gene Meyer might have saved
Although racial issues are touchy
.Q. EdWard Hamilton named
Arnold Stang vacationing in Miami.
telephone
company station engineer in charge.of WJZ-TV transmitter
time and money by turning in
the
in the auto city, which a few years called
v ;Mary/Wce A^
law
violation
of
license of WINX when he got
action
clear
"a
ago saw a violent outbreak, the;
promotion director, ex-AJneriCah LpgiOn inag
son new
serious
very
okay last fall- to buy control of
which
Imposes
a
broadcasts tackle the questions.
continuity editor, captaining teaim in Vanderbilt
Arch Kepner,
radio
staRule against dual
the
WTOP.
handicap
upon
KickofI subject was "Should there
Indie flacks Jo Hanson and Dick Pack, whose
Cup bridge tourney.
operations,
he
added,
ownership of stations in one
tions."
FM
be fair employment legislation in
Vocational Guidance Manual "Opportunities in Radio" is being revised,
area required Meyer, to sell
Michigan?" Other topics will be have not brought large financial have signed contract for "Opportunities in Television'' for fall publica- v
WINX, which he did' recently
stations are there"Discrimination in public places," returns and
tion,
Henry Morgan show set to tee off on NBC Sunday, March 6,
for $130,000.
But in getting
"Should there be racial segregation fore totally unable to comply with at 8:30 p.m. Arnold Stang will be a regiilar on airejp. Joe $ti^^^^^
unreason,FCC: approval to assume op"the
totally
unjust
and
in public housing?" and "AntiWill Glickman will handle the scripting.
eration of WTOP the Post
able-— and therefore unlawful pracSemitism."
Ed Murrow, Martin Block named chairman and vice-chairmaft of the
owner agreed to turn back
regulations
the
tices
and
of
teleWDET is a non-p.rofit, operation,
Salvation Army's radio fund drive, wftlcft seeks $1;100,()00 from Greater
license by Aug. 1 if WINXsales being made only to cover ex- phony company."
New Yorkers ... Rita Hayworth and All Khan may be on March 4
official
didn't receive
sale
penses, depreciation and improved -The program in, questioni
..premiere broadcast of Mutual's "Experience Speaks" airer, if web's nesanction.
service. Commercials, are limited said, was carried by some of the gotiations go through. Bill Adams will be host and Hendrik Booraem
understood station
is
It
to 50% of broadcast time. To in- stations but others were unable to will produce
Having completed role in "C^Men" pic, radio actress
deficit purchase of WTOP to
sets in its secure intercity telephone, connec- Adelaide Klein goes into "Blithe Spirit" in Miami- Beach next week
crease ownership of
Aug. 1 may total nearly $130,area, the station'is cooperating with tions. The federal law," the associa- (22).
Joan Lane, former CBS tra.de.'news ed ih/N- Y., and hubby Jack;
000. Meyer is reported to have
tion declared, provides that "it
radio' dealers. It is distributing a
Rourke, parents of girl born Lincoln's Birthday 'on t^e COast.
surrendering
liconsidered
shall be the duty of every common
folder on the virtues of FM and
It was Donald Buka, not Eric Dressier, V^ho played the watchmakeiP
cense, but didn't want to dehas sent letters to dealers suggest- carrier engaged in interstate com- in WMCA's "Joseph in America," Saturday Feb. 5
Florence Shamaprive listeners of station's
munications by wire of -radio to
ing that they use WDET to demonservice and employees of jobs.
furnish such communication on han, asst. to casting director Marge IHorrow at CBS, quitting to join
strate the advantages of FM.
her husband, Michael Giaro, A'ho is in foreign pix business in Rib
reasonable request,"
The complaint said the applica-- de Janeiro. Miss Morrow leaves on the 25th for a three-wieCk vacation
rush to file applications is exLucille Ball in from the Coast for 10 days, with her Friday CBS
tion of the FM stations for service,
pected,
Waxing Biz
J, Aliaii
while "reasonable and in the pub- show getting the tape-recording treatnient this week.
6. The Washington Post, which
WHOM, the Generoso Pope- lis interest," was denied for rea- Mitchell has joined radio commercial writings staff Of .McCainnsold WINX to William A. Banks Of
'Frickson..
.'l-''^
Philadelphia, subject to approval owned Italian-language, station in sons not clearly specified but
Having "presumably'' because: /'some of
following 60-day AVCO advertis- N. Y., has a side-line.
ing procedure, wiU surrender the moved recently into its newly-re- the. stations were linked together IN
license to FCC if the station hasn't furbished studios and offices on by air, while distances involved
Mutual's Abe Schechter finally got away on that vacation and will
West 52d street, station found itself made telephone service necessary
been disposed of by August 1.
pass most of it in Palm Springs
Eddie Cantor takes his shp\v.. to;
so acoustically equipped that it has to bring the more remote outlets
FCC Okays Post Terms
Peoria March 25 to participate in bbseiTjance of Blue iRlbbbn Week
The Commission ruling was gone into the transcription busi- into the network."
there.
He^U broadcast from Milwaukefe the fbllpwiriS week a^
Stations joining in the complaint
made on a request contained in a ness, under name of Coastal, Rehead
back
to
the
Coast.
Renzo
'Cesana.
who formerly had his own
petition filed with the recent ap- cording Corp., with several clients were KFMX, Council Bluffs, la.;
KSCJ-FM, Sioux City; KFMY, Fort agency in Hollywood, named television production manager for radio's
plication of the Post to sell WINX already on the books.
Sandra Gould back
Station will do all types of tran- Dodge, la.; KGLO-FM, Mason City, Three Johns^Masterson, Reddy and Nelson
to Banks for $130,000 and to transfrom
eastern
her
.Radio Writers
junket
resume
busy
schedule,
to
KDTH-FM, Dubuque, la.;
fer WINX-FM to WTOP,, Inc., for scriptions, and operation will be la.
Guild turned back strike fund contributions to donors so it's back, to
$160,000.
The Post had asked separately staffed. It's headed by WBNB-FM, Beloit, Wis.; WILA, the mill,
.Vemie
Schubert
is shifting George O'Hanlon and his
boys
waiver of AVCO procedure on Tom Kelleher, under prexy For- Woodstock, 111.; WKRS, Waukegan,
"Behind
the
Eight
Ball"
show
east
for
tele ... "Pat
both
radio
and
111.; and WEAW, Evanston, 111.
transfer of WINX and WINX-FM, tune Pope's supervision,
Novak For Hire'' gets another ride pn ABC >Vell baited for sponsort)ut, in any event, wanted to be alship. Chiller also had^a long spin on DOii Lee-Mutiial but Gd Ko^^
lowed immediately to as.sume
dinged it as being too realistic. Jack Webb is back in the name role and
operation of WTOP. As a guaranBill Johnson produces. Missing frorri the original setup is Dick Breien.
tee against indefinite operation of
scripter, who was quickly snapped up for pictures
Austin Peterson^
two stations in one area (diswho heads up the Coast office for Ted Bates, is now a partner in the
allowed by FCC regulations) it offirm.
.Fred Zedcr, Jr., bead of Zeder-Talbolt agehcy, here from De*
fered to turn in the license of
troit to set in motion campaign for recently acquired Altes bfeer acWINX if sale to Banks or to a
Is
count
.Carl Brown, v.p. of Sherman-M^trquette, in town for a, quickie
possible competitive bidder has
enroute back to New York from his Arizona w
.Red,
retreaj:
not been approved by August 1.
Washington, Feb. 15.
strength of the showing made by Skelton will take his show on the road fpr a few weeks so he 'can -do
The Commission had previously
Decision favoring former Loui- such applicant.
It is a rule of some theatre personals. Has the itch to get the feel of 'live audiences
transfer
WINX-FM
allowed the
siana Gov. James A. Noe for /the decision calculated to perpetuate while Metro is readying his next pictui-e
Lou Place of the Seeds
(Continued on page 42)
frequency I060kc for a 25kw sta- the mediocre; the unimaginative agency back on the job after a joust with pneurnonla y Ralph Edwards
tion in New Orleans, was strongly and the timid, while freezing out goes touring for two weeks with "'This Is Your L^^^
stopping off at
protested last week by the Deep: those who have both the capacity Minneapolis and Chicago late next month v rvlWeredith Willson believeSi
Director South Broadcasting Corp. It asked and the -desire to bring to the cprti- there's Hit Parade potential in his themfer-, "Every Day," so he has
Hanna Joins
the Federal Communications Com- munity new plans and new con- called in a lyric writer. He did it before with "You and I," which; was
mission for rehearing and recon- cepts for the public interest."
the topper: for many weeks. v Cathy Lewis had to turn down a fcav
Staff; McGregor Out sideration with the sole criterion
Deep South told the Commission tured role in the filming of "My Friend Irina" pn cloctbr's pi^dcris, ^iShe
WOR, N. Y., is strengthening its to be-^which applicant will best its decision has produced a "bi- was co-starred with Marie Wilson, in the: aic versibn uiitil. forced out:
zarre" result.
staff of directors to give more help serve the listening public.
"You favor an in- by illness
Cy Howard is working; ptt a iieW idea, which^^w^
to its talent and package produThe grant to Noe was voted four dividual who through most of his him three shows on CBS if it clicks, .th.«j; others being "Irrna'.- and "liife
personalities to two last month, with FCC Ghair- life has been under recurrent crim- With Luigii"
cers. Up to now
Jack Runyon tossed a wassail fpr Ken ISeirrt^^
and programs were frequently on man Wayne Coy and Commissioner inal investigation, as against two executive veepee of Blow.
their own, getting mostly "after Frieda Hennock dissenting.
Coy other mdividuals Of unquestioned
the fact" criticism,
favored Deep South on the basis of integrity and high standing. . .
IIS
.
.
.
•Jay Hanna will join the staff "superior
program
proposals." You have made this grant to a liWalter Steindel out as conductor on WGN's "Northerners," replaced
Feb. 28 as a director. Hanna has Miss Hennock thought a further censee who has no awareness of
Anita Bodenbacck; newcomer to NBC guest relaf'»'st
principles of by Glenn Wetty,
had 19 years of experience in net- hearing should be held. Commis- '"'''"5'
worlc radio, having, worked for J sioner Robert Jones, while concur- good broadcasting and who was so tions ... WMA(3 has completed, preliminary tests on new emergency
"Date With Jim Ameche," started Mon. (14), offers
Walter Thompson, Phillips Lord ring, disagreed with; one ef the little concerned that he did not tran.smitter.
femmes chance to pick type of entertainment. .NBC's Beryl
and N. W. Ayer. He will help the grounds on. which the decision was know what was being broadcast
over his station. . , ."
Vaughan will vacation in Palm Beach next week.
.*,,
.Rev. Michael
station's talent with various prob- based..'.
The Commission preference of Campagna, director of Hoosier Town, guesting on "Elizabeth Hart.
lems. Jock MacGregor," a staff diDeep South, 80% owned by John
David LeWinter's society orch now NBCing
rector for many years, has re- D. Ewing, who has radio and news- Noe on the ground his program Presents" over
Jeanne Calhoun, MBS trafficker, back to work
signed, although he'll still do "Nick paper interests, said the Commis-r proposals were more "definite" from Pump Room
.WCFL's disk jockey Marty Horan teed off on new
sion, in favoring Noe, ruled, in ef- than Deep South's, which testified from sickbed.
Carter."
WOR, incidentally> is looking for fect, "that an existing station, even it would accept a satisfactory net- show Mon. (14) titled "Musical Merry-Gb-Rourid" .. ."Hint Hunt" deTom
a replacement for "Hobby Lobby," with a mediocre record of perform- work affiliation if offered, was also parted Chi CBS studio for seven-week tour through Florida
which will bpw out in a couple ance; is to be favored against any attacked. Deep South said it tes-! Moore's Granny Be-Bop contest for singing grandmothers in third
new applicant, regardless of the
(Continued on page 42)
of weeks.
(Continued on page 42)

The tangled WTOP-WINX-KQW
much
pretty
got
transactions
straightened out last week, with
new managements taking over,
cash collected, and tempers cooled.
ruling by the Federal Communications Commission allowed the
following to happen:

NBC

for a simultaneous showcasing, as
far as Gertrude Berg, the author
and Stari is concerned, thete will

CBS' 425G Escrow

Washington, Feb. 15.
While CBS has been awaiting approval of its sale of con-
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PLENTY NBC CHANGES ON TAP
Benny Breaking Even?

PiGRl

Jack Benny made the same deal with CBS' William S. Paley
was established in the stages when he was still dickering with
NBC, it might turn out that he won't do better than break even
on his capital-gains maneuvering.
It all depends on whether Paley succeeded in inserting a clause
in the contract (which would have been part of the NBC deal),
whereby CBS would be reimbursed by Benny's Amusement Enterprises for any losses incurred in the A-E corporation's film ventures.
And nobody is talking as to the exact terms o( the deal.
Benny's initial film, "Lucky Stift," shapes up a poorly on the basis
of crix and public reaction, doing a quick fold after a week's run
at the Globe, N. Y.
It stands to lose several hundred thousand
dollars, and while initial impression has been that it lis Paley who
If

Lower Rates, Longer Programs Seen

D[PT.

that

is

Looming
NBC, embarking on an
creative
lishing

:

Day-Night Difference
Chicago, Feb. 15i
"Respectful Prostitute" iflh
into a strange ABC censor tangle here last week.
Director
Mary Hunter,' skedded for a
guest shot via the "Welcome
Traveler" a. m. show, called it
off when she couldn't mention
name of the play.

The

boost,

Hauser

feels,

.net

.

Bob Elson over "20th Century," which airs on ABC. p.m.
Seems like daytime ABC listeners get better moral protection, or net has day and night
censors.

has

signed

sponsors.
According to Hauser, indications
are that cooperative and local radio
sales during. the early part of 1949
will continue tljeir upward trend.
"One feature of the movement."

Mutual network. Negotiations are
now under way between the net's
co-op department and Sol Jafte, of
Jaffe & Jaffe, and'it is understood
that a meeting of minds will soon

On New Chevalier Series be effected.
Miss Shore and Sinatra would be
Ben Smith, American, and Pierre starred in their own daytime pro-

Grimblat, French, are on loan from grams, 15-minute
cross-the-board
the French National Radio to co- strips. The
Voice has just parted
operate on the production of the ways with "Hit Parades"
new Maurice Chevalier tape"Trade significance of the co-op
recorded series called "This Is deal is that as TV cuts into
Paris" now in preparation in Paris. audiences
and the advertisers'
Show will bow on full Mutual fa- budgets, individual sponsors may
Cilities soon in the Thursday night not
be able to pay talent the high
10 p.m. segment.
prices now current. But a group
.

AM

'

it

Some NBC execs are the first
acknowledge the network's presr
ent inadequacies insofar as creaprogramming is concerned.
equally as insistent
that the present predicament will
spark a revival of thg|fdays back
in the early '30'Si when NBC distinguished itself in creative pro*
gramming. (Not generally known,
for example, is the fact that Jack
Benny, as a radio personality, was
the creation of the NBC commer*
cial program division.
In those

WJZ

I

tive

But they're

with

Lose

'

the picture envision an era when a half-hour of

:

It'

:

And

TV

as

and more- and more
:

mounts-,
radio time;

circulation

opens, up, it's considered equally
certain that inevitably the webs
must reduce their rates to retain
clients

and win new ones.

Hour-

long programming may then witness a revival of the days, back in
the eatly '30's, when they flourished because the tamer rates ma^e
it: economically possible to sew up
60 minutes.

occasional flings at public
service, the creative guy at the
web was sitting idle. And the fact
that the creative commercial pro*
gramming was by then coming out
of the agencies proved the final
clincher.^

Sinatra Sounding Out

As

His Radio Future

Tarade' Passes Him By
Hollywood, Feb. 15.
Frank Sinatra is in New York tO;
sec about his future or what radio
holds for him next season. Dropping off "Hit Parade" on the last
broadcast of the season late Jn> May,
he flew east to consult with .his attorney, Henry Jaff e,
and possibly William S. Paley, who. may
fmd a spot and sponsor for Him on

I

|

been recognized in the war, that so many obstacles would
more than a year that arise to allow the station to remain
foothold on creative on:770. It pointed to delays caused

the agency

MCA

programming was slipping. More by the opening of the clear channel
and more shows.were coming from hearings, the intervention by the
the package boys and the webs, Senate and now the postponement
notably CBS, were reestablishing of a decision until after the CBS.

Like the old gag, "was he pushed
or did he fall," it is still conjectural

all charges.

letting

Chevalier

is

is

that

it

under 52-week con^ r"tensive
I

whether American Tobacco's Vincent Riggio gave him the pink slip
or Frankie handed in his notice.
True that Riggio wants "Parade" in
New York for radio and television,
which may have been one way of

:

]

Edwin

C. HilFs Gripe Vs.

soon take

off

Cur.

Prcv.

Rank

Rank

.

.

move

(Jail. Z-S)
,

,

Program

Cur.

Points

Rating:

Change

i

:

1

Van's 'Human Side' Tag
Edwin C. Hill, whose "Human

Side of the News'' is heard on ABC,
is burning at WOR, N. Y., because
"News on the Human
Side" strips Immediate cause was
a 60-iiiinute show auditioned more an ad taken by
several weeks
than a year ago but which never back asking readers to listen to
hit the air.
It's "Columbia Stage Lyle Van's "Human Side of the
Door," emceed by Clifton Fadiman, News" which is Hill's title.
which is a new switch on talent
which
Ge>'or- Cornell - Ganger,
development, utilizing a weekly handles Hill for Nash-Kelvinator,
panel of show biz experts who will sent a letter to WOR, which
actively participate in the pro- yanked the ad and explained that
gram and determine the potential it was Just an "accident in copy."
qualities of the aspirants brought But Hill is stiil seeing red, feeling
on the show.
title infringes on the
that the
With the Wednesday night In* tag he has used for 20 years, back
ternationl Harvester Show moving to the days when he wrote for
over to NBC, CBS may utilize the King Features under that line.
9.30 to 10.30 Wednesday segment
has been using the "News on
for "Stage Door."
Irving Mans- the Human Side" label for two
field produced the audition platter. years.

CBS may

the lad shift for himself.
Sinatra has picture commitments,
which would militate against any
in N. Y. His studio, Metro,
would also veto any plan of his or
Riggio's to kinescope the show,
holding that any picture star on
film for TV is competitive to the

Top 20

Nielsen s

|

.

COLUMBIA STAGE DOOR'
DUE OFF YEAR-OLD SHELF

offers opportunity for inr
on the local

promotion

level..

-

higher
production
considerably
costs, attending video, will probably Inspire clients to share the:
time periods with other sponsors /
on an alternate-week basis or even
use a single show for a five or sixproduct plug, instead of using different shows, as on radio, for each
of the products.

themselves with house-built com- NAHBA conference next fall.
The result, said ABC, is that the
mercial programs. But it took Bill
Both Smith and Grimblat had of local sponsors could afford the
Paley's raiding technique via capi- frequency 770, alone of all Class
been temporarily suspended re- nut. For instance, Kate Smith's
tal gains for NBC to ".see the I-A channels, "has been discrimicently by French National Radio MBS co-op is netting her
about light," as one net official put it.
(Continued on page 41>
on account of a French radio inter- $9,000 a week.
nal squabble, but they- have been
Another advantage of the co-op,
fully reinstated and vindicated of
as fai' as performers are concerned,
tract for the series, which is being
recorded in English at the Cafe de
La Paix, before a cuffo audience.
Chevalier has also been optioned
should the radio program turn into
video material.

:

to

.

:

;

bound

set the pattern.
Some close: to

'

and

It has

is

:

news-educational slanted programs

trade for

.

coast-to*coast tele time will cost «
sponsor closer to $25,000 than the
present $10,000 to $12,000 for comparable radio time. That, plus the

Washington, Feb. 15.
ABC today asked the FCC to
clear the 770-kc. channel used by
WJZ, N.Y.j from interference by
KOB, Alberqueque, N.M. The network said if the channel isn't made
clear now, the U.S. will lose it at
the next North American Regional
Broadcasting Conference in Canada this year.
ABC said that KOB has been
operating on 770 since 1941 under
special authorization, apparently
granted because at that time NBC
had two clear channel stations in
New York—WJZ and WEAF (now
WNBO. KOB has an application
for regular
operation
on 770
which is being held up by the commission, pending' outcome of the
clear channel proceedings/
ABC said vit never contemplated,
when it consented to KOB's fulltime use of the channel during the

NBC

jump even

'

'Get

its

rates will

minute programming

.

In subsequent years, as
solidified itself as the No. 1

as.

stiff

TV

m m Or
Well M

I

ais

.

KOB:

to

be

today.

TV network

AM

to

facilities woii't

is

far beyond the fees for sound.^.
While presently
broadcasting.
there are nearly a dozen 60*m invite
video presentations available on
network facilities,
the limited
the costs eventually will be so prohibitive that half*hour or even 15-;

j

web
attendant SRO, the network found itself saddled with a
Frank Sinatra and Dinah Shore creative program division that it
may shortly go co-op on the no longer needed. Save for the

Of Charges, Give Assist

web

•.

By the same token, as video
spreads itself coast-to*coast and
viewers multiply into the millions,.

oft the golf
course; and invite an era of
creative program patterning;
And the man who patterns
the new radio format will be
ring.
the champ in the

Seeing: the Light

Mutual Stnps

Smith, Grimblat, Cleared

bankroUers, the
question currently intriguing the
trade is what effect it will have on
radio's future programming patIt's considered likely, for
tern.
example, that a return to hourprogramming in network
long
radio is entirely feasible, based on
the assumption that t!ie tariff for

Over the heavy

—

gram manager

for Canada Dry);

Eye Daytime

he said, "is that more and more
department stores, local retailers,
clothing, hardware and household
(Continued on page 41)

As one., web exec put it: "Start
at the bottom
and who knovvs
how far up the line it will go!"
This much is known: there has
been lots of scurrying around for
people for various jobs.
It's fairly well established in the
trade that the men who come up
with the right NBC formula patterned to the web's "economical
radio" policy, to counter the star-

days John Boyal turned Benny
over td 'the late Bertha Brainard,
who was given the assignment of
"making an air personality out of
Benny." That was back fii 1932,
when the comedian first went on

Dinah, Sinatra

150 local co-op:

TV Threat

As television moves. closer and
closer into the' bigtime and .wins:

generally conceded that
the Man of the Year or the
next three or four years— in
radio will be the one who creates a nev. formula for sound
broadcasting. That's predicated
on the widespread belief that,
no matter to what extent tele-'
vision expands; radio will' still
v
be around.
But it's argued with equal
vehemence that to survive radio will have to be specialized,
catering to specific audiences.
It will mean getting the gen^
er«l manager, out of the bookkeeping department, the pro-

positi^ons.

day. Miss Hunter discussed the play at length with

can be

Radio Under

Help Wanted
It's

studded CBS roster, will have entrenched themselves in enviable

Same

attributed to the restrictions on
credit-buying which the Governinstituted last October. Anti-inflation regulations aimed at
cutting down installment buying
had the effect of catching many re-^
tailers with big inventories, and
they are using radio to unload'
their surpluses. Since October the

its

—

To Deplete Large Surplus Inventories

ment

the

of

anticipated that by next
entire program division

have been revamped.
Such a move, in the wake of the
losses inflicted on the network,
had been considered inevitable in
informed trade quarters, although
up to now NBC, save for inviting
new ideas from all sides, has been
standing pat on key personnel.

&nall Advertisers Scurry to Radio

figure.

programming

It's

will

ansvver.

.

organization
fall

If Paley managed to invoke the clause, then it's Benny who
stands to lose on the pic venture, And on the basis of the Internal
Eevenue boys' non-capital gains ruling compelling Benny to lay it
CD the. straight tax line, it's estimated that the comedian might
wind up as the "unlucky stiff" in the whole financial arrangement.

Small advertisers are taking to
the airwaves in a big way, it's reported by Bert Hauser, Mutual's
director of co-operative programming. The reason is that many
merchandisers and retailers are
choked with surplus inventories.
As of yesterday (15) an MBS re.port- shows a total of 1,942 local
siponsor-'sales on co-op programs.
This "is an all-time high and an
increase of 132 over last year's

is
estabchronological timetable

complete re-

dept.

taking the rap, that all-important protective clause holds the

.

which, calls for a

in

With Tele Cutting to yrHr. Shows

programming,
a

,

era of

of Lyle Van's

the shelf

WOR

—

WOR
.

WOR

1

1

2

4

3

.

3

Lux Radio Theatre
Jack Benny
Fibber & Molly

,

;

4

5

Godfrey's Talent Scouts

5

7

6

8
17

My Friend Irma
Walter Winchell

7

11

6
73
24
16

12

21

13

13

14

12

8

9
10

Amos

'n*

^

Andy

Bob Hope

+ 1.9

31.3

-f-5.1

23.3

+2.6

27.2

-1-2.0

26.5

4-2.4

26.4

-f3.3

26.2

-f 6.7

24.2

—0.8

Truth or Consequences

23.4

-f9.0

Bob Hawk

23.1

"'i+iAv.'

22.8

-H.7

15

14

16

28

17

19
54

Mr. District Altomey
Mystery Theatre ...
..iVi
Duffy's Tavern
People Are Funny
Mr. Keen
Sam Spade
Big Town
Hit Parade
....

19

46

This

20

26

Inner Sanctum

18

34.2

.

.

.

.i

.

.

, . ,

,

Is

.

,

,

.

1

.

.

Your Life
.
.

,

^

.

.

.

,

...

-1-1.0

21.8

—0.1

21.8

-H.3

with him and the saving can be
siphoned over to television. Riggio
must have his own reasons for not
including him in the TV picture,
which would coincide -with other
private opinions.

Chi'sWCFLReorg

-f-0.8

21.1

'+e:r

21.1

-f4.3

Chicago, Feb. 15.
operational setup went into
WCFL with resignation ol
general manager Howard T. Kee-t
gan. The g.m. title has been elim-;
inated,. and henceforth each department head will report direct
to William A, Lee, prexy of Cbl
Federation of Labor, which owns

New

effect at

rt-3.7

21.3.

;?o.9

Sinatra's leave-taking of Luclcies is
that the show is costing too much

-f3.0

23.4

21.4

.

.

22.6

company's output.
Most valid of all the reasons for

I

station.

.

,

"

.
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RADIO REVIEWS

30
riT FOR

A KING

PAT NOVAK FOR

HIRl!
Jack' Webb, Jack

RADIO-CARABIN

Lewis,

hside Stuff^Ralo

William Gephan, Violetta With Samson Francois, Alphonse With
Raymond Burr, others; George
Ledoux, Roeec Gavand; Maurice
Fricdenberg,
Harriet
Meerte ittwsic; Jean -Maurice ^ Fenneman; announcer
Hugh Rowen,
Qilston,
The national office of American Federation of Radio Artists has
Writer: Lou Hartmann
Bailly, announcer
David EUiin, Ellswortli Zintz;
William P. reversed its previous ruling refusing to grant a waiver to the Navy for
- director:
Laurent
Producer
Paul Leduc,
Jean May, Dorotliea Hunt. Renee Writers:
«
use of a transcription made by Eddy Duchin.
Rousseau
Jodoin'
Ruth Winrow, Phyllis
Finlcel,
the shift after examining the facts and

"WitU

Velci-o,

Franli

.

.

,

,

liard Fdell,

dau

Hins., Sun.
m
WNYC, N. y.

^

American

10th

'its

music festival, WNYC gave the
world preem Sunday (13) of a romantic one-act opera, "Fit for a
King," with music by Martin Kalmanoff and libretto by^ Atra Baer,
Bugs Baer's daughter. A- modern
adaption of the Anderson fairy
Clothes,
tale.
^„,^, "The Emperor's New
the opera turned out to be charman
ine musical hour as well as
Diprogram.
radio
above-average
rected and produced with a great
wit, the
and
imagination
of
deal
opera furnished a tuneful, appealing score, a clever, humorous

;

,

comedy and
1

|

lib-

and some well-trained, fine
singers and musicians to perfo™»
s
was quite a feather
cap.
Program was presented in form
of a kid's hour, with introduction
kidding radio airers, commercials
(the "wispy, crisby crunchies ),
musical
etc Then it went into the
Story of a mythical European
country and the monarch who ordered a fabulous robe. The opus
had a little too much of the Broadway operetta flavor, but this was

retto,

m WNYC

It. It

ABC, from Hollywood

(Spitaer & MiXls)
Produced for the Brewing Corp.
Of Canada and plugging Bradiiigs
beer, this hourilong show is currently hitting a 35.9 ratihg which
is has maintained for almost the
Originated by
years.
past :six
Laurent Jodoin with the students
from the Univ. of Montreal taking
the maj of' easting roles, this pfor
grarri packs a' good pace, offering.

10:30 a.m.

(13),

As part of

apparently intentional. There was
the mualso not enough variety
anas or
sic, in that most of the
duets seemed in one romantic pat-

m

with serious
j^ept

down

satire, mixing it
talk. Commercials

to

just a

up
are

mention of

the name Bradings as the Canadian
Broadcailting Corp. forbids the airing of distillery or brewing house
advertising in any but an institutional manner.
Show plays

to

larffP

a

The radio actors' union, made
learning that the Navy did not know it was violating a union rule by
repeating a broadcast of the transcription, on another station in the
Crisp, racy dialog of ABC's half- same city, without paying an additional fee. AFRA has received as.surhour mystery show, "Pat Novak for ances from the Navy that in the future it will check the union before

30 Mins.; Sii».< 1 p.m. (EST).
Sustaining

Atra Bacr, narrator? Hil- Producer-Director: Jodoin
60 Mins., Wed., 9 p.m.
announcer
CORP.
Producer-Director Siegfried Lan- BREWING
CBF, Montreal
.Gliclt;

^"t^^'^ S

Hire,".drevif a

when

the airer was piped to
net. Previously it was

ABC

WOV

« aM
studio

wider audience Sun

starting any radio' projects.
On the question of whether new local station contracts signed by
the union contain AFRA shop clauses, the union says that all contracts
the chaiii's Coast do include the clause, except pacts in. the 13 southern and midwest
outlets. Well-written script by Lou
states which prohibit closed shops.
production
Hartmann, .hangup
values plus able acting bring this
WOV, N, Y., which last fall conducted a successful "Time Buyei's
meller considerably above the
will shortly launch a new series. Last year the indie
cops -n'- jobbers Quiz" promotion,
run-of-the-mill
time buyers and queried tliem on its trade paper ads, paying
dramas that clutter up the kilo- phoned
Station manager Ralph Weil reports that
$5 for correct answers.
cycles.
ads on agency
hit
the jackpot, pasted up copies of
to
eager
admen,
Sunday's chapter unfolded a tale
This year the station IS mailing out bulletins which outline
of murder and double cross that walls.
on typical sponsors. A few days following
questions
and
stories
success
was speedily solved by the comwith jackpot
question—
call
and
a
gets
a
the
time
buyer
mailing,
suspect
the
bined efforts of Novak, a
himself, and an ubiquitous police dough for the correct answer. Gimmick is that the admen do some
inspector^: Localed along the San figuring to catch the right answer and painlessly learn new facts about
yarn
sponsor
service,
its
v^at^rfront,r
and
FrahCi^Kip
J;he
(13)

the full

heard Only on

WOV

fo%^m^Se1SlleP

volume of Shakespeare into the
ducats. Script in general is in a
was given an added
much broader manner that any-, country. Plot
by numerous twists that
thing on the English networks and lift
the curiosity of
general clowning of actors, which helped Whet
dialers.
holes
bad
air
pleases house, leaves
from the
Characters ranged
of unexplained yocks and' palming.
Les Carabiniers du' Mont-Royal, hoarse-voiced Novak, a waterfront
a group of four young medicos small boat renter who does gumfrom the University,' handle the shoeing on the side, to "high oc\»th tane blondes" who "come easy and
fashion,
vocals
in .solid
Maurice Meetre backing the pro- go the same way." On the whole
gram with his 20-piece orch. Aired the stanza is very much: in the
through CBF and the French chain Raymond Chandler idiom. Jack
of 14 stations, program is budgeted Webb handled the title role in a
pithy and laconic manner while
Newt.
at $2,500.
Raymond Burr as the inspector
and other players lent fine supADVEKTURies IN MEDICINE
With Bernard Buck, Dr. Howard port. "Pat Novak", seems assured
of steady listener; interest in the
W. Wingers, others
.

-

score was quite
melodious, with a plethora of solos,
duets and choruses, to offset the
future.
occasional lapse in interest. And IS Mins., Sun,v jSS:45 p jh,^
N X PHARMAOEVTICAL
the humor of the libretto constant^v >-\',-':
ASSN.
ly shone through.

But

tern.

the

Frank N. Stanton, CBS prez, and Paul P. Lazarsfeld, director of
Columbia University's Bureau of Applied Social Research, have collaborated on "Communications Research 1948-49," reference manual in. the
The book,
advertising, radio and public opinion measurement fields.
to be published in April by Harpers, will explore the effects of mass
media and the "ways in which communications research can be refined
and improved." Tome touches on the influence of comics on children,
guiding factors in radio programming, newspapers' impact and weighs
the practical application of research methods in typical communities.

;

Gilo.

ALBA

Young

Opera

:

WPTR, Albany

National Society for Crippled Children has waxed Easter Seal messages by 11 top radio stars. Disks will be distributed to more than 1,000
state and local societies for use on local stations, during Easter Seal
Campaign which opens St. Patrick's Day and closes Easter Sunday.
Bob Hope was named honorary chairman of Society's radio diyistoii;

'

30 Mins., Sat., 10:30 a.m.
Sustaining

CBS, from Hollywood

I

'

M

covers such interesting top-

service"

basis.

A

similar

,

I

-stories

time."

series

i

.

:

.

with

members turned

sleever in

ances.'

good perform-

in

£dba.

PIANO PALS
With Gloria Yates, Georgia Kay,
Stewart Sklamm

•

Continued from pane

.

'

-

.

.

.

'

,

-.

l-

•

I

i

:

also

embraces solidifying CBS' sphere jjxt^a? lSl^r^at'^slfs"tJS
fighting sliyness and keeping 'her
of influence in television and, trymind On music and camera to?
ing to overcome the subsidiary gether. Blase office boy, Stewart
Columbia Records hurdles attend-r: Sklamm, acts too old for part.
ing the present slugfest for r,p.m. Music is standard pop: "Slow Boat
dominance. .(Both the TV and LP To Chltia," "That's Where 1 Came
operations have been- Stanton's In" and "I Got Rhythm."
babies" from scratch, as- well as
Wano <luet^ are ::g6,od' lnf6rtn.at
his round-the-clock overseeing of fare. Show could be improved by
'

•

,

|

j

broadcasting

|

.

(CST)

The "unfinished business"

1

-

27

enough to finish up the "unfin- Sustaining
ished business." Paley is presently WBKB, Chicago
on a month's vacation in the
Georgia Kay and Gloria Yates
British West Indies, but beyond run
through oldtime keyboard
that Stanton lias scheduled trips favorites, along with heavy gagging
through April, May and June as about life in music shop, blind
part of the "unfinished business" dates, and offstage voice called
in strengthening the web's pro- Pennywhistlp.
Humor is 1928 brand, and not
gramming structure.

|

'

Producer-Director: Joe Simon:
Writer: Phyllis Gordon
15 Mins., Mon.-Wed:- Fri., 7:30 p.m.

Stanton

,

WW

.

who

and adults

'

"time moving on"
recorded in the sands of
the premiere the nar-f

On

rative dealt with an old couple
/take in a stranger at their
isolated tourist cabin. When he
steals their newspapers, breaks
their radio and acts secretive about
a heavy trunk with three padlocks,'
and directed by Norman Macdon- the woman becomes: suspicious,
Yarn although the husband .still has his
nell for maximum results;
is woven around a special train doubts. And, as was obvious after
carrying a couple of agents en- five minutejs of action, the mysteriAmerica to ous visitor turns out to: be a murroute from South
France,
They have chartered a derer on the lam. It's on the, inspecial train in London, which pre- fantile side.
sumably vanishes in thin air. HowBetween-t'he-acts: spots were deever, when Scotland: Yard's Inspec- voted to public service announcetor Collins takes over the mystery ments for the Police Athletic
League and the Heart Fund and an
is solved.
William Conrad handled the nar- invitation for listeners to attend
ration in slick manner and cast audience reaction testing sessions.

i

:

about

.

and modestly illustrates the value
explanations are delivered, "miracle drugs;"
dry humor, by true shirtDr. Wiggers, who has broadcast of the Friends' worldwide relief
manner to absorb kids elsewhere, possesses a deep, clear program as an aid to rebuilding
alike.
voice and some radio personality. war shattered lives and hopes of
workshop, complete with The other doctors heard varied in the ordinary German, Japanese,
. Home
Austrian and those of varied other
Jaco.
cabinets, drills, tables and benches. mike ability.
nationalities.
Is authentic atmosphere, Durbahn
work MRS. TUCKER'S SMILE proTalent for the waxings includes
apron,
looks part, with
begram:such names as Madeleine Carroll,
pencil
and
specs
pipe,
clothes,
McClain, Dorothy Claude Rains,
Ralph Bellamy,
hind- ear. Camera is excellent on With Jimmy
Bell, Ivan Wayne, Jim Burdette
House Jameson, Lotte Stavisky and
medium and clo-seups.'
This show is a natural for home- 15 Mins., Mon.-Wed.<Fri., 11:30 a.m. Leon Janney. Latter's stint in "A
(CST)
Dress for Michi" helped throw the
and ex-Boy
teenagers
owriers,
spotlight on the divided attitudes
Scouts. It tempts viewers to grab MRS. TUCKER'S FOODS, INC.
WOAL San Antonio
of a Japanese brother and sister
hammer and' pitch in.
Starting its 17th year on the air, toward American aid which in this
Mrs. Tucker's Foods has come up instance was a silk garment, longed
THE WINDY CITY
with a new format which features for by Michi.
With Lee Bennett, Dinning SisterSv the songs of Tommy (Ivan Wayne)
Idea behind this pathetic playlet
Bobert Trendler orch
and Bobby (Jim Burdette), with was to show that we must- "rid ourWriter: Fred Reynolds
Mary (Dorothy Bell) at the piano selves of hate if ever we^ are to -get
ProdUcer->Director: Glenn Ransom and organ, as the three Tuckers. well." Cast as a Japanese-Ameri30 Mins.; Thurs., 9:30 p.m. (CST) Opus also marks the return to the can Quaker worker, Janney handSustaining
air of announcer Jimmy McClain, led his role with a facile tolerance
Mutual, from Chicago
the former Dr. I. Q. who left radio and patience. Lawson» Zerbe was
Initial show on this new series several years ago to become a good as the brother whose pride
prevented him from accepting gifts
was intended as a salute to Chi clergyman
Opus is a fast-moving one, well of clothing while Susan, Douglas
as Cradle of Dixieland jazz. It
Strayed irotti mark by hitting balanced but a little overlong on was strikingly touching as the
everything from Dixieland to pol- cbmmercials. Listeners are asked needy Michi." Virginia Wells' script
kas and aji Irish lullaby. However, to write a letter on '1 Use and Like was staged nicely by Frank Papp.
that's probably for the best because Meadolake Margarine Because," no In acknowledging the credits, anit's
a compactly - knit package, box tops to send in, nothing to buy, nouncer Richard Stark weaves in
deftly bridging from one music with trips to winners.
L^'"i?.*u,.?l'«"'?5i?']:'p^5t
Miss Bell turns in a nice job at for
public "support of the^^K**!
Friends'
style to another with well-written
Wayne: is overseas work
:«asual banter and introductions the organ and piano.
Story of Anna," in which Lotte
delivered by singing emcee Lee a tenor and makes good .use of
his voice. Burdette is the other Stavisky has the title role, shows
Bennett.
vocalist
songs'
of
and Sings
the the efforts of a Quaker NeighborDinning Sisters have come a
hood center in Berlin to restore
since their National Barn range; he has a pleasing-voice.
long
McC>laln has tost none of his the importance of average indi!Dance Days. Trio plugs its hangup
"Buttons and Bows" disk; offers sales appeal. His voice has ma- viduals who have all but lost hope
since
heard
last
over through personal reverses, both
"I May Be Wrong." But they're at tured
their bouncy best with "Bride and the networks. He is making this financial and social. A pressing
comeback as a means of helping need of kinship among Europeans
Groom Polka."
Robert Trendler handles pops out his parish which is just getting is also brought out on the Virginia
well in his piapo solos. Band started. All fees are being turned Wells-Mary Patton script. While
capably makes transition from over to his church work. Airings are the overall principles of the Quaktranscribed in the studios of ers on -the basis of these two trandixie stuff to smoother tunes,
In addition to his Crosby-like WFAA, Dallas, and are being car- scriptions are on a lofty idealistic
breeziness as emcee, Bennett vo- ried by a group of southwest out- plane, the Friends deserve credit
calizes four numbers, one a sock lets at various times 'durlng the'day: in trying to attain these heights.
Andy.
Don.
Gift).
version of "Hold Me,"
lib

'

:

Durbahn ics as the discovery of' morphine which the organization sponsored
explaining common tools and some (from opium), by a German appren- in 1947 sauy distribution over 450
of their uses. Viewers learn how tice pharmacist; the finding, under outlets.
Each IB-minute recording dramto set up tool cabinet; buy tools; war time pressure; of new-drugs to
keep saws in good condition; select combat malaria; the development atizes typical incidents in the daily
type of hammer; sharpen blades, of aspirin: the test tubing of routines of Quaker social workers

Ad

cw

.,

mance."
"Escape" will dramatize bestsellers and other novels of a chilFor teeoff Satler-diller variety.
urday (12) it selected Sir Arthur
Gonan Doyle's Scotland Yard yarn
The Lost Special," .which was
neatly scripted by Les Crutchfield

I

named

.

I

I

;

has

.

"Escape," which has had a previous session on the airlanes as wor'ncw York
sustamer, is back on the CBS netThe Clock", is a little behind
work on similar- basis as a repack"Romance" the times. It's a transcribed
placement for the
age that Wraps up a trite plot and
series. A transcribed series, chana commonplace theme with a
Hollywood,
it
now
neled in from
q.,/ mediocre production. A folksy nar4:i,«
m.on a.m.
m slot An
on S.il10.30
holds the
^.^j.^^.
^^p^^^ ^.^j^ ^^^^^ bromides
urdays that formerly slotted "Roand

'

and skills.
Program debut

Klee, Phyllis Carver, Bill Van
Steemburgh, Bob Reisner, Ed^
ward Dahlstedt,
Writer: Lawrence Klee
Producer: DeWitt C. Maurer
Director: Miss Patterson
30 Mins., Sat. (12), 3:30 p.m.
Sustaining

Norman Mac-

Producer-fDirector:

.••

tricks

With Viola Patterson, Lawrence

("The Lost Special")
Writer: Les Crutchfield

sic,

I

THE CLOCK

"

ESCAPE

donnell

Peoples
Transcription Review
Radio; which should be One; of
of the N. Y. College of Mufor public
greatest forces
_ the
supported by orchestra and
yeo-j health education travels the right
chiru^y^from'thelchSordTd
Luuiua
i;
J
Ir-nort
tmxjnrrt that goal w^
..
whcu
pro- QUAKER WfttLD SERVICE
road^toward^that
a probaton
inspired
the
under
man work
gram iiKc Adventures in Medl ("A Dress for Michi")
of Siegfried LandaUi who procine" is presented. Partioipation
duced the hour. Some of the solo- on each broadcast of: three physi- With Leon Janney, Susan Douglas,
Lawson Zerbe, Ethel Everett,
ists'voices were quite exceptional,
cians from Albany Medical College
Bryna Raeburn; music, William
of highly professional calibre,
is an indication their profession
Brou.
e e d e r; announcer, Richard
realizes, partially at least, the efStark
fectiveness of the medium. Dr. Writer: Virginia Wells
Wiggers,
who
airs
regHoward
W.
Producer: American Friends ServWALT'S WORKSHOP
is. professor of physiology
ularly,
ice Committee
With Walter Durbahn
AMC' Dr. Arthur Knudson, as- Director: Frank Papp
Producer-Director: ReinaW Wcr- at
sociate dean and professor of bio- 15 Mins.
renrath, Jr.
chemistry, was paired on: the initial
20 Mins., 8 p.m.
Farrflung activities of the Quakblock, WUl»rd K. Barton» president
Sustaining
ers in Europe, India and Japan to
of the local Pharmaceutical Assn.,
WNBQ, Chicago
of man and
being the third speaker. A rotating spread the brotherhood
"Workshop" should warm'hearts panel brings to the microphone two erase misunderstandings ls j>ointed
up in a series of six transcriptions
of video inventors. Here is enter- other doctors weekly;
ServFriends
which
American
the
tainment that is practical and inShow is divided into three sec
structive. Walter Durbahn, quietly tionsr ''Medidnr of the" Week/'
H"?'?*"!^
.!?«L^«?
instructor.
being offered to
woodcraft
Platters
are now
whimsical
Scientist of the Week'' and "An
on a "publicInitiates audience into workshop Adventure
Last* stations and networks
in Mediciiie.''

The
Group

;

I

as

No.

1

unhappy

in

Paley's

jjot that

Stanton

is

(In
Paley
Paley.
reality, as a working team, the
Stanton-Paley tieup approximates
something of a Damon and Pythias
act).
Or that Stanton has any
gripes about coin. The CBS job
is the only one he!s had since he
came' out of college and he has
pyramided his talents into an overall annual pay check of $120,000.
But it's meant parlaying the
prexy spot into a 24-hour-a-day

his relationship with
"'".jelationship

I

|

.

:

down chatter or freshening
music.
it,
and adding more
Productionwise, too few camera
changes. Props are convincing.^
Mart.

cutting

man)
I

terms of CBS, he |ias readied his
goal and he want^the security for
the future that doeiln't come from
straight salaried jobs.

Having acli(leved his three-ply
getting television rolling,
building up the circulation of the

goal:

network, and putting the Columbia
record business on a sound post-

operation, involving multitidinous war basis, plus his conviction that
duties transcending the realm of notably in exec veepee Joe Ream
broadcasting, and as far as Stan- and veepe Howard Meighan the
.

ton

is

concerned, he

Is tired*

"terrific towers" In
administrative brass, Stanton
to step out.

and network has

"there must be more to life than
just that." He recognifses tha(^ In

its

now wants

-

;

,

,

v-

:

: :

VI RATE CARDS HIT THE BIGTIME
l^arks to Fly as 4A

Meet to

Reps

Affiliate

Settle Tele Jurisdiction

Fireworks are expected at

Night Games' Snarl of

[

May

AM TIME COST

Fri-'f

TV

Schedules

Force Nets to Exit Baseball
increasing .number
of
night
games scheduled by the major
league teams, coupled with the in*
crease in daytime television programming, indicates that 1949 -may
be the last year for key city net.

day's (18) meeting of the Associat-

Macy

wlien representatives of 4 A affiliates will present various plans for
settlement of the thorny problem
of television jurisdiction.
Meeting will follow a confab at
headquarters of the American Federation of Radio Artists, tomorrows
night (Thursi) to look over plans

Touch

flagship,

rates

was

.That

back

WCBS-TV

|

I

many

immediate

distributors see

no immedi-

car dealers of 18 months ago.
"We'.re having trouble keeping
up with orders" is the comment

!
'

successiul
basic ^agreement expired.

the

first

ON

spurt in sales.

OUTLAY

L.A.-FR1SC0

[

going ahead with the organ-

ization of its

new

,

Softened by Suds,

aftiliate Televi-:

Pacting of Sohaefer's Beer
bankroll the Br o Qkly n
Dodgers' games this year over
WCBS-TV (CBS, N. Y.) marks
the first time that Dodgers'
owner Branch Rickey has permitted a beer outfit to sponsor
his team's pickups. Since Rick^
ey was the leader of the dub
owners who objected to beer
accounts,, it is expected the
way will -now be paved for a
brewery to tie in on the World
Series for the first time.
Several breweries had bid for

sion Writers Guild without the approval of the Screen Writers Guild.
Matter of jurisdiction has not been
completely, worked out. but the
has TDeen formally admitted
to the League and the new affiliate
has held its first organizing; meet-

to

TWO

I

]

TWO

i

-

>

I

:

I

rights to the Series games in
the past but had always been

Morgan

prohibited from pacting them,
Rickey formerly based' his opposition to brewery sponsorship on the assumption that it
wouldn't be right to plug beer
on the air during Sunday

TV

-

games.

,

games

1

15.
1

Plans to establish a microwave
radio relay system to provide television interconnection from Los
Angeles to San Francisco were filed last week with the FCC. Pacific
Telephone & Telegraph Co. told
the agency initial expenditures for
the hookup will: approximate $2,-.
500,000 with the project to be completed in about a year.
Initially,
the system will be
equipped to provide two one-way
television paths to carry programs:
from L.A. to Frisco but later additional facilities will, be put in as
roquired. About eight or nine intermediate relay points, spaced
more than 39 miles apart, will be
set up, in addition to terminal
points at each city.

commercial
survey

made

Bu.sinei^.s

serve
outlet,

and

Howard TV

'

,

units, according to a
Jointly by Bureau of
at Western Re-

Research

Univ..

WNBK, NBC's TV
WBWS, the Scripps
station.

These figures do -not include
(Continued on page 36)
'ig,.

'

to-

;

Herrmann on Hartman
J.

;

i

JWT

Walter Thompson, agency on

the new': Textron television show
featuring Paul and: Grace Hartman, has turned the program's
production reins over to Harry

Herrmann.
off the

The

latter, as result
agency's "Kraft Tele-

caster before the war, will -handle
narration.
Ballantine's
brewery
has a contract with the Yankees

and

is expected to a.ssign pickup
rights to
(DuMont), which
has carried the American League
team's games for the last several
years.
J. Walter Thompson handles the Ballantine account.
With the Dodgers-CBS-Sohaef-,
er's contract calling for the televising of all home games; no matter
time and $480 time to come, :'and agencies are what, CBS may be on a. spot because the Brooklyn team has schedusing vaude and cafe men to get
uled 21 night games. To pick up
a solid foothold in video. Should
(Continued on page 40)
another form of entertainment re-

WABD

WABD

-

i

j

I

of

A

:

I

:

I

'

place vaudeo on the top Hooperated shows; those presently connected with variety displa.vs will, J. B. Williams, Out Of
by that time, have been sufficiently
grounded in television to lake, over
Radio, Buys a Tele
on any format.
J, B. Williams Co., manufacturers
Morgan's successor at the Strand
hasn't been set as yet. He'll -con- of shaving products, has been inked:,
^
Washington. Feb. 15.
tinue to produce the Strand shows to bankroll "Acted Out," half-hour,
There are now 55 television sta- for several months until a suitable charade program featuring you ng
talent from current Broadway legittions in operation in the U. S. out replacement is found.
ers competing against each other,
of 123 authorized, according to an
Sunday (20) on
starting
this
analysis issued last week -by the
Lucille Ball,
Set
(NBC, N, Y,), from 6-30 to
NAB, An additional 150 experi--

55 Tele Stations

Show

Now in Operation

Rooneys

mental outlets are licensed, two of
For Berle Texaco Return
which are operating commercially
Lucille Ball. Pat Rooney, Sr. and
by special authority,
,Pat Rooney, Jr., have so far been
NAB compilations reveal a con- picked for Milton Berle's return to
tinuous decline in FM authorissa- the Texaco Star Theatre next Tuestions .since the peak of June 1, 1948. day (221.
when there were 1,035 stations auBerle will then have completed a
thorized.
As of Feb. 1 there were .three-week vacation. Phil Baker,
954 of which 706 are now on the
witli^ Benny Rubin as stooge, filled
'
air.
in last night (15), Sid Silvers was

WNBT

7 p.m; Ad agency
Thompson,

i

,

Textron Show for

of the Giants, with Chester-^

sponsoring through tlie Nevvell-.Emmett agency.
Russ Hodges
and Al Heifer, latter a wik. sports-fields

1

"

A breakdown of TV sets in the
Cleveland area shows that as of
Feb. 1. there were 21,656 home
sets and 3,054 commercial sets.
Set installation!?, alone in January
I'eached 2,313 home sets and 87

I

RELAY

Washington; Feb;

N. Y. Daily News' WPIX signed
some time ago to pick up all home

ing.
Evelyn Burkey is executiveFifth Hike for Station
secretary.
WCBS-TV's rate boost will be
Initial
membership sesthe fifth instituted by the station sion, held Monday night (14) at
since it took the air July 1, 1941. Holland llouse, N. Y., elected a
Last boost was announced Oct. 1, temporary
executive
committee
11948; at which time there were an
(Continued on page 42)
estimated 283,000 sets installed in
the N. Y. metropolitan area. Set
circulation as of Jan. 1 was estiSwitch to Agency
mated at 410,000 and will probably
have passed the 425,000 mark, at
Continues Yaude - Cafe
least, when the Feb, 1 figures are
in; That means that sponsors buy?
ing time after March 1 will still
Producer Segue Into
be getting an actual reduction in
Talent agencies are continuing
the cost per thousand viewers.
to look to vaudeville: and cafes'
Of the other N. Y. Stations, for key positions in- video. First
WJZ-TV
(ABC)
and
vaude producer to be hired for
(NBC) are expected to be the the production of television shows
next to announce rate increases. by a talent agency is Leo MorABC station has been operating at gan; Strand theatre, N. Y.. prothe same rate card since it took Iducer who joined the William Morithe air last August, with A time 'rls agency last week as a.ssistant
now going for $1;000, B time for to Harry Kalcheim, booker for the
$750 and C time for $600, WNBT, Texaco Star THeatre, and consultwhich put through il.s last increase ant on other shows.
j£n, 1, also charges $1,000 per
Already in video out of vaude
hour of A time, as does
and cafes are Kalcheim; at the
(DuMont). N, Y. Daily News' Morris office; Johnny- Greenhut, at
WPIXi which has been operating Music Corp. of America, and Budunder the same rate structure dy Howe, at General Artists Corp.
since it teed off last June 15; carIt's figured that vaudeo will be
ries the lowest charges, getting the big thing in television for some

Jrom distribuloi-s, "and with the
coming of baseball season we an- $800 per hour
ticipate at least an additional .10%
tor B.

i

I

$2 ,500,000

,

well.

SWG

I

.

after

I

I

Seen Further Hypo

establishment of a basic code of ate slackening in sales, and place
television fair practices witli the themselves in same position as new

ization

1

The Authors League of America is

WNBT

Baseball

Spurting;

eievelandi Feb. 15.
Collyer also proposed the: setVideo set sales continue to forge
up of a governing board to
help the merged organizations and ahead in the Greater Cleveland
enter into immediate negotiations area with coaxial-brought network
with the networks, producers, etc.. shows hypoing interest. Today,

of any member branch to
withdraw from the merged organ-

;

Dodgers' complete schedule of 154
games over WMGM, N. Y. radio
indie, with the other half being
sponsored
by
General.
Foods.
Agency for Schaefer is BBD&O—
[for GF, its Benton & Bowles.) Announcing' chores on the DodRovs
for both radio and TV are expectjed to be: split amoQg Red Barber^
Connie Desmond and Ernie Har-

I

ting

•right

,

;

,

Without

AM

I

also called for the

Forms TV Guild

Number

•

i

Beer
ers over WCBS-TV (CBS),
outfit is paying $226,000 to the
to the contests,
plus another $125,000 to the stiition
for time and facilities.
(Same
sponsor will also bankroll half the

Dodgers for rights

Authors League

of .sets now
in use. is nowhere near- the saturation:' point and it: is expected that
those now installed will be at least,
doubled within: the next year-. On
that basis alone, consequently, it
is believed that TV time charges
will soon overtake and pass the
rate structures. Station officials base the charges on the greater operating costs for tele than for
radio, but it's believed, that a gen-era! halt to the periodic rate boosts
will be called in: the near futui'e.

same as they are

Schedules for the coming season:'

I

more

carry

in N, y., meanwhile, began to take
final shape this week as Schaefei-'s
Brewery signed to bankroll ail
home games of the Brooklyn Dodg-

.

rate increases
the H. Y. video stations will be
able to put through has yet to be

determined.

affiliated stations;
now in radio-

ship of Chevrolet. Lineup inTriple
big
racing's
cluded
Crown—the Kentucky Derby,
the Preakness and the BeUnont
Stakes.

down the TV linei with an hour
of Class B time increasing from
$600 to $750.

Out Top Execs

He

|

,
'

:to

is expect-:,

ed that 'the big league -games in
subsequent seasons will be aired,
at least in N, Y., only by local, non-

—

plans to put through

How many

work television station.s
baseball. As a result, it

duct and Belmont hoping to
set the schedule so that no
racing pickup would conflict
with any regularly-sponsored
show.
Limited number of races
were carried last .year by the
CBS'TV web, under sponsor-

AM

Natl Tele Meet

national

N. Y. flagship station
of the NBC web, may turn its
racing.
horse
attention
to
Station execs are now trying
to line up TV rights at aU three
N. Y. tracks-^Jamaica, Aque-

25% increase on its basic rale
would boost the charge
for an hour of Glass A time (from
6 to 11 p.m. Mondays through Fridays and noon to .11 p.m. Saturdays and Sundays) from $1,000 to
$1,250 per hour. Same slot on the:
station, on the basis- of one;
day per week for one to 25 weeks,
now goes for $1,350. Same 25%
hike would be in effect -up and

In Chi to Bring

./

Eye. Nag.

WNBT,

a

{

'

time

its

where an

card.. That-

.

president, that all 4A
branches be affected immediately
with no qualifications and no restrictions for any member working
in video.

boost
point

A

.

.

|

to

1 to a

suit.

:

4A's to take over the ju'risdictioni
w
Under the AGVA proposal, any
WEAF (now WNBC, N. Y., flagpaid up member of any 4A union
ship station of the NBC web).
will be automatically issued a card
Show was lined up by Ralph B.
permitting him to work in video.
Austrian, then buyer and genPolicing and negotiations would
eral manager of Gimbel's radio
be carried on by.- representatives
department, and now a televiof all the unions.
sion consultant.
Plan has been meeting, stiff opposition from most of the other
4A groups. Some; have described
it as too cumbersome,
it's expected that the 4A's meeting will be late in getting \started
because of desire of certain members to censure Dewey Barto,
AGVA's national administrative
secretary. It's alleged that Barto
at a previous confab had called the
reasoning of AFRA executive secj!etary George: Heller, in the teler
vision matter to be "crooked." HelChicago, Feb. 15.
ler demanded an apology and Barto
National Television Conference,
refused, declaring that: his use of slated here March 7-9, features outthe word in: this matter meant standing figui-es in all video phases.
••devious.'
Conclave will include addresses by
Several proposals by the 4A's top executives, and panel discushave been carried over from prior sions on management, sales; legal
4A's meetings.
One is the mat- problems, programs, agencies, enter of deciding who shaU have the gineering, research, trends and
video jurisdiction. AFRA will try transmission.
Chi Television Council, with
to persuade Actors :Equity Assn. to
give, up television jurisdiction wit^h president James L, Stirton directassurance that rights of Equity ing, will host conference. Stirton
revealed
more than 90% of speakmembers as well as those of other
affiliates will be protected. AFRA ers had accepted invitations, indihas a request to the 4A's that cating intense interest in tele medium..'.membership meetings be held inProgram and speakers:
various cities by all unions, with
March .7. Address by James L.
decision as to iwho shall represent
them in television to be left to the Stirton, Speeches by J L. Van Volkenburg
(CBS); Charles C. Barry
members. The present 4A Television Committee is to see whether
(ContmueCl on page 40)
this arrangement can be continued
for the time being. There's a suggestion by Clayton Collyer, AFRA Cleveland Set Sales
.

WNBT

With no big league baseball
games to televise this year,

time will sell for
only $100 less than the same hour
on WCBS-AM. With the rate hike
based on the increased number of
sets in circulation, other N. Y.
stations are expected to follow

when the

1923,

plans

March

hour of Class

in March,
store built a
radio, studio atop its building,
from which shows, originated
and
e r e transmitted over
,.

that the American
Guild of Variety Artists will, continue to press for its plan for the

television

..

gram.

all affiliates.

known

It's

one
step
further towards the commercial
bigtime, WCBS-TV, CBS' N. Y.

Can't
It
Disclosure last week that
Gimbel's, Philadelphia, had become the iirst department
store to sign for a series of
regularly-scheduled television
shows recalls that the outfit's
N. Y. store was the first sponsor in the country to bankroll
a straight entertainment pror

ed ActorS' and. Artistes of America

promulgated by

Pushing

i

The number

of

AM

I

station au- originally slated to assist Baker,
a continuous ,but illness prevented him from

ITie company said increasing goes
television activity on the West visioh 'fheatre," although no Kraft thorizations has shown
s t e a d y increase during the last coming from the Coast for the date.
coast indicates the facilities will! successor has been chosen as yet.
Hartman show will be scripted year, with the total as of Feb. 1 at Jack Carter subbed for Berle the
be needed as soon as they can be
rprevious two weeks.
2,138.,
uiifde available.
iby FranH Wilson and Ted Luce.
I

is

J.

Walter

Show marks the initial entry of
the Williams firm into video. Outhas not been represented on
fit
radio since it gave up bankrolling
William L. Shirer on CBS a couple
of sea.sons ago. New contract runs
26 weeks and. if the show goes well,
Williams plans to put it on the
NBC-TV network. Show has been
aired across the board from 6:30
to 1 p.m. on WNBT under the title,
"Look Ma, I'm Acting." It bows
{out as a sustainei: after the ..airingtonight (Wed.)

'

!

I

'
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;

I
'

;

i
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Carrier pigeon lo clipper ship to

teleg^phed reports
ihe speed of

to

"fse

wircphotos-

news reporting

for centuries has

moved

closer to immediacy.

now

it's

44

television

Tonight at 7:45 EST, the

new

technique in televised news takes the world

in stride— the

NBC

produces the Camel

Here

is

Newsroom

Television

News Caravan.

journalism in living sight and sound for

millions of viewers in 15 network

Here

is

cities.

the ideal news vehicle.

^8
16

For news that beats them

NBC— America's

all,

Camel has chosen.

No. 1 Television Network,

-

/S

11

,

1

"

:
1

'
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Inside Television

Pa. Tele Stations Seek Court Role

For the first time this season, and as far as known the second in two
(NBC) telecast a swimming meet from an indoor pool. The event
Six television shows have been
Saturday night (12) was the Army-Princeton affair held in the new
packaged by Hilfr;Damroth, Inc., and Dillon gym at the latter university. Princeton generally being
consid
are now being offered to agencies. ered halfway between New York and Philadelphia, hooking to the co-ax
List includes: "Munro Leaf Club- cable between the two cities probably wasn't difficult.
The meet was only on the air a half hour having to make way for a
house/' moppet show featuring
sufficient
time, however, to get in taiSt
.program. There was
Munro Leaf, author of "Ferdinand sponsored
of the diving and reveal some underwater shots. These were viewed
the Bull;" "Say Can You See," quiz through the coach's window in the side of the pool via permanent
be>
program featuring Jay Jackson; low surface illumination. The judgment displayed in both
camera
"Curtain Going Up," half-hour dra- work and narration during the contest was crisp and .to the point,
almatic series featuring plays written though a lens swing around the interior would have given late;
viewers
by Percival Wilde; "Tell Me An- a look at this new pool as a wliole.

To Oust Censor Board From Vidpix
Philadelphia, Feb. 15.
Pennsylvania video stations
struck back quickly at the new regulation of the. State Board of Motion Picture Censors imposing censorship on films shown by television,

v.

New Tele Business
WENR-TV,

Chicago, announces
Hudson; Dealers,
sponsor,
through; MalcolmrHoward agency

new

.

A

.

declaratory judgment restrainfor weekly wrestling shows; and
ing the, film board from imposing new sponsor Goebel Beer through
its censorship on tele was sought
Brook, Smith, French & DorTribune
in U. S. district court here. Named rance agency for Cubs home base- other," with N. Y. Herald
sports ed Bob Cooke; "Budget
Carroll,
Edna
R.
in the action were
ball games.
the Menu," conducted; by
chairman of the Censor Board, and
WBKB,; Ghi, has new sponsorsy Planning
of
ConUniv.
Wetherell,
Frank
Beamembers,
a.ssociate
her two
Salerno-McGowen Biscuit Co., for
trice Z. Miller and John C. Fisher. Ulmer Turner newscasts, and Erie, necticut's dining hall director, and
The plaintiffs were Allen B. Du- Clothing Co. for "Telecharadfis" "Opera As You Like It,'' featuring
Carol Longone.
Mont Laboratories, which operates sliow:
New accounts totaling $60,000
WDTV, Pittsburgh: the Philco Tel"Bright Future," new television
evision Broadcasting Corp., WPTZ; have been signed by WJZ-TV, N. y.. variety
show featuring vHarry
Triangle Publications, Inc., WFIL- Both Zippy Products and B. B. Pen Hershfield and a group of talented
TV, WCAtJ, Inc'operating WCAU- Go. have inked 52-week contracts disabled veterans, has -been packTV, all in Philadelphia, and for spots. Loft Candy, the N. Y. aged by James' Perry Associates.
.Tournal-Americanj Ultra Chemical Program, which hopes to give the
WGAL, Inc., which will soon op- Works
and Chevrolet Dealers have vets a chance for TV work, is to
erate the new station WGAL-TV, in
all signed 13;-week participations in be auditioned via a stage presentaLancaster,
"The Fitzgeralds." Philip Morris. tion Friday night (18) at the sevThe Censor Board's order stated B.:
Nelson and Simmons Co. have enth annual ball of the Purple
that no film reels may be shown also contracted for TV spots on
Heart organization at the. Hotel
over video in Pennsylvania with' the ABC video outlet.
Henry Hudson, N. Y.
out being first approved by the cenHudson Motor Gar Co., through
sors. The tele stations termed the Brooks, Smith, Frenbh and Dororder unconstitutional and invalid, rance, Detroit, ordered, a total of
alleging the defendants have no 10 live spots on WXYZ, Detroit,
right to interfere with interstate beginning Feb. 13. for a period of
commerce.
two weeks.
Many film programs originate
E.
B. Brewing Co., Detroit,
outside this state and many that through the W. B. Doner Agency
originate here are viewed in otlier last week purchased professional
The Federal Communica- wrestling over station WXYZ-TV,
states.
tions Commission, the suit argued Detroit, Tuesday, 8:30-10 p.m., efComplete' revamping of DuMont
imposes on all licensees the respon- fective Feb. i5i for a period of 16
Fred Wolf, long identified broadcast operations in an effort to
sibility and duty of selecting pro- weeks.
grams that will best serve the pub- with E. & B. as bowling announcer, bring the web's programming
will
continue
to
do
the
wrestling
lie intere^. Said duty and responDetroit s Fairview standards up to a point where they
sibility cannot be delegated to an.v
'^g^^S^JJ^/'y
can compete on equal terms with
Unlicensed person or entity; the peGrowiey - «Milner
Department other networks is expected to foltition declaftd.
Store,
Detroit,
through CastleIndustry reps emphasized that Werner Advertising' agency, pur- low the assumption of additional
filing of the complaint did not chased one five-minute shopping duties as network chief by Commean they had any intention of news program Sunday, Feb. 13, on
mander Mortimer E. Loewi, exec
ever presenting any program which WXYZ-TV, Detroit, with option
would not meet with the approval for a 13-week renewal. This is asistant to DuMont prez Dr. Allen
of the board, but they ob.iected be- first time the store has used tele- B. DuMont.
difficulties
Loewi, who succeeded Lawrence
cause of the mechanical
vision
involved. Tlie industry is already
Nu-Enamel Paint Co., through' Phillips to the network job last
under strict federal regulation Century Advertising agency, De- week, effected his first change with
which protects the public from Itroit, contracted for three one-min- the appointment of Tom Gallery
anything objoclionable, they said. 1 ute sound-on-filin spots weekly ef- as sales manager:
Gallery, with
fective Feb. 28. for a period of 18 DuMont since 'January, was forweeks,: bv^r WXYZ-TV, Detroit.
merly an exec with the N.Y. Yan-r
Bettar Ice Cream Co. of Balti- kees baseball team. He succeeds
Package
more iias picljed up the tsb on Humboldt J, Greig. who moves
PI.
^ ''Let's Pop the Question^" :tele- over as Loewi's top assistant. New
phone (}uiz; show aii'ed Ft'iday
for
network chief expects to expand
"inlslits at 6:45 over WAAM. Balto
Arnold Stang; foil for Henry i„cHe outlet. Theodore Newhoff ad the personnel of all phases of DuMont's broadcasting activities and
Morgan on the latfer's former radio agency "placed the"aceount.
show, gets his fli-St television starSavarin Coffee (S. A. Schon- is currently lining up a new modus
ring role in a new situation comedy brunn & Co.) signed as participat- operandi, under which the head of
series packaged around him by ing sponsor on Rube Goldberg's each department will be completeTitled "Billy Bean," "Drawing Game" Sunday nights at ly autonomoUSt reporting to Loewi
Gale, Inc,
the program is slated for an au- 7:50 on the N. Y, Daily News' only on matters of broadcast

Indie 'film producer Samuel Goldwyn declared in a byline story In
the N. Y. Times Sunday (13) that Zenith Radio's projected Phonevision
idea presented the greatest potentiality for the film industry to turn a
Fee paid by the
profit on pictures made specifically for television.
set owner for the privilege of seeing such a film on his home set,
Goldwyn said, would presumably be divided among tlie transmitting
station, the film producer and the phone company, which would supply
the necessai-y cable lines to bring the" picture into the home. Production of full-length pictures for sucii TV transmission, however, may not
;'become a reality for another five to 10 years.
Predicting- a vast demand for full-length features made especially
for TV, Goldwyn said such films would have to put more emphasis on
story values in order to hold audience interest. He also predicted a
reversion to "broader, lustier acting" than is present in pix made for
theatres because of the average small-sized video viewing screen. Pacing
on the, TV pix will be more rapid, he said. Rounding up his conclusions, Goldwyn declared;- "The certainty is that In the future, whether
it be five or 10 or even more years distant, one segment of our industry
will be producing pictures for exhibition in theatres while another
equally large section will be producing them for showing in the homesi"
The "stimulus of competition," he. said, should: bring forth bett^jr pic-

.

Loewi Post Cues
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:

-

:

I

'

Last winter NBC did a complete Yale-Penn aquatic meet from Philadelphia. It ran a little over an hour. These are easy to watch Saturday afternoon or night events, with sponsorship, posslibiliti«$, whiclithe
public seldom sees.

;

'

^

WNBT

&

,

DuMont Revamp

tures for both.

A hot fight for control of the television industry in Latin America is
expected among U. S., British and French manufacturers, following the
Export-Import Bank's nix last week of a request from the Radio Manufacturers Assn. for loans to L. A. countries for building TV facilities
with American equipment. Because of the'^difference in line standards
of the three systems, the market for American receivers will be last
permanently if the British and French succeed in selling their transmitting eqi^iipment ahead of U. S. manufacturers, according to James
E. Burke, chairman of RMA's export committee.
Burke declared that American manufacturers would continue their
efforts to sell equipment in L. A. by attempting to convince those countries with low dollar balances to release some of their funds for TV
equipment. Most such countries, however, aren't going for the idea
at this time but prefer to .do business with England, because of their
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'

j

j

,

I

;
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large sterling supply.

|

l

I
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International Telephone & Telegraph's acquisition of the Farnsworth
Corp. last week marked the first entry into the manufacturing business
by the communications outflt^and is expected to presage further activity
^long manufacturing lines by the company. Sale, which is pending a
majority vote of Farnsworth stockholders, thereby puts I.T.&T. into a
position somewhat similar to that of RCA, which also engages in both

I

Comedy

M3n&

On ABC

'

i

operations..'

,

|

Under terms of the sale, Farnsworth stockholders would get one
share of I.T.&T. for each 12 shares of Farnsworth they now hold. Communications firm expects to continue operation of the Farnsworth radio
and television plant at Fort Wayne, Ind., and the national Capehart

[

1

,

l

:

distributor

I

and dealer organizations.

1

ditiori

run, on

March

1

WJZ-TV (ABC, NY) WPXX.

and tees

weekly

off as a

-Agency
•

'

brnadcasl soon afterwards
Script, will revolve around Stang
as an average guy who always gets
into trouble. Jeffery Hayden will
play the part of his girl friend.

>.,
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—

Gumbinner.

policy.
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DuMont

!
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HUB BANK'S NEWS PICKUP
Boston,

Feb.

15.

be

in a

Way in which television has made an inter-state affair of most spoi-ts
events was pointed up Friday ill) in an editorial on the Dannv Gardella case in the N. Y. Herald Tribune. "Few Americans know to wliatextent television is changing national habit and thought." the editorial
said, "which is just as well; but most decidedly it is bringing spoit
smack across state lines to every interested fireside."
H-T reminded readers that TV viewers were seeing not a rehash of
the play but the actual event. "It seems almost immaterial to consider
whether the pei'formance is for the crowd on the spot or the great and
growing audience beyond," the editorial added, "The U, S. coiul of
appeals, which has just sided with GatdisUa, is intelligently recognizing
the force of an invention."

good finan-

position to carry out its ex-

panded

,

will

broadcasting

activities.

Outfit's yeai'-end financial report,

National Shawmut Bank here
has blanketed the: local television
newsreel scene. With; its signing,
this week, to sponsor the International
News
Service - Tel'enews

expected to be submitted to stock*
holders within the next two weeks,
will sliow a -profit almost double
that ofTlast yeari Earnings in 1948
Gotham
Roach
were poured back into an expanPic Product weekly reel on WBZ-T V.
sion of DuMont's manufacturing
Peddle
Bank
already bankrolls the INS- activities, but most of them this
With bulk of films in six new
,
year will be slotted into the broad*
series designed exclusively for tel- Telenews daily reel on both WBZ
casting end of the business.
evision completed, Hal Roach, Sr., |TV and WNAC-TV.
is due in N, Y, next Monday (21)
to show his- completed product to
executives
ad
agentelevision
and
cies.
Included in the different
groups; available for showing are
series designed for juvenile atten-

To

To

TV

,

„

.

1

Radioites got a big chuckle out of a recent telecast of a baskctbaU
of used car dealers, on which one dealer
his sponsorship was going, the bankholler
it should do better," implying he might cancel out.

|

game; sponsored: by a score
was interviewed. A.sked how

I

j

said "not so. good,

The announcer quickly changed the subject to sales ethics, one pitch
on the series being that these used car merchants are strictly on the

I

and one involving a private

tioii

.

up-and-up.

i

"

sleuth.

Koaeh

is the first big major Coast
to convert facilities to mak-

i

V

"PM

'

NBC-'TV's;
Television
1 G
studio
lie will! Playhoufse" added KLEE-TV, Housing production for -TV,
screen product and make contacts ton. to its roster of outlets Sunday
in N. Y. through the William Mor- (13). thereby preserving its record
|of having an outlet
every city
-ris'agencv
• ''
,.':" ','..•;.•
lin the country boasting a tele staItion.
Indie TV producer Charles
•
rk
na
TIT n i
rat Mni'ICAn I V rarHA0A Vl^- Cliristenberry> Jr., named prez
I ai IHUII9UII 1 T 1 atnagc
American Television Guild, with
Television package built around (director Walter Brenman elected
Katherine Rosser and
in
Patricia
Morison, lead
the veepee.
Broadway legiter "Kiss Me. Kate," Harold Singer remain as secretary
and
treasurer, respectively,,,
is in the works at Pembroke Ennew packaging firm [WNHC-TV, New Haven, added ^^^^
terprises.
NBC-TV
s web, making it the 16th
fouijded by Pembroke Davenpori,
f.'ation in the network to receive
musical director of "Kate."
'^'"'^'^ Simultaneous with their
Dtvpnnnrf IS
is also
akn woilrinff
woiJcing on a
uavenport
origination
Georse L. Moskovics,
production of a musical p ay he S
j,
Hutchinson. Richard
written.
Family Affair, to be Ho^gso„ ^nd J. T. Baral, Jr., disdone with Margo .Tones, producer cussed tele before the Advertising
It;s be- Women of N. Y. yesterday (Tues,)
ol -Summer and Smoke,
ing aimed for Broadway in the, in a panel titled, "Television— To-

"Television Playhouse," will rer
ceive the Advertising Club of Balti,more's annual award for the best
itele performance of 1948 for his; ap-

i

m

1

-

I

I

i

I

ad-

KFI-TV on the Coast

will

continue

nighUy

rate
on
Needs" at the sponsor participation show, "Shop
Look and Listen." Station instigated
American Television Society lunch- the policy
several months ago in an effort to interest time buyers who
eon today (Wed.i at the Hotel
never ventured into radio or video. Rates were cUt to $2.5 from $75
Roosevelt,
New daytime TV had
and station beamed two programs nightly which allowed the cut price.
series. "Makeup by Del Russo,"
preems today (Wed.) on WNBT KFl is now airing only one such show nightly.
(NBC) in the 3:15 to 3:30 p.m. slot.
Walter Preston, former radio-TV
NBC-TV's puppet star, "Howdy Doody," is scheduled to make his first
director
for
Columbia Artists, "personal appearance" outside the studios
at Macy's department store,
opened his own office to rep radio N.Y., Feb.:
26, in a special progi'am dedicating Macy's new "HowdSf
and tele artists.
Doody" ranch. Puppet will be accompanied by Bob Smith, his voite,
and Clarabell, another character on the show.
Hollywood
Macy's opened its ranch on Monday. Set up in the kids' department,
Max Gilford named legal counsel it will feature for sale all the H-D equipment, such as cowboy shirts,
tor Television Producers Assn., dolls, etc.
H-D records, published by Victor, will be played continuits

cut

policy

its

>

|

j

i

,

I

1

William Saroyan and Tennessee Williams have

any price. While Saroyan and Williams have specifically restricted
their one-act plays, O'Neill has put all of his plays on the hold list.

at
I

|

|

|

O'Neill,

,

I

I

'

,

Eugene

vised video packagers that their plays are not available for television

'Users' Informational

'

'

pearances on that program
C. E.
Hooper scheduled to speak on
"Meeting the Television Adver.

.

I

repping "live" tele" packager-pro- ously.
Developments"
Byron Paul. ducers on the Coast. ,Richart Hart
studio and remote cameraman at has been inked to star in a vidfilm
Paramount station KTLA on the Coast has cancelled out Pierce Bros,
'CBS-TV, uppcd to the web's pro- series. "Yankee Spy'' by Bob Longewhicn
.^^.^^ department as a director... necker of
Telepak which will re video commercials and has nixed advances from Utter-McKinlcy w.e'*
Iday's

fall.

"Ethics?" he said, "we're just out to sell cars.

program coordinator oh NBC-TV'S

New York

!

,

;

I

'.Tuve
juve, Jurv'g'
jurys

TV
iv

Nibbles
iniuoies

Jack Barry's "Juvenile Jury' isovaleric Bettis, ballerina in the curbeing considered for TV by a num- rent Broadway revue, "Inside
her of agencies. Gaines Dog Food, U. S. A,," signed for a straight drashow on MBS, matic role as tlie femme lead in
sponsor of the
has given Barry permission to put Philip Barrj>'s "Holiday", next Sunthe siiow on video for a non-com- day (20i on CBS-TV's "Studio One"
product.
Bert I..>ieli; Phiko's host and
peling

AM

.

j

!

I

.

.

the pix. William Cameron wishes to insert a series of spots oi) teevee outlet. Complaints
view
Menzles will write, direct and pro- rolling into the station by viewers apparently not overly anxious to
duce the series. .KL AC-TV is in- their burial plots while trying to enjoy an evening's entertainment.
Evidently the public doesn't mind listening to mortuary blurbs on
Klaus
standard broadcast but viewing the scenes is a bit'upsetting.
standard broadcQst studio. Screen Landsberg, station head, related that henceforth advertising wul
(Continued on page 36)
tied into programming as much as possible.
lea.se

serting a large screen television receiver in its recently converted

;

i

;

WedngflJay, February 16,
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WW

TEUBVISION

WP-OR GET OFF THE TV PLOr
Some Only

543 Feature Films,

BIDDERS NEEDLE

Five Years Old, Released for Tele
Hollywood, Feb.

jias"

Pabst's Coast

headed by Toby Anguish,

obtained the video rights to

543 pictures

KLAC-TV

from General Films

BB Tv

Some of Angeles, Hollywood Stars baseball
and Elliott Hainan, Inc
games package to Pabst Blue Ribas recently
the, pix were released
bon beer. KLAC reportedly bought
the rights to televise teains dia-^
as J943.
films
is
"City
the
of
mond battles for $20,000 apiece.
Newest
Pabst will alternate between two
Without Men," starring Linda Darteams sponsoring the Stars for One
nell, which will be telelensed by
showing and the Angels next;
KTSL. Bental ifor this one is $250. KLAC is hunting
for a sppnsor to
Bates run from $100, for old west- pick up tab on tilts left over.
erns, as high as $800, which NBCTV. paid for "Barber of Seville,"
French picture telecast over the
"City" was proeastern network.
duced by Samuel Bronston for
Columbia release in 1943. Bronfrom Col in
release
a
secured
ston
1946 and sold it to a re-release outAnguish took it from there.
fit.
This is the case history of most of
ABC will make a small profit of
the pix secured.
List Of films up for teevee rental $10,000 on :sale; to a spons<)r of
includes "The Birth of a Nation," rights to the forthoomiog Series o4
documentary
films for television on
individual
$400
to
being offered for
outlets; Sol Leaser's "Stage Door Gen. Dwight D.- Eisenhower's "CruCanteen." $600; James Roosevelt's sade in Europe," if it succeeds in
lining
bankroller
up
a
at the curthe
Others
on
O'Gold,"
$300.
"Pot
David O. Selznick-Jock rent asking price. Wfeb is reportlist are
Whitney's "Nothing Sacred," edly near a deal with several: prospective
advertisers
at
this
time, in^
"Little
Lord
Sharp"
and
"Becky
13 of Bill Boyd's eluding U. S. Steel, which has been
Fauntleroy,"
6atei«s; 'theii looking for a suitable TV package.
"Hopalong Cassidy
ABC prez Mark Woods revealed
British "Deadlock," "I Was a Criminal" and "Prison Without Bars," following a screening of tlie first
two in the series Monday (14 ) at
and 16 John Wayne gallopers.
Anguish will also produce 1,000 the 20th-Fox homeoff iCe that the
or more shorts for video himself, web hopes to sell the total 26 flltns"
Sponsor at that
within a year.: Outfit is currently at $15,000 each.
setting up a production program price would run the shorts three
for year-'round Icnsing on shorts. times each over *: 78-week period*
ABC
would
get » total 6£
thus
form
of
every
embrace
These will
short, from 19 half-hour minstrel $390^000 for rights, as againsl the
shows to 10-minute travelogs. All $380,000 which it paid 20th and the
March of Time, which produced
\t'lll be shot in 16m in a studio for
which the company is currently them. Web would get in addition,
of course, its standard station time
dickering.
and facilities charges.
Talent will be cut in for 50% of
Both Woods and 20th prez Spythe gross on each picture. A numTos
P. Skouras emphasized that the
ber of top names are now huddling
pictures will not be nii^de available
Hefty
with Anguish on the deals.
theatres, at least for the 2i
to
possible
by
cut for talent is made
months
to which ABC has exclusive
that
has
the fact
the company: now
If no further
its own distributing setup, Anguish TV rights to them.
said yesterday.
It has five officfeS deal is made with the web at that
now, in N. Y., Chicago, San Fran- time, all rights would revert back

ABCs

Small lOG

'Orusade' Profit

'

.

.

:

:

:

'

:

;

cisco,

setting

.

L.

A.,

up a

and Seattle, and is
sixth in Dallas,

.Indication of the name values in
.some of the films is tlie cast of the

.

,

CLARK

the

,

,

''Lambs Gambol" television
show Feb. 27 on NBC-TV's east
coast web.
Show will be bankrolled by Maxwell House Coffee
Sunday night in the 8:30 to 9 slot,
replacing "Meet the Press."
•Also set for the opening stanza
are Guy Kibbee, in a short, dramatic sketch, plus Shepherd Bert
tytell and former Shepherds Fred
Waring and William Gaxton, who
«'re. to act as
program hosts. In
addition. Gene "Tunney and several
other Lambs will make appearances on the program, which carries a vaudeo format in which will
be included much of the clubowned material which has never
ocen seen yet outside the club,

which
its permit in November,
and which is now asking for
its
second extension.
Tri-State
submitted an affidavit with pic-

received

Own Tournament

'

of

:

also get the International finale to
the Golden Gloves, which will be
staged in Chi May 18. Pickups will

be

made by WGN-TV, Chi Tribune

station,

mote

chief

Don Cook.
championships,

sched-

WDEL-TV

at the site of the
"Ford Television Theatre," one
station. The pix showed
the costliest video dramatic
field with of
series now aired, will expand from

snow-covered

only

at

some

crates of insulators.

Tri.State's petition, filed

interested"and af^
fected by the delays and dilatory
vitally

is

tactics of

WDEL-TV."

WDEL-TV

is

owned

by

the

Stelnman interests which have six
standard stations in Delaware and
Pennsylvania and also has a video
permit in Lancaster, Pa.

A

television applicant in Dallas
also asked for the frequency of a

permit holder, saying he is "prepared to proceed immediately."
The A. H. Belo Corp., owners of
WFAA and the Dallas Morning
News, asked that the Commission
reconsider the extension granted
Feb. 1 to the Lacy-Potter Teler
vision Broadcasting Co.; which was
granted a video permit in Septem--

a,

test basis.

its

present once-monthly presenta-

tion to one a week, starting next
fall.

:,

.

Operating through an organiza-

.

tion nom de plume to discourage
possible departure from normal

viewing habits, the network sends
out 500 diaries every three months
to set owners located through random phone calls. The system has
been used here in the past to
measure radio audiences but, as
far as known, has not been used
elsewhere for video.
Cooperation on the part of.vicwers in keeping the diaries, jfames
i.Seiler, in charge of the project,
told Variety, has exceeded the
most optimistic estimates. Better
than 90% agree to keep the record
for the seven-day period asked and
most diarists are diligent in listing the: programs favored and time
devoted to viewing.
Sufficient
diaries are mailed to set owners
to insure a 500 sample, with telephone calls made to: check coopera-

;

.

grant the extension."
A reply yesterday from LacyPotter said this ;is the fourth time
Belo has tried to interfere with its
establishment of a television sta'

The burden of Belo's

plea,

the reply said, is that while it is
not an aggrieved party"it would
to see opponent's grant deleted
in
order that petitioner
(Belo) in future might have a more
favorable prospect of .securing a
construction permit for television

like

in Dallas."

I

Godfrey

Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt

Among Name Sponsors
Of Non-Profit

;

.

tion.

AM

In

TV Show

Aside from the fundamental data
desired on program popularity and
time spent viewing, the diaries
provide a wealth of information on.
the effect of television on family
They show among other
life.
things: (D a high proportion of
families viewing from three to five
hours an evening throughout the
week, (2) a surprisingly large stayat-home audience on Saturday
nights, and (3) a tremendous interest in. children's programs.
Comments^ volunteered by tbi
diarists provide valuable data on
program interest.
Many of the
80% of the viewers who take in
the Milton Berle show attest "it's
the

best

thing"

in

:

;

;

';

v

television.'

Others give praise to the kiddie
shows, one revealing her childi>en
have dinner in the living room in
front of the receiver.
Another
gratefully
remarks
she "will

:

patronize their sponsors."

Three more television package
Some diarists note the evenings
entered the field this:
spent away from home while
week, two of them planning to proothers record their return on Tues-.
duce live shows and the other speday night in time for Tex.nco.
Latter,
cializing in film shorts.
Time
taken for set repair is innamed S.K.D. Film, has completed
variably followed by continuous
five of a scheduled series of 13
viewing upon return of tlie refour-minute featurettes starring
agencies

Canada Lee. Officers of S.K.D.
are Mortimer De Groot. N. Y. attorney, as prez; Harry Servel,
treasurer, and Walter Klee, secretary.

,

Torchlight Productions, organas a non-profit organization

ized

.

ceiver. :

A

suburban householder com-

plains of local police station interference to television reception and
asks "if you could use your influence with FCC" to have the
pojlic^ change its wavelength.
Another tells of plans to elevate his
aerial from 50 to 70 ft. to bring
in more stations from Washington
And Baltimore.
A diarist notes that her family
has difficulty in deciding on programs $nd wishes the good shows
were better spread out "with some
good ones on Saturday." Another
criticizes a commercial as "too
long" while another remarks ."it
''

with Henry Jaffe, Charles S. Johnson, Max Lerner, Mrs. Eleanor
Roosevelt, Louis Untermeyer, Walter White and William L. White
listed as sponsors, has worked out
a halfi-hour radio series, titled
"Conflict,"" for which scripts are
now being solicited from Radio
Writers Guild freelancers. Torchlight will expand into TV once the
radio series is rolling. Officers are
David Krapralik, prez, and Jane smells."
White, veepee.
Tele-Theatres Productions, which
alsO' plans to produce both radio
SETS
and tele shows, includes the TeleTheatre Studio, which will train
89,000
pro actors in TV techniques; TeleTheatre Actors Co., a video stock
Hollywood, Feb. 13.
group, and the Tele-Scepcsry,. stuAccording to -figures compiled by

HARPO MARX MAKES
COMMERCIAL VIDFILM
Hollywood, Feb. 15.
Harpo Marx will make & 10minute commercial telepic this
,

for Catalina
Titled "Cavalcade of

Swim
Swim

suits.

Suits,"

LA. TELE

TOP

MARK

.

.

which plans- to service .clients the Southern California Radio and
with low-budget scenery for TV Electrical Appliance Assn. $35,734.
Inc.
Catalina will pick up tab for shows. Now ready for sale are 800 has been spent for 89,337 teleImprovise,"
a dramatic- vision sets by persons within the
film and stores, retailing / firm's "Let's
participation series fea- viewing aread of the Los Angeles
suits, will pay station time for audience
Telefilm turing the actors group, and "Cross stations.
video showing locally.
featuring Milton
will also make six one-minute com- and Tyner Time,"
Number of sets in the viewing
Cross and Evalyn Tyner. Charles
mercial spots for company.
W. Christenberiy, Jr., is head pro- area has been upped almost 10,000
will be

6:45 .p.m.

'

i

The permittee said it is confident its station will be on the air
by next June. 19.

week

trends in the Capital area, providing invaluable data on station and
program: preferences.

I

Kenyon fe Ecfchardt 'tele department chief Garth Montgomery .de-.
clared that a definite time: slot for
the onccrweekly airings hasn't been
set yet. It is known, however, that
the agency has taken an option on
the Monday night 9 to 10 segment
on CBS-TV, immediately following
the "Arthur
Talent
Scouts" program. "Lux Radio TheatrCi" aired in that .slot on the CBSweb, has already served notice
on CBS that it won't go for a tele
dramatic show directly opposite; so
Ford may be forced to find another
time.
"1Y Theatre," carrying a budget
of approximately $17,800 per performance, is Mow aired Sunday
nights from 7:30 to 8:30. CBS-TV
has "Studio One," its sustaining
legit series, in the slot two weeks a
month, with a feature film: occupying the time on the fourth week.

ber, 1947.

tion.

:

,

I

by Har-

Washington counsel,
Mott,
asked that the extension request
be designated for hearing and simultaneously filed an application
for the facilities of WDEL-TV. It
said only one channel has been allocated to Wilmington"and the
public interest requires that a station be constructed for operation
thereon as promptly as possible."
It is not only ready and willing to
build a station, said Tri-State, but
old..';

it

in Fall

taken

tures

produced by Telefilm,

uled for next Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday at Madison Sq.
Garden, N. Y., under sponsorship
of the N. Y. Daily News Welfare
Assn., will be carried by the Daily
News' WPIX on a local basis only,
several showgirls from Clark's since WPIX has no share of the
IPANA SINKS TEETH IN TV
show will appear with him, mark- cable allocations. Same will hold
Ipana Toothpaste is going video,
ing the first time any
femmes have true for the national champion- signing this week to sponsor
appeared on a Lambs program.
Pup," CBS-TV moppet
ships, alto originate from the Gar- "Lucky
Sh°'*^'
featuring the Bunin puppets;
show
originating from NBC- den.
^
^Vs International theatre, N. Y.,
Chi finals on March 4, incident- on Tuesdays and Thursdays, startwin be carried on the web's seven ally, will mark the first anni of ihg the end of March. Agency is
eastern stations. It is also to be WGN-TV's commercial operation. Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield.
recorded on film for subsequent Station took the air-March 5, 1948,
Show is now aired Mondays
transmission over the seven mid- With a pickup of the same event on through Saturdays horn 6:30 to
western stations.

Weekly

;

under the direction of re- pic

Eastern

Ford Show to Be

:

Champions

bouts from N. Y.
Chi finals, scheduled for March
will be aired over the web's full
roster of 10 stations in the east
and midwest. Same stations will
4,

i

:

1947,

•

FOR
PREEM

NBC

•

WDEL-TV

:

.

accurate

r

ditional time to

view of recent actions by
FCC in calling old permittees to
It is beUeved explain delay in construction, Belo
to 20th and MOT.
requested that the Lacy-^Potter re(Continued on pag^ 40)
quest be designated for hearing to
determine whether the company
"has been diligent and whether it
would be in the public interest to
Rival Fete Show Confines

Sunday night Linda Darnell starrer,
which, also includes Glenda Farrell,
Doris Dudley, Edgar Buchanan,
Chicago Golden Gloves
Michael Duane, Sara AUgood, Leslie:
Brooks, Margaret Hamilton,
To Midwest in CBS Snag
Ho s e ma ry D e C a mp, Sheldon
Leonard and Joseph Crehan. B. H.
Hold by other networks on the
Schulberg produced for Bronston single coaxial cable linking the
and Sidney Salkow directed.
east and midwest will confine the
pickup of the semi-final and final
Golden Gloves boxing matches in
Chicago to CBS-TV midwestern
SET
Chi semi-finals,
only.
stations
scheduled for Monday, Tuesday
'LAMBS GAMBOL'
and Wednesday (21-23), will be
Bobby Clark/ starring in a skit carried in Chi; Cleveland and Defrom his current Broadway musi- troit the first two days, but only in
cal, Mike Todd's "As the Girls Go," Chi the third day, since the other
will headline the preem edition of stations will be carrying the web's

-

.

Washington, Feb. 15,
sampling system whose prohave proved remarkably
is being used here by
to gauge television audience

A

jections

.

.

,

•

Washington, Feb. 15.
Television applicants waiting for
Saved!
the freeze to tha.w out their appliThe Salvation Army has added a
cations are helping the FCG get
It has
after video, permit holders to stop new weapon to its arsenal.
in
its
installed
television: sets
One apstalling on construction.
plicant yesterday (Mon.) presented Bowery mis.sions.
Idea
is
that
the
homeless
men
photographic evidence to the Comthe
Army
aids
are
able
to
whom
mission to show that a permittee in
watch sports events and other prohis city had done practically nothgrams at its shelters, instead of at
ing toward building his station.
bars.
A petition filed: by the Wilmington, Del., Tri-State Broadcasting
Co.j licensee of WAMS, told the
Commission it should not grant ad-

By TV

Holly wood, Feb; ISi
has sold half the Los

'

,

GP 'STIILLERS'

15.

Television Pictures Distributing
Corp.;

dios,

ducer, with Karen O'Sullivan directing the Tele-Theatre.

M'waukee'« 16,236 Sets
Milwaukee, Feb. 15.
WTMJ-TV's latest check of dealers and. distl;ibutors revealed sales
of tele sets pushed past 2,000 for
fourth straight month.
Total Milwaukee figure was 16,,236 on Feb. l. with »0% in pri-'
i vate
bomes.
.

,

,

.

.since the last survey figures wei-e
released for the period ending
Dec. 31. Association related yesterday that 91% of the total number

of sets listed have been installed
in Los Angeles County. About 65%
of the receivers have been pur-

chased by middle income bracket
families, according to the Association figures, with 25% going into
upper level homes and the remaining 10% into lower income abodes;

,

.

'
;

TEI.EVISIOIV

»6

CHILDREN'S HOUR
'VVitli Ed Ilerlihy, announcer;

.:

'

,:

REVIEWS
Oiich!

others With Bob Elson; guests
15 JVlin,; Men.. 9 p.m.

GARTERS

PARIjS

ABC, from

No one can louse up a
sports event like a sports an-

'

.

(Louis A. Smitti)
NBC-TV, from N. Y.
"Identify" is a cut-and-dried quiz
(Clements Co..)
show about sports that makes only
Horn & Hardart's "Children's a half-hearted attempt to exploit
Hour," with 20 years on radio be- video's visual angles. Format is
hind il, has been brouglit from based on quizmaster Bob Elson
Philadeliphia to N. Y. by NBC fori tossing the brainteasers at a panel
simulcast purposes; In its TV ver- of sports experts with still pictures
sion, the show is a welcome addi- thrown in for the benefit of viewtion to any family's early Sunday ers. As expected, the stills are
morning at home: and should-enjoy totally static and add little of inthe same success on the newer me- terest to the proceedings. Here's a
dium that it has had in radio. TV, spot where action newsreel clips
in fact, should enhance the talent about sports events and personshowcasing aspects of the prograrti, alities would add those extra showwhich helped develop a number of manship values that would lift this
top performers during its radio offering out of the mediocre class.
In,- any; case, however, this prostint.
Producer Alice Clements, who gram could benefit from a snappier
supervises the program for her phrasing of the questions than was
husband's, ad agency, has always evident on its coaxial debut Monday
provided it with good visual: dressr (14). The questions were routine
Ing for the studio audience's bene- and the answers were hit-and-miss
fit, so that it didn't require; much without any difference one way or
additional in the way of costuming another. In one case, Elson was
the kids. Show could stand a little tripped by wrong answer on his file
more variety in camera shots, how card; Elson hanfdled the single
ever.
As transmitted the day Paris Garter plug, however, in
Henn.
cau.eht (13 ) only two shots were okay punchy style.

bum of a track meet.
Allen's latest adventure took
place Saturday night (12> for
during the N, Y, Athletic
meet at the Garden.
Paired with a narrator who did
the running account of the
events, the fact that Allen was
only"doing- the cigaret commercials didn't: stop him from getting in the way. From trackside they were making the official p.a. announcement of the
result of the Buermeyer- 500
when Allen had to have his
a

CBS

1

I

;

,

1

I

I

1

-

'

,

Sustaining
this

youthful Western group is proving
an. ideal vehicle for "the video medium. Lads are a few steps above
the usual so-called hillbilly stuff,
certainly in appearance, and they
'mix the tunes sufficiently to please
ranging from a five-year-old boy up a variety of tastes. Announcer Bob
to the teen-age brackets, "was good Ka.y lends an assist with a few
for the most part, and Miss Clem- well-placed introes.
Pee Wee King and bis Golden
ents wisely routined the various
West Cowboys have gained quite a
acts to provide good pacing.
Commercials,
whether done rep from their recordings^ and
straight by Herlihy or integrated have a fast' moving routine- of
into their performances by the musical numbers. .They also blend
well in the. vocal department; Comkids, were easy to take.
Stal.

,

-•

edy numbers are right down: their
alley,

There's a tight production and
With Bee Davidson, Irv Stone &
Kenny Miller, Joyce Norman, direction job by Burt Blackwell.
Carl; Bonner, Joe Ravel, Four This is- ideal television fare for the
, Tones Quarteti Connie Hill and local market, and judging by show
causht. the Pee Wee King outfit
the Odell Bakers
look.s npe lor sponsorship. Hold.
Producer: Fred Mullen
Director-Scriptcr: Gene Starbecker

This

completely lost to other viewers, ley and, with a standout cast topVallee's closing medley of oldie ped by Mady Christians and Meg
pops, in which he was backed by. i Mundy, the play was fine in all
quartet from the Ben Yost Vikings phases of production, direction-

!

:

air time (7^30 to 8:30 p.m.), little

"Admiral Broadway Revue" hit a effort was made to tone down the
good all-around pace in its third hard-hitting drama. Some of the
edition but there were still some scenes between Miss Christians, as
two -sons, in^
to be licked.
It's in- the mother; and her
evitable that in a 60-minute ses- fact, were so: sharply-etched as- to
sion there'll be some soft spots, be disconcerting. The result was
but it's a production mistake ta well worth the effort,, however,
wind up the show on a downbeat proving that video, in the right
note. Friday night (11), the weak- hands, can do such a theme at
est sector of the revue, a circus least as well as any otlrer medium.
along with
producer
ballet, number, brought down the Mabeley,
curtain on an over-all good show Garth Montgomery and director
Marc Daniels (wlio, incidentally, is
on a so-so note.
Miss Mundy's husband), rate a bow
The featured regulars turned in for not toning the play down
too.
some solid stints; the majority of much.
which were in the comedy division.
Miss Christians gave her best
Sid Caesar spread-eagled the lay- tele performance yet as the selfi.sh
out with four good turns which widow whose unnatural love for
revealed his versatility- and his her two sons almost wrecked their
large reserve of comedy, material. lives. Miss Mundy was excellent
as
Bobby Van's solo song-dance-com- the young wife who broke the spell
edy takeoff on "It's a Great Day" over, one son, neatly played by
was up to his usual standard.
Karl Webber. Lois Wheeler, as the
Imogene Coca and Mary Mc- fiancee of the other son. played
Carty socked across several good by WiU, Hare, was equally good.
comedy items, particularly as part Danlelsl' camera direction, Ben
of the show's regular feature, "The Ludlow's mood scoring and SamPassing Parade of Nonentities in uel Leve's sets all added up to
the News."
Miss McCarty also some of the best in current video
delivered seriously, for a change dramatic fare.
in pace, on "How Deep Is the
Ocean," highlighted by an atmospheric
production
background.
Milton Bcrle's continued absence
Miss Coca's impression of a torch from Texaco St?rr Theatre points
singer was good, although slightly
too long for maximum impact. Ed: up the difference between vaude
Cashman's calling of the doseup and vaudeo. Each, of course, carcamera shots on this number was ries entertainment values, but
firstrate.
vaudeo is a development that fits
The. show sagged somewhat in the specialized demandsf: of
the

rough edges

:.
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HOT STOVE LEAGUE
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Freedom," which

:

With Joe Finn, Russ Martin, John
Bird, Matt Jans, Toin Walsh; Joe

i

,

Wilson, quizmaster
Producer-Directors: Joe

it was exKTLA will double its transmitting
Wilson,
the right of children to power
Richard Liesendahl
.Norma Young bows
Apr, 1
on KTSL with a 10-minute Tuesday 15 Mins.; 6:30 p;m.
and Thuirsday Show, starting to- Sustaining
Bill Symes sports pro- WBKB, Chicago
rilght (19)Program is sports quiz, using
gram has been upped from brie to
five over KTSL. ."Teen Talent jury of four athletes and officials
Time" goes into weekly slot on who hurl teasers at one another
KTSL starting this week Paul under guidance of sports anKnig:ht has joined KFI-TV as direc- nouncer Joe Wilson. Savings bonds
tor of remote programming.:. Boh are awarded night's winners and
Moon taking over "Richard Webb's listeners who. send in correct anfilled- with
water. Effect was a Hobby Shop"
over KTSL while swer to question of evening.
difficult one, but it registered.
This show had five golfers ask'
Webb steps out to appear in "ElQuite a. number of the town's gie's Woman," an Alfred Aiken ing such queries as diameter of
local talent lent their various abiliputting greens, winners of national
«es to the variety layout. Pro acts
\l championship, longest shot record^V-ipute pix.based on .stories by ed, and greatest miitch winner of
ltnonnl'^%l7ay
Bret Harte. "M'liss" and -"Luck of professional toumeys.
Ties are
handled his own piano •accompani- Roaring Camp" have been set as run offby hand-over-hand choosement. Four Tones, three boys and first two subjects.. ."Hollywood In up with baseball bat.
a girl, were nicely grouped for
This is clever show and should
Three Dimensions" bows on KFIbest effect, and harmonized well.
TV
Sunday (20). Program which ring bell with sportsminded listenThe Odell Bakers, sepia instru- will have celebs' wives as guests, ers. However, more leisurely pace
mental quintet,; backgrounded the has been packaged
by Mai Boyd would help program. Too many
show, and gave professional style and Bob Joseph
A m e r i c a n contestants answering at once,
support
Broadcasting Co. 's Television outlet with quizmaster apparently racing
Fred - Mullen, producer, and KECA-TV is now beaming a regu- against time, sometimes results
in
Gene Starbecker, writer-director, larly scheduled
near bedlam.

''.Filth

plained

I
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M
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play and have fun.
'h opened
with Connie Hill (daugtiter of Don
Hill.
WAVE sports announeer)
sinuitating an infantile paralysis
victmi seated in a wheel chair,
with announcer making the pitch
for dimes. Bridge between specialties was a pictorial segue, depicting
a shower .of dimes, cleverly concocted -by the use of a fishbowl
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test pattern.

Stashow improvement in this effort, tion is sending its patter daily from
Jury box prop is unique. Camera
and give ample evidence of iron- one through four except Saturday
lags behind activity. More detailed
ing out the production wrinkles.
and Sunday ... Anthony. Mattess. ad introductions would help audience
This viewing proves the boys are chief
of Standard Oil of California, tie-m.
Mart.
on the right track.
Hold.
shopping around for live studio
shows
Gail Page has been inked
Slagle,

:

Three

Director:

Gay

Producer: Peter Strand
30 Mins.; Fri., 7:30 p.m,
WXYZ-TV, Detroit
WXYZ-TV gave birth to a brand comedy show starring Hank McCuc. available.
new type of disk^jockey show Fri- Show is being packaged by Ed
Philco distributor Homer Frank
day (4), in spite of various eontro- Cochrane for co-op sponsorship.
and a spokesman for Motorola also
versial reports to the effect that
join the chorus of "boom sales"
there was no place in television for,
and
.

New show

disk'jockeys.

Gay

Deceivers, well

&

chi Ruthrauff

known Detroit

;

anticipate

Chicago

features;

jock Johnny Slagle and the Three

TV

virgil Reiter to

.

i

be^Bg

han4*

•

•

.liarson

.

on two t^eek vacation

Florida..
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tend a

While Coe tried to inject
some animation into the video
adaptation, and succeeded to a dcgree in giving it breadth, it was a
tough battle overcoming what remains essentially a stilted play.
Miss Gish as the long-suffering
boardinghou.se keeper doomed to
die at the hands of a military tribunal; as: a conspirator in the

;

WEWS

.

(9)

-

talent

of
collection
Play-;

was good vaude.

ing vald-es of the individual

Philco
Television
Playhouse's
production of "The Story of Mary
Surratt" (13) with Dorothy Gish
and Kent Smitii starring in a TV
reprise
of
their
ex - Broadway
legiter, was more or less "filler"
material in terms of the entertainment standards that usually
apply to the.se Fred Coe produc-

1

.

Texaco's-

,

I

.

1

to

.

,

acts,

was good with a' standout spot con?
tributed by the return visit- of

Grade

Fields. This British come,dienne with a trio of tunes, indicate again she knows the video ap-'

proach.
surefi)-e

Her warm

personality and
delivery registered strong-

ly. Miss Fields even did a Cartwheel during one of her numbers,

tion.s.

I

i

Wacky Club members

.

As yet, Cleveland baseball president Bill Veeck has not pacted a
contract but he's said to be sold
on telecasting the games. Distributors indicate that the station getting the contract will unquestion- assassination
of
Lincoln, went
ably become the number: one through: all the studied movements
program outlet as far as local in- of conveying the proper emotions,
terest is concerned. Last season, as, for that matter, did Smith and
carried the gdmcs with other performers. But as video
fare, as in the case of the BroadGeneral Electric sponsoring.
way production, it was pretty un,

;

:

good on individual showings on
Texaco tele, he's still to attain the
knack of working with acts, bringing in sketches, and doing the unexpected, combination of which
adds up to prime fodder for video.
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for months to come with a new
Ryan has added spurt in sales coming when the
sales. .May 15 baseball
season opens.

Cast in excel- estimated date for completion of
lent voice, and Slagle Is funny, WBKB's new transmitter. 700 ft,
although overdoing It.
height will make antenna tallest, in
Proprietor .Tohnny Slagle meets Chicago;. .Columnist Nate Gross
the gang from the record shop and hosted Bex Allen, cowboy singer,
spins the platters, while the Tliree'over WGN-TV, .WBKB to televisse
Gay Deceivers, who portray two 100 year anni of Chicago Church of
salesmen and a porter, take it upon Disciples. Footballer Johnny Luthemselves to burlesque each' rec- jack and sports ed John Carmichacl
ord played. AH the while Slagle guested on debut of Bob Elson's
Is looking around his new head- ABC-TV quizzer "Identify" Mon.
Dorsey Connors back on
quarters and comes up with an oh- 141
ject he knows nothing about. Try WGN-TV after long illness. His
as he does, no one will come to his "Personality Profiles"- resumes to.WBKB's Loralnc
aid and it is up to one of the Wax m o r r o w (16)
artistS;

heavily on tlie
small living-room screen. Although
Jack Carter is one of the new
brighter luminaries who has made

Tuesday

Set

Don Hallman

pantomine

.atic.

;

by Marshall Grant-Realm Productions for lead in "A Confession on
Cleve.
Sales
New Year's Eve."...KNBH dropped musical starring Lucille Nor-r
Contlnue<l from page 31 sis
man*: soprano, after several weeks
tals
from seven manufacturers
of airing but no sponsor interest
Andy Potter will direct a situation whose January totals were not

Deceivers

Last week's show was a case in
point. Prof?ram lacked a dominant
personality to give that added zing

make

:

;

.

With Johnny

to

The windup circus number, in particular, had a lot of
action going on at the edges of the
screen beyond the viewers' focus.
Single .long plug for Admiral
once again was based on the zany
lingual abilities of Roy Atwell.
How Atwell's routine will stand
up week after week is problem-

I

'

failed

-

Marge new medium.

department.

also

the ike.

I

I

WAX WACKIES

ballet

any special impression due to
choreography poorly designed for that projects so

:

.

terping-

and Gower Champion were featured in only a fair routine and

I

I

-

.

:

.
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.

.
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and the June Taylor line (6), was and acting.
Despite the comparatively early
spoiled by faulty camera work;

Ouch!

just 'jumped' 14 feel."

well-routined
Continued from" page 34in behalf
of the March of Dimes, which. fell will be used for closed circuit audi1,",
short of the goal ThBn-io
inenie «.
was tne jj^j,, gjjjj for viewing audience

'

montage might have meant to any tion, was excellently mo'dernized'Yale alumni in the .audience was and adapted for TV by Ted Mabe-

.

was assembled

weekend video viewing. If anything it suggested that the Lardneriana library offers an abundance of i-iches for TV material.
"Zone of Quiet" is the zany
fable of the hospitalized guy who
goes nuts trying to get a few hours
of peace and quiet as his room becomes a meeting place for; feuding nurses, a doc on the malce, etc.
Camera and productional .techniques went out the window; there
was just a bed and a one-set focus
point, but director Alex Segal, the
performers and all: concerned captured all the delightful Lardner
touches and played, them to the

with his pseudo- adult, thoroughly-gripping produclecture. Vallee tion of Sidney Howard's "Silver
opened his stint with the "Whiffien- Cord;". The story of an inverted
poof; song, with the cameras fad- Oedipus complex, ^which was first
ing shots of the Yale campus in staged on Broadway in December,
and out over him. What little the 1926, as a Theatre Guild produc-

Tele Chatter

Louisville

one-shot of

il

Price dittoed
psychological

Warmei-dam
they
do
not
"jump." Have you heard A1-:
len announce. "Bob Richards

i

local acts

:

.

]

Comment

most delightful performances
to date. "Zone of Quiet" was an
adaptation of a Ring Lardner story
and thanks principally to perf orniJohn Sylvester and
ances by
Eleanor Lynn, it provided one of
the most pleasurable half -hours of
its

and yodeling, might have been hilt.
okay on a kid show but were far
out of their. class on this one.
"Ford Television Theatre" hit its
Dance satirists Glsa and Waldo
brightened things slightly with peak performance to date Sunday
their zanyisms and comic Roger night (13) on CBS-TV with an

v

30 Mill.; Mon., 8 p.m.
Sustaining

WAVE-TV,

Ammon

Sisters^ a
with the Three
trio of moppets from Switzerland.
Little girls, with their accordions

standard.
Stanley Woodward, former
sports editor of the N. Y^
Herald Tribune, has recently
had published a book on sports
reporting (I'Sports Page," Simon & Schuster, $2.95). Both
radio and -Video men announ,*'
cing athletic events, and camera directors of the TV mobile units, should take a look.
It would also be a pleasure
if someone kicked Mr. Allen in
the shins and told him that pole
vaulters "vault" and maybe
even "leap," but by all that's

-

FIFTH FREEDOM

George Guida had. won but it
had looked like a fast race
and, as with all track crowds,
there was the expectant hush
awaiting heralding of the time.
But here Mr. Allen busted
right into the announcement
with his commercial and the
camera director followed with
some film about the product.
By the time the cameras got
back to the track everyone was
ready for the next race. And it
was not until this point that Allen announced the Buermeyer
-result and time, 56.9, which he
declared a track record,
It
was. also a new world indoor

ingly difficult to come by.
Mayo Bros. (2) opened the show
with their fast platform tapstering
but then slowed. their act to a walk
with a half-hearted attempt- at
comedy. Wesson Bros. (2) fared
slightly better with their impersonations, with Sullivan making
a weak attempt to enter into
their comedy. Low note was hit

mark. That Army's Hammack,
doing 57.1 in finishing second,
had also beaten the old figures
simply marked Allen's second
omission for the same race;
Video viewers had completely
missed all the excitement over
two men having bettered -the

Louisville

WAVE-AM,

;

.

used one of announcer Ed Herlihy and the other of tlie moppet PEE WEE KING SHOW
performers in front of a blank With Pee Wee King, Golden West
Cowboys, Bob Kay announcer
curtain-^and those can get monotonous- in a full-hour' presenta- Producer-Director: Burt Blackwell
30 Mlns.; Mon., 7:15 p.m.
tiOUv

of

;

knew

Everyone

say.

little:

;<

Doubling from

>

'

:

WAVE-TV,

the
Ed Sullivan's
Town," which Had perked considerably during the last several weeks,
reverted, to weakness.Sunday night
(13) 'on the CBS-TV web. Even
Rudy Valleci w ho was excellent in
his two previous appearances on
the show, seemed hamstrung and
none of the other acts was sufficiently good to lift the program 'out
Of its mediocrity; Those top-line
acts apparently are getting increas-

"Toast

ment so can Mel Allen make

Club

Tele Follow-up

;:

nouncer^When he's not familiar
with. his. subject.
As Bill
Stern murders a golf tourna-

Chica8:o

HORN & HARDART

Herlihy; following in the footsteps ot such current stars as Ralph
Edwards, demonstrated a.neat flair
for the cifflcult task of emceeing
such, a show. Playing around with
the St. Valentine's Day smotitV he
entered into the spirit of the thing
with the kids and was never guilty
of talking down to them. Talent,

'

Wednesday, Fcbruarir 16, 1949

IDENTIFY

Producer: Alice Clements
director: Ucsmond Marquette
eo Mins.; Sun., 10:30 a.m.

—

-

[without mi.s.sing a note. Uni'ortunately, the time clock interrupted
her stint. ,cutting her off while
leading a community sing.

'

I

Comedy by Jack Durant also
found its marlc. Durant mixed his
"can Gable do this" routine with
some good chatter and songs lor
good results. The conversation b'-'j
tween Sidney Grecusti-eet and
Peter Lorre also came off wellThe Mills Bros, provided a Strong
song interlude. This quartet get
full values with a set of tunes
they've helped popularize on disks.
The novelty sections of the

bill

were by La Brach and Bernice, a
.Tack Treacy named
good unicycle act, and the Gaud-,
head national spot sales for
Actors Studio on ABC-TV came smith Bros. (2» in their standard
.NBC, pperating .oiU. of
thrpugh .Sunday .(13) witlj ,<tne, of . canin;p^an(| ^cpjue/lj-,. tiirn.
Cleveland

inspired stuff.

—

to

WT^-

.

,

,

Radio Execsl have

bulging with facts about hundreds

files

of stations.

But when a national spot time buyer plans a campaign, it
research that's on his mind. It's the stations which have
kept their stories in front of him so consistently he knows them
by heart
isn't

^

IS READ. COVER-TO COVER.
WEEK-BY-WEEk, BY THE MEN WHO SPEND THE MAJOR
PORTION OF RADIO DOLLARS.

Your advertisements

in their

most closely-read trade paper
files, and puts it on record.

takes your sales story out of the

. .

to

.

And once
a

fine

NEW YORK
154

West

46th

you're

on the

record;

you expose your competition

view of your heels!

19

St ,.

CHICAGO

I

360 No. Michigan Ave.

HOLLYWOOD
6311 Yucca

LONDON

28

St.

8

WC

2

St Martin's Place
Trafalgar Sq.

TELEVISION

88

Philly

Tavern Dealers Fight Tele
Set

Tax on Excess Fee Grounds

Philadelphia, Feb. 15.

A new

VeJncBday, February 16, 1949

MVkee

on

attaclc

-f

tlie legality of

SWIVEL SCREEN SLATED

the Pennsylvania State Liquor
Board's $120 levy on television sots
in bars and cafes wa.s launched
Friday (1) by the Retail Liquor
Dealers Assn. of Philadelphia, representing 1,000 taverns here;

The group

filed suit in

new

design in television receivers, incorporating a
swivel arrangement which permits
the screen to be swung in a comr
plete 360-degree circle, will be
sprung on the market in the near
future by DuMont.
Named the
"Manchu," the set, incorporating a
20-inch direct-view tube, plus
and FM radio and a turntable
equipped to play all three record
speeds, will sell for between $1 ,600

AM

and

j

|

|

I

Loewi, is expected to have farreaching effects. Several magazine cartoons have recently pointed
up the troubles found by housewives in trying to rearrange their
furniture to put the TV set within
view of an entire room. Problem
has also been tackled by numerous
e.

.

WPIX' 'Trace-a-Pix
.

,.i,,^i„

^^:!!j}:'!l^''^^lfJ^}^X^T..^t^'
for moppets, titled "Trace-a-Pix,
starts next Monday (21) on the
N. Y. Daily News' WPIX as a
onccrweekly offering in the 5:45 to
6 p.m. slot. Program will incorporate a new stunt of having the
kids trace a picture on drawing
cellophane directly over the face
of the screen, as drawn by Lois
Fisher, illustrator of several kids'
books, who will also tell a story to
go with the drawings.
WPIX, in a one-time announcement of the show last week on the
air,

drawing

offered

first

200

youngsters

—write-inHEor-themT
inediateiy

-

kits

to

1

.

Taxes

Made Easy

ney, GoUector; of Internal

Revenue

&t-ation-was-inv-- -tor. ..Massachusetts^,dem.onatratlng
1,088 let how to make out the Ut S. tax form

'

_

'

I

!

TV FOR

NORTHWEST

65G

:

station in

has wound a complete series on
spec. Majority of local firms make
only pilot pic for peddling pur-

images beamed on a closed

.poses.'

some

:

.

from the Atlantic
to- A.G,'s

:

physicians

the films in 12 days' shooting time.
Films titled "Magic Lady," star
Geraldine Larsen and Jerry Maren.

Show

XV-J.EGIT

:

be

Sutherland Studies Tele

For

'HOMEHRES'

;

•

.

is like

will

Headed by Henry Donovan and watching.
Harry Redmond, Telemount rolled

Maeve. Sputhgate^ formerly with
devised .by -Georgie Price, Paramount Pictures, has written
the veteran comedian, and he and a tele serial, "Homefires," based
WPIX, the N. Y. Daily News TV on C z em i Ormonde's novel,
station, are talking about putting "Laughter From Downstairs." Book
'it on video.
is
under option to Aldrich &
Idea is for the show, to go on Myers for a Broadway play.
three hours daily, on those days
Miss Southgate's script is now
,MieiLiheJSL_JL_J).asflb.all_i5iants. Kiaking agency ro unds, wi th possigames are not being broadcast on bility of play reaching teiel>efore
its legit premiere.
WPIX.

IVOR

circuit

City: hospital

Convention Hall, where

12,000

NBC

a locomotive
WOR pulls

Assignments

Hollywood, Feb. 15.
Eddie Sutherland, long one ot
Hollywood's top comedy directors;
is turning to video. He heads east
today (15J for training period un-:
der NBC national program director;
Norman Blackburn.
Sutherland will spend several
.

months in N. Y. on staff at net?
work, returning here later for assignments. He's first of name pic
make switch to tele.

directors to

but

IVOR is like a great sale
WOR attracts more families, during

because, year in and year out,

for

New

more than

the day and during the night, than any

York

when

it

comes

to

a million letters

from people

in 47 of the country's 48 states.

other station in the United States.

rated local programs.

NOTE — no matter how you measure WOR's effectiveness,
and we
there

heartily

recommend any method,

fastest, at less cost

WOR gets you

and with greater results.

- heard by the most people

whwe the most people are
COMING! WOR-MutUQl's

magnificent

new

-

'

continues to be the first major

carrying the majority of the highest-

:

'

MAY NOT HAVE OCCURRED TO YOU,

see, it

(

.

'

WOR is like a lion
You

Color to Be

Demonstrated as Aid

I

been

before the cameras.

IT

WHL

I

TV

swamped with

ters.

AIRER ON

Philadelphia, Feb. 15,
In Medical Teaching
Largest television contract ever
straight month. Survey by WTMJ- placed by a retail store has been
CBS color television will return
TV, Milwaukee Journal station, re- signed by Gimbel Bros, of Philavealed 16,236 setS' installed as of delphia,
with AVFIL-TV.
The to the limelight in June, but not
for
commercial
purposes. Univ. of
Feb. 1, an increase of 2,049 during store will sponsor an hour-long,
January.
five-days-a- week remote for the Pennsylvania, in association with
More than 90% of the total num- dual purpose of stimulating sell- the Smith, Kline & French
pharber of sets are in private homes. ing on the floor: itself, and at the
maceutical
labs,
will
stage
Survey showed the number of in- same time building a: vast home
a
demonstration of color in TV's use
stallations made in bars and other audience.
public places during January was
The program, which is called for the teaching of surgery and
practically negligible.
"Gimbel's
Television
Breakfast •medicine at the American
Medical
Carnival," has been written, pro- Assn.'s meet in
Atlantic Cily.
1,952 for: Syracuse
duced and placed by the Robert J.
CBS officials denied reports that
Syracuse, N. Y., Feb. 15.
Enders agency's local ofl'ice.: It
Number of televi.sion sets in the goes on 10 to ll a.m. Monday the re-emergence of their color
Syracuse area now number 1.952, through Saturday, excluding Wed- system presaged another pitch to
according to a survey made of lo- nesday, and will run from Feb. 28 the industry and the FCC for its
commercial adoption. While the
cal distributors.
to March 26.
WHEN, the only TV station in
The first live origination from web's research engineers, under
the area, has been on the air less the sales floor department store, the supervision of- Dr. Petor Goldthan a month.
mark,:
are continuing their exthe show will combine the better
perimentation with t'ichromalic
features of a carnival and a breakvideo, CBS is willing to let the
fast club. Guest artists and celebs
slide for the time being.
pro.iect
FIRST LIVE
will be featured in addition to
Fact that color was not mentioned.'
three of the city's top-radio-teleat the web's recent TV clinic for
vision personalities.
PACIFIC
its affiliate stations, ad agencies
Seattle, Feb. 15.
and advertisers is believed to
First live talent show to be telebear out this assumption.
vised in the Pacific Northwest is Telemount Winds Series
U. of P.'s- medical school is colset for Feb. 25 and: 26 here when
laborating with CBS engineers in
KRSC-TV will send out a Unidesign of the equipment, producOf 13 Vidpix for
versity of Washington campus show
tion of which is being shared by
Hollywood, Feb. 15.
direct from its production site at
Zenith Radio and the Webster-ChiTelemount: Pictures has report- cago Corp.
Meany Hall. Show is tabbed "So
Actual surgery and
This is Television" and is built edly dumped $65,000 into 13 vid- other medical procedures are to be
around- a rehearsal for a TV broad- pix. Firm is one of the few which televised in full color,: with the

frequency resjibnse beyond the cast.
range of any. radio or TV receiver
Cast of more than 50 will innow on the market and also in- clude the Husky Cborusi Stan
corporates a new design in sound Patty's Chevaliers, a quartet, the
"Manchu" is ex- Three Jacks and a Queen ?md a
amplification.
pected to replace the "Westmin- dance team. Al Brevik is geheral
ster"', in DuMont's
receiver line. director for the show, Jimmy MacLatter set sold at $2,495, meaning George is stage director and sets
that DuMont is following the lead are by Bob Jackson.
of other manufacturers in turning
out new sets at lower prices, instead of trimming, prices on the
Price's
Sports
established models.
A sports novelty' program has:

Boston, Feb. 15.
WBZ-TV is out with a video inthe come tax show with Dennis Dela-

who would

Milwaukee, Feb. 15;
Television set sales in the Milwaukee area- went over the 2,000
mark in' January for the fourth

I

$1,800.

Swivel idea, designed by Dur
Mont exec Commander Mortimer
|

of revenue collected was so large
that it was virtually an excise tax interior decorators. With the
swivel, the DuMont set can be,
and not a licensing fee,
Previous court rulings have held turned in any direction, thereby'
hfere that license fee must bear eliniinating the need for a rearisome relation to the cost of enforc- rangement of furniture.
ing a law in the public interest.
New set is said to have an audio

.

CBS TV

GIMBEL S£TS 60HIIN.

j

SOON BY DUMONT
Revolutionary

Dauphin

county court,: Harrisburg, asking
the board be restrained from collecting the tele fees, on the ground
they; are too large "and out of all
proportion to the cost of enforcing
the license rule,"
saloon
Approximately
15,000
owners in the state will be reijuired to pay the television fees,
which is assessed at a figure oneftfth the cost of the liquor license
fee. The state supreme court last
November ruled that video was in
effect motion pictures and upheld
the right of the control board toi
levy the special license; .The lir
quor dealers' new attack is based
on the- contention that the amount,

Set Sales Soar

television station,

WOR-TV,

cliannel 9.

Watch

for IL

WOR

:

'

M

Tel eouiae
lie

o to

9 favorite Personality

NICK CAMPOFREDA
star of "Hi-Jink("

P.Mi

i»n

aoaiziine

(i/BM-TV
•FAVORITE

local

•FAVORITE

personality

program

•FAVORITE

variety show

•FAVORITE

female

•FAVORITE

male

•FAVORITE

emcee

singer,

singer,
favorite Female Singer

GLORIA HAILIDAY
Ii

daily at 12:15

Nick alio ipartcasti "looking at

•FAVORITE

children's

comedian

•FAVORITE

news analyst

th» hostess on

is

;

"Open House"

each Tuesday; and Thursday 'evenings.

Sporit" each weekday evening.

•FAVORITE

on "Hi-Jinks",

the feotured vocalist

and

show

Teleguide Magazine's survey of programs and
personalities proves
[Television are

on

the greatest shows in

WBAL-TV

— Channel

11.
j

• Favorite Comedian, M.C.

and Variety Show
MILTON BERLE
tcored oi top M.C, and top comedian
via the Star

ihowt

•

Theatre^the top variety

Telecosf

at.

"WBAL-TY Means

Business in Baltimore*
,

Show

NBC Affiliate
Nationally Represented by

.

Bob Smith vron on 'overwlielniing
vote for o children's show. A WPAL>TV

Edward Petty & Co.

Monday thru

feature

Friday at 5;30 P.M.

8 P.M. Tuesdays.

BOB BERRY
as

Favorite Children's

HOWDY-DOODY

• Favorite News Analyst

Favorite Male Singer

co-stars

9

with

• Favorite Local Program...

on "Hit
host of the "Open House"

featured

vocalist

Jinks" and js
WBAL-TV each Tuesday and

Thursdoy.

JHl HI-JINKS

with Nick Campofreda, Gloria Halliday

SHOW

and Bob Berry^seen

GALEN FROMME
covers

the

national

and h«ard on WBAL-TV- Monday

thro Friday at 12:15 P.M.

.News'^a

local,

scene

in

notional
"Let's

Monday through

and

Inter-

Look at the
Friday^
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Meet

National Tele

Continued from page 31

INDIE STATIONS

CHI STATION REPS MAP
WIDE SELLING BOOSTS
Chicago, Feb.

j

Night
^sss

those, the

.

cial

1

Dinner address by Wayne Coy, McClure, N. W. Ayer agency; given areas before spreading naFrances Harris, Ruthrauif & Ryan tionwide of "thin basis" would rer
chairman.
agency; and Carl Haverlin (BMI)i suit in "power to get sales stream
Panel on engineering problems by moving."
Arch Broley, Television AssoEarlier speech before the Chi
ciates; Charles Ruthers, WGN-TV; Radio Management Club scoffed at
Ira Glick; and William Cummings television hurting press and: radio,
(ABC)."even after it gets, going." Flanagan predicted $7,000,000,000 adPoppele, WOR, New York. Talk
vertising spent in future, almost
On TV in advertising by J. H. E.
double the current rate.
Davis, Foote, Cone & Belding.
Files Initials Suit,
He urged establishment of
Panel discussions on management
travel fellowships among adverby Walter J. Damm, WTMJ-TV,
Claiming Unique Rep tisers and agencies to gain wideMilwaukee; John Mitchell, WBKBj
public reaction to spot
Chicago;
and E. Y. Flanagan,
Charging unfair competition and spread
WSPD, Toledo, O. Panel on pro- infringement of the trademark liroadcasting based OB divergent

I

I

;

RCA

grams

and

agencies

by

filed

vin Gold, TV Film Conference.
Panel on engineering management
by Carl Meyer, WGN-TV; Philip
Laeser,
WTMJ-TV; and James
j

(NBC).
Program trends by

Valentine

March

I

9.

Leonard Hole,

WABD, New

York;
Research by C. E. Hooper, A. C.
Neilson and Dr. Sydney Roslow,
Pulse. Program demonstration on
closed circuit by ABC Players.
Talk on film slant by Hal Roach,
Hal Roach Productions. Panel on
sales and management by Jerry
Vernon
(ABC); Don Meyers,

i

I

i

games, WABD will also have to
arrange for all daytime games with,
regular daytime sponsors. Web
ofilcials are now mulling the pos-

:

"RCA," Radio Corp. of America
suit in New York federal
court last Thursday (10) for ah injunction against the RCA Management Corp.
Radio Corp; geeks to stop the
defendant from using the letters
RCA and asks that the defendant
be required to pay damages sustained from the use of the letters
or trademark. According to the
complaint, RCA adopted the letters
in 1919 and it has "a unique repu-

Elaine

WSPD, Toledo; Spencer
WGN-TV, Chicago; and Mel-

Phillips,

Allen,

carrying baseball localand continuing its daytime studio schedule for the network. To
further point up the difficulties of
the N. Y. network stations in carrying baseball. It is recalled that
(NBC), which had a monopoly on the Giants' games for the
last several years, lost out to WPIX
this year because of the night game
conflicts with regularly-sponsored
sibility of

ly,

local conditions.

WNBT

:

programs.

Whether the same situation will
hold true for cities outside N. Y.
remains to be seeUi Some of the
top network-affiliated stations in
other cities now carry baseball .on
radio,' however, and it is expected
they'll follow the same procedure
with TV.

Coast Writers

and worldwide." By

local

tation,

Map

Future

As TV Force

TELEVISION— RADIO

Need Top-f light
Talent?
^

To Directors

—

Can supply outstandany

ing soloists or vocal groups (of

and

quickly

efficiently.

Have

kowski and
if

To

many

others.

Can represent several

Artists

more

artists of established reputation

who

require

experienced,

personal-

ized service.

i(

Director of Radio

and

Columbia

Management,

for

My

Artists

more than

Television for
Inc.,

five years.

Quarter-Century

Can Work

in

for

Show Business
You!

Nev\^

announces the

Group To

Indie

Plan for Chi Parley
Membei-s of the NAB Non-AfStations Committee will

filiated

meet

In Washington, D. C, on Feb.
24-25, to draw up plans for the
:

first

the

annual Independents Day at
Convention in Chicago

NAB

this April.

The committee is also working
with the United Nations for the
production of special UN programs
for independent stations.
Ted
Cott, chairman of the committee,
has been meeting with Ben Cohen
and Peter Aylen of the UN. Arnold Hartley, WOV program direC'>
tor, is chairman of the sub-committee on UN activities,
.

Azrael's Baltb.

Show

^

Baltimore, Feb. 15.
Louis Azrael, w.k. Baltimore columnist, makes his television bow
with an interview program starting
tomorrow night (Wed.) on WAAM,

mm

I

NEW ORLEANS

recordings or adaptation
another form. After a speelapsed time, moreover, all
will revert back to the au-

rei-ssues,
cific

thor.

Eyeing the fast-growing TV medium with the experience gained
in other show biz fields, the Hollywood scripting fraternity aims to

mont, pointing out that the Eisenhower shorts mark the first time
any film company has attempted a
comprehensive picture of the war,
said the task of rounding up the
footage used was tremendous. U; S.
Army alone, he said, exposed more
than 100,0000,000 feet of film on
the war. This, plus the footage of
other services, Government agencies
and captured enemy film,

emulate in Video the prestige gained by playwrights. Since television
amounted to a total that would take
is akin to legit in many respects,
about 13 years to screen only once,
the TV writers would like to es- MOT'S
task was made considerably
tablish their names in the public
easier, be said, because of the
eye much as William Saroyan, Eu- staff's familiarity
with the differgene O'Neill, Moss Hart, Robert ent film and knowledge of which
Sherwood, George S. Kaufman,, et source to go to for the
required
al., have done on Broadway.
material. .
At least they want the chance
to do so, according to the scripters.
San Antonio
Fred Vance has
In radio, operations make it virtually impossible, they claim, to been named to head national sales
get any billing or public recogni- for KTSA, He comes here from
tion. Except for less than a hand- KMPC. Hollywood. Joe Caldwell
ful of scripters such as Norman has al.so jomed the sales stall.
Corwin and Arch Oboler, the rest
of the kiloeydc penmen are nameless cogs lost behind the scenes.
Other talent groups in Hollywood are showing interest in the
Writers Theatre and want in. Top
film directorsj including Joseph
Mankiewicz, John Huston and F:
Hugh Herbert, have expressed a
willingness to produce for TV under a setup like the Writers Theatre.
Among the actors, Peter
Lorre has put himself on call for
the Writers Theatre TV produc'

Hibernin Bunk BuildinK.r-the Empire

Sum

of tbe Deep South.

ABC— NBC
DUMONT^WPIX
Television Affiliate

A6SliMed with

New Otletns Item

AM

—

5000 wall!
1280 k«
(effective 20,000 -waits in
greater New Orleans)
New Orleans, South
Louisiana and the Gulf Coast.
Covering

FM Channel 287

— 13,000 walli

<GiM55,O0O watts)
WDSU's dominant Hooperating,
.

'

pioneer-

ing service and high listener loyaUr
THE buy in New Orleans!

NEW ORlEANt ABC ArHUATI

t»

.

—

.

Chi Sox Deal Stalled
Chicago, Feb. 15.

.

Suit* 303-4

York 17, N. Y.

'Phont—PLaza 8-2740

NAB

'

tions.

424 Madison Avenue,

ABC'S Small IOC

£MB

I

WALTER PRESTON
Artist Representative

Meanwhile

signing of four more subscribers,
bringing the total to 819. The bureau's goal is 1,000 subscribers,
making its batting average .819.

local TV indie outlet. Show, set
Continued from page 35 sa
Hollywood, Feb. 15.
for 13 weeks, will be sponsored by
Recent formation of the Writers the subsidiary rights would be ex- Boulevard Motors through the
Theatre of Television by a group tremely profitable, even if they Azrael ad .agency.
of Hollywood scripters, in an early never play in theatres, since they
move to nail down their rights in would be naturals for 16m distributhe new medium, is a straw-in-the- tion to schools, churches, civic
wind that Hollywood is shaping up groups and the like.
as the center for TV production.
Each film for television will run
Firtl wUh thm morf in
that 25 minutes, leaving five minutes of
Indicating
its
agreement
scripters will be in. tlie pivot posi- the half -hour package for the in- 9
1
-tion in televisionrCB-S^has-aiready- -sertion of ""coramerqlal plugs.-" Woods"
enterefi into a definite deal for ex- said they would start the latter
clusive rights to all video material part of March, with the sponsor
turned out by the Writers Theatre. having the right to plant them on
The Writers Theatre has de- all 23 ABC-TV stations, plus indie
vised a degree of copyright protec- outlets and affiliates of other nettion rarely achieved by screen- works in cities where ABC has no
writers and never afforded to ra- outlet. He said the web is pitching
TV Channel A—
According to the for a bankroller to take them on a
dio scripters.
31,000 woHi
outfit's prospectus, scripts will he public relations basis or to plug its
New Orletni' first
sold separately to eaQh medium contribution to the war effort.
uad only. TnnsmitMOT chief Richard de Roche- ting
with extra payment required for
ftom atop the

rigliis

served Toscanini four times, also Sto-

However, the BMB is committed tO
a March study, A spokesman for
told Variety, that the survey
is timed {Or March, precisely to
avoid "the distorted picture" which
baseball listening causes.

BMB

'

into

size)

indiej; have written to th«
Non-Afftliated Stations Com,

its

John Blair, of John Blair & Co.;
was chosen chairman of Chi group.
Members of executive committee
are: George HoUingberry, George
HoUingberry & Co.; Edward Voynow, Edward Petry-; & Co.; John
Pearson, John Pearson & Co.

appropriating the letters RCA, the
complaint charges, the management corporation is infringing on
the radio corporation's good will.

Some

NAB

some

commitments.

there is a conflict with a regularlysponsored show by bringing another station into the picture. This
could be either WPIX, if the Giants
are not playing at home those
nights, or WOR-TV, which Is expected to take the air about the
middle of April.
DuMont, if it gets the Yankee
games, will be in even a tougher
position because of its daytime
programming. Besides having to
find an out for the Yanks' night

I

FCC

March 8. Program talks by Ffed
Coe (NBC); Beulah Zachary, J.
and
agency;
Walter: Thompson
Tallcs on
Jack Gibney (ABC).
transmission and networking by
Paul Galvin, Motorola, and J. L.

have to

commer- mittee asking help to get flit
To bypass that, Broadcast Measurement Bureau to
CBS may try to work a deal for postpone its second audience study
coverage of night games on which until the baseball season is on.
cancel

I

.

station would
of its other

ASK
DELAY OF BMB SURVEY

"

15.

T. F. Flanagan, managing director of National Assn. of Radio Station Representatives, hypoed the
newly-organized Chi Council of
reps by announcing future publicaBannister,
WJW-TV, Detroit; Werrenrath, WNBQ; Monte Fassr tion of Rate Manual and monthly
James McLean, WPTZ, Pliiladel- nacht (ABC); and Sidney Kaye Index to boost sales of spot broadphia; Leo Burnett, Lea Burnett (BMI). Panel on agencies and casting.
Flanagan told members of the
agency; and John Mos^Fi tegal studio problems by Lee Cooley,
McCann Sc Erickson agency; Don Chi group that ad saturation ofcounsel.

(ABC); Carleton Smith (NBC); WNBQ, Chicago; Russell Johnson
Crandall,
David
and
and Cottid'r. Mortimer E. Loewi (NBC);
KTLA, Los Angeles. Panel on pro(Dumont), Discussions by Harry gram and production by Reinald

Games

Continued from page 31

Chi Sox baseball owner Charles
Comiskey is stalled in negotiations
with WGN-TV and WBKB over
home game vie wmgs. New Sox
terms leave tele stations alternative of paying Hat sum, reportedly
$100,000 of 50e per seat under 1,;

000,000 attendance.

Sox drew $7&0,000 last year,
which would place 1949 charges at
$110,000.

'Until he (tatted eating Wheatiea

he atwaye had a tug bring her

In*"

;'1!

!'
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WFIL,Phiny, Planning

CBS' McCarthy To Head

Defer Hearings

HouseBandCntasPart

Continued from page

Of General Budget Slice
Philadelphia, Feb. 15.
Negotiations between the musiunion (Local 77, AFM) and
WFIL are now under way in a
move to cut down the
station
band's playing time.
WFIL isTojaking a general budgthe plan was to
et cut and part of
limit "live" music at the studio to
one day a week. Norman Black,
veteran musical director of the
station, has threatened to resign
through.
if cut goes
Neither station nor Local 77
would say anything definite, although it looks as if WFIL, PJiilly
outlet for ABC net, will push
through some kind of cut.
Frank Liuzzi, president of Local
77, said; "We don't force anybody
to take musicians. But if the station dropSi Or cuts the band, nat^irally, they will lose a lot of the
privllegeis they enjoy under the
present contract,"
cians'

;

Book Pubs Flock

AM-TV Appeal

Catholic

Z1

Eugene J, McCarthy, of CBS, has
have been absent recently: Miss
Frieda Hennock, who was resting; been named chairman of the radio'

In the present competitive marmany local stations are digging for business in-, new fields;

i

1

last

I

j

;

'

I

Most radio rales managers don't paigns for the publishers report
book business, becauoC pub- that returns are holding up. And
\

like

!

i

lishers resort to high-pressure sell-

,

1

ing and expect direct results. It s
not like soap, cigarets and cereals,

',

'

;

while mail order buying is genei-ally regarded as a rural habit,
Wealthy responses from big cities

1

,,

.

^

G. A. Richards with requiring em- company; Fortune Pope, WHOM;
where the impact of a particular
ployees to slant news to reflect his Bud Barry, ABC; Walter Murphy,
private views, will not require Columbia Records; John McNeil, station can't be measured easily,
WNJR; Bart McHugh and John Some of the booksellers have box
service.
Whether Richards will appear at Dugan, both of MCA, and Frank numbers keyed to every sppt w^
so they can deterrnine-the, response;
the hearings was in doubt. An affi- Burke, of Radio Daily.
James V. McConnell, of NBC, is to each commercial.
davit filed with the Commission
Nevertheless, even though ralast Semptember stated he has had vice>chairman. Other members of
a heart condition for some time the committee, who have served in dio's effectivehess is being talked
previous
years, include many radio ;dQWn in some quarters; :,AM. Sta*
and that his illness has prompted
tibns are producing dlrie.ct- returns
"impulsive" actions on his part and agency .execs.
for book vendors. Doubleday lias
toward his employees which are
.bought the daytime "Answer
not taken seriously by those who
TOM VAN DYCKE'S TREK
iV^^
Man
cross-the-board on WOH,
know him.
Vj
,
i e
Fans, lf eb.
15.
n, y., after testing the show two
The West Coast phase of the
Tom
Van
Dycke,
who
recently
times a week. William Wise has
hearings, which will concern opspieled
for
NBC
in
Tel Aviv, is eight quarter-hours for its sewing
erations of KMPC in L. A., are exgoing
to
"make
the
run
from
Po- encyclopedias on
and acrosspected to occupy about; two weeks.
Later, the proceedings will, move land to Turkey" in the near future the-board airer on the ABC neteastward to Inquire into activities to shoot newsreel material for work. The Radio Art Club, which
is peddling painting reproductions,
ot Richards stations In Detroit WPIX, N. Y.
He
previously
bandied
a
similar
is also finding success with a five(WJR) and Cleveland (WGAR). All
filming chore for. the same video times^weekly strip on WOR.
are 50-kilowatters.
The
outlet while in Israel.
Unicorn Press started sponsoring

are noted,

I

i

'

I

Chi

i

|

.

]

$1,375

Chicago, Feb. 15.

American Federation of Radio

won a $1,375 settlement for
Rush Hughes against

Artists

member

ad agency, although the
threeTman arbitration board ruled
the agency acted "in good faith"
in dropping Hughes as announcer
Olian!'

of pro football games last fall.
Dispute arose after airing of
second league game, when Olian
claimed Hughes could not announce
"in acceptable fashion." Chi AFRA
demanded payment for remaining
11 games.
Arbitrators ruled tele*
gram: to Hughes constituted a con-,

I

WOR

I

i

I

tract.

I

KOB

Wins

Claim for Announcer

I

1

AFRA

]

i

nated against by the continued
operation of KOE" and the web
"has been forced to endure serious
iild irreparable damage while none
of the other Glass I-A channels has
been infringed upon in any way."
The network" said it "sincerely
believes that if the pending refor extension of its
quest of
special authorization is granted it
win seriously hinder, if not pre-

WJZ

Generally
speaking,
.heavily
plugged mall order selling on the
and as a result there is now a boom^
air quickly exhausts the market.
in book sponsors on the air;
However, stations carrying camj

;

i

KQW,

"Our Curious World" on
Sunday (13).

i

ket;

,

i

Direct Returns

i

•

WJZ to KOB
Continwed from pace 29

'

to Local Stations

As Tests Show Good

week in Florida to cure a virus television division of the Cardinal's
infection,
and George Sterling,] Committee of the Laity in the
who is in Mexico City attending Catholic Charities 30lh Annual Apthe International HighrFrequency i peal. The broadcasting industry's
Broadcasting Conference.
1949 goal is $50,000.
Cottone will represent the ComMcCarthy succeeds Artliur Hull
mission at the legal table for the Hayes, who, has become general
Richards hearings and will direct] manager of
CBS outlet in
questioning of witnesses. He said San Francisco. New; members of
subpoenas will be issued if neces- the committee are .James Sauter,
sary but he expected that members of Air Features; William R, White,
of the Radio News Club of L. A., ABC; Adam Young, Jr., and Tom
which filed the complaint charging Malone, both of Adam Young. Jr.
last

41

Small Advtrs.

S

Continued from page 29

ss

reasonable possibility outlets are finding the cooperative
by the U; S. of Class radio program a good medium to
The increase
I-A status on this channel in. the move their stocks.
next NARBA and thereby cause is in keeping, too, with a marked
the loss to the U. S. of one of its tendency of these retailers to increase their use of display space
great national assets."
The frequency 770, ABC said, in their local newspapers.
"This trend," he continued, ''will,
has been classiiied by the FCC
since 1928 as a clear channel, with b6 on the upsurge until Congress
WjZ entitled to protection from definitely sets its tax structure for
Then I'm convinced
Interference from neighbor coun- the year.
tries. In allowing KOB the use of we'll see a big spurt in national
the channels ABC said, the com- advertising spending, plus more cojnission. may-have been..guided _by_ op adyertjsing, with_all rediojbjene;':
The retailer
the fact that NBC in 1940 owned "fitting" 'materially.
two, clear channel stations sftving and the merchandiser, as well as
N. Y.
However, NBC later dis- the manufacturer, must move his
posed of the Blue Network. Now stock. And with this buyers', marABC clear channel facilities are ket now at hand he, must use every
"virtually
negligible
compared medium at his disposal."
Hauser cited the case of the
with those of* NBC," ABC said,
"and the action of the commis- Hirsch (Chi) clothing store, which
sion in permitting further use by took a two-week test on "John NesKOB ot 770 deprives the extensive bltt's Paissing Parade." An anrural areas of a source of ABC nouncement of a "radio special"
-programs and makes it necessary on one broadcast resulted in sale
for. those areas to depend upon of 750 dresses and the store inked
the vagaries of sky waves, from only a long-term contract for the show.
The net's co^-op department is
one or two stations carrying ABC
also working with the help of inprograms."
The trade
The net said that if KOB is al- dustry associations.
lowed to use 770 regularly with groups send out letters to their
SOkws at night, which it is now ask- members and then local stations
has reMBS
calls.
ing,. WJZ's secondary service to follow up with
32,000,000 people will be eliminat- ceived support from associations in
ed and another 2,374,000 listeners the restaurant, hotel, auto,; applipublic
and
store
would be cut off from its primary ance, department
dudei any

iBf

retention

'

and then.
AIthough"iime on
air"

the

is

Wi;W^

sold by

parts of all these varied sections, just as

the

main prdduct
it

America

s^^^^

is

whole.

made up of the

is

WLW-land

is

a

sections as

neither industrial

'

dom

the

thing

fiilsf

when

cujsed

a

nor agricultural.

idi

manufac-

It is

WLW-land

both.

neither rich nor poor. It

is

is

a combination.

..

service area.

The

lem to The Nation's

ple of the entire land. It

Broadcasting Co. is
also doing a good co-op business, with dollar volume as high as
The net has ,15
been.
it has even
co-op programs with Baukhage,
Martin Agronsky, "Town Meeting
in Holly"Breakfast
of the Air,"
wood" and "Headline Edition"
pulling the strongest.

—

Des Moines Max M. Friedman,
who has been national sales manager of the Yankee Network, has
.returned to Des Moines to engage
In the home air conditioning business. He was at one time manager
of KSO, Des Moines.

Shampoo Show Gets

COLOR TELEVISION

Trim in Coast Switch
Conti Shampoo's "Yours For a
Song" will be given a trim when
the MBS airer moves to the Coast
March 4. Longhair music will be
deemphasized and more pop singers and tunes will be used.
Sheilah Graham, syndicated film

Your Radio-Video ComiMorcioh will
hay* mora COLOR wli«i« dolivored
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by

tho
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ADAM HATS, MARIIN BLADES,

Vyri'r*

will interview
celebs, with Jane Wyman her
Betty Rhodes will be
fir.st guest.
featured singer with Harry Zimmerman's orch. Big name male
vocalists will be musical gueits,
with Gordon McRae on the first
Coast origination. Walter Lurie,
MBS director of talent development, will go to Hollywood for the

;
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Smith owns standard stations in
Charleston, Wheeling and, Beckley,
W. Va.

an ideal prov-

you can be pretty sure

will

it will

America.

in

selling problem,

why

over? Simply contact any of

WLW

Sales Offices:

West 9th

St.

Cindnnati 2, Ohio
is

630 Fifth Avenue

New York 20,

N.Y.

often in a position to help

360 N. Michigan

many, many ways.

Many

it

is

When you know what

you have a

not talk

station,

success stories have been written

Chicago

1, III.

6381 Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood

28, Calif.

,

WLW by manufacturers both large and

small.

And

these manufacturers have not

only sold goods in

WLW-land;

learned

invaluable

lessons

they have

for

use

Bid

other applications are pending for
Charleston which has four channels available under the proposed

Block from Radio City

Jsveial

TV

Washington, Feb. 15.
Application was filed with the
FCC yesterday (Mon.) by Joe L.
Smith, Jr., to build a television sta-,
Two
tion in Charleston, W. Va.
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Hunks of Radio History
Way back

Authors League
Continued from page 31

pulled

TWG

Continued from page 28

week over

Mgt.;

Island with

You"

LOU CLAYTON

;

.WBBM

.

;

.

.

.

.

WGN's Holland Gngle and LeRoy OUiger
.

.

.

Wash. Post

.

.

.

WMAQ

-

:

.

:

.

.

;

.

WBBM

.

WLS

.

WTOP

KQW

BUD ABBOTT INTO TV
BUT ONLY AS PRODUCER

TV

KQW

KQW

WTOP

;

,

KQW

KQW

minority

interest in
sold control in
acquire:' the whole of

WTOP

NAME TELE ACADEMY
COMMIHEE HEADS

KQW,

then
in order to

Hollywood, Feb.
-

KQW.

'

Academy

eiAMOUr

{•nd

15.

of Television Arts

serve

Glenn

FCC Perpetuates

.set_.

this year.
E. Wallichs

List

lottftt in

piftc«i.

.

Stytei to

Sciences prexy Harry Lubcke has

FREE brochure
glamoroui-hair

tfiday for our

tn the

and

announced committee chairman

group has considerably more au^
tonomy than the other guilds (in
fact, it ia not strictly an affiliate
of the League, but"has more~power
under its constitution and greater
independence of League policy).

-T-KE-CXMEI^ SHOWKvery Criday Kite, 8:X» U.S.T.

.

—

In essence, it's figured the SWG:
position is based primarily on the
matter of autonomy. The scenarist

"On an

.

benefit.

starting new musiccomedy show Feb. 21 .... Darlene Weber, WIND trafficker; to Coast
for visit with sister June, ex-WIND:. .WLS newsman Erv Lewis back'
from Wa'shington trip.
.KTL A disk jockey Al Jarvis in from Los
Angeles for .confab with WIND'S Ralph Atlass; : .,: Arnold CarlsAn;
MBS exec, on mend from, operation ..WBBM announcer Dick Slade
to Kansas City for vacation ....
newscaster Jim Hurlbut reContinued from page 28
ceived triple honors: Chi Marine Reserve of Year and honorary mehi«
WIND to
since no change of ownership is bership In Patrolmen's Club and Police Sergeant's -Assn
.Gene Wilkey and Sir
involved but had refused an AVCO air Indiana high school basketball playoffs.
from Minneapolis on biz.
staff setting
In its ruling Michelson at
waiver on WINX.
last week, it granted the Post re- aside hour monthly to discuss agriculture and current trends.
under
quest to take over
the conditions offered. ^ Since the
hmged: on
transaction
for San Anton'
WTOP, the action freed CBS to
San Antonio, Feb, 15.
pay the Bruntons for the xenjain^
Television may be a reality here
ing 55% in
and assume
Hollywood, Feb. 15.
Hugh Halff, prez of
bjt fall.
operation.
Southland Industries, Inc., has anBud Abbott has set up a deal
Nevir control of
and
resulted
in personnel
changes. nounced that construction on the with Harrison Productions, telfe
John S. Hayes moved over from base of a 560-foot antenna and film-makers to produce
a series of
WINX to manage WTOP, relieving tower, which will be the tallest
Earl H. Gammons, who has been structure in the city, will start this comedy shorts, both straight and
musical. They'll be bannered .Abrunning the latter station in addi- week.
Steel. 'for the giant tower has bott Producti^pns and. will be shot
tion to his regular duties as Washbeen promised by May or June, he in both 16m and 35m.
ington CBS veepee.
Arthur Hull Hayes, former gen- stated. The tower will be adjacent
Abbott won't appear in the films
eral manager of WCBS, N. Y., was to the WOAI downtown studios. A because he's prevented from doing
made CBS Coast veepee when $100,000 permit has been issued by so by his U-I contract. Pix willi
was purchased, but he has the city building inspector for the run 10 minutes each, according to
been unable to take over actual construction, including some minor present plans. Deals are on with
improvements to the present WOAI various comics to appear in them.
the SWG, would have more pres- management until now.
tige and authority in negotiations.
Acquisition of
had its be- studio.
(League heads also believe, in- ginnings in 1936 when CBS atcidentally, that
would have tempted to purchase KSFO, San
more weight in screen negotiations Francisco. The web, determined
NEW FASHIONS INl
with the major studios if they in- on an outlet in the area, later bC'HAIR
cluded League representatives in gan negotiations to purchase a
:

their bargaining sessions).

.

111.,

WGN

inaugurates first shortwave commercial radio internationally.
United Fruit Co.
was first accounts
Program
consisted of musical palaver in
Spanish; that was in 193d.
Jr.
Laurie,
Joe

SWG

M-G-M—

ABC

sport director John Harrington emceed
at
.Chi Mutual hosted high brass last week in
Edgar Kobak, Earl Johnson, Abe Schechter and Dick Puff
WLS announcer is BiU Bailey, formerly of WOWO, Fort Wayie
Fred Reynolds and Two Ton Baker of
guested at Chi Universitv
Club .... Hostess Eleanor Engle of WBBM's -'Music Please" now in niillinery biz
Jim Ameche new dweller in Oak Park, 111 .... Diike b?
Paducah guested on WLS bam dance.
,WLS sales manager Chick
Freeman back from Gotham biz,
A. Abbott Rosen, formerly with
U. S. Justice Dept., will guest over WIND during Brotherhood Week
Elgin,

NBG

.

I

On

busboy

Thanksgivrgot his dinner. He- sang "Irish Eyes Are
Smiling" and he said if he won
the $25 prize he would buy his
^
little sister an overcoat!

TWG

SWG

a

who was fired on
ing Day before he

|

TWG

From the Production Centers

day-after-

program he had

his

^

:

surefire

Ed East

Thanksigiving tearjerker,

\

including Lee Berg, chairman; Max Because of its wide autonomous
has no voice in the
Wilk, Mrs. Rutli Friedlich, Oliver powers, SWG
admission of new affiliates, but its
Nicoll, Max Ehrlich, George Lef- executive board last Friday (11)
ferts and Larry Marks. The League turned down the League's procouncil has been asked to accept posed jurisdictional setup.
Berg, Wilk, Mrs. Friedlich and
TWG's Full Jurisdiction
Nicoll as temporary representaUnder the League's plan, all
.tives. .
be
The executive committee is television jurisdiction would
the TWG. However, actual
held
by
committee
membership
to name a
for contracts covering
and set up craft discussions. It will negotiations
live video would be handled by the
a
con-of
draft'
consider
the
also
eastern end, with representatives
stitution, patterned after those of
radio writers comprising a
the other affiliates, which will then of the
committee and the
be submitted to the League coun- majority of the
other guilds also having spokescil and finally to its own memberfor
contracts
Similarly,
men.
ship. For the present, all actions of
the
executive committee are: iilmed TV would be handled by
the
TWG, with screen
subject to approval by the League's Coast end of
comprising a majority of
television committee, chairmaned writers
the committee and the other guilds
by Rex Stout.
represented.
An organization meeting of the
Although League heads in New
is to be held
Goast end of
admittedly don't entirely unYork
as soon as possible in Hollywood,
derstand the SWG objections to
weeks.
probably in two or three
plan, they believe the scenarthe
made
Meanwhile, efforts are being
group
seeks permanent juris-'
ists'
the
between
differences
to iron out
League and the SWG on the ques- diction over filmed tele, and: would
authority over only the.
tion Of video jurisdiction. Such a give
settlement was tried last week dur- live version, SWG leaders want to
ing the visit of George Seaton, begin negotiations quickly with
pissident in New York, on several;Hollywood studios now producing' video filmsy some of which
his way to Germany.
they have already discovered are
Seaton was to have attended last
being exhibited in regular picture;
Wednesday's (9) League council theatres.
meeting, but was detained in
On the other hand, while conWashington. In his absence, the
ceding SWG's primary interest in
council voted to admit the
to membership and adopted a res- filmed -TV, the League attitude is
that
TWG, representing the entire
olution covering tele jurisdiction.
League, with its guilds and members in all writing fields, including

TWG

a

in 1938

fit

No

obligation.

your perionalit/.

/ou that extra touch that
hfti you obove ihe erOwdl

to 0lve

to

includes

who has been

in _as..-HoUyw-0.o.d._Committee

Chairman. Hollywood Committee
was formed by Lubcke for the purtified that network programs would
pose of emphasizing Hollywood
only be allowed to replace recordthroughout 1949 as the video capiings and entertainment inferior to
tal of the world.
Continued from page 28

.

"What more

networlii talent.

'def-

Ace Garner has been appointed
to head the program committee;
Mai Boyd, public relations; Don
Snyder, vice-chairman, public relations; Hal Roach, Jr., finance; Brad
Atwood, membership; C. Frederick
Wolcott, technical; Martha Gaston,
awards; Marvin Saltzman, talent;

inite' could be required?" the peti"It would have been
meaningless to attempt to specify
programs of an undetermined network." ...
Deep South also attacked the
preference of Noe over Ewing on

tion asked.

ground a grant to the former
would be in the interest of better
diversification of the media of information.
Deep South said the
Ewing.
station
in
Shreveparb
tlie

Harry Witt, station operations; Dr.
Norwood Simmons, film; Adele Ullman, education; Michael E. Kuh.

research; Miles Bohm Auer, annual
dinner; Syd Cassyd, annual sem(KWKH) is 280 miles from New inar; and John
Whitehead, pubOrleans and that there would be libations.
no overlap between the stations.
It pointed out that 50kw stations
Denver
A second, annual soil
owned by the same network are
conservation contest for Colorado
often closer and that the

—

Commis-

under way this week under
sion has licensed other operations
the jomt sponsorship of KLZ and
m closely related areas.
the Denver Post. Five $500 cash
The petition was filed by Wil- prizes. will be awarded.
will get

OFFICE

SEUEVUE

SHOWROOM

•

COURT

BIDG

DoDt.

PHIIA

,

livertiiir

fun

,

•

.

.

2

.

.

.

highly

refrKsliini; . . . liUKe
eiitel'tuininont.*'

.

fiuHd

Allen

Tlme>

Viilley

ICU-li,

North llollyivMud^

Cul.

HMT MAKES
woncK?
Ivory

For

Hakot

CBS, Mon. thru
2:45^3 P.M.

With

JOHN

Firl.

K.

M. MeCAFFERY

Written and Directed by

ADDISON SMITH

liam C. Fitts of the New York firm
of Fly, Fitts & Shuebruk, counsel.

Former FCC Chairman James
Fly

is

a

member

L.

Foi Profitable Selling -Investigate

of the firm.

*What's Lust?'
Continued from page 27
a

committee hearing

last week. A
heanng is scheduled for today (15).
The bill, proposed by
Senator Brown at the request of a
reUgious group, would amend existing statutes relating to obscene

lurther

language, writings and films.
The lytilwaukee Journal, which
owns WTMJ and its FM and TV ad-

THREE BEAUS
AND A P£EP
CURRENTLY

juncts, ran an editorial blast at the
'Brown BiU. "What would be left

i

WDEL

WGAL

WILMINGTON

lANCASTER

DEIA.

PENNA.

WKBO

WRAW

HARRISBURG

i

CAPITOL,

New

York

The Sweefest Singing Group to
Hit Showbusiness in Many a Year

PENNA.

placed on the word 'lu.st.' The bill
attempts to run around the constiJtutional guarantees of freedom of
speech by exempting news broadcasts. But the dodge would surely
ibe clear to any court. In the case
oi radio, even those police powers
ithat may be exercised are prieempted by the Federal Communica-

WORK

WEST

YORK

EASTON

PENNA.

PENNAv

1619 Broadway,

New

York

JIMMY RICH
Circle 5-5976

PENNA.
:
I

.

,

I

tions

Commission."

STEINMAN

New Bedford

Personal Manac|cmcnt:

READING

for the Wisconsin i adio listener but
|music?" the editorial asked. "Even
the spap operas might be out, depending how wide a definition was

I

—

ITATIONS

Clair K. McCollough, Mpitoaing 0<r*c>or

Gerald (Jerry)
Stalen, formerly publicity and promotion manager for WTAD, Quincy,
111
has joined staff of WNBH, New
Bedford, Mass., as national sales
promotion director^
,

^

Pi

VA

"ThorouKlilr entertnlnlnar

,.p,.».,4,,

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES

Chicago

San Frondica

iNewYork

ilM Ang*<**

.

—

1

—

!
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RADIO

CIRGUNG THE KILOCYCLES
Pittsburgh'^BtU BabcoGk has left Washington will participate in the

WJAS airings. Speaker Sam Rayburn
takes over Sens. Tom Connaly and Lyndon
Henry De- Johnson and Rep. Wright Patman
army. Bab- will take part in the first broadKDKA
with
cast.
Johnny Kirby and Florence
stars, will
San Antonio— Charles Lutz, manBeri local radio singing
engagement at Wil- ager of KYFM, has announced that
{earn up for
Rooir
Terrace
hotel's
arrangements have been completed
liam Penn
Russell E here with Trinity University
beginning March 11
for
added
been
has
Boston,
of
the
origination of some four hours
Offhaus,
its No. 1 disk of programs per week
from a speto WPIT staff as
daily in cial studio at the campus.
iocliey. He'll spin platters
In addinoon
and
to
from
10
morning
tion
the
regular
the
weekly chapel
from 3 to 5
services held in the Trinity Uniin the afternoon
Kay Balfe, who recently quit versity auditorium would aLso be
WPGH to go with WESA in Char- aired each Tuesday morning.
leroi as a salesman, has just been

wi OA

Braddock to join

in

rnnouncing s^ff. He
by
Jpot left vacant
Bprro's departure for
was
cock at one time

.

.

.

.

.

,

—

appointed
ter station.
at
days.

program director of latBaltimore
Harold C. Burke,
He was a vet announcer vice-president and general
manain that outfit's early ger of WBAL,
has announced the

WWSW

appointment of Leslie H. Peard,
Jr., as assistant to the manager,
cued to the increasing complexities
in station operation and the addition of television "which require
the services of: an executive as-

^

Minneapolis

—

Giveaway

fori

benefit of the March of Dimes netted that organization some $150,^
000 in entry fees for contest to
select
slogan.

i

new Minnesota Centennial

sistant."

Stunt was aired by Cedric
Adams, WCGO newscaster. Pre -

Houston—Gene Lewis, member

contest estimates of receipts at $1
per entry ranged up to $100,000.

of the KTHT announcing staff for
the past two years, has been proand industry donated moted to the post of program diBusiness
some $20,000 in prizes to be award^ rector. Chuck Hancock formerly
ed^th6 winner, to be selected this with KXyz.as .an announcer joins
week.
the
staff in a similar capacity.
The Texas State
Fort Worth
Network has announced that it will
Detroit Harry R. Lipson has
originate a regular weekly broad- joined sales
staff of
and
cast over its 17 outlets
starting WJBK-TV. He brings 23 years' exnext Sunday (20) to be called "The perience in the fields of advertisTexas Forum of the Air." Texas ing, public relations and radio
Texas senators and congressmen in within the metropolitan Detroit
area.

Why, Daddy]

KTHT

—

—

WJBK

I

I

.

No, I don't

|

known

•

Chicago

—

Chi South Central
Assn. presented first radio award
to
for "Destination Freedom," which dramatizes role of
Negroes in World history. Assn.
promotes racial cooperation.

WMAQ

Dallas-^Wed Howard, announcer
on the staff of WFAA, has resigned

KMOX,

the staff Of
io^a^ similar capacity.'

join

to

:L0,u,is,;

San Antonio

'

—

St.
'

.

The Air Force

Band of the West,

stationed

at

Lackland Air Force Base, has in^
augurated a half-hour program of
concert music over WOAI as a pubfeature. The 54-piece
under direction of Chief
Officer Samuel Kurtz and

service

lic

band is
Warrant
will

:

|

WGAR

—

Louisville Robert Elverman; of
continuity department,
has been appointed promotion director of WAVE. Eugene W. Leake,

former promotion

WAVE-TV

director, is
art director.

now

I've
.this

Carl Jampcl, one of the top situation men in the country,
a comedy show single-handed, has been
scripts

week

after

week

for nearly four

years.

And, the dir ector, Ken MacGregor, was directing top comedy
shows a week after Marconi invented the wireless, it w~6ulcl take"
you an hour to list all of Ken's credits.

And Bobby Hastings, who plays Archie, not only wrings
from every line, buf he sings too, and good!
And

Van Patrick left
sports post to take similar
job with WJR. All
sports
now handled by Bob Neal.

WAVE-TV

Now

and the only writer to do
coming up with 100-laugh

be heard each Saturday.

Cleveland

WGAR

wanna know about the facts of life, Daddy.
What I wanna know abo.ut is
on NBC.

that stuff for years.

"ARCHIE ANDREWS"" show

Alice Yourman,

who

plays

a laugh

Mom, is considered the East
warm loving mothers, not

Coast Irene Dunne for both comedy and

*

to mention her terrific flexibility.

And Art
radio

work

Kohl, who plays Dad, brings 28 years of stage and
to the part racks up 40 or .50 laughs a show all by himself.

And

Gloria Mann^ who is Archie's girl friend, Veronica, can give
Archie a nervous breakdown just by showing him her big beautiful

dimples.

Houston- A new

"U

series of quarprograms has made its
over a special state-wide
networlc under tlie sponsorship of

ter-hour

there a dcatt tliat uusic cannot

debut

melt?" James Beattie, the Scottish poet,
asked the question
It

some 200yea«

the

He

vas |iuf ely rhetorical, of course.

Humble

Gil

&

Refining Co.,

which heretofoi-e have specialized
in
are titled
sports. Programs
"Stop for Music" and are aired
Monday, Wednesday and Friday.

ago.

knew, as imart advertisers have since
learned, that

music melts

all

hearts

.

.

Charlotte's

a«d lots of sales resistance, too. Ask the
advertisers

who

tion that's all

use

WQXR...the

half a million

New YoA
away from

more than

»t.They're choice families... the choicest

ia this choicest of all
love

«»sic

good things
.

. ;

markets.

they

as

They

love good

and can afford to buy them,

too. If you've

got something you'd

(Belted into the pure

Talks between the 14 engineers
affected and the management continued for an -hour and a half after
the contract ran out before break-

like

gold of profit

on Air

Charlotte, Feb. 15.
WBT, Charlotte, returned to the
air on schedule despite a last^
minute breakdown of negotiations
between the Jeffer.son Standard
Broadcasting Co. and the station's
engineers. .Police were on guard
when the 50.000-watt station's contract with the International Brothr
erhood of Electrical Workers expired at midnight Feb. 4,

music and such good music

families can't tear their ears

that

WBT

Despite Talk Breakdown

sta-

. .

ing up without agreement. The
transmitter and studio engineers
had scheduled a strike at midnight.
A spokesman for the AFL union
said the engineers would stay on
their jobs while further attempts
are made to reach agreement on
a new contract. The major dispute,
he said. Centered around working

nil Circle 5-SS66.

And Rosemary Rice, who plays Betty, has a lead almost every
week on shows like "Cavalcade" or "Theatre Guild," not to mention
her

8

Broadway

plays.

.

And George Wright, one of the top organists
can make that Hammond sit up and talk!

But Daddy,

in the business

here's the important thing!

Because of

little Saturday morning show has a timeand get this, Daddy—
6.2 and a program rating
of 5.5, which means and get this, too, Daddy
it is consist-

those people that

rating

—

ently higher-rated than 30 night-time shows, 45 daytime
shows, 8 Sunday shows and 11 Saturday daytime shows,

and I'm talking about the big-time commercial shows only
There isn't a sustainer that comes near it!

And

if

that doesn't bowl you over, Daddy,

!

remember

that this little show gets 2,000 ticket requests a week, is
being offered at a ridiculously low price, and has a sensational promotion tie-up with Archie Comics Magazine
which the World Almanac has just rated the Number One
Comic book in the country!

.

conditionsi

-

a basic outlet of CBS, goes
the air at midnight on week
nights so operations were not af-

WBT,

off

AND WQXR-FM
«*blO STATION$ or

WE

NEW YORK TIMES

fected when the contract expited.
The station signed back «n as usual
jat 5 a.m. Feb. 8 with regular en- igineem vn duty.
i

So, what I can't figure out nohow is why
Andrews sustaining! Huh? Why, Daddy?

is

Archie

4S

OBCHESTBAS-IMIITSIC

44

Tops of the Tops

Rachmil to London for Huddles

Retail Disk Seller

Told

Little Bird

"A

JockSf Jukes an d Disks

Me"

Retail Sheet Music Seller

Away

"Far

On Breach With

Decca

British

Milton R. Rachmil, executive*
veepee of Decca Records, clippered

Monday

London

to

for

tl4)

"A

Best British Sheet Sellers

a

couple weeks of powwows with
E. R. (Ted) Lewis, Head of British
Discussions undoubtedly
Decca.
will concern the arrangement be^

(Week ending Feb.

try

Decca's material,
since .the London
tlie U. S.- outlet of Lewis's

label

Is

Anything

..Reid
Connelly

Happens.

It

.

Be There.
Cool Water ...
Subla Bay

Victoria

You'll

;

Peldman
Box & Cox
& Whusky Chappell
.

.

Sabre
Perhaps

:

.

.

.

. .

.

.

It's

.

Kassner-

Leeds
Southern
.

.

.

Peldman

Magic;

Connelly

Faraway Places

Leeds

Would Use Hotel Sked
Rather Than

ASCAP Plan

Seattle, Feb.

Rachmil's confabs with Lewis,
however, may well be to break up
the alliance. In this event, Kapp
would have to make another local
deal since England does not allow
pressings to be imported (only
masters from which pressings are
made), and it will not allot already
i'iirT';v,of»v?l;irVi."fi;i»
nf
buildmg of
materials for the r.nSIno''
short

'
.

factories for foreigners.

[

was indicated some weeks ago,
to

look after his interests in England,
that the affiliation with British
Decca might be broken .

15.

nesses similarly situated'

the

in

schedule;' "
The "hotel schedule"^sets rates
•

Philadelphia, Feb. 15.

demon- ranging from $60 per year for an

strating its new- 45 rpnf recordings
and changers: to dealers and distributors next week. Teams of men
who will do the demonstrating will
head into all sections of tlie coun-

annual expenditure of

than

less

$3,000 for entertainment, up to
$3,000 for an expenditure of more
than $200,000—-an average rate of

about

1%%.

concentrating mostly on distributors, who will then pass on
what they have learned to dealers.
But the -teams will directly contact some of the larger dealers,
try,

buck a

hit.

If

a- disk

numerous

opportunities; to create

something difflereht with "Gruis*
ing" through Carle. But this diskis the same as all the others
it uses the verse.
Carle's
piano could have been a peg for a

ing

except

switch, :'1jut

it's

spotlighted only

briefly. Otherwise the disk is okay.
Marjorie Hughes vocals, alone atid
with chorus. Backing is .an earable
rhythm piece that Carle does very
nicely, again with Miss Hughes and

chorus.

JacK Fulittn ;"Sunflower"T"TellTruth" (Tower), Fulton's
version of "Sunflower" has 'em all
stopped. He does the vocal straight,
but is boosted along by all the
hinterland
accoutrements that

Me The

:

I

:

Tower could round up, from a barroom style pianist on down. It's
cute and good jock and juke stuff

1.

ME

LITTLE BIRD TOLD

(13) (Bourne,

.

Andrews Sisters "Underneath
the Linden Tree"-Patty Andrewsf
Bob Crosby "You Was" (Decca).
"Tree," written by the same com-

;
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Dinah Shore
Kaye:^
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WARM
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.London

.

Cplimbiff

Sammy

.
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Scala^^
Stafford-MocRae.
Day-Clark
Blue Barron.

.

{priJiM

.

.

\

.Victor

.

Londwi

!

Capitol

Coiumtna
.

.

.

.

Col«7?ibio

CoIw7ibia
Capitol

Benny Goodman

;
•

•

.M-G-M

.

Les Brown
^"2/ Kyser.

the reverse, a fine new tune writ*
ten from the French "Les Trois
Cloches," Desmond does "archorus
in French. Tony Mottola ably han^
dies the background.
Jo Stafford "Always True to iYott
in My Fashion"-" Ju-st Reminscin"
(Capitol).
Miss Stafford smoothly
rides "Always," from "Kiss Me
Kate," but after the background

Z on Jane Harvey's M-G-M; disking,
'.l

It
this waxing is a dull affair.
moves at a good pace, and the
name and performances values are
there, but it's not up to the others,
Starthe
."Reminiscin,"- cut with
lighters, is a^far superior side and
a strong candidate for jock and
juke success.: It's an excell ent bal-

lad, well done by Miss Stafford
and her support, including Paul
Weston's orchestra.
Spike Joiies "Clink Clin*
:

"

RED ROSES FOR BLUE LADY

(Mills,

fVawp/in Monroe

Victor

Guy Lombardo

Decca

(

Signs

A.

Dewey Bergman

&

R. Division

MORE BEER

'

King Records, Cincinnati indie
which has more or less confined it,

self in the past to race, western,
hillbilly and similar styles, is going
in for a pop classification in a big

way.
for a

man's job to round up
pop performers of all
He starts immediately
year pact, with options:
is presideAt,!,qfi,KiBg.

m

(

I

I

f

YOU ARE THE ONE
FOOLS BUSH IN (BVC,
UP ABOVE MY HEAD (Taps,

^ YOU, YOU,

J,

(

*

(Campbell,
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a cute drinking tune vocalled
Del Porter, Mel Blanc, I. W. Hai;;:

iDecGO
.Decca

London
Decca
Signature

Decca
Rainbow
Decca

i
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.

V.
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.Decca i

10.1
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"McNamara's

per,

etc.

more

familiar, is better.

Bandj
Hamper
«

and a group do the vocal and
:

Tempo ^
Sismatwrc
Coral

in Jones' line of delivery. Neither
of thefse has that golden touch, bu;
both are good jock items. "Clink
is

Gojiilbl

.

.'.'.'/.'/.'.M-G-M

sister Rosetta fharpe.

PoIka"-"McNamara's Band" (Victor);
It's impossible to come up
with a smash every time, especiallj'

.Victor

.

,
,

.

.Peccd

Manhattan

.

Vera Lynn
Al Jolson-Mills Bros
Johnny Long
Evelyn Knight
\
I Barry Green
Brother Bones
A Mills Bros
< Ray Anthony
Atnes Bros

oi weeks song has been in the

«> MtM

C

\rplso)t"MitIs iBrpsV.-. 1.

Russ Morgati.

Billj,
:

.

.

Sammy Kaye

[Kay

'

IFigures in parentheses indicate
>,

Andrews Sisters
Rhmelanders ...

lAl

.

a passel of
categories.
on a one-

Sid Nathan

\

(Miller)

SO TIRED (Glenmore,
AGAIN (Robbins,
IS IT TRUE ABOUT DIXIE (Caesar,
^SWEET SUE (Shapiro-Bernstein,
BRUSH THOSE TEARS (Peter Maurice)
SWEET GEORGIA BROWN (Remick)
GLORIA (Rene,

Dewey Bergman, arranger,
number of years closely iden-

tified with Guy Lombardo's orchestra, was signed last week to head
the company's pop division, in
charge of artists and repertoire.
Headquartering in New York,
where king will build or lease recording studios, it will be Berg-

{

(Dreyer,

DOWN AMONG SHELTERING PALMS

Head

.

,

Coming Up
Field;

:

in the event the tune begins travelling faster; There's little in the
reverse.

.-:

of.

debut

King Into Pop

clicks, all

other versions usually follow the
same arranging line. Columbia had

..

poser to ''Toolie 'Oolie Doolie;" is
being widely recorded. It's a fair
tune, which; the trio does nicely
but cather uninspiringly, backed by
Vic
orchestra.
Patti
Schoen's
Andrews and Bob Crosby give a
likely-looking melody a workout
on the backing and it stacks up as
something that will, be: spun often
by jocks and jukes. The two get
cute-with-the- lyric-now-and -^then,r
and it aU sounds relaxed, Schoen
also provides the assist.
Rose Murphy "Girls Were Made
To Take Care of Boys" (Victor);
guilty
over-expresRose Murphy's style of delivery
case,
she's
of
calist with bis band, will leave
sion. Side is nevertheless a good needs special tunes to make it
that outfit within the next month
for' jocks and jukes. It, tooi,; standout. These don't do much for
one
or so to do a single. She has been
gets the benefit of «: beguine acr her. "Girls" only gets in the way
figned by Columbia Records, which comp frojn Winterhalter that helps of her rhythm-making, and, "Busy
records her dad's band. Her first sell the whole.
Line" isn't much of anything exrecords will be cut within the next
Mel Torme "Careless Hands"- cept the title line, which could
couple of weeks and she'll start a "She's a Home Girl" (Capitol). catch on. Little here for jocks and
single- about the time they're re- Also a newcomer to, the Capitol jukes.
leased.;
Johnny Desmond "Peggy Dear"
label, Mel Torme shows in a difColumbia, incidentally, also ferent light than on Musicraft. He -"While the Angelus Was Ringing"
signed Bob Crosby to a recording retains what earned him the title (M-G-M). Desmond got a toehold
Fog," but on the on record reception with his "Tara
"Velvet
Of
pact last week.
Talara."
This pairing could
strengthen it; he does an excellent
version of the "Peggy" melody,
which offers a good lyicai story,
He does even better, however, on

:

preparations for Vic..""far
PLACES (9) (Laurel,
of the 45's, due in
April. The platters will be marketPUSSY CAT SONG (4, (Leeds,
3.
ed in color.—a different hue for
each style of music, seven in all.
4,
GALWAY BAY (6> (Leeds,
"
John Vassos, industrial designer,
worked out the colors for each
5.
LAVENDER BLUE iZ) <Santly-Joy,
category and they were assigned
.
,
..... .
on the basis of "the psychological
and aesthetic color connotation of
6.
POWDER FACE WITH SUNSHINE (3, (Lombardo,
the type of music represented."
For example, ruby red for classiDARLING,
DARLING (IZXMorris)
I 7.
cal; black, popular; blue, semiclassical;
lemon yellpw, kiddie
8,
CRUISING
THE RIVER (1) (Spitzer,
......
disks; green for western, etc.
9.
I'VE GOT
LOVE TO KEEP ME
(7, (Berlin,
Disks will be packaged in clear
cellophane envelopes. Victor has
10.
SLOW BOAT TO CHINA (16, (Melrose)
.:
not yet announced the prices to be
asked,
course,

tor's

ing opportunities;
Frankie Carle "Cruising Dowft
River"-"Mississippi Flyer"
(Columbia). R e c o r d: companies
nowadays don't often attempt to

The

Best SeDers on fom-Maclimes.!!!liZlll

-10
t

too.

'

Plipover

Jane Harvey '^Always True To
In My Fashion"-"So In Love"
(M-G-M) Miss Harvey's first sides
"^"S
for M-G-M, and they're likely hits
though each is deficient performance-wise. On "Always," Miss Harvey's rhythm vocal is average, but
she's supplied with a Hugo Winterhatter background that's unique
"th"e~consent-decreerapply-alike-"to- Marjorie Hughes lo
and ear-'catching; "tor-say-the--loast~
all business
similarly situated."
A? bank of flutes bursts into flight
"We are of the opinion," wrote
Leave Carle to Do Solo between phrases, and the result is
Dalton, '-'that the most equitable
Marjorie Hughes, daughter of socko. On "Love," Miss Harvey
rate schedule as applied to 'busimaestro Frankie Carle and the vo- pours it on and, as Is often .the
:

State of Washington and offered
by yourself, is the schedule which
you have referred to as a 'hotel

Gospel of the 45's

Moves by the demonstrators,

Pop Disks

The Washington State Restaurant Assn. here, which also represents taverns and cafes, has offered
to okay a Schedule of rates for the
use of American Society of Composers, Authors' and Publishers
tunes, using ASGAP's "hotel sched^
ule'' rather than the rate schedule. non^name artists.
that the Society had offered the
Son'ora Records some time ago
_p.(.n,,_a_t „rniin
attempted a 35c disk, but was un? Dalton, counsel for the successful In fact, Oberstein's facassociation, in a lettei; to, attorney tory at' Meriden is the former SonLouis Stone of ASCAP, said that ora plant.
the rate schedule offered was unfair and did not, in the words of
.

RCA Teams Spread

jock-and-juker.

brings

unlikely

it's

'

-

RCA-Vietor will begin

good

different than rival disk-

no doubt, 'but

;

Wash. State Eateries

'

he's

up a tune Torme has been
doing in his nitery rountine for
that jocks or jukes will find much some time.: It's a good ballad
piece
use for it. It's poor from any an- that presents a jock with good pac.
ings,

:

.

.

For You

.

.

.

.

.... . .
Dance ....
.

.

.

.

,

Cigareets
Until

melody of the

It's

ty.

'

Maurice
Connelly

.

Tired

St)

his operation in behalf of. U. S.
artists.
And Lewis has- felt that
Kapp's Decca has not fully ex^
ploited and taken advantage of
the classical material available to
it.
They would like to break up
the arrangement— and at the same
time they would not. British Decca
distributes U. S. Decca material in
-South Africa, Australia, etc., as
well as in England, and it wouldn't
care to lose that angle, particularly since Bing Crosby is involved.
Kapp hasn't been anxious to drop
his hold on the classical material,
though he hasn't made much use
of it to the present.

It

Dream

I

,

Second 12
Ah But

•management - wise, are 'unhappy
Jack
with the vice-versa deal.
Kapp, U. S. Decca prez, has long
felt that Lewis has not extended

when Kapp Hired Wally Moody

Gay

Girl

Little

:

/

Wright

Woods

"Hands" side he proves that

Sta-

gle. Noblemen do the vocal, what
there is of one. Reverse is smartly
done in comparison. Ballad tune
Signature Records is debuting a seems good, but the treatment
35c label Friday (181. New disk is could have been better and Ken
to be called Hi-Tone and it is be- Carson's vocal is slipshod.
ing aimed principally for departBob and J e a n n e "Careless
ment store, chain store and juke- Hands" - "Don't Gamble with Robox consumption. It will concen- mance" (Decca). Decca may have
trate mostly on hit song material, unexpectedly come up with a pairusing recognized but not outsstand- ing and hit recording similar to
ing names from the vocalist field. Jon and Sondra Steele's "My HapEugenie: Baird, Frances Wayne, piness" of last year.
Duo ,(Bob
Larry Douglas and performers of Hannon and Jeanne Tighe) pop a
that strata will be used on the version of the potentialities: of
disks.
They are being paid flat "Careless" that grows on a listener,
sums for recording and no roy^ It's simply ducting with an organ,
alties will be involved.
steel guitar and rhythm backSignature's move is the third ground. Good jock and juke stuff.
into the low-priced record field They slap the same treatment, in
Eli Oberstein's waltz tempo, to the reverse, a
within a year.
Varsity label was the first into it, likely new tune.
Charlie Ventura "Lullaby In
starting last June, Selling Only to
department and chain stores, the Rhythm"-"Birdland (Victor). VenVarsity sides have reached unex- tura's first sides for Victor, and
the
bop-saxist cut a pair that make
pected sales figures at 44e per disk,
swell listening. Though his newto the point where Oberstein is
is more commercially acproducing around 2,000,000 disks a style jazz
ceptable than that of most other
pressed
month, some of which are
purveyors, these will not become
at Signature's factory, the others
big hits. But they'll ride many
Meriden,
Conn.
at his own in
turntables and please a lot of peoOberstein's success brought the ple. "Lullaby" is a rhythm piece
Spotlight label into focus less than vocalled by Jackie Cain. It doesn't
a month ago. It operates on the: stand up as well as "Birdland,''
same premise of hit songs to chain which is faster and contains exceland department stores. Both use lent trombone, piano and sax solos.

3Sc

.

.

Dream of Olwen
Little Bird Told Me

pop stuff.
The two firms, which v formerly
were interlocked financially and

iginal

.

.

classical,

China"

;

.

.

to

Signature Tees

.

.

.

all of British

most

"On Slow Boat

Bernie

Reminiscing" (Colum- got talent. It's an excellent recordv
Noble does the ^'Station" ing of a tune that seems to be
bia).
moving. A rhythm delivery, with
tune in double-time and leaves litfine background, including occa.
tle, overall, to recognize of the orrhythm novels sional palm-beating in tempo, it's a

tion"-"Just

.

.

.

By

Ray Noble "Down by the

Little Bird Told Me"
Best British Seller

10)

London, Feb. 11.
Morris
Slow Boat to China.
.Victoria
Buttons and Bows.
When You're in Love Wood
Chappell
My Happiness
Keith-Prowse
Cuckoo Waltz
.Southern
Cuanto le Custa.
Maharajah Magador. .Chappell

:

tween the two Decca companies
which calls for British Decca to
press and market in England the
U. S. output of Decca here, and for
the latter to market in this coun-

Places"

"Most Requested" Disk
"Powder Face With Sunshine"
Seller on Coin Machines

has juke possibilities in view
the forthcoming St. Patrick's Day.
Eddy Howard "Everywhere You
Go"-"I Wish Somebody Cwei

Cry" (Mercury). Howard is perhaps one of the mosi
consistently good performers on

Enough
disks.

to

And

with this*pairing nej

got two good new tunes, either
which could hit. "Everywhere,
beat-ballad,

is

oi
«

particularly soiw
Howard does aw

melodically and
that
excellent vocal job on it, one
comes close to Guy Lonibardos
'»
version (Decca,. Band accomp
,

CQontinued on page 49)

..

-

:
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•RdHtSTRAS-MUSIC

RCA

RPM

for 45

45

Reg Gonnelly Back to Eng.

SPA

After Several U.S. Deals
After a protracted business trip
America, British music publisher
Reg (Campbell-) Connelly sailed
over the weekend for London. He
Iset his "Cruising Down the River"
with Henry Spitzer's new firm; has
leotten Ray Noble to write a new pop
for him (they last collaborated on
"Good Night Sweetheart" some, 20
years back); will spot Georges
Ulmer's "Pigalle" (French) in the

Treads Lighdy in Opposition

in

War, Tbiimps Giest

in Defiance

To RCA Breakage Bid; Trust Spectre?

;

Capttol and Columbia Records
made varying statements last v/eek

-

Sncetning the former's siding
the marketing
with BCA-Victor m
and the re„f 45 rpm recordings
Columbia's 333/3 rpm Mihiiffi of
rroeroove Long Playing disks. At

Wednesday
a nress conference last
Edward Wallersteln,
(9) afternoon,
board chairman, flatly stated

CRC

•

•

'

•

;.

.

4^'

never inspected

that Capitol had
development prior
the Columbia
alliance with Victo announcing its
Capi in a statement explaintor
to dealers, remove
rpm
45
its
InK
fortified
vealed: "We have been

Hunks
The

of Music History

trumpet"

som

one

to carry a "hot
in the pit was Blos-

first

The hot trumpeteer was Ray Lopez.
George Gershwin wrote
"Swanee" on Riverside Drive.
It was first sung by Ned Wayburn's show at the Capitol,
N. y. Al Jolson did it years
later.
The title was Irving
Seeley.

.

,

.

ive
conclusions,"

That one remark, plus a crack
statement of fig•t Victor and the
and
ures relative to LP turntables
was all Columbia's press
sales,
to. Wallerstein
amounted
meeting
in
that,
out
pointing
chided RCA,
Ignoring the strides already made
by Microgroove disks; and making
in
either
kind,
any
of
tto provisions
records, for LP
its equipment or
aisks, RCA suggests that the Minot
would
development
cfogWiove
be successful. Wallerstein stated
that approximately 2,000,000 LP

position to the bid

by RCA-Victoc

deduction from roy^;

for an

p"""'^'^*'^-^

iiwiu Coast,
*""»•'••
'Sleep'
vMvvp From
^jfy^^^i^XV"
it is so far treading lightly fearing
new Emile Littler London revue,
Decca Records has bought the to be accused of price-fixing in
"Latin Quarter" (for which Jack master of Lorry Raine's recording collusion with publishers in openly
Durant also sailed to join the cast), of "Can't Sleep" from Coast Rec- demanding that the latter b?ck
In addition Connelly placed othei- ords, Hollywood indie. Deal was away from RGA's deduction decompleted by Dave Kapp, now on mands, on the theory half of the
pops with American publishers.
Coast for Decca, and it includes publisher's income from recordings
"River" is considered "cornv" in
American music circles but it's o£ ^'Sning Miss Raine to a recording is not theirs, that it is the writers'
the same idiom of old-school waltz '^°!l^»'^*=f;
„!
,t.i„.^u, ;^^t^}'^Zwas onginally
C*'?*
Sleep"
SPA feels that it cannot chance
balladeering which seems to have
fall and has a meeting of its representatives
cauKht public fancy in the last vear marketed by Coast last
in popu- \vith any
publishers on pain of posj^^.v
two Theorv
ineory is tnat
that tnis
thi<i"i<!
thp ^'"<=* ^^'^^ 8*>°<* strides
or two.
is the
^^^.^^ ^.^
j^^^^^ ^^^^^
^^^^
^ .^^^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^ ^
American people's manner of harkanticipates pushing it hard.
anti-trust laws. Hence the letter
ing-back to a so-called "gemutlich''
it
last week to all pubdispatched
era> and apart from the bebop cul'
lishers.
This
missive states that the
tists, that seems to be the mass
writers (SPA) are disturbed by
trendy
as witness, other recent
'Angles'
Stalk
rumors
of
the
possible acquiesc"icky" hits like "Hair of Gold,"
ence by pubs to Victor's hid to
"You Call Everybody Darling,"
slice statements to cover "break"Four-Leaf Clover," "Tree on the
age"
losses
(term
covers several
Meadow," etc.
Setting
,

.

(

..

j

;

|

;

Caser's idea.

T—Joe Laurie,

Jr.

'

from

with complete information
exhaustthe other companies :
tests have brought us tq these

Songwriters Protective Assn, is
being extremely careful in its op*

Decca Buys Master Of

|

'

,

Up

to 90G

Bonus

I

For Greenberg In
Exiting ASCAP

Job

Herman Greenberg broke

off

AFM on

Incidentally, "River" proved a
freak hit two years back in England
one but took longer than normally to
get over. For one thing, several

categories of loss). It points: out;
tKat such a move would mean "a
substantial loss of incometo them." V
It requests pubs to advise the SPA
of the nature of- the discount be-

;

corner of the executive quadrangle
that has been running the American Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers. He resigned last
week, effective March 1. His ac-

Vidpic Scales

\

u. S. publishers nixed it. Meaning sought by RCA.
while Connelly bought out the
Ampriran Federation of Musi
There are those who believe that
Ostrer brothers' interest in their cians execs
ra scales eo^^^^ the
SPA's letter is a plea, carejoint Cinephonic Music company, e .n"L the
o^
600,that
and
fully worded, not to bow to Vicsold
been
have
dislcs
,Song_sold 500,000 sheets and about
^'"to be used bTtelevisTon have
o^?y!?J°'-„.^L^.^i?L'"5£'!!,^!.°f
by
been
bought
tor's
had
executive
committee
request.
Society's
the
000 turntables
250,000 records in England, which been having a difficult time. There
178,some
of
(exclusive
meeting
Thursday
and
board
public
a
the
is extraordinary for the market.
are so many different angles to
,
,
000 machines mad6 by various com- (10), when the latter okayed a gift
consider that the AFM's Glare
phrase
with
the
of
three
years'
salary,
said
to
be
ended
He
panies).
Meeder is in a spin.
(by between $75,000 and $90,000.
cannot be defeated"
•'we
has for some time been
The board's action in granting
EGA).
trying to arrive at the answers,
'
The talk somewhat disappointed the three-year bonus for Greenthough it has never been anxious
Sot
30-year
service
with
the
berg's
They had
some 100 attendees.
[to establish scales for such worit.
ciety
started
discussion
as
to
the
been led by events to anticipate
'rhat's one of the problems that
cause of his resignation, altliough
something bigger than what Walenters into the current attempts to
Since Co- ASCAP has generally been known
lerstein had to relate.
set prices;
AFM is anxious to Dn the premise that his musicar.
in the past to be generous with exlumbia's conference was called imisolate the type of film that will be style' appeals to all ages, incliidirig
employees
and
executives,
iting
mediately following Capitol's anused over and over again on video older peoplie who do not care to go
Greenberg's
moving
of
office.
out
nouncement of its 45 rpm intenoutlets throughout the country. to ballrooms to dance, Guy .L<<oj,*
sales manager will be filled
post
as
bardo is preparfng a concert tour
tions, plus which Columbia had
Such fpotage
- „- would have
- the same
,
by Jules M. Collins.
effect of reducing work OppOrtuni- of his P
made such a big deal of inviting
,
Vr
Collins, with the Society for 12
Unaware or tne practices of the
the press, the actual result of the
f,,^ members as does the cur- itial venture into a field developed
years,- had been manager of the
music business in dealing with re- rent wax recording and the disk by name bands in recent years on
conference was a bit deflating. Esradio division. He is an attorney,
the basis of no dancing.
pecially since the majority of the
formerly with Paramount and Uni^ cording companies, and aware only jockey.
^-JCl!e__m.aj.oxitx_j}f _name —swing
newspaper'and-mag men have-been- vefsal Pfctiires.'
of the letter'of theTawTtHeTr s:
crews have played these concerts
on Columbia's side so far in the
Alien Property Custodian has held
because patrons couldn't dance to
GIVES
argument and have given RCA a,
their musiCi Or there have been
up; a shipment of royalty coin to
rough going-over in. recent weeks
for "confusing" the public with its
SINGLE-0 such bands as Phil Spitalny 's,
the German composer of "You
Sammy
Kaye's, etc, which had endevelopment requiring: a third
Can't Be True, Dear" until it is
OFFICE
Ebeiie will discard his or.- tertainment to sell in addition to
Ray
speed player.
satisfied everything is in order.
chestra lat^ this month to begin straight music.
Hollywood, Feb. 15;
the
questioned
Custodian
has
work as dssinkle. Singer has been
.,
,.
,
,.
r
Lombardo's
Richard Himber has temporarily granting
concerts will start in
of a recording license for
Logging sheet of- less than the 2c per side rate looked intiN&e Copa, Pittsburgh, April after he folds his current
folded his
solo, his iirst and 19th season at the'
j„
fices here, and Buddy Bernard, Stated in the 1909 copyright law,
Roosevelt'
hotel. New York, and they will be
who headed the post, has been let. to Eli Oberstein's Varsity Record ^[gtg in thaft
Eberle had
booked into part of his usual summer string of
out.
Himber notified all major label, by Biltmore Music,, the U. S;
Frank Dailey's Me)
wbro^ok, Ce- one-nighters7TheSres^"
publishers
by special delivery publisher of the tune.
dar Grove, N. J., for a brief period tions,
from N. y. of the intent and that
Custodian has ordered the Amer- opening March 15. Slot has been
Ariothep angle to Lombardo's
he will reopen March 1. Meanican Society of Composers, Authors .filled by the Ray Anthony orches- Jieasonihg concerning
while, Coast plugs are being .tabthe concertand Publishers to withhold some tra, which- gives way Friday; (18) .to S^jtle dates is the long period his
Caracas, Feb. 15.
ulated by Buddy Gorman, former
$5,000 in performance monies due Ray McKinley, then returns;
band
has remained an outstanding
inclusion
for
Bernard,
assistant
to
Xavier Cugat orch's south-of-the*
Biltmore until it is satisfied that
naine,
As
band
compilation.
grows
older it
national
song
in
RH's
Iwrder swing is racking 'up solid
the IV4c royalty paid by Varsity
loses only a small percentage iif its grosses, with- a recent~two-nighter
RH folded its local offices in does not come under the heading Campbell, Porgie Iii
followers, 'meanwhile always acin Puerto Rico playing to 36,000 preparation for installing recordBiltmore's attorof skullduggery.
quiring new ones. Lombardo has
customers. Before coming to this ing machines to take off the air a
ney, Lou Dreyer, son of Dave
Tiff Over Song Rights been around for over 20 years and
tawnr for -an--l 8-day date in a car^ permanent record of all musicaL Dreyer, whO' operates the publishnival celebration^ Cugat stopped shows. This is being done in RH's
Nicity Campbell and A 1 Porgie it's figured there must be legions
ing firm, is now in the process of
over in Tampa (Florida) to play at New York office now. and the gathering proof to satisfy the Gusr have lined up lawyers to argue i"'^ '^'s ^^"s Who never have the opAnthe "Gasparilla Festival."
Los
the song, "My portunity to watch him work, exPol- forthcoming Chicago and
todian that granting licenses for their dispute over
lowing his Caracas booking, Cugat geles posts will be equipped the
Sidney Wattenberg will cept at theatres. Older fans as a
Street;"
less than the legal 2c maximum is
rule won't go to ballrooms, and the
is slated for four weeks at the Ca- same way. Idea is to eliminate all standard practice, that for years handle Porgie's side of the case
band plays comparatively few theerase
lino in Montevideo, Uruguay.
and
arguments over plugs
the music biz has scaled royalties and Arthur Fishbein will represent ^t^es.
LocaOons of the type he
However, in order to
Cugat's musicrew ran into some inaccuracies.
on the basis of the retail price of Campbell.
many cases out of the
P'^J;^ are
over
the
long
court
fight
advance trouble with Argentine
a particular label (Varsity sells for avoid a
""^^
"
cost-wise,
of
" a good many
suggested
tune,
it
has
been
by
niusic unions, which have nixed
44c including tax).
Lombardo
fans.
So the concett
Develops
Sonotone
thai
the
affair
go
to
arbiCampbell
•all U. S. band booking in theatres,
Such governmental doitbt that a
idea is the answer.
tration.".'
clubs or on the air.
Cugat, howpublisher would accept li^ss than
3;i^iut|kl1 Tnilf>
is
over
who
has
prior
Argument
-jpeeU lOUC
ever, is giving three concerts at the
^,as%„titied to by la# has oc^^hts to '^\';;«*'"
Vuenos' Aires Luna Park, where
Though
as Pubs,
Sonotone Corp., maker of hear- curred before. Over a year ago,
/"^^^^^^
fb9 unions haven't any jurisdiction. ing
a aids,
=.Mc have
havp also
,kn gotten
Potten into the when James C. Petrillo, American ^"PP"^"'.^^^"^^"^^^^^
'
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rpm argument.

Kapp Points Up Deep
Globe-Girdling Impact

Of U.

S.

Tunes, Artists

The Radio Executives Club heard
«n unusual address at its weekly
luncheon at the Hotel Roosevelt,

It

cited last

rb^llSv^"^

S"ct.rsmen"m

tet

to

^roteeUve

Soar

ASs.^^^

with Campbell
_
:

to

Top on

Sales

Two of the newest music ,pul>?
Ushers currently have a headlock

ii ei

-r»^

JaBC JrOWeU-oyniph

on the top

sheet-sales positions.
^'''^ ^^'^^ *s ^
outfit, both

IV^jn Sh
in Knvppp
Olj in
JVaycee _Tommy Valando's Laurel Music
Kansas City, Feb. 15.
and Hpnry Spitzer's Spitzer Music
Jane Powell's personW with the
are opefated by men Iprig (EstabKansas City Philharmonic,; in the lished in the business.

Into

arena of the Municipal auditorium
Laurel was set up by Valaiido a
last Thur.sciay (10), brought oat little
over a year ago after he left
Rehearsal This Month over 5.000. With $3.60 top, take Santly-Joy, where he had been
amounted to an estimated $8,000. professional
Rlen Grav is reoreanizine his
manager. He has had
^'^^^
'"^^ Philharmonic Asso- three tunes since starting, "Tell
baS O^Wt will Tcompos!d of ciation's
only venture into a con- Me a
Story," "Rambling Rose" arid
14 men plus a girl vocalist, and it
cert with a film player this season. now "Far
'

Away

Places.'-'

First

two

were not resounding hits, but they
Concert was staged to bene- were
on bestseller lists.
"Par
the Assn's maintenance fund,
Away" is currently the top seller.
Balance of the season, orch will
Spitzer set up. his Own firin last
stick to its regular schedule, of subfui,

fit

what this busiHis joinness of carrying American music as professional 'manager.
wound tlie world, on disks, means ing Porgie cancels all plans Wizell
had of going into business for himtf our country.

.

^'11

,

,

00°^.

j

,

Grey leader of the Casa Loma
crew when it was the band indushottest combination, has been
Oricinally, Wizell planned set- try's
off since last summer, worn
laying
titled
tune
with
a
ting himself up
"Ho Hum It's Spring." He dropped out by roadwork and disgusted
business conditions, he ternwith
partnership
a
plan
that Idea to
retired to his Plymouth,
porarily
too.
that,
but
Ross,
with Charlie
,
Mass., Jiomei <
was dropped.
self

scription,
concerts.

!

1

pop

'.

.

September

out-of-town

1

i

after leaving Edvviri H.

(Buddy) Morris, where be was genmanager. He sei(i himself UJ>

eral

Ginny Powell, wife of maestro with two catalogs given him by
Boyd Raeburn and former vocalist Morns. And within six months ne
with his band and other eombos, came up With the current "Cruis*
signed a Decca recording pact last ihig Down the Hiyer," now pressing
...,„.„,, ^„ :.:j'"Far- Away'^i»^:sai€sj;<,>
week., ,,•,»
'

.

.

and

I

.

'

Valando, Spitzer Cos.

.^^^^^

—

New Band

Gray's

needle

vision bunch, just

J^aPP-s talk was of the same pattern he has been giving the past
two years before Rotary Clubs, uni;?I,?ties (Boston College, SUnford,
^^hA and Chicago U, among oth(Continued on page 48)

writers

lis:

,-.;

Wizen With

.

'

that less

than the 2c rate was accepted by
pubs. Actually, the copyright law
names the 2c as a maximum; hot ia
;,
minimum.'.
-r'^^

^^^^^^S
«

of Musicians head; re-

^e'dSlir'T
'^XA
convince
were hard

speed motor, to reproduce ColumRecords' 331^6 Microgroove
disks, RCA-Victor's 45 and the
standard 78 waxings,
Sonotone 'S development calls for
a pickup equipped with t wo
needles. Flip of a lever withdraws
And
one and advances another.
the tone arm balance is changed
automatically at the same time to
bia

«• Y., last Thursday
10 ) when it
learned what makes the American
record business tick from guest- lighten or increase the
speaker Jack Kapp. The president pressure as required.
of Decca did a pro-industry pitch
Which, while not torching comPorgie
pletely fpr the phonograph record
business, did project to those in
another important means of communication, meaning the radio-tele(

week Federation

a development that will allow the
use of One tone arm with a three-

.

>,

«
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To

Bay Ventura, French bandleader,
publisher and film producer,
,4ays that U. S. music currently U
•jbeing eclipsed by a Latiii-AmerlSo much atin France.
rage
;ian
.jnusic

tention is being paid to the

\

and

L-A

composers
i'^re' turning out the stuff with a
IcalUc flavor and meeting with con*
Ventura is in
siderable. success.
the U. S, on a visit until next

T
O
T
A

last week.

L

.

.

Week Ending

National

Rating

.
'

Ventura, the
business is back' to

Otfierwl^il. states

French

mUt^

This Last
wk. wk.

prewar norm, iu.st as it is in
country. That applies to both
A
sheet music and recordings,
Muge sales success in the former
reaches
as
300,000,
Category

P
I

N
T

Artist, Label, Title

I

MCA booked Goodman into San
Bernardino on a one-nighter for
promoter Art Arthur in opposition
to town's annual Police and Firemen's Ball.

S

the

EVELYX KNIGHT

this

"A

EVELYN KNIGHT
LES BROWN

(Decca)

.

8

3

9

8

.

RUSS MORGAN

"Down By

6

28

10

20

I

I

[

.

.

8

10

10

6

6

DINAH SHORE
IDA

4'

^'Buttons and Bows".

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.....

10

19

t

PERRY COMO
Mooney's:

follows
Art
orch
Gordon Jenkins' crew into Capitol
theatre, N. Y., in mid-April.

(Victor)
Places''

"Far Away

lOB

19

.

I

MIRANDA-ANDREWS

SIS. (Dec)
I

"Cuanto Le Gusta"

11

16
!

GUY LOMBARDO

(Decca)
j

"The Birth

12
13

FOR A

7

HA

BLUE LADY

15A

11

16

N.Y.It.N.Y.

"Lady

.

.

.

DISC JOCKEYS
A HIT ALL-WAYS

16B

SWEETHEART
Music by ,

.

ALIAIRI MUSIC COMPANY
lit STATI STREET
Haekmiaeh, N. J.

2

WALT DISNEY

10

Hit Picture

10

10

(Cap)

_A BfautifHl__Bjillad.

v.

SAMMV KAYE
.

ALBUMS
Philadelphia,

(Decca)

WORDS AND

15.

week

work out

details
and programs for 12 "all-star" concerts to be held this summer in
the alfresco concert spot.
Concert series will begin June
27 and run six weeks.
to

10
It't

RHYTHM
Frank!*

Carl*

STAN KENTON
ENCORES

VAUGHN MONROE
SINGS

MY HEART

Stan K*nton

Vaughn Monro*

Varied ArtUtt

Victor

Capitol

Columbia

Capitol

:

BLUE

Houston's Concerts
Houston, Feb. 15.
Lionel Hampton will play his
There will be 20 subscription
first date on
Broadway since a concerts divided into two series of
10, instead of the previous total
year ago Xmas, when he opens at of 12 by the Houston Symph durrthe Strand theatre April 15. Date ing 1949-50.
Guest conductors are to be Sir
is for three weeks with option.
Thomas Beecham and pimitri Mi'
It's the Easter holiday period.
tropoulos.

Hampton's B'way Date

f

Dilly Dilly)

;

Santly-Joy,: Inc.
EDDIi JOY. Prof. Mgr.

U19

lra«4w«y.

New

York 19

It!

^gClMd, VroiihGu
^^^^

I

Dilly!

LAVENDER

SO DEAR TO

Arthur Godfrey Started It... Feist Publishes

Ml

a

4

ROSES IN

MUSIC

The Robin Hood -Dell's new
board of management begins meetings this

9

8

(Victor)

Vari*d Arthtt

Feb.

-mi

I

ki

_ii

i_

«*/

^

r

"r

\i ^

I

The Qreafesf Novelty Wesfern Of The Year
^

Recordings Sef By AW Companies

'

I

i.'f^X.

—

SO DEAR
TO MY
HEART

2

..

CCapitol)

Robin Hood Dell Plans

For All Occasions,
Rtqutst Numbers Wrltttn"

From th* Current

10

(Decca)

M-G-M

"Sencis

12

.

"Careless Hands".
BUDDY CLARK' (Columbia)
"Here I'll Stay"

ROniNS

Hack. *-ti9»

.

(Decca)

"Lemon Drop"
B. CROSBY-P. ANDREWS
"The Pussy-Cat Song"

FIVE TOP

,

JIMMY MeHUGH

.

"Sunflower"

17B
17C

.

.

.WOODY HERMAN
16C

17A

YOU'RE A

use comedians as part of their overall entertainment picture, but invariably the comedy is a sideline with
a playing musician.

(Victor)

RUSS MORGAN
IT'S

.

of Spain",..

"Gloria"

.

(Decca)

MILLS BROTHERS
16A 14

!

as a regular part

Top name orchestras frequently

(Victor)

VDown By the Station"
JO STAFFORD-G. MacRAE
"My Darling, My Darling"
"DINAH SHORE (Columbia)
"Far Away Places".

RAY NOBLie
15G

.

.

15B 14

MILLS MUSICi INC.

.

for a Blue Lady"
KNIGHT (Decca)

GUY LOMBARDO
14C

WALTZ

Ul9lrawlw«y

.

"Red Roses

"Buttons and Bows"

14B

JtUIEJSyKIRlia

13

to his

of the outfit. Herkie Styles is the
boy B, G. selected for his unprecedented move, and he joined the
band last week at the Elamingo,
Las Vegas.

(Decca)

VFar Away Places"

VAUGHN MONROE
11

EVELYN

SUSY
.

of the Blues".

BING CROSBY

n RED ROSES

^
.

Goodman Adds Comio
Benny Goodman has added «
band

comic

(Victor)
.

-

:

33

6

the Station".
(Columbia)

Goodman was

taken ill during the N. Y. Paramount engagement, and gripes
have been about tours and locations

^Victor)

TOMMY DORSEY
13

2

with

Goodman

extra clauses into the

generally.

9

7

pact

November,

last

many

got underway after

45
43

(Decca)

"So Tired"

SAMMY KAYE

10

new

signing the

deal, providing himself with the legal trapdoor through which lie
exited. The current crop of hassles

49
3

.

5

"Lavender Blue"
9

In

MCA
wrote

50

(Capitol)

"Far Away Places"

Irra

52
8

3

"Galway Bay"

spending a greater
lortion 6i his time producing f ear
lire films under the name. Hoche
He has .done thre^
Productions.
D far, and is working on his fourth
His music publishing
ind' fifth.

wing around the best spots only
ince a year or so in the future.

9

Got

"Cruising Down the River"
BING CROSBY (Decca)

is

is in full operation.
As for
naestroing, he intends doing a

2

(Columbia)

My Love to Keep Me".
BLUE BARRON (M-G-M)
"I've

MARGARET WHITING
iTentura

85

.

"Powder Face With Sunshine".

the 1,000,000 or more cirWulation achieved during the war,
•ivb«n Frenchmen couldn't spend
~|illieir money, because even necesslJWere unavailable, but they
That pace pais
I for music.
what has- happened in the
til
'against

.

(Decca)

Told Me".

Little Bird

Goodman's

Split followed a series of disagreements with the agency, which
he rejoined four months ijgo after
a two-year layoff. Understood one
lof the current gripes is fact that

O

FEB. 12

'jnosith.

in Splihip

Hollywood, Feb. 15;
four^week
stand at the Palladium here^ beginning March 1, will be last date
under his contract with Music Corp.
of America. Batoneer notified local
office of the agency that hft .was terminating his pact as of March 11.

Benny

French

that

jnaterial

Again
Survey of retail disk best
sellers, based on reports obtained from leading stores in
12 cities and showing comparative sales rating for this

>

MCA

Goodman,

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

Latin-Am. Beat

47

1619 BrOadvVOy N

Y.

19

•

H4R«r

i\U>'

Ctn

P,of

Mgr - CfOPCf O.MIN,

Ffof

Mgi
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*RH' Logging System

My

A

A

A

Publisher

Darling,

My Darling—

—

—

Pts.

Charley"— Morris

"Where'.s

—

BbsewooeL Spinet Shapiro
Bluebird Staging in My Heart
Little Bird Told Me
Bourne

,

.

.

-

Galway Bay Leeds
Here I'll Stay— -"Love Life"— Chappell
So in Love— 1 "Kiss Me Kato"— T. B. Harms
Powder Your Face With Sunshine Lombardo
I've Got My Love to Keep Me Warm— Berlin

...

-.

—

—

,

,

—Harms
Ky Own True Love — ''My Own True Love" — Paramount

.

Someone Like You

Lavender lilue— ^"So Dear To My Heart"— Sanlly
Brush Those Tears From Your Eyes— Leeds.
Hold Me Bobbins
Down Among the Sheltering Palms Miller
Buttons and Bows '"Paleface". Famous. ...... ... .......
It's a Big Wide Wonderful World- BMI

On -a

,

—

—

—

Slowboat to China Melrose
Leeds

The Pussycat Song
Bouquet

of Ro.ses

Sunflower

....

.

.

—

—

— Hill

— Famous

,

.

•

&

.

.

....

.

.

:

;

The.se Will Be the Best Years of Our Lives— P.obbins
i
By the
"When My Baby Smiles Al Uc'—BVC
I l.ove You So Much It Hurts—Melodv Lane
M'ho Hit Me
"Lend An Ear" Southern
Do'vn by the Station American Acad.
I Cot Lucky in the itain
*"As the Girls Go"— Sam Fox
L'ttle Jack Frost Get Lost— Spitzer
You Was—Crjsta]

Way—

—

•

—

— —

I

Couldn't Stay,

.

.

.

.

....

.

Away From You—Johnstone.-Montei

-

.

,

,

.

.

.

.

.

...

.'i

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

i

.

i

.•

Cuanlo Le Gusta— i "Date With Judy"— Southern
Say It Isn't So— Berlin
You, You, You Are the ORo— Campbell
When You're in Love Crawford.
...
....
C rls Were Made Take Care Boys— "One Sun. Afternoon" Remick
]\jy Dream Is Yours
^"My Dream Is Yours" Wilmark
e uising Down the River—Spitzer
.... ....
You Were Only Foolmg—Shapiro. ...
One Sunday Afternoon—1 "One Sunday Afternoon"—.^Reniiek. v..
Gj-een Up Tune " "Love Lite" Chappell
.
Beyond the Purple Hills Goldmine
Red Roses for a Blue Lady—Mills
That Certain Party-^Bourne.
...
.7.
.... ...
.....
As You Desire Me— Words & Music ...... .... ..
... ..... ...
Prp1t> Baby Remick
^. .^^
Just Reminiscing— Jewel
... .....
.7.
......... ..... .77

—
—

'i

—

—

.

—

.

.

.

Cavallaro

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

i

.

May Reopen
I

York,

may

.

.

.

.

. .

.

ABC

networks NBC, CBS,

and other civic groups on how
important American music, on
ers),

basis: Sustaining irtstrumental, 0 points; sustaining vocal, 10.

. ,

,

.

.

.

.

.

^

50
50
50
49
47
46
43
43
43
42
39
39
39
38
36
36
36
35
33

again

open its summer season this year
With Carmen Cavallaro's orchestra.
Maestro is the lead band in a package being off'ered Ralph Christenberry, Astor's managing director.Roof will open at its usual time,
•around mid-May.
,

-

'

.

!

!

I

;

(

)

)

,

,

discovered, many years ago.'
thai there were 1,350 diskings of
Chopin and only 15 of Gershwin;
that Strauss versions eclipsed Kern,

the prescribed potnt,s\

he

alized

suddenly that

i
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Bluebird Singing in My
40
American heritage, the
Little Bird Told Me
Bourne
,
40
music of the simple
Buttons and Bows'f. Famous.
...
.
40
people,
That included popular Far Away Places Laurel
.
40songs and the more svelte, melodies It's a Big Wide Wonderful Wprld-^BMI
40
of Romberg; Kern and Friml; it inA You're Adorable Laurel.
35:
cluded blues and boogie-.woogie. The Pussycat Song Leeds
... .
. .
.... .
:25
hillbilly apd western songs.
Down by the Station-^Anier;' Acad': . . ; . » , . , i .
. v.
.
30.^
The counterparts of Wagner to Pretty Baby Remick
,
Sft
Germany, a Puccini to Italy, What Did I Do'' Triangle
30
Strauss to Austria, Debussy to By theWay.— BVC
20
France., Rimsky-Korsakoff: to I Love You So Much It Hurts—Melody Lane
i
i
...
.
20
Russia. Sibelius to' "Finland, etc., I've Got My Love to Keep Me Warm—Berlin
20
he felt, were to be found within Sunflower Famous
20;
the confines of America's fountain-: That Certain Party^Bourne ...
; ...
.....
20
head of native songs and song- A Rosewood Spinet ^Shapiro,
... ..... .... . ...... ...
lii;
writers.'
Green Up Time* Chappell
,
1,1
Crosby an Amcricim Symbol
So In Love'i' T. B. Harms
1,5
Leeds
10
It was after Docca's birth, in 1934, Bella Bella Marie
10
when the thougiit came home that Bouquet of Roses Hill & Range
........
10
Caruso was tlie symbol: ot Italian Clancy Lowered the Boopi-^Kenmoi"?:.. ..... . . ; . .
10
opera, I told Bing Crosby "you Dreamer With a Penny!' Simon
Witmark
io
will be the symbol of 'Amei'iean For You
Leeds
10
folk music; and today Bing sings a Galway Bay
.
...
10
cowboy song as f acilely as a Berlin Girls Were Made to Take Care of Boy.s. Remick .v.
.
.
,
vo
baUad; he recites American legends I Got Lucky In the Rain'' Sam Fox. ... ....
... ...
.
.... . . i
,
lo
and thev sell as big, in ratio, as Little Jack Frost Get Lost Spitzer.
Witmark
10
when he comes through with a My Dream Is Yours
....... . . » , ; . ». . .°<
10
smash Berlin pop song like 'White One Sunday Aftemoott'f— Remick
Once In Love With Amy* Morris
10
Christmas'.''
.:
Say It Isn't So—Berlin
10
"Our music truly reflects
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CONTINO MAY RESUME
Dick Gontino.

with
has been bat-'
tling due to the" youngster's ahroga-^
tion of a contract with the maestro,
will probably rejoin Heidt's band
within the week. Heidt conferred
with the American Federation of
Musicians last Friday (11> in New
York, and the AFM insisted that
up to augment the efforts of Nat;
Heidt withdraw his civil suit
Perforce subjective, and possibly
"King" Cole, bassist Joe Comfort'
against Contino. This was done,
and guitarist Irving Ashby. Addi- interpreted as !'the Jack Kapp
Meanwhile, negotiations went on
story;'' none the less the Decca
tion is permanent.
between
the two to bring Contino
head man's discourse couldn't be
back. He has a deal with Heidt that
projected obliquely. Rather than
has seven years to run.
double-talk and fence with pseudomodesty, the disk topper 'attacked
his subject in a forthright manner
BILL
SHIFTED
in order to project the ethical
Bill Weems Is being moved to
mission of American record busi- the Hollywood oHice of General
ness, apart from its being a suc- Artists Corp., where he will ascess story.sist Henry Miller in the sale of
Carl Haverlin, president of •^hep'' groups and singles, on oneBroadcast Music, Inc., presided; nighters, locations.
Weems had
Besides the radio contingent; a been stationed at GAC's Chicago
strong turnout of music and record office for the past year or so.
people attended the Radio ExecuHe's the son of Art Weems, GAC
tives Club luncheon honoring Kapp. exec in New-York.

SONGS

IRISH

accordioniist'i

whom Horace Heidt

Xlie

B.M.I. AflFiUottt
Fontiwlnc Are a MukI

RCILLY
I'M

oit

A'<nir

Day I'roxi'ani*,:
BETTER BE GOOD

rntrlck'9

Ht.'

YOU

BRINGING OUT THE IRISH
THAT'S IN ME

PATRICK JAMES McNULTY
MltUGAN'S MULLIGAN STEW
I
WISH
HAD THE HEAD TO
WEAR THE HAT ME FATHER

,

I

.

J^EW

.

.

—

Ameri-

culture.''

.

.

Say Something Sweet Mills
continued;
....
"liodgers and Hammerstein's -Okla- Someone Like You'!'— Ha ims.. .
... ...
homa!' perhaps many years- hence, The Money Song— Crawiord
might be cited as a 'great American Tara-Talara-Tala— Oxford
Southern
classic'
but I'm convinced we Who Hit
should make such creations 'cla.Sr you Were Only Fooling Shapiro
Bobbins
sies' today.
Incidentally, Ameri- Hold
Film Musical. * Legit Musical.
cans apparently recogni'/,e it be- 1
cause; by 1950, as I wagored with
Oscar and D.ick, we will have sold
alb ums o f thejr^'Okla^
1 ,000,000
homa!'. Albums which, today, have
already passed the &00,000 mark."
can,

;

.

•

.

.

.

—

—

•

.

.

.

,

WORE
LANNAGIN'S SHILLALAH
STAY AS SWEET AS YOU ARi
COLLEEN
fOR TMf BfST sdcX NOVHTY IRISH

WEEMS

SONGS

IT'S

House of Irish Songs
6912 Hollywood BeukVard
Hollywood. Calif.

IS HAM JOHES'
Latest

"SOME OF THESE D^S^"

and Greatest Ballad!

HOW MANY
TEARS

JUST HIR HHIIGHT
L^Oobb
^ords andMusic

MUST

•

,

Ihisris crmai

ImporlanI n«w boHod
by th0 M/riitr of I'll S*t
Ywi lit My Drtanu" "II
Had.To J* Y«u"' and"On

bv^G&O.

M*
'y'

I

YBU'HWnT'QIIUIGED
_W. WILLIAMS
,

and

(rfie

same writer

This Son^fiasa'StoptheSfiowVaudevillePUNCH-'atthe end 0^

PdUeJly Will Rossiter irs WMisonst ch/cago, u. PROF. COPIES FREE

FALL

An

auM-riy
-HIT
any TEMPO, FASTor SLOW.
Successor tojI'D LOVE TO LIVE IN LOVELAND ^
--rf'

'

.

, .

.

.

.

jos

.

...

, ,

,

—
—
—
......
Heart — Advanced

was our

A
Simple A
American

this

Kapp's emphasis on "what's new,
in the groove'/" (meaning records,
and not jive talk) having an appeal
King Cole Expands
for America was dramatized by
Chicago, Feb. 15.
the.se figut-es: in 1934 the entire
King Cole Trio is now the King recording industry sold 12,000,000
Cole Quartet.
disks; 12 years later, in '46, Decca
Bongo drummer Jack Constanzo, alone had sold .9.300i000 platters
formerly witli Stan Kenton, joined in one month.

WillRossiter's

Conimpr.'

C70ls are rated as follows: Texaco (Milton Berle^ 80; C/iestcrfield
American disks
not necessarily (Arthur Godfrey 55; EJiiersoii (Ed SxilUvan)
50; C/iester/ield (Pern/'
Decca brand
can project the Yan- Como't 25; Arro«' Shirt (Phil Silvers) 25; Horn & Hardari
{Kiddie
kee credo the world over. When Show), 20; vldnfiral Remtc 20. Corn'mercial instrumeiuals caVii half

WITH HORACE HEIDT

hegit MuMical.

New

.

.

.

.

.

.

'.

N. y, Astor Season
Astpr Roof,

.

.

.

.

.

.-.

—

—

t Filmusical.

,

.

.

76.

53-

—

For You Wi'.mark
Underneath the Linden Tree— La Salle

89
88
87
79
76
74
73
71
68
67
64
63
59
59
57
57
53

<

,

Range

108
105
103
91

I

—

Tele-Log
on New York television
and DuMont. Ratings are cO'inviled 6h this

Folloxoing is tabulation oj song performances

;

.

HO

,

Tara-Talara-Tala— Oxford
Far A^vay Places Laurel

pab'e 4S

—

^

—Advanced.
.

Continued from

Week of Feb. 3 to Feb. 9
Darling, My Darling* Morris..
..... ...
.'.
Here I'll :Stay*— Chappell
165
......
Porter and Berlin by 500 to 1,000Forever and Ever Bobbins
145
this
disturbed
greatly
me.
tO'l, "all
Lavender Blue"!'-— Santly
136
I didn't know why. at the time, but
Powder Your Face With Sunshine Lombardo
132
it gave mc a sense of inferiority as
Brush Those Tears From Your Eyes Leeds
126 an American.
Down Among the Shclteripg Palms Miller
121;
"Then," continued Kapp, "I re- On a Slowboat to Ghinar— Melrose
121;
...

Total

Spng

RH

Jack Kapp

w

loyytriy broadcast perjorm
Richard Himber's neio development
ances lists tunes in the survey, based on tour maioj network schedules
They are compiled, on the basis oi 1 point j or sustaining trtstTuiiientaJ;
2 points for sustaining' vocal; Z for comrncrcial instrummtal; 4 ior
tonnnercial vocal, respectively i in each oj the 3 i tfijoi territories, Weto
York, Chicago and Coast. For example, a Commercial Vocal in all
Ih-pe territories counts 12, Added to these totals is the listener ratings
of commercial slioius, winch account for flic aroc point f allies belotu.
Week.of Feb. 4 1o Feb. 10

A/amo."

MIllfR MUSIC CORPORATION

A DREAM OF A

LULLAIY

TARRA
TA-LARRA
TA-LAR
OXrORD MUSIC CORP.
U19 BrsMlway

|

)

Orchestras-mvsic

Wednesday, February 16, 1949

Les Brown Goes Back
Into H'wood Palladium

Jocks and Jukes

Hollywood, Feb.

It's

.

:

.

.

.

into the Palladium ballroom here
May 3 for four weeks with options.
It's the first booking for Brown in
this area by Joe Glaser's Associated Booking Corp., which recently

took the band over from Music
Corp. of America.
Brown's hit recording of "I've

Got

My

Love to Keep

does

to

it

ings of "Cruising
and "Heart of

a

beguine background by his band,
and the side has all the earmarks
of becoming a jock and juke fave.
On the. flipover, Monroe employs
a new ballad to good effect, dove-

.

;

..

.

.

.

.

:

.

Played
9

Guy Lombardo

...

Tony Pastor
*

.

Roosevelt (400; $1.5Q-$2)
Statler (450; $!-$!. 50)

Waldorf, Dorothy Shay;
'

New

.

.'

i

; . .

.

. . ;

.

10
15
i

Coven

Total

2,G00

29,075
11,950
35,400

l>a!it
Coven
Week On Date

800
2,100
1,600

1,600

Yorker, ice revue.

Chicago

Me Warm"

'

Barclay Allen (Empire Room, Palmer House; 550, $3;50 min.; $1
heavy due to Decca disk clicks and Allen

cover). Evelyn Knight draw
a help. Sock 3,700 covers.

;

.

.

ANOTHER HOT
DUE FOR COAST

.

.

Week*
.

49

at Hotel B.O.'s

Hotel
Band.
Emil Coleman'i-.
Waldorf (400; $2)
Gardner Benedict'*' New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50)

figures to help his Palladium run.

The disk has been strongest on the
Coast,-'

Down the River"
My Heart" for
SESSION
Mercury; they're good
"Crazy
Clarinet" by Walter Ziemba (Dana)
is a worthwhile polka
Kay
ASCAP?
Starr's "You Broke Your PromHollywood,
Feb. 15.
ice" is an unusually good disk
tailing his throaty vocal with the
ASCAP proxy Fred Ahlert will
Ditto Scat-Man Crothers (Capitol)
Moon Maids in a formula that has pairing
of ""Blue-Eyed Sally" and come here to preside over the
been good for him. Arrangement "I'd Rather Be a Uumingbird,"
formal semi-annual meeting of the
is
exceptionally tasty and the beat'full pieces
King label is-melody good. The side also has sued a version of "Honey" by The Society's coast members at the
a good; chance.
Ravens that's solid.
Beverly Hills hotel March 1, when
Alfred Drake "So In Love"Standout hillbilly, western, coun^ he'll bring the 250 members up to
."Were Thine That Special Face"; try, race, jazz: "Whing Ding Daddate on the organization's finanJane.. Pickens-AIfred Drake "Why dy"-".Telly RoH Blues"
Ambrose cial reports. No official
agenda
Can't You Behave"-"Wunderbar" Halc.v's Ozark' Ramblers (Mercury)
has been set but its expected Coast
(Victor). Victor bas Drake under
''I Know What It Means to Be
contract and his participation in Lonesome," Clyde Moody (King) clelfers will get. another chance
the Columbia "Kiss Me Kate" al.
"Calamity Jane," Al Dexter to criticize ASCAP operations.
bum is via Victor's permission. (Columbia)
Meeting last November was so
"The Ghost and
Here he goes the score tunes alone Honest .Toe". Pee Wee King: (Vic- uproarious that there was talk
the
and With Miss Pickens, His "So In tor)
"Where Or When," Earl March meet would be cancelled.
Love", is a fine side, one that
Bostic
(King)
"Messy However, proxy emeritus Gene
matches anything a rival can pro- Bessy" Orch
"Boogie Woogie Jive," Buck pointed out that they must
duce. In the pop field, however,
Ivy Willis (M-G-M)
In
"Hot
be held under the by-laws.
he's got hot competition in the
Harlem," Tiny Grimes Quintet
Meeting will be followed by a
name value of Bing Crosby, et al. (Atlantic)
Fanny Brown," buifet supper.
On "Face" he's equally sharp, and Koy Brown "Miss
(DeLuxe)
"My
his diction is perfect. A good
Memories
of The Past," Art GibcouplinR. On the second disking
son (Mercury)
"La.st Time I
with Miss Piclcens, she takes the
Saw Mary,'' Ernie Lee (Victor)...
lead on "Behave." It's not good.
"I'm Thru Wastin' Time On You,"
But
He

him.:

ful, for

Bands

15.

Les Brown's orchestra goes back

Continued fiom pace 44

good jock material. show potent possibilities in their
Is also good; a new ballad work on "Underneath the Linden
that tells a nice lyrical story. Tree" and "Put Your Shoes On,
. At. Trace's
sequel to
Howard does it in ballad form, Lucy"
then picks Up the beat for the last "You Call Everybody Darlin" is
"I'm Thru Callin' Everybody Darhalf.
Vkttghn Monroe "A Senorita's lin", out on Damon along with "I
Couldn't
Believe
My
Eyes"
and a
Bouquet"-"r>on't Uti to Me" (Viccoupling of "Brush Those
tor). "Senorita" is a good tune for b.o.
Monroe. It fits him well and Tears From Your Eyes"-"Some
Helen Carrol and
smacks of the type of melody that body's Lyin!'
has in the past been very success- The Carolers turned in smait -disksmooth;
Aeverse

,

Henry Brandon (Marine Room, Edgewater; 700, $1.20 cover). New
Nice weather equalled 2,900 covers.
Frankie Masters (Boulevard Room, Stevens; 650, $3,50 min., $1

sliow in Friday (11);

Cover). Ice Show plus Masters' appeal, neat 3,000 covers.
Bill Snyder (College Inn, Sherman; 500, $2.50-$3.50 mm.). "Salute
to Cole Porter" a boff draw with 4,000 tabs.

.

.

Los Angeles
Orrin Tucker (Amba.ssador, 900; $1.50-¥2). With Victor Borge
second week; slim 2,8'75 covers.
Jan Garber (Biltmore, 900; $1-$1.50). Steady 3,300 covers.

lining,

biead^

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Art Kassel (Blackhawk, 500; $2.50 min.).
take to 2,000 patrons.
Lawrence Welk (Aragon, $1-$1.15 adm.).
16,300 admissions.

.

LORRY
RAlNrS

;

.

against- tlie -big Copa- City -clubhere. Peer charges the Copa's owners with illegally performing "Per-

"Negra Leona" and "Caall licensed through BMI;
with which Peoi'-Int. is affiliated.
fidia,"

chita,"

Suit, filed in U. S. district courts
asks an injunction and damages
for each inl'ringenient. Minimum,
according to law, is $250 ea(:h per-

formance.

Jack Robbins' 3 Shows
Comparatively new nuisic publishing house of J. J. Robbins

"CAN'T SLEEP"

&

Sons, Inc., headed by Jack Robbins,
has bagged publication rights to
the
scores of three '.upcoming
Broadway musicals. Shows include
"Ifappy Dollar,'.' "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" and "He and She."

Presented by James Dunn.

Thanks for splendid eeeperatfen of the couHtry's greatest disk jockeys:*

ROSEMARY WAYNE

book

touche.'."

MUSIC

Br'Ciociwav

York

KFWR— Hollywood

PAUL BRENNER
WAAT— New York

JOHNNY GRANT

JOHNNY ROSE

GENE jNORMAN^
KFV)^i^«jl|ywaod

HAL

WG'AR—Cleveland

KWIK—Hollywood

ED BLACK
KNAK—Salt Lake City
RAY PERKINS ^

DON OTIS
KLAC— Hollywood

GEORGE JAY

MORGAN

BILL

KOL—Seattle

JOHN DANIEL
KTKC—Visalia,

JIM

TODD PURSE

THEY PLAY

DOC LEMON

MldKbRY HOUSE, NEW YORK

BILL

WJLB—Detroit

WJR—Detroit

NBC Netwprk Tbre* Times Weekly

"Wish
One

Exclusive

Monagemenf

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
Now
745 5th

Av-

JOE OLASER.
York
-~

;

10]

No

eoii/d

I'lsi

'em

IRA

COOK

KFAC—Hollywood

JACK THE BELLBOY
.WJBK—Detroit

EDDIE CHASE
.

CKLW— Detroit

FRAN PETTAY
WJR—Detroit
REX DALE
WCKY—Cincinnati

off.

million thanks to the finest bunch of fellows in the world.
Old Man Gayle sure reolixe how wonderful they've all

Lorry Ratnc
been to iis.
and
The little fellow, the newcomer has more of a chance today than ever be-'
fore. These lodi and lassies who make up the record shows of the nation
have' mode this business a better bHiinest . . . and given new talent a
deserving break.'
.

BILL

NIMMO

WLW—Cincinnati
BILL DAWES
WCKY—Cincinnati

.

Pres,

Chicago
4o00

we

KLAC^Hpllyweod

PAUL DIXON
WCFO—Cincinnati

INDEF.
Breadlecistiiifi

ABC— Hollywood

.DON HAINES

,

Cal.

WOOD

WJR— Detroit
RANDLE

WJLB— Detroit

WEEK OF 3rd, RETURN ENGAQEMENT

HAWTHORNE
'-'p:^''

GRIFFITHS

KFEL—Denver
BILL BALDWIN
KFSO-^San Franciico

Angeles

CBS-^Hollywood

— Hollywood

'

Ogden

—

THEY $ING

KFI—Les

STEVE ALLEN

The Kinq'i

WHK—Cleveland

Na.sh.

AL POSKA

.

-

ANSON

which has book by Englund, music by Vernon Duke and lyrics by,

THE SPOTUGHTERS
7(h

KWJJ-oPortlarid

BILL

FELLER

AL JARVIS
KLAC^Hollyweed
.

WEEI—Boston

THAT MELODIC TRIO

NOW

WWSW—Pitlfbarfh
BILL SAWYER

kTYU-PhoMix

SHERM

.

"Blondes'' is a Herman LevinOliver Smith production, adapted
from the Anita Loos book by Joe
Fields; Jule Styne and Leo Robin
handling the score. Trio is rounded out by the Ken Englund-Stewart
Chaney offering of "He and She"

PLACES

JAN ANDRE

'

DICK GILBERT

"Dollar'' stars

MARtiN BLOCK
WNEW—New York

BRANT

BILL

.

KDKA—Pltttburgh

ABC-^hicaqo

and James CoITigan.
Eddie Bracken with
.by Lee Falk, music by William Friml and lyrics by John La-

FARAWAY

.

WJJD^Chicagd-'

LINN BURTON

Don

Medford

1619

Slow 5;100 stubs*

About

Miami's Copa City Sued

.

CO
New

wk.).

THERE WILL BE BIG NEWS SOON

.

LAUREL

week uptown neat

First

.

'

Apptarlqc
CAIiliOS SVPPEB CIXB
WINNIPEG, CAyA,D.\

•A'.Trji'^

Beverly Hills

Mt::

Fi.

Bsv

.

at southside ball-

Pleasant weather upped

(Los Angelei!)
Dick Jurgcns (Palladium B., Hollywood, 2nd

Herb .Tcffries warbles Bewildered" -fColumbia) nicely, but does
On Song yringements
not equal the b.o. value of Billy
Miami Beach, Feb. 15.
Eckstlne and Ink Spots versions
M-G-M gave Kate Smith
.
.
Peer -International, which has
two excellent pops in "Rosewood
Spinet" and "Par Away Places" filed a number of suits vs, night
Fontane Sisters, new to Victor, spots all over the country for per.
forming its tunes without a Broadcast Music, Inc., license, has moved

DON

Week
•.

;

.

tlic

FRANKIE LAINE

First

.

"reverse "Wunderbar" is
"Baby
something she handles much bet- Tommy Duncan (Capitol) .
What's Wrong With You," Little
ter, and the result is a good side
Eddie Boyd (Victor).
for .locks. Lehman Engel back^
grounds all four sides smartly.

.

Carmen Miranda wow..;

Eddy Howard (Trianon, $1-$1.15 adm.).
room garnered hefty 18,000 admissions.

.

;

.

( Cliicago
500; $3.50 min.).

ing; giant 6,000 checks.

.

.

Platter Pointers

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
Cec Davidson (Chez Paree,

.

-

W

i,

TIM GAYLE, c/o

Hotel Sheraton, Detroit 2, Mlchlfiaiii

;

7

!

'

P^if%m
'^^^^^

WedncBdayj Febrnaty 16» 194*

RETAIL SHEET BEST SEU£RS

CAVALCADE

(Musicvl-HiatoTKtd Rev iew: 1S00 1948)
Compiled for f^filETY

»

«
Mei

.ta

MATTFELD

By JULIUS

to

fh« campifafion

Vofwfy Sona
luggultd thai th»(* inttaUmtnt* b*

Cavafcad* •tarMd pu^icolioh nriaNy. (I i«
dipptd ond filtd for futorn rehrwc*.
AlMnlion ii hortby calltd to Iho fact thot Ibii matoiiol

|<

copyright

and

ruioy

Music

and. shounn(ii comparative galea
rating fot^ this' and loit toeek.

Heflry S. Miller.
Rossiter cop. 1893.

Graham. Spauldmg &
Komder, cop. 1893.
The Volunteer Organist, w., WilChicago; Will
liam B. Glenroy, m., Henry Lamb,

William
ho-'
m.,
,.
.,
Black, cop.
Gabriel.
,

1893

Frank Harding, cop. 1893

jg
Is

CO

n>.,

James M.

by

Chas.

1

w., J.

Several more automobiles were
See the Girl I Left
John T. Kelly. M. tested successfully, among them
Henry Ford's.
& Sons, copJ893.
medical term came into
W ra., ^opular^use
Little Alabama Coon.
„nn;,Hr ,,-p^anbendicitis
Hattie Starr Willis Woodward &
Co.. cop. 189d.
Orleans, fought the longest prizeLong,
Love Me Little, Love Me
ggjjf^ using gloves, on record—
1Q vv.inc in nor.^ Tt inpnf im
Gaunt. T. B. Harms u^r,
Percy riAimt..
m., .'Piai<f>v
w., nt
hrs., 18 mins.v 10 sees. It went 110
& Co., cop. 1893.
rounds, and ended in, a draw.
Grover Cleveland was inauguMamie! Come Kiss Your Honey
Sport),
rated president.
(iiitroduccd in: A Country
In Chicago, the World's Fair was
w., m., May Irwin. Boston: While-
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"Buttons and Bows'' (Famous)
6
5
"Lavender Blue" (Santly-Joy).
5
6
2
"A Little Bird Told Me" (Bourne) 7
7
I-"--- "Slow Boat to China" (Melrose)
8
10
^^'.Cruising Down River" (Spitzer)
9A 9 "I've Got My Love" (Berlin)
10
9B 11
"So Tired" (Glenmore)
8
10
8
"My Darling, My Darling" (Morris)
11
14
"Again" (Bobbins)
12
"Best Years of Lives" (Bobbins)

throttle.

1893,

lidt

Mi
Pear

York,

1

2

4

Co., cop. 1893.
1893 by Gussie L. Davis.
(also
All
to
Good-Mornini;
Engine No. 999, pulling four
adapted to the words: Happy Birthday to You), w., Patty S[mith] Hill. heavy cars (as the "Empire State
stories
(in:
Song
Express"), made 1121,-i m.p.h. bexa., Mildred J. Hill
ChiCrittenden and Wende, N. Y.,
3),
Kindergarten,
tween
p.
for the
cago; Clayton F. Summy, Cop. with Engineer C. Hogan at the

Witmark

'

H.

My Sweetheart?
G. Judson. m., H. C. Verner.
Chicaigd; The S. Brainard's Sons
Won't You Be

The Fatal Weddinff. w., W. H,
Windom. m., Gussie L. Davis.
Philadelphia: M. D. Swisher, cop.
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Korader:"cap
cop, 1893.
jaulding & Kornder,
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December and May or. "Mollle ''y,,,
r„„
the Roll
When ''^y^^
Newell Don't Be Cruel'!). w., Ed- Yonder. Hymn, w.,
ivard B. Marks.

01

>>

Morse

Charles

Music

Co.

M.
her

Fisc

m.,

w.,

Co.
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Coast

Supply
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(Conlinuod from Utt W«*k)
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Long

Co.
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:

oilhor wholly or in port.
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Survey o1 retail sheet musif
sales, based oti reports obtained
from leading stores in 12 cities
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(Cepyrighl, Vqritty; Inc.
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Smith Music Pub. Co., cop. 1893. staged.
appeared in
trolleys
Electric
Sav 'Au Revoir," But Not "Goodm., Harry Kennedy. New York.
W.,
bve."
Publishing
The- common people of the West
Kennedy
Brooklyn:
House, cop. 1893 by Will H. Ken- now called Eastern multi-millionaires by a generic name Mrs.
,nedy.
.A.stGrbilt
See, Saw, Margery Daw. w„ m
S. S. McClure launched his McArthur West. M. Witmark & Sons,
Clure's RIagazine, for which such
cop. 1893.
Sweet Marie, w., Cy Warman. writers as Ida M. Tarbell aind LinManhattan cbln Steffehs sooft did a vast deal
m., Raymon Moore.
of "muckraking."
\
Music Pub. Co cop. 1893,
"A Trip to Chinatown':' rah 656
They Never Tell AU What They
m.,,! performances.
Edward Harrigan.
=
Know,
......... w.i
.,
Stars of the_season's stage in-David—Braham^—W^m^ ^. -Pond_&J
eluded Lillian Russell in "The
Co., cop. 1893.
Two Little GUrls In Bine, w., m., Princess Nicotine"; Alexander Sal,

V-,

—

,,

,

1

;,

,

vini in "The Three Guardsmen"
Joins
(he was a son of the great Thomasso
Jack Maas, Coast music company
Salvini); Marie Jansen in "Delmonico's at Six"; and Bettina Girard rep for years, moves into New
next
week to take over the
York
in
"In. Old
Kentucky." Bessie
Bonehill was a popular burlesque professional manager spot with
'

Advanced

M-G-M
Gain

Sign Galli 3

Sisters, trio

which came

lo

attention via Art Mooney's orchestra, was signed to a recording pact

Maggie Advanced music. Warner Bros, by M-G-M records last week. SisHe replaces Bernle ters inked for one year with opCline
was another well-known subsid.
tions and immediately cut four
theatrical performer (her famed Scherer.song was "Throw Him Down, McMaas has been with the Edwin sides.
Closky"). John Drew began star- H. Morris Ditup on the Coast, and
Mooney, incidentally, is on the
ring under Charles Frohman in before 'that was with Shapiro-Bern-: same label, having signed a new
"The Masked Ball," with Maude stein,
contract for three years last week;

and

performer

dancer.
.

:

;

Adams

as his leading lady.

^

A panic and two'-year depression
marked the seventeenth U. S. iinan*
calamity since 1790.
(Continued next week's Issue)

cial

:

.,

Maat
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OTHERS SUED
ON INTERMEZZO' USE

HENIE,

Unauthorized use of the tune
"Intermezzo" by Sonja Henie's

RECORDED!
ON

(NOT

"Hollywood Ice Revue" was
charged in an infringement suit
filed

in

N.

Y.

federal court last

week by SESAC,

Inc.,

and Edward

Schuberth & Co., Inc.. Named as
defendants were Hollywood Ice
Productions, Arthur M. Wirtz, Con-

WIRE)

solidated Enterprises, Inc., Madison Square Garden Corp, and Miss
Henie.
,

SESAC, European

At no extra charge, alt
programs on the air will
be transcribed on un-

ganization,

to all

made

'

available

Groucho Marx Does

our subscribers.

1st

PUBLISHERS' AIR CHECKS

can be had at
(Starting in

This

is

in

addition

cost.

March)

to

our regular^

dnily. printed Uihulntiitn.

firm,

holds "Intermezzo'' copyrighfi claim the number was used
without permission in a 'Chopiniana" sequence in this year's ice
show. In addition, it's also alleged,
the song was wrongfully performed
in the production last year in several states at various times.
An
injunction and an accounting of
the profits are sought.

breakable records and
will be

licensing or-

and the Schuberth

which

Comm'l Record

Groucho Marx has made his first
commercial record, "The Funniest
Song in the World," to be released
by Young People's Records on

-

March 15.
Marx had always in the past
turned down offers to make disks,
^

but did this one because of its
"brotherhood" message,
Waxing
deals with the problem of stereotype characters.
A two-sider. with both song and
narration by Marx, the record was
written by Ray Abrashkin with music by Peter Gordon.
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Roxy Chorus Calls Off Strike When MgL IV SEEN FACTOR
Agrees to Talk Pay Hikes with

AGVA

Threat of a strike, at the. Roxy-f
N. Y., was averted last
week when house management Joan Brandon Unit Faded
agreed to re-hegotiate with the
For Latin-American Tour
American Guild of Yariety Artists
Joan Brandon, magico and band-,
for pay -hikes, to chorus.: Negotialeader, is taking a unit on a Latintions will resume when Dave Katz,
American
vaude and cafe tour.
Rbxy house manager, returns from
Miss
Brandon's magic show will
prehad
a Florida vacation. AGVA
open in Havana late this month
viously threatened to pull out talwill
then
'hit Venezuela, Pan-^
and
down.
broke
ent when negotiations
Since then the management agreed ama/ Chile and Brazil.
Dates set up by the Stan Willis
ti> resume dickerings.
agency, N. Y., are on a guarantee
Union is presently seeking to get and percentage.,
the 65 chorus members a $10
weekly raise. Present scales call
for $45 and range after four years

Philadelphia, Feb. 15.

To

-

'

Bill Miller did a quickie to New
season, -success of these operations
York last week from his Miami
are 'being watched by operators all
sunning to take care of a few deover the country. Should the new
tails attendant to the reopening of
policy be successful, it's regarded
his Riviera in Fort Lee, N. J., April
ttiat vaude may achieve that long27.
Danny Thomas reopens the
awaited comeback.
roadery.
Key to the situation is the Schine
Miller reports that the Florida
circuit, which last week opened cafe* situation hasn't changed any
up several new houses in Ohio from earlier in the season; there
Circuit now has nine weeks of playr; are plenty of visitors, but few
ing time. At that, it'S: not an en- spenders.
tirely fair test, inasmuch as there
are several gaps to be filled. Some
jumps are as long as 300, miles,
since the circuit now extends from
'

|

Their
until strikes were settled.
hopes were shattered by the house
unions. Frank Liuzzi, president of
local 77, American Federation of
Musicians, said that all clubs would
Chicago, Feb. 15.
be forced to live up to their conNitery bookings in the niid west tracts— which meant the tooters
are undergoing a radical cliaiige would have to be paid whether the
with emphasis on thi? intiin^te cafes operated or not.
entertainment,, policy, j Local' picFred Nerret, national representure, .since the war, has been heavy tative of the American Guild of Va-:
with usual run of comic musical riety Artists, said that he would
trios, comics of other types, and insist on all AGVA contracts being'
the perennial strippers. With the lived up to. Nerret took the atti-,
exception of occasional singles, tude that the club owners knew the
midwest has no nitery similar to transit strike was impending, and
Lf Ruban Bleu in New York.
Continued on page 52)
However, three dubs are institut-

Reciprocal Deal

Intime Policy

months ago 'when a group of Roxy has joined the U; S. Dept. of ComIn addition to the Schine circuit,
chorus members petitioned the merce and the Dept. of State in the the Loew circuit has added Bufunion to negotiate for an increased attempt to revive the American falo, Cleveland, Waterbury, Richscale. Chorus committees were im- Guild of Variety Artists deal with
and Norfolk. Other ventures
mond
mediately set up and confabs with the F^cench government whereby
|include the Century circuit, which

Syndicate Will
Million

,

Ask Repeal Of

City

Atlantic City, Feb. 15.

A
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Mass. Performers
istry

more than a year

.

A

in addition to

rideS( exhibits

and the
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i
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Annual appearance of cast from
the Center theatre, N, Y., ice show
'

,

last MbricJay (14) at West Point,
N. Y., was washed out by the in-

,

.

,

,

j

|

;

;

have;

I

shows.

live

'made

Initial

pitch

resolve

all

AGVA

'

difficulties 'in

week is in keeping with Bbstcftt. Same gfoui) of performers
Ins appeal made on the Capitol which broright AGVA tip on unfair
theatre^ N. Y., stage, where he's charges is currently in the Boston
last

courts seeking to have the results
of AGVA's election set aside on
the grounds of undemocratic procedure. Freddie Dale, who was
dismissed by the AGVA and who
set up an AGVA branch of his
own, is still ppeirating in the area,
pending outcoMie, of the trial oti

;

I

i

I

!

1

I

this issue in
court;" ''''<i:^

I

,

New York supreme

PAULA LAWRENCE INTO

,

,

DELMONICO,

>

j

i

TUCKER BOOKED

port big talent operations.

•

NEXT MAY

i

Sophie

I

Tucker

has

"

bookings

p

_

I

>

I

uCne AUtry

i

Mary

Show

i

i

j

!

In

1

Two Shows

SABLON'S FALM

office.

at Albany

Albany, Feb.

I

Switch came
with the Abner Greshler agency,
after switching from the Ed Wolfe

N. Y.,

CAFE

comedienne:
Paula
Lawrence,
who's also been understudying Bea-;
trice :,Liilie in "inside U.S;A." at
the Majestic, N. Y., goes into the
Cafe Delmonico, N. Y., next Thurs-

D /£ (PI J oCO
S.ISOII ^i4/<)Z!day

i

Lif "t^

hosted by the Academy.
The Army already had spent several hundred dollars for invitations, for a special reception and
production for the appearance of
the show. Consequently, it had no
additional funds to meet the demands of Dewey Barto, AGVA na-

""'^'"^

Hart
in the
Appeals
>,
Arthur Godfrey who has become ^j, Reith-Albee case in the '20s
vaudeville entrepreneur in adj^e Conley vs. Gallo decision
to; work in Other fleldsi is in 1946, the NLRB decision so far
urging "h is i^adio and tele listeners affects only cafe performers.
to piatroniEe only theatres that
The NLRB decision does not

:

that will run into May. She's already ticketed for the Latin Ca-siSmall Quits Vaudeo
no. Philadelphia, Feb. 28; Beverly
Hills Country Club, Newport, Ky.,
show has gone to West Point at the
for Nitery Tour March 18; Town Casino, Buffalo,
April 4, and the Club Charles,
^^«ry Small has cancelled out Baltimore, April, 19.
the vaudeo show, "American
cast frnm "hL,^„
T^^^^^
William, Morris agency is curShe opens Friday rently lining up a batch' of spring!
nave been given their transporta nitery tour.
Chicago. and summer -dates for the >vet
tion, meals and would have been (18) at the Chez Paree,
songstress.
when she signed
sistence of the American Guild of
Variety Artists that full club-date
rates be paid the performer. For
the last six years, the Center ice

^'"'^

a

ditiott

'

The

J^^e^"^'

^'t%^<S^
Max

[

AGVA NIXES ICE SHOW'S
CUFFO WEST POINT DATE

tional. ..administrative
that cast be paid.

I

'arin|. Godfrey deClares during his personals that
sources lor the development of
the law, not only because of protalent have dried up, and urges
cedure
but
because
of
the
difficulSince the war and the end of
the reopening of more playing
ties
of traveling arrangements.
easy money, it's figured that the
time.
etc.. Miss King stated her -real
majority of the former stayups
Godfrey will continue to do misname was Virginia Willis, but she
don't stay up any more.
sionary work for more vaudeville
had
toured
all over Europee with
consupper clubs, however,
with two units he's seding out on
the USO during the war with
trade.
tinue to get after-theatre
the road.
Col.
Stoopnagle (F.
Frances King as her I. D. card.
Le
Spots like the Blue Angel and
Chase Taylor) will head the packRuban Bleu have been able to con- ;u's"'she's^"id "ro?ght''to*be^''ee current at the Capitol when
tinue with late trade.
" ^^'"^ °' w^^*®™
"
good en
enough
ougn
for jMassachus
lor
MassSett^•
^""^
etts.
is
a
biz
Loss: of the stayup
j^^^
^ Flippen, was orighard blow. Primary reason is the
inally slated to head the western
unit, but film commitments forced
stayups are essentially a drinking
him to dfop that assignment; Dates
crowd which is the profitable type SOPHIE
that
say
Cafemen
previously booked for the east are
for the cafes.
being po.slponcd.
dinner trade alone couldn't supSOLID UNTIL

after the midnight show.

pier.

I

PITCH FOR VAUDEVILLE|wirh'1h\decision

:

who operated

-

GODFREY CONTINUES

I

the pier for the past several years,
withdrew after last season when,
as he explained, the owners refused
to go along with an extensive renovation job^ Hamid operates Steel

j.

Act

Dispute

Boston, Feb. 15.
-A"cts~working" in cafes "have beeh
declared to be beyond jurisdiction
of the Taft-Hartley law, according
to a decision last week by the National Labor Relations Board. Decision stressed the faet<.that there's
no Interstate aspects in cafe^ jobs*
icbnsequently the t-H law does
not apply in this, ingtanc?.
Decisidn was handed dOwn folloAving a complaint to the NLRB
by five Boston performers, who
charged the American Guild of

I

1

'

j

—— —

'

I

traction.

KS\n%**'|raUs

who brought in N. Y. acts
caught there recently, "the
old-type of bistro entertainment no
longer p<iys off. The people are
tired of names that don't pay, off,
it's entertainment they -want."
In
addition, the swank eaterjs Le
Bouef Sur Le Toit, Chicago, which
seats less than 30 people, has
booked Lucienne Kirk, French
operator,

he

chanteuse

I

'

Hub A€VA

— According-to -Stan—Haid—Lido —

MCLINE

,

George Hamid,

T-H

Within

In

;

I

The .majority of cafes for a week or so ^t a nitery or
„„„ and New York
/^. ^ will
.„
between here,
^^^^ Toeen getting a smaller late vaude bouse.
*
be added. Costello .will inaugu- play.
KT^u-ii ill
it
.ii
Noble
told the committee on
rate moonlight sails, fishing and
Most niteries had a 2 a.m. show.
sightseeing trips by boats oper- Except for the Copacabana, N. Y.,
ated by the pier as an added at- cafes now send performers home for show people to comply with
Sr.,

Not

I

!

of Massachusetts' anti^Red

i

:

in

,

-p

V.
Boston, Feb.
15.

One

ago, according to

by Clifford C. Fischer, laws was up for repeal here last
but never was put into practice week with Noble and King, singer
because of a misunderstanding. Bobby Wayne and others testifyMarouani declared that AGVA ing on behalf of show biz that the
originally suggested the scheme law requiring actors and other per.,nd ^ ^^s accepted by the Office formers Ijo file their right names
^es Changes, government organi- with the Commissioner of Public
zation for all international finance. Safety is discriminatory and use
AGVA declares, however, that it less.'
Rep. Daniel Rudstein of Boston
(Continued on page 53)
.stated that there were thousands
of violations by entertainers every
year who* had no idea that they
LATE BIZ
could be tabbed for $100 fines for
every performance they gave unHITS N. Y. NITERIES less they had so registered their
legal names. It would be impossiIf preS6ht trends Continue N, Y.
bio to enumerate the entertainers,
bonifaees rriay yet rehartie hight and show people who have either
cliibs dinner clubs. Foir the past passed
through Massachusetts for
business
year
late
has, been isolated benefits or have appeared
I

latest

amusements and entertainment,
including VaudeiHlle, motion pictures, television shows and other
acts in the big Hippodrome and
the' adjacent theatre.
While ship passengers will disembark or embark- at the pier,
they will be free to come and go
of interest. In efto other points
„
i i.
u,„,i
feet a_ new transportation met^h^^^^

Law"

I

IWfarouani,

.iner..

would feature,

Rules Cafe Acts

,

-signed this-week. - George J. Cos- France,"^arid'Morris oiffice"e5te"cs;~ '
ntello, of New York, heads the sy
Deal was originally worked out

It

-

NLRB

'

group of local and New York
men will operate the Million Dollar pier this summer, according to
William Charlton, local attorney
and counsel for the group. Charlton said a'five-year lease would be

new

-

.

!

dicate of lessees.
fleet of excursion boats will be
operated from Pier 1 on the Hudson river, N. Y., to the pier. The
.l^ats, four in number, would each
have capacity for 500 passengers,
The new operators will spend
$100,000 for repairs on the pier to
ready it for operation this sum-

!

Yjink performers will be permitted has spotted vaude at the Patio,
to take out- 50% ,of their earnings Brooklyn, while Siritzky chain has
from French theatres and cafes: In
Continued on page 52)
return, Gallic performers playing
in the U. S. will have to remit their
earnings to a. French bank of their
own designation after deduction of
living expenses.
Deal is in the,
works for Gallic artists to sign an,
ing a policy of "new faces."
agreement; with the French governClub Lido, South Bend, Ind., is
ment stipulating willingness to,
teeing off with Rita Ohman, and
transfer earnings before permission:
"Christina, brought in from New
to work in the U. S. is granted.
York.
Hotel Kilbourn, Milwaukee,
Plan is now being worked out
and Club Cairo, Chicago, are also
with AGVA in New York by Felix
switching to young talent instead
Marouani, Paris agent,: who reps
of the usual floorshow.
the
William Morris office in
,

Pier, Atlantic

i

:

;

I

Take Over

last means of public
transportation,
the night clubs
face their gloomiest week.
Several spots wanted to shutter

away the

Midwest Spots

upper New York to Kentucky. It's
a difficult assignment for tlie Al &
Belle Dow agency to book the
houses, but so far, there have been
Frencli percenter Felix Marouani no lapses.

the managenient started.

;

with full force because of normally
heavy weekend business. But the_
over:-all picture was far from good.
With the strike already in its
fifth day of deadlock and the Yellow Cab strike having started
Monday night (14), thus taking

i

Franco-U.S. Vaude

.

:

strikers took their ' trolleys, buses

and trains back into the bams and
garages and left them there.
The strike, which broke Thursday (ID) at midnight, did not land

1

.

AGVA is seeking a
$55-$75 scale. Also being sought is
five days vacation after 28 working
days instead of the five-day hiatus
after 35 consecutive working days;
Scales would affect dancing, sing-,
ing and skating choruses.
several
started
Negotiations

iBizJut Hotel Rooms, L^ts Unaffected

Current year is being regarded
Badly hit by weather and the
as a crucial time for vaudeville. Miller Back From Miami
general slump in biz, night life
Now that; vaude has at least 15 Set Riviera, N.J., Opening here was plowed' under when the
weeks >v;hich it didn't have last
Philadelphia Transportation Co,,

:

to a $65 scale.

PhiUy Transport Strike Socks Nitery
'

theatre,

New

' '.

15.

Legit musical's final
(24).
is Saturday (19)
prior to its national four, but she's
not going out with it.
John 'Martin, who initiated the

Broadway show

Gene .'Vutiy drew a boff $14,252 cafe*s, entertainment pplicy,, with
in two performances at $2.50 top* the continental clianteuse, Greta
with a '75c tap for children, at the ,Keller, has
'Stepiped out: ,of the
State Armory Thursday (10).
Qperations!
room's.. mimgeiaetit.
It was the second; highest gross will :be:
ctirfie4 on by Hotel Del"
the
of
present
tour,
which mbnico's own personnel.
Started in Amarillo, Tex., in January.
Autry cancelled a date in
Sinatras
Scranton, Pa„ to try Albany, where
Frank. Sinatra may play the Pal*
he had never appeared before in
;

'

j

'

.

London Date?

BEACH DATE

The Biltmore hotel. Palm Beach, person.
ladium, London, this summer, It's
institutes a name talent policy tolikely he'll play four weeks and
lack Durant and Willie Shore day (Wed.) with Jean Sablon and
pa„, „
jieen booked for take a vacation abroad before reSailed for England to appear in the Henry Busse Orch.
^ tour of the Tivoli c&ctdt, Aus- turning to the U. S.
the Emile Littler production, "LatIt's the first show to be played tralia.
Music Corp. of America is ne*
starting April 18 at the
secretary, in Quarter," opening at the CaTivoli theatre, Melbourne.
gotiating the deal.
by this hospice.
sino theatre, London, March_19.
•

:

|

i

I

I

.

PhiHy Cafes Gettn^

Bottle Clubs

Philadelphia, Feb. 15. 4
The Swan Club shuttered in the
Peretz Sells
after-New Year's blight which hit

reopened
business
here,
Thursday (10) night as a private
cafe

club.

.

The spot's new name is the Blue
BibboR Social Club and it is open
with music (Charley Mohacey's
orchestra) nightly, and floors.hows
Admission is by
on weekends;
membership only.
The Blue Kibbon Club adds another to the town's growing list
of membership clubs, which have
-

prospered, because of local "blue
Sundays, 2 a.m^
laws" closed
shuttering other days, and tax-r
free food and drink.

—

Philly's private clubs, which remind of London's bottle clubs, and

Prohibition

era

speaks,

have

1949

16,

AGVArFWCSETTlE
Taylor Heads ABC
HASSLE OVER AMS

Vaude-Cafe Dates

Opposish

Stiff

From After-Hours

of

FArmH<y

Vcjitjftgday,

S2

Cab Calloway into the Roxy,
Y„ in April or May,
Phil Gordon into Blue Angel,
N. y., March 21.
Rose Marie dated for the Latin
Quarter, Boston, March 13; Palumbo's, Philadelphia, March .27, and
Town Casino, Buffalo, April 4.
Dorothy Shay into the Beverly
Hills Country Club, Newport, Ky.,
N.

Los Angeles, Feb. 15.
Settlement was reached between
American Guild of Variety Artand Fox West Coast on the
theatre circuit's use of amateur

Act DepL

i

the

ists

Chicago, Feb.

15.

Taylor moves into Joe
His Interest
Glaser's Associated Booking Corp.
From now on, FWC will use pro- branch here in charge of the act
In Music Bowl, Chi Nitery
fessional emcees in 15 of its thea^ department.
At the same time,
Chicago, Feb. 15.
Quest
shows
tres staging Talent
ABC is preparing to move its ofand will pay AGVA a set fee for fices, on March 1, to quarters about
Jack Peretz sold his interest in March 3.
Jackie Cooper plays date at the each show.
three times as large as the current
the Music Bowl to his partners,
setup.
Bemie Miller and Jack Rizzo, last Orpheum theatre, Omaha, March
Taylor, at one time head of his
week for undisclosed sum. Peretz 11.
Audr Vallee will break in his
own agency business in Detroit^
will resume operation of the Rag
24-Acre Amus. Park has been with Charles Hogan,
theDoll, northside bistro, with name vaude act at the State, Hartford,
prior
the
Feb.
coming
into
19,
atre booker here: He leaves that
attractions, with Nellie Lutcher,
Roxy,
Feb.
22.
0.
Reynoldsburg,
For
spot to join Freddy Williamson and
sepia songstress, set for Feb. 28.
Frances Langford and, Jon Hall
the other men at ABC.
Taylor
Columbus, 0., ,Feb. 15.
Music Bowl opened Christmas
ticketed for the Albee, Cincinnati,
with
Corp.
Music
of America
Eve on the site of the former March 24.
Work will be started soon on a was
park located on in New York for a wlUle a couple
China Doll.
Vivian Blaine at Olympia, Miami, 24-acre amusement
Route 40 west of Reynoldsburg, years ago. He sold out his Detroit
March 9.
operation to MCA and became an
Zero Mostel into El Rancho, Las about 10 miles east of here^ it was assistant to Johnny Dugan, when
announced last week. Park will inVegas, March 2.
Walsh Pacted
theatre booking..
Soger Bay starts British tour at clude ah outdoor theatre, riding Dugan headed-the Gypsy Rose Lee*
Taylor handles
Feb; 21, and plays Pal- club and bridle paths, indoor, and
To Top Ankara^ Pitt, Shows Glasgow,
outdoor dance halls and an ice^ Bonnie Baker, Bobby. Breen and
ladium, London, March 14.
artists.several
other
Pittsburgh, Feb. 15.
Mary Small ticketed for Danny skating rink.

on

talent

"Frank

its stages.

'

New

.

;

'

'

Sammy

'

:

more elastic hours than the li^
censed spots and are open Sundays
As a result of his click at Ankara
-—a big item. In addition, private in December, when he
was booked
club patrons don't have to ante
in for two weeks and stayed five,
up the 30% tax, but escape with Sammy Walsh, vaude and cafe
a mod ;st 5% tap.
comic, will return to Charlie JaTrend to private cliibs, .^afe men mal's room when it reopens late
claim, is directly attributable to
in April on a salary and percentthe tax and closing hours. Mem- age arrangement. Walsh will head
bership places reap a harvest on
the shows and pick his supporting
Saturday nights. All licensed bars acts as well as act as general host
have to close at midnight, and the tor 400-seat room.
only place you can get a drink is
Closed since middle of last
in the private spots.
month for overhauling job,. Ankara
Rules on joining are simple, 'gen- plans to go in fpr name attractions
er'ally all the prospective member
under the Walsh aegis. He has a
needs is $10 and to be. proposed. wide local following as a result of
Annual dues run about $10. Some steady engagements in town's leadof the town's showplaces are now ing spots over past two decades.

:

.

private cli}bs, the best known being the 24 Club (formerly the
Moeambo), the CR Club, in back
of Palumbo's, the Dagmar, Vesper,
Mercantile Literary Assn., and Moravian Dining Club.

•

New

Transport

Philly

Cbntinued from page

-
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j

signed the acts, anyway, therefore
they would have to fulfill their

Pitt Nitery

obligation.

at Riviera, Ft. Lee,
N. J., late April: or early May.:
Phil Foster set for Vine Gardens,
Chicago, Feb. 24.
Florence Desmond into the Capitol, N. Y., April 21.

L
'

.

.

I'Oklahoma!" at the Shubert was
Several weeks ago, Clark started the standout attraction, and ap.going in for entertainment at parently unaffected by the transit
Penn-McKee after that spot had strike. What few seats were turned
had nothing but music in its bar in by customers unable to reach
the theatre were promptly gobbled
loungei and has Since played some
up by the line at the boxoffice.
top talent..
port.

Currently

PEACOCK CLUB

Agent Nat Nazarro
Files

$100,000

Libel

JACKSONVILLE, FLA.

for All Branches af Thtalricak

FUN-MASTER
"Th*

ORIGINAL Shew-Bii Gag
Not.

.

to

1

22

@ $1.00

Filt"

ooch

Siquone* Only)
SPECIAL: Th* First 13 FilM
(Order

ill

Agent Nat Nazarro has filed a
damage suit against the
News,. Harlem

$100,000

New Amsterdam:

newspaper, claiming: that- sheet
libeled him in an article charging
unethical practice in management
of Negro performers.
Newspaper in the Dec. 4 "Back
Door Stuff" column by Allan McMillan carried a story that a Negro
performer Dolores Springs, known
professionally as Baby Dee, was offered a contract by Nazarro in
which the agent allegedly asked
for everything "including her right
arm and 30%" for managing her.
Article continued, "She refused to
sign for which^she_ rates a medal.''
The Pbwell~Savby~Corp., whiclr
owns newspaper, filed a motion for
dismissal on the 'grounds of insufficient evidence., ^lotion for dis^
missal will be heard next week in
the New York supreme court.
;

:

Adler's British Xou*"

or-

chestra for a draw, Palumbo said
all his clubs—20th Century, Giro's,
Saranac Lake
Club 13, Palumbo's and the CR
By Happy Benway
Club-T^had their customary SaturSaranac, N. Y., Feb. 15.
day night crowds.
Argue Dickerson and his Honey
On the other hand, Rudy Vallee, Dippers (with Ray Cully, Larry
the town's leading cafe attraction, King and Roy Tibbs), appearing at
did slim biz at the Latin Casino, Durgan's nitery here, gave an
where they counted only 370 cov- hours' show for the patients of the
ers at dinner and supper shows Will Rogers, which was enjoyed

for $8.00
(10

in

!

I

BOOKS OF PARODIES

DIFFERENT

3

!

E«h

Buok) SIO p<r Bosk

lists of other vnmcdy
niiiterfal,
parodies.
monies,
tnlnMtrM
l>iitt«i', blitvk-oiitai, «tc.
C.O.D.'S.

Send. 10c for

NO

PAUIA SMITH
W.
— t'very

200

51 St., N. Y. 19.

May Including

rlK-le 7-11.10

t^iindujs^

combined Saturday night, and
Thursday and Friday nights biz
was under that figure.
Cocktail
lounges and the big dancfehalls,
which depend almost entirely on
the trolley and subway trade, were,
hit hardest.

Least affected were the hotel
rooms and class dining places, hke
the Embassy, Chanticleer and Glass
Door, where the patrons all live
within walking distance or own
.
fautomobiles.

by

IN

all,

The

Amazing

Mr.

and

PAT

DESTI

comidy material wriHen by
Spscial
Musical arrangamants by Manny Blanc.

Art

Paul

and

Publicity,

Personal DIraeflen: JULES ZlEGLER
MU 2-20M
545 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

Colisimo's, last, week lost his apdate.
peal for probation, on income, tax
Miss Holiday and her manager,
evasion conviction. He was given .Tohn Levy, were arrested in tlie
until March 1 to dean up affairs Mark Twain hotel, Jan. 22 when
by Judge Phillip Sullivan in Chi an alleged opium pipe was found
Federal court, and then start servr in her possession, along with some
ing a two year sentence. Potson of the narcotic.
She is now at
was found quilty last April of liberty on the charge with arevading payment of $162,166 in in- raignment set for Wed. (16).
come taxes from 1940 through
1943.

Tallulah Bankhead, Willie Bry«
Bistro owner's attorney pleaded ant,
Thelma Carpenter, Delta
-foE-probation.xlaimingJthatJ,he..66- Rhythm .Boys, Larry Doby,_ Peter
-year-old defendant was ill and Donald, Joey Faye, Eddie Heyward,
that he had offered to compromise Bob Heyward, Ilona Massey, Lucky:
Government Millinder, Lucy Monroe, Robert
his tax liabilities.
prosecutor brought out Potson had Morley, Al Schacht, Maxine Sullioffered $45,000 to settle claim,, van, Earl Wilson, Teddy Wilson
which was not acceptable to gov- and Josh White are among those
ernment inasmuch as Potson is be- slated to appear at the midnight

Loew's Victoria

Schine Chain
sa

Injured

"

Continued irom page 51

USO

(21) for
in Harlem.

Stage dancer

-

-

Geane

Emerson, better known to the
stage and screen as Gotanda
she tore several ligaments in
her shoulder and dislocated
groin of the right, hip due to
an automobile accident. As o
result of her injuries she was
compelled to cancel contract

cians.

for her

It's felt that vaudeo has paved
the way for increased interest in
vaudeville. Proof of this contention is that of some of the Schine
houses in towns where there's an
inadequate supply of musicians.

the

Gomez, wot

hospitalized

scheduled bookings

for

PHIlADllfMA,

M.aMiMi

Wir.

CLIINTOIV HOTEL
200 OUrSIDI ROOMS
/ram *2

healthy grosses.

However, vaude's current comer
back is due primarily to Governanti-trust actions. Schines

bills.

when

West Coast.

•MMilN

Such houses provide only piano
accompaniment, but still play to

pictures for all

DAIIY

trttlAl WttKlY HATIt
MOUSfKflriMO MCUiri(5
tfuK^til /(it emflttnuit ^tfleint JlHiift

wjiiKiNa

aftMNcr

or,

aii

— Trampo/in/ngly

miAtHuma^

Youfs-—

Paul & Paulelte Trio
Cnmatly

ORIENTAL THEATRE
CHICAGO

r

of Lancaster, Pa.,

Ray

Allan.

Dick Falk.

of Dimes drive.
A. B. "Tony" Anderson, manager
of the Pontiac theatre, will run for
te-election as mayor next month;

Frank

LaMont

Beaudry, stagehands
stopped
treal,

and

off to

bedside

chat

and
Ralph
from Mon-

ogle the lodge
with Victor

Gamba.
Carey new arrival for
checkup and observation et the
Doris

Rogers.
Ethel
Jones,
ex-vaudevillian,
now war'drobe designer for iceshows, here for the balance of
winter.

Write to those who are

111,

at

stageshows at Majestic,
Brooklyn. Paramount is eyeing
more time and Warners have been
attempting to open houses, in Philadelphia, Pittaburghr, Passaic and
Elizabeth.
Spot shows have been
booked for these houses, but continuous policy will not be set until
agreements can be reached with
the American Federation of Musiinstalled

and were forced to relinquish some of
given an all-clear. He left for their holdings and create competiMiami where he opens a vaude tive situations;
tour.
Another factor is the shortage
Andy Grainger in from Boston of films. Studios aren't turning out
via plane for the Bob-Sled cona sufficient amount of product be.:•.•",
tests.
Larry Kent, comedian in from cause of a variety of reasons, one
Montreal for a skiing weekend being loss of foreign markets.
with Carl Kessler.
After ogling Many exhibitors cannot get a sufthe lodge and mitting file sang he ficient number of money-making
left for Norfolk.

Monday

benefit

lieved to be worth $600,000.

who; beat the rap here, putting on
puppet shows for kiddies to aid

MENTAL KATS

,

'

Ballantine ment's

March

VAL

and mountain music in cash.
Deputy District Attorney Elton
Lawless urged the higher bail,
which Was subsequently set at the
Potson Loses Tax Appeal, $2,500 figure by Judge Cronin,
when he explained to the court
Must Serve 2-Yr. Term that
Miss Holiday is soon due to
Chicago, Feb. 15.
close her engagement at Cafe SoMike Potson, former operator of ciety and leave for a Vancouver

(Carl Kessler) in for check-up

John Binkley,

A NEW THOUGHT

^

continuous performance poUey.

_

COMEDY MATERIAL

On
G

Bail Set at 2 1/2
San Francisco, Feb. 15.
The San Francisco County grand

hillbilly

Action vs. Harlem Sheet

Larry Adler will open his British
tour at the Hippodrome, Birmingham, April 18. Harmonica player
Similarly, "Make Mine Manhattan"
follows with successive weeks at
enjoyed its heaviest business of
Nottingham, Finsbury, Glasgow
the run on the last two evenings at
Brighton, Leeds, Newcastle, Shefthe Forrest.: Advance sales were
field and Liverpool, winding up
held responsible for the business
July 4.
at
the two musicals.
Norman
British dates are being played
Granz's "Jazz at the Philharmonic"
sans Adler!s concert and vaude
was a sellout at the Academy of
partner, dancer Paul Draper. They
Music Saturday night.
play separate engagements periodiFrank Palumbo, nitery operator,
cally.
said all six of his spots enjoyed
Harry Foster agency, London, argood business Friday^ and great
ranged the tour with the William
business Saturday nigiit.
Led by Morris agency.
the Click flagship, which had Vic

Damone and Bean Hudson's

Holiday Indicted

Drug Rap,

jury last week indicted Billie Hoiiday, sepia -songstress now apCafe Society, for
pearing
at
in the amusement center is 4 stage possession of opium and her bail
and bleachers for presentation of was raised from $500 to $2j500

.

HELENE and HOWARD

Billie

Planned as the largest attraction

'

i

Known as Valley Ranph Park,
the recreation center will be built
around a dance hall now in use
there, according to corpromoters
Louis J. Peppe and Irving Nance,
operators of Valley Dale dance hall
here.

,

Pittsburgh, Feb. 15.
Terrific auto traffic and the suDowntown Pittsburgh is going to burban trains of the Pennsylvania
get a new supper club in a few and the Reading railroads helped
months when Jackson Building give the center city an appearance
--goes.jip in heart of theatre^ district of life Friday _and Saturday mghts,.
on site of old structure, which and the film houses, theatres, cafes
burned down last winter. Longr. and restaurants all did better than
term lease has been taken on the they expected;
basement by Alan Fi Clark, owner
Legit Biz Holds Up
of Penn-«McKee Hotel,- McKees-

:

Thomas show

danny

betty

HOCTOR
'TAP

and

BYRD

TO BALLET"
CURRENTLY:

CHEZ PAREE
CHICAQd

J

.

•

:

'

:

,

.

.

Wcdtt^ay, February
'

16,

'
'

;
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Sepia Talent Policy Fafls to

Pay

53

Former Owner Seeks to Redaim A.C.

Off
Chicago, Feb. 15.

In

Miami Beach; Monte Carlo Folds

Miami.. Feb. 15. -f
pioneer in: presentation of colored shows in Florida, the Monte
Carlo failed to open last weekend, after struggling for biz for
several weeks.
The club, in which local orch
leader Tony -liopez invested his
:

savingis,

:

had teed

some weeks

off

ago to healthy biz, drawn by the
Ink Spots in the preem show^ However, patronage fell oil badly after
first week, with Bill Robinson and
then Ella Fitzgerald working to
almost empty houses. Some blame
the failure of the club to draw
out o fthe way location.
*to: its
Also, it is pointed out, the caliber
of the supporting shows were too
weak to help in the heavy competition with the Beach and mainland
niteries that offer top ofay names.
Only other spots to book Negro
acts are the Clover Club, where
Cab Calloway closes this week,
with spot reverting to former ofay
policy, and the Paddock, on the
Beach, which introed an all-colored
revue last week headed by Stepin
Fetchit and which is not doing
the business expected. Understood
the Paddock ops also will change
to former policy after package
plays out its, contract.

Lenny

Colyer

into Kentucky
Club, Feb, 22, after resting after
eye op
Funatics open tonight
(15) at Bowmans, Aurora, 111.
Hoctor and Byrd terp at Hotel
.

Too Much

Bicycling

Because of current radio and
commitments, Paul
Winchell ' has dropped out of
current engagement at the Music Hall, N. y., after four
weeks. While appearing there
in stageshow with "Letter to
Three Wives" on screen, Win-chell has been on a bike trying
.

.

television

make his radio and TV
shows.
Lane. Bros., replace him in
stageshow, which starts its fifth
to

week tomorrow

Youngstown, Feb.

15.

Paul Alvino, nitery operator, was
cleared by the grand jury Feb; 1
of attempting to bribe two state
liquor enforcement agents. Grand
jury returned a no bill in the case.
The two agents charged Alvino
offered them $105 in August, 1947,
to keep them from bringing liquor
license violations before the state
Alvino, in turn,
liquor board.
charged them with soliciting a
bribe; The two agents were- found
guilty May 25, 1948, and sentenced
to from one to 10 years.

Slapsy Maxie's, LA.,

.

.

"THE
OF CLUBS"

Temporarily;

2nd Weak

THEATRE
Havano
MaimKi'ineiit)

TOM

FITZPATRICK
Bookings;

WM. MORRIS
AGENCY

Vaude

Philadelphia, has offered the city
$50,000 tp settle any claim the,
municipality has on the Garden
Pier.
for

against the pier, consisting of .de«

.

.

linquent taxes and penalities. Mrs:
Levin has been negotiating with
the city for the past two years.
While city commission has until
Feb. 25" to answer it is doubted
here that she will regain posses*
sion for that sum. City Commissioners are already under invest!-*
gation for a similar deal in which

.

.

.

composer and singer.

No Name Talent Available
Hollywood, Feb.
Scarcity of availble

name

—

From

they forgave a large sum in taxes
to get rid of a '.'white elephant"
hotel: seized: on a tax lien.
City possession " of the pier,
Chicago, Feb. 15.
taken under the state Stout act
State Liquor Commission last when taxes remained unpaid, was
week joined ;the cleanup drive that fought in Chancery Court by Mrs.
has: been shuttering^near north side: Levin after the war. She declared
strip spots and hangouts for "un*- that as -a
her whereabouts
desirable characters'' by the police. was. a secret and: therefore she was
So far over a dozen spots have not served with papers when the
been closed and licenses suspended city moved through the courts to
or revoked. Liquor board last take possession.^ Court, upheld her
week had inspectors checking on contention.
west MadLson street, area of exotic
As far as. the city is concerned,
dancersi They 'found violations of
Commmissioners would be only too
performers mixing with patrons
glad to let the property go for
and indecent performances.
They know that if Mrs.
Action of the Commission came $50,000.
Levin's deal fails the property will
after Cook County sheriff's staged
become the city's forever. Under
a series of raids in Calumet City,
the city park deed it will- become
111., last week and arrested 21 perpart of the municipal park, con-.
sons, gals for indecent perform- -;.ti„„ „, .v,„
anfP"!
anrt
nn nmhlin? ^istmg ot the long beachfront,
ances

Chi's Strip Spots uptown

•

15.

talent

:

The offer was made by counsel
Mrs. Levin at Commission
meeting last Thursday (10). The
resort has a claim of $205,000

:

Havana-Madrid

prompted Slapsy Maxie's to close
Sunday night (13) following windup of Dean Martin^Jerry Lewis
stand. Duration of the shutdown
will depend upon current negotia-

WAG

Fights for License

tions for headline acts.

Nitery has definite commitments
The Havana-Madrid's, N. Y.,
for Jack Cole Dancers and Lena weekend business, was saved FriHome for late spring dates, but day (11) by a last-minute tempos
has been unable to ink' satisfactory rary injunction 'issued by N. Y.
top names for. the' intervening pe- Supreme Court Justice Henry Clay
riod. Slapsy's ireopened New Year's Greenberg ordering the N. Y. State
Eve after a seven-week shutdown Liquor Authority to show cause
following a hassle with Spike why a license should not be issued
Jones, who stalked out after six to Angel Lopez, cafe's operator.
nights of a scheduled four-week
SLA notified Lopez on Friday
ana
stand because no bond had been that his liquor license had been re-^
posted with AGVA.
Beef was voked: effective- immediately be- charges
squared for" $10,500, one week's cause, he failed to note on his appay.
plication that he had been arrested in 1945 on an assault charge
•

<

.

.

mm
men

1

on

gampiing Which
4„j,i„v, can
„„„ :„„i„
v,o „„i^
fv,„„,;„K,«.i
only be
sold through
an
act; of legislature and local referendum;
.

;

.

.

If the city retains possession of
the pier it will take approximately
involving a cafe patron. Some cus$300,000 to put it into any kind
tomers were turned away the early
of shape. For the past few years
part of the evening, but spot dethe expectation was that the first
cided to operate sans liquor salesi
Pittsburgh, Feb. 15.
good storm would carry it into the,
At 10 p.m. Lopez got the temporary
Joe Hiller is expanding his local
order signed and liquor sales re-: booking office, with the addition of sea, such as the Heinz pier was
sumed. Temporary order was ef- Jack Walton and Anton Scibilia to wrecked a few years ago.
It became known that the city
fective until yesterday (Tues.) when; his staff.
a 30-day restraining order was ap- ^ Walton,__y_e t era n Jbandleader has made available $300,000 in
plied for in the supreme court.""'
who spent number of years at luxury—tax money-to get~the "pier"
An SLA spokesman said- that it's Nixon Cafe, a spot which Miller in shape should they fail in the
present
negotiations. Here, too, the
customary to give more notice books, will be in charge of the
than given Lopez, but said that the music end of the agency. Scibilia, city fathers are stumped. They
mail was slow and the Havana- who has been managing Neff, the cannot compete with present pier
Madrid got its mail notification al- magician, on the- road, is to concen- owners and amiisement men by
operating
amusements.
most simultaneously with the ar- trate on theatres..
rival of an SLA inspector at the
Hiller has been spot-booking

WALTON JOIN
HILLER'S Pin AGENCY

SCIBILIA,

OHIO PLANS

50fo

HIKE

ON BOOZE LICENSES
Columbus,

O., Feb. 15.

Bills to increase the cost of state
liquor licenses by 50% were intro-

House Thursday (3) following announcement by Gov. Frank J.
Lausche that such a move had his
support. Income, from- this
source, which would be used; for
aid to cities, would total approximately $3,800,000. %
Gov. Lausche jiointed but that
full

'

,

AMERICA

Hunks

.

.

Shutters

I

Tax Lien

Atlantic City, Feb. 15.

Mrs. Miriam Bichman Levin, of

.

duced-^in - -the— Ohio - Senate- and.

JACK PARKER
JACK

Pier, Seized in

.

History
of
Chase, St. Louis, beginning March
George Jessel, in an ad in
Silver Frolics' entire show
18
Variety back
1919, called
with Harmonicats, Jayne Walton,
himself "The Unusual Youth."
and Stan Irwin, reprise their rouBen K. Benny played Loew's
tines over WGN-TV tonight. Vine
American, N. Y.
(Yeh Jack
Gardens booked Phil Foster as
Benny).
headliner for its Feb. 25 show with
J. Cv Flippen signed with
Martin Barnett and Ginger Kinney
"Gold Dust Twins" for Boyle
also featured;
Judy Kelly reWoolfolk.
newed: another five weeks at the
State-Lake Theatre, Chicago,
Bandbox
Judy Talbot moves
opened on St. Patrick's Day,
'over to the Club Chateau, Lyons,
1919.
16
111., from Cuban Village, Feb.
Joe Laurie, Jr.
Harmonicats join Woody Herman orch for Circle, Indianapolis
theatre date J March 3 ... Swiss
Chalet Bismarck hotel, offer The Illinois Liquor Board
Maxime, and Charles & Janet for
new show starting Feb; 17
Bttmps Licenses
Clayton Bergman takes over personal management of Jack Fulton,
.

(Thurs.).

.

.

Youfigstown Nite^ Op
Cleared of Bribery Rap

Garden

.

.

I

I

I

•

.

I

I

flock of indie and WB houses in
he felt an upward adjustment nitery.
tri-state area recently for one and
would only be fair considering the
'"
two-days stands.
prices at which some liquor permits have been sold.
Franco-U.S.
"The licensee who operates a
MONT'L CAFE CHANGES TAG
sa continued from page SI ss
bar selling all types of liquor from
The
Samovar
dub,
Montreal,
morning until midnight," the Gov- never was informed of the apcurrently closed for a new decor,
ernor asserted, "pays a license fee proval. Marouani is now in' New
will be renamed Le Carousel when
of $400. Thousands of persons in York to square the thing away,
it opens next month.
v
Ohio are trying to obtain licenses
Misunderstanding came to light
Spot will be. booked by Marty
of that character. The person who when Marouani imported Duke
Goodman out of New York. Initial
is fortunate enough to obtain one Ellington and was informed by the
bill is yet to be set.
i

Manny Opper
that

mw

eemedfon

92nd Week
Hollywood Skow Loungo
.

fm.

XhicatO:-

M|t.:

IRV LEVIN

reportedly can sell it without de- OC that he couldn't remit any of
lay for at least $10,000. If these his earnings to the U, S. because
Phil Regan, singer, set to headlicenses have that type of value, it AGVA had never confirmed the ex- line
new show at the Copacabana,
appears clearly that the lic'ense is change deal. It informed Maroua-' N. Y., Feb. 24. Irwin Corey and
worth more than $400."
ni, however, that it is still willing the Szonyis pacted for same bill.
to make the deal if
gives its
Alan Carney signed for Music okay. As token of its good will
Hall, N. Y., Feb. 24.
in the matter, it allowed another

1

i

NICKCnrrently
LUCAS

'

KEN HURIS/'Y'S
j

r>F

.

ACKOUTS

Ilollywofld

AGVA

Marouani client, Katherine Dunham, to send to the U. S. 25% of
her $6,000 take. U. S. Embassy in
Paris interceded for the dancers
with the OD.
French

exchange officials also
previously had permitted 25% of

W£

could get the adhesive tape and zipper concession.
(Becouse of all the sides that are 9orina sfiiit).

their earnings to be exported by
Laurel
Hardy, who were in
France for four weeks at $10,000 a

We

week; Borrah Minevitch, two weeks
at $4,500
weekly, and Nicholas

We

&

weeks at $2,500. OC
on the other hand,
that no French performer in the
past year had transferred one cent
to France out of earnings m. the
U. S. List includes such American
successes as Maurice Chevalier,
Edith Piaf and Les Compagnons de
Bros.,

five

pointed

la

is

to

make

of this coin is remitted
to France that the French exchange

holding up further payoffs to Americans until the deal
with AGVA is Straightened out.
AGVA
and the, French govAfter

WHEN-

LEO DM LYON
ROARS INVO THE

STRAND, New York, March

11

is

ernment settle this matter, earnings of U. S. and French performers will be considerably more than
in previous years because of the
Franco-American pact for elimination of double taxation signed last
year. Pact calls for each country to
waive, its income taxes on temporary dates. Income taxes will then
have to be paid only in the country
where the artist resides permanently.

could get the stretcher and ambulance concession.
(Because so many people will have to be carried out).

sure

some

outfit

could get the hand-lotion concession.
(Because there'll be so many sore hands from applauding).

out,

Chanson., It

that

}NISH

We

"The season's greatest

find," confesses

Arthur Godfrey.

BEST OF LUCK ON HIS

BROADWAY BOW!!!
DirectiAn:
'
.

:

GAC
'Pms.'RatatlwiK'

personal Mana<|«nicnt: JACK TALAH
BRAVCMAN aM KAY NORTON
:

S4

Wednes^y, February
out becoming too broad.
Her
high-pitched pipes are slightly
thin but good control permits her
to. deliver In a tricky style;
Miss
all
McCoy's
songs
are
number and follows with "Can't
Help Lovin' That Man." Wraps risque but the repertory is uneven
the latter with feeling and ex- in quality. Her opening number
pression -in contrast to her tepid about a nitery cigaret: gal is a;
opener. Finale's with "He's Gone clever piece neatly executed. Her
Again," a: romantic wail that often hillbilly number, however, is a
borders on the maudlin. Her piping stale takeoff on the backwoods bedMiss McCoy bows
shows promise, but a better selec- room habits.
tion of tunes would show her voice off strongly witli a subtly indigo
treatment, "If Men Were Only
off to' better advantage.
Terp turn of the Three Rockets Perpetually What They are OccaHerm.
Smartly attired, the sionally."
is a slick act.
demonstrate some precise
lads
stepping in unison a la the Music RAY-O-VACS (4)
Then segue into Instrumental
Hall Rockettes.
off
well
to
10 Mins.
challenge stuff and
merited applause. Jackie "Moms" Apollo, N. y.
Mabley, a familiar here, kills 'em
Ray-O-Vacs are another of the
with her droll witticisms. Deliv- small instrumental groups which
ered in a deadpan manner, her have popped up from relative obgags are aged and tinged with blue, scurity on the strength of their
but the more banal her humor is recordings. In making its vaude
the greater mitting she gets. Closes bow here at this Harlem house, the
with a dance satire to strong re- colored quartet shows a nice sense
turns.
of rhythm via its piano, sax, drum,
Emcee Pinky Roberts opens the and bass, but lacks the showmanbill with a feeble mother-in-law ship that successful' flesh appear-

VARIETY BILLS

House Reviews
Paramonnt, N. Y.
Buddy Rich Orch (17), Mel
Tome, Menny Youngman, De Gas.
vtro

Sisters

(3

)

,

Step

4

Bros.;

"Whispering Smith" (Par),
Viewed in Variety Dec. 8, '48.

re-

The Paramount in one of its i-are
Monday (14) openings has gathered a playable collection of talent;
one that will hold up its end at the,
boxotficei but unfortunately it's a'
layout that lacks a wallop even
though individual acts work hard

and do vs ell.
The bill comprising Buddy Rich
band, Mel Torme, Henny Young'
man, De Castro Sisters and the
Four Step Bros, perform their
chores, wellj but there's, an unfor;

tunate lackadaisical air to the proceedings, probably due to the -unusual kickoff.
With a few more
shows it's likely it will achieve better pace.
pair of slow

A

acts

obviously

.

Blackened things. In headliner Mel
Torme, the house has a juve draw, spiel. Shifts to some combined ances demand.
They tee off with a so-so novelty,
although some disillusioned bobby*, stepping and vocalling that's an
Peaches,
soxers may elect to slay away be- improvement over his humor. Jerry "If You Don't liike
cause of ToFme's ^^licing last week. Taps and the Ray-O-Vacs are re- Why Do You Shake My Tree,"
then move into "I Know How to
Torme has an interesting way viewed'Under New Acts, v Gilb.
Do
It."
Also handle "Lillictte,"
around a song.
He has a
ballad
with
an
infectious
jump,
solid musical background which
Olyipipia,
and wind with 'I'll Always Be in
enables him to make many
Miami, Feb. 13.
Love with You." Vocals on all
colorful departures from the
Virginia O'Brien, Bobby Whaling four are contribbed by the stickoriginal melody. Billed as the
& Yvette, Bertica Serrano, Sonny swisher. His soft delivery is okay,
•'Velvet Fog" he's apparently, been
The Glenns, Freddie Car'- on the slower tunes, but tends to
taking this tag too seriously. There Sparks,
House Orch; ^'Blood On The become wooden and monotonous on
are moments that he' would do in- lone
Moon" (RKO).
those with a f aster tempo. Gilb.
finitely better. if he'd open up into
He does a
:an honest rendition.
Blending of acts on tap here this
NELSON
quartet of numbers including -a
oS for a solid playing Songs
likeable tune, "Careless Hands" week comes
parlay, w i t h toplinei? Virginia 10 Mins.
which he's recorded for Capitol
the layout The Cotillion Room; N. Y.
and duets with Rich in another O'Brien pacing hits
for full values
dead-pan
thrush
Nelson is an attractive redJean
which calls for a session of drumpipings of the hits and dish-brownhaired soprano with, a
ming'. The crowd likes him well via her
specials, with the mixture of bal- pleasant voice featuring standard
enough.
pops. What she needs now
more
Henny Youngman, for some rea- lads and rhythm well handled.
Sonny Sparks emcees smoothly salesmanship, knowledge of using
Bon, elects to essay his humor in an
'
'easygoing style instead of his usu- and in own spot gathers a: good her hands; etc;
Miss Nelson's voice is okay In
al stacatto speed. The change measure of laughs with comedies,
doesn't become him even though fresh an'd familiar. The Glenns the- middle registers, but tends to
his cowboy hat and drawl indicate handle the teeoffl spot to sock re- become strident sometimes when
that he's trying something differ- turns with their balancing and lifts, hitting the high notes. At any rate,
ent. Moreover, at show caught, he while on the other novelty turn, this room can be tough for any
didn't show anything newi Maybe Bobby Whaling and Yvette rack performer, because of its physical
he's been spoiled by his long stand up healthy applause and gasps with layout, and it's not to her particular discredit that she doesn't
at the nejirby Diamond Horseshoe their cycle work.
when he didn'jf need sensational
Almost stealing the show Is dy- reach the height of her effectivematerial because of tourist trade. namic little Bertica Serrano, hip ness here; That opening, wherein
Inasmuch as Youngman in previous swinging Cuban chanter and she ambles on singing, is too corny.
Kahn:
vaude and cate^appearance^ has dancer who gets them all way via
come up with^so^-Many^^^gs that zingy personality, ^nd delivery.
p atrons keep trying to resail" tHfemv "Tfeddie ""Carlone house orclT'l^
he disappointed some sections of okay on the backgrounding.
Ferrer
the audience, but the majority conLary.
tributed to a round of applause,
.Continued trom page 1 55;
that brought him an encore.
Speed of the bill is paced by the
later.
Concessions will probably
Four Step Bros., who get the house
be sought from the craft unions;
measure in a series of fast group
although it is figured that the projand Individual terping. They bow
ect can be run on the regular
off solidly. The De Castro Sisters,
stagehand and musicians' union
BOSH
a trio of lookers, also work rapidly Songs
terms, provided the management
and ultimately work up to a top
20 Mins.
is efficient.
mitt with their songs and incir
Rendezvous, Philadelphia
Choice of plays for the first seadental dance. The way could have
Phila. Eagles star halfback is son is being left in the air for the:
been made easier for them had a
hacking out a career for present, as that would depend on
bent
on
band number intervened between himself -before the microphone.
At- the stars who actually join the
them and the Step Bros.
tractive southern drawl and easy-?
The Rich band furnishes consid- going style make him a favorite outflt---and their choice of vehicles
excitement. .Rich's, skin
erable
and parts. Wanamaker, Ferrer and
with the gals. Contrary to what
beating frequently generates sponyou might expect, Pritchard is slim Aldrich are to be the governing
taneous applause and paves the
and on the smallish side not the board of the group, with the first
way for a generally good reception beef
trust type generally associated two concentrating on the artistic
of his efforts. Aside from the sign-,
phase and Aldrich in charge of
with pro football.
off, he's restricted to a pair of
Light voice registers to good ef- the business end; It is to be a non^
tunes, "Carioca" and "Old Man
fect- on pop items such as "Slow profit venture, with all excess coin
River.'Matter serving as. a, peg for
Boat to China" and "My Darling." being put back into production. ..
Rich's exciting drumming,
Does a version of "Marie" that is
The governing trio are not to be
Jose.
virtually a lift from Jack Leonard paid for their administrative duand the Tommy Dorsey arrange- ties, and Wanamaker and Ferrer
Apollo, 'N.: Y.
ment. Admits it, however, and his will receive no fees for directing
Pritchard stints, but will get merely
"Cat" Anderson Orch ( 13 ) Ray- likeable style helps.
actor
O-Vacs (4), 3 Rockets, Dolinoif & crooning is weakest on the harder-: salaries. Supporting the stars
will
(3), Wini Brown, going tunes like "Because" and
Jtoj/a Sisters
be a permanent acting company
Jerry Taps, Jackie "Moms" Mab- '.'Old Man River." Curiously, these
whose members will be signed for
ley, Pinky Roberts; "Argyle Se- are the ones he likes best himself
and you get at least one or the a full- season and receive moderate
crets" (FC).
A st»ffi designer will also
other every set. Personality, plus pay.
While the accent is on quantity name, makes him a certainty for be hired.
The basic idea for the new rep^
In the Apollo's current layout, vaude and video. Jimmy, Duffy
theatre
quality of the bill doesn't lag too. Trio, local combo; did the backing ertory
originated
with
GagK
Wanamaker, director and featured
far behind. "Cat" Anderson's band, at this nitery.
plus the Ray-O-Vacs, handle the
actor of "Goodbye, My Fancy," at
musical chores- in acceptable fash- JERRY TAPS
the Fulton, N. Y. He took the plan
Ion. Rest iof the sesh is balanced Dancing
to Ferrer, star of "Silver Whistle,"
6 Mins.
with terp and comedy turns.
at the Biltmore, N. Y and
;

.

'

My

Miami

.

'
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Nninerale In conneotlon witb billii bolow Iniilcnte dpentng day of (how
wlicther full or; splU week.
Letter In parentheses Indlcntei elrcult: (1) Independent! •<L) Laetiri (M) Moski
(F> Panimount; (K) KKO; (S> Stoll: (W) WArneri (WB) Walter Ileade

HEW YORK
Caplfol

.

Anne

:

^

.

:

New

|wa
Wanamakcr,

Acts

mTCHABD

BRANCH

Nycola Matthey Or

,

Hotel Pierre
Larry Storch

& Ryan

Morris

Jeffreys

The Pichons

Music Hall (I) 17
Szony

MIAMI
Olympia
Belmonts

if

(P)

-

-

Jack Lane
Sammy Walsh
Jams Paige

Narda

Fi-ed

ParamouAt (P) H.
Buddy RlcH Bd
Mel Torme
Henny Youngman

"Stop the Music"

NEWARK

Adams

Ed Fisher
IS

(I)

Harlemonicats
Burton & Janet
Danny Drayson

.

Marion Hutton
Robt Alda
Dave Willock

.

17

(I)

& Mann

B

.

It

(I)

<W) 22

Georgia Glbbs

The Dunhills

,

,

.•

Alan Stone
tevola

W

CAMDEN

Towers

(I)

'

&

Louis

Oliver Si«

CHICAGO

Oriental

SARATOGA

»

;

Norman

Capitol

Dolinoits Sc
Raya Sis

B CarleU & Rose

Wesson Bros

HewsM

—

.

'

,

Stainless Stephen
Gaston Palmer
El Granadas
Paul & Pauline

G

Gertie Gitana.
EUa Shields

Chico Marx

D Henderson

outfit, made up of five Apollo, N. Y.
rhythm and five brass,
Clad in a two-toned brown suit,,
has toned down its volume consid- Jerry Taps starts his shuffling at a
erably since last appearing at this slow pace, but gathers speed as he
house. Change is for the better. progresses in his routines.
Also
Orch, gets off a brace of hot num- tosses in a dash of aero stuff.Taps weaves and bobs engagingbers (not too torrid ) for a fair salvo. However, Anderson's trumpet ly. Footwork is helped by his winsmile.
Soloing of "I'll Never Smile Again" ning
Overall
stepping»

Anderson

clicks solidly.

Ofay novelty quartet of Dolinoff
& the Raya Sisters (3) lends a refreshing change of pace to the customary run of acts here. Working
velvet curtain
against a
flanlced by two brightly lit floorlamps, the veteran turn achieves a
flock of neat illusions. Dancing gals

black

frequently appear to be suspended
in mid-air in varied postures. Nice
touch is given vdien the male partner, dressed completely in black,
steps out from the darkened drape
to reveal the "secret" behind the
Illusions. Garners copious mitting.
Wini Brown, a portly chirper
gowned in blue, does a fairish blues
.:;V'''^'-;.:,";

J

1."

''.y:

','•- '.';:'.

'';:?;i;

,

,•

i

;'.

however, seldom climbs out of the
average category. More seasoning
is
required before this colored
terper is ripe for the better vaude
and nitery spots.
Gilb.

PEGGY McCOY
Songs
15 Mins.

Tovarich Trp
Nicky Tymga 4
Lionel King

Bijou

M

Sc

O'FarreU Co

-

Ferrer have been discussing the plan
with stars and others and, at least
mentally, casting a permanent company and figuring out possible
star-and-play combinations.
They
are to see Helen Hayes later this
week and plan to talk to Katharine
Cornell and Guthrie McClintic,

and

others.

Konyot

LEICESTER

Palace (S) 14
Cyril I>evis

Dorothy

Ross

C Davidson O

Royal UM)

Jilla

Webb

Continued from page

Co

Annette
Leslie Sarony

& Kama

Empire (S) 14
Donald Peers
Morris dc .Cowley

,

Maxan

MacDonald

Graham

&

Chikolas

be made now than in 1946, which
was a record year for the majority

CITY

of the nation's boxoffices.

High grossing

Jack Gansei't

Banks

run were

Sextet

Dave Martin Ore
Casino Rust*
Emile Boreo
S.

Wojiekowska

Constance

Sandler Or*
Alvarez Mera

1

Melodic

Diamond, HorMiKoe
Al B^mi*

Chico

Rosita Rios

Oamlron

ton Berle, figuring that television
has sparkplugged considerable interest in the comic.

The recently completed Hope
tour grossed far more than his 194ft
jaunt which nabbed $480,000, indicating to the percenters that; with
proper attractions, more coin can

Bills

Billy

1

wide tour of one-nighters is racking up extremely profitable grosses,
according to Music Corp. of Araer*
ica, which booked the tour.
The William Morris agency is
considering an arena tour for Mil-

.

Dorbes.-& Barrie

Les Breatoa
Billy

&

Cliapuseaux
Tina Ramirez
Los Guaracheros
Vizcaino Ore
Hotel St Merits

Erwin Kent Ore
Hotel St Regis
Julie Wilson

& Cepito
M ShaW Ore:

Laszio

Hotel

Ignaclo Sola

Jimmy. Ames

Hope's Take

14

Juenger Ballet Line

Daphine Hellman
George Kreisler
Freddy Caya
Jean Rose
Syd Strange Ors
Cafe Society
Jack Gilford

Silver Frolics
Sylvia Froos

Frolic I-oveiies (4)
Bud Prentice Ore

PORTSMOUTH
Buster Shaver
Keefte Bros &

Jose Ponicre
Blue Angel
Kay Ballard

Larkin 8

W

(11)

Harry Hall
Kirby Hawks

2 Dancettes

H

Ellis

Blackstone
Florence Desmond
D LaSalle Ore (B)
Vine Gardens
Bobby Shelton
June Burnett
Bob Norrls
& J Brown
Nelson Sc O'Day

Sherman Hotel
Ruth Ann Koestua
Blossom Lee

Hutch

Rhythm Boys Choral

Chris Alexander
Roger Price

(10)'

Joan Rhodes
Dctrdy

Dea Carroll

Martha, Davis
Brevoort

'

O

Eiroy

NEW YORK
Delta

Barclay Allen
Evelyn Knight
M Abbott Dcrs

McCarthy Sc Fan-eU
Landre St Verna
,

Dorben Dncrs (10)
J Rodrlquez Ore

14

<(M)

John Vree Co
Bob Andrews

Cabaret

Basalcll*

Manuel Del Toro
Elwood Carl
Palmer House

(S)

Empire

Tables Davis
Al Carthy

SHEPHERDS BUSH
14

Carol

Sc

B

P

;

Wanamaker and

(S)

Harry Lester Co
Chris Sands

of:

"Fancy," On the basis of Ferrer's
repertory experience last season
at the City Center, N. Y., and
Aldrich's association two seasons
ago with the Broadway. engagement of the Old Vic Theatre company of London, they .worked out
tentative budgets and plans. The
three have also studied the history of the unsuccessful American
Repertory Theatre and other rep
attempts of the last few years,
to try to avoid repeating previous
mistakes.

Penthouse Club, N. Y.
Peggy McCoy is a. pert novelty
songstress with sophisticated madesigned for class intime
In a small-sized room such
as the Penthouse Club, she can
sell her stutT with suggestive winks
and low-key vocal inflections that
project her double-euteudres with- Walter Huston
terial
spots;

Empire

Jeannie. Sook
Charles & Lucille
Jerry Rehfield
-

Mary SmaU

Alias
Pippl

"Turk

BUI Keefe

Jack Soo

Krandon

Michael

Bog

NOTTINGHAM

Marian Pola

&
HACKNEY

Mills Sis

Skating Blvdears

Tabu

Max WaU

Bobbie Kimber

•lean Arlen
Meryl Baxter

:

MUo

Chez Pars*
Joey Bishop
J Cole Dancers

two

approached -Aldrich, co-producer

Since then,

,

the

,

Jr

Joe Isbell
Joe DeSalvo Ora

Tito Coral

.

GLASGOW

Empire (M) 14
Conrad^s Pigeons

Phyllis Myles

Tommy .ITraynor.^
Neil Rose

The- Maximes <2>
Charles &' Janet

Heltlngs

Marquis

Morris
Randle Sutton
Talbot & O'FarreU
Billy Danvers

.Lily

-

reed, three

PARK

Empire (M) 14
H. EUiott

-

Chandler Ore
H Edgewater Beach
Henry Brandon Ore
Carlos & Linda
Mary Ann Fedel*
Preston liantbart
D Hild Dancers (13)

V Julian Pets
Raydlni

.

Hotel Stevens
Frankie Masters O

Tony Sheele
Fr.mkie Hylo

Amazing Fogel
Collison & Brcen

Prentiss

Bill Snyder Ore
John Krlza
Honey Dreamers

Adams

Billy

Jerry Tapps

Betty

Ed

-

Harvey Crawford
Hotel Bitmark

Nino

'

'It

BBITAER
EDINBURGH
Empire (M) 14
Gold & Cordell
Josc{ Locke

FINSBURY

;

Dorothy Shay
EmU Coleman Or*
Mischa Borr Ore

Buddy Lewis

.

.

.;.

(I)

MiUindef Ore
Memphis Slim 5
Sed Miller 3
Noble 3
I.

,

!

Waldorf-Astoria

CHICAGO

17

(L)

Lathrop Se Lee
Marion Carter
.

in*

Allen & Nobles ,
'v
hos Gates
Patterson & Jack'sn
The 2 Chords

B Lloyd &

Ghitisson 3

Blackhawk
Lee Marx

WASHINGTON

Susan Miller
Martin Bros

I

C Williams

Art Kasscl Oro
Jill

Hermine
McFarland & Brown
Neat Stanley
Herminc's Midgets

- -State -(l)_1»-J0

Sid stone

.-

'

Irene Williams

Wally Cox

Gloria Hart
:

SPRINGFIELD

Rudy Vallee

XWR)

::

m

Line

Versailles
,

Paddy Wing
Noro Morales Ore
Jose CurbeUo Ore

Court Sq (I) 17-20
Jordan & Parvis

HARTFORD

KINGSTON

;

*

George Uliner
Bob Grant Ore
Panchito Ore
Village Barn
Red Ingle Ore
Freddie Gray
Karon Tedder
Harold Barry
Sinclair Ac Alda
Village Vanguard

Ling

tc

Roost

Spivy
.

Florence Afaft
Shanghai Twins

SPeS

The 2 Chords
B Garlell «c Rose

-

Lester Cote Co
Carl Sand Ore

B'way

Durso Ore

Scotti

Royal

Charlie Ventura
CharUe Parker

T Dameron Ore
Splvy's
Kelly & Keating

'

Frank Marlowd

Al,,

WiUiam

Billy Eckstine
'

'

Congress <WR> 20
only
Allen & Nobles
Los Gates
Patterson Si Jacks'n

17

(I)

Paul & Paulette
Arnle Hartman:

Downey

SlLvriders

Parlow

4c

Barbara Ashley
Webster
& Fon villa
Hotel Ambassador
Fred Oliver Ore
William Adier Ore
Hazel

Clique

Fred Robbins
George Shearing
Copacabana
Green
Cai-1 Ravazza
F & S Barry
Linda LombaHl
Herb George
Paul Godldn

Ming

.

Dillon

U

Chicago (P>
Bros
Nonchalants
Hammond's Birds
Mills

Henry Jerome Ore
No 1 Fifth Ave
Owen St Murray

Latin Quarter
Frank Libuse
Archie Robbins

David NiUo
Maria Kamllova
Steiten-MarteU 8
Elissa Jayne
Ruth Brown
Margot Brandcr
Art' Waner Ore
B Harlow Ore

-

Edison

Hotel

Conn Oro,

Alvares- Ore
China Doll

Excess Bagage Co
Senator Murphy
Clark .& Bailey
Ginny Lowry

:

Castolianos Ore
Hotel Blltmor*
Phil Wayne Ore
Harold Naeel Ore

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Oro
Hotel Warwick
Joso Mells Ore

M
.

Palace tt) 1(-2S
"Goin"- Places"

,

H.-inlon & ClarK
George Conley

-

ROCKFORO

-

11-20,

The St Clairs
Jimmy BurreU

,

Morris Se Ryan
The Pichons
Mischa Auer

.

Eddie Stone Ore

;

Mitzi

-,

Oxford (WR) 21
only
Martez & Lucia.
Terry Bennett

ao-23

The Freddys
Eleanor- Bowers

-

Argueso Ore
Hotel Belmont-Plaza

Ames Bros
Viola Layne
R & B Pickert

'

PLAINFIELD

Sc

Mildred Ray Lino
Quintero Ore

,

Mastbaum
Danny Kaye

:

17-lf

Gvslyn

Danny CEang
Pat Rooney Jr
The Fantinos

P &

,

3 D's
-

May
-(I):

Sc

-

Roy Douglas

Scott

Siatk

Rose

Ann Oakland CO

,

Dinah Washington
Luis BusseU Ore

King

&

Carletl

PHILADELPHIA

Carman (l> 17
Honey Murray

The Albins

Harris

.

'

Frankie Carle Ore

Morgan

AMBOY

PERTH

BALTIMORE

The Ravens

;

1«
Maiestit (WR)
only
Allen
Nobles
Los Gates
Patterson & Jacks'n
The 2 Chords

Sis

Chris Cross Ore

Hippodrome

.Irving

'

Shooting. MansKelds

Bob Sweeney
Geo Mann

Royal

.

Alicia
Castro Sis

De

Joe LaPorte Ore
D'Aquila- Ore
Hotel. Savoy -Plau
L
Roberts

Mslestic (I) 18-2g
Koliette & Marie

3

Havina'Madrld

Cuban Diamonds
Roberto

Smaro

Bella

PATERSON

Jack. Carson

Benson

Nanette

.

Georgia Gibbs
Strand (W) II

Norman Paris.
Julius Monk

.

Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks
Jackie PbiUipa

:

Winton & Diane
Guy Marks

Calvin Jackson
Dunhills

Emerald

17

(I)

Bob Russell
Gloria Elwood

4 Step Bros
DeC-istro Sis

Kirkwood

Carewes &
O'Connor.
Boyd Heath
S & B Stevens
Shepard Line

Sanborn Co

-

&

Goodman

3 Riffs
.Mike Brown

Ethel SheU

Corps de Ballet
Sym Ore

L* Perroquet
Hugh Shannon
Marvin Raymer
Le Ruban Bleu
Bibi d^terwaid.

Jean Nelson
Stanley Melba Ore
Ralph Lane Ore
Leon & Eddie's
Eddie Davis

Mischa AiUer'

Rocltettes

Roxy

Mark Monte Ore
Payson Re Ore

only
Martez & Lucia
Terry Bennett

Paul WinchcH:
Jean Gibbons
Florence Hin-Low
Robert Haydcn.
Jean Letourueau

Danny Kaye

Leo Reisman Ore

Paramount (WR) 22

17

G & F

.

-

LONG

CITY

(L)

Charlie Spivak Ore
'Dave Apollon
3 Swifts-

:

.

1949

16,

St.

cities on Hope's
Louis where he did

$33,000; Boston, $32,000; Miami«
$27,000, and Kansas City, $26,000.
In addition, Hope broke many personal appearance and attendance
records in most of the towns Where

he played.
In addition to the grosses, Hope's
trip picked up $20,000 through the
Brochure cost
sale of programs.
around $5,000 to put out, more
than half of which was payed for

by ads from Chesterfield and Paramount. About 50,000 books wei-e
Yorker printed but that amount was insulficlent to last the entire tour. AH

RoQMveit

Guy Lombardo
Hotel

G

,

New

Benedict Ore

Revue

Ice

Hotel Slafler
Totty Pastor Ore
^ Hotel
Oncle Field*

Pim
.

I

)

.

profits of the

Hope

f:'"V:-:";;:Vf

accrueil to

program

since his
did th« Belling.

own

t'Y'i::,''';''

organization

^
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Persian Room,

Y.

IV.

(HOTEL PLAZA)

NIGHT CLUB RBVIBWS

she's on tho Ameche drumming
trade, refreshing and renewing

acquaintances,
Gracie Fields, Z>eo 'Reuman Franco American
Orch, Morfc Monte's Continentals; and generally insuring a turnout
that- makes her the saloonkeeper's
$2 and $2.50 covxiert.
delight
Furthermore, her table
personality in closeup is even more
Gracie Fields is another exam- compelling than on the cafe floor.
ple of wtiat those 'seasoned showShe knows 50%: of her audience
men and women have which the and possibly 85% of the ringsiders,
haven't,
and and those she doesn't know she
come-video-latelys
makes it her business to charm.
can't acquire excepting with ex- She carries with her. a portable
perience. The British thrush takes art gallery of 115: paintings, all of
command of the Persian; Booni in Suzy Solidor.
It's a new kind of lobby bally for
a manner which impresses her as
surefire in the saloon circuits as an artist, and in itself an artistic
she has been in the varieties, coUt ballyhoo that's undeniable^ The
cert, etc., in all English-speaking Versailles, which has' latterly added a clever table magico in Dr.
(and some non-) countries.
and also a couple of WVNJ
Warm, even more personable Jaks
all'nite disk jockeys in Tedd Lawthan, ever, with a very., becoming
plans doing
braided coif,: and. canny in her rence and Vi Prosser,
a regular WPIX video pickup, with
song salesmanshipi Miss Fields
N. 'y. Daily News columnist Dan^
reels oil a cavalcade of oldies and
ton Walker as emcee. The art gal
newies. She brightly intersperses
lery alonTisVund to be a terrific
them' with :some good-humored
builder-upper for the boite.
gags, most of them fresh and,
Nick & Arnold's bistro has been
hence: punchy. Her song cycle embraces musicomedy excerpts like French-happy for two years and
"Green-Up Time," "Here I'll Stay," clicking all the time; from Edith
and "My Darling," pops like "A Piaf to Georges Ulmer, and now
reprising
Miss Solidor. Next comes
Little -Bird," "Put Your Shoes
On, Baby," "Galway Bay," "Now Is Yves Montand, French juve, March
the
Hour" and "MacNamara's 9, first time in America. Gallic or
Bob Grant gives but
otherwise*"
Band," special dialectic material of
a Spanish or Italo vintage, salutes with his tiptbp terp tunes, as does,
to the Irish, the inevitable "Wal- Panchito's rhiimbaists. Tariff is a
Abel.
ter,
Walter"
(she
successfully $4-$5 minimum;
ducked "Biggest Aspidastra") and
withal unreels a strong 45-minute
Vine Gardens, Chi
songalog that clicks all the way.
Chicago, Feb. 9.
She knows just when to cut it
Walter JVelson & Dannj; O'Day,
short,
leaving
them pleasantly
Bobby Shelton Sc June Burnett)
hungry.
The Persian Room's idea of one Bob Morris, Wolter & Jean Brovm^
Poncho combo
Cole
Orch
(4),
name and the expert dansapation Mel
by the veteran Leo Reis'man and (4); $2.50 minimum.
the equally okay relief band, Mark
Monte's combo, makes for a brisk
This is the first new show here
lineup.
Business
good;
maitre in almost a^ year, and the Vine
d' Fred at the ropes is a busy gent seems to be having a difficult time
with the reservations, and appar-' finding a sesame to long run and
ently this well-established room is packed
houses of comic Joey
successfully ducking the recession Bishop, who just checked out.
talk,
Abel.
Walter and Jean Brown, 'open
with pretty much standard ball.

Miamt Beach

Miami Beach, Feb.

13.

Gioe

BaXmtora

Hildesforde,

director of entertainment, in addir
tion to which he. paces the orch.
He handles the job weU on all

Jvixs Lande Orch.,
milian Bergere OrcK Pre

Dinner $10.00,

CotAoii Club,

This swank spot came to life
week with the debut of Hilde<
garde and resultant turnout of the
top trade she always attracts, and
which, for a room of this type is
"must':' of the operation is to click.
And in a 65-minute stint that included a complete range of ballads,
specials, ringside biz and noteworthy 8B-keying with Salvatore
Gioe aiding, she wrapped up for

Count Basie Orch

this

Bros.

Stump & Stumpy,

(3),

I

Peacock Court,

S. F.

(MARK HOPKINS HOTEL)
San Francisco, Feb. 8.
Patti Moore & Ben
/ac/c- Fisher Ofch
(13);

Lmy,

Cower, $1.50, $2.

The refurbished routine of Ben
Blue, Patti Moore and Ben Lessy,
with accent on cleaned-up comedy,
paying off with impact in: the
plushy Peacock Court of the Mark
Hopkins, which is doing the "best
business in recent months. While
there is still some sly stuff tangled
up in the song and patter material
of the trio, the SO^minute melange
sums up as highly diverting stuff.
The new song material especially

.is

:

clicks with an

"Oklahoma !" parody

,

.

1

I

:

:

.

Ben Blue,

London

London, Feb. 11.
Bernard Hilda's Orch, Jane UotRaymond Lopez Orch.

gan,

Fixe

]

i

.

\

I

I

'

,

:

;

Ciro's Club,

.

Kahn.

countis.

Max-

Grch.,.

Hollywood Arrival of the first Continental
orchestra in London since 1935 is
Hollywood, Feb. 7.
event of some importance in
(16), Berry
Afo- London's night life. Bernard Hilda,
rie Bryan, 3 Calypso Boys, Creole who has come to Giro's Club from
Beauties Line (12). Produced by JJ'e Club ' des Champs-Elysees in
t^^'s distinction, is
Joe Ziggy Johnson; odmissipn
proving a strong attraction.
$1.20, no cower or minimum;*'
Combination
of
Hilda
with
Fluctuating Hollywood econom- songstress Jane Morgan makes 'a
ics will play a major part in de- firstrate personality team and totermining the success of this new gether they put over a lively and
nitery.
Current
entertaining
conditions
being
show.
They
have
a
a solid hit.
Whether it was the handling of what they are, the outlook isn't wide variety of straight and speoverly optimistic.
But. once the cial numbers, duet together nbatly
a ballad, the kibitzing witli the
ringleaders
(not
played up as word gets around that there's a and also score in solo contribs.
good crop of entertainment at the
Hilda is a slick showman as weB
heavily as in previous appearCotton Club--and at low prices— as an accomplished bandleader.
He
ances) the inevitable bit with the
Stanley opmtidn gets nice assist from Miss Morgan,
roses that trademarks her work or Ih^
J^^}
should find
It easier hoeing.
| who
has plenty of charm and abilthe pianisUcs her s^^^^^^^^^
Certainly there can be nb quar- ity.
tion to that perfect lighting kept
Torrid tunes are admirably prothem entertained, despite the rel with the opening show Stanley
It's
jam-packed vided by the Ramon Lopez samba
length of stint. Add too, a warmth, has assembled.
not noticeable before and you have with entertainment throughout and orchestra, who take over for the
one of the rare performers who, races through a fast 60 minutes dance sets.
Myro.
working alone, can hold and build that keeps the. customers inteiv
^
ested all the way-.
j^;^
j
is more
Cafe Lounge, IV. Y.
Smartly produced by Joe Ziggy
o^tSrstirnwav
bieinway worK
work m
in her
hpr^on
routine tfow, and to good effect, Johnson, the show follows the pat(HOTEL SAVOY-PLA2A)
balancing off as it does the parade tern that made the old N. Yv CotLucille & Eddie Rtfberts, Irving
of American, French and special ton Club famous. It's an all-sepia Conn's Orch (5); $1.50-$2 minishow with the individual talents mum.
m ate r i a 1 songs she essays, cleverly
blended
get
the
to
most
Acomped in most of these keyboardings by Gioe, she tops with out of the package. Nominal draw
Lucille and Eddie Roberts, with
is the Count Basie orch, remainder
a duorversion of "Three Blind
their magic aiid taentalist stuff,
Mice" as it might be written by of acts being not as well known, have been aroUnd for years, and
although all are standard.
the masters; It brings a beg-off.
at the Savoy-Plaza's Cafe Lounge
..
,
r,
Basie s crew, of course, provides they are no less effective
Gioe rates kudoes for his expert
than they
tprn tunes
t,mps and
:.nrt takes
taVps an
an active
a^Mv^ ^^/^
backing of the chantoosey, and for the terp
y^^^^ elsewhere.
the manner in. which he handles part in the show in 'addition to
Eddie Roberts has ah in^ouciarit
the nev/ orch he's assembled to' backing; the other acts. Of the personality that sells the
act imBasie standbysi mammoth Billy
background her thrushing. Lorj/.
'they
mediately
on
're
the
floor,
and:
Rushing and Earl Warren still are
on hand to handle the vocals,, for initially they go through some
t^py sift
]||arine
Ciil
mer on the jump material' and fjf"*'^^*',
^o their mainstay, the men(EDGEWATER BEACH HOTEL) latter on the ballads. Each is good. talism.
l^fP^^^
At this they always seem
Chicago, Feb. 11.
Show gets off to a rolUcking
Tito Coral, Carlos & Linda, with start with a snappy production' amazing no matter how many times
Tabu, Marianne Fedele, Preston number featuring Marie Bryant one has caught them.
With Lucille Roberts blindfoldiMmbert, Hild Starlets (6), Henry (ex "Jump for Joy") whose torrid
Brandon Orch 12 ) $1.20 cover. gyrations are a ready click. She's ed,, her mate saunters around the
room picking out customers' obroom routine, from dreamy stuff
in and out a few more times during
The sprinkling of special music the show, each time earning a jects, and it's unfathomable how
to samba. Heaviest response comes
on their Americanized flamenco. arid a story between acts to pro- hefty response with her material. she's able to guess them without
Bobby Shelton, m.c, gets stronger vide continuity and musical com- Opening show found the amazing. any apparent clues. They're a pa.iy
laughs with mugging than he does edy touch, seems to be the new Berry Bros, spotted in the opening tioularly good act here since, be*
entertainment approach in these act slot, a position that should cause of the room's natural lack of
with the gags.
parts. This spot not only succeeds be changed. It's a sure-fire acro- intimacy, they impart to it the reJimmy Nelson, personable young in
weaving a story into its pres- terp act that would do better in quired warmth as the lone act on
ventre; goes over well with his
entation, but comes up with a live- the closing spot where it would the bill.
dummy partner, Danny O'Day. ly offering that keeps patrons' atIrving Conn's small five-piece
provide a smash windup.
Only.
However, he needs better material; tention,
despite lack of top-salaried
'
..other— change needed-ln-the^show- _Com.b.o _baQtes._the show _and playii
Pair- sings- "Best Things In Life
attractions.
Kahn.
is a tightening of the stint offered w^U for the daiicihg.
Are Free," with good lip control. "Si
Si Senor" concerns itself by the Three Calypso Boys. They're
bit.
After usual cigaret smoking
with an American in search of ro- on for a trio of calypso numbers,
Nelson "walks from table to .table
mance, conveniently docking him each longer than usual but all
singing "That's How Much. I Love
the border during Fie^^^^ good. However, one of the numBrit.
YoS" ^to
cust=s.^ Here time. Latin
beauties dance, sing bers could effectively be dropped.
his technique is noticeably sharp
Continued from page' 1
and make merry, but American
Bob Morris, good looking chap lad finds difficulty in conveying Comedy song and dance routine of
Stump and .Stumpy is spotted just nightly, two-minute exhibition next
with local radio following, exhibits his thoughts in another language.
before the final production number month; <''':'['.,''",
faults of many radio singers-^ A gay interpreter saves the day
and scores solidly.
hanging on to mike and lack of and: love conquers all.
VAP gfenejpal secretary iLewiS
Club, on the site of the defunct
animation. He warbles "Row, Row,
Costuming, lighting effects and
Lee has brdei^ed Ills ijtiembeirs:
Row," "My Darlin'.""I've Got You blackouts are handled in excel- Florentine Gardens, is operating booked for the same bill not to apon a low-price policy; Careful
Under My Skin, ''Whiffenpoof lent fashion, with Preston Lambert booking
will help keep the nut pear and has advised them that
Song," but was at his best with and Marianne Fedele capably duothey would be reimbursed for loss
"Here I'll Stay." His voice and ing romantic chores. Lambert, as low enough to show a profit under
this policy. Present layout, for ex^ of earnings. He declared the exhi-,
phrasing are good, so it's a matter the American, moves a bit too
ample, set boniface Stanley back bition would be degrading and not
of coaching to give him the neces- stiffly at times, detracting from his
around
$6,000--a figure that should in the best interests of vaudeville.
sary polish and animation.
welMrained voice. In duet with be just about the limit for this
And -to stop It, he Would; be preShelton throws a few away be- Miss Fedele, he appears more at operation, at least for the first
pared to enlist the aid- of mahafore being joined by his wife^ June ease and pair register well;
Kop.
six months,
geri^'.orgtglHisiitibns and other tirade
Carlos and Linda are a fiery
Burnett, for two blackouts, "Mr.
unions.
Anthony, '*_ and "The Court Room.'' dance team aided by unique drum
Though slightly blue, act got nice effects by Tabu, their bongo play
^at Tennens, lessee of the theCity, Biiami
er. Highlight of the stint is Carlos'
hand from the audience.
atre, says the VAF is trying; to be
(FOLLOWJJPV "
terping
to
"Bim,
Bam,
Boom,"
dictator, censor and trade unionist
Mel Cole's small unit registers
Miami Beach Ffeb. 13
with
a
glass
of
water
balanced
on
at
the same time. The Lord Chamwell with show. Pancho's rhumba
Frances Faye hasn't' beeii seen
group takes over for the dance sets. his head; Tabu closes routine with hereabouts in several seasons and berlain had no objection, nor had
a bongo solo that gets patrons
-..,•:• ..Don,
the London County Council for the
swaying shoulders, for hefty ap-i the return of the singer-pianist
police.
"If any other artists refuses
makes one wonder why.
plause.
Her broad approach to the pop to appear in the. same bill, I shall
Tito Coral, as the interpreter,!
El Hforocco, Blont'l
iln her special take action for breach of contract,"
is the fine point of the show, with songs, 'the lyrics
Ross & LaPierre, Calvert Sisters,
material
plus
the
slick
keyboardhe
said.
his animated and enthusiastic renLarry Kent, Wally Newman Orch, dering of
Manager of the femme pugilist,
familiar South American ing are as effective as over and
Wally Wanger line (G); cover $2.
A much Micky Wood, says that even if the
tunes. "Babalu" and"Chio-Chio'' aud reaction is solid.
find him swaying his hips, using slimmer gal than when last around, show is cancelled, he won't worry, v
The El Morocco has come up expressive hand motion and bob- she sells wellj with the asides to as there are offers waiting from
the ringsiders howl getters.
She
bing
about;
never
interfering
with
America and France.
with: a revue that's satisfying enhis excellent vocaling. His person- more than holds her own in a -show
tertainment all the way.
ality and voice are definitely sock which commands encores all the
Opening slot has the Calvert Sis- cafe fare.
way.
Peter Lind Hayes and Mary
Henry Brandon's orch backs a
ters, two blonde gals with nifty apHotel
perance and plenty of drive. Teeing difficult show in neat style, gliding Healy, on second viewing impress
through tempo changes with little again as one of the best acts to
Continued from page 1
off with a- jump version of "Blue effort;
Danceables also register play here this season:
The ma^
Skies" they segue into semi-comedy well,
terial is fresh and intelligently renovations In the building, with
Greg.
handled to spark the talents of the the video center on the lower
special on "Maharajah of Magador"
youngsters.
Miss Healy has been floors and the hotel above.
for sock returns. Pace set by team
Cotillion Rodin, M« Y.
Front
given more to do with sock reis maintained by Larry Kent who
(HOTEL ..PIEBBE).;
sults.
Whether it be their im- of that portion of the structure
handles his material well, picks up
(Foilowup)
preshes of radio and recording housing the studios and offices
the yocks for gags that are off the
Larry Storch riemiains an enterwould
be
covered
by
a
giant
specAl..prising young comedian. Here he stars, commentators; the bits about
with an
and clinches
indigo
line
.
,
,
* , V.
J
movie stars and gangster types, or tacular sign.
Jolson takeoff and his impresh of
a particular click because of his
their own invention of characters
o„w'o f.pct
» guy's
Studios, offices and a number
ride.
plane riHp
first nianp
a
ability to overcomc this room's
the
results
are
in
the
show-stop
of video theatres, to make the
Ross and LaPierre take top bill- physical coldness. Any sight perclass.
Jack Cole and his group, structure the most important TV
ing with a solid routine that clicks former is apt to have difficulty
Starting with a carny working the spot because of its too, are enough to topline any cafe focus point in the city, would be of
all the way.
show, with their pitch - building completely modem construction
spiel; Ross breaks into his slick vo- layout
Indo
Japanese
routines
and
the
"Sugar
McCoy's
Storch has a varied comedy rou-'
with air conditioning throughout.
cal interp of Clyde
Blues" and" Spike Jones' "AH I tine, with the mimicries being his topping Harlem tiumber.
Involved in the project; according
Want for Christmas." Presentation forte. His apings show keen judg-! Keith Hall has replaced Georgie to reports, are the Astor Estate,
Tapps in the production spots and
is Clever and refreshing even when ment of the characters, and he has
which ovms the preperty, and HerRoss is kibitzing Miss LaPierre as a neat way of selling 'em. While the young tapster handles himself bert Scheftel, New York real esshe tries to sing something straight. impersonations have long since be- well in this fast company. Tony tate and film man.
Begoff is their Hawaiian routine to come standard equipment,- Storch Bavaar remains to sing the Benny
There were denials yesterday
much applause from satisfied pay- is no mere impersonator with his Davis -Abner Silver tunes in top
fashion, while the Don Arden stag- (Tuesday), by all concerned in the
tremendous talent.
ees.
The show's only other act is ings for the line Is colorful and project, but it has been learned
Newman orch backs
Wally
imaginative. Sammy Kaye and his definitely that a major construction
show neatly and the Wanger line Jean Nelson (New Acts), song- orch
have improved considerably company has been asked to make n
contribs three new terp routines in stress.
Lary.
bid on the .conversion job.
Newt, i Stanley Melbs is the emcee and OA the show oackingi
lavish costumes.
.
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Vauders

:

Items in this brace include
"The Toupe On Top," "Oh, What a
Beautiful City," wliich is pitch for
local kudos, and '-People Will Say
Ifou're a Schmo," which is high
comedy and garners hefty applause.
After opening by trio, spotlight
is turned over to Moore and Lessy,
who offer a smoothly routined
songfest of "Nothing Like an Old
Fashioned Song," "Hillbilly Sabre
Song," and ''Moore and Less,^': a
takeoff on the old Gallagher and
Shean routine; for neat returns.
Blue takes over for comedy patter
and song, "She's Just My Bull," for
more pattycakes. Their "Minuet"
routine scores solidly for closer.
Jack Fisher does excellent job
on backing and for customer
Ted.
dancing;
solid.
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Versailles,
Y.
(FOLLOWUPy
This

is

a return for Suzy Solidor
than a year, so it proves

after less
she's boxoffiee for the Versailles.

Her reengagement further bears out
because of the strong
Gallic-minded contingent she attracts.
Her English improved on
this, h^r second time over, she
adds to her innate showmanship
by setting the themes of each num,ber, and also mixing them up sufficiently well.
Paradoxically, the
Brittany sea songs which go best
for her in her native Paris long
at La Vie Parisienne. and latterly
at her Cafe de I'Opera— are too
French for the average American
that

fact
.

—

customer.

That Miss Solidor performs best
than on is a tribute to her
hostessing. The Versailles mahageMient, long seasoned in the shifting
cycles, likens her to a French
Texas Guinan, and that about tells
off

excepting that the late great
Volsteadian femmecee was also a
compelling on-floor worker. What
lex lacked she supplied with her
young charges as she exhorted the
flfphibition customers to "give this
little girl a great big hand." In
the case of Miss Solidor, her hostIt,

essing prowess lies in her tablenopping and lobby-mixing.
She
Works around the clock; not just
the two ishows dightly. Tlj^t is,
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75G Budget for 'Detective
Kingsley to Get

McGill Honors Massey
Raymond Massey, who returned

Story';

^Way

Payoff

Beckon Skinner

,

"Detective Story," Sidney Kings-f
drama being produced by HowMarian Anderson to Sing
ard Lindsay & Russel Crouse, is
Ahead
budgeted at $75,000, with provision In Europe;
Marian Anderson :\vtll make her
for a one-third overcall. It is currently in rehearsal under the au- first visit since pre-war days to
thor's direction, with Ralph Bell- Europe, when she does a concert
amy and Meg Mundy as the leads. tour there next summer under
Although he isn't billed as coHurolc auspices.
Hurolc left
S.
producer, Kingsley has 35% of the
N. Y. last week for: London to set
producer's share, with li. & C.
up bookings, as well as to comholding only 15%. Those are the
terms originally set by the author plete final arrangements for the
and Leland Hayward, when the lat- initial visit of the Sadler's Wells
Ballet of London to the U. S. next
ter was scheduled to be the profall.
ducer.
Besides his piece: of the
Hurok will bfi^abroad until «nd
producer's share and his author
visiting
Paris,
royalties
(reportedly a straight of this month,
10%), Kingsley gets $5,000 advance Rome, Milan and Scandinavia,
as director, against 2% of' the looking, for new artists and setting
up, tours for his U. S. talent.
.gross.
Sadler's Wells troupe, consisting
Kingsley is billed as sole, author
of the play, but the production con- of 60 dancers, with 15 productions,

Brent, who has finished the dramatization of ''Hanging Judge,"
the Brv.ce Hamilton book which
Massey is Indirect and co^produce
next season with Victor Samrock

Hurok

'

and William

T

_WmdOW

1

|

Sale

I

Hay

1947-48, with

considerable trade coming from,
other townsi particularly Jackson-

Protests in Pitt

and Daytona Beach.

A

factor
ville
in the increased biz this season is

Pittsburgh, Feb. 15.
Final realization last week that
Nixon theatre, town's only legit
site, would have only one more
season to go^Aluminum Co. of

use

the

of the

"block

.

system,"

under which patrons may buy six
$1.80 tickets for $9, to be- used one
at a time, all at once or however

-

J

desired.

.

—

I
nnnv*
LUUUy,

'

Mefs

Set Record

this,

them

however, remains to be seen.
-

On the strength of the greatest
Editorial writers and columnists
Paid Privately;
rave reviews in years, "Death of a all jumped to the gun, hysterically
calling for someone to save legit
Evans JLiiterary Properties, for Salesman," jit the Morosco, N. Y.; here, and then the letters to the
Drive for '49-'50
which the author's sister, May has started Qfjt:.as a. smash of record editor: began pouring in. from:
Drive started by the MetropoliKirshner is nominee and member's proportions.
With the bbxoflice everywhere.
Papers intend to tan Opera last' weekend for $250,of his family are partners.
line clogging the lobby to such an keep the issue alive as long as 000 from, th^ public wjis' a little
startling,- most bf th^ iiiiihey, it's
extent that playgoers are having P°5f^^^^
General feeling seems to be that claimed, to he earmarked for the
trouble getting into the theatre to
there is a million available foft- 1949-50 season. Nothing was said
CHI
attend performances V a
second
ticket window is being built to han- new Pittsburgh Playhouse and an- about the $233,357, deficit incurred
<nnnO'Pt>Pll>pnr
i
other million for outdoor amphi- last season (1947r48), or the ext^e volume of business.
Url rKUoliiulfc
theatre to house just nine weeks of pected deficit of about $250,000 for
Despite the management's un- summer opera, why nothing at ail
Chicago, Feb. 15.
the current (1948^49) season.
Local showmen and civic leaders Precedented move in cutting agency
tf,e theatre itself?
It's learned, however, that the
allotments
in
half
virtually
all
have been unable thus far to make
There's a suspicion, however, in $233,357 loss is being taken care of
^
any apparent headway in efforts to
trade circles that Marcus Heiman currently
l?^\f„
by private, donations
^""^
P"'^!
obtain reversal by Mayor Martin yi!,'l!„'^**..''V"!'
must have; something up his sleeve from certain individuals^ including
exhausted
ti'^H?^®
Kennelly of the police ban on an
for Pittsburgh since it's inCDnqeiv- some members of the Met board.
^^^f
engagement of "The Respectful \hi-ough April. Producers Kermit able that he, as head of United
Ugg^on ^^y the present season's
and Walter .Fried Bookingoffic_e^ \VQuld have
_,_EEOstitute!'.;lieEe. LeonJ)fispres,_at- Bloomgarden
^^^^^
needs, aren't apparently
torney representing the American haven't even-attempted-to estim-ate- Nixon-TRe own'ed it with Tony.^ejng
anticipated is that the drive
Civil Liberties Union, has an ap- the advance sale, but mail orders Conforti— unless
there
was a
fi^st move in a long-range plan,
pointment with Kennelly today have swamped the office. The ad- chance of a local outlet for his ^^-^^^
immediate needs being passed
(Tiies.), but Sam Gerson, Shubert vance was figured at around $250,- during show.s.
With Pittsburgh, over for the moment.
theatre representative here, has 000 prior to the opening last Thursa two-week stand, out of the
Met board has felt for Some time
been unable to reach the police aay nignt iioh;
picture as well as Washington,
The broker allotment has been where National has become a filmit^'^t a long-range plan ts critically
commissioner, who issued the ban.
cut
from
tickets
.220
to
110
per
house,
UBO attractions would, be needed, to decide which way opera
Nearly 1,200 people, including
in general, and the Met in particur
performance
"through
March
5.
in
a
sorry
full
way
for
routes,
professional and civic leaders, atAs for Cohforti, vetei:Sn restau^ lar, is going to go. Paramount
tended the protest meeting last Beginning March 7 and through
question to be decided is whether
Tuesday night (8) ih Mandell Hall, April 9 the normal quota will be rateur whose Nixon. Cafe underUniv. of Chicago, where members restored. However, beginning April neath the theatre has been a local to stick to the present outmoded
of the original New York cast of 11- and every fifth week thereafter, institution for more than quarter ptl\ st- house and remodel it, or
opera house. Time is
all seats will be withheld from the of a century, he expects to put in a i''"''^ »
"Prostitute
read scenes from the
to study the situation beJean-Paul Sartre drama. After a agencies and will be used to fill bid with Aluminum Co. for space
to continue his operation in the] cause of the factors involved. A
speech by Marc Connelly, repre- mail orders.
If that deal falls i"^^ house would mean new sets,
Several aspects of "Sale.sman" new structure.
senting legit theatre groups opposing censorship, those present are analogous to the previous Ar- through, he says he'll retire. Con- costumes, other unexpected outlays,
Thus, part of the 250G to be
signed a petition to Mayor Ken- thur Miller hit, "All My Sons," forti, following his purchase' of
building with Heiman, raised publicly will go towards a
nelly .stating that the play is not which won the
Critics'
Circle theatre
"obscene or immoral," as police prize of 1946-47. Both plays dealt also put up a new cocktail room' on detailed study on whether the Met
rehabilitate' its
with the relationship between a fa- the street level at a cost of around should
present
have charged.
house or build a new one. Most of
A resolution-, adopted by thel ther and his two sons, and in each $175,000.
the money will be. used to give
case the latter were Bisillusioned
gathering, urges "that any censor
with
Edward
their
Johnson
parent.
In
both
ina
sort
of
sendoff
ship of plays be effected only by
Longhair Shorts
when he retires end of next season
action of the whole community, stances, director Elia Kazan worked
either by force of public opinion or closely with the author .on the
Brenda Lewis, who sang one of after 15 years as general manager,
script
the
money
and
then
had
hand
in:
going
to
a
armount
two
imthrough properly constituted courts
leads in mu.sic-drama "Rape of
ranging the production. Fried was Lucretia" recently at Ziegfeld, portant new productions and sevand juriesi"
associated in both presentations, N.: Y,, will be co-soloist with Fred- eral revivals.
the previous time with Harold erick Jagcl at Mt. Vernon SymMetropolitan Opera
_
Guild
_
_ will
Glurman.
Arthur Kennedy has phony Society concert Saturday handle the 250G fund-raising cam
'Starfish' in Tryout;
played one of the sons in both (19) in Mt. Vernon, N._ Y., con-;paign.
Mrs. August Belmont
plays (in the former, the other son ducted by Simon Asen. She'll also Guild's founder and prez emeritus,
Arbor to
had been killed before the cur- be soloist with the Brooklyn (N. Y.) stated Saturday (12) that $40,000
Symphony March 16, and One of
tain-rose).
Seattle, Feb. 15.
had already been subscribed pri
soloists
with Kan.sas City PhilThe Purple Starfish," new play
harmonic in Beethoven's Ninth vately before public announcement
by Bill Noble with an amusement -n
was made. It's likely that more
i
*
t»
j
Symphony March 1-2.
pier locale, will be tested March BrOItlley to Produce
Stella
Roman, Met dramatic than the 250G needed will be
97^April 9 by George Savage's Tryraised.
The Met has had three "^vHosoprano, has signed a contract with
Actor's
out theatre here. Jerry Van Steeneach
„ t.^^o"*
Huro^" "''"Tarmll^^^^wovotna, u,. '^"ves for„ funds before,
,>
Harald
Bromley, co-producer of „,"'_™"™j,
bergen will direct.
currently in her 10th season at the l'™^ K^'^S well over the goal,
Author"k"a" ""wmnr
'"^^'^ H„i.
Hollywood the" touHn?"edition of '"©"iirstress
In 1932, it sought $300 000. In
will return to Salz-!
l^lfj^!^''"^,
enart'
e a «e^^^^
scenarist.
^o'"
'^''st time in 11 years 1940, it asked for $1,000,000 to buy
tftled comedv^'by "Ronald" Alexan^ ^^^^
She will sing in per- the theatre property from the
der an actor in "Light Uo the
Ann. Arbor Resumes
tormanccs of "Der Rosenkavalier." stockholders. In 1944, it sought
Sky'," at the Rovale, N Y. He inAnn Arbor, Feb. 15.
$300,000. Each time the drive went
The Ann Arbor drama festival, tends to put the play into reway over. The 1940 drive went
Yale Nixes Al Fresco
presented every spring from 1938 heansal as soon as. possible, No
over the million mark by an addithrough 1942, will be revived this director or actors are set.
New Haven, Feb. 15.
tional $400,000. The $300,000 drive
year with Valentine Windt, drama
Production will be budgeted at
An attempt to furnish al fresco in 1944 went over the mark by an
director of Michigan Univ. again $30,000, including a tryout tour.
musicale for thi: community came additional $50,000
in charge. As formerly, there will
a-cropper when Yale authorities
be a professional company with
thumbed down use of one of the
_
Legal title to "Detective Story,'
like all Kingsley scripts, is held by

.

of which Breen is executive-secretary, is not associated in the pcoi-:
ect.

250G

Previous "Hamlet" appearances
at Elsinore have been made by
Laurence Olivier and John Gielgud, and it's understood that a
French actor is to' be invited to
play the part there next summer.. ;:
'

,

,

,

i

i

'

AUTHORITIES SHY
n u

AM

.

.

Policy has stimulated
America will start wrecking it in group attendance by organizations.
mid'^lQSO and put up 30-story ofSpot is operated by Patricia
fice building
brought a flood of Dutton and ;Jane: O'Connor.
editorial comment in the local
dailies as well as a hundreds of
protests
from private citizens.
'48-^49 $233,357
Whether anything will come of Ml

Uatte

iHWUC

1

evaluate, the Government accepts
as statedi

signed the Barter productioni will'
do the scenery. Broadway pro-'
ducer Blevins Davis will present.
After the Elsinore engagement,
the troupe may go to Germany to
do the play before soldier audi^
ences. The idea Is also to present
the Barter production of John.
Patrick's
"The
Hasty
Heart,"
which is currently touring in repertory with "Hamlet," w^th members
of the same company appearing in
both shows.
At the invitation of>the Danish
National Open Air Stage, thetroupe will arrive June 10 in Copenhagen, with the "Hamlet" engagement starting June 17 and extending through June 28, unless
bad weather forces the postpone-,
ment of some performances. Karson will go over ahead to inspect:
the courtyard of Kronberg castle
and design the production, which
will be built by Danes. The Amer-,
lean National Theatre &, Academy,

Subscriptions for the season are

up about 15% over

—

,

Hood Of

Queen
plays Hamlet

,

on Broadway as "Jason"),
Arthur Miller's "All My Sons,"
"Madame Is Served," by Joseph
Grenzeback; C. Lawton Campbell's
"The Bachelor Queen," guest-starring Edith Atwater, and "Throng
o' Scarlet," by Vivian Connell.

Nixon's Last Call

]

I

Last Season

(seen

tracts are understood to list his is due to open its TJ. S. tour.^with
actress-wife, Madge Evans, as co- a threerweek engagement at the
author.
That is believed to be a N. Y. Met Opera House Oct. 9.
fairly common practice with hus;

band-and«wife author combinations (n I
r ill* J
and presumably has tax and otlier daleSmail
legal advantages. Because the actual contribution by each member
lame TnOatro
of such a partnership may be tenuous and virtually impossible to

Lane Trade

Augustine, Fla., Feb. 15.
The Artillery Lane: Playhouse
recently opened its fourth Equity
"Anna Christie."
with
season
Other bills Include Samson Raph-

-

who

in the Barter Theatre's touring production of the Shakespeare drama,
will portray the Dane this summer
at Elsinore, the actual locale of the
play.
Cornelia Otis Skinner is
being sought for the role of the
Queen, and a name actress will
probably play Ophelia. Breen will
direct and Nat KarsoHi who de-

St.

Fieldsi:

to Portray
Robert Breen,

15% Over

:

Brings

194^

Breen s Barter Dane to Elsjnore;

from tha Coast over the weekend
after completing "Roseanna McCoy" for Samuel Goldwyn, leaves
tomorrow (Thur.) for Montreal,
where he will receive an honorary
degree from McGill Univ,
He's due back Tuesday (22) in
New York to confer with Rdmney Artillery

ley

I

Omaha Playgoers To

'

Commute

i

'

,

Extension

'

i

I

i

|

i

i

i

|

;

i

'

,

1

and hotel room included.
For $60 he can have the same
trip via Pullman", and for $73,85
the same setup functions via air.
Deal has so 'far been made 'With
_ _
^
j "Mister Roberts"
^
"Harvey" and "Finian's Rainbow."
It's first time such a thing has
been tried here. Initial interest
seems healthy.
ticket

1

j

.

Travel Sei-vice
is
expected to stimulate attendance from here, at Chicago's legi*timatc -theatres— L-Harry Schsdd.
who conducts the travel service,
has made a deal with railroads
and air lines, as well as theatres.
For $41.70 a theatre-hungry
Omahan may have a roundtrip to
Chicago by rail with his theatre

'

"

to Chicago
Omaha, Feb. 15.
and enlargement of

Omaha Greeter

the

'

I

In other words, seats for these
Chicago shows are now on sale in

i

downtown Omaha.

i

j

!

Recent failure of "The
Sly Corner" involved a
$43,000, including $3,379

New Comedy

,

'

!

sX

"

•

•

,

'

"3"

'

i

j

i

;

'

Season opens
through June 11.

May

Ki||

guests.

9 and runs

—

fnr
*"*

„
N Y
**

Assemblyman

.

.VafA Thpafrp
ineaire
^^^^^

Albany, Feb. 15.
Michael H, (Mickey) Wren, who
Philip Schupler, has
promoted sports shows at the
local arena, planned to ofii'er a
series of operettas next summer,
with "Desert Song" as a tentative
teeoff.
Idea was conked with a
verbal bungstarter from the Eli
Board of Regents, whose members
decided to stick to a tradition
which precludes use of the college stadia for such a purpose.

Brooklyn Democrat, has reintroduced a bill establishing in the
15.
The St. Michael's college play- State Education Department a state
house here Will reopen June 28 theatre, to be located in New York
^'ty,
for presenting dramas, recifor its strawhat season and will
play through Aug. 20 with an tals, musicals, operas, plays and
isimilar artistic performances.
Equity company.
Henry Fairbanks will again he
Appropriation would be $1,500-

Reopening
Winooski Park, Vt, Feb.
Vit.

i

i

i

«xecuti,ve director.

1

000.

university's outdoor athletic plants
as a site for the venture.

Shows
"Anybody
Holden.
"Detective
Crouse.

in Reheai'sal

Home".
Story"

—

&

Sabi'n-

.

"I Know My Love"— Theatre
Guild.
"Ivy Green"— Hall Shelton.
"South Pacific"
Rodgers tt
Hammcrsttin, in association with

—

Hayward

&

Logan.

.

P'"'"'"*^*^"
^?}\
of "The Ivy ^S^il";"
Green"
v . Mae
West's impromptu curtain speech
opening night has been edited,
and she's making it after every

performance of "Diamond Lil"
Backers of "Light Up the Sky"
have repaid half their $75,000 investment, and the rest is in the
till Joseph M. Hyman is figuring on a $75,000 budget for his
fall production of Edward Chodorov's "Senor Chicago."
.

.

.

.

Gilbert Miller will make his acting "comeback" as the waiter in
a scene from "Oscar Wilde," with

Robert Morlcy and John Buckmaster,
fit

"ANTA Album"

for the

March 6

bene-

at the Ziegfeld, N. Y.

Louis Calhern will m.c, the show
Judith Anderson will probably
.

.

bring "Medea" to the City Center,
N. Y., before Maurice Evans armunicipally-operated
a^ pop-price engagement

rives at the

house for

"Man and Superman"
George Sanders will take over the
male lead in "Edward, My Son,'
at the Martin Beck, N. Y., when
Robert Morley returns to England.
in

"Emerald Staircase"—Lee
son.--

'

.

Phyllis

— Lindsay

of
pro-

loss

of

.

Resume

'

Shop at

ducer Gant Gaither's own coin
.
Joan Copcland, ingenue of "Detective Story,'' is a sister of Arthur Miller, author of ''Death of a
Salesman."
She was previously
understudy in "How I Wonder"
Harold Kussell .is general man-

,

Broadway and Hollywood

;

.

]

.

OAN

Ann

::
'

.

He'll

and
.

.

.

join

.

•

the company April 25

under contract until Oct. 22
Joan Tetzel leaves the cast of
(Continued on page 60)
is

.

,

:

;

W0fbu>adtty,

Febmapy

16,
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COMEBACK FIGHT FOR LEGIT
love

Life'

Earns Back $43

Sherwood

<

Hart Financing

Berlin,

I

Pays 20G on 200G Investment

ON WIDE

"Love Life," Kurt Weill-Alanf*
Jay Lerner musical at the 46th
Jane
Street, N. Y., has earned back
about $43,000 of Its $200,000 investment, Backers have been paid
$20,000 and there is a reserve of
nearly $23,000. Show's actual production cost was almost $183,000,
Including $16,000 loss on the tryThe earnings include
out tour.
$2,500 from sheet music royalties.
Company operating expense for
-the Cheryl Crawfbtd production
runs around $12,500, plus the theatre rental of 30% of the gross (at
the present b;o. pace). That includes over $7,000 for cast, upwards of $4,000 for stagehands
and musicians and a trifle under
$1,400 author royalties (which have
been cut from 12% to 4i/4%, plus
$150).

she'll

producer

get;

Cheryl

since

both

Crawford

and

-it,

•

.

Blitzstein favor her. Helen Tamiris is practically set to do the
,-

choreography.

•

Music-drama

is planned to go
rehearsal in August, with
Robert Lewis directing and Horace

into

Armistead doing the'setSi

-

erating costs.

Saroyan's 'Don't Go'
Tees Off

New Deal For

.

Considered
individually,
the
different developments might not
mean much. But viewed as related parts of a broad; picture they
constitute .the ./most encouraging
sign on the theatre horizon in
many years:
Some of the hopeful signs include:
,

Todd

2.

•

'50

New Haven

The

Hollywood^ Feb, 15.
Casting starts this week for
"Don't Go Away Mad," William
Saroyan play, which will be worldpreemed by the Circle Players
March 26 to tee off local legit
the
at
group's new operation

:

Duncan

rs

:

N.Y.,

_

Michael Kanin; co-producer with
Aldrich & Myers, is talking to several femme stars on the Coast
about taking over the "Fancy"
lead for "the balance "of the Broadway run and the subsequent tour.
Apparently there's little chance of
Irene Dunne doing so, as she's re-

1

:

:

'

;

cestry.
Eddie Albert and Mary
McCarthy are set for other lead^ing roles.
Jerome Robbins Wilt

stage the dances and Oliver Smith;
will design the scenery.
Sherwood and Hart have gone to
the latter's place at New Hope, Pa.,
to complete the show's bookt and
Berlin left yesterday (Tues.) for
his_place inJthe-.Catskills-lo write?five more songs.

:

'

a try?

George S. Kaufman and possibly
others with whom he's usually
associated in financing deals;
With Allyn McLerie unable to
get out of her featured ;part ini
"Where's Charley?" at the St,
James, N. Y., to take the title role
in "Miss Liberty," someone else is
being sought for the assignment;
The part doesn't require a French
accent, but should be played by
someone who could give the impression: of being of French an-

Madeleine Carroll Is now figured
a virtual certainty to quit the starring role of "Goodbye, My.Fancy,"
at the Fulton, N. Y., as Of July 1,
but her plans for next season are
indefinite. She'd like to"do anoth^
er Broadway play, but if nothing
suitable comes along she may go
to Hollywood.
She'll spend the
summer in Europe, including a
visit with' her family in England.

i

May, after

:

'Goodbye' July 1

.

in

:

railroad's

Show Train experiment, which will
be used March 1 to bring Connec-

sometime

out tour.
Berlin will keep his entire onethird slice of the production, but
Sherwood is expected to share his
one-third interest with the. Play-'
Wrights' Co., of which he is a mem-,;
berj and. Hart will probably farm';
out parts of his third to his brother^
Bernard Hart, Joseph M. llyman,

M. Carroll Out Of

new

Australian rights to "Harvey" ticut playgoers to a performance of
were bought last week in N. Y. "The Silver Whistle," at the Biltby J. C. Williamson Theatres more, N. y.
3. The .National
Light. Opera
through its N. Y. rep, Dorothy
Stewart.
Comedy is planned for Festival) a subscription plan being
production in February, or March organized by Russell Lewis &
of 1950 in Melbourne, following Howard Young, with Music .Corp.
run of "Edward, My Son," starring of America for touring operettas.
4. The Dramatists
Guild comRobert Morley. Either an American or Britisher will play the El- mittee, under the chairmanship of
wood P. Dowd lead role, but none Kurt Weill, which is considering
.loe
has been chosen yet.
E. practical, immediate- methods, of
Brown, now touring in "Harvey" reducing theatre costs and willhere, turned down a bid for the next study long range moves to
expand legit in New York and on
role.

i

$200,000,
$250,000,

to.

Service, on his way out.
Mar.iorie Lawrence, Met soprano
who is a native Australian, has
also been set for a tour through
Tait's N. Y. rep, Dorothy Stewart,
She'll do 60 concerts, starting May
26 in Melbourne. En route, she'll
also do four concerts in Honolulu.

:

to build

Repeat Aussie

or possibly as high as
marks the iirst time Berlin has been associated in a proTait management (division of J. C. duction since he and the late Sam
beginning
Harris
H.
did the old "Music Box
Williamson Theatres),
in New Zealand June 7. He'll do Revues." It will go into rehearsal
some recitals in Honolulu, under about April 1 under Hart's direcf
management ot' Honolulu Artists tion and is slated for the Imperialyy

1. The Show-of-the-Month Club,
which is combining the 'Theatre
Guild subscription idea and the
Book-of-the-Month Club setup in

move

to

returning
Australia and New Zealand for his
second concert tour under J, & N.

'

Coast Circlers Players

"Miss
Liberty,"
forthcoming
Robert E. Sherwood-Irving Berlin
musical comedy, will be financed
by co-producers Sherwood, Berlin:
and Moss Hart, largely with their,
own coin. Show, expected to cost /

Tour; Lawrence Also Set

.

a fast-growing
audiences.

For Aussie in

Duncan

;

'Harvey' Skedded

^^^^

^^^^

''

.

:

,

Gross for recent weeks has been
$26,000 or less, with last week's
take slipping below $24,000. How^
ever, a determined effort is being
made to continue the run, and the
theatre management is said to be
playing along; No other musical is
0n the horizon for the house.

FRQKIll

By HOBE MORRISON

Pickens Mulled
Legit is beginning to put up a
comeback fight. On various fronts,
For Toxes' Musical imaginative and bold steps are
With Rise Stevens bowed out as being taken to halt the steady
proposed lead for Marc Blitzstein's shrinkage of theatre audiences,
musical version of Lillian Hell- particularly on the road, by atman's "The Little Foxes," interest tracting new patrons and; holding
old ones, and to reverse the conis centered again on Jane Pickens
tinued rise of production and opfor the role. Thfere^s strong possibility

'^^^ ^^^^y

*'EdwardjltWill open.:Da»jLUjad£E_ the road.
next Sept. 15 and play Aussie and ^5. The fortlicoining symposium
New Zealand. Whether Sydney or on the state of the theatre, schedclusively.
Melbourne gets the preem hasn't uled for March 2-4 in New York,
Second attraction at the Coro- been decided, depending on thea- which its sponsors are trying to
'Gloves/ Like 'Smoke/
net probably will be "Caligula," tre availabilities. "Annie Get Your confine to down-to-earth consid- portedly reluctant to return to legit
Albert Camus^ OPrench play, which Gun," after completing 10 months eration of real problems of the after so many years in pictures.
Miss Dunne was interested in getIn Sag After Heavy
will get its U. S. premiere at the in Melbourne, has been running 25 stage, with a minimum of speechting the screen rights to the play,
Circle and then move over.
weeks at the Theatre Royal, Syd- making and special pleading.
with the idea of producing it in6. The Javits-Ives bill recently
Party Biz Runs Dry
Also in the offing for the Coro- ney, and is expected to do another
dependently.
net is a new venture for the Cir- 30 weeks, with bookings months submitted to Congress for the for"Red GloVesj" which has anAs
bait
to. get a big name to take
mation of a subsidized national
cle group an intimate musical with ahead, a rarity In Aussie.
nounced a; closing date of March
over the star part in the comedy, —theatre.
score by Frank Loessec A sum"Oklahoma!", will open in Mel'Kanin
is reportedly willing to make 12, at the Mansfield, N. Y., is the
7. Progress
already made by
mer bow is indicated.
bourne, at His Majesty's, Saturday
for the actress to repeat the second show of the season to sag
various individual producers to re- a deal
Circle last. year world preemed
after doing heavy business on the(19), with several Americans im^
duce production costs and operat- role in the film version, which he atre parties. The other was "SumSaroyan's "Sam Ego's House" at ported for the leads^ These
and his brother Garson Kanin will
ining expenses which are tending to
its home base.
clude Robert Reeves, as Curley;
probably make under their Kanin mer and Smoke," the Margo Jones
eliminate the-profit margin on even
Carolyn Adair, Laurie; Davie GladProductions setup, possibly for production of the- Tennessee Wilhit shows.
liams play. On the othCT hand,
stone, Aunt Eller; Louise BarnUniversal-International release.
1,000 Members of SOMC
GIVES hart, Ado Annie; Hal Gary, All
Officially, Miss Carroll is still a btislness for "Where's Charley?"
The Show-of-the-Month Club, possibility to return
Hakim; Redd Knight, Will Parker;
to the "Fancy" has held up at the St. James, N. Y.,
headed by quondam producer and
Robert Grandin, .Tud; Raymond
cast after her summer vacation. since the end of; party bookings,
PITT
agent Sylvia Siegler, already haS
Bailey, Games, and Matt Mattox,
She has notified the producers she but "Love Life" has tapered' off at
more than 1,000 members, although will give them final word by May th;e 46th Street, N, Y^^aiow that
Pittsburgh, feb. 15.
the dancer Curley in the ballet.
Pittsburgh's ' .projected million- Te'd' Hamme^stein went out to it was formed only last October. 15. It now develops that the pai?fl*!s;:are;-over,;".\.
According; to the last statement
dollar amphitheatre for summer stage the show, with Jemze de- Most of its members are suburban- reason the management failed to
operas was assured last week when LappC' accompanying to do the ites and many are believed to be get a contractual commitment from sent; tO; the backers by produeer
.
(Continued on page 60)
the Edgar J. Kaufmann Charitable dances.
the actress to remain with the Jean Dalrymple, "Red Gloves" had
Musical Vvill play MbIt
Trust announced a gift of $500,000 bourne, Sydney and other Ausshow at least two seasons was that earned back "in excess of $20,000"
with the proviso that the city con- tralian cities, after which it will 2
she was hesitant about doing a of its $75,000 investment, as of midShows
Added
The show at that time
tribute an equal sum to pay for the tour New Zealand;
stage play at all, and her agent, January.
St. Louis Season Bert AUenherg, opposed it. Under represented a "net worth" of
construction of the open-air bowl.
Above shows are all J. C. Wilthe circumstances, Kanin had to $75,000, she reported, including
It's* fully
expected that local liamson productions. The Italian
St. Louis, Feb. 15.
$90,000 assets and $15,000 liabiliauthorities will go along after a Opera Co., which Williamson also
Repertory of the 12-weefc 1949 V accept the one-season agreement.
ties.
The backers have never reseries of public hearings, which is imported, and which did boff biz
season of the Municipal Theatre
ceived any return on their investmandatory.
in Melbourne and S.ydney for 14
ment, however.
For Kaufmann, it's merely a con- weelcs. at each stand, is now in Assn. that tees off in the alfresco
Weekly grosses, which were topplayhouse in Forest Park, June 9
tinuation of help he has already New Zealand
playing to SRO
ping $20,000 a week with the help
has been completed. Sked consists
given to under-the-stars produc- housels.
of -parties, dropped to a trifle over
of two pieces new to the repertory
tions here. In three summers of
$17,000 week-before-last and conand nine revivals. The new ones
Toronto, Feb. 15.
company's existence, he has underare "Bloomer Girl" and "Song of
Georges Gnetary, French singer, tinued down last week with a
written the losses, at a cost of Dallas State Fair Sets
Norjvay," the latter to close the who 'just closed a Canadian tour, reported $15,000. The stop clause;
around $175,000 to head of Pitts'49 Alfresco 8-Play Sked season with a 15-night run through may be in the U. S. to do a Broad- for the show is $14,000. The star,
burgh's largest department store.
Labor Day.
way show in the fall. He has a Charles Boyer, who has a $25,500
Dallas, Feb, 15.
Amphitheatre will seat around
9,000 and is to include a 50-foot reSeason opens with an 11 -night itentative deal with the Theatre investment in the production, has
State Fair Ca.<;ino has come to a
declined to go on the road with the
volving stage built within a sta- mutually satisfactory agreement run of "New. Moon." Other shows Guild to appear in a legiter for
He has a $2,000-a-week guartionary stage measuring 130 by 80 with the stagehands union and to be presented include "Vagabond that organization. He is refusing Pl^yagainst 15% of the gross.
feet, and possibly a movable roof plans for the local 1949 alfre.sco K.mg,
Red Mill," "Bitter Sweety" nitery dates, preferring the stage. antee
When "Gloves" closes, Boyer will
'
Warbler is currently on his way
for rainy weather. Under terms of season are expected to be anFortune
Teller," "Firefly," "Chocreturn
to Hollywood with his wife,
olate Soldier," "Irene" and "Ro- back to England to get set for
Kaufmann's gift, city will own the nounced shortly.
ex^actress Pat Patterson, and their
structure and' it may be used for
berta." Advance sale for season "Latin Quarter," a London Casino
two children. He'll close his home
Schedule calls for eight producducats has passed the $100;000 revue by Emile Littler in which
purposes other than light operas
there
and
then go to Prance for a
tions this season. Probable lineup
he'll co-star with Frances Day, and
City is likewise to furnish the land
mark.
with "Up In Central
for which Jack Durant is also sett |^*^"'
and site is now being worked on. will start
Park," June 20. to July 3. "Rose
He was last seen, in London in
Kaufmann Trust proposal specifies Marie" will follow, July 4-10;
VERSATILE
STEWART
"Bless the Bride," current musical
that if entire cost exceeds a million
'Cafe Crown' on Coast
"Bloomer Girl," July 11-17; "Look
smash. It was in this that Jerry
Dorothy Stewart, N. Y. legit
dollars, the project is to be abanHollywood; Feb. 15.
Ma, I'm Dancin'," July 18-24; "BitWliyte, of the Guild, saw him and rep for J. C. Williamson: Ausdoned^
ter Sweet." July 25-31; "Pal Joey,"
H. S. Kraft's "Cafe Crown^" 1942 started negotiations for him to ap- tralian theatre chain, and writer
Aug. 1-7; "Chocolate Soldier," Aug. Broadway entry, gets its COast pear in a Guild show.
of the hit tune, "Now Is The
'OKLA. !' 42G IN SPLIT WK.
8-14, and "Show Boat," Aug. 15-28. premiere March 17 at El Patio theGuetary was at the Champlain in Hour," has had several more reTrenton, Feb. 15.
atre under the production aegis Montreal, where he scored a sen- cent songs published.
No. 1 company of "Oklahoma!",
Wasserman.
Liidwig sational $40,000 gross in eight days
of
Dale
Todd Duncan is featuring her
.
Omaha Sets Pair
diyiding last week between the
Donath will play the role of Hyniie, and at the Palais Montcalm in "The Rain Road" on his recital
Omaha, Feb. 15.
Capitol, Wllfces-Barre; the Temple,
eastside eatery busboy and Quebec where he dittoed.
Tour-programs, and Marjorie Lawrence
acranton, and the Auditorium here,
Omaha; Commiinity Playhouse the
Quodam Yiddish theatre angel, a was set by his agent, Felix will preem Miss Stewart's latest,
piled up a total of $42^000.
to do "Command Decision," March
Marouani,
Jaffe.
Paris
impresario flow in "Tunes of Home," on her concerts
"John Loves role created by Sam
Musical is playing the Center, 29-April 11, and
the &tiites.
David Alexander will direct.
sea-son.
1 this
[
Norfolk, this week.
Mary," May 10-24.
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Plays on Broadway
My Name Is

Death of a Salesman
&

Kermit Bloomgarden

Theatre

Walter

J^*"'**

present Ella Kazan production of drama

j-™V'Vn~ twn
a™"?

I

10, '49;

N. Y., Feb.

at $4.80 top ($6

j

,

^.
tr- i
Phyllis Kirk
Paulette
/
Jean Pierre Aumont
Pierre Renault.
LUli Palmer
Christiane Benoit-Benoit

.

..

.

;

Don Keeter „.„„^„.
Madeleine
Howard Smith Bagcoul,

•

,

.......... ..Winnitred Cushing ifoto

Charleyi
XIricle

.;-v..

m

t..

.

Ben

I

.

.

.-^..i...

Howard Wagner

.

.

.

i

i

.

.

Arlene FKanois
Donald. Hanmer
.Louis Borel
....».....,.-. .Riohdrd Hepburn
Benolt-Benott

.

:

.

.

.

i

Ann

Driscoll'

"My Name

Tom Pedi
„
Constance Ford
.

.

:

..Thomas Chalmers Rbndet.
Alan Hewitt

Jenny
Stanley
Miss Forsythe
Letta

;

Mitchell Denise
Doe Avedon
Kennedy Victor Benoit-Benoit. XawrencB. FUwnw

Cameron

........Arthur

.

Bernard .....

that Fuchs w^is obstinate in
that matter.
Fuchs, unfortunately, gets little
to do in the last half of the show.
However, he's standouf in a specialty that has the sock virtues of
a strong variety turn. During this
specialty, Fuchs does an act which
could fit into the standard variglty
houses, with a good translation
job. of course.
The surrounding cast gives some
creditable performances,: with Jacob Jacobs showing up well as a
dolt, and Esta Saltzman hitting it
well as a maid.
Jacobs also contributed the lyrics

happy

-

$4.80

.

.

Biil

fea-

Chaney;

vSUntiS?f'%astilfo?'Uduction
supervision, Theresa Helburn, Lawrence
Lyceum, N. Y., Feb. 9, '49;
open- Langnef. At opening);
top

fivf^
gowns,

Lee J. Cobb
Willy Loman........... V
Linda .......... ... . .Mildred Dunnock

Woman

de

"L'Eropereur

Stewart

-canervi

'

Two

Direction. Robert

Arlcne Francis.

Aquilon"
Girl" during its tryHope Cameron "Figure of a
aut tour) is an adaptation by

.

(titled

Is

VL'Empereur de

Philip Barry from

Arthur Miller, whose fine "All
My Sons" won the Critics Circle
prize of 1946-47, has dwarfed that
play with his tremendous and exalting dramat "Death of a Salesman," which Elia Kazan has brilliantly produced and which Kermit
Bloomgarden and Walter Fried
are presenting. It if, not only one

Town

Play Ont of

student who is forced into a mock
Blind Mieto
marriage. It' turns out to be the
mccoy, and he won't divorce the
New Haven, Feb. 10,
By the
bride, Miriam Kressyn.
Archer King and Harrljon Woodhuli
of
comedy in three acts
are
production
both
second,
stanza,
end of the

seines) bv Philip

"(five

from

Aumont, LllU Palmer;

pi^^^.^

„,

ing).

Happy;

arts

adaoted

Lee J. CoWi^, Arthur Kennedy,
Dunnock, Howard Smith, Thomas Chalmers. Cameron Mitchell, Alan Hewitt.
Directed by Ella Kazan; setting an^^
inK, Jo Mielilner; incidental music Alex
North; costumes. Julia Szb. At Moroscoj

Star of this Brooklyn ihstitu«
tion's effort is Leo Fuchs, who does
an excellent bit of acting as the

Aqniloii

production ol comedy-

Guild

Chine," authored by film actor
Jean Pierre Aumont and in which
he starred in Paris. This production is the Theatre Guild's fourth
presentation of the season ("My
Romance" was also a subscription
offering). It's a doubtful b.o. bet,
but has film possibilities.
As the dialog explains, Aquilon
is the north wind or, by broader

and picked out some good songs
for himself. 'The score by Yasha
The handsome Walter Petrie ap- Kreitzberg is sprightly, and some
MAE WEST in "DIA- of the tunes are sufficiently good
MOND lilL" who is another impor- to be on the hit parade of Jewish

WALTER PETRIE

Samuel Spewack. Stars Melvyn DouglaBfeatures Mabel Paige, Jan Sterling, Laura
Picrpont, Richard Kendriclc, Howard st
John. Staged by author; setting, Albert
Johnson: costumes, Natalie Barth Walker
At: Shubert,, New. Haven, Feb. lo, 'm''
$3.60 top.
Mrs. Turul^ull,..
.

Tommy

A

housewives in Brooklyn.

.

-

.

.

.

.

,

,

...... ... Howard

. .

Thurston.

Fischer

.iMelvyn Douglas
Robert P. Lieb
,:..^Alonzo Bosan
Jan Sterllnn

Visitor

Simon. .--....;.....,.*.:.

Karen Norwood

.

.

.

.;.;.....

Wilbur Throadwaite
Major Groh, U. S. A.
.

; .
.

.

-,

.

.

.

..Geoffrey

R^mond

.

LumS

Brainley

USAF .Walter BrooKe
Comdr. JelUco, .USN.
Robert Pike
Dr. McGilI, .:.\
Cichard Kendrlck
Sergeant; ..... v;
Robert Webber
Charles Brenner .. . > . .Howard St. JoKn
.EllUott Reid
Ensigni Jamison...,;....Senator Kruger . . . ... . . .Frank Tweddell
His Secretary. .. ..... ,; .;
.Edwin MilU

Lt. Col. Robbins,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

;

.

.

.

.

pearing with

tant lettdiOK ina,n; in her life, plays
the part ot "Gus Jordan" the big
ruthless poUtioal boss of the district
and owner of the notorious Bowery
dive known as "Suicide Han.''i

Laura Pierpont
Mabel PaiKe
Roland Wood
Jane HofCman

Miss Hower...,
.
.
Mr. Murray
i .
Miss; Johnson.......

Mailman v.

'

When Samuel Spewack
on

Jose.

set out
this latest scrivening venture,

apparently he assigned himself a
two-fold mission: (a) to make an
audience laugh, (b) to rake Wash-,
ington bureaucracy over the coals.
of the outstanding boxofflce hits
young ex-underground fighter who
Both missions are accomplished:
of recent sea^ns and an almost enters the employ of a successful
(a) the first brings forth a reacSoif
certain prize-winner but is an un- Parisian currency smuggler and entire show suffers. Philip Bourtion ranging from chuckles to out-^
*
captivates everyone in the housep neuf is fine as Buckingham, Frances
(Thirst)
forgettable emotional experience.
and-out guff aws; (b) the second ex«
hold. After two long, thin acts, Reid is lovely as Anne, Polly
hlbits. Spewack as an extremely
Paris, Feb. 10.
Virtually everything about th'rdau'ghter goes to"ltve"with "him Rowles is expressive as Queen
word-stoker when it comes
adroit
Bernstein production oC dnima
"Death of a Salesman!' seems per- in a garret overlooking the Seine; Elizabeth, and there are satisfac- in Henr!
three acts (five scenes); Written and
The play's tone is acutely ro- tory supporting portrayals by Will staged by Bernstein,' At Ambassadeurs, to burning up people and practices
The play gives the impresfeet.
that seem to him to require a little
sion that the events taking place mantic and desperately dependent Kuluva, Orrin Redfield, Walter F. Paris.
Madeleine
;>... .JXOdelelne Robinson
scorching.
Rony
satirical
onstage are actually happening on Aumont's charm. The action Appier and Michael Sivy.
Suzanne Langloig; ,; ;;>... Aline Bertrand
For legit, VTwo Blind Mice" Is
Richard Barr's direction must Jean GaloneJean Cabin
and gives one the feeling of wit- seems slow and the dialog lacks
Darois. ......... .Claude; Dauphin already a humorous concoction as;
nessing the terrifying collapse of a the usual Bany sparkle, but Bobert take the rap for the lack of pacing Claude
Jacques Legrand.
.. -Guy Saint-Clalr
seems
direction
Sinclair's
If they can build
B.
of
its
premiere.
or modulation, but may also be'
man's dreams and the destruction
capable and the performances are credited with the rapid scene
a third act to equal the whiz ol
of his life.
Henri Bernstein's first new play stanza two, they will have a comgenerally excellent,, so the show changes and the general vitality
Presented in €wo parts; with a
amusing
may
be
for those willing of the show. His lighting also adds since: 1940, is just, another version edy wallop that should be a stayer
succession of vaguely definable
to meet it more than half way.
a helpful note, as do Whorf's set- of the famous triangle about which on the Broadway roster for some
scenes against a skeletnized setAumont is likable as the male tings and costumes.
Hobe.
ting by Jo Mielziner, the drama
he has^^een writing for the past time. For- films, it's a nugget that
lead -and may be a matinee-idol
can readily turn celluloid into gold
shows the downfall of Willy Lo- prospect, although his lady-killer
50 years. About the only differ-: with proper treatment.
man, a -veteran travelling sales- role in this instance is something
ence is that in the present play,
man who has come to the end of of a trial. Lilli Palmer, also
Skill in writing, staging and actthe inevitable scene between the ing has succeeded in combining
his road with the realization that making her first Broadway appearsuccessful and the unsuccessful these elements to make credible a
his life has been a failure. Mov- ance, gives a skillful and appealing
lovers takes place at the end of highly improbable situation.
ing back and forth into flashbacks, performance as the daughter. ArBethe second instead of the third act. cause someone along the line in
it reveals how his favored older lene Francis is excellent as the
Leave It to Charley
The first act is long and gets al- Washington misfiled a certain
son,- once /a highschool football financier's
discontented
wife
Menasha Skulnik production of musical most nowhere.
.lean Galone, a
idol, has become a petty-thieving
-,
.
.j while Doe Avedon, Donald Hanmer
.,
,. comedy in two acts (12 scenes)- Stars celebrated artist, discusses life and document intended to abolish the
,
failure, hpw his gqpd-natured and Lawrence Fletcher are satis- Skulnik and .-o—
staged by him. Book by
~.
"Office of Seeds and Standards" in
isidor Friedman;, mu- love with his former pupil and best
younger son has turned into a factory in supporting parts, and
1944, the bureau is still in .opera-Abe.Eiistem; lyrics, isidor Lillian
lecherous wastrel.
Phyllis Kirk is decorative in a bit. and Jacob Jacobs; choreography, /Lillian friend, Claude Darois. Following tion in 1949; being carried on by
Willy himself has been buoyed Stewart Chaney has designed a Shapero; sets Ity- Michael SalfiEmani orGh the death of; his wife,, he .is no the widow _of its founder and a ^
longer
interested
in-womenT-untiV
conducted
by--EllsteJn.
-At-'2a;^TWeT~tWa~
,i„^ rp,.,.«i,„ii
--up -all~these—years by—his- wife's-* handsome -sitting room and a tre, N. Y., opening Feb. 11, '49; $2.40 top. Madeleine Rony puts in an appear- spmster, Mrs.
TurnbuU anda i\t;,„
Miss
plausible
garret,
and
the
gowns
by
understanding 'and devotion, and
Mrs. Bertha Eisman.... Rose Greenfield
["o^f''Freidele Lipschitz ance. The Second act takes place
by his illusions about; himself But Valentina and Castillo are be- Maid
The setup is about to be investiRachel Eisman
Anna Tcitelbaum two years later when Madeleine is
Hobe.
when he's no longer able to travel coming.
Mr. Ben.1amin Eisman .... Isidor Friedman about to leave him and marry gated by a liquidating coinmis'sion
Louis Eisman
regularly and asks the firm's new,
Sam Gertler Claude. When he is told of this when
Tommy Thurston, WashingMatchmaker
......
Moses Feder
Richard III
young boss to be transferred to
... .
.Jacob Susanoit betrayal. Galone has a stroke, dur- ton newspaperman ;and reGehtly:
New York, only to be fired, his Herman Levin revival of drama in three .Refugee
Evelyn Eisman
LiUy Lilliana ing which Madeleine makes it clear divorced spouse
of ; Karen Nor-^;
Leon Liebgold
world tumbles around him pen afts/iv^^-"-) by^Wimam^shakcsp«i« Victor ..............
Shprin^e Gleckcl
Yetta Zweiling that she is more :in love with him wood, who is due to visit the
he learns, the same day. that his Bourneuf. Frances Reid, Grace Coppin. Mike
Max
Rosenblatt than with Claude. In the third act ladies, appears and takes the situaolder son's latest business attempt PoUy Rowies- Direction and lighting, Charlie Cucumber
Menasha Skulnik Madeleine and Galone. restored to
tion in; hand. He manages to keep
io fiitilp
Tnil ne
ho -IS
is uueny
nttprlv snatchat. Richard Barr; settings and costumes. Manager of Cabaret
WlUiam Secunda health, break
IS
tutiie, ana
Richard whorf. At Booth, n. v., Feb. 8, Waiter In: Cabaret. ». .
with
definitely
the
.Louis Rosen
comfhission, cojaststing of a
'49; $4.80 top ($6 opening).
terea.
Surala Silver
........ Ann Winters Claude and are apparently all set
State Departlhent representative,
Building inexorably from the
to live happily ever after when ah
'^'°""*"^Tehard whorf
Army major, an Air Force
quiet opening, the play reaches Duke of Clarence....
Wiu Kuiuva
colonel, and ,a Navy coinmander,
Whatever the vehicle, Menasha the curtain falls.
Alan Frost
agonizing intensity in a last, bit- Brackenbury
Despite Bernstein's
a st e r completely in
Skulnik is bound to get his full
the dark, meanwhile
ter quarrel between the now aged "nne ^':.;;.^^^^^^^^^^
r«nra^^^
quota of laughs, and in "Leave It craftsroan.ship, the play has a hol- arranging for the two operators of
Robert Camcart
and broken 'father and his frenzied iTressei.
low ring, heightened only occato Charley," the veteran Yiddishthe bureau to have tea with the
olripr son.
soil
At tlip
pnd Willv
uie enu,
vvjiiy Villc
oiuei
Kiii^ Berkeley. ............... v.. IMilton Selzer
Queen Elizabeth. ........... Polly Rowles language comedian is getting more sionally by the psychological over- President and; be decorated withhimself for his insurance, leaving Rivers.. ..... ..........
tones for wliich the author is
Glenn wsison than his share. For here
is a musi-:
famous.; It is well acted, howeyer, the French Legion of HbnoS? medal
his wife to wonder why and a Grey ... ..,........;.,.;-... David Glive
Dorset.
.;......;..
-DoAiglas .Watson cal that is better than most in the
for services as the two scientists
^sympathetic neighbor to attempt a Vaughan
.,......;
Warren Burmeister 2d avenue idiom as it goes on bor- especially by^Madeleine Robinson responsible for the development of
(handsomely dressed by Jacques
fujnbling explanation.
Duke of Buckingham .... Philip Bourneuf rowing from
"uptown.'"' "Charley"
Stanley
Orrin Redfield
.....
Fath) and Claude Dauphin. The "herbilogical warfare."
All the performances are superb, Catesby .....
...... .William Nichols and Skulnik are bound to dp bii,
real
curiosity
As a sideline, Thurston also
of
the
performance
.
..... .... Ray Walston and the language should
tut Lee J. Cobb gives a devastcit^ BatcliK
be ho is the appearance of Jean Gabin in breaks up a. romance between his
Charles Nahabedian
Ing portrayal *as the tragic Willy, Lovel Margaret ............
Grace Coppin barrier' for those who don't under- his first important stage role, and ex-wife
and a young doctor.
who could never face reality, and Queen
Joseph Foley .stand it:
Edward IV.
The comedy is- broad
Mildred Dunnock is heart-break- Lord Mayor o£ London. Walter F. Appier enough to be interpreted by any- it is this that will probably make Everything is rosy until Senatojf
the play reasonably successful, Kruger, who originally abolished
......
.Nehemlah Persoff
...
ing as the wife who understood Tyrell
Michael Sivy one,
Richmond
as opinion is widely the bureau, enters the picture to
her husband's failings and; loved Citizens ..... Connie Lessard; Ed Hoffman
A frequent difflculty in the Yid^ especially
divided. His film experience is un- find out why the political corpse
him the more. Arthur Kennedy is
failure of the uoupieoiy
doubtedly respopsiDie
responsible lor
for an ouiout never was buried.
Thi=
nmnSral ot
nf "Thp
nf amplifying
a j^i^nl!*,?^?^systems
Thurston has
fine as the weak older son. and
ihe Tr:,ffpHv
tragedy ol
Ihis revival
to be turned raepoViti atrihiiht hf tniiBBine and
senator's nephew, an ensign, in
the supporting
roles are excel
Richard the Third" (to give on sharply enough, but here at htf
..
,
diction ?s not up to theatrical
tSrfr^ the
a compromising position, which
lently
played. by Cameron Mitchell it the fanfare title) is done in the the 2d Ave. theatre they're overstandards. But for his fans, and he leads
as the younger son, Howard Smith style of a Warner action meller of doing it somewhat.
to a curtain cue having the
TliCre is, in has many of them, he can do, no
senator reestablish the bureau and
as the neighbor, Thomas Chalmers]. a decade ago. That is, fast and fact, a tendency to blast,
wrong.
Fred. . Thurston
reestablish
as Willy's fabulously successful loud, with accent on violence. The
about
to
Skulnik has also directed. And,
marital status, with Karen.
brother, Alan Hewitt as the smu^ result is a good show for about an of course, he's on practically ffom
A number of zany tangents are
young boss, and Don Keefer. Ann act and a half, but thereafter a the beginning. Without him and Peiin-MiU Bowinff In
Drisroll,
Tom Pedi. Constance progres'sively strident and tiring Miss Zwerling the show's flaws
good for substantial merriment,,
i?
j *
i
-Ford and Hope Cameron.
iViay ; OtaniOrd AwarUS these being the rental by the
performance, It may have a mod- would be more evident. In fact;
there should be; more for Miss
ladies, of subrspace on the property
fazan's dvnamic staging has eiv- erate run, but seems unlikely to „
Millville, Pa., Feb. I.').
,.
Zwerling *"
to do.
to a Negro pants repair man a
_„
,,
.,,
„
en Teat add^d impact to the plav, pay off the investment.
-"P^"} femme rhuroba teacher; a storkThe songs by Abe Ellslein and
petting particularly explosive efMost of the boring genealogical
first professional
^7 as the V^?'""^
Isidor
Lillian
are
expectant couple.
satisfactory,
They also do
foot from the scenes of conflict exposition, -which was never too
strawhafin
Columbia
county
histhough
by
no
means
And a
burnable
car-parking for a fee.
th^t Miller writes so powerfully. clear anyway, has been eliminated.
tory.
while
the
dance-staging
by
Lillian
Negro choir practice bit is tossed;
Miei'iner's
combination
setting, while the lurid action has been
Irving Tilson, New York actor- in for laughs. The blending of this
similar in seneral stvie to the one retained. The production is simple. Shapero is run-of-de Mille.
Other ,performers y who .--t.—
acquit- director who will head the outfit, apparent hodgepodge has been acsupplied for "Summer and hut effective, using a double arch
ftp
-n
Smoke." is made even more ex- as the basic scenery, drapes and a ^ ^^^^'V^J well are Lilly Lilliana, will hold an organizational meeting complished skillfully.
,
P'-pssive hv artful liahtin?
Stellar trouping is emphasized
and few set pieces. The mood is height- p^g" Liedgold and Jacob Sussa- here Feb. 25 to explain plans and
line up local support for the ven- all the way down the line.
Kahn.
MelA 'ex North's eerie background mu- ened by colored spotlighting and
"~
ture/
:.
sip rnntributes enormously to the the most imaginative arid daring
vyn Douglas finds the Tommy
^
lllli l.jU4$Ky Jr»oI
mood.
use of recorded background music
Thurston role right up his light
production of
B'way Actors' Prizes
years.
comedy alley, and he romps
The
..P?.'"'-^*?:"
jic "Death
xjcam ui
of ti
a ^uiesriiciii
Salesman" preprer legit has heard in jv",^,.
revue in two act? piehf «ri.n»« "sTai-o _t an
But the performance is generally Fuchs: features ' Jacob jSs, Miriam
through the nutty goings-on in fine
iniere was a memorable event,
Stanford, Cal., Feb. 15.
There was the customary first- disappointing. It is played so fast Kressyn. Music, Yasha Kreltzberg; lyrics,
Two Broadway actors are among style. Featured in classic support
ftfcht ovation at the final curtain. that the actors occasionally give
four winners of $1,000 junior art- are Mabel Paige and Laura Piersa"ilV''jSs"n.''At''^"ar^^^^^^^^^
pair;
with the author being pulled from the impression ot being on piece- atre, Brooklyn. Feb. u, '49; $2.40 top.
ists-in-residence fellowships from pont as the bureau-operating
attractive
the wings to take a bow. Only work, while the meaning is lost g^'^JSi K^rshof sky. ..;,. Leon seid^^
Stanford Univ. speech and drama Jan Sterling, playing the
Kendrick, the docthis time the cheers were not and the actual lines become un- "Sme' :::::::: I',:: :'seymou™RSleit department.
Grants are designed Karen; Richard
~
niPrely from a.ssociates and inter- intelligible. Moreover, most of the Chuma
Esta Saltzman
Howard St. Johir.:
tor
fiance;
for
students
with
professional
theHershel
...
.-David Popper
ested friends. As happened, nightly actors practically yell the dialog, Naftuley
former city editor
Thurston's
Shmitchik.
Jacob Jacobs atref experience.
during the play's jtryout, the audi- so there is little shading or em- Chuna Meyer Klotz. ... .. Leo Fuchs
whom Tommy frames into a fake
Recipients are Robin Humphrey
Betty Jacobs
ence was reluctant to leave the phasis. It needs a change of pace. Gltole
"scoop."
Zlpe.
.Hannah Hollander and John McLiam, both of whom
theatre after the performance,
Richard Whorf playing the ''poi- Tessle,
Visually, the production rates »
... .............. .Klaiile Maydeck
have
appeared on Broadway and 50-50 score. An attractively sim-lingering to discuss the play and sonous hunch-backed toad," makes
finally, acquaintances and stran- this arch villain an interesting fig"The Lucky Fool" Is a sprightly in New York radio, and Joan Hack- ple office setting has considerable
gers alike, crowding backstage to ure in the early scenes, and he has song and dance piece which de- ett and James Thompson. Lillian of its value negated by a poor
congratulate the actors, stage- admirable vigor throughout. But rives its major interest in the in- S. Fo(9rster, an opera director, is lighting job which had the P^Byers
hands and anyone who would lis- his performance seems to lack itial act but then switches spe- already at Stanford under a pre- walking in and out shadows, cosHobe.
control toward the end. and so the cialty bits which in many cases vious $50C grant.
ten.
,^<"^\,r.
tuming is olcay.
definition, any
play's principal

commotion.
character

.
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WediuetSaf, February 16, 1»49>

'BORN' FINE $18,700, LA.;

total Broadway Grosses

'GHOSTS' WAN $5,000 IN 2

followinfl are the comparative flames hosed on Vabiety's
hoxofficg' estimates, for last voeek- and the corresponding week o/

The

.

ieasoni

last

This

Chi; Tinian' $45,300,

•Broadway

theatre

.

attendance to. the Broadhurstj

but managers are con
cerhed over the slbW; steady dowh'
Ward trend of recent weeks, jiist
as they iWays ate at this time^ o
year - Actually; cdmparison jvith
alaritting,

"Life

:

;

:

:

;

(Feb. 14-26)

—

:

"Allegro"
Curran; Frisco (14
Biltmore, L. A. (21-26).

19);

"Annie Get Your Gunr'—Hanna,
Cleve. (14-19); Hartraan, Col. (2126).

Army"—Lo-

cust, Philly (14-19).

—

'

'

—

,

^

mia.'

$32,

losses for millionaire co-i>roducer
Anthony B. Farrell; sad $8,000.

—

"Aloniff Fifth Avenne," Broadhurst (5th wk)(R-l,l,e6; $6). Moves
next week to the Imperial; eaged
off With the trend, but still getting
a margin at $30,300.

.

Despite Transit

;

$3.80).
Still rating plus- Aud.,
Louisville
(24-25);
Aud.,
in dailies.
Fine $18,000. Lexington (26).
"Mister Roberts," Erlanger (22Ad
"Finian's Rainbow"
Shubert,
week) (1,334; $4.33).
Continues Chi (14-26).
Sellout pace; $29,100.
"Harvey" (Fay Co.)—Blackstone,
"Raze The Roof," Great North- Chi (14-19); Playhse, Wil. (21-26).
Philadelphia, Feb. 15.
ern (4th week) (1,500; $3.71). Mild
Philly, in the, throes of its third
"Harvey" (Brown Co.)
Lyric,
$12,000.
Allentown (14-16); Rajah, Reading transit strike within a decade, sur"Streetcar Named Desire,? Har- (17-19); Comunity, Hershey (21-26). prised legit, and amusement biz in
ris (20th week) (1,000; $4.33). Last
"High Button Shoes"-^Cass, Det. general, by holding up well enough
weeks hiked b.Oi Over $21^200.
However, indications are very
(14-26).
"Inside U.S.A."—Shubert, Bost. sickly for this week and, at present
writing, the strike promises to be
(21-26).
(1,358;

.

—

I

"Anne of

Strike in Philly

liOOO Days," Shubert

STRONG

—

Manhattan"

,

j

'

—

—

PinSBURGH

'

I

'

:

GOOD

NEW HAVEN PREEM

;

.

—

:

^

Week

$5,000 In Toronto Try
Toronto, Feb. 15.
Morley Callaghan's "To Tell the
Truth" grossed satisfactory $5,000
at the Royal Alexandra, with 1,525seater scaled at a light $2 top.
.^ Piece has been optioned by John
Yorke and Cheryl Crawford, who
caught it here.

at the

3;517-seat
Municipal Auditorium here last
week.: Musical played eight performances at a $3.60 top. Only one

a

nice

$30,000

other show, ''Oklahoma," has ever
played a full week here, the stand
usually being a one-nighter or at
best a split-week.
Charleston with a population of
about 80,000, has been growing as
a show town in recent seasons,
with patronage coming from 100
miles or more. Harry Lashinsky,
who books the theatre, has been
'Heiress' 9iG,
using direct mail, billboards, newsKansas City; Feb. 15.
paper ads and radio to exploit
/'Heiress," with BasU Rathbone, shows throughout the area.
played three days in the Music
Hall last weekend to middlin' biz.
Mont'l
Carlo
PUo performances Feb. 10-12 went
Montreal, Feb. 15.
top for. eve shows, matinee
2n fL'I'<*'^'"or the four shows was
Carlo Op?ra Co. picked up
San
$9,500.
a fair $16,500 last week at His MaNext on the A «e N Presentations jesty's for seven performances in
,

KX.

San

I

wcket

is

"Man and Superman,"

maurxce Evans company is due in
three shows Feb, 25-26.

wr

W/zG,

36iG
Week at

Bonnie

'Brig'

In

Cincy

Cincinnati, Feb. 15.

"Brigadoon" frolicked to a bonr
nie $36,500 in eight performances
last week in the 2,500-seat Taft
theatre at $4.31 top. Fetched swell
notices from dailies,
Judith Anderson in "Medea". is
in currently at the 1,300-seat Cox
for $3.69 high. Next week this
house gets ''The Heiress" at same
.

scale.

;

Cleveland, Feb,

15.

Sidney-John Loder edi-

"O

:

the end of theatre parties;: closing
set for March 12; has been overquoted; $15,000.

"Richard

III,"
$4.80).

Mistress Mine" rang up
tion of
a profitable $16,200 last week at
1,435-seat Hanna here.
five days. The li579-seat house was the
Comedy moved to the Nixon,
sealed to $3.38 top, "Tosca" pulled
this week.
Pittsburgh,
best.

Booth

'

holding profitable pace; $19,000.
"Streetcar Named Desire," Bar^

rymore (63d wk) (D-1,064; $4.80).
Tennessee Williams prize winner
along
at potent $24»000.

rolling

"'^Tffey

Knew What They

,

Wanted," Music Box (D-1,012;
$4.80). Sidney Howard's play, revived by John Golden, opens tonight (Wed.).

"Where's Charley?"

James

St.

(18th wk) (M-1,509; $6). Has eased
a trifle^ but still getting near*
capacity trade; $36,200,
'

Garfield-'Koife

Big

m,m, Hub

Boston; Feb. 15.
sag
along the
numbers of shows found
only two houses lighted last week
but both~were doing sock biz. Only
opener this week is ''Hershel the
Jester"
(Yiddish
Art Theatre),
which teed off for a week at the
Colonial last night. Titles ahead
are "Insiide U. S. A.," "The Emer-

Mid-February

rialto in

ald Staircase," "Oklahoma!" "The
Ivy Green" and "South Pacific,"
with a local production of "No
Exit." Harvard Dramatic Club had
skedded "The Man Who Came to
Dinner" for March but Monty
WooUey, for reasons of health,
called it off until April 13.

Estimates for Last Week
"The Big Knife," Plymouth (1st
week) (1,200; $3.60)— Second week
climbed to over $22,100 and gaining for finale,

now

current.

First

week underquoted by about $3,000.
John Garfield draw mainly responsible but show has plenty of controversial interest as well.

What They

"They Knew
eleine Carroll-starrer is still sell$3.60)—
ing out, even at the midweek mati- Wanted," Shubert (1,750;
one
nee; slightly smaller downstairs (2d week). Big biz for this
especially
cuts the capacity to about $23,300; throughout week with
on, re-,
mid-week;
biz
from
heavy
one theatre party last week cut
final
on
in
a
wow
$25,000
suiting
the gross to $23,200.
"High Button Shoes," Broadway of two-^Week stand with GuildTATS
(71st

wk) (M-1,900;

$6).

Holdover support.

musical has been feeling the competition from new hits, but is still
getting a profit; topped $34,000.
"Howdy, Mr. Ice," Center (34th
wk) (R-2,964; $2.88). There's always familir trade for this skating
spectacle, particularly weekends;
$35,000.

'ALLEGRO' O.K. $31,300
IN

3D FRISCO WEEK
San Francisco, Feb. 15.
chalked up a hefty

"Allegro"
(42d $31,300 for

.

'Mistress' $16,200, Cleve.
Sylvia

"Bed Gloves," Mansfield (10th
wk) (D-1,041; $4.80). Despite the
Charles Boyer name and performance, business has toppled since

(1st wk)
Off (D-712;
(10th wk) (D-l;38'?; $4.80).
Revival opened
trifle, but close' to: icapacity at
Tuesday night (8) to divided press;
under $32,000.
first
seven performances almost
"Annie Get Yoiir Guii," Imperial $11,000, must vacate the house
(144th Wk) (M-1,472; $6.60). Ended March 5.
"Silver Whistle," Biltmore (12th
a great run Saturday night (12)
with an upbeat $30,000; total gross wk) (C-920; $4.80). Comedy click

for the l,147-perf9rmance ruii Was
about $6,000>;CfOO; and the return to
the backer (20th-Fox) on the $320,an extended one.
000 investment has been approxi'SHOES'
34iG
Estimates for Last Week
Ford's, Balto (14-19); Nixon, Pitt,
mately 160% so_far;_road company
- - J'Oklahoma!,"
Shubert -(2d -wk) continues.
K21-26).FINISH "Man and Superman" —-.Music (1,877; $3.90) Musical on third
IN
"As the Girls Go," Winter GarHall, Houston (14); Texas, S. An- local visit didn't feel strike at all.
Pittsburgh, Feb. 15.
wk) (M-1,519; $7.20).
tonio (15); Par., Austin (16); Worth, Reversing record of second Philly den (13th
"High Button Shoes" finished at Ft.
Worth (17); Majestic, Dallas try, "Okla.*- has really gone to town Was overt(uoted last week; $48,900.
Nixon to strong $34,500, nearly
this time. Jumped considerably to
"Blood Wedding," New Stages
^\^:sA9"""conv'''Ha\rT^^^^^
grand more than musical did in its
over $32,000 last week. Run here (1st wk) (D-299; $3). New Stages
gome
Citv (2'2)A,i^ Col
''
first week. Had been heading for f^S^ ivr "i,! H.n
limited to four weeks.
production got good trade on the
(24); Music Hall, K. C. (25-26)
even more than that but fell oft
"Make Mine Manhattan," Forrest initial week of a four-week run;
"Medea"
Cox, Cincy (14-19);
down the stretch and couldn't ped- Hanna,
(2d wk) (1,766; $4.55)—This return $4,000, against a possible capacity
Cleve. (21-26).
dle those nearly 800 seats in the
"Mr. Roberts"-Erlanger, Chi. did suffer at the weekend, having of $5,200.
gallery, which accounted for show's
been dependent more on boxoffice
(14-26).
"Born Yesterday," Miller (158th
failure to match "Oklahoma!" and
"O Mistress Mine"—Nixon, Pitt sales than advance. It finally wk) (C-940; $4.80). Still one of the
"Finian's Rainbow" figures.
(14-19); Aud., Joplin (22); Conv; wound up with $21,500, a drop of
At that, however, over $68,000 in Hall, Tulsa (23); Home, Okla. City several grand from first stanza. big laughs on the list and holding
a fortnight at $3.50 top isn't bad (24); Aud., L. Rock (25); Aud., "Two Blind Mice" -opened Monday to nice business; $13,000,
"Carousel," City Center (3rd
and "Shoes" could probably play Texarkana (26).
(14).
Getting fine
another^ stand here if it ever gets
"At War With the Army." Locust wk) (M-3,025; $3).
"Oklahoma!" (No. 1 CoJ— Cenback this way since there were vir- ter, Nfk. (14-19).
(1,540; $3.35)— One bad notice. One public support on Its return enr
tually no orch or balcony seats to
"Oklahoma!" (No. 2 Co.)— Shu- rave; one in-between. Audiences gagement; moves Tuesday (22) to
be had for any performance al- bert, Philly (14-26).
seemed to like this comedy of war the Majestic at a $3.60 top;
most immediately after the open"Raze the Boof"r-Gt. North., time. Strike hit this one quite a $35,800.
ing.
lot at end of week. $9,000 reported^
Chi. (14-26).
"Death of a Salesman," Morosco
"Show Boat"— Coliseum, Evansr non-profitable;
Opened
(1st wk) (D-931; $4.80).
ville (14); Murat. lndpls. (16-16);
Thursday night (10) to greatest
Univ., Lafayette (17); Aud., L'ville
raves in- years; can do about $25,r'Show Boat' Strong
(18-19), Poche, N. Orleans (21^26). 'MICE'
000 a week with, standees, with a
$11,000
"Streetcar Named Desire"
nut
of
around
minimum operating
$23,500 in St. Louis Harris, Chi. (14-26).
$16,000; got SRO $11,700 for first
IN
"The Big Knife"—.Plymouth,
four performances.
St. Louis, Feb. 15.
Bost. (14-19).
New Haven, Feb. IS.
"Diamond Lil," Coronet (1st wk)
The Rodgers-Hammerstein musi"The Drunkard"— Lyceum, Mpls.
Preem
of "Two Blind Mice" at (CD-1,003;
Revival
is
$4,80).
cal, "'Show Boat," is still a strong
(21-26).
Shubert last weekend (10-12) found profiting from the
good b.o.
bio. attraction in this burg although
"The Emerald Staircase"— Shu- favorable word-of -mouth helpful
it has been presented for a total
notices; $23,500 for first full week.
bert, N. Haven (24-26).
in boosting a fair advance to a
for 10 weeks in the Municipal Thea"Edward, My Son," Beck (20th
"The Heiress"
Davidson, Mil good final take. At $3.60 top, four
tre Assn's alfresco playhouse in
(14-19); Cox, Cincy (21-26).
performances pulled close to an wk) (D-1,214; $4.80). British imForest Park. A one-week stand of
port is a steady sellout; $28,200.
"Two Blind Mice".— Forrest, estimated $11,000.
''Boat" at the American theatre
"Forward the Heart," 48th St.
Philly (14-26)
Pix this week give way to anthat was wound up (Saturday (12)
Problem
other breakin next week, Thomas (2d wk) (D-921; $4.80).
hung up, another neat biO, record.
folded Saturday night (12)
drama
Mitchell in "Emerald Staircase"
The 1,700-seat house was scaled 'Annie' Capacity 30G
a disappointing $2,500 for the
with
(24-26). Other preems due soon inshow
represented
a
"week;
to $4.27, and estimated gross for
final
7-12)
clude
"South
Pacific"
(Mar.
In
at Charleston
eight performances was $23,500.
and "Magnolia Alley" March 16- loss of over $30,000.
Charleston, W. Va„ Feb. 15.
"Goodbye, My Fancy," Fulton
19). "Show Boat" is set for March
"Annie Get Your Gun," with 28-Apr. 2.
fl3th wk) (CD-9,66; $4.80). Having
Billie Worth in the title part, drew
moved from the Morosco, the MadCallaghan's 'Truth*

Mine

vehicle; $19,000.

a

—

;

,

M

"Finian's Rainbow," Shubert 26).
Fair
(2nd week) t2,lQ0; $4.94).
"Favorite Stranger" Aud., St.
boosted
weather
take;
Sock Paul (14); Chateau, Hoch. (15);
$45,300.
Lyceum, Mpls. (16-19); Virginia,
"Harvey," Blackstone (2nd week) Wheeling (20); Hipp., Marietta (21);

make

Empire

Mother,"

'

—

comment

With

{17th Wk) (C-1,082; $4;80)i Has felt
the end of theatre parties a bit,
with business a bit yght Monday
and Tuesday nights; $18,500.
"Light Up the Sky," Royale
(13th wk) (C-1,035; $4.80). Moss
Hart's laff-getter still a biz-getter;
$21,800.
"Love Life," 46th St. (19th wk)
(M-1,319;
Ebbing recently,
$6).
with Sunday performances a mild
hypo; almost $24,000.
"Madwoman of Ghaillot," Belasco (6th Wk) (C-1,077; $4.80). Has
surprised the dopesters, climbing
from a mild start to virtual capacity trade; $22,600.
"Mister Roberts," Alvin (52d wk)
(CD-1,357; $4.80).
StUl getting
standees every performance as it
starts second year; $34,600.

:

"Blackouts of 1948"—El Capitan,
but Studebaker lights up L. A. (14-26).
again
with "The Drunkard" "Born Yesterday" Geary, Frisco
(14-19).
Feb,
26.
around
"Brigadoon'!
American, St,
Estimates for Last Week
Louis (14-26).
Dante the Magician, Studebaker
Dante
Shubert-Laf ayette, Det;
<4th week) (1,246; $3.10). Closed (14-26).
'Sunday: (13) virith two-weeker lined
"Desert Song"
Royal AleXi,
up in Detroit. Fair $8,000.
Toronto (14-19), Ford's, Balto (21.

iliis'

$29,200.
'

:

;

Current Road Shows

"At War With the

another

i.

off slightly again last week.
loss
was not immediately

slid

The

;

Chicago, Feb. 15,

Sat. (12)

$11,700 in 4,

premiere of "Elgie's Woman."
Estimates for Last Week
previous seasons indicates th&t rer
"Blackouts of 1949," El Capitan ceipts are holding up somewhat
(347th wk) (l,14i; $2.40) $17,000, better than usual.
usual capacity figure.
As before, the Monday and Tues"Born Yesterday," Biltmore (4th day night buslhess: is :0ifish, with
wk) (1,636; $3.60). Fourth week's midweek tnatinees :!ilso light at
$18,700 topped the run.
some*shows, 'The Upturn;,kenerally
"Ghosts," El Patio (2d wk) (790; starts s;Wedne§day nigfats 'ahd, rer
$3.60). Grim $2,200 for the second yertihg soihewhat, to. the prewar
and final frame gave the produc- pattern; there is heavy attendance
tion $5,000 for its two-week, stand. weekends.
Figure, repping less than 20%
Only opening this week is tocapacity, was below even the opnight's (Wed.) "They Knew What
erating cost. Loss estimated at
They Wanted," at the Music Box.
around $18,000.
Two premieres are slated for next
"Icelandia," Las Palmas (4th week and, at the moment, tWo
"My Name Is Aqullon," Lyceum
wk) (388; $3.60). Finaled Tues. (8) more for the following week.;
(1st wk) (CD-990; $4JB0). Theatre
three days bringing around $2,Guild's fifth subscription offering
\ lEstimiitesV'ipr :Last;-Weelc..
500. Full, three weeks tallied only
of the season opened Wednesday
Kevs.- C (Cotn.;e«it/), D iDmma),, night (9) to unanimously unfavor$14,300~-about 65% capacity and
CD (ComedyrVfVtma) R (Beuiie), able reviews; first six performances
unprofitable.
(Musical), 0 (OpcTctto^.
helped by subscriptions to $11,300.
"All for Love," Hellinger (3d
"Private Lives," Plymouth (19th
Still getting wk) (C-1,062; $4.80). Another fine
wk) (R-1,543; $6).
and amassing week for the Tallulah Bankheadt
slim, attendance

$29,100/Streetcar $21,200

Week of pleasant weather helped
lake kinks out of legit boxoffices,
"Finian's
sparking
particularly
Hainbow." "Mister Roberts" continues in sellout fashion, while
"Streetcar Named Desire," Dante
the Magician, "Harvey" and "Raze
The Roof" are faring profitable in
final weeks.
Replacing ''Harvey" at Blackstone theatre will be "Desert
Song," on March 7. "Dante": closed

$23,200,

'AquOon Gets Fair $11,300 in 6

.

Merls

Smash

'Salesman'

appointing but still profitable fourweek stand at the Biltmore Saturday (12) with a total of $70,000 for
the visit. Final frame was the best,
hitting $18,700.. House is dark this
week, relightingnext Monday (21)
with "Allegro."
Another finalist Saturday was
"Ghosts," which started EI Patio
the new management,
off; under
tworweek stay grossed around $5,000, less than 20% capacity. House
relights tonight (15) with the world

Last

Season
Season
30
30
of shows current ^
821
899
Total weeks played so far by all shows
last
week
all
current
shows
for
gross
$719,400
|674,000
Total
all
gross
far
for
shows
so
season's
$19,681,500
$19,300,500
Total
49
46
Number of new productions so far.

Number

Weather Ups

B way Slides Again; Taney

Los Angeles, Feb. 15.
"Born Yesterday" wound a dis-

S9

"Inside U.S.A.," Majestic
wk) (R-1,659; $6), Finals Saturday
(19) to go on the road; has been
suffering; about $26,000.
"Kiss Me Kate," Century (7th
wk) (M-1,654; $6). Only a few more
weeks of theatre parties, then- the
capacity will rise about $2,000 a
week; another SRO $46,500.
"Lend an Ear," NaUonal (9th
wk) (A-1,172; $6). Moves next week

its third stanza at

the

Theatre
$4.80).
(1,776;
Guild presentation will remain at
the Curran until Feb. 19, with
Olsen and Johnson slated to opeij
'49''
at that
their "Hellzapoppin
house Feb. 20.
,
"Born Yesterday," With Jean
Parker and Lon Chaney, opened at

Curran

,

the

.

,

(1,550; $1.20; $3.60).
(14) for four weeks.

Geary

Monday

'
'

'

'
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seems to indicate prog-

subject,

hade Stuff-Lei^

ress.'

Legit's

There appears to have been real
progress in recent months toward
'Underlining Los Angeles' claims that th<6 town has grown up legit,
lowering theatre production costs,
Thus, although conditions had wise is the showing being made by the Theatre .Guild with its subscriD.i
At least, it's figured, It would" prob- reached such a point that it has tion series. Tally hasn't been completed yet but 90%', of last yearns
ably be feasible to set up a co- cost $100,000 or more to produce a subscribers .are known to have renewed, and indications- are that the
operative theatre ticket booth in one-set straight play, several hit 1948 season gross of $204,000 for Theatre Guild inX.A. will be topped
Grand Central terminal, N. Y., shows have recently been done for setting a new record.. Concerted .drive for new substribers will 'be
launched shortly, newcomers to be sold on a four-play basis which will
for the convenience of commuters. only a fraction of that amount.
become effective after the local run of "Allegro," for which rerietval
Lewis & Younsr Plan
For instance, Kermit Bloomgar- subscribers got the
usual reduced rate. Campaign will stress the fact
There are two notable aspects den & Walter Fried actually spent that TG legit subscribers also .are entitled to discount on seats for
TG"Death of
of the National Light Opera Fes- only $50,000 to put on
sponsored pix such as "Hamlet." Los Angeles grdss for the Guild ig
origitival plan of Lewis & Young. One a Salesman",' although they
the highest of any two-week town on the circuit.
it is
to involve definite nally budgeted it at $100,000. Simis that
shows, instead of being for a num- lilarly, C. Edvvln Knill and Martin
Tragedy has been pretty unsparing in last .week with cast of ^'Impor*
her of productions to be selected Manulis Jiave budgeted their tour- tance of Being Earnest," current production at the
Pittsburgh Playnew
later, as with the American Thea- ing production (including a
house. Father o£ Ruth Nirella, who has one of the leading
The mote im- setting) of "Present Laughter for suddenly last week and Barbara Marsh was rushed into herroles, died
tre Society s^tup.
part with
portant angle, however, is that the $35,000, but expect to do it for
will
continue
in
it
only
a
few
hours'
rehearsal
for
and
remainder
of run.
National Light Opera Festival is only about $20,000. Similarly, the Nirella
was a brother of Danny Nirella, veteran Pittsburgh bandleader!
Rich-Dean
to be booked through local man- Harald Bromley-Eddie
same
Helen
Lake,
another
Almost
at
time,
father
"Earnest"
of
player,
agements, along the lines of the Goodman production of "O MiS' was taken critically ill'
Meadville,
in
Pa.,
at
his
home
and-actress
had to
community concerts setup and the tress Mine" was done for less than rush to his bedside. Gloria Abdou spent an pntire morning
and after$7,000, excluding bonds;
lecture circuits,
ftoon getting up in the role and went on that night. At last
ThiS' local booking factor has
Diamond Lil," Mae West click Miss Lake's father wasn't expected to live and she won't returnreports
to tKe
been a cornerstone of the growth at the Coronet, N.Y., cost only $35,- company either. Run of Oscar Wilde play ends Saturday (19).

Comeback Fight
Continued from pate SI

new

playgoers.

;

An

indication of

Its potential to the theatre is the

fact that, weeks before the opening of "Death of a Salesman" at

.

the Morosco, N. Y., SOMC members had bought more than $32,000
in tickets to the play.
this
business
Furthermore,
avoids one of the drawbacks of
theatre-party groups, as SOMC
patrons' get scattered locations on
various dates and are not from the
same social groups, localities, etc.

.

,

,

.,

,

,

!

1

Members pay

boxoffice prices for

I

and the managements do
not pay commissions on the busi-

tickets

'

.

ness.

The newest gimmick available to
SOMC members, who pay $10

.

\

dues, is the First Night Balcony
Club, permitting patrons to obtain
upstairs locations at premieres,
SOMC mem- of the concert' and lecture business
also at b.o. prices.
bers are not required to buy tickets during the last dozen years or so.
for iany show, either premiere or Instead of handling subscriptions
subsequent performances, but are from a central office in New York
limited to two orchestra seats or
the organizing of audiences in the
1.'
i
i
1
„„„u v,t
of
locations
for each
four balcony
^^j^^^ communities is left to lo10 shows a season.
„,,.„Jcal managements, with the central
'„. „ ^
Miss Sie_^er and two associates bureau
.„_„.„ merely setting
a schedule
make the SOMC selections^ and al of attractions, maintaining standternates a month or so in advance ards
and seeing that .therattractions
usually on the basis of the script, booked actually appear.
Teputation of the management, diParticularly in the concert field,
rector, actors,' etc; The
radio and recordings served as exticket supply is bought in advance ploitation media for the artists.

'

New
the

,

York's City Council has passed an amendment strengthening
law, as a result of last, year's expose of circus ticket-

city's licensing

chiseling. A year ago city dftcials found a circus employee scalping at
was produced
Madison Square Garden, but he went free because the city's license
Likewise, "The

low figure when
two seasons ago.

,

it

law applied only to the licensee of amusement premises or his; emSilver Whistle," at the Biltmore,
ployees—in this case, the Garden and didn't cover circus staffers. "Tile
N. Y., required an investment of amendment, introduced by Councilman Edward Vogel, is
designed to
only about $30,000, including a
plug the loophole by making the law apply -as well to any person work*
$10,000 loss on. the tcyout tour.
ing on the premises and make him liable for ticket-racketeering.
\ Vogel praised Lyle Van, newscaster -of WOR, Ni Y., for bringing
public attention to the scalping.

—

,

SOMC

LegitBits

Production of "Diamond Lil," at the Coronet, N. Y.; is being revised
is notified by
Similarly, Hollywood films should
a bit to bring, the operating cost below. $20,000 a week. Cast now
mail Of the selection and available help build audiences for touring
Continued from paq;e 56
numbers 45, but a few bit parts will be doubled and the stagehand and
performance dates, general ticket screen stars and, on a growing
'Red Gloves" this week at the musician quotas may be reduced slightly.
locations! prices, etc.
sale in the- next few years, tele- Mansfield, N. Y., with Augusta
Lighting for the show was done by- Moe Hack, who was brought' in
,
^.
Selections So Far'
vision may stimulate mterest ^n Roeland succeeding.
the day before the premiere, apparently too late to get program credit.
SOMC selections and alternates
Branch Michael Edwards, who originally sang two songs in the cabaret scene,
so far liave included (in addition
lleidv Z^tstdfthe American! Coast pix writer Houston
has
been cut to one. And some of the comedy business inserted opento "Salesman" ) "Edward, My Sont''
iU^L^^i^e^pir.
ing night by Ray Bourbon,, who, plays the femme shoplifter, Jias been
"Life With Mother," "Goodbye, legit subscription setups in, Los
-^qq^ ^^^^^^
^^^^^^
eliminated.
My Fancy," "Anne of the Thou- Angeles, San Francisco, St. Louis, director-producer
of Memphis alsand Days," "Kiss Me, Kate," Cleveland and elsewhere, and first- fresco operetta season, which
Cast of touring "High Button Shoes" surprised Eddie Foy, Jr., and
"Light Up the Sky," "Lend An night dubs in Boston and Philadel opens June 27 with "Song of NorAudrey Meadows with a joint birthday party backstage at the Nixon
Ear" and, for- March, "Detective phia. Also/ various. non-Broadway way" . .
Richard Pleasant, coStory."
The initial First Night theatre outfits, such as the Barter founder of Ballet Theatre, formed theatre, Pittsburgh, last week. Although birthdays of Foy. and Miss
Meadows
were four days apart, company lumped them together. They
Balcony Club show is "They Knew Theatre, of Abingdon, Va.i regu- publicity partnership with Isadora
What They Wanted," opening to- larly tour extensively on a local Bennett, she to handle legit, he to had special lyrics written for the players to the tune of "He Tried To
Make a Dollar,!' the opening number in the show, and. presented, a
night (Wed.) at the Music Box, subscription basis.
handle other type publicity.
couple
of sketches, too, all of which "Shoes" people had b^sen rehearsN. Y.
Although the Lewis & Young
William Wymetal, general man- ing for some time. Refreshments and food followed the entertainment.
Since the SOMC members are project is at present limited to lager of Pittsburgh Civic Light
generally not regular theatregoers three operettas during the 1949-50 Opera Assn., in N. Y. for casting
Ruth Pivorotto, Pittsburgh dancer in New York touring company of
and many, ar_e_jaew. patrons, the, season, -the-intention is to increase-i purposes. Season opens-^une -6
and-a lormer -drama student at Carnegie Tech; revealedbusiness involved is largely figured the number of shows and expand with "Song of Norway."
Abner "Oklahoma!"during recent visit to her home town that when she first joined musical
as extra revenue for legit. Also, the tours in subsequent seasons, Klipstein .ioined Leo Freedman ofnearly two years ago, Theatre Guild officials suggested her last nameWhile the locations bought in ad- Also, while the initial plan covers fice to publicize "Detective Story"
vance b> SOMC may be taken from only musicals, it could easily be Georges Guetary, recently in Lon- was too hard to pronounce and that she ought to change it to some^thing simple for professional purposes. Miss Pivorotto thought Vernon,
the brokers, tiie business is not broadened to include straight plays, don's "Bless the Bride," arrived in
her middle tag, would be simple enough. So did the Guild. Wherecompeting, since few SOMC mem- Finally, the same organization, or N.: Y. last weekend after a Canaupon it immediately came out in the program' as Ruth Vermin.
bers would presumably patronize siinilai: ones, could: be uSed by dian concert tour. He's returning
Beauto France Sunday (20)
the- agencies.
Authors Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein, II, and director
mont
Bruestle, former Broadway
cooperative basis open to ^everyone.
N. H. Railroad's Test
legit
actor now teaching play- Joshua Logan pulled a stunt at Saturday night's (12) closing perThe New Haven railroad's Show In any case, the Lewis & Young wrighting at Univ. of Tulsa, staged formance of their "Annie Get Your Gun" at the Imperial, N. Y. When
I'rain project, to be tested March venture is to cover many communithe musical, "The Lady Is a curtains parted for the "Sun in the Morning" number, instead of
1; may develop into a .permanent ties not now playing legit and, as
Hussy," with book by himself and Annie's brother and sisters appearing in their nightgowns for the
arrangement on a broad scale. The such, stands to recruit, a -large new music by Charles Swier, at the bedtime scene, as usual, there- were Rodgers; Hammerstein and Logan,
initial train will collect passengers theatre public.
university theatre Friday (11). Will wrapped .up in sheets, impersonating the juve trio.
at New Haven, Bridgeport, SouthGuild's 'Tangible' Subjects
run for 14 performances.
Most of the audience didn't know who they were, but the few show
port, Westport, Norwalk and DaThe Dramatists Guild committee,
Wythe Williams, former com- people there did. As for the cast, they were completely broken up.
rien, Conn., get them to New York headed by Weill, is apparently dis- mentator and war correspondent,
in time for dinner and the show, tinct from more or less similar ef- has dramatized his book, "The
Chicago's local women's organizations seem to have taken to calling
and return them home after the forts made in the past by other Tiger," based on the life of Clem- Ralph T. Kettering their "dean of Chicago showmen." The Chicago
performance.
Tickets
for
that organizations and agencies, in that enceau, and is seeking Jolin Alex- Drama League has chosen him to act as toastma.ster for their "Disnight's "Silver Whistle" will be it is avoiding wholesale bull ses- ander for the leading part. The ac- tinguished
Guest Breakfast" to be given Frank Fay and his "Harvey"'
sold by station agents at the vari- sions and is concentrating on prac- tor is currently in "Born Yester- cast in the Blackstone Hotel Feb. 22. The Drama Club of Evanston has
ous scheduled stops,, and the round- tical proposals on tangible subjects. day," at the Miller, N. Y
Sam announcements out calling its members -to a reception on March 17
trip fares will be at a 25% re- Members of the committee are con- H. Handelsman has been appointed in its
Evenston clubhouse for Kettering and- an interview-broadcastgeneral
manager
of
the
Pittsburgh
duction.
ferring singly with representatives
over
at 1:30. He is to talk about "An American Government
Another train, al.so for "Silver of various theatre craft unions in Civic Light Opera Assn. and will Theatre," a pet subject with the vet showman.
Whistle" patrons, will cover five an effort to work out specific ways have charge of its summer season
Nitery singer
other Connecticut towns March 16 of cutting production and operat- at Pitt stadium.
Martha Short has replaced Thelma
and if the' experiments are suffi- ing costs. The authors figure that
'Mede^' $19,000, Detroit;
Carpenter in "Inside U.S.A.,*' at Nat'l Theatre Bill To
ciently promising the procedure as directly interested parties with
the Majestic. N, Y., and will tour
'Rosalinda' Fair $39,000
will be repeated later,ifor still a financial stake involved, they may with
the revue
Peter Lawrence,
other communities. It's already be- be able to make concessions toward stage manager of "Lend an Ear,''
Congress Committees
Detroit, Feb. 15.
ing suggested that the Show Train a common goal, provided other at the National, N. Y., hopes to star
Judith Anderson, starring in
Waiihington, Feb. 15.
idea be made a regular feature groups will meet them halfway,
Joan Fontaine next season in a re"Medea,"
a good $19,000
The Javits^Ives national theatre last week grossed
from numerous communities and
Eunice
A strenuous effort is being made vival of "Peter Pan"
at the Cass, concluding
referred
the
Labill
has
been
to
covering
all
Broadway shows, by the steering committee, Headed Healey is no longer associated with
a fortnight's stay.
Thus, for instance, residents of by Morton Baum, to keep the forth- Martin Gosch in the proposed pro- bor and Public Welfare com"Rosalinda," Detroit Civic Light
New Haven or other towns would coming New York symposium on j!,"ction of "Bridget," by Herbert mittee of the Senate and the Ad- Opera production at the Masonic
Temple, got a fair $39,000.
know that on a specific date or the theatre from degenerating into Corey,
ministration
committee of the
dates each month, a special thea- a gabfest of generalities and platiHouse. Hearings on the measure
tre tram would be available, and tudes such as the American TheaCHICAGO
have
not
been
scheduled,
but
dates
they could buy legit tickets ac- tre Conference at the Astor hotel,
Claudia Cassidy, C hi Tribune
cordingly.
critic,
in Gotham viewing new will be set within the next few
n. y._ !„ the spring of 1937.
„
^
.

and the membership
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"Private Lives," the. Tallulah
Bankhead hit at the Plymouth,
N. Y., involved a production outlay of only $23,000, an uusually
000.
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LLAN WILLIAMS

:

!

New Haven

officials

believe

a

system by which station agents
would sell tickets for all shows
might be impractical. However,
such a setup might be worked out
if Broadway managers were anxlous enough to take the trouble.

VIC
CURRENTLY

Emile

,

'

'

As for the Javits-lves bill for a
subsidized national theatre, it's impossible to tell as yet what chance
it
has of passage, and in what
form. But here, too, the mere submission of such a measure, after so
many years of day-dreaming on the

HYDE
Littler's

"HUMPTY DUMPTY'

'

Broadway

productions/.

.

,

atre,

March

7,

doing publicity.

,

.

for a Broadway bow in
inked Lee Graham for a
top singing spot
Gilbert Miller
slated
April,

'

ering with Walter Slezak f or a return to Broadway as star of
"Montserrat," French play which
Lillian Hellman has adapted, for

LONDON: HARRY FOSTER'S AGENCY

the Chatelet theatre, Paris.
Deal was set in New York with producers Richard Rodgers and Oscar
Hammerstein 2d by Maurice Leh'

(Cal.),

.

48W8

STAGE
RADIO

TELEVISION

347 Madnon Ava.

Nsw

SCREEN

MD

fall at

American premiere late in mann, French impresario,' via
March
Ian MacDonald and
Eve McVeagh drew the leads in Howard. Reinheimei-, attorney for
"Acres of Paradisei" new Louis R&H,
Bromficld - LasIo .Vadnay script,
Rodgers & Hammerstein originalwhich gets its tryout at the new ly had wanted to open their ''OklaKey theatre, North Hollywood homa!" on the Continent first; tout
.

H'l'iiin

.

its

Paraonal Managsmcnt; NAOMI HQRRABIN
faramannt Thedtri Building, Dm MolMt, Iowa

Box 864, Hoilywoed
STnto 51107

Author's Rcprenentnlivo

French 'Annie' Set

French version of "Annie Get
and Kcrmit Bloomgardcn dicker- Your Gun" is slated to open in the
,

CASINO THEATRE. LONDON

Tenor

HARRY MEYER

tion of $25,000,000.
Hollywood
Ray Goldenv on the Coast to cast
"Alive and Kicking," new revue

.

'

OPERA—CLASSICAL—rOPULAR

.

with Jim Hughes work out a national theatre setup
covering legit, music, opera, dance,
Bill calls for the appropriaetc.

.

A merican

Welsh

.Lester days.

The legislation would authorize
Al Smith in town to flack for "The
Drunkard," which opens at Stude- President Truman to call a conbaker theatre, March 26
"Des- ference of representatives of all
ert Song" set for Blackstbne the- the theatre and musical arts to

PRODUCTION

around M»iclt

L

-

•

'

•

or EXECUTIVE

,

Secretary

.

•

Yorlc, N. Y.

4-100l»

'''Attnie" lees off regardless.

•*

Thorough
theutro,

knowInlKe «"

experience with
current hit,

REtmt

I'''";,"

"I

«irthur-i»n)riui'er

«'

hhorthniKl,

4-1 81 S

Ijpi'W., «<<"'}

Daily «nli> ^'-^

—

/

I

UTERATI
celebrating its 100th day of existence, announced that its daily circulation had passed the 100,000-

Newspaperless B. A.
For a whole week Buenos Aires
has been without any newspapers

contains a lot of familiar Work,
from "Casey at the Bat" to the
23d Psalm, but it also has unfamiliar pieces, like the Bartolomeo
Vanzetti letter, or the Star Spangled Banner and Gettysburg Ad'-dress, all three spaced out as free
verse. Occasionally the analysis
4ails. in measuring up to the sub^
ject. as in "the rVanzetti piecCi but
usually the explanation or directions pack bite, wit and originality.
Admitting emphasis on the colloquial rather than the classical,
Cott describes Polonius as "a

SCULLY'S

mark.
Xavier Cugat's autobiog, "Rhumba Is My Life," hits the stands
Feb. 28; published by Oidier. Tome
is illustrated by the author's own

;

61

SCRAPBOOK

By Frank

Scully t»»»*«««»«<««»»
Poland Springs, Me,. Feb.

caricatures.

15.

Ordway, whose novelet,
Everybody knows that Feb. 22 is the birthday of George WashingtoBi'
"Blueprint," is due in the April
Lowell, and that bh that day Frank W. WoblWortli;
American magazine^ left for Trini-' and James Russell
b6t ^njy
dad Sunday (13)t on another as" opened America's first five-and-ten-cerit. storiB in UtiCa* N.
my well-screened public will not Have to J>e told thai; it is- also) the
Signment from the mag.
v
Jack Douglas, Jack Carson gag- birthday of Frederic Francois Chopin.
writer now in N., Y.. who published
In fact from now tlirough Oct. 17 all Poles, including those in the
a gag and gimmick book, "No backfield of the Fighting Irish, will be celebrating Chopin's centennial.
Navel," _on the Coast, will have
any pianist who doesn't check in with his quota of mazurkas,
book republished here by lavage ygises, polonaises, etudes and concertos wiU be marked as a renegade
chopinzee and sentenced to play Freddie Martin's theme song in Chopin
^^^tf^' r^i., /w„., » M
-Ml m
^"^y ^""^ ^0 years, which as anybody knows is hard labor. Especially
editoJ and publishe^^^^ ^s
Shakespearean John J. Anthony," Zenoff
^
»
probably the only daily which
,
^.
^
Scott's Lochinvar as "a Hopalong
make
this Chopm centenary something
Everythmg is in readiness
to
masthead billing to its printCassidy in kiltSi" or "The Raven" gives
from the foreman to pressman to remember, him by. Since 1946, wlien the Chopin Institute of Waras "a 'Lost Weekend' set to ers;
saw took over the house where the composer was born in a small villiige
rhyme." He suggests, in reading and printer apprentice
trying
spell, the Poles' have been' workyou're
not
going
to
catch
me
to
senate
lias
appointed
Illinois
"Jenny Kiss'd Mej" that one "think
commission to investigate ing like beavers to open on time. All that tfemained oif the ortgihai
of C. Aubrey Smith, an old man six^man
of lewd and obscene publi- Chopin heirlooms, after the culturcf-lpving krauts bad been fbreed to
electrified by the kiss of a pretty source
which
will, make a retreat with their loot, was an old ;ht;oken down pianp.
Group,
cations.
It was thftyoung girl;" The approach to our
national anthem, as a "top-drawer report May 15, will deal with antique the composer had used for;; hiis first ini^^^^^
and 25rcent reprints ha ving gone through all Poland has suffer fed i&S the last ^hund^ed•ry1^ars
war poem/' is original. There's an comic books
Arthur Miller, who wrote "Death n looked like something Durante had been using fo^ one of his breakextensive analysis of Wilde's "BaK
get the cover away, routines. So the Nazis left it behind.
lad of Reading Gaol,'' which Cott of a Salesman,?' will
of Saturday
aptly calls "the autobiography of of the Feb. 26 issue
See the 10,«00 Trees?
a diseased man.'' Directions on Review of Literature; first time for
Much of the added furniture now adorning the- Ghopin shrine is loo
since Eugene O'Neill
delivery often make a lot^ of sense, a playwright
while
background material is with "Iceman Cometh" in Octobery expensive for:the home of a tutor, which is what Chopin's father was,
'46.
but it is of the period and, judging wholly from the mass of photographs
often highly illuminating.
work.
Hit play is due out in book form Antoni: Szymanowski has sent me, the l.'5-acre estate looks magnifique.
Book also contains for the first
The Labor Secretariat has de-,
March 11 via Viking Press; now
During this year all of Chopin's works, in Poland at least, will be
clared the strike illegal— a line time, a catalog of dramatic record- Miller's publishers. He authored
which has often led to workers ings which is lengthy and useful. new novel which Viking exgects played by leading pianists. Each. Wednesday a different wo^k of his
will be performed. Additionally, all through Europe on the dates when
BroH.
abandoning strike tactics., This
to publish next year.
Chopin made his debut in one of its many capitals, or performed
time, however,, the Secretariat's
notable concert, the original concert will be repeated.
move has only led to violence, and
-'iCeiif Gihiger's 'R S,.presses in the goVernment-owned
Everybody has heard of Whistler's mother, but in the Chopin- home
iC. S. Giniger, Prehtibe-Hall pubpapers have been damaged and relations director,: clairns his Jan..
there's a painting by Miros Zewski of Chopin's that strikes me as more
Pix-Video
arson attempted.
19 Variety article may have apr
worthy of being first glorified and then debased into the legal tender of
radio mags
masymv^^^^^^
have been
Film anu
j!iim
and i.auig
..;-;.
Continued from iiage 1
Vague to readers due to
radio gagm.en;
affected by the conflict, together J-.^^
.„„
some trims for space reasons,
What About Mankiewicz?
the costliest video
With all other magazines. Radio
"I should be most grateful for dling some of
It took de Pachman, Joseffy and Godowsky to restore the Hummelian
outlets have reinforced, their newssome word to those readers of shows now aired: have approached purity of Chopin, and Paderewski
to popularize it. Today they're all
casts, as a consequence, and the
for
intermediary
as
an
him
to
act
Variety who may have stumbled
three major webs have been giving
dead but Chopin lives on. Twenty years ago Paderewski began colacross my piece; that, however, the idea with exhibitors. Pointing
the news every hour on the hour,,
En fin, they will be
out that only one or two theatres lecting and editing all Chopin's compositions.
much as they did during World corny my prose style,^ it usually in the country are now equipped published this year.
makes, better sebse,'' he says.
War II.
conceded
Austrian
theatre
TV,
for
In 1928 I ran into-him in Nice while he was touring France raising
Some observers believe that the
clients
and
their
agencies
the
funds
for
French;
war
After
the
:concert
Albert Tadlewski, a
that
orphans.
Masons' and Chevigny's Books
government is far from anxious to
Pamela Kellino and her husr may be Slightly ahead of the pa- disabled veteran of World War L who was reduced to teaching the
put an end to the strike, but has
welcomed it, as non-publication of band, James Mason, the British rade, but emphasized, that the idea Riviera's rich how to; play for .the: salon set, paid his respects to the
exhibAs
for
there.
is
definitely
master.
They
walked
home
'Tadlewski's
modest
studio. Paderewski.
to
actor,
have
authored
"The
in
part'
of
Cats
a
great
kept
dailies
has
the
the public unaware of financial col- Our Lives," treating with the itors, most of those he's contacted asked Tad to play.
lapse and crumbling of the stock feline pets to wliom they're ad- in the New York metropolitan area
"Play anything," he added.
market. Stocks which had soared dicted. The actor^author also did have been considerably intrigued
Being a fellowrPole, Tadlewski naturally took that to mean Chopin,
to artificial values during the rule the sketches for A. A. Wyn publi- by the plan,; although they natuand every time he stopped Paderewski urged him to go on. After two
of ex-economic czar Miguel Mi- cation next month.
rally question the advisability of
_randa have .come tumbling down — Same - pub_ bringing out- blind throwing their" screens open to hours Paderewski- said, '-Good-, now -I will do something for you. I will"'"
come back in a month and play for your pupils."
to unheard-of lows, and operators radio scripter Hector Chevigny's commercial advertising.
Tadlewski could hardly breathe, he was so full of gratitude.
on margin have found themselves novel, "Woman of the Rock,'' dealSponsors, of course,' want their
ing -'with a west coast glamor
in a sticky mess.
"But I do it on one condition," said Paderewski after finding out i
pvanifpli-st
Chevisnv's bioe "Mv P^^^s on the screen in return for
it is
how little Tadlewski charged.
(referring rights to their TV shows-and
E^efHave a Cold
Godfrey's Earl Wilson Intro
1943 believed those exhibitors definitely
Tadlewski was trying to say that no condition could possibly find him
"Let 'Em Eat Cheesecake," Earl to his seeing-eye dog) was a
averse to the idea might reconsider

or magazines, as result of a strike
called by the strong Graphic Workers' Union. Only the English-language The Standard (there are two
English language newspapers published in Buenos AiresX has been
coming out , intermittently With a
two-page spread, and selling far
beyond itii usual clrculation figures.
La Semana Financiera (The Financial Weekly), published by the wellknown corporation lawyer Enrique
Gil, has also been achieving high
circulation figures' in the past
couple of months, by reason of its
searching analyses of the parlous
economic position of the country;
Apart from these two papers,
Buenos Aires citizens had to rely
ton the government-controlled radio outlets for their news. Not
even Democracia, Epoca, Critica,
Mundo and other governmentowned organs have been able, to
appear and the unionrr^-al ways one
Of: the strongest in the country
has held out against all the appeals
and exhortations from President
and Senora de Peron, to resume
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new book, to be published highlight publication.
if they find tele is definitely hurtby Doubleday in June, will have
ing'' .them.., 'y
Dance Index Folds
an intro by Arthur Godfrey.
Both theatre ops and the agenDance Index, published since
Tome will be an anthology of
American regional humor, cover- January, 1942 by Lincoln Kirstein, cies are now corisiderihg two; sol^^
to the " cbmnfietcial screen
is folding with the current, Feb- tions
ing' all sections of the country.
One is the po'ssibility
ruary, issue; Kirstein, who is also problem.
even commercials slanted
editor along with Marian Fames, that
N. Y. Warning to Comics
audiences
Stern warning to comic book claims increasing costs of produc- specifically at home
publishers to either dean up their tion as reason for the fold. Mag, might be acceptable in filmeries
mags or face possible public regu- devoted to the dance, and highly if they are entertaining enough
was regarded in the field, was unique (such as Sid Stone's "pitchJnan"
industry
of > their
lation
sounded last week by a voluntary in that it never accepted ads or, iron tine on the '"Pexsico' Star The'
committee composed of New York was sold on newsstands. Purchase atre'' ) Second is the posisibility
City school, police and judicial of- was by sub.scription only.
of sponsors providing a separate,
Civic group was organized
ficials.
It's estimated that it cost Kir- institutional type of plug which
last month following receipt of stein
who is director of the N, Y. can he inSOrted by film projectipn^
numerous complaints against some city Ballet Co.; head of School of ists, in: a theatire-oh cW- Wilit

dissenting.

Wilson's

,

-

•

.

.

;'

"I do it on condition,'' said Paderewski, "that you double your prices
afterward."
Talking with Paderewski. I urged that he do a sort of visual educational picture of his piano technique for Fox Movietone. Shaw, MUSSOr
lini. King George (even King Gustav, the stationary tennis champion),
and Peggy Joyce Hopkins had been movietoned. Bill O'Brien told
me he would give $50,000 to Paderewski's charities if the mastef would
say yes.
I argued in favor of it.
I asked Paderewski, "What would you your*
self give to be able to see and hear Chopin play?"
This one caught him on the button and nearly dropped him for the
full count. But he recovered his composure, and smiled away .my sub*
sequent body punches.
"The Moonlight Sonata," It Was

;

'

|

::

;
,

.

Like many who have let opportunity slip through their fingers until
it is too late, Paderewski eventually was lured into performing in one-r;
prograAA. jSubh cOnitniercials yi^bitld picture years later, but by then he was too old to perform with his old
ehtaU more prestige and iiess: ac- fire and virtuosity. He hoped to leave an heir but I'm afraid he failed
in this;also.'
tual ^geUing..;;'';';/';.:';^,;
A fate that seemed to have been lifted bodily from a Greek tragedy
Telecasters' Beef
pursued his Tadlewski. Tad was scooped up again by those krauts in
It is expefcted that the yideor
World War II as he had been in World War 1 and this time his peonage
casters will beef plenty about letin their prison camps finally killed him and his talent.
ting their shOwS; go theatre tele.
The Nazis subsequently spent as much time in Poland hunting down
As far as that problem is con- mementos of Chopin with the intention of destroying them as they did
cerned, there has never been a
The Paderewski -manuscript was hidden in the
in fighting the war.
test case to determine whether the
cellar of a house in Warsaw.
broadcaster or sponsor owns rights
The Nazis couldn't have been much on research or they would have
to a program. But the sponsor is
looked in the cellars. Michael H. Cross, who pioneered in Philadelphia
paying a heavy tariff for the pro symphony concerts, said that's where Chopin's music belonged. Ift
presumably Pres- f^.i^i^nl i^^g ^go he uttered the heresy that Chopin's music was so

|

i
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of the' comics:
In a statement issued by PresidIng Justice John W. Hill of the
Domestic Relations Court, the
pubs were urged to become more
aware of their responsibilities to
society by guiding children on to

"

American

Ballet,

:

and

autlior

about $14,000 a year to sustain the
monthly. Each issue was devoted
generally to one subject, veith a
dozen articles perhaps oh that subject. Qr the whole issue might be
devoted to oiie: monograph. Mag
generally carne out monthly, with
32 pages, but sometimes it was
double or triple in size, when it
grouped a couple of issues: to^^t^er. A recent issue devoted

1

:

'

proper emotional paths rather
than lead them to become disrespectful of authority through
flagrant use of plots of crime and
violence. Meanwhile; the pubs .ire
expected to meet this week to confor Im- '•"'"Pjetely to
sider recommendations
J^"^
provement of their w_ares made by Itl^t.^T^. ''L'^t 'f^^^Z^fJT^
committee member Dr. Frank J"*lf„^J"*° uV?^^^^^^
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figures

were around 1,100
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pressure ,on the declaration that
paying the bill and we want
CHATTER
that wider circulation that only;
Rose, Satevepost editor, the theatres can give us. As tar
in Hollywood to contact fiction
as the talent is cpncer.ned, that
writers;
probleih would fiaye, to be worked
Dell Publishing mulling launch^
out, i^fith the; -vaijious crafty, and
ing of new magazine in the parentguilds, some; advertiser? have sugchild field,
Norman Rockwell is in Holly- gested that the theatres cut ; the
TV
talent in for a share -bf their
wood, painting a series of portraits
added reve-^
of film people for Satevepost gross in retlirn for the
nue the exhibitors will draw.
covers.
„ .,
.,,
,
point to the heavy;
Advertisers
the
with
formerly
Dusty Smith,
Nat Goldstone agency on the Coast, grosses now being racked up by
joined the Harriet Wolf Literary Arthur Godfrey and his, "Talent
Scouts" package on the stage of
agency,
John Farrow's book, "The Life the Broadway Capitol as proof that
of Sir Thomas More," will be pub- fiun theatres can capitalize on tallished by Whittlesey House in Sep- ent built by radio and television,
tember.
But, they aver, that's only one
,
Thomas W. Duncan, author or house—why not put such a show
"Gus the Great," is writing a book j„ ^^^y theatres at the same time
about his life in a trailer out in through theatre television? They
San Fernando Valley.
believe that a neighborhood
H°»y^>oo«
Frini Boe landed
exhibitor, if he is able to book
single
in «
a o...s..shows' ...
vmcu ».m.vo
good video
V«th^
uagens iwo guuu
°t"cKnoim nflPPiis
the ct„/.b-hnim
Aftenposten,
^^^^
Nyheter and the Copenhagen Fonte

i
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Cott's Novel 'Treasury'
The enterprising Ted Cott,
veepee and program director of
WNEW, N. Y., has rushed in where
more worshipful men have feared
to tread, and has emerged rather
triumphantly with a highly interesting and readable anthology on
verse in "A Treasury of the Spoken
Word" (Hermitage, $3.50). The 384t>age tome is a collection of familiar poetTyi annotated and interpreted for reading aloud. Some
poets,

;

teachers,

elocutionists

and

pundits will object to Cott's endeavors as a little presumptuous or
even sacrilegious, but in the main,
the average reader will thank him
tor a novel, exciting approach to
Poetry. The treatment is sometimes
startling, but it's never dull.
Book' will appeal to actors and
directors in legit or radio. Cott
offers
analyses of
each poem
Prmted, either to give details On
no\v to read thenj, or delving into
their origin or background as an
aid to proper delivery. Sometimes
analyses make better reading
• -.2!J.^°6 poems themselves. Book
_
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,
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During the years Chopin's music was banned by the Nazi occupation
p^jand, playing descended from public halls to the underground. So
^^^^.^ ^ross thought it belonged in the first place.
g^^^ ^^^y.
ineidentally, the heiling heels even destroyed the Warsaw monument
^^.^^.^g^

chopin's honor.

They sma.shed too
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^eat^Ire,
CJwndler's.L, A.,MifFor. pense with, q .spfQnd
'

all

recordings of his

Fortunately Victor had a master set in America
j^^gj^
sent copies :pf their recordings to the Polish pebple.

i

:

::,,,.-,.';;.

:'",

.'Foiling .the Lamp.'.Makers'

and have since

''•'.;';''

Another thing the Nazis spent a: lot of tihie hunting down was
Chopin's heart. His body still reposes; in the; Pere Lachaise ceihetery
in Paris, and by now his heart has been retui-hed to its f ornier resting
place in the Church of the Holy Cross, Warsaw.
;iyhy the Germans should hunt iChppta db^h;wi^^^ such hate is. hard
to uhderstahdcase was fired

:

,

ft is

by the work of some one named A. E. Keeton, who
circulated a story that Chopin's original name was Szopen, that his
father came from Nancy and that in Winterhalther's portrait Chopin
certainly looked Jewish. The same chai-acter, however, claimed that
Mozart's real na hie was Ozart and Was changed when He was baptized,
Ghopin was, of co^rse, a Pole and neither an angel itot a. devil, 'but
the victim of a wa.sting sickness.
James Gibbons Huneker, a pupil of George Mathias, who in turn was
a pupil of Chopin's, insisted Chopin didn't die from the sweet sorrow
attending his parting from George Sand. He; believed that it was the
liaison itself that really killed Frederic.
In fact, the combination of
pulmonary t.b., George Sand, her daughter and a new love-affair every
^^^^j^ ^^^^ ViW^A even Casanova, according to Huneker, and ac^.^ ^
cho^in in his 39th year. It was a wound that a
;

'
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managing director
turned to London

in Britain, reweek after

last

inal

London

i

By Gordon Irvinir
Richard Widmark to personal at
Sammy Murray, popular native
the Roxy next Tuesday (22) in con-nection with opening of "Down to comic, died suddenly.
Singer-rharnionists Bob and Alf
the Sea in Ships."
Clifford C. Fischer, the veteran Pearson joining new British radio
theatrical agent and manager, re- series featuring comic Ted Ray.
Lex McLean, Scot comic, to top
covering at his Jersey home followAyr summer show; with Jean
ing a pleurisy attack.
Somerset Stoddart as principal comedienne.
Paul Robeson, ,W,
Will Gardner, Scot show busiMaugham. Cecil Beaton among
manager, to join Harry
those Who sailed for Britain last ness
business
Hayseeds
as
Lester's
Week on the Queen Mary.
Capt. and Mrs. Gosta Hedstrom, agent.
New radio series slated for
Swedish legit players, as well as
comedy
team t»f Charlie Stewart
actress Anna-Lisa Sodcrblom due
Hanley
Cliff
Ann
Mathew,
and
(Wed.).
in on the Gripsholm today
The Jack Kapps entertained for scripting.
Chico Marx scoring at Empire,
the Danny Kayes last night (Tues.)
with a supper, post-Roxy, where Glasgow, with eccentric piano10the Decca recording artist is cur- playing gpd stories. He is on
weeks' British tour.
rent.
Stewart Granger, Jean Simmons
Seymour M. Peyser, of Phillips,
Nizer, Benjamin & Krim, to be and Sonia Dresdel to play Glasgow
married Feb. 27 to Minna K. Post, in April in adaptation of Tolstoy's
assistant director of the Nation "The Power of Darkness."
Howard Lockhart, BBC variety
mag's Nation Associates.
Stanley Kramer In from the chief in Scotland, flies to Sydney
Coast for .confabs with UA on re- April '6 on siXTmonths' loan to
lease plans for "Champion," Kirlc Australian Broadcasting, Commission.
Douglas starrer made, by .Kramer's
Screen Plays, Inc., unit.
Robert. Benjamin, head of J.
Vienna
Arthur Rank's U. S. organization,planed in Monday (14) from LonErnst Neubach inked to direct
don after a three-week visit with Austro-French pic, "Les Violins du
company officials in England.
Ciol."
David Niven, Peggy Cummins
Maria Jeritza will sing twicS in
and Victor Saville due in 'today "Tosca" at the Volksoper tliis
(Wed.) on the Queen Eiizabeth. Sa- season.
ville directed Metro's "The Con*
Belvedere Films working on "Dr.
spirators," recently completed in Rosin," script by Gust! Penker and
*
Britain.
A.de Glahs.
Jack Mclnerney, Paramount,
Hans J. Hehfisch translating Emad-pub director, .being- lyn Williams' "Tlie Corn is Green"
Y.
N.
kidded about writing sports col- for Volkslheatre.
umn for New Rochelle Standai-dr
Paul Ramon, Hollywood scriptStar; Column being bylined by his er, arrived to work on Willi Forst's

of

Man."
Roland
lets

,

i.

By Florence

where

Burl

March

de Paris, to Princes theatre,

Ives

due

:

1.

Charlie Chester in George and
Alfred Blacks' seasonal show at tlie
Opera House, Blackpool, due early
in June.
Walter, Wanger due here in May

Greene

Three

Sisters,

presario Pi'ero
after six

Bemardon

months touring

of
is

Im-

home

Brazil.

Cimarro Swedish Ballet back in
Carter Barron, of Loew's, execu- Lisbon after a successful tour in
tive vice chairman of D. C. Ses- North Europe. They appear in a
quicentennial Celebration n ex t new revue at the Teatro Varieyear, angling for Freedom Train dades.
as feature of affair.
Impresario Joaquim Gasa to
bring the Anglo-American "Ice.

a la Andrews Sisters, is now':head
chorister in the West Central London Synagogue:
"Lilac Time'' being revived at
His Majesty's Feb. 24 for six weeks
by Emile Littler, who will present
a new production starring Celia
Lipton, , Bruce' Trent and John
Lewis.
Costumes and decor by
Doris Zinkeisen,
James Brennan, head of Mancunian Films, sailing to N. Y. B'eb.
23 with his latest film, "Somewhere
in Politics," starring Frank Randle.

Follies," which he's presently touring in Spain, .to Teatro Politeama
in April.

Miami Beach

•

is

,

Cross..

V'aude standard and radio feature

Randle

:
:

Lisbon

Feb. 27 in Theatre Guild of the
Air annual show for benefit of Red

former

recuperating

By Lewis Garyo
Portuguese Revue Co.

Charles Laughton and Jessica
Tandy will be starred from here

mond Lehmann and likely to star
either Garbo or Susan Hayward.
Sylvia Greene> member of tlie

is

Raymond Massey to Kingston,
Ontario, to receive honorary Doctor of Literature degree from
Queens University, first ever given
an actor by that school.

costar with

will

wife

Betty Hutton and Vic Mature
birthday party for John
Farrow on set of "Red Hot and
Blue" at Paramount.

tossed

S. Lowe
in for concert

National Symphony Orch figures
to draw one of its top crowds of
year Feb. 20 with an All-Gershwin
program.
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Johnston
feting their daughter tomorrow
(Thurs.) at MPAA headquarters,
a large socialite cocktail
to produce pic for Rank titled "The with
Ballad and the Source" by Rosa- party.

Bernard Bros.

his

.

from pneumonia.

Washington

here in

By Lary Solloway
Danny Thomas
Vagabonds

at

now

Clover Club.

Ricardo Covoes of the Lisbon
Club Boheme. Teatro Colisseu is organizing a
featured
at Portuguese Folklore Co. with 60
artists, to send to Madrid and Bar-

Ted Lewis and his company
comie whose Copa City on Feb. 20.

provincial,

,

recent films, although produced
cheaply, have proved real boxoffice.
"Little Lambs Eat Ivy" closes its
nine months' run at the Ambassanext film, "Elisabeth."
_ -Flottenkino, due to -license mix- dors_Marj8h 5. Successor will be an,
up, reopened as cabaret. Herman adaptation from a French comedy,,
Leopold! and Heddy Moesleln head "Love Is a Funny Thing" ("Premier Bal"), by Charles .Spaak and
the talent.
Pierre Brive. Sheila Sim, Michael
Medwin, Mervyn Johns have leading roles.
Pittsburgh
As soon as the London Palladium
By Hal Cohen
pantomime, "Cinderella," closes
press- March 19, Tommy Trinder, who
Jinny Reed, former
agent, home from six-month trip to gets $4,000 per week and a perEurope.
centage of profits, flies to Aus-

U. S. Chamber of Commerce
signed Sigmund Romberg- and orch
for its forthcoming D. C. affair.
Composer-conductor's 12-week tour
opens with first public concert in
Newark Feb. 20, the Feb. 18-19
being- closed
Worcester dates

Lina Romay planed to Miami to
Cugat orch on tour of
South America.
v
Allan Jones to Detroit fgr week
with the Civic Light Opera; then
goes to England.
John Hodiak and Anne Baxter
returned from two weeks of cruising in the Caribbean islands.
Cole Porter spent a few days
here and w6nt back to Tucson
join Xavier

Feb. 16.

,

the Queen Mary. He was accom*
panied by his. wife and daughter,

Raymond vacationing at Ojai.
Irene Dunne did a short at RKO
for American Red Cross 1949 fund
appeal.

Moody

Petit, last seen

Hollywood~

Paula Blythe recovering from
major surgery.
Robert Taylor in town after four
months in England.
Lizabeth Scott, out of hospital
•'
recuperating at home.
Jeanette MacDonald and Gene

entino.

,

the Ballet des Champs Elysees,
brings his own company, Les Bal-

•

son, Jack, Jr.
Arnold Chtldh ouse, managing director for the M'btion Pictui-e Export Assn. in the Netherlands, re^
turned to New Yorlc last week on

.

Charles P. Skouras vacationine
*

in Tucson.

,

,

.

week

Lew
Peter Ustinov, British actor(Mrs.
of Bert Montague's producer, will come -to Rome late
Princes theatre pantomime, "Babes in February with a completed copy
in the Wood," due to attack of flu. of his
film,
"Private Angelo,"
Hedwig' Bleibtreu, octogenarian which was made in Italy, near
Austrian actress, planed in to Florence.
finish her work In nearly completed Carol Reed pic, "The Third

•

^

"The Beaux Stratagem/'

Cathleen
Grade) out

;

.

last

.

;

•

American version, was shown

to the ECA personnel.
Eva Moore celebrating lier 80th The Italian version opened at the
Metropolitan.'
Director Mike
..rcl:..iv.',.i
Wishinsky In
Carissiraa" celebrates its first
anniversary at the Palace March 10. Paris to confer with Orson Welles
Ben Goetz off to Italy to seek on the film, "Othello," which was
location iot Rome exteriors for started a few months ago and
never finished.
Metro's "Quo Vadis."
Baron Renzo Avanzo, cousin of
John Clements leaving cast of
Henry Sherek's "Edward, My Son," Roberto Rossellini, will fly to New
York and Hollywood late this
with Basil Sydney replacing.
Jack de Leon's Aldous Huxley month for conferences with United
hit, "The Gioconda Smile," leaves Artists about scripts he's written,
Luigl Valentino, who worked in
Wyndham's theati'e end of Februthe accounting department for
ary.
John Clements left cast of "Ed- 20th's Italo-made film. "Prince of
ward, My Son" to costar with his Foxes," left for Hollywood. He's a
wife, Kay Hammond, in a revival cousin of the late Rudolph Val-

Scotland

Short U. S. stay.

.

Vedneaday, February 16, 1949

i

Feb. 28-March 3 in "I Know My
Love."
Grand, lower loop grind film
Bay Bolger to wax two "Where's liouse,
taking whirl at burlesque
Charley?" excerpts for Decca.
along with Alvin, its permanent
Solly Violinslor checking out of local homev
Polyclinic hospital after a virus
James Nederlahder, Lyceum, leailment.
git roadshow house manager, to
Norman Reader, French Tourist N. Y. in effort to land more stage
Office publicist, flies Friday (18) shows and films.
to Paris and the Riviera.
Dorotliy Lewis Ice Sljow in final
Dan^on (News columnist) Wallcer weeks at Hotel Nicollet, Minneto do video show for WPIX, News- sota, after 10 months, but will reowned station, direct from the Ver- turn for usual spring-summer enlH'CS
gagement.
James E. Perkins, Paramounl's

KQV

I

into celona in April.
"Les Ballets Negres;" starring"Holiday On Ice'' skedded for Ifatherine
Dunham and Berto
Coral Cables Coliseum.
Pasuka, will start a fortnight seaMickey Shaughnessy added to son at the Colisseu in March and
the Five O'Clock Club show- with than go to Oporto.
'Gross and Dunn.
Angela and Nleo, acrobatic bal- Tony Martin,- Joe E. Lewis-and let
"dancers. 'a click at "the Cristal;;
Beatrice Kraft dancers into Beach- smartest Lisbon nitery. They are
comber Feb. 18.
booked for an extensive tour in
Guy Madison and Gail Russell Spain and North Africa.
this week at Stevers Oceanside, in
Portuguese Ballet Co., founded
"John Loves Mary." Stock idea and directed by Margarida de Abdoing healthy biz, with Turhan reu, and starring Anna Maria Ma.sBey and Edith Atwater d(jing well colo and Fernando Lima, will go
last week.
to Madrid and Barcelona after

;

I

I

I

'

Dublin
Jim Alexander, veteran Film tralia to star in a film with Chips
Row-er, and his wife celebrated. Hafferty for Michael Balcon; Loca*
By Maxwell Sweeney
King Edward hotel, w.k. to show 29th wedding anni.
tion; will take him several months
Leslie A. Macdonnell of Foster's
Alan Clark plans to call his new; in the Australian bush.
biz people, last week was sold by
Agency in for short vacation.
Its owners and operators, Kimmel- supper club in new Jackson BuildJim Garvey mulling English
man & Zauderer, to the 120 W. ing the Monte Carlo.
strawhat season for his vaude show.
44th St. Corp., represented by atBlackie Forester, ex - Hollywood
Austrian ballet dancers Evelyn
Amsterdam
Sellers Show Bar, named manager of new
torney Jerome Greens.
Ippen and Bettina Vernon on twopurchase
10-year
took back a
By Den Berry
Braddock Lounge in Mayfair hotel.
week Northern Ireland tour.
"The
money mortgage of $640,000 at
Iron
Curtain
Mary Frances Ackerman rejoin(20lh)
Ninette de Valois, director of
6%.
ing "Ice Capades" as advance agent banned here.
Sadlers' Wells Ballet, here to gab
Stuart S. Goldblatt, son of the- in Houston March 15 for rest of
Minto Gato, Negro chirper with on ballet to students of National
atrical attorney Harold M. Gold- [season.-.
song-piano act, working the Holly- Univ,
blatt, and graduate student at CoAndy Russell and his wife, Delia, wood nltery here,
Film censor Richard Hayes has
lumbia U.-, received a jeweled wrist now at Copa; Frances Langford
"Tropical Interview," film just given thumbs down to Metro's "If
Watch from Gen. Dwight D. Eisen* comes in for first anni show completed
in
Indonesia,
will Winter Comes" and 20th's "Daisy
hower, Columbia prexy, for achiev- March 7.
preem here in March. Special Kenyon.''
ing the highest academic average
Understudy
Louise Yates had to music for the pic was written by
over the past year of any varsity play Mama in "High Button Shoes" Hugo de Groot.
Stuart is member of
letter man.
First German film made since
several
days
because
Audrey
the tennis team. His father is Cothe en^ of the war to get O.K. for
Meadows was sick,
•Kate'
lumbia, '07.
Original play by Lloyd Wen- showing in Holland is "Die Morder
Sind Unter Uns" ("The Murderers
iss Continued trom page 1 ss:
inger, of Carnegie Tech drama facAre Among Us").
ulty, being produced at school;
to the backers, leaving a
$30,000
Dutch
version of Maxwell Ancalled "Portrait of Polish Family."
Minneapolis
derson's
"Saturday's
Children" cash reserve of around $17,000, beopened recently in the Kleine sides the $16,625 assets represented
By Les Rees
Komedie
at
The
Hague.
Group
is
by
the
bonds;
Its minimum operate
St. Paul Civic orch gave first
under direction of Kees Brusse.
ing cost is approximately $24,000
concert.
Dallas
Plans have, now been made, tor a week.
Eva LeGallienne herp for dra.Continued from page 1
a new mysic-centre in war-dammatic reading.
Terms havie been concluded with
Annual Shriners Indoor Circus is to promote and publicize events aged Rotterdam. When completed, Edwin Lester for the Los Angeles
$10,000,000 building will include a
Feb. 28-March 5,
land Sah Francisco Light Opera
Vgert hall to seat 2,000. a recital |Assns.
Abe Burrows into Hotfil Radis- the summer months.
to present a second company
hall, a filmliouse, newsreel tlieatre,
sott Flame Room.
Program, to be staged in the hotel and a parking lot lor bi" lof the musical on the Coa.st this
"Ice-Capades" into St. Paul Au- Cotton Bowl,
summer. It will play a four-week
was
conceived
by Lee cycles.
ditorium for 9 shows.
engagement
Segall, president of KIXL, origiin Los Angeles, openVince McKnight here ahead of
ing July 11, then go to San Fran"Favorite Stranger" opening ati nator of the Dr. I. Q. program, and
cesco for six weeks. The producCBS has expressed an interest in
Lyceum Feb. 16-19.
•.'.•
tion
it..
is
to
be put on and rehearsed
Bert Styler of Bob Hope writing
Jack McEvoy and wifie ini Rome in New York, then shipped to the
The show will be sponsored only
Staff joined star here.
for a short visit.
T
Coast at Lester's expense. In adKay Francis in "Favorite Strang- as a civic-boosting project and is
'The
Winslow
Boy"
in English dition, there
not
for
16-20.
private
profit.
All
profits
will be a lump-sum
er" to Lyceum Feb.
at the Quirinetta.
royalty
Edyth Bush Little Theatre oflcr- will be turned over to some wortliy
Carmen Amaya and C6, ijow in $70,000. understood to be about
cause, probably the Variety Club's
In? "Ladies in Retirement."
third week at the Valle.
Rudolf Serkin here for concert Boys Ranch.
After the Coast run, the show
Gregory Ratoff and writer Ben
at Northrop Memorial Auditorium,
The plan is to have roving mikeMill revert to Subber-Ayers manGil Lamb, Helen Forrest and men over the Cotton Bowl, with
agement and may- play Dallas for
f^^^^^^/.tSfningWome"
Perry Martin orch into Club Carr
two weeks before going to ChiDorothy
«^
so•nival..'
Z\^«?fnft^'"^
contestants.
A ^jety and film hostess in Rome, cago for an extended run. If the
Hotel Radisson Flame Room has nrt„
pnze-a-minute is the goal for as yisitittg
Dallas
date doesn't work out, the
her brother in Paris,
Andy and Delia Russell with Mel many programs as are necessary f
jtallan
laneuaee
language
version
vei.sion
of jump from San Francisco to Chiot
Cooper orchestra.
to give away the $1,000,000 worth
"Streetcar Nanied Desire" playing cago may be broken by stands in
OrMinneapolis
of merchandise and cash. ^
Denver and Kansas City.
its fifth week at the Quirino.
chestra on mid-winter tour that
" 'Dollars for Dallas' aim is to
No one is set for the second comBrooks McCormack, American
includes Chicago date.
University of Minnesota theatre leave no doubt in anybody's mind operatic tenor who sings in Italian pany, but Porter is looking over
possible leads during his cunent
bring Margaret that Dallas keeps abreast of the operas, bedded with flu in Rome.
to
negotiating
Victor Stoloff, film director with .stay in-'Hollywood, and active castWebster Shakespearean company times in furnishing entertainment
second
to
none
in
America," the Americans' in Italy group, is ing will probably begin on the rehere.
.
,
,
,
Garlton Miles here ahead of Robert A.. Boss, chairman of the spending several months in Paris. turn of Subber and Ayers from
Fonta^ne^ d,u« lati Lyeeutn DflUas. Invite* Sfou commi Wee .said,
Liint
"The Iron Curtain." in th<wwifr« their.) West Indies tvacation. j « i t

Easter.
Walter Pinto, Brazilian imprehas been visiting Portugal,
Spain, France and Italy to organize an exchange of companies
(revues and' operettas) between
these various countries.
"The Pirate," a revue produced
in the fall at the Teatro Maria
Vitoria by Rosa Mateus, and starring Mirita Casimiro, Costinha and
Teresa Gomes, has been such a
success that it will continue until
Easter.
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Dale Carnegie guest of Marshal
Field last weekj

AGVA annual convention will be
held in Chi, June 6-7-8.
Elliott Roosevelt addressed
Kraus Lodge of B'nai B'rith here.
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Payoff

Jolin

j

John Boettiger planning to
open public relations office .here
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will lecture at Sinai

Movies."

I

Giveaway

Huston

Temple Forum on "Morals and

j
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this spring.
Cole Porter expected here next
week to see "Salute To Cole Perter" at College Inn, Hotel Sherman,
Publicist Bill Slater in as advance man for Arthur Godfrey's
"Talent Scouts" date at the Oriental.

Carmen Miranda, currently at
Chez Paree, stays here two days in
order to headline Press Photographers party, Morrison hotel, Feb.
19.^

John Balaban, B&Ifc theatre exec,
becomes vice-president of 1M9

Red

Gross Fund campaign,
charge of special assignments

«|
foi'

Chi- area.

Cornelia Otis Skinner makes a
one-night appearance here next
at Mundelein College, wit"
proceeds going to the schools,
scholarship fund.
...
Ernie Byfield says it was rigm
nice of Time mag to plug W',^
Porter on its cover just as
presenting his "Salute to Cow
.Porter" nitei-y revue at the college Inn.
Current Red Cross Campaign
Oen.
will be launclied here with
Eisenhower as honored gue«;

week
all

James Stewart will do ^emcec
»»
chores while other celebs
ana
launching are Helen Hayes
Wayne King.
•

-

•
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Wednesday* February 16, 1949
British

production

Sir

Henry Irving and

in that city Feb.

8.

5 Continued from

Lily Langtry.

the

t as

that he had- registered the
with the title bureau of Samuel Qoldwyn and Walt Disney
Motion Picture Assn. of Ameri- each, expected to supply two
ca one day before Pdpkin did.; Ar-' apiece. Balance of 24 wiU be made
bitrations were held under
up of company's, own programmers
title bureau rulies.
other indie product. Studio
Bro^ biad planned to appliy the and
has backlog of 16 films,
title td" an origiii^I yam, while
Screen Guild is planning a pro<
Popkin had bought a. published gram of 21 pictures and Film
story on the bMis ttiaf it Ig, Inequir
Classics probably will do between
table to. allow a producer 'to hold 10 and 12. Warners, which will rerights to a title wiien, within a rea- iSume .production after hiatus of
sonable time after he registers itj several months, early in March,
a<3 « ttrnTT
Thomas S. Scottt 79^" tired mo- » P"»'"'">ed work using that title doesn't yet know what its picture
««°t''«'^^P™*"9^'^ lineup will be. In any event, com->
tion picture theatre owner, died
Hel'^uysft- Part of the purchasej)riee pany has 21 pictures in its backJan. 29, at Jacksonville, 111.
suffered a fractured hip when he "> the latter instance, the arbiters log.
fell from bed several weeks before held, is the value of the title,
United Artists' activity will des*
Secondary principle in deciding pend upon whether, its producer^
his deathi
Scott opened the first: picture the hassle was a standing
can get prop§r financing. With
theatre in Jacksonville and later rule that the disputants have a banks now requiring' 100% guar-

euX' playwrighV'^

all his life to

directed

pH«

fact

Horace Horsnell, 65, British novcritic!' died
in London, Feb. 10. He was drama
critic of The Observer, London,
from 1920 until his retirement because of illness in 1945.
He also did drama criticism for
The Tattler. His novels included
"The Bankrupt," "The Talking
Woman," "Maa Alone" and "Castle
Cottage."

He had

music, and
Air
Brake Band until his retirement in
He
led
the
old
14th Regi1941.
previous
vorlc She became ill the
and
Grand
Army
Bands
and
ment
of
pvening during a broadcast,
played in various theatre orches^Valentine for Sophia" on NBC's tras in and around Pitttsburgh.
Cavalcade of America show. Her
Nirella toured the country with
husband, George Gibson* found her John Duss' Band and played under such Symphony conductors as
dead the following morning.
_
As the lead in "Valentine," Miss Emil Paur, Walter Damrosch, Vicwho
girl
tor Herbert, William Mayer and
Ryan had the role of. a
was afflicted ' with severe head- Fritz Reiner. He was also a composer and a teacher of band music.
aches. Ironically she complained
station In addition to his wife and one son
of a similar condition to
and a daughter, he leaves a
airing.
offtciais prior to the show's
brother, Danny Nirella, also a
her
assumed
Although substitutes
in veteran Pittsburgh bandleader.
part, she later was able to step
near the end of the drama.

devoted

it

more than its 30 of
number included

HORACE HORSNELL

home

PATRICIA ETAKF

definitely won't do
last year. This
six Tim Holt
westerns, which again will be
turned out as a series. Included
in the 24, without Holts, will be
from 10 to 15 ..A productions, with

number, but

"Charley's

of

Aunt."
Prior to that Miss Caswell had
appeared in support of Ellen Terry,

OBITUARIES
Patricia Ryan, 25, a radio actress
died yestersince the age of four,
her home in New
ilav (Tues.) at

:
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'

;
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GIOVANNI ZENAVlSLLO

'

.

1

built the Grand which he later sold right to submit evidence showing
When
antee on their loans, indies are up
Giovanni Zenatello, 72 former to Fox.
«quad
work done and expen.ses incurred against tough nut to crack.
his wife, a police emergency
operatic tenor and more recently
because of the title. Arbiters are
was summoned. Oxygen was ad- a singing teacher, died at his home
Lining up, however, arc more
fiR. FREDERICK LOOMIS
she
and
obligated to consider this. In this than. 20 indie productions from'
ministered without success
in New Vork. Feb. 11.
Loomis,
Dr.
Frederick
author
78,
in
Bom
instance. Brown, introduced no evl UA producers, but how many actuwas pronounced dead.
Bom in Verona, Italy, he studied
London, Miss Ryan had partici- there for an operatic career. From Sfc hn?i^ \^^f}Lt''r^^''^ ^ ''*!1enirthk«nythin^^^
ally will get away still remains to
programs.
registering the title, while be seen. Naturally, sopne of these
pated in scores of radio
1901 to 1903 he sang at the Scala
Recently Di^ Loomis Served as
had a film ready for re- will go, but others probably will
Perhaps her longest stint was a
?i'^„^\^,?°''*"„L^2L-itechnS^^^^
CBS' "Let's Pretend" den, Ix)ndon Inl907 he made hiS|^g production, "Bitter Victory,'
in
part
fall by the wayside.
in ParaniountvsfPeskay,, arbiters
which she had played since 1930. American debut as leading tenor an adaptation of his novel.
House,
Metropolitan
Opera
NBC's
the
on
at
held th.at./ par's -elaim
She also appeared
appeared
and
subsequently
Y.,
N.
airer.
i»
Family"
They
dreW.: the'cond^
"Aldrich
FRED BROWN
sevfor
Boston
Gp^ra
Co.
the
With
at
held
will
be
services
had
had
more
Funeral
Fred Brown, 55, who for years 20 years the company
Candy Toxton: (Susan Perry) to
considerable
had been a member of the famous than adequate, opportunity to milk Mel Torme, Feb. 12, Chicago. He's
Walter Cooke's chapel, 117 W. 72d eral seasons. He won
attention in the opera, "Otello."
(18),
Brown Bros, sax sextet, beadliners the film, and, since it was a silenti a singer and filhi
St., N. y., Friday morning
player; brid^
His wife, Maria Gay; also an in Vaudeville, died in Chicago, Feb. it had minor value
at best. In ad
is a film actress.
<
opera singer, died in 1943; Sur- 9
SEYMOUR SIMONS
dition. Par showed no evidence
vived by a daughter.
Helen Gilbert to Jbhn StoraSurvived by three brothers and that it had another film in work
Seymour Simons, 53, composer
panto, Las Vegas, Feb. 10. Bride
sister.
a
"Breez"Honey,"
of
Me."
planning
"All
on
which
it
was
use
the
to.
of
'DAVE- POSNER
is an actress.
and
Breeze,"
the
With
Along
did.
title,
while
Peskay
ing
i)ave Posiier, 8l, former actor
Lynne Snow to Bill Leyden, EnEARL E. DOBBINS
other popular songs, died in De" aiid later a legit coiiapany inanager,
Arbiters in the first case were
He's «
senada, Mexico, Feb. 11.
Earl E. Dobbins, 38, film stunt
troit, Feb. 12
„
i,„ i, t died in New York, Feb. 7. At time man, died Feb. 9 in Los Angeles Kenneth B. Umbreit, RKO; Will- disk jockey.
Simons, whose first big ^mt,
^eath he was stage doorman at General Hospital as a result of a lam Orr, Metro, and Murray J.
Norah Adamson to Frederick W.
"Just Like a Gypsy," was written Alvin theatre, N. Y.
Chikofsky,
20th-Fox.
In
the
secknife wound.
Police' are investir
Yardley, Simsbury, Conn.r Feb; 12.
and pubfoi- Nora Bayes, wrote
Starting out in burlesque at gating.
ond they were Irving Moross, Co- Bride is film editor of WBZ-TV,
lished more than 300 songs.
Miner's Bowery theatre, N. Y,,
lumbia; Albert Howson, Warner Boston.
Educated at the Univewity of when a youth, he subsequently apBros., and Orr.
HARRY R. SHEARDenise Briault to Jay Martin,
peared in vaude and in several of
Harry R. Shear, 28, manager of
Chicago, Feb. 8;' He's male lead
Weber & Fields productions at the the.
Cincinnati,
theatre,
Forest
in road "Finian's Rainbow," curlatter's N. Y. Music Hall. He later
Feb.
after a heart attack
died
7
rently at Shubert theatre, Chi;
appeared in legit on the old Stair
city.
in
that
bride
is French songstress.
Studios
WITH FOND
& Havlin circuit and upon retir- Survived by wife and daughter,
Gilda G. Geltner to Donald G.
ing as an actor became a, company
jjSj^S Continued from page 9 s^sJ Schine, New York, Feb. 12. He's
brothers.
MEMORIES
manager for A. H. Woods and other mother and three
president of Darnell Theatre Co.
'two
films
thaii
weire:
inade
in
more
producers.
OP
of Buffalo and son of Louis W.
RICHARD SALKIN
^r::''.1947.;'.:^;^:-;;Survived by three sisters.
Schine, vice-president of Schinc
Richard Salkin; son of Dick SalCompany is starting ofE year in Theatres chain.
kin, manager of the Jackson Park
MAXINE GREGORY
in that city, great shape. Five jairiis already
Joanne Wright to Gordon Wil-:^
- -Maxine— Gregory,- 32,- .former theatre, Chicago, died
Feb.-S:
"liamson, "Washington, Feb. 11, He's
dancer and model, was burned to
Jan. 1, and: either are finished or in producer-director for WTTG, Dudeath in a fire in a motel near
J.
Mrs. Nellie Miller. 78, who had production. Eight more are slated Mont, television outlet In that city.
Her body
Hollywood, Feb. 14.
Aveeks,
been a wardrobe mistress for legit to roll -dutirig next six
Sheila
Chapman to Leonard
was found' on a charred mattress productions for many years, died Repiiblic, too, has 14 fllifis in its:
Rosner, New York, Feb* 6. .Bride is
in her room, with investigation
in New York, Feb. 11. More re- baeklogj ready foir rfelfea^
daughter of Jules K. Chapman,
proving that a carelessly tossed cently she had handled assignEagle Lion, which made 18 last Film Classics assistant sales chief.
cigaret may have* caused the fire.
ments
for the Group Theatre pro- yearj, may spark this figure slightCarole
Somers
to John Cosgrove,
Miss Gregory, who resumed her ductions and for the John Garprofessional name after divorcing field starrer, "Skipper* Next to ly in 1949, but in view of fact it New York, Feb. 12. Bride, known
her husband, Carl Satzinger, three God," last year. Survived by a has plenty of releases, company professionally as Judy- Somerside,
is radio and legit actress; he's a
FROM HIS
may take it easy/ and limit itself to
years ago, had appeared in several daughter and granddaughter.
director.
same ntiijcibei?. At :aiiy i?ate, total of stage
productions at the late Earl Car-^
FRIENDS
12 flims now arie liBfed up and. are
roll's restaurant-theatre in HollyMother, 72, of Walter Gould, expected to hit cameras within
wood; More recently she had been
foreign
manager
Artfor
United
modelling.
next six moiiths. GomiJany iesuhies
ists, died in New York, Feb. 9.
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Hart, daughproductjqri activity, late this month,
She leaves another son and two
EDWIN RAWLS HAMPTON
when Bryan B^oy puts pair in ^york ter. New York, Jan. 21. Mother
Michigan, where he took an engiis the daughter of the late Jack
Edwin Rawls Hampton, 65, who daughters.
on New York location.
neering cour.se, Simons, while In had been a member of the staff of
Hodgdon, former Keith booker. \
Outfit is particularly fortunate,
college, composed several oper- radio station WFAS, White Plains,
Peter Donovan, a veteran memMr. and Mrs, Ray Malone, daughettas for undergraduate actors. N. Y., since 1940, died Feb. 7.
ber of the St. Louis Theatrical though, iii way of releases. In addi- ter. Chicago, Feb. 10. He's feaAfter a brief experience in engi
For several years, Hampton had Brotherhood, Local No. 6, died at tion to four high-budgeters of its tured in "Raze the Roof," currently
own. on backlog, company has 11 at the Great Northern, Chi.
neering he made his professional conducted a daily program known his home in St. Louis, Feb. 4.
David O, Selznick films for reissue
debut as a musician at the Capitol as "The Philosopher" over WFAS.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Wood, son.
Father,
of
legit
actress and 12 new-.T. Arthur Rank pic- Culver City, Cal. Father is a film
61,
theatre in Detroit, presenting a. He was one
the pion<eers of
pianolog with the orchestra.
broadcasting; and had been In Trescott Ripley, died Feb. 6 at La tures for release in this country. actor.
In 1920 Miss Bayes, then her radio since the mid-20's.
He at guna Beach, Cal. Wife, son and Company also has tiein with Equity
Mr. and Mrs, Irwin Steinberg,
another
daughter
also
survive.
own manager, appeared in "Her one time was a staff member at
Pictures, and will distribute an son, Chicago, Feb. 25. Father's
Family Tree," with lyrics and WAHG (later WABC) and WAAT.
undetermined number of westerns comptroller for Mercury Record
Karl Herlinger, 68, one of the and action pictures from this oiit- Corp.''
music by Simons. He also com- For several years, his "Wise Man"
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Felix, daughposed "Ladles First" for the star, series was, broadcast over a nar pioneer makeup artists in the film fit.
industry, died Feb. 8 in Hollywood.
Chicago, Feb. 8. Father is
and several songs for "Elsie Janis tional network.
Columbia is still a heavy-sched- ter,
engineer at WIND, Chi.
and Her Gang."
Wlfe of Joe Grossman, company ;Ule studio, but no more than last
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Granara,
FRED C. HUXLEY
With his own orchestra Simons
Hollywood,
Feb.
5.
Fred C, Huxley, 51, technical di- manager of touring "High Button year, when 51 pictures were made. daughter,
was on radio and in vaudeville
These include features, westerns, Father's a flack at RKO.
rector at the Pasadena Playhouse Shoes," died in Chicago, Feb. 12.
for many years.
—
programmers and serials. ProducMr. and Mrs. Tommy King, son,'
Surviving are his wife and three for 31 years, died Feb. 8 of a heart
Father of Dale Saunders, vocalist tion office is planning another 51 Pittsburgh, Feb. 3. Father's with
attack while lighting a dress rechildren.
hearsal for the theatre's next with Tommy Carlyn's band, died this year. Company is in good Tommy Carlyn band; mother is
shape in matter of backlog with former Joan Bartholdi of "Ice"Gentleman From in Arnold, Pa., Feb. 7.
production,
CHRISTIAN BERARD
beUveen 20 and, 25 in the yaiilts. Capades."
Christian Berard, 46, artist, cos- Athens."
Writing mill at Warners is busy
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Franklin,
Once a vaudeville trouper, Huxturner and one of the foremost
Playhouse coropanji
Pittsburgh,
Feb.
7;
with 23 script^!, incjudirig "The daughter,
designers of the French ley joined the
Dietz
remained
Symwif.i
Pittsburgh
Cardinal Mindszenty," Father's
Trial
of
after World War I and
theatre,
12.

Gibson failed to arouse
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Keynotes

died in Paris, Feb.

.

:

there tonstantly except for several
trips east to handle lighting ^f or

latest

Continued from pace 9

Metro's

fo

re 1 g n

organization,

To complete
y^as
a
Louis
collaborator
of
the exchange, number of men from
Jouvet, French actor-producer, and
the overseas field will come to the
MARVIN C. RISLEY
dgsigned the latter's productions of
C. Risley, 65, musiciah, U. S. to meet domestic wing execs.
Marvin
Ecole des Femmes" and "Don
He had •The plan recognizes the importance
died in Seattle, Feb. 9.
viving

is

his son.

Rodgers

Gene.

:

explained.

:

'

been a member of the Seattle
Symphonv for many years and also

of thinking on a world-level for all
businesses, Rodgers said, and follows similar missions dispatched
overseas in 1946 and 1938.
While the entire year will be celebrated, Dietz declared, company
would level off on the week of
June 24 when M-G will seek to
play at least one pic in every theA specimen of Berard's art as union.
atre in the U. S. .Special anni
stage designer is currently on
Survived by wife, two sons, two
f,
brochure plus reams of publicity
view
in N. V., at the Belasco thea- sisters and two brothers.
material will go out to all editors
where "The Madwoman of
and accounts. M-G-M Record com.^haillot" is being presented with
HELEN CRESWELL
line up with a silver anni
lie settings and
costumes which he
Helen Creswell, 103, former pany will
prepared for the original produc- British actress, died at her home record album
tion in Paris.
Dietz mentioned tremendous tiein London, Feb. 7. She had apWomen" with 147
peared in many productions in ups for "Little
JOSEPH D. NIRELLA
London over a span of 50 years be- different products as an example
,
,,Joseph
Joseph D. Nirella,
Nirella. 73.
and in 1892 of the big campaigns planned for
retirement,
73, vete
veteran fore
*^"isburgh musician, ^iedi
f i .;i
«tt ibis created the.i»le of thejaunt'lnithe tljeiyew.
ti-

He was

,.

,

,

,.

active also in creating

costumes and scenery for ballet
ana motion pictures. A close friend
ef Jean Cocteau, playwright and
producer, he was responsible
tor the costumes and settings in
^he^^latter's film "Beauty and the

played with dance bands In Seattjg and elsewhere on the Coast.
For some vears he had his own
orchestra and played at the Butler
Hotel in Seattle when it was
town's top night spot. He was a
member of the Musicians
life

|

mm

tison,

;

U

'

.

'

,

•:

.

before camerias this. year. Four a screen writer.
more are skedded for lensing withMr. and Mrs. Robert B. Bernin next month. In its backlog,
hard, daughter. New York, Feb. 12.
has 12 films, plus nearly a dozen Father is Film Classics' assistant
J. Arthur Rank films which it Will foreign sales manager.

'

'

veteran Pitt theatre owner

Nine of thesp already have been
and co-producer of "Citijien Saint."
completed and; three are shooting,
Mi-, and Mrs. Richard English,
leaving a balance of 18 yet to go
son, Hollywood, Feb. 11. Father Is

,

.

Mr. and Mrs. Lou Adams, son,
program.
Pittsburgh, Feb, 2,
Father manNo Change At U-I
ages Harlequin Lounge, Pitt.
Universal - International
a n Mr. and Mrs. Ray Warn pier, son,
nounced its production plans for Pittsburgh, Feb. 8.
Father's on
1949 last summer, and there is no KQV staff.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Battison,
change in sight. Total of 30 pictures then was announced, for 15- son, Pittsburgh, Feb. 1. Father's
month period ending Pee. 31, 1949. an exhib and son of Andy Bat:•

\

Juan

rihony Orch.

addition to the production

distribute in western hemisphere.

i

'

I

Mr. and Mrs. Alan Blum, son,
N. y.. Feb. 14. Child is grandson
of Fred Meyers, Universal's east-

Twentieth-Fox isn't planning any
uppance,
either, on us
its pr
"PPance, eitner,
production
Company will make approxilately 24, equivalent to last year's
turnout, with its releases cut by
its droppmg of its B product from
o"tside producers

ern division sales manager.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Lutz, daughter, Hollywood, Feb. 14. Father is
of personal mgt. firm of Gable,
Lutz & Heller; mother is former
Irene Piltot, ex-sec at Music Pub* i > r I
RKQisUli ist iiii doubt) dboutiiexact Ilshietif JHo4dky0 Qfsrpi ' c
.

>
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Capitalize;

Mgrs. Cagey on Concerts

ffljo

In Ljuba Welitsch, red-hairedf'
Bulgarian soprano who Scored a

best bet since Kirsten Flagstad's
But, ironitally
debut in 1935.
enough, where Mme. Flagstad was
its

needed in '35 to lift the Met out of
its boxoHice doldrums (and came
through). Miss Welitsch's serviceis
aren't needed for the same purpose.
Today, practically every Met per-

formance is SRO, no matter what
opera or singer. The Met isn't
making ends meet despite the cai)acity biz, due to high operational
costs, but that's another matter.
With its season schedule laid out
tin advance, the Met has no opportunity to capitalize oh Miss Welboth "Sa-

Mel points to the fact that
"Salome" wasn't done for five
years; that Fritz Beiner made his
baton debut with the opera, so that
there were several other reasons
for the opera's appeal. But there
have been more turnaways

at

i

Coaxial Speedup

them are now trying even harder to get back on a
regular payroll.
Salary demands of not more than
a half-dozen or so top players are
being maintained at the levels' of
the past few years. I'hey are the
Ingrid Bergmans. Bing Crosbys
and a few other such performers.
Otherwise, it's a case of lowering
sights or going without jobs.
Players who were asking $150,000 a picture not long ago are now
willing to accept $125,000 for a
term pact calling for 40 weeks'
work a year. Simil^ly, the $100,000 per pic contractee can be
snared without difficulty for 40

Bow

Coastwide

&

Wham

American Telephone & Telegraph Co. had declared originally
that the additional east to midwest links wouldn't be opened until June 1. Difficulty encountered
by broadcasters in slotting their
shows on the single available channel until now led them to press
AT&T to hypo its schedule. Factj
that the phone company could accommodate them a month ahead of
schedule, it is believed, means it

Price' ReYival

For Coast 1-Niters
By MIKE KAPLAN
Hollywood, Feb. 22.
A generation has slipped by and
another world conflict has passed
into history, but "Hey, Flagg, Wail
for Baby" still rings down the curtain on a stirring drama leavened
.with plenty of laughs. "What Price
Glory," being revived for a series
of one-nigh'ters for the benefit of

the motion picture chapte.r, Order
of the Purple Heart, is dated only
by its locale and uniforms.
-

(Continued on page 55)
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Arrangements for the installation
^ super-powered televi,sion tran.s-
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Ford's Kine Plan
If

its b.o. pull.

nearly six yeai^s old, "Okla-

homa!" has two road companies
touring the V. S. and getting a
combined average weekly gross of
around $70,000. The show's popularity is apparently not diminishing, as its b.o- take for many engagements is as great as ever. In
the case of some repeat stands,,
it has even topped previous figures.
On that basis, "Oklahoma!" is

You Miss TV

probably the most powerful audience-getter in
stage history,
destined to surpass even such
perennial
Chicago, Feb. 22.
draws
as
"Blossom
Time"
and
"Student
Prince."
Baseball fans who can't take
Of course, since Rodgers and
time out during the day to watch
Hammerstein
are
in
the
maximum
the games may be able this season to see a 15-minute television tax brackets, they are able to keep
roundup of each game's highlights only a small fraction of their
"Oklahoma!"
royalties.
the same evening, under a plan present
now being worked out by the J. However, they figure the show
Walter Thompson agency here for should be practically a perpetual
page
35)
(Continued
on
Plan
Ford dealers' sponsorship.
calls for the roundup to be edited
<.
from kinescope recordings of the ...
mrn aaa aaa
ran
at
p.m.
over
game and thon
11
ff
S -r
$52,000,000
>
j
one of the Chi TV outlets, as yet:
undesignated.
For Foreign Production
Only factor holding up the deal
so far is the expense involved in
Despite Curhs vs. U. S.
transcribing an entire two or twoand-a-half hour game daily on film.
Hollywood, ^Feb. 22.
Despite difficulties encountered
JWT tele execs believe the entire
game must be recorded, since the by various producers overseas,
Chance of missing out on some of Hollywood has lined up a $52,000,the best action would be too great 000 program of foreign shooting
In aggregate, half the
unless the recorder were in use at this year.
Ford will not bankroll coin shelled out will be in U.S. dolall times.
direct pickups of the games, but lars entailed in preparation of
the agency believes it will have properties here and payment to the
little dilticulty in working out some American talent involved. Remainarrangement with whatever adver- ing $26,000,000 will be de-iced,
Some $20,000,000 of this amount
tiser does, since the Ford roundup
Figure is
would be slotted several hours is in England alone.
based on business for first seven
after each contest's completion.
months
under the Eric John.stonWhile plans aren't completely
Coin
Harold
Wilson
agreement.
set yet. JWT hopes to be able to
work out the deal for games of can be spent only in Britain. It's
both the. Cubs and White Sox, be- a take-it-or-leave-it proposition >f or
producers
in
face
of
troubles
which
cause the teams never play at
beset 20th's "Male War Bride" and
home on th.e same dax-.
other Yank producers overseas.
Thirty-three pix are lined up for
foreign stints.
They include the
Heft 'Em, Lads
RKO - Roberto Bossellini - Ingrid
pic; 20th's "Hurray for the
Bergman
Chicago, Feb. 22.
"Australian
.Scandinavians,"
,1 „ , ^
t.
WENR-TV1.S looking
ig fot'chori
for •chorus gtory," "Secret Mission," "Lydia
vl. for
f.. ABC-TV's
ABP.TVc Vaudeo
V»,.^»„ VaU,. gg.j^y„
girls

Daytime Baseball

I

I

j

j

j

WOOO

.

^

i

—

living, ®"?*u*"'''?i',°^
with soldier

^il^

to

I

Wired for

^^SirJo- Alay/the

h^rHn

shown

I

,

(Continued on page 48)
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is

the conditions portrayed are not
applicable to Saskatchewan institutions or to the nursing profeshance
sion in the province.

:

Vatican

i

and^^rg^a^Q^/t

trailer

selling the screen

rights to the show. For one thing,
the composer and lyricist are already in the top tax .brackets, so
could
retain
they
practically
-,
nothing from the proceeds. More,
over, a picture version might con
ceivably hurt the legit original* but
could hardly be expected to en-

'

n„„„iui„ ho ahlp to extend
!^l»SljL£°f„''ii^ Jil,f^'t.%!^^^^^^
the link to the Coast far ahead of
schedule, if there is sufficient de.

be no point an

j

Ili^xmOS rroiesi 100
jj^j^^^. at the Vatican win reportRe-located and with the battleThey-Went-ThataWay PlX 'edly be worked out here next week
dress of World War II, the Maxhuddles between RCA board
wvhiho arp sniiawlfine that orowell Anderson-Laurence Slallings ^..-Tp, ' lu,,
chairman David Sarnoff and Pope
thrmoce^^
^^.
^ucf)S
be a slice out of the
^^^^^^^^^^
ives of a pair of scrappy marmes
The Vatican is said to have bej„ the head'
proverbial come greatly mtei^ted in
a potent educational factor two
by John Ford, comes to vivid life ''^"T^ The hoss opr.ys, it is conr^^^^
'^'^ded, can generally be counted on years agOvWhen RCA's taveling
ill the hands of a haUy a"ll.sta7casT.
1
Ti,„
J
"."^i ~rr
„T
fnr nrofit.ible biz but circuit ops mote unit staged a deraon.stration
tinTa!n' U^t%hey are pouring oSt f or ch„rc^^, ofl^cial^^^^^^^^

—

the

approvarby a five-member bbard of appeal.
The board gave its: consent to
the showing of the 20th-Fox picture in Sa.skalchewan provided a

i

i

;

ard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein, 2d.
From present indica-

J.

qualified

.

Speedup

''Oklahottia!" will probably never
be' sold to pictures, At least not
in the lifetime of its authors, Rich-

by Saskatchewan film tions, they figure the musical will
VaUghan, who found it bS a. touring draw as long as they
liVe, possibly good for periodic re"too morbid for public entertain- vival on Broadway.
ment," "Snake Pit" was given a
Under
circumstances, there'd

tracts, mo.st of

stallation

least In

Banned

censor D,

long ago were going to almost any
lengths to get out of studio con-

in the coaxial cable inschedule, under which
Most interesting sidelight on the two more westbound links conWelitsch appearance is the attitude necting the eastern and midwestof
her managers, Coppicus
ern nets are to be made available
^chang, a division of Columbia about May 1, is believed to presage
(Continued on page 48)
a much earlier opening of the
coast-to-coast hookup than the 1953
date originally estimated.

/What

^

Regina, Sask., Feb. 22.

economy among film execs is a reversal of the trend of the past halfdozen years toward player-independence.
Where actors not so

TV

Cues Earlier

Miss

Welitsch's appearances than for any
other artist, with lines forming earlier than Usual for standees. Those
who've gained on the Welitsch rep
liave been the speculators, getting
liigjier boosts on her tickets than
for other singers.

Sell 'Olda!' to Pix^at

SasL'NoSnakePr

—

—

lome" and "Aida." Without detracting from the singer's appeal, the

Stars

CENTS

Their Lifelime-Rodgers-Hafflmerstein

cyis

.

•

itsch's terrific notices in

pii!

Hollywood, Feb. 22.
Salaries and fees drawn by Hol^
Oiich! It Hertz
lywood's name
and semi-name
WOR. N. Y., which recently players have taken a tremendous
clamped down on "The Four Hun- tumble during the past six months.
dred," the regulars: who attend
A'feents, making a last-ditch fight,
giveaways in order to vvin prizes, have managed to hold prices up^
was faced with a problem when fairly well in dealing'* With indie
Sadie Hertz, "Queen of Quiz Con- producers, but the desire for the
testants," turned up at a broadcast security
6f a term pact at a major
last week. Mrs, Hertz had a lifelot is so great among most players
time pass given to her by the MBS currently that studios are buying
outlet two years ago.
talent at a fraction of last year's
The station ha^ decided to honor figures.
the pass, but has instructed emcees
The slice in talent costs is gennot to use the Brooklyn housewife erally considered a healthy sign
as a participant. One exception that the film industry is well on
will be made. John Reed King has the road to recovery from the overfor 10 years used Mrs. Hertz on priced atmosphere built up during
premieres of quizzers
for good the war years. Lower salaries ofluck and 'he'll be permitted to fered to actors, it is noted, thus
continue the practice on his debuts. represents the studios' determination to get the industry back on a
reasonab!\e financial basis, and not
a step backwards.
Thus, the result of the urge for

triumph in "Salome" two weeks
ago, the Metropolitan Opera Assn.,
according to concei-t insiders, has

Name
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CRACK WHIP ON TALENT COIN

Met Has Bonanza in Welitsch But Can't ICURIT!' PICIS Won't

,

PRICE

1949

23,

isu^rvi^ion
1

noff,

'to

now

see the

J.f^

in London, is expected
Pope before returning to

;

1

'

i

.

jj^^g,,

..jjjgj^^

Ralph Murphy's direction, Pat
chief has been in Europe several rieties.
Scotland Yard," "Gay Pursuit,"
O Baen and Ward Bond, as the serBuyer foi- one top indie.chain in,
^ combined busines.sBut gals are for a Beef Trust "Unseen Harbor"; Metro's "King
geani ahdlhe'cV^Tainrsluglt out the New York area "nointed out last
huddled last line, with weight requirement be^ Solomon's Mines," "Bobinsoi jnin"a"^«"
^^'^
"*Pfor notable
nntnMo performances in the ..,o«i1r
thni the
thP way
ii'av his
IMS b<-h<^-'- 'ngs
nss fell
week th.-ii
ing 2011 pounds minimuiu.
-tCoatinued on page 551
.
(Continued on page 55)
page
18)
on
iContinued
I^CIontinued on page SS)
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AnscBiXAirv

Divorcement Bringii^ Back Vaude;

Hughes Seen Personally Financing,

Circuits See Flesh as 'Safe Bet'

Guaranteeing Berpan-Rossellini Pic

>

understood that Howard
Hughes personally, rather than
*
RKO, is financing and guarantee- Geo. Burns Singed
ing distribution of the Ingrid Pergraan-Roberto Rosselllni 'film to be
Fryers
Coast
Ey
the
despite
made In Italy. This is
proxy
HollVwood, Feb. 22
the RKO
in
<lisclosure
Comedian George Burhs was
statement, issued last week, that
Hughes had agreed he will not talcen, to the stake last week to be
his, brother Friars,
in
well
roasted
by
engage
indirectly
directly or
He
indie production while he remains And he Rtood his gi»Und<
tagged off the night with the crack
a dominant stockholder in RKO.
knows when to
clever
comic
that
a
Hughes stepped into the picture
is

It

Biggest Aude Yet Likely

For Pres. Truman Talk
Washington, Feb. 22.
President Truman's address
Thursday night (24) al the Jefferson-Jackson Victory Dinners here
will be carried to one of the higr
gest radio and television audiences

I

[

'

:

I

3,580 Performance*
AH-ittrae long ran record

the

I

The two Washington

—

McEvoy.
Berard

P.

J.

mond Jim"

hdie 'Salesman'

,

(local

Christian

Going Despite WB

"Dia-

popular

Brady),

Hot After

:

turnaways where you can sit all
day and clock the biggest waiting
line and sip Pernod at the same

I

_,

,^

-

.„,:j„n
Nancy Thompson Ipana model)
Dodero '^''-Dorchef^^^^
,d Mrs
House chorine, received Identical
.

m

man

- Rossellini
group wouldn't
agree to that and there followed
an effort to set a minimum and
inii.\imum percentage figure; but
no agreement could be reached.
Goldwyn maintained, -.;that, his
fear of imposing a loss On RKO by
forcing the 20%: fee was not altruism, but, good business; since he
hopes to continue his favorable re-

Group
U.S. Next Month

Giiltural

Due

in

heart.

cornel Wildc and Pat Knight to
Russian Switzerland for Lazar Wechsler

Dmitri Shostakovitch,
composer;, will head the group of
Soviet delegates to the U. S. in
March to attend to Cultural &
Scientific Conference for World
Peace. Other members of the dele/
lationship with the company.
He gation are S. A, Gerasimov, Soviet
pointed out that vvhen he ac£[uired fihn producer; P. A, Pavlenko,
U.S. rights to J. .\ithur Rank's Russian novelist, who wrote the
"Spitfire" some years ago. he vol- screenplay for "Alexander. Nev
untarily agreed to give
25% sky;" and two scientists, A. A, Faalthough under his pact at the time deev and A. 1. Oparin.
he could have had a distribution
The Soviets have; already given
fee of 17V6%.
their okay for the group's depart
In an anomalous situation ture and it's expected the U. S,
throughout the negotiations was State Department will grant them
Mendel Siiberberg," since he is both vi.sas. The conference is being
attorney lor Miss Bergman and held under the auspices of the
general counsel on the Coast for National Council of Arts, Sciences
(Continued on page 47)
and Professions.

pic.

i

"Oh Suzannah" lesson.
Ray Morgan sold "Queen
Day" to Radio Luxembourg.
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RECALLED TO

SERVICE BY

TRUMAN

Washington. Feb. 22.
.'.
President Truman over the weekend called the tJSO, back ititdac-tive service; to hypo entertaihriient
at military installations and hos-^
pitals, particularly for the youths
being taken under the peacetime
draft
He announced a committee of 12
to serve as incorporators of a retion),-activated USO. Incorporators are:
Orson Welles huddling with Jack Abe Lastfogel, Frank M. FdlsomGoodman (Simon & Schuster) on James Sauter, E. I. Kaufman, Mrs.
book titled "No Show."
Harry Mannix, C. C. Spaulding,
Parisians have discovered Charlie Mrs. Maurice T: Moore, A. L.
Chaplin's "The Circus" all over Whitney, Harvey S. Firestone, Jr.,
again,
A. J. Gock, Henry Ford, 2d, and
If you mu.st talk shop regardless Edward L. Ryerson.
of who it isr— it's Luigi's (local

Brush Off

20% Tax

Washington, Feb. 22.
Daniel A. Reed, ranking Republican on the House Ways and
Means Committee, has introduced
Swanson Back in Pix legislation
to reduce and eliminate
Hollywood, Feb. 22;
some of the Federal excise taxes,
Gloria Swanson returns to screen although his bill
sidesteps the bite
in "Sunset Boulevard," Bracketton commercial entertainment.
Wilder pic for Paramount,
It'is
However, the 20% tax on admisHollywood story in which she plays sions to educational, religious
and
silent screen star living in seclucharitable entertainments, and to
sion,
V.
county
,

'

The Carman,

Philadelphia, with
subsequent runs, is a yeai*-round

employer of stageshows. There are
other examples; in which an exhibitor, faced with the problem of
getting top pictures has been getting along handsomely with an inexpensive talent bill and a Jowr
priced feature.

Problem has been rnade easier
by the downward trend of talent
prices during the past two years.
More names and bands are willing
to gamble bn percentage bookings,
and talent agencies frequently see
to it that top acts "listen to reason," especially when a new house
comes along.

Vincent Korda's Broken

Gam

In Ski Accident

Lausanne, Feb. 22.
Vincent Korda, managing director of the Shepperton studios in
England, broke his leg in a skiing
accident near here last Saturday
(19),
He will be confined to a

hospital in

Lausanne for the next

four weeks.
His brother. Sir Alexander Korda, with whom Vincent is associfairs anld community conHer last film was "Father Takes certs, would be killed. The levy ated at Shepperton, flew in Sunday
and
a Wife," at RKO in 1941, her first on cameras and lenses would
be to visit him in the hospital
reduced from 25% to 10%..
.
1
spend « few days with^Jji|i}. j
•

York

RKO

weeks March 4,
•Abraham Polonsky (sc ri pt e r
"Body and Soul") here polishing
"Americans in Paris."
Names But No News; Boris
Morros, Henry Hatliaway, Matty
Fox, Victor Saville, Jean (duffle
coat) Cocteau, Bob Ritchie, Garry
Davis, and Orson Welles (correc-

to the JeanPaul Sartre-Jed Harris feud?

.Street

154

OK

Brown Derby).
What's happened

.-Siune)

for a

There's a lad.es suit button here
in the shape of a sly eye that'll hex
the Sex out of you.
Att. Nat Kalcheim;
Harmonica Rascals Chicago Th,, Chi, two

RKO

Subseription Order

.

When the M. Harmonica Rascals
played for Harry Truman the
President asked Johnny .for a- quick

!

j

'

-

-

Belgrade: No spirit, nothing In
the stores, awful food-+-and expensive. The commissars have the
same luxuries that our preGompers capitalists enjoyed.
No winter yet: here 'tis mld-Feb.
and the Bois de Boulogne birds
are already chirping dawn on.
Lido
Pierre loVls-Sul^^^^
op) back from his U S o.o.-has
Honolulu on his brain and in his

-

Russe

:

sumptuous food— and cheap.

i

'

I

honest to goodness gay
again— wine, women, operattas,

Vienna

—

.

whenever possible,
Warners Also

I

rSb

'

live talent

I

'

-

of dissolution of 'the pooling arrangement there. Competition in
other towns is regarded as tough
enough to warrant: installation of

.

\

time"i*'

will use shows in these towns as
frequently as attractions present
themselves. Buffalo, where^" there,

have been no stageshows for sev-;
era! years, was opened up because;

Warners is another circuit that's
lining up talent. The Earle, Phil-,
adelphia, will have its first stageshow in more than two years March
4, when a unit headed by Jack
Carson comes in, Danny Kaye reof the play are Gohsidering filming opened the Mastbaum, Phlladeir
Actually, hoW? phia, yesterday (Tues.), the first
it independently.
ever; he declared, there has been stager that house has had in about
no decision or even extended dis- 15: years, in addition the circuit
i^g^i^^ „^ 'ji3
^i^,„
fii^ rights is mulling the dusting off of stages
in Elizabeth and Passaic (N. J.) and
under Dramatists in Oklahoma City. The Warner,
Guild regulations is the only pei> Atlantic City, and Stanley, Pittsson who can stamp a final okay on burgh, rei^ently played their first
a film deal, said:
"Actually, the stageshows successfully.
play's only been open for 11 days
In addition, the Paramount and
and we literally haven't had time
circuits are seeking to ento. sit down and talk about it, let large
their
vaudeville
scope.
alone decide what we're going to Among the Indies, Sam Pinanski't
do.
There are any number of American Theatre Corp. is .studypossible ideas."
ing the situation. The Siritzky and
In the event a decision is made Century circuits in New York have
to produce the film independently, already instituted talent in some
Miller admitted that it may well of their houses.
be distributed by 20th-Fox. Rumors
More exhibitors are now conthat 20th had closed a deal for ferring with talent agencies and
screen rights have grown out of bookers with the view for introthe close association with the com- ducing "round actors."
pany of Elia Kazan, who directed,
Many exhibitors feel that vaudeand Lee Cobb, the star. Both are ville is virtually a safe bet; Teleunder contract to the studio.
vision has engendered a terrific
Plugging for the indie deal, it is interest in variety and many theaunderstood, is Lew Wasserman, tres are finding that the policy is.
prez of Music Corp. of America, paying off.
There's the case of the Ma jestic,
who reps Miller. He is reportedly
Paterson, which has been using
((Continued on page 47 )
low rental pictures ^nd Inexpenxl><x * > • Mi.. n>.
sive vaudeville for many years.

%—

;

RKO

U

J^tDealSeeo;

Parisian, died and left his entire
estate to his buddy; Boris Kochno,
With the following one-line will,
"I don't want anybody to bother
Boris."
Film checking de luxe: Too bad
the Hustons and Bogart aren't on
Arthlir' Miller, author of "Death
^there's a sidewalk cafe next to of
.a Salesman," told V-ahiStv MonMarighan theatre, playing" day (21) that ;he and iofhers assothe
"Treasure de la Sierra Madre" to ciated with him in
the :produetion

Lend-lease Deal

^

-

Power.
Sneiaking in the wings and peep^
ing through the curtain (Iron, l,e.)

Despite the changed coihplexiott
will distribute it
of the deal.
domestically, but will now also
handle it abroad. It is not known
at what distribution fee Hughes
has guaranteed to release the iilm,
but it was over this point that the
IiidicatiOris that David O, SelzGoldwyn negotiations broke off.
hick' is airnihg to keep alive the
Goldwyn has a releasing ^con- remnants of his Selznick ;ReIeasi|ig
tract with RKO which permits him brgahization Were vjieen this w^^
to' hand jpictUres to the company in reports that tl?^ prpddcer 'was'
for distribution at the same fee negotiating for distribution rights
he, pays for films he personally [to two films, one to be made in
produces.
They must, however, Hollywood and the other abroad,
bear the legend, "Samuel Goldwyn iSRO retains a sales setup consistPrc<:ents" or "A Samuel Goldwyn ing of a salesmanager and a halfProduction." The distribution- fee dozen assistants sciittered through'^
Is 20%, undoubtedly the lowest in out the country.
the business.- It was upped a year
Staff is now handling Selznick's
ago from lV/2%.
"Portrait of jennie." SROites are
Negotiators for the Bergman- housed in the offices of Eagle Lion,
Ro.ssellini side wanted Goldwyn to which handles the producer's reiSr
guarantee: that he would cause sues and tail-end selling of some of
to disttibute the pic
the his pther' product.
Aside ftom
20% figure. He felt this was un- "Jennie," Selznick owns rights to
fair to RKO, since
unless a film Siis Alestahder' KOrda'S "The Fallen
is a top b.o. success—that's not Idoli" which he -is how i'e-editing;
profitable to the distributing com- Carol Reed's "Third Man," now
pany. He wanted to leave the fee winding up production in England,
the contract blank and land "Gone to Earth," which is beclause
set the figure when the film wa.s
(Continued on page 48)
completed and- previewed,
Berg-

RKO

:

RCA

3y

DOSKeepingSRO

^

FM

.

'

.

.

will be car- vision.."
ried by all four standacd networks
The Schine circuit, which was;;
Web. forced to create competitive situaand by the Coiitinental
dinnei^s at the tions in many of its towns, is
Mayflower and the Statler- will be probably the top vaudeville talent
televised by ABC, NBC and Du- employer of all the circuits. Chain
Mont and will be transmitted as has nearly 30 houses playing
The din- vaude. Acts are now routed for
far west as St, Louis.
ners will also be photoglraphed by nine weeks of playing time. So far,
motion pictiire and television news? business is reported excellent in
reels,
situations where st^geshows have';,
^
Life-size screen video sets will be been introduced.
at the Mayflower
installed by
The Loew circuit is expanding its
to enable- the diners to see and talent shows and: have instituted
hear the President as he speaks spot booking policies in Buffalo,
from the Statler. He will have his Rochester,
Richmond,
Norfolk,
(ttnner at the Mayflower. Facilities Cleveland, Waterbury (Conn.) as
will also be installed in over 20 well as in its regular 'houses in
„ther cities where dinners will be New York and Washington. Loew
held.
talent booker Sidney .Piermont

1

AND

rights.

Wilson

one

circuit;

from 10.30 to 11 p.m.,

1

'

•

event,

political

The Schine

of the most powerful indie outfits
currently caugHt in the; legal mill,
as well as the affiliated Xoew's and
Warner chains, are taking on flesh
on a large scale.
Other reasons for the Increasing,
switch to live talent as a substitute
features i$ the'
for secondary
scarcity of top product, breaking'

.

KEN MURRAY'S

.

Georgie Jessel was the roast"BLACKOUTS OF 1949"
master, shooting across some dan- El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.
dies which, due to the stag nature
And now in world-wide release
of the event, were a bit too hot to
C00'»
"BILL
give to a linotype operator. JesKen Murray'*
seVs barbs naturally were not just
Academy Award Film
pointed at the "victim" of, the evening, but also at the various other
roasters on hand to give Gracie
Allen's working aide his singe.
Paris Runaround
Other roasters included Bill
Borrah Minevitch;.
Goodwin,
Lou Holtz, Meredith
Willson. Pat^,,0'Brien, Eddie CanParis, Feb. 20.
tor, Jack Beniiy- and Al Jolson, the
It's "Paris in the Spring" as far
latter also socking across several
as Anatole Litvak is concerned,
Ung.
numbers.
Henry f20th-Fox) Hathaway_ to
Morocco for "Black Roses" filming,
no femrae lead yet for Tyrone

understood demanding

any

divestiture.

Wyatt, chairman of the national
dinner committee, said last week. up of pooling arrangements; and;
The address, to be broadcast. the increased competition of tele-

{

In

1

legitimate theaitre.

'

function.

through, Lopert Is
a: flat payment of $75,000 for his interest
He holds a contract with BosseUini
and initiated the deal by which
the film star and the Italian director agreed to make a pic together.
Liopert, New York foreign fil»
tinporter and distributor, claims he
has expended about $25,000 in
feringing Rosselllni to this country
and otherwise setting up the- deal.
He is understood to prefer the
other $50,000 in cash, rather than
a percentage interest in the film,
on the basis that he is uncertain
of ;how profitable the HughesBergman-Rossellini ftalian^producUnder the 'original
tion will be.
arrangement, he was to have had
the agency for selling foreign distribution rights to the film and
Goldwyn was to have bad U. S.
falling

for

SSOlh Week!

and
Samuel Goldwyn and Ily? say nothing. He said nothing,
some 350
Lopert were unable to come to got off to the cheers of
to fill
terms with reps of Miss Bergman Friars, the largest number
any
tribute
Monastery
at
the
local
and Rossellini. As a result of that
after

deal's

Some top affiliated and indie
are being forced into
vaudeville because of the pressing
problem raised by court-enforced
circuits

i

:

•

,

.

'

.

)

j;11
j
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E AND UA CONTROL

EXHIBS EYE
No TV

BELIEVES LEGAL
Maneuvers to buy out Robert R.
interest

controlling

Young's

Inroads

'49 Biz

Anxious to learn the eitecls
of television on the boxoffice,

INOIES'CO-OP

in

which the railroad tycoon holds through his Pathe In-

Eiagle Lion*

dustries stock, are again getting a
start after a lull of about one year.

Bryan Foy, former EL production
chief and currently an indie producer releasing through the company, reportedly is in the field
seeking a syndicate of prominent
exhibs to back him in a bid for the

Young stock. Foy is now in New
York and has already approached
several big-time circuit operators.
Closely tied with Foy in the
prowl for the backing of a theatre
group is James E. Coston, midwest
Warner Bros, theatre exec.^ who
recently became a partner of Ted
Gamble, board chairman of the
Theatre Owners of America. That
partnership was formed when Gamble bought an interest in Standard Theatres, Wisconsin circuit in
which Coston was controlling
stockholder.
Coston, it is said, is also in New
York actively seeking to piece together the exhib group, for a move
into EL. Understood among those

imajor circuits have been carefully eyeing income figures for
the past six months in an effort to detect the difEerence
between areas where there are
TV stations and those where
there are .not.
So far video's effects have
not been discemible. Boxoffice
grosses of the chains, a survey
by Variety discloses, are down
about 2% from a year ago,
with the decline about the
same in video and non-video

1;

The Brighter Side

Topping

Ends

Slowdown of the boxoftice
pace that has taken, place over
the past few years hasn't be6n
an altogether unmixed

Z-Yr.

Downward

.

Slide

(Continued on page. 55)

It is

tween

Johnston Meets

I

Rank and Korda

Economic

Confabs

the industiy
*

i

1

;

|

i

-

-

;

;

A&C's Big 16ni Take Has

sultant

Exit';

Gets 20th V.P. Chevrons
Andy W. Smith,

Jr.,

20th-Fox

geiiefal sales manager since May.
1947, has been handed a new long-

Other Comics Eyeing Biz
Cued by big eai-nings currently
being, racked up by 16m versions

I

'

a competitive basis. Several delegations
squa^yking exhibs who _
have cSTed' on Herbert S. Bergson,
chief of the Dept.: of Justice's antitrust
division,
and Robert L.
Wright, trial counsel in the mo-:
nopoly actions, have been told flatly that there is no other way of
guaranteeing non-discrimination in
selling
pix.
Complaints
were
lodged with the D; of J; on the re*,
port that the Paramount, decree

^

,

.provides for the bid method of
distributing product.
In answer to the contention
made by a number of exhibs that
(Continued on page- 22)
.
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I

I
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Agency idea

is

comics, via. 16m and- 8m gauge
would be good for homes, video,

National Boxoffice Survey

UWF

Holiday

$2.50,000.

UWI", however, turned down the
because it wants to steer
of possible squawks from

Week

Cheers Exhibs

— 'Command,'

ChlcDKO
.

'Joan,'

Annual.

Wives" (20th), "Don Juan" (WB)
and "Red Shoes" (EL) will round
out the Big Eight this stanza.
Runner-up pictures, most of
them not getting important money;
until the following week's totals include "John Loves Mary" (WB),
Girl
Married"
(RKG),
are in.: Yen to see screen enter- "Every
tainment on one of first big holi- "Snake Pit" (20th), "Dear to Heart"
days since first of the year is mak- (RKOi, "Chicken Every Sunday"
^Ecstasy' Purified
ing exhibitors happy in many (20th), "Fighting O'Flyn*" (U) and
"Enchantment" (RKO). "Pit"
•
"Rhapsody of Love. " a cleaned- cities.
:

'

'.

'

New National boxoffice leader is
"Command Pecision" (M-G>. with
bookings in more than 15 big key
Trade enjoyed by this bigstar production is carrying it well
beyond "Joan of Arc" (RKOI,
which had held top position for
three successive, weeks. ."Joan" is
winding up a solid second, although
being pressed
"Whispering
by
Smith" (Par).
"Smith," just being launched this week, is roaring

largely is in a transitory period,:
Iwith several long runs ended and
Inew ones on moveover or in additional k e y s a b o u t to
starts
"O'Flynn" is doing nicely in Pittsburgh but elsewhere is a bit slow
on: uptake.

:

,

:

'

1

1

,

1

j.

^

cities.

I

j

j

to big totals in some seven
keys and setting the pace in two

ahead

'

'

Av%.

Tratalgar Sd.

I'l.,

Smgia

.

,

.

.

.$10

Copies... ..

PorolEfi
........

(11

Gentn

.25

.. ..

.

usual

wants

'

Miriliig.'in
iiotuiiiti yccs

HarlinJa

srBSCRIPTION

Current session is reflecting the
bi^ Washington's Birthday
upbeat although some theatres in
principal keys covered by. VAmETY
will, not include this holiday hypo

35m exhibs. Company
to go slow because use of
theatrical features, or parts of
them, raise a backfire of exhib pror
testis unless they are carefully sold
to non-competitive outlets.

regular

T

860. No.

St.

!

'Smith,' 'Witch,' 'Hamlet' Big Coin-Getters

offer
clear

protect the public.
New. print, revised on the Coast
setting sales policy.
Smith, how- under the supervision of "Ecstasy"
ever, is to be in complete charge
producer Gustave Machaty, conOf the sales department.
tains about 3,000 feet of fresh footTwentieth has been without a age along with some 5,000 words
sales veepee since Tom J. .Connors
of iiew dialog. A.ctress now appears
left the, company in 1947.
Smith to wear a bathing Suit in the famed
was upped to the sales chief's post swimming scene, and "immorality"
at that time from his position as
Now
is said to be definitely out.
eastern division manager, which
handled by the Pix Distributing
he had held since 1942.
He entered Corp., the picture has also been
the industry iii 1914 with
the old approved by the National Board of

Y

,

:

diswith
etc. A & C
tributing, grossed a very sizeable
films,

Review.

.

West

151

that clips of the

consultant," indicating he'll probably work closely with Smith on

....

l

j

:

•

22.

around to the firm conviction that
pictures can only be sold fairly on

I

I

,

"

outfit.

I

Pix Bidding
Washington, Feb.

The Government has now come

j

of old Abbott & Gostello films, the
William Morris agency is currently
shopping for' a distrib to handle
excerpts from old Marx Bros, and
pisen & Johnson features. Agency
put the bee on United World Films,
wholly-owned sub^id of Universal
which handles; A & G narrow- thorities to his way of thinkings Paramount rancho.
gaugers. but the latter nixed the Hence, the Army, has .smartly
John Farrow will 'direct the picproposal.
-(Continued on page 20)
ture, to be filmed in Technicolor.

term contract and elected a veepee up version of the old Czecli-made
of the company.
Hedy Lamarr film, "Ecstasy," has
New pact immediately squelches been granted a purity seal by the
rumors that Smith was being eased Motion Picture Assn.'s Production
out of 20th to make way for Al
However,
Code Administration.
Lichtman, who joins the company despite the desire of PCA head
next month following his exit fropi Joseph Breen to have the original
the Metro, studio, where he .has
tag of "Ecstasy' played down as
been a veepee.
Twentieth- prez much as possible, that title must be
Spyros P. Skouras disclosed last affixed to all prints and advertisweek that Lichtman was signing a ing. in keeping with the Federal
orte-year contract as a "business
Trade Commission's regulations to

Pathe

On

I

.

Via Clips from Old Films

|

cities.

,

;

1

'

I

1

]
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finding oppo.sition films tough in
several key cities.
It looks nice
both in Boston and Baltimore and
is rated huge in Seattle. It shapes
okay in Washington, with a great
N. Y, week looming.
"State Department-File 649" (FC)
is not so good in N. Y. while
"Caught" (M-G), also in N. Y., is
disappointing.
"I
Shot Jesse

Music

37

looms a sleeper

iii

"Portrait of Jennie" (SRO) is enfinished third.
"Hamlet" (U) will land fifth joying big trade in two Boston
place, with a nice upbeat in a num'> houses, after initial L. A. playdate.
{CompXpte Boxoffice Reports ori
ber of spots. Sixth position is be-

ing copped by "Letter Xo Thfee

Vol. 173

Outstanding newcomer is "Down
To Sea In Ships" (20th) although

"Wake of Red Witch" (Rep) will
cop fourth money,: making; the
fourth week this month this big
sea adventure yarn has been up
with the top four pix in national James" (SG)
rating. The three previous weeks Cleveland.
it

'

:

.

Now Keen

Govt.

:

I

j

.

:

'

In American Zone

i

I

facts

Twist' Curves

1

j

^

and figures, the group called
on Robert Chambers, head of the
MPAA statistical dept., and Dr;
Arno Johnston, J. Walter Thompson agency's research chi»f. Johnston, John McCarthy, topper in
MPAA's international division, and
veepee Francis Harmon also spoke.
Confabs will continue all week.
Berlin, Feb. 22.
.T.
Arthur Hank's "Oliver Twist" They were actually called by the
which caused two riots this week Assn. on Motion Picture Producers,
when it was screened in a theatre Coast affiliate of the MPAA; which
in the British sector of Berlin, will Johnston also heads. Y. Frank
not be played in the American Freeman, Paramount studio exec,
zone of Germany. On the recom- is wielding the gavel.
Meetings will concern themmendation of Arthur L. Mayer,
civilian chief of the Army motion selves with costs of production; rispicture branch,- the film has been ing labor charges; increased distribarred from
Yank-administcred bution nut; and worldwide restrict
(Continued on page 22)
houses. It has been accused widely
of being anti-Semitic,
"Twist" originally was licensed
Hedy Goes That-Away
by the Army for playing in German theatres in the Ui S. zone.
Hollywood, Feb. 22.
Mayer caught a special screening
Hedy Lamarr is about to ride
of the pic in the U. S. just prior in yonder canyon for the first time,
to his departure for Germany and Picture is "Copper Canyon"; cabalexpressed objections to it. He has leros are Ray Milland and Macr
succeeded in winning Army au- Donald Carey, all riding for the

No

"

Andy Smith's 'No

>

:

i

i

renewed

i

.

I

|

in for
\

:

;

I

aside

came

.

/m

:

1

here,

^

fi"?^
i°;?„«';/JE"lfi
session
held by Eric Johnston, prez
of the Motion Picture Assn. of
America^ and studio toppers.. The
meet, whittled down to production
execs and MPAAers, is a continuation of the Miami huddles which:
company presidents staged with
Johnston in January.
Company
grosses and profits are being examined with an eye toward production panaceas to put the majors solidly in the black.
Statistical
charts
are
being
yanked out again' in a similar
technique to that used both in Florida and New York.
Stressing the

.

!

,

troubling

difficulties

i

Before

tlie

Hollywood, Feb. 22.

i

:

-

It is understood that the idea
for about 10 circuit ops to
participate in the syndicate to buy
the company. They'd also provide
financing for about 10 or^ 12 pictures a year, the return on which
would be pretty well guaranteed by
the bookings they'd be assured in
the owners! own houses.
Plan differs from that of First
National in that the exhib participants would not have actual franchises on the product, since that
would be legally questionable.
However, their ownership of houses
in which, it would play would insure bank financing to supplement
their second money and eliminate
(Continued on page. 20)

calls

On Pix Economies

'

To Survey U.S. Biz

.

.

•

Piirticipating in profits.

Studio Toppers

i

•

considerable business

:

Si Fabian iind Ted Gamble, heading a syndicate made' up of a number of other theatre operators, are'
reportedly planning another effort
t~) acquire control of United Artists.
They hope to operate it partially
along the lines of the old First Na*
tional Company, with the exhib
ownership financing production and

possible,

genius.

'

from the Anglo-American meet,
Washington, Feb. 22.
The fuss kicked up in Congress primarily deals with Anjerican filmover radio's capital gains deals, makers for joint production in
such as CBS' acquisition of Jack England, such as he now has with
Benny and his corporate setup, has Samuel Goldwyn and David O.
brought an untimely end to almost- Selznick.
Rank is coming over on the
successful efl:orts to get the Treas(Continued on page 48)
ury .Dept.'s bill of health for solo
picture corporations,
Because of
Congressional explosion,
protracted negotiations in behalf
producers
with the
indie
of
Bureau of Internal Revenue have
now nosedived. At one point, the
revenooers had already prepared
which
would
have
held
ruling
a
proper Hollywood's single production companies.
Thirty-day letters, it is understood,, will be sent by the Bureau
to all stockholders in the solo-pic
outfits advising them that a final
ruling has been made against the
practice of incorporating a film
and taking stock in the company in
These
lieu flf cash compensation.
letters, it is said, are ciu'rently in
preparation and should go out in
short order.
They are tagged 30-day letters
that
taxpayer has
because
a
length of time to file a protest with
the Treasury Dept. against the ruling.
If an ofticial complaint is
then posted with the T-men, 90day letters go out which set that
(Continued on page 20

it

and

\

j

wide and unfavorable pablicity to
the maneuvers in radio and the re-

now making
inflation

'

j

Nix 1-Pix Deals

'S

'

they claim, to differentiate be-

Reversing the downward trend
that set in almost two years ago,
film rentals of most major companics currently are better than
they were during the same period
of 1948.
Curves on the graphs
territories.
are proving very pleasant medicine
to top execs in that, for the first
time since the spring of 1947, the
current line is running above the
comparative one for the previous
year,
.•I
As the second factor that makes
up affiliated companies' income^
boxoffice returns— there's also a}
joyous ring, with grosses having
apparently finally leveled off.. First
seven weeks of 1949 have sfeen a
dip of only about
about 8%
2% from the
comparative figures of last year,
some weeks even running
J. Arthur Rank and Sir' Alexanr with
der Korda are both allowing ^them- ahead.
Soft point, of course, remains
selves plenty of time for a general
foreign
market.
Actually,
look-see at the film situation in the
the U. S. before the^ sit down with gross business throughout the
American trade toppers for the world is up about 3% from a year
Anglo-American Film Council ses- ago, but that's only half the story.
sion^ Anglo-U. S; meet was set last Dollars remitted to the U.S. are
week for April 21 in Washington amounting to only about 60% of
and both Rank and Korda will ar- what they were last February. At
rive in the States more than a that- time England, was still send^
ing over coin without restrictions.
month prior to that date.
Korda is expected to fly to New
(Continued 'on. page 20)
York.
He hasn't determined his
exact date of departure from London, but it will be during the first
two weeks of March. Producer has
i

Cap Gains Kicks

F

bless-<

Slide in grosses is said
by the Broadway wages to be
Serving at least one useful pur"
pose.
ing.

i

•

''

;
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WeclnescTay, Februapy 23,

Sears Bullish on Upconung

New

UA Fix;

Brit.

a

for

He was

optimistic

O'Connor's Aides For
Catholic Laity Drive

stock in Cinecolor reportedly resulted in his being ousted last
John J. O'Connor, Universal week from chairmanship of the^
veepee and chairman of the motion company's board and that of its
picture committee of the Cardinal's wholly-owned subsid, Film ClasCommittee of the Laity, has named sics. He had been attempting Iq
50 industry reps to serve in the obtain the stock to even his holddrive. ings with those of Joseph
Charities
Catholic
1949
Bei-nOverall quota for the "drive jn hard; prexy and -second largest
which 40 industries are partici- shareholder.
pating has been fixed at $2,500,000.
Bernhard and Blumenthal. it is
Frank C. Walker is treasurer of the understood, were not seeing eyecampaign and George J. Schaefer, to-eye on policy- Cognizant, of the
ass't treasurer.
threat to. his salaries board chairAmong those named are Si manship post, Blumenthal reportFabian, William J. Heincman, Gus edly nlade overtui-es to oCRer
large
Eyssell, James M. Franey, E. C. stockholders: in an effort
to build
Keough,
Joseph
Grainger, Austin
up his interest. He found it imMcConviUe, John Murphy, Leon possible, however, to obtain a sufNetter, Paul D. O'Brien, Robert H. ficient number of shares
at a siitisO'Brien, E. K. (Ted) O'Shea, Wil- factory price.
liam F. Rodgers, C. J. Scollard,
One of the things that is said to
William A. Scully, Herman Rob- have irked Bernhard ^is that Blubins, Spyros Skouras and Richard menthal had
a relatively small inF. Walsh.
vestment and, aside from the substantial coin he was getting for hfs
work at Cihecolor, was also engaging in other outside activiUe.s.;
Bernhard himself has better than
$500,000 tied up in the company.
This represents his original investment when Cinecolor acquired.
Film Classics in which he had been
partnered with Edward A. Alper-'
son, and $250,000 that he recently
put in. Latter sum was on an ex-,;

SRO

'

-

With 6 Div. Managers
A distribution setup on the order of a limited Selznick Releasing
Organization is being planned by
Neil Agnew, forrher SRO prexy,
now partnered with Charles Casanave in Motion Picture Sales Corp.
Agnew, who set up the SRO operalion, is introducing a new angle,
Field sales
however, in MPSC.
force will all operate on a percentage participation.
Agnew is planning to have about

;

BritisI Qia^^^^^

division

six

managers

in

-

offices,

the countryi Resemblance to the SRO setup is complete to the point of furnishings
in that he has bought the office
the two owners. Miss Pickford and
equipment of the abandoned SRO
Charles Chaplin, each with three
Britain's Granada Circuit, head-,
members. Sears makes the impar- ed by Sidney Bernstein, has ac- branches and is now trying to take
over some of the leases..
tial seventh. Aside from withdraw- quired the seven theatres of the
He hopes to get going with the
al of Dembow, board has accepted Mg dwiy ciiain in & $2 ,6oo,000 deal,
new operation by April;- Field
the resignation of Edwin Claude Berrlstein disclosed in New York
force will handle complete disMills. Mills left New York Feb. 1 yesterday
(Tuesday). This gives tribution on
some pix which
to make his home permanently in Granada a total of 50 houses and
MPSC will release itself, while it
California and so will no longer permits Still further extehsion Of
will supervise others that are bebe available for board meetings. a nisw plan which tShtaiis. Skipping
ing distributed by United Artists
He represented Chaplin.
downtown first riih and which is
Paramount achangirig the eritite exhibition pic- and other companies and on which
former
Darryl F. iSanUck and other 20thDembow,
Agnew acts merely as a producer's Fox execs are reportedly doing a
sales exec and now a rej) for ture in London, Bernstein said.
representative;
burn over refusal of the Radio City
indie producers, has not seen eye
Medway chain was the last indie
MPSC has three pix on the Music HaU, N;': Y.y to gi^e, a sixth
to eye with Miss Pickford for a
circuit in the '^jondon home coun- schedule for its own release, They
week to the cuirerit tenant ZOth's
long time. He has frequently dissuburbs and are "Prejudice," made by the "Letter
ties, which include
to :Three
Com^
'air^ed "more or less openly with
Bernstein's deal also Protestant
Film Commission;
to the com- "?arby areas.
pany, which went to the extent of
activities in regard
„
her
iici o«."»«"vo
o
„
•-' gives him a numoer
number oi
sites, on -Tabu,"
of sues,
South lai.gg.scaie tradepaper advertising
Robert llahertys
iianerty s soutn
Tabu,
KoDert
ianv Feelings reportedly reached
which ^"with conditions^ improving Seas documentary, which Para^-jjast week to announce the sixth
a fever pitch last Friday (18)
~"
"
he" hopes" mount' distributed years ago, and session,, claimed
in England as they are,''
it
was "emnight; with Miss Piekford in New;
to be able to build within a few MPSC will reissue, and "White barrassed" by refusal of the M. H.
York, and a mutual parting of the
years,.
Shadows," to be made by Roland management to be "cooperative.''
ways was agreed upon.
With J. Arthur Rank's Odeon Brown in Tahiti as a companion
Bitterness is almost a perfect reBoard now consists of Vitalis
and
_ Peter Cu- and Gaumont-British webs Sharply piece to "Tabu." MPSC will owh a prise of a similar situation 21/2
,,
Chalif, Leon Weill
"Shadows."
years ago when the Hall pulled
sack~£or Mis^ Pickford and Charles restricting playing time of Ameri- 50% Interest in
20th's "Anna and the King of Siam"
•
Schwartz, Arthur W. Kelly and can product and the Associated
W„„l C
after eight weeks. There were
Herbert P. Jacoby for Chaplin, British circuit using only Warner OAiL
threats at that time that the distrib
and Metro pix, Bernstein said that t,VlH LACtO flCM 1 UI
plus Sears.
would, never put another pic into
Sears reported at the session Granada was opening the way to
the -giant Rockefeller showcase, but
Nat'l Theatres
a "fourth release outlet" for Yank
(Continued on page 22)
they were forgotten In a matter of
films. He differentiated this from
Contingent of 20th-Fox homethe "fourth circuit" (consisting of office execs, led by prez Spyros P. months.
Then, as now, the film failed to
a loose amalgam of indie houses) Skouras, left yesterday (Tues. ) for
which American distribs have been the iCoast to attend .the annual reach the holdover figure and Gus
Leserman's Bid for SG
anxious to set up. Bernstein said National Theatres convention In Eyssell, M. H. managing director,
exercised his option, to pull it the
Nixed by Franchisers he had no desire to take other Hollywood.
following Wednesday.
Fox main^
chains Into his new exhibition plan.
Skouras
were
Accompanying
Carl Leserman's proposal to put
Scheme is similar to that which sales veepee Andy W. Smith, Jr., tained that the film was still going
$1,000,000 into Screen Guild Prostrong and that Eyssell was unfair
ductions, Inc., in return for a con- RKO is currently using for New treasurer Donald A. Henderson In not allowing the -company to get
chief
trolling interest in the company York exhibition of Walt Disney's and television and shorts
the full' measure of coin and preswas rejected by a 10-1 vote at a "So Dear -to My Heart," which Peter Levathesi Considerable em- tige out of the run.
three-day meeting of SG franchise- opened day-and-date engagements phasis is expected to be given at
Hall execs pointed out this week
holders and board members which yesterday in 1-13 metropolitan area the meet to NT's plans- for theatre that "Wives" didn't even make the
wound up in Chicago Sunday (20). houses. It, however, did have a tele; and Levathes will be on hand h.o. figure last session and so was
with 20th tele chief Alfred H.
In announcing the turndown of the Broadway firstrun at the Palace.
in on a pass 'for the fifth week.
Bernstein's aim Is to eliminate f,"Doc'' ) Morton to lead the discus- This gave the pic a whack at the
offer in New York on Monday (21),
SG prez Robert L. Lippert de- the West End runs entirely and sion. Group is slated to leave the much-coveted holiday playing time
clared that his recently completed throw a pic day-and-date into about Coast for New York Friday <25).
provided by Washington's Birth"I Shot Jesse James" "will make 40 of the Granada theatres. He
day and the long weekend which
the company."
has already done so with two films, Brit. Producer to Battle
preceded it for many workers. DeProspective national gross of 20th-Fox's"Street With No Name"
spite the holiday, "Wives" again
Small on 'Lorna Doone' failed to meet the control figures
'yames," Lippert said, will sim- and Columbia's "Man From ColoBattle looms between Edward and so the Hall was perfectly jusplify SG's future financing needs rado." On a number of other pix
by assuring credit from banks in- he has been forced to make the Small and Transatlantic Produc- tified in removing it after the fifth
stead of other sources.
concession to the distrib of per- tions over priority on filming round, it maintained.
Conclave delegates also approved mitting a West End preera to pre- "Lorna Doone,'' classic British
Holdover figure for the M. H. is
novel.
Sidney Bernstein, partner $77,500 for the first four days of
a merger of Lippert Productions cede his nabe openings.
with Alfred Hitchcock in Trans- each week, Thursday ayem to SunWith SG. Explaining the> consoliWith distribs beginning to recdation; Lippert stated the move ognize that many West End en- atlantic; disclosed that the unit in- day night.
tends "Doone"- as its next producwill "give him more power" and
gagements are unprofitable and
tion, despite the fact Small holds
"result in a more flexible operas that
by building up _the nabe dayGolding Aides Einfeld
priority to the title in the U. S.
In addition, the step is said
tion.'and-date preems they can make
David Golding has joined the
Small announced his plan more
to assure the company of sufficient
up for considerable: of the loss re- than a year
ago for filming the 20th-Pox homeoffice ad-publicity
product for the upcoming, year. sulting
from the Rank circuits'
Amalgamation affects only future restrictions, Bernstein feels that he novel in England in a partnership department as special aide to adarrangement with J. Arthur Rank. pub veepee Charles Einfeld. He's
Lippert films since he personally
will soon be able to sell other disHe thereupon registered, the title to act as liaison between the h .0.
retains his already completed piX;
tribs on his plan.
with tlfe Motion Picture Assn. of and Harry Brand's studio publicity
With- '39 pictures already deBernstein, who arrived in New America.
He has had a writer department and will headquarter,
livered on SG's '48-*49 program,
the board approved the balance of York Monday (21) leaves for the working on a script at various in New York.
Golding was formerly publicity
the slate which amounts to seven Coast Friday (25) to huddle with times. Yarn is in public domain.
Bernstein said that Transatlantic chief in London for Samuel Goldfilms.
Top four pictures on next his partner in the Transatlantic Inyear's program, Lippert asserted, die production unit, Alfred Hitch- holds priority on the title in Eng- wyn and also had served as AmerAn nn n n n
m\rt,'\r
TTn Ml \\e\ r\vt 4-1^ A
n nf. .Xr<^
m\\ cost a total of $2,000,000- Pro- cock. He'll be on the Coast for land. He declared that Transat- ican press chief in England for Sir
jected quartet includes "20,000 about two weeks, then return to lantic had already postponed pro- Alexander Korda, in which job
Leagues Under the Sea," "Baron New York for a- week before leav- duction once in deference to Small, he serviced reps of American news-'
papers and magazines there. Prior
but would not do so again.
of Arizona,'' "Pillar Mountain'' ing for England.
Unit aims to film the 'story In to the war, he worked on several
and a sequel to' "James."
England this summer, but Hitch- of the industry tradepapers and
Lippert also revealed that "I
JUSTIN HERMAN'S SHORTS
cock will not direct, Bernstein during the war edited Stars &
Shot Jesse James" will preem in
Curacao^^N,.I
18;
^'eb.;
He, however, will meg the Stripes.
Kansas City on March 3 in a dayJustin Herman, indie shorts pro- said.
and-date showing at 51 hou.ses of ducer, who makes 12 a year for following. Transatlantic film, "I
the Fox-Midwest and Common- Paramount, has just completed two Confess," to be made in Hollywood
N. Y. to Europe
wealth circuits. A similar concur- more in his "Pacemaker" series, with exteriors shot in Quebec.
Joseph Bercholz
,
,
,
,,
„,
rent opening is scheduled the tol- Both were shot on location here
A. V. Coton
Minn. Bill fof 20% Tax
lowing day at some 26 northern and in Venezuela. They feature
Alexander DaniloViS"
Minneapolis, Feb. 22.
California theatres.
Commenting Tom Ewell, Broadway legit actor
Frederic Franklin
Municipalities are authorized to
«pon indie production conditions, and were completed in 10 days
W. J. Kupper
Impose admission taxes up to 20%
Lippert said the average pro
Herman," who has been in Latin
Jeanette La Bianca
by a bill introduced in the state
Krammer costing between $60,000^ Anjerica for a month, expects to be legislature*
Bronislava Nijtnska
League of Municipali$140,000 usually returns a gross of back in New York next Wednesday ties
Ray Noble
is sponsoring measure which
$125,000 to $175,000. He returns (23
He plans on a third film on will be fought by North Central
Macgregor Scott
the ship coming back.
to the Coast t]l)e end of the week.
Allied and ^Minnesota Amus. Co.
Henry Sherek

throughout

*

finance indie production.,
Departures from the board leave

.

-

Bernstein said that boxof^
throughout the country
were down about 5% in January, compared with the same
month in 1948, and about 10%
from the peak biz of 1946.
flees

over "Champion," which producer
Stanley Kramer delivered last
week; and pointed out that UA
would shortly have for release Abbott & Costello's "Africa Screams"
from Edward Nassour and the
Marx Bros.' "Love Happy" from
Lester Cowan, among other films.
a serious hurdle to be
Still
topped, the UA prexy conceded,
was the unwillingness of banks to

Exit

Unsuccessful efforts by A. Pam
Blumenthal during the past few
months to acquire a large block of
-

news
Patterned After

Pam Blnmenty

in

-•

RKQ

this week.

1949

Bemhard for FC Control

F^ured

with Armand Denis in production
of "Savage Splendor," which
will release.

house Granada circuit, reported on his arrival in New York

moderately long
highly

Boffo

Still

British boxofEice grosses are

from last year slightly more
than those in the U. S., but the
decrease is slight and biz is
still tremendous, Sidney Bernstein, operator of Britain's 50-

was over at least one hump and
had enough films to go on without
time.

I

off

—

difficulty

Biz

Fu[ht With

Hollywood, Feb. 22.
Lewis Cotlow has formed a new
indie company to make five adventure-expeditionary pictures, starting with "Head Hunters Of -the
Amazon," to be filmed in the wilds
of Brazil. Sol Lesser will handle
sales of the series.
Cotlow was recently associated

I

Sam Dembtiw, E C Ails Exit Board
Most optimistic picture In monthsf
o£ United Artists' product situation was presented to ttie directors
by prexy Grad Sears at a board
session in New York Monday (21).
At. tiie same time it was disclosed
that two directors have left the
board, one of them Sam Dembow,
Jr.—following a tiff with owner
Mary Picldord, whom Ije represented^
Sears, in reviewing the release
lineup, indicated that the company

Adventure Indie

-

.

Big U.S. Market

;

20th s Music Hall

'

Gripe Because 6th

'
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Wk. Denied 'Wives

ercise of stock options.

Bernhard
in
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United States Pictures, indie

production unit. Blumenthal is a
partner in a Wall street brokerage'
house.

:

,

is former head of the
theatre circuit and partner

Warner

!

1

New Board Chairman

New board chairman of Cinecolor and FC is John D. Kerr, who
was a director of the company,
BlumenHe'll serve without pay.
thal will coptinue on the board,
and two new directors
„. were named.
.,
.
„,
They are Max C. King, president
°^ Pacific Finance Co., and Frank
Hann, an attorney. Bernhard was
reelected prez of both companies.
Among directors reelected was
Kenneth C. Baxter,: who reps an
estate with ihe biggest single block
of. shares in Cine.
Comi)j)ny, incidentallyj is operating in the black, altliough profits
are not large at the moment. Cinecolor itself has been doing okay
with reasonably steady business,
while FC's income is getting a considerable hypo from the surprise
take of its current release, "Unknown Island." Pic, in: Cinecolor,'
cost
about '$400,000, including
prints and advertising, and is expected to get between $1,000,000
and $1,500,000 in domestic gross
on the basis of current business.

1

.

L. A. to N. Y.

I

Ed

,

Lauren Bacall
John Barbagary

Humphrey Bogart
Hoagy Carmichael
Richard Conte
Jack Cummings
Nina Foch
Alan Hale, Jr.
Susan Hayward
Charles Laughton

Gene Mann

.

Marilyn Maxwell
Louis B. Mayer

McCormick
Mae Murray
Mary Pickford
S;

Barret

;

Arnold Pressburger
George Raft
Hal Roach
Buddy Rogers
Roberto Rossellini

Howard

Strickling

Eddie Sutherland
E. Philip Willcox
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.
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N. Y. to L. A.
Barney Balaban
Lucille Ball

Albert H. Brain

George Brown
Ezra Goodman
Alexander Markey

Thelma

Ritter

Stanley Shuford
Howard Simott
Frank Sinatra

Robert B. Sinclair
Dorotliy~Stewart
Elizabeth Taylor

Ben Washer
Arthur Williams

Europe to N. Y.
Irving Asher

'

Sidney Bernsteiii
Valerie

Cardew

D^n Fish^

,

:

'

:

—
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RKO CIRCUITS GUT-EDGEB BIRTH
Average 'A' Customers Down 3,000,
Since 1946

It

Says Here

(Galliiip)

4-

1948

apathy.

The drop in audience for the
average "A" was said by Gallup to
be from 16,000,000 ticketbuyers in
1946 to 15,000,000 in 1947 and
13,000,000 last year.

The

RKO

which has shown no appreciable
change since ARI started this
measurement in 1939.
Reflecting the point that Gallup
has been hammerifig for years-^-

:

.

program without paying

the -red.
Standing, on its own, the theatre
chain would have reported $3,002,980 profit during the first nine
montlis of '48 on a gross profit of
$5,327,980,
prospectus
discloses.
Because of consolidated tax returns, the losses registered by distribution cut the tax to $246,500
and gave the theatre group a net

neering authorities have been
able to break down the sys-:
tern
within
two-and-a-half
hours after the first :experi»
mental transmissibn of this'

End '49
I

To MuD

out the theatre company. Its loss
for '47 was $115,845, but only
after receiving extraordinary profits of $3,154,554 from tlie sale of
its newsreel compaiiy' to Warner
.:;
Bros.
Under the breakdown of the two

I

i

Par-Cwnerford
Spfitlmmiwint
With Paramount showing a renewed spurt of activity in negotiating

mendous

latest circuit in

BANKS TO

_

Chances are some compromise

1

I

over 500 and $1 by those under.

Number

of larg^.pjjjcuits fincluding
Coast, Interstate and

Fox-West
Par's

New England

chain

have

Par may

i

225G

circuit)

Goetz Says U-I Building

pic-

WALL
STATIC ON
PARAMOUNT SPLITUP

I

t

I

[

1

I
'

and

Conrad, Anthony Curtis, Richard
Gar
Stephen
McNally,
Long,
Moore, Ronald O'Connor, Patricia
Alphini Ann Blyth, Helena Carter,'

Yvonne DeCarlo, Deijnna Durbin,
June. Fulton, Patricia Hall, Dorothy Hart, Donna Martell, Anne
Pearce, Meg Randall, Gale Storm,
Marta Toren and Shelley Winters.
Pacted for one or more pictures
are Robert Montgomeryy William
Powell, Robert Preston, Vincent

Price,. Tony Martin, Dan Duryea,
Charles Coburn, Howard Duff and
Scott Brady."
"We are already embarked on an
[extensive
program,
production
Goetz dedlared. "We are buying.
stories, first for boxoffice and en-*
tertainment potential, second for
suitability of material for the talents of new players on our .contract
'

i

I

[

1

I

1

down planned

i

jor distributors are defendants in
a $225,000 damage suit brought by

>

•

..scale

ture outlays to meet the new prosFor Stronger Future;
pects.
Upward boost in the number of films planned for producRetrenclnnent Over
tion and release is considered likeCompany has been turning out
ly.
Hollywood, Feb. 22.
only about 18 yearly, plus a numRetrenchment is a thing of the
"
ber of" Pine & Thomas actioners,
past
at
Universal-International,:
With production presenting a according to William Goetz, studio
tough problem, Russell Holman, chief, and the studio is out to build
Par's eastern studio rep, entrained the strongest talent roster it hasfor the Coast over the weekend for had in years.
In the last four
prelim talks. George Brown, stur months U-I has increased its term
dio publicity chief, who arrived in contract list to 22, in addition to
N Y. Saturday (19) from a West individual deals with outstanding
(Continued on page 11)
thesps.
Under term contract are Abbott
and Costello, Paul Christian, Mikel
'

&

Minn
Sued

cally vote yes on any company-pro-,
posed move; This group, however;
may be whittled, by brokers, and
investment councilors, who see no
reason for an arbitrary and pos-

confronted, production-

ST.
a dissolution with
talks currently on between Paramount h.o. execs and .lohn Ford,
one of its pards.
Wilby-Kincey
Wall street is displaying no
circuit has also been the subject of
great: interest, trading-wise,; in the
recent negotiations.
impending fisSion of Paramourit
into two separate companies which
follow final inking of the conAmnta O
R Mdjors
lUiiinre
iUinii. .Amuh.,
^jjg Government.
^^^^ jgg,.gg
for
as Trust Par's common stock has not been
traded on the N. Y. stock exchange
Minneapolis, Feb. 22.
The Minnesota Amus. Co. (Para- in any greater volume than usual
past couple of weeks since
mount theatre
six ma-

balked at distribs' demands.
Rose and Louis Deutsch, owners
Behind tlie tiff over rentals, the
The of the Granada theatre, Virginia,
real dispute centers on the actual first lien on certain of its pix.
Minn., who allege they have been
costs of the shorts which all ma- level of quick assets had previous- frozen out of product.
The dis
jors are committed to produce. To ly been fixed at $22,500,000.
tributors are Paramount,: RKO,
On May 1, 1949, the $22,500,000 20th-Fox, Universal,
(Continued on page 18)
Columbia and
figure wiil be reinstated, according
United Artists.
to tlie terms of the amendment.
The Deutsch theatre was former?
Goldwyn Halves Staff
ly pooled in operations with the
Minnesota Amus. Co.'s two Virginia
Hollywood, Feb. 22.
Taylor Draws Pair
houses. After the pool was ended
Retrenchment barged into the
Hollywood, Feb. 22.
April 26, 1946, at their request, the
Samuel Goldwyn studio with an
Robert Taylor, just back from] Deutsches elaim tlie distributors
order to cut the entire stafi by
England, landed in two top roles conspired with the big .Paramount
50% within the next 10 days.
on his home lot, in kfeeping with circuit to withhold product from
Currently the staff, including Metro's new policy of setting its tlie Granada.
the production crew on "Roseanna dramatic stars in humorous pix.
Deutsches charge the theatre has
McCoy." totals about 300. It will
First chore for Taylor is in "The suffered a $75,000 net operating
be reduced to 150. Meanwhile, Devil's Dobrway." Second is a co? loss because of the "freezeout.''
'^oldwy.n is considering a new tag starring job with Lana Turnej: in They want triple damages plus
otL "Koseanna."
"The Reforwet and the Redhead.'^ costs.
:

is

wise, with the question of budgets
to be allocated to films in view of
changed setup. Reportedly,

the

is also close to

:

Will be reached on rentals. Distribs
have been insisting on regular
terms for the shorts, sponsored by
the Motion Picture Assn. of America, while TOA's offer is payment
of. $2- per pic by houses seating

Studio

i

U CUTS DEBTS TO

Universal has reduced its outstanding indebtedness to three
banks to $8,500,000 by the recent
payments of $1,500,000. Loan to
U, made in May; 1947, includes
$2,500,000^handed to United World
Films, company's 16m and teleBorrowings are
subsid.
vision
from the First National Bank of
Boston, Manhattan Co. and Guaranty Trust Co. of N. Y.
also
pushed
has
Company
through an amendment of terms
with the three financial houses
Which permits it to reduce its con*
solidated quick assets to $20,000,000 without giunting the- banks a

that of;
already!

;

&

series of shorts.
is still holding
••Let's Go to the Movies," first of
series, without release date.

as

Par's prez, Barney Balaban, carries considerable weight with com-^
pany stockholders. His word that
the deal is a good one undoubtedly will win plenty of votes. Besides; there is always a great nuraber of stockholders- who automatic'

I

Terms

the

I

I

Compromise

RKO

l%v. .there Will be

Paramount's big studio huddle
which will take up the entire we6k; sibiy unconstitutional limitation
of Feb. 28 is expected to Work but imposed by the urging * of the Govthe distribution problems present- ernment.
Justice Dept. Angle
ed .fey the impending loss of the
theatre circuit via the forthcbmihg
The Dept. of Justice, incidentalcohsent decree., One of the sub- ly, has indicated that it will -ask',
jects to be muUeid is whether dis- for the same stock restrictions on
trib forces must shift Selling: poli- any other, settlements made in the,
cies in any" major respect to
anti-trust suit. No explanation has
the entirely unprecedented: situa- been forthcoming— and Wall street
tion.
Because the meets will ih- is frankly puzzled on the point
yolve an intensive fiVe-day exami- why RKO is permitted unrestrictnation of distributioh and produc- ed trading except for the Hughes
tiori,
Paramounters already have stock, and Paramount the reverse^
been' warned that they will have ho
If Par were to carry out thei
time for activities otlier thaii those divorcement of theatres without
a
of the closed sessions,
(Continued; on page 20)

6)

:

for

i

I

.

Meanwhile,

Distrib,

Bu^et Problems

..:

(Continued on page

whom own

no large bloeks such

Par^ Big Huddle

months of '48, which
would have been $5,552,221 withnine

the liquidation of its trepartnership
holdings,
the hopper for an
early break-up is reported to be
uc
the Comerford chain; After considerable dickering with J. J.
Film,
produced
by
Edmund O'Leary, prez of the circuit, it is
Grainger, cost $1,000,000.
Insid- reported that a deal ha? been
ers' estimates of its domestic gross worked out ^hereby Par will take
Expect
now stand at $2,500,000; this is up 14 theatres in 12 towns on a wholfrom the $2,000,000 which was the ly rowned basis while the" ComerOf
Rental
estimate when the^ pie first went ford pard group takes over the
balance.
into release.
Comerford circuit operates 63
Pro-Industry Shorts
Loans which Rep is paying off
houses in Pennsylvania.
It iias
Industry's public relations short Include $720,000 advanced by the not been disclosed whether Par
subjects program is standing by Bank of America for production of will receive any cash in addition
waiting action of the Theatre Own^ "Witch," plus $1,900,000 outstand- to the- 14 theatres. The circuit is
ers of America's executive commit- ing from the Chemical Bank
listed
by Paramount in court
tee f ol lowing a meeting between
(Continued on page 20)
papers as a partnership arising
TOA's exec director, Gael Sullivan
out of bankruptcy and hence, ordion one side and a distrlb deleganarily, immune from divorcement
tion headed by Robert Mochrie,
proceedings. Par now holds 50%
3
RKO's sales manager, on the other.
of the cpmmon stock and 71% of
Sullivan has promised to contact
the preferred.
exec committee members in an ef$8,500,000 Maine New Hampshire circuit
rentals

:

of

Howard -Hughes in RKO.
In the management camp.

$5,198,480.

first

.

some agreement on

engi-

type.

.

fort to reach

..

:

The exhibs claim that

showed a

that films must make a pitch for
the "over-35" audience— are the the profits, along with income from
statistics he gives on attendance
other pix, into retiring itS' current
by age groups. Here's the breaks bank indebtedness of about $2,down of the 13,000,00 full price 600,000.
-t-idcetbuyers who see the average
While reduced costs and modej^
"A":
ately good rentals from other pix
12-17 years
2,900,000
are enabling Rep to rid itself of
18-30 years
5,100,000 •
the
bank obligations, surprise
31-45 years ....
;2,900,000
gross: of the :John Wayne starrer
Over 45
2,100,000
is considerably speeding up^ the
62% In 'Under-30' Group
process.
Instead of taking all of
This indicates 62% of the audi- 1949 to pay up the loans. Rep
ence is 30 years or younger. Dis- prexy Herbert J. Yates is planning
proportion is seen in that the "un- to have them completely liquidated
der-30" group reps only 38% of the by August, through the speedup
made possibly by "Witch."
(Continued on page 20)

On

^

Brokers who frequently control
their customers' vote on proxies at
ready have been pasting the decree
because it would prevent investors
from retaining their holdings in
both new companies. Since Par
has some 7,000,000 shares divided-;
among 33,000 stockholdSrS',^' none

the.

cha.rge;"

Distrib unit, on the other hand,
loss of $5,166,221 for the

To

Profits being rolled up by "Wake
of the Red Witch" will help make
Republic by next August the only
producing company in the business
without a loan from the banks,: it
is expected.
Rep intends to throw

.

this

future

unit's

into

13,000,000

Baiiks by

published

Distrib

er approval of the decree without
stiff battle.
Although the decree
has yet to be aired, it is believed
that the company will need two?
thirds favorable vote on all out*:
standing common stock for the set*
tlement to/cross the tape.
a

in homes. According to tlie
builetin of an Indiana exhib
group, "there are too many ingenious Americans Who will
make a gimmick for their set
to allow them to receive the

clouded since, in the past two
years, it dropped some $8,000,000

With Wall street raising a hue
over the restrictions imposed on
the trading in Paramount stocli
under the proposed consent decree,
film fiscal pundits are currently
raising, the question whether Par
will be able to obtain a stflckholdr

worrying about a system

of avoiding cuffoed exhibitions

is

of

women —rproportion

prospectus

$4,000,000.

Pay

Off $2,600,000

were almost equally split between
men and women—6,250,000 men
6,750,000

to

start

week, the theatre chain will probably turn in annual profits of some

47.2c

Rep s Aim

'

:

who

are eyeing
Phonevision,
pay-as-youor
view video, as a possible
source, of revenue, had better
Distribs

fluctuations in conditions both domestically and abroad.
On the
basis of figures disclosed in the

:

We Go Again

Here

m

It applies to theatregoers 12 years or older.
Following; are average prices
over tlie past eight years:
1940
321/2 c
1943
38.0c
1945
....43.4c
1946
45,9c
1947
46.8c
,

xesearch shows
audiences enjoyed films during
1948 more than they did during
any of the. previous four: years.
Still another angle brought out
by the pollster, which may or may
not be tied up with the enjoyment
factor, is that the average film had
more star value in '48 than in any
of the three years preceding. This
was apparently in an effort by producers to counteract the b;0i

'and

Closely patterned after the gen^
eral outlook in the film industry,
the new RKO theatre circuit which
will be birthed before Nov., 8; 1949,
now looks to, be a consistent moneymaker.
Prospects of the fortliin g production - distribution
c 0
company depend on unpredictable

taxes.

clared, it apparently wasn't the
quality of the pix that did it, Pulsetalcers claim their

Keyl

FOTUilE'DEPEiS'

Audience for the average "A"4-nhas declined by 3,000,000
481/2C AU-Time High
persons since 1946, Dr. George
Gallup's Audience Research InstiAdmission prices in January
reached an alltime high aver*
tute reported to clients during the
age, of 481/2 c, Dr. George Galpast weelc. Gallup tied up the dip
lups Audience Research Inwith the fact that fewer people
stitute informed its clients last
now have a desire to see the aV'
week. Figure is based on the
erage film than at any time since
question, "How much did you
ARI started keeping score irt 1943,
pay the last time you went to
and that a less thorough publicity
the movies?" and includes Fedjob on films is now being done.
eral, state and local admission
Despite the downturn, Gallup deffeature

°/

I

but confirmed. ^^il*"?
Stock, however.
has not varied in price more than
fractionally, and in this respect has
followed the general pattern of the
market.
Only noticeable chapge.
a
slight increase in the nuniber of
Par shares held by bear traders.
In the past 30 days stock acquired
on short interest has risen from
14,920 shares to 6,285, Restrictions
on the right 'to hold shares of the
two new companies -simultaneously
may have upped short holdings,
since it is figured to prevent a
strong rise in prices on the split.
During the same 30-day period
only other film company in which
bears have shown any interest is
Universal.
Short holdings dipped
a shade to 7,360 shares from a previous figure of .tiSQO shares.

:

i

f^^

I

;

I

list."

Wayne

Rides Again

Hollywood, Feb.

John Wayne,

after

a

22.

whirl

at

deep sea diving in ^'.Wake of the
cli^mbs back on his
boss for a gallop throagh yonder
canyon in "Best of the Bad Men"
.

Red Witch,"
at

RKO.

Jack Gross will produce the pie-:
ture, third of the baddie series.
Others were "Badman's Territory"
and "Return of the Bad Men."

TTedneflday^ Febrqary 23,

PICTURES

Envkion No Manpower Shuffles

RKO
a Continued

Rebtire Net Eamii^s (or Losses)

Circuit
Itora pat*

It

b

RKO theatres will have a
net working capital of $9,947,727
after the proposed transfer to the
RKO's two new companies wiH4
production unit of $10,000,000 in
start on their own by Nov/ 8 withThis figure, according to
assets.
out any major reshuffling of top
the management, is adequate to
management or lower-echelon per-give the chain a sound financial
Regular quarterly dividend of
sonnel under the plan of reorgansendoff. Its current cash and bond
While 50c per shariB on outstanding coin--' assets (as of Oct. 2, 1948) total
ization aired this week.'
neither unit will have officers or mon has been declared by the 20th- $14,418,138, while its total assets
Against
directors In common, the makeup Fox board. Sum will be paid out amount to $50,308)841.
of the two- entities will be drawn March 25 to stockholders of record these are current liabilities of $4,from the' present staff of the par- March %:
470,411 and a funded debt of $23,The present RKO
ent company.
600,000.
.'als&
wer«
dividends:
other,
6
Two
will determine whO; will man the
Projecting its operations into the
declared by 2btM's board.: Quftttercontrols of the new units as well
future^ the management sees a loss
ly melon of $1.12^ii per Share on
as- corporate names and the extent
of only 15% in net earnings for
prior preferred will be made
to which either may use the RKO
if they had operated
15 to record holders as of the theatres
March
trade label.
wholly-owned
Divvy of 37V4c. per only with the 79
...
i
i
J *v,-> March 4.
permitted
big step towards the ^^^^^
As Its next^ I.,
holders of convertible pre- houses unconditionally
it under the consent decree. Howhistoric division into two compa- ^^^^^^
j,^ allocated March 25
ever:, it 13 noted, RKO has the
nies, RKO this week called on its ^^ holders of record on March 4.
right to add 33 more out of the
stockholders to meet March 28
,
273 houses 'in which it now has
Dover, Del., and vote on the conjoint interests, o
sent decree in the Government
Two-thirds apNet book value of some 86
anti-trust case.
houses which RKO currently opproval from the outstanding 3,899 ,erates is fixed at $32,187,298.' Its
913 shares of common are required
joint interests are fixed on the
fo okay the final fission. The debooks at $467,789, but this figure
cree deadline is set for March 30.
as well as that of the whollyOne important feature of the
owned houses is highly conservaplan of reorganization is the shift
of $10,000,000 in cash from the
Because one of the three banks live. For the past six years the
theatre subsid to the production- which, hold $6,750,000 in notes from boxoffice receipts have been $35,^
in '43; $37,493,608 in '44;
distribution unit. This consists of
RKO on a production loan has 509,083
$39,391,233 in '45; $46,673,540 in
the distribution of $5,961,800 to the
parent org in the form of a divi- been holding out for a higher rate '46; $45,087,661 in '47; and $30,dend and flie reduction of theatre of interest and renewal chairges in 747,515 for three-quarters of '48.
31-46% Own Rentals
company slock in the total of $4,- return for agreeing to the RKO reAnalysis of the percentage of toorganization plan, negotiations for
038,200,
The new companies will each be an okay have been protracted to tal film rentals which RKO gar8,000,000 shares this point.
Request was made to nered from its own chain shows
capitalized for
of common at $1 par. Plan calls the three financial houses some the strong dependence of the disfor both being formed in Delaware. months back for the nod'ln trans- trib outfit on its theatres. For the
Each stockholder in- the present ferring capital stock of the parent first nine months of 1948 the theRKO will receive one share of the- company to the new production atre group paid 34% of the total
rentals. In other of the past eight
atre stock and one of the filmmak- outfit.
ing unit for each share held at the
Under the terms of- the present years; that percentage varied, betime of the split., so that each com- loan, originally creating a $10,000,- tween 31% and 46%.
After receiving the $10,000,000
pany will have 3,899,913 shares 000 production credit, RKO pays
2'/2% interest. Hate, howevewhas transfer of funds from RKO theoutstanding.
climbed to 3Vi% generally 'since atres, the new production-distribu-r
Division of Assets
credit has tightened in the past tion company would have a workr
In the division of assets, RKO
year. Two Of the banks. It is s^id, ing capital of $44,270,429 constitheatre group takes over all theahave given the greenlight to the re- tuting the difference between curtre assets, including 50% of the
organization, but the third has re- rent assets of $49,188,268 and curoutstanding stock of Bleury Invest-,
fused so far.
rent liabilities of $4,918,086. Inments, Ltd., which owns certain
Prospectus released this week by cluded in those estimates, made as
Canadian houses. The studio unit
cash and bond
getTThr"balance of' assets, includ- RKO referred to the company's in- of Oct. 2, 1948, are
holdings o£ $13i429,926 and film
ing the lot, films, the Churubusco tention of paying off the $6,750,inventories totaling $27,368,276.
(Mexico) studio, real estate in Los 000 currently due and possibly
Distrib Income
Angeles, and two inactive subsids— seeking new credits if the banks
Gross rentals of the distrib wing
to consent. RKO, It is underRKO Television Corp. and The fail
stood, is ready to pay the higher amounted to $51,012,869 during
Van Beuren Corp.
Showing a
rate to a new group of lenders nine months of '48.
All obligations and liabilities of
than meet what is felt to be steady climb, the figures fof other
RKO when the plan is consummat- rather
unwarranted demands by the bank years are as follows; $45,865,248
ed will be assumed by the new
in question.
in '43; $49,162,490 in '44; $55,988,companies on an equitable basis,
'45;
.$72,966,727 in '46; $76,Since the company has been 457 in
with the theatre oufit taking over
9,55,100 in '47., On the breakdown,
those debts normally relating to steadily retiring the loan anyway
tlie foreign take, surprisingly, has
exhibition and the studio, those re- it is believed that the principal
also mounted steadily to reach
ferring to production-distribution. would be reduced considerably
in '47 and $16,131,113
On failure to agree, plan proposes "lofe before the plan goes into ef- $22,057,375
for three-quarters of '48 against
feet.
a solution through arbitration.
$11,033,886 in '43.
In the timetable of events, the
Considerable light is also thrown
old RKO company will dissolve as \:f
on production costs. RKO had 14
promptly as practicable after Jan. Tair Market Price' Of
completed and unreleased features
1950.
Its existence will be

When RKO's 2 New Cos. Start Nov. 8

1949

Relative net earnings (or losses) of the theatre and production^
are tabulated here. Losses are Indidistribution wings of
cated by parentheses and bold type. Consolidated tax returns reduced the bite paid by the theatre chain during years when the
losses.
unit
showed
distrib
Distrib Net (oi Loss)
Theatre NCI"
Year
(91,457,504)
$935,530
1940
(444,495)
1,277,111
1941
(2.176,465)
3,269,540
1942
4,972,879
3,248,121
1943
2,793,419
3,025,162
1944
2,793,419
3,967,437
1945
6,195,354
7,303,370
1946
(1,036,845)
7,023.135
1947
(5,166,221)
5,190,480
1948

RKO

outfits,

'

'

.

Odium Has Fvst Refusal to Buy

I
i

•

m

Into

New RKO

Theatres

Company

,

,

•

apparently sold

Bank Yens Higher

% on

RKO

Sues Alan Young on

%

i

RKO

\

'

agreement with the
Government in the antitrust suit;
and a consequent split-up of RKO
info two separate entities.
committed:
definitely
Hughes

settlement

See Early lATSE

."

likely

nally

understood the new pact, will
be based on a compromise formula
involving a lesser raise.
Threats of Wildcat stoppages by
the individual

were

HughesV Assetsto
Hughes,

RKO,

RKO

negotiatiiig with

!

on Oct. 2, 1948. Of these, five
cost under $250,000; five in the

RKO

RATHVON
DENIES
RKO THEATRES HOOKUP

I

i

.

N. Peter Rathvon will in no way
be associated with the new RKO
theatre circuit being set up under
the consent decree entered into by
controlling
stockholder
Howard
Hughes, the former RKO prexy

'

1

I

;

|

\

J

Present pension plan
will be continued after a division
of reserves between- the two new
1952.

31,

j

{

units.

I

Variety In New York this
week. Rathvon said he is east entirely in regard to personal matters and the setting up of the
financing unit for independent proused, such as appraisal '"by inde- ducers, in which he'll be partnered
with Floyd Odium's Atlas Corp.
pendent persons,
Since Atlas holds an option, on
Listed as properties involved in
theatres which
the transaction are one completed the
„ „v,shares in RKO
ihad been
film; reissue and remake rights to ""S"?^'""^'', "iy^?"^'
10 others; service contracts with T^*'"'"'-^^ that Rathvon would be
three artists; certain film stories;'" on the venture if Atlas picked
Rathvon, who has
"P^'O"and scripts; motion picture pro- "P
duetion
equipment; stock film, long been associated with Odium,
refused to comment on Atlas plans
music rights and film titles.
in regard to the stock.
Under
the
proposed
deal,
Rathvon will be in New York
Hughes reserves certain distrib
rights to several films. In the fu- for the rest of the week.
told

<

Special .stockholders' meet will
also vote to reduce the present
nine directors to seven.
Nominated
to
steer
the
company
through reorganization are Howard Hughes, dominating stockholder; Depinet; Noah Dietrich,, exec
veepee of Hughes Tool Co.; Frederick L. Ehrman of Lehman Bros.
attorneys L. Lawrence Green and
George H. ShaWj, and secretary J.
Miller Walker.
Listed in the prospectus as the
-top-earning officer in 1948 is DeWith a take of $106,580.
pinet,
.

'

,

|

'

I

•:

ture.

'

RKO may

right.s,

negotiate for these
prcspectus states. "Because

Hughes Inks Milestone

of the nature -of the assets," prospertus declares, "this purchase
should not, ,ln the opinion of the
management,
substantially
ad
versely affect the working capital
'

.

.

I

Howard

:

Rathvon comes second with $104,990. Others named are Malcolm or cash position.'*
Kingsberg, theatre head, $78,060;
Loanout of Jane Russell, one of
Floyd B. Odium, former board the artists under Hughes control,
chairman, $44,390; and Walker, sec- to RKO for the Frank Sinatra pic,
All officers and "It's Only Money," cost the comretary, .$31,780.
directors as a group Were-i^id pnny $100,000, according to the
$677,386.

i.

i

,

prospectus.

locals,

ago,

which

were

disr-

|

'

.

$4,500,000.
So far as the Atlas stock options

ZOth With Negro Film

are concerned, Hughes has agreed
to extend the expiration' date; if
necessary, so that they will not ex-r
pire until at least six months after
the company splits into two. Atlas
RDDR
will not sell these options without
Digest de Rochemont) banner. first giving Hughes two-days' noFilm, which will be lensed entirely tice and the right to buy them up.
in the east in de Rochemont's semidocumentary style, carries a '$400,000 budget, with the producer obtaining financing through the First
National Bank of Boston,
Story, which appeared originally
JAN. 31
in the Digest in December, 1947,
United Artists has been awaitrevolves about a Negro attempting
ing since Jan. 31 instructions from
to pass as a white. As-such, there
Howard Hughes for disposition of
may be a race between "Boundary" the three films it has agreed to
and 20th-Fox:'s
turn back to him. Deal by which
"Pinky," described by 20th as a
the indie producer and now domi"social story in the south," to reach
nant stockholder of JtKO, is to put
the screen first. "Pinky" rolls at
up $600,000 In financing for UA
the 20th studios on the Coast
pix in return for getting back his
March 7 but de Rochemont hasn't
own trio, was signed and sealed
set a teeoffi date for "Boundary,"
early in January.
since he is .still casting the picture.
agreed to
Under the pact,
Twentieth production
e e return the films and all materials
Darryl F. Zanuck will produce
pertaining to them as of Jan. Sl"Pinky" personally, with John Ford
it is presumed Hughes wiil turn
set to direct.
Ethel Waters will them over to
and, as a matter
have a major role and Jeanne Grain
of fact,
has informally rehas been tentatively named for the
stills and, matequested from
lead. Twentieth also had Scheduled
rial to make up a press book. Lack"No Way Out," an original penned
ing orders from Hughes, however,
by Lesser Samuels which deals
UA claims it has no right to give
with a Negro interne in a metroor anyone else this niulenal.
politan hospital. Whether that will
"VenOutlaw
pj^ ^re "The Outlaw,"
time later as a sepaAt
„!*„^'"i!
f""^ or integrated into ^etta" and "Mad Wednesday.
rate
feature
least one of them—which one is
'Pinky" hasn't been decided.
not specified presumably will be
for distribution
handed to
:

-

;

i

lATSE

two weeks

$500,000-81,000.000 class; two, beIndie producer Louis .de Rochetween $1,000,000 and $1,500,000; mont this week signed a one-picand two over $1,500,000.
ture releasing deal with Film Classics for his upcoming "Lost Boundary," which is to be turned out under the
Corp. (Readers'
IN N.Y.

controlling
currently
to fix a "fair
Is

market price" for films, artists'
services and equipment which he
is to turn over to the company. As
parent company would administer part of that deal, "Hughes has comthese options and divide any pro- mitted himself not to engage, diceeds between the two new outfits. rectly or indirectly, in indie filmmaking so long as he remains the
Tax Free
The split-up is envisaged as be- dominant stockholder in the coming tax free.
This opinion, plan pany
According to the prospectus,
states, is supported by a ruling of
the Commissioner of Internal Rev- both Hughes and RKO have named
enue, who sees no recognizable negotiators fo set the price-tag
gain or loss for Federal income tax which will be subject to approval
purposes arise out of the transac- by both RKO's board and that of
tlons.
Two companies will divide the Hughes Tool Co. If the dickoffice space at Radio City until ex- erings fail to hit on a "satisfactory
piration of the present lease; March figure, some other method will be
;

rife

pelled in the last several days as
Federal
the bargaining sped up.
Atlas has two days to decide
mediator A. L. Stone, who stepped
whether to meet the price. Hughes,,
into the picture to break a long
however, agrees that at least eight
deadlock, has now retired to the
days prior to his taking this step,
sidelines with both sides carrying
on talks directly. Clarence Hill, he will disclose the terms tenta-;
20th-Fox labor relations chief, is tively to Atlas so that the company
heading the distrib committee can consider the proposition adeIf Atlas picks up the
while lA vice-prexy Thomas Shea quately.
offer, it has 10 days to close the
is union, spokesman.
deal."
In the event that Hughes
does not receive a satisfactory offer, he binds himself to offer the
De Rochemont Racing
control at a price not exceeding
.

'

Howard

lATSE origi15% wage

flat

it's

i

stockholder of

week.

backroom exchange workers but

;

31,

this

demanded a

hike for the 2,500 front-office and

|

maintained Xintil then to permit
stockholders to exercise their options on 2,531,320 shares of stock
at a $15 per share price. An add!
tionai 30^000 shares on option are
available to Ned E. Depinet, company prez, and N. Peter Rathvon,
ex-president, at $8 per share. The

company;
production-distribution
In return. Atlas agreed that it
would not sell its 327,00 stock
options without first giving Hughes
a crack at them. Terms of the op-:
tions fix their price at $16 per
share.
Atlas has the right to buy the
theatre circuit control under the
following provisions: Hughes must
use his best efforts prior to the.
stock on exfl
listing of theatre
changes for trading to obtain one
or more cash offers from financially responsible persons or firms.
One of these offers most satisfactory to him will determine the price
which Atlas must meet.

Windup of two-months negotiations between the major distribs
and the International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employees for a
new exchange contract appeared

|

,

himself to unload the theatre iuT;
terests to Atlas and stick with the

Contract Accord

,

.

Corp.
controlling in-

Howard Hughes

•

;,

i

its

to

•

•

—

RKO

with the full intention of re-enter-!;
Los Angeles, Feb. 22.
James Saphier, talent agent, ing the company by taking back
in L. A. superior court control of the
theatre circu it.
for $26,000 against Alan Young, Part of the deal which could result
film and radio comic, charging in a return by. Atlas into the film;
breach of contract.
industry with both feet is an ironYoung clad option to the investment comdeclared
Complaint
signed a pact in 1947 agreeing to pany on Hughes' securities in the
pay Saphier 10% of his earnings, new theatre company.
One surbut later formed his own corpora- prise to the trade is the fact that,
tion and ceased paying commis- the purchase pact included as an
sions.
essential provision the making of a

i

"

terest in

filed suit

Loan

•

Floyd B. Odium's Atlas

f

Hollywood, Feb. 22.
inked Lewis

Hughes

UA STANDING BY FOR
HUGHES SINCE

forthcoming

UA

Weep

RKO
RKO
UA

RKO

"

—
RKO

DIWY

j

'

,

Milestone, to direct "Bail Bond
Story" for RKO. This marks a reunion for the pair, who turned out
high-grossing "Racket" for ParaEKO'S BEGULAK
mount in 1928 and "Front Page'
RKO's board has declared a regfor United Artists in 1931.
ular quarterly dividend of 15c per
"Bond" is groomed for a May 1 share on. outstanding common.
start, with George -Raft, Jane RusDivvy will be paid April 1 to
sell and Pat O'Brien toplined.
stockholders of record, March 15.

under the deal by which Hughes,
bought control of that teompany.
Proxy issued last week reveals that.

RKO
i

is to purchase, among other
of Hughes' assets, "one campletea
motion picture."

'

'

WeJuesday, Felinuuy

.23,

,

.'

,

ncTrvRBS

1949

$143,665,000 ffWOOD BACKLOG
EI

Fiffing in

With Foreign Fdms

Own Production Rolls Agsnn

Until

Eagle. Won, widely spacing re-4
lease of its own product until its 'Communist*
Tees
studios reopen, Is currently trying
Prod.
to achieve mass~distrib volume by
Hollywood, Feb. 22.
picking up as many additional out-

Program

Howard Hughes is ready to in*
side pix as possible: Besides dickr crease production at RKO, with
ering deals with several indie three of the 12 A productions on
the
company
1949 program slated for early
Hollywood filmmakers,
starts.
First to go will be "I Marexecs are planning to take top forried a Gommunistj" with Robert
eign language films under its dis- Ryan and Paul Lukas in top male
trib wing in addition to the large roles.
package of J. Arthur Rank pix
which EL is now releasing over its

Others are "Love Is Big Busico-starring Claudette ColGeorge Brent and Robert
regular allotment.
Young, and "Come Share My
Move towards volume bookings Love,'' to be produced by Harriet
is spurred by a need to cut over- Parsons.
head expenses on an organizational
i^etup geared for a full complement
of releases. While EL execs don't
expect to clean up much coin with
these newly-acquired pix, the company has at least something to gain
and nothing to lose. The added
gravy, it's calculated, will keep the
company wheels oiled until its
ness,"

bert,

mOOOSked

;

For Sports Films

studio situation Clears up.
Initial foreign pic to be

eyed

by EL is "Dedee," a French item
to
whose U. S. distrib rights are now
owned by Vog Films. Arthur L.
Hollywood, Feb. 22.
Krim, EL prez, and Max YoungFilm studios are going in for
stein, EL pub-ad chief, have been
talking terms with Koel Meadow, athletics, such as baseball, footVog topper^ but no agreement has ball, boxing and hockey, as a
been set to date. EL would like to means of luring the television cusbook the French film into the Vic^ tomers back to the motion picture

As Antidote

TV

•f

N. Y., following "Joan of theatres. Production costs in this
Arc," or into the Bijou, N. Y., after endeavori currently on the screen,
"Red Shoes" is pulled. "Dedee," in work on the film lots and in
a Saoha Gordine production, ran preparation for early shooting, run
I

made.

'

'

A

recent deal with Rank resulted
in EL's snaring of nine British pix
over the quota of 12 apiece which
Rank promised to deliver to EL
and Universal. This product has
been preemed in double-bills at

the off-Broadway Beacon theatre,
but EL plans to sell them as single
features in the subsequent runs.
The package of Rank films include
"Don't Take It To Heart," "Waterloo Road," "It Always Rains on
Sunday," "Canterbury Tale," "My
Brother's Keeper," "Easy Money,"
"A Place of One's Own," "Against
the Wind" and "Woman in the

a total of

more than

w

out with "The Champion," Ring
Lardner's cold blooded yarn about
the knuckle ring. Metro is going,
in for a doubleheader in baseball
with "The Stratton Story," heroic
drama about Monte Stratton, ex-

White Sox pitcher, and "Take Me
out to the Ball Game," musical
'

SECONDARY

:.

On 14

.

|

!

'

Mjecte

Yam

On

I

i

|

I

'

'

,

"pessimism,
profitlessness,

.

[

Several
advertising
agencies,
claiming "to have no axe to grind."
asserted .that the results of their
recent surveys differed from that
of the theatre group although the
variation was not at a 180-degree
angle. For one, their results show,
it was asserted, that the question
is much more complex than Allied
indicated. No particular genre of
films could be classified as good
or bad, boxoffice-wise, because;
well-made films on almost any
subject have paid off with re-

and

parsimony
in which pro-

"River," released by UA, was
backed by a $500,000, ad campaign and has already grossed
$2,500j000 from 4,500 play-

sounding

down the capital required for
pictuce-making, but sum is still a
cut

gigantic one.;

Upped M-G Prod.
Precursor to More

,

STUDIOS PREP

Releases Tins Yt;
Metro's sudden boost in producannounced at the Coast meeting last week; is the forerunner to
a greatly hypoed releasing pace
during the balance of this year
and next, according to distrib
execs. William P. Rodgers, Metro's
distribution veepee, is shooting at
a minimum of 36 releases yearly
with the actual rate limited only
by the speed in which new pix are
tion

NEW RASH

:

OF CRIME-THEMED PIX
Hollywood, Feb. 22.
cops are chasing more

More

around more Hollywood
film lots these days than at any

robbers

time in the past, regardless of
cautioning fingers pointed at the
producers *y the Johnston Office.
Not only the indies but the majors
are hastening to make crime pay
by demonstrating in the final reel
that

doesn't.

it

Metro
not

delivered

is
- pay -

leading the crime-doesexcept - at - the - box-

with a flock of lethal yarns,
'-'Scene of the Crime,"
"Murder at Harvard," "Manhunt,"
"The Black Hand," "Border Incident," "The Asphalt Jungle" and
"Prowl Car."
Postoffice slickers do their dirty
work in "Dead Letter Office" at

office

such

as

'

Story."

>

Indie Production Spurt

Keeps Nassbur Lot Busy
Hollywood. Feb.
a

rental

lot,

,

Wilder's

"Once

made his biggest profit on and only that," it
was put. Musicals are cited as an
instance.
They were attacked by
Allied.
Generally, these films
scdte healthy returns but just as
frequently, the rental is high because the costs are high.
Allied's peeve against film cycles also touched off counter-ar-

thinking of what he

j

j

'

a Thief."

pipture, "Captain China.'

,

the Protestant Film Commission's
"By Bread Alone" and several
other indiCj pij^d^uctions.
j
;

,

.

:

:

guments.

One

agency

survey

showed that the public response
favorable to sequels or followof similar pix to a smash boxoffice hit.
"When a film is patterned after a previous big-grossing picture, it generally means that
the rentals are upped to the same
level," it was said.
"Exhibitors,
of course, do not take kindly tO:
that sort of distribution treatment.
is

.

The ups

three-per-month pace is a sizeable
increase over last year's total of 29
releases including five reissues.
Studio strategy, it is said, is to
spend the same overall amount for
production during 1949 and '50 as
the lot laid out last year. Because
film budgets have been generally But it doesn't necessarily mean
reduced, Metro expects to get out that that cycle itself is bad boxa greater volume of pix for the office policy."
same amount. Rodgers believes he
can build up the gross and reduce
per-picture distribution overhead
PACT,
by a larger number of releases.
Coast biggies see the same reFIGHT
sult for the studio in turning out
Hollywood, Feb. 22.
a bigger total of films. Each pic.
Screen Publicists Guild voted to
It is said, will thereby take on a
smaller percentage of the general accept a new five-year contract
In this way, with the major producers, meanstudio overhead.
budgets on pix can be kept down while giving up its fight for the
seniority clau.se.
Under the new
without affecting quality.
At the same time, it is under- agreement, seniority will come into
stood that both Louis B. Mayer, play only when working abilities
studio chief, and Dore Schary, are equal. A producer has a right
veepee in charge of filmmaking, to discharge a flack folr economicintend to make at least two films, reasons, regardless of seniority, but
yearly of epic proportions regard- the Guild has a right to review the
less of cost or the chances of re- case before the firing is completed.
Another clause in the contract
Strategy is to
trieving a profit.
have two spectacular pix annually provides for the rehiring of Guild
as a Way of copping prestige for members within six months of a
First
in
this
bracket
layoff.
It means that if a studio
the company.
is "Quo, Vadis," planned for Italian lays off a press agent on Jan. 1 and
production, which may cost the rehires anyone between that time
and July 1, it will have to be the
company $3,000,000 or more.
films
alannounced
67
Schary
one who was laid off.
ready listed for production during
1949 and '50. This group, returning execs stress, represents only a. Govt. Okays Pic
partial list of what the company
Postal Inspectors
will make during the 24-month
Hollywood, Feb. 22.
As a result, distribution
.stretch.
Charles R. Rogers returned from
must be speeded considerably to
Washington with official sanction
absorb this product,
Company's big start in faster re- from the Postmaster General for
leasing will be April when M-G has the flhning of a story on the postal
four films slated to hit the the- department, titled "The Leonard
atres.
These are "Caught,'* "Take street Holdup."
Picture will be based on departMe Out to the Ball Game," "Little
Women" and' "The Great Sinner." mental records. Rogers is huddling
February has three releases while with Hal Wallis for the services of
March is down to two. Rodgers Wendell Corey and Lizabeth Scott
may add one or two to the March for the leads, with shootmg slated
in March.
slpte.^
, ^jto ^iitt late
.

1

Lined up for April are the Pine

Thomas

should be made by Hollywood.
^'When- he—fills' that form, he is"77

\

,

On

22.

swings into heavy production in
March with three features, all for
United Artists release. Roy Del
Ruth sends his "Red Light," a
tale of the trucking industry, before the lenses March 2, It will be
followed shortly after by Sam
Bischoff's "Mrs. Mike" and J. Lee

.

',

be unconscious but it is still main*
tained that it is there nonetheless,
warping the estimate of what pix

END SENIORin

Among the indies, Martin
is readying "Until I Die,"
formerly "The Boss of San Quentin," and Sol Lesser is training to
travel a beat with "Harness Bull."

Studio,

studios.

,

;

results.

FLACKS ACCEPT

Mooney

Naissour

the

'

Allied members who filled in
their questionnaires favor getting
certain type of pix because films
in these brackets are sold at lower
rentals, some filmites argue. Lower
rentals, in turn, mean a higher
profit for the exhib, it was said,
but that is a far cry from an unbiased assessment of what sort of
films rack up the biggest overall
grosses.
It is conceded that the bias may

'

Paramount, and "The Leonard
Street Holdup." to be filmed independently by Charles R. Rogers.
Bryan Foy is about to solve two
cases of felony, "Trapped" and
"Port of New York," for Eagle
Lion. Nabbing of miscreants by
20th-Fox reaches out to London in
"21 Bow Street" and above the
Canadian border in "Northwest
Mounted Police." Meanwhile, RKO
is donning its gumshoes for "Bail

Bond

by

Wash-

Allied's

under (assault.

dates, according to Sears.

Col's 28 Tops List
Columbia: heads, list of companies with huge backlogs, with 28
pictures, but Metro leads in amount
of money outstanding in production. This amounts to $22,950,000,
for 14 pictures finished, but Warners follows Closely with $21,900,000

week during

ington board meet, was that Allied's griping members were motivated more by what was in it for
them in the way of profits than by
the actual overall take of the pix

ducers in their eagerness to
cut costs also tend to cut eU

Lowered budgets have considerably

.

.

last

"prematurely pessimistic:
attitude in writing off; the big
budget movie as d' thing of the
past."
Using "River" as an example. Sears cited the $2,800,000 -production as "having a
profound Impact on the current thinking In producing
circles, because of its impressive showing in proving that
big movies can still reap big
rewards." Sears also labeled:
the present Hollywood preoccupation as bemg one of

fort."

RKO

SEnh

WB

;

$15,000,000.
in financial outlay,: repping: invest-^,
is ready to release "The
ment on 17 pictures, and ParaSet-Up,'! a story of prizefighting,mount has $21,000,6o0 -in-16 picand "Interference," a gridiron ro(Continued on page 201
mance. United Artists is breaking

with a horsehide. background. On
the 20th-Fox lot the boys are in
spring: baseball training for "It
Happens Every Spring," while
spring training is going on for two
football
yarns,
''Father Was a
Fullback" and "I Was a- Coach's
Wife."
Hall."
Columbia is rounding up a flock
of football players for "The Hero,"
a tale of daring deeds on the college grid.
Among the indie producers, Herb Cline is warming up
"The Cleveland Story," dealing
ISSUES with
the Cleveland Indians, of
Negotiations between the major which Bob Hope is part owner but
companies and Screen Publicists not a playing member. .Tony Owen,
Guild for a new pact to cover 250 another indie producer, is about to
translate his ''Green Bay Packers"
still
while
homeoffice
flacks,
into celluloid, a switch from northSnagged over the union's 25% ern Wisconsin to southern Caliwage hike demand, have eased fornia.
with settlement of several secondary issues. Subcommittees, repping both sides, agreed to grant Ready Final Oscar Vote
SPG interim recognition as the
bargaining agency and ironed out
Short
some other technical jurisdictional /.:,!;
Hollywood, Feb. 22.
problems; A meeting of the full
Siiprf-subject entries in the Oseommittees, slated for next week,
car Derby will run their final heMs
is expected to okay these agreeThursday; night (24) :at the Academents.
14 lined
AwaM; theatre;^^^
New pacts for approximately 2/- my fbr
the'bailot, under: supervision
800 h.o. whitecollarites, meantime, up
of Fred Quimby, ciiairman of the
are awaiting outcome of three-day
shorts executive COtnmittee.
series of National Labor Relations
Onc-reelers are: "So You Want
Board elections opening today
to Be on tlie Radio',*' Warners, Gori
(Wed.) at Paramount, Metro, RKO
don Hollingshead; producer; "SyjnTheatres, Columbia, Republic and
of a City," 20th-Fo3c, iEdDe Luxe labs. Contending unions jphony
intirid H. Reek, producer; "Annie
are the Screen OfJiee & Profes-I
Was a Wonder." Metro. Herbert
sionai Employees Guild, CIO, and
"Cinderella
producer;
lloulton
Local H-63,; International Alliance
Horse," Warners, Gordon Hollingsof Theatrical Stage Employees,
head producer; "You Can't Win,"
AFL. Company-by-company ballot- Metro, Pete Smith producer.
ing will determine which union
Two-reelets; "Going to Blazes."
will rep the clerical staff at upMetro, Herbert Morgan producer;
coming pact talks.
"Sama Mania," Paramount, Harry
Grey producer; "Snow Capers," UI,
Thomas Mead producer; "Seal IsBuys Gunther
land." RKO, Walt Disney producer
Cartoons: "Mickey and the Seal''
Son's Cancer Death
and "Tea for TWO Hundred," RKO,
Hollywood, Feb. 22.
Wall Disney producer; "Little OrJohn Gunther's story of the phan," Metro, Fred Quimby prodeath of his SOU from cancer, ducer; "Robin Hoodlums," Colum"Death Be Not Proud" has been bia, United Productions of Ameripurchased by Warners.
ca producer; "House Wreckers,
Jerry Wald may produce.
Warners, Edward Selzer producer.

MAJORS, SPG

i

:

maker

its

does not Include foreign pictures
which several companies will distribute in this country, or reissues,
Another 22 pictures currently ai-e
in production, which gives theatregoers no less than 169 new films
coming up, exclusive of nearly two
dozen
h ic h Universal-International and Eagle Lion will import
from J, Arthur Rank in England
and a British singleton to be released here by Screen Guild.
Despite this tally of fresh product,, however, there are fuUy^ 25 to
30 reissues coming out from majors,
with another ,11 reissues to be distributed by Eagle Lion alone, as
consequence of recent deal with,
David O. Selznick for his product.
Investment is a healthy decline
from what same number of pictures
would have required last: year.

The National Allied survey of
tastes which aimed a hayat "sophisticated pix" and
generally blasted Hollywood's output in the past couple of years
drew its quota of backbiting from
industryites this week. The chief
objection to the survey, published
film

Big Biz

'

in various stages of preparation for
general release. Figure represents
outlay for total of 147 films, and

tofia,

up

Do

Big gross of Howard Hawks'
"Red River" brought a statement this week from Gradwell
L. Sears, United Artists' prexy,
dressing down Hollywood for

.'

:

into N. Y. state censorship, 'trouble
in its original form but has: been
approved after some deletions were

'Big' Pix

Hollywood, Feb. 22.

Hollywood studios and producers
have approximately $143,665,000
tied up in pictures completed and

.

:

on Pix Biz Seen Aimed

More at High Rentals Than High Tone

illlT RELERSE
By WHITNEY WILLIAMS

RKO's

Upped

Allied Attack

147 PICTURES

,

.

.

—
8
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A

Lift

of Spirit

i^xtarial in BoxoJ^ce Feb.

5th, /ssmc.)

Leave it to those perennially young bloodtr of MGM. The
rooring lion does it ogain. The toil is not timidly between the
legsr it's wagging joyously to let this whole hidustry know
of MGM's coiUidence itt the motion picture business, in the
organization.
product and in the

MGM

MGM

V

At a time when too many have been viewing the outlook with pesnmism, Leo and his pols step forword virith the
most optimistic enterprise the trade has witnessed nnce the
prewor days. The preview-of-product meeting of their sales
personnel in California spells good news for exhibitors. The
men went out to look at a flock of completed pictures. No
compcmy would invest in such an undertaking unless it had
something mighty wonderful to show the boys; something for
the boys to tell you about. Our grapevine from the coast
hints that

you

will not

Good news

is

preview of product gives
of S|^t.

SOUNDS MORE
in

for nowadays.
us a much-needed lift

all listening

all of

BUSINESS

LIKE

Motion Vktun Herald Feb. 5th
gay

^

be disappointed.

what we're

MGM's

{Editoml

-

Issue.)

.

days of promotional exuberance, the
distributors used to organize ornate transcontinental junket
expeditions to far places. They took trainloads of writers,
wet-packed, to previews, expecting them to tell the world.
has a new efficiency version, assembling top personnel
of sales next week at Culver City to look at nine pridefully
completed productions—-expecting them to go back to their
key posts and tell the exhibitors. Sounds more like business.
Bacli in the

lush

MGM

Clark Gable
JohiK

Saying
(Editorial in

It

Showmen 'a Trade Review

Walter Pidgeon

Hodj«k

BHssa|>6«h

•

Van Johtisftn

MWiril Arnold

•

Fet«r t^wfoxd

Jvme Allyson

With ^^roduct

•

Taylor

•

Mirgaret O'Brifto

*

|an« i«igh

Feb. 3 th Isiue.)

"TAKE MB bOT TO THi BA|i OAM|»

From every

standpoint of the business, it seems smart
operating to have the men who will sell and service
films become well acquainted
the theatres with
with the pictures they will offer. And there's no better
way to find out than to see the show itself unreel right

Frank Sioatr«

MGM

^

on a screen.
But that's the strictly business side of it. The phase
of the event which strikes this corner as significant in
8 more general sense, is the encouragement it offers for
everybody who wants to see more pep, enthusiasm, con-

$$^e-t Williams

Gme Kelly

*

'*N|FTUNr$ DAUGHTIR"

GARDEN"

»*THi SICHiT

Margaret O'Srien » Herbert Marshall Dean Stockwell

**THE

Ginger Rogefs

*

•

"ANY NUMBER CAN

{^iXfftviX in

Gftmet Amusements Feb. iitH

PlAY**

dark Gablct Alexis Smith » Wendell Corey
Audrey Totter • Barry SuUivaft » ftuhk Morgan
'Mafy Asj'or • I*ewi5 Storte

!

.

;

'

.

'

$0N'^
v

'h

**rm GREAT SINNir*
Gregory Peck »,Ava Gardner • Melvyn Douglas
Waiter Httston Bthel Barrymore
Frank Morgan • Agnes Moorehead

"

Roben Taylor

EU?»beth Taylor

«

|

Pill^BIBiilWIllii-: '^-m
Feb. 20-27 Fights BigottyJ)

;

"CONSPIRATOR"

.y

Week

,

KiiiiiJllKiiiiiiiiii^

MGM

wilderness.^

<Brotherliood

MY

**I0WARD,
Issue.)

!

Oscar tevaot

^

This "Chins-Up" expedition of Metro is not
only a sales hypo for its own organization, but it
is a challenge for other companies to return to the
prirjpiples of showmanship, and the greatest kind
of piiblic relations Hats off to
for its great
display of courage in again taking the initiative
in leading the motion picture industry out of the

-

SARKUrS OF BROADWAY"

!Pr«d ^AM»ite

FAITH

^

,

,

"THE

;

STRATTON STORY"

James Stewatt » jonie Ally son Frank Morgan
Agne* Moorehead • Bill WiUiaras

MGM

AND

I

,

cockiness, if you will
over the pictures they've finished
and are bringing to completion at the
studios in
Hbilywood.

OPTIMISM

"

Either Williams Ited SkeUon • Rtcardo Montalban
Betty Garrett,* K«cnan Wynh Xavier C«gat

fidence in the product the industry has to offer. This
element has been sadly lacking; has been smothered
under the nebulous gloom and vapors steamed up by
Accents on the negative.
So, hooray! we say, for the good cheer there is in
this slightly terrific demonstration of enthusiasm

—

•

A...

.

,.

t'

r

.
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THE INDUSTRY!
"^Thank you, gentlemen of the trade
press! You nave helped the new
M-G-M spirit to sweep the nationr
Leo Starts To Hoar
(Editorial in Exhibitor Feb. gth Issue.)

MGM

LUm Hoars

Tlie

Film Daily Feb. jik

(JEditorial in

• • • Mmb'S
way

under

aim

At a TlMls when any optimism witliin the indiistry is more
than welcome, the decision of
to hold a "Preview Of Product**
on the eoast should be hailed eagerly by theatremen everywheiel
Issue.).

As FAR
'TiaSVIEW-OF.FRODVCT''tedl«»c6BVttntlon

vUcb

la Loa Angele> todcqr to «i inlMmt to •veryoa* ia

bISi whethftr

they plof the product for which Leo roar* «r not.

on the loew's payroll or not. •
• Hbw eome?
easy question to answer, that. . . . For lo» these too
you're been hearing the blues sung. , . . And

or whether they'r*'

you oik.

An

. . .

many months by

far.

the crying towels, too. hare been

much

. . . Film bis. one
hanging on the ropes. ; i".
Which of counw It Is not; . . » But the repetition of the sad lament
registered psychologically, ond things hod come to a pretty pass indeed
before some folks, topside, realiied. that pesslndsm begets, pessimism

sourpuss after another has lamented.

in erldence.

Is

wUh a lodUUt's fecundity. . . « But you know how
« sign, to coavlaee many. « ,

It Is«-lhere's gotta

be

WEtX.

o

There's

SIRS, that's

sign for you.

«t good IMngs to come.
buccittctly.

. . .

A healthy sign.

Meaning box-ofUee

A idga o' i^romise

preltji

et

Is best soUr^ltt the Industry pxesi^

friendly customers.
.

And

"Now

Who's next?
Is

.

.

. It

made
its

follows, obviously, that

for the friendly

chin

is

up.

surely, the possibilities are there.

thousands of 'em. incidentcdly.
(Ond rightlyt

... So

.

*.

.

.

And now

.

concerned,

it

is definite

proof that the

As FAR AS the industry in general-is concerned^ this also serves
notice that MGM, at least, is going to do considerable shouting this
year. It is already heralding its Silver Anniversary; marking "25
Years Of Leadership In The Motion Picture Industry,*' which
probably means that Leo will be roaring through all of 1949.

At A TIME when some companies
roar

a

is

are talking in whispers, a

novelty.'

Every SEGMENT of MGM and Loew*s is. represented at the coast
confabs, both from the United States and in the international area,
and they will all get the same message, that MGM thinks that the
best way to combat any letdown in theatre going is by supplying
the kind of product that makes patrons regular customers, regard*

.

.

.

company

It's

out t»

less

It is to be hoped that others of the business will also endorse

the questim becomes,

.

of television or any other kind of opposition.

Thii6 DEPARTMENT, for One, IS ready to hail any tendency on
the part of any unit within the industry to get the business
back on a showmanship level; and MGM, through its coast confab,
is observing the one fundamental rule, "come through with pic*
tures that mean dough, and no one will have to worry".

... Eighteen odd

.. Will the band please 'strike up tholbMto

the Hour?".

is

needs.

11

Coast salet

penny,

Metro sees bis to be gotten. pr<Ats to be

... and its
do a iobi , .

Putting

. « i

a

(And perhaps you've
also spending more money to sell the exhibUor wher»

noticed Metro is

song.

. . .

pictures.

Metro has guts enough to spend money, ond

conTentlon obviously cuts

he

where the Metro sales conclave comes

. . .

MGM

>'

T
• • #
fa.

AS

company is confident of the merit of its product. Otherwise, why
take more than 70 men from all parts of the country to see future
pictures? Definitely, Leo must feel that he has what the boxoifice

the

MGM idea, backing their own product,

ness that there is nothing
pictureiiwill not cu^.

wtoag with

and showing the busi*
good

this industry that

if

As goes M-G-M, so goes
the picture business/'

Tweniy-five Years Of Leadership!
(Editmal in Independent Film Journal Feb. i2tK

Issue.)

{Editorial in

For the past quarter of a century, the M-G-M trade-

mark has

reflected the highest standards in motion pic-

ture entertainment. It is therefore fitting that the
company's slogan for its Silver Anniversary should be
**Twenty-five years of motion picture leadership."

But Metro is not content to rest on its laurels. There,
could be no finer expression of confidence in the future,
both for the industry in general and. for its own product in particular, than was evidenced by M-G-M this
past week.

A

trainload of top sales personnel and home office
executives, representing every exchange area in the
country, was transported to the coast to celebrate the
first formal occasion of M-G-M*s 25th Anniversary and
participate in the "Preview of Product" conferences.
These men are certain to carry back with them to their
respective territories a fresh enthusiasm for the product to be sold in the year ahead.'

• THE ACTION

of

Bill

Hollywood Reporter Feb. yih
Rodgere

:

the administration of his job at MCM.
He has the entire line-up of pictures
set and scheduled for production for
the entire year of 1949. The scripts
are all prepared, requiring only casting
and stage space to get them into production. This IS an accomplishment:
and' is looked on by Mayer;: ManniK
and the rest of the executive staff at
that plant as just that. The studio hai
never been so far, ahead in finished
scripts, all of which will be outlined to
the sales executives during their current convention sessions.

MCM

MCM

progress.

The
shown

MCM

sales executives will

be

air the new product wh'ich tha
studio heads, Mayer, Sehary and Mannix, believe compares favorably with
any program the studio has ever put

There used to be a saying, "as goes

MGM,

The

studio wanted the men
who guide the sales of ifs product to
see for themselves, rather than bs' tald
jn that old routine CQnvention pep
together.

talk, that's now Krown a bit corny
thraugh wear over a {period of years./

Issue.)

Dore Schary, up until now, has ac-]
comph'shed one very important task in

in

MCM

bringing more than one hundred
sales representatives out here for- a
convention starting today, has real significance. This is the first time in
has had a sales,
twelve years that
meeting here and coming at a time
.wh^n, seemingly,, much of the bottom
has dropped out of the picture business in the mindi of too many, it
should tell the entire industry that
has full: confidence in its current

.

so goes the picture business,"

and if the enthusiasm now being shown
by this company, which is reflected in
bringing all this sales crowd to Hotlywood, is any indication, the business,
generally, should react to the lead aiwl

{ump back out of

its

slump.

"

,

,

:
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A Conneetlcnt Yankee In

by quips in the Crosby manner,
•
also are good fun.
Robert Fellows has given the

(SONGS—COLOR)

story apt physical appurtenances
on the production end and Hay
Rennahan's color lensing displays
them fetchingly. Editing could be
Victor Young
further tightened.
music score is on the credit side.

King Arthur's Court

•

Hollywood, Feb. 19.
Paramount relcue of Robert Fellowi
Stan Bine Crosby, Rhonda

nroduction,

Fleming, WUUam Bendlx, Sir Gedrlc
Hardwicke: features Murvyn Vye. VlrSinla Field, Henry Wilcoxon. Directed by
T»y Gariiett. .Screenplay, Edmund B«loin: based on the novel by MarK Twain;

Connecticut Yankee in
KInK Arthur's Court" (SongsColor) (Par>. Bing Crosby,
songs and color for b.o. lure.
(M-G).
Women''
"Little
Handsome re-make of the
Louisa May Alcott classic;
sturdy returns.
<'A

A

Broff.

"Knock On Any Door"

Rennahan;
score, Victor Youngi songs, James Van
''little: .Woiineift -.
Heusen and Johnny Burke; editor, Aicnie
MarsheK. Tradeshown Feb. 18 '49. Run•^;•^,(C0IiOto^
;
ning time, 10» MINI,
„,
„ \:
M^tro release of iierVyii lieW prodtt*^
BIng Crosby
Hank Martin
directed
tion,
bx LeBdy. Stars June AUyFleming
Rhonda
AlisahdC: La Carteloise
Sir Cedric Hardwick Bon; Peter I,awford, ;Margaret O'Brien,
King Arthur
William Bendix Elizabeth Taylor, Jahet Leigh; features
Sir Sagramore
Rossano Bralzi, Sir C. Aubrey
Astor,
Mary
Vye
Murvyn
Merlin ................... ..
Smith, Lucile Watson. ScrCenplay,^;^ Attr
Morgan Le Fay
Y''""!''
Joseph Vltale drew Solti Sarah y. Mason, Victor Heer.....
Sir luOgriSv
AlHenry Wilcoxon man; based on book by Louisa May
Sir UScelot,
Richard Webb cott;: camera (Technicolor), Robert jPlancK,:
Sir Galahad
musical., score,
Schoenbaum;
«^oh^"^T*5n»^n>i^^'''.^^\^^^'''A^an Napier Charles
Faye Adolph Deutsch; editor, Ralph E. Winters.
J^^^^^
.....
1 irtv
Pme^oDc
Mary Field Tradcihown Feb. 16. '49. Running time.

camera

Ray

(Technicolor),

>

,.

juvenile

-

b.o. •prospects.

'

.

.

.

,

.

.

,

•

•

.

.

.

.

"Caueht" <MG). Soap opera
theme of shopgirl Who marries
millionaire. Okay femme ap-

.

,

peal but spotty b.o. outlook.
"City Across the River" (U)
Punchy film on juvenile delinquency will excite plenty

.

.

.

•

,

.

. . .

Pe«?ant"an;.:.::...:.:.

Peasant

Girl....^^^

Crosby, songs and color
make pleasant entertainment out
of Mark Twain'is venerable "A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's
C6urt." It's not high comedy and
there's little swashbuckling but, as
noted) it is pleasant and there's the
Crosby name to give it a healthy
swing at the boxoff ice dollar.
Picture wears the easy casualness that's a Crosby trademark,
goes about its entertaining at a
leisurely pace, and generally comes

Bing

oif satisfactorily.

A

bit

'

;

Ann Carter

more

zip

to its comedy antics and more of
the high action that armored
knights and King Arthur's court
seem to' promise might be desired.
These are lacking but are not
likely to keep the film from being

m M.>

8.

^^^^

,

Laurie. ........ ......

.

...

Peter

^^^^^

Margaret -O'Brien
Elizabeth Taylor
Amy
Janet Leigh
Meg
Professor Bhaer. . i.....'<i .Rossano Brazzl
Mary Astor
Marmee
Lucile Watson
..............
Aunt March.
..Sir C. Aubrey Smith
Mr. Latirence.
.

.

...

Mr. March.
Dr. Barnes

.

.

.

John Brooke
Mrs. Kirkc

...

.

,

Sophie...

.

.

,

(Color)

"The Judee" (FC). Minor
programmer. Confusing melo-

....... .Elizabeth Patterson
•

^

"

(Rep). Ofl-beaten-path western;
for hefty returns.

,

.

Dialog Is gutty, and natural, the
characters true to type, and the
playing exceptional. George Macready makes the most of the
prosecutor; AUene Roberts, Derek s
sweet bride who commits suicide,
Mickey Knox,
is very appealing.
Sumner Williams, Sid Melton, Pepe
Hern, Dewey Martin, Robert A. Davis are among the particularly good
skidrow youths. Harry Kelleys
portrayal of the judge is real and
human. Among others of the long
cast giving capable assists are Cara
Williams, Jimmy Conlin, Houseley
Stevenson, Vihce Barnett, Argen-

familiar cast

"The Last Bandit"

.

footage.

word-of-mouth and solid b.o.
"Cover-Up" t(JA). Leisurely
paced melodrama for general
situations, with
names to help.

Lawford

Beth

Hannah

the realism of the script, talien
Willard Motley's novel of the
same title and gives the film a
hard, taut pace that compels complete attention. Only false note in
his direction is the handling of the
prosecutor in the confession scene,
making him read his lines with a
monotonous repetition, that doesn t
the other
fit in with excellence of

frorti

(Col).

Solid

delinquency.

Leon Ames

drama, of revenge.
"Prejudice" (Indie). A message ;pix against intolerance

Harry Davenport
Richard Stapley
ConiUe Gilchrist
EJl™ Corby

for special situations.
"Joe Palooka in the

Big

Fight" (Mono). Okay supporting feature in the Monogram
series based On cartoon strip.

Metro mobilized its potent studio
resources and combined a star constellation for its unstinting re-make

tina Brunetti.

Production by Robert Lord and

has
his associate, Henry S. Kesler,
given the film a semi-documentary
touch by oareful casting and in the
realism of locales used. These fa-

May

Alcott's "Little
old-lace classic of a
reverent of the sentimentalities of
quartet of daughters and their
Victoriana. Sharper editing could
strivings in Civil War years. The
have whipped up a \f aster start for

of

Louisa

His

Calendar."

handling

shows

best in some of 'the quieter scenes
that are effectively counterpointed

by the Frederick Hollander

score.

.

Among

the supporting players,
Curt Bols gives a sharp reading to
of Ryan's trouble*
role
smoother, date-procuror and genbad boys,
man. Art Smith is eferal
handy
Nicholas Ray's direction stresses
fective in a Single scene as the

Strong melodramn dealing With

'

.

.

doubt as to whether or not Derek
actually did the killing. The youth
breaks under the last-minute needling of the prosecution, admits his
guilt and pavei the way for Bogart
for
to ipake an Impassioned l«ea
rell« of the conditions that breed

Miniature Reviews

Women," the

the

psychiatrist.
Frank
Ferguson etches a smart perfor*
mance as Mason's fellow doctor.
Ruth Brady, Natalie Schaefer and
others are up to demands.
Lee Garmes has used his camera
to advantage in displaying the ex-

millionaire's

physical properties with
which the picture has been dressed
and other technical contributes are
Brog..
in keeping.
cellent

City Across. tUe River
Maxwell Shane
by Shane. Features
Stephen McNaUy. Thelma Ritter,' Luis
Van Rooten. Jeff' Corey, Peter Fernandez.
Al Ramsen^ Screeift>lay. Shane. Dennis
Cooper; adaptation by Irving Shulman
from his novel. '-The Amboy Dukes";
camera, Maury Gertsman; editor, Ted J.
Kent; musici Walter Scharf. Tradeshown
N. Y., Feb. 31; '49. Running time, 80 MINM.
Stan Albert. .... .... ..; Stephen McNally
Thelma Hitter
Mrs. Cusack
.Luis Van Rooten
Joe Cusack. ...
Universal
duction, directed

pro.

releaise of

.

.

Jeff Corey,
Macon ... . . . . . « . .
Alice Cusack. .. ........ .Sharon McManus
.... ........... ..Sue England.
Betty: ...
Annie Kane. .......... .Barbara Whiting
Gaggsy Stearns; . . . . , , ,;Riohard Benedict
Lt:

.

.

Jean Albert
Mr. Bannon.
Selma.;

•

.

.

•

Anabel Shaw

...

.

...... .Robert Osterlon
....... ... Sara Berner

..

Detective Kleiner.....;.

.

.

.
.

Al Eben

.Peter Fernandei
Al Ramsen
,
..Joshua ShcUey
Mitch. .... ... v.. ........ .Anthony Curti*
Larry.: ............ ...... .Mickey Knox
Jaeckel
Bull. .
i . ; ........ . . i . . rRichard

Frank Cusack.
Ben Wllks

...

Crazy PerriO

vorable factors are pointed up by
Gufley's ace lensing and Shimmy
has come through with a handr
Joseph Turkel
"Womon" which flounders some- Burnett
moody mlisic score by George
some, tasteful Currier & Ives deliwhat on a tedious and overly-whim- the
neation of those times and mores
Antheil. Expert editing by Viola
Out of Irving Shulman's grim
Wit.
opening
reel
or
two.
sical
Lawrence figures Importantly
MaxCrosby does a lot better by the in personal terms. Although its
Dukes,"
Amboy
"The
novel,
the pace
the pacing of the picture's 98 mm-- well Shane has whipped together a
picture than its costumes do by crinoline bustles hobble
impact, on
utes. There are no drags. Brog.
him. His face and figure are comic- and lessen its dramatic
hardhitting and honest film on juframework and
ally displayed in tights, jerkin and the score of lavish
Hollywood, Feb. 19.
delinquency. "City Across
venile
a
wig without the heroic qualities strong cast the film will prove
Columbia release of Robert Lord (Santhe River" will pack a terrific wal..v.-,"C»iigiit
stars Humphrey Bo-,
tana) production,
that more modern tailonng: en- sturdy boxoffice entry.
lop at the wickets, proving once
Hollywood. Feb. 19.
gart; features John Derek; George Ma.'^
Both sentiment and sententious- cready,
dows, but such is his personality
again that a modest production nut
Allene Roberts. Susan Perry,
Metro release of Wolf gani! Reinhardt
Stars, James sharpened by imagination can rethat he overcomes the handicaps, neiss were almost innate qualities Mickey Knox. Barry Kelley.
by (Enterprise) production:
... _Directed
Ryan;
Robert
TaraGeddes.
it.
outpourings
Daniel
Bel
Screenplay.
Nicholas Ray
in Victorian literary
MaSohf Barbard
It's his picture and he sparks
entertainment
topflight
sult
in
novel by WU- features Curt Bols, Art Smith, Natalie
Jr.;
from
dash.
John
Monks,
no
difnovel
was
Alcott
He has three James Van Heusen- and the
Directed by Max Opuls. Screen- values.
Motley; camera. Burnett GuSey;
book lard
score, George Antheil; editor, Viola Law- ilay. Arthur Laurents: from the novel,
This pic has the bite of reality
Johnny Burke tunes and gives ferent. Metro's fidelity to theweakPreviewed Feb. 17, '49. Running Kwild Calendar" by Ubble Bloc^ camera, and the tension of a meller. Drathem specialized treatment. Best incorporates its strength andmeticu- rence.
time, »« M1N8.
Lee Garmes; music. Frederick HoUander.
is
too
sentiment
The
ness.
Feb.
how the
is
flavor
"Tradeshown
documenting
matically
of the lot for romantic
Bogart editor. Robert Parrish.
a Andrew Morton...... .i. Humphrey
MINS.
slums spawn crime, it's a postwar
"Once and For Always." Opener lously preserved in the picture,
Nick Komianp. .... .... v. .John Derek 14. '49. Running time; 88
James Mason edition of "Dead End" shaped by
Dist. Attorney Kerman,>George Macready Larry Quinada
number is "If You Stub Your Toe bit out of joint with our times. The
Allene Roberts Leonora Eames
and un Emma ...... ......
all the layers of brutality and vioon the Moon'' "and comedy is em- tender story, with its frank
Ohlrig
"nSfh BMdv lence intervening between 1937
TV^t"Myseif andUshamed Msauit on the emotions ^t^'::::::::::::::::::::::.'§s^^y ^^ol Smith
phasized With
has its effective moments at j„dge Drake
Barry KeUey
and 1949. Shane has let the film
Me" which Crosby does with Wil- still
Carajvimams
when the sentiment doesn't Neiiy^.
a harrowing
Mam Bendix and Sir Cedric Hard- times
BL?We.^^^^v.^•.^•.•.•NWc« run a tragic course to for
a little too thick for this day Si'* J;»««^;;::;;;;;;;.s Ji'T,^^^^^^
effect or
has the grow'
_ ,
end without straining
wicke. Rhonda Fleming
~
:Sid Melton'
:
Squint.
softening of the impact. The payoff
fourth Van Heusen-Burke tune. and age
.Pepe Hern
Juan.
Greatly abetting the studio in Butch.
&*'When is Sometime."
is this 90-minute package of dyna.Dewey Martin
catching the feeling and taste of Sunshine. .... .....v.. .Robert A. Davis
mite that will shake up the cu»>
A footnote emphasizes that this the
:::::::::::;::::«aS5fi;j
Stevenson
.Houseley
Junior
the
color
in
1860's is the use of
^ latest version of Twain's gentle tale
VicW Raw SUener tomers.
...... :;.Vince Barnett Lorraine..'.
the Techni- Bartender:.......
Although boasting no marquee,
Thomas Sully
Officer Hawkins. .... .
of a Yankee blacksmith who's film. In this instance,
Lena................ Florence Aucr
names, this pic introduces a group
knocked on the bead and awakes color tinting is a pure asset lend- Aunt
.Pierre Watkin
^•Caught" is an out-and-out soap of promising youngsters in the
powerfully Purcell.
In King Arthur's court is adapted ing accuracy, charm and
Gordon Nelson
Corey
.... .... ....
film. As such, it will ap- guise of the Amboy Dukes, a tough
on
opera
the
old-fashallure
to
nostalgic
Brunetti
.Argentina
Romano..
........
written
Ma
strictly from the book as
Romano. .... . . ... ,Dick Sinatra peal to a certain age group among and typical street gang operating
by the author. It's closer to the ioned story related in celluloid. Julian
Ang Romano ............... Carol Coombs
but there's little to in a tenement district of Brooklyn;
As in the first talking version of Maria: Romano. ......... ....Joan Baxter the femmes
Twain story than the 1921 silent
lure a respectable boxoffice take Focusing on an average slum-bom
film Starring Harry Myers and the "Little Women," made by RKO in
Star
from general audiences.
kid, played ))y Peter Fernandez,
1933 (a silent version was produced
1931 Will Rogers version.
An eloquent document on juve- names are well balanced but the screenplay
traces the implacaA. Brady), the
Edmund Beloln did the screen-, in 1918 by William
to
ble web of circumstance that turns
with Jo, nile delinquency, its cause and ef- haven't the Individual potency
play and Tay Garnett directed it camera's main concern is
from swing this one into the stout a small-time, reluctant hoodlum,
daughter of the family. It fect,: has been: fashioned
leisurely. A bit more vigor in the tom-girl
possibcoin
More
im''Knock
On
Any
Door.'?
best
money class. Its
into a killer on the lam.
handling would have sharpened the is she who proves the mainstay portant, filmwise, is that it's a hard- ilities lie in the Metro release and
Against backdrops of Manhattan
while the
pace of its 106 minutes running support of the Marches
the strong ballyhoo of title and Cinder- and Brooklyn, the film succeeds in
fighting the war. The hitting, tight melodrama «f
time, giving the picture a needed father is away
.
recreating the feel and flavor of
,
Impact of the yarn, however, land that rates solid boxoffice coin. ella theme.
swiftness. Film also falls down in chief
Title doesn't mean much but it is
The performances are topnotch the city's streets and back-alleys.
some of the technical work. A is romantic rather than economic. a picture that can be exploited and and consistent. So is the direction Effective
use is madfe of slum
the
nuptials
Jo bitterly resents
number of process shots and spehas the added advantage of the and physical production dressing.
though this is
photographic effects show which subtract one: (Jaiiet Leigh) Humphrey Bogart name to spark Where film falls down is in the types, but even
cial
Brooklyn, the characterizations are
themselves for what they are, sister from the total. She breaks the selling.
rather ordinary story that doesn't authentic and not comic. AH other
swain
(Peter
Lawher
own
with
which doesn't help to carry out the
is an independent San- take to the number of twists that facets of the juvenile underworld,
"Knock"
wings"
in
New
"try
her
ford)
to
illusion of the romantic days of
York.
When Lawford, away in tana (Bogart's) production for Co- are introduced in an effort to lift from the cellar club necking par828.
Europe,
_
__
marries another sister lumbia release. It is an articulate it above the romantic pulp fiction ties to the hopeless home condiMiss Fleming's Titian beauty (Elizabeth "Taylor), Jo is hurt and picture that expresses a thoughtful level. Scenes are played with a tions, have been likewise treated
There are with an unusual respect for the
tBhows up well in Technicolor and confused. In the course of these premise without neglecting any of maximum of dialog.
she wears the. costumes of the matrimonial didoes, the fourth sis- the factors that make for commer- some good lines but overall effect facts
vocals
On
with
grace.
her
period
The plot threads are smoothly
ter (Margaret 0'Brien)vslowly. fails cial melodrama. Its. best playdates is talliiveness.
she pleases and her physical and ultimately tragically dies. The will be city situations where skidIt's the saga of the carhop who woven into the social fabric. After
charms as Allsande, King Arthur's three, surviving sisters and their rows and wild youth are more of a aspires to marry a millionnaire. To Fernandez and a gang pal kiU their
niece, are expressive enough to il- parents are reunited at the close- problem than in the smalltown and equip herself she goes to a charm school, teacher in an accidental but
lustrate why the Yankee would de- out when Jo finds her mate in the country territories, but it has 'the school, becomes a model and meets fated brawl, the world falls apart
velop a yen for her. Hardwicke's guise of a refugee music maestro punch to give a good account:of it- and marries her man. A life of for the kids. The cops close in, the
king is comical, as is William Ben- (Rossano Brazzi).
self in most any booking.
riches isn't everything so she gives other gang members are put on the
dix's Sir Sagramore, the intrepid
Flaying in the part which won
Picture introduces a young man it Up, goes to work in the office of spot and even the two culprits beknight who first captures the magi^ critical plaudits for Katharine Hepwhoi to all purposes, is the prin- an East Side medico. They fall in gin to hate each other out of fear
cal Yankee. Other parts occupy bum back in '33« June Allyson
cipal character upon whose shoul- lovev and after a brief reconcilia- and suspicion. Finally, Fernandez
little footage, but are well done. shows that there is meat in the role
the story burden, falls. He is tion the husband insists on the is driven to squeal on his accomAmong these are Murvyn Vye as for more than one actress. Her ders
John Derek-^a new bobbysoxer baby; but a convenient heart attack plice who, in a steel-sprung climax,
Merlin; Virginia Field, the conniv- thesping dominates the film^it is dream,
and a personality who will On the husband's part leaves the battles Fernandez, on a tenement
ing Lady La Fay, and Henry Wil- well-paced, aptly touched with huAt the
click with the femmes, motherly or Way open for future happiness with roof-top and falls over.
coxon, the dashing Sir Lancelot.
the doctor.
mor and it gets under the skin of otherwise.
f adeout, Fernandez Is'^shown riding
There's a certain triteness about away in a police car.'
Only serious scene is capably the winning, restless and uncertain
He
is the bad boy of the picture.
siet up by Mary Field, a peasant girl who is imbued with a little too
the essential plot which writing
The bitter taste of the tragedy is
Story opens when the youth, arwoman praying for relief from her much joie-de-vivre for her own rested for the wanton killing of a tries to overcome by coloring the partially removed by a neat com-,
characters. The millionaire is bet- promise which brings the juve acr
burdens, and Ann Carter as her peace of mind. On the basis of this
cop, calls on lawyer Humphrey BoJousting sequence in
ter developed than usual in this tors to the fore for a post-curtain
daughter.
type story. He's a tall, dark man bow and breaks the film's Illusion
Which Crosby uses a lariat in his jor dramatic assignments.
self a slums product who rose
of many business Interests, odd of reality. It's only an appendix,
duel with Wilcoxon has good comAs Beth; the :youngest of the
it, reluctantly takes the case
hours, playboy tendencies and a re- however, and does not affect the
edy values. The Yankee's tricks group. Miss O'Brien is peculiarly above
being convinced Derek» no
With watch lens; gunpowder and subdued except for one touching after
luctance to wedlock. Robert Ryan
(Continued on page 11)
matter how bad, is innocent. His plays him
regular stick match, accompanied scene in whic)) she speaks of her
to the hilt.
courtroom defense centers mainly
The shopgirl as played by Barnearing death; In the two other
on detailed flashbacks of events
most important parts. Misses Taylor
bara, Bel Geddes is more rounded
that brought the youth to his pres.
Night
and Leigh neatly counterfoil Miss ent state. The device is effectively than, the pulp fiction counterpart
"One Night With You"
AUyson's irrepressible cavortings
and without the empty-headedness
used, building sympathy for the
"Snowbound" (Rank) preem(Rank), remake of eight-yearby portraying the slightly-vain lass boy and prodding the civic con- such characters usually display.
Her performance has a growing
and the quietly-domesticated one science
old Italian film, "Fuga a Due
ed at the Symphony, N. Y.^ Satfor permitting the condirespectively.
effectiveness that helps hold things
Lawford comes up tic\
Voci," which opened at the
turday (19), was reviewed in
s,
together.
with a convincing performance as
Symphony N. Ti., Saturday (19)
VAniETV from London by
Film is not a Bogart picture in
James Mason gives an impresthe boy who likes one sister and
was reviewed 'in Variety from
Cane March 31, 1948. Pic,
the sense of his past efforts, but sive, underplayed characterization
married the other.
London, April 28, 1948. ReWhich concerns itself with an
ul
wallops
he
is
skillf
mime
who
a
a
Minor parts are two-dimensional
to a not too impressii)e role. Fans
viewer (Gone) flubbed picture
assortment of people searching
line
situation
or
tightens
a
with
a
and fail to add much to the film.
who have. liked his English work
as being "Unfortunate, with
for a cache of Nazi gold buried
They have been dipped in a treacle lot of dramatic force. His court- will be particularly pleased by his
limited marquee value in the
when Germany was defeated,
vigorously
room
sides
are
delivered
in
of
goodness
to
performance
bills
the
point
of
being
and
the
lift
his
pernames of Patricia Roc and
"should et into dual
gives
Importance
and
he
to
the
caricature
rather
than
sonality
gives
character.
to
the
Eastside
docNino Martini." He also noted
stated.
U. S.," review
Victims of the script as incorrigible overall punch which this one has.
tor. Character is sympathetic with
that it "definitely is not worth
Also observed was that yarn
do-gooders
rival
are
Mary
sense
Astor,
Lucile
Finale
comes
over
with
a
of
humor.
to
a
smash
exporting to Aro«"ica."
corpses
enough
"had
Watson and C. Aubrey Smith.
in view of fact that the forceful
Max .Opuls' direction works hard
Story pokes fun at the meHamlet, but its main failing is
Direction of Mervyn' Lelloy is script by Daniel Taradash and John with the Arthur Laurents' script,
chanics of film-makipg, being
that situations do not thrill
sensitive and tasteful if a bit too Monks, Jr., has left the audience in from the Libbie Block novel, "Wild
tola via the flashbacls^ method.
sufficiently."
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°' "''P''"- «usp'ces" o7'th'^'°&stam'F im
gang leader, and Mickey Knox and
Th[« 'n':,^'"''
Richard Jaeckel, as a couple of m«,i^'pi-«hiv a^H h^L'^I?"''' on Commission with financial backing
Luis Van Rooten and
toughs.
Hnna^iv »H^;,ith?<. t"*"' t^'^ ^l^'T f^om civic Organizations, is a wellThelma Ritter are aptly down-tOr; JZf^L f.Hl?i^« f }° ^^^"'lintentioned effort aimed at com"'^^""^
mteresting
scenic batmg racial and religious intolerearth as Fernandez's parents, while 5»h?rj^'
Jeff Corey, as the detective, and
lance. Film, which will be sold on
Plot tells of two brothers fWil- a straight commercial basis, unfoiStephen McNally, as a community
Ham
KUiott
and
Forrest
Tucker),
tunately falls short of beum arrestcenter counselorj add solid, bits.
Firstrate camera work, literal erstwhile bandit team v\ ho formerly ing as entertamment oi peisuasive
slum settings and effective musical brought terror to Missouri resi- as propaganda. It mav prove usebackground top off an excellent, dents. Elliott is going straight, as f ul, however, in special situations
picture opens, and is an express as educational material for comHerni.
production job.
guard in Nevada; while his brother munity groups;
still IS on the prowl in his native
Treating the theme of antiCover-Up
heath. Latter, believing Elliott will Semitism pioneered in such notable
Hollywood, Feb. 18.
Uhiled Artists release of Ted Nassei^ throw in with him in a big express films as "Crossfire" and "GentleproducUon. Stars William Bendix, Den'. haul, journeys to Nevada with his man's Agreement," this production
O'Keefe^
Barbara
Britton;
features Art gang and makes pitch.
Uis
Brother, suffers from punching too hard,
Baker, Ann E; Todd, Doro Merandei Virhowever, is serious in intention of too directly and too repetitiously.
iSinia Christine, Helen Spring, Ruth' Luc,
Henry Hall. Directed by Alfred E. Green. going straight, so it's a battle be- The story elements are developed
Original screenplay, Jerome Odium. Joua. tween the two, with Tucker going
without plausibility, serving only
than Km; added dialog, I'rancis Swann.
ahead
with
his
holdup
plans
any- as an obvious peg for several long
Lawrence Kimble; camera, Ernest jLaszIo;
music, Hans J. Saltfer; editor, Fred W. way.
sermons which are used as « subBciger. Frcvicwed Feb, IB, '49. Runnlnt!
Script by Thame!! Williamson, stitute for dramatic situations. Gentime, Wl MIMS.
Idirry Best.
v. ..,.•.„.; William Bendix from original by Luci Ward and eral production values also suffer
Sain 'Ddnovkn
Dennis O'Keete Jack Nattcford, is written to bring par<»doxically
from a slickness
Anita Weatherby.
Barbara Britton
Stu Weatherby ... ,
Art Baker credence to theme, and Kane's di- which lessens the impression of sin-
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of the yarn

Cast names arenT;: potent; but
familiar enough to help its
chances of rating top billing in
most dual situations. However, rit
doesn't
deliver
the excitement
needed to satisfy the whodunit fan
so the appeal won't be broad
enough to insure sturdy returns;
Picture goes about its bu.siness
of telling the story of an insurance
investigation into the death of a
small town citiz'en with a methodical, leisurely pace 'that stretches
out the 82 minutes running time.
Climax puts a tidy finish to the
plot problems but is a long time
coming and dialog, while good, is
used too often as a substitute for
-

.
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George

Alexander

and

Juliette

Foreign Film Review

Jean

and

Robinson

(Unlifcelj; for

"Das

Anglo-U.

S.

Market)

Siegel Goites" ("The Seal of God")
reicrsc

(AUSTRIAN).

Bwch.

Wiener Alundas
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Walter T,1aden production. Directed bV
Viktor Matouschek. Stars Jo.«cf MOinrad:
features Hilde Mikulicz, Ale.<cander Trojan, Hugo Gottschlich, Robert Lindner,
Carl Guenther, ISUzabetli ALivkus. Screen(Songs)
play by .Alexander Lix from Peter Roseg(ITALIAN)
fier's novel; camera, Sepp Kettereri music*
Siritzky International release of Manenti Franz Salmhofer.
At Apollo, Vienna.
production. Stars Gino. Bechii Annette Running time, iio .VIINS.
Bach.: Directed by Giacomo- Gcntilomo.
At Ambassador, N, Y., starting Feb, 4, '49.
Running time. Hr> MIKS,
good pic has been produced,
Alessandro Stradella. ..-i ...
.Gino Beclvi
simple
settings, which tells
Ortensia Foscarini. .... .-. Annette Bach with
Prince Nipote .............. .Carlo Nmchi the pathetic tale of a priest who
Alvise Foscarim: ..... Gualtiero .Tumiati
The Astrologer. ..... Lamberto Picas.so as father-confessor knows all about
Fra Nespola ....
.Gino- Saltamerenda a crime, but bound to his oath,
.Antonio- Crast can't tell. Peter Roseggei's novel
Marco Foscarini
....... Guido Morlsi
The Captain...
Porzia
Franca Marzt was -ably adapted by Alexander
Mario Oajlina Lix.
Bottesln. ......

I

.',.,. .. ..:.Milburn -Stone
Lucille Strang. ........ .Katherine dcMille
William Jackson',
.Paul Guiifoyle
Dr. .lames Anderson: .. .Stanley Waxman
.Tames Tllton ............
.-Norman 'Buddi
The Judge,
Jonatlian Hale
lit. Edwards, .:....,..,.,,. .John Hamilton
District Attorney
Joe Forte

the

,

Tlie I^overs

,

(ill ..>IIN,><.

done a

matic punch.

i

Martin Strang,.

and

Artemise,

.

Andre Valmy

are superb, packing plenty of dra-

«-

,

.

A

age.
is particularly effecOnly a couple of sequences, intive, and musical score by Dale
volving prejudice among kids on
Butts sharpens the action. Whili
the street, catch fire with an emotional impact.: The adults in the
Tile tliiil^e
film; on the other hand, are stiffly
unreal, playing as it they were conHollywood, Feb. 18.
message instead of enacts
Film Classics release of Anson Bond veying
- a
t»
xi
(Emciald
production.!.
Stars
MUburn ing a Story. David Bruce, as the
stone, Katherme dcMilie; features Paul m.anafier, and Bruce Edwards; as
Waxm,in, Jonathan i^j,, „~iiatnnt tiii-n in tlip
GuiUoyle; Stanley
thp<!hine hpst
Desi^xpesp
lUin
niS-assiSiant,_
Hale. Directed by Elmer Clifton. Screenplay,
Samuel Newman, Clifton, Bond; ing JObS With gOOd support irom
based injart on a stpry by Julms Long; Tommy Ivo &nd Sharon McManus,
camera, Ben Kline; editor, Fred Maguii-e;
Hcrm,
choral etlects. Gene Lanham. At Ins, as the kids.
Hollywood, Feb. 16, '49. Running time,
.

.

.-..

Servais, are also good. The camerawork deserves special mention.
few shots, like those: on the beach,

color lensing

i

'. .

.

...

.

,

,

are.

,. ...

.

beautiful and Beliveau getting the
most out of
dramatic story on the screen. He their small parts.
Direction
has filmed the whole pix in a throughout keeps up an
easy pace
foggy damp grey with no relief and the sets by Jacques Pelletier
whatsoever from: the tragic and are adequate.
JVewt.
somber mood of the story. Gerard
Philipe is fine in the lead.
The supporting cast, especially

involves the

dilemma of a right-thinking plant
manager who imagines that his
Jewish assistant is trying to nudge
him out of a job. Although title
manager is opposed to discriraina
tion* in a crucial showdown with
the big boss he drops a Couple of
pany dhief deleave who, knowing words that result m his assistant s

"Cover-Up" takes a long time to star's background, gives him a transfer. After a couple of con
his
talks
by
-get. where it is going and never guard job anyway, rates hand, too, science^needling
adds UD to more than just okay for as do .lack Holt, Minna Gombell preacher, however, the manager
twin billing in the general mar- and Grant Withers. Jack Marta's sees the light and undoes the damket.

..

.

'Dedee D'Anvers,''
job of weaving a

I

.

rection builds steadily to maintain
Todd interest. Under his helming, Elliott
Margaret Baker. ..... .Virginia Christine and Tucker turn in capital perFlunk Baker.
.Russell Armes formances, with Adrian Booth, who
Gatie
Dan White
billing with Elliott;
Wr. Abbey,
..
.Paul E. Burns share? co-star
Mrs. Abbey- ....
Ruth Lee doing a job and displaying a fetchBlakely ........
... Emmet Vogan
ing personality which will net her
Editor.
........ i. Jamesson Shade
Mayor
Henrv Hall plenty response.
Addison............ .. ......
Jack- Lee
Andy Devine as express com-

Catliie

:

with his mono^.
Entire action takes place against
L'Hoteiier.
.Jeanne Marken.i
The Boy
Carctle a backgi-ound of the Laurentian
mountains and the sensitive camera
This is a good film in the best work of Drummond Drury, a formFrench tradition. It's due for good er Rank camorman. has maina good feeling for the
critical notices and b.o. pull along tained
the art theatre circuit in* the U. S. Quebec surroundings. Hector CharStory is filmed in a little -coastal land, who has been playing the
town in the north of France, where radio role of the rasping Seraphin
a young boy escapes after having for more than a decade, is more
killed a celebrated singer; The believable in front of a camera.
youth comes back to the town Nicole Germain is adequate at all
where he lived as a child, con- times, playing the subjected wife
witlj restraint and patience.
tused and unable to decide what
Guy Provost comes through in
to do. The rest of story turns into
the rare comedy bits with better
a pisychological study, but lacks
effects than in his love scenes with
most of the usual cliches. >
Artemise. Supporting cast is conYves Allegret. who directed vincing and in good
character with
has

i

.

;

.

.

'

.

.

belle,

miser's wife, Donalda, in defiance,
stalks off, leaving Seraphin alone

i

.

.

.

Garageifian:.

|

.

local

^

-

I

.

Seraphin

i

.

|

I

:

>

.

.

,

Weatherby.
Weatherby. .i.,

Indian, Wabo. to steal money from
to save .-Mexis, but this
tails. Happy twist at onduig comes
when Alexis falls in love with a

!

.

|

I

i

Corona release of Emile Darbon production.
'Stars Gerard Philipe, Madeleine
Robinson, Jean Servais,' Jane Marken,'Ju^
lien Carette. Directed by Yves Allegrct.
Screenplay-.-by Jacques '.'Sigurd: camera.'!
Henri Alekan; music,- Maurice Thiriet. At
Madcieinei Pans. Running time, lOA .>ll\s,
Pierre,.. .......... ..
..
Gerard Philipe
Martha:.
.Madeleine Robinson
The Boarder. .........
Jean Servais

I

Bessie

i

.

'

'

.

i

i

I

i

....
express-car vault at
their leisure
leads to some pretty fair suspense,
and Joseph Kane, as' producer-diintelligently.
rector, has taken advantage ot situ
,
The performances by all mem- ation to turn out a popular-valued
ii,v,i^,ii
-iifjir'iL
bers aii the cast are marked by y^rn which
has William
ElUott as
Shane's accent on naturalness. The star.
juves are particularly standout.
Film is one of best >et from TruFernandez is supported by Al R&mcolor standpoint, previous Repubsen, as his accomplice; Joshua
lic,
pictures utilizing company's
Shelley, as a dim-witted Jenifer;
Anthony Curtis, as the menacing own tint process, wliich hasn't al-

:

11

ered little acclaim or b.o, harvest,
"Peche." lone entirely in French
and Willi a Canadian cast, should
clear tht way for bigger things
with this company.
camera, .lacksoh Kose; editor; Phil Cahn; acceptable.
Story by Claude Henri Grignoit
music. Irving.: Gertz.'. Previewed N.' Y^,
Stanley Prager did the okay is simple and contains the basic re,Feb.'16. '49, Hunniilg time, SH MINK.'
Joe Haiison .......
lensing by quirement of tUm-making.
„
David Bruce original script, and
Plot
Beth Hanson .,
:^Mary Marshall Mack Stengler, editing and other'
concerns the miser Seraphin who
ivq
» Tommy
iT?;^^^^'"^
Green
Al
Bruce
iidwaids technkal credits are assists.
won
his wife because her father
- Brog.
Doris Green
Bmbaia Billingslev
owed him mDne>-. Into this marMinister..
.•..lanios Seay
riage comes .Alexis, a former lover
Mr. Baker ........... ...... sloe Ccchan
Eddie,,-. v. .;,>,.
^.
J'Bllly' Kinliley
ITne Si .lolie Petite Plage of Seraphin's \Mle, and he too falls
Young Joe. J
...... .;
Jin)iH.v Conlih
into the miser's clutches over
^eh Green ,
(A Pretty Little Beach)
Sharon^ McManfls
nionoj matters. There is an at(FRENCH)
tempt by Jambe-de-BoiS and the
"Preiudice " m-odured imHpr ihp
Pari.s, Feb. 5.

David Bruce, a crooked sports
Pi*4'iuili4*i»
Taylor Holmes, Ian
Pictures 's.ie. ,elo.„o of Ed- columnis't;
^'"'."PI'
J;'^n„
menu. Novel twist of outlaws
kid- mund l. Doi-imun (New wona tiimo MacDonald and Lou Lubm. Lyle
napping a train and running it into p'o"'"«V<'"; D"'e,'^te<' b\ Ertwjrd l, Ciim. Talbot, Bert Conway, Eddie Gnbstoiy. Jaivis CoulUaul, screenO^^^
an OIU
olri mine
minp snail
sliafi so
cfi they ri,,,,V«™
rtU
may open play, Couillard. Ivan Ooir. Ben Roberts; bon, Jack Roper and others are
«i.»-r,i,ncc..,.n..
......n

(Continued from page 10)
main body of the production, Fore
and aft comments by Drew Pearson contain the only sermonizing
in the film and point up the dangers of big city slums briefly and

,

I

.

.

.

;

:

Furlan.

....

.

.

.Ernesto Bianchi

Josef Meinrad, Austria's all-«
actor, dominates throvghouti
He: is well assisted by good-looking
Hilde Mikulicz. Supporting cast
wood: features' Lina Romay,, David Bruce,
towns- people's resistance to the inmeasures up. Viktor Matouschek
George
Ollanlon,:
Virginia
Welles,
Greg
militate
heavy
melodramatics
the
vestigator'si attempts "to prove the Pafi-ick Hile.v
Je.sse Kirkpatriek McGlure.
does a skillful job in directing.
Directed by Cyril Endfield.
.death was murder^ not suicide. The Iteponei-s. .Het-b \igran. Harney Plnlips, Screenplay. Slanlev Prager; added dialoi;. against: its U, S. chances. The Camera Work bf Sepp Ketterer is
Ch.-iries ,Willi8ms.! Cyril: Endfleld;
camera. Mack Steiigler; overly tragic ending may satisfy good lensing.
nan who was done iriwas a first- Court: Photographer.
Maas.
... rom Holland
editor, Fred Maguire.
Pi-cvicwcd Feb. Italian
class heel, The man who did the Clerk. .......
cinema patrons but for
..,;;.
... Bob Jelilson iis, 149. Running time,
.MINS.
American audiences if
deed was the town's venerable old
.Loon Errol general
Knobby Walsh,....
Joe Paiooka...........
Joe ICirkwood does not jell.
doctor and hero, so the authorities
"The ,Tudge" is programmer fare Maxine ...... ....
..1/ina Roinay
are willing to let it go on the books
^tory is about a famed Italian
TomN
.-David
Bruce:
Conway
that makes a stab at being different
Par's Huddle
as suicide, particularly since the
Louie.
.George, OHanlo,n musician (Bechi) who fears dying
Virginia Welle.s young when warned by an astrolodoc has died of a heart attack. and 'succeeds in being confusing. Anne Howe", ....... .
ES Continued from pa!;e
Gradv
...... Greg McClure
That's the way the finale lets it Story has^an interesting idea for a Dr. Benson.
.Taylor Holmes ger. Bechi falls for Annette Bach,
melodrama but goes off on too lK^.'
stand ^a suicide.
Mike. ...........
,. .Ian MacDonald
daughter of a powerful, politico in Indies cruise, shoved off yesterday
many
inti-icate tangents,
Strictly
Lutain
Lou
Talmadge
Dennis O'Keefe is the investlVenice, and flouts the Old man's <Tues.) with Ben Washer, eastern
-Pee Wee
.Bert Conway
They also want to
gator who gets mixed up in small* for lowercase bookings.
Lyle Talbot orders to leave "Venice, he elopeS pub manager.
Muldoon. ........
Plot deals with revenge motive. Lieut.
Fight Secretary...;.,.... .: Benny Baker with the girl. Bechi feels confident get some publicity compaigningi
town chirjiishness. William BenEddie Gribbon of his happiness when he learns plans out of the way before
.i
dix i,s the laconic .sheriff and Bar- A prominent criminal lawyer disr Canvas...
the
Scranton ..............
Jack Roper
. .

.

.

action.

.

menace

Plot

is

furnished by the

.

.

Hollywood,

:

Monoj^ram

.

.

.

relea-se

production.

.

oi" :iial

Leoh

Stars

16.

Fefb:

Italian; English Titles)
Bechi again clicks as a
woo-pitcher in "The Lovers," but

round

(III

Chester,
Kirk-

:E'.

Errol,

Gino

..Toe'.

.

-

1

.
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bara Britton

is

whom O'Keefe

the town belle with
falls -in love.

covers his wife is untrue.

To

satisfy

..

The iMSi Randit
(COLOR)
Hollywood, Feb.

19.

Republic release of Joseph Kane proStars William Elliott, AdWan
Booth features Forrest Tucker, Andy Deyme Jack Holt, Minna Gombell, Grant
Withcis.
Directed by Joseph
Kane,
scisenplay, Thames Williamson; fi^om
stQiy by Luci Ward, Jack Natteford:
::«amci;a (Trucolor), Jack Martin: music,
pale Butts: editor, Arthur Roberts. Previewed, Hollywood; Feb. 9, '49. Running
auction.
!

m Mim:

,iimc.
r.iank Norris

.

1

t'lanl^Jlummerf
"f.^te Foley
•Mm Plttmmer
J-asey

Brown

Mmt Pembcrton
Winme

McPhail.....,'

Ed Bagley
K'"^ '.Mother

,

Wiiliam Elliott
Adrian Booth
Forrest Tucker
Andy Devine
Jack Holt
Minna Gombell
Grant Withers

Virginia Brissac
li""*"" KJiefl '^T.*',"/'?
Baldwin ,
Stanley Andrews
1 .ili ick Moreno
Martin GarralaEa
r l™".?"-^,'','^ '^oeal Nq. 44 .Toseph Crehan
tircuit Rider

Charles Mlddicton

.

.

.

,

;

,

>

. .

.

.

,

.

the astrologer has suicided. InHarry Hayden stead ol removing this curse of an
.Frank Fenton
Contest Announcer ........ George Fisher early and violent death, Bechi is
chopped down by henchmen of his
Joe Paiooka in "Winner Take wife's father. Bechi is crawling
All" is a satisfactory programmer. into a roadside chapel to die beWhile short on, ring-action foot- fore the altar. His wife is takeri
age, it still has the necessary punch away by the Italian politico, with
for its release intentions, and Joe the girl screaming a curse against
Kirkwood fits the title role both her father. All very dramatic and
in physical heft and playing,
very meaningless as done here.
lot of story angles have been
Bechi makes an ideal lover
crammed into the ,66 minutes as and temperamental musician^ Miss
Paiooka is plunged into -a bigtlme Bach does well, and Carlo Ninchi
gambling plot and murder. Com- is excellent as the fun-loving
plications are rather intricate but prince. Gualtiero Tumiati: makes a
jjy the time yarn is wound up there dire,:
unforgiving father. Other
are no loose ends. Directing pace support IS superb, with Mario Gal*
of Cyril Endfield is good, the Una standout.
script's dialog: aptly fitted to the
Direction by Giacomo Gentilomo
characters and the performances goes in -.-for countless closeups,
up to all demands for this type which slows up the action.
entry. ,'.,-',
Wear.
Leon Errol's work as Knobby
.

.

.Frances Osborne

,

-

A

1

,::

have had a good

gang.

Casts Pair

slated

to

Fir.st

''TheL,ist Bandit," has a new nlot SmKh."
quirk and enough action, tq makp ii 1 Forest

is

Hal E Chester and his associate.
Bernard Burton; have given a good
backing, as well as
Lina
e.
the roles to t.vpe.
jj^^j^^^^,
^ showgirl who is killed
prevent her talking to Paiooka

:

:

Un llomine VA Son Peelie
Man And His Sin)
(CANADIAN)

(A

I

I

Montreal, Feb, 15.
Quebec Productions: release of Paul
L'Anglais production. Directed by Paul
Gury. .Stars Hector ::C]iariand; features
Nicole
Gurnirun,- Guy
Provost, Henri
PoUras, Su-/.anne Avon. .Screenplay by
Claude Henri Grigon, from his radio
serial; camera, Drumond: Drury. At St..Denise, MoiUreal. Running time, SO MIN.s,
Seraphin , ...
.Hector Charland
Donalda.
.
.Nicole Germain
Alexis
Guy Provost
Jambe-dc-bois.
., ... .Henri
Poitras
Artemise,
.Suzanne: Avon
VVabo. .... ... ...
..George Alexander
.
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French; English Titles)

The adaptation of French Cana-

production

most popular radio serial to
the screen is paying off for Quebec
P"()ductions, the only working film
fit in
roll alter March 1,
Canada. After a shaky
George O'Hanlon is funnv as a
"The Octopus and Miss palooka second and Greg McClure '.art in the film biz with "WhisperSecond is "Beyond the is a crooked pug. Chief heavy ing City" and its French counterwork is expertly performed by part "La Forteresse," which gathi

casting

da's

•

|

.

,

1

'I

meet.
Film clips have been asked by
video interests for study and for
use in presenting live programs on
the air revolving around pix in
which Par holds the story rights.
Flock of requests have been made
for Paramounf stars to appear on
TV, but contract players are still
barred.
Publicity dept.- has been
promised a definite answer on how
tar it can go in exploiting tele
when the meets start.
Barney Balaban, Par's president,
return's from a Florida vacation
Friday (25 i and then heads west
the next day
Adolph Zukor
Par's board chairman,: will also be
on hand as will Paul Heibourn,
veepee, Stanley Shuford. advertising manager, and George Weltner, head of the foreign wing.
Leonard Goldenson will make the
trip if the pressure of divorcement negotiations permit.
Entire top echelon of the sales
,.-

I

"

WB

main talks begin.
How far Par will go with television as a medium tor pushing b.o.
attendance has been tabled at ths
h.o., but will be a feature of the
studio huddles. Company has been
deluged with requests by telecasters for available clips from features, trailers, stills and use of
screen plays over video. Answer
has beeen negative so far but the
entire question is due for reopening when h.o. and studio biggies

I

Mllburn Stone does okay by the
lawyer, as do Kathcnne deMiile,
the wife; Paul Guiifoyle, the killer, Walsh, Palooka's manager; has
and Stanley Waxman, the lover. some neat comedy touches that
Jonathan Hale, as the judge, in- help keep things moving in what is
moralize on essentially a murder-mysterv. A
jects narration to
crime and punishment.
gang trying to control boxing
Elmer Clifton's direction points frames Paiooka with a drunk rap
up several suspense moments but on the eve of a big fight so they
overlong footage slackens general can put in their own man. When
pace. A choral background is effec- scheme starts to unravel, Paiooka
tive scoring, and lensing by Ben is framed for a murder; Wanted
Kline is expert. Script was over- by the police, Paiooka starts his
written by Samuel Newman, Clif- own manhunt to bring in the guilty
Brog.
ones," the chase winding up in a
ton and Bond.
the
slanibang free-for-all with

Hollywood, Feb 22,
'''"^'^
Casting departmen
arou.sed itself Irom its long siesta
to line up thesps for two pictures

(

I

Virginia Christine, among others, moments of clarity to the confusion
Ted 'Nasser's production super- that mars the original -story written
Latter, despite
vision furnishes an apt small town by Anson Bond.
achieved
setting for the original script by minimum budget, has
Jerome Odium and Jonathan Rix, neat production values and, had he
and set decorations by- Robert used same care on simplification of

:

.

.

Detective

dramatic filmfare.
Showing up f6SS6S.
Characters are tiot too savory
in the cast are Art Baker,
town banker; Ann E. Todd, Miss and are played that way by the
Their work brings
Britton's kid -sister; Doro Merande, competent cast.

his story, would
dual credit

,

.

Woman

.Commissioner Harris..

well

Priestley capably carries out village flavor;
Ernest LaSzlo contributes good photography. Brog.

.

Wardrobe

Their his honor, he gets a. killer off after
a hot courtroom battle to use
him as a pawn in a macabre scheme
to avenge his wife's infidelity. Plan
backfires when the attorney is
killed and suspicion -points to the
wife and her lover. The latter commits suicide,-4he vdfe is left destitute and the real killer finally con-

portrayals are good, all played with
an- easy naturalness that fits the
Characters and story locale.
Same effect is achieved with the
other players by Alfred E. Green's
direction, making for a neat study
of village citizens and reactions but
lacking punch needed for melo-

:

force,

headed by distribution chief

Alfred W. Schwalberg, will attend
the huddles. Contingent includes
E. K. (Ted> O'Shea, J. J. Donohue,

George Smith and Oscar Morgan.
Paul Ackerman, ad-pub chief of
the foreign dept., also

is

Co:(sting,

•
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of the Year, Barry

be current toppers

Honor Candidates

for nexi year will

like ''Whispering

Smith," ''Alias Nick Beal/' "The

Accused/' "The Paleface"

—and the coming big ones in

—

'

'

PICTURE GROSSES

14

LA;

H.O;s Slough
KM);

Second
.'i>29fl00 in five hou.ses.
of "Thri>e Godf*hers" should
hit nice $34 000 in three situations

ish

while second week of "John Loves
Marv" looms slim $23,000. "Chicken Every Sunday" looks slight
.$2^,000 in four spots in four days
of second round.
On other hand, "Every Girl
Married" should reach okay $23,000 in two situations, third session,

Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)—
"Duel In Sun'' (SRO) and "Smugler's Cove" (Mono)*- day-date with
Webber. Fine $11,000. Last week,
"Unknown Island" (FC) and "Mi-

in third. "Red Shoes" is soaring
to SlliOOO in eighth frame with
"Hamlyt" also climbing in 17th

round.

'Command' Hot

Week

Apollo (FWC) (743: $1-$1.80)—

mm

"Joan Arc" (RKO) (4th wk). Above
!R4,400.

Belmont (FWC) (1.532; 60-.$!)—
"Johnny Apollo" (20th) and "This

My

Affair" (20th)
$4,000. Last week,

(reissues).

Oke

tries are set to

big $21,000,

(Continued on page 18)

locations, also

raculous Journey" (FC), $12,500.
Rialto (Fox) (878; 35-84)—"Don
Juan" (WB) and "Blondie's Secret"
Mild $2,900. Last
(Col) (m.o.).

in Prov.

week, "Untamed Breed" (Col) and
"Gallant Blade" (Col) (m.o.), same.

Fieb, 22,
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)—
Only one sky-rider hereabouts "Duel in Sun" (SRO) and "SmugGove" (Mono) also Parthis week and that one is the gler's
(Rep), .152.500.
All amount. Good $3 ,000 or near. Last
Beverly Hills, Music Hall (G&S- State's "Command fDecisibni''
"Unknown Island" (FC) and
week,
average.
stands are around
Prin-Cor) (834; 65-$!)—"Siren At- other
Journey" (FC), $3,500,
"Miraculous
shapHowever,
Urge"
"Wonderful
lantis" (UA) and "Highway 13"
(SG) (2d wk-5 davs). Only $2,500. ed fairly nice.

zon"

(Rep)

and

Providence,

"Angel on Ama"Last

•

Bandit"

.

,

Estimates for This, Week
week, slow $3B00.
Carthay Circle (FWC) (1.518: 60Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-^65)
"Chicken Every Sunday" "Safome, Where Shie Danced" (U)
(20th)
and "Miss Mink 1949"
and "Sudan" (U) (reissues). Five
'J -- L
days
looks oke $8,500. Last week.
?iii;r^'*?i.u^® 1
"Portrait Jennie" (SRO) (8th wk- "Fighting O'Flynn" (U) and "Shed
9 days), finished upped-price run No Tears" (EL), trim $12,000.
at fine $8,200.
Carlton (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)
Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,048;
fiOrSl)-— "Chicken Every Sunday" "Snake Pit" (20th) (3d downtown
Lively $6,500, Last week,
(20th) and "Miss Mink 1949" (20th) wk).
"Saxon
Charm" (U) and "Devil's
Last
(2d wk-4 days). Okay $6,500.
Cargo" (U), $5,500.
- week, fair $11,200.
; V
Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65 jS^On
Culver (FWC) (1,145; 60-$l)
Mohnny Apollo" (20th) and "This •Island With You" (M-G) (reissue)
My Affair" (20th) (reissues. Nice and Jack Norton heading stage
Last week, "Angel on show. Neat $7,000.' Last weekv
$4,500.
Amazon" (Rep) and "Last Bandit" "Miraculous Journey'' (FC) and
Mischa Auer heading stageshow,
(Rep), $3,400.
Downtown (WB) (1,757; 60-$l)— $8,000i /,
"John Loves Mary" (WB) (2d wk).
Malestio (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)
MiJd $8,000. Last week, $12,000.
"Don Juan" (WB) and ''Rose of
Downtown Music Hall (Prin-Cor) Yukon" (Rejp). Steady $12,000.
(902; 55-$l) -i "Siren Atlantis" Last week, "Snake Pit" (20th) (2d
(UA) and "Highway 13" (SO) (2d wk), fine $12,500.
wk-5 days). Near $7,000. Last week,
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44r
line $11,300.
65)— "Stagecoach" (UA) and "Long
Effyptian (FWC) (1.538; 60-$l)—
"3 Godfathers" (M-G) and "High Voyage Home" (UA) (reissues).
So-so $7,200. Last we.ek,"Siren of
Fui-y" (UA) (2d wk). Pleasing $8,Atlantis"
(UA) and "Trouble
000. Last week, okay $12,000.
EI Rey (FWC) (861; 85-$1.50)— Makers" (Mono) good $9,500.
State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)
"Paisan" (Indie). Starts advancedprice run today (Tues.). Last week, "Command Decision" (M-G). Hot
"Johnny Apollo" (20th) and "This $27,000. Last week, "Wake Red
My Affair" (20th) (reissues) (5 Witch" (Rep) and "Song of Heart"
days), only $3,300. In ahead, "An- (Mono) (2d wk), neat $17,000.
Strand {Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
gel on Amazon" (Rep) and "Last
"Wonderful Urge" (20th) and "Miss
Bandit" (Rep), scant $2,000.
Fairly nice
Esquire (Rosener) (685; 85-$1.20) Mink 1949" (20th).
"Dulcimer Street" (U) and $12,500. Last week, "Own True
L;isl

—

—

$1)
(20th)

—

Opened Monday

'Smith'

No Whisper At

$17,000

to

Pace

Indpls.;

I

'Command' Sharp 16G

,.

"Command

Decision"

at

week

Four Star (UA-WC)

Indiana (G-D) (3.300; 44-65)—
smith" (Par) and
Old Fashioned. Girl" (EL) Sock
Last week, "Every Girl
Married"
(RKO) and "Indian
Agent" (RKO), ditto.
„

I

Wh'spenng

$17,000.

,

Keith's (G-D) (1,300; $1.20-$2.40)

—"Hamlet" (U) (2d wk). Only
$6,000 in wake of good $8,000 first
week.,

Loew's (Loew's)

"Command

(2,450;

44-65)—

Decision" (M-G)., Extra

good $16,000. Last week, "Kissing
Bandit" (M-G) and "Dear Secre-

$5,000.

of run.

Cleve. Climbs Despite

(900; $1.20-

Load of

'James' lOG

:

.

'

Hollywood (WB) (2,756 60-$!)"John Loves Mary" (WB) (2d wk)

•

Decision," doing big at the State,
State (Loew's) (3,450; 55-70)—
or "I Shot. Jesse James" at the
Ohio, both rating extensions: Top 'Command Decision" (M-G). Shootholdover looks to be "Joan of ing double-barrels for $27,000.
Arc," in fourth week at Palace, Holds. Last week, Criss Cross" (U),
smart $20,000.
where still sturdy.
Stillman (Loew's) (1,770; 55-70)—
Estimates for This Week
Allen (WB) (3,057; 5.5-70)— "Un- "Criss Cross" (U) (m.o.). Okay $8,faithfully Yours" (20th). Good $9,- 500. Last week, "Wake Red Witch"
(Rep) (m.o.), big $10,000.
000 in
days.
I

Last week, $10,200.
Hollywood Music Hall (Prin-Cori
(55-85)— "Siren Atlantis" (UA) and
"Highway 13" (SG) (2d wk-5 days).
Oke $2,500. Last week, $4,600.
Iris (FWC) (828; 60-85)—"Fighting O'Flynn" (U) and "Judge":
6
"Fighting O'Flynn"
Slow $3,500. Last week; (U) in next. Last week, "Yellow
(FC).
"Bad Men Tombstone" (Mono) and Sky" (20th) (2d wk), strong $12,000.
Esquire (Community) (700; 75"Betrayed" (Mono) (reissue) (2d
$2.40)— "Red Shoes" (EL) (9th wk).
wk-5 days), $1,500.
Laurel (Rosener) (890; $1.20)— Amazing $8,500 following $8,400
Pastorale"
(Indie) last stanza.
"S.vmphonie
Hipp (Warner) (3,465; 55-70)—!
Over $3,000.
Last
wk).
(9th
"Flaxy Martin" (WBL Bit over orweek, okay $2,900.
Loew's State (Loew's-WC). (2,404; dinary $15,500 in six dnv-s. ".lohn
60-,$1!
"Chicken Every Sunday" Loves Mary" (WB) next in. Last,
(20th) and "Miss Mink 1949" (20th) week, ''Wonderful
Urge" (20th),
(2d wk-4 days). Slow $7,000. Last fairish' $15,000.
Ohio (Loew's) (1,244; 55-70)— "I
week, $15,100.
Los Anffeles (D'town-'WC) (^,097; Shot .le.sse James" i.SC). Showing
60-$l)— "3 Godfathers" (M-G) and sleeper strength at $10,000, and'
Li«,'ht $7;500.

,

i

—

I

i

(3,200;

(m.o.)

(2d

40-85)

O'Flynn"

(U)
"Fighting
and
"Arkansas Swing" (U) (2d week).
Fair $14,000 in 5 days after neat
$19,000 for first.

Esquire (ATC) (960; $1.25)—
"Portrait of Jennie" (SRO), Road
crowd in on
show prices should land sturdy
Only major new- $12,000. Last week, subsequent.

:

comer, "Whispering Smith," is
shaping great at Radio City. Best
extended-runs are "Joan of Arc"
and "Snake Pit."
Estimates for This Week
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)-^
"Own True Love" (Par). Slim $5,Last week, "Unfaithfully
000.
Yours" (20th), good $7,000.

run,

(Indie) (1,200; 44-75)—
"Mine Own Executioner'' Indie)
and "Nanook of North" (Indie)
In ahead,
opened Sunday (20).
"Paisan" (Indie), wound up eightweek run at trim $4,000.
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 44-85)—
"Wake Red Witch" (Rep) and
(Par)
(1,000; 40-50)— "Shep Comes Home" (SG) (2d wk).
and Okay $6,500 aftelr fancy $8,000 for
(Col)
Pistols"

Exeter

(

.

Gopher
"Loaded

Fair $3,- first.
Last week, "Urubu" (UA) and
Majestic (Schubert) (1,500; $2.40)
"Texas, Brooklyn" (UA), $2,600.
—"Red Shoes" (EL) (14th wk).
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-70)— "Belle Holding to good $5,000 after about
Starr's Daughter" (20th) and "Jun- $6,500 last week.
Good $5,000.
gle Patrol" (20th).
Mayflower (ATC) (700; $1,25)—
Last week, "Fighter Squadron" "Portrait of Jennie" (SRO). Road
(WB), good $6,000.
show scale giving this big $10;000.
Pix (Corwin) (300; 50-70)— "Pai- Last week, subsequontrrun.
Good
$1,700.
san" (ndle) (5th wk).
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 44-851—
Last week, excellent $2,000.
"Letter Three Wives" (20th) and
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)—
(Continued on page 18)
"Blondie's Secret" (Col).
OOOj

>

"Whispering Smith"

(Par).

Ladd

RKO-Orpheum (RKO)

'Smith' Terrif

(2.800; SO-

$25,000, Frisco

San Francisco, Feb. 22.
Heavy rains are bogging down
"Sophia" (EL).
Modest $11,000. $21,000' initial stanza;
biz here this week again. Exceptions
Last week, "Snake Pit" (20th) (2d
50-70)— to general downbeat are "Whispei>
State
(Par)
(2,300;
wk), okay $8,500, making it about "Snake Pit" (20th) (2d wk). Fine ing Smith" at St. Francis, "John
$26,000 for two weeks.
$12,000 following smash $17,000 Loves Mary" at Paramount and

'Command' Brisk

$.-).-00.

Ace

(RKO)

Estimates for This Week
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 75-$1.25)
Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2,800; 44of Arc" (RKO) (2d wk).
65)—"John Loves Mary" (WB) and —"Joan
Still terrific at $15,000 after wham

H.O.'s;
"Hamlet" (U) (17th wk).
Climbing to $8,000 or close. Last
week, nifty $6,500.
iFWC) (968; 60-$l)
Guild
$27,000,
"Fighting O'Flynn" (U) and "The
Judge" (FC). Just $3,500. Last
Cleveland, Feb. 22.
inked for h.b. Last Week, "Own
"Bad
Men Tombstone"
week,
Main-stemmers are in the gravy True Love" (Par), dim $4,500.
(Mono) and "Betrayed" (Mono)
this week, registering several sockd
(rel-ssue) i2d wk-5 days), $1,200.
Palace (RKO) (3;284; 76-$1.25)—
Hawaii (G&S-Prin-Cor) (1,106; totals although tliC competitive Al "Joan of Arc" (RKO) (3d wk). Ex6,5.$l)_"Siren Atlantis" (UA) and Sirat Grotto at Civic j^uditorium is cellent $19,000, and may Stay an"Highway 13" (SG) (2d wk-5 days). getting a hefty play on two-'week other. Last week, great $25,500
Last week, oke run. This will not hurt "Command after $37,500 starter*
About $3,000.

—

Boston

(

tary" (UA), mild $11,000.
Lyric
44-65)—
(G-D)
(1,600;
"Every Girl Married" (RKO) and
"Indian Agent" (RKO) <m.o.). Fair
Last
week;
"Unknown
"Snowbound" (U) (3d wk). Near Love" (Par) and "Dynamite" (Par) Island" (FC) and "The Judge"
(2d wk), n.$.h. $8,000.
$2,500. Last week, neat $2,700.
(FC), strong $8,500.
Fine Arts (FWC) (679; $1.20$2.40)— "Red Shoes" (EL) (8th wk).
Over $11,000. Last week^ up to

$2.40)

Estimates for This Week
Aster (Jaycox) (1,200; 90-$1.50)—

"Joan of Arc" (RKO)

Loew's and "Whispering Smith" at TO)—"Marine Raider" RKO) and
lAdiana, are clicks, ,and in photo "Back to Bataan" (RKO) (reissues).
finish for top coin. "John Loves
Thin $7,500 in 6 days. Last week,
Mary" is just fair at Circle:
"Criss Cross" (U), $10,000.

.

$11,000, for biggest

"Por-

*

entries,

;

.

'

strength.

wk)i Holding to about nice $18,000.
Last week about same.

a magnet, and this well liked.
Indianapolis, Feb. 22,
Soaring to huge $21,000. Last week,
Pirstrun biz is as spotty as the' "Words and Music" (M-G) (2d wk),
weather here this stanza. Two $12,000.

—

—

at
ses-

'

;

—

nice

of Jennie" at Esquire and
Mayflower aiming at class trade,
"Wake of Red
is doing big trade.
Witch" still will be sturdy in sec*
•ond round at two spots.

-

'

—

monopoly week.

Ship.s"

trait

,

and "Wake Red Witch" looks nice

$4 000. Last week, nice

$21,000 Jpls.

.

in

with

and of about equal

,

.

Sea
best

,

"Command Decision" at
Qrpheum and State shapes solid

sion.

.

!

to

looks

'•Down

Met

'SmiA' Sockeroo

week

Estimat<'s for This

Bcston, Feb. 22.

Thanks to Washington's Birthday 'holiday and kids vacation
picking up a little from
bii! is
week
at
some
last
houses.

Fat22(|i

—

m

many

'Command' Solid

Sultry

—

expected when most
houses bring in ne\v bills during
next few days, some opening early
Reissue combo of
-week.
this
"Johnny Apollo"-"This Is My
Affair" shapes pleasant $31,000
five theatres but elsewhere the resuH« are not <:o pleasing.
"Fiehling O'Flynn" shapes mildis

$22,000 in as

'Jennie Big $21000, Hub; 'Sea in Ships

Fme 3C John

Slim 236. in 2d; 'Witch'

Upbeat

Denver; 'Duel' Fast 14G

Denver, Feb. 22.
"Hamlet" shapes as one of
brightest newcomers, being sock at
Esquire. "Duel in Sun" looks sharp
in two houses,
date
playing return
"Snake Pit" still is packing the
AJaddin, and slays a third session;
Key City Grosses
Estimates for This Weewk
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)—
"High Fury" (UA) (2d wk). Good
Estimated Total Grosi
"Snake Pit" (20th) (2d wk). Big
$19,500. Last week, wow $30,400.
$2,981,500
This Week
Last
$5,000, and holding again.
LoyoU (FWC) (1,248; 60-$l)
(6(tsed on 24 cities, 240,
"Chicken Every Sunday" (20th) week, smash $6,000.
theofres, cWe/li/ /irst runs, inBroadway (Cinema) (1,500; 35and "Mi^S Mink 1949" (20th) (2d
(RKO) (2d
eluding W. Y.).
wk-4 days). Light $4,500. Last 74)— "Enchantment"
Total Gross Same Week
wk). Good $8,000. Last week, fine
week, $7,200.
$3,108,000
Last Year
Orpheum (D'towri-WC) (2,210; $10,000.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)
(Ba&ei on 22 cities, 207
"Johnny Apollo" (20th)
60-$l)
theatres).
and "This My Affair" (20th) (re- —"Accused" (Par) i2d wk). Dim
$9,500,
week,
Last
issues). Good $14,500. Last week; $5,000 in 4 days.
35-74)—
(2,525;
(Fox)
Denver
and
"Angel on Amazon" (Rep)
and
(EL)
Little"
Live
"Let's
"Last Bandit" (Rep), $9,800.
Nice $13,000 or
Palace (D'town) (1,191; $1-$1.80) "Mickey" (EL),
Last week, I'Snake Pit"
—"Joan Arc" (RKO) (9th wk). near.
Steady $6,000 or better. Last week, (20th), big $17,000.
^ ^„
Esquire (Fox) (742; $1.20-$2.40)
oke $6,600.
"Hamlet" (U). Sock $8,000. Holds
Pantagcs (Pan) (2,812; 60-$l)
Last week, "Snake Pit
"Every Girl Married" (RKO) and over.
-o
"Rusty Saves Life" (Col) (3d Wk). (20th), big $3,500,
Orpheum <SKO) (2,600; 35-74)—
Okay $12,000. Last week, average
Minneapolis, Feb. 22.
"Words and Music" (M-G) and
$15,400.
much
•Holdovers: have things
Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 60-$l) "Adventures Silverado" (Col) (2d their own way, but: important en—"Wake Red Witch" (Rep) and wk). Down to $12,000. Last week,
this

Los Angeles, Teb. 22.
Firstruns are marking time currently with biz mild generally.

'

WedneMlay, February 23, I949

'Hamlef Hefty $8,000,

'O'Flynn' Mildish

'Godfathers'

—

,

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as reported herewith from the Various key cities, are net, i.e.,
without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures ai'e net income.

The parenthetic admis.;lon
prices, however, as indicated,
include the tl: S. amusement
tax.

"Command Decision" at Warfield.
Uptown (Par) (1.000; 44-60)— "Smith" shapes best of this trio,
"Every Girl Married" (RKO). First with terrific trade at a smatlnabe showing. Looks good $4,000. seater. All three were backed by
splendid
bally.
Last week, "Paleface" (Par), very
Estimates for This Week
big $5,000.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 76World (M.inn) (350; 50-85)— 'UnAll $1.40)— "Joan of Arc" (RKO) (4th
faithfully Yours" (U) (m.o.).
Nice $14,500.
Last week,
right $2,500* in 6 days. Last \veek, wk).
"Accused" (Par) (3d wk), good strong $18,500.
Fox (FWC)
60-95)—
(4,651;
$2,400.
"Letter Three Wives" (20th) and
"Strike It Rich" (Mono) (2d wk).
Modest $12,!50O in 6 days. Last
'Command' Sock $21 ^00, week, hefty $23,000.
Warfield (PWC) (2,656; 60-85)—
"Command Decision" (M-G) and
Balto; 'Smith' Lush 17G,
"Alaska Patrol" (FC). Sock $28,000.
Last week, "3 Godfathers" iM-G)
'Sea in Ships' Hep lOG and "Michael D'Halloran" (Mono),
fair $14,500.
Baltimore, Feb. 22.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)—
Big news items here this week
Loves Mary" (WB) and
at 'John
are
"Command-, Decision"
Loew's Century and "Whispering 'Alias the Judge" (FC). Hefty $23,Smith" at Stanley. "Down to the 000. Last week, "Since You Went
Sea in Ships" is faring well at the Away" (EL) (reissue), $12,500.
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)—
New. Rest Of town is in fairish
Whispering Smith" (Par). Terrific
shape.,..
$25,000. Last week, "Don Juan"
Estimates for This Week
Century (Locw's-UA) (3,000; 20- (WB) (5th wk), $4,500.
'

first canto.-

.

.

60)—"Command Decision" (M-G).
Topping town with great $21,-

i

Orpheumv
55-85)

(Blunlenfeld)
— "Criss
Cross" (U)

(2,448;

and

Last week, "Shot Jesse "Blondie's Big Deal" (Col). Okay
$13,000.
Last week,' "Slightly
James" (UA), mild $8,000.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240; French" (Col) and "Law of the Bar20-70)—"In This Corner" (EL) plus bary Coast" (Col), thin $10,000.
000.

United Artists (S. Corwin) (1,207;
Okay $16,000
band mostly.
Last week, 55-85)—"Dear Secretary" (UA) (2d
"Ladies of Chorus" (Col) with Wk). Way off to $5,500. Last week,
"Stop Music" on stage hitting oke $9,800.
smash $21,300.
Stagedoor (Acker man) (3.50;
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20- $1.20-$2,40)—"Hamlet" (15lh wk).
60)—"Criss Cross" (U). Opened Nice $7,000. Last week, $8,000.
Monday (21) after second week of
Esquire (Blumenfeld) (955; 5.5"Fighting O'Flynn" (U) got $7,200 85)— "Act of Murder" (U) and "Law
on top ot nice opening round at Barbary Coast" <Col). Thin $3,500.
$13,800.
Last week, "Mexican Hayride" (U)
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-65)— and "Lone Wolf and His Lady',
"Red Witch" (Rep) i5th wk). (Col) (m.o.), nice $6,100.
Going well at $5,500 after fine
Clay (Roesner) (400; 65-85)—
$6,100 for fourth.
"Symphonic Pastorale" (Indie) i9Ui
New (Mechanic) (1.800; 20-60)— wk). Strong $2,400. Last week,
"Down to Sea in Ships" (20th). $2,700
Strongly sold but looks only nice
United Nations (FWC) (1,149; 60$10,000.
Last week, "Snake Pit" 85)
"Red Pony" (Rt-p) and
(20lh) (4th wk), big $6,900.
"Trouble Preferred" (20th) (m.o.)
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75)— (3d wk). Only $2,200 in 6 days.
"Whisperhig Smith'* (Par). Nice Last week, okay $3,800.
$17,000.
Last week, "John Loves
State (Par) (2,133; 60-85)— "FlyMary" (WB) (2d wk). mild $8,400. ing Tigers" (Rep) and "Fightmg
Town (Rappaport) (1.500; 50-1 Seabees" (Rep) (reissues). Okay
$1.25)— ".loan of Arc" (RKO) (4th ,$7,500.
Last week, "Whiplasli
wk).
Trim $8,000 after solid; (WB) and "Parole, Inc." (EL) im.o.K
$9,200 previous stanza.
big $11,000.
Frankie Cai'le orch.
via

'

—

>

J

1949

WedneBflajr, Febriiqry 23,

PICTCfRB GROSSES
'Ships' Salty

Wow

Rain Fails to Slow Chi; liteh'

$16,000 in

To

lively 52G, 'Chicken
ChicagO,"Feb. 22,

Grand

Stiff" at

is

far

at

ApoUo may

building is
spring with 13th

torn

the

week

.

|

from

^mith' Smart

early

•

Philadelphia, Feb. 22.
down this! The 10-day transit strike, which
tidy at $9,- paralyzed Philadelphia,
cut deeply
into business at all firstruns, with
only the houses now starting to get
back to normal. Biz was off about

55% on
The

out.

(Coll, fine $15,600 in 10 days.
Liberty (Ind) (1,650; 50-84)—

ended Sunday

(20)

.

,

—

.

I

Weather Break

(20th)
\

Ups

Kansap

Omaha; Tommand' 12G

of

Louis

is

smash at Loew's,

at

Estimates for This

with

bill

4th week was $119,000 with tilt
from LincoWs Birthday trade.

"Knock On Any Door" also
started off great yesterday at the
Astor.
Palace did remarkably well on
first two days with reissue combo
of "Castle on Hudson" and "Sgt.

RivoH (UAT-Par) (2,092; 60$1.25)— "Snake Pit" (20th) (16th
wk). Current round ending today

'

"Family Honeymoon" (U) opens to-

morrow

(Thurs,).

Rialto (Mage) (594; 44-$l,20)—
"Jacare" (FC) and "India Speaks"
(FC) (reissues) ;(2d wk). Second
session ending tomorrow (Thurs.)
holding fairly well at $8,500 after
fancy $12,000 opener. "No Minor
Vices" (M-G) opens Friday (25).

(Wed.) climbing to $24,000 or better, helped by holiday after fine
$21,000 for 15th week. Stays on
with opening of "Portriiit of Jennie" (SRO) not set as yet.
Music Hall launches "Family
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.80)—
Honeymoon" tomorrow (Thurs.) "Down
to Sea in Ships" (20th) with
after five highly profitable weeks
Rudy Vallee, Morey Amsterdam,
of "Letter to Three Wives," Fourth
Maurice Rocco and Cecilia Colstanza
to $119,000 despite

sagged

taking in Lincoln's Birthday but
"Wives" is doing better this week
with benefit of Washington's Birthday trade, with $131,000 likely in
fifth frame.
Strand brings In "Johnny Belinda" and "Sierra Madre," two

Academy Award nominees, Friday
(25). On the same day; the Rialto
opens "No Minor Vices," a firstrun

Week

In ahead, "Measure ing Mr. X" (EL), Mild $15,000.
Stayed only Last week, "Don Juan" (WB) and
Last week, "Shanghai Chest" (Mono), $17,500.
9
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)-^
^'Command Decision" (MrG), Sock
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65) $25,000. Last week, "Shockproof"
—"Command Decision" (M-G) and (Col) and "Slightly French" (Col),
"Picadilly Incident" (M-G). Fast $15,500,
Mis.souri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)—
Last week,
$19,000; and holdsi.
"Wizard of Oz" (M-G) (reissue) and "Every Girl Married" (RKO) and
Wonderful
Age" (20th)
"Racing LuckV (Col) with Jane "That
Powell p.a, opening day, mediocre (ra.o,). Big $12,000, Last week,

Sunday

(20).

(U), huge $7,000 in
days at $1,20 top.

(Rep), solid

Terrific

$18,000 at these advanced prices.:
Will hold.
Last week, "Shockproof" (Col) and "Slightly French"

'

.

(Col), satisfactory $6,700.

State (Goldberg) (865; 16-65)— $11,000.
"Criss Cross" (U) and "Shut Big
Orpheum

"Snake Pit" (20th) and "Blood on

(RKO)

(1,900;

the

50-715-

Good $4,500. $1.25)—"Joan -of Arc" (RKO) (3d
"Three Godfathers" wk). Holding high at $11,000
(M-G) and "About Face" (Indie) (2d Fourth week looks possible. Last
wk), okay $3,600.
week, $15,000.
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16Paramount (Par) (1,900; 45-65)—
651— "Unfaithfully Yours" (20th)
Moderate
Accused" (Par),
and "Amazing Mr. X" (EL).- Weak, "The
Last week, ^'Whiplash'
$11,000.
$8,500; and way below par for this fwlii iinnnri
^^"''
house.
Last
"Accused"
week,
Roxy (Durwood) (900; 45-65)—
(Par)
and "S.O.S. Submarine"
"Big Sombrero" (Col) and "Jungle
(SG^ $10,000.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-65) Jim" (Coll. Fine $4,000. Last
—"Wake Red Witch" (Rep) (m o.) week, "Guest in House" (UA) and
and "Code of Scotland Yard" (Rep) "Lady of Burlesque" (UA) (reOke $8,000. Last week, "Snake issues) With Ruth Warrick in p a.
Pit" (20th) (m.o.) and "Gay In- for four days, iiifty $4,500.
(Fox
truders" (20th). healthy $9,500.
ToWer - Uptown - Fairway
Dundee (Goldberg) (660; $1,40- Midwest) (2,100; 2,043; 700; 45-65)
$2.40)— "Hamlet"
(U)
(3d
wk). —"Chicken Every Sunday" (20th)
Keeping it up falrty well at Strong $16,000 looms. Last week,
$3,5()0. Last week, $4,000.
Set for "Wake Red Witch" (Rep) great
fourth week.
<
$20,000 and moveover.

Moon" (RKO)

(m.o.) (3d wk),

$8,000.

(Indie).

Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 50-75)—
"Who Done It" (Indie) and "It

week,

Ain't Hay" (Indie) (reissues). Fancy
$9,000. Last week, "Stage Coach"
(Indie) and "Long Voyage" (Indie)
(reissues), $8,500.
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-75)—

1

I

I

"Don Juan"

(WB) and "Yellow
Sea" (20th). Trim $8,500. Last
week, "Yellow Sky" (20th) and "In
This Corner" (ED (m,o.), $8,000.

'

I

Shady Oak (F&M)

I

(676;

$1.20-

$2.40)— "Hamlet" (U) (4th wk).
Strong $9,000 following big $11,000
third session.

Shubert (Ind)

(1,.500;

75-$l,20)-

I

Joan of Arc" (RKO) Sockeroo
$26,000 or near. Last week, "This
Is My Affair" (20th) and "Sentimental Journey" (20th)

I

'

(Par)

Buddy Rich orch, Mel Tonne,
Henny Youngman heading stage

yesterday (Tues ). Business up until press time was running ahead
of previous opening days and making new teeoff day mark seem certain. This would beat opening day
highs of both "Forever Amber" and
"Razor's Edge." Excellent bally Inwhale
imitation
large
cluding
parked near the theatre as well as
p.a. by Richard Widmark at 8 a.m.
helped.

Night."

most deluxers.

for Measure" (Indie);

(1.500; 76-$1.25)

Last

St.

(M-G); 4 days for light $700.

$12,000.

Mouth"

ballyhooed, also

(1,037;

Last week, "Henry V"

(RKO)
—Brandeis
"Joan of Arc" (RKO).

i

Estimates for This

ledge, British ice-skating champ,
onstage< Opened yesterday (Tues.)
in socko style, strong stage-film
combo spelling this big teeoff. In
ahead. "Yellow Sky" (20th) with

Danny Kaye and Georgia Gibbs
bill (3d wk), was big
$97,500 after great $111,000 for
second.
Kaye-"Sky" combo had
biggest final day of run on Monday

topping stage

-

$4,000 9t 50-7SC scal««

(reissues),

climbed to around $23,000,
with boost from Washington
Birthday upbeat; fourth week was
fine,

Week

:

(2,800; 16-

Red Witch"

22.

13,664; 5.5-$1.50)

i

Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 70-$1.50)
—"Chicken Every Sunday" (20th) —"Knock
On Any >Door" (Col).
and "M,iss Mink of 1949" (20th).
in solid fashion,
Okay $16,000. Last week, "Evei-y Opened yesterday
Washington birthday
Giry Married" (BKO) and "Yukon aided by
and holiday scale. Last
issues), good. $4,000.
crowds
Rose" (Rep), nice $19,000.
(RKO) (8th
"Enchantment"
week,
Kimo (Dickinson) (550; 35-45-65)
Fox (F&M) (5.000; 50-75)—"He
fine -$21,000- for
was
days),
wk-10
—"Nicholas Nickleby" (U). Opened Walked By Night' '(EL) and "Amaz10 days after $17,000 for

,

"Wake

show on March

(Par)
—Paramount
"Whispering Smith"

(U),

week, subsequent-run.
Esqinire (Pox Midwest) (820; 4565)—"Wake Red Witch" (Rep) and
"Trouble Preferred" (20th) (mo ).
Strong $4,500.
Last week, "If I
Had My Way" (Indie) and "Can't
Cheat, Honest Man" (Indie) (re-

22.

sensation at
to long lines.
Looks
biggest gross
this house ever has done. Another
big one is "Command Decision" at
the Paramount.
These two are
way out ahead of everything else
in town.
Estimates for This Week
a

is playing
terrific and

Strong $12,000 or over.

Week

Midwest)

stage-

accOHimodate the holiday
',

(21),
Metro picture.
State (Loew's) (3,450; 80-$1.50)—
Road "Hamlet" continues very sturdy in
"Fighting O'Flynn" preems at
show policy at this nabe looks fourth week at Shady Oak. Wash- Criterion Saturday (26) after three "Command Decision" (M-G) f6th
sma$h $10,000 at two-a-day. La^t ington's Birthday holiday plus ris- solid weeks with "He Walked By wk). Fifth week ended last (Tues:)
ing temperature .is boosting trade
night

Brandeis,

(Tristates)
—"Command
Decision"

(Fox

$1.20-$2.40)—"Hamlet"

Huge $18,000 Tops

Paramount

\

St. Louis, Feb. 22.

"Joan, of Arc" is blazing ahead
to 8 terrific total at the comparatively small Shubert, It is playing
at
an
upped scale, generally
frowned on here, being in the big
news of current session, "Command Decision," which was ably

session.

ApoUd

65)

'Joan' Gigantic

.

Estimates for This

to

York."

Decision!' at Midland is
big and likely leader.
"Chicken
Every Sunday" in the three Fox
Midwest houses shapes good. Fox
Midwest switches the Apollo to
roadshow policy for "Hamlet,"
which is going great. "Joan of
Arc" rolls into third week at Orpheum with good possible fourth

Xast week, $11,000.
Selwyn {Shubert (1,000; $l:20''
$2.40)— "Red Shoes" (EL) (9th wk).
With
two extra performances
(Continued on page 18)

Omaha, Feb,

and

(SRO)

"Command

(EL) (2d wk). Minor $7,500,

Arc,'!

Case"

City, Feb, 22.

Film theatre line-up is strong
and biz is big as weather; gives
houses their best break this year,

(reissues). Nitty

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 50-98)—
"Flaxy Martin" (WB) and "Parole,

"Joan of

"Sunday

Afternoon" (WB) (2d
runs). Big $5,000, Last week, "Road
House" (2d wk) and "Unfaithfully"
(20tb) (2d runs), $3,4Q0.

$19,000, 'Chicken' 16G

$13,000. Last week, "Who Done It"
(U) and "In the Navy" (U) (reis"
sues), $12,800.

'Joan'

—"Paradine

in K.G.

'Command' High

!

Rialto (Indie) (1,700; 50-98)—
"Sergeant York" (WB) and "Castle

Inc."

Biz;

I

theatres jgot in extra

shows

(2d wk). Initial holdover round
opens today (Wed,), First week (9
days) went to big $110,000, In
ahead, second week (5 days) of
"Own True Love" (Par) with Three
Suns,: Boyd Raeburn orch, others,
onstage, was dim $30,000.
Park Avenue (U) (583; $1,20$2.40)— "Hamlet" (U) (22d wki. For
21st week ended last (Tues.) night,
biz climbed to strong $16,000; witli
help of extra show yesterday; 20th
stanza was $15,000. Stays on.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefellers) (5,945; 80-$2.40)— "Letter to
$14,500 in 11 yesterday.
Threfe Wives" (20th) with stageRoxy teed olf "Down to Sea in show (5th-final wk). With expected
(1,350; 34-59) Ships'' with Rudy Vallee, Morey great boost
from Washington Birthand "Texas, Amsterdam, Maurice Roccoi head- day holiday probably will
reach
runs). Sturdy ing stageshow, in smash fashion
$131,000, big for this stage of run;

—

average during the walkstrike

film

"Every Girl Married" (RKO) and ci-owds.
Of the newcomers, the Para"Incident" (Mono) (4th wk). Good
$6,000, Last, week, excellent $8,000. mount is out in the lead on the first
Music, Box (H-E) (850; $1.20- full week with "Whispering Smith"
$2.40)
"Hamlet" (U) (2d wk). and stageshow headed by Buddy
Roadshow run holding to great Rich band, Mel Tonne, Henny
$11,000. Last week, immense $12,- Youngraan. it was headed for big
$110,000 on first session (9 days)
700.
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 50-84)— ended last (Tues.) night.
"Dear to My Heart" (RKO) and
"Caught," with Charlie Spivak
"Old Fashioned Girl" (EL). Solid band, Dave Apollon, Anne Jeilreys
$12,000, Last week, "Paisan" (In- topping stage bill, shapes only $52,die) and "Rose of Yukon" (Rep), 000, very modest in view of taking
in the holiday trade. Mayfair was
good $9,800 in 8 days.
Orpheum tll-E) (2,600; 50-84)— so slim at $25,000 on first 10 days
"Chicken Every Sunday" (20th) and with "Dear Secretary" that it was
"Wild Horses" (SG). (2d wk). Fine replaced by "Rettirn of October"

afternoon, but there was no normal gervice till Monday (21),
Estimates for This Week
"Whispering Smith" looks top newApollo (B&K) (1,400; $1.20-$2.40) comer, with nice session at th^
—"Hamlet" (U) (13th wk). Two Goldman.
Estimates for This Week
extra shows should help to pert
Aldiue (WB) (1,303; 50-99)— "Boy
$9,000. Last week, $10,000.
Chicagro (B&K) (3,900; 50-98)— With Green Hair" (RKO) (2d wk).
"Don Juan" (WB) with Mills Bros, Still slow at $7,500; Last week,
light,
$11,000.
heading Stageshow, Fine $52,000.
Arcadia (S&S) (700; 50-94)—
Last week, "Words and Music"
(M-G^ with Barbara Ann Scott (2d "Every Girl Married" (RKO). Mod- $10,500 after sturdy
est $5,000 or near.
Last week, days.
wk), big $54,000.
Palomar (Sterling)
Garrick (B&K) (900; 50-98)— "Words and Music" (M-G), $3,500.
"Paleface" (Par)
Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)— "En"Valley of Giants" (WB) and "Background to Danger" (WB) (reissues). jchantment" (RKO) (2d wk). Mild Brooklyn" (UA) (2d
$6,000.
Last week, "Blood and
Looks Oke $7,000. Last week, "Bad $11,500. Last week, okay $19,000.
Earle^<WB) (2,700; 50-99)— "Act Sand" (RKO) and "Don't Trust
Men of Tombstone" (Mono) and
"Strike It Rich" (Mono) (2d wk), of Violence" (M-G). Dim $9,500. Husband" (UA) (2d runs), nice $4,Last week, "Fighting O'Flynn" (U), 100.
$5,000.
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 50-84)—
Grand (RKO) (1,500; 50-98)— trim $18,000.
Smith" (Par) and
50-99)-^ "Whispering
"Lucky Stiff" (UA). Not-so-lucky.
Fox .(20th)
(2,250;
$11,000 or less. Last week, "Long "Chicken Every Sunday" (20th). "Own True Love" (Par). Fancy
Voyage Home" (RKO) and "Stage Strike hurt this, with $17,000 not so $14,000. Last week, "Criss Cross";
(U) and "Trouble Makers" (Mono),
Coach" (RKO) (reissues) (2d wk),
(Continued, on page 18)'
big $13,400 in 10 days.
$11,000.
Roosevelt (Sterling) -(800; 50-84)
Oriental (Essanes,s) (3^400; 50plus stageshow (Sd wk). Pleasing
$35,000 atter last week's $40,000,
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 50-98)—
"Dear to My Hejirt" (RKO) (2d wk),
Catching ,1unior trade for excellent
$17,000, Last week, $19,000.

New Roxy Opening High

Despite *fl steady rain starting ahead, "Tai-zan's Magic Fountain"
yesterday (Tues.) morning, (RKO) (2d wk), was $9,500.
Estimates for This Week
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 60-$l,25)
the customary Washington's BirthBliie Mouse (H-E) (800; 50-84)— day upsurge- and. pre-holidayU-ade
"Return
of
October"
(Col).
Letter Three Wives" .(20th) and are giving Btoadway firsti-uns. a Opened yesterday (Tues.) In nice
Shockproof" (Col) (m.o.). Good real hypo this session. Opening of style. In ahead, 10 days of "Dear
Last week, "Red Witch" seven new bills in the last 10 days Secretary" (UA) hit only mild
$4,500.
(Rep) and "Angel on Amazon" also is contributing to the strong $25,000, ,not holding a full two
(Rep) (3d wk), swell $6,000 in 10 tone. Based on unusually big trade
days.
Palace (RKO) (1,700: 40-$!)'—
Monday, partly stemming from the
Coliseum (H-E) (1,877; 50-84)— fact that many schools in N. Y. "Castle On Hudson" (WB) and
"Down to Sea in Ships" (20th) and area vacationed .that day, and "Sgt. York" (WB) (reissues). Start"Jungle Jim" (Col). Huge $16,000. packed houses yesterday (Feb. 22) ed out in stout manner Mondav
Last week, "Accused" (Par) and morning and. afternoon, the total (21). In ahead, "Dear To My Heart"
"Strike It Rich" (Mono) (2d wk), gross may; reach the highest levels (RKO) (3d wk.9 days), just okay
fair $6,400 in 8 days.
at $22,000. Another reissue combo
since the first of the year.
being groomed to come in next
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 50-84)
Upped holiday scales and «arly if current
bill does not prove too
"Command Decision" (M-G) and openings'
all
houses strong
at nearly
since teeoff of "Bad Bov"
"Ladies of Chorus" (Col), Big $17,helped swell the total at deluxers (RKO) has been held
back to
000.
Last week "Letter Jhree
Washingtoh's Birthday. All stage- March 23 following big special
Wives" (20lh) and "Shockproof"

$12,500.

on Hudson" (WB)

'Ships Sails to

—

$18,000 in Philly

class,

stay until

98)—"Letter Three Wives"

'Smith'-Rich

—

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$658,500
(Based on 16 tFieotres )
Last Year
$900,200
(Bosed on 24 tlieat/es)

performances Washing-^
tort's birthday, helping. Also doing
two extra shows is "Red Shoes"
at Selwyn with dandy $14,000.
"Red River" at the Woods ends
ninth and final week with savory
000, extra

B'way;

Torme-Younpan Zingy $110,000,

Plus

My

Of recent holdovers, "So Dear
tO'My Heart" at Palace is picking
up i>nd looks to collect $17,000 for
"Hamlet"

Seattle, Feb. 22.
Holiday is tilting trade at all locations here this round. Standout
Iboks like "Down to Sea in Ships,''
Coliseun,!.
huge at
"Command Decision" and "Whispering Smith," at
Fifth Avenue and Paramount, also
are big. "Dear to
Heart" is
bringing the Music Hall a solid
stanza..:..

lucky at $13,000. Rialto also appears ince $13,000 on reissue combo of "Sergeant York" and "Castle
on Hudson."

second week.In extended-run

Toi^h 17G

-f-

After freezing rain and ice,
which hurt eai-ly week biz. Loop
filiti houses have recovered largely
in fine style. Standout is "Wake of
Red Witch" at State-Lake which
should hit socko $33,000. "Don
Juan" at Chicago plus Mills Bros.
topping stageshow fine $52,000.
at
"Chicken Every Sunday"
United Artists- shapes mild $17,000.

"Lucky

Uft 'Don Juan'

Spurts

$14,000

Seattle; 'Smith'

$33,000, Mills Bros.

Holiday

15

final

seventh session.

Bijou (City Inv,) (589; $1.20$2.40)—"Red Shoes" (EL) (18th
Wk). Present stanza ending tomorrow (Thurs.) climbing to $16,500,:
with help of extra show yesterday
(Tues.); 17th week was $15,200.
Continues, with schedule of shows
for Easter Week' already listed.
Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 80-$1.50)

okay $22,000.
Continues; with
"Take Me Out to Ball Game" (M-G)
pencilled in next.

Strand (WB) (2,756; 76-$1.50)^
"John Loves Mary" (WB) plus Jack
Carson Hollywood^ho'w including
Marion Button, Rooert Alda heading stageshow (3d-flnal wk). Doing
fairly well at $49,000 after barely

okay $51,000 for second. ".lohnny
Belinda" (WB) and "Sierra Madre"
(WB), two Academy Award nomopen Friday (25) without

inees,

usual stage bill.
Victoria (City

Inv.)

(1,060;

95-

$2,40)— "Joan of Arc"MRKO) (15th
wk). Present week ending today
(Wed.)*is climbing up to .$23,000 or
better; 14th week was $21,000, both
—"Caught" (M-G) plus Charlie great for this time of run. Stays on.
Spivak orch, Dav Apollon, AnneJeffreys topping stageshow. First
week ending today (Wed.) looks Atomic Aide Okays
only modest $52,000, disappointing
in view of -holiday, but holds. Last
Film Biography
week, second for "The Bride"
Hollywood, Feb. 22.
(M-G) with Arthur Godfrey Talent
Gilbert Labine, Canadian disScouts OHiJStage was great $84,500,
a bit over hopes after smash open- coverer of the Ai'ctic Circle source
ing week. Show could have held of pitchblend. that made the atom
but Godfrey ha<J too many radiO' bomb, has okayed screenplay of
his life, "Mine That Shook the
TV commitments.
Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 70- World," being scripted by Tom
$1.85)—"Walked by Night" (EL) Ahearn and Leonard Haynes,
(3d-final wk). Present frame ending
Labine, currently huddling with*
Friday (25) is doing well at around atomic scientists at U. of Califor$22,000 after $23,500 for secoitd. nia at Berkeley, would come to
"Fighting
OWIynn" (U) opehs Hollywood as supervisor.
Saturday (26).
Ahearn and Haynes had to get
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 90-$1.50)
649" FBI and Canadian government
—"State
Department-File
(FC). First week ending next Fri- okay beiore going to Labine. They
day (25) likely will reach moderate are gunning to complete screen$18,000 bt «f bit better. Holds. In play b«fore -submitting yQrBp*'^;*«3j..'=

1
'
,

•

St. Martin'* Plact, Trafaljnic

,

111'

,

-

Bawir*
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RANK'SmRISK'600G BUDGETERS
Mexico Slaps Permits on Foreign Fix;

Atdee Agrees to Step Into

'F

U.S.Exenipt,But NewsreelStatusShaky
Mexico City, Feb. 15.
Pie trade is upset by the ministry of national economy's announcement recently that films of
all kinds have been added to the list
of merchandise that require special
import and export permits. These
permits were ordered for a long
list of articles by the presidential
decree of last Sept. 11. Films were
not included in the original list,
but the decree provided for additions to the list.
Ministry, asserting that the trade
shouldn't be alarmed, declared
that the measure is to protect the

Amer. Pix Co. Sets

1st

Portugal Production
Lisbon, Feb. 15.

American capital is being invested in the making of a film in
Portugal for the

first time,

Jurman and Max Nosseck

"Walter
of Juno

'

Productions,

Hollywood, arrived
month, and plans are
well advanced for the production
here

last

of "Kill or Be Killed," starring
Lawrence Tierney and featuring
American and Portuguese 'artists.
Producers' have rented the Tobis
control
of
trade, as this is a just
Studios in Lisbon and Nosseck, as
foreign commerce exchange of pix, director, and^head cameraman
aim of which is to safeguard Mex- Roy Hunt are already screentesting
freezican piemen from the coin
Portuguese artists and searching

counGreat
Britain, France and Italy. Film exports and imports will now be proportionately balanced, with establishment of a tariff of pix whose
foreign trade exchange doesn't involve any freezing of funds, mining they're suHering in
tries excepting the U.

all

S.,

istry explained.

arrived at the border after the new
law was enacted are still being
held because government doesn't
:seera to be sure just what to do
about them. Newsreel distributors

the

that

|

I

i

I

I

j

,

I

i

Arg. Pix Studios
.

and Metro-

politan theatres touched off a rash
of seat slashing and ink spattering
further climaxed by the tossing of
a

ON
ARMY JAP
MAY BE EASED

I

1

I

'

I

I

1

I

I

Record

—

—

Shows

Loom As
|

Boff Jap Pix Grossers|
Tokyo. Feb .14. I

setting

new

records in regular

first?

ence

week—almost

'

in

Nippon.

Pnenomenal."

"Carissima," Palace (50).
"Chiltern Hundreds," Vaude (78).
"Don't Listen;" St. Jas. (25).
''Edward, My Son," Lyric (91).

"Happiest Days," Apollo
"Harvey," Wales (8).

(48).

"Heiress," Haymarket (4),
"Higli Button Shoes," Hipp.

"Human

Touch," Savoy

"Kid from

(10).

(2i.

Strat.," Wint. (21).

"Lilac Time," Maj. (1).
"Little Lambs," Ambass. (46).

a freak occur-

Metro's "Song of Love" had its
roadshow prcem in Tokyo's Hibiya
theatre this month and also appears to be a solid item. House
played to 93% of capacity first
week and 95% second stanza— a
record described by Central Motion Picture Exchange here as

"Breach Marriage," York's (4).
"Browniner," Phoenix (24).
"Case Peacock," Cainbridge (46).

i

run film, houses in Tokyo. Several
have held over for a second or
third

Active in Reorg.

Rank Org 'Healthy'
Rank insisted that the condition
of his organization is healthy and
that the main trouble lies- with
indie production. "The crisis," he
mostly with the independ-

said, "is

who cannot offset a possible
on one picture with the profits
of another as I can." He expressed
the hope that indie, production
would be able to pick up the slack
in studio employment.
In answer to a query as to why

i

j

|

"Miss Mabel," Strand

"Perfect

Woman,"

"September

i

J

&

Play. (24).
Tide," Aid. (11).

Arrows," Comedy (14).
"Together Again," Vic. Pal. (98).
"Wild Duck," St. Mart. (15).
"Worm's View," Wiiitehall (96).
"Slings

:

(13).

"Oklahoma!" Drury Lane (95),
"One Wild Oat," Garrick (12).
."Oranges & Lemons," Globe (4).

(23).

.

ents

loss

he

row

Producers and the unions have
agreed to present a joint case to
Wilson at tomorrow's meeting. Industry reps will urge the government to allow the Finance Corp.
directsjirs. Kurt Lowe, who founded to provide a completion guaranthe concern, has resigned as a di- tee, thus enabling independents to
rector of Emelco and a new board proceed with production schedset up with B. M. Freeland as ules.
Producers will also Join
chairman. Manuel Alba and Adolfo O'Briend in a request to unfreeze
Glasserman have been okayed as sterling in overseas tei:ritories.
producer and assistant producer.
O'Brien is being roundly rapped
San' Miguel Studios is alsQ under- by the industry for his crisis stategoing reorganization.
ment to Premier Attlee, in which
Mapol
Studios,, newly
con- he suggested that if the British instructed, has started shooting a dustry was not able .to put its
picture for Republic in. Spanish house in order, it should send "for
and English versions, with John the Americans, French, Italians or
Auer directing. Title of this film even Russians to save it."
currently
"The Avengers,"
is
Meantime, Rank has been tell*
based on a story by Laurence
ing the three studio union chiefs
Kimble and Aeneas MacKenzie, the anticipated advantages, both to
translated by Claudia Madero and
his companies and to the workers,
adapted for the screen, by Verbisky
of the development of Independent
and ViUalba Welsh. Adele JMTare Frame production
and has agreed
is
in the lead, with Fernando
to meet them regularly every two
Lamas and John Carroll as Span- months for joint consultations.
ish - version and English - version
Rank told the union leaders that
piartners respectively.
once the immediate problem had
Amedeo Nazzari has started been overcome he looked forward
making "Calle Arriba," a joint to an expanding British industry.
Miguel
Emelco-San
production,
The Government's committee inwith Carlos Borcosque directing a
vestigating film production costs
script by -Eduardo,..Borr,sSs By .ioinhas at loiig last begun its inquiry
ing forces the two studios' over- and is to be a.sked by Wilson to
came the snags created by both make a speedy interim report.
having signed the actor for pix
and then being stymied by his re-

has refused to add to the
12,000,000
pounds
($48i000,000)
which he has tied up in films, the
magnate declared that the
Rank org "has no financial difl'iculties." Supplementing this, he
said: "I can go to the National
Provincial bank and get what I
want at any time. The bank de:

British

1

Royall, who visited Japan recently
on a tour of military installations
in the Par East.
Belinda'
Gross
Mayer told Royall that current
London, Feb. ^22.
policy of limiting U. S. imports
almost exclusively to ' lliose pix
"Johnny Belinda" TwB) "broke
which make a positive contribution the alltime record on the ABC
democratization of the circuit during the first leg of its
to
the
Japanese, places the American in- London release in the north and
dustry- at an unfair advantage in northwest districts. Gross take tocompeting with the native product. taled $118,704 for 25 theatres.
Jap producers are permitted to
Picture is continuing its recordturn out anything including sen- braaking run currently in northsational pix or pure entertainment east London, with south London
features as long as they do not release following next week.
extoll militai'ism or feudalism.
Mayer said Secretary Royall
showed "deep interest" in the probCurrent London
lem and promised he Avould investigate the policies of the Army's
(Figures show weeks of run)
Civil Affairs Division when he reLondon, Feb. 22.
turned to Washington to see if its
'^Annie Get Gun," CoVs'm (90).
approval criteria could be relaxed.
"Bless the Bride," Adelphi (96).
"Bob's Your Uncle," Sav. (42).

now

Direct appeal to Attlee to intervene in the industry crisis by
O'Brien has been followed by an
announcement that Wilson is con*.;
vening his joint production' couiif
cil for an emergency session tomor*

Buenos Aires, Feb. 10.
Reorganization of a number of
the bigger Argentine studios is
currently in process, with the Central Bank, which owns most of the
stock, setting up new boards of

I

,

is

and

Towns

paper bomb. In Venice an angry
into a theatre lobby
armed with stones, but were
chased by the gendarmes.
Disorders have brought the usual
POLICY
boomerang at the boxofflce. Press
publicity has merely whetted the
FILMS
public's curiosity in a picture which
Tokyo, Feb. 14.
most local reviewers termed as
Army policy of okaying only rather dull, since its plot followed
films of "reorientation" value for the Canadian atom-bomb spy ring
release in 'Japan by the Motion case too faithfully,
Tradeshowing in Genoa ducked
Picture Export' Assn., may now be
undergoing careful scrutiny in trouble by failing to list the name
"Washington. Charles Mayer, head of the picture on invitations. Moreof the Toyko Central Motion Pic- over, in that area prospective rentture Exchange, local MPEA outlet, ers of "Curtain" wei-e warned to
disturbances
if
they
said he received this assurance expect
from Sec. of the Army Kenneth C. screened the film.

month and

(U.S.)

I

mob marched

this

,

O'Brien, in his talks with Attlee
Wilson, presented a fivepoint program to end the crisis^
"Cantinflas" contributes generThe plan advocated (1) more govously with performances and coin
ernment aid to production, (2) reto various charities and benevolent
lease of foreign currency earned
fiestas.
He'll be in the show until
by British film, (9) a more equitaabout March 31 when he has to
ble distribution of revenues among
start his new pic, which will have
"Bonjour Mexico" as its back- producers, distrlbs and exhibs, (4)
government promotion of film exground.
port trade, and (5) rebates of some
of the $160,000,000 annual entertainment tax to support film producers.

doing boff biz at a $2.25
new high here.

top, a

i

of information.

show run

also the star.

ex- opened Feb.' 3 and has since been

I

at the local Barberini

Goldwyn's "Best Years of Our
Lives" looks to roll up the biggest
gross of any U. S, film released in
Japan since the end of the war.
Pic finished a smash 17-week road-

is

Minister Clement Attlee and Harold Wilson, Board of Tradfe prez, to
Tom O'Brien, general secretary
of the National Assn. of Theatrical
and Kine Employees. At present,
over 2,000 studio workers ha v«
been thrown out of work by
studio Shutterings.

Show opened last Dec. 23. Its
new edition^, "Cantinflas en Paris,"

charge

,

say this withholding is unfair because these films have, under Mexican law, the same right away as
books, magazines and newspapers
because the reels, toOj are agents

'Years/ 'Song'

into the steadily deteriorating Britihs production crisis.
Assurances
that the situation would be examined at top governmental levels
were given today (Tues.) by Prime

Mexico City, Feb. 22.
President Miguel Aleman has ordered the Teatro Iris here exempt
from all taxes during the run of
the French revue, "Bon jour Mexico."
Cantinflas (Mario Moreno)
top Mexican comic^ who Is produc:

against

Plan

London, Feb. 22.
The Labor cabinet is stepping

Prez Exempts House
From Taxes for Revue

:

Countering

rCurtam^Irks
Italo

Crisis; O'Brien's 5-Point

Mex

well as that of the industry gen- ing,

erally:

the industry has been
travagant in paying out high
salaries. Rank's answer was: "I believe in paying big salaries to
people who can bring big money
for suitable exteriors. It's going to to the boxoflice. But I think it
be a "wild country" affair. The might be possible to work out a
picture will be completed by May. profit-sharing system for these
people." The main thing, he insLsted, is that "we have got over
the experimental stage and have
won the battle for a substantial
share of the world's screens from
•
the American monopoly. We have
got our foot in so firmly that they
can never shift us now."
Called to explain the reason his
studios dropped 600 studio employees from the roster last week.
Rome, Feb. 22.
Rank
said; "I have been extravaNear-riots and sundry acts of
violence have accompanied screen- gant in the numbers of men I have
iings of 20th-Fox's "The Iron Cur- employed. I have put ofe dismissing
as long as I can. But
tbem
tain," both here, in Milan and Venice.
Demonstrations were said to my plans for streamlining producbe worse than previous protests tion (by Independent Frame) to fit
the possible takings in this counagainst Metro's "Ninotchka."
Unveiling of "Curtain" last week try will not require so many men."
'

But foreign pie distributors contend that the reciprocity clause
is far from dear; that while it apparently exempts U.S. and some
other alien films from the permit
pur pic demand, such is not the
They cite U.S.
ca.se, up to now.
newsreels as a case. Newreels that

Pix
London, Feb. 22.
The bulk of J. Arthur Rank's
up-and-coming films will be made
With his new Independent Frame'
method. at a cost which will not
exceed 150,000 pounds ($600,000)
per picture, the British film magnate has declared here. "I take no
risk at that price," Rank said in an
interview in which he sought to
answer critics to his policies as

British

serves the credit tor getting behind the battle for British films.
But I won't put any more money in
until I have proved that my new
plans are commercial. I have managed to stand the tax but I should
be able to put something to re'*
serve if some of it were given
back."
^
Rank declared that he has no
intention of having "the headache
again" of risking big coin in eight
films on the lines of "Hamlet" and
"The Red Shoes." "I might have
lost a great deal on these," he said,
"Frankly, 1 was worried. As it
happened, we shall get the money

I

jecting various stories selected for
him, so delaying production that
fulfill his scheduled

DUTCH NIX LIFTING
BAN ON GERMAN PIX

he could not
j

timetable.

j

Washington, Feb.

|

i

back but I am not going to have
that headache any more."
Two of these eight pix, he added,
will bring back a 1,000,000 pounds
($4,000,000) to England this year,
It is believed the two are "Hamlet"
and "Shoes." For the next 12
months, his outfit will consolidate}
their pcsition, British filmmaker
declared, The crisis, he insisted,]
will be solved within the year.
i

I

j

j

j

Dutch film -industry has been
Censor System
considering lifting the ban on
Seen Threat to U. S. Pix German films but the general feeli

Tokyo, Feb.

14.

Outlook for future American film
biz in Korea is doubtful, following
a recent announcement by the

i

i

22.

New Korea

Korean government in-iSeoul that

is that the decision should be
postponed another yea r, reports
Nathan D. Golden, chief of the
Commerce motion picturephotographic branch.
Before the war, German pix held
•16 to 17% of playing time on the
Netherlands screens, time which
has been picked up by U. S. and

ing

j

!

I

I

Dept. of

j

a new system of censorship for
foreign films is being devised' and
will go into effect soon.
Censorship routine may be the
device used to limit the number of British films. Dutch trade circles
U. S. film imports.
Last month, believed that German pictures
unconfirmed press reports stated could get back about 5% of the
that the new Korean government playing time, if they were readplanned to slash American imports mitted to Holland.
I

I

I

i

Mexican Pix Trade Bank

I

Spurs Production Pace,
Mexico

City, Feb. 15.

i

from 40 a year to 17 on the grounds
Unlimited pic production in ^ they were morally and culturallir
Mexico is announced by the film "degenerating."
Brit. Finance Bill
trade's .own bank. Banco Nacional
London, Feb. 22.
Cineraatografico, through its- prez,
Film Finance bill was given a
Andres' Serra. Rojas. Announcethird
reading by the House of
20th's Dutcb Buy
ment modifies previous policy of
Lords tonight (Tues.) and the
Twentieth-Fox is moving into measure has now moved through
limiting production.
Recently, Serra Rojas has an- theatre acquisitions in Holland as all Parliamentary stages. Royal
nounced that his bank would hold a way of putting its frozen currency approval is expected within a few
its financing to 30 pix this year and to work. Company this month paid days.
those by topflight producers only, out 800,000 guilders ($300,000) for
Immediately after the bill in
including operators of the biggest all the stock of the Asta Theatres okayed, corporation becomes opercinema chains, with a view to hold- Corp.
ative with a capitalization of $20,Asta holds a non-controlling in- 000,000. New setup automatically
ing total 1949 production to 80. Unlimited production is seen by the terest in a Netherlands corpora- will put the $10,000;000 interim
trade as indicating that Mexico's tion which owns a showcase in TJie company into voluntai-y liquidaHague.
1949 output may go to 200<
tion,.',
'

|

i

j

^

i

•

I
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'Enchantment' 9G, Toronto Rodgers' Coast Stay To

Picture Grosses

Toronto,

Feb.

22.

Snag Better

With holdovers .jstill leading most
of field, newcomers garnering the
coin are "Enchantment" and "3

LOS ANGELES

'Otlynn' Fancy $12,000,

'Command' Great

Pitt;

23G, 'Cross' Crisp lOG
Pittsburgh, Feb. 22.

Heavy

downpour

starting

—

,

j

|

1

Tivoli
ter Three

I

|

|

has fallen out on holdover, with
only $10,500 likely.
Last week,

To

(4th wk-5 days), fair $12,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 5099)
"Whispering Smith" (Par).
Nice $18,000. Last week, "Accused"

—

(Goldman) (1,000; 90$1.80)—
"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (9th
,
Good $8,000. Last week, okay
'

,

i

$9,000.
I

(Goldman)
— Keith's
"Command Decision"

(1,300; 50-99)

this

(M-G) (2d
push

End

\yk)-

to

of strike helped
$17,000.
Last week,

was

nearly same.

Mastbaum (WB)

/4?fin.

.50

001

-

Man From
^llf'-^

Colorado'' (Col) (37
Only $10,500. Last week, thin

„ Princess

(WB)
(WB)

$3,-

Faces West
"Roosevelt Story" (UA). Good $6,Last week, "Dear Secretary"
and "Angty God" (UA),

000.

$6,500.

Weak at
to $16,000

<3d wk).

down

34-60)—
"(UA) and

(1,040;

50-99)— (UA)

(2,950;

Last week,

(C.T.)

35-80)— "Four

(450;

.Paisan" (Indie) (9th wk). Fine
La.st week, sturdy $4,000.

«n linn
?>»,000.

Ok^y $7,000. Last
week. "End of River" (EL) and
"Good Time Girl" (EL), $8,000.
^""5*''

!

'^"^B'
50-99)—
(1.475;
York" (WB) and "Castle on
Hudson" (WB) (reissues). Fair $7,-

(1,263; 44-74)

(FC).
Going
guns at $8,000. Last week,
"Snake Pit" (20th) (m.o.) (2d wk),
good $6,500 for 4th week on F
street.
_
Dupont

Sgt.

.

fine $5,000.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

^^uu^a

i

I

.

.

.

;

.

1".'^'^

j

.

.

Peak

L^I.T'i"
cash in on hypoed interest
expected to develop when the travel
industry unleashes its "California's
100th
Anniversary
Celebration"
publicity in the fall, backlog of
oaters has reached $19,000,000
one of industry's alltime highs.
Big-budget westerns are in addition to regulars in field, including
Republic's Roy Rogers series and

Ralph Goldberg Sues
In Omaha Conspiracy
Omaha, Feb.

•\-:^":.':'-

22.

Old coijrt battle betwec;n Ralph
D. Goldberg, operator of a dozen
local^ downtown and nabe houses
and Tristates Theatres Corp. broke
out anew last week.
Goldberg,
whose top house i.s the State, an
865-seater in the heart of the retail shopping area, has filed suit
against Tristates for $900,000 in
federal
court.
Defendants are
Tristates ("A. H. Blank a«rd Paramount Pictures Inc.) and various

—

Columbia's Gene Autry program.
Backlogged pix include Col's
"Walking Hi 1 1 s," Paramount's
"Whispering Smith,".^ "Streets of
$16,000 in final 8V2 days.
Playhouse (Lopert) (432; 50-85) Laredo," "El Paso," RKO's "Rough-;
—"Symphonic Pastorale" (Indie) shod," "She Wore Yellow Ribbon,"
(2d wk).
Fine $5,500 after hot Republic's "Montana Belle," "Hell"Beautiful
$6,300 last week, record here for fire," 20th's "Sand,"
Blonde
From Bashful Bend."
foreign film.
Warner (WB) fl,154; 44-74)— "Canadian Pacific," United Artists'
"Shockproof"
(Col).
Sluggish "Indian Scout," U-I's "Red CanLast week, "Accused" .von," "Calamity Jane and Sam
$13,500.
(Par), $10,000 in 5 days.
Bass," "Curtain Gall at Cactus
Trans Lux (T-L) (650; 44-80)— Creek," "Western Story^'; Warners
"Enchantment" (RKO) (9th wk). "Montana," "South of St. Louis,"
Okay $5,500 after $6,000 last week, "The Younger Brothers,"
"North of
Rio Grande," and Eagle Lion's

'

other producers and distributors.
Goldberg charges a "continuing
conspiracy contrary to the pi-ovisions of the Sherman act and the
Clayton law." Complaint alleges
that the "defendants maintain, in
Oniaha a system of releasing motion pictures In a manner which
creates a monopoly." He alleges
further that this practice has cost
a lo.ss to the State Theatre Co,
of $300,000.
Triple damages are

1

(Continued from page 14)
"Strange Mrs. Crane" (EL). Opened
"Red Stallion in Rockies."
Monday (21). In
"So Dear 'Chicken' Tasty $13,000,
Additionally, in preparation ai*e
'T-D '500; $1.20- to Heart" (RKO) ahead,
*o'^n^"*:,^"''
and "Sword of
Metro's "Annie Get Your Gun,"
Shoes" (EL) (9th wk). Avenger" (EL)
?^?9.'^
(2d
wk),
okay
L'ville; 'Command' 18G "Devil's
Holding strong pace at $8,000. Last
Doorway"; Par's "Copper
$15,000 in 5 days.
week great $10,000.
Canyon"; RKO's "Best of BadLouisville, Feb, 22,
Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 44-85)
Decision" is the top- men," "Black Canyon," and Rep's
—"Down to Sea in Ships" (20th) per"Command
here
and "Miss Mink 1949" (20th). Nice "Chickenthis week, with a big total. "Eagles in Exile," "Powder River"
Every
Sunday" also and "Vanishing Westerner."
$25,000.
Last week, "Whiplash"
(Continued from page 15)
(WB) and "Angel of Amazon" shapes brisjc. Bulk of downtown
trade is going to the big-seaters.
^houW hit tidy $14,000. Last week, (Rep), mild $19,400.
"Chicken Every Sunday" (20th) and
Estimates for This Week
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 44-85)—
-iviiss
Mink 1949" (20th). Brisk
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40) "Miss
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700 50-98) "Command Decision" (M-G). Looks —"Rogues' Regiment"
$13,000.
Last week. "Accused"
(U)
and 'Par) and
solid $25,000.
Last week, "Slight"Dynamite"
(Par)
"Gallant Blade" (Col). Ordinary
'^''P^- Smash ly French" iCol)
4Q^^nnn°^or
and
"Shockproofl'
Wd.OOO
^l^'OOO.
over. Last week, "Red
$3,200. Last week, "Mexican Hay(Col), thin $17,600.
Pony" (Rep) (.2d wk), $15,000,
Scoop (L'ville Theatres) (700ride" (U) and "Walk Crooked Mile"
Paramount
(NET)
44-85)
(1,7:00;
$l,20-$2.40)—
.Surf (Indie). (650; 85)— "Dul"Red Shoes" (EL) (3d
$3,500.
"Wake Red Witch" (Rep) and (Col),
wk).
cimer Street" fU). Trim $4,000.
Potent word-of-mouth upplng
Mary Anderson (People's) (1,000;
Last week, "Four Steps in Clouds" "Shep Comes Home" (SG) (2d wk). 45-65)— "Sgt. York" (WB) (reissue).
Last week,
*
.^^'.^''iS^ $4,000..
Fine $16,000 with okay $17,500 for
sturdy
(Indie) (2d wk), $3,000.
$9,000.
Facelifting
confines
seating
to
first.
center section. Great ..$5,500 for
State (L6ew's) (3,000; 45-65)
United Artists (B&K) (1,700- 50Pilgrim
(ATC)
•
(1.800;
44-85)—
current
limited
seating. L^st week,
Command Decision" (M-G). Plenty
98)
"Chicken Every Sunday"
"Let's
Live
Little"
(EL)
and
"Un"Whiplash"
of
(WB),
modest
spot
(20th). Fair $17,000 or less. Last
announcements on radio
.$5,000.
Average
National (Standard) (2,400; 45- assisting to big $18,000. Last week,
week, "Own True Love" (Par) (2d known Island" (FC).
-^tla"-;
Ryder, Ride" (EL)
Coroner Creek" (Col) ahd "Black
wk), $10,000.
? "' 9tta J'''^*
Man- with Original Amateur Hour Win-^ Arrow" (Col), modest $10,000.
» ,;t.^M ."^i*^'
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; oov
^lO.OOO.
ners
on
stage.
Live
talent
not
draw
"Red Rivpr" (TiAt Votir wirT ifn
oV"} '^r^*'
Strand (FA) (1,000; 45-65)— "Far
^tate
(Loew
(3,500;
44-85)- expected. Mild $5,000. Last week^ Frontier" (Hep)
$12 000 Last wetk I 4 -iOn
and "Angel on
!

o2^* }\^^}'^' "Unknown Island"
(FC) (2d
wk). dull $8,000.

.

.

$1.20(EL) (7th wk).
(376;

$2.40)— "Red Sho'es'
Holding steady on 18th week downtown at good $4,000. Last week,
-

jViotro

_

:

'

(Lopert)
_

al

__.
Joseph Calleia arrived
from

.

.

(Loew's)
—Columbia
"Unknown Island"
•great

I
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Keith's (RKO) (1,939; 76-$1.40)—
Estimates for This Week
"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (5th wk).
Loew's (C.T.) (2,855; 40-65)— Satisfactory $7,000 In 6 days, and
"Song Is Born" (RKO) (2d wk). moves on. Last week, big SlO,000.
Little (Lopert) (287; $1.20-$2.40)
Holding okay at $14,000 after sock
-"Hamlet"^ (U) (18th wk). Spurt
$23,000 first.
Capitol fC.T.) (2,412; 84-60)— in biz with last two weeks' blurb
"Blood on Moon" (RKO). Socko to good $3,500. Last week, $3,000
Metropolitan (WB) (1,163; 44-74)
$20,000 or near. Last week, "Tap
''Tarzan's
Magic Fountain"
Roots" (U) (2d wk), nice $11,000.
Last week,
Palace- (C.T.) (2,625; 75-$1.20)— (RKO) So-so $6,500.
"Joan of Arc" (RKO) (4th
_
wk) "Plunderers" (Rep), nice $8,000.
National (Heiman) (1,600; 44-74)
Still big at $20,000 following steady
"Sun Comes Up" (M-G) (2d wk).
third session at $22,000.
Princess (C.T). (2,131
34-60)— Holding steady at $10,000 after
nhniit same
samp last
lasf week.
wppIt
"Johnny Belinda" (WB) (6th wk). about
Palace (Loew's) (2,370; 44-74)—
Continues steady at $12,000 after
"Down to Sea in Ships" (20th).
fifth week at $13,000.
Last week,
Imperial (CT.) (1,839; 26-45)— Satisfactory $19,000.
."Paleface"
(Par)
(2d wk),
fine
1'Bodyguard" RKO) and *s'SeCret
"

Orpheum

SOO.

.Stanley

1

.

the Coast, producers turned to the airshows, signed with llal Wallis
boots-and-saddlers to help save the for the landlady role in "My Friend
Irma."
.
Charles Bickford plays
day.
Some of the oaters have proved Bingr Ci-osby's father-in-law in
unusually powerful at the boxoft'ice "Riding High."
Roy Del Ruth borrowed' Virginia
and exhibs are by no means asking
Mayo from Warners to play oppothat they be eliminated. All they
site Geors^c Raft in "Red Lipht."
want is greater variety in types of
Coleen Gray, on loanout from
product so that they can get better 20th-Fox will play opposite
Bing
booking
breaks.
There's
no Crosby in "Riding High" at Parasquawking being done on grosses mount .
RKO's Rosalind Russell
racked up by such pix as United starrer; "The Velvet Touch," drew
Artists' "Red River," Columbia's an award for distinguished interior
"Man From Colorado," Eagle sets from the American Institute of
Lion's
"Northwest
Stampede," Decorators
Rooney-Stiefel ProParamount's "Whispering Smith," ductions postponed the start of
RKO's "Station West" and other "Quicksand" to March 8 for a rewrite job, including a new ending
such product.
Irvine Fromer, talent chief for
James Nasser, returned from NY
with four newcomers who will be
Oater Backlog Reaches
given screen tests
Robert Bass$19,000,000 Record
fer'lolng
to Sweden shortlv to
,
make a survey for "The ScandlHollywood, Feb. 22.
naviian Story," which he will proWith companies holding up re- duce
for 20th-Fox.
lease on westerns, including some

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew's) '(2,434; 44-80)—
"Command Decision" (M-G) plus
vaude. Hot $35,000 to lead town.
Last week, "Chicken Every Sunday" (20th) plus vaude, sickly

I

.

.

.

—

Wk).

.

"Any Number Can Play."

.

'

(Par) (3d wk), $9,000.

.

legit work in London for a film
and nets became an even more- chore in "After Midnight" at ParaGloria Gordon, of the
than-usually engrossing subject on mount

$17,000.

stays in the chips, although in sixth
session at Princess.

PHILADELPHIA

it is virtually
surefire as a profits-maker. Thus, in
the past 18 months, when budgets

films here.

'Moon' High at $20,000

(Continued from page 15)
good. Last week, "Snake Pit" (20th)

^ Kariton

|

Hit Mont'L;

good $18,500.
Montreal, Feb. 22.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 50-$1.50)—
Despite a plethora of holdovers
"Joan o£ Arc" (RKO) i3d wk). This and longruns, biz here is fairly
one is a big weekend draw and, steady.
Brightest newcomer is
when Saturday rain killed it, best "Blood on Moon," socko at Capitol.
that can be expected is around $14,Joan of Arc" continues big at
000. Last week, smash $l'9,000.
Palace, while: "Johnny Belinda"

.

.

low cost and, second,

22.

Sole standouts currently are in
town's biggest
house and in one of
"
smallest. ""Command Decision" at
Capitol, helped by a fancy brass
hat preem, is going to sock total
"Symphonie Pastorale," French
import at small Playhouse, is setting a record for foreign language

i

1

45-80)—
H.0.'s Fail
Bottom

.

.

LEADER

"3

(m.o.), $2,000.

(3,800;

(2d wk).

(1,431;

Washington, Feb.

\

(WB)

j

'COMMAND' MIGHTY

I

Stanley

ture; "Thelma Jordon," at Paramount
Phil Goldstone clo-scil a
five-year deal with Walt Disney lor
use of one cartoon a week on his
Vi.satone machine, to be shown
chiefly
in
homes, schools and
recreation halls
Metro switched

$6,500.

I

I

"Don Juan" (WB)

i

.

I

I

Godfathers" (M-G)

.sought.

Goldberg claims he has reneatly
attempted to get A pictures as fir-strun releases, and that he has either
been, refused or ignored.

'

CHICAGO

Industry Shorts

I

I

!

I

;

.

.

—

1

amounted

I

,

I

:

—

—

j

|

i

I

uu

'

'Iprid^fi^laiitif.^

f
(Indie)

(eth,

wk).

Last week, $1,000.

Grand

Amazpn"

UiS'""' u't'^'ter^kiigS

$6,500. Ilrench" (Colf^nT
I (Col).
$11,000.

a^d n^i^^eVNiL^'T^;,'^?:^^ Rogers
n*-r
slov^$M^^

'mocSSj issL)
I

Rialto

(FA)

(3.000;

46-65)

—

to $60,000. Nut for each
pic before shooting came to $12,000, it is claimed,
members assert that the
-shorts should not have cost more
than $8,000 each since part of the
services were purportedly voluntary, Exhibs contend that the pro-

TOA

gram nut should be shared
ably by distribs and exhibs.

i

l

|

Continued from pag« i
back its contention that these briefies run $35,000-$40,000 in outlay,
Mochrie and the others told Sullivan that scripts alone for 12 shorts
;

I

;

.

,

Wives" (20th) .(3d wk). he was forced into caters for four irom "Storm Over Vienna" to
Fine $5i500 after last Week's Sock Weeks out of a six-week period in "The Red Danube."
James V.
some of his houses. He had his Kern. and Tom D'Andrea completed
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 36-66)— tongue hanging out, he declared, a 130-page screenplay, "Old Fassh"In Navy" (U) and "Pardon Saioned Moonlight," with a musical
for
a "woman's" pic and pounced
rong" (U) (reissues). Surprisingly
score by Ralph Blaine.
big $11,000. Last week, "Fighting on 20th'Fox's "Letter to Three
One femme role is still unfilled
Wives" for that reason when it be- in Metro's "Operation Malaya,"
O'Flynn" (U), strong $9,000.
,•
came available.
which went into operation yesterConcentration on the sagebrush day with a heavy cast of males,
in Hollywood is an easily-explained headed by- Spencer Tracy: . .
Art
phenomenon. First, this type prod- Baker drew a featured role in the
uct can be turned out at relatively forthcoming Clark Gable siancr,
$35,000, D. C.

;

!

week,

.

Columbia, was

at

Crosby starrer. Riding Hi^h
J»an ^^ej^cl leavmg Broadway pl.iy,
Red Gloves," to take one of the.
top i-oles in tbe Hal Wallis pic.

'

Exhibs Protest

|

1

Last

'

I

45-80)—
Douglas (reissue) (2d wk-Sdays), $2,400.
United Artists (UA) (2,100; 60.._
for two
opening $1)— "Fighting G'Flynn" (U) and
and got picture good publicity. "Judge" (FG). Modest $11,500, Last
"Bad Men Tombstone'^
Rain hurt opening day, but good week,
(Mono)
notices and campaign expected to (Mono) and "Betrayed"
get fancy $12,000.
Last week, (reissue) (2d wk-5 days), $7,200.
'^Man from Colorado" (Col), $10,^
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 60-$l)—
600.
"Chicken Every Sunday" (20th)
Pcnn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 45-80i and "Miss Mink 1949" (20th) (2d
—"Command Decision" (M-G). wk-4 days). Mild $4,0T)0. Last week,
Will lead town by a wide margin, slow $7,500.
sock $23,000. Holds. Last week,
VoRue (FWC) (885; 60-85)—
"Act of Violence" (M-G) and "No "Johnny Apollo" (20th) and "This
Minor Vices" iM-G), dim $10,000.
My Affair" (20th) (reissues). Good
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 45-80)— $4,500. Last week, "Angel on Amazon"
(Rep) .and "Last Bandit"
"Unfaithfully Yours" (20th) andl
"Shockproof" (Col). Mild $3,000. (Rep), slim $2,800,
Last week, "Snake Pit" (20th), fifth
Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 60-$l)—
week downtown around .S7,000 in "3 Godfathers" (M-G) and "High
10 days.
Could have continued, Fury" (UA) (2d wk). Medium
but pulled since opening in nabes $6,500. Last week, okay $11,800.
at lower scale.
Wiltcrn (WB) (2,300; 60-$*!)—
Ritx
45-80)— "John Loves Mary" (WB) (2d wk).
(Loew's)
(800;
"Sealed Verdict" (Par} and "Dyna- Slow $7,500. Last week, medium
mite" (Par).
Nothing 'much at $11,500.
less.

'

I

,

.

,

;

I

I

.

cabled. an offer to direct a revival
of Somerset Maugham's "The Constant Wife" on the London stage.
Paramount signed Douglas Duraas a heavy in the Biiig
brille
,
„.

,

;

1
\

Harris (Harris) (2,200;
"Fighting O'Flynn" HI).
Fairbanks, Jr„ was here
days in person ahead of

or

"Anna Lucasta"

I

1

.

Irvine Rapper, currently directing

i

(20th), in 10 days, $11,000.

$2,500

the

.

"Three-Alarm Fire,"

picture,

.

Fairbanks, Jr..
Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 45-80)—
•'Criss Cross" lU).
Good $11,000.
"Wonderful Urge"
Last week,

,

m^tr^'

theatre marquees
Screen Guild
j^nnounced "Arson, Inc." as the release tag on the William Stephens

I

i

,

I

:

,

j

last

the Lots

Hollywood.
Gordon appointed iifti*
, WiUiam
son between production and Sales
.<

i

Saturday afte>?noon continued all
night and kicked everything oH
badly.
It is going to bring moderate grosses all along line, with
possible exception of "Command
"Fighting
Penn.
Decision"
at
G'Flynn" started oft' slowly at Harris because of rain, but will be fine
on draft of two^day p.a. of Douglas

From

Briefs

FWC Terms

Hollywood, Feb. 22.

One of the reasons JMetro's disFine
both
hefty.
weather is favoring biz all over tribution veepee William F. Rodg(Continued from page 14)
town, with ropes up for turnaway ers has extended his Coast visit
"Rose Yukon" (Rep) (3d wk). Nice evening business over weekend in past last week's studio meetings, is
$12,500, Last week, down to $15,- many midtown spots.
to iron out company difficulties
900.
Estimates (or This Week
iBiiidi
with Fox-West Coast on ,.r>nt5.i
Downtown (20th Cent) (1,050; 35
Paramount Hollywood (F&M)
Rodgers has met with
60)— "Gallant Blade" (Col) (2d wk) terms.
(1,451; 60-$l)— "Wake Red Witch"
Charles P. Skouras, F-WC chief,
(Rep) (3d. wk), Trim $9,500 or near, Holding up at hefty $6,500 after and Edward Zabel, top booker, in
last week's turnaway $8,000.
Last weeki oke $11,900.
effort to work out an acceptable
RKO Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890; 50- Imperial (FP) (3,373; ?6-66)— an
formula, He then shoved off for
80)^"Every Girl Married" (RKO) "Song Is Born" (RKO) (2d wk).
New York today (Tues.), and is, due
and "Rusty Saves Life" (Col) (3d Fine $13,000 after last week's terhis
homeofftce Thursday (24).
rific $18,500.
at
Last
week,
mild
Near
wk).
$11,000.
Loew»s (Loew) (2,096; 36-66)—
Metro has been selling: away
$13,500.
"3 Godfathers" (M-G). Big $13,000. from many F-WC situations in the
60-$l)
(FWC) (1,370
Ritz
Last week,; "Words and Music" past half-year. Dispute first arose
and!
O'Flynn"
(U)
"Fighting
(M-G) (3d wk), $10,000.
for
Musketeers,"
"Three
over
Judge" (FC). Slim $6,()00. Last!
Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 35-$1.20)— which M-G asked better than forMen Tombstone"! "Red
"Bad
week,
Shoes" (EL) (5th "wk). Hold(Mono) and "Betrayed" (Mono) (re- ing up well at $13,000 after last mula terms.
issue) (2d wk-5 days), $2,600.
week's fine $15,000.
Studio City (FWC) (880; 6041)—
Sliea's (FP) (2.386; 36-66)— "En(U)
an d chantment" (RKO). Big $9,000 or
O'Flynn"
"Fighting
"Judge" (PO: Fair $4,500, Last over. Last week. "Dear to Heart"
"Bad Men Tombstone" (RKO), okay $7,000.
week,
Contlmied from page 1
36-661— "Let(Mono) and "Betrayed" (Mono)
(FP)
Godfathers,"

equit-

Besides Mochrie, committee conWiUiam A. Scully, distribuOke $5,500 on Roy tion veepee for Universal; Andy WLast week, "So ......Smith,
Evil
Jr., 20th-Fox's dislrib veesists of

(Rep).

film.
„

^

T—

'

for
^",'*I7i8gs, Maggie pee, and Abe Montague, ditto
^J^'c^r**
in
Society" "^SJ'
(Mono), $4,000.
Columbia.
.

I

Tkete's

No

8(^St^ess
W»V«

oB

Uke il£i Busmessi

hihM BltoniBWOOD WEB^ FebPMry 20-27-NO BIQOTRY IN M»Ha^^

.

1

20

•

1
'
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PICTITRKS
Reorg Cincy Combine

H'wood Backlog
Continued trom twg*

T

Oa

;

Columbia's investmenf for Honeymoon," "Life of Hiley," "Red
Canyon," "City Across the River,"
28 films is $12,200,000.
Ma and Pa Kettle," "The Lady
Twentieth-Fox also has sizable
outlay, $19,600,000 ior 11 features
^f^-'^.'^^^^^tl'
"Take One False Step,
in its backlog. RKO; with number gal Entry,"
Jane and Sam Bass,"
of films still hanging over from "Calamity

tures.
Its

previous administration and others
with lower budgets from current
Howard Hughes regime, has $15
800,000 tied up in 19 pictures coniUnited Artists producers
pleted.
have total of $10,050^00 out in 14
picturesi UniversaHnternational's
11 films rep investment of $9,350,000, Republic's 13 pictures cost $5,100,000 and Eagle Lion's four figure
$4,500,000. EL also will handle releasse of three from Equity, costing

"Yes, Sir, That's My Baby."
Eagle Lion: "Tulsa," "Reign of
Terror," "The Big Cat," "The Red
Stallion in the RocWes." From
Roll,
Equity, "Ride Ryder, Ride

!

|

.Shamrock H, 1.
Ro
Film Classics: "Daughter of the
West," "File 649, State Department," "Amazon Quest." "The Lovable Cheat,',' "Search for Danger."

Thunder
|

Screen Guild:

"Rimfire,"

;"Omoo," "Son of a Bad Man,"
"There Is No Escape."

$400,000.

Two smaller distributing companies, Film Classics and Screen
respectively,
five
have,
Guild,
which cost $590,000, and three,
continued from page 3
costing $225,000. Latter outfit also
will put out a British film which it
avoided- the hubbub caused in the
took over in payment for its froBritish zone by the playing of the
zen coin, repping investment credit
film.
of around $200,000.
Theatre manager Walter JonigFollowing is list of finished pickeit yanked the filfti from the
tures awaiting release, ranging in
Kurbel theatre in the Charlottenreadiness from those ready to go
district after some 100 perburg
out immediately to those now in sons in the house demonstrated
editing, scoring and dubbing stages:
against it as soon as the film
On' Any started. Another 150 outside the
ColumbU:
Door," "The Undercover Man." house joined In the fracas. Audi"The Walking Hills," "Mr. Soft ence ripped the chairs and tore
Touch," "The Lost Tribe," "Riders down the draperies^
of the Whistling Pines," "We Were
Another attempt to show the
Strangers," "The Great Man-Hunt," ......
,.
brought on
film Jyesterday (Mon.)
-"Johnny Allegro," "Kim of the a lull-scale
battle between police
Canyon,'' "Secret of Treasure and infuriated civilians.
Neither
Mountain," "Tokyo Joe," "Desert clubs nor water-hosing stopped the
Vigilantes," "Home in San Antone,"
from tearing down theatre

'Twist' Curves

A public relations joli for Hollywood plus promotion for an individual film h?»ve been effectively combined in a five-minute recorded interview plugging Universiil-Internationars "Red Canyon." Interview
which is a regular Mdio feature done on all U-I'$.inaj6r films presents
Howard Duff, radio's "Sam Spade," reporting on a recently concluded
f
investigation of Hollywood.
Duff, who has a featured role in "Canyon" is introduced by the announcer as his radio counterpart and "from there goes on to give stabasis. Readjustment, according to
involving Hollywood's fine war recqrd and other praiseworthy
the group's prez, Louis Wiethe, has tistics
last minute pitch thrown in for the pic.
resulted in a 200% increase in the notes, with a
Report cited in particular the greater percentage of successful pic-'
company's stockholders.
Formed about three years agOi tures as compared with percentage of successes of Broadway plays and
books. Figures given for the 1947-48 season listed the numTOC also aims by its new move publishing
ber of legits staged on Broadway as totaling 69 with 16 hits giving a
to expand company operations and
batting average of .231, fiction books published totaled 1,307 with 120
to substantially increase the numwhile the number of pics produced were
ber of theatres for which it will hits giving an average of .091,
with 150 hits giving films top average of ^308.
act as buying and booking agent. 487
Shareholders' meeting held Thursday (17) resulted jn the election
An infringement suit brought by author William Farley in N: Y,
of Wiethe a" president; Herman federal court, against Loew's, Inc., and Motion Picture Ventures was
Hunt, Willis H. Vance, veepees, settled last week with the inking of a final decree by Federal Judge
and F. W. 'Huss, treasurer.
Edward A. Conger. Plaintiff, who wrote the novel "Black Stallion" in
Aside from the officers, all of 1941, filed against the defendants last year, claiming the book's title
whom are directors, the following was lifted in a picture revived by MPV.
board members were named: WilOriginally tagged "King of the Sierras," the film was reissued by
lard Gervers, Maurice Chase, John
as "Black Stallion" and Loew's subsequently distributed it under
W. Hewett and Don Reda. Rex that handle. Terms of the decree perpetually enjoins MPV.from exA. Carr reappointed general man- hibiting or distributing "Sierras" as "Black Stallion.'"
Suit against
ager and assistant secretary.
Loew's was discontinued a few days earlier by agreement.

Cincinnati, t"eb. 22.
Theatre Owners Corp., a buying
and booking combine which represents about 45 independent' theatres in the Cincinnati, exchange
area, has been reorganized to place
the organization on a cooperative

:

MPV

Columbia has made an exploitation tieup with Grossinger's hotel,
Ferndale, N. Y., which it is hoped will send present and former Grossinger patrons flocking to their local theatres for a glimpse of the old
borscht belt sod. Deal is built around "Mrs. Golf," a short featuring
Babe Didrikson Zaharias, which was made on the Grossinger golf course.
the chief stumbling block to indie
Col is notifying the resort of each first-run and nabe booking of the
production at present.
pic.
Thereupon, Grossingers send out postcards to erstwhile guests
It was reported in New York durin the area informing them of it. Hotel is sending out a total of about
ing the past week that should the
50,000 of the cards.
materialize.
Gamble
would
deal
bethe
company.
come proxy of
He
„Q^ operates a large number of 'Sudden shift of titles, from "The East Side Story" to "The HpuSe of
tj^ggt^es in the midwest, is board Strangers" at 20th-Fox, was made at the request of Metro. Culver City
chairman of the Theatre Owners of studio has two impending pictures with titles that might cause a bit of
is
undoubtedly
one
of confusion with the Zanuck film. They are "East River" and "East Side,
and
America
the country's best-known exhibs. West Side."

Fabian-UA

Continued, from page 3

—

crowd
"The Mutineers," "Laramie," posters. Fighting ceased only
"Crime Doctor's Diary," "The Se- ter the pic was again pulled,
cret of St. Ives," "Manhattan An"Blondie Hits the Jackpot,"
%azan," "Make-Believe Ballroom," "Law of the Barbary Coast,"
"Air Hostess
"Blazing Trail,"
"Lone Wolf and His Lady," "The
Devil's Henchmen" and "Rusty's
Birthday."
Metro: "Take Me Out to the Ball

af-

That would undoubtedly
the

circulated
being
Petition
is
protests the anti-Semitic
implications in "Twisti" Chief objection here as elsewhere is to the
role of Fagin, portrayed in a
fashion reminiscent of Nazi propaganda against the Jews. The peti-

i

gel,"

UA

facilitate

picture-selling job.

Fabian's Pickford Talks

which

I

'

.

"Knock

—

hside Stuff-Pictures

Cooperative Basis

Fabian

is

understood

to

'49 Biz Topping '48

have

talked with UA partner Mary Pickcontinued from page 3
ford on the buyout; but is Ijelieved
waiting until after March 2 before Since last June 14, Britain ^which taken into account. Amortizations
negotiating any further. Oh that provided some 60% of all foreign charged against film rentals are
income for U.S. dlstribs—-has been running far ahead of what they
tiori" is "beVn^ VresenW^
gir Brian Robertson, British Mill- worked out recently by Miss Pick- remitting little more than a quar- were in '46, although the econ""O'- owner of ter of what was sent in 1948.
""-^ the "f*-""
jford and
other 50%
Game," "The Stratton Story," ^^.y Qo^ej-noj
omies of the past 18 months are
"Little
lUA. Charles Chaplin, an option on
Great
Sinner,"
"The
Sound Statistics
now «titrting to have a telling
the Pickford shares passes to ChapWomen," "Nepttine's Daughter
Optimistic statistics on the state effect.
lin. She now holds a 30-day option of the
"The Good Old Summertime,"
industry or comparative
on his stock.
"Edward, My Son," "Conspirator,"
state
are derived from confidenFabian's desire to await the tial reports provided to Variety
"The Barkleys of Broadway," "Any
Continued fiom page 3 s
Chaplin option, period undoubtedly .by company fiscal officers on the
Number Can Play," "Madame
'A'
Bovary," "The Secret Garden," period of time for the complainant arises from several sources. First promise that there will be no com.continued from pace t
"Midnight Kiss," "Tale of the to file a test suit in the tax courts. is the deal he was in with Miss pany-by-company breakdown. They
Navajos."
Despite the much
Understood, tax attorneys for the Pickford to acquire UA several are thoroughly reliable from every population.
Warners:
"Flamingo
Road," indie: producers intend to put, the years ago. He was virtually at the standpoint, however, and will be lower frequency of attendance
point of signing a contract when presented for discussion at the among older people, Gallup points
"Somewhere in the City," "Happy ulsa^e to a legal test.
she decided that it would be more current meetings of studio execs out, the loss of attendance since
Times," "The Fountainhead," "It's
While there Is no ofiFicial state- favorable to her interest
to con- with Erie Johnston, Motion Picture 1946 is not due to age.
a
Great
Feeling,"
"Montana," ment on'the reason for the reverDrop is
Assn. of America prexy, on the fairly evenly distributed among all
"Night Unto Night," "My Dream sal, it became apparent several tinue her ownership.
Second reason is the fact that Coast.
age groups.
Is Yours," "Look for the Silver months back that the heat was on
Upturn In film rentals" is the
On the question of the desire of
Lining," "The Younger Brothers," the Bureau. Number of Congress- Miss Pickford is not desirous now
"The Girl from Jones Beach," men have been demanding an in- of selling her shares, but is seeking most encouraging aspect of the the public to buy theatre tickets
"House Across the Street," "Task vestigation into the much-heralded a buyer for Chaplin's interest. This picture, although one that inust be labeled "want-to-see" by the pollForce," "South of St. Louis," "A radio deals and there has been would permit her to remain In the taken very cautiously since any sters ^the figures were steady
company. Fabian and Gamble want survey over a period so short as from '43 through '47 and dropped
Kiss in the Dark."
Considerable capitar talk of plugParamount: "Alias Nick Beal," ging so-called loopholes in the tax complete control, which can be ac- seven weeks is heavily influenced off last year. "Want-to-see" on the
quired when Chaplin, who is very by the particular product a com- average "A" fell from 56% to 53?fc.
"Connecticut Yankee at King Ar- laws.
Thereafter, the expected
desirous of getting' out, also holds pany has in release during that
After explaining that "want-tothur's Court," "El Paso," "Bride favorable
ruling
was suddenly
Miss Pickford's option.
.
time. Thus one top distrib during see" Is the percentage of <llmgoers
of Vengeance," "Streets of Lare- yanked and the whole question
It is reported that the cost Of the period is showing an increase who definitely
desire to buy a
-fld,"
"Manhandled,"
"Sorrowful thrown open again
buying out both UA partners would of 26% in domestic sales^ figure ticket for a picture after learning
Jones," "Special Agent,"
"The
Large number of indie producers run somewhere around
$4,000,000. which it feels reflects less of a its cast, title and something of the
Great Gatsby," "Dear Wife," "Bit- are affected, particularly Samuel
Options call for payments of $2,- "generalized trend than the fact it story, Gallup states in his report:
ter Victory," "The Great Lover," Gold wyn who has four separate
"It is no easy job today to mer"The Heiress," "Samson and Deli- corporations under attack. In ef- 700,000 to each, but the terms has had exceptionally strong pix
would vary considerably according this year as against weak ones dur- chandise a motion picture. With
lah." "The Sin of Abby Hunt."
feet, the ruling means that players, to the proportion
fewer .wanting to see the average
of cash to notes ing the same portion of 1948.
20th-Fox:
"Impulse,"
"Sand," 'producers and directors participat- and other factors.
Because of the wide variations film, "even after they've heard
"Mother Is a Freshman," "Mr. Bel- ing in incorporation of companies
between companies in both quan- about it, and with fewer hearing
vedere Goes to College," "Come to for a single or several films must
tity and quality of product as com- about it due to curtailed advertising
the Stable," "The Beautiful Blonde pay regular income tax rates for
pared with a year ago (one addi- budgets, it is understandable that
from Bashful Bend," "The Prince earnings out of these corporations,
tional pic in release will make a attendance is off at Ihe rate of
interpretation
has
of
Foxes,"
"Thieves
Market," Hollywood's
tremendous difference), any reli- 3,000,000 persons per picture."
Continued from page S
"Slattery's Hurricane," "It Hap- been that stock represents propCurtailed Ballyhoo
able estimate of the overall perpens Every Spring," "Canadian erty and when liquidated, the Trust Co., N. Y., for
Regarding curtailment of pubgeneral opera- centage inci'ease in film rentals is
profit was subject only to the 25%
Pacific.
licity and advertising, ARI asserts
tions,
including
picturemaking. dangerous.
It can be Said, howRKO.' "A Woman's Secret," "The ceiling provided for capital gains. This was originally
a $4,000,000 ever, that a majority of the ma- that only 48% of all filmgoers
Clay Pigeon," "The Judge Steps
know
of existence of the average
loan.
It had been reduced to $3,- jors did a greater domestic gross
Out,". "Roughshod," "The Win875,000 by the close of Rep's fi.scal so far in '49 than they did In '48. "A" playing their town, while 55%
dow," "They Live By Night," "Mr.
knew about a comparable film in
year Oct. 26, 1947. and to $2,700,No Actual Decline
Joseph Young of Africa," "Weep
000 at the end of the last fiscal
Minor dip in fooxoffice figures is '46. This "penetration factor is
No More," "Baltimore Escapade,"
Continued from page, C
period, Oct. 30, 1948.
Since then also encouraging, since some com- closely tied up with boxoffice, ARI
"The Set-up," "Sam Wynne," "She
another $800,000 has been chopped panics feel that it represents no claims.
Wore a Yellow Ribbon," "It's Only dissolution of the, Paramount Pic- off.
Fact that attendance was down
actual decline at all. They point
Money," "The Green Promise," tures company, only a majority faRep's rapid record of. payment out that they have parted with a in 1948, although picture enjoy"Brothers in the Saddle," "Rus- vorable vote would be necessary has very favorably
Impressed ma- good number of partner.ships, pools ment was up is rationalized by Galby law. However, the specific pro- jor
tlers," "Stagecoach Kid."
lup
on the basis that there are
stockholders and directors with and individual houses under court
visions of the consent decree could
UA Has 14
During
involved.
the work of Yates. This is in dis- urging during the past year. In- ether factors
United Artists: "Africa Screams," make two-thirds a pre-requisite.
1948, the average "A" was found
tinct contrast to the oj)position he come from these houses
showed up to be "especially enjoyable" i)y
*'Twilight," "Love Happy," "JigIn RKO's ease, company has re- faced a couple years ago, when
a on the charts during early '48, but
it,
saw," "The Gay Amigo," "Just tained Georgeson & Co., profes- near-revolt almost resulted
56%
of
saw
the
people
who
in his is gone now.
in
William's Luck," "Indian" Scout," sional proxy solicitors, to obtain being dethroned as
while
proxy.
While the comparisons with a '47. ,, only 52% so responded
Al"Outpost in Morocco;' "Too Late the necessary consents.' Their job though the company showed
a loSs year ago are encouraging in inUpturn in marquee value put infor Tears," "Impact," "Champion," is to follow up original mailing of in its statement for 1948, it
is un- dicating a leveling off of the b.o.
to pictures through added num"VThe Daring Caballero," "The proxies by a series of letters and derstood the top stockholders
and slide, picture is not so pretty when *er
Great Dan Patch," "The Crooked telephone calls. Management does directors feel that the company
of stars is seen in the fact that
viewed against peak income of ARI
is
measurements show average
Way."
not expectTHjy difficulty but is tak- in a favorable position because
of 1946.
Most of the majors figure
high—
Republic:
"The Red Pony," ing no chances.
the heavy writeoffs that were that boxoffice grosses Of their cir- cast pull was 52 an alltime
in
1948,
as against 50 in 1947 and
"Daughter of the Jungle," "Mon^
Incidentally, two-thirds of the taken and which partially accountcuits are off about 1S%-18% from 40
in
1946. "Marquee value for a
tana Belle,"; "Sheriff of Wichita," outstanding stock must vote aye ed for the red ink.
Costs have those gold-rush days. Film rentals
"is
given
explains,
player,"
Gallup
"Dulce of Chicago," "Hideout," rather than the same proportion of been cut heavily by Yates, and
in- are down somewhat less than that.
the proportion of a representative
"Hellfire," "Prince of the Plains," those voting at all. This point may come up to the time "Witch"
went Figures, however, all are better cross-section of moviegoers through
"Susanna Pass," "Death Valley make Par's job more difficult be into release was down only 5% than they
were in '45..
playthe
the
country
that
who
say
Gunfighter," "Law of the Golden cause some 20% of the stockhold- from the year previous.
The
Comparison of income now as er's name on the marquee of ^
West," "Streets of San Franci.sco." ers generally do not take the trou- "Witch" take is expected to send
against three years ago is made theatre would make them want to
UDiversal-International:"Family ble of voting on any proposal.
the figures soaring.
even more invidious when costs are buy a ticket to that film."
1
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New Roxy

C. Kuchlin, Robert J. Altfeld and
M. M. Handler are incorporators.
E.

L.

CGps from

Fib Row

Apache

at

Backed with a

of
operator
Wolcott,
Ft. Davis, Tex., sold

NEW manager
YORK
Harry

Tulla Theatre Co., formed at
publicity department, joined FilTulia, Tex., by Jewel Avant and
mack Trailers' ad staff.
Lyons,
of RKO
Harold Zeltner, Metro salesman, R. T. O'Daniel, who have purMadison, Queens, N. Y., and Ray- picked for executive homeofllice chased the J, Lee Griffith thea-

RKO Orpheum,
copped RKO Showi-

tres there,

Langfitt, of

and at Happy and

training course.
McVickers, Loop dual house, will verton, Tex,
book first run pics for week of Feb.'field
exploitation
25, with United Artists' "Fabulous
to N. Y. for three^day
Joe" and "High Fury."

Sil-

Dubuque, la^,
manship Awards for January.
Columbia's
staff called

PHILADELPHIA

The Tower Paramount house in
suburban Upper Darby, is slated
to become a new break-in spot for

meeting beginning today (Wed.).
Herb Crane named manager of
Harris Dudelson b o o s t e d by
Essaness Southern theatre.
Eagle Lion to N. Y. district manMike Immermaa resigned as
branch manager. Albert Glaub- manager
of Balaban & Katz's Drake
ager; past year he was Cincinnati
to go into biz for himself.
inger,. moving up from salesman in
Phillip Lamansky, son of Sam
Cleveland, succeeds in tiincy. DuLamansky, union business, agent,
'delson with UA.for 20 years.
joined United Artists booking deSeries of meetings in conjunc- partment.
tion with RKO's current sales driveChi building commission nixed
are being staged during the week. the last of gaslight exit signs, deWalter E. Branson, western divi- claring that such signs must be
sion chief, and Harry J. Michalson, replaced.
short subject sales manager, hud-

Salt Lake
City, Denver and Chi en route back
to N. Y. where they, are due tomorr
row (Thurs.). Charles Boasberg,
north-south division head, and his
aide, Carl Peppercorn, conducting
Y.
a meeting today (Wed.) at the

dling with staffers in

K

exchange.

replaces Frank

David Leif

Meadow

UA

March

'

.

of E.

M. Loew.

circuit,

house man'^

George Cochrane, former indie

ager is Bruno -Welngarten^

CHICAGO

circuit exec, resigned as business

manager of

ST.

Allied

LOUIS

John
f erred

,

New York

JOAN

o»ARC

INGRID

bation for a year.
Variety Club here completing
plans for local showing of "Bad
Boy" at the Fox, with 10% of profits
earmarked for activities of local
organization.
Ground will be broken In JerseyvlUe, 111., soon for new 680-seater
to be operated by Sam Pirtle.
More than 19,000 have seen pictures through St. Louis Library's
cuffo film service launched last
Dec. 1.
total of 315 films, all
16m, have been borrowed by 85 or-

.
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16th
LImd

Riihard

BARRYMORE

'DOWN TO THE SEA
it

On

Dmh
STOCK WELL
IN SHIPS'

ganizations.

I

Vorivly

A MOREY AMSTERDAM
BIO ICK SHOW

Maiiric* Roc

RADIO CITY MUSIC
Rmktfcllir

HAU

Cmttr

MacMURRAY
^"Family Honeymoon^':
:A Universal-International Picture

[

'•PECTACULAR STAGE PRESf NTATION

Bidding Sales

\

Aaron L. Gardner made mart
ager of Capitol, Burlington. la.,
succeeding
Irving
Heller,
apr
pointed manager of Palace, Burlington, la. Heller succeeds L. A.
Miller, who goes to Ft. Dodge as
Rialto manager.
Hubie Schrodt resigned from
Central States as Rialto, Ft. Dodge

manager

to supervise building of
drive-in he will operate near Mar
shalltown, Iowa.
Martin L. Holzman of Oglesby,
111.;
purchased the Dodge at Ft.
Dodge, la., from C. C. DuHsmoor.
Dunsmoor in turn bought an 80acre farm near Ft: Dodge.

MINNEAPOLIS
Donald Guttman-^Ted Mann

in-

dependent theatre circuit is continuing its liquidation of holdings
territory.

PRESTON

"CRISP
DMULO

Disposing

r SuZ

V^ISSS^SSS}

'/;>i

voLi

Other exclusive arty spots in
mi4west are the 700-seat

the

are heavy users of Eurdgean product. In Milwaukee, the
ids, la.,

Government,

were told; to the; acquisition of
showcases by producing, units.
Moreover, these companies would
be permitted, to book their prodr
uct in: their, own houses at anyterms which management considered proper. In other words, pix
would not have to be sold competitively, in a situation where a company owned its own showcase.
Bergson and Wright will not
give approval to th« arbitration
system proposed by the Big Five
which Warner Bros, set forth in de-

enough;

]

effective

March

an

a Polish nabe and did extremely
well. In addition, smaller chains,
8i;ch as Manta-Bose and Alliance
theatres, are regulars on the bookT
Ing sheets.
.

a

Studio Meets
Continued from page 3

as

on dollar remittances. AH
tail in its brief. The Government
sees no need for arbitration since, these questions were examined by
company prexies during eastern
it points out, all competitive areas
tions

conclaves.
on the bid system.
Johnston spent a good part of
Some exhibs urged arbitration yesterday (Mon.) with Edward
on the Government to ciit down on Cheyfitz, his aide, Harmon and
will be sold

the multitude l>f anti-trust suits
brought by theatre men. It' is
thought there is a possibility of
the D. of J. changing its stand on

others in off-record discussions on
Hollywood's public relations problems. Cheyfitz has been here for
a month doing a scouting job for

arbitration.

Johnston on the feasability of working out an all-industry cooperative
p.r. setup.

Sears' Optimism

1.

the pic moved into

Italian neighborhood and did only
fair biz. However, it then played

,

MPAA topper will be here for
another three weeks. Understood,
during this time, he will try to
draw together industry dissident
elements on a public relations setup that would be mutually agree:

able.

THE SHOWMAN'S FRIEND

UA

500
with

"Foreffloif

on

ffce

Coast"

Spring • Loi Angelet
FRANK WALKER, 6ener^l Manager
Formerly at Olmtfed, Clayeland. O.
Fiffh at

CINCINNATI

Damagres Ohio House
Columbus, Feb. 22.
Terrific explosion blew out boiler
room, cashier's booth and part of
lobby at Indianola, H. & S. chain
nabe house here, last week, two
hours before the doors were to
open for night.
No one was in theatre at time
of blast. Small blaze was put out
quickly. Hope to reopen the house
late this month.

m
Modern Rooms
and radio

bath

ALEXANQRIA HOTEL

UA

Inc.,

Cinema Annex,

lowner, eastside house, last month
h:ad its biggest gross, hitting $4,000
exhibs with "Barber of Seville." Oddly

of

Beall was previously associated
Jack R. Keegan, general manwith the Interstate Theatres here ager of Northio theatres,
anbefore joining Manley.
nounced promotion of Nat TurL^ E.' Wolcott is new owner of berg, manager of
Paramount in
Quinlan, Quinlan, Tex., having purr Hamilton, O., for 17
years, to
chased house from Claude Hutson. newly-created post of city superBert Bsusell, manager of R. N. visor, with jurisdiction over
the
Smith theatres, plans to resign local Paramount,. Palace and Rialto
soon to enter real estate biz with there.
Succeeded by James C.
his father at Raymondville, Tex.
Keefe, until recently publicity rep.
Charter of Incorporation granted for 20th-Fox covering Cincinnati
to Alley theatres of Houston. Fred and Indianapolis.

northside,
the French and

no objection on the

third house in as many months, it
sold the Roxy, St. Paul nabe, to
Jack Dowd,
SRO the L-S Holding
company, comprisiB Continued from page 4 ss
branch manager here, took over lo- ing
0. T. Lovdoken, former local
cal Republic branch, replacing E. night
club owner, and his asso- that negotiations are still on with
H. Brauer, transferred to Atlanta. ciates.
Houses previously sold were Edward Small for release by
Guy Hancock,- former United Grand, Durand, Wis., and Metro, of "Black
Magic" and that it was
Artist salesman, resigned to join
Minneapolis neighborhood house.
hoped a deal would be closed. EfParamount; Milton Kruger gets his
Theatre Associates, biggest non- forts are also continuing to set
berth at UA.
profit booking combine here; compackages for use of the $600,000
Rose.L. Shaffer took over opera- prising many of
largest independ- in
financing which the company
tion of Star, north side nabe house,
ent circuits and exhibitors, is refrom Owen McCorwick, owner of belling against 20thrFox
has available from Howard Hughes^
percentbuilding.
Kelly, exec veepee, who just reage demands for "Yellow Sky."
Directors of Associated Theatre But some members
are reported turned from England, reported on
Owners of Indiana met at Indianap- making deals for film
despite this his efforts to set circuit deals
olis Athletic Club to go over legisresistance. Combine recently came there for
product, which are
lative situation.
to terms with M-G-M and
understood to have been of little
with which it had been at logger- avail.\ David
Coplan also gave the
heads.
directorate an eyewitness view of
World, loop sure-seater,
Union projectionists in thi.s $15,000 facelift, including getting the British situation. He resigned
100 new
area in most cases will get a 15% balcony seats,
new drapes and as of Jan. 31 as UA's managing
wage boost, retroactive to Sept. l, lighting equipment pribr to opendirector in Britain, but continues
following negotiations between the- ing of "Red Shoes"
roadshow run. as a director of the Odeon circuit,
atre and union officials.
of which
owns a part.\
Ray Beall resigned as veepee of

Manley,

OLIVIA de HAVILLAND

OK:

almost exclusive

near

Esquirie, Indianapolis, and the Art,
St. Louis, which is a projection
room seating about 175. Orpheum,.
Des Moines, and State, Cedar Rap-

DALLAS

ncttNtctw

r

is

part of the

DES MOINES
Merritt Partlow, once operator
of theatre at Manson, la., named
manager of Central States, Iowa;
Ft. Dodge, la., replacing Russell
Webster; resigned.

this

Showcases

There

added four new

west side, runs exclusive Italian
with musicals lasting
features
over one month in several instances; Astor, Loop location, has
been showing older product. The
other downtown small-seater is the
Studio, which specializes in mainly
French attractions with the sex
angle. On the south side, the Hyde
has
house,
Schoenstadt
Park,
been getting heavy play. In addi'r
tlon, at least-a dozen other theatres
will exhibit better product. Peculiarily enough, showings are not
limited to two or three days, as in
the case of domestic product, but
may run as long as a week. In one
suburban house, a release was held
for two weeks.

,

RKO

MKMMM

years, city bad
spots which play
imports.
Surf,
leans heavily on
English product;

'

UA

•

Shoes."
the English films,
distributed
through
regular American pic companies,
bookings have inforeign -pic
creased here over 100% within. the
past year.
Within Chicago, outside ~ of the
World theatre^ Which has been the
forerunner of arty houses for many

Excluding
which are

the

to

competitive selling would drive up
the price of film because of cutthroat competition for product,
Bergson and Wright declared themselves in favor of the keenest competition. After -all, they said, the
very purpose of the anti-trust action is to restore competition to
the film industry.
D. of J. has strongly indicated
that it will seek this form of selling in any decree handed down
by the Federal courts. This despite
the fact that the U. S.^Supreme
Court nixed the competitive selling proposal of the lower court.
Government's idea is to confine it
to competitive areas and to simglify the method to remove the
igh court's objections to the need
for Intensive tdministering of it.
Government has also reversed its
positioti on franchises, it is understood. Exhibs have been told that
there will be no objection to this
form of selling if it does not further monopoly. In the belief of the
D. of J., the results of the suit
will be a sudden increase in the
number of producing companies in

by

formerly

=— ROXY 'i:v=
-^

gagements as "Hamlet" and "Red

of star,
th6
in
yester-

II

'

INDIANAPOLIS

Staga-RUDY VAllEI

[COLBERT

<»ver

"ymie ^^"f'
Wheeler.

in

JOth Century-Fox Picture

only,

iactor

contributing
socko biz.

Fulton, Shea firstrun spot downtown, will shut down for six weeks
on May 1 for complete overhauling.
Jack Bellman resigned sales post
with. Screen
Guild i to. go into dry Hollywood.
.

A

WIDMARK

Bello, WB manager, trans^
from Greensburg to Wash-

Ground's broken for a $100,000
drive-in theatre near Weirton, W.
Va., on Pennsylvania state line.
Being backed
Joseph Yacos,
former Lowellville, O.^ exhibitor.

•

x vinoi iuMHK nniiaim

of Western

ington, Pa;i theatre.

'

BERGMAN

AMPTO

Pennsylvania;

Basil Clark, owner-manager of
Theatres of Illinois set for Feb. 24.
Marshall Migatz left exploitation Freeburgi Freeburg, 111, convastaff of "Henry V" to take over lescing following emergency ap•.:•
iiack job on Henry and Elmer pendectomy.
Ritz,
Carlyle, 111., undergoing
fiftlaban's Dale theatre, being: converted into a cowboy film show- 100% face lifting.
Stewart Gavette, manager of
case."
Razing of Apollo starts in; May. Publix Great States drive-in, East
Tenants in Ashland • Block, which, St. Louis, 111., recovered from illhouses this Balaban '& Katz Loop ness that hospitalized him.
Wesley Bloomer, one of owners
theatre; told they must vacate by
of Rex and Ritz, Belleville, 111.,
April IS.
Ralph Kettering now advertising heads drive to raise $1,000,000 for
new 200 bed hospital for town.
CQn$utant for Filmack Trailers.
Shuttered New Grind Central oii
Bob 'Frisch, formerly with RKO
Grand Blvd. to be torn down to
make way for auto parking lot.
William Bates, formerly of Tay
lorville. 111., is new owner of only
TheiitKS film theatre in Blue Mound, 111.
Hosea P. Stroud, head of World
Theatre -Enterprises, Inc., owner of
World, small-seater, fined $500 and
sentenced to six months in city
workhouse when he pleaded guilty
to charge of maintaming a public
nuisance. Showing of films "Test
Tube Babies" last fall brought his
conviction. He escaped workhouse
sentence via being placed on pro,

'

cialty field into the i-egular film
distribution setup.
Midwest, in
the past year, has become increasingly continental pic conscious,
with Italian films the biggest
grossers, outside of the British
product, which receives its heaviest take from such roadshow en-

'

Picture
Salesmen,.
succeeding
theatre supply business here. Paul
Charles Penser of KRO. Recently the Rialto, reopened following ex- Krumenacker: former branch manformed salesmen's guild inked: its tensive remodeling by Wm. Rise- ager here^ becomes local sales
Under operation
first pact with major distribs last man Associates.
manager.

of

stagesho.w

first

.

here last week fbreign films moved
one step further out of the spe-

:

'

of officers

Richard

Expands

Circuit

Chicago, Feb. 22,

day morning was an important

BOSTON

;

Election

As

With the six-theatre day-and»
date showing of "La Traviata"

people were

Appearance
Widmark,

block.

PITTSBURGH

fall.

1 ,500

With Foreign Films

clocked in the line outside
the house at 7 a.m., with the
full
a.
stretchingstandees

8.

manager in :New
Haven. LeH, a salesman from the
D. F. (Dinty) Moore rejoined
Buffalo exchange, was formerly act- O'Brien, assistant at Metropolitan,
ing branch manager and salesman moved over to Fenway as manager. WB as head of local exchange.
Of UA^s :Mttsburgh. exchange;
For the run of "Portrait of Jen- That's the same post he held be'!'
fore being promoted to district
Esquire
at
and
nie,"
playing
date
Harry A. Xevine, Monogram
manager in Boston territory some
salesman, voted prexy of N. Y. Mayflower, Wilfred Tully named
months ago. Moore resigned to be^
lodge of Film Colosseum of Motion manager of the Esquire.
The Center, Brockton, formerly come partner of Sam Fineberg in
as

More than

'

stageshows at Paramounti N. Y.
Lawrence's orch will be first
of one-nighters under this setup on
Elliot

Close of Selznick Releasing here
found 'head salesman Harry Dressier promptly picked up by Film
Classics and all others employed
there absorbed by that exchange
and Eagle Lion.
Allied Theatre Owners of Eastern Pennsylvania set a special
meeting here soon to discuss the
Abner Pinanski, former man- television problem. Decision to call
ager of Paramount, resigned from the special meeting on TV was
New England Theatres, Inc.; to be- made at Allied's annual dinner
come city:, manager of American when repeated requests prompted
Theatres Corp., supervising their Sidney Samuelson to suggest a spethree Boston houses, the Pilgrim, cial meeting on the subject.
Esquire and Mayflower. Replaced
at Paramount, by Arthur Morton,
transferred from the Fenway. Jack

Midwest Doing Well

boff exploitai>

tion ahd publicity campaign,
20th-Fox's "Down to the Sea
in Ships" opened smash at
the Roxy, N. Y„ yesterday
(Tues.). Management slotted
a special 8 a.m. teeoff to take
advantage of the Washington's
Birthday holidayers and $7,007
was racked up at the till by
With the extra show,
noon.
the Roxy management estimated a total for the day of
$30,000 or more, which would
*
set a new house record.

house to W. T. Ash and has purchased another theatre in Qulnlan,
Tex.'

mond

Record?

JBlast

I

Now SpecialitingX
in Re/reshment

Service for

|

J

RIVE-IN THEATRES/
I

SPORTSCKVICE, Inc.

i

HURST BLDC

"'<"

: BUff AlO. ** ^.^

'

Weimetittfi, Febniarjr
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NBC'S $7,000,000 BILLINGS
As Triummell Sees the

Future
{

|

'

Pre-Chicago meeting report Is that NBC prexy Niles Trammell
on the- affiliate membership a plan invnlving an "in-*^
cehtlve" designed to keep remaining top talent on the NBC roster,
and that it involves among others such personalitifes as Jiminy
Durante, Al Jolson, Eddie Cantor, Fibber & Molly and Ed Gardner,
several of whom have figured In previous speculation on switchovers to CBS. On his recent visit to the Coast Trammell huddled
with practically the- entire flock of network air personalities, and
it's understood that out of these talks will come the formula ior the

Speculate on TrammeHsAce-in-HoIe

J

will -spring

—

''but

NBC

at this stage of the

game

gramming to CBS.
The $7,000,000

short."

On the premise that "first things come first," Trammell says
each emergency is being met in a manner which- will demonstrate
tliati come the fall, the network will be solidly entrenched once
more with new bankroUers and new shows. "Even by April, he
Intimated, the picture will have crystallized itself to some degree.
When new time segments open up, says Trammell, NBC will have
new properties In-readiness (just as Dean Martin-Jerry Lewis will
probably be the Sunday 6:30 answer) and Henry Morgan set for the
Sunday 8:30 period. ."But right now there's no other time open^
We've got six prospective bankroUers who want to roll, and fast,
but they-can'.t be accommodated yet."
Current negotiations with the William Morris agency for a series
of whodunits starring James Mason; the availability of the new
Screen Directors "NBC Theatre" show which in a few weeks has
hit an 11.7 despite the "Stop the Mustek' opposition-^theset Trammell suggests, are the things that will help NBC fight back.

As CBS attracts more- and more*'
shows and personalities to the network, board ebalrman William S. Tenderleaf
Paley and his top associates are
following an established blueprint

loss

is

the

question

industryites:
his think-

to

Has Hoover reversed

ing about radio in -25 years?
It was a quarter of a century ago that Hoover, as Secretary of Commerce, took the position, in setting up the Federal Radio Commission (now
the FCC); that radio should not
and could not exist as a com^
mercial enterprise. Actually
he was the first champion of
utilizing the medium "for pub-

NBC is hopeful of recapturing some of the billings through
effecting a switchover of shows
from CBS to NBC. U. S. Steel, for
example, it develops, is still mulling whether its "Theatre Guild of
the Air" hour-^long show will re-maiq.on ABC next season or switch
over to NBC. A decision, it is reported, may be forthcoming in
March. BBD&O agency, too, is ex^
pected to move its "Sam Spade"
GBS show to NBC in the fall. And.
NBC prexy Niles Trammell has
made a piteh to Metro to revive its
60-minute, star-studded network
showcase that held down .a prominent spot on the network some
years back.;
tions,

.

convenience' and necc^ssity."

lic

Budget Cut

American Home

I

;

•

Agency's
V^^^

•

.

,

Murrow

.

!

;

I

I

i

:

,

Up

:

-

'

^

Tra'mmell, it is conceded, needs
a vote of confidence, for the story

Nix Some Shows

How Moves Were Made
In

,

,

-

May

.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Question intriguing the industry
this week on the eve of NBC's
presentation of "Operations: 1949"
to the affiliate membership in Chi-*
cago, is whether prexy. Niles Trammell intends to spring an up-tillnow concealed formula with which
to combat the inroads made by the
rival CBS organization over- th«
past few months.
That much is at stake, insofar
as NBCV future sphere of influence
is concerned, is generally recognized. It is considered inevitable
that CBS' William S. Paley, now
that he's moved into the star-studded programming picture in a bigway, will next set his sights -in
strengthening the web's facilities.
A few choice NBC affiliate plums
would be just what the Columbia
doctor ordered, and some CBS'
chieftains aren't making any secret
of the fact that some of the NBC
affiliate boys have been inaking

he must unfold to the affiliates is
one of cancellations and. switchover
of top talent to CBS, with important time segments opening up.
While Trammell suggested a few
weeks back at a SPAC (Station
Planning
Advisory
Committee),
meeting that the blueprint for the
f uture would be built around an
Products, whose
economical radicP' regime of mod-

Loss of business from the NBC
Whitehall accounts are represented
nighttime roster, since October, inin radio to the tune of nearly
cludes the Lucky Strike Jack Benney show; International Silver's $5,000,000 in network billings, has
JWT-to-Compton
Switch
i^esigned to create a "mood proinitiafted some budgetary cutbacks
"Ozzie & Harriet," which goes to
gramming"
cross-theOn top of Standard Brands re- CBS in April; dropping of Edgar which may result in the cancellastructure
linquishing all its network radio
board.
Bergen by Standard Brands (Ber- tion of several of its shows.
Just as Thursday night has paid time ("One Man's Family," Edgar
Client, on behalf of its Anacin
gen
has been sold to Coca Cola by
off with enviable Top 15 Hoopers Bergen and formerly Fred Allen),
CBS starting in the fall); Standard product, has served notice on NBC
by the sequencing of crime shows J. Walter Thompson has lost the- Brands' cancellation of the Sunday that it is cutting down to 63 staover a two-to-three-hour sustained entire Tenderleaf Tea account,
Family"; tions (instead of the prevailing
afternoon
"One
Man's
period, so, too, is the web setting which has been moved over to the
Procter & Gamble's scheduled 126) sponsorship of its Saturday
up a nighttime pattern of baclc-to' Compton agency.
Skelton pro- night "Hollywood Star Theatre"
S-B bowout from radio repre- switchover of the Red
baclc shows with similarly slanted
gram to Columbia in the fall; the program. That's for the balance of
formats. Sunday night, tor exam- sents a time-talent retrenchment of
relinquishing
of the 8-8:30 Sunday the cycle, and Whether the show
\
ple,- is strictly comedy, with Ozzie close to $3,000,000.
night time by Ford Dealers when returns next season appears to be
& Harriet, Jack Benny, Amos 'n'
Fred Allen winds up the season; a moot point.
Andy, Edgar Bergen and: Red
cancellation of "Manhattan-MerryThere 'is also some question on
Skelton.
Go-Round" by Sterling Drugs; the the continuance of Whitehall's
Newest emphasis will be on
loss of a half -hour of Lever Bros, brace of late afternoon soap operas
Wednesday, with Bing Crosby as
business through CBS' acquisition on NBC, "Just Plain Bill" and
the pivotal stanza around which,
of Amos 'n' Andy.
"Front Page Farrell." Cancellation
it is reported, CBS will accent the
In addition, Toni's cancellation would represent a heavy billings
Vocal acquisitions. (In some quarWhitehall also
Is
of
cross-the-board "Nora blow to the web.
the
ters it's said that Columbia may
picks up the tab on two CBS day-,
cost
NBC
daytime
sfiow
Drfke"
surround Crosby with Prank Sione of its heaviest chunks of busi- time serials, "Our Gal Sunday"
natra and Dennis Day (both are
"Helen
Trent."
and
the
dropness
while
($1;12§,000),
now Saturday night attractions on
ping of the Fred Waring half-hour
The lucrative Whitehall business
NBC), but CBS execs say the
morning musioal-show four days a was recently dropped, from the
''Wednesday situation" hasn't reFitzgerald
Current situation at. J- W^alter week by American Meat Institute Dancer,
& Sample
solved itself yet and nothing is
$1,and
Johnson's
adds
up
to
Wax
books.
Thompson is applicable to a numdefinite.
200,000 in annual net billings. On
Monday night, of course, with ber Jot other agencks; ;Wherec]?ad
top
cancelled
out
on
of
that.
Swift
its sock rating payoflf, wiU remain
billings have been taking i nose- the"Archie Andrews" Saturday
undisturbed, despite the variegated
Columnist
and strictly non-mood sequencing dive, with the; upsurge in vjded morning program.
Ed Murrow, CBS newscaster and
which parlays drama ( "Lux Radio programming contributing toward
analyst, who is sponsored crossv:
Theatre"), corOedy ("My Friend pfSEsetting the hfeayy deficits/
the-board
by Campbell Soups, may
SWi! in recent months has been
Irma") and talent-finding ("God'Undignified' Chi
soon become a syndicated columntaking it on the AlVI chin from sevfrey's Talent Scouts").
ist as well. GBS' idea for a syndiChicago, Feb. 22.
Tuesday, Friday and Saturday eral top clients, notably Standard
Murrow
cated
column stems from
WJJD has offered to resume trafare still in the realm of unfiished Brands (cancellatidn of "One Man's
'
Family" and Edgar Bergen); anfl fic court broadcasts but is stymied inquiries received by the web from
business.
Fcird Dealers (who are dropping by Chi Bar Assn's refusal to "up- newspapers, with result that negotiations
will
probably
be started
the half hour when Fred Allen set the dignity of the court."
goes off the air ai the end of the
Station formerly aired hearings with a sy/idicate for a three-timesFor
Troubles Pile
but was overruled by the associav a-week stint by the .commentator.
season).
Murrow's
"think
pieces"
on his
tion
tie
in 1938;
Program would
On the other hand, however, the
Off Air 105 Mins. agency
has hit the TV billings in with city drive against traffic ac- broadcasts will form the nucleus
for the column.
jackpot in recent Weeks with J; B, cidents.
Due to Fire, Cable Break Williams (who have also scrammed
radio) bankrolling "Act It Out'' on
St. Louis, Feb. 22.
A cable break and a fire twice WNBT, N. Y.; Textron (also out
Silenced KMOX, local CBS outlet; of radio), buying the Paul and
last week. The cable break at the Grace Hartman show; Ford Dealoflers buying the Monday night at
station's
north
transmitter
Granite City, 111., across the Mis- 9 CBS-TV period; RCA spending
(Figures represent net business, after all discounts,:. and do not
sisstppi occurred during the last 10 $1,S00,000 a year for the east and
Includfe agency commission.)
kineseop
minutes of the Spike Jones pro- midwest ^"TV webs (plus
'
Sponsor
Estimated Annual Billings
"
"
"
Program
stations) of
14
additional
fram and continued through the ing for
Lever Bros.
$675,000
Amos
'n' Andy
OUie,"
Fran
and
and
Scott
ack Benny and Amos an' Andy 'Xulka,
Lucky Strike
675.000
Jack Benny
and
Wine Adv'ertising
shows. In additions to calls to the Tissue
Ford
Dealers
675,000
Fred.
Allen
the
tabon
Mrs.
splitting
the
station the switchboard at police Board
Standard
Brands
675,000
Bergen
Edgar
on
tele*
cooking
show
headquarters was swamped with Lucas
Procter
&
Gamble
545,000
Skelton
Red
calls.
(Contiguous
rate)
Harry Harvey, chief engineer of
International
Silver
Harriet
550,000
Oasie
&
the station, said the break was
Cbi Writers, Nets Dicker
Sterling Drugs
S45,000
Man. Merry-Go-Round
caused by a structural failure. The
(Contiguous rate)
Chicago, Feb. 22.
station was off the air for 80 minToni
1,125.000
dickNora
Drake
Guild
is
Writers
Radio
utes due to the break.
Chi
Meat
American
Institute
Waring
600,000
contract
Fred
over
nets
The second silencing of 25 min- ering with two
Johnson's Wax
600,000
Fred Waring
utes, duration a few days later was increases.
Swift Co.
300,000
Archie Andrews
-caused by a small fire in the coupNewswriters pact with CBS ends
writers
ling house at the transmitter.
It March 3L and contlnunity
116,965,000
was extinguished immediately.
CBS and NBC.
May 31, latter

Tea Acct.

Meetii^

inquiries.

Amer.-HoAieProd.

-

Oif

.

;

by clients or definite commitments
of. other bankroUers to -relinquish
time periods.
On the basis of current negotia-

CBS Cues lood Programming' Policy
As Back-to-Back Formats Pay

billings

Hoover Poser?
Carl Haverlin, prez of the
Radio Executives Club, has
lined up Herbert Hoover as the
speaker for the REC's March
10 luncheon at the. Hotel
Roosevelt, N,Y.
This poses
:

based
strictly
on
the
shows
that have already made the move
to Columbia, or have notified the
web of switching over. It also
includes cancellation of jgroigrams

doesn't intend to sell radio

Atffliate

As Psdey Octopus Eyes More Plans

,

Trammell himself went on record in some off-the-cuff comment
to Variety this week that the solution to the problem at least at
this stage of the -game
doesn't lie in television; that even with
6,000,000 TV seta at the end of 1950, you can't minimize radio and
its 70,000,000 receivers and 38,000,000 homes as the more potent
of the two media.- Perhaps, says Trammell, five to 10 years hence,

—

NBC

At Chicago
V

Since the departui'e of Amos
Andy from NBC four months ago,
the network's rap on net loss of
business totals $7,000,000.
That
doesn't take into
account the
threatened shift of additional pro-

•'

future.

23

;

erately-budgeted shows, with subsequent hints that the web might
fight back via its TV facilities, general sentiment is that NBC will
'

have to come up with something

more -concrete and stabilizing.
Trammell returned to N. V; from:
the Coast last week after a couple
weeks of intensive activity and it
is considered likely that out of bis

'

counter-maneuvering and activity
in Hollywood may come the "ace
in the hole" or, as Is considered
pertinent, a whole deck of

more

aces.
If the

Nbc

respond

in

the"blg

city

CBS

affiliate operators
the same ;manner to
TV push" as did the
at the recent Co-

affiliates

lumbia Television Clinic in New
York, it is considered a certainty
Trammell will haVe his hands

that
full.

-

The CBS out-of-towners made

no bones as to their attitude about
television; that they didn't want to
be pushed into something they
weren't ready for as yet; that while
TV might be bigtime in New York,
Chicago and a few key markets, for
the majority of the broadcasters
radio is still the big noise and will
be for the next few -years.
Thus it is anticipated that the
rank and file NBC affiliate operator Seattle, Duluth, Dallas, etc.
—won't go along with the concept
;

—

that topflight radio programming
can be fought by video; that while:
ing.

AM

different story.

,

I

I

'American Forum' Shift

I

From Mutual to ABC Not

|

|

Scorecard on

|

NBC

Casualties

Likely Due to 'Meeting'
Although overtures have been
to move Theodore Granik's
"American Forum" program from Mutual to ABC net-

made

revived

I

1

'

'

'

.

wM

'

may have an

effect on diminishaudience pull in the top
markets where there is a free How
of TV sets, on a national scale (and
the one that really counts) it is a
it

I

'

.

KMOX;

-

,

work, any further talks appear to
be out of the question.
George V. Denny, moderator of
ABC's "Town Meeting of the Air,'*
appears to have something to say
about iti "Town Meeting'? for years
has been one of ABC's top claims
for public service distinction, and
in return for an agreement that
the program would not go on any
other network, ABC in turn, committed itself to a promise that
it would accept no other forums.
As far as "Town Meeting" J«
concerned, acceptance of the Gtar
nik show would be in violation at

the contract

.

,

RADIO

t4

Streflmt

Wednesday,

dampns ht^pradkn

On

T(f 15 and

Febrnitiry 23,

1949

the Opposition
Total

AM-TV; Wrat Bring
WOR,

N. Y., will conduct its-f
operationt with its radlio
etaff it's been confltmed officially

Network

in Outsiders

'

Video
,

by Theodore

C

Streibert, station

prexy,
Streibert told Vabiety that he
realizes the desirability of separate
and TV operations, but
'nevertheless there are reasons, betides the economic ones, for the
One is that almost
Integration.
everyone at the Mutual outlet's
operation wants to get into
Denying them the opportu^
'IV.
nity of breaking into video, Streibert feels; would cause a morale

AM

AM

New

Heatter

.

at least. How close TV and
Set
Fith
Will stay together in the next five
years, though^ is another question."
Oddly enough, the question of
For Big Biz 'Service'
and TV operation
separate
Mutual prexy Ed Kobak is readywas raised by Edgar Kobak, presi- ing "Exploring the Unknown" as a
dent of Mutual, at a press confer- co-op show specially packaged to
ence Thursday (17 ), and his view help big industi^iaUsts in their
(Continued on page 36)
community relations programs,
The idea is for manufacturers like
Bethlehem Steel or Eastman Kodak
to sponsor "Exploring'.' as a means
of reaching their workers.
Sherman H;
"Exploring,"
a

Show

Unknown

AM

NewsweekBumOn

Dryer

production

science in

human

has been on
turing

MBS

<

dramatizing

interest terms;
in the past, fea-

Hollywood and Broadway

The question of which gabber Stars such as Orson Welles, Walter
Raymond Massey and
should be allowed to get on the Huston,
Veronica Lake.
air first with his crystal ball has
Besides reaching a plant's workforced .cancellation of "Newsweek

Looks Ahead" on ABC's Pacific ersi the foankroUer's message
would also be beamed at their
and Mountain network.
leadersi reReason for the yanking, appar- families and union
tailers and small businessmen, the
ently, is that Williain Weintraub,
radio and clergy,
head of the: agency which handles local press,
teachers and students, government
Drew Pearson for Lee Hats, was
organizationson the Coast around the first of the offcials and various
.

Ahead"

for the

time.
Evihit the ceiling

first

•

Kobak feels the web can attract
some of the nation's biggest in-

&

Molly

24.9

Topnotch N«ws Woman

KLZ's women's news

editor.

My

Friend* Irma

21.3

Miss

Hastings, is four-times winner of
first place in the National Press
Women's contest for the best prer
pared radio newscast.

Bob Hope

21,3

Suspense

DINEUPPEDTOKNODE
NBC

.

.

16.6
13.8

Amos

Ui^e Toice' Stay
In State

Andy

'n'

I. 54

II. 4

16.5

13.4

23.4

Abner, ...... 7.8
11.3
Fred Allen
Gabriel Heatter ..... 4.6
13.3
Music Hall
2.7
Carnegie Hall
Mayor of the Town . 3.8
Phil Harris-Alice Faye 16.1
(No Spons. Netwk. Prog.)..
Burns & Allen ....... 14.5

18.6

22.6

17.4

.

Dept

People Are Funny... 17.2
Mr. Keen
17.1
Crime "Photographer. 16,9

JO Stafford Show.

2.5

7,5
15.7
17.3

Mystery Theatre
Bing Crosby ........

Johns-Manville ...... 2.5
11.6
Sealtest Variety
This Is Your Life .... 10.0
12.6
Big Story

16.7
21.0

Washington, Feb. 22.

Going completely contrary to
the recommendation of its "task
force," the

9.1

21.6

Lum &

19.3

.

.

. .

16.7
16.4

.

..

Hoover Commission on

reorganization of executive depart
ments has just urged Congress to
keep the "Voice of America" prq,gram in the State Dept. In its report on "Foreign Affairs," the
Commission found that "the State
Dept.'s relationships with the press
and other media of public information are extremely weak."
was
public
relations
Better
urged. Report also declared:
"In two instances it appears that
operational responsibility, for the
present at least, must remain in
the State Dept. in default of any
other satisfactory location in the
executive branch. The one is the
educational exchange program.
"The second instance is the forr
eign information program, with its
heavy load of operational and technical duties in connection with the^
radio broadcasting activities of the
'Voice of America.' Here the task
force recommended transfer to a
Government corporation which
would make it possible to keep the
operation responsive to State Dept.
policy guidance*
"This end can be equally well
attained, however, by reorganization within the public affairs area.
One possibility is the creation of
a ntfw post under the Asst. Secretary of a 'general manager' to
whom would be assigned full operational authority and responsibility for the: 'Voice of America'
and such other portions of the foreign informationaU program as are
primarily operational in charac->
ter."

Radio Shows 1n»de Unimi' In

Philly

Tranat Strike; TV Falls Down on Job
Philadelphia, Feb. 22.

WHDHGoesBulne
Boston, Feb. 22. .
WHDH, Hub indie, has boosted
its transmitting power from 5,000
watts to 50,000, thus becoming second Boston station to operate on
this signal, the other being WBZ.
Increase in power will greatly
extend coverage into Western part
of state and New Hampshire and

Maine.

•
•

H(qie s

PoDouf

AWHASPoser
Washington, Feb. 22.
Withdrawal of Bob Hope from
the

for the Louisville
Courier Journal radio and television properties last week, after
failing in his efforts to obtain a
postponement of ;the hearings
scheduled for next Monday (28),
leaves the Fort Industry Co. as
sole competitor to the Crosley bid.
.

contest

.

.

Radio coverage of the turbulent
meetings of the Transport Workers
Union, which brought to an end
the costly $80,000,000 10-day transit
strike here, proved to .be a land»
mark in the hfstory Of local radio.

WCAU, WFIL and WIP
with the union meetings at

stayed

Town

which began 10 p.m. Saturn
day night (19) lasted into the early
morning, resumed again Sunday b|
1 p.m. and finally broke In the late
afternoon, with the 11,000 trans»
port workers voting to go back to
their trolleys, buses and shops.
From the moment the union
negotiators came back from Mayor'
Samuel's meeting to submit the of*
fer of an 8c-an-hour raise to the
general membership, the proceed^
ings were full of dramatic dyna-:
Hall^

mite. Several million Philadelphwhom the proceedings had
extra interest (since the outcome
determined whether or: not they
would continue hiking) were let in
for the first time on the inside of a
big labor squabble.
Michael J. Quill, international
president of the TWU, led the ma^
jority faction of the negotiating
committee that favored acceptance
of the eight-cent rise and going
ians, to

It is understood the comic could
The move was
not free himself for the proceed- back to worki
ings because of a current picture bitterly opposed by a sizable sec«
tioA of the Philadelphia local's ex*
contract. He recently returned to
(Continued on page 34)
SET
16 Hollywood from a 35-day personal
appearance tour in which he visWashington, Feb. 22.
Federal Communications Com-: ited 34 cities.
Hope's request for a two month's
mission last week set March- 16 as
the date for hearings to begin in stay had been strongly opposed by
Los Angeles on the Radio News both the Courier Journal and the
Club complaint charging George Crosley. Broadcasting Corp., oriA. Richards, owner of three 50kw ginal purchaser applicant for the
stations, with requiring employees $1,925,000 WHAS, WHAS-FM and
to slant news to reflect his views. TV package. The Journal, it is reThe hearings were postponed ported^ is anxious to sell, and CrosAgencies are squawking that
from Feb. 21, FCC said, "because ley is eager to consummate deal complacency on the part of station
of urgent commitments of the Pre!{Cont,inued on page 36)
operators when it comes to pro-

RICHARDS HEARING

FOR/MARCH

:

"Exploring."
with
dently Weintraub
Price would be prorated, from a
because the magazine's program
$500 in New York to $5
was right there in front of his probable
in Chickashaw, Okla., and 140
man Pearson and operating in the other stations of Mutual's 520 out-^
future tense.
It's said that the
In Raleigh a tobacco comlets.
agency exec told ABC that "News(Continued on page 36)
week" would have to go or he
would take Pearson out of the 8
p.m. PST spot. ABC put the heat
on Dennison's Food, which sponsiding Commissioner (Edward M.
sors, "Newsweek," and although
Webster).'' Commissioner Webster
the company had a firm 52-week
POST; SHIFTS
returned last week from important
(Continued on page 36)
NBC press department in the tele communications conferences
in Europe.
wake of Tom Knode's elevation to
The hearings will begin on opACTIVITIES IN CHI
IN AIR
FHILCO
post of administrative assistant to erations of KMPC in L. A. Later
Chicago, Feb. 22.
Garleton D, Smith in television, they will, move eastward to invesFurther centralization of its
TILL
tigate
Richards' stations in Detroit
has been undergoing some revampiagency activities was indicated by
(WJR)
and
Cleveland (WGAR).
Now that Bing Crosby is parting ing the past week. Jo Dine has
Foote, Cone & Belding with the
company with Philco, the set man- been moved up from trade news
announcement of a consolidation
ufacturer's future radio plans are editor to succeed Knode as direc- Rourke Nicks Ayer,
of its Chi offices. In making the
James Carmine, tor :of the press department (opt
tip in the air.
announcement, Fairfax Cone,
Rexall for $15,000 board chairman of the agency, said
!>hiIco veepee, who heads the com- crating under veepee Syd Eiges).
pany's radio-television program- Mike Dunn takes over as Dine's
Hollywood, Feb. 22.
"we intend to establish a modern,
ming, is due back next week from successor.
Jack Rourke came off the win- strQamlined advertising agency,
South America, where he's been
Further alignments include pro- ner in his plagiarism suit against probably the first one of its kind
vacationing, and it is anticipated motion of Allan Kalmus and Sam N. W. Ayer and Rexall. He sued in the country."
that the future agenda will be set Kaufman to newly - created posts, for $100,000 but the jury gave him
Departments moving Into the
Up soon. There is no immediacy of tele manager and special 8erv->. only $15,000. Notice of appeal was six-story building, under 10-year,
the problem, since Crosby ices manager, respectively,- both: served.
to
$1,0.00.000 lease, are general ofAttorneys for Rourke, variously fices now in Palmolive bldg., redoesn't check off his Wednesday reporting to Dine. Kalmus will
supervise publicity on TV pro- writer, announcer, producer, pack- search department in Weathered
night ABC show until June.
It's considered likely that Phil- grams and policy, while Kaufman ager, claimed that the format of bldg., and media and billing in
co, if it does stay In radio, won't will continue as exploitation editor his show appropriated by Rexall Commerce Mart.
Engraving and
retain the same time segment, since and supervise planning :and coordi- Summer Theatre, airing over NBC typographical- shop will remain at
it would ntean bucking Crosby, nating of all special publicity cam- for the past two years. Specifically Boyce bldg.
mentioned were the locale, basic
Space being acquired by FCB
who will likely wind up in the same paigns.
Several new publicity staff addi- idea and characters Indigenous to will permit tele and film studios
Wednesday period when he che<;ks
tions are being made.
the corner drugstore.
within the building.
in with CBS in the fall.
dustrialists

.

Sam Spade

Stop the Music (Avge.) 19.9

KLZ, Dtnver

Stance

:

year and heard "Newsreel Looks

;KL.Z'a

LUCILLE HASTINGS

AM

Coast Airer Nix

9.7
4.9
1^3
.
.
2.5
.
Telephone Hour
9.4
9.0
Dr. L
Erwin D. Canham. ... 2.8
2.5
Johns-Manville
8.5
Electric Theatre
Man. Herry-Go-Round 9.3
Railroad Hour
6.8
3.1
Henry J. Taylor
Sherlock Holmes ... . S;l
Voice of Firestone.... 5.3
1.9
Arthur Gaeth
American Forum . .. 1.9
Contented Program . . 7.5
10.1
We, the People
5.8
Gabriel Heatter

Gabriel Heatter
<
Fish and Hunt Club.
Johns-Manville- . ...

Godfrey's Tal. Scouts. 21.7

"Talent

Godfrey's

Itm Softens

AM

Horace Heidt

27.3
25.S

Walter Winchell .... 24.9

Scouts."

On Ford

;

Fibber

probably

Arthur

peUt'n

Q

Heattfer, using new talent.
be
Program will
launched in the spring, cancelling
out Heatter's customary trip to
Florida.
The web indicatc!s the
format
original
airer will have an
and will use a different approach

problem; The station is, therefore,
hot hiring, outsiders for tele with
the exception of' specialists: such as
lighting experts. However, there
will be hiring to fill vacancies in
the AM staff.
Another reason, according to
Streibert, is that having a readyIn view of the fact that Ford
made team doesn't waste the time
will only showcase its TV dramat^
it Is necessary to train a new staif
to work together and to teach ic stanza once a month, when It
them the station's policies. Besides, takes over the Monday night at 9;
he declares^ in the field of tele CBS video facilities on a permanent weekly basis, the attitude of
there are still no real; experts.
Lever Bros, has softened. It's now
Hollywood Technique
As for TV programs, the WOB considered unlikely that LB will
head feels there's nothing wrong yank its "Lux Radio Theatre"
that money can't correct. But be- from the Columbia facilities.
Ford Will be slotted on TV as
ing restricted to a low budget
stanza.
cloesn't mean shows have to be opposition to the- Lux
bad, he says, and the key to the Some weeks back; Lever put itself
manefficient
use
is
of
on
record that it would have none
Jroblem
ower. On this score, Streibert is of it and would rather go to NBC.
planning, to borrow a leaf from Niles Trammell & Co. make no
Hollywood, using a decentralized bones that they would welcome
setup based on Independent produ- the eo^minute Lux stanza, and the
cers. WOR-TV will have from four NBC sales boys are alerted to the
to eight producers, each of whom slim possibility of a switchover.
will be completely responsible for But no further Lever opposition
a number of shows. The producer to Ford is anticipated in view of
will be given a budget for each the present thinking to spotlight
program and would call .on the Ford Television Theatre" but
once a month:
Station's pool of technicians.
Streibert added "separate and
parallel AM and TV staffs would
only get in each other's way. We'll
Venturing Into
keep juct one staff, for this year Kobak

—

,

Lux Radio Theatre.,

Show

CompetiUon

Booperatinf

Mutual is working on a new halfhour nighttime show for Gabriel

from

Com-

Sponsored Network

Proctam
Jack Benny

:

SET

:

.

FC&B CEN1MLIZING

Promotion Brush

Irb Agencies

,

gram

promotion

reached

its

particularly

and their

probably
has
What
lowest ebb.
these agencies,

irks

clients, is that the pro-

:

PLANS

CARMINE RETURN

:

motional brushoff comes at a time
when, in view of the heightened
competition for ratings and auditence, ithere exists a greater need
than ever before for imaginatidn
and ingenuity.
Situation was particularly highlighted this week when Kenyon
Eckhardt agency execs in N. y.
called in trade press editors to
judge entries in a promotion contest in connection with the agency'l;
"Ford Theatre" CBS show. In contrast to last year's 86 entries and
the award of a 1949 Ford station
wagon as a come-on, there were
only 70 returns this year. But th*
major gripe was over the low
state of orlgfaiality and lack of
imagination that Vfent into the promotion.

&

Award was copped by KTUC,

CBS

affiliate In

Tucson, but as fat

as the agency was concerned, it
was more or less of a default
:

recognition.

:

:
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TAPE (WORM) EATING INTO GOICS
Those Atlass Boys

PETBILLO DOUSES Radio 'Bread n Butter Stance Taken

Chicago, Feb. 22.
talk here is how the Atlass Bros.— Les and Ralph—for
years kingpins of midwest radio operations, are thinking
coastto-coast terms of expanding their radio empire. Wiiile on the surface the multiple overtures for expansion of radio activities are
linked solely to Ralph, it's no secret that the collaborative talents
of both brothers are Involved in the behind-the-scenes operations.
For years a midwest sparkplug with his WIND, Chicago, indie,
operation in Minneapolis, Ralph Atlass is encompassing
and,
New York and the Coast in his future sphere of broadcasting influence,
"And where Ralph goes, Les' influence would be felt
equally," is the guiding blueprint.
Aside from a Chi-L. A.-N. Y. three-way spread, there are many
heie who say don't be surprised if, out of the current confusion
and competitive jockeying for WHAS, important 50kW Outlet in
Louisville, the Atlass Bros, emerged as the new owners.
With Ralph Atlass brought in to N. Y. to guide the affairs of
WMCA, the Nathan Straus-owned indie that's been taking it on
tlie chin, it is deemed inevitable that the Chi contingent will take

The big

PLftTTER
By

By NAB

imi

JACK HELLMAN

Tele Revenue

Hollywood, Feb. 22.

WLOL

.

Rival Bid Vs. Autry

National Assn. of Broadcasters
San Antonio, Feb. 22.
held its quarterly board meetings
A bid has been made to the FCC in New Orleans last week with comby the Express Publishing Co. plete agreement that sound radio
here for the purchase of KTSA Will cbntinue to bring lij.
the Jbuik

over complete management. Meanwhile, Ralph, represented by adChi capital as well, is gunning for the takeover of the
Thackrey KLAC on the Coast. It would be a contingency deal
predicated on the FCC okay for the Warner Bros, to buy the three
Thackrey properties, with KLAC in turn being resold because
wants to hold on to its present L. A. outlet, KFWB.
However, Nate Halpren, former assistant tct -CBS prexy Frank
Stanton and now residing on the Coast,: is competing with Ralph
for the KLAC outlet.
Atlass freres, oddly enough, are envisioning it all in terms of
radio, rather than television.
They don't go along with the
downbeat boys who say that radio is washed up. They still see
lucrative days ahead for sound broadcasting.
Eventually, they
know, they'll have to think in terms of video. But not now.

WB

I

WNEW to Try ^Specialty Programming'

,

terms of directors.
Lesser attention was giv^n a de*
cision to hire a television expert
to advise; on, developtnehts in .thie
m6dtuin, to emploS? 4 legisilatlve.representjitive fop the present s^sssion of Congress, to give women;
Heads started rolling last week broadcasters a department in the
association, and to improve the re«:
at the Nathan Straus-owned N. Y
indie, WMCA, as tlie station's new porting service to members.
Television was seen by the asgeneral manager, Norman Boggs,
moved, in as chief hatchet .man in sembled directors at New Orleans
an attempt to put public service in the realistic perspective of 77
to
programming on a self-sustaining to one; the proportion of
TV
sets in the U. S.
Some membasiS;
Station has been operating in bers of the board, it was learned,
the red to the extent of nearly *iave hardly become acquainted
with
the
med,um.
The
impact
of
$1,000 a day, it's been revealed,
and major emphasis In the initial video in the east has yet to be exstages of the Boggs operation (un- perienced in many parts of the
country.
der supervision, of Ralph Atlass,
As one director told Variety,'
who was pacted by Straus to get
"As long as
provides the revoff the nuti will be to,
enue to the broadcasting industry,
whittle the personnel down to stathe
NAB board feels that television
tion size.
Approximately 12 were
must
be
considered
in the perspecgiven notices during the past week,
tive that it still represents a small
including publicity head Ted Warpart of the radio audience.
Not
ner and Rhoda Cantor, of the
one member of the board- thinics
scripting staff.
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I

I

I

[

I

I

i

I

I

I

1

1

I

I

I

;

.

'

But, according to the Boggs blueprint, that's only the beginning.
It's been estimated that station has
h»L^„o?.H„r...
rin„hU.
been operating at almo.st double
the personnel clip of other N. Y.
indies and it is the new Boggis-Atlass concept that concentration of
more duties in fewer hands will
make for a more efficient broadcasting pattern.

L Cops Silence

Xn=r

KEW.PinchSAs

Resumes

Station,

On

:

Tea

Stirs

program from NBC to CBS,
may be brewing for Columbia from the Lipton Tea camp, unless there's a change in the Heidt
fonivat. CBS is still hot after the
show for the 10:30 Sunday night
.segmenti but should the client decide to remain with NBC, the latter
network, too, would return Heidt to
Ins former 10:30 berth, where, he
nity

engineers they also were nailed,
That al.so occurred to the sales managor, Myles McNally who entered

.

'

i

Les

!

at 7 o'clock.

There is also a little matter ot
appeasing Lipton, sponsor of the
"Talent Scouts"
program:; before CBS
could clinch the Philip Morris

'

i

s\vilchover.

When

Lipton,

via

& Rubicam agency, bought
CBS-developed Godfrey proit was with the reported unr
di'rstanding that the network would
nix any additional commercials
.

CANTOR SHOP

n e

w

Eddie Cantor and his sponsor, a moveover to Columbia in the
Pabst. have joined the list of NBC same time segment, with the result
H and Lewis-Martin
personalities and clients putting in that O
bid.s for new time segments," now would slug it out for audience
attention.
that time is opening up.
NBC is still hopeful of wrapping
Paul Warwick, of Warwick &.
before
liCgler, agency on the Pabst ac- up sponsorship for the show

&

Arthur Godfrey

Monday night

FOR NEW TIME SLOT

Lewis-Dean
Jerry
Martin show auditioned by NBC
as Sunday competition to throw
against the heavy CBS artillery, is
currently being propped for a 6-307 p.m. showcasing. Ozzie & Harriet
exit that NBC niclie in April for

The

!

I

count, has been huddling with NBC
prexy Niles Trammell on a new
tfme availability, where the competition Isn't too rough. Cantor is
w«th a talent-finding format. currently slotted Friday night at 9
Heidi's show falls into that cate- o'clock, opposite ABC's "Break the
gory.
Bank" and CBS' "Ford Theatre."

tees off.

the

it

gram,

Meanwhile the new Henry Morgan program is sciieduled to go
into the 8:30 Sunday night time
starting March 13, with the present
time

Jr.,
son of
Chicago, head man,

HaU

StatusStiilQu&

Atlass, who was
brought in by Straus as consultant,
on temporary leave from his
post as program director of WIND,
Chi, to give Boggs an assist in
setting up the modus operandi.

nephew of Ralph
]

j

status of Kraft Music Hall on
next season, now that Al
Jolson has resolved to check off at
the end of the current semester,
appears to be up in the air. Some
are inclined to believe that the
release of Jolson's new film before the '49-'50 broadcasting season gets rolling may have the effect of; skyrocketing- him into, attention again with a resultant: de-

the

NBC

and
1

I

is

j

j

I

1

LEWS' FORMULA FOR

cision to stick with

Kraft for

an»;

other season.

FUTURE: 'TAKE IT EASY'

:

lice

1

CBS, it's reported, pitched up
Bing Crosby to Kraft, his longtime
,,
sponsor
the Thursday at night
:
1..
he or his brotlier, rLeon, jjbC slot, but the client turned a
the presidency of CBS deaf ear on the proposition in view
statement that "if, you of the fact that Crosby took a
the N, Y. Times for five powder on the show a few seasons

Levy, scotches the- possibility

as'.uming

m
.

I

.

,

,

I

;

with the
gave me:
back.
I wouldn't want the respond
Oddly enough, however, it was
I'm 56 and all I know is the longtime association with the
that we don't want any more head* Kraft
cheese product that puraches, but just to take it easy/'
portedly influenced Crosby to nix
CBS board chair- ^^^.g^t overtures made- by a rival
"'•n^,7^,^"'^
man
Bill Paley jointly own a lot
concern, Borden's, to pick up the
of horses and because of that, plus
tab on his upcoming CBS program.
the ability to acquire a desirable
cooperative
apartment in the
Gets 'Beautiful'
.Hampshire House on a reasonable
basis, he is now a part-time resi"Your Home Beautiful," heard
dent of Manhattan, But both Levy last year on ABC, will start on
brothers maintain their regular Mutual March 5 for 39 weeks.
homes in Philadelphia per usual,
The 15-minute program of decoratIke Levy's bullishpes? on tele- ing hints has been sponsored by
vision is the most startling yet. He the Benjamin Moore Pjiint Co. for
predicts 50,000,000 sets in only a 20 years.
[few years; avers that the medium
On, each show, Betty Moore diswill move so fast that "perhaps not cusses decoration of a particular
one advertiser will be able to af- room. Agency is St. Georges and
ford the expense."
Keyes.
j

years

i'sibility.
i

i

^

!

'

MBS

i

I

!

1

i

,

occupant, -*'NBC Theatre,''
a new tiijie slot.

jslaied for

Kraft Music

does

Atlass,

WBBM,

„

SLUG IT OUT WITH O&H

IPABST,

once copped those high Hoopers
betore-deciding to buck Jack Benny

.

1

I

'

ol either

si-

AM broadcasting was
(Continued on page 36)

While
I

understood,

|-pay'..Otf.;':.

LEWIS-MARTIN SHOW TO

the picture at this point,

;

is

I

WMCA

I

Heidt Switch

trouble

Young

1

it

video will replace radio."
Nevertheless, the members fore*
see the spreading influence of the
medium and are making financial,
nrphnntinnQ
fn get
wof into
into it
it when^
\.,y,dn^
Preparations to
and some are so distant from tele(Continued' on page 32)

not intend to curtail the type of
public service programming that
its distinctive
has given
character, but rather to make it

I

.

|

;

AM

WMCA

I

.

j

AM

I

|

i

AM

;,

i

.

KXLW

tive

To Erase Red

1

I

Liptpn

.

AxeatWMCA

I

j

more extra curricular
than agehda discussion, What the;
directors
were most ^ eoneeriied
with were the status of the: Broadcast Measiiremeirt Bureau,: the: iivternational conference in Canada
next September On North American fireqiieneyallocaitlohs, the pros-*
pective realignment qf NAB fiinctiohs, the reteritro»;; of the bode;.'
promotion of radio ais -an sdvei;tising
medium, ^nd a prot)osed
change in byla>vs to liriiit consecu-

Boggs Swings

I

Feudin'

.

for

to

sessiohsif jgot

to

KYFM

& Anna Move

St

broadcastinft /K^yerlue

come. ::;::
Video, it appeared from repbrtsi
of participants at the three-day

:

What rocked

I

the

many years

take over the operation of KTSA
sometime during April or May.
are
Express Publishing Co.,
owners and operators of
here.

Ratings' Pitch

:

Autry was expecting

$450^000.

|

the: boys back on
their O'Sullivans was the PetriUo
dictum that the transcription rate
shows. That,
taped
apply
on
will
say the affected ones, is totally unfair, because the shows are :being
broadcast
live
lieu
of
a
In
taped
WNEW, N. Y., is experimenting*'
and should not be put in the sara?
category with transcriptions, per
with a new concept of nighttime]
sold
and
played
se,
which
are
spot
Eleanor
programming for Indies, which it;|
over and over. The comics or the
answer to
feels might be the
Eleanor and Anna Roosevelt, [agencies would gladly destroy the
survival in the upcoming era of who have been heard three times a itape
or acetates after one playing
televisjoni In two weeks the sta- week at 10:45 a.m., will broadcast
if Mr. P. would just be reasonable.!
tion will launch a project of "spe- five, times weekly at 4:45 p.m. on
JoUfon, Cantor Affected,
cialty programming," appealing to ABGj starting March 7. 'Jane JorAmong the tape enthusiasts have
listeners
with special, interests, dan's "Get More Gut of Life" will been Al Jolson 'and Eddie Cantor,
such as bowling, folk music, stamp move into the 10:45 spot.
and NBC will be. ready for them
collecting, the theatre, etc,
The Roosevelts' program was [within another two weeks. But
The indie will spot the special moved to an afternoon time, the they're not so sure now they'll be,
because,
their
interest shows in two hours cross? web _ explained,
ready for NBC. Jolson's sponsor
the-Uoard, from 9 to 11 p.m; One mature comment may get a bigger (Kraft) has okayed tape, hut he
strip will be devoted to the theatre audience.
Despite some sponsor- •also advised Joley that he would
and will include Gilbert Seldes' ship nibbles, the show remains un- have to stay within the budget ot
'•The Lively Arts;." a film quiz sold.
Cantor is his
shell out of pocket.
produced in cooperation with the
own boss, and that means he'll
Museum of Modern Art; Leo
have to write off the extras. What
Slruil's "Show Business;" a profrightened the boys a little were
gram using material from British
the reported charges on Bing
and French films and shows; and
Crosby's show, which pioneered
a show based on Bernard Sobel's
taping. Of course. Bing can afford
theatre encyclopedia.
it in more ways than one,, blit the
A second strip will be devoted
big item is that the Oroaner is a
to hobbies, such as photography,
heavy stockholder in the Ampejf
stamp collecting, dogs and cookmachine which the networks are
ing lor men. A third strip will be
For music, use of mainstalling.
devoted to special types of popuchines, tape, editing and engineerlar music, including folk tunes, a
ing personnel the bill has gone as
balalaika orchestra and children's
St. Louis, Feb. 22.
high as $2,500 per show. That gave
records so parents can sift out the
Another chapter in the feudin', the boys a rough idea of what the
good ones. In addition, there will fussin' and fightin' between
new toy will cost them.
be a Negro Newsreel and a Medical and trustees of the Village of OliIf Pelrillo's ukase wasn't rough
Newsreel.
vette, St. Louis County, over the enoUgh,: he put another burr undet
The reasoring behind the plan location of the transmitter was un- their saddle to keep them twitch(Continued on page 34)
Any recording done during
folded Friday (18) when police of ing.
will
be
rehear.sal
period
the Settlement laid siege to the the
charged against the show at the
transmitter tower, silenced
broadcasting and pinched five of rate of $9 a man for every 10 minutes beyond the allowed 30 mintile station's personnel.
As guards were posted at the utes for the actual show. Tranr
transmitter Chief of Police Clifford scdption rehearsals are debited at
Thierry visited the station's offices $X8 an hour. Ordinarily rate for
in Clayton and pinched two engi- transcriptions is $.'54 a man for halfneers. When two ol the gabbers, hour show and 90 minutes rehearFor a live show the fee is
including Pal O. Bradley who sal.
It Philip Morris decides to move
as a disk jock, inquired $37.50 a man for 30-minute broadthe Horace Heidt Youth Opportu-^ doubles
what Thierry was doing with the cast and three liours of rehearsal.

linus

of

:

Sale of KTSA is before the FCC
with one: previous bid pending, to
Gene Autry, the cowboy film and
radio star who would :buy it at

$1,600.

I

,

,

here.

.

AM

,

;

:
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ditional

In Nighttime

Washington. Feb. 22.
With a respectful but not very
concerned nod to television, the

'

"Who me?"

Orleans;

Long Way Oif

Still

"So you wanna tape your show?''
This: note of indecision came onthe heels of a pronunciamento last
week from James Caesar PetriUo;
who takes sheer delight in upsetting (other people's) apple carts.
After the boys—the comics, that
won their big fight with NBC
is
and CBS to pre-reeord. their shows,
along comes "gloomy Gus" to tell
them that the music will cost them
twice as much If they give his toot-,
lers the needle.
Big screams went up when
the funny fellers started figuring
the costs, that is the high Hoopers
wlio .dominate their own packages,
which takes in most of the tape
enthusiasts.
The others are on
equally shaky ground as, things
being what they are,, they have
been told firmly to do what they:
want, but don't aslc for more budg-:
Roughly, live musicians are
et.
$700 for 20, but once grooved in
acetate the charge goes as high, as

New

Directors at

'

I

|

I

'

.

;

WMueaday, Februaiy
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Par Wants

Sell

DuMont Stock But

the h.

:

23, 1949

Star-Journol>

I.

Par

Enough's Enough
Listen to the tale- of Mrs.
Rothbell, wife of
Elmont,
Rothbell,
of

Cues Coast-Made

Instaflation

Wesleyan

Can't Get Fair Price,
Washington, Feb.

Tells

It

Max

FCC

Long

Paramount Pictures told the
Federal Communications Commis- Daily N.

last week It is considering
of Its 29% interest in DuMont Television but is having a
problem getting a fair value for
its stockholders. Difficulty in selling the stock, Par said, arises from
the fact prospective purchasers are
not interested in putting the sum
of money involved "into an Invest•jnent in which they had little or
no voice."
Par's disclosure was made in a
petition containing exceptions to
and request for oral argument on

Race Results

sion:

sale

In

New Roberts

Pix

Show

Deal has been inked with

all

metropolitan New York racetracks
tov filming of their daily sessions
for video. Aim is to air the show
at about 7 p. m., within an hour
and a htilf of the windup of the last
Pact with the tracks was
race.
made by K.C.H., Inc., which is
headed by Joe Roberts, former
sportswriter and publicity man for
David O. Selznick and other film

Commission's proposed deci- and

the

'

.

legit outfits.

Roberts is now huddling with posion last Dee. 15 which held that
the picture firm controls DuMont tential sponsors. He's offering a
and that since the two companies six-day-a-week show which can run
any
length from 15 to 30 minutes.
have between them five video staActual races will .be spaced out
tions neither can have more;
Par said DuMont stock should with shots of personalities at the
tracks
and backstage feature matehave a fair market value of $20
rial that the public rarely sees.
to $30 a share based on its net inRoberts will serve as producer,
come "and to the position and
Bill Corum/ Hearst sportswith
DuMont
comprospects which the
production.
writer, ^supervising
pany has ifi the television and Clem' McCarthy will call the races.
manufacturing field."
Plan is to start April 1. Tracks
The company took exception to themselves are Hot for the idea,
Significance given in the proposed figuring it will be a big promodecision to the fact no- Par com- tional item^
pany ever applied for a television
station in New York, where DuMont has a station. Par declared 'Gorgeous Geo/ in Slim
that, as a matter of policy, it has
made applications only in those
communities wh^e it has large Garden, N. Y., Gate Sans
groups, of personnel engaged in the
amusement business and that it TV;GinetteDealUpinAir
*as only one theatre in New -York.
Further evidence, that television
No Evidence of Control
is not the culprit that kills off the
The firm criticized 'the decision gate receipts at major sports
for failing to report that since events was furnished last night
March, 1946, Par's interest ki Du- (Tues.) by the; slim take on the
Mont has been one only of invest- Gorgeous George wrestling show
ment and not control, within the at Madison Sq. Garden, N. Y.,
meaning of FCC rules. It said the which was not televised. Promoter
official minute books of DuMont,
Bill
Johnston, who staged the
which were examined by the Com- Coast grappler's first N'. Y: appearr.
mission, "disclosed no evidence of ance, had ballyhooed widely; that
control by Paramount over the no TV cameras would be on hand,
corporation."
affairs of the DuMont
indicating that the public didn't
Par also opposed the proposal stay away from the boxoifice in
that its applications in San Fran- order to watch the bouts on video.
cisco^ Detroit and Boston should
Garden Corp. prez General John
be denied^ The bids should be con- Reed Kilpatrick, meanwhile, dC'
merits
with clared the exec board at the irena
sidered on their
other competitive applications and is still -undecided on renewing the
granted, it said, "conditioned only three-way tele contract among
upon such corporate adjustments NBC-TV, the Garden and Gillette

plained.

KLFIpro^

-

,

Nighttime Video
Hollywood, Feb. 22.

,

:

,

CLEVE. INDIANS' VEECK
IN WEEKLY SPORTS SHOW

by

6

p,

low the nightime
tion has cut

17, 13 times.

through B.B.D,&0., ordered
one-minute announcements
(Continued on page 32)

its

AM .pattern.

Cincy Video Picture

Foaming With Sudsy

Sta-\

rates from $400 per;

Stations

First regular programming of
Coast-originated television shows
on eastern stations is expected to
start in the near future, following
the installation of a iilm recording
unft at Paramount's KTLA in Hollywood. According to Par tele exec
George 'Shupert, the kinescope recorder will be available for leasing
to any station on the Coast whenever it is not being used by KTLA.
Shupert also revealed that installation
of another recording
unit will be completed in the Chi-cago theatre, Chi; this week. Theatre is directly across the street
in that city,
from Par's
so the unit will be readily available for either theatre television
or transcribing TV shows originating at WBKB.
Shupert disclosed, meanwhile, that the new
tele studio in Par's homeoflice
building, which is designed for
any tele use, will be ready for occupancy by next Tuesday ( 1
Coast recorder is being installed
at the TV studio because Par owns
no theatres in Los. Angeles; hence,
it: will not be used there for theatre tele. In addition to the po.ssibility of transcribing shows on
film for delayed transmission in
other parts of the country, Shupert
said the Coast offices of several ad
agencies are interested in leasing
the unit to audition programs for
submission to their homeoffices.
'.-Other stations renting the. recorder will be charged according
to the rate schedule set up by Par
for its N. Y. unit several months
ago. Charges range from $200 lor
10 minutes to $550 for an liour, the
price including delivery of a 35m
combined sight and sound negar
tive.
Prints on 35m stock range
from - $45 each ; for a 10-minute
show to $270 for an hour show.
Prints on 16m stock are available
Shupert said that
at lower cost.
Par will absorb some of the transcribing costs for advertisers producing programs on either of the

WBKB

)

:

Sponsors On Sports
hbiir to $150 and has sliced spot
Cincinnati, Feb. 22.
announceihent charges from $75
per minute to $20. General manBrewers, who line up as the No.
ager Bill Ryaii declared that "we 1 industry customer at Cincy's
now have a chance to-geitirito the video bar, are foaming at the brim
blACk'ihiS^yeaf, ah opportunity that for programs.
;riibsii ;TV ''Statloit^^^ operating short
Hudepohl Brewing Co., a newhours will not have even if they are comer in the picture, last week
100% sold out."
signed with WKRC-TV to blanket
KFI-TV execs now feel they have all events in the new Cincinnati two Par stations.
Homeoffice studio will be fiilly
a commodity that packaj^; govids; Gardens that can be' telecast and
advertisers, such as soap and ce- on which the CBS affiliate holds equipped for production of live TV"
.

:

.

'

:

1

L^nj^

!

is

shows

j

exclusive rights. The pact; is to shows, with' four studio orthicon
May 1, '50. WKRC-TV is scheduled cameras, lights, and a complete
to bow in May, '49, and the 13,000- control panel. Company has a coseat indoor area opens Feb. 22. axial cable loop to the American
Inking was< done by Hulbert Taft, Telephone & Telegraph Co. office,
Jr., managing director, for the sta- so that any station desiring use
tion and by L. F. McCarthy agency of the studio to originate a program for the air can do so merely
for Hudepohl.
'

programs will be inserted into
At the same timer Schoenling
each day's schedule.
Daytime move adds 26 hours to Brewing Co. stepped in as the tag'
the station's transmitting time. ger for Friday night wrestling
Blackout of night transmission shows on Crosley's WLWT, the

staged at the Garden
Jacobs' 20th "Century

Sporting Club.
Kilpatrick reiterated his opinion that tele, in
the long run, will boost attendance
at sports events. "But," he added,
"we don't have enough data on
hand to tell what effect television
have for the Immediate
will
future."
It has been revealed, moreover,
that the Ringling Bros.-Barhum
Bailey CircuSi which plays the
Garden each spring, opened weakly
during its run there last year.
Business zoomed, however, as soon
as the first tele pickup of the circus
was staged. John Ringling North
indicated following last year's run
that he might ban tele in 1949, but
it is expected that he'll change his
mind and the TV cameras Will be
on hand as u.sual.
With video ruled out as the
factor responsible for the weak
Gorgeous George gate, it is believed one of the contributing' reasons was the $7 top charged for
the event. The wrestler is sched-

by cutting

ii-

on the

loop.

Par

in-'

tends to use the studio itself to
produce spot commercials to orr ^

They

be staged live and
then recorded on film, on the a.stakes KFl-TV out of the competi- town's only active television sta- sumption that such a production
Wiedetive market here. No other station tion, succeeding George
system will be far less costly than
is on during the day, although mann Brewing Co., Inc., which conturning them out; on film directly.
KTLA topper Klaus Landsberg is cluded a 52-week stretch. The
mulling the idea and expects to Schoenling deal, for 26 weeks, is
make the move before the year's through Ritt's agency. Strauchen
end.
Other stations, including & MGKim, Wiedemann's ad rep, AMER. ASSN. LEAVING
KNBH, KTTV, KTSL and KLAC- announced that the series was
TV, are not; even toying with the given up because the station
CLUBS
TV QUESTION
changed its Friday night schedule,
idea now.

"

&

der.

will

TO

.

cutting in

on

full-time coverage.

Carrying along on WLWT with
one-minute film spots, Wiedemann
has a call on events and new
in the hopper for that staSHIFTED
SUN. NITE shows
tion, and is spreading to Dayton,
NBC-TV's "Girl About Town," with a 15-minute Saturday night
co-starring Kyle MacDonnell and sportsreel program and spots on.
Earl Wrightson, moves from its WHIG-TV, and to Louisville, with
present Wednesday night at 8 spots on WAVE-TV.

KYLE MacDONNELL SHOW

TO

slotting into the Sunday night 10:10
to 10:30 period starting Sunday
(27).

TV

Meantime, Burger Brewing Co.
off to a running start in the
'

is

video

New

time will permit the Show
to be carried simultaneously on the
Cleveland, Feb. 22.
uled for several more Garden combined
NBC eastern and midBill
Veeck, president of the shows, for which Johnston may
west networks, with the exception
Cleveland Indians, will be fea- open the doors to tele.
of Buffalo, which was the ostensible
tured in a weekly television show,
reason for the switch. It is also
''Bill Veeck's Report to the Fans,"
believed that Bates Fabrics, which
over WEWS-TV Wednesday nights Styne Plans Original
bankrolls the program, desired the
for 15 minutes: at 10 p.m. The pronew .slot to escape competition of
gram, sponsored by General EleeMusicomedy Package the "Arthur Godfrey and Friends"
triCi will offer- a GE clock-radio
Songwriter ,TuIe Styne enters the program, aired Wednesdays from
to the person submitting the best
television package business soon 8 to 9 p.m. on CBS-TV.
question on sports each week.
Veeck will introduce individual with plans for an original musical
BAITO'S
SWITCHES
Indians for informal interviews, comedy on TV. Charles Peck, Jr.,
Baltimore, Feb. 22.
Sportscaster Bob Neal. will co' who will write the book for each
Joel Chaseman, announcer with
emcee and Jim Breslin will direct. week's show, arrives in 'New York
jAgency is Lan, Fisher and Sta- this week from the Coast with sam- WAAM, local indie television stashower. During spring training ples to show to ad agency and net- tion, has been upped to the producwork officials. Styne is due in as tion department but will continue
filuis will be made at Tucson, Tribe
soon as he finishes the score for his announcing chores on the Loyowarmup field.
next season's musical version of la Univ. basketball games for the
"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes."
duration of the season,
Styne intends to use a different
In other
-staff changes,
,
,
„
Buffs 13,150 Sets
lyric writer each week. Rest of the James Madison Burke, former
tele
Buffalo, Feb. 22.
production staff is composed of instructor for the Commercial
Buffalo tele set installations up those associated with Styne in the Radio Institute of Balto, was named
to Jan. 31 totaled 13,157, according current Broadway musical, "High assistant to chief engineer Warren
to statistics compiled by Buffalo Button Shoes," including choreog- Braun. Barry Mansfield, until nbW
Niagara Electric Co. and released rapher Jerome Bobbins, set de- scenic designer for the Stevens
signer Oliver Smith and costume Oceanside theatre, Miami Beach,
by WBEN-TV this week.
The figures showed an increase designer Miles White. Milton Ros- joined
In the same caenstock will.be musical director.
of 2,383 sets since Dec. 31.
pacity.
i

WAAM

'

,

-

,

WAAM

'

'

i

!

'

WAAM

field

having

locally,

the

Cincy Reds booked exclusively for
its second season of home games,
the package also including radio
rights with Unkings to 15 indie
stations in Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky
and West Virginia.
;

'

Ballet Theatre Slated

For Early Tele

.;

.

Feb.

DeSoto Division of Chrysler Motwo

m, schedule seven days

Weekday log. is to be pattethed
after daytimie radio, with" the Saturday and; Sttnday'progranis to fol-

all fights

Mike

ments weekly on WXYZ-TV, De-

weekly.

:

of

and

tors,

aft^t^

without waste. Programming
to be based on 15-minute strip
which can be presented
without need of camera rehearsal.
or stock transfers, if any, as may Safety Razor, which expires May Weekday programs will emphasize
be necessary to satisfy the Com- 31. Under the pact, Gillette had homemaking, public service and
simple musicals and more than 20
its bankrolled pickups
of
mission's; interpretations
over NBC-TV

The decision also failed to find,
declared/ that the direction and
control of DuMont operations is
in the hands of its prexy, Allen B.
DuMont, the directors elected by
the Class A stock and the executive officers of the corporation selected by DuMont, Neither DuMont nor Its executive officers, it
aclded, "have sought or received
the assistance of Par or its personnel in the operation of its business."
Par further claimed that the proposed decision failed to find that
DuMont makes no report to the
picture firm "other than those generally circulated among the stockholders and directors of DuMont."
Par, it said, "does not demand or
receive any special audit of the
books" of DuMont.

Cleveland
Grant Advertising
Chicago.
handles the account.
WAAM, Baltimore indie outlet,
this
accounts
added eight new
week. Madiera Wines bought the
five-minute Ziv Sports Album for
52 weeks and Curtis Publishing
signed for four spots weekly for 13
weeks. Challenge Clothes inked a
13-week contract for two spots
every Tuesday and the Larry London Musie School* bought three
spots weekly for 26 weeks. Gunther Brewing signed for three spots
weekly for 13 weeks; Meadow -Gold
Ice Cream bought two spots weekly
for 26 weeks, and Hilltop Television' and Himmelfarb Bros., both
Philco dealers, signed for two spots
weekly for 26 weeks.
Shore's Cafe, Detroit, ordered
two one-minute slide announcefalo, Detroit, St. Louis,

troit, effective

to

:

rules."

Tele Business

gramMng entirely

efEort to get iinto thb black this
year. Station will cqncehtrate Only
on daytime shows, starting at noon

.

;

New

Unique Art Manufacturing Co.,
which has sponsored NBC-TV's
"Howdy Doody" Wednesdays only
on five stations, picks up seven
more stations next week. New outr
lets are in Boston, Richmond, Buf-

KFl-TV, Earle C. Anthony outlet
here, ik abandoning i)ig^^^

an

'

it

Prograpning for Eastern

Island.

Mrs. Rothbell packed a suitit in the family car
and took off for Albany. One
week after she left, Rothbell
went to the police and made
a technical charge that she
stole his automobile. The next
day Mrs. Rothbell stepped out
of the car in front of her
house. Mr. Rothbell rushed
home and both went to court,
where he Withdrew the chavge;
At home Mrs. Rothbell told
what happened.
"My husband loved television too much," she said.
"Every night, late into the
night,^ he Would sit watching
television. We never went out.
1 was fed up-^so I decided to
take a-trip to Albiany/'
"I like Albany," she excase, put

•¥

22.

Ballet Theatre will

on

make

Bow

its

bow

soon doing straight
the usual dance
excerpts, Theatrical agent Howard
Hoyt has bought tele rights to the
group and plans to stage an hourlong show around them once weekly on a network, commercial basis.
One of the larger oil companies is
reportedly already interested in
bankrolling the venture.
Tele program would probably
originate from a N. Y. theatre because of the necessity for space.
Ballet Theatre, co-produced by
Lucia Chase and Oliver Smith, tees
off its spring season April 17 a(
the Metopera House, N. Y.
television

ballet, instead of

Louisville, Feb. 22.
Question of TV was one of the
principal subjects to be settled at
a meeting of club owners of theAmerican Assn. baseball league
'

last week. Directors voted to let
each of the eight dubs determine
^

own policy on television. Execs
also voted that, wherever there is
televising of games, the visiting
club will not share; in the revenue
derived from the sale of the TV
its

rights.

Every club in the league, with
exception of Toledo and Indianapolis, has made arrangements or ii
negotiating for TV. Toledo, which
permitted TV on an experimental;
basis last season, will have telecasts of Detroit's afternoon games
in its territory. Toledo is oAvned
by the Detroit club. Toledo teams'
games will not be televised.

Morgan's NBC-TV Show
Comedian Henry Morgan

returns

to television after sevei'al false
starts in a. 15-minute cross-the-

board show preeming March 21 on
the NBC-TV web. Red Ingle orch
be featured on the prois to have Morgan dotype of skits once pe'"
in film shorts by the late
Robert Benchley, such as "A Day
at the Movies," etc.
No sponsor has yet been signed,
but NBC hopes to have one lined
is also to

gram, which
ing

the

formed

up before the series tees oft". Morgan was starred in his own rv
show during the. last couple oi
years under two different bankroU"
ers, but both fell through after several weeks on the all*.

•

'

Wcdniiwbiy,

Febmary

::

TEumsio^r

23, 194,9

TOTLE

TELE'S

OF THE TUBES'

Free Theatre as Sales Hypo

Nets

Washington, Feb. 22.
.
.
„
^,
^,
Operation of a combination theatre and teltsvision display center,
with revenue from exhibit space to make possible free admission to
video showings, Is being planned as a device to speed up the impact of the medium in a new market. The scheme was revealed
by a broadcaster at last week's New Orleans huddle of the directors
of the National Assn. of Broadcasters.
The plan is to use the theatre to acquaint prospective viewers
with television programs, types of receivers and developments in
the industry. In this way, it is expected, the project will serve as
an impetus toward attracting viewers to a projected video station,
minimizing the heavy losses taken by the initial outlet in an area,
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Now

Pitch Tele Legiters

To

.

which

starts

from

Multiple Sponsors Because of Costs

LOWER PRIDES
Controversy between television
manufacturers over comparative
merits of the all-glass and glassmetal viewing tubes assumed industry-wide proportions this week,
With all signs indicating that, regardless of the outcome, the general public Will benefit through
lower set prices;
Metal tube, confined to date to
a 18-inch job, until now had been
less" costly to produce, permitting
manufacturers like RCA to set a
$495 list price on a tablemodel
set.
Because of the new competition, manufacturers of the glass
lubes, such as DuMont, last week
put through a 22% lower price on
the all-glass bulbs.
As a; result;
Siglitmaster yesterday (Tues;) .•announced- a 15-inch' table model
with the glass kinescope to retail
for a similar $495, believed the
lowest price yet for that, large a

scratch.

Serving as a sustained preview of its television station operation,
the theatre will be used for various special events, depending on
the programs shown. Children, particularly, will be invited to see
kiddie shows and to hear talks on television. It is also planned to
bring in prominent citizens to view programs of public interest.
If possible, the programs will be picked up from the nearest station and televised directly on the theatre screen. Films of video

shows may also be projected.
In effect, the theatre would be

a television center operating as
a public relations magnet to attract people to buy sets and to develop a Station^ audience. Elimination. of an admission charge
would: ostensibly obviate possible objection to using video programs for commercial purposes.

Textron'* Spree
Walter Thompson agency
is planning
a separate big-r
time production for the commercial in connection with the
upcoming Textron show starring Paul and Grace Hartman.
It. will probably repre.sent the
most ambitious "live" insert
to plug a product.
J.

On Pix
'

Oldies' Uncleared

tube.

Television

broadcasters lndis--f
eriminately booking old feature
pictures without Arst obtaining
Heeds CaU
adequate clearance of all rights to
Chicago, Feb. 22.
them may be letting themselves in
Television will be used tonight
for law suits totaling hundreds of (22> for 100th anniversary celebrathousands of dollars. That is the
opinion of several indie TV Aim tion of Disciples of Christ Churches
Instead of holding
distributors, based.: on the knowl- in Chicago.
edge that some of their competi- city-wide dinner, each of the 30
tors in the distrib business 'ar« local churches will have its own
buying such products from what- in individual congregation dining
ever sources they can get it with- room.
out flrst determining, both for
Video sets, installed in each
their own protection and for that church, will be tuned in to centenof the station operators, whether nial speaker being telecast over

TV

:

.

Pix

Philadelphia, Feb

A new wrinkle
mercial

in television

programming

will

22
combe

'

!

Thompson
Paul Belanger, who es-

TV

staffer

'

years ago.

television

-

show

actually staged

scopes

those turning out sets with both,

.

Sightmaster. sticking to the alltion.
glass jobs exclusively. Chid' arguYoungsters in- show are re- ment against the. metal tubes is
cruited from the. private, parochial that they haven't been tested sufand public schools in the city; and
(Continued on page 34)
the area tieup in the neighborhood
shows is an additional inducement
to bring customers to the theatre
ROBT.
Q. 'LITTLE
on "Milton Berle" niglrt/

I

i

I

j

SHOW

AM;

spots, originally
only, to video;

intended

WAAM

SET FOR TV PREEM

r

Listeners send in quescharge.
tions and if tlie juve brain trust
solve problem, money
fails
to
award goes to charity. There are
no giveaways to the audience,

,

I

staff

artist Joe Corcoran has turned out
K group ol' slides to accompany
each one.
WAAM news editor Joel Chaseabout the middle of next month on man, meanwhile, is working out a
tre" takes over.
the CBS-TV web,. Titled the "Rob- similar deal for Brotherhood Week
Web will still
nave to fill- a half-hour three times
ert Q. Lewis Little Show," it will this week>
be an intimate-type revue satirizing
nionthly, however, because of the
difference in running time of the
Show is a package set up by the the news of the week.
Lewis and Robert Cone will
two Ford shows.
Fien and Schwcrin. agency, spent
Corwin on
Belanger hopes to use a dif- sored bv Weatherguard (makers handle the scripting t-hore.H under
N'orman Corwin makes his first
ferent choreographer for
each of storm sashes, insulation, etc.i. ithe general supervision of Goodappearance Sunday
stanza in order to inject as much Advantage to sponsor is obvious, man Ace. A different original song television
fresliness into the series as pos- The Tower theatre is in the pop- penned by Lewis and Cone is also (night (271 as a narrator on NBC|TV's "Author Meets the Critics."
sible.
Daniel Defoe's "Robin- ulous 69th St. section. The Nixon to be included in the half-hour
He will read passages from David
son Crusoe" has been tentatively Is one of the showplaces of West! weekly otlering once a fortnight.
"No Place to Hide."
set for th« preem pei-f ormance. Philadelphia, and the Roosevelt is Sliow auditions via a dry run some- .Bradlcy;s
While, JWT will handle Ford for ditto
northeast time this week and will later be book on the atomic bomb which
Frankford.
in
the new series, Renyon & Eck- Phillv. All three houses are large ti'ansinitled on a closed circuit for will be discussed on the show,
nardt IS the agency on the "Thea- and 'tliey are in, the centers ofr! showcasing to prospective clieiits while films pf the Bikini A-bomb
test are flashed on th« screen.
*v«" program^
and ad agencies.
teeming shopping dlistricU. *
I

1

'

.

I

VIDEO SHOWS THIS WK.

I

TV

,

j

Tprm," liow aired froiu 9:30 to 10;
to another evening when "Thea-

GODFREY CANCELS BOTH
;

Arthur Godfrey, advised by his
doctors to remain in Florida for.
an extra -week's vacation, was
forced to cancel both his CB^ television shows this week.
"Talent Scouts" Monday night
(21) was aired trom Miami, wliich
prevented the usual simulcast of
the program. To fill the time on
TV, CBS slotted' "People's Platform" into the 8:30 to 9 p.m. segment and extended the "Morey
(Continued on page 34)
Amsterdam Show." usually aired
frorrt 9 to 9:30, to a full hour.
"Arthur Godfrey and Friends,"
United Nations Jingles
aired Wednesday nights on CBSAdapted for Balto
TV from 8 to 9, will go on as usual
tonight (Wed.), but with Robert Q.
Baltimore, Feb. 22.
Gil
Lewis subbing as emcee.
Series of one-minute singing Lanth and the Borah Minevitch
commercifils on the United Nations Harmonica Rascals are set to guest
produced by Ted Cott, WNEW. on the program. Gil Fates subbed
the
N. Y., program manager, are now- for Godfrey as narrator in
pickup yesterday (Tues.) from the
being aired daily by WAAM, indie
Sportsmen's Show at Grand Centelevision outlet here.
To adapt tral Palace, N. Y.
the
lor

public can make comparisons be- and ^Philco, DuMont and some
tween actual scene and tele recep- smaller manufacturers, such as

"Morey Amsterdam Show" from
Format of quiz shqw is tradithe 9 to 9:30 segment, CBS would
Dr. Lee Hunter, speech
be able to make"room for the dual tional.
is
dranvatie* teacher,
in
setup by moving "People's Plat- and

competitive.
They hope to find
them all represented by the same..'
agency, since that would make the
If
deal a lot simpler to handle.
that is not possible, however, the
webs are willing to work with four
different agencies in order, to keep
the programs on the air.
'

camps in the industry, with RCA.
and Emerson and Admiral leading

also place monitors in theatre so

Titled
"Through the Crystal
Ball" to capitalize on the Ford
trademark, the series is to be
slotted in the Monday night 9:30
to 10 slot three times monthly.
Under present plans, the "Ford
Television Theatre." now aired
once monthly on Sunday nights,
*'ould be moved up to Monday to
occupy the fc^UFth week each
month. With tfttf exiting of the

<

to various cities before filming.
In matter of live TV programming, censor would sit in on final
rehearsal and at that time indicate
what portions were to be deleted.
In case of remote broadcasts, spot
news, sporting events, etc.; censor
Latter company has cracked
would sit with engineer at monitor
down on such "under-theand. shut video or audio^ when it
table'' deals by pulling back its
offended;
franchise
from any dealer
Another problem worrying trade
found offering a discount.
is
on co^axed telecasts.
Conceivably programs getting approval
enstein in the glass-metal kine- in one city would be banned in
scopes.
They poini, out that RCA another. Question arises on local,
is still getting $325 for their 10- authorities being able to eliminate
inch- models, as against the new whole or part of "objectionable"
Olympic 10-incher retailing at program. And in southern cities,
$229. All prices, consequently, are would censors eliminate any scene
exjiected to hit a downward trend in which whites and Negroes apand the resultant boost in set sales peared together?
and circulation is expected to be
If locals get a foot in the censor^
equally beneiicial for broadcasters ship door, it is felt that it's just a
and advertisers
matter of time until state boards,
such a.s New York and Ohio, and
Industry Split

Controversy over the two kinehas created two separate

Roosevelt theatres. Idea is to give
film audience a chance to see a

-

'

;

Tower and

the stages ot the Nixon,

tablished his reputation as a pro-

ducer of musical and ballet shows the
while on the CBS-TV staff several

:

'

1

J.

;

.

.

.

launched here Tuesday, March I,
with the
^^p'^? ^^^^^
^
Paramount chain of nabe deluxcrs

New half-hour television series
featuring w.k stories acted out in '^^ s^a^e its video quizzer, "Teleform is tentatively sched- kids."
preem April 18 on the CBSProgram,
which
goes
over
TV web under Ford sponsorship, ^p-^jr t,o„, 7 30 to 7:45 will be
Shows will be produced and di
P'^sented on alternate weeks from
rected by
'Walter

-

to lay out.
Retailers, as a result, have
instituted their own discount
plans, to a point where a buyer
can get up to 20% off on almost any model but a DuMont.

OnTVQuizzer
^

TV Censor

money

WithParNabes

(Gontinued on page 32)

;idance
tiled to

-

complain that the demand for
all models has slumped consid^
erably. Reason.generally given
is that the public with enough
money to afford TV sets has already bought them and the
who.
Johnny - come latelies,
might be in the market for a
set now, just don't have the
-

pf factors, chief among which is
the original contract signed by the
producer, director,- star, etc., when
the flkn was ilrst turned out. Some
of the very old product, made when
TV was still only a flicker in the
eyes of its various contributing Inventors, naturally made no pro-

FORD 'CRYSTAL BALL'
SERIES FOR CBS-TV

Set Sales Slump

PhiDyWPTZries

.

Senator Mull

Television set retailers,
lo wing a short boost in sales
in the N.Y.; metropolitan area
during the last six weeks, now

WBKB,

have been cleared.

Question of rights when the old
features are played on TV is
-among the most baffling problems
now confronting the industry. Who
owns tele rights to the pix, if any^
body, is tangled up in a multitude

:

Chi Cops, Ohio

,

.

nil rights

coupled

during the last year. Latter factor means, of course, they play to
"Ford
only a limited audience.
Television Theatre," for example,
now carries a budget of approximately' $20,000 per show and the
cost is expected to l>e hiked to
about $30,000 by next tall, because
of steadilyrlncreasing production
With the exception of the
costs.
"Kraft Television Theatre," which
costs a comparatively moderate
$4,000 .to -fSiOOO per performance,
none of the hour-long sponsored
legiters has been.- able to make the
top 10 TV Hoopei-atings.
Ford show has got by, since it
is aired only on a once-a-month
basis.
"Phllco Television. Playhouse," on the other hand, is
Chicago, Feb. 22.
staged once weekly,
with the
Serious threat to television was budget ranging- from $15^000 to as
voiced here last week by^ Police high, as $23,000 on certain productions.
As a result of the boost in
Captain Harry Fulmer when he cost, Philco is expected to cancel
suggested
his
group, currently out, following expiration of its
working on lewd and obscene pub- present 13-week pact with NBC-TV
lications, investigate 'video for pos- in April.: It is now reported the
sible law and moral code viola- show will not be renewed next
year unless NBC can arrange for
tions.''
Although Fulmer did not dis- Philco to pick up the tab only
close methods be would use in once a month, with three other
overseeing tele, it was indicated sponsors to bankroll it the other
films would need censor preview- three weeks.
In making their pitch, the webs
ing before telecast.
And because
of split - second "timing necessary, naturally are looking for four
nont
this would mean submitting scripts sponsors whose prbducts are

Competition between the 15inch glass and 16-lnch, glass-metal,
meanwhile, has exerted a downward pressure on the smallersized models, such as the 12^«^ and
10-inch jobs, since the public expects a proportionate price reduction for the smaller sets. Some
Industryites, in fact, believe that
RCA might have created a Frank-

R^hts

Reason for the new pitch is the
tremendous cost of such showSi
with the comparatively
low ratings they've pulled down

Galled ''Textron for Trousseaus," the capsule production
bring to N. Y. each week
girls from all parts of the
country who are engaged and
are on a shopping spree. With
a department store background, a parade of models
will display all the Textron
fabrics and fashions.
willj

;

f%litmare of Damage Suits Looms

'

'Those hour-long television dra«
matic shows, if they're to be seen
at all next year; are expected to
have four different' sponsors bankrolling them once a mionth. That,
at least, is the basis on which th«
netwoirks are now pitching them to
ad agencies and their clients, believing it to be the only way a
single sponsor will be able to afford them.

CBS comedian Robert Q. Lewis
off his own television show

CBS Ohio

TV

Affiliates

Team Up

tees

vs. Crosley

Cincinnati, Feb. 22.
affiliates in Cincy. Dayton
Columbus will form a video

CBS

and
hookup

in opposition to Crosley's
linkings in the three cities which
will have both NBC and DuMont

j

j

j

j

I

I

'

I

i

I

'

feedings.
Of the

CBS

units.

WKRC-TV

here and WHIO-TV in Dayton will
programs by
exchanging
start

microwave relay when the former
station goes on the air. The hookup with WBNT, Columbus, will b*

made
axial
city

in October, when
cable is available

and Cincy.

the coin that

;
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Weilwtttday, February 23,
,

TED STEELE SHOW
NOW YOU SEE IT
With John Cameron Swayze and With Frank Clinton family; Andre With Betty and Jane Kean.- guests
Director: Leonard Valenta
NBC news staff, correspondents Baruch, emcee
;:
Director: Clarence. Thoman
Dryer Pro- 30 Mins., Sun., 6:30 p.m.
Prodi^cer: Sherman
WABD, DuMont, N. Y.
15 Min., Mon-thru-Frl., 1:45' p.m.
ductions
This new early Sunday evening
(EST)
Director: John Peyser
show has a promising future. Ted
B. jr. REYNOLDS
15 Mins.; Wed., 7:45 p.m.
Shakespeare can be tough preSteele, for one thing, is one of sentation in any medium, let alone
NBC-TV, from N. Y,
PIONEER SCIENTIFIC CORP.
(Bstj/)
DuMont's top talent assets, That for
television.
And "Twelfth
CBS-TV, from N. Y.
V
was demonstrated in the DuMont Night," one of the Bard's lesser
This is television's most ambi(Ctiyton, Inc.)
15-rainute contrib to the "cable works, liad its difficulties Sunday
tious and costly attempt yet to
Television, because of the cam- show" last month when the east
night (20) on NBT for Philco. It
evolve a proper video pattern: for eras' facility for closeup shots, has was linked with the midwest, and just failed to come off. Whatever
bringing news into the home. long been considered a natural for subsequently in the two daytime the play; Shakespeare requires exCamel cigarets, the' sponsor, is magic shows. But "Now You See cross-the-board TV spreads. This ceptional articulation; and Sunday
new once-weekly, musical might
plunking down $10,000 a wcelt it" is probably the first attempt on suggest that it aU adds up to "too nighf'S performance hardly had
that.
Blank verse requires Evans,
alone for. video to build an entire program much Steele," but it's obviously Barrymore, Gielgud or a Juditli
costs
in production
the privilege of helping to pior around top magicians and their slanted at a different type audi- Anderson, not alone for 'their
neer a newsrsjanted TV format. It prestidigitations. Preem show last ence.
splendid performances,. but also^
If Steele ean keep the accent on because of the diction they could
scrapped." its previous lO-minute, Wednesday (16) night evidenced
cross-the-board Movietone News this is probably the lowest-Jiudget- music,- where it belongs and give give to it without appearing like
the show an intimate, unpreten- a slice of Swift's best. And Sun(20th-Pox produced) program and
ed program^ either sustaihin.g or
expanded to 15 minutes a night for commercial, on the CBS-TV web. tious quality, instead of suggesting day's show laclced that diction.
this part-live-part-film technique.
The script was such as to enable
And it's going to need more pro'^ that his 16-piece orch S&, the biggest
Considering that NBC, in pro- duction values than that budget musical thing that's', hit video to only a feeble comprehension of: the
ducing this show for Camel, has affords it in order to have the date, he's got the basic elements of situations; though, one might well
an entertaining half-hour.
thrown into this effort the web's necessary gloss.
have been familiar with the tale of
entire facilities and equipment, inThe orchestral arrangements are: the fair Viola, and the play's sevEven something as interesting as
cluding facr^cattered mobile units,
of Stand- eral romantic complications. There
magic needs more than a blank good (the "Hit Parade
strategically - spotted correspond'which included "Star Dust," was a wandering minstrel present
wall and only the barest necessities ards'
staffers,
etc.,
the
ents, its key
"Melancholy Baby;" "Where or to bridge the situational gaps with
for the act to hold that interest.
initial unfolding was a letdown.
idea); Steele's his explanations, but this, too,'
In addition; even with the cameras' When," is a slick
Technically, NBC was on the ball,
virtuosity, at the keyboard (ac- while: certainly acceptable an pup<
own
the stunts
with some neat integration of live Closeup performance,
companied, by some nice camera pose, was insufficient for laymaii.
will have to take
and film sequences, a stunning used on the show
cameras' synchronization) is an added asset. home consumption.
two-way New York - Philadelphia into consideration the
Outstanding trick But the tendency to get. overcute
Marsha Hunt; as the shipwrecked
pickup of commentary that came limited scope.
on
the part of the kibitzing bands- Viola,
presented by the Clinton family,
who masquerades, as a boy,
off with minute precision and a
men; probably to suggest an overall
continuing succession of scene-to- which guested on the preem, was musicomedy flavor; was offkey on was often unintelligible. John Carviewers because the
radine was inclined to be too exscene fades suggesting alertness on lost to home
show's premiere and doesn't postulative as Malvolio. Frances,
camera
wasn't
able
to show the the
the part of the engineers.
belong.
action.
Reid was effective as Olivia. Sup-!
Guests on the initial stanza were
But there was a static quality
That trick, in which several ma- Jane (ex-"Call Me Mister" Broad- porting performers failed to imin the sum 15-minute total, which
gicos reportedly have been killed, way musical) Kean, and her sister; press;
left much to be desired in the way
In another sense, of / course,
had Clinton presumably shooting a Betty, the latter a particular stand-:
iOf actionful reels. With John CamPhilco' and it^ producer-director;
rifle through the body of his wife
erson Swayze at ''home base" to
out with her eccentric taps and the
before her and duo clicking in an arrangement of Fred Coe, are to be commended
.call the shots and intro the staf- into a card held
for an attempt that, even in .its
the "South America, Take It Away."
fers and correspondents (he aIso> through a plate. To get both
stage of intention, was obviously
.Rose.
does a fast news wrapup at the husband and wife' into the picture,
fraught with so many impossibiliremote
end)i the Initial switch (live) was the camera was placed at a
ties.
If television is to be the
to William R. Wilson in Philadel- angle which failed to show that ALL IN FAVOR
means by which Shakespeare is to
Mrs. Clinton stood in the path of
Jthia for a: description of the vioWith
Princeton
Triangle
Club
be brought Into the -home, then
ence and snarled traffic situation the bullet. Thus the impact of the Director: Roger Muir
why not something of greater mass
in connection wdth the transit stunt was completely lost. Other- 60 Mins., Sat. (19), 9 p.m.
understanding for a starter, somestrike. But it was all talk, without wise, the family's tricks were good. NBC-TV, from N. Y.
thing like "Julius Caesar," "HamAndre Baruch, permanent emcee
a single action shot for backThe Princeton Triangle Club's
ground.
on the program, did- an okay job 57th annual production, ''All ia let" or "Macbeth." (Studio One
(CBS) is doing "Caesar-' March 6.)
The switch to Washington (film) both with the announcing and the Favor," had its video bow Saturday
Director Coe failed to get much
for President Truman's 0.0; of the commercials, which plugged Polar- (19), to show the .general public movement into the play, but that
aerial maneuvers at least paid off oid tele filters. With a little polish what a Tiger musical production is was mainly
because of its own
this
with a brilliant shot of a B47 applied in the right direction,
like. Show, like most of the Prince- basic static quality. However, there
';
Stal,
catch
on.
rocket bomber in action. The day's show could
tonians' annual musical frolics, had were at least a couple of occasions
wrapup of labor news (live) asa good deal of spirit as well as when his characters mouthed their
signed to Robert McCormick in
finish. The college lads are willing, dialog with their backs to the
Washington guesting Sec. of Labor DANCE WITH ME
youngsters.
appealing
engaging,
without it apparently beMaurice Tobin was more talk. As Louise Holden, Charles Columbus; But, aside from nostalgic appeal to camera
ing part of any designed piece of
others
a "human interest-feature" ser.
old Princeton grads, o.r friends or business. Coe and Samuel Tayloi*
quence, Ben Grauer visited a 102- Director: Eddie Nueent

1949

CAMEL NEWS CARAVAN

Tele Follow-up

.

Comment

il

;

while probably good on paper,
just didn't have the right touch
on the screen. Show's new tangent
now incorporates guestars into the
regular cast, but Monica Lewis

outs,

.

show much thesping
her stint with Silvers
although did well with her song
Diana Barrymore fared better

failed to
ability in

*

an amusing takeoff on
"Wuthering Heights" and in a
slight skit oh the travails of a new
as 'Cathy, in

.

Video setowner. The show still has
to achieve better stride and pac<

-

.:

'

.

-

solo,

'

ing to

.

make

it

pay

off.

.

I

:

'

:

Combined talents of Dunninger
and Paul Winchell and Jerry Mahoney, now that they've been
given the right production back-;,
ground, have made the"Bigelow-.'
Sanford Show" one of the most
entertaining on the NBC-TV web.
Program Thursday night (17) was
standout in all directions, with
Dunninger- continuing to evoke
amazement with his "thoughts
reading" and Winchell and his ir-.'
repressible dummy again demonstrating they're among the top
ventro acts around today; v
Dunninger now gives viewers a
magic trick: along with; his mentalism and the: parlay paid oft' with
top returns, That trick of cuttings
the camei'&s .back to,:the studio .-uidience whose thoughts he "reads^

:

to show their bewilderment hypoed
his act considerably. Winchell and

Mahoney were

best in a fireman
with the action accompanying
their excellent gag^ rounding, out
the roiitine into a neat payofl'.
skit;

:

/'

:

'

.

'

:

"Admiral

the performers, this

of

.

.reached its
(18) with a solid 60-minute clicko
layout. All the regulars of the Adr
miral troupe were welded into a
snappy; well«balanced show that
didn't have a single soft spot. A
marked improvement over the preceding week resulted in great
measure from a more even dlstri-^
bution of .the starring players
chores. Sid-.i Caesar, for example,
who was featured in four -different
bits In the previous re.vue, appeared only twice for redoubled
impact. Similarly, Imogene Coca
<

and Mary McCarty were given

.

relatives
type of

Broadway Revue"
top form Friday night

less,

.but better things to do.

did the- adaptation.
Standout items were turned in
program is too parochial
the choral and ballet compaand limited for. a: tele audience.
Gorgeous George; the Coast by
The show was a" musical comedy wrestler whose N. Y. debut was nies. Opening production number,
Arthur Murray, Don Pallini and
''That's News," was executed with
other dance schools probably won't satirizing the small-rtown politician, not televised last night (Tuesday)
a firstrate musical comedy flavor
get a flock of enrollment cancel- built around the hubbub of a local from Madison Square Garden, got
tailored for TV requirements. A
lations because of video dance in- election. After the opening parleys, a chance to show his stuff on video
ballet routine, "Murder in a Pentstruction. It's still more effective it segued into a lengthy minstrel anyway by guesting on CBS-TV's
house," was a tour de force of dra(and entertaining) to have an in-: show (the idea of one of the candi- "Your Sports Special", Monday
matic choreography, opening with
structress guide a student through dates to win votes) which took up night (21).
Interviewed by Cas a killing and winding up with an
the intricacies of higher dance the first half of the program. There Adams and Dolly Starki who run
interpretive
jury trial -that told: a
was some good music, while all of the 15-minute program; George
education.
comjilete
story.
Individual top
However, the "Dance With Me" it was well played. Some of the demonstrated that; regardless of dancing stints were also turned in
Camel continues to apply the
huskies made up and dressed up
sports action" technique to com- session in a small measure accom- as femmes looked -very funny. his grappling prowess, Jie's a ter- by Marge and Gower Champion
rific showman Irotn the old school
mercials; with testimonials from plishes its purpose, mainly because'
and Bobby Van, in a comedy imcan-rcan number that of ballyhoo.
There
was
a
golf and bowling champs on tlie of Louise Holden and Charles Copression of a hepcat listening to a
Garbed in a blinding checkered
lumbus, a pair of experienced ball- was pretty slick, even for the proprogram caught (16.)
fessional stage. But on the whole suit, whose color was amply de^- jukebox.
Television still needs a sock roomers. They are equipped with
Caesar scored heavily With one
a personable line of chatter spiel- the performance stood out as rather scribed by Adams and Stark, and of his vaude routines about an
news technique.
Hose.
ing occasionally on the background stiff and self-conscious, with ama- with his curly blond haiiT; the guy airplane film and in a "Passing
of various numbers aside from giv- teur actors, singers and dancers didn't miss a bet in trying to Parade of
Nonentities" sketch.
arouse interest for his Garden Miss Coca's antics were aptly highPOWERHOUSE
ing demonstrations of dance steps more willing than smooth.
Good camera work throughout bout thp following night. His valet
With Jimmy Powers. Jack Mc- with the aid of charts. Their rou*
lighted in a ballet satire while Miss
Carthy
tines won't threaten the suprem- showed the lads at their best, but came in ahead of him to -spray the McCarty
showed up well in a take^
Pr^ducer^Writer: Ray Barrett
acy of the De Marcos, Raye and fact remains that Ibis sort of stuff room with a disinfectant and, in off on a dance hall hostess.
Director: 'Clark Jones
Naldi, etc., in that field, but gen- belongs on the camims; not on answer to a question as to why he
Long center plug for Admir-il's
Ttron.
video.
Mins.:
15
labels
himself
Thurs . thro - Mon., erally are entertaining.
"gorgeous,"
he kitchen products slowed down the
7:15 p.m.
pulled one of the prizes of the proceedings somewhat as Roy AtThey do excellently in that line
Snstaininr
evening.
Looking hammily into well's tongue - twisting tricks beconsidering that they have only a FOUR-STAR TALENT SEARCH
WPIX. N. Y.
the camera, he declared: "^ust gan to. show signs of wear.
piano to provide backing, whereas With Joe Bolton; emcee; guests
honesty." It might not have been
This five-times-weekly show is mo.^t of their routines would show Director: Eddie Nugent
art, but it was certainly good exan effective translation of Jimmy up better with full orchestral back- .30 Mins., Fri., 8 p.m.
Philip
"Holiday," as
Barry's
ploitation.
Powers' Daily News sports column ing. The chart demonstrations have Sustaining
staged in CBS-TV's "Studio One"
Into video. Program starts with a some merit in pointing out basic WPIX, New York
Novel Idea of teaming a current series Sunday night (20), was just
closeup of fingers typing and the steps.
This is really an amateur show.
a little too dated to carry as much
musicomedy
c^inera rolls back to reveal Powers
star
with
And
if
it
lacks
an
old-time
something
in
enMajor entertainment value is
working on his column in a replica contained in their demonstration tertainment value it is because the Broadway great was launched on impact as most of this series has
of the paper's sports department. of archaic dances such as the contestants are by and large aver- the Monday night (21) stanza of generated. Cast, production and
direction were fine but, because
The phone rings, giving Powers a bunny
hug,
westchesterand age New Yorkers with no stand-- the Fitzgeralds' aci-oss-the-board the play is still the thing, these
chance to introduce himself and Charleston among others.'. A juve- out
talent.
Naturally
enough, show on the ABC-TV web, but
billboard his guests. It makes an nile terp-twain also serves "to in- they're nervous before the cameras with only fair results. Patricia factors were not able to compeneffective opening.
and their acts lack the xhangC" of Morison, starred in the current sate sufficiently for the now-trite
troduce an entertaining note.
pace and dynamic quality which "Kiss Me, Kate," represented the .situations in the comedy. ProNewsroom atmosphere is comThere's a writein gimmick with a
new' talent crop, while Irving ducer-director Worthington Miner
plete, with file cabinets, teletype mystery dance. Team demonstrated make for good viewing.
On the; show caught, seven Fisher, featured in many "Ziegi attempted to bring the hour-long
tickers, clock and calendar; Powers a maxixe. Anyone writing in the
legiter up-to-date with tricks sucli
talks over the late sports hews name of the number and the rou- amateurs competed for three lov- feld Follies," was the oldtimer. as starting
the action on the eve
with Jack McCarthy, maTting an tine gets a set of charts. Nitery ing cups, the first prize winner also With the big buildup handed Mi sS
getting a week's engagement at Morison by Ed Fitzgerald (work- of last November's election, but
occasional editorial comment. The set was good and camera work
was Bradley's east side supper dub. ing the show:
the overall theme was still cliched.
solo, since Pegeen,
two also trade predictions on up- generally okay. There were some
Valerie
Beitis,
who established
Lou
Rolnick;,
proprietor
of the bis wife, is ill), viewers expected
coming games and matches; some- shots from a bad angle which made
her rep as a danseuse (la.st in "Intimes taking opposite sides. Mc- tJiemale look 5ome\^hat lumbering. night spot, was on the panel of her to sing, but she was given a
judges, along with Stanley Gilkey, chance to do no more than talk. side U.S.A." On Broadway) played
Carthy also gives a calendar of
•
Jose.
Beniard Hart and Herman Levin, It may be, of course; that her TV her first dramatic role in this on*
athletic events to be televised by
all experienced in the theatre. The guesting is restricted to just pala- and carried it off excellently. BeWPIX, which is good station proBankacts included three femme singers, ver, no songs.
Fisher reminisced sides possessing a Tallulah
motion.
ABC BARN DANCE
a musical saw player, an accordion- nostalgically about his trouping headesque voice. Miss Bettis demGuests wlio chatted with Powers With Sage Riders, Lulu Belle & ist,
f oT
flair
sufficient
a mimic and a 63 - year - old and showed he still has the stuff onstrated
Scotty, Holly Swanson, De Zurik
across his paper-cluttered desk
acrobatic dancer and singer. The by vocalling a chorus of "Look for thesping to turn in an appealing
Sisters, John Dolce, Hal O'Halwere Casey Stengel, manager of
performance as the poor little rich
latter walked off with the first the Silver Lining."
It was too
loran. Square Dancers
the Yankees, and Ruby Goldstein,
male
prize.
bad that the two of them didn't girl. John Forsythe in the
topflight boxing referee. Device Prod-Dir.: Jack Glbney
Joe Bolton, as emcee, does a duet, which is what viewers had lead, Oliver Thorndyke as the son
used to end the Stengel interview, Sustaining
capable and ingratiating job. Pro- been led to believe would happen. and James Van Dyk as the father
a voice calling "Casey, we want you 30 Mins.; Mon., 8:30 p.m.
were all good, with Patricia White,
duction-wise the show is w,?U hanfor a photo!'" seemed contrived. ABC, from Chioaeo
one
dled. Camera
directed by
Phil Silvers' "Arrow Show" on playing the sister, the only
The video version of radio's Sid Davidson, work,
Another trick which had a phoney
failing to measure up to the overall
is excellent;
touch was a phone call, supposedly National Barn Dance, one of the many good closeups. Acts with NBC-TV last Thursday night (17) pattern. Staats Cotsworth and Virare
failed to hit the pace this
from the composing room, asking more popular displays of rural rated bj; stars, a la the Daily News again
lesser
vn.
ginia
Dwyer
did
Powers to turn in his copy. The x-evelry,: is still a radio show; need- film reviews. And the show carries program should achieve, In light of roles.
the comedie talents of Silvers,
program ended with a closeup of ing more visual attributes than a feeling Of honesty, with the per- Joey
multiple
Richard
Rychtarik's
Faye, Jack Diamond, Jack
Powers' Angers busily striking the that which the initial session formers coming over as real peoGilford and others in the king-size sets were up to the top stanUaru
keys. He was probably typing, afforded. Point was conclusively ple. However, if "Talent Search"
series an"
It's chiefly the fault of the usually expected on this
"Now is the time to get off the proved when the sight conked out is to succeed, it had better hunt ca.st.
the other production mountiogs
writing.
hnX,
air."
(Continued on page 34)
up some flashier acts.
Bril.
Th4se slmuulated burlesque black(Continued on page 32)
year-old

woman

taking a

stroll.

There was a Badcllffe HaU interview at the airport (live) with the
two Russians who flew here after
escaping from behind the Iron
Curtain. And finally a sports insert showed NBC cameramen taking a beating on the rough seas
accompanying the Lipton Trophy
race off Florida. Save for its topical interest, the latter might just
as well have been a library shot.

30 Mins.; Thurs., 7:10 p.m.
Sustaining
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That line
But' the

number

of

salesmen

is

a

lat

longer than it used to be.
it still has only the same

radio exec on the other end of
of hours.

This adds up to an awful lot of sales stories

left

cooling in

corridors.

ONE SALESMAN

IS

NEVER KEPT WAITING. EVERY

WEEK P^mSff GOES RIGHT INTO THE FRONT OFFICE
And that adds up to you being granted an audience for
your message every Wednesday by the top spot time buyers in
the business.

NEW YORK
154

West

19
46lh St.

CHICAGO

1

360 No. Micnigon Ave.

HOLLYWOOD

28
6311 YuccaSt.

LONDON

WC

2

8 St. Martin's Place
Trafalgar Sq.

Marcia Schlelfer. Bill Rose,
Larry Rosen, Marilyn Reese,
Gloria Harren, Frank MacDon-.
aid, Ruth MansHeld, Bill Syran,
Bill Terry, and Stan Shaw
Writer-Producer; William E. Shea

Paul Dudley, Gil Doud
Producer - director: Richard San-

Writers:
ville

30 Mins.; Fri., 10:30 p.m.
Sustaining

MBS, from Hollywood
title d

j

performance of "Hair of Gold,"
accompanied by the Westerners.
"Tom, Dick, and Harry, a comedy

CBS, from Hollywood

30 Mins., Sun.,

CBS' new mystei-y series, "Yours
Truly, Johnny Dollar," got away to
a good start Friday (18) in solving
a murder committed in a small
Ohio town. On the basis of the
opening installment, the format
comprises sleuthing, suspense and
sex, all of which can be' generally
relied on to satisfy the average
whodunit devotee.

ALL BOSTON STATIONS

good try

j

Who

-

wi'itten -script made a
at originality. However,

similar plot structures often have
been used by "B" film potboilers
with Varying, success in the action
plaintive plains song, "One Has market.
Yarn recounts a case
Heart, the Other Has My cracked, by freelance insurance inName." Massey did a good job on vestigator, Johnny Dollar. Other
the tear-jerker, avoiding a maud- characters involved in i^he^ crime
lin rendition. The Lee Sisters were are red-haired, green-eyed: widow
energetic and bouncey in "Skip to of the victim; a shifty defense atLou."
torney, the omnirpresent d. a. along
!

My

My

For humor,: "Plantation Jubilee" with a couple torpedoes who give
Dollar a going over to discourage

relies on George Beatty, fornler
.vaudevillian who is now a fUra
comedy writer. Beatty sang a verse
of "I Wonder What Became of
Sally" and then lapsed into a corny
comedy monolog, over a violin
obbligato; about a dizzy dame. The
,

his Sherlocking.'

Disregarding a few flaws; it was
half-hour. Charles
Russell, who has appeared in a few
films for 20th-Fox, wa.s cast in the
title role. He HufCed his lines in a
couple spots, but the- dialog was
keyed at such a crackling pace that
a slip of the tongue was excusable.
Other players supplied capable
support while production and direction of Richard Sanville was a

an enjoyable

material was not new (for example,
She reminds me of the 'Star
Spangled Banner" blue eyes with
red wliites"), but; it should go over

—

:

paced, show.

BARBARY COAST NIGHT CtUB
WROW. Albany

IVith Annette Olsen. Jack Kelly's
(IS)
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sus-

P'^'O"* °^ anylhmg that's 10 years old. I want to know: Is it correct to
Program double rates at night? Should five quarter-hours cross-the-board cost
more than five quarter-hours in one vertical strip? Are discounts for
wn^M"?if..w'' ''"^
'
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.

PM

WMCA

'

.
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.
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HOLLYWOOD ...

The comics won their fight for free parking at NBC. ^It was only a
3S-cent item but it Was broadly resented by some of the stars who have
since moved over to CBS.
,Cy (Howard has taken on all comers quite
successfully but he pf'oved no match for a covey of germs who downed
him for the pneumonia eount. Luclan Davl* took over direction of
"My Fric^nd Irma" in hii absence
Bob Garred, a navy commander
in the war, was forced out of his newscasting strip for a week with a
recurrent attack of malaria.
Hit Parade optioned Eileen Wilson for
another quarter four weeks before option date
Amos Baron, KECA
sales manager, made a dash for his car and landed in the hospital with
a busted leg
Jack Kruschen, -whose versatility keeps him busy seven
days a week, became a papa
N. W. Ayer is offering $2,500 to radio
and film stars for one-minute spiel on Plymouth cars for a national spot
campaign. No testimonial, just reading prepared copy
Betty Rhodes,
now Mrs. Willet Brown (he's a high exec at Don Lee) and the original
Television Girl, comes out of retirement to be the featured singer on
Conti's "Yours For a Song," being moved here from New York, Bill
Brennan sits at the controls and on the tee-upper March 4 Sheilate
Graham, hostess and interviewer, will have Burt Lancaster as her guest
.
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.

.

;
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.
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When Norman Blackburn was a veepee at the Thomson agency in
Hollywood he was particularly Impressed with the studiousness of Jack
Heini the office boy, who was boning up on television. He told Hein
that if he ever got into teevee he'd find a spot for him.
Last week
Blackburn, now national program manager of NBC, sent for him and
Hein's co-workers at JWT gave him a big s-ndoff
Vick Knight received a British citation last week for outstanding service in communications during the war.
Jack Smith and Dinah Shore are walking on
air over their 15.4 Hooperatlng, which must be the season's high for a
musical or any other kind of a strip
Some of the agency men say
the reason Vera Vague, Cass Daley and Joan Davis are being by-passed
is because they refuse to accept any man-chasing jokes
The hatchetman is lurking in the shadows and two of his intended victims ai»
cowering in their cubicles. The guessing is not too difl'icult.
Jim
Morgan heading for New York with the record of "You Be the Judge,"
an audience participation on some famous court judgments :.. Jerry
Lewis and Dean Martin breezed through a rehearsal for thietr guest spot
with Dorothy Lamour's Sealtest show, ad llbbing like mad and slretch.
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.

.

.

.

,

tablish audience contact.

.

.
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.

.

concerned about the falling off of]
''^'^f
'^^V^^.
"'""'al standards in broadcasting, and he added that some
parents.
TV performJH« revealed that the web
*T*J'"'*„'tP*^*
^^^.^r^^u^
^vft*******,*...
yanked
"Johnny Madero" because the scripters couldn't clean it up
mg the laugh spread. On the broadcast thev forgot to ad lib, sped
refused four sponsors permission to use telephone
^^'^^^^^
Vf]*
^
through their lines and left the show on theme for four minutes. Then
PflllAUflin
.. rUIIUWIip
vOflinieni J; routines on kid show.s. On the subject of mysteries, he said that they sidled
up to producer Glenhall Taylor and asked "wh'oppen?"
the time of broadcast was not the important issue, because
.f:
youngster'!
will stay up to hear them anyway, but that content was
the significant
IN
.
.
.
Jack Warner's fluffs on Jack l^^s'^'onBenny's show (20} in connecJack
Owens'
substitutes on Breakfast Club will be Harry Hall and
^
r.
r"
Protestant Radio Commission, representing 16 denominations Johnny Desmond
tion ^^iUl squawfks anent "The Horn
.... Harriet Washburn's "Rechise" on Electric TheBlows At Midniglit," which the and eight interdenominational agencies, will launch expanded nroaram atre .... Phyllis Gordon appointed ej£ec secretary midwest regional
.ABC flack chief Ell Henry on biz jaunt
TV, according to Dr. Paul C. Payne, Jom- council. Radio Writers Guild,
Stl-^,^ :LtftiJlZ7o'.l^n
The body plans to introduce at least two new to Cleveland and Cincinnati. .. .NBC hosted singer Evelyn Knight at
beller. The studio head read his "I'ssion vice-president.
press party
Kenny Baker to guest over ABC Breakfast Club this
lines like a pro (and J. L. some- program series this year and to continue its transcribed nroeram "All
week (22)....WGN production of "The Word" re-alred by WBBM
formerly produced by the Joint" Religious and
in Brotherhood Week display
bringing FM lis}Sist'^.^^%Jt"N^^k^^!;^dlad' '^,^^t:om
teners one hour reading of Sun. Her-Am comics.
0"^ "cw program will consist of a scries of half-hour concerts of! Tom Zcner named state manager, of Treasury savings drive ,.
Mme"oi' whiiriie" did. Vt^^thi cnurch
music by the C^ollegiate Chorale under Robert Shaw's direction. WGN's "Mr. Heartbeat" contest doubled
Sijapper. "So why don't vou leave
prize money to $10,000 .••
second
genes
will
deal
with
Social
mental health and pastoral counselling,
Research. Inc., radio management firm upped five: Frances
us alone?" rang the belL Benny's ^
^^y^^ announced that funds for experimental live television pro- Wilder to east coast director; John Parsons,
reprise of his but-but-but pleading
assoc. dir.; Harriet Moore,
to "Mi". WllJiam Paley" (a la the gramming have been allocated with the first show to be ready within psychological services; Earl Kahn, field studies; and William Harrison,
n?ys,
Anolher series of television films, also being produced will Jr., training,.., Al Tiffany, WLS farm
Vincent Riggio routine some time
expert, guested by Livestock
oe
distributed
gratis
to
stations under the auspices of the Councils of Industries,... ABC vp. Johnny Norton in
ago) was still good for laugh reGotham on biz. ...WIND
Churches
and
"
Ministerial
turns.
Ass'ns.
j
(Continued on page 80)

rheumatic fever sufferers or their
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news commentator, has been granted leave of abLisa Sergio,
sence so she can work on video and network series plans.
.National
manufacturer on verge of signing WOR's "Share the Wealth" quizBetty Clark, 12-year-old blind singing star of
her own ABC show, being managed by her brother Tom, former head of
Sammy Kaye doing one-nighters
VA recreation division in "St. Louis
William S. Gailmor, WLIB gabber, to
on his way north from Miami
be honored by Voice of Freedom Committee at dinner March 3, with
Bert Lown, Associated ProHenry A. Wallace making presentation
gram Service veepee, left for business trip through southwest Sunday
(20)
Jimmie Lipton getting part in Dalton Trumbo's "Emerald Staircase," while wife Shirley Blanc has lead in Equity Ljlbrary Theatre's
Arnold Moss, now on location in Mexico for
"Brooklyn USA"
Metro, completed one-man mystery transcription, "The Prowler, before he left
Ellsha Qoldfarb appointed MBS network counsel ...
Life mag doing a spread on CBS and boss man William S. Paley. Due
early in March.
.Les Atlass In from Chi, catching up on town's new
musicomedies.
Radio Executives Club of N. Y. to have program of Negro performers
at luncheon tomorrow (24) at Hotel Roosevelt. Speaker will be Walter
White, head of the National Assn. for the Advancement of Colored
People. Talent includes Josh White, Jubilee Singers, Maxlne Sullivan,
Helena Ru.
Delta Rhythm Boys, Teddy Wilson and Jackie Robinson
binstein. Inc., which entered the radio ad field last November with
"Much Ado About Music" on WQXR, N. Y., will also sponsor 'ComCosmetic firm will plug its
poser's Varieties" six mornings a week.
G. R. Ruppel, asst. comptroller of MBS. elected
"Wonder School"
.John Peterson, ex- ABC acprez of N. Y. Tax Executives Institute
count exec^- joins Mutual as .manager of central division, with Detroit
hdqs,
Goodman Ace's description of one of his radio colleagues: "He's
Margaret Draper, co-star of "Brighter Day,"
psycho-mishugah".
wearing engagement ring from Joe De Santls... -ABC cut audition
record' Saturday (19) for 15-minute staniui featuring songs by Kenny
Bakeir '\(4th dialog by Patsy Campbell, Ian Martin and Ralph Bell,
Charles Powers directed
"Anniversary Club" pulled 890,000 piece*
Gary Stevens, director of "Luncheon at
of mail in year for MBS
Sardi's" and "20 Questions," on 8,000-miIa auto trip visiting Mutual
stations, plus vacation in Tucson and Hollywood.
Bob Colwell leaves today (Wed.) for a couple weeks of Bermuda sun-<
shina
Those CBS veepee chevrons finally came through officially
last week for Harry Aokerman (Coast programming) and Art Hayes
(new boss of the Frisco operations) .... Charles Inring in triumphant
return to alma mater, tlnlv. of Minnesota, to play Falstaff in "Merry
Wives of Windsor." During two-week engagement from Feb. 25 to
March 6 he'll repeat his undergraduate performance of 15: years ago
.^C. E. Hooper has taken on another^ veepee. He's Tom Brown, Jr.,
who has resigned as prexy of the Radio Council of National Advertisers to become Hooper's v.p. in charge of advertising relations.
Ted Hudes Radio: Productions auditioning new commercial program,
"Inside Broadway," reviewing current legit and musical offerings, with
John T,
critics, producers, actors and theatregoers participating.
McManus, former
critic and now associated with the National
Guardian, slated for the emcee post. Show is being considered by
and will be transcribed for airing on other eastern stations.
Lyford Moore, ABC Berlin correspondent, hit in face by brick at riot
Sunday (20) following screening of "Oliver Twist"
ABC's MaggI
McNeills will be in Erie, Pa., Saturday (26) as honor guest of Jr. Chamber of Commerce
MBS' "Quick as a Flash" being booked for theatres by Radio Artists Corp.
.

Chicago

—

CITY

.

CHICAGO FEDERAL SAVINGS
BANK
WCFL,

NEW YORK
WOV

duces results in radio as in other
fields. By the usual standards ai^d'
in the opinion of many listeners, LINCOLN'S GRAVE
With Clarence Kavanaugh, Violet
programs from Barbary. Coast are
Oakes Kavanaugh, Mary Lou
(Critch/ield^
corny, dated, and perhaps of doubtPezmout, John Nasseff, Mary
This is a restful half-hour for ful taste. But two solid years of
Bud, Reg Lymann, Bob UUman,
late supper listeners. Station band,
Bob Rancour, BUI Maylor and
broadcasting
first
over
sparked by solos of Annette Olsen
Bill Sherlock
lulls with
renditions of "Mal&- and now on WROW^^have demon- Writer - producer - director:
Tom
guena." "Indian Love Call," "Smil- strated they appeal to an audience.
O'Connell
In
fact,
they
are credited with 30 Mins.; Sat. (12), 4:30 p.n|.
ing Through," "You and the Night
playing
an
important
part
in
and the Music" and medley from
tbe Sustaining..
.
spot
"Song of Norway." Commercials success which the
has WGAR, Cleveland
are well woven into program, with achieved.
Another example, of networkOtto Greenej who emceed most
no jarring breaks.
programming from the
Miss Olsen handles semi-classi- of the blocks--even during the worth
cal ofl'erings well, and is capably shift to Saratoga last sutniner— hinterlands, was Tom O'Connell'S
backed by orch; Announcements possesses neither a pleasant speak- fine dramatic stanza, "Lincoln's
are sirioothly done. This type show ing nor singing voice, but man- Grave.", Unquestionably
as sensiis sitandard institutional and will al- ages to project a friendly, roughly
tive a piece of dramatics as ever to
ways attract fair share of listeners kidding personality.
Night club being sold as a "Gay hit the local air, the vehicle was a
among adults, whether indie or
Nineties" aflTair, it is logical that fitting tribute Jo. the memory of;
network.
the vocalizing by Mildred Hewitt, Lincoln
et al., follows the style
YOUR HEALTH AND YOU
in
Top roles were handled by the
„ - , popular —I
i.
that era.
Miss Gordon perhaps Play House's Clarence Kavanaugh
With Dean Harold Burns; guests
blends more successfully the old as Lincoln, and Vi Oakes Kavadirector: Les Atlass, Jr.
and the neiv in ballads. A young naugh as Ann Rutledge. Surprise
IS Mins.i Sun., 7:45 p.m.
baritprie, / :W ayn*.v Thompson
WIND, Chicago
find of the stanza was Mary Lou
This is a public health servicer, Souhded good oil 'several 'recent Pezniout. narrator, who along with
aired from WIXD's Gary studio in shots.
other st^udents of John Carroll
Lou Cheney solos with dexterity Univ., were proof
con.iunction with Lake e'ountv, Ind.
^
that talent
„
can
the piano; only flaw is be found, for the probing,
medical society and Univ. of Indi- ^""^
sanietimes tends to oban.i. Two anonymous doctors, called ^"^^
Grant Wilson at the organ proA and B. discuss common diseases ^^^"''^ "le melody through over-ar- vided the musical background and
rangement. ^Advertising by Greene bridges that kept the opus at its
vidi laymen.
Jaco.
Show caught discussed rheumatic ''""^ *° "-''^ insistent.
emotional pitch.
Mark.
fever with niedics answering questions concerning symptoms, effects,
causes and cure. Case examples illustrated technical aspects of disease.
Good opening note stressed seriousness of fever, as compared with
^^"Kol>a*:. Mutual proxy, unburdened himself'on a variety of
subjects
more publicized polio
Program
* P**^** conference lunch at the Waldorf, N. Y., last Thursday (17).
tenor is sober and factual, with no
scare effects needed to impress lis- Kobak said that MBS is giving its rate structure a minute
examination.
Producer-Director: Jack O'Dell
SO Mins.. Mon.-Wed.-Fri., 9 p.ni.

the Production Centres

shirt

,

The unorthodox sometimes' pro-

t4.

>

zer for network airing

-

Others
30 Mins.; Daily, 11.30 p.m.

Bril.

rrREASURY OF MUSIC

m

p.m.

.

comedy spot
was Tom, Dick and HaiTy'9 han-:
dling of "Quanto Le Gusta," with competent job.
Gilb,
dialect and animal noises. The
Plantation Choir, made up of the
two trios and the Westerners, BARBARY COAST CLUB SHOW
backed Massey on "Swing Low, With Otto Greene, Mildred Hewitt^
Lou Cheney, Diane Gordoii,
Sweet Chariot," to close a well-

In the. sticks. Anotlier

(13), 1

From

This show, carried simultaneously by all Hub stations, was
beamed to the average man who is
always being asked to contribute to
various charities with the idea of
giving him an' insight into how each
dollar is spent, Ably scripted and
directed by WHDH's ace seripter,
William Shea, the ca'st was recruited from all Hub stations and
Emerson College.
Theme of show takes a typical
contributor who grudgingly gives
$2 to a collector to get rid of her.
Shea, using Dicken's "Christmas
Carol" technique, has narrator
transplant the man to bedside of
sick kid whose hard-hit father has
just pawned his overcoat for $2 to
buy medicine. From there he's
transplanted to headquarters of
"those who care," the workers of
t)ie Community fund, giving listeners an idea of how and by whom
the fund is handled. By the time
the man is finally set down in his
comfortable chair at home, his
eyes have been opened and his
ideas changed.
A direct result of two-year survey of health and welfare charities
in this area,'.purpose of broadcast
was to acquaint, public with workings of Fund with show resulting
in
well-done documentary that
should accomplish its purpose.
Broadcast also tied in with Hub
dailies which are carrying summary of sui"vey. Show was a public
service with actora services donated by APRA, Ken Wilson, staff
organist
at
WHDH, appearing
through courtesy of Local No. 9
AFM and technical work donated
by Local No. 1228, IBEW. Elie.

i

,

Lustily

sang a novelty number "The.
Lived Next to the Firehouse " Curt Massey, who has a
virile baritone, followed with a

trio,

Wedwewlay, February 23, I949

Witli Cliarles Russell

30 Mins., Tliurs,, 8 p.m.
Sustaining

"The Curt Massey Show" is sub"P lantation Jubilee." Geographically it's a hodgepodge, covering Dixie, the West and hillbilly
territory; but musically it adds up
to au entertaining half hour. Broad'
cast caught (17) opened with the
Plantation Choir giving a robust

;

*tftt***************** "«'*ttfttfTttttmtnM
YOURS TRULY. JOHNNY DOL- SUPPOSE NOBODY CARED
With Bob Delaney, Ray Goulding,
LAR

i

\

band

'

1

RADIO REVIEfrS

30

THE CURT MASSGY SHOW

With Curt Massey, Tom, Dick and!
Harry Trio, Lee Sisters, George
Beatty, Alan Massey and Westerners; Charles Lyons, emcee
Producer: Frank ChristI
Writer: Gordon ^Van Dover
Arrang-er: Al Sutton

Girl

.

r

'

WOAK

,

,

.

Wednesday, February 23, 19^49
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FROM 2 TO 92 AGREE

KIDS

BILLBOARD
'

lossal
a super co

is

TV

one

is!

Here's

Mary Hartline,

top-grade

a:

'Uittbeatable combination

, .

standing showmanship,

.

fun

circus

.ou^
great

all around,'*

the fun, the excitement, the musiCj the laughs,

all

thrills

of the biggest Big Top show. Featured are

Claude Kirchnei" as ring-master, Gliff Soubler as the clown
circus band.

; .

RADIO DAILY

Everybody loves the circut— and brother, what a whale cf
this

the costumes, the

'expert

success!

. . ,

AND

the Breath-taking Blonde, leading the big lo-piece

SUPER CIRCUS

is

a fresh,

fast,

fabulous

full

hour of

mirth and merriment every Sunday afternoon (5:oo-6:oopmEST)
on the ABC-TV network . available for sale in half-hour segments.
Hurry Hurry Hurry Thenumber to call in NewYork isCIrcle7-57oo.
.

!

!

.

!

Now

on

ABC -TV network

Chicago's No.

1

Dramatic Show

'ABC c7e&uJid&n(j T^&tgm
SUNDAY t:00-8:30 PM

CST, 9tOO-9s30 I'M 1ST

Here's sure-fire Sunddy night entertainment:
.suspense

dramasbyfamous

si

.series

authors. ..brilliantly acted

of thrilling

by a top»notGh

Already R big hit in the Mid-West, The ABC-TI^
byilding an enthusiastic audience on the full network.

profcs-sional cast.

flayers

is

Fimncial Note:

ABC

The
Is

TELEVISION

American Broadcasting Company

cost of

SUPER CIRCUS

low, low, unbelievably lowl

"

;

VedncBday,' February 23, 1949.
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WFIL

Sets Collegiate Network In

Motion Via 3-Univer$ity Tieup
Philadelphia, Feb. 22. •
A collegiate networks linking the
radio facilities of WFIL and three
Savini's Oldies for
toUefie stations in this area, began
Some ,16 "East Side Kids" and
operations at noon yesterday (21).
Bela Lu'gosi films, originally reThe four station system con- leased by Monogram^ have been
nected WFIL by landlines with acquired by Astor Pictures Corp.
Temple Univ.'s WRIT, Univ. of Reissue deal was closed by Astor
and SwarthPennsylvania's
prez R. M, (Bob) Savini on the
itiore
College's WSRN, each of
latter's recent trip to the Coast.
which is, a wired wireless station
Agreement gives Astor all rights
broadea.<!ting only to the immein perpetuity to the 16 oldies indiate college: area
cluding 35m, 16m and television.
.The! project, which is sponsored
These rights were formerly held
by the Philadelphia Inquirer, news- by Sam Katzman, co-producer of
paper owner, of WFIL, will have the 16 pix,
the immediate effect of extending
the broadcasting time of each of
the college stations. The system
will enable the college outlets not
only to exchange programs with
each otlier, but to pick up those
of WFIL. The college outlets now
average about five to six hours
.

TV?

The new service Will permit thein to insure their listeners
full-time sei-vice,
Robert L. Johnson, president of

say "if"

— the

Washington, Feb.

time

BMB

Survey

The job was decided upon

BMB

at Indies

C. E. Hooper, cracking back at
the N. Y. indie stations which fecently cancelled

^

.

.

BMB,

VAifiiET.y

was

told,

Hooperatings "may
well be the only means of combating the dilemma Created by the TV
audience situation which occurs to

Dirksen achieved prominence jEor his vigorous speeches in the
during; prewar and war years in winning over his Republican
colleagues to the support of the Government's international poli»
cies.
He resigned at the end of the 79th Congress, although sure
of reelection, because of danger he might lose his eyesight. He had
been regarded as a possibility for Republican National Committee

House

were

chairman.'. "

without foundation. Rather, it w is
the consensus of the directors that
there should be a continuing sur*
vey from year to year regardless
of who does it.
Great importance was given to
the September North American
Regional Broadcasting Agreement
(NARBA) conference in Canada,
with: board members feeling there
should be a decision by the Fed-

cancelling stations at this
time."
f'V'V •;;,>•.' •':,'
Stressing whiii he claimed was
the soundness of his
system,
Hooper noted that contacts with
the audience Itself convinced him
public
the
regards
tele
as
a new
college programing and students
would learn thereby the import- form of broadcasting and not an
ance ot good promotion, as well as integral part of radio. As a result, the organization began its
good programing.
special. TV ratings and comparison
of random radio and tele audi^
the;

;

'

i

i

'

Hooper added;
"These ratings and such other
valid comparisons between radio
and tele are only possible if we do
ramdotn sample reporting on both
forms of broadcasting simultan'
eously.
No 'controls' exist to be
applied to our sample distribution.
No one could apply them if they:
did exist without producing almost
ences.

Two-Hour Disk Jockey
Nat'I Survey Planned

By WPIT's Offhaus
:

Pittsburgh, Feb. 22.
Russell E. Offliaus. WPIT's new
disk jock recently brought here
froin Boston, will introduce something new March 6, a two-hour
-National: Disk Jockey Roundup,"
from 2 'to 4 p. m. Offhaus hopes
to make it a weekly feature.
Offhaus has asked top spinners
in 20 key centers to cut a disk for
him giving the lowdown on the
most-requested platter of the week
in that area, with the boys also

certain distortions In the record.
The industry should be thankful
that we have a means of random
saniipling at this time.

Without

it,

both radio and TV would be operating, in comparative darkness
throughout the entire period of
transition from one to
of broadcasting."

two forms

,

I

Hooper revealed that televiadding, some sidelights they may
sion's share of the national audihave regarding the orchs, vocalists
ence, based on his random surveys
and composers. It will be the first
36 cities; was .2. 16 for Jam 1, as
time so many disk jockeys have incompared to 97.84 for AM. New
ever gotten together, if only by
figure represents an increase of .52
transcription, on one program.
tor tele. In N.Y. alone, tele's share
Cities Oil'haus expects to include
of audience was 8.28, up 1.48 from
in his roundup are New York, Chithe preceding month.1

i

I

!

I

i

I

1

cago, Los .Angeles,

.

New

Orleans.

San.
Francisco, Miami,
Detroit,
Phoenix, Washington, San Antonio,

Robt. Stephan, Cleve.

Richmond, Syracuse, Kansas City,
Seattle, Baltimbie, Omaha, Portland.
Boston,
Cincinnati
and

NAB

:

Thoiiias

Foreign Commerce Committee stand against an eai-ly decision
by the Federal Communications Commission on the clear channel
proceedings, and prospective changes in labor legislation.

for

WLW-WINS,

Cincinnati

and

'SSew Yorki He has been with the
Croslev organization for tlie past
eisht years,

Thomas, who
in

New

York,

is

will

set

up hdqs.

planning a series

of radio, and TV package showpresentations.
The shows. for
which a producing organization already has been set up, call for
Thomas to head the: unit and act
as emcee.

was

i

j

I

-

:

Trinidad, a rival broadcaster, will

Nightmare
Continued from page

The

t^

talent collection is

up

make another trip to the U.S. iii
about a month to probe other
angles of TV operations. Mestre

i

but the bits of humor introduced; serve as a fresh note in his
endeavors and gives Sullivan a degree of warmth that's not otherwise present.

said.that one of the

'

los,

for video

is

is ready
the present high cost

of receiving sets.

Mestre, who's also prexy of theInter-American Assn. of Broadcast-!
ers,
launched his libel action
against Trinidad, head of the RHC,

to the

par of his previous shows, but it's
speed was slowed considerably because of the long stanzas essayed
from whoever owns the: films.
by a majority of the performers on
Situation
becomes extremely the bill. The Individual turns genmore complex, however, on the erally did vvell, but short punchy
comparatively newer
product; sessions frequently make up the
While most of the major com- difference, between vaude and
panies' features are still unavail- vaudeo.
able to TV. some indie product reThe turn 'that provided the
leased by the majors may be okay greater amount of interest from a
,— prq,viding the producer retained personality standpoint was that of
tele rights in his contract. Sittia- Faye Emerson (Mrs. Elliott Roosetion is even more snarled up where velt) who did a courtroom sketch
the stars are concerned. Whether with Jim O'Neill. Miss Emerson is
any film can be transmitted via an actress of charm and warmth,
video without the star's express but the static skit telegraphed Its
permission is naturally dependent ending after the first few moments,
on the star's contract. But, when depriving the piece of one desirable
element.
Miss Emerson's
that contract makes no mention of
charm and O'Neill's personation of
TV, must rights be cleaired through the hard-bitten
.jurist added up to
the actor or actress? According to
some humorous moments. Unforthese distribs, only a series of test tunately, overall
effectiveness
cases in the courts can settle that would have been greater
had there
stickler.
been sharper editing on the skit.
Test Cases Started
Patricia Bright similarly had a
Such a test case was instituted long session with her lampoon of
more than a year ago by an actress "Miss Television Tube" and the
on the Coast, wlio filed a damage Hildegarde satire. Both were exsuit against Paramount charging pertly
delivered and contained
Par's KTLA (Hollywood) showed their quota of laughs.
Punch of tlie session was by
a picture in which she appeared
without clearing rights with her. Manuel and Marita Vicrra's monThat case is still tied up in pr^e- key act, doing a repeat, wiio retrial litigation.
To further illus- prised the sock of the first showing
trate the point, the ABC-TV -web liere. Son and Sonny, fast tap pair,
Ruby
recently received a complaint from did an, excellent warmup.
Luba Maliha charging one of her Hill registered well with renditions
of two songs, and Donald Richards
pictures had been shown without
her permission. In that instance, provided a strong exit with a
"Finian's" medley and a strong
ABC was able to prove It had delivery of "New York's My Town."
cleared rights with the distrib from
which it had leased the film and so
was able to throw the problem back

major obstacles

be licked before Cuba-

to

vision for the medium, and tele
rights to thesei must be secured

Cuban

network,, as a result of

tlie

>

broadcast
charges that
Mestre is an "agent of Yankee imperialism" and a "tool of Wall
Street."
Mestre said he was us-

latter's

;

;

into the distrib's lap,

where

it

FCC

now

BY

'

damage

I

'

I

j

WJBW

D.C.

ing his libel suit as a test case for
the reformatioin of Cuba's inade*
quate: laws on slander, Under current laws, the maximum penalty
for libel Involves a public apology
and a minor jail sentence^ with no
money damages.
At the recent New Orleans meeting of the lAAB of which WAB ig
a member, Mestre was given moral
support by the organization to hi»
fight against Trinidad. The origin
of the Cuban broadcast tempest
has been traced b.v the lAAB
bulletin to charges made over Mestre's network that Trinidad had
become an apologist for the Peron
regime in Argentina.
;

,

New
March

New WGN-TV,

through

APPEALS COURT

[

New Orleans, Feb. 22.
Charles Carlson, owner and op^
erator of WJBW, said Friday (18),
the circuit court of appeals in
Washington refused to intci'tere
with the prospective loss of operating license by his station.

!

j

I

at

S.

of

Laufman &

"Backstage

With

Barry" starting March 1, Tues., tor
Household Finance Corp.' through
LeVally agenc.v: and "Individually
Yours," starting Feb. 25. Fri.
through Tones-Frankel agency.
WNBQ. Chi. announces new five
min. show "How To Improve Your
Golf" starting April 8, Fri. for
Goodall Co. through Ruthrauff &
R.van; station breaks for S. G.
Johnson & Son through Nccdliam,
Louis & Brorby agency; and ISIgin
Watch Co. through J; Walter
14 contracts for lime on its two television
stations, KTL.V iLos Angeles) and

IWBKB (Chicago). Ronsoii.
Cecil & Presbrey. pactcd
spots,

two weekly on each

loi-

104

station

26 weeks.

American Tobacco I'efor 13 weeks on both stations,
buying five spots weekly
through N. W. Ayer. Other
buyers include Botany, through
Alfred J. SiJberstein-Bcrt Gold-

newed

sm

smith;

Chesterfields,

Newell-Emmett,

'

Ihiough

for a year Philip Morris, th rough
the Blow agency, renewed for five
spots weekly on both stations for

on

throng
KTLA only;,

E. L. Cournand, through Caylon,
KTLA only; Unique Art Manu-,
facturing,
only, through
Grant Advertising; Benrus through
only; KelJ. T. Tarcher,
vinator, through Gcyer. Nowell &
on
spots
Ganger,
one-minute
before and after Chicago,
Cubs' games, and Pioneer Scienon
Cayton,
tific
Corp., through
iCTLA. pnly,.

on

Chicago. Feb. 22.

WBKB
WBKB

WBKB

'

I

.

'

,

Herbert

I

I

.

programs,

Magazine

Thompson.
Paramount has signed

Carlson appealed fo the: court
FCC last April refused to

renew WJBW's liceifee on a finding
that Carlson had repeatedly violated the agency's operating rules.

beginiimf,'

Chi,

"Women's

Associates;

The coui t said on review that it
found no grounds for upsetting the'
Wa-shinglon, Feb. 22.
FCC's action.
The Capital's second television
Following the license renewal restation started daytime program- fusal, the Commission said it would
ming yesterday and a third begins. assign WJBW's facilities— 1,230
later this week. The Bamberger-! kilocycles, 250
watts, unlimited
owned station, WOlC, which took time— to Carlson's divorced wife,
the air only a month ago, made its Elsie, who is planning to establish
afternoon debut with 114 hours of a new station in New Orleans.
programming

as

six weeks
effective;

the Air" starting Feb. 28. M-W-F
for Hyland Electrical Supply Co.

D. C/$ Daytime Upbeat

daily

page Z6

5.

include:

after the

suit.

an

Tele Biz

s Continued from

weekly for a period of
on WXYZ-TV, Detroit,

NIX UPHELD

12:45
p.m.
Another 3()-niinule
manager. WTAM; Jdhn F. Patt, weekly show starts tomorrow (23).
'GHEAT BOOKS' CHI SWITCH
manager( WGAR;
Kenneth K. All are CBS programs.
Chicago, Feb. 22.
Rogers Hornsby, former big- Hackathorn, manager, WHK; HerNBC's video station, WNBW,' is
Greitt Books panel made debut
leaguer. has been signed to an- man Pirchner, restaurateur, and expected to begin its daytime over WNBQ
Mon.
(21)
after
nou nee telecasts of Chi Cubs' home Li O. Kiivan.s, president. Burt's Inc.- schedule at 2:30 p.m. with network switch from WENR-TV and change
Honorary
games over WENR-TV.
pallbearers
will
be programs from New York; The in title.
Goebel Brewing of Detroit will headed by Paul Bellamy, Plain DuMont station, WTTG, started on
Formerly called "What Do YOU
sponsor, through Brooke, Smith, Dealer editor, and executives of a daytime basis more than a month (Think?", program was
renamed
the paper.
Freiich & Dorrance.
ago.
t"Il's a Great , Wear".

HOBNSBY TO AIR

New York

in

'

of a costly

stcphan

talks

week. Mestre, who was forced
to return to Cuba Monday (21) to
help his libel suit against Amado

.

for all concerned right
the entire problem is
test cases, is for users
up and down the line
rights possible, according to the more-ethical distribs.
Plain Dealer, died of a, heart atThey sounded a warning to broadtack in his home Sunday night' casters to slay away from
features
(20i.
A former English teacher, and other film where there is any
theatre manager and sports- idesk. question of doubt, as the only
means of avoiding the possibility
man for the Cleveland Times,

expert on the
;'teehnical
aspects of radio and
^^''".^c
'^dio column for the
Plain, Dealer
starting in
1928,^
'''^^^^oui missing a day.
A.^ dhe pf the ivet radio editorcritics,;: Slteiphan:
widely kno.Wn
;>.in-- trade" circles
throughput the
[.country for his keen analysis of
program trends and critiqties.
Service.s will be held in Cle-velahd tomorrow (23) with active
pallbearer.s including Gehe Carroll,
radio periormer; John McCormick,
i

CMQ

Cuba during
last

'

Only out
now, until
clarified by
Robert S. Stephan, 53, veteran of the film
radio, columnist of the Cleveland to clear all

I

Cincinnati, Feb. 22.
Frazier Thomas has resigned,
efl'ective March 5, as variety and
audience participation show emcee

Cuba Tele Network;
Project for a television network'
in Cuba was mulled b.v U.S; video
experts and Goar Mestre, director
general of the
network in

;

rests.

Vamps WLW, WINS

Or

Mestre Huddles

;

•

Cleveland. Feb. 22.

For N.Y. Package Operation

NAB

&

Communications Commission
on the clear channel proceedings so
that the U. S. position can be preTele Foilowup
sented at the conference.
- Continued! from page 28
* An. important
development at
the directors meetings was .a deci-. followed, through.
With Paul
slon to submit the code, which has Nickell, who usually directs the
been a difficult problem of en- show, absent Sunday in order to
forcementi to the full membership. devote his full time to the upcomBoard member Edward Breen, who ing presentation of Shakespeare's
has been a leader in the fight to "Julius Caesar," Miner handled the
remove the authority from the entire, production, solo.
Board to promulgate the standards,
submitted a petition at New Or^
Ed Sullivan, who usually plays it
leans signed by nearly 300 mem-:
hers supporting his position. The, straight on his "Toast of the
Breen amendment, if su.stained, Town," in Sunday's (20i session is
will leave the whole .problem of continuing to inject a soupcon of
commercial standards for determ- comedy into his chores. Sullivan
is no Berle nor even a Gene Bayination at the membership leveL

Radio Ed, Dies at 53

Springfield, Mass.

'
•

Dirksen's condition is understood to be much improved, as a rewants a man of his
sult of rest and treatment. One reason
caliber, it is reported, is because of Important international questions affecting its members which are to be negotiated next Sep-tember at the North American Regional Broadcasting Conference
in Canada.
is likewise concerned over the Senate Interstate

eral

discredit' the

tor of the Intercollegiate Broadcasting System, supervised the technical installation of» the network.
-Roger W. CIipp, general manager of the Inquirer stations, first
outlined the plan at a recent IBS
conlercnco at Temple. Clipp told
reps of major college stations in
tiir east "thar hV beUeved"such "a

at

'.Orleans,''.'

;

•

22.

Variety learned today (22).
the NAB board meetings in New

sultant on matters before Congress,

On the
question, the directors decided the current survey
definitely will be caiTied,out. The
association has committed itself to
the 1949 project and has collected
funds for it.
However; reports
that the directors voted confidence

his rating service
Temple, formally dedicated the
with the
that it placed
new network with a special dedi- too muchcomplaihi
emphftsls, on- N.iti's
catory program, which also in.''relativeiy sttiali" 'television; siidicluded an address by Harold E.
ence, declared la^t weiek thsi these;
Stassen, president of Penn.
stations evidentiy were not pre*
Policy will be directed by a
pared for TV's impact.
board c6raposed of execs from
Speaking at a luncheon meeting
each member station. Prof. John
6f the American Television .Society
B. Roberts, director of Temple's
in N.Y,, Hooper said the StatiojiS:^.
radio workshop, is the coordinator.
WNEW,
WQXR, and WOTir-tthad
Campus managers are William
their :revpi^: ib
faulty
Brown, WRTI;
Nancy Weber, laid
of icefttti'niodating; TV;"
WSRN, and Thomas Poole, WXPN. ihethod
But, he claimed, their •attempt to
Theodore Conant, regional direc'

to

Committed To

,

daily.

as

Former Illinois Congressman Everett Dirksen is being considered by the National Assn. of Broadcasters as its legislative coh*

comes.

in

DirksensAppL

Continued from page Xi sss
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Welcome Back, Milton

Berle!

Greetings on your return to the Texaco Star Theatre

next Tuesday

.

.

And may we

take this opportunity

to salute you, the brightest star of

medium,

for

to all-time

an exciting new

having paced the Texaco television show

Hooper records and unprecedented

for share-of-audience

And may we

and sponsor

ratings

identification

.

.

.

point out your further contribution as

the director and producer whose creative imagination

and energy generate the

and the

infinite variety of this

hilarity, the swift

pace

program, establishing

pioneer leadership and a high standard for clean,

home

entertainment.

Exclusive Managenfent

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCTkc
LONDON
NEW YORK

CHICAGO

BEVERLY HILLS
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Armour Drops CBS Show
Continued trom page 24

ecutive committee and received
violent opposition from the floor.
The debate, which lasted until
2:15 a.m. Sunday morning, furnished some of the most exciting
on-the-scene labor reporting ever
aired^--and its effect on the footsore Philadfelphians who stayed up
to listen can only be guessed. The
stations' switchboards blazed all
Sunday afternoon after the mat-

Armour

two years'

Co., after

with statements from all the hour show May 18.
and inan In the
Heavy operating losses is given
as the reason, since the packer's
WIBG offered its FM system to meat division operations were "not
school satisfactory,"
parochial
and
the public
due to declining
to
a.m.
from
»
city,
systems of the
prices, according to-tjaii Armour
If strike had con- spokesman.
3 p.m. daily.
tinued, plan was to permit teachers
from
instructions
broadcast
to
WIBG to students unable to attend

street.

Chi Cops

Coverage by WCAU and WIP
Continued from pace 27
was typical of AM handling of
Each station used more various religious groups would enstrike.
;

,

ter the picture.

,

Market for the larger radio-phonograph consoles has almost completely, disappeared:,' now that the consumer demand built up during
the war has been satisfied. Admiral prez Ross.D. Siragusa revealed last
week. "We dug our own grave for this type of set when we announced
our new $399 all-in-one television console," he said. "But," Siragusa
declared, "we do not intend to let the lure of easy television dollars
affect our radio sales" and Admiral will continue to mass produce radio'
table models of all types, portables and tablemodel radio-phonos.'

Cleveland, Feb. 22.
HeaBings open today (22) before
the Ohio Senate's Education Committee on proposed legislation to
censor "televised pictures" with a
group of Cleveland video personnel expected to testify against the

Speaking at a luncheon meet of the N. Y. Society of Security Analysts, Siragusa disclosed that Admiral will put a television manufacturing plant into operation in Canada by the middle of April. "Although

legislation.

The measure was introduced

in

there are no television stations in Canada and none contemplated within
upper chamber in Columbus the next year,'? he said, "nearly 1,000»000 residents of Canada are able to
by State Sen. Edwin F. Sawicki of receive telecasts from stations in Detroit and Buffalo. Another station
Cleveland, who told Variety Sat- ^jp^j^j^jg
^^.j^
^^j^ month will increase the potential Canadian
urday (1») he mtroaucea ine jgj^^j^jjjjj ^jj^jj^jj^.^ ^ gj^^^j^gj, 250,000. Consequently, we expect sales
measure.to have the department of
Canada to expand substantially in 1949 over 1948."
education examme and censor
televised pictures on the samel
N. Y. Daily News' WPIX, following abandonment of its daily 10^
basis as films are censored today."
the

I

,

.

•

I

a fort i^inu'e syndicated newsreel, is now offering 15 minutes daily of spot
rher Western Reserve football star ^icws delivered by announcer Rex Marshall, along with TelePix newsand an attorney, declared his reel coverage of events in the N. Y. metropolitan area. Show is slotted
measure took shape after receiving at 7 p.m., with an additional 10-minute news roundup every evening at
protests against the Arthur God- signoff time.
,
Station, in addition to its nationwide newsreel, had also previously
frey "Chic Sale" program. Senator
Sawicki maintained that through given five-minute news shows at 6 p.m,, 7 and 9, all of Which have been
V ;
"censorship we. can protect the eliminated in favor of the new, compact daily program.
morals of our children." He also

The Cleveland

TWU

legislator,

i

'

i

1

solo, .with guests, but
planned to revive the mothervideo stations carried a daughter format with pickups from
local
abroad, once Miss Kuhn becomes
"live" broadcast on the strike.
AM. reporting was more com-: integrated in her new operation.
tele's
three,

•
'

Ohio Mulls Censor

May Resume From

ment- comprised the bulk of
Not one of the
ofEerings.

Television

Saturday night is often dull on video but the past weekend took «
step in the opposite direction for the metropolitan N. Y. district. Oa
the evening of^the 19th CBS went from 8 to past midnight with the
A.A.U. championships at Madison Square Garden as it has done with
th« two preceding track meets. But besides this event the night's line*
up included two pro basketball games (NBC. and: ABC), boxing via
WPIX and an hour of the Princeton Triattgle Club show from Wash,
ington (NBC).
CBS tried a new position'' for one of its cameras at the Garden,
Slightly elevated above trackside the lens shoots head on and straight
down the short home stretch of the main races. On close finishes tha
viewer can't tell the winner, the narrator taking care of that, but the
position gives a good view of the runners as they drive and dive for
that tape. A tendency toward more f requent wide angle shots, to cover
activity in the infield, and permitting' the p.a: system to handle the
official results and time of races was also a help to the viewer.

principals, workers

;The Wide-open debate, the sub- than 200 news bulletins, approximissi*^ of the proposals to a ma* mately one every 45 minutes, rejority vote, the democratic practice lating to tieup. Stations had lines
of sounding off, must have been an into Town Hall, the Mayor'.s office,
eye^pener for local listeners, many union headquarters at the Bilz,
of whom pneviously had the notion and the labor conciliator's office
all labor procedure • is piped in two weeks ago, before strike actuhere from Moscow. Recurrent in ally began,
the grateful telephone calls at the
radio stations was the expression
•'I never knew how a labor union
Kuhns'WNBC,N.Y.,Teamup
Most of the callers
operated."
felt that the program was "the
Abroad
greatest thing they ever heard over
the air."
Rene Kuhn, who with her
Conversely; television did little mother, Irene Kuhn, has been domothernoontime
Saturday
ing
a
in
covering
exceptional
nothing
or
program on WNRC,
a story which might have been daughter
fionsidered its special province. N. Y., sailed on the S. S. America
Newsreels of the negotiations and last week for England, where she
conferences, sound film recordings becomes assistant press otl'icer of
of statements by Mayor Samuel, the U. S. Information Service for
leaders and the State Dept., at the London EmQuill and other
executives of the transit company, bassy.
Mrs. Kuhn will continue the
and newsreels of the stalled equip-

'

&

sponsorship of "Hint Hunt" on
CBS, is- dropping the 4aily half-

;

plete,

inee windup.
-Eye-openers,
:

Chicago, Feb. 22.

.

Philly strike

NBC. show

.

i

'

.

it is

-

-

declared that a representative of
the pix Industry in Columbus
pointed out that since television
Continued from page 28 ;
and theatres deal with films, both
"should be on an equal- basis."
for a spell and audio remained.
The Senator, who says he has Nothing was lost.
seen several television programs,
Wliat's more, it's "somewhat dishis
measure may be illusioning to see a six-foot cowrealizes
amended, and that he would favor puncher sing falsetto. It may be
several amendments that would okay on radios but television is
exempt sports and spot news from another story.
Show has the same succession of
"censorship
niii^i song and instrumental turns. An
^i'r"™."."!^!™^
tu„ day
A„„\.,u^^
when Ohio
He envisions the
^ ^^4^,^^,
^^^^^ ^^^^
will have enough TV outlets to sufficient to meet the requirements
warrant having state board censors of the new medium. The humor
in the "many cities to pass on on the initial layout was extremely
pictures and scenarios before they slight and was aimed at rural rebecome televised." Cost for the ception. Holly Swanson ventures
censorship board's operations into the comedic were insufficient,
would be met by a fee of $3 for and the antics of a fat male in
each 10 minutes of televised little-girl garb seemed puerile
Show paraded the usual assortscreen time, and $3 for each additional 10 minutes of screen time or ment of calico capers with the De
Zuriii Sisters yodeling. Lulu Belle
fractional part of thereof."
land Scotty doing a song durn and
1
<,
c
i ij
tr
Senator Sawicki
told Vakiety the sage Riders providing song
it
the television industry draws g^d music backing
up a code of ethics governing
^he barn setting was good and
pictures legislation might not be
the camera work was generally
necessary, but the industry would adequate
Jose
know that the state stands ready]
_
1
to protect morals."

Tele Reviews

'

'
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admitted that the

might

bill

be difficult to enforce where "televised live shows from otlicr states
are brought into Ohio" and, too,
in "regards to freedom of speech
and expression."
.

!

Battle of

|

Tubes

Continued from page 27

j

;

merit putting them
on the market. It is believed, howExpected to attend today's hear- ever, that a company with RCA's
ings in opposition to the measure size and reputation would not prowill be James R. Hanrahan and duce the sets unless they had
Joseph Fawcett, general manager r proved their worth. Despite that,
and attorney
respectively
for RCA, in answer to charges against
WEWS-TV; John McCormicic, gen- the metal tubes, replied merei^y
eral manager WTAM-WNBK
ffNBK-TV; that they have had no such trouble
and Paul Ginger, council
:il for the
with them.
Ohio Broadcasters' Assn.
Chief objections to the metal
job.s were raised by Sightmaster
prez Irving L. Kaplan, who claimed
that they were unsafe, since they
required insulation inside the set.
He also claimed that factory emContinued ftom page 25
ployees
disliked
working with
according to Ted Cott, veepee and them, ^since the 12,000 to 14,000
program director, is that daytime volts they carry, while not necesprograms have always been the sarily fatal, can give a worker
heart of an indie operation and quite a jolt. Longer shanks of the
that at night the indies can't com-,; metal
lubes,
moreover, require
pete with the networks, and nowi longer and more costly cabinets
TV, on the same level. They just land also probably a new table on
can't afford high-priced comedy, Which to place them in the living
variety and dramatic shows. But room.
Since the cost of the tube
even though a Jack Benny wraps usually represents the manufacup a 30 rating, there will be only turer's profit on each set, replaceabout 40% of the sets in use. So, ment of a bad tuba Would mean
Cott says, he's going alter the a loss. As a result, Kaplan and
"minus ratings," the 60% of the the manufacturers niXlng the metal
sets which are turned off.
kinescopes will stick to the alhad previously tried '"eady proven glass tubes,,
"fractional programming," appeal-]
While the difference in viewing
ing to listeners on Sunday eve- surface between the 16-inch models
nings with special interests and! and the 15-ineh glass tubes is mlfound the technique highly effec- nute, DUMont revealed this week
tive in building ratings. The sales that It plans to compensate for
department considers the specialty whatever that difference Is by
programming pitch as having good turning out the first all-glass 16commercial possibilities. While rat- inch jobs. Move has been made
ings are not as big as those of top possible by the increased supply
comedians, listenership is intensive of glass blanks, which has lowered
and screened, so that an adver- their cost. New tube is still in the
tiser can reach the specific market works and no price has been set
ficiently vet to

|

!

|

"See deep enougti, »nd you see <nWi-

|

Beanstalk

|

calljr,"wfote the great essayist.

i

Carlyle,"tht heart of nature being everjr-

I

t
where music,

i

grow

can

towers

over-

sity-high

.>

-

!

Television

Thoowl

1

"

'

if

.)„
you can only

,,.rJ,;t"
it.
teach

!

More

i

than half

New York

a

million

it

... by tuning

I

night/ but

it

takes more

a tower to make a television station foremost
WWJ-TV, now in its third year of
in its community.
operation) is a firmly established leader in the Detroit mar-

than

jost

advantage of its two-year "headstart" to stake its claim on the lion's share of desirable
And, through its NBC Television
local television features.
Network facilities, WWJ-TV has stretched its "seeing power"
beyond the horizons to bring Detroiters an even greater
ket.

It

has taken

full

do reach

families

I

WNEW

stantly

constantty,

;

them so

no other

effectively.

of
is

entertainment

Unquestionablyr

features.

TODAY,

the one best television "buy"

in

the

station infl»e«^

These

families tovi

1

good things

;

they love good musis...

as

and they can afford to buy them.

;

too.

1

;

Advertisers find

them

the most

profit*

richest of
able part of this biggest and

1

diversity

WWJ-TV

con-

toWQXft»ndWQXR FM.S0

all

markets.

May we

help you fia*

i

;

them, too?

|

multi-billion dollar Detroit market.

I

:

i

WNEW

|

I

1

NBC

FIRST

m .MirmoAN

Natiorunl Representatives:

ttttvlir«l) Htlwotli,;

Ownfcl ami OiwiiUwt hy TFTK

THE GEOHGE

P.

miTROIT NI5WS

HOLUNGBERY COMPANY

ASSOelATE AM-FM STATION

WWJ

I

he wants.

i

on

it

yet.

AND WQXR-FM
YORK TIME»
RADIO STATIONS Of THE NEW

.

ygreineeSafj Feturuaiy 23,

194»

Starting

MARCH 1st

See your newspaper

k

for time

•

every

week on

and statioi

in

NBC

your Gonnunity

ON TELEVISION
starrmg in person

ROBiRT RIPUY

excHmg^mostsinriBng storks

M

JEPWINl
Miami VMiCA
Senior MembgH

CAN WALK

presented by

P0WN5rAIR6

ON

HIS

wm>s!

TELEVISIOJ
Produced by Vic McLeod

SWIMS AT THE AGeoF4HLMOHTHS
JtfScyCily

&

Charles

Directed by Joe Cavalier

Pobcek

M^^

m tbeiM^

..

,.

'
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Vednesday, February. 23, 194$

50kw Hike

From the Production Centers
Continued trom pafe 30

On

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WGN

.

.

.

.

.

.

WMAQ
.

m

WASHimroN-,.

veepee Frank "Scoop" Russell will fete RCA proxy Frank FolWMAL-ABC and WMALat a reception next Wednesday (2)
have landed a sponsorship plum from Sinclair Oil's local office contracting for an extensive' advertising program which includes sponsor.^
ship of half of station's televised wrestling programs. HixsonrO'Donnell agented deal. . WOL-Mutual's Saturday night "Gramps Show,''
hour long all request western and folk music airer*; has been bought
cops one of the five awards given to
by Maryland Cycle Co
indie stations by National Conference of Christians and Jews at this
FM
.Tuesday's lowed by FCC.
week's Brotherhood meeting of Washington Ad Club,
"Breakfast in Hollywood" (ABC) gave its "Good Neighbor of the Day"
Fort Industry

NBC

Som

TV

.

.

.

;

WWDC

.

,

.

.

WMAL-TV

-

Newsweek

the Commission

it

expected to

However, Newsweek is bumlngit took ABC from April

because

will dispose of

18, '48 to

|

stations.

'49 to find that

had, by previous agreement, avoided the words "predict," "prediction" and "forecast." In addition,
the script was okayed by the bet's
N.Y. office every Sunday, some
hours before being teletyped to the

i

AFRA

9,

The mag also had cleared the
show with ABC's Coast office and
out.

.

AM

Jan.

M-G-M—
"On an

Island with You"

VHE CAMST. SHOW

:

Kverr Friday

Nlte, 8:30 K.8.T.

LOU CLAYTON

Mgt.:

Coast.

The web tried to have the title
and format changed, but Brisacher,
Wheeler and Staff, agency which
handled the show, felt that too
much time and effort had gone into
"Newsweek." ABC then offe.i:ed a
spot following Pearson and Wln-

-

Fort Industry Bid
Miami, Feb. 22.
American Federation of
vs.

chell, but the sponsor resented
The
Radio Artists will testify against being sent to the end of the line.
The mag had provided the script
the Fort Industry Go. when the
latter contests sale
of WHAS, free, feeling the plugs it got were
The arrangement was
Louisville, to Crosley Broadcast- worth it.
ing at FCC hearings under the similar to that on "Periscope,"

AVCO

Monday

AFRA

which has been bought on
N.Y.J by White Rose Tea.

ruling.
Hearings open
(28) in Washington.
claims that Fort Industry

fired the president
of its unit after the
election at WGBS,

and treasurer
union won an
Miami.
The

PROOUCINO A SNOW WHITE
lUuhiinatocI

Tromwr

bh

spot.: 'crisp

ttie

iiupiHy that ebsciitiiil
presentation .tlmt Is obtalriaWe

a

uSp.

of high Intensity

FAR StJRPASSING

IN

Trouper will :actu«Uy

tyjVft

pllolty:

aiid

ease,

,

of

.

of

-

operation,

of,

thts

and
where it

the source

from

'

mcima

,.

'

direct. It to a circular aperture.
Is projected to the stage by
element varlitble focal length

of a two
'system.

Icn-s

the

size of the projected apot Is variable: from a
inlnfmtira of 30 Inches "head spot" to a maxihium of 3ii feet "flood.." .
,

EXTREMELY MODEST
aulminents,

Um

tUt

IN ITS

simtliglit -tlraws

POWER
10

otily

'

by aii: electric . motor which maintains
high: inten.Hity arc spotlight without the .use
light, free from hiss of fllcher.
A.
OFcopsWs of two

,rt

,

TRIM

CARBON

6mm

X 7" heavy copper Coated ,higb Intensity car-,
bona with a burning time of One' liour and,
twenty minutes ,at 21 volt's' and 4&'- amperes -arc
,

,

current.-

-

:

-

-

A HORIZONTAL MASKING

,

FOR A 60-FOOT LENGTH OF THROW,

CONTROL

THE

,

COLOR
aiul,

MOUNTED
Into

two

,-,'

.

'

,

-

'

,,'-

'

THE STRONG ELECTRIC CORPORATION
"The World's Largest Manufacturir of Projecting Arc Lamps"

THE

STRONG
ELECTRIC CORP.

Name,:

'The World'i Largeit Mnnufoclurer of Projeirf ion

Company

Arc lampj

74 City Pirk Ave.
T*|«ilt 2,

'

..

Street

OMt
City ami

mm
i(

1 /

or

i,»'^',',-".'i'**<

»i

»

,,„,,i

i..

,--"-

"NOVEL"

—COURIER POST,

in Olivette constitutes a violating

HANNIBAL, MO.

of a zoning ordinance as it is in a
residential and not an industrial
area.

The

St.

1

i

Kobak

,;

Sold by Independent Theatfe 'Supply Dealers

aa

for Ivory Halni
CBS, Mon. thru FrI.
2:45'3 P.M.
:

1

|

i

I

JOHN

With

-Written

K. M. MeCAFFERV
and Directed by

ADDISON SMITH

the station permanently
rather than simply enforce the zoning provisions covering the IG'^acre
silence

Continued from page 24

,

for shipment.

Cops

Continued from page 25

lenced the station's FM transmitter
at its Clayton office functioned.
The village trustees allege the
erection of the station's transmitter

i

:

,

BOOMERANG

rohtalnj
slj
an, ultraviolet filter liolder. :.
on cniterj.
Easily, dlsaiaeuibled

iHilts

the coupon to obtoin further details, prices and nam* of your

-nearest .-dealer,

J

ran

l

WOR,

Louis County Court
ordered the transmitter dismantled
Owns a string of seven stations, last Dec. 31. The station asked
should not be permitted to extend for an: extension of time to comply.
its empire because of its "anti-l In the meantime the station's efunion bias."
The courts have forts to erect a new tower in anruled, AFRA declares, that the other section of the county has
FCC has the right to investigate been delayed by a strike of electrical workers.
the character of applicants.
Guy Runnion, prez and gen. mgr.
of the station declared "The officials of Olivette are trying to

bo angled at ,45 degrees, in oacii' direction from
hori?.oMtii|.

.slldpa

r«-

am-

110-

ALLY,

spotlight

rapahie of being, easily operated by' a "new"
man on "opening night."
„THE, OPTICAL, SVSTEIil ullliws a sllverej
(lass reflector to collect the Illumination from

tlie.

heavy rotating equipment.

THE CARBONS ARE FED AUTOMATIC-

slni-

Is

of

integral

-

,T01tago

tW'

-

tortatil

transformer ,whlcli is; tin
tlie
spotlight baSe reduc'ea

volt jiltevn'nting, .current supply to, a Iqw are
and for tlie first time makes possible
a- high intensity aoc spotlight without the use

of spot
spoilUlit,.

many

efilial

It0*ffo1t
lh|] selt-

reeulatuig
part

or vottlcal arc

type'. 'sDotlifthls.,

EN&INEERED WITH AN EYE
.

with

only

:c„urrent,

A HIGHLY EFFICIENT. ndlusUMe

to

arcs'.

liifiantiesctirit

llie

theatre

'

BRILLIANCY

any

ai'Ke

t)ta

.sparltlo

.

..liie

peres from' any alternating
convenience outlet.:,

tuiirornilv
e(l);eB.

will

the dismissed employees the first
point to be covered. The case is
now being investigated by the
NLRB. AFRA has a contract with
the Louisville station, which is now
owned by the Louisville CourierJournal.
AFRA will tell the commission
that Fort Industry, which now

St. L.

—

union is demanding that negotiations be started, with rehiring of

pany, he says, could reach its thousands of workers for about $13
weekly The web expects to attract
many big manufacturers into radio
for the first time— and that once
they get their feet wet at the local
level they'll see the power of the

hog farm where our transmitter

is

located."

lanta's

Mutual

Television Companies
GopabU

Atlanta-r^Zenas Sears, erstwhile
disk jockey .with WQXI, local
indie, has moved to WGST, At-

televiiioii

wilh •xperlenc*
wifh T.V. oulfif.

Write Box
•W4 West

:

productlen

deiirei

4.12.

40tii St.,

mo,"

apportunitir

VAIIIETV.,

New Xork

ll>,

outlet.

medium.:
In addition
-

to the program,
bankrollers will get supplementary
materials,
such as
educational
bulletins, publicity releases, suggested editorials and management
planning aids that will help him
sell his message to the community
through many channels.
has
contacted the Advertising Council,
Committee for Economic Develop-

T.V. Stations

'"..Ililli.

-

Advertising Agencies

Sponsors

DO YOU NEED

Normal

MBS

ment, American Heritage Foundation, Junior Achievement and similar grpups on jtji? project.

-

Genii for T.V. Producers-Directors?
LEGIT— MOTION PICTURE—VARIETY
CONTACT IIARI.AN- ROSS
Advartising Personal Asseeiates
StrMt. New York City
EL 542**
',

,

II Eail 47tli

of

here, has been named manager of CJDC, Dawson Creek, B. C,
formerly with CJOB, Winnipeg, and CJOC, Lethbridge^ Alta.

He was

it

similar and that it was not good
programming to schedule them so
close together."

tell

|

.

Edmonton, Alta^Lew Roskin,

GFRN

M

decided to go quietly.
Robert Kintner, ABC exec veepee, told them, "It was felt that
'Newsweek Looks Ahead' and the
Drew Pearson program were very

AM

is.

—

Continued from page
contract,

.

.

result of a squabble between tho
net and KCBC. The hiatus endort
Sunday (20) when KIOA took

over as the new MBS affiliate
KCBC, a 100(^watter, had "been

.-

one of its AM and FM outlets if
its bid for the WHAS stations is
Tuesday (22) Bryson Rash narrating, v .NBC's "Three Star Extra" newsaccepted. It is reported the comcasts for Washington's birthday originated from Alexandria, Va., home
town of the First President .... NAB chief Justin Miller a speaker at pany would sell its Fairmont, W.
Va.,
standard station (WMMN),
the two-day session of the U. S. National Commission for UNESCO, of
has no FM affiliate, or its
Which; he is a member
WTOP-GBS airer, "D. C. Dateline;" launched which
Lima, O., outlets (WLOK and
Brotherhood Week with a talk by Erie Johnston.
WLOK-FM), or both. The flrrii,
owned by George B. StOrer, recently asked that the Commission
quotas on, AM and FM stations be
the same, which would enable it to
have FM. affiliates wherever it has
.

told the reporters.

—

.

follows up its
citation to Mrs. Estelle Grant, a iocalite...
success on televising FBI's 10 "Most Wanted" criminals with a series
of four telecasts in cooperation with- J. £dgrar Hoover's boys starting
.

Kobak

AM

within the Sept. 26 deadline provided in the sales contract,
A delay of 60 days, they told the
Federal Communications Commission, would carry the proceedings
beyond that date. Besides, they
said, station transfer cases under
the AVCO bidding procedure have
previously been held to schedule.
Issues to be raised at the hear*
ings involve extent of overlapping
coverage of Crosley's 50kw station
in Cincinnati (WLW) into the territory served by the SOkw WHAS
and the multiple ownership problem caused by Fort Industry's
present possession of seven
and six
stations, the limit al-

.

.

both,"

the Mutual affiliate since 1947, with
its contract running oUt March in
'49.
Some months back, MBS notified the station that unless
its
ratings improved it would seek a
different affiliate in the city.
In January, KCBC and KIOA
Which operates with 10,000 watts
daytime and 5,000 watts at night
a May 15 starting date for a test had parleys about merging, but
the
ipattern, with programs to follow deal fell" through. On Feb.
12, Mu.
as soon as possible afterwards. tual informed KGBC it would
can-"
However, it does not. as -yet have eel the station's affiliation, effecTV studios.
tive March 10. The following dav
Mutual now has affiliates with (13), KCBC yanked all MBS
TV operations in Boston, Chicago, shows. Rollo Bergeson, general
Washington and Hollywood. "We manager qf KCBC; said, "the sta.
have, naturally, lost network tele tion ended its affiliation to cobrdi<
experience,'' Kobak admitted, "but nate KCBC's
and FM facilities.
our locals are doing good things. With the advent of Transit Radio
We were the first to put the World in Des Moines and the added re<
Series on TV. And we were the spon'feibility of our new FM facili.
first to use stratovision/ in the ties, we feel the move is advisable
sixth game of the series. And per- at this time."
Harold Baker, proxy of KIOA,
haps by the time WOR-TV goes on
the air we'll have the money. Our said that a two-year contract with
stockholders Macy's, McCormack, Mutual was signed Feb. 12 in ChiGimbels, and^ the others
have cage, and was skedded to go into
effect March 13. But when KCBC
great financial resources.'*
pulled out, the date was moved
ahead.

Continued from page 21

.

.

different
"I don't think

planning for tele for some time,
but that
network operations
couldn't be considered until WORTV went on the air. The Bamberger station has been, aiming for

Hope-WHAS

.

.

.

To

very

bert's.

man spread himself thin over
many magazines it wasn't good.'-'
Kobak said that MBS has been

'

WMAQ

.

.

Week Due

;

one

•

WBBM

WBBM

principal

ever; asked the- Commission to allow the increase subject tO:. any
action which might be taken regarding the theatre company's
qualifications as a radio licensee.

.

.

is

-

.

.

.

Inc.,

before the Commissioni or filed In
connection with this application in
the light of the May 3, 1948 decision of the Supreme Court.!'
The Commission recently deferred action on the power increase, pending examination of the
Schine violation of the Anti-Trust
Act; Counsel for the station; how^

WBBM

.

Without Des Moines

Outlet for

Continved from page Zi

;

.

.

50kw

Chain Theatres,

WGN

.

MBS
Streibeit

Basis

Washington, Feb. 22.
was
power grant was made

"He should run either one or the
stockholder." FCC said the hike
from lOkw was granted "without other, unless he's got two men
beneath him as strong as, or
prejudice to any action which
stronger
than he is. In my year^
Commission may ultimately take
upon the application now pending of experience at McGraw-Hill, if

,

.

If

from StreiWith KCBC
any man is
Mutual was without an outlet in
by the FCC last week to WPTR.
big enough or smart enough to run
Des Moines, la., for a week as a
Albany, N. Y., in which Schine

A

,

.

WPTR

for

Anti-Trust

i

disker Jim Hamilton oo personal appearance series in Gary area this
(Taraa^) Lex Barker guested on WLS Barn Dance
month
WBBM's King's Jesters celebrating 20 years with same faces
WIND'S Ralph Atlass and Les Atlass, Jr., New Yorking on biz...
Tommy Bartlett hosted visitors from 44 states and six foreign countries
Disker Larry Gentile back at WJBK,
same ABG broadcast last week.
.WLS blind singers Mac and Bob
Detroit, after IS^year absence
guested at anni dinner of Chi blind Scout troop.
Ralph EdwardiS)' "This Is Your Life" originates from Chi April 5 on
ABC's Sandy Stronach in from N. Y. for looksee at central
NBC net
WBBM's Dave Moore named radio chairman of Red Cross drive
div
Saturday (19)
"Hobby LObby" in one shot revival over
Florence! Volsom and Bert Wilson back at WIND from Coast visits ...
ABC home economist Beulah Karney, Illinois hostess March 10 at Assn.
secretary Mary Neal hit
of Women Broadcasters convensh
jackpot on "Lasting Impressions" with life story of H. G; Wells.
Skip Farrell guestar via WGN's Naval Air Reserve show ... Helen
.WBBM warHayes in Chi Feb. 28 for Red Cross campaign kickoff
bler BUly Leach currently airing 75 songs per week over three pro.The Hometowners, Chi vocal-instrument group, in new series
grams.
MBS visitors included Harold Baker, KIOA, Des Moines;
via NBC
Georsfe Hatch, Inter-Mountain net; Ken Gordon, KDTH, Dubuque, and
producer Bev Dean
Matt Bonebrake, KOCY, Oklahogia City
speaker at Northwestern U.
Ernest L. Heitkamp to Morris Swaney agency after 27 years with
NBC
new.sman from Mutual.
Leslie Nichols new
Her.^Am
newcomers are William Healion and Gail McCosh. . .Bob Meyer busy
.Betty Middleton of MBS promosoftball players.
recruiting
boasting highest local and spot sales in
tion on sick list
.WLS farm director Arthur Pagre speaker at
history for January.
WBBM's daily "Shopping With the
Blue Mound, 111., dedication
Missus•^hits No* 800 broadcpst March 10 v Kathryn Brady new conFederal
.
tinuity chief at WLS, and John Drake assistant promotion
collector John T. Jarecki explains tax problems March 6, 13, via
... NBC's Ray Burtscher takes wife Feb. 26.... WBBM's "Country
Hour" featured transcript from Perth, Scotland, stock show. . .Russ
Park leaving WLS for farm life.

.

-

,
'
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ORCHBSTRAS-MtJSIC
Oliver Joining Decca

Decca Reports Rise as Cap, M-G-M,

a

London 3d

Qtr. Disk Royalties

-f'
All recording royalty statements
forwarded to music publishers late
to Debut
sales for the Detroit
iMt week, covering
of '48, were down
quarter
fourth
Prodigy in
Concerto
except
from the previous quarter,
Detroit, Feb. 22.
it
made
Statements
fnr Decca.
Kenneth Wolf, 17-year-old comas per reports
auite clear that,
sales poser and pianist, will make his
Xmas
time,
the
at
Minted
classi- concert debut with the Detroit
were down just as pop and
Decca's Increase Symphony Orchestra at the Cleve-'
ral have been off.
amounted land Civic Aud., Monday (28), as
nver the prior quarter
fair per- the orchestra begins its tour. Wolf,
a
25%,
approximately
> to
by a former child prodigy, will play
rentage of that represented
his own Concerto for Piano and
Rina Crosby's "White Christmas,"
Orchestra' in B Minor, which he
iShifh again went over 1,000,000
quarter, wrote two y eairs ago on commission
fourth
Columbia's
•t'ai»ks.
was up 45%; it was from Artur Rodzinski, then con. %jMidentally,
ductor of the Chicago Symphony.
ago.
weeks
two
issued
Wolf's repertory includes over
by pubs
« statements received
works. He graduated from Yale
'We from Capitol,. M-G-M and 500
when he was 14, the yoimgest perLondon, in addition to Decca. Merson
ever graduated from that in^
later
this
cury will come through
stitution.
was
remittance
Capitol's
jnonth.
10% lower than its previous one,
approxiwhich had skyrocketed
mately 150% over its third-quarter statement of 1947. Both M-G-M
and London were down in the
neighborhood of 10%, from previous quarters. SCA-Victor's statement for the fourth quarter, deliv'S.
ered in mid-December for the period ending Nov. 30, was up slightJy over its third, which was down
corresponding
the
pefrom
40%

Decca Records

a contract with

last week^ as a musi-

$l-per-Year Blanket Video Contract

cal director. Oliver, arranger, composer, singer and conductor, was

with M-G-M Records until he obtained a release recently. At M-G-M

Symph

'

ASCAP Extends for Another 30 Days

Director

Sy Oliver signed

Drop

he made band disks under
name.

Own

his

-4-

I

j

'

At Decca, Oliver joins Gordon
Jenkins as
director. Jenkins
signed the same sort of a Decca
deal a few weeks, ago.

1

With Publishers

On Breakage Cut

The huUaballoo attendant
RCA-Victor 's campaign to get major music publishers to agree to
its
8Vi% "breakage" deductions
from pub royalty checks is still
swirling

around.

Victor

,

,

!

'

•

,

lisher members the right of the
society to represent them in video
dealings. The second was set up
to establish the iarjguage of the
contract to be advanced to video
people, and to see to it that the
Provisions of that pact cohflrniiBd
with the rights seciirOd by
.

.

ASCAP

its

It's

erally

I

:

For Telefilms

.

.

i

I

.

,

i

;

1

cover the use of copyrighted time that ASCAP made its extenmusic in film shorts made r^i::for tele- sion move, Harry Fox, agent and.
.,
vision, once the American Federatrustee for publishers in mechanition of Musicians estab ishes a
cal matters, agreed to an extension
to

ideas.

:

.

;

-

i

.

}

""l'?Ll"!v,^"l«"T„^l'l^
'r'l.!?f
production
of the shorts to go forward. This was the conclusion arrived at by Harry Fox, music publishers agent and trustee, now back
«
.„
1
Xr:
n New York after a couple of
weeks here looking into the telemusic angle along with other

cided nothing-.

.TkT.;.

^.

m

_

-

on the tunes, in itself a
unique move. Each company will
be on its own.

...

publisher members.
not disclosed, but it's genassumed that the vVordjng
of the contract to be advanced to.
te.le
people Is completed and
checked
X":'-^;;.
Extension of the $1 pact is 'the
second such move by ASCAP.
TT 11
1
u on
Originally, the agreement expired
i^.^M"""'
In all 'probability an experi- Dec. 31 last and was extended until
mental license will be formulated jeb. 28. Incidentally, at the
same

okayed Victor's deductions. Prior
to returning to the Coast from
N. Y„. however, he flatly denied
such a move.
He said he had
talked with Victor's men, but de-

.

.

I

License Seen

At Ihe same time Edwin H;
(Buddy) Morris was said to have

-

ASCAP board appointed a new
negotiating group at last: week's
meeting to enter into the discussion with radio television committee, headed by NBC's. Robert P.
1,,
.o,-,»yi,
ASCAP
s third tele
^^y^^- ^^'s
^""O" committee; the first was
"'"'i^cd to secure from ASCAP pub-

from

to be making much headway
with the majors, though it ha.s
been exerting heavy pressure dur-

tor's

last

i

doesn't

seem

)

1

move

that

)

:

.

.

made

rector board

Experimental

ing the past week or more.
Victor got into a' tussle with
one of the largest last week^
Shapiro-Bernstein— and the discusIn conjunction with the Max sions between the executives of_
,
.
v,.
^ both began reaching considerable
Dreyfus publishing combine, Richard Rodgers conducted an unique proportions before subsiding. But
demonstration in New York Mon- S-B is still' not agreeable to Vic-

.

same time

!

1

manufacturer, caused
pushing back of the initial sides.
Gap -went through quite a tussle
putting machinery into operation
in its pressing plants able to handie the 12-inch disks. Its Scranton
factory, for example, had neX'er before done any pressing of 12-inch
sides, not even before Cap .acto
quired the site.

German

based on the sales of
1
,
J
^_
pop and standard songs, exclusive
qf classical, the last statements returne.d to music publishers put
Decca in the lead in royalty coin
Victor Is second, Co- day ( 21 afternoon of the RodgersdiSbursed.
lambia third, Capitol fourth, Mer-j Oscar Hammerstein II score to
cury fifth, and M-G-M and London their forthcoming "South Pacific;
bring up the lower positions. Vic- Affair was held at Rodgers' apartRed Seal and Columbia's ment for executives of 18 records
tor's
Masterworks undoubtedly place ing Companies and it was arranged,
them in the lead insofar as. total so that all could gather a clear
concerned. Many classi- conception of the tunes involved..
are
sales
cal compositions are in public do- Too, Rodgers and Dreyfus reps
main, therefore royalty iree.
made it dear to the diskmen that
there will be no release restricStrictly

its

I

Unrestrictedly

riod of 1947.

deferring

is

it
Thursday ( 17
scheduled for
tomorrow
(Thursd.ly
its
first
fered by Cap, but it's understood meeting with teleyision people for
that minor difficulties with the thV' purpose of" u^^^^^^^^
pressing of the material from mas- fiating a contract
ters supplied Cap by Tele-Funken,

RCA Stalemated

Tunes

Pacific

copyrighted music. At the
that the ASCAP di-

(,f

Capitol Records

release of Tele-Funken classical recordings from March 7 to 14.
No explanation for the delay is offirst

'

to Release

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers last Weelc

Cap Defers Releases
extended for another 30 days the ^
Of T<»lA.1TSfnlfAn Dickc expiration of its $lTa-year blanket
contract with television for the
TT
^ ieb.
t u ZZ.
on
Hollywood,
.ygg

own

'

R&H

37

fee kinescoping

rights.

Puh-

had given the major video
nets permission to film live shows
and broadcast them elsewhere for/
free up until
IICC
U11I..IL
Feb.
r
UM. ZiO,'
at which
WHICH
28, rtl
,,tin,e the ASCAP ^
pact was to exlishers

.

'

pire.

tions

matters.
Fox doesn't quite know what the
music publishers' position will be
in the licensing of melody for telethe tunes
film briefies.
Judge Vincent L.
as they will be done in the show,
Leibell's
recent N. Y, federal court
Rodgers employed a male and fedecision relative to the collection
male vocalist, rehearsed to perform
of both synchronization and exhithemi properly.- Recordings-' were
Hollywood,
Feb.
22.
bition
fees
for
music on film may
of each rendition and at the
RCA-Victor released the price made
.RCA-Victor pop division execs have an effect on the buying of
end of the demonstration each restructure late last week on its 45
music for telefilm. Hence the exrpm seven-rinch recordings. The cording man was given a set of are a bit stunned by developments perimental license, perhaps of a
Aim of that id»a is to in their sales. Dennis Day, Jack
pop disks will retail at 65c and the the disks.
six-month or one-year duration.
Red Seal at 95c, in each case exExecutives of NBC and CBS-tele
clusive of tax.
Columbia's seven- rnyrr/ll^n'ci^s'^*^^^^^^^^^^
'^f,*
inch
Microgroove
Long-Playing Rodgers and Hammerstein will use
al^
sk\"ef
Boom?
, i.,
...
They ex
,.
,,
J .,
platters are pegged at 60c for the the tunes in the show.
and
though
that may ^not sound LeibelU opinions in me case by
peet the recording men to pass
\. pop tunes and 90c for the MasterN. Y. theatremen vs. the American
unusual, it seems so to RCA
"
the demonstration disks on to artworks, also exclusive of tax.
Society
of Composers, Authors and
Firstly, the "'Clancy" disk was
ists they assign to wax the songs
Publishers,
which
ASCAP
lost (it's
Victor expects to have its first
marketed over a year ago and is
for respective labels.
45|8 on the market the first week
Just now blossoming. Secondly, now on appeal), will have a de^
That method is; similar to the Day has
in April, the first shipment involvnever been a hot record cided effect on the buying of
t' Ing current pops and Red Seal. aim of music publishers in pro- seller before; for some unknown music
for telefilm;
They have
Early in May the company will moting film scores. As a rule, pubs reason, despite his enviable posi- said they will pay only one price-^
;
..Issue its first untried pops on the responsible for such a score ar- tion on the Benny broadcasts and that for synchronization only.
4S's and a month or so later the range pre-release showings of a the fact that a plug from him is
to give recording men an idea held exceptionally valuable by
ftrsl new lEte¥^^^^
of how the tunes are done.
recorded.
music publishers because of its im-

RGA

Price-Tags

Dennis Day Pulls

.

j

ASCAP Sets Dir.

To help demonstrate

I

j

45 lfei(s, Players

Surprise Disk Hit

'

«

;

'

^tr^J^rncnrerl^r

.

L"\Krtha"

'

.

,

,

Publishers nominating committee
of the American Society of .Composers, Authors and Publishers,

named two

-

|

[

'

,

stein,

.

.

.

,

:

.

the 45 prices, it pointed out prices
on the new changers designed spedfically to play the disks. The at
tachment to be used in conjunc,

current home receivers
for $24.95, and the threetube job, which itself is capable
of reproducing a disk, will sell

tion with
,

will sell

for $39.95.

Victor, incidentally, demonstrated Its new changers to New York
disk jockeys last week at a cocktail
gathering. It doiesn't expect jocks
to be using the paraphernalia in
the broadcasting of their recording
snows. Purpose of the demonstration

the
the

i

I" failing to place a release date
on the "Pacific" score, Rodgers and
Dreyfus figure to eliminate any
arguments. In the past, dozens of
heated disputes have arisen over
the disregard by various companies of deadlines prior to which
And in
[disks can be released.
variably the music publisher is in
the middle. He, to protect himself,
usually makes motions at filing suit
against the offending recorder, but
never does so. It momentarily
placates the offended until it all

I

pact on music sales.

t

ALBUM SALES
EYE COL. RECORD

i

;

,

j

t

i

i

'

'

.

!

-

i

I

1

\

1

.

'

|

,

:

was simply in the hope that
jocks would take a faney to
45 system and talk it up on

their air

.

Oscar Hammerstein II, A. Walter
Kramer, and Paul Cunningham.,.
Nat Sinion, Joe Burke, Johnny Redinond, Al Stillmah, Johnny Loeb,
Sammy Gallup, Carl Sigman, and
"Clancy" is owned by Day's Patmar music firm and it was his own
Kiss Me, Kate." album, record- Jerry Livingston were named to
staff that helped pu,sh
lie tune
ed for Columbia Records by the oppose them.
Ballots go but from ASCAP tothrough disk jockey pressure. It t-shoW's cast and released three
is now second only to Sammy weeks ago, has made greater sales t day (Wednesday).
Kaye's "Lavender Blue." Another strides during that period than the
unusual aspect of BGA's best-seller company's "I Can Hear It Now"
lists
"Lady
of
Noble's
Ray
is
album in the first three weeks it Pinlrw Hprman MirlrC
»*Cllliau UULns
Spain," dug out of Victor's shelves. was on the market. CRC has ship- '
Recorded: a number of years ago ped approximately 70.000 "Kate"
with Al BowHy on the vocal, RCA sets— 60,000 in the .standard 78
To His ASCAP Guns
superimposed a trio on the vocal, rpm form selling for $7 and the rePmky Herman, who for years has
and Bob Clayton, WHDH, Boston, mamder on Microgroove LP disks, fouglit for varied reforms in the
disk jockey started It on a hit ride. at $4 85,
blows over.
,,etup of the American Society of.
It s well up on Victor s hot list.
Columbia had a considerable Composers, Authors and PublishNoble, incidentally, is in a pe- number of pre-release orders for
^'gek announced his canculiar spot because of the Victor the "Kale' set; as a result more didacy for the ASCAP board as a
ILL, COAST
were
shipped
than
28,000
and
sold
Columbia
He's now with
platter.
vv'ritc-in name. His fight to achieve
Records, and the latter wanted him within three days after its release,
^^at on the board as a songwriter
TRIP DELAYED to record "Lady" for that label. He Those figures better the "'I Can gmember
of the Society is due to
^^^^^^
^^e organization's nom
Fred Ahlert, president of the refused, pointing out that by doing Hear" album, now well oyer 100,so he'd only be competing with 000 copies. Latter stiU.is the higlv
American Society of Coinposers. himself, Columbia is the only com- est-sclling.albUin ih CplUrnbia's his- jnai ins committee, which, he
claims ignored some 160 letters
Authors and Publishers, is ill at pany at the moment without a disk- tory, but "Kate" is expected to sur- ;from ASCAP members all
over the
Capsevere
market.
a
the
with
the
tune
on
home
ing
of
P^'"'^
his New York'
country petitioning the committee
itol unwittingly relea.sed a di.sking
case of the flu, and his departure
Vi
.
i
•
« /» to name him as a regular candidate
by the Philharmonic Trio ju.st after K.rasny to
Coast March 10 on the new slate.
for the March 1 semi-annual rrteetBoston;
in
move
Victor's
started
to
Hollywood _with the Coast
Milt Krasny, veepee of Gerierari , Herman asserts that the excuse
Decca is issuing one.
for ignoring the petitions was the
contingent of the Society has been
n
y,r.^A. back
Artists. Corp.,
heads
to the fact that
he was an unsucessful
delayed. Ahlert, Stanley Adams
Coast from New York March 10. nominee in the election of two
and A. Walter Kramer, latter two
Collegians
Gabs
to
Kapp
Head of GAC's Hollywood office, years ago and that a candidate,
Writer and publisher members of
22,
Chicago, Feb,
committee,
ASCAP's executive
Krasny has been east for the past should not be repeated that loften^
Decca
Jack Kapp, president of
Herman points out that John Redf'
were to have entrained for Califew weeks While president Tom
mond, one of the newly-'namecl
Saturday (19), but only Records, is due here over the
fornia
weekend for a speech he'll make Rockwell is in California on his candidates, was also on the, slate
Adams and Kramer left.
Monday (1) before the graduating annual winter .visit to his Mon- two years ago and was unsuccessAhlert, if he's sufficiently recovLaw
Chicago
class of the U. of
ful.
rovia, Cal., home.
ered, will leave for th« Coast by School.
If Herman were to be successful
plane later this week. Meeting
Art Weems, GAG veepee In
in his write-in eampaign he'd set «
U, of Chi date is Kapp's latest
doesn't occur until Tuosday (1). In
N. Y., is now on the Coast on vaca- precedent. No ASCAP board memstring of talks to col
the event he's not well enough by in a long
San.* tion».Ue'lkreturii.«ae(wwith<.Book'.)Jver.has «veK «beeiu elected J« that
to
Boston
well.
manner.
iirancjsco,
placement. .^^<«!!9««—«

WE'

At the same time Victor cited

AHLERT

]

;

MEET

shows.

I

,

,

|

'

;

,

'

Mrs.

Jimmy Dorsey Hurt

'

As Fire Sweeps

Cal.

Home

HoUvwood Feb 22

|

jimm7Drey

—

Mrs.
Jfe Of the
nandleader, was seriously burned
When a fire swept her Toluca Estates

home.
She was carried to safety by
DUtler Ben Murphy, oldtime actor.
^Damage was estimated at $75,.

|

;

Mrs. Dorsey was treated for
nurns of the face, hands and shoul«ws.
Her husband is currently

'

-

on tour.
'

lert?^' '"i

^^"^^

Dorsey's col-

«.000 but uninsured.

i

,

Saul Bourne, incumbent pop

whose terrhs are expiring.
Writers' nominating committee
had to find men to comipete against
Fred Ahlert, board member writer,
who is also president of AScAP;
piibs

,

-

rising young pubs as
aspirants to places oh the Society's
director Ijoard. ; Tplhihsf Valando,
operator of Laurel Music, and
Rgdd Evans, who has both Jefferson
and Valiant Music. They'll be up
against Herman Starr, Louis 'Bern-
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JocksJukes and Disks
By

Bernie

The way recording companies
acquire and lose the golden toucli
in the making of hit disks is something that frec(Uently causes wonder among those who watch the
field closely. A label will spin out
a platter that quickly bounces into
the charmed circle; before long

Jerry Saxon, night disk jock on WIND, Chicago, got a hold of an
RCA-Victor plotter called "Sicilian Tarantello" which he considered
a n.s.g. piece. To break up the monotony of his all night show, he introed it as a ^ag as an Italian hillbilly from the pic, "Hopalong
Giuseppe." Listeners began calling the station requesting the song
from the film Saxon had mentioned. Since then, letters and calls have
surpassed the total amount, of requests ever received for a disk in. two

Woods

"Moon" lacks a bounce. It's done
with accomp by the Pliil Moore
Four. Tune is good and it should

I

;'

,

weeks.

climb high on jock and juke ratings. There'll be better versions,
however. "Sometime," done in the
film as a waltz, is cut to a ballad
tempo by Sinatra. He does it niceanother will follow, and whether ly with full-band backing under
that's due to the pull of the first Axel Stordahl.
is anybody's guess. Then comes a
Kingr Cole "Portrait of Jenny "period wherein almost everything, "An Old Piano Plays the Blues"
that company cuts sems to bear the (Capitol). "Portrait" is difficult to
b.o, stamp. They all do not, of judge as a melody on this disking
course—but the point is they gincg it is performed in the ....
same
.
sound: to reviewers like they are iiianner as most of Cole's
vocal bits
all capable of ringing the bell. And he has a habit of ttiaking the
Tlicy carry an intangible exhuber- Worst sound good, However, tiie
ance.
melody Is iihpressive and it's given
Hits apparently are like a tonic a big-band assist similar to liis "Nato melody-swamped recording men ture Boy," making the disk a good
Most Beautiful Girl in Radio
and artists, There's a psychological possibility for jock and juke uccess.
Lorry's lieen dubbed that-^and
efiect on all concerned that beginsJ "Old Piano" is also a candidate; it's
to wane only when a sufficient*, a pleasant lyrical story, well told her hit record, "Can't Sleep" proves
her a singing great. Mark Warnumber of releases do not connect by Cole with his own group. \
with the public, or when overJohn Xaurenz-Anne V I n cent now's vocal protegee; co-starred in
conridence begins to take its toll "Careless Hands"-"Luckiest Guy in Rudy Vallee's "College Days."
on those involved.. That's when the the World" (Mercury). Laurent and
Lorry has two record sessions
pendulum starts swinging toward Miss Vincent entwine their coming up now. She'll record Bill
another company.
"Hands" without making what Bran't "Thanks to You" and J.
Before the end of the disk ban might be called a standout version Fred Coots and Alice Simms' "Just
last December,
Capitol Records of the tune. .It's in a light rhythm
Record on a Phonograph."
had things pretty much its own tempo. On the flipover, however,] a
Her "Whispering" is in Mark
way, closely followed by Columbia. there's a good jock piece. It may
Since, the ban: has been lifted; not reach the top, but it'll be played Warnow's "Fireside Album,"
Capitol has not been able to click often. A cute tune, done at' a beat
TIIVI GAYLE
on the same, number of cylinders, pace, it tells a romantic story that
(PublicityTPersonal Managtnocnt)
excepting the current Margaret forms good pacing for jocks.
Temporary IVIail Address;
Whiting platter of "Far Away
HOTEL SHERATON
Jerry Wayne-Dell Trio "You
Places." Currently, Decca is at the Can't Buy
Detroit 2, Mich;
Happiness"-"Bluebird
top of the heap with a string of Singing in My Heart" (Columbia).
solid sellers which it claims are Wayne and the Dell Trio may have
turning in more sales than at any another "My Happiness" or "You
Set
Levy-Decca
Lou
previous time in its history. Again Can't Be True, Dear'-' in the "HapColumbia is up there pretty solidly, piness" side; It's pne of those very
for it and.Decca are currently mak- pleasant, very commercial melodies
Partnership in
ing the smartest and best-turned that can easily achieve wide jock
disks. Surprisingly enough, close
and juke attention, and Wayne and
Pickwick Music Firm
behind these two comes the com- the Trio aided by a vocal quartet
paratively new Mercury label. This work it
Lou Levy, head of Leeds •Music,
over smoothly and smartly.
company has made unusual strides On the flipover there's a good ver- finally completed arrangements
in the past few months, technically sion
of "Bluebird,'' which for weeks last week under which he is setand artistically, and it's turning has been promising to break sharp- ting up the new Pickwick Music
out increasingly impressive disks. ly over the
hit mark. Waxed at a firm in conjunction with Decca
Deep in the rear is RCA-Victor. light rhythm beat,
Wayne drapes it Records. New company is startAside from the platters made by
money vocal. It, too, will ing out with the song, "Pal-ing
o,v can
/,,n,^''*^
Pcwy Gomo,: who seemingly
^^^^^ and Around With You," recorded for
^ ^^^'^ °^ ^"^'"^
no
wrong^so
do
strong is his hold iukes.
iyj^es
Decca by Ted Lewis.
—Victor is going nowhere fast with
,r.
Andy Kussell-Kmg ^.
Sisters "I'm
its post-ban issues. The pendulum,
It's the third outside publishing
Beginning to Miss You"-"Yuk^ahowever, could swing Victor's way Puk" (Capitol).
Russell hasn't had deal' made by Decca. One is with
at any time. Before it does, howand Columbia
a hit in too lonp, and the Kings Shapiro-Bernstein
ever, Victor's recording people will
haven't been doing much in the Pictures in Mood Music, operated
have to develop more recording way of
disking for some time. by S. B, and the other is Supreme
imagination. It is stringing along
"Miss" could hit for them. It's a Music operated by Bergman-VoccOwith too much old-line thinking,
smartly .tailored version of a good Bregman-Vocco-Conn. In additmn
technically and in the assignment
tune that is making promising Decca owns several of its own mu
of tunes. That's not to say rival
passes at the charmed circle. Rus- sic pub subsids (Sun, North, etc),
companies are far in the van, but at sell and the Kings
blend commerleast they're

Retail stores and distribs got to BCA-Victor for the platter, but none
were in stock.. New York was notified and figured it was all a gag, for
only a few thousand of the disks had been distributed nationally. Disk
features an ocarina and mandolin plus Reinas' orch.
record irep, Nate Hale, happened to be visiting Saxon's program last week,'and took a cue from all the requests pouring in, As a
result, Hale notified N. Y. and
is cutting "Sicilian Tarantello"
with Macklin Morrow's 6().-piece orcli^ And all because: disk jock Saxon
did a little kidding.
(Ed. Note: "Sicilian" was for a long time a prominent request disk,
on the show run by Ed Murphy, WSYR, Syi-acuse, jockey.)
-
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MGM

MGM

>

.

Time mag devoted considerable space in its current issue to a capsule
history on Louis Armstrong, including giving him the front cover.
Occasion was his acceptance of an invitation to becnme "King of the
.

i

LORRY RAINE

Zulus" at the New Orleans Mardi Gi"as festival, March 1. Event is anannual affair conducted as part of the week-long festivities, but participated in only by the town's Negro population. Invitation carried un^
usual honor for Armstrong since he was bom in N.O.
Time's profile traced Armstrong's life from his kiddie days in N.O.,
through his beginnings as a musician to his jump' to Chicago to join
King Oliver's now immortalized jazz band. From that point on. the
prestige of the trumpeter gathered speed. Early in his Chicago daysj
Armstrong became associated' with Joe Glaser, now head .of. his own.
Associated Booking Corp., and the relationship still exists. Armstrong,
in the Time stoi-y, gives <Jlaser credit for putting him in a financial
position which would allow him to quit work any time he chooses.
Armstrong, however, states he'll be playing, "right up to those Peai'ly

,

i

I

I

I

.

1

I

Gates."

I

In one of the few instances of a topnotch singer being refused such
a request. Cole Porter nixed Dinah Shore's pitch tor- a "one-word change
"Been Faithful to, You in My Fashion," which She etched
:Golumbia. Novelty number from "Kiss Me Kate" refers to "Schlitz"
beer. Since Miss Shore is on the air with Eddie Cantor for Pabst, she
wanted to give her sponsor a disk plug. Chappell Music, which pul)lishes all Porter's works, heard of the idea and notified Columbia that
Porter doesn't like any tampering' with his tunes. Miss Shore then
made the direct bid and was turned down. Porter not only takes pride
in his lyricizing but generally likes to control not only who sings tlie
stuff, but how. When Columbia waxed the "Kate" score, for example,
Porter acted as overseer, even to the size of orch used.
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"Comme Ci Gomme Ca," new turie released recenUy b^^ Columbia
Records with Frank Sinatra, is the U. S; Version bf the French "Clopin
Clopant," a hit in that country for most of the past year. Alex Kramer
and Joan Whitney did the American lyric to the melody by Bruno
Coquatrix, whose lyrici-st on the French version was Pierre Dudan;,
Since the release of Sinatra's recording, all other major diskers have
cut sides, Decca doing it with Dick. Haynies, Capitol with Margaret
Whiting, Victor with Tony Martin; lileircUty, Vic ^^^^D
Johnny Desmond. Leeds Music publishes the song here, by arrangement with maestro Ray Ventura, holder of the'French copyright. He
achieved a total of betweeil" 45 and 50 recordings of the song throughout
Europe and England.
:
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jyiack Clark and Herb Reis have been put to Work on the stitlT of the
reactivated Mayfair music catalog by Edwin H. (Buddv) Morris, Clark
in n_ y., Reis on the Coast. They will handle part of the score of Bing
Crosby's "Connecticut Yankee" (Par), being split with, Morris' Melrose
under the supervision of Sydney Kornheiscr.

catalog, all

1

trying. Victor's only
imaginative thoughts lately have
Esmeraldy, hillbilly singer, was
S/"Ber}fn'' m^^^J''^^}^^i?^^'
Songstress Gloria King, who played the Hippodrome, Baltimore, rebeen the cutting of the waltz. "For- n.KhPrt Sv p^rt^, r^^./^f 1,"'?'^ signed to a term contract last week
^jt M-G-M Records. She recently cently, is not with Vic Lombardo's house orchestra thei-e, as mistakenly
ever and Ever," by Como.
hrfni up Morey
Hnnvl.,. bungs
M^,?
Fhpovei
Amster- secured a release from a previous reported. She opened an engagement at the Clover ClUb, Miami, last
Dorothy Shay "Mr. Sears and
(Continued on page 42)
week.
Mr.Roebuck"— "You Broke Your
pact with Musicraf t Records.
Promise" (Columbia); An unusual
release in that it's Columbia's first
with Dorothy Shay and aims for
Disk Jockey Reviews
Ifl
p«p-lune promotion. Her "Promiso." a promising corn tune, is
Como: ........ . Victor
( Perry
1.
FAR AWAY 1>LACES (10) (Laurel).
good, but it's backed by one of
.Decco
XBinr) Crosby.
.......
MARTY
nOGAN
]VJis.s Shay's whacky novelties, out
45 Mins.
9
ol which jocks and jukes can get a "
LITTLE-BIRD TOLD ME (14) (Bourne)
Robert Hall Clothing
^^:rVa^r'*:.V.V.V.S.^'rr
lot of mileage. It'll probably never
4:30 .p.m., Mo'n.-Fri.
be a hit song,, but it can be a hit
3.
CRUISINC'DOWN THE- RIVER (2) (Spitzer)
Blue Barron
M-G-M
WCFL, Chicago
di«k, for it's Miss Shay's smartest
Knight: .v. .
.Decca
< Evelyn
Yet spinner Marty Hogan debuts
4.
POWDER FACE WITH SUNSHINE (4) (Lombardo)
and funniest piece of material
'
Scala
.. London
... . . .
1 Primo
new series titled "Musical Meriy
since the album that produced
Go Round" witli interesting as.sorlDi-.mh Shore
Columbio
'Feudin' and Fussin.' " Delivered
5.
LAVENDER BLUE (3) (Santly-Joy)
ment of sweet and hot. .He ofl'or.s
'
cicai-ly and in tempo, it's a money
Victor
\ Sammy Kay e
refreshing contrast to late school
sir'f),
Pdtti Andrews-B. Crosby :Decca
PUSSY CAT SONG (.5) (Leeds)
of prissy stylists by common-sense
Margaret Whiting: "Forever and
^ Perry Como
Vic(or
'

L

|
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Best Sellers on Com-Ma(ta.ISfi::Z!^;J!
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Ever"— "Dreamer With
(Cupitol). .,A

a.

Penny"

current pop and a'
liliely new melody, either or both
ol which can work for jocks and
jukes. Miss Whiting snins an unusual vocal web about "Forever." It's
difTcreitt than the waltz versions
hcing released in that it's done entirely in ballad form with Frank
De Vol's accomp. "Dreamer," from
tlip show "All For Love," also a
bill lad, has
many good notes to
recommend it, and Miss Whiting t

whitewashes
voice.

ground.

cleanly and in fine

it

9.

RED ROSES FOR BLUE LADY

10.

:^
(

!

Kddv Howard "While the An-'
Was Ringing"-"Someone Like
You (Mercury). Mercury is floodmci.the market with Eddy Howard.

SO TIRED

(Glenmore)

j

'

.

.

\

l

.

AGAIN (Robbins)
TRUE ABOUT DIXIE (Caesar)
SWEET SUE (Shapiro-Bernstein)
SWEET GEORGIA BROWN (Remick)
BEWILDERED (Miller)
.

.

i

,•

.

Decca

Slarr

An^riswt, Sisiers
Rhinelan,d6rs
,

,

,

. .

.

Coral
Vicf.or

.Decca

Lynn

London
Decaa
Signature

Tempo
M-G-M

Eckstine'
llnkspots

(

"

^i'-^V

Decca

Decca

Evelyn Knight

"••'•\i Barru Green

.

J

'

\

JWin.s.

Bros.

Ray Anthony:
Billjy

Raijiboit?

Peccfl

sister Rosetto
.\

,.,,,..Sianatuve:

.

Eclcstine.

Thorpe

^''BinEr.'Cf&sbi/:.,,;.;..;;

,

^
.

.

,

,

.

Decca
Decca

ColtHrtbia

1

lFt£fures in purcinlieses indicate

^

*

Capitol
Decca;
.Mowhattaji
r:

,

.

Brother Bones

.

..^

•

Victor

Decca

Johnmj Long

,

'

X

..

.

At Jolson-Mills Bros

I

!

.

Morgan

Ru.ss

Kay

v'cra

,

,

I

(these probably recorded
befoinie. the disk ban). Smatra does
yocql beat, of
•«ni jy,9S^"^n,

...

^°//,^.--;,
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many good diskings (Doris Dav's
BRUSH THOSE TEARS (Peter Maurice)
Columbia is best), and Howard
should pick up many of the jock
GLORIA (Rene)
and juke plays. His arrangement
bounces smoothly.
FOOLS RUSH IN (PVC)
Frank Sinatra "If You Stub Your
Toe On the Moon"-"When Is Some- ; UP ABOVE MY HEAD (Taps)
time" (Columbia). Both new tunes
/
^mn Bing Crosby's "Connecticut: SO IN LOVE (T; MarniS)'

YaMee"

.

'!?$"""V^
[Al
Jolson-Mtlls Bros

IS IT
:

Columbia
.

Avics Bros

\

'

CoTu^^bii

l

Les Brown
Vaughn Monroe
Guy Lombardo

Coming Up
I,

gekts

,
London

DK«1:f

{

(8) (Berlin).

(J) (iVIills)

MORE BEER (Dreyer)
YOU, YOU, YOU ARE THE ONE (Campbell)
DOWN AMONG SHELTERING PALMS (Miller)

i

background info of platter choices.
Hogan is overburdened wilU

^:?'^]>

[Anne Shelton

MY DARLING. MY DARLING («) (Morris)
I'VE GOT MY LOVE TO KEEP ME WARiM

8.

:

S

(Leeds)

(7)

'

DeVol again works back-

They're all good sides, however.
TJ'oac two hit the spot; "Angelu.s,"
a new tune, looks good on Howard's
tonsils and he does a fine job on
tl^o ballad.
He does equally well
with the rhythmic "Someone." from
tJio film "My Dream Is Yours," It's
a promising tune that has gotten

GALWAY BAY

7.

-
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*

t

l^^W.ff^f

i

l }

If

number

o]

weeks song has been

ng n
|

i

«

.

in the

Top

10.1

commercials, ranging from jingles
to bargain-hunter specials, a common fault of this sponsor, but manages to keep them this side of
nausea with light treatment. Disk
range is broad; covering such as
.

Vaughn Monroe, Charlie B.irnct.
Margaret Whiting, Bing Cio.sb.v
and Doris Day. And Hogan's voice
has friendly warmth without being
unctuous. Keeps listeners pleasJWart.
antly awake.

HOWARD RUDOLPH'S MELODV
MART
55 Mins., Mon. thru

Fri., 11:05 a.m.

Participatint;

WITH.

Balto

Potent mail-puller. Howard Rudolph has built his daily noontime
session with a smartly varied routine of well-selected platter.s, easy
chatter aimed at the hau.slrau
mainly, and a digest of lociil ckm.

church and personal items aia
smalltown newspaper.
v
Dividing it into four parts fiesigtPiitiircs
nated as "stalls" he
"choice cuts," indexing hi.s selec-

tions into sharply defined mootis
of sweet swing, etc. New.s i.s given
a "Town Crier" designation, and a
daily "mystery melody" for pme*
helps keep the postman busy, farticipatlng slots are at a premium,
with foods mainly represented, U,s
a radio fixture here of long slanaing and consistent popularity.
Burni.

;.

.
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,
'

.
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.
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Tune Suit Heard

ORCHESniAS-MVSIC

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

|

New Orleans, Feb. 22.
Federal District Judge Wayne
Borah held court last week in a
music store here and Uius determined that a popular song of
sevci-al years ago is not the same
as one written by a New Orleans
policeman. The court proceedings
were transferred to the Grunewald
Co. store when time came for the
Judge to listen to the two tunes
played on the piano.
.Judge Borah was hearing the
suit in Which Irvin Francis Arena,
43, asked an injunction against
Sun Music Co. of New York, and
five other defendants, charging
they infringed on his copyright of

a song, "My Dream Love Song" by
publishing and having performed
over the radio the hit tune of several years ago entitled, "You Al-

ways Hurt the One You Love."
That song is the same music he
composed and copyrighted. Arena

WWL

Co.,

WSMB,

w

WJBW, and

o

National
Rating

EVELYN KNIGHT
lA

2

IB

,

.1

Got

My

10

3

1

needed a
Columbia came

49

3

8

<

41
10

40

seemed

j

3

The

33

9

(Victor)
for a Blue Lady"

7B 13

"Far Away Places"

BING CROSBY
MILLS BROS.

'

"I

6

8

3

.

It

26

Hurts".

2

24

(Victor)
,

22

.

"Lavender Blue"

6

9

17

(Decca)

My Love to Keep
SAMMY KAYE (Victor)

Me".

11

"I've Got

12A 17

"Careless Hands"
DINAH SHORE (Columbia)
"Buttons and Bows" ......
DINAH SHORE (Columbia)
"Lavender Blue"

mind Victor

14

6

6

13

8

6

13
12

GUY LOMBARDO
14

14

(DeCca)
"Down By the Station"
Decca)
RUSS
"Cruising Down the River"......

MORGAN

I

15

2

9

11

<

..

.'.

..

'.v

10

.

DINAH SHORE
16A 15

(Columbia)
"Far Away Places"

JO STAPFORD-G. MacRAE

i

..

2

..

(Gap)

16B

"Pussy-Cat Song"
VERA LYNN (London)

3

16C

"Again"

5

•

BOB CLEARY

9

MILLS BROS.
16

1

'Here

I'll

(Decca)

3

"Lady

(Columbia)

4

..

(Victor)

4

of Spain"

.

"Where's Charley?", waxing hi.s Interpretation of Frank Loesser's
"Once In Love With Amy" exactly
as It's don<e in the show.
Bolger

2

FIVE TOP

ALBUMS

WORDS AND

KISS ME,

;'.;;,4;./;,;:.;;

STAN KENTON
ENCORES

KATE

MUSIC

MY HEART

Varied ArtUli

Varied

Stan Kenton

'

Columbia
femme lead in
C.Tpitol
"Charley," combined to do "Make
a Miracle," which backs up "Amy."
Decca will issue the recording on
its "Special Series,"' retailing at $1.
Spitalny for N.Y. Strand
The disk, incidentally, is a 10Phil Spitalny's all-girl orchestra
Ineher and it carries four minutes
has been signed to play the Strand
and 17 seconds of music and vocal
theatre,
N.
at a date not yet
on the V Amy" side, one of the
Benny Goodman has become the determined. Y..
It's the first time in
longest-running
10-inch
platters obiective of several pitches for a
recent years that Spilalny lias
ever released commercially. Length
is achieved by running the disk's
Faiamouni inedue.
grooves closer together, which can with Music Corp. of America. Gen- "'""i
..
,.
/
v..
only be done safely on vinylite.
Date
was set by Charlie Yates oti
eral Artists Corp., Billy Shaw, who
oince a regular needle plays the recently set up his own agency after Joe Glaser's Associated Bool^ig
that ABC
side, the grooves would break down
severing connections with Gale, Corp., and it s probable
the
liiture.
haiuile
.Spituln.\
in
quickly on the regular composition. Inc., and Willard Alexander, al.soj\N)H
head of his own agency, all are
after a pact with the clarinetist.
n
ii
D«-|. R|-|hel|
B. G. leans toward being booked
Sc IcrS
Literary Cole Porter?
"CSl UllUSil i}IlCCl UCIICIS
by an individual rather than a large
(Week ending Feb. 17)
Khinebeck, N. Y.
organization such as GAC, the only
*aitor, Variety:
London, Feb. 22.
other agency still in tlie band field
.Semember the oldie about the aside from
.Morris
(Morris is graduSlow Boat to China.
piano pounder who boa.sted when ally getting out of the band biz
Victoria
Buttons and Bows
you hired him you got Chopin and After he cancelled his previous
When You're in Love .AVood;
«1L the other classics? The modern contract with MCA. several years
Unit
Heart of Loch Lomond
lync writer may soon say: "Kid, back, Mark Hanna booked him.
.Chappell
Maharajah Magador.
with me comes the best
Chappell
My Happine.^s
from the
Cuckoo Waltz .Keith-Piowse
poetry anthologies." Ernest DowSouthern
•on, whose
Cuanto le Gusta.
Tower'8 Kid Disks
poems were illustrated
oy Aubrey
Gay
Little Bird Told Me ....
Chicago, Feb. 22.
Beardsley, wrote a
Wright
Dream of Olwen
lamed lyric of the nineties, the
Tower Records, not only enters
Connelly
Little Girl
uue and refrain the same: "I kiddie disk field, with production
Rtfid
Anything
Dream
I
?ave always been faithful
to you, of records for new Tel-Vision Jr.,
^ynara, in my fashion." It is now,
but will do national distribution of
Second 12
01 course, in the
public domain.
the disk plus slide-players, besides
'"^frain
Faraway Places. .... .Leeds
of Cole Porter's manufacturing the film strips for
i«i
«ync in "Kiss Me, Kate,"
Victoria
You'll Be Thei-e
"Always Photo-Electronic Corp., manufacwue to You in My Fashion," has turer of the recorder.
Box & Cox
Suvla Bay.;
jne line: "I
Connelly
It's Magic
have always been" true
Dick Bradley, proxy of Tower,
'» you, darling,
Feldman
^
Cool Water
in my fashion."
feels that complete synchronization
Change faithful to true, and of sight and sound via disks and
Southern
Perhaps
Cigareets & Whusky, .Chappell
illustraJ^ynara to darling, and you have simultaneous
projected
Poi'ter; change the" two words tions has educational and entertainAh But It Happens, Maurice
J;!"?
»B«t and you
Kassner
Until
get Ernest Dowson's ment value. Cost of the Tel-Vision
Belong to Someone .. Connelly
!J^;«i?ai very wonderful title and Jr., is in low-price bracket, enablFeldman
'^frain t(. each
For You
stanza.
ing most parents to take advantage
Sun
«
Gloria
John WiUtach.
Of it, Bradley said.

and Allyn McLeric,
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We

suggest a radio-phonograph

six tUx-nables, FM and AM,
teie
" with
many
'
16"i.,
also shortwave band, with
P?,*-^.'^^^ 'r^o glom"Band" idea at the the- tube television. It must be able
Another angle behind the to do recordings of all speeds, on
atre.
leader's thinking is the coaxial tape and wire, with a public adcable now in' operation between dress system, and the price $100.
That's what the customers are
Chicago and New York.
looking for in our shop In- about
Heretofore, it. was difficult to
five years, when 45 rpm might heband properties for
talk .name
come popular.
TJenec Manolo.
figures
^

to promote as
-

.

.

,„ing the

,

!

,

I

i

'

;

;

:

video because of limited outlets,
These' outfits could, not afford to

remain close to originating stationsweelt in and week out because
there weren't enough high-paying
dance dates within the area to

JeiTy Wald has., beien^.-e^^
Unusual comment frith the; ne'w
make up operating, costs. And band
he has been rehearsing in
sponsors could not afford to pay
New York foi" the past few weeks,
high prices due to limited video
outlets.
With the cable open, As a result the outfit' was sighed
however, a band can range lie- iSiSt week to reeprd for Columbia
tween N. Y. and Chicago, and Records before it; everi got ':out of
the rehearsal studio.
north and south of the line, and
Wald's new outfit is designed
still do a weekly video program,
And that's what Kaye has in mind. strictly for jazz concert-type dates;
it is not as heavy a combo as that
recently broken up by Stan Kenton
Tex Beneke orchestra took $7,000 and the current Charlie Barnet and
:

:

,

,

I

1

,

.

,

i

[

end out of a four-day run at Woody Herman bands, but it is
the same lines. It's made up
Jerry Jones' new Rainbo Randevu, along
eight brass, five sax, five rhythm
for

.

.<

,

:

i

.

.

much

to the leader in theatres
in the past six or seven years, is
judged by him to be ideal for
video. When he opens at the Capitol theatre, N. Y., next month, Kaye

so

P™''"^"*

'

,

.

.

,

'

;

,

t

I

,

,

i

i

)

The; new 45 rpm player most
will not take the pl.ice of
elaborate music instruments. We
advise all dealers to sit out this
round, not to buy it; Standardise
tlie "larket, come down with the
jrices_^and create a bigger demand
for old standards,
„,„
We took a poll among our record customers- None will bUv 45
rom Evervhoriv <:»ti>!fie<1
7A
sattsned with 7»
«„ri LP.
T,P
and

1

_,, Certainly

Sammy Kaye is seriously aiming
at selling his "So You Want to|
Lead a Band" for television this
,
summer. Idea,
which has meant

.

MCA

;

LEAD BAND FOR TV

i

CUaI

Victor

SAMMY KAYE AIMING
ttntwv num. inevw^

i

,

Vaughn Monro*

glers.,;/;

:

.

Artists

-

Capitol

PROSPECTIVE MGRSJ

.

::

VAUGHN MONROE

SO DEAR TO

Broadway Coit

GOODMAN EYED BY

The dealers have been guinea
pigs long enough for new inventions. If the cu.stomers insist on
LP and standard records; swell.
But We don't see any need for a
new record changer at a different
speed. Give the customers 71) rpm,
on which they can get everything.
Give the (>uhlic a cheaper recordplayer. Give the record- dealers an
opportunity to get rid of their old
stock. If RCA wants this 78 rpm
back in order for us to introduce
the public to something else; then
yes. But it costs money to: try out
new things, and to keep all kindsof record ing speed varieties in
stock. It's too confusing for the
public aS; Well as the shbpkeeper
and his employees.
Does Victor think that all the
other radio manufacturers are gor"
ing to throw out their present new
players? Hpw about us dealei's who
just sold the latest in radios? What
are we going to tell our customers?
The doughnut record; is Senseless. Miiht be a cute toy for tlie
kiddifes Or come iii handy for jug.

Stay"

BAY NOBLE
18B 19

[

9

"Gloria"

BUDDY CLARK
ISA 17

I

9

(King)

"Put Your Shoes On, Lucy"

16D
17

10

;

We feel that it is entirely up to
the public to decide whether they
want LP or 45 rpm. May we rethat it is quite costly
for the custoVners to keep up with
the record companies? There are
several hundred on the market.
Woul dh't it be dandy, if each decided to bring out a different speed
recording that naturally needed a
matching player.

(Victor)

MILLS BROS.

',

.

the Station"

SAMMY KAYE

13

6

(Decca)

TOMMY DORSEY

12B 10

10

(Decca)

Love You So Much

"Down By

3

.

leading manufacturers brought"6ut
either two-armed or one-armed
radio phonographs for 78rpin and
33'.S,
even automatic changers.
Fine. Now conies ItCA. Victor wltK
a new record, at another speed:
45 rpm with a doughnut hole in
the middle, claiming that: "this is
the thing for the public."

VAUGHN MONROE
"Red Roses

the new records
to have everything, clarity,
space-saving. V
;
radio factories and moSt

money and

.

9

7A 14

First

out with 33 'ft
not make any

lot of orders, since

,

the Rivet''
Decca)

"Galway Bay"

facelifting.

did

'

(M-G-M)

"Cruising

We

records.

money, on introductory sales with
free players. But we created new
customers, or. better, brought back
old customers. We sure did get a

(Capitol)

Places'^

Down
BING CROSBY

I

SO

7

MARGARET WHITING

j

'Charley' Tunes
Decca Records last week recorded Ray Bolger, star of the show,

to Keep Me'^
(Decca)

BLUE BARRON

:

59

ne.ss

"Tired"

"Far Away
j

4

Love

RUSS MORGAN
"So

'

S»

(Decca)

"A Little Bird Told Me"
LES BROWN (Columbia)
"I've

PeUillo lifted the ban at the beginning of the yeai:, The reipbrid
shops afid their customers were
recordr.hungry. But no, the recording companies decided that bu.si-

(Decca)

EVELYN KNIGHT

[

2

S

"Powder Face With Sunshine"

,:

J

T

Artist, Label, Title

:

Ray Anthony's orchestra has
been signed by Capitol Records to
a term deal effective immediately.
Currently at Frank Dailey's Meadr
owbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J., Anthony may cut his first Cap side"'
before he leaves the New York
area later this week. His deal was
set on the Coast by General Art^
Ists Corp.
Anthony was with Signature;
Records, but he had no contract,
Sides Sig has been Issuing by him
originally were made for the TuneDisk label,
Philadelphia
indie.'
Signature' had bought 12 sides

Ray Bolger Records

I

N.

This Last
wk. wk.
|

RAY ANTHONY BAND^
TO GH CAP BOOST

exhausted.

O

i

Inc.,

now

"

P*

FEB. 19

•

I

-

Week Ending

'

Co., Charles
n e r and' operator of
WNOE, Inc.

from Tune-Disk and they're

T
A
L

P'

10

,

We have been in the record
business for years: and' made a nice
living of it; Raididi disk jockeys
;and .jiike boxes have' helped tn*;
record business a lot.
Then Petnllo decided to declare
a recording ban; arid the recording
compariles and recd,rd shops wprlced
hand iii hand and ^ei'ved the public with what wai5 avaiiable on the
musical menu.
J

O

last week.

|

Development

Carlson, o

Pa.

Carlisle,

Editor. Variety:

W

parative sales rating for this

Other defendants were Stephens
Broadcasting

u
o

and showing com-

cities

and

charges.

After hearing the songs played
by professional musicians, Judge
Borah dismissed the suit, stating,
"I don't think there is any substantial similarity and purely from the
Standpoint of a layman these are
separate and distinct elements; It
is not a question for experts but
for the lay mind to judge."

Dealer RPM Gripe

Survey of retail disk best
seUers, based on reports obtained from leading stores in
12

41

RCA's 45 Spins

Over Counter
(J.

.:

.

.

i

1

its

of
Salt Lake, setting a new Saturday (including bongo, etc., drums).
night mark of 4,450 admissions flSl.' General Artists Corp. will book.

.

,'
'
1
'
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ONLY 20 PLUGGERS

RACKMIL SEES PAREE
ON DECCA BIZ JAUNT

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

Paris, Peb. 22.
Milton Rackmil, X>ecca Records
executive veepee, here for a brief
visit, returned to London wliere lie
has been in discussions with Brit-

'

i

material.

sales,

leading stores in 12 cities

from
and showing comparative sales
rating for this and last week.

I

'

T

O
T
A
L

i

Rackmil is leaving London for
the U. S. next Monday (28).

Week Ending

I

National

•

I

retail sheet tntisic
based on reports obtai)?cd

Survey of

ish Decca head E. R. (Ted) JLewis.
Tallcs concern the arrangement between the two firms :Via which British Decca markets in England,
South Africa and Australia, pop
sides made in the V- S., and the
U. S. Decca handles the other's
cl?issieal

UNEMPLOYED-MILLER
Hollywood, Feb. 22.
Bob MUler, Music Publishers
Contact Employess prexy, reveals
that songpluggere have hit their
highest employment rate of all
itime. Out of 630 members only
20 are unemployed. Milieu said.
All but two of the local songplyg.
gers are wofking.
Miller presided over the luncheon for members at the Knickerbocker hotel yesterday (14), wlien
read the annual report
I

This Last
wk. wk.

MPCE's Chf
,

I

I

T
Title

S

and Publisher

!

'

Taf Away

1,

6

"Lavender Blue" (Santly-Joy>
"A Little Bird Told Me" (Bourne)

8

8

4
9

9

10

lOA

7

lOB

9

11

12

a_

.

"Powder Your Face" (Lombardo)
"Galway Bay" (Leeds).

6

14

13

14A

Places" (Laurelt

3

2

at-arms.

11

14B 13

"Cruising Down River" (Spitzer>
"Buttons and Bows" (Famous!
"I've

" My

Got

My

Darling,

Love"

(Berlin)

10

1

3

103

2

86
75
69
61
48

6

9
8

My Parting;" CMorrisV

6

^

10

2

6"

3

..

9

1

4

.3.
8

10

.

Slow Boat to China" (Meli-ose>
"So Tired" (Glenmore)
"So in Love" (T. B. Harms)

2

3

7

.

4
10
9

8

10

..

..

.

.

/7-.-.y.

3

.

.

Front th* Current

WALT DISNEY

22

Hit Picture

20
18

9
"7

12

A

..

..

'

..

..

3

..

SO DEAR
TO MY
HEART

"l(j

Vincent, a good tune, plus imagin- entry on "Dreamer With a Penny"
ative backgrounding by Carrol
is a face by Herb .FciTrics, nicely
Dinah Shore "Forever and Ever"backed by the stand"I've Been I'lit" (Columbia). An- worked, and
Naother of the many "Forever" sides ard ''Easy To Remember"
Continued from- page 40
being .spun; by ail companies into tional -pushed out another solid
dam's screwy "Yuk," which Russell the sales wiiirl. This one, in waltz standard by the Ravens in "Deep
and his new girl friends work oyer tempo, is also well done,. Miss Purple" .
Same label continue to
quickly, Shore getting good backing from market good disks by Charlie Vensmartly.
It palls fairly
the color of an accordion, and a
however, in spite of the bright Cole vocal group under direction ot tura, now with Victor; his "Pina
Colada" and "Stop N' Go," made
background.
Harry Zimmerman. She gets a with Charlies Shavers, Bavey
Anne Vincent "A, You're Ador- commercial hold on the tune and Tougli and Chubby Jackson, are
iable"-"Keep a Twinkle in Your her disk should- be widely used. both solid sides ... Mercury's
iRevoi'se could surprise, however:
"Adorable" has Ill's a sprightly tailored and played "Forever and Ever," by Helen CariFiye" (MercuryV.
(made a deep dent in the request rhythm novelty that moves solidly roll, is also waltzrgrooved: it lacks
lately, on the strength of under Sonny Burke's baton, Miss only the name value; Backing is
lists
IBuddy Kaye's M^G-M recording. Shore's vocal again underpinned by "Blue Skirt Waltz." a new Mills
This version is smart and saleable. a group, .locks will try it for size Music promotion ... Columbia got
Miss Vincent spins a commercial and the listeners could go for it big' out another "'Connecticut Yankee"
tune in the Moderuaires'
film
aura about the rhythm tune, asI

.

Appearing

•

DON CARLOS SUrrER
WINNIVEa* GASABA,;

DISC JOCKEYS
IT'S

A

.

.

.

.

.

iftdDiiir!

LAVENDER

I

HIT ALL-WAYS

Beautiful Ballad

li

10

9

over

43, Sunnyside,

28

8

10

.

.

Club

20

10

"Tarra Ta-Larra Ta-Lar" (Oxford)
"I Love You So Much" (Mel. Lane)
"Again" (Bobbins)
"Down By Station" (Am. Acad.)

Norman Cogan Trio held
Indefinitely at

N Y

44
7

..

.

I

Jocks and Jukes

FRANKIE LAINE

Ball

Chicago, Feb. 22.
Music Publishers Contact Employee union will run its annual'
[aifair for the benefit of the MPEG's
benevolent fund April 18 at the
Morrison hotel. It is to be called
the Tin Pan Alley ball.

O

FEB. 19

Rating-

N, O. Elects Winstein
New Orleans, Feb. 22.
David Weinstein has been elected
president of the Musicians Mutual
Prot tjtive Union, Local 174.
Others elected include Ettore
John
vicepresident;
Fontana.
Scheuerlng, secretary - treasurer;
business
Hartman,
F.
Charles
Charles Dupont,
representative;
assistant business representative,
and Joseph Graffagnino, sergeant-

P

01

i

YOU'RE A

BLUE

I

1

I

SWEETHEART

I

sisted

by Jiinmy

Carroll's

(

Music hy,.,

i

JIMMY MeHVGH
ROBBINS

John Laurenz "Be Minel'T"When
jumping You're in Love" (Mercury). Another good entry, brought to. attention originally by a London disk
"Mine" has possibilities. Laurenz

I

Jimmy

Carroll. "Love" is fair,
Laurenz is tair at his work.

i

I.

I

and

Platter Pointers
.

.

Bands

.

.

.

Baby," .lohnny
"Don't Tell Me Stories."
Dean, (Mercury); "Candy
Cowboy Copas (King) and
Eddie Kirk (Capitol); "I Love My
Whiskey," Big Bin Brobnzy (Merbiai;

,

.

.

.

.

.

Waldorf

(400; $2)
Yorker (400; $1-$1.50)
Roosevelt (400; $1.50-$2) .
Statler (450; $1-$1.50)

Waldorf. Dorothy Shay;

1

A DREAM OF A LULLABY

1

|

cury).

.

.

New

,

.

:

.

Covers
Total
WeekS' Past
Covers
Played Week Ou Date
30 2,525 31,600
.... 11
825 12,725
16 2.150 37,550
. ,
2 1,750
3i350
.

.

Gardner Benedict* New
Guy Lombai do
Tony Pastor
.

Inc.

Or Leave
Bond (ColumIt

Kisses,"

Hotel
.

Santly-Joy,

EDDIE JOY. Prof; Mgr.
1619 Broadway, New York If

country, west-

"Take

Eddie

.

Band
Emil Coleman^

*

hillbilly,

TARRA
Hotel B.O.'s TA-LARRA

at

:„,,

.

attention.

Jt,

Gene .Krupa rings the jazz loudly
with his "Lemon Drop," vocalled
Capitol into
.
the "Down By the Station" picture
with a late issue by the Starlight'^
ers; a fair disk ... Columbia's
by Franfcie Ross

J^*;-

.

ern, race, jazz:

-

~

.

Standout
i

i

(.Dilly Dilly}

"Busy Doing Nothing,'' march mel-

ody; Modernaires version of it is
okay, but not crisp enough to project the tune
Johnny Mercfer's
"My Heart's In the Mjddle of July"
gets a lot out of it, using a tango
takes a solid rhythm course and:
background colortully pumped by
unreels briglitly enough for jock

irhythm, arid jocks will find it
worthwhile.- They'll find the same
thing in tlie backing, too. A like-t
[able new novelty that may not be
destined for high stardom, it nevertheless presents many good joints
on which to liang frequent jOck
spins; It's a solid vocal job by Miss

.

.

.

.

.

TA-LAR
OXFORD MUSIC CORP.

,

.

.

.

New

1619 Broadwow

York

Yorker, ice revue.

Chicago
Barclay Allen (Empire Room, Palmer Hou.se, 550; $3.50 min.-.Vl cover).
Evelyn Knight and Allen's 88'ing steady; 3,000 covers.
Henry Brandon (Marine Room, Edgewater, 700; $1.20 cover), Warm
.

weekend helped; 2,300 covers.
Joe DeSalvo (Swiss Chalet, Bismarck, 200; $2.00 min.-$1.05 cover).
New .show Thursday (17). Fine 1,700 covers.
Dick LaSalle (Mayfair Room, Blackstone, 350; $3.50-Sl cover) Flofence Desmond out (17). Zero Mostel in (18). Sweet 2,400 covers.
Frankie Masters (Boulevard Room, Stevens, 650; $3.50 min.-$l cover).
Ice show and Masters neat 2,5,00 covers, despite lack of convf;ntions.
Bill Snyder (College Inn, Sherman. 500; $2.o0-$3.50 min.).
'Salute
To Cole Porter" sock fare with 3,400 tabs.
'

FARAWAY

PLACES
MUSIC CO
Broadway New

LAUREL

Los Angeles
Orrin Tucker (Ambassador, 900; $1.50-$2).
lining,, third week, ri.sing 3,100 covers.

Jan Garbcr

(Biltmore, 900; $1-$1.50).

Location Jobs,

1619

Jumped

M

in

to 3.400 covers.

Hotek

(Chicago)
Cee Davidson (Chez Paree. 500; $3.50 min.). Carmen Miranda .closed
Thurs. (17). Jack Cole, Mary Small and Joe Bishop in Fri. (18) excellent 6,000 tabs. Mostly Miss Miranda's.
Eddy Howard (Aragon; $l-$l.lo adm.). Back at nortlisidc ballroom;
16,000 adhii.ssiions despite few bad weathei" days.
Art Kassel (Blackhawk, 500; $2.50 min.t. Consistent at 2,100 covers.
Lawrence Welk (Trianon; $1-$1.15 adm.). Healthy 17,500 admissions
'

"NoWy can you hear Perry Como's

RCA

Victor

,

Dick Jurgchs (Palladium
missions.

Yori<

With Victor Bo)go head-

(Los Angeles'^
B., Hollywood, 3rd wk.).

RED ROSES
FOR A
BLUE LADY
SUSY
•
BLUE SKIRT
*

WALTZ

MILLS MUSIC. INC.
Okay

8,500 ad-

1619 Broadway

H. Y. l». N'^'

Wetlneeday, February 23, 1949
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T. B. Harms
Francis, Day

Don't

SONG CAVALCADE
«

M

( }l(isical-Ui8torical

Compiled for

*

Pratt.
1895.

All Righit

inc.

A

.

cfipptd

and

J894
B

Levi.

& Sons, cop. 1894
Felix Mcw;, m
Comrades.
(This
Before 1894.]
Glennon.
song of English origin was already
widely popular in America by this
Witmark

I

it

was reprinted

in a collec-

tion, among others, entitled "Musical Gems, Vocal and Instrumental" compiled by Joseph E. Win-

,

&

n«t

.

Me—

Co., cop. 1895.

Was Looking

1
tot. My Boy, She
Said! or, Decoration Day. w., m.,
Paul Dresser. Howley, Haviland
Co.. cop. 1895.
:

Jean, w., m., Paul Dresser.
ley,

Haviland

&

—

,

&

How-

Co., cop. 1895.

,

.

—

—

,

.

:

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

:

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

,

.

,

,

.

,

.

.

.

,

.

.

,

,

—

—

—

—

i

—

i

.

.

.

84

'.

83
81
80
79
78
76
73
72
70
65

.'

—
—

.

.

,

,

—

i

'

,

.

.

.

i

.

.,

. .

|

....

i

1

,

I

.

,

i

—

'

Edward B. Marks, m., Joseph
Co., cop.
W. Stern. Jos. W. Stern
1894.

St.

&

Mu-sic Co., cop. 1894 by

64

Pretty Baby— Remick
,
The Same Sweet Girl To-day. w.. My Own True Love i"My Own True Love"— Paramount
m, Dan^W. Quinn. Howley, Havi- Hold Me— Robbins
Mills, cop. 1895.

BoUman-

Drumheller Music Co.

Humoresque <No. 7 in: Humoresken, Op. 1«1). Piano solo, in.,

57
55
52
51
51

I

—

.

.

:

;

When

•'

Steve Brodio, boasting to have
Berlin: N. Sim- jumped off the Brooklyn Bridge
rock 11894!.
'without fatality, made a stellar
...^ Bowery National Thedebut at the
»
Play in
... Your
..a... to ...J
» Don't
V Want
I
Philadelphia, and later on
atre,
Philip
Wingate.
Yard, w.,
W. Petrie. Chicago: Petrie Music 14th St., N. Y.
In Chicago the great Pullman
Co cop 1894.
broke out, resulting in such
Kathleen.
m., Helene Mora.
rnn 1894 hv Helene Mora- as- ^ast property damage and turmoil
called out
^^ffneri 1920 to EdwS?d
Marks <^hat Federfil troops were Eugene
^-uwaro B
a. MarKs
V.
president Cleveland.
Mn^t Co
Th* r ittli. tMt fhiiA
w I5*=bs was among those involved in

^^^Sni*o.
The Wngcr in ^I^^'V
the QaUery.

.

Antonin Dvorak.

m

'

'

Flora Wulschner.
m Eugene Cowles. Boston: Oliver
Ditson Co., cop. 1894.
Her Eyes Don't Shine Like DiaDave Marion. M.
monds, w.,
Witmark & Sons, cop. ,1894.
His Last Thouifhts Were of You.
w.,

Charles B. Cory,

w.,

I

w.,

m

may

Dream,

.

ner, p. 222-225, which was published by Monroe Book Co., Chicago, and copyright in 1895 by
J. R. Jones,)

Forffotten.

Richara Htmbers new devetopment %n h0%iig bTM4^n9t P»r}oi^
ances lists tunes in the mroey, based pji fQiir mfflior
schcoftle*;
ffiei; are compiled on tlie [lasis of 1 point for sustaijiiiiff
2 points for sustoininij vocol; 3- /or cotiMnercittl' itiStrUTrtentoi; A for
commercial t;ocaI, respectitJelj/, in each of the 3 r.iajoi territories, ATeio
y<3rk, Chicago and Coast. For example, a Com7nerciol Vocal in all
three territories counts 12. Added to these totals is the listener rotings
of comtreerciol sliows, which account for the .arge point tallies belotv.
Week of Feb. 11 to Feb. 17
Total
Song
Publisher
Pis.
A Little Bird Told
Bourne
174
I've Got My Love to Keep Me Warm
Berlin
162
Far Away Places— Laurel
...
.
148
So in Love— *"Kiss Me Kate"— T. B. Harms
144
Powder Your Face With Sun,shine— Lombardo
143
My Darling, My Darling-— *''Where's Charley"—Morris;
142
...
A Rosewood Spinet Shapiro
.... ........ .137
Sunflower Famous
135
Look
Patmar
133
,
Here I'll Stay— *"Love Life"— Chappcll
133
,.„. ,
Lavender Blue— i'-So Dear To My Heart"— Santly
115
As You Desire Me Words & Music
102
Gahvay Bay Leeds
101
,
A Bluebird Singing in My Heart Advanced
95
The Streets of Laredo— t "Streets of Laredo'*—Famous
91

Just Tell Them That You Saw
Me. w., m., Paul, Dresser. .Howley,
Up—
Haviland & Co., cop. 1895.
King Cotton. March.- rn., John
Philip Sousa. Cincinnati: The John
Church Co., cop. 1895.
My Angelinc (The Wizard of the
Nile),
w., Harry B. Smith,
m.,
Victor Herbert. Edward Schuberth
My Dream Is Yours "My Dream Is Yours" Witmark.
;
"""^hqi^"
I Love You So Much It Hurts— Melody I^ane
1?,^^„
Girl's a New-Yorker
Co., cop. 1894.
Who
Hit Me— " "Lend An Ear"—
-boulhern
Southern
^'1?
'^Tt
Would God I Were a Tender [CorkcrJ. w., m., John Stromberg. Buttons
and
Bows
"l^ale Face '—Famous
Jos. W. Stern & Co., cop. 1895
Apple Blossom.
Katherine
w.,
'My Dieam Is Yours" Harms
Only One Girl in the World for Someone Like You
Hinkson (nee; Tyman). ra., tradi» Me. w., ni., Dave Marion.
Slowboat
China—
Melrose
to
^
M. Wittional Irish air.
London: T. F. mark & Sons, cop. 1895.
These WiU Be the Best Years ot Our Lives-r-Robbins
Unwin ri8941. (In: Alfred Perce
Put Me Off at Buifalo. w, Harry You Was— Crystal
val Graves, "The Irish Song Book,"
DiUqi,
m., John Dillon. M. Wit- Tara-Talara-Tala—Oxford
»
p. 141.)
mark & Sons, cop. 1895..
It's a Big Wide Wonderful World-—BMI
You Can't Play in Our Yard Any
Rastus on Parade. Two step I Got a Gal in Galveston Republic
More, w., Philip Wingate. m., H; W. march, m., Kerry Mills.
F. A. The Pussycat Song— Leeds .Petrie.
Louis: Thiebes Slierlin

,

date:

copyright and

Stebbins.
The Biglow &
Mai" Co., cop. 1894.
She Ma.v Have Seen Better Days
W:, m,:. James Thornion.
T. B.
Harms & Co., cop. 1894.
The Sidewalks of N*w York, w.,
m., Charles B. Lawlor and James
W. Blake. Howley, Ilaviland & Co.,
cop. 1894.
Sweet Bunch of Daisies, w., m.,
Anita Owen. Jerome' Hi Remick
& Co.; cop. 1894 by Anita Owen.
Take a Scat, Old Lady, w., ni.,
Paul Dresser. Ilowley, Haviland &

Tony
M.

w.,

Maurice

m.;

Charles E.
Sons, cop.

w., Charles

!Cole.s

Lillian,

Fairy

Mrv.
ivm'ond

it

&

The Hand That Rocks the Cradle.
W. Berkeley, m., William H. Holmes. Willis Woodward

,

AH«nti6n it h*r«by colltd to th* tact that thii material
bo roproduced cither wholly or in part.
(Continued from latt Wtok)

m.',
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To-night, Boy. w.,

Cooper,

M. Witmark

&

A

nhrMcs.

h'fed for fufuro

by

Hunter.

m., J. C. Bartlelt. Boston: Oliver,
Ditson Co., cop. 1895.

Rttervcd)

ttgendf end erft«r boiie faaciigrounfi infermatmn, aH*ndont to th* icompllation
*>«'•
issur whtn «h* Vnritfy Song
,„d prMwifoh'on, «ipp»<<r«4 »"
Cmaltada *tnl*d publitotlpn *«n>»y; .'f t« luggHtad that »hes« intfollnicnri b*
,

Go Out

Co., cop. 1895

Down in Poverty Row. \v., Gussie L. Davi.s. m^, Arthur Trevelyan;
Jos. W. Stern
Co.,
cop.
-r- 1895.

p^fHE^f^
MATTFELD

By JULIUS
(Copyright, VorUty,

George

Review: 1800-1948) *******'*

&
&

m.,

&

w

Love— Crawford
Way— "When My Baby Smiles At Me"—BVC

You're in

gy the

M. Witmark r>V„™
b„
Down By

Harry A. Mayo.

,

Sons, cop. 1895.
sireeis
Cairoi,
Streets or
of uairo

i

A„n,i„
Academy

c^.,fi,^„ t-Ameriean
A ,v,-.,.i„.,„
the! Station—

49
49

^^"^ "^^d® 'l'''*^^ Gare Boys—
Underneath the Linden
j
Thornton. Frank Harding
Little Jack Frost Get Lost— Spitzcr
^op jggg
Beyond
the Purple Hills— Goldmine
The Sunshine of Paradise Alley.
w., Walter H. Ford m„ John W. You; You, Ybu Are the One— Campbell
Bratton. M. Witmark & Sons, cop. Brush Thosei. Tears Frpni Your Eyes— Leeds. ...... v..
Just Reminiscing—Jewel
1895.
,
The
rne

|
,

!

w., m
w
m.,

^^^'''^

^^^^^

>

49
48
45

i

,

1

I

!

'

,

'

41
40
40
39

.

v,..,

!

.

i

We Were

...
Sweethearts for Many 1 Bqutiuet of Roses—Hill; ife Ran^
, . .
Paul Dresser. How- For You—rWitmark
30
ley, Haviland & Co., cop.. 1895.
Once in Love With Aiiiy—*"Whei'e's ChaHey':'----lrtorri5^^^^
38
Ed^rd »arkj^l„.. ?o^^ph 7. in
L^M!l!^«',.,-^„
pri,son when he didn't furnish
When Your Love Grows Cold. Gather Your Dreams—Porgle ...
....
37
v. » .
Stem. Jos. W. Stern & Co., cop,
$6,000 bail. The whole- situation w., m., Charles Miller. Howley, I Wish Somebody Cared.
Enough' to Cry— London.
. .
... . .V ; .
34
1894.
eventually grew, into a political is- Haviland & Co;, cop. 1895;
My Friend, the Major, w., m., sue.
] Wiiid in My Sails—Marks.
,v.
34
.
..
,
. ,
E. W. Rogers. T. B. Harms & Co.,
I Couldn't Stay Away From You— Johnstone-M.
32
Jacob S. Coxcy marched his army
There were now only 800 buffalo no Orchids for My Lady— Leeds
1894 by Francis, Day &
cop.
31
of 20,000 unemployed into Wash- left in the U, S. and a move was
'
Hunter.
.
Red Roses for a Blue Lady—Mills
31
ington.
afoot to protect them from extinc- Senorlta— f'KiSsing Bandit"— Feist
My PeaH's « Bowery Girl! w.,
31
Andrew
William Jerome,
hi.j
Mrs: Leslie Carter was the star t Filmusical.
1895
Mack. T. B. Harms & Co., cop.
Letjit AlMsical.
"The
America, the Beautiful; w:, Kath- of David Belasco's hit play,
1894.
Maryland."
Heart
Of
Once Ev'ry year, w., m., Paul erine Lee Bates (wi'itten in 1893;
In Newport,' the first open golf
tune:
in
1895),
m.,
Dresser. Howl*y, Haviland & Co., published
cop. 1894:
Matcrna; by Samuel Augustine championship match ever held in
the U. S. took place, being won
Only a Bowery Boy. w., Charles Ward (1888).
B. Ward. 111., Gussie L. Davis. The
The Band Played On. w., John by Horace Rawlins, with a card
showing 173 strokes lor 36 holes.
New York Music Co., cop. 1894.
in.. Charles B." Ward!
F. Palmer,
^"^^^^ P""'" Beach, Fla.
Woody
•
York
Only Me. w., .Walter H. Ford, The New York Music Co., cop. 1895. At the same time, the first eham* .
Herman plus Harmonicats do one^
.
l'^
Toscamni
Arturo
and - NBC „,eeker at Circle theatre, Indianm.. .Tohn W. Bratton. M^ Witmark
The Belle of Avenoo A. w., m., Pionship for women was held at
& Sons. cop. 1894.
Safford ^Valors. Ifowlcy, Haviland Mcadowbrook, L. I., the victor be- Symph will do a benefit concert for apojig Ma^ch 31
, Tommy Reed
ing Mrs. C. S. Brown, who carded the City College Centennial Fund j^j.^,
Saved by Grace.
Hymn,
w., r &.Go., Cop. 1895;
Trocadero, Henderson, Ky.,
Fr.mqes Jane Crosby IMrs. AlexBy the Sad Sea Waves, w. 132 strokes for 18 holds. During at Cai^negie Hall, April 20
April i for two weeks
Frank
ander Van Alstynel.
m,, George Lester Barrolt. in., Lester Thomas this year the number of U. S. golf Charlie Ventura orch concerts at Yankovic, polka group, set', for
i
clubs increased from about 40 to Bushnell Aud., Hartford, Feb. 27,' Bo
wery Detroit, March 7,
100.
Club Bali, Washington, D. C.,
cviwomen
golf,
Aside from „
March 8-13, and Chicago Civic
Hollywood
denced their social determination Opera House March 20
Apollo
Lew Quadiing inked by Eddy
in several other ways: the Anti- Records bought series of folk .song
Saloon League plotted a national masters from Sellersy Dallas tot Howard to score tunes Howard will,
cut for World Transcriptions
woman"
"new
organization;
the
into
and
corder
DiiSEy
Gillespie
back
Follownfy is tabitlation of song performances on New York telemsion
Frank De Vol tracked a quintet of
networks NBC, CBS, ABC and DuMont. Kntitifii.? are compiled on this (anti-marriage) novel was at its the Royal Roost, N. Y., June 2 ..
George Towne orch signed for faces for Capitol Transcriptions ...
basi.^rSttstaiiwng instrwuiental, 5 points; siistoining rocal, .10. Commer- height.
Jordan, wHo' opens at the
The automobile showed itself Regent Records , . . Harry Link, Louis
cials arc rated as follows: Texaco (Milton Berle) SO; Chesterfield
Hollywood-Empire room next Tuesmore
plainly on the horizon, and Feist manager, to Florida
Ked
(Arthur Godfrey) .55; Erne won (Ed SitUioan) 50; C/icster/ield (Perry when Herman Kohlsaat, a Chicago ingle and his pianist, Hcrm Crone, day (22) for two weeks, inked for
Como) 25; Arrow Shirt iPhil Silvers) 25; Jforii & Hardart (Kiddie newspaper o wn er
backed an wrote a tune titled "An Irishman three-day stand at. Jerry Jones'
Randevu,
Salt Lake City, starting
Show), 20; Adviiral Revue 20. Commercial instirumentals earn half endurance contest, six contestants will Never Fight ('Till An Argu^
guarantee
the prescribed points.
showed up to drive around the ment's At Hand)," which E. B. March 17 at $3,250
against 60%.
Week of Feb. 10 to Feb. 16
.>3V2-mile cour.se. Duryea Wiigon Marks will publish.
n"
v^ars af ihp npvhilK
1 Love You So Much It Hurts— Melody Lane
55 Motor Co. won the race in 10 hrs.,
Columbia Records' Harrisburg, .^f"*".,^,^ /^.^^
Pa., distribution point had a fire
"
I've Got My Love To Keep Me Warm— Berlin
50 23 mins.
•^'snn,1ir(2^? His o?ace on^he
William Randolph Hearst,^ la.st week; loss undetermined
Far Away Places— Laurel
45
""L„" „,1J^^ vd"kii»H h^^^^^^
45 already owner ol the San Francisco Hugues Panassie, prominent French Ted
Here I'll Stayi'— Chappell
P°^'"S„^}Jl.''^i^!f^„'j.l'if
tonight
Florltd, who opens ^?l'j„V,?
On a Slow Boat to China—Melrose
45 Journal, now annexed the New jazz critic and writer, in N. Y. on (22). Gonzales vmoves to Reachi's
since .1938.
trip
George
Jotirnfil, thereby launching first
York
Powder Your Face With Sunshine Lombardo
45
ShearinV.'blind English jazz pranfst l^^Z^l
chain.
Buttons .md Bows !»— Famous
40 his newspaper
band &L"fiJf°^i?hf
tracked first eight of
now
at the Clique Club N Y., re- Pf«=e
issue)
week's
next
(Continued
A Little Bird Told
30
*e 300-.song library he'll etch for
Bourne
rordine for Diseoverv Records
Brush Those Tears From Your Eje.s—Leeds
30
nTng Cole Trio slightly hurt 'n car Capitol Transcriptions this year
re-forming his liahd
30
Cuanio Le Gusta!— Southern
crash near Ames, K.i. on way east Buss Morgan
I'm a Lonely Petunia Rytvoc
30 Morris Returns Hometown to Piny Sunday (20) Carnegie Hall to open Maroli 17 at the new ShamDuke
rock hotfel, Houston
Lavender Blue 1"— Santly
30
(iohcert with Woody Herman's band
30
Little Jack rro.st Get Lost— Spitzer
Charlie Veiitura breh and Nel- Ellington will gel a flat $5,000
,
Proser
Sid
to
Catalog
weekly
for
two-week
stand at the
a
My Darling. My Darling* Morris
lie Lutcher into Oriental theatre,
30
14
Blue
opening
.March
NotOf
Chi,
has
re- Chicago, March 17 for three Weeks
30
Edwin H. (Buddy) Morris
Red Roses For a Blue Lady— Mills
j^e Gla^er's ageney finally g6t
2,'5
Howard Sinnott, General Artists
turned the Hometown Music cataGalway Bay— Leeds
foot in the Palladiuih door, book23 log to its former owner, Sid Proser. one-night booker, to Coast on vaca- a
¥ou Were Only Fooling— Shapiro
ing. Les Brown for fotif weeks
.Jerry
Stronjj's
tion
WINX,
Wash
opfive-year
20 Monis had made a
A. You're Adorable- Laurel
"
.Freddie
.J^.f^—
20 tional deal With Prb.ser a couple ington, D. C, disk "jock show is be- 2P?1\"fi,
Cruising Down Ihe River— Spitzer
Fisher opens at
"Schnickelfrltz"
20 yciars ago calling for, Morris to ing carried by WRGH, a link in the the Red leather March 1 tot iaief
.It S Too Soon
to Know Melrose
contents. Armed Forces Radio Service, into
the 'catalog's
20 exploit
Pretty Baby— Remick
'Staildv
hospital.
Reed
Walter
Morris
ban.
disk
the
20 Just before
feo in Love-*—
T. B. Harms
20 -ought to cancel the a«rccment,
ounflower Famous
Chicago
20 Imt a 30-day notice period deadline
T.eenie Trent went back jto key*
Xara-Talara-Tala— Oxford
Jim Brayley; Chicago head of ,board
20 hud pas.scd and it W&S'kept another
Who-Hit Me':<— Southern
at Carnival touhgfr with eiid
MCA band dept., off for Florida of
1.-)
year.
tor You— Witmark
Dodo Maritiarosa's engagerment.
fishing trip with the missus
he
tunes
the
taken
has
Proser
10
By the
For last few weeks Trent had been
BVC
Vaughn
Monroe
tentatively set for
the
plus
Morris,
from
back
sot
at Mercur's Music Bar, recently
10
Bella Bella Marie;— Leeds
one-nighter at Aragon ballroom,
himthem
handle
will
and
title,
destroyed
by fire . . Unable to get
10
Down By the Station— American Acadoiny
March 12
BMI increased li- out of several
previous ojie-night
10 self, with George Simon's publishween Up Time*— Chappcll
censing coverage with pacting of corrtmitiriehts, Tommy Cai'lj'rt band'
10 ing house as selling agent.
^neving For You— Feist
Dearborn Ian, Dearborn, Mich., had to cancel scheduled booking
10
^fs a Big Wide
and Club Bali, Detroit .
Wonderful World— BMI
Byrd next month at (Chase hotel, St.
10
My Dream Is Yours !—Witmark
ballroom renamed Carl Schreiber Louisi: .
L'ville Orch Gets 40Gs
Nellie Lutcher set for
10
i hat Certain
Louisville. Feb, 22.
Glubv; honoring Schreiber's band at May date at the Obpa
Party—Bourne
Velvet
.
10
ihe Pus.syca( Song— Leeds
Orchrs- spot ... Horace Heidt plus his tones into Hollywood Show Bar,
Loui.svillc Philh;inii(ini
10
ihese Will i^,, the Best ^'c,
a
ricoived
adio winners set for four days at following Bill Turner and his Dead
!;)
has
Society
d" Our Livi>s-Hol)bins
10
^aturcliiy N,.ri,t Moon— L'c'J'sc^ol liic when Chi Civic Opera House, March 10'
^^
IBnders. Latter booked for return
(ilV iif '-l
u
10
You Wa.s—C rstal
Henry^ Buetse doing
ui -l.-'on granted 13
„ three' engagement early in May, their
woeker. at Palm Beacli Biltmore, first opening date.
¥40,000 to the S9cieli-,
* Film ]\Iu.sical.
* Legit Mu.>,ii;i»l.
•
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Wednesday, February 23, 1949

Saranac Lake

AFM Key to More

Bullisli '49

By Happy Benway

Looms

Fair Season

Saranac, N. Y., Feb. 22.
concert
Odnoposoff,

Rlchardo

violinist and
gave
pianist,
Roffers, which
patients.

VaudeRetumiffii

Sanford
a

•

Schlussell,
concert at the

As a Bonanza

Top Acts

for

was enjoyed by the
The 1949 fair season is expected, for grandstand shows,' installs a
blackface comic, re- to be the biggest in history of out- carnival with acts on the
midway
cuping at the Mattapstfi, Mass., door amusement business.'
The or haye attractions such as races
sanitorium.
record-breaking
grosses of last or crash shows. All of which gives
Ines (Loew's) Groething, who
likely
exceeded
as
booking
year
Is
to
be
offices
spurt
of
a
activity
checked out six months ago with
an all-clear, in for checkup and more top names are making a bid from August to November, tinfor the tali coin in the sticks.
fortunately, individual acts get a
to resume work.
given an
One of the basic reasons for the maximum of around 16 weeks out
At the annual meeting of "We
the Patients," Sam (RKO) Lefko anticipated bumper crop of spehd- of all the fairs because of the conwas appointed chairman of enters ers is the continued prosperity of centration in late summer and fall.
tainmcnl committee, with Helen farmers. Even if there is a price During that time, virtually all the
Lelcchowicz and Joe Phillips also break, government price support novelty and aero acts are booked
on the committee.
will maintain
the high^earnings solid.
Alexis Thompson, former owner
level.
Pactlngr More Names
of the I'hiladelphia Eagles football
Another reason for. the extreme
team, appointed to executive board
This season, the fair manage->
optimism
is the belief that fairs
of local Chamber of Commerce.
ments are going in for more names
Rudy Gales, ex-Rogerite, off to generally run counter to the rest than usual. Some have: built larworld.
One
of
the
the
business
of
Brooklyn for an extended holiday.
ger grandstands and have to in>
Dolly (Loew's) Gallagher, re- worst seasons in fair history came sure filling them.
For example,
cently appointed telephone opera- during 1929, After the crash, fairs
Horace Heidt's Talent Winners
tor at the Rogers, flashing good bounced back and have been up
unit has been signed for a tour of
reports.
Many were discon- fairs,
there since,
booked by George A. Hamid.
Write to those who «re ilL
tinued during the war years beOlsen
Johnson will again play
cause of Office of Defense Transthe Canadian National Exhibition,
portation regulations. After being
Toronto, where they grossed over
out a few years, they've been hit$300,000 last year. Other fairs inting boom grosses which were cliTrenton, Syracuse, Allenmaxed by last year's takes, and cluding
town, -Bloorasburg (Pa ); Raleigh,
which are likely to be topped this
Brockton, Springfield (Mass.), Lonseason.
don, (Ont.), Seattle, Dallas, St.
There are currently around 3,000,
"Paul, Des lyioines and Pomona, are
fairs in the U.S. and Canada, each
expected to use big shows, many
Danny Kaye and Eleanor Powell of which uses a number of acts of them with names.
would go to Paris for limited playThe top acts are booked on per-

Lew Dean,

Midwest

In the

i

Chicago, Feb. 22.

:

Vaude revival here has reached
new Impetus with agents and

a

OK

theatres ready to go ahead on signal from James C. Petrillo, head of
the American EederaUon of Musicians.
Petrillo has said he is receptive to any plan that will provide work ioi" musicians, and theatre ops of the midwest are interested in playing vaude bills.
Special meeting has been called
by Entertainment Managers Assn..
here for tomorrow (23) to discuss
available acts and prices.
They
have invited Petrillo or a representative of
to work with the
in trying to open theatres to

:

.

AEM

EMA

'

.

acts.

&

Agents feel that if a meeting is
held, a certain number, of musicians can be employed, but it
would iiave to be worked out according to classification of houses:
Bookers claim houses in Des
Moines,
Cedar Rapids, Rock
Island, are ready to restore vaude
if some agreement can be arrived
at.
Also houses in Kansas, Oklahoma' and other states are amen-

MOTHER
HOLDOVER For

.

Paris

Eleanor Powell

able for return of stage shows.
Oddly enough, the increase In
interest in talent is due to tele'

it

greater

:

current negotiations by
Rene Fraday with the William
Morris office are successfully concluded. Fraday, who co-produces

number

of thear

Ambassadeurs

forvproblems
created by divorcement, scarcity of top pictures, dissolution
of pooling arrangements and
need of showmen to meet the
competition created by tele-

ville as a solution

currently

50G

and

Lido,

For Discrimination

1

1

1

t

I

(

Mayflower Hotel
WASHINGTON,

has been more excitement about
stage shows than there has been
for the past decade.
In Chicago, toppers of Warners;
Essaness and Balaban Si Katz, have

D. C.

Donn Arden, who did the chores
ography for the new Riviera, Ft. racial discrimination.
.

Lee,

N.

J.,

Long Beach,

:

his

liasn't

description

here,

If

The Veterans
Shows have so

may
j

The nationwide revival of vaude- bought Les Ambassadeurs about
ville is hitting the Coast. Late<;t six months ago» and is virtually
Irouse to add a variety policy Is rebuilding the interior to fit his
the Tracy theatre, here, which idea lor el.iborate production,
Fraday vi.sitcd Miami, Hollystarts a Saturday and Sunday stageshow policy this week end '26). wood and Chicago besides his side
House had alternated between a junkets to Honolulu and Havana,
He
explained that shows run for a
straight picture policy and travelfull year at the Lido and
six
ing legit shows.
Hou.se will be booked by Eddie months at Ambassadeurs. opening
both
being geared for spring to
at
Cochran, Hollywood agent.
Each
take
advantage
of
the
inexpected
bill will have a band, six acts and
flux of visitors from the U. S.
an emcee.
Fraday said that American acts
he
is
booking
are
sure
of
their
Loew's, .Rochester, Also
For the first time in several salaries. He was hopeUil that the
years, Loew circuit is spotting a attempt ot the American Guild of
stageshow at the Loew theatre, Variety Aiti.sts to carry through
Rochester. Initial attraction is set its deal with the French governr
for July 14, when the Ink Spots ment would prove successful. Unplay. However, it's likely shows der this arrangement Yank perwill start earlier at that house if a formers are permitted to take out
50% of thei r earnings from French
suitable headliner turns up.
Tlie, Loew list of spot .booldngs theatres and cafes.

Mr. Thorson's. tnannrr Is' an intimate one that was sure to lead
to

Gal., Feb. 22.

!

I

!

it

been done already, as a

I

j

I

i

youthful Carl Brisson."

I

HARRY. IVIaoABTHUR

!

Washing:ton Eveiilhgr Star.

j

j

i

"His Nordic profile and continental mannerisms win over
the srals: and how!
"His style ranges somewhere

between the debonair cockiness
of a Cart Brisson and the devilish' abandon of a Carl Ravazza."

I

I

•

Washington Daily News.

some

"Eric Thorson, h a n d
young: Viking's voice and
sonality are a hit at the

i

I

per-

May^

,

now

includes

Buffalo,

Norfolk and Richmond.

—

NEW NITERY CURFEW

pin drop so quiet is the. audience. They love the guy!"

Midwest Dates

BOB JORDAN
The Washington

CleveJand,

I

WORRIES

OPS

MPLS.
Chicago, Feb. 22.
Morris Silvers." for many years
Minneapoli.s, Feb. 22.
manager and partner pf the WilNight clubs here and throughout
liam Morris office here, has become associated with Armand Don- the state will be hard hit if the
ian and will open new offices in state legislature complies with the
203 Building. Oddly enough, Leo demand of Gov. L. D.
Youngdiahl,
Salkin. who resigned as general
an ardent dry. to change the clos-

Post.

April 26

COTILLION
HOTEL

PIERRE,

ROOM
N*w

WM

manager of
last month, has
also taken space in the same butlding
Silver Frolics has booked
Sylvia Froos and Jimmy Ames as

York

.

Thanhs $tanl*y Melba

.

.

co-headliners for Feb. 25 show
days.
Ruth Day terps into the Tic-Toe,
Under the governor's proposal,
Milwaukee. March 4 for two weeks too, municipalities could limit the
Kenny Barry, comic, into the hours still further if the limitaCasmo March 25 for a month
tions apply to both non-intoxicatJerry Jackson, veteran booker, re- ing
malt
and
to
intoxicating
cuperating from heart attack at liquors.
the Chicago Osteopathic Hospital
The bill embodying the goverJessie Rosella added to-Vine nor's demand has been introduced
.
,
Gardens bill, Feb. 23.
in both houses of the legislature.
.

PcrMifitl

Manogvmtnt

MAY JOHNSON COMPANY,
74S

Fifth

N*w YoA

.

INC.

N. y.
fUtitt 9-2991

.

T»,

j

.

.

.:

.

.

Av*nu*

hours lor ail liquor places
from 1 a.m. to midnight weekdays
and from 2 a.m. to 1 a.m. Satur-

ing

.

.

*^

MEMO:

genarally concumd thai
advartiiing thamMlvaf lor hir* Qt publiqiM •x-

ihoM paoplat

Hospital

VHCS

'

Camp

poMMt pn abunhibltioni,
done* of original toUnl and m
'

high

played to a
cumulative audience of 926,969
patients in 112 Army, Navy and
Veterans Administration Hospitals.
VHCS has sent out 20 units which
have made 7.176 appearances. Figures were released in an annual
report by Abe Lastfogel, VHCS
William
president
and
Morris
agency general manager.
Supplementing the touring units
which call at a giv<
ho.spital
every three weeks, VHCS in cooperation With the Screen Actors
Guild and the Hollywood Coordinating Committee sent out 50
film names on short tours.
Stars
devoted 285 cumulative days to the.

ability

far

to

ant^rloin.

Rogard),

BILLY BISHOP.
P.S

— to

Variety

convpo-sing

room; Please underline above
last ten words, it no addi^
tional charBe. Thanks. Bisli.

MEMO:

173 play-

Supple-

Thdnlcs fo Joe Daniels, for
fourth return lit six months at
the CLOVER CLUB; Portland.

VHCS services included a
pool of sketch artists with 3,389
sketches sent to patients' km.
Of the 20 VHCS units, half were
produced in January and the other
halt;.in June.
Onl.v 10 units are
kept on the road at one time. Variety units predominated, 14 being
in that category. Two were legit imate comedies and four were
musicals.

Thanks to the Oregonian
for the (almbst) full-page fea-

ture story, Sundoy, Jan.
Reprints on requests

N.Y. Copa Dickering With

ing Feb. 24th.

Miles for Next Show
may play his first

Opening,

Jackie- Miles

date at the Copacabana, N.' Y. Deal
currently in the works for Miles
to follow in after show oiiening tomorrow with Phil Regan, and Irwin
Corey bows out alter lour weeks.
Rosita Serrano, European and
South American recording; name,
is the only performer set for that

|

Jimmy Durante and Tony

Martin.
Only commitments spot
has are for Lpna Horne and Joe
E. Lewis. Starting dates are not
definite.

ROOM,

Agency, 206 Commerce
Sioux City.

Bidg.,

Regards,
BILLY BISHOP.

layout.

Sinatra,

FLAME

Sioux City, Iowa, Feb. 28th,
thanks to Johnny Gunier.
Mailing address e/o Gunior

is

Copa has been attempting to get
a series of names, including Frank

30tli,

Thanks fo Jack Blue for the
SILVER MOON, SKY CLUB,
and NAVAJO HOGAN, clos-

.

RETURN ENGAGEMENT

•

.

mentary

i

flower Hotel. Wash., D. C. While
he iS' sing'ing, you could hear a

It's recalled
that Edgar Bergen once played
a round of fairs at $5,000-$6,000
Fair associations
made
daily.
money on him -with only one exception
and. it's recalled that
weather interfered in that ca.se.

To Nearly

visiting vet patients on
dates in 107 hospitals.

j

ARNOLD FINE
•

There's the possibility that Gene
Autry, Tex Ritter and others Will

'

I

—

Units Played

100,000 Yets Via

and Fraday indicated that he
use American girls if present
plans carry through,
It will be recalled that Guerin

girls,

Long Beach, CaU.
Weelcend Vaude

Installs

that calibre.

hit the rural routes.

It i>

20

.

Tracy,
"Eric is a handsome Norwegian blonde, who has a lot of
femiiiine
vurgliag,
rinirsldeni

Adam

show and the Copa

City. Miami, will stage the shows
at Ambassadeurs and Lido.: Bido
indicated interest if some feasible will
have eiglit French showdeal can be made with AFM;
girls and a line of 14 English girlsi
Ambassadeurs j.s to use" eight show

Thanks Merriel Abbott

and

Clayton Powell, Jr., Med a $50,000
suit in the U. S. Court in Spokane
against owners of a restaurant
discrimination.
racial
charging
Complaint charged that Miss Scott,
while on a concert tour in the
northwest, was denied service in
the eatery owned by Han-y and
Blanche Utz in Pasco, near here.
It's charged that Miss Scott was
told by a waitress that the restaurant did not serve colored people.
She claims to have confirmed this
Miss Scott
fact with the cashier.
and Rep. Powell charge violation
of Federal and state constitutions
which ha ve amendments forbidding

Stefl'en-Martell Dancers, Carrie
Finnell as well as Senor Wences
their town as yet. vaudeo will already have been pacted. He also
create new fans for vaude as it has hopes to sign the Costello Twins
in other locations. In other cases, and Tables Davis as well as others
to offest falling receipts, owners for the two big Paris nightclubs.
feel it is necessary to give more In tact Fraday revealed that he
than film fare. Whatever the rea- expects to have 20-2,5 people with
soning, it is evident that there Ihim when he returns to France.

THE

Scott

her husband. Congressman

•

2.

grandstand attractions. "Annie
Get Your Gun" played Dallas last
season for unusually high returns.
Other fairs may seek musicals of
as

Spokane, Feb. 22.

N. Y: setting deals

is in

Suit vs. Eatery,

Singer-pianist. Hazel

Paris,

with acts. He will be here about
two more weeks before returning
to Paris Where he will start work
on shows for both the Ambassadeurs and Lido, which are slated to
open in May.

vision.

Story on Page

:

if

with Pierre Louis-Guerin, owner of

tre circuits and indie film exhibitors are turning' to vaude-

"Gentleman of Song"

centages of gate and grandstand
receipts and frequently come out
with more than is possible for. them
to earn in other fields.
There's even- the possibility that
some fairs will turn to legit shows

Hazel Scott, Husband File

ing their Palladium appearances in

operators feel, alnot be operating in London

More Vaude Opening
A

Les Ambassadeurs follow-

dates' at

•

Many
may

vision/

though

Yens Kaye,

Ro"""'
p.
S.
to Variety Competing
time.
Pleas* UM tpocial long form thi»
Thank*. Bith.

(SPECIAL

LONG FORM)

'
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^eilnesdayt February

VAIJDEVILLB
Drop Charity Shows
After Beefs from Cafe Ops

MCA Sees

Elkort Edwards' Exiting

45

Friars

Kaye s London Run Already Sold Out;

Hollywood, Feb. 22.

The

Agcy. Concentrating on Top Talent
whether MCA Jack E. Leonard Set As
vaude and cafe
Emcee For Godfrey Unit
departments. Last week's exit by
Jack E. Leonard has been signed
Eddie Elkort from the cafe denartment after having been with to emcee the second Arthur Godland Jack frey "Talent Scouts" unit slated
the office since 1934,
Edwards of the vaude dept., indi- to open at the Adams theatre,
office is now Newark, March 10.
Col. Stoopcates to many that the
seeking to concentrate on acts that nagle (F. Chase Taylor) was to
have headed this unit, J. C. Flipare in demand.
„
There are several facets pointing. pen was scheduled to top the unit
First is the to tour the midwest.
UP this opinion.
Plans were changed when Flipcradual slicing of personnel and
lads at pen was called to the Coast for* a
the substitution of college
long picture at Metro.
The eastern
$50 weekly, who must serve
periods of apprenticeship before unit in which Godfrey appeared at
Betting in the swing. Another con- the Capitol theatre, N. Y., has
tention is MCA's policy of buying been switched to work the midhave al- west.
or acquiring names that
New unit will comprise Florence
ready made the grade. For example MCA bought Frank Sinatra's Ahn, Owen & Murray, Jimmy Dpfrom General Artists Ian, Guy Raymond, Heathertones
contract
Corp. on a deal which required a and Roy Douglas.
$50,000 cash outlay plus waiver of
to

as

question

is

narrowing

will

discontinue
at Friars"
as « result of complaints to American Guild of Variety Artists by
nitery ops, alleging unfair competition.
Latter claim that biz was
badly hurt by the shindigs, which
charged $1 admission, with take

Departure of two agents at
Music Corp. of America poses
a

Friars

"Sunday Night Cabarets

its

Skelton in Middle

-

policy

With Metro-Par

and Mme;
and Mme,
Lopez, Count Johannes Ellz, Mr.
and Mrs. Stewart Spalding of Boston.
Faith
Brooke
(Clive
Brooke's daughter), Harold Young
iof Hollywood, and Edgar Britt
Perslving, Jr., Marquise
de la Falaise; Arturo

;

I

(English jockey).

,

I

For Date Playotf

I

I

'

Names Boost Biz

N.Y. Harem May

;

I

I

1'

In Mpls. Niteries

i

I

j

1

1

i

I

!

1

i

;

'

j

refusing

introduced

splits,

I

I

;

.

I

commission

j

House Royal Roost

|

V

MCA

The

'

"

Date Copenhagen Next

Deals are on for Miss Keller to
go to Copenhagen in April, and to start issuing them when he reappear on the radio in Vienna, on turns to London at the «nd of the
.--..^
:•
y
Red Skelton, who's being sub- iboth tlie American and Russian week.
mitted for a series of personal ap- controlled stations.
Parnell arrived In N. Y. early
this week to confer with Kaye.
pearances by the William Morris
Originally slated to go to the
agency,, faces a problem which may
Coast, he cancelled the western
result in dropping the whole idea.
trip inasmuch as his plane was deHistory of his dilemma is tracelayed 35 hours coming here.
able to 1940, when he was slated to
U. S. acts lined up for the Palplay the Paramount theatre, N. Y.,
ladium include Eleanor Powell,
at $1,500 weekly. He was let out
Prank Sinatra, Jimmy Durante,
of the date hy Paramount so he
Kathryn Grayson, Ethel Smith,
could make a picture for Metro.
^^^mour and Abbott and
Stipulation was that when playing
Deal for the Ned Schuyler takeMinneapolis, Feb. 22.
C''^*''"''Other acts are under
theatres again, Skelton would play
Ace pictures and names have the Paramount first and at the over of the Harem, N. Y., in part- negotiation.
nership with hotel operator Bill
lifted film, theatres and nightclubs same
Parnell stated that British vaude$1,500 salary.
LieboW,
is
defthitely
offi
Talk
is
out
of
their
depression
and
Simultaneously, Metro contract that the Royal Roost will move ville is in solid shape. American
brought business back to its former specifies that if Skelton goes out
names have provided an added lure
high level since the first of the on personals the Metro house in put of its fcellar location and into for British boxofl!ices, he declared,
the Harem.
year.
and at the same time the acts apNew York would get first bid on
The Ltebow-Schuyler ideal ten- pearing
.in England have benefited
Pictures that have chalked up his services. According to liis countered difficulties When
it Was
peak boomrtime grosses during the Metro contract, he would have to found that it Would be difficult, since the tours have served to whet
the appetite of British theatregoers
past seven weeks include "Pale- play the Capitol first.
to institute the rnultiple headliner for
Hollywood films in which the
face," "Snake Pit," "Joan of Arc,"
There may
be some compromise
.,j polipy which Schuyler uses at his
V
,
li.
"Words and Music," "Hamlet," solution whereby Skelton would Beachcomber.- Miami Beach. It was stars appear. Parnell cited the example of Danny Kaye. During his
"Every Girl Should Be Married;" play the Chicago theatre, Chicago,
that several talent agencies
"Red River" and "Road House," tor Paramount and then possibly ^^^^^ ^ot sell acts to the Harem first Palladium appearance when
be opred to the Capitol theatre at because of commitments to the queues were -Uned up all around
among others.
Credit for putting such night a salary regarded by Skelton to be Latin Quarter and the Copacabana the house; an' enterprising exhibitor revived Kaye's "Up in .Arms'!
clubs as the Hotel Radisson Flame his current market .value. Should Agencies also discouraged Schuyj
Room and Club Carnival back on that be too high for the Capitol, ler and -•Liebow from installing five years after its first release ift
England.
Theatre, Parnell said,
their feet after their long slump he would then play the Paramount. three top- names on every show
A Paramount spokesman said because It; would be impossible did five or six times the original
must go to floor show personaligross. According to Parnell, Cecil
ties. Abe Burrows, who has many that Skelton, naturally, would not to retrieve talent costs, It was
Bernstein,
of the Granada chain,
fans here where his radio show be asked to play for the specified argued that New Yorkers wouldn't
was a favorite, has been drawing $1,.^00, but neither would they go for the prices charged in Miami told him that every time he's stuck
for a picture he puts in a Kaye
capjicity audiences to the Flame "pay an arm and a leg" to get him. Beach. (MB vacationers aren't gostarrer.
Room. Reservations for either the Exec felt rea.sonably certain that ing for Beach nitery prices either, )
dinner or supper shows for the re- an attractive counter offer woiild
With collapse of negotiations for
Kaye Makes Philly Date
mainder of his two-week engage- be made.
the Harem, Ralph Watkins and
Philadelphia, Feb. 22.
ment are a. sellout.
Monte Kay are anxious to take
Had: the transit strike continued
Business at the big Club Carniover the spot; Bebop policy has for another 48 hours, Danny Kaye
val also has jumped substantially
been paying big dividends in the
Comic
Out
Yanks
(Continued
on page 48)
during the past months since the
cellar bistro and they'd like a
spot began bringing in more imlarger nearby location.
The room was Of Giro's, Hollywood, 'Til
portant names.
crowded throughout the Gil Lamb
Spot Pays Off $750 Claim
engagement and now Frances
CARLE, MILLS BROS.
Langford is packing 'em in.
Hollywood, Feb. 22.

commissions for a number of years.
Jack Benny came in on a deal
which called for formation of a
film production outfit. Amusement
Spike Jones
Inc.
Enterprises,
came in on a corporate setup,
Arena Tours, Inc.
However, MCA will not drop all
its smaller acts because of necesspots
sity of having to service
moderate-priced
require
which
of

Danny Kaye's populai'ils in Englahd;ls coStin|! the PalladijiWi theati^v libndori; nearty $10,000, ac^
cording to Val Farnell, managiriiE
director bi the .'Moss Empire the*
atres.
The " six Weeks Of Kaye's
iengageihent
at the
Palladium,
slated to start AprH 25 have been
iold out in advance mall orders;
Cost of postage, and handling of
the excess orders will amount to
a considerable siim, Parnell stated.
In addition, he declared, for the
first time in history, counterfeiters
have printed a vast amount of
Palladium ducats.
Consequently,
theatre has been forced to mail out
letters telling patrons to call for
S numbered ticket allotment. Fortunately, Parnell said, theatre had
not yet issued the ducats, and will

Greta Keller's St. Moritz

J
going to charity.
St. Moritz, Feb. 15.
Florine Bale, AGVA rep, notiGreta Keller, chanteuse now
fied the Friars that the shows
couldn't continue unless talent is appearing here at the Hotel Caspar Badrutt, is drawing the elite,
paid regular salaries.
Among recent patrons were Prinz
Gonstantin Lichtenstein, Duke de
Cadavat, Mr, and Mrs. Warren

.

talent also.

Sharpies Peddling Counterfeit Ducats

a

;

i

i

couple of years ago, also serves to
buttress the- contention of the
handling of top talent only. Policy
has worked bookings of high priced
itames who are set sans booking
fees. This policy has made the handling of smaller acts more difficult,
especially since many cafes are
serviced by other agencies.
will book an outside act into its
own spots without booking fee,
but demandsi the full 10% when
itS'Own performers are needed by
a nitery not serviced by them.
Elkort and Edwards resignations
are seen as pointing up what has
policy?
apparently become anfor some time. Elkort, who worked
in the Chi office for many years,

I

i

.

.

i

i

j

. .

I
I

MCA

i

,

|

.

.

MCA

came

New York

tfi

i

about four

years ago. Because of the profitsparticipation plan and length of
service, Elkort was given special
consideration when he resigned.
He'll be kept on the payvoU for a
year so that he'll become eligible
for monies accumulated in his account.

.

I

;

AGVA

I

I

.

I
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JACK PARKER
JACK

EX-BAND SINGERS FOR

"THE
Of CLUBS"

!

Frank Dailey is inaugurating a
'new policy at his Sherbrook, a
roadside spot he recently topk over,
lin Mountain View, N. J. He is using whenever possible such ex-band
j

THEATRE
Miami
Mliilii))r<'ineiitt

TOM

FITZPATRICK
IlookliiKi:

WM. MORRIS
AGENCY

vocalists as there are available. Bob
Eberle, who gained a rep with

I

RKP

Am

wouM

Mme
circuit

in

1,

lave to
my old

of

and

friend*

hear

poll;

Ai alont, and no foughs.

BROWKING

BESSIE
> c/o

(or

Orpheum and

Daily

Variety,

Hollywood

Manny Oppor
thai

new comedian

93rd

Week

Hollywood Show lounge
Chlcai*

Pin.

A

VAL
and

PAT

M|t.:

NEVir

IRV LEVIN

THOUGHT

Franfcie Carle's orchestra and the
one night climaxing long standing Mills Bros, are being sold for thetres as a package by General Artists Corp. Pairing is dispensed unpagnons de La Chanson. Union der deals calling for a guarantee
said Hover inked a deal with and percentage to Carle, with the
French act calling for $750 extra maestro paying off the Mills boys
if no other western bookings were under a separate arrahgement.
Initial date by the two occurs at
forthcoming.
None materialized
and efforts'to collect were fruitless. the Palace theatre, Cincinnati,
With the iCompagnons ready to we6k ot March 17,
return to France, National AGVA
put hold on Giro's bond for Vine.
Local AGVA rep, Florine Bale,
[promptly notified Hover of the
union's action and demanded bond
be augmented by $750.
When
Hover fMled to comply. Vine was;
pulled out of show.
However,
Hover paid off .Saturday and Vine
returned to his chores there.
1

dispute with H. D. Hover, operator
of spot, over $750 due Les Com-

i

NICKCarrantly
LUCAS

'

KEN MURRAY'S BLACKOUTS
Bollywood

I

Jimmy

Dorsey before the war,
Sherbrook Monday (21)
for a week.
Sherbrook normally uses only
small musical combinations of local

opened

at

•

How
from)

GAG THEATRE PACKAGE

I

DAILEY'S SHERBROOK

Return Engagement

OLYMPIA

American
Guild
of
Variety
Artists yanked Billy Vine, comedian, from Giro's Friday (18) for:
:

'

too small to employ
name bands and does well without
them. Singer policy, however, fits
the spot and they're cheap enough
to be worthwhile.
Singers such as Eberle do very
Well for themselves in spots similar Music Bowl,
Doll, Chi,
to Sherbrook. Eberle, for example,
grossed about; $48,000 last year on Fold; Peretz Files B'kr'tcy
bookings running from two days
Chicago, Feb. 22.
Two spots, Music Bowl and Rag
to a week or two. His prices range
from a at $100 a night for jobs Doll, folded last week. The Ranclose to his New York home to $200. dolph street Music Bowl, iir operand $250 farther away. There are ation since Christmas and located
a -couple dozen or more ex-band on the site of the former Latin
(19).
closed
Saturday
singers in that category, male and Quarter,
Brother Bones, current at the spot,
female.
was not paid off. It's believed that
coin is also due the Cozy Cole
IN MENTAL FEATS
combo. Shortly before the foldo,
Jack Peretz sold his interest to
Bernie Miller and Jack .Rizzo.
Other shuttering was that of the
Rag Doll where Nellie Lutcher was
to have started Friday (18). Petition in bankruptcy was filed last
week by Peretz, listing the Aaron
Monreal trio for a $672 debt.

musicians.

It's

Rag

l^woool

^

World Famous Photographers

I

DESTI

Speeiei comedy miterial written by
Muiicil errengementi by Manny Blanc.

Art

Paul

end

Stan

Burns.

Publieily, Dick Felk.

Personal Directiont JULES ZIEGLER
MU 2-2010
S4S FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

to

ARTISTS

of

STAGE. ..SCREEN-RADIO

I

I

1

'

Minstrel Show for N. Y. 1. Q.
Lou Walters, Latin Quarter,
N. y., operator, is planning a minstrel layout for his next show.
Tommy DIx and Sid Gary are
being considered for the display.

CARNEGIE HALL STUDIO
Phone

BOSTON STUDIO

:154

Circle

W.

7-3505

H;iei Lencx

S7th ST, N.Y.C,
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Wednesday, February 23, 1949

Viam« Iloon,

snuff and he performs with customary skill. The familiar mouthed
harmonica fun business continue*
to retain showstopping values.
Helen Forrest, of course, is oiie
of the better song stylists and her
Songstress'Comedlenne doing nlce- minimxim.
nifty appearance and delivery enly with her sans-mlke Walkingin Fla. taking delivery of speiliial material Abe Burrows goes great guns in hance customer enjoyment of the
Kill
E.
(Jerry,
land rhythm songs. Lefe Martell this comparatively small room pop numbers that comprise her
tin. His hit in this room last year ^n^^ ^^jth torchants and ballads, where the intimacy
By LARY SOLLOWAY
and the so- repertory. The audience gave
put him over, and this time put j^g eandullo and his small unit called better class type of clientele hearty approval to her renditions
Miami Beach, Feb. 22.
There's no doubt that the season's he repeats that success, His per- background neatly.
apparently provide a perfect back- of "Misbehavin'," "What Did I
height has hit- here for niteries. sonality, ease and assurartce kept
ground and atmosphere for his sly, Do?", "The Man I Love" and "You
BOUMANIA
for
pounding
Were Meant B'or Me" that are right
Beachcomber and Copa City are the packed room
Again the surprise business get- dry, sometime subtle and mostly in her groove.
quiet brand of wit and humor: and
tufhing. them away over the week- more all the way.,
of Broadway" ter Of the area, under the guidance his clever
Whether "Lullaby
Perry Martin singg well and has
ends with the rest of the spots
satirical excursions.
.
his able ac- of Danny and Kitty Davis, who
At the dinner show caught on a a first-rate band for guest dancitig
following in stride, though for or the medley of hits
retrieved the spot from the last
penned.
Oakland,
Ben
companist,
sparse,
Rees.
Wednesday night, the room was and show playing.
some, the late biz remains
season lessees.
"I'll Take Romance.
completely filled and customer
To compete with the "name -pots, among them Again,"
Loves
"Two
wisely adhered to the enthusiasm kept Burrows
They've
"If
I Love
up
com.,
must
rooms
smaller
the
on the
Illu«» llooin, IV. O.
Your Wed- policy installed, which features floor for 45 minutes, with one
with established personality draws Have I," and "Dance at
en(HOTEL ROOSEVELT)
In the ding'r— or the "Tenement Sympho- Yiddish in show and food poUcyi core after another.
to keep in the running.
New Orleans, Feb. 18,
sea- Back again is Michel Rosenberg
Burrows waxes, lyrical about
fbrmer group, the Beachcomber ny, " which he introed several
George Olsen Orch (14), Suimy
full rein with his vast fund of stories, all
there being a woman for every
seems to have the sock show of the sons ago, and which gives it
Skylar, Phyllis &' Ted Rodriguez,
brings howl-inakers' in the idiom andj of man,
to his vocalistic abilities—
but winds up by pleading
current run.
not just palms but in this case, course, his topping "Getzel at the with the one left for him to leave Andretcs Twins, June Edwords;
BEACHCOMBER
..
luini'imiiu.
blase, a town Baseball Game," a yocker in any him alone,
He needles song titles $2.50
Though Sophie Tucker-Jackie hravos. And in ashitting
the top language.
along "Memory Lane" and has fun
Miles-Harry Richman did solid biz as this one that's
If the success of a. show is measSocltS: alsoi
brackets.
In support there is Larry Best at the expense of gypsy songs.
in their four-week engagement, reception
ured
by
how
much
the patrons eiiof
m^^^^
impreshes
onuuieis Ball''
udn gives
Bivc-a .
Ned Schuyler has come up with with Chevalier; takes uP the .clauj a young comic who played here Darktown Strutters'
themsplve^;
thpn the
ti,
new
^^^^^ reasons ago. Lad impresses him a chance for more witty vocal l^l^J h^r^ hTtl tL i.^?cnn
a combo that should equal, if not and
iit-iajiiis, lue juv-k-i^ui.
for a chorus on "Louise" and as a
"
a f^iimvp
nnssihllitrps. Ap
Ad- observations
nhs^^^
comic with possibilities.
and there are ironic
surpass, the Dean Martin-Jerry net
George
Olsen
and
his orchestra,
bit
laugh-making
a
in
then
offs
proach is sure and personality en- adnUssions about how" much he
Lewis show early in the season.
and
Sunny
Skylar, composer-singer,
E.
Lewis.
with
Joe
and
Martin
material
is
didn't
need
wife
during
the
gaging;
Some of the
a
And it is another
,:
are the top items.
Estelle Sloan tees off with her old, but twists and delivery add a vocalizing of "Oh How We Danced
Lewis combo that- will help him to
Olsen, making his first appear-,
slick heel and toe work to those fresh tinge. Sings, too, and the on the Night We Were Wed."
top a successful winter run.
Documentary films, which, he ance here in almost a decade, proIn Tony Martin and- Joe -E. whirling spins that bring gasps vocal carboning of Danny Kaye
Offs to neat re- and the description of a, horse race says; teach you something depend- vides a smooth-flowing brand- of
Lewis, plus a good supporting get- and applause.
sweet and swing numbers that imin Yiddish Wins him top reaction. ing on what you want to "learn,
up that doesn't get in the way of sponse.
next command Burrows' attention presses. The band compounds a
the toppers, this landmark on the
staged Had to beg off.
Production" is bright,
repertoire that swirls in color and
beach has a wham parlay.
ibv Jiine Taylor, with the two song^
Adelaine Neice holds over. The and he is at his funniest when the movement
as
it
tingles with
Lewis, back with new special ma- dance numbers led by Jaefc Blair, diminutive songstress, of Italian sub.iect of "Boulder Dam" arouses
him to poetic enthusiasm and rhyt'™.. The arrangements bear
terial lampoonings of pops that is accomplished hoofer,
parentage^ is plenty commercial
maudlin outpourings. In songs and the individualistic Olsen stamp and
his forte, is better than ever. TeeroPA riTV
i.urAi.iiit
when
she departs from her pops
commentaries he takes satirical invite a session on the dance floor
ing off with "Where Was I Last'
"Yidarrangements
purvey
a
to
well
as
listenability.
as
with
installed
here,
Lewis
is
Ted
digs at Hollywood; love and southNight?" he follows with a howldish Lied," authentically and efSkylar is a regular visitor here
land songs and other items.
making series of gags and ad libs, his revue, to offer competish to fectively, for a show-stopper.
From inMilton DeLuggi who accom? each year and wins his audience
the inevitable song (and, new) the Beachcomber parlay.
Sonny Kaye emcees and sells his panics Burrow on piano and .occa-!- from the start. He strikes just the
about his horse-playing experi- dlcations, though the unit is an
right note in friendly confidence.
recordings
for
to
one,
it will have a panto-mimicry
entertaining
sionally
is:
der
clowns:
with
himj;
a
on
mediums
special
a
ences, also
cided asset. He's a veritable pep- His appealing personality and easy
A reprise tough row to hoe against the Mar- healthy returns.
'that wraps: things up.
occasional manner, plus an assured delivery
perpot who
infuses
6t last season's "Ballerina," the tin-Lewis-Copa parlay,
Additijn of a solid comedy name
effective pace-changing robustness, and charm, ring the bell for him.
screwy "Salami" song, a howlHe features a group of hilarious
.;--:Cli,«^«: Varee*- Cht ;
exuberance and more elemental,
making travesty on "Buttons and would have: helped in this instance.
Chicago. Feb. 18.
f unmaking touches in the proceed- parodiesvln addition to a medley of
Bows,' "Broadway Isn't Broadway For, as constituted, it shapes up
(B), Joey ings and his looks and activities at his own compositions, which inJacic Cole Dancers
Anymore," all add up to a begoff as a show which no doubt goes
such faves as "Besame
clude
Following Lewis would have great in a presentation house. But Swhop, Mary Small, Jack Soo, Hal the keyboard are conducive to Mucho," ''Amor," "Hair of
Gold,"
been 'difficult for anyone but a top in this location it's the problein of Wallis, CJiez Adorables (10), Cee laughter. He's also a cheer leader "Waiting For the Train to Come
entertalHer, such as Tony Mar- following the triple-starred lineups Doridson OrcJi (12), JacJc Rodri with hi.s whistling approbations at
In"
and
others, for good respon.se.
the
fact quez Combo, (5); $3.50 minimwn. the end of numbers, making the ac-:
featured all season, plus
Phyllis
and
Ted
Rodriguez,
aiiiiaudiences!
Beach
Miami
and
claim
all
helping
that
the noisier and
are spoiled in the "name" sense.
the past this club has been a to make for an even livelier good able Latin dance team, set a stylish pace to proceedings. Costumed
Rees.
Lewis is as great as ever. His
j
^^as time.
go^i<.g,
^^ f
g
tastefully and routined intelligentwork around an aud is as solid, If
.7 ^
mu
™
* nithey show an assortment of
ly,
whether it be the interweaving here that Danny Thomas hit the
Raloigh Uoom, X. Y.
numbers,
including
the
waltz,
with Paul White and Elroy Peace, big time, Willie Shore, his height
tango, samba, plus, a turn where
(HOTEL WARWICK)
his two colored dancer-comics, the of popularity, and others have fol(Continued on page 48)
Jose Melis Trio, Nancy Andrews;

comedy

iori.

Martins (Tony and Dean) and Lewises

lin

and Ted)

Joe

slot itt go6d en<>ugh ^feshHis giagS are tossed fast and

the punehinig sustained to garner
maximvim pf laughs. Jerri BlaiichAbe
ard Is a returnee here^ tlie blonde Lugg,

Hfpls.
(HOTEL RADISSON)

Minnea^oliSi Feb. 19.

Burrows with Milton DeMel Cooper Orch (7); $2
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$1.50 cowert.

.ing Reed Sisters or the presenta- Joey Bishop, who made a local
tion o£ the top sock of the unit, record with long stay at a nabe
the acro-daneing of the Costello spot, Viiie Gardens. This is his
,

1

1

I

j

HELENE and
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FUN-MASTER

Shadow," with his dusky aide adding zing to a Sock sequence. Too,
the Negro team provide the only
comedy in the setup, with their
dancing, mugging and biz with th(!
maestro. It is pleasant nitery diversion. Question is will it be able
to compete, despite the undoubted
idraw value of. the Ted Lewis name,
against the heavy challenge across
the street.
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Latinizing pf the^ masters wherein
he: :takes a classic and adopts it to
rhumba rhythmsi With his engagement here, he's added another
twist wherehj' he improvises from
a theme provided by, the telephone j
number a pafroi^i citlis^ out; The
numbers correspond to nbtes on:
the keyboard and' with that :aS a
motif, he plays in the style of any
given compcjser On session caught.
he delivered along the style of a
frivolous air by IVIozart, a delicate
Debussy study and a wild-modern-

•

IN '49

i

'

1

-

j

C'ln-lc T-ll.<)«

»t

SAVOY-PUAIA

I

I

1

•

stm

mg and excellent danceability.
Melis first bowed in the intime
boites as a classical pianist with ai
serious mien. Having lived so long
with the old masters, he's now
learned to rib them gently apd has
graduated to the ranks of a top
miisical humorist who will take a
theme from a familiar fiolib, inSert
everything from boogie beats to
mountain melodies for delightful
effect.
He's also noted for his
:

•

C.O.D.'S.

ROBERTS

ing a note that kept the patronage
interested.
With Jose MeliS' Trio,
the room has a set of music dispenscrs that provide potent listen-

I

!

!

piiroilit^s,

N. Y. 19.

.

and Eadie

Lucille

I

1

This intimery, seating some 200,
excep
doing as good on gross take as Smiles at, Me." He works
,.
many a larger spot, thanks to the tipnally clean, gathering his laughs
return of Gene Bavlos, who clicked through his wan countenance and
in the spot last year. Utilizing prac- baffled stare, and.„his non-compretically the same routines, such as tension as to why he* has to lie
the Greenwich Village type, the the fall guy in all situations:
waggish, yock-making tales, he
His work with Jack Soo, Chinese
keeps 'em howling for 40; minutes, baritone, grabs plenty laughs when
And keeps the room fiUed'for three he takes over as orch director for
shows nightly.
Soo's ballading
of
"Old Man
'

PAULA SMITH
SOO H'. 54

:

MOTHER KELLY'S

1

]

I

!

-OF 'PARODIES

black-outs, ftp,

I

'

,

Wentalisls'

['The Magical

Irving Fields groups, each provid-

.

.

[is

Edch Book) $10 per Book

for

inii(i.'rittl.

luitti-r.

13

First

for $8.00
3

Thin-faced youngster looks lost
as he makes his entrance, put
quickly finds himself in his tirade
against Joe Jacobson, one of ,the
partners of the Chez, who has
forced him into a tuxedo. Running bit about formal dress cost
h?s the aud chuckling. Bishop demonstrates the physical-type story
about a grave-digger before going
into his etching of Bette Davis,
followed by an impresh of Ted
Lewis, singing "When My Baby
,

'

@

(Order

,

|

,

The ORIGINAl Show-Bix Gag File"
:Nos. 1 to 22
$1.00 eoch

The informal Raleigh room of
the Warwick hot'ei has been building steadily on the strength of an
excellent instrumental trio and one
:

teeoff

stint--a

-

I

COMEDY MATERIAL

bistro

yout^'nothTr'sSuUs'thi moveover
or two acts. Previciusly exhibited
[° J^ljeir t'lfi/h^'.
league
to the big fea^ur'"'"*
here were the Jan August arid
Lewi-s trademark
"Me And My

the""

AND PAT

PICK

'^^^ar='i.-p thP

J

!

|

River." Duet Of "Wagon Wheels"
wins team a beg-ofl'.
Jack Cole and his dancers; three
gals and three men, are still the
topdrawer attraction in the dance
field,
place
a
gained through
Cole's terrific research for new
and unusual material. In this case,
he comes up with two new rou- istic composition by Khatchaturian.
tines,
the first an East Indian His stint Is extremely attention artheme, a street dance, complete resting.

IT'S
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:

i

;

i:

I

i

!

j

Current bill is completed by
with temple chimes and beautifully-flowered banner, and the other Nancy Andrews, songstress, (New
Jose.
a jive number based on Beiiny Acts).
CJoodman's arrangement ot "Christopher Columbus." Both are showClub Carnival, Mpls.

stoppers.^

BAllANTINE
— rrompo/ining/y

Youri-"

Paul & Paulelte Trio

,

I

Minneapolis; Feb. 19.

Juki

Mary Small, making her first
Gil La7?ib. Helen Forrest, Perry
caie appearance in Chicago, clicks
iMdrlin Orch {12) ; $1.50 9ni:7iMum.
in her song stanza. She offers
slick versions of "Mama Do I GotI

L

I

Good comedy and singing pro"Alexander's Ragtime Band,"
vide the sure-fire floor show formu-i
tinged, "Much Too
la and this layout sparkles with
Healthy." However, although neatthem. There's generous entertainly done, "I Had a Little a'alk With
ment
and the practically full room
the Lord'' doesn't register with
for the second of the three nightly
crowd.
performances on a Wednesday atSoo, who plays straight for Bish- tests to the fact that there's still
op, also has a solo spot of his own su bstantial patronage forthcoming
where he gets a heavy response when spots come across with a
for
his
baritoning
of
"When money's worth. Gil Lamb's draw
re Smiling," "Night and Day," ing power in this Instance, too
land
Because.
Dorothy Dorben is, of course, an important factor
line repeat numbers from the last in public response,
show, which are still efi'ective. Hal
Lamb, whose comedic talents
Wallis. production singer, deserves have enriched vaudeville, films and
a spot of his own. Cee Davidson musical comedy, is a natural for
orch backgrounds in neat fashion this sort of big club. He Scores
plus alternating on dance chores repeatedly
with
his
eccentric
with Jack Rodriquez combo, which dancing and gyrations, Clowning
takes over, for the fhumba ad- and gags, stories and general: patherents.
Zabe.
ter.
His 'material is right up to
ta,"

CoiK'IikIi'iI

K^lVrrlc

nun
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47
type rhythm will excite the curiostty of the average stubholder, but
one apparently has to be a member of the sect before indifference
can be shaken off. Therefore it's
questionable whether it's wise to
go too far out on the limb as Ventura seems to be doing. His creW
gives the bop treatment to a variety of tunes including such standards as "I'm Forever. Blowing
Bubbles," and Body and Soul."
Recognition of the melody fades
after the opening bars.
Ventiira
and virtually all of his men are
solid on their solos. Cloying voice
of ofay Jackie Cain is handicapped
in trying to warble to a bop accompaniment. However, she does okay
on "Lullaby in Rhythm' which was
played fairly straight.
Joe Garland's band, consisting of
three reed, three rhythm and four
brass, is a so-so group that opens
the layout and backs the show.
McHarris & Dolores are a song and
dance team whose best asset is its
male member. Latter registers
individual
with
terping
interspersed with a corny line of patter
that clicks with the house's clientele. His impression of Fred Astaire
also scores. Femme is a pert miss

House Reviews
Capitol, N. Y.
r^drlle Svlvak

ing narration was lightly cornv.
Orch <16) with Juve .magician, Tony Noice, is a
personable young chap. Does some

Lyrm: 3 SwAits.
Mne Dm, Tommy
Owe A o I Ion
Jelireyi,

Anne

p

small tricks, which pleased.

Benjamin, on at this spot for his
proved an adept whistler,
Vawety. curr ent issu e.
chirping '^Indian Love Call" and
12th Storeet Bag." His singing of
rurrcnt Capitol stage show, runSonny
Boy" with spoken "What's
"Caught."
is
a
niS^ wUh theffilm.
My
Name,
Daddy?" and switching
really
standa
?« f lineup without
of hats was strictly off the cob.
It works the same way;
niit name.
standout bit, although Customers went for it in a big way.
there isn't a
Juve warbler, billed as a "Littlepleasant.
i>'« all
Tough Guy," Walter Schrieber, 12Perhaps the main difficulty with
kid,
lacks
talent
and
is the abundance year-old
the proceedings
voice.
He should be back in
ionversation, first fr9m the
Brooklyn, going to school. Harold
Three Swifts, standard juggling Urbach, monopedic
dancer, went
Mt and later from Dave Apollon over well with the customers with
INew Acts) who Jias ditched his. his tapping.
blondes.
Filipinos for a trio of
Arne Quartet, mixed, was the
Charlie Spivak's orchestra does
some of its. ar- only turn on the bill which ini nice job, though
dicated training and ability. Offers
rangements could stand improve- Rigoletto
Quartet, "Old Man
figures
himself
ment and Spivak
River," soloed by an excellent bariof experience,
to be on the basis
certain of himself at tone, and close with "Italian Street
a lot' more
Song" from "Naughty Marietta"
tastewith
a
opens
He
the mike.
of "Carioca" in for nice returns.
less arrangement
Business poor at show caught.
various tempos (Latin, etc.) and
Show below expectations, andfollows with an ace, Irene Daye,
strengthening of acts: and tightenwho looks great as she spins Far ing of routines might help in se- '"pegirThlmas fs^fp^eisant little
Away Places" in neat voice. Tommy curing further bookings.
package who enhances her
Hold.
Lyhh, band's male vocalist, is on
warbling with assorted bumps and
A good-looking
specialty,

T

New

DAVE APOLLON

Sinrinc

Musical

ZOMins.

Capitol Theatre, N. Y.
Dave Apollon's comparativel;f
new turn, replacing the Filipino*
backed act he used for years, is
quite a sight as well as solid on
the ear. He uses a blonde pianist,

Copa, Pittsburgh

Andy

Russell, who's been right
up there in the crooner sweepstakes for some time now, has
teamed with his attractive wife,
former Delia Norell, who used to
do a single, in an act that has

sock written all over it., It's not the
usual song team stuff, butia turn
with a definite idea behind it that
gets across, too. In the spots where
the emphasis is on class, the RUsr
sells should especially be a push-

,

,

:

,

.

pipes,

Russell himself is very personable with an easy, ingratiating
manner which puts him in solid
with the crowd the minute he
steps on the floor and flashes that
smile. His frau's a striking blonde
looker.
Russell comes out alone at the
opening to smack over a few pops;
and then a medley of familiar
tunes he's
recorded, including
:

"Besame

7^n'S^.Tio?^:A^^

evidences a need for
experiences Too, his habit of

he

grinds that draw frequently more
rii-sfntripr
annrppiatinri
than ner
Vipr
appreciation tnan
customer
voice does.
A demure gal in a
strapless gown, she opens with "Do
I?" then switches to "Bewildered."
Latter, done in the Sarah Vaughan
vein, nets her heavy mitting. FoU
lows with "He's a Real Gone Guy!'
whose lyrics she punctuates with
physical gyrations that border on a
cooch dance. Winds with "I Know
How to Do It." Her stint is uninhibited and sexy, but that's what
the payees here eat up.
House's standard comedy blackout is handled by "Crackshot" and
his cohorts with the usual sterling

Adams, IVewarli

baritone

Newark, Feb.

,

17.

.

;

m

and "Amor."
miru?es ofTlSs,

^

f

LfJ^f

'

|?^Li'^!L?,*'H„* l- *iU?Jf ^t^L^^
^'rl newies w^^^^ ""SSf t,,*! ^J*/;
Winning and Set the marned-couple
especially "Is It Yes?"
Russell; exits, and then his wifegets .Ihtimate with the audiience
in a sock piece of special material
aboiit ''My Love Is a Big Success,"
in ^yhich she laments the trials and
tribulations of .being married to a
guy who's so much in the public
eye and kiddiiig him for liking the
spotlight so well. Russell rusheis
but; protesting his wife's mentioning other well-knowns in the field,
and that gives him the cue to go
Into sonie crack impersonations of

.

Louisville, Feb, 18;

OrtBmol

(EL).

The Ink

Spots,

along

with

Amateur
Charlie Ventura's small group, are
the marquee lures for the ApolCarol Briclcley, Tony lo's current layout. Veteran vocal
Lyle
Benjamin, Walter quartet evidently is still tops in
*chT^ber,
Harold Urbach', Sol Harlem if patrons' applause here is
wtnther, .Arne Quartet; Mack Mcany criterion. Self-accomped, per
Donnell's House Orch (II); "Ride, usuali by bass and guitar, the boys
nj/aer, Rtde" (EL).
do five numbers including their
I
Didn't
"If
classic recording,
as Ted Mack's No. 1 unit Care." Their familiar harmonic efrt
the Original Amateur Hour fects are best demonstrated in
SJ.
winners, this assortment of tyro
"You Were Only Fooling" while
Effw/mers, with the exception of "Ain't She Pretty," "Say Some"le Arne
Quartet, registers below thing Sweet to Your Sweetheart'
when appraised on the and "Maybe" round out the slate
amateur level. Show
hit town sans in tip-top fashion.
Playing a return date here, VenPnJ?*- "Sd J^yle Benjamin, rotund
™shed in to handle tura has dispensed with the large
pK'
inore.
Mack McConnell's house band he originally had in favor of
As pres**^8e, gave neat support a group more compact.
tn tv, "1?
outfit is strict*ith„?i^"''"^' which were run off ently constituted the
production ly a be-bop combo made up of two
"^^^'"P*
w flash
reed (including Ventura), three

Winners,
mh Paul Jones, JuneHour
Brady, Joyce
Osborne,

«oice,

and rhythm and two brass plus femme
While techfol- vocalist Jackie Cain.
nically one couldn't wish a better
all-star crew than the boys that
-t^^nther, harmonicist, con- Ventura
has assembled, oddly
Irih,
Sat.
caught
enough, at the show
'.'"y
amateur (19), audience response was. only
clasl
^
Ohio rt„ ''"l Brickley, gal from moderate.
tera
be
impressions
may
be-bop
of
animal
Although
sounds "J®
draw in certain Broadway
••ack on it ^J^^^ ?l'8ht be heard rific
honfo

E

loZ5' '?

rattled spoons

minstrel fashion,

Brady, vocalist.
Osborne, tapster.

t'*^ ^I'ne
Next Joyce

.

.

"wwere

spots its appeal

okay, but-her connect-

is

ited to a "cult," as

obviously^ limit

were.

New

is

ApoK

well worthwhile.

Wood.

Tbn^

Dick
and even Clai^fc
viery smart and

Latne
It's

all

10 Mins.
One Fifth Avenue, N. Y.
Barbara Ashley, obviously an experienced hand in selling; songs, is
.

stranger to Vabiety New Act
files, consequently, .this is for the'
record. Miss Ashley is a looker
with savvy in song delivery. Voice
is trained in the musical comedy
tradition, having excellent projec-HajrmeSi tion and a fine flair for interp^eta'*

Mar t in,

Frankie
Gable.

BARBARA ASHLEY
Songs

a

-

-

tion.

My

MURRAY

Don Juan" iWB).

Current array of talent boasts is 15 Mins.
best seen here in some time. Show One Fifth Avenue, N. Y.
George Owen and Charlie Murclips along at healthy pace, with
audience approval maintained ray are reminiscent of a latter day
Endor
Farrell, one of the top
throughout.
Louis Basil house orch tees off song and comedy duos in the Proarrangement
of hibition era. This team has an exwith
novelty
"Power House" for nice returns. cellent musical and comedy sense
Consuelo and a fine assortment of material,
Terp team of Artini
cleverly retain audience rapport by blue and otherwise. They're right
asking for request numbers.
for intimeries and appear ready to
Three Nonchalants do standard spread out into other media. There
comedy tumbling routine for nice are sections of their turn which
results. Act registers well, aided could register on video,
Owens is a portly, somewhat
by silly chatter and clowning.
White parakeets that ring bells,, baldish citizen with a pliable face:
ride merry-go-round, climb ladders' who makes every comedic motion
and march like soldiers, succeed in count. Murray, a handsome gent
tickling patrons.
Bob Hammond who plays the piano and chimes in
has done a remarkable job in on the lyrics, gives okay contrast.
training the feathered troupers.
The team has excellent b.o. poMills Bros; wind bill up in pleas- tentialities inasmuch as it has
ing manner, with their disk hits enough good material to warrant
such as "Paper Doll" and "Lazy repeat trade.
Jose.
River." Seatholders give out with
solid kudos, particularly on ar- NANCY
rangements featuring roUy-poUy SonKS.-Fiano
Harry Mills.
Senior, Mills at a 15 Mins.
separate mike, continues authentic Raletgh Room, N. Y.
bass contribs in 'excellent manner,
Nancy Andrews who concentrates
while Don and Herb Mills carry on on special material, indicates that
with brother Harry in the vocal she could do considerably better on
department. Guitarist Cliff White straight renditions. Her rendition
backs quintet capably.
Of Hoagy Carmichael's "Hong Kong

&

.

&

ANDREWS

'

.

new turn

Comedy

i

^

side of these: niinor items.Ion's

GEORGE OWEN &

ventures 'of

—

Dolores, Peggy Thomas, "Crackshot" & Co. "Behind Locked Doors"

-

^^^^

The run-off is set at a high
Jeffreys, filmite and legit
tempo, and the excitement grows
musical singer, gets over nicely on
until 10 winners are lined up on
looks and voice, but she tries to do
Her vocal equipment is the stage for a chance at the jacktoo much.
pot. This is only played, once each
trained, but it's limited in range
show. Most of yesterday's- winners
and control and her attempts at
wouldn't even take a guess at the
"Lover" and "Smoke Gets In Your
mystery tune's title.
Just quit
Eyes" are not always accurate,
cold.
often strained. She starts out with
The program spots a couple of
"Hooray for Love," then "Lavender
vocalists, Eddie Fisher and Gloria
Blue," a pop done fairly well, then
Elwood, who would give the radio
the other two. numbers. Neverthecanaries a good run.
less,
Miss Jeffreys is tastefully counterpart's
kids and it
gowned and looks nifty and that They are pleasant
would be nice if, sometime, they
covers everything.
get to Sing a song all the
Apollon, who has been around could
way through.
for. 20 years with a Filipino outfit
Guy Marks's comedy and Winaccomping his mandolin twanging,
to
is playing the
Cap for the first ton & Diane's dancing add up
until
time.
He has a lot to talk about a pleasant way to mark time
Bran.
begin.
in view of those 20 years and he the handouts
makes the mistake of talking about
Apollo, IV. Y.
it—to the point where his act as
Basil's
orch backgrounds in
outstrips the calibre of her
It was done when caught was more
Charlie Venturo Grch (7) with good fashion. House packed when Blues"
comedy numbers as to indicate
conversation than music. Some of Jackie Cain; Ink Spots (4), Joe caught.^
Greg.
Miss Andrews is working on the
•t is amusing, but most of it is. exGarland Orch (10), iVfcHarris &
Wood.

Apollon^s mandolining is unusual
speed and definition. He gets
over solidly with Cap audiences,
but shouldn't (1) talk about old
times so much, and (2) he should
refrain from over-cueing his trio
of f emmes, though that's part of
his comedy format.
He does the
latter constantly and it gives the
impression that he's uncertain of
them, that they're more stage
dressing than anything else. Outsin its

&

Anne

National, L'villo

Earrings"
(occasionally
assisted
here by Charlie Spivak's orches*
tra).

.

ecuted.

traneous,

elicit
more balcony
than a burley. stripper,

will

whistles

and two blonde harpists: Betweea
them, they knock out some knock'*
out arrangements of Liszt's "Sec
ond Rhapsody," "Begin the Be<
guine," "Dark Eyes," and "Golden

One of the highlights in Miss
intime, withbut losing the common
Ashley!s repertoire is her deliveiy
tbucb, and the- Russells may well
of "Faithful in
Fashion" which
become the Luhfs of song .<tite bt indicates eligibility
Chicago, Feb. 18.
for legit chores.
these
days.
Cohen.
Artini
Consuelo, 3 JVoncholJose.
onfs, Bob Hommond's Birds, Mills
Bros. (5), Lowis Basil Orch; "AdCHARLIE

.

.

who

(4)

...

Clileago, €hi

.

.

:

Gilb.

results,

Mucho"

Jj^ff "
!

.

"Stop tfie Music,": tuith Bob RusHp and ]aw sell, Eddie Fisher, Gloria Elioood
over-emphasiZing
mcvements, could stand softening. and Milan Hartz conducting Adams
He works over "Here I'll Stay" House Band; Guy Marks, Winton &
however.
nicely,
Diane; "The Invisible .W'oman"
Spivak pulls a fine arrangement (ifndie).
fore midof ''Temptation" to the
way i» the show. It's smartly proOn its first visit to the stix, racalling for
duced and played,
dio's "Stop the Music" shapes up
drummer Bobby Rickey to tee off as a crowd-pleaser. The first preson kettle drums on a darkened entation was run off early today
stage, after which Spivak's muted
(17) as the start of a week of "fivehorn comes in on a spot, followed a-day schedule and the house was
by brass and sax- sections lined up full.. Rarely has the welkin rung
across stage. It's effective and the so cheerfully as during this hande n t is out jamboree./ And the prizes went
begiiine-tempo a r r a n g e
strong. Prior to that, there's a pro- skittering off in all directions as
duction number built around the show wore on. It's a great day'
"Take Me Out to the Ballgame" for the
avaricious.
A Newark
injectof
comedy
is
abit
which
into
housewife hit the $5,000 jackpot
ed by three bandsmen doing a the first night.
pitcher, catcher, ump toutine out
The brash young comic. Bob
front.
,
Russell, dons Bert Parks' manner
Three Swifts have been doing and antics for the occasion. The
their current routine for some result is
a bumptious, high presIt calls for an announce- sure job, as Russell shouts the
time.
ment that one of the trio is un- names of every donor of gifts,:
available and a substitute is filling
pantomimes
every number sungHe's "taught'.' right onstage to
in.
the Music"
screams ''Stop
Approach Is and
do the act's tricks.
when a wheel of fortune rearstagc
good, and different, but the rejars to a halt. Then operators in
quired conversation, in this case
various sections of the house bring
it
makes
Apollon,
Unfed up with
forth 'contestants they have drawn
Nevertheless, the
overbearing.
by seat number and the old rou.Indian Club routine is smartly extine goes ahead.
stage

over.-"

AfteTabou^e"

;

:

the Swifts.
youngster with smooth
after

Acts

ANDT & DELLA RVSSELL

Hughes Seen
BB
RKO.

CoAtimieil

:ftilim

page

ii

r

ssbJ

believed that througl)
his efforts Hughes was interested
in the deal and a compromise was
made that guaranteed Miss Bergman the lowest possible, distribu-*
tion fee (since she'll own a chunk
of the: film) and will at the same
time prevent loss to RKQ,
It is

Italy Gets

HVood

Pic Costs

Ideas;

Upped Plenty

Hollywood, Feb. 22.
Italy, once a pushover for pro*
duction costs in comparison with
Hollywood, is getting the Hollywood idea. The boys and gals over
there still use the Mediterranean
as a community swimming poolt
but they have developed Califor^
nian ideas about the wages of art.
When Roberto Rossellini made
his first click picture,
it
cost him $18,000.

"Open

City,'*

His

second

click, "Paisan," cost $88,000.

When

he was cooking up a deal with
Ingrid Bergman and Samuel Goldwyn for a film over there, the production price tag was $325,000^
Since Goldwyn moved out of the
deal and Howard Hughes bent a
wrong curriculum.
listening ear, the budget has moved
that Miss Andrews' up to $1,500,000, an astronomical
It's not
Olympla,
special material is without: merit. problem when you figure
Miami, Feb. 20.
it out
Janis Paige, Georgie Koj/c, Fred There are some good nujnbers in in Italian lire.
Sanborn. The Belmonts, Jack Lane her catalog. However, her exagCarlone gerated mannerisms' and sense of
Lovebirds,
Freddie
Orch; "One Sunday Afternoon" comedy gestures detract instead of
Blue items
add to her tunes.
(WB),
Film Bids
are a minimum.
Miss Andrews' piano accomps are
Continued from page Z as
One of the better layouts to play
here in recent weeks should fill adequate to take care of her needs.
correction
is
needed
aiming
Considerable
to
set
up a package unit
this house for healthy grosses via
the marquee lure of Janis Paige, before she can become standard in consisting of the play, playwright,
Jose.
the intimeries.
"director and actors, which a numplus a stout supporting' lineup.
ber of major studios, including
The personable Warner filmster
20th, would undoubtedly agree tO
sets up a pleasing canto of songs BUDDY BAER
finance.
and delivers them in a soft, ef- Vocals
fective style to garner solid re- 12 Mins.
Kermit Bloomgarden, producer
action. Routine varies from hill- Club Charles, Balio
of "Salesman,'- is currently on the
Following brother Max into the
billy to ballading of the songs from
Coast. Miller denied that this had
her latest pic, "One Sunday After- entertainment field. Buddy Baer is
making his attempt with straight any connection with the play. H«
noon," also being shown here,
Georgie Kaye' handles the com- vocalizing, and does a nice job of said it was in search of performers
style. The affable it. An outsized giant without any for his next production, "Montslot in fine
^ „.j.^.
edy „^„
comic has much that i.s new and of the accepted markings of his serrat," an adaptation by Lillian
fresh in his routines; his charac- fistic career, Baer presents a rather Hellman of a French play.
ter delineations are also topdraw- dignified front with graying hair.
Film interest in legiters, which
His approach is strictly straight, has been wan for the past year,
er, drawing a steady series of
which is a smart move. Only refer- took another flurry with reports
laughs.
Xylophone work and panto-com- ence- to his ring past is in an open- that Metro had dffered $750,000
and
ing
parody
on
"Buttons
potent
and
is
Bows."
Sanborn
of
Fred
edy
for "Kiss Me, Kate." It is knowq
measures up to' the.topliners. Tee After that it's a bass-baritone han- that both Metro and Paramount
Magic," "Loaded
offers, the Belmonts, set up the dling of "It's
are interested in the property, witll
terp department in trim fashion Pistols and Loaded Dice" (a la Phil
the bidding starting around $650,v
with their graceful routinings, Harris) and "Old Man River." Had
while the novelty end is well ban- a little trouble with some of the 000. That is what M-G paid for
Col«
died by Jaclf Lane and his love high ones in the latter, but appear- "Annie Get Your Gun,"
wrote the "Kate'
birds, well trained and steadily en- ance as a, whole stands u^ very Porter, who
tertaining. Freddie Carlone orch well. Should l?e able to get ample music, is currently <^''th« Coast
"
'
Lary.
work.
talking deals.
Burm.
backgrounds capably.

Miami

.

&

=

:
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VeJneBday^ Fefaniaiy 23, 1949
occasiotwl important shows
b« accepted for transmission
southward over microwave relay
facilitiM between Boston and N. Y.,
which has heretofore only been arranged to carry northbound pro-

VARIETY BILLS

grams. Since this will necessitate
reversing repeater equipment at
each intermediate station on the
route, the phone company is requesting that suitable advance notice be given to permit the change-

Nninenili in connection, with btU* ImIow indlcato opontni day of ihon
trlietlMr (nil or spilt Weekw
Iiett«r In pnrtntheM* Indlcatai ctrunltt (I) Indcpondentt <I.) Loiiwi (My Mon,
(I>) Purauonnt; (K) BKOi (M) Btolli <W) Woraeri (WR) Walter Read* '

that
will

Nub Reviews

Night

'

CAntinued from pas* 4(
ll.;.;e
the lad uoes

Room, N.O.

ing out but capacity oan make itself felt for profitable operation.
Current layout marking nitery
debut of Buddy Baer (New Acts)
is up to standard, with Jiiy Jason
contributing an above average sesh
of gags and vocals. Can bat out a
number legitimately for smart contrast and shows a good sense of
timing for his material which is
mostly okay. Lingered a bit too
long when caught, but was evidently pressing hard with a tough

some energetic steps

while Duiancing a glass ot water

on

his

aead.

The Andrews Twins, a fresh>
looking pair of tapsters, blend an
assortment of intricate steps to win
enthusiastic response/
J.une liidwards amazes with ber
acrobatic and contortion work. She
twists

aerself

into

all'

of

sorts

NEW YOUK CITY Tlxe Pichoni
tapllol (L> M)
Mliba Auer
What changes the opening of Ciuirll* Splvak Ore LONG BRANCH
ApoUon
ParaffloOnf (WR)
additional links will make in pro- Dave
3 swift!
.«nly
gramming schedules has yet to be Anne Jeffrey*
Ronald Rogeri
Hall (I) 14
worked out by the networks. It is aMUiie
Tba Ijitinos
& F Szony
"Mot Lips" Pago

his.

Bumberos

fill

lulls.

:

-

believed, however, that few switches in' time Will be made in curr
rent slottings on the big shows,
since that would interfere with
viewing habits of eastern audi^
ences. Instead, the nets will simply pipe more of these shows to
the midwest than has been possible
heretofore.

Paul WincheU
Jean Glbbona
Florence Hin-Low
Robert Hayden
.lean Letourneau
Rockettes
Corps de Ballet

'

:

(two to

11

OMAJIA

* Step Broa

DeCastro Sl«

aa Continued

Bwrm.
ing

made

from- page 2 tsi

Morey

Amsterdam

Cecelia

CoUedga

CHICAGO

Chicago (P) II
Mills Bros
Nonchalants
Hammond's Birds

in Britain by the Powell-

:

,

(two

v

.

(M) 21
Maurice- Frencli Co.

Rold & Squires
O'Doyle Bros &
Jean
Eddie Gray
Uaydini

Nicky

Del Monico Dcrs

Smpir* (M) 21
Joe-Stein
•Max Carole

Mills Sis

Y«

Continued from page
terersita Larrera, Chiquita Ah
Mgt, Instead of booking re^
madivir, Lecia Lemos, Frankie Ne- Artists
left,
grenon, Elsi? Compbell and Ra- citals for the singer right and
cash
in quickly on the :notices,
to
phael Orchs; minimum, $2.
they're keeping her under wraps,
as far as concert audiences-are conThe hideaway Cuban Casino gets cerned, for a year and a half. Situa considerable late play from the ation Is rare in longhair circles.
:^own's Castilian elements, probMiss Welitsch, who finishes up
iBbly on the strength of its comparatively low prices and a pair of for the Met next month with an apgood Latin dance bands. The show pearance, in Boston in "Salome,"
commitments, abroad..tbereafter
has
is the lesser draw, inasmuch as it
consists of three single, ferame till next fall. She'll be back at the
Met next winter. 'She: could be 'ofdance^ turns and an emcee.
then, in '49-'50, for concert
fered
There's apparently a considerable bar business and toward the dates, in between her. Met appearehank end of the evening tables ances. But her managers aren't ac
Apparently" feeling
(Start filling up with lots of un- cepting bids
escorted femme trade.
she's the first femme drawing card
The show starts off with a ritual- to show up at the Met in 14 years,
istic dance number, followed by a they're biding their time, making a
Similar number, and a flamenco special case out of her, planning a
dancer and a singing emcee. The long-range campaign entirely diffirst two would probably be great
ferent from the way they handle
if they showed some talent. Chiquiother artists tiiey sign. Anyway,
I^en^ojjMiss Welitsch won't be available
fitiJ„ for top cafes would
even if in form
ifn„
^""^ [.nnrpvt datp« till '"in-"il
^ust about cancel out each other
" ^
*
because of their being presented
consecutively.
Terersita Larrera looks like a
possibility as a production dancer.
There are some fair flamenco
Continued from page 1 b;
movements,
but
unfortunately,
rhythms were messed up bv faultv mand for it And, with all the
orchestral backing.
She does a webs preparing their top-name radio talent on the Coast for early
:6et of numbers from "Carmen.''
Bright spot on the biir is the TV preems, that demand is exElsie Campbell. Calypso orchestra, pected to be felt in the near fuwhich 1 as interesting and novel'ture.
'

H

'

Empire (Ml

Empir*

Frank Preston
Banda & Vickie

B Lloyd &

21

John Vree Co

:

Monday

Marquis

played.

Lun Young
Remand's Pigeon*

Joan Rhodes
Detroy

Elroy

Cabaret

for

Bills

.

-

I

the capital.

I

Freddy Caye
Jean Rose
Syd Strange Ore

j

Archie Robbina

Attending the se.ssions, aside
Cafe Society
from Rank and Korda, will be Sir .Mildred Bqiley
Henry French, president of the Ronnie Graham
Ignacio Bola
British Film Producers Assn., who Dave Martin
Ore
Under the new east to midwest will probably arrive in this counCasino Russ*
?,^2i^!J!nM™n^'l'^f'[tf.1,f
fh'""^'
frequently sounds as though there
nrn»ram » tntal nf Hippp w^t try closer to the date of the meet- Emile-Boreo
were twice that number. Raphael's f'^°^^^'"',* ^""^u
S. Wojiekowska
a channels
I T ^ ings. Repping the U. S.
one eastbound
industry Constance Melodic
band playing the show, does much '"""".^
^re to be
use about May 1. will be Eric Johnston, prez of the Diamond Horseshoe
better on the. dance sets.
Jose.
Al Bernio
After that date two- of the west- Motion Picture Producers Assn. of Jack:
Gansert
bound links will operate on a 24- America; Barney Balaban, Para- Billy Banks
r'i>.^M.iA» nairo.
n«i^.n
ciun i>narics,
^our basis, while the third will be mount prez, and Nicliolas M. Choral Sextet
H Sandier Ore
-Baltimore, Feb. 18.
available only after 6 p.m. Thus, Schenck, Metro topper.
Alvarez Mera^
Buddy Boer, Jay Jason, Beverly the various Webs will still be
BaUet. Line
Conclave will be limited to the Juenger
Hotel PItrr*
Arnold, Walter Long, Wally Wan- forced to share time on the cable six men and their
cio.sc advisers, Cardini
ger Girls (6), Norman Brooks for daytime programming sent to it was announced
officially last Florence <c
Frederic
* Ritmberos (5); the midwest. Between
Monday
and week. This followed a term of dis- Stanley
*o
rJ''
Melba Ore
^
_ ipj-^iS.aU minimum.
Friday the single eastbound chan- agreement when' the Americans Ralph Lane Ore
Leon & Eddie'*
nel will ohly be available after 6 wanted to; expand the sessions to
Eddie DaVis
Town's ione dihe-dahce spot feap.m. but, under the new arrange' include exhibs, unions, etc. Yanks Narda
turing top flight cuisine along with
ment, this link will be open any finally conceded the point, limit- Ethel SheU
liatne attractions is holding its
Carewe.<$ &
O'Conrtor
4>wn with draw dependent upon time on Saturdays and Sundays, ing attendance to production-disBoyd Heath
.
flame value but fairly steady aver- which will enable the nets to pipe tribution execs.
S It B Steven*
•ge maintained' most of the time. midwestern weekend sports events
Rank will be accompanied to the Shepard Line.
Old Roumanian
Bulk of reaction is on weekends to- eastern viewers.
U. S. by his wife and his general
Sadie Banlu
AT&T also announced this week counsel, G. I. Woodham-Smith.
la this town of mot too much dinJackie PlitUipi
]

David- Niiio
Maria Karnilova
Stcffen-MartcU «.

-

'

i

Elissa .layne

i

1

Ruth Brown
Margot Brander,
Art Waner Ore
B Harlow Ore

I

O'Day

Silver Frolics
S.vlvia

Froos

Jimmy Ames
Frolic Lovelies (4)
Bud Prentice Ore

m

•

I

|

,

i

|

,

-

,

.

j

,

..

.

.

I

i

-

.

Fred Kobbins
Charlie Barnet Ore
Phil

Copacaban*
Regan

Irwin Core.v
F & S Barry
Linda Lombard
-

Herb George
Paul Godkiu
Skyriders

M

Durso

Ore-.

Alvares Ore
China Doll

Mln?

Sc

Ling

Florence Ahn
Shanghai Twin*

Paddy Wing
Nor<f Morales Ore
Jose Curbeilo Ore

Line

(1)

El

50%

of gross.

Apollo, N. Y., to

Nitery

Do

Bop Show

Apollo theatre. New York, will
stage a show the week of March 4
which Will be a condensed version
of the shows at the Royal Roost,
N. Y. bop spot. Idea will call for,
according to plans, the laying out
of a nitery scene onstage, with
tables and chairs, patrons, etc,,
Which has been done often in

downtown

theati'es;

,

,

orTalent will include Maehito s
now at the rival Clique
Roosi
Club, but due to open at the
March 17 for four weeks, K«
Winding Sextet, Howard McGnee,
Lucky Thompson, bop vocal group
Lamof Buddy Stewart and Dave
Belafonle, wno

chestra,
.

Clique

i

;

&

Kaye's appearance at this theatre, the first stageshow house has
had in about 15 years, is- on 4
straight percentage basis calling

I

I

Nelson

unless the streetcars and
busses were running by 8 aiin.
(21), date would not be

Bob Andrews

Dick. Bcntley
Briants

NEW

Coaxial Speedup

W

that

SUNDERLAND

week. Young is controlling stockYORK CITY
holder in Eagle Lion, which disBagatelle
Nanette.
tribs Rank product in the U. S.
Dorothy Ross
Bella Smaro
Following his Florida stay. Rank Delta Rhythm Boys Joe- LaPorte Oro
Dca Carroll
D'Aquiia Ore
will go to the Coast.
He has a Jose Ponlere
Hotel Savoy Plaza
number of business huddles schedBlue Angel
L & E Roberts
Kay
Ballard
Irving Conn Ore
uled there, but is primarily interGJiris Alexander
Hotai T««
ested in seeing his grandclrild, re- -Roger Price
Vlnce'ht Lopez Ore
cently born to his daughter, wife Ellis Larkin 3
Hotel Warwick
Martha DavisJose Melis- Orc
of producer Fred Packard.
He'll
Brevoorl
Nancy Andrews
then journey east from the Coast Daphine Ileilman
Latin QuarUr
Frank Lil>use
for the Anglo-U. S. film meet In Shiela Barrett

,

'

.

Continued from page 45

,

:

Al Carthy

;

Empire (Sl 21
Cavan O'Connor

Queen Mary, arriving in New York
March 23. He's making it a combined vacation and business jaunt
and after a few days in Manhattan
will junket to Robert R. Young's
estate in Palni" Beach for about a

-

Bobby Shelton.
June Burnett
Bob Norrls
*c J Brown

Atlas
Pippi

Empire (M)
-

-

I

Zero Mostcl
La sane Oro (14)
VIn* Garden*.

Bobby Tables Davis

Betty

Harry Mooney

Rank-Korda

Allen

Knight

would have been forced to cancel
his appearance at the Mastbaum
theatre, here, which started to«
agreement,
mutual
By
day.
clause was inserted in the contract

Schaller Bros

Victor King
Louise's Animals

HACKNEY

O

Barclay
Evel.vn

Kaye*s London Date

21

Young China Tpe
Swan & Leigh

Anita

Roeer Ray

Continued from page J

(S)

Carroll Levis Rev
Coiiinson & Breen

Granadas
Reginald Dixon
b'l

out.

'

—

>

-

11

Balmoral 4
Josef Locke

-

-

Elwood CarlPalmer HOUM

.

-

|

'

Girls

.

eluding Alida Valli, Robert Mitchum, Dorothy McGuire, Rhonda
Fleming, Kathy O'Donnell, John
Agar, Guy Madison, Christopher
Kent (Christian Kelleeh) and Rossano Brazzi,:' are available for loan-

«.

1

~

VaddOn

C»'rus

'

:

:

.

Farr
Archie Usher
.Tuckie

.

-

Chez Pare*
Joey Bishop
cole Dancers (8).
Mary Small
Jacic Soo
Dorben Dncrs (10)
J Rodriquez Ore
C Davidson O <11)
J

BiU Waddington
D Henderson .Ir

PORTSMOUTH
Royal (M) 21
FINSBURY PARK Melville & Rekar
Sherman Hotel
Empire (M) 21
Ruth Ann Koesun
Vera Lynn
Monald Peers
Blossom Lee
Flack & Lucas
time remaining Under his DOS Hal Mack Co
Harry Hall
Rilly Russell
Car.vll
&
Mundy
Kirby Hawks
termer. Charles K. Feldman's FaBob Gray
George Meaton
Wright
Marion
B
&
mous Artists Agency repped both Blister Shaver Co
Paul & Paulette
A •l Powers
studios in the deal.
Donald B Stuart
3 Bassi
V & J CrasConian
Remaining Selznick players, InrGLASGOW
SHEPHERDS BUSH

Met Bonanzai

IV.

Bog Turk
Bill Kcefe
Jeannie Sook
Charles & Lucille
Jerry Rehfield
Manuel Del Tore

Tito. Coral

Marx

Raymond Smith
Conrad»s« pigeons

nonnie Stewart
red Sloan

Neil Rose

Jean Arlen
Meryl Baxter
Skating Blvdeari

M Abbott licrs (10)
Preston Lambart
NOTTINGHAM
D Hild Dancer* (12) McCarthy & Farr,eU
21
Landre &; Verna
& Michael Tabu
Blackslon*

Kemble Bros
)

:

Empire (M)
Chico
3 Garcias

6 Asbtons

.

:

Rob Murray

P Hatton & Peggy

Tymga 4
eOlNBURGH

Snyder Ore
John Kriza
Honey Dreamers

Hotel Stevens
Frankie Masters 0
Phyllis Myles
Tommy Traynor

Tu-Tones (2)
Frankie Hyle
Billy Chandler Ore
H Edgewater Beach
Henry Brandon Ore
Carlos Sc Linda
Mary Ann Fedele

Bd

Fielding

Sc

Ed Prentiss
Bill

Adams

Savina

21

(S)

Hal Miller

Bobbie Kimber
Albert Whelan

WB

Cuban Casino,

Palace

Jane
Winters

Max Bacon

i

CHICAGO
Blackhawk
Art Kassel Ore
Gloria Hart
Lee Marx

Gary Morton

LEICESTER

.

Billy Cotton

Dorothy Shay
Emii Coleman Ore
Mischa Borr Ore

-

Charles & Janet
Joe Isbell
Joe DeSalvo Org
HelsIng*

Maxam

Btnv

C Williams
Chitiason 3
Waldorf-Astoria

Eddie Stone Oro
Castellanos Ore

Jill

Valeltos
Rita Carmo

Hippodrome

Waliy Cox

Viola Layne
Pickert

Harvey Crawford.
Hotel BIsmark
The Maximes (2>

BRITAIN

,

J-

& Ryan

The Pichons
Mischa Auer

BRIGHTON

:

.

27

..

.

SInclalF'

R & B

•

..-

-

Irene WilUanis

Ames Bros

Congress' (WR)

-

Harold .Barry
& Alda
Village Vanguard

Roberta St Alicia
Mildred Ray Idn*
Quintero Ore
Argueso .Ore. ...

HoterBelmont-Plan

•

Lucia
Martez
Terry Bennett

::

.

to-fill)

Morrl*

Karen Tedder

Havana-Madrid

/.

ROCKFORD

only

S

Cuban Diamond*
'

& Boss
Roland Twins
Nelson & O'Day
Van * Arrvola
SARATOGA SP6S

-

WB

Norman Parjs
Monk

-

Keating

Oro
Panchito Ore.
Village Barn
Red Ingle Ore
Freddie Gray

•

Julius

Palace (I) lS-27
Harrison. Carroll

-

Splvy's

George Ulmcr
Grant

-Bob

'

Mike Brown-

only

.

.

3 Riffs

(WR) 11

OXIord

Ronald Rogers

Kirkwood

Ore

Versalllet

&

Goodman

&

Kelly
Spivy

Bibi Osterwald
.

Tile Latinos
''Hot Lips" Page

.

tempiation," consists of little: more
thau writhing on the floor, but it's
StiU a surefire attention getter.
Rest of the show is overboard on
Vocals with three singers coming
<)n in succession,
Eddie Chester,
vet diminutive performer, socks
tioins a group of nostalgic ballads
in energetic style for warm re- polished fashion;
Hollywood, Feb. 22.
Joe Isbell is a holdover and star
Chester, however,- could
sponse.
David O. Selznick emphasized
of the bilL In keeping with the
II. ^ a change of pace in rendering
h s numbers instead of going full room he usually does three or more yesterday (Monday) that the pWyer
concluded
with Warner Bros,
deal
yodel tunes.
b- ist on every tune.
over the: weekend was simply a
Stocky youth only has one solo
Opening the show, Ann Duncan
"
of the customary type betnakes a pleasant impression with stint, "Yodel Polka" and then lloanout
despite
the magni
on youthful terp team, tween studios,
a_ couple of pops, "Slow Boat to brings
China" and "Too Soon to Know." Charles and Janet, exponents of tude of the arrangement. Included
stepping. are: the services of seven players
tier pipes and phrasing are good Swiss and Germanic type
through
the
usual
heel- and a director.
Dancers
go
.find she projects with a cute style,
stints,
ffony Montelli aromantic tenor de- kicking and hand-clapping
Scheduled to- make one -pic each
animation or originality.
livers a flock of tunes with a thin but lack
for
are Selznick stars Joseph
Father and daughter, Maximes, Gotten, Jennifer Jones, Louis Jourput well-trained voice. Although
good on "When Irish Eyes Are impress with their bird stint; dan -and Gregory Peck.; Shirley
SmlUng," his voice hasn't the power Comic whistling and pantomine by Temple and Betsy Drake are to do
gal gets over neatly,
to sustain "Begin the Beguine."
two pix each, while Rory Calhoun
Joe D0 Salvo orch does a capable is to make half of his films during
The Creators, an Instrumental
Zobc.
trio, back up the layout competent- job In backing the acts.
the remaining term of his contract
ly and fill in between shows with
for WB. Director Bobert Stevenson
Lila Lynn on the piano alternating
goes to the studio for the entire
Hem.
on the bandstand.
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PLAINFIBLD

Pressburger unit.
Deal is now cooking for "Jennie"
Oriental (I) 24
open on Broadway at the Hi voll "Artliur Godfrey
.Talent Scouts"
although Selznick has not fully
Stoopnagie
made up his mind on the house. Col
Bernle George
One of its advantage^ is that it al- 3 Beaus & Peep
Desmond
ready has a large, cydoramlc Bcnnic
Alan Scliackner
screen of the type Selznick desires Eli/abetli TalbotMartin
Intimate bistro is following the for the finale of the film. Origin- Mary Csborne
lead of its nearby neighbor. Col- ally he was insisting that all houses GGfU'Re GuestReed
lege Innv and has brought in a playing t h e p i c install these Napoleon
Carl Sands Ore
radio announcer for m.c. chore's. screens, but it is understood he has
KINGSTON
B'way (WR) ISflt
Howeveri the. rest of: the show fails now receded, from that position.
1~ irtez & Lucia
to live up to .the introductions
Terry Bennett
whch Pierije Andre puts across in
Morris & Ryan
Selzntck Players to
to

,

Deane Carroll
Marvin Raymer
L* Ruban Bleu

-

Martez Sc Lucia
Terry Bennett
Morris & Ryan
The Pichons
Mischa Auer

Maurice Rocco

Charlie Ventura
Charlie Parker

T Dameron

:

Hugh Shannon

(WR)
Maiettle
only

.

Rudell!)

•

Billy Ecksfine

Nycola Matthey Or.
L* Parroquel

AMBOY

PERTH

ROxy (I) 11
Rudy Vallee

DOS-SRO

Hotel Pl*z*

Grade Fields
Leo Reisman Ore
Mark Monte Ore.
Payson Re Ore

Orpliouin (P) IS

Tex Beneke Bd
Pryde & Daye
Artie Dann

Henny Youngman

Hotel Ambaitader
Fred Oliver Ore
William Adier Or*
William Scotti
Royal Rooit

Tony Pastor Ore

3

Sainmy Walsh
Connee Bosweil
:

Paramount (P)
Buddy Rich Bd
Mel Torme

Hotel Ediion

Henry Jerome Oro
No 1 Fifth Ave
Owen 4: Murray

Hotel New Yerkor Barbara
Asltley
G Benedict Ore
Hazel Webster
Ice. Revue
Downey & Fonville
Hotel Stitlor

All)

Don Henry

Hotel Blltmor*

Pepito
Roosevolt

Guy Lombardo

MIAMI

-

&

Shaw Ore
Hot*l

Olympi* (P) II
Lane & Claire
Jack Parker

Sym Ore

:

M

PhU Wayne Ore
Harold Nagel Ore

WUson

Laszlo

I

•

:

'

Julie

.

:

ii

Erwin, Kent Ore
Hotel S» Raglt

over.''

shapes to win well-deserved applause. Highlight of her act is
wnen slie picks: up a handkerchief audience.:
while uacK-bending from a high
Up ahead/ Walter Long handles
Jiercb.
Intros and gives with excellent tapOlsen backs the show nicely and pery to maximum returns, and
handles the emcee chore capably. Beverly Arnold handles smart VoCapacity biz- when< caught; Liuz. cals of "The Gentleman Is a Dope,"
"Do It Again" and "Laziest Gal in
|lrAdley'iiChez.Mol,N.V. Town." Has considerable style, and
sells throughout. Wally Wanger
UXona Knight, Eddie Chester, line of six opens and Closes, and
Lila ii'jim, Ann Duncon, Tony Mon- Norman Brooks and his orch cuts
tell, i lie Creotors
(3); $3 mini- a skillful show alonff With-, hanTHUTH.
dling customer dancing. Berne and
This intime east side, supper club'
is topping oif its modest, out neat
Swiss Chalet, Chi
tloor show with a stripteuse item
transplanted from the 52d street
(BISMARCK HOTEL
toitL-.-y belt.
lUona Knight, headChicago, Feb. 17.
lining the show, dishes up a
Joe Jsbcll, Tfie Maximes (2),
(Eamiuar routine of wiggling and
Janet/ Pierre. Andre, Joe
(Stripping with a couple of unique Charles &
Salvo orch (6). Minimum $2,
twiiis and groans to pepper her of- De
jEenng. Her specialty, a "dance of cover $1.

WEEK OF FEBRUARY
-

ChIco

Rosita Rlos

Damlron ii.
Chapuseaux
Tina Ramirez
LoB Guaracheros
Vizcaino Ore
HAtal tt Moriti

and Harry
riigni
walked Into the Boost one
fl"
and got a job singing, though
whad never sung professionally
•

.bert,

fore.

•

•'.--

Martha Stewart's Vauderi
Film player Martha
whose divorce from Joe
is

soon to be

Stewart,
E-,l^frj,'

finalized, will P'^y
wit»

Capitol theatre, Washington,
comic
George O'Hanlon, radio
starting

March

31.

.

w-

Other dates are being bnea
Artisi*
for the pair by the Radio
Corp.

.

,
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$2,500,000 IN THEATRE PARTIES
L(^t Longnins Focus Eyes on Aussie;

Shubert Split With SuDivan-Tyson

Vaude Could Use Some Good U.S. Acts

May Meet

Entire Ticket Distrib

HAROLD GAKY

By

Melbourne, Feb.

between the Shuberts and
Sullivan-Tyson ticket agency,

Split

Despite increased agitation this
season against theatre parties^ they

8.

The theatre-world spotlight is be- 'Okla.!' in Sockeroo
ing directed increasingly On AusAustralian
tralia these days by reason of some

.

in number but also in the total
business involved. Of a probable

Preem

t

bitterest broker-producer
Dublin, Feb. 18.
battle Broadway has seen in years.
With the Control of theatres tious-.
Blood Wedding" will be first
an estimated
play by Spanish Loyalist author ing 12 shows this week, the Shufrom theatre parties.
Federico Garcia Lorca, who was berts dominate the prpducerrthej^
Another indication of the up- shot in the Spanish Civil War, to atre .scene; 6n the oth^i" hand;

extraordinary longruns recorded,
Melbourne, Feb. 22.
for so small a population, as well
"Oklahoma!" had a smash Ausas by the glowing accounts taken
tralian premiere Saturday night
biack to America and England by
concert
stars.
and
stage
at
His
(19)
Majesty's theatre here.
various
Melboumei with a population Packed house gave the Richard

total gross of about $30,000,000

on

Broadway for the

1948-49 season,
$2,500,000 will be

surge of theatre party business is be seen in Ireland. Ria Mooney
that commissions on such bookings has put it on schedule for Abbey
are rising again. Where the cut was Experimental Theatre next month,
a standard 10% some years ago, it [naming Edward Golden as producwas generally reduced to 5% by er. (Play is now running in N.Y.,
most producers last season, but has produced by New Stages).
since been boosted to 7>/i% in most
Same group will also, handle new
cases and to the old 10% in others.
play by Jack B. Yeats, painterIn most instances, theatre party
brother of Abbey-founder W. B.
agents now refuse to handle shows
Yeats, titled "The Sand." Abbey
for 5%.
Experimental The.atre is tryout for
Although certain managements, the Abbey. Theatre, using young
notably Rodgeis & Hammerstein players and new producers.
and Hyman & Hart, have refused to.

around 1,250,000; has been having Rodgers-Oscar Hammerstein II muthat New York and Lon- sical a tumultous reception, and
don Would not sniff at-^53 weeks the reviews have all been raves.
for "Kiss and Tell" and 341 perTed Hammerstein, yiho came
formances for "Annie Get Your from New York to direct the proGun." And greatest surprise of all duction, will start back in a few
the Kiwis, all-male revue, com- days.
Zeaand
New
ex-Aussie
of
f>rised
and iservice men, has just achieved
the record run of two years In the
Comedy theatre in the same city.
These three shows were presented
under aegis of J. C. Williamson

'

Mayor Seeks To

-Theatres.

Pittsburgh Feb. 22.
City itself took official cognizance last week of local situation
Which will leave Pittsburgh without any legit at end of next season
when Mayor Lawrence appealed to
Warner Bros, and Harris Amus.
Co., which control majority of
downtown houses, to do something
maintaining
about
professional

temporarily.

Up

American shows, "Man Who Came
to Dinner," "Susan and_God" and
"Arsenic and Old Lace," each registering about six months in Melbourne and four months in Sydney.
"Blithe Spirit" and "Present
Laughter" have been big money

been

I

.

private citizens, who were brought
up short earlier this month when
Aluminum Co. of America announced that It WQiild begin
wrecking Nixon theatre building
about May, 1950,. to. put up a 30story office skyscraper. Although
Alcoa's purchase, of site a year ago
spelled the doom of 45-year-old

getters too. Running at present is
the London, version of Garson
Kanin's "Born Yesterday," starring

'

:

Sliding-Sabry Scale

Michael

New Wage

:

|

shows,
p.a.

$167.50.

When

has six shows, the

Todd, whose "As the
Winter Garden,

is largely dependent on visitors from out-of-town says he wilt
resist any attempt to cut the SuUi,

,

)

Scale

Whatever the explanation, the
growing practice is to sell up to 30New scale of pay for associate
odd parties, for a total take of $75,Probably pressagents and stock managers
000-$125i000 per show.
about 25 productions will be thus and pressagents has been- adopted
booked during the present season. by the Assn. of Theatrical Press
Various
Two theatre party agents will Agents & Managers.
alone account for more than $1,-1 other proposed regulations and
policies were
discussed at the
000,000 of that business.
Commissions on parties have union's membership meeting last
long been a matter of contention Thursday (17) at the Claridge
between producers and agents. hotel. N. Y.
Principally with the idea of opposUnder the new setup, an assoing the cut from 10% to 5%, the ciate to a senior p a. with two
established party bookers organ- shows gets $125 minimum a week;
ized last season into the Assn. of associate to p a. with three shows
Theatre Benefit Agents. The mem- $167.50;
second
associate
witii
bers have refused to sell shows at senior who has four shows, $125;
Continued on page 52)
second associate with p.a. with five

American expatriates Hartley
Power and June Clyde: Australia is Playhouse, very little was heard at
the time, most people- apparently Allan Jones Sued
(Continued on page SO)
feeling' that it was too. far. in the
distance to. think-about at: the time^
By Shuberts for
The inevitable announcement, how-

:

N. Y.

i

I

is

tJirls Go," at the

I

until now, the moaning has
chiefly by newspapers and

:

Adopts

i

theatre here.

Attitude of the producers whose
shows are playing Shubert houses

That

ATPAM

:

'

sale of tickets to the vital out-oftown trade.

bookings

theatre parties, the volume of
has steadily Increased.
is possibly a reflection of the
anxiety of producers to protect
their shows against possible poor
notices in a period of rising operating costs.

Save Pitt Legit

Sullivan-Tysoii is not only niiich
the biggest agency in the business,
but through its manifold hotel :iButlets, ris aji, important factor in the

varied. Some are loudly defying
Shubert instructions that ticket allotments to Sullivan-Tyson be cut
in half. Others have indicated they,
will oppose the move, but are
avoiding public statements on the
subject.
Still
others are going
along with the Shuberts, at least

sell

Three Americans' who came out

,

:

I

(Wiiie iTins

early in 1947 for "Annie" (at time
of writing it's showing signs of
equalling it's Melbourne run In
Sydney), leading man Webb Tilton,
his wife Deede Armstrong, and
Carl Randall are so in love with,
the country that they will probably
remain here. Evie Hayes, already
in Australia for some time (Will
Mahoney's wife), was the original
Ajnnie in this country and has
played the role ever since with
tremendous success.
Long runs in straight plays during -recent years went to three

the

may affect the entire theatre ticket
Abbey Experimenters
distribution setup "in New York.
The immediate result is likely to
Tn
Hn I nrfa'c 'Wpilllino'
llCUUlUg
lUUUliUILas

have hit an. all-time peak, not only

,

a

allotment. The Playwrights' Co., whose "Anne of the

van-Tyson

Thousand Days"

the Shubert,
also insisting on the regular
agency distribution.
The producers of "Along Fifth
Avenue," at the Imperial, "Lend
An Ear," at the Broadhurst, and
"Carousel," at the Majestic, have
not indicated what they will do.
Joseph Kipness, producer of "High
Button Shoes," at the Broadway,
will probably go along with theShuberts.
But the presenters of
.''Kiss Me, Kate," at the Century,
and "Private Lives," at the PlymContinued on page 52)

is

senior

Backers

two asand the

first

sociates get $167.50 each
third associate $125.

is at

Own 55^

Producers

45^ Of

For musical stock, the manager
Wiman's 'Big Knife'
(handling both house and company) and p.a. get $200 a week.
Under the complex financial setFor dramatic stock in New York^ up for "Big Knife," which opens tothe manager (of both house and morrow night (Thurs.) at the Nacompany) gets $160, the p.a^ $175. tional, N. Y., the backers own 55%
For dramatic stock, out of town, of the show and the producers only
the manager (house and company) 45%, instead of the usual 50-50 setgets $150 and p.a. $135.
up.
That apparently stems from
Friday (18) for singing a song
the fact that the principal- prowhich, in the original version, has
ducer, Dwight Deere Wiman, is a
been public property for half a
major investor, while the co-procentury.
Ticket' Ticketed
ducers, Clifford Odets and Lee
April Productions of New York,
Strasberg, have put up none of the
For $225,000 loss coin, Odets is the author and
a subsidiary of the Shubert interests, wants damages because Jones,
Less on "'That's the Ticket," mu- Strasberg the stager.
in nine appearances, sang "Yotirs sical
Under the limited partnership
comedy which folded last fall
Is My Heart Alone," whose orig- during its
Philadelphia tryout, in- agreement, the backers include Wi"""S'^^^^s composed by Franz
^Ived a loss of about $225,000, it man. with a $33,333.34 slice in his
contend is now revealed. Besides the $150,- own name; general manager J. H.
contend
^ehar
The Shuberts
shuberts
Jones had no right to use the Eng- qoo advanced by the backers, ap- Del Bondio, presumably representlish translation, which they have proximately $75,000 was dropped, ing Wiman, with a $12,000 piece;
under copyright,
for which co-producers Joseph Kip- Charles Deere Wiman, the producJones has not sung the song in ness," John Pransky and Albert er's industrialist-brother, $8,000,
Some and actress Helen Claire, $1,333.33.
Detroit, but has used it elsewhere Beckman were responsible.
as a "fill in" number in perform- of this extra amount is still being General partners are Wiman and
Forrest C. Haring, Del Bondio and
ances of "The Merry Widow," also paid off.
Abarbanell, all members of
copyrighted by the Shuberts.
Among the principal limited Lina.
his production staff.
for partners in the venture were ICip-:
iftbins,
attorney
Harry
Although an investment of $1,ness, with a $27,500 piece; Pransky
Jones, said:
333.33 is worth 1% of the profits,
and
Beckman,
with
$6,000
apiece;
bitter
"The Shuberts have a
John F. Waters, representing Lee Del Bondio, as limited partner, is
grudge against Jones. He was comto receive 24%. The agreeShubert,
$21,000,
and
James listed
pelled to pay them $30,000 to
ment provides for a 25% overcall
StroQck and Abraham M. Blumbreak a contract with them."
and the establishment of a $15;000
berg,' of Brooks Costume, $4,500
The Shuberts demand an ac- each. Limited partners were lia- cash reserve after the Broadway
counting of the profits of perform- ble for a 20% overcall, but were opening.
ances in which Jones sang "Yours never asked to pay it.
•
r¥»i
r
t .
.
i
Is My Heart Alone." They classify
"Ticket" was written by Julius rrailcis flay for Interstate
the work as a "choral," for the and Philip Epstein, with music by
Dallas. Feb, 22.
use of which they charge $250 for Harold Rome.
"My Favorite Stranger," starring
the first performance and $50 for
Kay Francis, will play: a two-day.
each performance afterward. J ones
three-performance engagement at
Joins 'Allegro'
insi.sts the song should be classed
Mary Jane Maricle is replacing the Melba here March 9-10. Eleaas "a musical composition," for
nor Sellers is the author.
Annamary
Dickey
in
national
comwhich the copyright chiJrge is $10
Interstate Circuit will also pre-?,
pany of ''Allegro." She leaves New
a performance.
York next Monday (28) to join the sent the play in Fort Worth, March
show in Los Angeles. She'll do 7-8; Dallas, March 9-10; Austin,
March 11; San A ntonio, arch 12,
several
performances
there
before
'Olflal'
I onHon Record
i\ecora ^^^.^^
UKia. in Lonaon
^^^^ permanently March 14
COMMUTER KORN
London, Feb. 22.
Seattle.
Theatre Guild plans to tour the
Richard Korn has been ap"Oklahomal" will reach its 852d
company
east, winding up in Ghi- pointed conductor of the Memphis
Lane
Drury
performance at the
house
cago
around
mid-'April
Symphony
Society for the 1949-50
the
and
holding
breaking
Thur,sday (24),
record held till now" by "Rose there for a run._ Miss Maricle was season.
formerly in "Finian's Rainbow"
He'll continue in his present post
Marie."
and
understudied
conductor of the
and
Faye
associate
Emerson
as
1,875,000
exceed
Admissions
Symphony Orchestra,
boxoffice receipts have totalled In "The Play's the Thing" which Brooklyn
shuttered recently.
commuting between the two cities.
$3,400,000.

Use

.

opened the floodgates.
Of Song in Tirefly'
Mayor Lawrence went to M. A.'
Silver, zone manager for Warners,
Proposed for Stage
Detroit, Feb. 22.
and in the absence of John H. HarAllan Jones, who appeared in
ris, head of Harris interests, to
Detroit Civic's "Firefly" last week,
Mgrs. If Biz Slides
George Eby, of that circuit and was sued in Federal court here
Proposal that all talent and
ever,

,

chief barker of local Variety Club.

crafts involved in a shbw should Lawrence put it up to them to save
work on a sliding-salary scale as a legit, suggesting
^„
that
„^ perhaps
^
one
means of reducing theatre operat- of"' their "pro'pmies"could

"'•vanced by the eessfully converted for stage pur'^^}f
Stage
Managers' Club at the legitiposes
conference March 2-4 at the Astor
hotel, N. Y. Another suggestion to
be offerdd by the SMC is that
scenery, furniture and props for Dale Wassemian Skeds
old productions be stored in a cen^

'

i

*J1^

:

for rental for
lee..
at

,

9 M»««
* T«««..l«
J more toast IryOUtS

warehouse, and be available
new shows at a token

tral

Hollywood, Feb.

'

I

22.

|

I

Dale Wasserman, who'll produce
The two proposals were adopted
^he last SMC membership meetr H. S. Kraft's "Cafe Crown" at El

Patio next month, will follow- the
comedy with a trio of new scripts
to be tried out under the banner
Michael
Effrat and Moe Hack, with Robert of Triad Productions.
Schnitzer and David Pardoll as Scott is associated with Wasserman
alternates. In suggesting that the in the Coast premiere presentar
talent and crafts accept a sliding- tion of "Crown."
First of the new scripts will be
alary scale when the gross of a
show is down, it is explained that Martin Goldsmith's "The Miracuin no. cascA would the pay scale be lous Fish," with Desi Arnaz starPlay is ba.sed on a mag
reduced below: union minimums. riiig:
successful locally, a new
Subject to approval
by the mem- serial. If
'
will he sent to Broadpership,
the
SMC council has production
Same procedure will be foladopted a definition of stage man- way.
,
,
,.„,
,
,o..„..
agers and associates.
According lo^ef
th^ i will
win do
rir7«
at
Tnad
to the new classification, a stage "nse^ectcd, vvhic
Triad s incorpoiated
Patio.
manager

-

ing and will be submitted to the
conference by the organization's
representatives, William Ross, John

:

.

'

,

'

.

,

,

must have worked at
least three shows (either BroadWay or the road) or one show

!

1

^
locally

and capitalized at $40,000.

(Broadway or the road) plus two
seasons as resident stage manager in summer stock. -Others will
"Anybody
fte
listed as associate members.
However, both stage managers and -Holden.

full

Shows

in

Rehearsal

Home"

—

Phyllis
,

"Cat and Canary" and "Personal
vote.
Gateway
iroad)
has sent a resolution Appearance"
Repertory Guild.
10 the Equity council
(all stage
"Detective Story"—Lindsay &
managers are members of Equity)
askmg the legit union to claim Crouse.
_
^
"Emerald Staircase"— Lee Sabinjurisdiction over stage managers

associates

The

may

SMC

—

.

jn

,

Meanwhile, a eom- son,
"Ivy Green"—Hall Shelton.
Hack, Effrat,
&
Rodgers
Pacific"
"South
William Hamjnerstein is carrying on an organ- Hammerstein, in association with
™^8^dnve among TV stage man- Hay ward & Logan.
"Sun and 1"—Nev/ Stages.
television.

wittee
including
«oss Pardoll and

—

1

i

I

i

i

M

m

!

j

j

'

.

.

so
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Kettering National Theatre Plan

Spot Radio Announcements Seen

By Hammerstein as Aid

To Be

to Oifish Bi

Offered at N. Y. Conference
Chicago, Feb.

Broadway managers whose shWs'
slipped' bejow the sellout
liftvf

supporting

national

self.'

theatre

has

been worked out by Ralph T. Ket^
tering, veteran Chicago producer
manager and advancemaUi and win
be presented to the general conhave its American tryout here dur- ference on the theatre, to be held
March 2-4 at the Astor hotel, NiY.
ing April, as part of the annual
Propqpal will be submitted by MilDrama Festival of the Univ; of ton Weintraub, secretary-treasUtah, The presentation would be urer of the Assn. of
Theatrical
in association' with Gilbert Miller,
Press Agents & Managers^
who holds, the U. S. rights to the Kettering is a member. of which
play.
The local production would
Plan, originally conceived by
use Broadway guest stars and a lo'Kettering in 1938, at the time the
cal supporting cast.
If the play
National: Theatre &
looked /promising. Miller would: do American
Academy was chartered by Cohit in New York next fall.
gress, has recently been brought
Appearing: with MAE 'WEST In
As usual, the Festival's spring
"DIAMOND LIL" as 'Spider Kane,' season will run three weeks and up to date by him; It calls for an'v
one of 'Lll's' henchmen who saves may Include rat :least;:one. other original fund of $1,000,000 to cover
her from a murder rap.
a year's budget, and estimates thii
tryout.
Performances will be in
amount would be earned back the
Coronet, New York
the 2,006-seat University theatre,
first year, with a profit of more
with guest leadSi and a resident
Salt Lake City, Feb. 22.
Jean AnouUh's Parisian success,
"L'Invitation; au Chateau," may

Hollywood, Feb. 22.
Al fresco season at the Greek
stations to hypo business. That is
the opinion of Oscar Hammerstein, theatre, Griffith Park, Hollywood,
will open the first week in July
lyricist and co-producer with Richand run 10 weeks. Productions
ard RodgerSi Short plugs at hour are scheduled for two weeks each.
or half-hour intervals from, for Guest stars are used.
Instance, 5:30 through 7:30 p.m.,
Gene Mann, managing director,
stating that such-and-such number went to New York
last week to
of tickets for specified shows were book shows for the all-musical
then available at the boxoffice, season. He's due back next week.
would bring a good number of
playgoers to the tlieatre, he thinks.
According to Hammerstein, a
crucial period in the run of a sellAussie
out show is when attendance has:
Continued from page 49
fallen below capacity, but presumably has a large potential audi- very faithful to its musical, comedy'
Many New Yorkers who favorites and has: very frequent reence.
would like to see it may not real- vivals of those that appeal; most. As
ize the demand has tapered off an example, "White Horse Inn,"
and that they can get tickets, he seen in the states some years ago,
believes.
has played: its fourth season in MelManagements whose: productions bourne, featuring a talented comic,
have ebbed somewhat after weeks Fred Murray and Miriam Lester;
of sellout trade are reluctant to "Maid of the Mountains,". "Desert
advertise that tickets are available, Song," "KaUnka," '.'Lilac Time,"
lest the .public get the idea that, "Rose Marie," "No No Nanette" and
the show is flopping, the lyricist- "Student Prince" have each been
producer feels. Also, newspaper revived several times, after big
ads cannot state the exact number original seasons. "Oklahoma!" with
of tickets available, because of the Bob Reeves, Carolyn Adair, Red
Davie Gladstone, Bob
time element involved. However, Knight,
radio announcements, going on the Grandin, Louise Barnhart, Rayair only a couple of hours be^pre mond Bailey, Matt Mattox and the
curtain time, can specify how writer-^all from the States^^petis
many tickets are on hand at that here Feb, 19.
moment.
Vaudeville or variety flourishes
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;

;
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M^KE KEENE

Longruns
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Troubled

StilFs

To

Island'

Highlight N.Y. Opera;

.

40G Season
,

Deficit

Seen

Feature of the N. Y. City Opera

Co.'s spring season at City Center,
N. Y., will foe the world premiere

supporting cast. Festival officials
are also dickering for the rights
to several musicals for the fourweek summer season in the 10,000seat bowl. Among the possibilities
are "Oklahoma!"' "Allegro," "Brigadoon," "Carousel'' and "Flnian's

than $950,000. to finance the second
year!s operation.
Project would
continue
permanently on that
.

basis..

Proposal is to create 48 units,
according to states, each with a
director assisted by numerous fac«
Rainbow." If. rights for local pro- ulty members and each to have an
duction cannot be obtained regular executive-secretary and a staff of
speakers to publicize the: plan in
touring editions may be booked.
Last season, guest-star presenta- local communities. Drama groups,
tions of "Show Boat" and "Mid- iCoUege theatres, etc.,' would be
summer Night's Dream" grossed asked to submit entries- in 20 theanearly $100,000 in 21 performances. tre categories. This material would

of William Grant Still's opera,
"Troubled Island." Langs ton
Hughes, who wrote the lyrics for
the musical version of "Street
Scene," did the libretto. Leading Festival guestars in the last few
role will be sung alternately by seasons have included Katharine
Alfred
Drake,
Orson
Robert Weede a n d Lawrence Cornell;
Many New Yorkers, hearing' that in both Sydney and Melbourne WinterSii latter last appearing on Welles, Judith Evelyn, Blanche
they could get tickets for a hit lor Tivoli theatres, at present under Broadway in "Call Me Mister." Yurka, Philip Bourneuf and Frances Reid.
that evening, would decide to go management of David Martin. The Eugene S. Bryden, recently dioperettas .for the Los.
to the theatre, says Hammerstein. talent is not so forte— acts are old- recting
Bromfield-Vadnay Tryout.
The principal object of legit man- time, corny and "blue." They surely Angeles Civic Light Opera, will
agers should be to bring these could use some good American acts. stage it.
Hollywood, Feb. 22.
people into the theatre district. A complete Australian tour can be
Leopold Stokowski was to do the
"Acres of Paradise," by Louis
If they reached the theatre too late arranged. After finishing Sydney opera some years ago when he
ield
and Laslo Vadnay
Bromf
to buy tickets -for the .particular and Melbourne, artists can play the became conductor of the N. Y. City will be tried out Friday night (25)
show- they came to see they would smaller capitals with minor man-; Symphony; but project was too at the Key theatre, North Hollyprobably shop around for some agements. by arrangement, if they costly as an individual venture. wood.
other production. Thus; it should desire. Good money is paid to Eng- Production had to wait till the
Plays deals with religious cults
be worthwhile for several manage- lish and American acts, but cau- opera company built a repertory in California.
ments to advertise available tickets, tion should be used in having every and a following. Opera is schedso theatre-minded listeners would condition carefully stipulated in uled for three performances dur«
Touring Players in 6-1Veeker
the
contracts.
know they had a choice of entering the six-week season, there al"
Legit houses are very good. ways being the
Richmond, Feb. 22.
tainment for the evening.
possibility of a run
Because he and Rodgers have no Many have more foyer and lounge after season if it clicks, as in the
The Touring Players, currently
space
than
is
possible with New case of ,",'The Medium." Opera seat playing southern towns With a repproduction 'on the boards at presYork
or
Chicago land values. son will start March
ent, Hammerstein cannot test his
24, with 14 ertory of, "Corn Is Green" and
theory right away. Also, Ife says, Stages are good, lighting Is up to operas set for 33 perfomances.
"Pygmalion,"' have signed for a
there's little chance of his being date and any type of production
"The Medium," incidentally, will six-week season of summer stock
opening J uly 19 at Lake Winnepeable to do so for some time. His can be handled.
also be done this spring at the
Cost
of
living
is not as low as
and Rodgers' new musical, "South
Center, taking its place for the saukee, N. H.
some
represent.
The only com'Pacific," now In rehearsal, probSix American plays and a chil*
first time in any operatic reperdren"s show will be presented;
ably wouldn't be suitable for such modity cheaper than in the states tory.
a test, at least for a good while, is food. Everything else, such as
City Center expects about a
he explains since it is such an ex- clothing, toilet articles, accessories,
$35,000
to
etc.,
$40,000
total
is
deficit
much
from
more
expensive, and
pensive show that unless it does
virtually solid capacity business it not always procurable, and on the its fall and spring opera seasons
whole of vastly inferior quality. for '48-'49. It had a good fall seawill have to close.
Some items are just not to be had, son at the boxoffice and expects
as for instance; American cigarets; the .same this spring, but expendiJose Ferrer and Richard Whorl
So it would be wise for the Ameri- ture always outruns income^ Cen- approached by the State DepartScott's Benefit Concert
can artist coming over to stock up ter hopes to offset most of the de- ment to tour Latin America next
Tom Scott is to give a folksong as much as possible. Rent, if you ficit via Its revenue from such summer as co-stars of a repertory
concert at Town Hall, N. Y., March are lucky enough to obtain af flat, rentals as ''Show Boat," "Medea," company in representative U. S.
24, to benefit Sydenham Hospital. is fairly cheap. But the best hotels the Ballet Russe, "Man and Super- plays ... James Stroock, of Brooks
Concert will also be a memorial to downtown are about on a par with man" and "Carousel." "Carousel" Costume, goes to Sarasota, Fla.s
t)aniel Hale Willlams> noted Negro our third rate hotels of 50 years booking paid it about $12,000 to today (Wed.) to look over the
surgeon, and balladeer plans to ago. Their ceiling rates are about $15,000 a week, and Ballet Russe Ringling Bros.-Barnum & Bailey
circus for costume preparation.
revenue is about $2,500 Weekly
make an annual event of it.
a guinea a day ($3.50. U; S.).
C. Lowell Lees was in New York
He'll be assisted. :by the Metros
Capacities in houses vary. About
over the weekend for script and
politan M. E. choir of Harlem 1,000 has been found suitable for
talent confabs for this summer's
which will sing spirituals, as well playhouses, and the bigger honSes
Roanoke Campaign
Utah Drama Festival, Univ. of
as James Weldon Johnson's "Crea- for musicals average from 1,400 tO
Utah
Hume Cronyn left ThursRoanoke, Feb. 22.
tion," which Scott has just set to 1,700. The Sydney Empire, where
Roanoke's Patchwork Players, day (17) to join the Barter theamusic. Nancy Davids is booking the Kiwis are playing, tops the list
Which gives free performances in tre production of "Hamlet," curthe concert.
at 2,200.
He
schools and city parks, has begun rently touring in Florida.
takes over the title part next week
a general membership campaign:
and will play it for a month, with
Idea is to get theqtre-going public
Robert Breen resuming the role
to chip in enough to meet ex- early
in
April
Dan Melnick,
penses and keep Patchworkers go- treasurer of the Ziegfeld, N. Y.,
ing through summer season, when left Saturday (19) for Palm Beach,
Apparently more than with any other Broadway show, a major por- performances are
given without to be gone until some time this
tion of the attendance at "As the Girls Go," at the Winter Garden
charge in little theatre at HoUins week.
Producer Kermit Bloom*
N. Y., is from out of town. According to Michael Todd, producer in- College, Jefferson
High School and garden and authoress Lillian llell^
vestigation has indicated that the receipts for the Bobby Clark musical various
man left Friday (18) for the Coast
Roanoke, parks.
vary in direct ratio to New York hotel bookings. He figures that Should
Troubles of Players came to a to interview actors for their forthinsure relatively little fall-off in business during the early summer head
several weeks ago when City coming "Montserrat:"
When there are generally many visitors in New York but Broadway Council, hard pressed
Donald Kirk signed to do Tomfor funds to
grosses usually hit the seasonal low.
meet municipal operating (expenses my role in Australian production
of "Annie Get Your Gun," and
Todd believes the show's appeal for festivity-minded out-of-towners during 1949,
to grant a flies to Coast
today (Wed.), en
may stem from his emphasis on the "tall girls and low comedy" theme. $3,000 subsidy refused
asked bv Patchwork route.
He's been appearing in
Board of Directors.
CBS' tele show, "Make Mine MuTo- facilitate opening-night seating. El Patio theatre, Hollywood, has
sic" ... Dorothy
Stewart,
N.
Y.
gifted 11 firststring critics in the L. A. area with' a dual-purpose money
rep for J. C. Williamsion Aussie
clip. Apart from its function
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compete in state-wide festivals
lasting a week: Winners would be

.

.

eligible for a national exposition,

'

.

:

,

•

-
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22,

Comprehensive plan for a

Anouilh in Utah?

Coast 10-Weeker

level could profitably use local spot
announcements oii New York radio

Winners of the national
tion,

comedy,
phony,

:

:

.

historical drama, musical,
straight
comedy, sym-

etc.,

would be produced and

sent on .tour of the 48 states, with
authors getting royalties and performers being paid $100 a week,
All material would remain, the
property of the plan for one year.
Estimated budgets for national: and
state advertising and publicity have

been worked

week

out.

state festivals

would

involve

about $50i000 each and gross a like
amount, and that the four-week
exposition
would costnational
about $200,000 and gross over:
He estimates' that win$360,000.
ning dramatic shows could be
toured for about $10,000 and could
gross over $13,500, allowing a
weekly profit of $3,500. Musical
shows could average over $6Q0 >

week

net,

he

believes.

Legit Bits

.

.

.

biside Stuff-Lei^

'

.

*0runkard' for Chi

as a clip, the sterling silver gift 'serves

Fashioned in the shape of a pair of tickets, each clip
is engraved with the name of the theatre, the critic's name
and the
number of his pew. Clips were handmade after town's crix marked
.plf their choices for permanent seats on a master plan of the house
Idea was hatched by Ted Zittell, managing the theatre for the N Y
syndicate which recently took it over, and was executed by p a. Hank
tevy.
as ticket stub.

Toronto, Feb. 22.
Brian
Doherty's
all-Canadian
production of "The Drunkard"
opens at the Studebaker, Chicago
for an Indefinite stay on Feb. 27
after previous engagement at the
Lyceum, Minneapolis.
Jump into U. S. territory follows
Revival of "Richard III," at the Booth, N, Y., was financed for $15 000, successful
trans-Canada jaunt of
plus an overcall of $5,000. Principal backer is Howard Cullman, with "The
Drunkard," which Opened in
a $10,000 slice, and others include producers Alfred deUagrei Jr
Ottawa, Oct. 18, and has since
Leiand Hayward, John G. Wilson and Richard Rodgers, and general played across
Canada without a
manager Herman Bernstein. Nominal produper and general partner is break, including two
weeks at the
Herman Levin.
Royal Alexandrar Toronto.

.

to

guestar as Falstaff in "Merry

Wives of Windsor" as part

college

of the
celebration

centennial

and continuing
Margo Jones
through March 6
has decided against a Broadway
production of "Sting in the Tail,"
by Thomas Purefoy, current presentation at her Theatre '49, Dallas
Louis Lotito, president of City
Playhouses, Inc., and manager of
the Martin Beck, N. Y., due back
next week from Florida rest. Producer and ex-dancer Eunics
Healey left Monday (21) for twoNow
week Nassau vacation
that his production of "As the
Girls Go" is an .established hit at
the Winter Garden, N. Y., Michael
Todd is growing restless.. He's been
unable to find a new musical he
likes, so he's lining up a composerauthor combination to write one.
He's also commissioned a dramatist
starting Friday (25)
;
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.

.

.

to write a straight
wife, Joan Blondell
.
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Chicago
Dick Williams in town

,

^

flacK'"?

for "Make Mine Manhattan," s;latea
Greai
theatre chain, to L. A. Monday (28) for March
7 opening at
to wrap up "Song of Norway" deal
Robert Barron,
Northern
.
n
for Down Under. Leaves for Fris- toured
with Elisabeth J^ergner «
co, March 18, returning to N. Y.,
guested
\Ji
"Two Mrs. Carrolls,"
March 24.
Uptown Players in their prooui:
Anta has donated $1,250 to in- tion of "The Winslow Boy at
.J""
sure the continued operation of St. theatre. Sat. (19)
Anthonj
the Equity Library
Theatre Qulnn, male lead in Chi Streetcar
through the summer.
similar Named Desire," is exhibiting "»
amount will be forthcoming next paintings at Impressions Stuaiui
uniii
fall, the ANTA board has indicated
Fine Arts Building, here, ar«
... Elizabeth BIrdsall and Webster March 1
Telephone Co. s
Smalley have joined staff of ANTA matic group. Bell Players, Ijresen"
in New York . . , Radio-television "Man W^ho Came to Dinner
actor Charles Irving will return to (24) and Intends touring hospiw
his alma mater, Minnesota Univ., units with it
„
.

.

.

.

•,
'

A

.

.

.

,

.

his

Gibbs,

John

co-author with Max Wylie of Ihe
Fundamental George," is in Hollywood for script huddles
Elliott Nugent, who'll direct anfl
co-produce with Theatre, Inc. in«
comedy will probably go into rehearsal in June or July on tne
Coast. Gibbs is due back in New
York in a couple of weeks.
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Kettering figures that the on»

.

,

exposi-

representing the best grand

opera,
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UBGITIMATB
*Woman' Dies

Broadway Grosses

Total

SI

in L.A.,

B'way

'Order' $4,000, Building

Spotty. But Gets

OK Boost

Los Angeles, Feb. 22.
El Patio's second tenant, "ElWoman," fell by the wayside
aturday night (19), bleeding red
5,
This
inji copiously.
Last
Production, which
Season
Season bowed in Tuesday (15) with a "prte„
, .
Broadway" label, drew universally
Number of shows current ........
29
29
sour notices and was able to atTotal weeks played so far by all she ws ...........
850
928
$26,1
$23,600,
tract only about $2*100 worth of
Total gross for all current shows, last week,
$710,200
$664 000
biz during its stay. Loss hit an esTotal season's gross so far for all shows
$20,391,700 $19,964 500
Business was spotty again on wk) (R-1,659; $6). Closed Saturda*
timated $25,000.
Number of new productions so far. .....
jjq
47
Frame's other opener; ^'Out of Broadway last week. Attendance at night (19) after 399 performances;
attendance perked on tlie final
Order," fared better although still most
shows was light Monday night week; almost $30,000.
far from smash proportions. Biltmore, dark la.st week, rekindled (14) as usual, but receipts reversed
"Kiss Me, Kate," Century (8tii
last night (21) with "Allegro," which the recent trend by taking, a hop wk) (M-1,654; $6). Still the hottest
started off with a hot window-aiid- Tuesday night (15)^ There was a agency ticket in town and a .solid,
Theatre Guild advance sale.
slackening again both afternoon sellout; with only one theatre
Estimates for Last Week
party, but a new high; $46,800.
"Blackouts of 1948," El Capitan and evening Wednesday (16) and
"Lend an Ear," National (10th
(348th wk) (1,142; $2.40). That $17,- then grosses followed the customwk) (R-1,172; $6). Moved over the
000 is getting to be automatic on ary upturn the latter part of the
week. At all but the top hits, the weekend to the 1,160-seat BroadChicago, Feb. 22. -f'
the part of the auditor.
hurst,. more in the theatregoing
"Elsie's Woman," El Patio (1st week's total was slightly down,
Slight dip in legit b.o. was
center;
continues a near-sellout;
wk) (790; $3.60). In for only five following the traditional pattern
noticeable because of early week's
$28,000.
Current Road Shows
days before expiring, it managed for this period of the season.
rain and ice, but weekend of warm,
"Life With Mother," Empire
to hit $2,100, less than 25% capa(Feb. 21-JVIarch 6)
Sharp rise is expected this week;
sunning days helped level out fair(18th
wk)
(C-1,082; $4.80). Getting
city,
seemed
Roberts
'
"Mr.
due chiefly to Washington's Birthish start.
"Allegro"—Biltmore, L.
"Out of Order," Las Palmas (1st day yesterday (Tues.).. Particular*: okay operating profit; jumped back
billy offering unaffected by climate, 5).
to $20,100.
wk)
$3). Revue from Frisco ly at the start of the week, the
with husky sellout as usual, even in
"Annie Get Your Gun"— Hart- came(388;
"Light Up the Sky," Royale (14th
in Tuesday (15) to pleasant holiday provided a potent lift. At23d week.
man, Col. (21-26); Hartman, Col; notices:
but found it tough going, tendance was heavy Monday night wk) (C-1,035; $4.80). Nice profit
Winding up Chi stay are "Street- (27); Par., Toledo (1-5).
Week's $4*000 represents about (21) and yesterday matinee; and margin at $20,200.
car Named Desire," after 22 weeks,
"At War With the Army"—WIU 70% capacity
"Love Life," 46th St. (20th wk)
and frame ended on good last night.
and "Raze the Roof," both shutter' bur, Bost. (1-5).
to moda building note.
"Harvey," with
Ing Feb. 26.
There was one closing last week, (M-1,319; $6). Going alongwhich
"Blackouts
of 1948"—El Capitan;
afFrank Fay, pulls out March 5 be- L. A. (21-5).
"Inside U.S.A." vacating the Ma- erate business; $23,500,
fords small margin.
cause Of commitments, but could
jestic to go on the road. Opening
"Born
Y«sterday"^Geary,
Frisco
"Madwoman of ChaiUot," Belplay to good biz for few more
this week are "Big Knife," tomor21-5).
asco (7th wk) (C-1.077; $4.80).
weeks. Seems as if "Finian's Rainrow night (Thur.) at the National, Novel
"Brigradoon"
American,
St.
the
crest
import
has
ridden
$14,500,
bow" Will nestle down to long stay Louis (21-5).
and
"Anybody Home," Friday of fine foUowup comment to catch
at Shubert.
night (25) at the Golden. "Lend an
;
_
,
Dante—Shub.-Laf., Det. (21-26)i
public fancy; now getting 'good
Estimates for Last Week
Ear" moved Monday niglit from
"Desert Song" Ford's, Balto,
agency call; topped $21,700.
"Finian's Rainbow," Shubert 3d
the National to the Broadhurst,
(21-26); Lyric, All. (28); Rajah,
"Mister Roberts," Alvin (53d
week) (2,100; $4.94), first part of Reading
with "Along Fifth Avenue" shift(1-2);
Comm., Hershey
wk) (CD-1,357; $4,80). Still a solid
week found dip over, last week; be-- (3-5).
ing from the latter house to the
sellout as it starts the second year;
cause of rain and Ice. Still hot!
Imperial.
Only
one
opening
is
Philadelphia, Feb. 22.
"Favorite Stranger" -- Hipp.,
only the standee volume' varies;$43,900.
scheduled
With
for
next
week
and
a
the
end
of
the all-out tran$34,800.
"Harvey," Blackstone (3d week) Marietta (21); Aud., Louisville (24- sit strike Sunday night
single one the. following week.
'*My Name Is Aquilon,'^ Lyceum
Going full speed 25) ; Aud., Lexington (26); Aud., amusement people are (20), Philly
(1.358; $3.80).
counting
Estimates for Last Week
(2d wk) (CD-990; $4.80). Theatre
announcements of "last Ponca City (28); Arcadia, Wich. getting back to some sort of on
since
nor(1-2); Mem. Hall, Ind. (3); Music
Keys: C (.Comedy), D {Drama), Guild subscription helping; modweeks." Sock $20,000.
malcy. Although film and nitery CD (Comedy-Drama), R (.Revue), erate $14,000 for first full week.
Hall,
K.C.
(4-5).
"Mister Roberts,'^ Erlanger (23d
biz was hard hit by the 10-day
"Finian's
Rainbow"
Shubert,
"Private Lives," Plymouth (20th
(Musical),
(.Operetta),
O
week) (1,334; $4.33), near capacity,
strike of subway, elevated, buses
Chi (21-5).
"All for Love," Hellinger (4th wk) (C-1,062; $4.80. Still pounding
$28,500.
"Harvey" (Fay Co.) Playhse, and surface cars, the legit theatres,
out profits; over $17,700.
rn i cdu. eK^ t uno attendance
ottinrion^..
"Raze the Roof," Great Northern
I? ,'° ,,'
Wil. (21-26); Blackstone, Chi. (28-5). thanks largely to their advance S^*V bankroUer
"Red Gloves," Mansfield (11th
Farrell
B.
Faring
Anthony
week)
(1,500;
$3.71).
(5th
"Harvey" (Brown Co.); Com- sales, did better than expected shows no sign of giving up; about wk) (D-1,041; $4.80). Attendance
Dot so well at $12,500.
In fact* two of three houses that
continues to taper off in final
"Streetcar Named Desire," (21st munity, Hershey (21-26); Walnut, were lighted turned in definitely. $6,000, pitiful.
weeks; $13,000.
week) (1,000; $4.33), into last week, Philly (28-5).
"Along
Fifth Avenue," Broadprofitable
biz, and the third ("At
"Richard HI," Booth (2d wk) (D-"High Button Shoes".^Cass, Det.
with healthy last minute play.
War With the Army," which had hurst (6th wk) (R-1,160; $6). Moved 7 12 $4.80) Business disappointing,
(28-5).
$21,000.
Monday night (21) to the 1,472-seat but' revival is playing the sched"Inside U.S.A."— Shubert, Bost. neither the big advance nor the
carriage trade) didn't do too badly, Imperial, where, there's room for uled four weeks; $9,100.
(28-5).
a bit more on the big Friday-Satthanks
very
to
favorable
word-of"Silver Whistle," Biltmore (13th
•"Ivy
Oreen"—Grand, London, mouth.
urday performances; $29,000; wk) (C-920; $4.80). Theatre Guild
DISAPPOINTS
Ont. (4-5).
switches to Sunday performances hit has built into a strong agency
Estimates for Last Week
"Make Mine Manhattan"—Nixon,
''Oklahoma!" Shubert (3d wk) this weekend.
ticket; $20,000.
Pitt. (28-5).
IN ST.'LOO
Eased because of
"Anne of 1,000 Days," Shubert
"Streetcar Named Desire," Bar^
"Man and Superman"
Conv. (1,877! $3.90).
St. Louis, Feb. 22.
Hall, Tulsa (21); Home, Okla. City strike, but got okay $27,000 at that, (11th wk) (D-1,387; $4.80). Holding rymore (64th wk) (D-1,604; $4.80).
Natives are not responding with
Now in about the same pace; fine $31,600. Continues to fine business; $24,400.
(22); Aud., Col. (24); Music Hall, and a sellout Saturday.
the enthusiasm anticipated by the
"They Knew What They WantK. C. (25-26); Aud., Denver (28); final week.
"Anybody Home," Golden (Dmanagement of the American thea- Aud., Boulder (1); Chief, Col.
."Two Blind Mice," Forrest (1st 769; $4.80). Play by Robert Pyzel, ed," Music Box (1st wk) (D-1,012;
tre for "Brigadoon," gross being Springs
week) (1,766; $3.25). Tryout com- presented by Phyllis Holden; opens $180). Opened Wednesday (16) to
(2); Capitol, Salt Lake (4estimated at $27,500 for the first 5).
edy got rather good notices, and, Friday night (25).
a pair of favorable and five tepid
of three-week stand. The 1,700thanks
to
name
of
Mel
vyn
Douglas
notices;
first five performances got
"Medea"—Hanna. Cleve. (21-26);
"As the Girls Go," Winter Gar- $12,000, better indication this
seat house is scaled to $4.88.
Shea's. Erie (28); Empire, Syr. (1-2); and appeal to carriage trade, strike
Crix were lavish with their Strand, Ithaca" (3); Aud., Roch. didn't hurt too much here; $14;500. den (14th wk) (M-1,519; $7.20). week.
Still the town's top money-getter;
plaudits 'for the piece and cast.
Now in final week.
^'Where's Charley?" St. James
(4-5).
"At War With the Army," Locust spurted a bit to $49,900.
(19th wk) (M-1,509; $6). Ray Bolger
"Mr. Roberts"'— Erlanger, Chi.
"Big Knife," National (D-1,172; show has worked' up potent mo(2d week) (1,340; $3.25).
Strike
-(21-5).
Parker-Chaney 'Bom'
"Olsen & Johnson Revue"— hit this one. most; which was? a $4.80). Play by Cliiford OdetSi pre- mentum and looks a cinch to run
shame, as wordrof-mouth here was sented by Dwight Deere Wiman, in through balance .'Of the season, at
Curran, Frisco (28-5).
and management had fig- association: With Odets' and Lee least; over $36,100.
"O Mistress :Mlne'r—Aud., Jop- favorable
Fair $16,500 in Frisco
ured on holding comedy for an- Strasberg; opens tomorrow (Thur.)
lin (22); Conv. Hall, Tulsa (23);
San Francisco, Feb. 22.
Home, Okla. City (24); Aud., t. other week or two $6,500. House night.
"Born Yesterday," with Jean Rock (25];. Aud;, Texarkana (26); dark this, week and next.
''Blood Wedding,'^ New Stages
Parker and Lort Chancy, which Cox, Cincy (28-5).
(2d wk) (D-299; $3). Limited enopened at the Geary (1,550; $1.20;
gagement has been getting fairly 'Knife'
"Oklahoma!" (No. 1 Co,)— Car.,
$3.60) to warm reviews, chalked Greenville (28-1); Aud., Columbia ledea' Fair !|;16,000
good patronage; $3,600.
up fair $16,500 for its first stanza. (2-3); Aud., Augusta (4-5).
"Born Yesterday," Miller (159th
"Hellzapoppin* of 1949," with
"Oklahoma!" (No. 2 Co.)— ShuPerks wk) (C-940; $4.80). Longest-run
In Cincy
Olsen and Johnson, opened at the bert, Philly (21-26); Colonial, Bost.
show of the list continues profitCurran Sunday, (20) (1,776; $3,60). (28-3).- Cincinnati, Feb. 22.
ably at $13,100.
Judith Anderson in "Medea"
Boston, Feb. 22.
"Raze the Roof"— Gt. North.,
"Carousel," City Center (4th wk)
fetched a fairly good $16,200
Chi. (21-5).
'Manhattan' Sturdy
Second quiet week in a- rbw.
(M-3,025; $3). Final week at munici"Show Boat"—Poche, N., Or- last week in the 1.300-seat Cox pally-operated house pulled power- With oiily two houses lighted: the
$27,300 in Baltimore
leans (21-26); Tower, Atlanta (28-5). theatre at $3.69 top. Theatre Guild ful $35,700; transferred yesterday Cblonial for "Hershel the Jester"
"Speak To Me Of Love"T- support was helpful and also goes (Tues.) to the 1,659-seat Majestic, and the Plymouth for the third arid
Baltimore, Feb. 22.
this week for "The Heiress" at
"Make Mine Manhattan," with Lyceum, Mpls. (28-5).
where it will have $3.60 top, every- final week of "The Big Knife."
Bert Lahr, built to a neat $27,300 at
"Streetcar Naqied Desire"^Har'r same scale.
''Ice Follies" is also in town, a little
Next week the Cox tenants "O one except the cast taking a cut too
Ford's here last week, winding up ris, Chi. (21-26); Davidson, Mil. (28close on the heels of "Icecato continue the run a few weeks
Mistress Mine," to be followed by
with capacity weekend.
pades" but doing smash biz at the
longer.
"The Drunkard"-^Lyceum, Mpls. "High Button Shoes" in the 2,500"Desert Song" is current with
Garden. Things look up in forthSalesman,"
Death
Morosco
of
a
high.
.leat
Taft
at
$4.31
okay advance. Set to follow, as the (21-26); Studebaker, Chi. (28-5>.
coming weeks with "The Emerald
(2d
wk)
(D-931;
$4.80). One of the
second of five plays under Ameri"The Emerald Staircase"— Shubiggest boxoffice hits in years; has Staircase at the Plymouth Feb, 28;
can Theatre Society-Theatre Guild bert, N. Haven (24-26);. Plymouth, Sidney-Loder "Mistress'
Colonial, same night,
"j'^^ i?""^'
already topped all other straight
mbscn^Uon, is, "The H«lress," due Bost. (28-5).
may'^nd "The Ivy "Green," Plymouth,
Profitable 14G In Pitt shows as an agency call and
"The Heiress"— Cox, Cmcy (21even surpass "Kiss Me, Kate" March 14. Openers last night we'r*
26) Hanna. Cleve. (28-5>.
Pittsburgh, Feb. 22.
when it gets rolling; has gotten all "Iiiside U. S. A." at the Shubert
Forrest,
"Two Blind Mice"
with
and
the
return
dropped
Nixon
to $14,000
of "At War With
housT can"hoid from"* the"fii"^"t
Philly (21-26).
Loder "O performance; first full week drew the Army" at the Wilbur.
Sylvia
Sidney-John
'Shoes' 30G, Detroit
Estimates for Last Week
Mistress Mine', after several con- $23,600, but When theatre parties
Detroit, Feb. 22,
^'HersKel the Jesteri" Cblonial
secutive weeks of highrbracket are over it can get apprbximately
"High Button Shoes." at the
(Istrweek)' (1,500; $3.60). Opened
grosses, but nevertheless showed $24,500 with Standees.
Rathbone-'Heiress'
Cass theatre here, did a strong
a fairly substantial profit at that
t ii .» r'^,.«.,^f lOA „.r,v Sunday night Feb. 13 and had niiie
performances with a good $15,000.
figure.
n«r*.^n! iv9°™ur^^'^^
$30,000 last week, at $4.80 and
Nice 19iG,
for a language show. House
Nixon currently has Bert Lahr (CD-1,003; $4.80). Mae West revival ^
"-^
H20 tops.
has apparently caught on, with a dark until '^Oklahoma!" next week.
in "Make Mine Manhattan" for two
Milwaukee, Feb. 22.
agency
substantial
demand; "The Big KnUe," Plymouth (3d
Dante^s "Foolies of 1949," at the
Basil Riithbone in "The Heiress" weeks, with Judith Anderson in topped $26j000.
|nubert Lafayette here, closed
week) (1,300; $3.60). Gained every
nice $19,500 at the David- "Medea" week of March 7. There's
Saturday (19) after a sad $6,000. drew a
"Edward, My Son," Beck (21st week here as show improved, but
here last week, Ruth and Au- nothing definite after that until
« was scheduled for two weeks, son
moved to Cin- "Inside U.S.A.," which is supposed wk) (D-1,214; $4.80). Still a solid marquee draw and controversy big
nonja Henie's skating revue, at gustus Goetz drama
to open fortnight engagement on sellout and reportedly the No. 3 helps. Finished at $23,400, SRO.
this week.
Wmpla, and the Civic Light cinnati
agency buy; $28,000.
Advance sale for touring Street- April 11, and even that's still in"Peras weekly shows drew most
"Goodbye, My Fancy," Fulton
car Named Desire," which plays the definite.
01 theatregoers.
(14th wk) (CD-966; $4.80). Has sur- 'Annie'
1,496-seat Davidson here next week
Neat
vived the test of moving to another
'SHOW BOAT' 15G, INDPIS.
at a $4.20 top,- had reached $23,000
location;'
still selling out at $23,capacity
'SONG' $18,600, TOR.
last night (Mon.), against a
Indianapolis, Feb. 22.
In
at Cleve.
of $28,000. Entire eight perform"Show. Boat" grabbed hefty 300.
ToronW), Feb. 22
"High
sold
out
Button
Shoes,"
be
Broadway
Cleveland, Feb. 22.
to
expected
ances are
$15,000 in two nights and matinee
S^*"^'^^^ "•«'^^' STh^e^Tenlng.
"Annie Get Your Gun," with
at Murat (2,000) Feb. 15-16 at $4.20 (72d wk) (M-1,900; $6). Ample profit
uesert Song' 'did only
the.
present
at
pace
and
should
fair $18,600
were
sellouts,
Both
nights
Billie Worth heading troupe, got
top.
continue through the spring; $34,- topnotch $30^300 In eight' performfUKoyai Alexandra here, with BLACKSTONE liy^G, MONT'E many being turned away.
i,o^!)-seater sealed
House, which played only two 000.
ances at 1,350-capacity Hanna last
at $3.60 top.
Montreal, Feb. 22.
"Howdy, Mr. Ice," Center (35th week,
before mid-January due to
Magician Blackstone anci his shows
Wa^ H?n"'''^?"*«s sold out but there
now
has
wk)
(R-2,964; $2.88). Expected seacommitments,
Judith Anderson In "Medea**
previous
$17,500
orohoi"^"'*y unloading those $3.60 company of 30 drew neariy
for March 1-4, sonal tapering-ofl hasn't arrived; currently doing extra-strong bit
up
lined
Blackstone
House,
seats;
pfctra
ditto faqt that la.st week at His Majesty's.
March 14-17 $35,000.
with Basil Rathbone in "Heiress**
.''^ *wo seasons ago for which seats 1,579, was scaled to "High Button Shoes"
thrpp
"Inside U. S. A.,» Majestic (43d due here next week.
'wee weeks to
'and ""Harvey" March 31, April 1-2.
near
Tli« following are the comvarative figures based on Variety's
boxoffice estimates, for last week and the corresponding week of
last
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Wanted

Plays

It

Stars Paul Mvnit

$2.40'top.
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.
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Blackfriars' production of play in two
acts (two sets) by Rev. Urban Nagle.

new

staged

by Dennis Gurncy.

Allen;

lighting,

Floyd
costumes;

Sets,

Tyne;

.roan

;

i
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premiere performances.

As so many others have
Al Smith popularized

since

.let's

said
the

look at the record;
crop

(at this writing)

attractions

(excluding revivals and those that
in New York), 11 cut
their footlight teeth right: here in

opened cold

New

Haven.

They

'

are,

..

"Along

Fifth Avenue," "Annie Get Your
Gun," "Born Yesterday,"' "Carou"Edward, My Son," "Light Up
the Sky," "Love Life," "Mister
Roberts," "My Name la Aquilon;"
"Red Gloves," "St««etcar Named
Desire."
quite an
That's 48%
sel,"

'''-'''.'"<'/

parties.

.

23 "Broadway legit

'of

Box, N. y., the agents held off.
the producer raised the ciit
to 7%%; ^t even at that fate he
sold ohly two parties; so the revival
opened last week with a much
sihalliei! "adv
shoWs With

numerous

.

phrase.

Of the present

liater,

OH": the: 'other hand,
forthcoming Eindsay &
Crouse production ipf the Sidney impressive score.
Kihgslejy play, is selling about $80,Checking back over the list of'
000 in parties on- the strength of a
'''^
and: a promising more or less recently departed imSimilarly, "Death of a portant Broadway productions, -wa'
^c^P*Salesmen,''
new Arthur Miller find that such plays as the folsmash at the MoVosco, N, Y., is pay- lowing were incubated at the local
ing 7V6% commission on its 20-odd Shubert: "Make Mine Manhattan,'^
parties.
"Goodbye, My Fancy!' "Man and Superman," "Allegro,".
paid 10% on party business, as did "Brigadoon," "John Loves Mary,"
"All My Sons," "Call Me Mister,"
"Magdalena."
The Assn. of Theatre Benefit "Lute Song, " 'Pygmalion," "Dream
Agents has just adopted a 13-point Girl," "I Remember. Mama" and
J
code of ethics, forbidding its mem- "Voice of the Turtle."
bers from splitting commissions
Going back a bit further, the
with party groups, giving discounts vital statistics files record the birth;
or donations or otherwise to get! here of such wallops as "Blithe
'

Story,"

,

:

;

.

,

!

i

.

,

'

I

'

1

business, selling benefit tickets to spirit," "The Time of Your Life"
brokers, having exclusive deals on "Skin of our Teeth," "On Borrowed
shows or taking shows not available Time," "Leave It To Me," and
to all members^ pirating, dates, or countle.ss others, including PhlUy's;
various other unfair practices.
own "Philadelphia Story."
|

]

A

f^?"

grievance
committee has been
formed to handle complaints.

We're even so preem-conscious
ATBA" is Ivy hereabouts t h a t sometimes we
Other officers include Le- break 'em in as an overflow from
regular
channel?,
e.g.
"Uncle.
nore Tobin and Esther Littauer,
vice-presidents;
Annette Schein, Harry" and the upcoming "At War
secretary; Naomi Nash, treasurer, With the Army," both products of
Yale
Drama
Dept.,
the
and
"Death
and Betty Singer, publicity director.
Other members include Har- Takes a Holiday," which had its
riet Falb, Blanche Furraan, Anne initial performance at Stony Creek,
Herschkowitz, Pauline Hirsch, Bert suburban strawhat.
Jaslow, Mildred Kaplan and Bert
To correct a possible implicaLandsman. Sylvia Siegler, head of tion in Variety's Jan. 26 story
Show-of-the-Month" Club, was a ("For economic reasons, Boston,
member, but exited recently over a Philly and New Haven are now virdifference on policy.
tually the only bookings used for
tuneup dates") that might give the
impression that N. H. has come into
preerii prominence comparatively
recently, because of economic conSplit

'

President of the

i

Larric.

;

I

j

'

I

Woman

:

•

.

I

Shubert

.

HoUywood, Feb. 15,
Freida Bdttery.

49

5%. and. have succeeded in boosting their slice to 7%% on most
deals and even 10% on some.
Agents Hold on on Golden
For example^ when John Golden
refused to pay more than 5% on
theatre parties ior "They Knew
WhSt They-Wahted," at tlie Music

.

role in the original production, is
as fine and sure here as the parish

comes to actual break^ins, this little
Connecticut hamlet doffs its headgear to no other comniunity. And
by break-ins, I mean just that—

Theatre Parties

second acts, but they are offset by gJ«'l^„.^''re?nanao; viceroy' of 'p^^S.^'"'
the frequent bursts of intense
Harold Anderson natural: causes. The spinster; in
turn, blackmails Bentley to the
de la Vera, Archbishop
drama that pop up unexpectedly Don ofFeliciano
Brett O'Hollewltt tune of a, home for, the rest Of her
Mexico, .,
just as one's interest begins to
iTfe" with no"further""inTeVference
Wane. There is also some clash in
The Blacltfriars': Guild has come from him in her incessant, tippling,
acting styles between Muni's widethe
performance
as
up with another Worthy productioA games of "Patience" or her inbibopen, bravura
ing friends.
more
the
and
"City
of
Kings"
which,
in
appraised
flavorisome grower
„
Miss Finney's Louisa is the
reticent styles of the supporting from semi-pro standards, is a notaBut the Muni portrayal is ble achievement for this bandbox standout, injecting punch into the
cast.
faithful in its delineation, and a theatre group. Its religious theme already, punchy lines and compeltheatregoer soon adjusts himself also is especially fitting for the ling a good .share of. audience
Lenten season through which the laughs. Jack Warden plays the finge
to the range in performance.
finger-twitching money-grabber to
The plot, in brief, is that of the play will run.
Authored
Father Urban the hilt. Edwin Whitner gives the
by
scared young waitress giving her.^.
self to the handsome ranch fore- Nagle, whose stirring "Trial By
man on the night of her marriage' Fire" was one of the group's out- Ptl^^^^'^^/j^J^i^i
u
slightly , deranged ^"^^rrtorpL
murderess, is
to the elderly grape-grower, and standing productions of last sea.son
outstanding in
confession
the
Of the latter's forgiveness and ac- it holds attention throughout, prowho usceptance of the baby that is tol vides opportunities for several scene. Frances Waller, '49
ually
plays
lead
in
proa
come. Muni brings to his role some good performances by the central
ductions, delivers few lines with
of Hollywood's mannerisms, but players, and has been ^capably
the same enthusiasm she conthey usually fit the flamboyant
character of the grower. There Is %'fot
career
iTvir ""^^li^t T'^ll
a great deal of warmth and spirit of the mulatto lad, Martin de Por- :S?IBHpfh% ^P^'st^"?? ,V ^^'^
"™<;ntity. that is Bentley s wife
In his portrayal, and a brilliant res, illegitimate son of a Negro
moment in the third act when the sla^e and a Spanish grandee, who S^i'"',"", Anderson does his usual
waitress reveals her sin to him.
was later cannonized by the Cath- ^"ny"l""| ^""'^-i"^ Marilyn Put"^m ho ds audience interest as
Aliss Stone, at the same time, olic Church as Blessed Martin,
nursing home
°^
practically steals the show with a Father Nagle has evolved an abMargo Jones' direction Is thorpoignant performance as the wait* sorbing account of de Porres from ough. Pace slackens only slightly
The third-act confession his youth to his deat'h in the Span- in .one or two spots. Costumes are
ress.
scene is matched by several others ish monastery.
not
up
to
the
usually high standElwood Smith, Negro actor, gives
In being brilliantly done, as when
ard, but the Victorian settings are
she first meets the crippled old a moving and sensitive portrayal of satisfactory.
Berg.
man, or when she suddenly decides the central character;, Michael
O'Hare,
Brett
JacqueO'Hollewltt,
she
the
ranch
when
to stay on at
Elgin's
finds out she's been tricked into line Levy, and John Bouie are
Hollywood,' Feb. 15.
among others who are outstanding
the marriage.
Alfred Aiken and Robert Holmes proEdbo.
Supporting cast are all good. in the large cast,
duction of drama in three acts (five
scenes) by Alfred Ailten. Features .Sheila
Edward Andrews brings a careless,
Bromley, Nate Cantor and Richard Webb.
honest stvle to his role as foreman.
Duocted by Ted B. Sills; set and lighting,
Charles Kennedy, who played the
Willis Knighton.
Opened at El Peiilo,
Memorabilia

^edrir»he

The above is just a word that
your New Haven correspondent is

SB Contlvned from page

;

.

Blrllkp!

featured.

.

pres- iJenc" c'rimn.
At Blackfriars' theatre.
eHtatiOn by John Golden of Sid- N. y., Feb, 17, '49; $2.40 top.
Charlynn Wright
ney Howard's 1924 Pulitzer Prize- Juana, as a child.
winning drama. The drama of an MS?tira1Tchiid ::
-Herrrfc^^^^^^^^
Italian Dona Isabel Garcia Miguel Natalie Harris
middle-aged
impetuous,
'
.Tuan de Porres. ... .Michael O'Hare
grape*grower who marries a young Don
..
Gonzalo.
John Boule
a
is
courtship
postal
waitress by,
Martin de Porres.,. ..... .Slwood Smith
..
,Vinie Burrows
little slow and dated now,, and the Juana de Porres.
Francisco Velez Miguel Jaclynne Greene
boxofEice payoff is unlikely. But Mateo
Pa.stor
Bert Smith
its basic triangle theme is still Brother
... .... ..loseph Boley
„
Fernando.
^
Sonny Caveii
gripping; casting and direction are poco
Andrew Brunet
quite good, and /the revival makes Pope
Father Juan de Zarate Delmar Nuctzman
a wortli while evening of theatre Father Francisco Vega
David Grozier
Bro. Cipriano de Medina Robert Andrews
despite its deficiencies.
Bro, Bernardo Martincz.Anthony Franciosa
There are several lengthy sag- Brother Caspar de Soldano Gordon White
.Hal .Meiers
tflnS trioments in the first and Brother Alonzp. de Seguro.
to illuminate the

.

'

.

"Sting in the Tail" is a promising comedy well turned out by
Irish playwright Tom Purefoy. The
three -acter, debuting at Margo
Jones' Theatre-in-the-Round here,
is a tongue-in-the-cheek. piece involving a "slight case of murder,"
"Sting" is a fresh approach to
the old "Arsenic" story. The plot
evolves around Joseph Bentley
„„„
„ conniver
^ who
„ has
,„„^„.
,,„.„.,.., a
(Jack Warden),
his Plans thrown off by the appearance of his not-too-bright sis
tor (Romolo Robb), who ealmly
anriouhcfes that she has done awaS*
with her husband by poisoning him.
With the fear of an inquest hanging over their heads, the family,
usually at o4d5' with .one' another
united in a coverup job engineered
by Bentley's sistervin-law, Louisa
(Mary Finney.)
Louisai a lady with a past, ber
guiles a bibulous and indebted
doctor to attest to death, frohi

City of Kings

Madelon Morka
jjm Moreno
Gerald Teddy

Paul Muni and Carol Stone do

much

•

.

,

ii

,

.

.

;

.

Jack Warden
.

Haven,

^
w
VaJUety:

jEdttor,

coin.

Robert Hutton is in title role
with Elizabeth
Fraser,
Cleatus trying to get, edgewise, into the
Caldwell and Frank Albertson controversy regarding the relative
Opens at Geary,- Frisco, importance of Boston and PhiladelMarch 13, thence Broadway if phia as legit centers.
theatre available, otherwise ChiWith all due respect to the fact
cago for four weeks.
the
aforementioned cities
that
easily outrank us in number of theatres and gross business, when it

•

,

own

his

i

Mary Fniney
Louisa Hackett. ..... . *
Rebecca Hargis
Emily BeAtly
Norah Despard. . ....
,'**!'"''!f,i.S°''*l
Dr. Bianconl. ........... Edwin WWtner
Mr. Turtle^ ............ Clinton Anderson
.Marilyn Piftnym.
Mrs. Stone
Bridget ................ Frances Waller

.

i
'

loved To

Defend His Legit Town

Hollywood, Feb, 22.
Jack Kirkland has started rehearsals on "Mr. Adam," which he
dramatized from Pat Frank novel.
He's directing and producing with

.

Joseph Bentley.

,

.

Town

(hit of

Dallas, Feb. 22,
Theatre '49 production _ of comedy
three acts by ^om'purefoy". "stagei by
Margo Jones; lights and setting, Richard
Bernstein. At Gulf OU playhouse. Dallas^

_

_

Kirkland Rehearsing:
Adaptation of Novel

sting in the Tail

periences of a blind veteran In the
JoUn Golden production of drama re- few hours before a contemplated
by Sidney Howard in three acts.
dawn.
features Carol Stone. suicide
iciue ai
at «awii,
Edward Andrews, Charles Kennedy, Henry
The cast was superior to the
Bark Jones. Directed by Robert Perry; sicript, playing the lines with verve
At
sets and lighting, Frederick Fox.
Music Box; N. Y., Feb. 16, '49; $4.80 top. and sincerity. In the central role
.. Edward Andrews
of the vet, William Kester han.....
Joe
>
„ . a long
>
Charles Kennedy died
FatBer McKee
and difficult role with
Ah Oe» .. ...... .Francisco Salvacion nice shading. Richard Venture, as
Paul Muni
...................
Tony
John Craven a wandering poet, also performed
The R.F.D
Carol Stone well with competent support from
Amy .... ........
Danny Leone
Ahgeld
Jane Coryell, John Montell
Giorgio ;......,.,..>>. Victor Kendina Esther
David Her.Henry Burk Jones and Valerie Black.
The Doctor
First Italian Mother. .. .Delores Badalom man's settings were among the
... ..Joseph Italiano
Her Son.
Second Italian Mother.. Eolc GambareHi play's standouts.
,po\oves Brown
Her Daughter
vival

.

:

VednegJay, Ftbrmiry 23, 194$,

Plays on Broadway
significance and individual
They Knew What They social
self^pitying.
concerned- th^ ext

:

1

"49; $3.60 top.
. .Sheila
Bromley
....... ,Nate Cantor

ditions, let's point out the iact that
Continued from page 49
this town was a legit sprmghead
Glenn Dieus
flanit Miller
Richard Webb outh, are out of town and their way back when... Many a Jolson
quietly, brfngs a
good deal of
Do you remember when . .. . ?
Cleo.
Marietta Canty attitude
isn't
known. "Streetcar tryout kept playgoers glued to their
•stature to the usual stock role of
Bruce McRae originated Dr.
coniinunitv doctor.
^
Watson to William Gillette' s "SherSince the local success of "Lend Named Desire." at the Barrymore. pews till the wee, small hours when
^'Madwoman of Chaillot" at a Winter Garden candidate ran into
Robert Perry's direction is .sure, lock Holmes" (1900).
land Ear," several Broadway prowhile, Frederic
Fox's set -captures
lat same j ducers have announced
annoiincpH plans'
nlans to
in the Belasco, aren t affected at the overtime.
Edgar Selwyn acted in that
,
,
the feel of the California ranch company as Forman, the butler try out scripts on the Coast; where '""""'"t
All of which leaves the Bean1°™?Bron.
lower production costs make pre'Mystery' Move
(1900).
town-City of Brotherly Love arguV
•
,:
H. B. Warner originated "Bull- Broadway production easier, "ElExplanation for the Shubert ment merely a battle for the, runIVilltli
Midnisfllt dog Drummond" as a .stage play, S>e s Woman is the flrist of these move against Sullivan-Tyson is a ner-up spot in the legit-importance
sweepstakes.
Abb. Practical
Pra..a, Workshop,!
W„rV..„ inot..radio, for C. B. Dillingham
The Abbe
Harold M. Bone.
young professional troupe which
who^le idea had better be abanOlga Petrova played "The White
trade that the Shuberts had a
has staged two promising new

and

prie.st,

Henry

Burk

By RALPH KETTERING

Jones

.

.

Elgie

Chicago, Feb. 22.

Buttery,

Bud Lane
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works this season at the Uptown Peacock" and Mitchell HarHs was
Masters theatre, N, Y.. slipped in- her leading man (1922).
Fritz Leiber was .a big Shakesto a verbal bog with "Ninth Month
Midnight," presented for two eve- pearean "road star'- (1922).
nings last week (16-17). Written by
Richard G. Herndon was at the
Philip Bard, the
play was a top of his career, as producer of
florid and confused mixture of "Kempy," by J. C. and Elliott Numysticism .and realism, classical gent (1922).
allusions and low vaudeville asides.
Solly Ward replaced the ailing
Sam Bernard in the first "Music
Box Revue" (1922).
Otis
Skinner played "Sancho
Panza" as the closing attraction of
SINCE 18.10
the famous Powers theatre, ChiPlay, Brokers and
cago (1924).
George
White scrapped with Abe
Authors' Representatives
Erlanger and created
"George
_ 85 West mU 'lltreet, Sew .tmU
TOSS Snnoet Blvd.. HblLfwiiod 46, Cal,
White's Scandals" for revenge

I

I

S

flihh'v

SAMUEL FRENCH
„

Alfred Aiken and Robert Holmes
co-produced this opus for no apparent reason other than to showcase Aiken's playwriting talent. As
a result, neither Aiken nor the
audience blush un.seen
Taking a familiar dramaturgic
skeletpn (the piece bears a strong
resemblance to "They Knew What
They Wanted''), Aiken has covered

"'-r

-f

"
'
stage

.

I

Lee Shubert, currently vacationihg in Florida, Was quoted as dedining to give a reason for cutting
the Sullivan-Tyson allotment, assorting it merely a business matter
not of public interest and adding,
"We have a right to allot tickets
«««
He denied that a
nn^'^i^fli
^^l^'^
His
^''^^^y^
characters disagreement over fees is Involved
the declaring that the ShtiLrts have

?n

CURRENTLY Emile

Littler's

"HUMPTY DUMPTY"

'•e'^^'ve'^ commissions from
somi l^ml^rtinf^S'^fhl'j:"*'^''''
the agency for tickets
nT." n r'^r^
all
treasurers of Shubert
let fC'e'fn 've"r^

''^>ve

Webb

as

the hired hand. Single
is okay.

by Willis Knighton

'

.

Kap.

Longhair Shorts
Contingent of ballet people
sailing on Queen Mary, Saturday
(26) to Europe, includes Alexandra
Danilova, Frederic Franklin, Bronislava Nijinska, A. V. Coton
Anatole Chujoy to Toronto Sun-1
day.
(27)
for Canadian Dance
Festival (Feb. 28-Match 5), and to
talk on CBC from Toronto March 1,

'

Personal Mairagtmanl:

NAOMI HORRAMN
Dei Moines, Iowa

1

.

LONDON: HARRY FOSTER'S AGENCY

.

.

I

i

cut
cut.

Nor

there
substantiation of a report that
a sizable portion of the 'tickets
withheld
from
SullivanrTyscin
would be allotted henceforth to the
South Park agency, recently established by Matty Zimmerman, fbrmerly of LeBlang's.
General attitude among theatre
tceasurers is apparently unsympathetic to Sullivan-Tyson, at least in
the present Instance. It's pointed
out that whereas the agency, under
1

new

'

iiflHjifully

New

to

InxtiilllnK

MeatH.

.Situated

vqiillMied.

o'

nuo por-

law

U\

liltMilly

t'nluii,v.

fall)

iiIiih;

Oiiccnilnjr

Uir

t''<>C«
tlie |uiNt 10 .venrn;
York, Beading, riilladelpliln.

Write AI,VI.N
torn <'<)iiimeril»l

Allentowii, PoHfiviUe.
•I.

been informed of the

Sullivan-Tyson
t iU^Jf ^ff^t "^fi^The 'Sullivan-Tyson
any
and with T6d
lof'-iiprf

if ant

ImslD.

HUiiinicr ri'Hort
i

1

set

.

niaiieiit

.
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CASINO THEATRE. LONDON
Pfirainoiint Theatr* BHlldUng)

.Star'

i

B, Sills' awk
ward direction. Best are Sheila
Bromley as the wife and Richard

HYDE

Stock
One

l^nfce 1lie«*re,

leadlnK miminet gtnric tiivuires. Id
available to producer on 'Vlsltln*

j

Road,

"fst

Summer

For
Deer

,

'n':,^"u"7"{;''''^„;!'0'

PRODUCER

i

j

|

oTnsive°±inrhPa?^

,

|

script

VIC

H"H^I!"f^'''''^
•.l*'"i.7'
*'"°"Sh their association with
the
Harry Kaufmari, its presideht.

late

BBLLO,

,

TriiDt Bldi^., Flillaileliihin «,

I'a-

Is

i-"'

SEEKING

an

Interesting

Willing accept responsibilities,
to travel.

Model,

fi—

Diversified backgroiindtrain

hostess,

secretory.

Box V.42. Voriety
I

1
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W.

4«th

St..

New York

19. N. Y.

|

i\«|itman, formerly gave suits of
clothes to the b.o. men at Christ-

LLAN WILLIAMS

otherwise treated them
it
no longer makes
such gifts or any other gratuities,
Most house and company managers
express little partiality in the dis-

OPERA—CIASSICAL-POPUIAR

'"''^

Welsh American Tenor

generously,

pute.

Box 864. Hollywood
STnte SMOT

HTate

«IW

-

Wednesday, Februarf 23, 1949-

UTEBATT
Frederick Levvisv Jr., imd PeirCe
Archer, all of them selected by
Supreme Court Justice William B,
tinn, 14th president of the Athen-

Pa. B'caster

•

'

.
any
more

Immunity

Immunity to Pennsylvania newsuaDermen from divulging the
iource of information for stones
would bfe extended to p"6rsons encaeed in publicatiofl ol periodicals,
Sewsreels and radio and television
broadcasts, if a bill pending in the
Pa State Hou^ of Representatives
becomes law.
The bill, introduced by Hams G.
'
Breth (Dem. Clearfield), would
amend tlie act of 1937 which gave

..

SCULLY'S

t»

aeum. Technical, scientific and exelusively educational or juvenile
books are not eligible. The term
^" ""written law "Philadelphian"
covers
anyone
not supposed to tell who was a resident bY the citForol

„

.

,

.

ot the plot because there

that one is
aoout the plot of a

i

»»»*»»
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SCRAPBOOK

By Frank

Scully

,

Hangover, Cal., Feb. 21.
Penn.sylvania within a
30-mile
How do you get champagne stains out ot a mink coat? I ask not
radius of City Hall at tlie time the because I too am saddled with a wife suffering from a psychosis amer
a guy ilm,''
ouy tho^hnllir^lii
tne book and find out book was written
icana known as keeping: up with the Joneses* I ask becau.se I overheard
for himself
two Scandinavian cou.sins discussing the Park avenue problem on'
Must say the book held my attenS&S's 'Thurber Country'
windswept airfield of Tucson, Ariz.
tion. I kept on reading to see how
Simon & Schuster next fall will
The occasion was the merger of the dedication of the new Tucson
low an exhibitor can got. I heard bring out "The Thurber Country,"
a lot of stories about exhibs short- consisting of articles James Thur- municipal airport and the Arizona premiere of 20th-Fox's production
changing on the gi-os.s, buying off ber is writing for the New Yorker, of Rosemary Taylor's ''Chicken Every Sunday," sparkled by personal
appearances of Celeste Holm, Colleen Townsend, Barbara Lawrence,
checkers, crying to the exchange as well as added material.
manager for better ti'rms, telling
Robert Arthur and Hugh Marlowe, 40 Hollywood, correspondents and
Author is now in Bermuda.
people there are seats inside when
two vals of scotch and bourbon, both of which ran dry the first day.
there aint, telling the customers
Among the multifarious services Celeste- Holm was called upon to
.CHATTER
that he is showing a great picture
Ted Pratt in Florida working on perform during the two-day junket was the christening of the Flagwhen it's a stinker, bicycling pro-, a new novel
ship Tucson of American Airlines. 'This one was a labor of love, but
ductv and a dozdn and one things
Alag writer Ezra Goodman back liiv.mtty, on account Miss Holm's husband is h. Schuyler Dunning, aiid
that are strictly not on the up-andto Hollvwood aflcr hiidfUinP "snv" "Sky,'', as he is known in his biz, is an oificlal of American Airiine^. V
up but are still part of the p.c biz Lral dayrwith N Y
She started out for the christening from the Santa Rita hotel in a
and
and considered in cerlain circles agents
pale blue suede cowgirl outfit and, a pale blue sombrero to match—
as semi-ethical.
But I've never
Omar Banney. motion picture \eiy fetching for a beautiful blonde from Bashful Bend. But enrouie
knew siich a louse as this guy is in
editor of the Cleveland Prcsi. to the aii'port showers and sunshine began, playing tag .\vith breez:c!.s
this booki I'm glad lie got . . .1
rounding up star interviews in blowing up from the Texas Panhandle, arid the Holm gal further proforgot 1 must not tell.
Hollywood.
ceeded to wrap herself- in a hard-earned mink, there; being ho rfavajoi
It's a good book for exhibitors to
Elsa Lanchcstei-'s second book, blankets on hand.
read .while vifaiting for
|

whodumt
«* make
.

.

i

.

.

I

,

I
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immunity to newspapermen.
Pennsylvania newsmen and news
photographers have the promise of
and
legal protection against assault

j

.

;

,

1

-„

j

,

;

I

battery in their pursuit of news
under provisions of a bill introduced in the Stale Senate. Sen.
John R. Meade, Philadelphia, has
submitted a measure setting maxi*i
inum penalties of $2,000 or three*
years in jail, or both, on persons
attacking reporters and photographers.
,
,
"The bill is intended to protect
customers
newsmen," Meade said,, "even to
r ,v,. ^ Sandpaper-^utvBeautifuir!/^,, v\
"Hollywood Can Be Human," will
the extent of merely knocking a You can always lay it down in case
a customer comes to the boxoffice be published this fall by HarJust as she was about to christen the ship a playfui tornado reyersed
camera from his hands."
or wants some popcorn, then pick court Brace.
its field and blew most of the champagne back iii her-faeev
it up again and go on where his
Ashton Stevens, the dean of coat began to bubble. Newsreel cameras cranked, Jhea wa^^
Pitt Bulletin-Index Out
American dramatic critics, back at some of the Mojave desert in her face ju^i. to riiake- the .chflinpag^
Pittsburgh's eyes left ofp.
Bulletin - Index,
I'm not sorry I read it. It was Passavant
hospital
because
of stick a little closer. By now she was the most beautifiBl iyiec^^^'^p^^^
Weekly news mag. folded with its interesting. But: I warn my editor acute neuritis.
, V t;
paper in the world.
?
last issue, which had a Feb. 12 I don't want to read
any more
Ma Holder has completed a book
it was after this low comedy routine of nature's that T heard jrurr
Published for 73 con
date-line.
1

'
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New Yorker mag's 24th anniver..
Joe Latinc, Jr.
sary with current week's issue reprises its annual publication of the
Eustace Tilley covefi
Eire Bans 'Mister Roberts'
Issue is
Irish Censorship of Publications average-sized, containing no special^
old Pittsburgh weeklies, the Bulle-| Board has nixed another 24 novels, birthday material.
tin and the Index, made an un- on ground of being indecent or
Elmer Rice's first novel smce
successful drive to revive defunct obscene. These. are:
"Imperial City" (1937) will be:
~
,
„
„
an
It
••Young
by brought out the end of this year
contracts.
and' Dangerous,
advertising
by by viking Pi-ess. It's a story of the
City Doctor,
flounced it could continue to pub Perry Lindsay;
lish only if it got seven additional Thomas Stone; "The Great Snow,
Viking will henceforth
theatre.
It by Henry Morton Robin.son;
1 he
pages of advertising a week.
publish
pigyg and will issue an
Hunter's Horn," by Peirson Ricks; anthology of his oldies next year.
couldn't, so curtains.
"Heart of a King," by Phihp
„,
«
i,
„ , , u
-11
J--i-.^^Straus
^Publ^JHilda
Lindsay:
"Iron
Gold."
and
by
Screen Magr Pubs Elect
yaugh.-in;
"The
Recent/annual meet of the Assn.
author oF'TherLosnVeVkenFand
Magazine Publishers Richard Strachey
of Screen
two other novels. Collection of
"Other'
Voice's
Merle
Miller:
by
resulted in the election of Hal DawOther RoomSi" by Truman Capote;"short stories, "Native Moments,"
son, of the Dell Publishing Co., as
Roberts,"
by Thomas will appear within the year and
head lor 1949. "Mister

few months ago,
it over only a
Losses were said to
announced.
have rtjih as high as $1,000 weekr
,]y since last
B-I, which

,,

.

I

,

i

summer.
was a merger of two

,

,

,

^

—

;

|

j

=

Historians like Edwin Schallert of the Times reported that in, bring-,
ing two planeloads of stars, newspaper correspondents and gate-crashers on this 1,000-mile junket from L. A. to 'Tucson and return, 20thFoxi the American Airlines <ind the Tucson Sunshine Climate clubi the
dude ranches and Nick Hall had restored this manner of exploiting a
film to lts--and I quote
"pristine prewar glory.", I suppose, reduced
to what muggs understand, that moans the liquor flowed like water.
And yet the job set Tucson back $11,000, the airline $2,100, and 20th
a G.
Added Starters

.

,

;

v."

I

'

,

'

.

,

,

These figures do not include the loss of attention suffered by the
picture due to a gal from INS who lost her upper plate during the
premiere and began lighting matches under the seatsi^in a hunt for her
,^.^^.,,,^^,„g
As she crawled around the floor she naturally

,

I

•

,

,

!

'^iT,"^,^*?-^!*.!-

|

the organization's

Heggen.
Also "There

|

No Armour," by

Is

Howard Spring; "A

of Pirn-

Tail

)2'^-^"l'*"^^-^-"!"'^'.uBl^f./^f

suspecting they had an arsonist in the

fire Chief,

i

bouse.

I

The

chief on learning the real cause of her distress joined her on
What Happened," a novel, will the tloor. As they crawled around, she began playing footsies with
other picturegoers and ended by giving the chief himself a hotfoot.
follow.
Marcella Burke, vet fan mag
I doubt also that there was any itemizing of a deluxe delivery I
writer, now a Greenwich iConn.) shared at the airport on the return voyage^ After most of the passenmatron and also in the wholesale gers had been poured out of a huge bus, the driver- decided to deliver
candy and nuts business, along Celeste Holmi now rapidly going- down with a cold which no mink or
with other ventures, with her bus champagne could stay, to the door of the flagship. But there was a
band; one of their bestseller.s is ^^jre fence in the way. Whereupon he wheeled the huge bus around
["Peanut Vendor," a canned confec- and started across the desert hoping to outflank the barriers.

j

Other officers named were: J. Fred
Henry, J. Fred Henry Publishing
Co., veepee; Charles Terwilliger,

TuQSOn

called in the

'

i

j

lico," by Gavin Douglas; "The ConMacfadden Publications, secretary; spirator;" by Humphrey Slater;
Sidney Kalish, Hillman Periodicals, "There is a Destiny," by Sonia
treasurer, and Frank Nye, Ideal Deane: "Black Fountains," by OsPublications, assistant treasurer.
wald Wynd; "Strange Life of Ivan
ASMP reelected board members Osokin," by P. D. Ouspehsky; "I
are: William S. Patjens, Dell Pub- Love MLss Tilli Bean." by Ilka tionary^product.
lishing Co.; Herbert Drake, Mac- Chase; "Shadow Over the Land,"
Latest short story of Metro pubfadden Publications, and Roy Pol- by Charles Dwoskin; "The Case ofllieist Bill Ornslein, "The Shadow
Mag the Artist's Model"; "Passion Plots Lingers On" will appear in the
lock, Fawcett Publications.
group's program this year, accord- a Murder"; "Case of the Passion- next issue of Decade of Short Storing to prez Dawson, will again mad
"When Sinnei-s ies. His "Ma and Mrs. Robinson"
Slayer";
emphasize ''screen magaane read- Marry"; "Anny," by Marc Bernard; will be reprinted in the tenth
ers as opinion leaders in their xom- "Thomas Finds the Answer," by anniversary edition of the same
munlties as far as movies are con- Kurd Hartwin.
mag, due in late spring.
cemedi"
Ned Williams, editor of Down
Beat, arrived in New York last
Goodman's Mag Switch
'Murder!', He Sez
Eckert Goodman, who co-au- week to discontinue the N. Yi
Variety went and done It again, thored the play ''Many Mansions," office of that sheet John- Wilson, {
sucked me Into reading a whodun- and was formerly associate editor former Broadway columnist of the
& Country, has been defunct N. Y. Star waS narried the
nit. Tbe second one I ever read. of Town
1

"

|

1

i

The Bronco Bus

,

'

I

,

1

He finally came in from the neighborhood of El Paso, bouncing over
chuckholes which prairie dogs ha d spent weeks in building for the proof jackrabbits, coyotes and rattlesnakes, and brought us to
:

tection

i

]

j

'

Baited the- plea with,

''Joe,

associate editor of Mademoiselle mag.
Leo Lerman has been appointed
He does a
contributing editoiV
roundup of the current legit and
opera scene for the mag's March

named

this

book is all about show biz." So
wha' hoppened? Read it because
I

hoppen

to like-

show

biz-'

But didn't think
gonna be a murder story.

.people.

guys

I

know

in

show

and

its

it

was

AH

the

biz

.

No

brilliant

writing,

School of Journalism, the femmes
indicated that 74% of their sex
read the strips In the Morning
'Tribune as compared to 64% iti
1947. Both the Evening Star and
Sunday Tribune also registered
boosts of 6 and 4% ov^jthe preceding year.
however, are still far out
Men,
„
,
..,
in front. With 90%
^^^^

I

no

catchy

phrases that pop your
eyes, and worst of all (for me) no

.

,

;

;

!

I

i

1

i

|

.

n

Chamber

Commerce,

of

,,„,,t
".^"^^

whif-h
is tnnfnmriiint
mayor's
which is
tantamount to the m.Hvor's
^'^^^'a Uaugh^is^also coun1';'cort
\t^„^. Ber,>.
the tLas Vegas
respondent
for <i,„

,

'

:

,

,

(

shower of conyi-viality and corivoy was
|noo and then.
,„ "'^°
"o>^' the junket began by serving hard
>"
"quor as early as 9 a.m. The occasion of the previous visit was nothing
train ride from L. A. to Del Mar.
more than a tram
Mar, a racetrack
rac
near San
to the allure of
view - Journal and semi-official I^iego. _«nd planned b^^^
celebs making Vlie a young new crooner but his Vested irite^^
creeter to
^HalTy -Crosijy. The fiictu^^^
Boulder Dam tour
A reference book said to contain Ellen Drew, a lot of horses and a variety of viands,
La Meme Chose?
biographical data on more thaftj
Ahyway, the correspondents were given: tip.i
10.000 proininent Democrats is be-;
ing readied for publication by Cap- one that a Crosby entry was sure to win in the sixth. But; the vi
House, Chicago publishing gared roan reared on his hind legs as if he had never seen a barrier
itol
firm. In preparation for the past before and was left So far behind: that a bookie's scout spotting the
's labeled
two years, the volume is
track from Palomar, an bbservatbry: 40 miles aw:4y, checked him in to
"Who's Who in the Deettiocratic Hollywood and Vine as leading the following race.
Party." Edited by John M. tolWlien .the motion picture was projecteid: bri the track that niglit as
ding, Democratic National Com the finale to the day's junketing, and. a Crosby horse in the script conjmi"^e's publ}^^^^^
mitted the same balk at the barrier, only to "tear off after the leaden
^,io= ^ook will b^^^^
he retailed at 'S20 and Pass them one by one to wi^ by a nose, the laughter of those of us
,,3^ been cleaned out that afternoon was so close to Bronx cheers
Pf,f„^
that only a lug-eared flack would turn the reports in as highly flatmitted to order one or more copies
m^^^^
tering
6 to his company.
at a pre-pvl)ii?aiiQn P^^^
city (Nev.)
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i

t^rsttdto" ""i^^^T.^Jfio.
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The Benny Touch

,

|

M^^il!^

,
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As the plane soared into the stratosphere and passengers sought some
chewing gum to ease the pressure on their ears, they learned that the
ship was all out of scotch and chiclets, but Jiad some rye and contraHollywood band gum which could be bailed out of the correspondent's cache at a
Women's Press Club is Frances penny a piece. That he bribed the stewardess to run out of gum so
Scully, who succeeds Ruth Water- that he could sell his crosstown campus loot at a profit, I am loathe
bury. Other new officers are Con- to believe. But strange things happen on junkets.
Lee
stance
Littlefield,
Veepee;
I have been wondering aLso if the report, included the cost of three
Hogan, corresponding secretary, radio contest-winners and their spouses, who were stowed aboard the
and Sara Salzer, treasurer. New No. 2 flight of the junket. One of these teams confided to me that perboard of directors consists of Har- sonally they were phoneys and had come along just for the ride when
riet Parsons, Lindsay Durand and it was discovered to the consternation of the radio station that the
Ivy Crane Wilson.
sponsor had no winner on hand. It's not my business to take stowDon Ashbaugh, who toiled in aways to the skipper by. the scruff of the neck, especially not when (as
Hollywood vineyards as one ^as'the case here) the skippers are named Kit Carson anil Daniel Boone
l'?.e
the publicity aides to 'Teiiy
y^^^^ been dropping bums over the side of their high-flying planes
So I «lid not repo^^^
junket-crashers and am' not do^,4 ^--^
daily in the country.
New president of the

i

reward him privately. All I would like them to know is that I have
gate-crashed round the world but never as part of a happy and pulchritudinous quartet In an omnibus big enough to house 40 homines.
eight cheveaux.
And finally I doubt that the otherwise convincing figures included
the loss to the newly-opened aii^ort of a chewing-gum Slot machine.
The correspondent who effected this prank had the teamwork of an
accommodating wife who owned one of those modem coats which fan
out like a parachute and make every gal look as if she were on the
verge of a blessed event. He slipped the machine under her cloak
and escorted her into the huge, four-motored plane where 'she, her
Robin Hood and their bauble, were promptly lost among the 52 junket-^
weary returning v^yageurs.
-

is

publishing in June. She's said to
be the first woman to hold down
the job of c.e. on any metropolitan

,

Of course there are a' couple of
flames in it, and how! One a wife
4nd the other not a beautiful, fa'Tull 'a\iro73^^'o4ri'^i^:
glamorous gal in slinky, form-fit
ting clothes and golden tresses but creasd In sports readership among
" i "^^^^
'Trib has
iiriBri and
« onXV,o^
J
i
i
itifl bhv<!
Morning Tilb
bovs. Mbrnine
a
reaXf scrutinizlal'Xse'onrou't:
wnose qniy qui "l% of It.^rJiaie„,ct„c
.sai
nnmn.niorl in
standing fVat5?es are"herEari Wll- ins the sports pages compared to
while boys a2
1947
in
51%.
only
son.s!
But the luy goes for fi^^^^^
^hy? I don't know. Some guys to 21 are now glomming. sports
are like that, th at is why you columns in the same .sheet to the
sometimes see a homely babe with tune of 80%, a 12% jump .over the
?_bandsome guy and vice versa. previous semester.
Maybe Doc Kinsey can give you
Athenaeum's Philly Award
the report on that one. All I know
IS that the
The Athenaeum, of Philadelphia,
couple in this book sure
"ad glandular fortitude! Anyway 135-vear-old literary society, has
a murder is committed, and what a ci-ea'ted an annual award of a gold
murder!
^,
,.„„,„inieda1 for the best book w-ritten
,,„„,„,,„„
,,,„.„„ 10
,„ reels
Someone burns
of a picture
Philadelphian. The fii-st award
''Jeopardy o^
meeting ol
the Jungle '• (Pve
seen those kind Will be made at Ihe
pubhshed
of pix and I
don't blame 'em for Feb. 19S0 from books
burning it) but to commit
a murder during 1949.
t
,
^ith a picture not in one, is
of the J. tj
Lippincott,
Joseph W.
a new
publishing
Anyway there is a Lippincott
„„'^"''i,f»f
^?mLf*",
award committee
?S,^lMlJ*""n«^e investigator who chairman of the
are John
«*»'lvea the murder. Can't teU you and serving with him

,'!

paper Woman," which Harpers

1

.

ning a small picture hou.se in a
small town.
He u.scs all these
things as a background for his
story, a murder story told in the
first person, in a very simple manner.

Brown.

Agness Underwood, city editor
of the X.OS Angeles Evening Heraid & Express, reprises her newsgathering experiences in "N.ews--

issue.

just

murdered audiences
for fun!
Femmc Interest in Comics Perks
This guy Jim Thompson who
Recent readership survey of the
wrote "Nothing
Than
M-o r e
Murder" (Harepr) knows his small Minneapolis Star and Tribune
that W6men are taking a
shows
time picture showman. He knows
active interest in comics. As
more
the lingo of the-fllm exchanges and
he knows the characters of film checked by the research division
row, and he knows all about run- of the XJniversity of Minnesota
.

N. Y. editorial representative replacing Jack Egan and Dorothy

.

within inches of the DC6'g outstretched wings.
Were his employers as full of western hospitality as this huge and
driverj I would name him and his, busline for a free and
grateful plug. But fearing this might not be so, I refrain and shall

handsome
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Vednegday, February 23, I949
chairman! at the Metropolitan Club

tered strongly on fortnight's stibt
at His Majesty's, Aberdeen.
Hollywood
Ruth Draper brings her w.k;
Sponsors for an all-star show to
Tommy Handley left around character
Mark HanAa's new East 61st
John Balabans oft for Palin
the
Century
sketches to Citizens' The-,
27
held
March
at
be
inanss being previewed.
$252,000.
Springs on vacation.
atre, Glasgow, for fortnight, March
for benefit of the National Council
Arthur Jefferson, father of Stan
^o'gan celebrating his^
The Bill Hardeys (Bill's Gay to Combat Blindness include Leon^
„„S.*-^P'5
14.
Laurel,
left
$812.
Nineties) to the Baliamas on vaca^ ard H. Goldehson, Alfred J. McCosAdele Inge slated for King's, 70th role in pictures.
Ernest Longstaile, one of the
Leo McCarey hospitalized in
tion.'
ker, Charles C. Moskowitz, Oscar earliest feature producers for the Glasgow, in Tom ^ Arnold's "Stars
on Ice," for month's run from Santa Monica with virus flu,
Benny Rubin follows Al Bernie Hammerstein 2d, Herman Shumlin BBC, Retired Saturday (19).
Frankie Laine and Carl Fisher
March 1.
Into the Diamond Horseshoe, Sun- and James Thurber among others.
scripting new film to
West
Con
Scot comie Tommy Morgan, re"- flew north for a date in Winnipeg
day (27).
Louis Nizer is chairman of the Na- star Lucan and McShane. Film beBarbara
Britton recovering from
cently in Belfast for Irish season,
George Brown, Par studio pub-ad tional Council's Citizens Commit- ing sponsored by Renown Films.
plays Tivoli, Aberdeen, for two premature still-birth of a daughtef
chief, back to Coast after West InAnthony Hawtrey revived "The
Victor Saville in from Lohdbn
Mrs. Harry (Sybil) Brand fare- Passing Of the Third Floor Back" weeks, March 21,
dies cruise.
for confabs with Arthur Hornblow
York
miniature
Scottish
New
"Comher
at the Embassy, Feb. 15, playing
The Reuben Mamoulians to well-luncheoned
mand" performance is set for Jr,
friends Monday (21), before taking the lead role.
Florida and Havana on holiday;
Barney Glazer back after two
2,000-seater Usher Hall, Edinburgh,
ofl:
for Paris with John Haskell,
Sir Adrian Boult remaining as
never been in Cuba before.
months of. touring in Europe and
representing TWA, on month's vaconduc- when Princess Elizabeth brings-her .India.'
Ben Wirth, prexy of Warner cation, first time over, Haskell is BBC Symphony Orchestra
husband,
the Duke of Edinburgh,
Martha Scott returned from Tuc
Service Corp;, returning to N. Y. husband of Dorothy Masters, tor, despite reaching retiring age to I'eceive city's freedom March 1.
of 60 in April.
son, where she put on a strawhat
this week after trip to the Coast.
Hearst film writer in Hollywood.
Henry Henigson to Rome with
*>
show,
Mike Gross, ex-William Morris, Mrs. Brand guesting with Bebe Ben Goetz to set ball rolling for
Abe Lastfogel in town after two
Philadelphia
now drumbeating for Dave Lip- Daniels and Ben Lyon in London location
work on remake, of "Quo
months in N. Y.; will stay here
sky-Phil Bloom's National Public- before junketing continent.
By Jerty Gaghan
Vadis" for M-G.
until June.
ity Associates.
:Spike Jones band and show
Adele Dixon is to star in a new
George Sidney, prepping "The
When "Red Gloves" run ends,
musical, "Belinda," by Eric Masch- booked for Academy of Music, Red Danube,'' came up with a case
Charles Boyer plans doing an allWashington
witz and Gilbert Lennox, with mu- March. 9.
.
of laryngitis,
French dialog film in Paris for
Max Kaliner, veteran cafe-man,
sic by Jack Strachey.
Carol Brandt, Metro's eastern
By Florence S. Lowe
indie producer Georges Lourau.
Ciss and Bill Henry (Universal brought back from Florida seri- story editor, in; for huddles with
his
with
here
Hoagy Carmichael
head here) a "99% grandfather," ousiy ill.
Irene Manning, legit star of the
Dore
Schary;
Indiana
at
them
for
to
sing
Sophie Tucker open at the Latin
as he puts it, now that their|
London production "Serenade," en wife
Richard Conte's illness halted
dance.
Society
State
daughter adopted a 4-month-old Casino Feb. 28, Myron Cohen is production, temporarily, on "House
route to the U. S. aboard the
New York flack Gertrude Golden baby
booked for. the spot March 21
Queen Mary for a short sojourn.
of Strangers" at 20th-Fox,
for
drums
the
beat
town
to
in
Woody Herman and King Cole
Mrs. Joe (Rose) Seidelman^he's
Jack Rubens, Anglo-American
Neta Heis is retiring after three
"Paisaii," due at Trans-Lux next
tax consultant, and wife to New Trio will stage two shows in one and a half years as head of the
the Universal foreign chieftain
made her first transatlantic, flight, week.
York on the Queen Mary March 25, night at Town Hall, Feb. 25. Her- Berg- Allenberg story department.'
Richard Skinner due in next to serve as honeymoon for recent man opens at Click March 7.
now she wants to buy her own
Christian Kelleen, borrowed by
week to outline his plans lor com- wedding.
Werling, promotion direc- Metro from David O. Selznick, has
Piper Cub.
Rupe
Oiney Theatre, local
Charlie Berns (21) "pouring" for ing season of
Francis Liste.r returning to tor of WIBG, suffered three broken a new screen name, Christian Kent.
Eddie Sutherland who gets in this strawhatter.
"Don't Listen, Ladies" after illness, ribs last .week when his car skidded
'Jane Wyatt, Lloyd Nolan, James
Herman Lowe, head of Variety's taking over from Jack Buchanan on an icy road and crashed into an
weekend. Colleague Mack KriendLydon
and Stash Clen-ents flew to
Washington Bureau, to Philadel* Thursday (24), 200th performance embankment;
'
ler doing a Burton Holmes on his
Dallas ;for world preem of VBad'
phla as guest lecturer at Pennsyl\
Bill Dietrich, former Athletics Boy."
Palestine trip.
of the show.
his Alma Mater.
Benedict Bogeaus in with print vania Ui
Gregory RatofE's new pic for Iturler, and Jimmy Flood; of Shibe
Olivia De Havilland was cited by
narrator
for
"This
Dwight
Weist,
of his new "Crooked Way." He'll
Alexander Korda will be titled "My Park front office, are going into
is
America" and Warner-Pathe Sister Jo," to be made in: June, with cafe business, taking over Penguin Southern California Federation of
toe east several weeks confabbing
Women's Clubs for her work in
inked by local producer Al
with United Artists on release and News,
G. Robinson and Peggy Flyer, North Philly spot.
"Snake Pit."
Sherman to narrate "The Inaugural Edward
Chicago Symphony Orchestra,
publicity plans.
Cummins starred.
Rex Allen, Arizona cowboy and
in
curi^ently
Story,"
short
the
16m
Budd Rogers, exec v.p. of RealJock Jacobsen, partner in JP reputedly, is attempting to woo former WLS singer, feted by
works.
the
from
will
director,
be
Ormandy'away
art and Universal
Productions, is leaving for America Eugene
friends prior to departing for Coast
with
Orchestra
an
Philadelphia
feted on his 25th anni in film biz
week's
to
visit
March 9 for a six
on Republic contract.
per year Emerson L. McKenzie appointed,
with a luncheon at Toots Shor's
of
$85,000
negotiate for musical celebrities to offer
Miami Beach
tomorrow CThursday).
Ormandy's contract with the local executive director of ttie Variety
come to England.
Tiidney Sheldon, after completing
Joe Littman has booked Leo Fuld symphony, which runs until 1951, Boys' Club, a new $200,000 recleaBy Lary SpIIdway;
scripting "Annie Get Your Gun" at
Harry Roy and newly- is considerably less than that.
tional center sponsored by the VaStan Irwin and Rbse LaRose into to front for
Metro, plans eastern summer trip
opens
at his
which
formed
band
riety Club of Southern Galifornia.
Minsky's, Colonial Inn.
in connection with his new play; L.
Cafe Anglais for four weeks with
„Cyd Charisse in town with
Mexico City
BushrFekete
,sn-r e^eie »;oiiauoratu.
collaborator
options Thursday (24).
Martin
while
he
fills Beachcomber
Ruth and Augustus Goetz abroad
Albert Tavel flew in from Paris,
Douglas L. Grahame
By
being accompanied by Leslie MacMetro's Carlos Niebla chosen
By Maxime de Bclx
?^4r a?olM"Qief„"MarrX!rP^^^^^^
agency) on Lon- 1949 prez of the Variety Club of
^ST
^T^U
^"^•^ Donnel (Fosters'
(33 Blvd. Montpamasse)
don talent hunt. Has .picked Gil Mexico.
^n^.^^S^^^^Sf^.l^ff
and new producing chore.
S^y^'^T^S^HeVess'^^^^^^^^
Benjamin Goetz in Paris on way
Virginia Serret, pic actress, and
Monte Carlo, which folded, briefly Malson and company, current PalWilliam' H. Pine (& Thomas) be
ladium "Cinderella" pantomime hit, Pablo Ochoa, official of local bull- to Italy.
Negro-ofay sh^^^
ing feted today (Wed.) by par tied ft^r
Jo.sephine Baker, opens in new
fight ring, married.
^"s* ^ui phy and for continental booking.
in to exploitation of "El Paso," first °P«L"«t
Linnit & Dunfee have a new
Dancer Alicia Alonso canceled "Folies Bergere" Feb. 25,
big-budget film completed since
Ann Sheridan, at George V, will
Underprivileged' Chil- comedy in rehearsal for early booking In Guadalajara, in dispute
team switched to more expensive ^XTua'f'
Leslie Banks with local manager.
sail home end of' this month.
dren's Benefit' staged by Leon Le- spring production.
operations.
have
leading
Elizabeth
Allan
and
Cornel Wilde off to Switzerland
Brooks,
topper
in
Mier
MiFelipe Mier, of
Robert E. Simon, Jr., who is finidofE had every
roles, and show, titled "Such Presami
area; fcir an appearance.
pic producer-distributors, ofl' to to star in pix there for 20th-Fox.
president of Carnegie Hall. Inc.,
Anatole Litvak in and out of
Mtisiciahs
Union and AGVA ent Joys," by Wendy Grimwood, S6uth America on biz.
heads the syndicate which bought
members
grossed $5,000 in baseball will be directed by (Charles Hickinked Su-Muy- Paris, preparing a film in England.
Serge
Kogan
has
the risk Bldg. on West 57th from
Lacy Kastner, Columbia Eurogame for benefit of 52 Association, man.
Key, Chinese dancer, for a lead in
hotelier Louis Berry. It's assessed
AS: soon as he finishes "Loves of
pean head, returned from the U.S.
entertains wounded and hoswhich
("Opium").
"Opio"
the
pic,
at "4,700.000.
Rachael," Rudolph Cartier comes
Yves. Montand planed to Ameripitalized vets.
Alfredo Robledo is-new sec. gen.
Clifford
C.
Fischer, the vet
Hildegarde, Milton Berle, Joe E. to London to film "Marid Chapde- of the theatrical authors nnion. He. ca for a nightclub engagement at
agent-manager, laid up at his We.stTony Martin staged a laine." Pic will be made by Gen- scripts for Cantinflas (Mario Mo- the Versailles, N. Y.
woodi N. J.; home for several weeks Lewis and session
"Anna Lucasta" set to go into
that had them eral Film Distributors for J. Arthur'. reno).
with flu, hopes to get out later this 30-minute
Rank,
with
Marc
Allegret
directing,
Gerry Lavan is prolate
Rodolfo Loewenthal has inked rehearsal.
week. Can't go south to recup howling at the Beachcomber
show of Friday preem for Martin- and will star Michele Morgan and Isabella Corona for the lead in ducing and' Jean Mercure directuntil
says OK.
Keiron Moore.
his newest pic, "El Dolor de la ing.
Moe Kerman, prez of Favorite Lewis.
Herbert Wilcox's next starrer for Tierra" ("The Pain of the Earth").
Max Blouet, manager of George
Fi^ms Corp., back from the Coasts
Anna Neagle will be the filmusical
V.
just
back
from Hollywoodi
International Film Fair will der
>»
r-i-i
i„
Ray Noble, bandleader-composer,
finitely be held in 1950, according where he was guest of Jack WarPittsburgh
'r^ Somlo-Fellner
and W. J. Kupper, 20th-Fox topper
':;••.
Story is remake of
to Antonio Castro Leal, prez of the ner.-:'
in Britain, to England last week on
"Sunshine Susie," made in 1931 at National
By Hal Cohen
Chaz .Chase returns to the Lido,
Cinematograph
Industry
the Queen Elizabeth.
studios.
Shooting Commission.
Feb. 27. Pierre Louis-Guerin just
Patti Page back at Copa this Gainsborough
Variety Club's benefit performstarts early April, and will probweek.
Gustav Mohme denies local re- back after leaving. Rene Prady in
ance of Allied Artists' "Bad Boy,"
Booker Joe Hiller and his wife ably be done for Alexander Korda. ports that he and Clasa Films the U. S. to round up nejy show,
slated for March 8 at the Palace,
Richard Wright, author of "Naoff to Miami Beach.
Mundiales have quit distributing
put back to March 22. Pifcture will
Lorella Val-Mery in town beating
Mexican pix in the U. S. He said tive Son," is in town trying to get
be backed by an all-star stage show the drums for Judith Anderson's
Las Vegas
that biz is bigger and: better than backing, for a motion picture pro'
cha'irmaned by Ed Sullivan.
duction of his book.
"Medea.""
'
Most proThe Thunderbird, with .Louis ever,
Nick Mamula, formei' Selznick
ducers claim it's too hot to handle,
Jackie Heller back at his Carou- .lordan and his Tympany Five OK
flacky now p.aing for Louis de
Paul Barron, baton wielder of
sel after 16-day cruise to South too. Class hostelry only spot withRpchemont and also working with America.
the Chesterfield and Campbell proout a chorus currently but has
Shanghai
Aileen Brenon and Joe Roberts,
grams, is now under contract to
Roily Rolls and dantiing Talbots booked Katherine Duffy dancer.
likewise ex-Selznickites, on ProtesBy Hal p. Mills
Ray Morgan and will be musical
headlining new show at William
At Last Frontier, Little Jack
tant Film Council's film, "PrejuShoes" (Rank) packing director of the "Tliis Is Paris"
Penn Hotel.
Little vvhispering with piano and
dice."
show.
Playhouse picked "Anna Chris- voice in the raftered * Ramona them in at Carlton theatrci
Nippon Times, only English-lanBenny Constantino orcli in at
tie" to follow 'Command Decision," Room to good crowds, Hal LeRoy
guage Japanese paper In Tokyo,
opens Feb. 26.
and the Marcus Troupe in support, '.'Tanina
made special arrangements with which
Xnan"n nnii''
Tony
Spain
Grosso, who owns the
' «6
Renee
de
Marco
and
Four
EsBilly Rose's syndicate to publish
J^.Vi^l Hotel ballroom olT
Biz at Palace
Horseshoe Bar, joined growing corts at the Roundup Room of El
By Gecno Garr
"Pitching Horseshoes" daily last
50% since spot nixed foreign artLarrea-and his orchestra backin
week during visit of Rose and Wife Pittsburgh colony In Miami Beach. Rancho Vegas, Anita Martell show- ists in favor of Chinese acrobats.
ing how the British do a juggling
Madrid
from
Paris
and the Riviera,
there^
..White Horse Inn, only Americanact with a few British jokes thrown
Carmen Sagarra, new colorattira
Dvvight
Weist,
narrator
for
owned nitery in this city, folds;
PortIand,*Ore,
in. Low, Hite & Stanley also big;
the.
"This is America", series and
death knell sounded by ll p. m, soprano, making her bow at
Bill "Bojangles" Robinson click
Teatro Liceo, Barcelona.
Fifi Dorsay headlines show
Warner-Pathe News, signed by Al
curfew.
at Flamingo, as good
weather repepita Ruiz, singer and dancer,
Sherman to narrate "The Inaugu- Clover Club.
,
,^
RKO's Leon Britton and Metro's
ral.
Hazel Scott snowbound in Pasco, turned to the desert. Malu Gatica, Eddie O'Connor in from Singapore home for a few days from a South:
Story." first film record in
South American songstress, also 0
de
co'or of President Truman's inau- Wash, during concert travel.
and Hongkong respectively on rou- African tour, then planed to Rio
gur-al.
Dizzy Gillespie inked for a one "i^- New Flamingoette chorus re tine biz.
Janeiro to fill contracts in Brazil
placed 8 Lucky Girls after eight
Spyros P. Skouras, 20th-Fox niter at McElroy's Ballroom,
Serge ErmolJ, Russian band- and Argentine niteries,
president, elected a member of the
Billie Holiday into the Auditor- months for the latter.
Anita Delgado, Spanish dancer
leader, elected president of Peder*
Bird
Cage
KaPlayhouse. Nevada's
of
board of directors of N, Y, Phil- ium for jazz concert next week,
ation of Shanghai Musicians for who married the Rajah
harmonic-Symphony Society. He's
Dizzy Gillespie orch set for fir.st. and only legit, opens spring 1949, Succeeds Serge Havsky, who purtala, paid her first "state
season late in February after sucwhere
also close friend of Dimltri Mitro- McElroy's Ballrobm one-night«r.
is America-bound.
Ermoll is cur- visit to her native Sevilha
poulos, one of the society's two
Downing and Robmette top bill cessful six-week run last autuni.i; reatly leader of orch at The Tower she was reeeived with honors due
Sara
Lee
Harris
Bird
Gage
director,
a
regular conductors next season,
royal
personage.
at Paradise Room in Nortonia hoin Cathay Hotel.
in Hollywood to
folk-dancers
secure
rights
The Mike Todds (Joan Blondeit) tel,
to
Group
of
Spanish
_
,
^
birthday-partyed Senator Hubert
assembled by Barbara Legram
George Arnold placed in charge several recent Broadway hits, also
made their bow at the Teatro AiHumphrey (Minn,-D) at their Irv- of music department at Joe Young ""^ng to lineup guest stars.
Copenhagen
beniz, Madrid, with great success.
ington manse Sunday, and Mike. Agency^^
,By Victor Skaarup
They are planning a tour in Europe
Jr. had to do a Barney Oldsfield to
Burl Ives at Neighbors of Wood"Blood and Sand" (Fox) was a and then the Americas.
Scotland
get the Sen. back to NBC for his craft Auditorium for a one nite
j.
complete flop at World Cinema.
8:?i0 "Meet the Press" video show, Concert.
''';".'
Alejandro Perla will be the first
.'By';G<>risl<»n'IrV'tag\''.\.;v''.;
Biggest song hit' just now is Spanish director to try his hand ai
Filippo del Giudice, who forPat Patrick in the Pacific northAlex Muhrq will top as comedian French "Clopin-Clopant," brought
colored films. He will use the D«merJy headed J. Arthur Rank's west for three weeks of nite club at
Palladium,
Edinburgh,
for out by Imudico.
facolor system in a picture aiioui
Two Cities Films and is now an in- engagements.
summer.
Armand Perrens' Ice Follies at horse racing and bullfights, starring
dependent producer, lectures to-i ' "Born Yesterday," starring Jean
Forum was a big hit. It's expected Portuguese actor Oscar Acurcio,
morrow (Thurs.) on' "Motion Pic- Parker and Lon "Chaney, set for p]a^vine"to c^as?audiP^npi«
a?Avv
audiences at
Ayr that Aage Stentoft will bring anPConde Agullar, Portuguese maturcs As Art and Industry" at N. Y. Mayfair stage in March
other
ice
show
to Copenhagen gician, has been starring •'^m^e Ja»
Club Hy Mac burned to ground '"cWco Marx wppIt n oAiinnt of
University's Washington Sq. branch
weeK a sellout at next year.
uary at the Teatro Zarzuela, Mao
Spyros P. Skouras, chairman of recently after shutting up for night Empire
Glasgow, No, 1 Scot
Jens
Fr.
Lawaetz
is
now
head
of rid, in an international show wu"
''The
Dybuk," , an
New York film- division of the AmerAmerican vaudeviller.
u J-..
all
entertainment programs for Rastellinl, Italian juggler; Ko"*™
ican Red Cross annual fund drive, Opera, had Its world preem at the
"Chu Chin Chow" choice of Slatsradiofonien. He
oon
yTonelli, Argentine dancers;
will launch the campaign at 'an or- Auditorium,' written by Portland- Bohemian Opera Co.
for Icfng"
Weekend
Hytten,"
for
years
the:
over and Puay, Hungarian knife
"
born
David Tamkin, with Jan Edinburgh, April 11.
ganizational luncheon meeting in>
No, 1 feature on Saturday night throwers, and Argentinian tcnoi
honor of Basil O'Connor^ Red Cross Peerce
lead.
"Annie Get Your Gun'
j
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programs.

I

Robertp Luna and his

guitarists.

yffednculaYt Febniayy 23,

1949

?5
license, died Feb. 15 in the Ma* are still being sloughed.
Players,
sonic Home, Elizabethtown, Pa.
writers and directors want a heavy
A formfer Philadelphian, Mrs extra cut to compensate for the inChambcrs was also the first wom- security entailed

'Okla.r To Pix

Govcmment to
Current oft-trend in employment
f j
PnnH.^M ^n*^,!!^^.?"*
conduct
^
radio classes and perform
and fees is expected to put finis to
radio experimental duties. With
the careers of a number, of fringe
ballet dancer who coached many her husband, the late Frank Chambers; she I'^n a radio school during agents and pei'haps some pretty
leading
ballerinas,
died in Lon^-^
World War I, teaching wireless op- good players. The 10%ers can't
don. Feb. 16,
slip enough commissions to make
erating to Navy men.
Born in England of Spanish anit
profitable unless they have a
cestry, she belonged to a wellCHARLES GALLAGHER
really strong stable, so a number
known dancing f amily Her brother
Charles Gallagher, 7
former of them can be expected to blow
was Edouard Espinosa. former actqr, died at his home 1.in UtiCa, down
within the next few months.
.'
maitre de ballet at the Hoyal N. Y., Feb. 17,
/;
v'.;.
;
Actors without jobs suiter not
Covent Garden Opera.;
,Foi: eight years he toured the only
the immediate loss of income,
Mme. Espinosa
As a girl,
danced XJ. S; and Canadawith the Frank but a possibly severe jolt to their
_
.
in America under the direction of- Daniels Comic Opera and had also
careers.
Longer they don't work,
her father, Leon Espinosa.
She appeared in other legit productions the
less valuable they become as
appeared in London at the Alham- and stock companies.
Survived by two nephews and a marquee bait. By the time a probra between 1899 and 1901 as prinducer might get ai-ound to hiring
cipal dancer :and later in Brussels niece.
them, he decides they haven't been
and elsewhere ua the Continent.
seen for so long they're not worth
WILLIAM F. LINDMANN
JIMMY LUCAS
William Pi Eindmann, 66, foi*; the price; and.-he has a tendency
Jimmy Lucas, 61, former vaude mer aerialist, died at his home in to buy himself a cheap newcomer
Sheboygan, Wis., Feb. 20. He be- instead;
performer;. and screen actor, died
gan his career as an aerialist and
in Hollywood, Feb. 21 after a heart
tight-rope walker in 1903, which
attack. He had done a single act
lasted until 1920, when he and two
for many years in vaude before
Stars
going to Hollywood in 1931. He brothers organized the Sells-Sterhad also written a number of pop ling Circus.
Continued from paei«
Lindmann sold the circus in
songs,- including "Old Blue and
"Pciated a cir- Key roles. But expert casting has
Grey" "I Love My Wife But Oh
...
cus
booking
agency.
made
even
the
smallest role a
You Kid," "Smith and the World
j

HORACE SINCLAIR

^

stage
Horace Sinclair, 65, actor,
playwright, died inj
director and

SheV%. England. «in%^rin educated
there, and be,i^r was
the stage tried law
fore going on

•nH interior decorating. He made
debut in "The Greek Slave" at
London. Brought
Daly's theatre,
to
this country by the Shuberts
'"The
Bppear in a vSadeville sketch.
to
Broken Mirror." he remained
?ffMn" a" succession of legitimate
niavs and to direct several, m"'PotiPhar's Wife," "The

Sis

?lSg

"There You Are." He
which
wrote "Bachelors' Brides."
Cort theatre.
iJas produced at the
"Spoken in Jest." the latter in
form.
play
and
novel
both
seen in "Paris
Sinclair was
Bound " "Payment Deferred." with
for
Charles Laughton; "The School
"The Bishop MisHusbands."
the
behaves"; "The Taming of
Shrew " with Lunt and Fontanne;
"Skylark," with Gertrude Law
Tyrant!"

S

.

rence;

lastly,

and,

Eva

the

IN

Le

i

release

propitious,

the

secondary

rights'

1

the

of

should bring a
for "Okla-

for
presentation at such summer spots
as the St. Louis Muny Opera, etC;.
In another move to protect the
future value of the property,

,

natiu-al

Rodgers. and Hammerstein have
worked out a new formula on deals
productions of the
for;' foreign
.musical. Instead of disposing outright the rights for any country,
they themselves will have the

'

i

translation and adaptation done,
on a royalty basis, and will license
only .single engagements. In that
way, they can be sure of the quality
Of the translation and adaptation,
besides insisting on only first-class
They have recently
prodiictions.
set slich a deal for a Swedish production of the show.
Lstandout;
FREDERICK B. RICHARDS
Considering all these factors, it,
Charles Kemper almost steals
Frederick Berlrand Richard.s, 46, the
show in the meaty role of tiie would probably pay RodgcrS: and
film editor at Warners for 17 years,
Hammerstein to swap their indropped dead Feb. 17 as he was corporal, with strong assists from terest in the primary rights to
about to address the Kiwanis Club Robert Armstrong and Wallace "Oklahoma!" for all the subsidiary
Ford.
Maureen O'Hara registers
at the Knickerbocker hotel in HolAs it is, nearly all their
rights.
in
the
strongly
as
Charmaine.
And
lywood. He was a trastee and a
show
member of the welfare board of slimmer rolesi such names as Greg- present income from the when
ory Peck, John Wayne, Henry goes in taxes. But someday;
the Motion Picture Relief Fund.
Surviving are his wife and two O'Neill, Luis Alberni, Harry Carey, they are no longer in a peak earning
Jr., Jimmy Lydon, Jim Davis, Ed
„ .period, the stock arid foreign
children.
,
Begley, Herbert Rawlinson, George rights will be immensely valuable
MRS. BIRTINE F. FRAlZ
O'Brien and William Lundigan vie to them. Or to their children.
Mrs. Birtine Farnworth Fraiz, 61, for attention with solid portrayals.
former actress, died in New York, Oliver Hardy, in for the bit as the
Feb. 15.
town's mayor in the would-be marDuring her stage eareer she ap-: riage ceremony, turns in an hilarpeared in "Sign of the Crpss" and ious bit of timing.
Continued from page 1
other legits, also in stock and
Production will play Long Beach,
vaude.
San Jose, Friscoi Oakland and soe," "Quo Vadis," sequel to
Survived by husband, son, and other Coast towns in a limited "Miniver," "Kim," "Young Bess,"
two brothers.
Renoir-Ken McEldow*
number of stands.
pliis Jean
J ames Stewart, in a brief intro- neys "The River." Also Walter
CHARLES
"Auction at dress rehearsal before Wanger's "Ballad and Source." CoCharlP<! Rav Wallare 77 fnrmpr
overflow crowd of 425 at Masquers lumbia has four, in addition to
actor XdiS^YMkers
actor,
oiea in YonKers, -N
N. Y
v., Feb
teb.
^.j^^^
explained that
proceeds Gregor Rabinovitch's six operatic
He appeared in .such shows as 'would go toward a clubhouse for films; the "One or Two" announced
"The Wizard of Oz" and "Babes in paraplegic members of the film by Henry Ginsberg for Paramount;
He was also with a ehapter of the Order of the Purple UI's "Paradise Lost, 1949"; Alfred
Toyland."
Hitchcock-Sidney Bernstein's "Man
number of Earl Carroll produc- Heart.
Running"; a Boris Morros film;
tions.
the Mary Pickford-Buddy Rogers
BONNIE
United Artists deal; Selznick-KorBonnie Blackwood, 40, former
da's "Gone to Earth," Douglas
stage and screen actress, died Feb.
Sirk's "Two Hearts in Three-QuarContinued from page 3
18 in Burbank, Cal., after a long
ter Time," a pair from A & T (Irvwho have been approached are Si ing Allen-Franehot Tone) producillness.
She was the wife of William Fabian, head of the Fabian circuit; tions to follow "Eiffel Tower," plus
Lackey^ film producer.
George Skouras of the Skouras one from Jacques Grinieff-Danches
chain, and Fred Schwartz of CenBros. .
HERBERT FORTIER
tury circuit. This group, last year,
Herbert Fortier. 82. retired ac- attempted to take over United Arttor, died: Feb; 16
at the Edwin
ists by buying out Mary Pickford
Forrest Home, Philadelphia.
and Charles Chaplin.
E.stelle Swenar to Jack Krostyne,
He was born in Toronto, Canada,
~
Ex-Par Partners
Pittsburgh, Feb 12.: He's a musiand appeared in legit and films for
Foy and Goston are trying to cian.
50 years before he retired in 1938. parlay the metropolitan exhib
Marty
synCastino
to
Virginia
dicate with a number of Paramount O'Shaiighnessy Feb. .19. She's forBORPnT <s (STrpHAV
RnhPrt q stpnhan ^^i rartin partners Who will soon buy in an mer field director of Foote, Cone
Belding ad agency. He's on Chi
editor of
Plain 'Deale°li"die status. It is said that Foy has &
rtipH in that pitv Foh 90
mptaile already souiided out Robert J. variety start,
Glory Dolores Wilson to LawO'Donnell of the Interstate chain
in Radio section.)
section)
^ p Kin- rence Tibbett, Jr., Los Angeles
^^^^^^ ^^.^^^
cey of the Wilby-Kincey group. Feb. 19. He's actor and son of
ROBERT A. HARVEY
"P^-?*
Robert A. Harvey, 55, publicist; Par's pards indicated interest.
'^r^- "iS^ f „ ti„k c<„,.„
formerly with RKO. Universal,
Understood Foy believes he can
'
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FOND MEMORY OF

Passed

piige

large added income,
homa!" would be a

,

MACK

BESSIE
Who

Continued fioin

bonanza to their heirs. So they ai'e
determined to protect the property
not only by refusing to sell it to
films but also by withholdlns the
stock and amateur rights. Thus,
if and when such a move seoms

Away

.

:
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Irving Mansfield
production
Gallienne
Cherry Orchard."
His

Ada

wife,

"The Pictures as an .assistant to the
studio manager when the Gbetz-

of

Spitz outfit headquartered at Gold-

sur-

Sinclair,

wyn

vives.

studios.

Survived by wife and

two daughters.
B. RICHARD
MRS.
Mrs. Ann B. Richard, 73 former
dancer and later wardrobe mistress
for Broadway musical shows, died
Feb; 15 while enroute to El Paso,
company
was
"Hellzapoppin"
(Jelebrating her 73d birthday in the
train's: plubcar when she suffered a
stroke and died a short time later.
Johnson
'She had been with Olsen
shows for many years; Prior to
been wardrobe
that
she had
mistress for the Shuberts, the late

ANN

:

EVELYN HANLEY
skater,
Hanley,
37,
Evelyn
in a hotel room in
Dr.
Bridgeport, Conn., Feb., 19.
H. R. DeLuca, medical ejfamlner,
said she had committed suicide by
taking poison.

was found dead

Clarence Anderson, Miss Hanpartner in the "Whirling

&

Earl Carroll, George White
Florenz Ziegfeld productions,
Prior to that Mrs. Richard
a

ley's

Wonders" skating team, found the
body.

.

RAY WALLACE

'

1

.

1

Together" as a team for five
and years, Anderson and Miss Hanley
had been appearing in a cafe floorwas show in Hartford for the past nine

known

dancer in musical shows,

Foreign Prod.

.

weeks.:--

.

BLACKWOOD

Foy-EL

.

:

]

professionally as Patricia Princess.
She was in "Simple Simon,"
"Wizard of Oz," "Passing Show
of 1912" and others. When She

WILLIAM

CLARK

A.

division

William A. Clark, 63,
manager for RKO Theatres at
married singer Charles J. Richard, Minneapolis, died there Feb. 17
she gave up her stage career.
A native of Cincinnati, he was
Met two datighters,' Mrs. Irene assistant to the RKO Theatres divi
Diggs and Florence Richard, who sion manager there before being

MARRIAGES

.
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]
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•

1

!

i

;

cievS

|

l

I

'

I

,

i

|
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survive her, were in vaudeville to- Smiles With You" and "Chicago,"
gether as the Richard Sisters,
which he sang in his act.
Lucas was with International
promoted to the Minneapolis post
JEAN GILLIE
Jean Gillie, 33, London stage 18 months ago.
^^^^
He had been with RKO Theaand screen actress, died in
m
home in London. Feb. ISj^She^ap- trfes and the Orpheum circuit
^fn^'einnXDay^^n and^tVe7cmes
Beared in the U
he had
Macomber Afl'air," and her last for 17- vearS. Prior thereto
Warner Bros, and ip
English film was "Playtime in May- been with
radio and newspaper work.
fair," with Anna Neagle.
Survived by wife.
She made her debut on the Lon'

I

,and...:.Eox-West Coast
theatres, died Feb. 12 in Reno.

|

j

JOSEPH

H.

66,

I

ventor of the Kodak film spool while
associated with the Eastman Kodak
Co. and of many other devices,
died In Albany, N. Y., Feb. 18.
Ramsey, inventor of the Ramsey
coy."
silent chain and Ramsey highway
guard rail, founded in Albany the
^ She formerly was the wife of
Jack Beinhard, Hollywood pro- Ramsey Chain Co. Anthony Brady
ducer
and writer and son of Joseph Farrell, owner of the Marit Hel;
^
Bernhard, head of Cinecolor and linger theatre in New York and
_
.
^^ilra Classics.
producer, is now head
Broadway
of that company.
LILLIAN B. HORNE
A sister and two brothers sur-

I

I

I

I

,

I

I

I

,

Mrs.
Rai'tner

Lillian

Barnhart

Home,

the Palace theatre at
one of the Oldest
motion picture theatres In the Industry, died Feb. 11 in Pittsburgh.
one
P L- was the daughter of the late
Barnhart, who established
{{•
Palace in the early days of
"If

HARRY

Pa.,

^narleroi.

With her sister, Mrs.
anny Keaser, Mrs. Barnhart main«med the family association in the
along with her mother and
n niece.
~

*

!>

—

R.

WOOD

He made

his

home

;

in Apollo,

where he was president of the
town council.
^
i„j
Wood owned and operated
Woodies Theatre, now the Warrern,

number

|

i

:

of years prior to its

I

^*»ves her
mother,
a purchase by Louis Ponsetto. Surand a nephew, Robert vived by wife.
n-easer, who
is connected with the
management of the Palace.
MRS. HESTER R. CHAMBERS
uaughter,

MME. JUDITH ESPINOSA

Mrs. Hester

;T^„"m%-c^al'

Vatican Video

'

Pa.,

for

i

mum

Harry R. Wood, retired Pittshurgh "exhibitor, died on Feb. 10
where
at West Palm Beach, Fla.,
he had been v.icntioning with his
wife.

|

|

vive.'

in

Jl'narleroi,

Tacoma

I

in-

.

^

to

Pix Crack Whip

RAMSEY

Joseph Henry Ramsey,

for $3,000,000. Such a deal would
give the exhibs a ready supply of;'
product while upping EL's revenues through an insurance •f some
Mother of Bobby Shields, nitery top first-run outlets.
comic, died at her home in New
There is a belief that the deal
York on Feb. 17.
could escape any monopoly or anti^
trust stigma; if the setup was created in the form of a cooperative.
It is argued that exhibs can get together to insure them.selves of
Continued from page 1
product in same manner as various
week at $80,000. Performers who farming groups and industries
have done without bringing on anwere on payrolls for anywhere
other government action.
from $75,000 to $100,000 annually
Young expressed himself ready
are being had for as low as $25,000
to li.sten to offers last year, and
and $30,000.
made tentatively.
several were
Writers, and Directors, Too
However, negotiations at that time
Situation is no less acute with never reached a really
serious
other types of talent, such as di- point.
With the
rectors and writers.
Cinema City turning out fewer
films now and those at lower
costs—the competition for jobs is
great and studios are being reContinued from page. I
lentless in buying talent at miniScripters have been 'week with French government offigures.
particularly hard hit; Many writ-: jfloials and then went to England,
ers who formerly could not be I where he tallied with Prime Minishired except on a per-pic basis are iter Clement Attlee.
Italian government also is in'
now on payrolls at $500 and $750
Iterested in launching a TV .'system
a week, with $1,000 a rarity.
Desire by all types of talent to and Sarnoff may huddle with the
know that they'll be working next Minister of Post and Tele-communiweek and th^' week after and the cations while in Rome. Ministry
week after tfiat is so great that has already established a committhere's a tremendous premium on tee to examine tele transmission
A termer with a and the National Research Council
option pacts.
flock of pick-up tickets will win a is now studying TV from a techniprice rediiction right down the teal aspect. In addition, Milan is to
On the other hand, the indie be the site this j'ear of an Internaline
tional Congress and Exposition of
-1--"-'.
producers, who can offer nothing
sii.|ie,^lctur^.4eal.! Television.
m^re, thjiy

Remains were sent

'

don stage in 1932 in the chorus of
Bow Bells." Later she appeared
In both stage and screen versions
of "This'Il Make You Whistle" and
had screen roles in "Brewster's
Millions," "The Girl in the Taxi,"
JJ!* Live Wire," "Sweet Devil,"
"While Parents Sleep" and "De-

ivwood"^

Monogram
for burial.

;

'

^'lambers, fl«^

|

wiS^'

omSs

I

/

'

Feb%*" He°^&

^

-

Charles
I. Sugarman to Harriet
Fishman, Huntington, W. Va.,
Feb. 8. He's manager of World
-

J.

theatre, Columbus, O.
Marion Shelby to William R.
Flattery, Detroit, Feb. 17. Bride is
radio and nitery singer.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Don Mack, son,
Father is proChicago, Feb. 14.
duction head for Filmack Trailers.
Mr. and Mrs. George Morris,
daughter, Chicago, Feb. 14, Father's an NBC salesman.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Compton,
son, Chicago; Feb. 14. Father is
CBS salesman.
Mr. jind Mrs. Don Saraceno,
daughter, Chicago, Feb. 12. Father
is with ABC sales dept.
.

Mr. and -Mrs, Sam Lulz, son,
Hollywood, Feb. 14. Father is an

agent.

Mr.

and Mrs. Marvin Rothen-

berg, daughter. New York, Feb. 15,
Father, who's with Trans-Film; is
son of Irving Rothenberg of Warr
ner's N. Y. Exchange.
Mr. and Mrs, Jules Levine,
daughter, Chicago, Feb. 16. Father
is partner in Mutual Entertainment

Agency, Chi..
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pasternak, son,
Hollywood, Feb. 16. Motlier is the
former Dorothy Darrell, film actress; father is a producer at Metro.
Mr. and Mrs, John Hahnel,
Pittsburgh,

daughter,

Mother

is

Feb.

Susan Hahnel,

14.

band

singer.

Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Dugan, Jr.,
son, Las Vegas, Feb. 16. Father is
publicist

for

The Last Frontier,

Las Vegas.. ^ryrioiO

1
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jmi Concluded

FOR ANYONE TO FOLLOW.

Miami

is their incisive carbonings of a disk
jock sesh, with Hayes vocamiming of
Jack Smith and Jan Pecrce being
showstop material. Miss Healy, too,
had, them pounding with her takeoffs
on Lena Horne^ Rose Murphy and
others."
Lory.

MlAIVfl,
Beach, Florida, Sun

^Teter Lind Hayes

is probably the
caft
actor
today as
judged from the standpoint of dramatic ability. He is an actor in addition to being an entertainer. Hayes
is se<sond to none. . . . Miss Healy is avivacious'' personality with charm in
abundance. ... Yes, J^eter Lind Hayes
has nothing but talent, nothing. %ui
ability, nothing but an expert's sense
of timing,* nothing but "INTELLL
GENCE enough to
LOADED

outstanding

COME
WitH SOCKO NEW MATERIAL."

BOB

CONSIOINE,

New Yoric Journal-American
*'Peter Lind Hayes and Mary Healy,

THE MOST MIRTHQUAKING MARRIED COUPLE IN THE NIGHTCLUB ENTERTAINMENT WORLD."
VARIETY
''Surprise is the

manner

in

which

Peter Lind Hayes and Mary Healy
walk off with the show, thanks to
canto of slick new routines.

HAYES AND MISS HEALY, AS
IS CURRENTLY CONWOULD BE TOUGH

THEIR ACT
STITUTED,

Currently
Exclttsivt

LOU

QOPA CITY, Miami Beach

BRUUN OVER

Management—

IRWIN, INC.

9134 Sunset Boulevard
Hollywood,

Calif.

There

DICK LOWE,
Miami Daily News
"Hayes is the living answer to the oftrepeated question, 'what's wrong witli
show business?' He makes the an'nothing'.
Mo^t of the lop
names today have been on the boards
so long they've become like old dogs
•-enable to learn new tricks. Ha}'es,
on the other hand, not only has new
tricks—-he dreamed them up himself.
He writes about 95 percent of his

swer,

''-material.'

,

.','•.'

WALTER WINCHELL,
New York

Daily Mirror

"PETER UND HAYES AND MARY
HEALY ARE THE CURRENT RAGE
OF MIAMI BEACH. Stop every show

—

with their refreshing talent ^not a
blue moment in their zingy act. . . .
FUNNIEST BIT IN YEARS IS PETER

;

LIND HAYES' PANTOMIME OF THE
PRES. Doesn't say a word
they

—

'-s»''

recognize the smile and walk!"

BILLBOARD
''Hayes brought new material to Copa
City this year, including a clever
Louella Parsons satire (by Healy with
Hayes pantomiming), a farce bit
about a stool pigeon and a gun moU
and a senlsationally dramatic monolog
written around the song, 'One for the

-HAYES DEMONSTRATES A REAL
ACTING ABILITY IN THIS BIT
WHICH FEW COMICS HAVE EVER.

Hayes is a clever comedian rather
than a knock-down-and-drag^ont type,
but from THE MINUTE HE WALKS

walks off stage amid a dead silence
which holds almost until he's in the

CHASE HOTEL,

IS-'sf

Road.'

Working with his wife, the lovely
Mary Healy, he does a series of skits
and sketches, character impressions
and an occasional song.

ON STAGE YOU KNOW YOU'RE
OBSERVING GENUINE TALENT."

'

'M

EQUALLED.

He

closes with

it

and

wings.

HE HAS TO BEG OFF FOLLOWING
THIS BIT."

St. Louls,

Mo.
Press Relations—'

GEORGE

B.

EVANS

It:

251 West 57th Street

New

York, N. Y.
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